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THE POLYNESIAN PROBLEM

The question to be dealt with in the present work is that of the complex origins of the

Polynesian people* the easternmost islanders of the Pacific. This question is indeed neither

new nor unattempted* as it arose with the European discovery of the Pacific island world

and has since provoked a continual series of theories almost as rich in variety as in number.

The present work is no exception in this respect, as it presents material in support ot yet

another diverging aosw cr to the same old question. It differs, however, 10 my knowledge,

from ah the rest in being the first systematic attempt to turn face to the winds and examine

the bordering slopes of the New World for vestiges indicating the route of man into

the open Pacific.

In itself, an attempt ro adopt the Americas rather than the Old World in a study of I 'oly

nesian origins, is a break with the usual procedure and orthodox u^ay of thinking* and

such an approach to the problem may at first sight seem to overlook or ignore known

facts and well established principles in Pacific ethnology. Let us not pass such a judgement

in advance, until the arguments in favour of westward migration have here for the first

time been fulJv assembled and reviewed, I .ct it he borne in mind that, as long as there still

are unsolved problems in the Pacific, we should at least give art open mind to the consi-

deration of any solution however unimpressive it may at first seem to be. Geographically

speaking, not less than half of the inhabited area bordering on Polynesia, is to the east of

the islands, in the New World. We need no other excuse to bring America into the picture

in a survey of available routes into the Hast Pacific,

To the scientist as well as to the general reader, the Polynesian nation has made a strong

appeal No other aboriginal tribes, anti few of the early civilizations* have received so much
attention in literature, technical papers and popular travel stories alike.

The general reader has shared the scholar’s interest in the unusual problems connected

with the Polynesian past, The fact that a stone age people, more like ourselves than most

aboriginal people, was discovered in recent centuries on tiny islands in the midst of the

largest of all seas, has stimulated the imagination and puzzled the mind. It was but natural

evt-.n for the most casual observer to ask who they were, and why and how they had ended

up on far-flung islands isolated by thousands of miles from any continent, and with no
apparent relatives abroad,

Living on tiny oceanic islands scattered widely over an ocean territory four times the

area of Europe, this people, termed by us the Polynesian, had retried exclusively at the

windward extremity of the Pacific, on all the islands facing the trade winds and the New
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World. The western boundary of Polynesia is marked by a nearly straight line from
Hawaii to Samoa and New Zealand. Beyond these islands to the west dwell the peoples
of Micronesia, Melanesia and Australia. To the east the Polynesian boundary is marked
hy the open sea washing the American coast. But what was the former territory of the
stray Polynesian islanders?

f he genera! i cadet ha^ been lett with an imp cession that the Polynesians somehow
are of Malay stock, and that only some details have to he cleared up for the eastward
migration of the Polynesian ancestry to be successfully reconstructed.

In default of any better or more plausible explanation, little effort has been made by the
scholar to refute tfiis opinion and to emphasise the fact that nobody really knows. There
s the strongest disagreement among those who have personally been engaged in attempts
to End a feasible answer to the problem. But since the Malay theory was first advanced
some two hundred years ago, no more convincing solution has attracted the public. In
the meantime the Polynesian scholars have pursued their research and speculations as to
the full identity and migratory route of the Polynesian people.

Is there a Polynesia?! problem?

!t lias been asked; Is there any longer a Polynesian problem? Is there in Pacific anthro
poiogy even In our day need for further comparative studies founded on additional re-

search in new and different geographical areas?

Sullivan (1925, pnn), the leading authority on Polynesian physical anthropology,
gave the following answer; “There are those who claim that there is no Polynesian prob-
lem. hec a search through the available literature leaves one completely at sea, not only as

to the racial affinities of the Polynesians but even as to their physical characters sties. There
are the greatest apparent discrepancies in the descriptions bv different writers.”

Before any attempt at reconstruction is made, a brief summary of previous theories and
opinions may give an appropriate foundation for further study, and serve to illustrate

Sullivan's statement.

The early explorers, as will be seen later, unanimously describe the newly discovered

Polynesians as already being of strongly mixed race. Furthermore, from their own personal

experience in Sailing ships, all early voyagers agreed that the only natural entrance to

these hidden oceanic islands was with the trade winds from the east. Captain Cook, al-

though dressing this point as much as all the others, was still perhaps one of the first to

point to the west, as he observed that some Malay words were akin to words found in

Polynesia, America was still occasionally suspected as a possible alternative for Polynesian

origins in the days of Zuniga ( 1 B03), Ellis (1829), and Lang (1834), but from now on,

the whole attention of scholars was turned to the west, to the “leeward'
1

of the ocean.

Theories of Polynesian origins

Quarrelages (1866) came to the final conclusion that the Polynesians came from Bourn
(Boetoe Island) west of Ceram, and migrated eastwards across the Pacific to their present

domain on the islands next to America,
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Huxley (1&70), like Saint- Hilaire, Flower, Topinard, and Peschel, clasps the Polyne-

sians as mongoloid, but he also adds (p. 4od)t * it becomes an interesting problem how

tar the Polynesians may be the product of a cross between the Dyak Malay and the

Negrito elements of the population of that region".

Wallace (1870, p.411), who in all other respects agreed with Huxley’s classification ol

mankind, differed only m regard to the origin of the Polynesians, staring that they appeared

to him "to be much more nearly related to the Papuans than to the Malays, and should

therefore be classed as Negroid instead of Mongoloid.

Thomson (1871, pp, 50, 48) says of the Polynesians that: “They #rz a mixed race, and

may be divided into brown, reddish, and black.” After a linguistic analysis he affirms:

“Batata, South India, was, therefore, the Whence of the Maori [Polynesian].”

Shortland (1875, p. yj£) believes that some migrants from India must have entered

Celebes and there partly intermarried with an early prehistoric Papuan type, before pushing

on into the East Pacific as Polynesians.

CoJcqjSO (iSyr, p. 405 etc.) strongly opposes the theory of a Polynesian kinship with the

Malays, and after indicating a more likely relationship in Madagascar or Centra! America,

he puts forward the hypothesis that the Polynesians may be autochtonous to their own

insular habitat in the East Pacific.. He admits, however, that "the origin of the Polynesian

race is a problem that has yet to be solved—”.

About this time still another and equally divergent theory on Polynesian origin arose,

rejecting the claims both lor Mongol and Negrito descent, and insisting that the Poly-

nesians like ourselves, belonged to the Caucasian or White race.

Suggestions to this effect had already been made by several of the early discoverers,

and were taken up by Bopp (1.841) on a linguistic basis, l.ater, as Sullivan (1323, p. 211)

states: "This view has. also been adopted by Pomander (1870), Fenton (1885), Gill (1876b

Tregear (1904), Giddings (1903), Percy Smith (1910), Brown (1907), and most students of

Polynesian ethnology and linguistics. Brown in particular insists upon the nordic affinities

of the Polynesians,”

Pomander (1878, Vol 1
,
p.z), one of the earliest defenders of this theory, held that the

Polynesians must have been of an Aryan stock which for tong ages was influenced by a

Cushite civilisation before they left Southern Arabia on their long migrations through

the Old World and into the East Pacific.

Tregear (18B6), also finding the Polynesian speech-material to permit theories of distant

wanderings, first traced the islanders back to India and then linked their ancestry up with

peoples of western Europe and even Iceland*

Volz (7895) took the very opposite view and held that the Polynesians are related to

their dark-skinned and negroid Melanesian and Australian neighbours,

Ripley (1899) considers the Polynesians to be of mixed origins, being mongrels between

straight-haired Asiatic races and frizzled Melanesians.

Brigham (1900, p, 22) points to the complete confusion in Polynesian ethnology, and

admits that the problem is difficult : "Let the theories await more complete knowledge: In

the meantime all theorists in this domain are helping towards a final solution,"

Thompson (1905—06), in his Maori Record articles, claims that the Polynesians are one

ot the purest of aH known races. He suggests that they are a Caucasian people of the
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Alpine branch which reached the sea at the Persian Gulf, and acquired rbc art of seaman-
ship from the Phoenicians before they pushed on again to Polynesia by wav of Sumatra.
(Sec Pest 1923 b.)

Macdonald (1907) attempted to prove a Semitic origin.

Keane (19083, p, 4 * 7)» writes: I hat they are one people is obvious and thar they arc an
( )eeariie braiith oi the Caucasian division is now admitted by all competent observers

”

Smith (1910) believes the Polynesians to have originated sn North Africa and migrated
to Polynesia from India.

Oettckmg (1914^ ij) admits that the racial relations oi Lhe Polynesians in Oceania arc
obscure,

Dixon ( 1
9 z 1 } rejects the theories of pure race in Polynesia, and finds these eastern

islanders to be composed of fundamental types of Negrito, Melanesian, White, and
Malayan or Mongoloid origins.

Perrv (1923, p. 230) believes the Polynesians to have come from Egypt.
Christian (1923, p. 526) says: "And this is what the Maori and his brother Po I v resign

ready seems to be: about three-fourths Aryan, with a touch of ancient Phoenician and
South Arabian blood and a tincture of Mongolian Malay and a certain tinge of Visayan
culture from the southern Philippines, which appear to have been rhe starting -off point.

Sullivan (1923) shows that Giuffrida-Ruggeri held the Polynesians to be an offshoot
of the Yellow race, whereas $ afford finds them related to die inhabitants of the Moluccas
and Celebes. Logan (according to best, 1923 b) gave it as his opinion that they had derived
from the ancient Gangctic race of India.

i>est (1923 b) reviews the theories of Polynesian migration respectively from Ktrypf
Babylonia and the continent of south -eastern Asia, and seems to favour :he latter area,

although he points to certain parallels in ancient L'r.

J .intern
{ 1923 ,

p. 465) holds that Polynesia u:as first settled by a negroid race from Melane-
sia, which “entered the region largely as a result of accidental drifts” and settled in [Ids

manner the islands eastwards as far as the Tuamoru group. Next, he says, came people of
ihe White or Gaucasic race: “While the main body oi rhe Caucasic immigrants were
passing through Micronesia another group of the same, race were coasting southward
through Melanesia,” After them again he believes that Indonesians swept into the East
Pacific: I hey came from Indonesia, like the Caucasic immigrants, and passed bv wav of
Micronesia. He concludes: “

1 lie conditions in Polynesia ate extremely complex, and the

migration theory just outlined ... probably errs on [he side of simplicityA
In another place the same author states (Linton, and YYingcrt 19463 pp. n T 22): “The

ancestors oi the Polynesians unquestionably came Irorn Indonesia”, but rhe migration

details “are still unknown*’.

J laddon (1923, p. 2 24 ) finds the Polynesians to be most closely related to some megali-

th ic culture of sun-worshippers. "This civilization can be traced to Indonesia, but it did

not originate there, and c\ i de nee has been adduced to show tliar we may look to Ancient

Egypt for trs ultimate origin, as Elliot Smith first pointed out, and as Perry has argued
Elsewhere (1924) he suggests that the early Polynesian home was “perhaps somewhere in

I -.astern India and that their present type developed en route possible through mixture

among proto-Malay, Indonesian and Melanesian tribes. His own conclusion js (19-24,
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p j I2 5): e are not vet- in a position to discuss the racial anthropology of the Polynesians,

who admittedly are of mixed origin,”

Skinner (1914, p. 242) finds that some aspects of the Polynesian culture point to an

origin in India, others to south-east Asia.

Brown (1924, p. 54) does not find any of rhe Asiatic suggestions to be tenable, and in

rejecting them all he is led to take refuge in speculative theories of geological disturbances:

“All the indications point to an empire in the east Central Pacific having gone down.”

Rickard (1932, p.21) is surprised to read in a British Museum handbook of 1925 that

“rhe Polynesians were originally an inland people of Giucasic affinities, living in or near

the valley of the Ganges”, whence “they proceeded through the M olucca Straits and down

the north coast of New Guinea”, to Polynesia; while at the same time be found that the Hn-

cvclopsidia BritaEioica (Braunboltz 1929, p. 696) referred to the Siam-Cambodia region of

Indo-China as one possible starting-point of Polynesian migrations: “In favour of the fatter

view is the fact that a people speaking an allied language (Mon-Khmer) and having

physical affinities with the Polynesians is still living there,”

In 1959, Williamson (p. 339} summarized the answers given by Polynesian ethnologists

up to that time, pointing out that “the most which historical ethnology can do is to offer

u.s a vast number of alternative possibilities, without any hope of ever knowing which is

the correct interpretation; this is seen from the most cursory glance at the achievement of

over forty years of historical speculation, which has resulted in nothing more than a

number of utterly diverging theories of origin, and of alleged parallels with Polynesian,

culture in other ethnographic areas. . . . As we have seen, Hartdv assigns some traits of

Polynesian culture to Southern India, others to China, and still more m ‘intrusive
1

influences from Melanesia ahi America. Hcdlcy puts up a plausible argument for an origin

in Japan, while Stair cites evidence pointing to Korea, as well as to miscellaneous Indone-

sian islands. Shapiro prefers Micronesia, Dixon and Stokes argue for American connec-

tions, 1 while Hutton leads us hack across the Pacific via Indonesia to Assam. It Is of course

possible to adopt the assumption of multiple provenances, the view that Polynesia has in

rhe past been subjected to cultural bombardments from all the quarters suggested.”

Since then, Shapiro (7943, p. 3} emphasized: "it is necessary to bear in mind that both

the racial composition and the local differentiation of the Polynesians remain problems

which have not yel received their Imal solution.”

Later Buck (1945, p. 1 1), in his Introduction Polynesian Anthropology, has suggested that:

“They are a mixed people, but the predominant characters indicate & major Caucasoid

origin. Some intermixture with Melanesians may have taken place in die Pacific, but the

Mongoloid intermixture must have taken place in the Malay Archipelago of the adjoining

mainland.”

The last word on the subject has conic from Oliver (1951, p. 5
e) in his monograph on

The Pacific Islands. He shows that the real story of Polynesia has not yet been finally un-

folded, since there is still no agreement as to the origin of the Polynesian islanders or the

route and time of their migration, Polynesia must have been “the last great world area to

he settled”, and its people, when quite advanced in culture, must have come “from the

1 A-, will |>L* seen later,, Dixon and Stokes did not Suggest mi American origin of the Polynesians, but argued ihii

Polynesian islanders, sailing eastwards, had made casual visits to the coast of America.
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direction of Asia, but he admits; "Beyond this point unanimity among the authorities
disappears. . Oliver believes that one of the most widely accepted theories at present
is the one which differentiates between two time-distinct “streams” of migrants From an
unspecified locality somewhere In Asia. The theory Is that “the second of these ‘streams’
did not leave Asia until fairly late and began entering the islands after the beginning of
the Christian era,” These unidentified migrants “found people much like themselves al-

ready living on many of the islands when they arrived,” Oliver shows that even among
proponents ot this vague theory there has been much debate and no agreement as to
whether roc hypothetical Old World ‘"streams” had found their wav to distant Polynesia
through Melanesia or through Micronesia, and although he does not support an v alter-
native solution, he has nothing better to say of the cited theory than that it is “highly
speculative.”

In closing this brief survey of opinions about the Polynesian origins and migrations, we
may return to Sullivan (1923, p, 211) who writes:

“Now ii it is true that there is no Polynesian problem it should at least be admitted that
there k need for someone to sit in judgement and to determine which of the
opinions reviewed above is in closest accord with the facts,”

various

Harking method and approach to the existing problems

Confronted with such a variety of opinions among those who have seriously dealt with
the problem, we may at least safely deduce that the Polynesian islanders are not yet satis-

factorily identified, their origin is not clearly known, nor the route, or routes, which their

ancestors followed into the Hast Pacific, If only one of the solutions suggested above
•nd j

j

c:c r satisfactory, there would have been no need lot the succeeding observers to gi •

-o far in search of other explanations, differing, often Fundamentally, from those already
presented.

A further study of the matter can therefore only count on progress if U begins right
from the bottom, analysing existing material and accumulating all facts with a direct
bearing cut. the question, i hese should be dealt with in such a manner as urged by Handy,
who wrote the following wise comment in his paper on “The Problem of Polynesian
Origins” (1930 c, p. 3; italics by T.H.):

* There k such a variety of possibilities open in the matter of relationships and dert-

viations that my own feeling is that there A Offiy one mre way aj being in the wrong, and that is by

asserting d&gffiatimHy what is mt true. To be in the right, the only safe course appears to be to

conceive and to study the problem in its largest dimensions, and having so grasped it,

to resist all temptation to he dogmatic, to reject dogmatism in others, and to keep all

doors and corridors open.”

This is obviously the only sound approach to the problem, and in the following pages
ari attempt will be made not to reject any possibility in favour of any ocher, until it has

been discussed and examined in the light of available evidence.

It is quite apparent that the existing divergency of opinion as to the classification of the

Polynesian people, is caused by the fact that each observer has approached the problem
within his own special field of study. A craniologlst may be led in one direction* a mytho-
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loglst in another* Theories of Polynesian fatherlands and migration routes have been

founded upon a mere anal;., sis of hair, others on skin colour, and many more on a metric

study of average crania) indices, Other theories are based solely on myths, on a similarity

in grammatical structures, or again on a pattern in decorative design, a tribal custom, or on

the geographical distribution of a certain implement, None of these studies can be expected

by itself to throw full light on the complex Polynesian history, however nccessar. in ollr

days specialization may be.

In the primary task of accumulating fundamental knowledge it is, indeed, essential not

to spread out too much, but to v. ork deeply and concentrated!} , whether in the held or in

the laboratory, museum or library. But as the various investigations yield specific results,

each within its own field, it becomes a subsequent and independent task to coordinate i be

available results, and to profit equally from all in an attempt at historical reconstruction.

There is need for many deep anti narrow penetrations until independent fragments

from the Polynesian past arc brought together in sufficient numbers to permit an attempt

at general reconstruction. It is not the task of the specialized student, when he comes to

the surface with whatever he has discovered, to meditate in solitude on whar his own
fragment may have been a part of. Only when it is pieced together with those of other

students can a clear idea be formed of the whole.

There is in our day a vast supply of information available in the various fields of Pacific

research. Without access to this already existing material, to attempt to piece together

a general picture of the Polynesian past would indeed be futile. In the following pages 1

have referred to observers from very different fields of science, using the essence of their

findings as a foundation to an attempt at effecting a coherent reconstruction. In mam cases,

1 have quoted the facts as stated by the author without commenting upon his own Theoreti-

cal conclusions, provided these have been adequately dealt with elsewhere in the present

work.

To a large extent, whenever an opportunity has been given, 1 have preferred to quote

other writers rather than, to use my own words, in fear of being guided bv preconceived

suppositions and associations which might not seem as natural to others as the], do to me.

All quotations are rendered in English,

In organizing the sequence in which to present the evidence, various attempts have

shown me that a consistent or normal method of disposition and grouping of subject

matter could not always be adherred to because of the width and multiformity of the

material. Moreover, the inclusion of the Americas in the discussion of Pacific migration

routes has unfortunately required, in a few places, a certain amount of repetition. Of such

deficiencies I cun only warn the reader and offer my apologies in advance.

My sincere thanks arc due to all the writers quoted on the following pages, and to many
others consulted in the course of the study, as well as to native informants and personal

friends who have helped in the completion of the present work. ! am particularly indebted

to Prot. O. H. Selling, D. Sc. for his inexhaustive assistance and support* Valuable advise

and encouragement in. the course of my research have also derived from the late Prof.

C- Bonnevie, D, Sc., Prof. H. Broeh, D* Sc., Prof. G. Gjessing, Ph. D., Dr. H. Spinden,
Prof. N. Nielsen* Ph. D.

T
Mr. N. Ferdon Jr*, M. A.* and Dr. L. K., Reed, Last but not

.east a special acknowledgement to Messrs. Herman Wat ringer, M. Sc., FCnut Haugknd,
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whose pari id par ion. in the Kon-Tiki expedition made it possible to settle a disputed

]ink in the following chain of evidence; and to Chief Tetiictoo aTeriierodtcnu of Tahiti,

whose outstanding personality stimulated my interest in Eds kin and the “whence” of the

Polynesian nation.



PART I

POLYNESIA

AND THE OLD WORLD



POLYNESIA AND THE OLD WORLD

Upon the arrival in America of our own race* this hemisphere was already richly pop

u

iated by an immense variety of tribes and nations. Some of them had developed cultures

sufficiently advanced to be classed as civilizations. To the European explorers this amazing

world was new.

The people receiving the European intruders were themselves descendants of immi-

grants from other parts of the world. Thousands of years earlier their own ancestors had

crossed the Behring Strait from their old habitat in Asia, and found a world new to man.

With full justification the American continents mav thus be considered and denominated

the “New World”,

Oceania

With a foothold in the New World
,
a new coastline bordering on the Pacific Ocean was

made available to our own race. This was all rbat was needed to open up the gateway to all

the Pacific islands. The existence of thousands of oceanic islands, hitherto unknown to

our own race In spite of generations and centuries ol European navigation on the coasts

of Asia, was sudden!;, revealed by explorers in sailing ships, who now, quite unhindered,

pushed right into the ocean from the American side, with the trade wind right at their

backs. A still newer world was discovered from America: The islands of Oceania.

I o the surprise ot the arriving Europeans* all these islands had already been discovered

and settled by groups of unfamiliar neolithic people.

The true oceanic islands were later segregated ethno logically into three geographical

sub-divisions represented by different varieties of man: Polynesia nearest to America, then

Melanesia and finally Micronesia as we proceed further west towards (tie Old World. Liven

the early explorers soon realized rhe existence of different races in the newly discovered
island world. 'The occupants of the Polynesian section were dearly distinguished from
racial types further west by having a skin colour frequently only a tinge darker than that

the \X hire discoverers, intelligent features appealing to rhe European mind and some
times with a rather European aspect, and a good build with a markedly rail stature. Although
widely scattered and isolated from each other over a vast water-space flanked by Hawaii,
1 .aster Island and New Zealand

,
all the Polynesian tribes spoke dialects of the same langua-

ge, a tongue peculiar to them and understood throughout the islands of the East Pacific,

bet nowhere else. Such a distribution of a single people, which had not even passed the
5,(011 e a

,?
ir
- ,

is unique in the history of man. But isolated and preserved as they were on tiov
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ocean islands, remote from the disturbing impulses of foreign trade and aggression that

affect most continental nations, the Polynesians should at least be expected to have re-

tained much of their original purity, and to present a minimum of racial and cultural

intermingling with surrounding peoples,

!n other words, the tribes isolated in Polynesia would seem to offer ideal conditions

and an intriguing problem for the student of the Pacific past, Although there is apparently

an endless choice of possibilities, these may he drastically reduced if we systematically

couple one held of science with another. Wbut is possible to the craniologisl mav he

unfeasible to the sociologist, and vice versa. To simplify matters, we shall here start, from
the verv bottom, with such a system of elimination.

Alternatives and reductions

The zoologist can tell us that the Polynesians are immigrants and nor autochtonous to

the Pacific Islands, Where not even the lowest species of warmblooded animals are truly

native of the land except the birds and bats of the air — the primeval home of mankind
cannot be located.

It is equally clear that no former land-bridges could have connected present Polynesia

with any of the surrounding continents, at least not in human times. Land -bridges available

to man would have been equally open for the use of contemporary terrestrian animals, and
the exceedingly primitive Polynesian fauna would have had an entirely different structure.

As it is, the reptiles are represented by a couple of small lizards, even amphibious animals

are totally absent from the whole of Polynesia, and indeed not a single terrestrian mammal,
has been found On any of the islands, New Zealand included. The pig, dog and rat, existing

on various islands at the time of European arrival, had entered Polynesia as passengers

on man-made craft.

The unexpected discovery of such outstanding monuments o( past civilization as the

stone colossi on Master Island has encouraged speculative theories of geological distur-

bances, and popular writers have even suggested sunken land-masses m the East Pacific,

of which only the highest peaks have remained above the surface to form the present

islands. Such ancient submergences may be considered in the immediate vicinity ot Malay-

sia and Australia, and even Melanesia, but geologists maintain there is no chance of their

having contributed to the present pattern of the true oceanic islands. Again, a study nr rlu

island fauna, and flora may testify to the remote amiqult> of the present island pattern in

Polynesia. A good example is seen in the distribution of the immense variety of local

land-shells, which in itself is sufficient to show" that not only have the various island

groups been separated from one another by sea for an immense period of time, but this has

also been the case with the- individual is hinds within a single group.

The coral polyps, which can only live and grow at a given depth below the surface, have

also had ample time to form barriers of great age round the coasts of the volcanic islands,

not to mention the numerous islands built up entirely b 1

. these tiny organisms.

The recent borings of the Swedish Deep Sea Expedition, which have made it possible 10

perform laboratory analysis of cores, i,
5
m. to 1 5 m. long, of bottom sediments from right

across the equatorial East Pacific, from the American coast to Polynesia, have settled this
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question once and for all by verifying that the general distribution of land and sea m
this area has been unaltered for at least the last million years, (See Fetterson 1950; and

Part VIII below.)

We thus have sufficient evidence to deduce that the Polynesian ancestors must have

arrived in their present domain by sea, finding the islands with the same general geograph-

ical features as today. It ss only natural then to examine the territories surrounding

Fob nesia for traces of the voyagers who entered Poly nesia by boat.

The Polynesian territory is surrounded by Australia (with Tasmania); New Guinea and

Melanesia; Micronesia; and behind these Asia, with the Malay or Indonesian archipelago

and (apan; rl e Americas with the Northwest Coast archipelago; and the Antarctic. \X ith

the exception of the uninhabited Antarctic, all these continents, and even the continental

islands* are known lo have been settled by man long before the admittedly recent era when
the;

1

irst vovagers entered their deep-sea craft bound lor Polynesia.

The Aastro-Melanesian territory

The various Melanesian tribes, and the aboriginal inhabitants of Australia, Tasmania,

and New Guinea, with their dark, often black skin, frizzy hair, and negroid appearance,

are today recognized by anthropologists as belonging to quite different branches of man
kind, although certain Melanesian elements have sporadically entered certain Polynesian

families through marginal contact, particularly in the vicinity of Fiji. The negroid peoples

have been shown to be of great antiquity in their present domain. And, at the early period

when they spread from the continent, somewhere beyond the present Indonesia, their

dose packed continental islands may, to judge from geological data supported by zoology,

have beer; parti} 1 joined to larger land-masses, thus permitting almost unimpeded migra-

tions by land, with only narrow channels to cross. Their marked racial divergence from
the light -co loured Polynesians puts them out of court as a possible source of that race;

and they have occupied their own AuslfO-Melaneskn territory from such an early period

thru the Polynesians cannot have dwelt there before them. These facts are generally

accepted by anthropologists of our day. (For the racial elements of Melanesia, see e. g.

Howells 1945,)

The Micrtmesian territory

North of the Austro-Melanesian block of alien aborigines, Polynesia is equally well

sealed off from the waters of Asia by a four thousand miles wide ocean entirely occupied bv
Micro nes ian peoples, Micronesia forms, together with Polynesia* the only truly oceanic
> s!»nd territory of the Pacific*

AVe may divide the possibility of a Polynesian arrival from Micronesia into two alter-

natives, Either the Polynesian people originated among the M icroncsian isles and atolls,

or they once passed through this vast territory, using the many farflung islands as stepping-
stones on a migration from the Old World to Polynesia,

1 lie first alternative may again be divided up into two possibilities, (a) that the Pol) ne-
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sians were descendants of Micronesia n people, or (b) that they had an independent geo-
graphical origin within the islands which are at present occupied hv Mi c ronesians.

Upon the discovery of the various Pacific groups, a sharp demarcation-line was quick! v

drawn between Micronesia and Polynesia owing to the evident difference in race and cul-

ture between the two peoples inhabiting these respective parts of the Pacific. Modern
research has supported this distinction, showing that physically the Micronesian islanders

differ from their taller, lighter-skinned neighbours to the east, even in the matter of blood

groups (Shapiro 1949, p. 25),

Although basically, like the Polynesians, of unknown origin, the Micronesian tribes

display a great mixture of race, into which elements from neighbouring peoples have en-

tered, the Melanesian characteristic being also represented. Indonesian elements are

clearly noticeable in the Palau Group and on some other neighbouring islands to the

extreme west, but no further, Qustc similarly, at the other extremity, four thousand miles

away, Polynesian elements, conning in from the opposite direction,, are noticeable in the

Gilberts and certain other islands to the east.

Murdock (1949) has shown that Polynesian culture did not develop out of Micronesian,

but that, on the contrary, Polynesian dements coming in from the east have affected certain

atolls secondarily. Micronesia, he said. {Ibid-, p. 9), “forms a single distinctive culture area,

and within it, 1 5; sub-areas can be distinguished. One (the atolls of Nukuro and Kapingama-
rangi) is Polynesian in culture. The other 14 reveal, by contrast, a fundamental unite in

culture and social structure. ... Melanesian and perhaps Polynesian influences have

penetrated Ponape and Mosaic.”

As will be shown later (p. 68) the two "Polynesian” atolls in Micronesia Nukuro
and Kapingamarangi — appear to have been settled by late Polynesian voyagers from

Samoa and Tonga,

As the Polynesians are not descendants of their present Micronesian neighbours we may

sec whether, at an earlier era, they may have dwelt independently within the Micronesian

domain.

We find, at the first glance, that slender resources face the islanders of this archipe lago.

The great majority of the Micronesian isles are tiny low atolls rising only a few feet out of

the sea, with practical [y no sot! to cover the barren coral. The inhospitable sand will

support few useful plants. (Krieger 1943,) As in Polynesia, the vertebrate fauna of thus*

islands is restricted to birds and bats and a couple of species of lizard. Neither the Polynes-

ians therefore, nor any other men, can have originated on the Micronesian atolls, and. as the

Polynesians cannot have descended from the Micronesian people, they must cither have

come from a different direction, or they may merely have passed through Micronesia using

these islands as oceanic stepping- stones and resting-places, for shorter or longer periods,

on a migration from Asia. If the latter he (he case, it will be necessary to transfer our

attention still further west, to the aboriginal population of the Old World, thousands of

miles behind the racial barrier of the Austro- Melanesian continental block and tire farflung

atol Is ofM tcron.es i a.

We are now moving out of the actual oceanic territory.
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The Indo-American or Yellow-brown race

Left for consideration is Asia, with I ndonesia, and the Americas. And actually, through-

out this ciicum-Pacific border territory, from Indonesia In the south to Siberia in the north,

as well as all through the Americas, one can find — sporadically and in broad features

members of rhe particular branch of human i ry to which the Polynesian subdivision belongs,

('Hrdlicha it) iz b, 1916, 192^; Boas 1925,, 1929, 195 3.) Referred to as the IndoAmerican

race (Bryn 192;, p, So), or, mure frequently, as the Yellow-brown race, this early branch of

mankind is known to have had its origin somewhere in Eastern Asia. From this common
source, groups of the race spread southwards into the present Malay or Indonesian Archi-

pelago, and also northwards bv way of northeastern Siberia and northwestern America

into the New World,

Boas (1933, p. 3 jS) states: “The American rape appears most closely affiliated with the

large group that includes the people of the Malay Archipelago, and the whole of eastern

and central Asia.

.

Hrdlicka (191 2, p. lfU) includes the Polynesian tribes in the same great stream of humani-

ty, pointing to the resemblances in physical structure or two oi its branches, the Polynesian

islanders and various aborigines of the Americas*

The Yellow-brown man was probably neither the first nor rhe last 1 pe of mankind to

dicer through rhe northern passage trom Asia into the Yew World, Ir is general Iv believed

that the narrow passage of the Behring Straits, and perhaps rhe close string of Aleutian

islands, maybe even the northern Karoshiwo Current, have permitted small successive

bands of immigrants to enter America from the Old World, representing samples of the

various strata of humanity that have followed each other throughout time in Hsrern Vfia.

Thus, it has been argued (Bryn 1923 ; etc,) that, although strongly represented both in

America and in Eastern Asia, nowhere else in these commend territories do we find the

norm of Yellow-brown man as purely represented as among certain isolated jungle robes

of South America and some of the islands tribes in Indonesia. Many strong racial—and

perhaps some cultural— parallels that have been noted between Malay tribes and South

American jungle dwellers, may be due to this landward descent from a common Asiatic

paramage, leaving no need for speculations as to jungle iribes having received or trans-

mitted knpulses hv deep-sea craft 10 coo miles or more across the South Pacific,

The main racial characteristics of the Yellow-brown type of man, as revealed for example

among the Malay tribes, are as follows: yellowish-brown skin colour; short stature;

black, straight, coarse hair; absence of beard and body hair; fiat, broad arid pulpy nose;

round head. These were the physical traits of the true Malays. Obviously, if such Malays

had been able to send a sample of their own kin by boat into the extreme East Pacific,

this subsequently isolated branch also would possess and preserve these same characteristic

features of the Yellow-brown race.

Let us therefore first consider the possibiiity so widely and readily accepted by people

'who are nor students of Polynesia, that the Polynesians are merely oceanic descendants

°* the Malays. The alternative possibility of mixed origin including Malay blood will be

dealt with later; hut we shall at present consider whether an early eastward expansion of

the true Malay stock is admissible as an explanation of Polynesian origins.

l J-'Vi-rrv^.u
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The Malay

s

r
and the fair skin in Polynesia

The typical yellow brown skin-colour of the 'Malays, that has given its name to a large-

race living round the Pacific is, we find, far from being uniform among the Polynesians of
the East Pacific. Among them, as opposed to the true Malays, there are individuals repre-

senting ah shades ol skin colour, “some so fair that blushes in their cheeks can be seen,

while others arc so dark that tattoo marks can scarcely be detected/
5

(Thomson iHti,

P- 3°’)

The dark tinge may well be an element due to some Melanesian infiltration, we shall

therefore first concentrate on the exceptionally^ complexion found in Polynesia, as this

is a dominant feature, and so common that Haddon (1924, p. 6) lists the Polynesians under
Leucodermi, as a white-skinned people, like the Europeans.

To make quite sure that the light complexion in Polynesia was not due to inter mixture

with Europeans we shall note what some of the early- discoverers wrote on coming into

contact with the aboriginal Polynesians when these were still in their pure state.

In 1595 the first land was discovered in Polynesia by rhe Mendafia expedition, which

reached the Marquesas Islands in two Spanish caravels from Callao in Peru. In the earlv

narrative of this expedition. Quires (1609 b) describes how the very first Polynesians ever

to contact a European ship came paddling nut from the coast of Fatuhiva (Magdalena
Island) in a great number of canoes, others swimming beside, We learn {Ibid

, p. 1 (yj ibai thx

explorers were thus received by “altogether, four hundred natives, almost white, and rjf

very graceful shape, . . , Many of them were ruddy," Of a certain native boy about ten years

of age we read (//;//, p. 17):“,
, Jus countenance was like that of an angel « . . of a good

colour, not fair but white; his locks like that ot a lady who values rhertl much,” And the

women {Jhid. y p. 27); “Respecting their complexion, if it cannot he called white, it is nearly

white.”

More isolated than any other inhabitable island in the world, and yet discovered and

settled by aboriginal Polynesian people. Faster Island was first visited by Europeans when
sigh ted by a Dutch expedition under Jacob Rogge ween, arm frig by way of South America

on Easter day, i~?zz. There seemed to be no uniform skin-colour among- the local inhabit

ants who received the Europeans, according to the following account left us bv the Dutch

visitors (Behrens 1737, p r iy6); "As for their complexion they are brownish, about the

hue of a Spaniard, yet one imds some among them of a darker shade and others quite

white, and no less also a few of a reddish tint as if somewhat severely tanned by die sun."

When some of these newly discovered Faster Islanders came abofad Roggeweeifs ship,

we are informed that (p, 134)* “One amongst these was an entirely white man.

After RoggeweetTs brief call Easter Island was not visited ly. Europeans until the \ >e-

roy of Peru in 1770 sent out Don Felipe Gonzales with rhe Spanish frigate Sat/fa fift-ink,:.

Two of the officers on board commented on the appearance of the local natives; one

(He tv e 1770, p„ 117), briefly mentioning their light skin, added that “if they wore clothing

like ourselves they might well pass for Europeans.
11 The other (Aguera 1 -re., p, 96

pointed to the same European physiognomy among the Easter Islanders, and entered in

the ships journal:
£T , , these islanders being in colour between \\ hite, swarthy, and reddish,

not thick lipped nor liar nosed, the hair chestnut coloured and limp, some have it black,
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and others bending to ted or a csnnzmon tint. They are tall* well built and proportioned

in all their limbs-; "Finally* in a letter to Hawkesworib, written immediately upon the

return of this Master Island expedition in 1770, wc find the following first hand information

(Cpmey 1903 s
xlv): “Its natives number about 3 000 of both sexes. , . . The men art

thickly bearded, tall, well sec up T white and ruddy.”

Later* when Beecbey visited Master Island, he simply stated (1S31, p. jfi): "The colour

of their skill is lighter than that of the Malays..**

Beechey was the first European explorer to visit the Polynesian inhabitants on lonely

Mangarev a, or the Gambler Islands, to the west of blaster Island. He wrore about the

natives he found {Ibici. t p. i$6): “There is a great mixture of feature and colour among

them; . . .lr seems as if several tribes from remote parts of the Pacific bad here met and

mingled their peculiarities.” The natives came paddling out to his ship on a flotilla of log-

rafts, and one rai l brought a very fair person of “superior appearance" who wore mous-

taches and a light turban, “which gave him all together the appearance of a descendant of

1shmael.
1

(7bid , p. 109.)

The same explorer ilidd, p. J47), visiting the natives of the Tnamotu Group, likew ise

ai che eastern extremity of Polynesia, found that “here abo then:- was among them a grear

diversity of complexion/" He speaks, on various occasions, of natives with light skin and

European features, and from Lagoon Island, at the far eastern end, he wrote: “One man,

in particular, and the only one who had whiskers, was so fair, and so like an European,

that the boat’s crew claimed him as a countryman.”

When Wallis discovered Tahiti in 1767, Robertson (1766 68, pp. 148, 179, zij, zz 8
)

recorded in his log that the greatest surprise was caused by the marked difference in hue

to be observed among the natives. They found some to be “a light coper col I our others a

mu Hato and some almost if not altogether White— ...” Light skin was especially notice

able on the women: “One in particular was fully as fair and hade a> Good features as the

Generality ofWomen in England, hade she been drest after the English manner, ana cdrain

no man would thought her of Another Country; . . .we compaird skinns and hers was

rather tifirer and Whiter nor mine,.

,

Captain Cook (176s— 71, p, 91) also wrote from Tahiti* in the journal of his first voyage

in r 769-, that the natives on this island varied greatly in complexion. The upper class of

people* he said, were not at ail as dark as what he terms the inferior sort, , , . “nay, some of

the Women are almost as fair ax Europeans."

Cook has rhe same to say from the Marquesas Group, where the women and the youths,

were little tattooed or not at all, “areas fair as some Europeans”. Among the Polynesian

Maori in New Zealand he also found natives resembling Europeans. When he discovered

Mangaia* one ol the natives who came on board his ship was “of the same east with that

common to the most southern Europeans", In Tonga* or the Friendly Islands, he found a

great variety in the population, with "hundreds of truly European faces”. Finally, cn route

to Northwest America* Cook discovered the Hawaiian Group, or the Sandwich Islands,

in 1778, and here too he met with a varying population* including natives with “visages

not being very unlike those of Europeans." 1

Forster* who accompanied Cook on his second voyage round the world, also stressed
1 Capr. Cook nr, Vol. 1, p, jo8; .178.-1, Vol, 1, pjv. 15.1, 172, Yol. II, p. 192.
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the European colour and aspect observed among die Polynesian population, He wrote
oi the natives of Tahiti (1778, p. 234): “

. . .on the cheek of the fairest of their women, you
may easily distinguish a spreading blush.” Speaking of the “better -ort” of inhabitants at

Tahiti, he pronounces their skin to be “of a lighter tint than the fairest complexion of an

inhabitant of the EastTndkn islands; . . r

3J

East Indian or Malay islanders, moving cast from their own domain, would have 10

pass through the habitat of black-skinned Austro-Melanesians, and they could thus hardlv

show &fairer complexion when emerging at the other end to sc-tth- Polynesia,

The tail Polynesian stature

The Malays, like all the true Indonesians, arc small people of short stature, like most

Yellow-brown people. As already stated, the Polynesians arc tall; they even rank among
the tallest people in the world, with an average stature of about 171,4 cm, (Easter Island,

ly.u; Tonga, 175,0; Samoa, 171.7; Society, 171.02; New Zealand, iwo.fi; Marquesas,

[70.44; Hawaii, 169.51. See Shapiro 1940b, p H iH.)

The Polynesian race is tall wherever we meet with it, whether on the islands at rhe

Equator or in rhe cool latitudes of New Zealand. Commenting upon this, Shapiro, in his

study of Tfa Physical Charatkrs of fhe Society Islanders, writes (193 0, p. 279): “The Polynesian

island groups show an amazing lack of mean variation in stature. Considering the geo-

graphical diversity between New Zealand and the Society Elands, ibe isolation of the

various groups, it would not have been surprising to End considerable differences from

island to island.”

This may be taken as a good indication that the Polynesians were already of tall stature

before they spread themselves over the East Pacific island world. That the tallness, like

the fair skin, existed before European intermixture, ma\ be seen from a jew statements

by the early explorers.

When the Mendaha expedition discovered the Marquesas, and the four hundred natives

came out ro rheir ships, we read (Quires 1609 b, p. ifi); “On chis about forty came on

board, beside whom the Spaniards seemed of >mall stature.”

Aguera wrote from Easter Island in 1770 ,(p. 99): “1 be men are generally of large stature,

very many- exceeding 8 1 x span [5 ft. 1 r in .]

;

most of them attain 8 spans [5 ft, 6 fin.] and

there were two whom out of cariosity we measured, one of 9 spans and 2 inches [6 ft, 5
in. !

and the other 9 and 3
1 , indies [fi ft, fiQ in,], all of their limbs being of proportionate

dimensions.
11

Bcechcy (1851, p, 137} found the average height of the first Mangarcva islanders to be

seen by our race to be the same as that of Englishmen., but they were not so robust. ( >ne

man who came onboard measured 6 ft. 1 inch and one seen ashore 6 ft. ^ 1

.» inches,
• M ^

Cook (1777, Vol I, p.508) recorded that in the Marquesas the men were “in genera-,

tall; that is, about five feet ten inches or six feet;"' while his companion Forster (1778,

p. 23c) saw in Tahiti several over 6 ft. 5 inches and one of 6 ft. 4 inches. 1

1 Km, 1 »ay,. Vul. 1, p. Si) rimruains, ek.u unusually nil sutu-c irequentSy occurred chit: Is and persons of

herecltcary rank in most Polyntfiinn grtmps, “altli >ugb they .ire not elected to their station oil account of [heir

pcL'sofiai cndowmenTs, inn derive their rank and dev,; don from [heir ancestry”, Thus he says Ekom 'I ahiu; “ Die
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W'j need no further proof to know that the isolated tribes in the far Bast Pacific present

a contrast to the inhabitants of Indonesia in regard to nature and build.

Xu uniformity of black, straight hair in Polynesia

The structure and Colour of hair has to many physical anthropologist:; been a favoured

criterion of race. Some have gone as far as to fay down that the cross-section of a hair

under a microscope is sufficient to settle the race of any one individual
;
while F. M . Brown

(1942, p. 250} holds that we should be satisfied if the various races and sub-races can be

generally distinguished by such a method.

We shall, at least, be fin the safe side if we sat on.l\ that rite hair of Europeans tends to

be more or less soft and wavy with varying colours; whereas the BJack race generally lias

coarser, black hair, curly or frizzy in texture; and the Yellow-brown race has very straight,

stiff, coarse hair, black — almost bluish-black — in colour.

in this respect also the Malays follow the norm of the yellow-brown race. The Poly-

nesians, however, do not. After a careful analysis Sullivan (1921, p. 97) described the

bait of Samoans as “European” in texture, “European” in form, and “Mongoloid-Euro-

pean” in colour. Including the Tongans later in his stomatological studv of the Pub nes Earns,

he wrote {1922, p. 258):

“They do depart somewhat from the bulk 01 the Yellow-brown peoples in hair Firm.

Coarse, stiii, or lank black hair occurs only rarely in these two groups. The prevailing

form is moderately coarse in texture and either straight or, quite as often, slight! \ wavy

in Torm. This more than anv other one thing responsible tor the theory of a European

origin of these peoples. Now while the hair is not so still, straight, and coarse as the

prevailing form of hair in the Yellow-brown peoples* neither is it so line as the prevailing

hair form of the Caucasians. I do not wish, however* ro make too much of this point and

am wilting to grant that in this tine character the Samoans and Tongana approach nearer

to the Caucasian than to the Yellow-brown types. The same can be said of the lack of

prognat ism and of the development of the chin./'

Still later, when his research had been carried east as far as to the Marquesas

Croup, Sullivan {1913, p. izj) stated: “While the hair form is gfiti somewhat doubtful,

it is certain that there is lithe or none of the stiff, coarse hair of the Mongol in Polynesia.

In almost every individual there is also a suggestion of brown in the hair pigment in

certain lights,”

As the sporadic existence of reddish or auburn hair in all parts of Polynesia will later be

dealt with fully, his sufficient here to note that this feature too was recorded by 1 he early

travellers as existing so strangely among the otherwise black-haired aboriginals of Poly-

nesia. Thus, at the early discover} of the Marquesas, the Mendafia expedition (Quirns

1609 a, p. 150) found “natives* white, and ofvery agreeable appearance, tall and strong. ,

.

and most beautiful flowing hair, and man} of them very fair. . . . Let this not be taken for

fan.cT of the laiL- king VSI* six feet four inches high; Pomarc was si* feet two. The present king of Raiatea is equally
!:' Mab.ii.ic, the king of ) luahtoe, hut for the effects of age, would appeal1

litrJc inferior, .. Sonic individuals

arnnnjg the lower classes exhihif a uuie equal to that of the chiefs; hut ibis is of rare Occurrence. . ." Bank-: also

1 ' $76, p. tiS} referred to the [sllncss of Polynesian ;nesi, and measured one who was 6 feet \ inches tall.
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exaggeration, tor so it isT They even speak of a certain red-haired Marquesan woman
whose locks were so beautiful that they wanted to cut off a sample, (Quiros 1609 b, p. z. z.)

Cook (1777 >
Vol. I,p. joS) later supported these statements by saying that the ha ir of the

Marquesans, “like ours, is of many colours”*

From Hawaii, Easter Island, the Tuamotus, the Society Islands, Tonga, and Samoa we
shall later present similar data as to deviating Forms of hair, we shall here only include

Golenso’s reference to the Polynesian Maori of Kcw Zealand (iSyj.p. ^.41}.; “As rheir

complexions varied, so did their hair. Generally it was profuse, black, arid waving, or

slightly inclined to curl. Sometimes it was red, of which colour there were also many
shades

Whatever may be the ting in of this Caucasian element in the hair of Polynesians, it

certainly owes nothing to a Malay inheritance*

The growth of heard m Polynesia

The Yellow-brown peoples are well known as possessing another characteristic which

distinguishes them markedly from our own race, namely, the absence of beard and body
hair. The bearded faces of the early European discoverers made a great impression on all

the people of territories previously inhabited only by genuine and beardless Yellow-brown

men. The Malays follow their own race lo this physical peculiarity.

SuNi van (
1
9 2 * p, ii')

) came to the following conclusion after his somatologies! research

in Polynesia-: “While the hair h not so well developed on the face and body of the Poly-

nesian as it is on most Caucasians, it is still considerable nearer the Caucasoid norm than it

is to the Mongo! norm. * *

This trait, too, was present so many parts of Polynesia before the advent of the Euro-

peans, When trie Mendaha expedition first came into contact with the Marquesans, they

saw an old man “with a long and well-ordered beard, who ... put both hands into his

beard, raised his moustaches, stood up, and cried out, looking jo many directions”,

(Quiros 1609 b, p.ift).

Both Cook (1-7-7, Vol I, p. 508) and Forster (177ft, p. 232) speak 01 rhe Marquesan s as

bearded. The former says: “They observe different modes in trimming the beard, which

is, in general, long. Some part it, and ric it in two bunches under the chin; others plait it;

some wear it loose; and others quite short'/' Cook also writes of long beards among the

natives of Tahiti, Hawaii, New Zealand and other Polynesian islands, some o\ which were

first discovered by him. 1 Forster {,1-77, Vol 1
, p. 560} recorded that the first native to

board his ship at Easier Island “was remarkably hairy on the breast and all over the bod;, ....

his heard strong, but clipped short,.

.

Beechey (iS ji,pp. $8, 104, 1 5 ft) wrote from the same island: “The beards or such as had

any were black; but many had none, or only a few hairs on the chin.” Ac Crescent island

he found the natives tall and well-made, with thick black hair and beards. With the natives

of Mangareva “the mu stack ions grow long, but the beards, which are kept from three to

four inches in length, are sometimes brought to a point, at others divided into two; one

man, however, was observed with a beard which hung down to the ph of the stomachy , .

"

L Cook 1784, Vol. 11, pp_ ! 473 19.2; Vol. I, pp B 1 5

5

4 itj,
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Lament, one of the first European.!? to reside on Tongareva, or Penrhyn Islands, speaks

nf the islanders, as having “handsome bushv beards, general I \ black, but sometimes tinged

with auburn, ...” (Smith 1890, p, 92,}

]t Is interesting to note with Hand 1
,' (1930 c, p .

'< ) how Sullivan’s analysis of comparable

physical series in. Samoa and the Marquesas showed the local existence of beard and body

hair m be strongh associated with light skin and tall stature,

Beards are also occasionally seen on ihc strongly Polynesi-ar-aflected Gilbert Islands

next to Polynesia (Kricger 1943, p. 27), whereas the Microne si ans otherwise generally

pluck out what sparse facial hair the v may grow, as dt * certain Amerinds and other generally

beardless Yellow-brown people.

The beardless Malays cannot he made responsible for the unexpected, distribution oi

what is occasionally a heavy growth of beard in Polynesia,

The occurrence of QqmUne nose in Polynesia

There is another noteworthy feature among the Polynesians in the far Eastern Pacific,

which cannot with any degree of likelihood have been brought there bj the Malays or

their Indonesian neighbours. This is the “not uncommon aquiline contour ol the nose”

(I ydekker s 90(11, p, a), The soft, lt>w-ridged and flattened nose of the Malays, an inheritance

from the original Yellow-brown type of man, is not at all characteristic of the Polynesian

people.

Sullivan (1923, p, 21 9), after a systematic anthropometric analysis of nasal height and

width in Polynesia, came to the conclusion rbai “the nasal height of the Polynesians exceeds

that of nearly all other peoples except a few American Indian tribes, the Aino, the Tyrolese,

Samaritans, and the Mocano,”

The same author stressed: “It is important to note that only some American Indians

and rhe Aino approach the Polynesian nose in both diameters, and ihese for the most

part are deficient in width.”

In another passage {Ihid^ p. 227) he says : “The highly arched, long, narrow nose is

usually looked upon as one of the moat distinctive characters of the Caucasian tvpes.

Although the Polynesian nose is much mote massive, yet it approaches to some degree

ti?e Caucasian type ol nose. But it should be remembered that many American Indian

groups have approached the Caucasian norm more closely;”

Sullivan’s study produces p. 232) this conclusion: in nose form “the Indonesian

is the antithesis of the Polynesian”.

m the accounts of some of the early voyagers too, we find references to ihe aquiline

sl-rape of the nose in early Polynesia, Beechey (1851, p. 38) wrote of the Easter [slanders:
"

I he lips, when closed, form nearly a line, showing >, er; little of the fleshy part, and giving
n character of resolution to the countenance. The nose is aquiline and welbproporrioned;”

Vso of the inhabitants of Martgarcva he stated (p. 138): . the nose in general is

aquiline;
”

Cook (j TS4, Vol, I, p. 380) noticed ”a fullness ai rhe point of the nose,” which was very
common among 1 he islanders in the Tonga Group, adding that he also saw “manv genuine
Roman noses, amongst them.”

O
'-3
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The hooked nose was perhaps more prominent among the Morions of the Chatham
Islands than, elsewhere in Polynesia. Raucke (1928, p. 17), himself born on this groop in

1848, described one branch of the local aborigine as having a ^predominating narrow
Aztec iace” and "pinched high-ridged down curved nose”. Tregear (1889, p. 75) writes

tron'i die Chatham Islands that “the hooked nose sometimes seen on the Maori face, espe-

cially in the north, is here very common, and in some cases, exaggerated to portentous
dimensions.

”

It is sufficiently obvious that a theory of Malay movement will not account for the

occurrence in various parts of Polynesia of this hooked or aquiline shape of the nose.

The inconstancy of the Polynesian cephalic index

A studv of cranial shapes in Polynesia has given rise ro many and most divergent hypo-

theses of Polynesian origins, although the promoters of the Malay theory have received

little or no comfort from this quarter. As with the microscopic analysis of hair, so with
’be metric study of human crania, both may be of great value in a broad and general treat-

ment of human types and relationships, but there may he a limit to their dependability if

used alone,

Boas (1912, p. 261), after his anthropometric study of t’.S, immigrants and their descen-

dants, disputed the stability of human cranial shapes, and maintained ihat "he&dforms may
undergo changes in course of time* without change of descent,” Mthough this view was

later opposed by Pearson and Tippett {192.;.) in their paper “On Stability of the Cephalic

Indices within the Race , even these writers admitted; “A considerable number of anthro-

pologists seem to believe that all racial problems can be solved by merely ascertaining

the mean cephalic index within a given group or district. As a matter of fact, such a belief

can lean only ro A deceptive simplicity of t treatment; no group can be defined without the

study of a multiplicity of characters/’

it is quite apparent and generally agreed that the Malay people are round-headed or

head width x 100

head Length

nes.ia matters are far mote complicated.

In his resume of the craniological investigations of Master Island racial aniii.ii les, Shapiro

(1940 b, p. 27) fails to discover any unanimity of opinion. All he can do is to affirm that

the Easter Islanders arc Polynesians and not Melanesians. The latter theory has often been

propounded by craniologists who have observed that the Easter Islanders are dolico

cephalic or long-headed, as are the Melanesians, in contradistinction to the brachyocepha-

lic or short-headed Malays. Shapiro furthermore stresses that "cranial information on

Polynesians is entirely inadequate and often misleading. In fact, 1 believe that part of the

confusion which has arisen from the craniologEcal studies of the Easter Islanders may v

attributed to inadequate information on the cranial characteristics of Polynesians.”

It is interesting to note that Shapiro (1940 h) places the Easter Islanders in the dolico-

cephalic group {eJ r 74.61) ;
that Buck (1922) places the New Zealand Maori in the mesa-

ticep baric group (c,i. 77.7); and Sullivan (1922) places the Tonguns in the brachyocephilic

group (c.i. 81.1). This alone Is sufficient to show the danger 01 depending too strict!; on

brachyocephalic, as their cephalic index
|

i

is well above 8-a. But in Pol '.

-

%
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cranial forms in judgement of race, as the three examples mentioned all refer to members

of the same Polynesian people. The reason for the divergence of opinion in the classifica-

tion of Polynesian crania is obviously that the mean beadform among these particular is-

landers is an abstract and imaginary concepL 1c is practical to speak of the mean headform

or mean cephalic index of a distinct and homogeneous tribe, but if a people should happen

to be composite, the average index will vary with the numeral strength of the respective

component elements selected for the statistical measurements.

One example will suffice to illustrate this point: The islanders of the Marquesas Group
are referred to in the technical literature as having a cephalic index of 78.89. Thus their

beadform appears to be medium, and to fall into the meso- or mesati-cephalic group (c,i,

between 75 and So}, and as such they are generally treated in comparative anthropological

studies. In reality, however, the truth is this (Sullivan 1923, p, 177):
fIThe cephalic index

of Marquesas ranges from 72 to [>t. This range of 20 points is rather high, but most of

the individuals fall between 76 and 82 in the male series and between 77 and S.j in the

female series.”

There are accordingly both long-headed, medium-headed and short-headed individuals

In the Marquesas Islands; and although they7 vary over a range of zo points—from dolico-

ceplialy to brachyocephaly yet the average naturally becomes medium, and may be fixed

at a theoretically exact figure of 78.89.

We shall therefore, in the present study, be very careful in our treatmcnr of mean cephalic

indexes among the unidentified Polynesians, and merely state that no pun- descent from
the brack yocepbalic Malays will account for the complexity of cranial forms, in tire Polyne-

sian islands. For there art dolicocephalic elements in Polynesia which contrast with known
tacts concerning the Malay people, and which have nothing to do with Melanesian influ-

ence.

The absence of the B factor among full-blooded Polynesians

At the end of the last century a great evolution in serological techniques commenced,
which should become of great use to later anthropologists. It was discovered that diffe-

rences existed in the blood of different species of animals, and at the turn of the century

Landsteiner made his discovery of three different groups of human blood, a numlaer
which wax short I y after Increased to four, ( ), A, B, and AB.
At the end of the firstWorld War, L. andH. Htrssfdd, having already found that the blood

group factors were hereditary, began to inquire into the racial distribution ofblood groups.
The first important discovery that was made has a direct bearing upon the present work.
It was found (.hat the A factor was highest in the peoples of western Europe, and that it

decreased from west to cast as the B factor gradually rose to become dominant among the

peoples of Asia.

Later studies by Boyd (7959 a) and many others have revealed that group B reaches its

world maximum in India, being high throughout Eastern Asia, including Indonesia, and
even right into Melanesia and Micronesia. A dear break is marked at the border of Poly-
neria, where the B factor drops to a minimum, oris absent. (Nigg 1930; Phillips 1931;
Shapiro 1940 a.)

Only on the extreme western margin of Polynesia, borderi ng direct! 1
, on Melanesia and
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Micronesia, both high in R. i.s there any impressive incidence of B. Further away, as in rhe

Tuamotus and Easter Island, the B factor is conspicuous by its total absence. (Shapiro

194c a,, p. 4 Li.)

A closer examination of the blood groups will he made later (Part II). At present it .is

sufficient to stress that this racial factor, considered to be one of the most dependable

factors in a study of inheritance, speaks strongly against a Polynesian descent from Malays,

or from any other Indonesian stock. It would be forcing a favourite doctrine against better

evidence to ignore the strongly marked serological demarcation line which severs the

Polynesians east of Samoa from the Melanesians, Micronesians, and Indonesians to the

west of ibis line. The quite extraordinarily low percentage of blood group B in Polynesia,

indicating an original purity of only O and A m this domain (Phillips 193 i, p. 2S7; hhapito

1940 a, p. 4 c CV>, obtains no satisfactory explanation from a theory of Malay or 'Indonesian

descent,

77le inconsistency of the Malayo-Polynesian theory

As has already been stated, the theories of Polynesian descent from the Malays were

originally based on much debated linguistic observations, and have never quite convinced

physical anthropologists. Long before rhe discovery of blood groups, anthropologists like

Wallace (my, p. 498) had said of the Polynesians i “We have already seen, that their tall

stature, their curly hair, their well-iotmed and rather prominent features, their joyous and

laughter-loving dispositions, all separate these people widely from the true Malays."

At the turn of the century, Dentkcr { 1 900) wrote in his Races of ALm: “It has been

said and frequently repeated, though without precise documents to warrant the assertion,

ihat the Indonesians resemble die Polynesians. . . but recent anthropological research has

proved that this is not the case. The Indonesians have none of the special characters of

the Polynesians. , . .the form of the nose, of the lips, of rhe face, as well as various other

traits present notable differences

T

After a more methodic analysis of the anthropometric data sn Polynesia, hum van 1,1923,

p. 232) was in. a position to state with certainty that the Indonesian and Polynesian have

little in common apart from, probably, a very remote ancestral descent trom the same

Yellow-brown race. He wrote: “This somewhat doubtful and certainly distant relationship

is indicated bv their great divergence in nearly every trait studied. 1 In- Indonesian is the

antithesis of the Polynesian in face form, head form, and nose form, h is also separated in

degree of pigmentation, thickness of the lips, beard and body hair development, and eye

form.”

\X e shall not leave Indonesia at ibis. As already stated, the basis tor all 1 henries of Malay

movements into Polynesia is the unidentified origin of the Polynesian islanders coupled

vviih the discovery in the eighteenth century ot certain linguistic affinities between the

Polynesians and the Malays.

How apparent are these linguistic affinities, and how much can be deduced from therifr

The debated existence oj a linguistic clue

As soon as the similarity between certain Malay and Polynesian words had initiated a

systematic inquire bv philologists, in the middle of last century, a regular chaos ot Poly-
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nesian theories immediately arose. The suspected linguistic ldnphip proved to be so hazv
and fluctuating that it was useless as an indicator of Polynesian movements. Some distant

connection was apparent, but it was altogether too sporadic and vague to indicate anything
beyond Some very ancient contact between the primeval ancestors of the two peoples.

Alter the theory of a direct Malayo-Polynesian relationship in language had been, pro-
pounded by Marsden in 1834, the question was in the following decades considered by
Humboldt, Buschmann, Crawfurd, Latham, Ranke, Keane, Fraser, DieFun bach, Bopp,
Pomander, Churchill, Tregear, and other writers.

Ol ihe first pioneers, Humboldt revealed the presence in Malay, but the absence in Fob.
nesian, of a large class of ancient Sanskrit terms; Buschrtiann pointed out various common
features; Crawturd denied the existence of any linguistic relationship; Latham included
even the languages of the negroid Melanesians in the same comparison; and Hale simply
ignored the theory of linguistic relationship.

Later Ranke (quoted by Wallace 1883, p, z6 i\ concluded that the Polynesian language
was “totally distinct from the Malay, has a different construction, has very- few Malay
roots..."' and Dieffenbach (quoted by Pomander, 1878) found that: "The Polynesian
language is, in its whole formation and construction, by far more primitive than the Ma-
layan and the rest of the javano-Tagalo languages/ 11

Fornander (1878) held that the most which could be said about a MalayoPolynesian
kinship o. speech uas that the Poly nesian language was “an older surviving form of a once
common tongue**. He indicated the vagueness in this rt lationship by quoting Keane, who
came to the conclusion that “the absence of Malay words in the Polynesian is a proof that
(he latter had left the Indian Archipelago before the former had invaded it.

,J

I v idtn.ee did no-, seem to speak much in favour or a Fob, nesian descent from the Malays
when even prominent linguists felt impelled to suggest that the Polynesians must have left
Indonesia before the Malays had even appeared in those quarters.

Alexander (1878) pointed to further indications of the same sort: Humboldt had forty
U:"' befoic noted a ;argc class of Sanskrit words which had entered Malay proper, Java-
nese, and Fugbis ar a very ancient period while still live and genuine in form. As none of
these Sanskrit words were present in the Polynesian language with its many dialects, an
evident discrepancy appeared between the generally accepted recentness of Polynesian
migrations and the necessarily ancient introduction ol Sanskrit into the Malay Archipelago,
v. ; ;k

. had failed to affect any Polynesian ancestors.

.

Gettil^ no satisfactory information from the results of comparative philology, Alcxan-
ckr (1910-1 [, p. izS) concluded: !The great differences in language and physique, as well
as iri mental and moral traits, between the Polynesians and the present inhabitants of the
1 Malay) Archipelago, combine with other consideration to prove the immense antiquity of
the period when the Polynesians separated from the other branches off the Oceanic race.”

, / „
theojT o£ a d]rcct Malayo- Polynesian unity of speech became more and more

I md 1 oiyncM&iusts began looking for other possibilities, Cnlenso (1675, p. 4o 5 ) wrote;
* - die language spoken by the Polynesian race has no affinity with the Mala 1 an being

in its whole formation and construction of a far more primitive and ancient last The struc-mre ol the Malayan language is wholly different.” And: “That while some have supposed
6 11 ° lyneS1^ race e° have sP*#S from the Malays, from a very slight physical resem-
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blaoce, and from the likeness of a/«;• words of tlieir Language, there is quite as much, if nor

greater, physical resemblance between the race and the people of Madagascar, on the oppo*

si:c side of the globe, whose language also contains a few words and sentences which are

identical,”

'J’regear i 886, p. iS), the noted Polynesian linguist, who compiled Tbs M^ri-Poijmskn

CMtrpGrafkt Ditfimir
, ,

failed to find any near relationship ro Malay or Indonesian tongues,

and concluded thar die Polynesians must have Left Asia at some very early date. "But the
E

main point against the Lite arrival of the Maoris from Asia is that many of their words have

more direct connection with the Aryans of Europe, and even of the West of Europe, than

with those of Ask.*1

Wallace ( ] 8-8 $ , p. 162). losing laith in the Malay theory, referred to the gradually accumu-

lating linguistic evidence as he wrote: “This convergence of the views of three modern

writers, each starting from a different point and reasoning from a different set of observa-

tion s, as to the radical distinctness of the Malays and the Polynesians, will justify us in

giving up the term Ma layo-Polynesian as altogether misleading.”

In the midst of theories which in the present century have tentatively linked the Poly-

nesian speech with nations as widely spread as from Sumerk ro India and China, from

British Columbia to California, Mexico and Peru, there arc still linguists who occasional!;,

revive the idea of some indefinable Malay connection, claiming* tike Ray (1923* p. z j 7)* that

‘"The okl theory of a Malayo-Polynesian relationship has never been definitely disproves"

Others, no less confidently, take the attitude of Wallace, maintaining that it is of more

importance that the said relationship has never been definiteh proved, and chat rhe burden

of proof rests with those who suggest it.

As Ray (1925, p. 217) states, the most notable denials, ot' the Malayo-Polynesian theory

have been out forward bv Eraser and Churchill. The latter put forward the theory that the

tew words in the Indonesian and Melanesian languages which resembled Polynesian were

borrowed from Polynesian mariners passing by from somewhere on die Vs i arte continent.

But Rav (1923, p. 318} in defence of the tottering Malayo-Polynesian theory, musters the

following counter-suggestion: “.-Vs the colonies started from various islands of Indonesia,

and at different periods in the development of the Indonesian languages, we naturally rind

that rhe Indonesian elements in Eastern languages Melanesian and Polynesian —represent

sometimes, one Indonesian geographical region, sometimes another.

Source relationship of Malay and Polynesian tongues

Therefore, in view of the available evidence, and the wide divergence of opinion among

the linguists, we shall here he very caret id not to draw an} - rash conclusion. I he difference

in the structure of Malay and Polynesian languages (Ranke), the absence both 03 true Malay

words (Keane) and of the large class of ancient Sanskrit words (Humboldt) in Polynesian

speech-material, and finally the exceedingly low percentage of Polynesian vocables that

actually can be compared with Malay roots (Dixon 19-21, p. 79)’, have since the turn ot the

centur. left us with a combined linguistic result which may be thus summarized:

E Dixon {ibid.) points vac: "We may say hisr hde that .;i|iii:>ugh there art uadoukcdlr som* «'Ot<Is in Malay tiJtv

arc connected wLrh cite PcdrawLan I m.S-iJ'ir.'-: - circfi.il analysis <rf 1 Esc two made bj- she la*c Me, V% n-. C hnrchiJJ, re
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Some sort of pare oral contact between Polynesian and Malay languages most have

existed* but apart from a number of common terms* the relationship is very vague and

exceedingly remote. A parallel is here seen to the results otphj sical anthropology: A falrlv

close relationship is at first suspected; a systematic analysis reveals important differences

and inconsistences, and yet. in the end, enough vague evidence remains to make some inde-

finable early parental connection likely. Available linguistic data suggest that whatever

connection may have existed between Malay and Polynesian parental stock; must have
ceased before the Malays left Asia and entered their present Indonesian Archipelago. This
is important, as it takes the separation of Malays and Polynesians back to the early period
in Asia—and to the geographical area on that mainland -whence the Yellow-brown race

originally spread. In other words, the Malay and Polynesian ancestries seem to converge
backwards in time, to meet somewhere in Eastern Asia in a very remote and indistinct

period

.

The possibility of borrowed words

Without losing track of this valuable piece of information, we may call attention to an-

other derail with a possible slight bearing 011 the question. Even seventyfive years ago,
Coknso (1.875, P- 405) had an alternative conclusion to oiler. He observed that the Polv-

^ ^
. y s

was the roving deep-sea navigator in the Pacific, and the one
that evidently possessed the greatest mobility. Combining this fact with the lingui

evidence and the continuous westward sweep of the prev ailing elements :n rhe open tropi-

cal Pacific, he laid down rhe following principles:

“I hat il would have been impossible lor any regular migration to have ever taken,

place from the Malays to the Polynesian islands, owing to the frailness ol their shipping,
and to the prevailing trade winds and equatorial currents being contrary**

4

B:
£L

I hat the near resemblance or even identity of a few (quasi) Malayan words prove
L'calh little, when ir is considered (a) that those words only obtain among the sea-coast

natives of Malaya; and (b) that the same words are found more or less in use on the same
coasts os Java, Sumbawa, and the Philippine and other isles, including even Madagascar.
May it not therefore be reasonably inquired, whether those few words might not rather
) ia\ e reached those several northern Asiatic isles from Polynesia* than vice versa f”

J-itrJe attention has since been paid Coknso’s remarkable proposition except perhaps
In Handy, who similarly emphasized how wrong it was always to regard any apparent
Mala.. o-F oly ncsian analogy as an argument tor early Malay- sailings to Polynesia, without
eyer taking into consideration the alternative possibility of a westward voyage bv Poly-
nesians. Handy says (1930 c, p r 13); "1 believe in studying the river system downstream
as well as upstream.**

Ir. tat 1, it is curious to see how so many, nearly all, have here followed the trek of abori-
ginal. man 'upstream 1

only.

'duel.-., without proposing a ‘downstream’ voyaging of Polynesians, have nevertheless

'

;

l

;

Ca«M^cInstituliO[», Washing!.*?, resulted in kLs declaring that 2jo words at die outride showed Stay connection,
t ::hcr :l 5 atmLUr words or as words ibac probably hid rhe same. roots. If wt si-itc tl« aaiius of Polynesian words-
1 hat hn c been collected at the low i^rimau: ol ±j words* this would give us a percentage of only one per
cent.— riot, wc submit, a sufficient pejssentage on which co base a racial connection.”
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considered the Polynesians to be the mobile givers, and the people of the West Pacific the

receivers. This was, as stated, the view of a competent Polynesian linguist like Churchill

(1911, 1912} when lie presented his theory that the few Polynesian-like words in Indonesia

and Melanesia were merely borrowed from passing Polynesians
;
and of I .ydekker (1921,

quoted bv Sullivan 19.23), when he said of the Polynesian physical type They arc Cauca-

soid in origin and it is probable that the Indonesians have a slight infusion of Polynesian

blood rather than the reverse.”

The frequent attempts to associate Polynesian speech with a general ' Austroncsian*

linguistic stock emphasize to some extent the nature of the relationship, and show bcv. >nd

doubt that a geographical neighbourhood may create a linguistic pattern that defies the

most conspicious racial frontiers.

Language does not belong to race

Quite apart from the probable basal or source relationship between the parental languages,

we shall therefore not ignore the evident possibility that a few sporadic words may have

passed westward with Polynesian voyagers in more recent times, quite independent of any

migration of race and language. I ndeed, single terms can even travel without the company

ot human migrations. There are nu inertms Latin words in the Norwegian language, al-

though there were no Roman settlers in the country.

More than a century ago, so keen a Polynesian observer as Ellis (1829, Vol IV, p. 433

pointed to ihc now recognised fact chat the Melanesians who inhabit the Pacific island?

westwards of Tonga “have an Asiatic origin entirely”. The Polynesians inhabiting the

islands eastwards of Tonga he suspected to be a mixed race, partly even of American de-

scent. Showing how Polynesia and Melanesia meet in the Tonga-Fiji area, he particular! v

called attention to the probability “that the pros!miry of the Friendly and Figii islands

may have given both a variety of words and usages in common, ...”

To summarize, we thus have three plausible and natural causes for the existence of the

fragmentary and sporadically appearing speech material which is shared by ihe island

regions of the Last and West Pacific, firstly, the aboriginal inhabitants of both areas mat

be regarded as island survivors of primeval emigrants pursuing different routes our or rhe

same cradle in Eastern Asia in early pre-Christian millennia. 1 Secondly, stray parties o

roving East Pacific mariners may have landed in Indonesia after prolonged drifting with

the trade wind straight down through the open water-wastes of Micronesia, rhirdly,

whatever the Polynesians might have adopted during their marginal contact with Melanesia

would basically be of Asiatic island origin. Each and all of these possibilities should be

taken into account.

Speech alone is never a criterion of community of lineage. Pomander (1878) said wit 1

Saycer “Language i.s no test of race, . . . Ifethnology demonstrates kinship of race, kinship

1 Wc know that linguistic dements. tend to survive longci and in a purer form ai .nn .y, island tnheg ihan amotiu

more exposed irminlarid relatives A historic cxainpii: may be Sfcfcil in modern Iceland where so many elements uf

ihe Old Norse tongue have survived in an almost pure form, although lost or greatly distorted among the <: •n.-i-

ntnfd \oi lawmans by whose artOiStOrS Iceland was peopled in ilie ninth century A.D. 'cer the Norwegian- specc :

would rend to b( sheltered from great changes by rhe continued use of a written language. Ihe continent il iriho

from which the Polynesians deser ruled. had no written language, at least not in r.lic period, before F dynesian dep»rtm\
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speech may he used to support the argument; hut we cannot reverse the process, and

argue from language to race,”

Since physical anthropology has faded to demonstrate a direct kinship of race, but

shown ibat the Polynesian represents the antithesis of the Malay in nearly every detail, a

much dimer and definite relationship in language would he required to balance the con-

crete evidence we have against a Polynesian descent from Malay people.

Other possibilities in Indonesia

We arc not finished with Indonesia yet, since two gaps still remain in our reasoning,

\lthough the Polynesians cannot have developed out of Malays, we have nor yet considered

whether the Polynesians may not be mongrels descended from Malays and some other

unidentified race. There is also another possibility, which lias often been substituted for

the old MalayO’Polynesian theory in recent years, namely: the Malays mar not themselves

have made the journey to Polynesia, but they may have caused the voyage to be made by
another Indonesian people, which thus became the Polynesians. We shall consider these

two possibilities together.

The latter theory, as formulated by Weckler (1945, p, 8), is that the Polynesians dwelt

in early Indonesia, as a Caucasoid people, before the advent of rhe Yellow-brown Malays
l tom the mainland. On fhfe premise, "the population pressure caused by the .Malay invasion

M Indonesia may have started the ancestors of the Polynesian peoples on their search for

new homelands in the Pacific.”

f bilv this muen need be said; Polynesian ancestors in Indonesia would have had the

opportunity Lo spread themselves all over that archipelago before rhe Malay population-

pressure caused rhem to evacuate it. Are we lo suppose that the courageous Polynesian
warriors abandoned ah' their own settlements and made off upon the arrival of small Malay
: cople from the Asiatic mainland? If so the character of all Maori-Palyncsians must have
changed greatly since (hen. They did not dee New Zealand when the Englishmen arrived.

Wc may very well accept the possibility that a big enough boatload of Malays may have

*

"
;

1

'

3
^ tlcinti a valley, or even a small island, but not

that they cleared the whole Indonesian archipelago of tall and warlike Polynesians. 3r is un-
believable that ever}- tribe throughout Indonesia should have lied in search of new homes
m an unknown ocean upon the arrival of the first Malays

; on the other hand, if the hypo-
thetical Polynesian ancestors had not settled all the islands, there would have been no
pop,: adon pressure. Allowing that some exposed groups of Polynesians from one of the
marginal islands may have deserted the tersile Indonesian, archipelago in favour of the
barren atolls of Micronesia, we muss sti A wonder why there are no vestiges of the otlicr

and remaining Polynesian occupants of Indonesia. No physical type corresponding to the
ial: Polynesian has been pointed out in this archipelago, neither have archaeologists found
an.'- evidence ot carl) Polynesian burials or settlements.

Pre-M ahiy Indonesians

j
u1| hetmore, the aboriginal pre-Malay population of Indonesia 1-. by no means extinct,

li Mr descendants,, the true Indonesians, are as small and shore in stature as are their
neighbours, the Malays. Their average stature, as given by Haddon (1924, p, a a), is from
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and their noses are as Hat and soft as are those of the

Malays. Pygmies and small negritto peoples, with a stature and nose of even less com-

forting dimensions, probably preceded the pre-Malay ‘Indonesian'. Present conditions in

Indonesia, with Hindus and other recent immigrants from continental \sia interming-

ling with Malay and aboriginal Indonesian tribes, have formed a mixed population render-

ing the held wort of anthropologists difficult; while the constant confusion in the termi-

nology of ‘Malay' and ‘Indonesian
5

has not simplified matters for die library student. Yet,

out of this apparent chaos ol mixed races, several facts emerge u nsbartered winch ma\

permit us to draw valuable conclusions.

By turning our attention from stature to the information yielded by a study of blood

groups, wo arc back on solid ground. Obviously, the fact that the original Indonesian

people, like the later Malay intruders into the Indonesian domain, all displav n notablv low

stature, speaks strongly against 11 Polynesian descent from these people, separate or com-

bined; yet, if the Polynesians are a composite race, having derived their exceptionally tail

stature from some quite different quarter, then bodily form and size would not prevent

Indonesians from having entered the Fast Pacific as me of Ibe wmpwent ekmentv tn the

Polynesian race.

This is where the blood-factors again come in. The Malays, the true Indonesians, the

Indonesian negrittos, the recent Hindu and Chinese immigrants, all happen m have one

important physical characteristic in common; they are all notably high in the B factor.

Since we know with certainty that blood group factors are hereditary and that A and B
factors behave like usual Mendelian dominants, it L> simple mathematics to reckon that li

cannot entirely disappear, whatever dis ranee Indonesian people travel irt a boat and how-

ever much their blood is crossed with that of other peoples, Some percentage ol B is bound

to remain among their descendants. There is, as grated, no B tn the aboriginal islanders

of the more isolated areas of Polynesia, like Easter Island, Mangareva, l he Tuamotus, etc.,

islands all settled by typical and genuine Polynesians. It is accordingly a violation of Men-

del's law, applied to the inheritance of blood group factors, to suggest that there is ary

proportion ofIndonesian blood worth speaking of in the veins of (he Polynesian people.

There is another point with regard to the replacement of the Malay theory by another

liv pother! cal movement from the same archipelago. It is suggested ibat a Caucasoid non-

Malay people was expelled by alien Malays, rather than that the Yellow-brown Malays

themselves voyaged to Polynesia, Eh rbc pre-Malay people was Caucasoid it would not be

very likely to speak the Malay language. Therefore, with this Caucasoid Indonesian theory,

the original linguistic argumem is lost, and with it the principal argument for a Polynesian

arrival from Indonesia.

Those who abandon the old and battered Malayo-Polynesian theory only to replace the

Malays by a hypothetical and unspecified tribe which might have dwelt in early Indonesia,

and which might have been tall and light-skinned and without the B-factor, are surely

seeking for a plausible excuse for maintaining the Indonesian theory rather ihan being

pressed by the existing data. By pushing hypothetical relatives of the Polynesians Into the

remote past of the archipelago we dp not, however, push them out of the range oi further

discussions. The subject is thereby only transferred from the held of the physical anthropo-

logist and linguist into that of the historian and archaeologist.
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A recent arrival of man in Polynesia

A people is marked and classified nor merely by its physical characteristic and language,

but also by its culture. To reconstruct cultural conditions in and around the Polynesian

territory at the time of the Polynesian migrations, it is necessary to know approximately

when these early voyages Into the Hast Pacific took place.

The absence of written history in Polynesia, and rite silence, among all literate nations,

regarding expulsions or emigrations into the open Pacific in pre-Columbian rimes, make
.an exact daring of the Polynesian migrations impossible. Yet we are not deprived of other

means, more approximate bur no less dependable than writing, which all combine to

demonstrate, the recentness of the Polynesian occupation of their present islands.

be I ore we consider the various positive indications of this fart, we may observe that

there is nothing to argue the contrary, nothing to prove any antiquity of man in the East

Pacific. A primitive fossil species of the cocon ut genus {Cocos yrylandkd) has been fount* in

the Pliocene of New Zealand (Berry 1926), but it is an early wild species which has no
bearing upon rlu: dating of human migrations. A cranium was once found underneath

the coral bed below Honolulu (Hunnewell j 868, p. 5), but the head must either have been

buried there, or else have belonged to a native diver trapped and carried inro underwater

channels, as no skullbone would endure such prolonged submersion among growing
coral-polyps.

Ska llow anilaeology

Throughout Polynesia there is in facta remarkably shallow archoe dogy behind the island

culture. In contrast to the long inhabited neighbouring territories, like rbe adjacent coast

of Peru, there arc in Polynesia no impressive shellheaps, kitchen-middens, or other accu-

mulated human deposits which can carry the archaeologist far back into the millennia

before our own ( bristianera. Shallow ret use-heaps have been found near carJ\ settlements

in New Zealand, Hawaii. Tonga, Tahiti, and other islands, but they do not carry us back
tor very many centuries of our own era before they suddenly disappear. In 19^0 Emory,
noted archaeologist oi the Bernice P. Bishop Museum of Honolulu, excavated 10 comple-
tion a rock shelter at lvuliouou, Oahu, which was considered one of the earliest known
sites in the Hawaiian group, and he was able to secure the first direct dating through the

recently developed Radio-Carbon Method. 5 He found that the site was unoccupied right
un till about 800 Ad),, and possibly even later. Emory says 4

: “This carbon determination
brings me to regard a date like 700— Soo A.l), lor the first settlement of the Hawaiian
Elands, as entirely reasonable and likely.”

In New Zealand all the environmental conditions should be present which permit con-
tinental peoples to leave behind deep and extensive kitchen-middens or refuse-heaps as

centuries pass by. Duff (1949; 1955a; 1950 b) has published the latest archaeological rc-

.V. k-si>J-.:incd <it chu 29th lnt. Cunjjr. os AmerscsAEsts, by Mr Yf. F. Libby, di£n:i$t ut ;hc University of Chicago,
' .i.n.iy t ’, R:tdio-C&rbo:n Coritex mat ;ic dorK from organic material recovered! in areliaci. logical excavations, fiom
'i:l tKUqt of disintegration, of the radioactive Cacbo-i 14 atoms contained in such material. J lit dating thus ob-
1 : ri :

I

is bclievud to be correct within :i of 25s years each v --;, :.n-nt«irrits Jess.

LturtT to the author dated Match 30, 1931,

1 Wcyj*4tiSil
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suits from New Zealand in his interesting studies of the Moa- hunters, who were the first

settlers of this Maori habitat. Hu found no sign of great antiquity behind any New Zealand
settlement, and says about the Wairau site in the South Island (1950 a, p. 75):
"Although the oldest recorded, the site is thus typical of New Zealand in the shallowness

oi the deposit and in the absence of stratification,”

His general conclusion is (1950 b, p. 1): “There is no evidence that human eyes had
ever seen these islands before they were raised by the ancestors of the Polynesians in one
of the world's last and most remarkable migrations of stone age man which, according
to the date accepted as a working hypothesis from Percy Smith's study of genealogies,

we can tentatively assign to the fifth century A.D.”
In no other parts ol the MaorbPolynesian territory have refuse-middens been found to

possess a size suggesting Jong-lasting habitation. Where work has been done other than on
the surface, archaeologists have not only tailed to find evidence ofhuman occupation prior

to a period well advanced into the centuries A.D., but, apart from an occasional claim of
culture blending, very little evolution is found to have taken place in the island culture

from between 1 he early settlers and the arrival of Europeans, In other words, the stone ad-

zes, weapons, stone pounders, and other artifacts of toe first voyagers to enter the East

Pacific were very much like those still in use on the arrival of the ear 1 -.- European explorers.

This tact greatly simplifies matters, since a general cross section of the fairly homogeneous
culture 00 the various Polynesian groups, as known to us in historic times, will present a

comparative!} good picture of the culture among the natives who made the original jour-

ney out to the js lands.

Limited inter-island variation

When compared with other geographical territories of Hr less extent, Polynesian culture

is remarkabh homogeneous. Although some islands are in the tropical belt and others in

the cool latitudes ol the Chatham Islands, with tribes dwelling as lar apart as the Maoris of

New Zealand and the Hawaiian s ol the Sandwich Clauds, yet the various cultures have not

had time enough to show much local differentiation.

This tact become? even more noticeable when we consider the Polynesian language.

Throughout the Polynesian territory written language was unknown, vet on all the widely

separated islands the inhabitants still spoke the same language with mere variations of

dialect; and they ret erred to the same mythical places and. persons and gave the same names

to important legendary heroes in songs and traditions of the past. Captain Cook, urt hu

voyages of discovery, took one native Polynesian along in hjs ship, and he was able no act

as interpreter even among remote and to him unknown Polynesian tribes, some of which

had been discovered by Cook at different extremities of Polynesia,

Mutually isolated people, without a. written language* do not maintain a common tongue

unless their separation has taken place in comparative!-, recent times.

Brp:wn (1927, p. j.) draws a suggestive comparison with the neighbouring islanders of

Melanesia, who have occupied their present island territory since very early human times:

. a contrast between tire two regions is that evert island in Melanesia has its own lam

guage, and often several, Bougainville having six, and adjacent villages all over using
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mutually unintelligible languages, In Polynesia it is easy for a Maori to understand Tahitian

nr Hawaiian,, though bred and spoken several thousand miles award"

The absence of early human deposits in Polynesia, the shallow as well as homogeneous
Polynesian archaeology, and the scant differentiation between rhe geographically wide-

spread tribes, all point in one direction, and combine to show the recentncss of the. Poly-

nesian dispersal into the blast Pacific. Many centuries, then, cannot have passed between
rhe original discovery uf Polynesia by its aboriginal population and the re-discoverv of the

same islands, at the end of the 16th century, by the Spanish Mendan a expedition from Peru,

The value of genealogical cross-hearings

On all the major islands throughout Polynesia the native population were passionate

ancestor-worshippers, Superior chiefs, often represented by a royal hierarchy, were deified,

and the ruling classes, therefore, kept a very careful record of their own sacred ancestors
right back into legendary times. When the Europeans arrived the Polynesians on all the

islands kept careful genealogical records. On some islands (New Zealand, Marquesas,
Raster Island) there was a regular school system, with teacher? trained in the local historv,

who instructed the young men in the national past and taught growing generations the
genealogy of their own tribe. Memory was sometimes aided by a fully dependable substi-

tute lor written history; a mnemonic system was arranged by means of strings on which
knoes. were tied for each new generation. (See further Part 1\V:

1 he native genealogies, with which each Polynesian tribe1 ha? kept for itself a careful
track of the number of generations since its own particular island was first settled, are
rendered considerably more valuable by the fact that quite independent records were kept
in the different islands.

As Buck (1929, p, 7) states : "The Maoris, with the i t blood-kin in Polynesia, offer of all

^ the world the best material for investigation by the ‘Genealogical Method',
l he fact thin the genealogies are joined on to the Gods and natural phenomena in no wise
lessens t? eir value for the last thousand years. They are the only means we possess of
arriving at approximate dates in Maori history, and their value is verv great.”

At the turn of last century, Polynesian genealogists like Ellis, Fornandcr, Smith, and
others, had compiled and compared tribal genealogies from wide areas of Polynesia. We
learn trom them fbai there is a close agreement from island to island that the various
jami ly -lines were established throughout Polynesia some z t to 28 generations ago, some-
times slightly more, and sometimes a little less, a variation which is only to be expected
since the length of a generation may vary, and since the different groups were settled
successively and not all at one rsnie,- Yet the agreement 2s remarkable and cannot possibly
In- the work of chance. In many cases 1 he royal lines from different islands converge back-
wards to common ancestors referred to independently by the same names and in the same
pen o*ls ; and in most cases the original mythical demigods, like Tu t Tane, Tangaroa, Tiki.
Maui, and Kongo, with their sister-wives Hina, Pant, etc., recur as the first divine pro-
genitors common to the now scattered Polynesian roval lines.

^
Cx

l
>edcace has shown that an average Polynesian generation is equivalent to a period

ai about 2
5 >-‘ears

* tbe genealogists have come to the conclusion that an all-embisdne
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Pol 1
, nesian vortex of migration swept the East Pacific and peopled a]] the major Polynesian

islands in the early centuries of the present millennium, finally bringing the Maori to New
Zealand as late as the fourteenth century. As Buck (1926s p. 1849 states :

" U 1 tribes in

New Zealand trace their ancestry back to one or another of those canoes which are famous

so song and story. The arrival was from 22 to 23 generations ago, nr approximately about

the year A.D. 1 5
soA

Polynesian traditions indicate Izco distinct local occupations

Historical traditions preserved in most parts of Polynesia speak of two successive is land

eras. Giving their own local genealogies, the Polynesians inform us that their own fore-

fathers, when sweeping into the ocean In large canoes some twenty 10 thirtv generations

ago, found another and different population already in possession of the islands. These

former inhabitants were parti) expelled and partly absorbed by the newcomers. In certain

islands, however, there was only a change in the ruling families, enabling us, through

other and earlier genealogical lines, to go still further hack to a period, general lv considered

by Polynesianists to commence somewhere about sc-o A.D. This was the earJicsr settling

of Polynesia.

We may infer from this the possibility of a mixed origin of ihe present Polynesian race

and culture, yet, it this be correct, we can still deduce that both these branches must reave

arrived in the East Pacific without the here di tory B factor in their veins.

Tlie probability of a mixed origin of the Polynesian islanders has already been indicated

l_w the results of physical anthropology. Irrespective ot the origins oi the possible unrelated

settlers of Poh nesra, and their respective routes of migration or means of transport, it may

still be presumed that the latest invaders, who entered Polynesia in the present millennium,

arc responsible for the cultural standards and the prevalent physical types encountered in

Polynesia at the time of European discovery. For the sake of convenience, rhe tcrmAMaori-

Polvnesjan” will be used in 1 nig. work to distinguish the last arriving and well known im-

migrants of tlic eastern parts of the Pacific, who reached Central Polynesia in the first

centuries of the present millennium and thence sent a branch which conquered New Zea-

land with the famous Maori ilcet about 130c '-*13 so. This term will consequently include

their descendants, chat is the dominant type of Polynesian aborigine as known to us

throughout Polynesian territory, including New Zealand, in lust otic times. Whether the

well-known present Maori-Poly nesian and Ids extinct or absorbed predecessors on the

same islands he of one or of two distinct branches of mankind, ic will he found the satest

procedure to study the last and best known immigrant fust, and then return later to the

original navigators who discovered the islands when Silk unknown to man, in the middle

of the last millennium, some five centuries or more before Ehe Maori-Polyneskns appeared

in the same parr of the ocean.

It is hardly justifiable—although it is generally done—to determine Polynesian migra-

tions and historical events into decades by a genealogical calculation. With 2 line of up to

iB Maori -Polynesian generations, we might easily calculate a ccntuty wrong it there was

anv irregularity in the lifespan and line of inheritance of any of ihc chiefs whose names arc

enumerated. A total of some fifty generations. Including the earliest local lines, will allow
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of even more flexibility when transformed from a- calculation in generations to a calculation

in years and centuries. Until comparative chronology, some da;, in the iuture, provides us

with even more exact information, all dating in Polynesian history must be considered as

approximate. Data, which undoubtedly correspond with the truth when handed to as by

the Polynesians as a given number of “generations”, cannot with the same correctness be

transformed into an equivalent number ot “years”,

Yet, by accepting the general results of comparative genealogy supported by the other

means of approximately dating local Polynesian history, we may allow fora narrow margin

on both sides, and still be sufficiently dose to the facts when wc conclude that Polynesia was

generally uninhabited up to the middle of the last millennium; and that ii was rediscovered

and conquered b 1
, the Maori- Polynesians who arrived in the first part of the present mil-

lennium to establish rheir local hegemonies over all the islands.

With this information to guide us we may consider some noteworthy facts pertaining

zo the Polynesian culture.

Polynesia occupied by neolithic tribes

When the Europeans first discovered the Pacific Islands, the Polynesians were still a pure

stone age people. Throughout Polynesia, without exception, the natives manufactured

their adzes of polished stone, and theit fish-hooks of shell, wood, hone, and stone. No
form of metal was known.

The beautifully executed and highly polished stone utensils of the artistic Polynesians

place their culture in the upper— or 'polished stone age\ In other words, Polynesian cul-

ture was neolithic. And what is more, the Polynesians did not know the exceeding!;, ancient

ait of pottery. This N one of the most surprising features to be found among the highly

intelligent and, in most other respects, culturally advanced islanders of rhe Hast Pacific;

The neolithic state ot Polynesian culture has been commented upon with surprise by

most observers, but few have taken this significant evidence into account in their attempts

to reconstruct the Polynesian migrations in our own Christian era, Others, who have

paid due attention to the fact, have proposed strange explanations, or left the question

entirly open.

In his inquiry into "The Knowledge and Lse of Iron among rhe South Sea Islanders”,

Rickard (195 a, p. 21) shows lhat no metal ot any kind was manufactured in Polynesia be-

fore rhe introduction of European nails, He says: “Whether wc accept the time of the it

departure from the Asiatic mainland as either B.C , or A.D., it is remarkable that the des-

cendants of the Polynesian migrants to rhe l^aci tic islands should have lose all knowledge

of pottery and metals. . . , Apparently we have here an interesting example of retrogression

in human culture1,”

However, in view of the markedly high artistic talent shown by Polynesian wood-
carving and stone-sculpture, a retrogression in took and instruments bringing the Poly-

nesians back from the iron age to the cumbrous stone age does not quite seem to harmonize.

We should be very careful not to discard without serious consideration this surprising

piece of evidence, for wc may here he touching an unsuspected key to the local migratory

problem.
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Why should an entire people, consisting of numerous mutually isolated tribe*, unarm
mously drop the use of metal to start chipping and polishing inferior cools of stone? C >nly
one theory has been put forward to answer this problem: the Polynesians might not have
had access to iron in their new domain. But this is not so. Captain Cook (i 768 71, p, 1 ? 6)
noticed, upon his first visit among the New Zealand Maoris in 1769: “We found, thrown
upon the Shore in several places in this Bay, a quantity of Iron Sand, which is brought
down out of the Country by almost every little fresh-water brook. This proves that there
must be of that Ore not far inland. Neither of the Inhabitants of this Place, not anv other
where we have been, know the use of Iron or set the least Value upon i 1. , . . Pokck
(

3 & 3
8

» P» 34z) similarly wrote about certain round stones full of iron pyrites which were
"somewhat abundant’', and were known to the Maori as “moamoaT?

,
but they had no

idea that the iron could be smelted and thus become useful to them. As is well known
there is iron ore in New Zealand, and when irs occurence was conspidous enough to he
commented upon by the earliest Kuropean voyagers, it could nor have been overlooked
by the aboriginal settlers.

If the Polynesians had come Irons the west they could easily have returned with the trade

winds to the bordering islands of Melanesia to obtain metal ore, which even today is.

abundant for commercial use no further away than New Caledonia, The early Mcndafla
expedition, when visiting the Solomon Islands, noticed that the natives seemed to have had
lull acm

v

to iron, as they were observed using a club with a stone head containing quanti-
ties of iron pyrites.

Thus, both, within the Maori Polynesian habitat and on the islands nearest to it, iron, as

raw material, was accessible. There would be no need for the roving Poh nesian mariners
to abandon the use of the forge, and with it the use of axes, swords and daggers* had their

ancestors ever been iron-smiths: 1

Polynesian immigrants imported their neolithic culture

Worked metal has never been excavated from prehistoric Polynesia, This is negative
evidence, however, and as such is valid as an indication rather than a proof Yet we may
verity from other observations that trie Polynesians arrived with their primitive ancestral

adze-heads worked from polished stone and not from iron.

An iron -age people forced to revert to the manufacture of neolithic culture elements
would attempt to imitate metal tools in stone. Put the Polynesian adze-blades and other

tools represent typical neolithic forms and show no similarity to am known prototypes in

metal. An alternative possibility would he that the Polynesians found stone imitations of
iron prototypes to be impracticable, and that they were thus compelled to invent and
evolve tools of other and more primitive forth. However, a gradual retrogression from
cast iron to polished stone* after the occupation of the Polynesian islands, would result n a a

differentia lion among the respective island tribes. Inventions and evolutions would yield

different results as the carpenters and sculptors began experimenting ail over again on
forming stones into useful tools. line the evidence in Polynesia is to the contrary . The same

3 Maori ir<if|itjwis, ic is inccfcsuiijg m note, iiatrate that ch.t J-ocat cxistctiE't: uf Aephiite and (similar grtom stunes

1 1 fui not iron-oic} was rhv materia] which attracted their asiccsrnn; trj New Zealand.
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types of neolithic tools were spread with the arriving immigrants to remote parts oi Poly-

nesia, The same conventional forms oJ' adze- blatter the same character! Stic mode of

securing the stone to the elbow-shaped handle, the same distinct type of curved shell lish-

hook, or barbed wooden ruverms book, reappear from one island to the next throughout

I he whole of Polynesia, These, and many other corresponding culture elements in eastern

Oceania, are purely neolithic in character, they arc the resul: of long-lasting evolution

among intelligent and laborious stone age people before their spreading, and not the casual

invention ofindependent island tribes or of a retrograde nation.

No pottery among Maori-Potyriesiam

The absence of worked iron among the Polynesian tribes, before they began to trade with

European ships, has a parallel in the absence of pottery, which is perhaps even more re-

markable. Many ethnologists consider the potter’s art to be a culture element ol such basic

importance that they separate culture groups principal I according to the quality of their

ware and their modes of manufacture and ornamentation, Some even argue- against racial

diffusion in certain areas by pointing to local differences in ceramic art. The absence of enj

form of ceramic art, as in historically known Polynesia, ought to prove even, more valuable

to the plotting of ancestral migration routes. Since poteen general!], antedates metal ami

was produced by most stone-age cultures from the beginning ol their neolithic stage, the

total absence of this important culture factor, when the Polynesians were discovered by

Europeans between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, ought to be thoroughly analysed.

For ii must either l>e due to the geologic-pedok >gi c conditions on the Polynesian islands,

or else to some peculiarities in that special -area whence the latest Polynesian immigrants

arrived.

The discoverers of isolated Easter Island thought they had seen some pottery jars among

the local inhabitants (Behrens 1737, p. 1 3 5 ), but this has never been verified by subsequent

visitors, and might have referred to the pottery-like gourd-containers used on the island.

All anthropologists agree that pottery was not made by any ol the Maori- Polynesian tribes

at the time of their rirst contact with our civilization. But when the reason for this surpri-

sing fact has to be explained, there is no longer agreement. Marly have suggested, as they

did with iron, that there was no clay for making pottery in the Polynesian islands, and that

Bus valuable ancestral art had therefore to he forgotten. This is not so. Clay was available

on all the major volcanic islands, although often not of the best quality^ U was used by

native Polynesian women for washing cloth, and by their men ro plaster around sections

of the wood when burning down trees or hollowing out the hull of canoes with fire,

fhe Maori even made some of their flutes of baked clay* (Fisher 1337, pp- in 115.)

The fact i I vat day is extensively used in an elaborate form of pottery-making on the very

iirst alien, islands west of Polynesia in I iji, a Melanesian group, is enough to show that

the distribution of pottery in rive Pacific follows an ethnographic rather than a geologic-

pedologic pattern. Mac Lachlan (193S, p, ft 2)., discussing the sudden disappearance of

pottery-making as one crosses the border from Melanesia to Polynesia, refers to yet another

rather ingenious theory put forward to make this peculiar culture pattern concur with a

supposed migration from west to cast. According to rhi$ hypothesis, certain families or
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individuals might have had a “monopoly of the industry. If then these groups of mono-
poli&ts were universal, the destruction of even a few people through warfare, disease, or
volcanic action, would cause the disappearance of their products from the material culture
ul t neir dependants, who might number many thousands .’ M&cLachian himself does nor
seem to be too impressed by this ingenious proposal, and one would wonder why the
pottery monopolists ’should by disaster disappear so completely from all the islands east

of Melanesia. Surely, the manufacture of pottery is not so complicated that other tribal

nembc.s, ai least of sows of tne pottery-making communsocs, could nor [akt over its pro-
duction.

Without resorting to fabulous explanations we cannot escape the e\ idem fact that Poly-
nesian material culture was never based on pottery-making. It was, from the earliest sta<w
of the Maori-Poly nesian departure into the ocean, based on and typified by a stone-lined
earth oven, in which food was baked between heated stones, as a substitute for cooking in

waterproof earthenware. The same peculiar earth oven is typical of all Polynesian tribes,

:’om Hav.au to New Zcdaiid or Easter Island. As an ancestral culture element it was
carried along by the tribes which invaded Polynesia at the beginning of the present millen-
nium, and instead of pottery the earth oven was spread with these recent Maori-Poly nesian
mariners wherever [hey settled in the East Pacific.

Other evidence of an antiqueform of culture in spite of the recent arrival

I t is also a suggestive fact that, when the same Maori -Polynesians arrived on the Islands,

a lew centuries before rhe Spaniards, their idea of agriculture was primitive, as they brought
no cereal cultivation; their architecture was equally primitive, as they knew neither the
principle of the arch nor the use of cement; true weaving was impossible to them, as thev
had not even the simplest form of loom

; they had not acquired even a primitive form of
currency or monetary system; and they were wholly unacquainted with the wheel. Ail this

in spite of an exceptional intelligence and a very high development of culture along other
and more unusual lines,

\\ here then had the Maori -Polynesians, been since the dawn of human history, that their

culture should develop In this remarkable direction without becoming familiar with such
elementary and useful culture elements as pottery, metal, the loom, the wheel, the arch, or
currency? Their absence among all the far-flung Maori -Polynesian tribes is a matter that

demands lull attention. I. nril wc have succeeded m lidding some comparable ethnographic
locality outside Polynesia, typified by a general cultural level ar leasr matching that of the

widespread Maori- Polynesian tribes in these their most fundamental ami universal peculi-

arities, we have no right to draw far-reaching conclusions from casual parallels and ana-

logies or a less penetrating nature.

The chronology of the East ami the West Pacific

When in due rime Polynesian historical traditions am taken into consideration, wc shall

see how the Polynesians lvad preserved memories of a vast and mountainous Tm~ Whenua
7

or mainland, where their ancestors originally dwelt before entering upon ihe journey into

the open Pacific. (Percy Smith 1910a. p. 58.) They tell us—and quite independently on
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widely separated Polynesian islands—that the -first land discovered and settled by their

ancestors in the ocean was an island, or rather a group of islands, referred to in most Poly-

nesian dialects as Hawaiki, in others as Hawaii. While some remained to settle this Hawaiki

or Hawaii, others spread from there all over the East Pacific to discover and occupy the

islands inhabited by their descendants toda]. . During the first generations after tine dispersal

of the Maori- Polynesian people from Hawaiki, courageous mariners, from all the major
islands, made return voyages to this the firsr discovered island, to visit their relatives and
the earliest Pacific abode of their sacred ancestors. A lively contact existed between the

central Polynesian islands ami Hawaiki, and even between New Zealand and Hawaiki,
until this great maritime activity gradually ceased. The historical traditions of the New
Zealand Maori are especially rich in detailed accounts of the arrival of their ancestors from
Hawaiki and subsequent return voyages to the same islands. This took place after the Mao-
ri-1 Mlynesian immigration of the East Pacific, well into the fourteenth century of our own
Christian era.

Philologists soon discovered that 1 lawaikj or Hawaii was a composite word, with iki or

i'i as a descriptive epithet, and it was suggested that the name Hawa-jki was a Polynesian

reference to Java. This theory was widely accepted in the last century, and frequently

appears in literature even today. (Pomander 187&; Wecldcr 19.J5.) Apart from the rather

doubtful proposition of allowing the Maoris hypothetical return voyages to java in rheir

prehistoric crail, We shall have difficulty in fitting rhe peculiarities of neolithic Polynesian
culture into the historical picture of Java h the same fourteenth century. Java had entered
'he iron age, and developed close trade relations with the leading Old World civilizations

or rhe East and the distant West, more than a thousand y ears before the Maori- Polynesian
rribes ceased their sailings between Hawaiki and their respective islands in the East Pacific,

Polynesian culture, as it became known to us, was a typical maritime culture. This was
only natural., as any island people, dependent upon the sea for food and inter-island com-
munication, would be forced by nature to improve their craft and develop marine skill,

whatever their national characteristics were in their previous habitat. Yet the mere fact

that die ancestors of the aboriginal Polynesian? had managed m land oil lonely oceanic
islands provides interesting testimony.

U they had come from che east, irom America, they could have reached Polynesia even
against their own will and intention, merely by clinging to any buoyant coastal craft that
was driven to sea and carried west by rhe prevailing winds and a.incurs. But, if they had
come irom the west, l:rom Asia, they could have reached Polvnesi a mfy if they were already,
he! ore departure, expert mariners with a keen insight into navigation and highly developed
craft with rigging capable of forcing an eastward journey against the prevailing wind. \X-e

are at present dealing who the latter of these two alternatives, a possible arrival from the
Old World.

hi ma — at least in the coastal areas where the evolution of such a maritime culture must
necessarily be sought— the stone age had been !ctr behind at a much earlier period than
rhi-u in which the Polynesian migrations cook place. Great trading civilizations, renowned
" 11 their jewellery riches find splendour, had taken over the coastal waters from Japan and
Uuna to java, India and the world further west for a conspicuously long time. There were
some very few intellectually undeveloped and backward peoples that dwelt in isolation
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without any seafaring or rra.de, and thus remained pure savages even into modern times;

but such people arc not likely to discover oceanic islands hidden from them thousands of

miles away beyond Australia. Certainly such isolated and backward people were not the

illustrious forbears of die Polynesian pioneers.

There were indeed a few more intelligent peoples in isolated spots in the interior of India

which also retained a neolithic culture unaware of developments in the outside world. But

the Polynesian ancestors, cannot have lived in such interior isolation. If they had. as soon
as they had crossed the mountains and jungles and reached the coast they could not have

avoided contact with high cultures and coastal traffic from east and west. Certain Ivy an

isolated mountain tribe from Assam, or a savage people from the jungles of Central India,

could hardly he expected to reach the sea and build a fleet of deep sea era It without being

affected by neighbouring civilizations, steer their stone age craft through Indonesia, set out

on further oceanic voyage m the teeth of the trade wind, pass 4,00c miles of Micro nesian

territory, or the continent of Australia, and all the densely inhabited Melanesian islands,

to steer further cast into the unknown ocean in deliberate search of the nameless, undisco-

vered islands of Polynesia.

The discovery of Polynesia by stone age man. cannot be reasonably explained by such

purely speculative theories,

h Hawaiki had been Java, the early Polynesian voyagers would have been familiar with

the highest civilizations of the contemporary world. Although North and South America

was still terra inev vmta to European civilization at the rime of the latest Maori -Polynesian

migrations, Indonesia was not so, European voyagers, such as Marco Polo, had entered

Indonesia before the New Zealand Maori had left their f lawaiki. Yet our own civilization

was much too late to he the first to introduce iron, the wheel, loom, or pottery into rhe

Indonesian domain. A thousand years before Indonesia was opened up to our own
western civilization, the Arabs had already extended their trade to Java and other principal

Indonesian islands, and by 950 A rD, had carried tin- it activity so far into Indonesia that

they had seen and described strange animals that carried their young in a pouch. Such mar-

supials do not exist ran Sumatra, Java* or Borneo, but only in Celebes* l lores and islands to

the east, and the true kangaroo is not found further from Australia than in the Aroe and Kei

Islands south of New Cuinea. (Hennig 1937, VoE, II, p. 3 5 a.)

Like the Arabs of the earliest centuries A.D., the Romans, roo, had trade relations with

Indonesia long before the arrival of our own civilization in these waters. \Yc learn from

the second century geography of Ptolemy (Book VII), that the Romans of his day had

detailed knowledge of the coasts of India* Indo- China, Sumatra, Java, and China.

Majumdar, in his stud', of .Ancient Indian Colonies in ffa Far FaF. also stresses the com-

mercial connections between Indonesian waters and other leading world civilizations

which traded with the inhabitants of this continental archipelago from very early times

(1957, Yot, !l,p. 4): “This was parrieuEarlv true of India and China which were the nearest

countries to the Archipelago that possessed a highly developed civilization from an early

period. There was a. regular maritime intercourse between India and the Far East as early

as the fits? century \, 1 >, This is definitely7 proven by the statement in the Periplus that

ships from Indian ports regular]} sailed to Chrysc (Indonesia), and there was a brisk trade

relation between rhe twoA
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We also learn directly from Chinese annals chat China, with its high oriental civilization*

had intimate maritime contact with the Indonesian \rchipdago from a very early period.

Heine -Geldern (1943, p. 147) agrees with Hines that Chinese colonists or merchants must
have lived in Indonesia as early as the Han period 1

. The same author speaks of “direct

Chinese influence in Indonesia'
1,

which goes back “at the very latest to the first century B.C
"" *

However . , , one can hardly avoid the inference that Chinese contacts started at least as

early as rhe beginning of the third Century B.C,, and possibly earlier,'
7

In the midst of all this foreign trade and influence in early Indonesia, it was still the

ancient civilizations of India that had by far the greatest effect, A lexander (19 1 0-1 i, p. 227)

writes; “We learn from Javan traditions that from and after 500 B.G several successive

waves of emigration from eastern India entered the Archipelago, bringing with them the

Hindu civilization of that period, the Buddhist religion and Lhe art of writing; besides a

large number of Sanskrit terms, of which no trace can be found to the Polynesian
dialects/

3.

It might well be added that neither is there any tradition of Buddha, nor any vestiges of
1 hadii civilization in any one of the numerous Polynesian islands. Yer they were all peopled
from Hawaiki—and maintained direct relations with that important place—about fifteen

hundred years later than the period here referred to in Java. Not even in Micronesia have
such traces been found.

When the old civilizations of the Asiatic mainland first reached the Indonesian archjpe-
lago, they soon spread, to leave an ineffaceable impression upon thu local cultures of all

seafaring or coastal nations in that region. Handy (1930 b, p. mi; 1930c, p. 17) presents
the following picture of Indonesia, at periods when the Polynesians still dwelt in their

fatherland

:

L,

Just about the beginning of the Christian era Indians, coming by sea, were founding
great and enduring kingdoms in Sumatra, Java, Borneo, Cambodia and Annum, Archaeo-
logical and historical evidences indicate that the cultural influences were emanating largely

from South India where there were, on both the Malabar and Coromandel coasts (south
west and southeast) powerful maritime kingdoms— which traded with Asia Minor, Africa,
and Rome on the west, anti also the Par East, A very great maritime empire called Sri

V ijaya, having its capital at what is now Paternbang in East Sumatra, whose power com
passed rhe coasts of India., Indo-E .Inina and java, flourished in Malaysia from early in our
era until the thirteenth century." And: “Prom its earliest period it was Buddhistic, Its

capital in East Sumatra was in especially dose relationship with Buddhistic Bengal, as a
'.cnire of Buddhistic learning it ranked with the greatest in India, and was the chief focus
of Mahayana Buddhist influence in I ndonesia.”

Even in rhe central parts of Indonesia, these early maritime traders established them-
selves among the aboriginal population, with al l the contemporary possessions of civilized
nun, frt im iron, jewellery, glass, and fine textiles, to wheeled traffic, and the writing in true
alphabets. As Majumdar (1937 Vo!. II, p. rji} slates: “Thus we have to conclude that
Hindu colonists, direct from India, settled in different parts of Borneo during the early
centuries of the Christian era.'

7 And (p. iz7): '‘The inscriptions leave no doubt about the
thorough-going nature of the BrahrnaoJcal religion in that locality. The Brahmanas evident

1 he | Tan dynasty Listed from ;oi5 R.C, bo about the lime of Christ,
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ly formed an important element of the population, and the Srahmanical rites were in great

favour at the court."

Harrison (1949, p. 24} has shown us that outside maritime influences of amazing anti-

quity have affected even the primitive Ke la bits, Isolated in the highest inhabited area of
centra! Borneo: "The dominating feature in their scale of values is comprised of large

pots and jars, mainly of Chinese origin. . . . Beads are second i n die scale of values
, r . some

of the most esteemed types being extreme!-, ancient, having been identified with material

from B.C. Damascus and IT of the Chaldees/'

The iron age of Indonesia

The use of iron seems to have entered Indonesia from the west. Beyer (194.8, p. 65)

states that true iron culture had spread to the Philippines no later than at the close of the

second century B.C!. and not earlier than the third century B.C., reaching 1 hese islands from

South India and by way of the Malay. Peninsula and Borneo.

! ieine Gcldern (1945, p, 148) notes that by the first or second century of our era iron

was in general use in the Indonesian Archipelago, as this convenient culture element

"spread more rapidly than Hindu culture", This does not imply that iron only found ils

way to the archipelago with the Hindu colonists. The same author describes how an

earlier culture had reached Indonesia from the mainland, and left its mega! i ink tombs

on the islands during the centuries before the Christian era. liven these early people were

not neolithic, as they have left the foliowing evidence of their own cultural level {Ibid.*

p. i jo); “It will he seen that all the scone cist graves and slab built graves of South Sumatra,

Central and East Java contained glass beads and metal, bronze, gold, copper or iron. The

same was the case jo similar graves that have been investigated in the Malay Peninsula.” 1

It is most unlikely that the Polynesians would flee at the mere sight c.fi the arriving I Iindu

traders, without deriving any benefit from the inventions, and merchandise they had to

offer. They did not dec when the Europeans penetrated Polynesia, but they swarmed over

the foreign ships to exchange merchandise, and were most excited at their fit si contact

with iron, being willing to oiler high prices even for an old nail. History also certifies hov.

ferociously the Maoris fought in New Zealand to defend their ancestral soil against the

invading Europeans., though these had the advantage of fire-arms. Such people would not

flee from Asia at the sight of foreign traders.

Returning again to aboriginal Indonesia, Majumdar also (1937, Vol. II, p. 32) shows

that, in the same remote period before the Hindus arrived from the mainland, “the Javane-

se possessed a high degree of civilization.” He assigns also co that period "active trade-

relations with foreign countries" and shows how the aboriginal population of Java had

"developed various industries and excelled in making various articles of iron, bronze, cop-

per, silver, gold, ivory, tortoise-shell, and horn of rhinoceros.”

In prehistoric graves on Java, over 2,000 years old, we can still find objects life iron

lance-points and short iron swords “properly ascribed to the people or peoples who

settled in Java before the Hindu colonization."
(
7bah, p, 27.) Wc find nothing similar in

Micronesia and Polynesia, not even a single piece of scrap metal before the arrival of mo-

J
(..I'r. nisv Heine Getdem igj-o li, p. :?4; Heyerdahl 1951, P- N-
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hern European traders. We may thus infer that the Polynesian and Microncsian ancestors

were not in contact with the Malay Peninsula, Sumatra, Java, Borneo, or the Philippines

during at least the last two thousand years, and nor with central Indonesia since the earliest

centuries A.D. The Foh nesians, so keen to acquire the least bit of iron when first seen on

board European ships in the 17th and 1 8th century, would have adopted the iron forge, or

at least secured valuable bits of iron through foreign trade, had their 6th to 14c! 3 century

ancestors ever lived in. contemporary Indonesia or had access to that territory. The stone

age state of Polynesia is one of the -afest cultural indications of the vast span oi time l hat

must have elapsed since the aboriginal peoples of Indonesia and Polynesia severed their

ancestral contact.

Pottery in Indonesia
u*

Wallace (1883, p. 49.S) wrote; "Not less clear, as e\ iclence of the very remote antiquity

of the Polynesians, is the absence of the art of making pottery among the whole of the race;

for it implies that they left the continent or the western islands before the art was known,

its practice being so simple and at the same time so useful, that, once known, it would cer-

tainly never have been lost. But on all the great continents and continental islands this is a

universal and very ancient art. There is not a single tribe in the whole Malay Archipelago

but what possesses it; and there is evidence, in many parts of the world that it dates back

into prehistoric times, and even into the polished stone age. In Eastern Asia, where it

attained a high development much earlier than in Europe, b is certainly of extreme anti

quit 1/,” It there is, among the great multitude nt Malay and Indonesian tribes, an occasional

group, like the Apayaos and Ilongots m Luzon, which docs not itself actually make pottery,

they slid use it and know the art, and would undoubtedly have made their own ware when-

ever deprived of then present easy access to what lirtle they need by purchase from the

tribes of the surrounding settlements.

While iron was introduced into Indonesia with very early impulses from mainland civ ili-

zations, pottery had been known even to primitive aboriginal tribes cun ail Indonesian

islands since such remote periods that its absence from Polynesia makes a direct Indonesian

connection with the departing Maori-Po 1ynesian migrants out ot the question.

The problem of the horn

The absence of the loom among all the historically known Maori-Polynesian tribes is

another problem requiring a satisfactory explanation. Either the loom was not known in

the area whence the late Maori-Polynesian ancestors came, or the technique of weaving

must have been forgotten and abandoned on all the Polynesian islands, for reasons we
should he able to trace.

Buck (1946 h, p, s), in his special publication on Tk Emttiim of Maori Cfothing*

points to the great antiquity of the period when woven textiles Spread from Egypt to the

Old World areas, whence Polynesia was thought to have been settled,, as recently as the fifth

century A.D. ot thereabouts. He there tore suggests:

- - it is not unreasonable to suppose that the ancestors of the Polynesians may have
been acquainted with weaving, and perhaps (be loom, before they took up their residence
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in Polynesia. In Polynesia, however, they developed the manufacture of bark doth \tapa]
to such a high standard that weaving ceased to he necessary. , r . We will go a step further
and say that: not only could taps repress weaving and prevent it being invented, but it could
account for weaving being deliberately abandoned by the Polynesians if, as seems possible,
.lie know ledge o I if accompanied their early ancestors into the Pacific. Supporters of the
school of continuity and diffusion of culture may regard this as an excellent example of
degradation.” And: “The ease of manufacture and suitability to their needs led to the high
development of bark cloth that was in keeping with the higher mentality of Polynesians.
A doth way produced excellently suited to the climate, amply sufficient to protect modesty
and a credit to the human vanity that seeks expression in artistic adornment. Thus they
freed themselves from the drudgery oi another unnecessary art, whilst their neighbours of
lesser mentality remained slaves to the loom.”

In a laiet publication Buck a, p, 47^ modified this rattier unorthodox evaluation:

of the loom, and said: “The lack of raw material m the Gilberts proved an impassable
barrier to the spread of loom weaving into Polynesia.” But be fails to show why the Poly-
nesians necessarily came by way of the Gilbert Islands. And, if the Maod-Polynesians
made no return- voyages to other countries behind the Gilberts, this is at least a proof that

the all-Polynesian Hau-aiki or Hawaii must have been somewhere in the Ea8 Pacific, as

the Gilberts mark rbe meeting-place of Polynesia and Micronesia.

We shall later return 1.0 Lite fact that limed cotton even grew wild on some Polynesian
islands, without being utilized by any of the prase 01 Maori- Polynesian islanders. I -Yen the
.Maori up to the rime of discovery ornamented themselves with feather rapes and strips of
dog’s skin, and dressed in their cool latitudes with finger-woven cloaks of local fiax. We
may note that various types of loom and true weaving were known sporadically even
among rbe primitive inhabitants oi Melanesia and North New Guinea, also in parts of
Micronesia. As Indonesia gives no explanation to the loomless culture of Polynesia, we
shall leave this peculiarity, like the lack of metals and pottery, an open question until later.

The wheel

The absence of wheeled traffic and transportation in the New World when discovered by
Luropcans nas always been a favourite argument again.gr trims- Atlantic contact between
prehistoric America and the ancient Old World civilizations. Why then, should we not
follow suit, and use the same argument against a trans-Pacmc contact between prehistoric

Polynesia and the Old World civilizations? The early Polynesians, like the ancient Ameri-
cans, constructed, paved roads, and transported giant rimher and large stone slabs over

great distances, but they were not acquainted with the wheel. In want of this simple and yet

ingenious invention, they managed their overland transportation with skids, wooden rol-

lers, or pebbles, occasionally using taro and sweet-potatoes for lubrication. (See further

Parr VI ,)

Christian (lyio, p. zq6
(; writes : “Tf

s
as so many have confidently affirmed, and others no

less strenuously have doubted, ihe Polynesian people in par* at least arc descended from a

southern Asiatic stock, we should expect them to retain in their language some 1 races of

ancient words for wheel or circle, showing that the.} had not wbolh lost the traditions of
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the wheeled traffic familiar to their forefathers from Java, from Southern India, and from

the shores of the Persian Gulf.”

But both the wheel and the word for it are absent from Pol;, nesia,

The first representation of a cartwheel at Ur has been dated by Woolley as about 5 zoo

B.C., and, according to Lewis, (1947, p r 14), Marshall attributes the first toy carts in the

Indus Valley to the same approximate period. From these sources the use of the wheel

Spread rapidli and had ever: reached China by about ’600 B.C, according to Maccurdv

(1933, p. 13a). The wheel spread into Indonesia with the early continental civilizations at

the beginning of the Christian era* it not before.

The monetary system of the West Pacific

We have mentioned the absence of a true monetary system throughout Polynesia, includ-

ing New Zealand. We shall later see how Polynesian mats of bath and vegetable fibres were

treasured and occasionally used for barter, but these, being an article of utility, cannot be

considered as a true currency or as evidence of any monetary system. Petri (1936) in his

research Into the monetae;, systems throughout Oceania, came to the interesting conclusion

that true shell money and stone money of various types had an almost universal distribution

among the more primitive inhabitants of Melanesia and Micronesia, whereas they were

wholly absent from all the widespread Polynesian tribes.

3 he intellectually advanced Polynesians had equal access to suitable shell and stone as

their alien neighbours tin similar islands nearer Asia, We must therefore assume that the

Pacific distribution of this basic element of rrade and civilization also marks an ethnogra-

phic peculiarity which it would be wrong to regard as a coincidence. Petri, specifying the

great importance throughout Micronesia of shell money, stone money, and other form of

primitive but genuine currency, also shows the increasing variety of currency forms on the

western islands nearest to Indonesia. He shows that the appreciation of trade and currency,

even among the culturally inferior Melanesians, dated back to remote prehistoric periods,

as their early ancestors had brought stone money and shell money with them when, in

exceedingly remote times, they migrated from Indonesia and New Guinea to then- present

habitat. (See also Lewis 1929.)

Petri (1936, p, 5 53), referring to the stone and shell money of all rhe non-Polynesian
islands of the Pacific, writes

:

“ I lie two earliest monetary forms of ( Oceania were both found in the younger stone age

of Southeast Asia,, and belong to the elements of that composite Austro Asiatic- Anstro-

nesiao culture which, according to Hcjne-Geldem, pushed forward with one branch from
the south of the Malay Peninsula, across Sumatra, Java* the Smaller Sunda Islands, Sourh-
wetit- and South-east Islands, and as far as to eastern Melanesia, ...”

Where this migration ends, the shell and stone money ceases, and Petri h led to the same
speculation with which we are now becoming familiar. He writes (p. 3 5 1)1 "It is in any case

surprising that the Polynesians, as the most intelligent people of the PaciJjc, had nor arrived
at a generally recognized means of barter with a fixed value* and Thereby simplified their

internal trade. X\c are in this fact apparently confronted with an example of cultural retro-

gression; in their Southeast Asiatic home the Polynesians were perhaps still in possession
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of measures of wealth, and only in their isolated island-world inside the Pacific Ocean have
they in the course of centuries abandoned this dement, together with the bow and pottery.

1 '

This easy way out does not seem quite convincing. Why, in the course of centuries,

should this cultural retrogression only have taken place in Polynesia, when the monetary
system was actively maintained throughout Melanesia, which was settled long before Poly-
nesia, and throughout Micronesia, where the islands are as isolated from one another as

arc those ot Polynesia? Vnd, if the retrogression preceded for centuries, \vtn are there no
archaeological discoveries ofStone and shell money in Polynesia?

It may as well be admitted that a monetary arrangement was ne\ er part of the Polynesian

social s;- stem. Jn other words, stone or shell mone\ was not yet introduced as a culture

clement when the Polynesian ancestors left their fatherland. We have shown that this cul-

ture element is earlier in Indonesia chan the local era of Yd low-brow si man, as it goes back
to the remote period of local Melanesian occupation. Phis is a further indication that the

Polynesians must have separated from their remote kinsmen, the Malays, not in Indonesia,

but somewhere on the early Asiatic mainland, and hence have followed a different route
into the Pacific,

The absence of cement and the true arch in Polynesia

I n view of the e Miens i vc stonework con f tractions i n ma n v par rs i if 1
J
c ! i nes ia ft > r exa n ijv

le on blaster Island, the Marquesas, and Ton ga tabu— vv here huge slabs have been carefully

tooled and laboriously made to lit each other in large walls or ecclesiastical constructions—
it is noteworthy that no form of cement was known, blaborate instances of morticing,

where notches and angles were cur to match in stones quarried with neolithic tools, have

impressed observers in many parts of Polynesia (Bennett 1931, p. icj; Emory 193.3, p, 1 ;
-

Mctraux 1 940, p. 290; etc/, but the use of mortar was unknown to rhe local masons.

St. Johnston (1931, p. 244), observing the morticing of the lintel on the titanic trilifhoti

of loflgatabu, realised thar the use of morticing instead of mortar in Polynesia “implies

an early separatem from the mainland of \sia, before the use of mortar was in vogue ”

1 he same may lie :
; &Ld of the complete ignorance ol the principle ol the arch and key-

stone in all Polynesian masonry. There were no pagodas or other elaborately roofed 5rone

buildings in Polynesia, only some small subterranean chambers where single slabs were

large enough to stretch from one vertical wall to the other. Otherwise Polynesian stone

constructions consisted of raised and paved platforms, stone terraces and stepped pyramids,

walls, and open stone enclosures. Both the arch and mortar were unknown also in Micro-

nesia and Melanesia.

Is would be possible to enumerate other evidence of the same category, such as the ah

scncc in Polynesia of wooden nails, rowlocks, rudders, glass beach etc,, all of which had

been known from vest early times in Indonesia, although absent from the whole of Poly

nesia and most of Micronesia.

Indonesian palm-sap toddy

Another important Indonesian culture trail which is absent from Polynesia is the making

of alcohol. If we are to assume that the Polynesians abandoned a previous use of iron,
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pottery, the loom, rowlocks, ere, as the result of degeneration v A could not he the case

with alcohol, the use of which would he likely to increase with degeneration rather than

diminish.

The old Indonesian process of using the coconut and other palms for brewing alcoholic

beverages was, in tact, unknown in Polynesia at the time of European discovery, although

it spread as rapidly as did the use oL currency and iron upon firsi contact with European

culture.

Ali-cad;. in the last century Co tenso (187-;, p. 406} insisted that the' complete absence of

palm wine in pre European Polynesia was a proof rliac the inhabitants had not arrived

Irom Malay territory, as an) voyager from Indonesia would have brought the use of alco-

hol and the toddy-yielding coconut-palm along with him. In fact, rhe prominent botanist

Seemann(i&7?) had by then advanced his theory of a local Polynesian origin of the coconut

palm, partly because of this same cynological observation, \& Cook (1910-12, p. 317;

writes:

"Seemanu argued that the coconut could not have been brought to the Pacific islands

Irom the west, because colonists from Asia would certainly have brought the Asiatic -art

of bleeding the sap from the palms by cutting the young flower stalks, to make toddy and
sugar from the juice. Such facts tend to show that the original inhabitants of the Pacific

islands did not derive their agricultural habits from Asiatic sources, and that the more
modern contacts with Asia have also been very slight, since they have left the Polynesians

in ignorance of the art ofmaking toddy. . . . Had the Pd;, nusians therefore once known the

process, they would probably never have forgotten so easy a -way ofobtaining sugar, vinegar,

\eastj and a pleasant drink, the strength of which may be regulated bv time to anv man's
taste. So cither die Polynesians could never have come from eastern \sia

f
or else, after

spreading over the South. Sea* ages must have elapsed be lore the cocoa nut made its

appearance in these waters, so that the process of toddy-making (there being no other
suitable Polynesian palms to operate upon) had been entirely forgotten, and even disap

peared from native traditions. . . . 3f we admit Seetrann’s argument, and there no good
reason tor rejecting it, wc can not suppose that the original settlers of the Pacific islands

came from the Malay region, for the coconut is the one thing that they would have taken
with them, ft all else had been left behindA

Vi e know that, when Europeans first arrived, the coconut grew right across the tropic
bek of the Pacific, from the west coast of America to the east coast of Asia. The various
botanical theories of the origin and dispersal of this palm will be reviewed later (Part VII);
:t is sufficient here to state that the coconut was part of the staple diet of the earliest Poly-
pi 21

'

1 settlers. Yet even the latest immigrants were all totally ignorant of the method by
hich the Indonesian people procured alcoholic beverages from this and other palms.

The absence of betel chewing in Polynesia

1 he betC:- chewing habit is another characteristic feature of Indonesia, and its distri-

bution into I ve Pacific marks the route of even rhe most ancient migrations in these
localities. As Frlcderici (192.9, p. 46a) points out, the custom of chewing betel mixed with
^ 1 ^mc was ol very great antiquity in the West Paciiic, extending eastward?, from India

\ Htyftifohf
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as far as the continental and semi-continental islands of Indonesia and Papua-Melanesia,
The betel-chewing custom followed the early Melanesian migrants through Indonesia and

right out to the eastern extremity of their lands, and the same habit survived when the

Malays moved into Indonesia, In Micronesia the chewing of betel was. limited to the Pal.aus

and Yap and this dearly shows tine extent of Indonesian influence in that area. Beyond the

same southwestern corner bordering on Indonesia this ancient custom never spread in

Micronesia. There was no betel-chewing among any Polynesian tribes. Melanesian tra-

vellers carded the areca nut with them, burnt their time and carried it in especially con-

structed containers, but the Polynesians did not inherit this custom.

Here again is an cthnoiogiealh important culture element, verv ancient among the

peoples of Indonesia, carried along from island to island by Malay and Melanesian voya-

gers, nor. apt to disappear with cultural retrogression, and yet total ly absent from Polynesia.

f ast gap in Indonesian-Polynesian chronology

It is, to say the least, not easy to understand how the Polynesians, with all their ancient

cultural peculiarities, could have travelled from Indonesia to Polynesia in the Christian

centuries, the last arrivals even in our own millennium. Polynesian race, speech, and cul-

ture-level ad combine, ,is \vc have repeatedly seen, to show that a vast time-span must have

elapsed since the very remote period when Polynesian and Indonesian ancestors severed

their tribal contact. There is, in other words, a huge chronological gap between the ancient

pala:o- Polynesian departure from the culture centres of rhe Old World, and the sudden

appearance in recent time of their Maori-Pulyncsian descendants in islands on the vety

opposite side of the ocean, This vast chronological discrepancy can be disposed of by only

one plausible explanation: the Polynesian migrants might have boarded their craft in the

West Pacific at a very early neolithic time, before the focal introduction of metal, pottery

or currency, and then have spent all the intervening period on stepping-stones en route.

If this answer is to be accepted, w\- hav e to And the possible stepping-stones.

There are two trans Pad lie routes which hypothetical Polynesian migrants could have

selected on an eastward migration from the Old World to Polynesia. They could, with vef\

little deep sea travel, have followed the ancient Melanesian trek from Indonesia by way of

New ( iuinca, or i he continent of Australia, and into the Melanesian islands. ( )r they could

have embanked directly on an oversea voyage by pushing into Micronesia, and rhen

travelling between the far-flung islands of this vast ocean area, until they reached Polynesia

after <It sc rihirig a sem i -d rcle no rth o l 3 *ap u a- ft f clanedan lerrltore . 1n cither case the obvious

discrepancy in the Mnlayo-Polynesian chronology must be balanced by a Polynesian

sojourn en route Lasting from neolithic times in Asia until the comparatively recent cen-

turies when the Polynesians occupied their present islands,

\X e shall consider these two migratory propositions one at a time.

The Mt Janeuan route

Geographically speaking, the Melanesian route would be by far the most natural of the

i wo, forming a continuous line with large islands and short waterways at least all rhe way

from Indonesia in central Melanesia, Then the density of the islands stops, and only expert
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mariners could find their way rhencc to the lonely Polynesian groups, However, instead of

offering &n explanation of the missing era iri Maori Polynesian history, we find that the

presence of the vast Papua-Mekneskn domain represents only another obstacle to hypothe-

tical Maori-Polynesian migrations from the west. **There exists/’ writes Alexander

(1910 1 i, p. 225), “a wide gap between Polynesia an • Indonesia, occupied hv Papuans

and Melanesians, This wide gap between the Polynesian and their congeners in the Hast

Indies is one of the difficulties to be met with whichever theory we mav adopt as to the

origin of the race,”

Pomander (1878), having abandoned the Malav theory in favour nj Caucasians from

Arabia, still bad to lead his continental migrants through Indonesia if they were to reach

the !laif padfe Y« h< af,mitted there is still an objection which at first sight appealed

to me, and may appear to others, as an incomprehensible I act, ii not a fatal demurrer Lo the

conclusions above set forth. 3t is this— and the question may perrinemb. be asked— how
came r lie Polynesians in their migrations, whether forcibly or voluntary, from anv parr of

the Malay Archipelago, to push past the entire space of Papuasia from \‘ew Guinea to

the V'iti group -some thousands of miles into the Pacific, before they established them
sdves, in their new homes?”

Linton and Wingert (i 946, pp. 1 1, zz) have tried to overcome this difficult} and explain

the eastward movement right through Melanesia b], suggesting thar the Polynesian dis-

appearance irom the Melanesian islands was hastened bv attacks of malaria. Vccording to

this theory, the Polynesian;: continued to push their way through inhabited Melanesia

until they found rest, and no malaria, in their present habitat, the colonists whom they pre-

sumably left behind in Melanesia having succumbed to this local disease.

J he weak point in this theory is obviously that the existence of malaria in Papua-Mela-
nesia fails to explain why hypothetical Polynesians, entering this territory from the west,

should fed that by moving deeper into maiaria-inlested territory their descendants would
gradually emerge on the other side to an ocean where there were islands free from malaria.

One would also suppose that Polynesians, it they bad lived in Melanesia since neolithic

times in Asia, would have offered sufficient resistance to the malaria to permit of their

continued existence where they were.

Apart Irom the question why the Polynesians kept pushing their way straight through
this era, is also the question as to Imv it could be done.

b M. Brown (1912, p. r 9 a) stressed - “Polynesia is in the realm of the patriarchate; the
pivot of relationship is the father. Right through Melanesia and Malaysia the matriajrchare
is the system. . . , There is no broad realm of the patriarchate westwards from Polynesia till

wv reach India. That the Polynesian social system, should have travelled tens of thousands
ot miles in i rail canoes in the teeth of the trade wind*, and run the gauntlet of two matriar
' I Lai realms, has a touch of the miraculous in it or, in other words, seems contrary to ihc
laws of nature.” And later {1917, Vol, II, p, 149): “It is .somewhat difficult to understand
why a people so capable of organization, if they came from Indonesia, could have avoided
bringing the idea of trade and currency that had reached Into Melanesia,”

It is not necessary to go over all these points again. Let us only recall that a prolonged
sta;. in Melanesia would have brought the Polynesians into intimate contact with shell and
sto,lc money, and the chewing of betel with lime; they would have lived in the midst of
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people who had the loom and also pottery; and what is more, after thousands of years in
Fapua-Melanesia, they would have lost many oh their racial characteristics, have darkened
in. hue instead oi getting a notably fairer complexion, and have acquired the B factor which
was brought by the Melanesian people from Asia.

Polynesians reached Melanesia from the east

Brown (1927, VoL 11
,
0 . ij j), in his attempt to trace a Polynesian origin to sunken lands

rn the (.jenrral Pacific, made ar least the following interesting observation. Under the:

heading "Polynesianism Chiefly on Last Regions of the Archipelagoes to the Wes) ”, he
pointed out how “the Polynesian . . . form of head as well as the tall form and European-
like features with often a Roman or perhaps Jewish nose is to be found here and there sn

Melanesia and on the coast nf New Guinea. But what indicates the route is that most of the

Polynesianism is to be found on easterly outlines of these.”

it is well known that the Fiji group was reached by Polynesian vessels arriving from the

east, and more exactly from the neighbouring Samoa group, which, together with Tonga,
was the centre of diffusion for Polynesian voyagc.es into the negroid domain to their west.

Nobody would ever suggest that Samoa had been settled from Fiji, which would have
been the only natural process if the Polynesians had come by war of Melanesia. The Poly-
nesian intruders saturated all the eastern sides of the Fiji islands while they drove the

Melanesian aborigines over to the west;. Smaller parties reached still further west, and left

some mixed Polyneskn-Melancsian settlements on a number of eastern coasts and blanch
of the Melanesian Archipelago, which have in recent years been duly examined for indi

cations of a possible Polynesian migration from Indonesia. Thus even Buck (1958 a, p r 1 y) i

fl keen supporter oi" the eastward migration theory, stressed the following thought-
compelling fact:

“That intermixture took place between the Melanesians and Polynesians may also be

admitted, but it appears that this mixture was due to a later westward movement of Poly-

[K.-sinm from Tonga and Samoa rather than to contact with Melanesians by the original

Polynesian migrants on their ww. through Melanesian islands.” Further (p. 41): “However*
in the light oi recent comparative study of the material cultures and social organizations

ot Melanesia and Polynesia, it seems improbable that the great migrations into the Pacific

passed through Melanesia. , .

,

“( harles HcdJev has shown that the Polynesian languages spoken in Melanesia occui

on the eastern, sides oi the islands faring Polynesia, and further studies bv G.Thileaius

and S. II. Ray prove that they most strongly resemble dialects of Samoa and Tonga, the

Polynesian islands nearest Melanesia. Thilenius and Ray also state that they contain no
archaic words as might certainly be expected had the Polynesians passed through Melanesia

on their slow progress into the open sea,”

Looking for an opening for a proposed Polynesian migration from Indonesia, \X odder

(
1 943 , F' 9} also points to this important conclusion of modern research, and the conse-

quences that logically follow:

“What used to be considered the strongest evidence that the Polynesians had passed

through Melanesia is the fact that [here are many small islands along the northeastern
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fringe nf the Melanesian area between New Guinea and Fiji whose inhabitants speak Poly-

nesian dialects, physically resemble the Polynesians more than they do the Melanesians, and

have certain customs that also appear more Polynesian than Melanesian. The old accepted

theory was that these v. ere Polynesian colonies left behind by the original migrants into

rhe eastern ocean

.

“Several line ings of recent years have undermined the old theory. I inguistic studies on

these border islands have shown that the Polynesian dialects arc spoken on ihc rid.es of

the islands facing Polynesia — evidence that the language was brought by the westward

movements of people from Polynesia toward Melanesia, Moreover, the speech in these

border islands resembles most closely that of Tonga and Samoa, die Polynesian islands

neatest Melanesia, which suggests it recent acquisition of the tongue from thost r,carlo

islands. Also, these studies have shown that there are no archaic Polynesian words in the

dialects spoken on the border islands; if their speech were the lingering trace of an ancient

movement nt Polynesians from west to east it should contain manv old words such as are

found in the chants of Polynesia itseh and should also show a general relationship to alt

Polynesian dialects rather than it specific relationship to Samoan and Tonga n. Besides all

this, there are very few Polynesian words that show signs of having been borrowed from

Melanesian languages/*

Analysing the racial elements of Melanesia, Howells (1543, p. 47) summarises physical

evidence to the same effect. He shows that Austro-Meknesia was first peopled by earh

primitive Australians followed by Negritos and finally by Negro peoples resembling the

Congo forest stock. But there were no Polynesians among them. Nor did am of these

aboriginal Austre-Melanesians push on east to discover and occupy the still uninhabited

islands of Polynesia, On the contrary, when rhe Polynesians later arrived they entered

their part of rhe ocean from some other direction and began to contact Melanesia from
its windward side. Thus Howells [Ibid,} also states with regards to Melanesia: “After the

settlement of Polynesia and Micronesia, there were random intrusions from these areas/’

On the opposite side oi Austro-Mekneskn territory, in the western localities bordering

on Indonesia, we find no Polynesian vestiges of any sort. Here the Indonesians appear,

Krieger (1943, p. 47) writes: “Tile line of demarcation between Malaysian or Indonesian

peoples and Melanesians is drawn between Sutnba and the island of’ Timor in the East

indies, across Flores, and between Celebes and the Moluccas, In Timor, rhe Negroid and
the Malaysian types meet. The Melanesians on that island are represented by horh broad-

headed and long-headed physical types/ 7

Since the ancient Austro- Melanesians had established themselves in the Pacific long
before the two brandies of Yellow-brown man appeared in the same ocean, the foot prints

ot the latter on Melanesian soil are easily distinguishable and highly suggestive: On the

extreme western margin, Indonesian intruders appear, coming in from that side for a very

short distance unci I they very rapidly disappear. On the eastern margin, Polynesian min-
ders appear, entering the archipelago down wind from that direction but gradually losing

impetus and nor leaving the slightest vestiges towards the western side. Thus, the four
thousand mile wide territory of Papua- Melanesia lies between Indonesia and Polynesia as

an immense buffer-state, showing some impurity only at. the two extremities where its

marginal tribes have mired with the neighbouring peoples at each end.
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^ now tumirran Melanesia to Micronesia, we find precisely the same picture.

i he i our thousand mile wide oceanic territory occupied by Microncsians forms a single
distinctive culture area (Murdock 1949, p. 9); but eastward, in the Marshall Islands, cer-

tain cultural similarities with Polynesia begin to appear, and these become stronger in the

last sub-area, the tinv coral-atolls of the Gilbert islands, which represent the Micronesian
buffer towards Polynesia.

Correspondingly, at the opposite extremity of this vast ethnographic territory, Indonc-
isan peoples have managed to send their impulses as far as the nearby Palau Islands and Yap,
bm laEther into Micronesia all Indonesian, elements disappear. There is a vast distance

be: rween the foremost Indonesian outpost in the west and the foremost Polynesian out-

post in the east.

Polynesians, with the trade w ind ar their backs, have reached deeper into Micronesia
from the east than have the Indonesians from the west. It is only natural that Indonesian

influences should cease with the marginal Palau Group, as from here on the true oceanic

territory starts, with tiny isles hidden beyond vast expanses of ocean, and with easterly

trade winds dominating the sea throughout the year. The geographical location of the

Pakus, the decreasing dominance of the trade winds in this Pacific corner, and the local

experience of compulsory voyages (Sittig, 1895; Thilenius, 1906), all harmonize with the

anthropological observation that Indonesian types, canoe-forms, house-forms, betel

chewing” and pottery (Huddon and Horncll, 1936, 1x441: Fricdcricj, 191 i, p. in) are

fount] just here and nor in other sections of Micronesia further up wind.

A 1 0 Micronesia?! bridge towards the East Pacific

It is a common illusion to suppose that a migration into the East Pacific from Asia js an

easy matter because migrants can “push 011” from island ;o island across Micronesia, it

may appear thus on a map, where names and islands ate large and easy to find, but when a

little craft is dancing among big seas in an open ocean where one naked, horizon follows

another, then the same map is less comforting, even to those who have one. The primeval

Pacific voyagers had none.

The Palau arc the most westerly of the Micronesian islands and of all oceanic islands

in e he vast Pacific. They form a compact chain of about a hundred islands located some
4co miles east ot the Philippines, but less than 23c miles north of western Yew Guinea.

From here on, a voyager to Polynesia has still another 4000 miles to cover, or almost 1. s of

the distance round the world, to reach Samoa, the nearest island in Polynesia. In this vast

water-space he finds only three small volcanic islands from which to rake his bearings—

Truk, Ponape, and kusaie the rest being tiny coral atolls, rising 6— 3 feet above, the sur-

face of rbe sea, well hidden and invisible from small craft except at very dose quarters.

These atolls may rcadih be lighted upon by drifting voyagers and colonists from r lie-

east, but to beat up wind from Asia to look for, and find, the Caroline Islands, the Mar-

shalls and the Gilberts is an idea too fantastic when applied to neolithic man, surpassing

even the ambitions and capacity of the mcdiaival seafarers ot the great Arab, Hindu, Chinese
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and European civilizations. All these lonely atolls and isles in Micronesia were discovered

by post-Columbian. Europeans after initial voyages from Central and South America, be-

fore the arrival of Magellan by way of the open 1 /ast Pad tic. even the Chamorros of the

mountainous Marianas south of Japan thought they were the only people in the world;

and like the other true Micronesia ns they had never seen metals. (Thompson, 1945,)

There is a vast geographical difference between the semi continental area ol Indonesia

and Papua- Melanesia on the one hand and Micronesia on the other. The former offered

early man a land-bridge severed by short waterways, the latter a roaring ocean in the midst

of which tiny tow atolls were concealed. Even men of the pre-mechanical ages could move

in one direction as easily as in the other so long as they travelled on land or over short

stretches of water
;
but in the open ocean prevailing winds and currents have an os crwbel-

ming one-way influence, at least until the primitive voyager is familiar with his destinations.

The days when speculative theorists projected sunken com incurs up and down the Pad-

tic basin to suit their own ideas are now almost gone; bur it is no less surprising to see how-

even some of the competent scholars of this mechanical age are brushing aside serious

practical migration problems in the Pad lie, and plotting Polynesian routes merely by

drawing at convenience a pencil line across the ocean.

We should not be so impressed by finding neolithic man on rhe true oceanic islands as to

ascribe to him almost super-human navigational abilities, Wc should sooner look over his

shoulder at the natural environment and the means of propulsion that have been at bis

disposal. There is a limit to the mobility of any stone age man who wants to bring his family

into the unexplored oceans of rhe world, a limit not measurable in miles, but relative to the

geographical conditions of his habitat, f Heyerdahl ipyi, pp. 72, 77.}

A ustyq-Mclancsia con tra Micronesia

The fact that Indonesia and Melanesia were both peopled from the west has no bearing

on i he Micronesian and Polynesian problems. The geographical lay-outs were entirely

different. Gregory (1327, pp. 22 1-226) is fully aware of the implications of this marked

geological distinction upon the movements of the respective branches of mankind into the

Paciflc area, :
I e writes; "'In a geological sense this vast water- filled basin comprises two

parts: (t) the Pacific continental border and associated continental islands; (2) oceanic

islands which have no genetic relation to continental masses."

Gregory draws the demarcation line between these two parts northwards from New Zea-

land to the Kermadecs, Tonga, and Samoa* precise-);, where the ethnographic demarcation

line happens to separate the Polynesians from the last outposts of the negroid Melanesians.

He shows that the Austro- Asiatic continental archipelagos west of this line re prescm a

region of general crustal unrest, and have been submerged and have emerged, been con

netted and disconnected, in various combinations at several periods during geological

times, East oi Elds line, however, and extending nearly to the \mcrican shores, is the true

Pacific depression* where only a few peaks rise from narrow volcanic bases, ai a very great

depth, to terminate above sea-level as small islands. They have never been parts of the

continents of Asia, Australia, and America, and have experienced relatively few changes

even since past geological times. He writes:
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Fot the Pacific as a whole perhaps the most significant feature of hind distribution is
the extension of Ask south-eastward through the Malay Peninsula and on through Sumatra’
hi 1

- a, f rdebes, ( .cmm, Papua— five big islands associated with many small islands V such a

manner as to form nearly continuous land. And beyond Papua as far as Fiji the ocean is

packed with islands. In essence this great region of Indonesia and Melanesia is a great su-
burb of Asia, la age and composition it? rocks are those of the comment; its animals and
plants predominantly are those which now live or liyed on the larger land mass. . , . It

seen it- not unlikely that before the last glacial period an explorer from southeast Asia, after
a succession of short trips on logs or rafts, could reach Papua and proceed thence overland
to Tasmania.

"But the oceanic islands offered no facilities for migration. They mark out no route from
anywhere to anwhere. They are small, wide spaced* irregularly distributed* and for plants
and man to reach them involves exceptional conditions."

Returning to Melanesia he says again: “Except for short sea routes between near-lying
islands, i re was land to walk on and food ro be had along the way. But the settlement of
eastern Micronesia and of all Polynesia was quite another undertaking. The obstacles seem
unsurmountable. On a possible route from the Philippines to Hawaii via Caroline and
Maid mil islands, the spacing ol feasible- landing places, roughly, is 400 miles, jqo miles,
110 ni 'lc:-, 60, 70, tc„ .So, 1 20, 1 jo, 240, 420, i to, I tjoo miles, . . , To reach these islands a.r

oil when the means of transport was an outrigger canoe and when even the existence of the
islands was unknown seems beyond the range of human possibilities, liven for modern
navigators toe- findings of an uncharted island in the Pacific is no slight cask Magellan
!, 6

/
j 9 20) sailed across the Pacino, finding only two little islands in a distance of cjcco

miles. . . . Though lying near the path of sailing ships, the most important of the Caroline
Islands Truk, Porta pc, Lind Kusaie— probably were not visited In. white men until the
first quarter of the nineteenth century, 300 years after Magellan had sailed along their edge,
b'- :f n uni

-

- islands ihe first landing dates from. 1S00 to 1 &60, and the first account of some
islands was given to the world after 1 87 j.”

I here arc no "stepping-stones” of any kind inviting man to migrate from Indonesia to
Polynesia along this desolate route. The Micronesian part of the ocean, equalling in size

toe whole North Adan tic. Contains in all so few square miles of dry land char ir is meaning
less 10 judge man's hypothetical eastward urge from the local pattern of the islands. Wind
mid eurrein, and not the distribution of land, influence and dominate the expansion of
neolithic tribes in such an immense waste of water, where land of any description is- too
scarce and too well concealed from familiar waters to loom temptingly on the horizon.

A c can plot migratory routes for Melanesian aborigines more or less as we will bv draw-
ing lines hack and forth across their semi-con [mental territories. Bur where term swum ends,
tin: only geographical ally of a travelling neolithic tribe is a steady and dependable oversea
wind. Such are the east winds of the open Pacific.

As Gregory {Ibid.
,
p, 224; states, even the elements are opposed in the Indonesian

archipelago and on the islands of the open Pacific; "Over the inhabited Pacific as- a whole
ihe trade winds prevail. I hey characterize the climate of Polynesia, -Melanesia, and Micro-
nesia, and of two- thirds of Australia. Some islands have no other winds. Farther west in

Indonesia and Southeast Asia the trades are interrupted or e\ cn replaced bv monsoons.' 1
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Spirits supposed to travel west

in: default oi finding a natural entrance to Polynesia from the vest, some defenders of

the theory that the Polynesians actually came head on against the trade-winds into the Paci

fie, have launched a very popular and much quoted argument : that such a direction is in-

ferred by the Polynesians themselves an describing rhe alleged itinerary of the spirits of the

Polynesian dead. On man'." islands the natives believe char their departed spirits travel

west, Since the ultimate destination of the disembodied Fob ncsian soul h the happy land

c f the ancestral gods, it is directly deduced that tins land must have been located some-

v here in. tire west, at the end of the Spirits’ journey.

Tills oi course is an interesting chain, of reasoning, an argument thar should noi be over-

looked. Yet, as evidence of practicable human migration across the largest of the world's

oceans it cannot quite compete with the grip of the trade Wind, without further inquiry.

As will be seen, the weakness in taking our hearing?; I mm i ho westbound journey of the

Local ghosts tics in the observation that ghosts generally travel west among aboriginal

peoples, irrespective of the previous migrations of their material kin. As Sr r Johnston
:t 9 2T > P- - 9 )

stated in pointing out the prevalence of this religious thought in Polynesia:
’ This beautiful idea ol the sou 1 to the West was universally prevalent among those people

who held belief in the divinity of the sun. . ,

”

There arc many vestiges of former sun-descent throughout Polynesia. (See further

Part X.) The first progenitor in Polynesian mythology is the bright light, the sun or the

sun ray, and, as elsewhere where similar beliefs prevail, the departed spirir just follows in

the path of the setting sun. The sun sets beyond the western horizon, yet the Polynesians

lIo not consider its home to be there. The real home of the sun, and abode of i 3 k* ancestral

sun-god Kane* is expressly stated to lie in the opposite direction, beyond ihe cattern skv.

'Emerson 1909, p.ajft; Thrum 1929, p.93.) This is confusing, and only makes sense

when wc realize that the Polynesians believed that the sun and the siars went down in the

west each night, only to return to their own home in the east bv way of the other side of
the cartA. As Buck (19^2 a, p. 22*?) wrote in respect of a Polynesian myth connected with
one of the constellations

:

“ According to the chant, the Pleiades represent the woman who descended into the pit

05 hie setting sun in the west and who, after travelling around the im-mthi (back oi the
earth), emerges again in the east scatheless after her great adventure and with her six eyes

sparkling on the face of the dawn.”
kills (1829, Vol. Til, p. t 70) wrote from his long sojourn among 1 he ear]'.' Polynesians:

“A he people imagined that it [the sun] sank every evening into the sea, and passed, during
the night, bj some submarine passage, from west to east, where it rose again from the sea
in the morning.”

i VTahLtng (1902, p. $9] states with Gall: “ J'he entrance to the Underworld is to he found
in the west, in the opinion of the ( )ceanj.c tribes. I he souls are guided to it by the setting
sun, since it descends at night into the Underworld through an opening in the west and
l;;des out, to rise again next morning into the Upper World on the other side,”

Thus, a spirit which follows in the path of the sun. will be sure to find the right wav to
lie r un own destination, the glorious abode where dwell the sun-god Kane and the Poly-
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Jiesian ancestors ot solar descent. The westward journey of rhc spirit is a non-stop journey
ro the land of the solar gods, a religious conception, and no direction-finder to previous
human settlements further west, A spirit travelling with the sun as guide will be in its

eastern home before sunrise.

The Polynesian conception of “east" contra “west” is dearly embodied in their own
descriptive names for these two directions. Remembering that Kane fid. Tam ;, the prin-

cipal solar progenitor, is supposed to rule in the legendary Fatherland, and that this sacred
Fatherland is even alluded to as “The Land in the Heart of Kane”, it is interesting to note
that “east" is referred to as “The Great Highway of Kane”, “The Red Path of Kane”, “The
Eye of the Sun-God”, whereas west was called “The Resting-Place of Kane”. “The Much
Travelled Highway of the Fallen One”, and “The Great Path of Deal ILL (Pomander 1878,

Vol, I, p. 77; Best 192? c, p. to6; Martin 1 S
1 7 , VoL II; King 1923, p, 13.}

Ir we ted justified in deducing that the Polynesians must once have migrated from west
to east across the Pacific because their spirits follow' the setting so

,
why then do we not

inlet the same important anthropological conclusion from other Pacific peoples who hold

the same religious view?

Bastian (1883* p. 4), later quoted by Mahling (1902, p. 37), says: “On the Northwest
Coast of America, as in Oceania, the disembodied souls travel to the west, following the

course of the setting sun, (.0 the Ely sian islands,”

Mahling {Ibid.) also shows with Koch that: “The aborigines of Chile place it [the desti-

nation of departing spirits] beyond the ocean, where the evening sun descends.”

Does this mean that the Indians of the Pacific coast of North and South America must
have necessarily migrated straight across the ocean from the west? Of course not. And if

the conclusion is not of universal value, why then should it he counted on as a principal,

argument in Polynesian ethnology?

This frequently quoted and even more Frequently misquoted doctrine has confused the

migratory problem and created many Imaginary obstacles to conclusions that would
otherwise have been neat at hand. One can End even in technical literature references to

alleged Polynesian claims of a primeval pan-Polynesian homeland .in the west, but in check-

ing the source it invariably proves to be an inference from the spirit's westward journey

alter death. As Best (1923 h, p. cz) stresses: “Hawaiki is often confused with die spirit

world itself.”

Traditional migration followed the sun

It is far from my intention to belittle I he value of Polynesian traditions
;
we should only

Hear in mind that the information the Polynesians have preserved about the movements of

their own earthly ancestors is more dependable than their nolions concerning their own
ghosts, and what is more, they indicate quite another direction. The following ancient

Maori chant is preserved trom the early l3,ivs when these roaming voyagers still knew
whence their fathers 3iad arrived (Buck 1938 a, p. 6 j )

:

“Now do I direct the bow ofmy canoe

To the opening whence arises the sun god,

Tama nui torn, Grcat-son-oB-thc-sun.
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Let me not deviate from the course

But sail direct to the land, the Homeland/"

Apparently, the long journey with the sun through the Underworld was nor practicable

tor the mortal voyager, so he was directed to take the short cut due cast in an attempt

to get back to the Fa 1 herland. This piece of ream practical in formar ion has been made to

lit into the Asiatic theory by suggesting that the Mew Zealand Maori, Like the Polynesian

colonists in Melanesia and Micronesia* represent a “backwash” of people who had first

travelled far eastwards, and then returned westwards to settle New Zealand from the cast.

It is argued that the Hawaiki of the Maori may he the Society Group in the East Pacific

buck, 1935s a). Bur, the Maoris have traditions that go sriil further hack in time, beyond

the Hawaiki islands, to the first abode of Irih/d, on some continental shore of the Pacific,.

Best (1923 c„ p. to?) writes:

“Wc have seen that Tama nui tc ra is a personified form of the sun, An ..id saying was,

‘When Tama nui te m rises, the heavens are light./ \X hen the ancestors nf the Maori Lett

the homeland oi I tibia to seek a new home across the ocean, their leader said — ‘AN wbai

fytm / a 7 rfjftf.fi Rtti H r., / (d .crus follow the sur/) . .

This most valuable piece of traditional information cannot be fitted into the Asiatic

theory, even if we resort to a vast circular migration by way of Tahiti. Best is therefore led

to propose char 1 he early Polynesian migrants, who set our to “follow the sun”, must have

meant to follow the rising sun only, as this could be interpreted as an opposite journey,

from the west to the east. In tills case Tama-nui-te-ra should be the name of the sun only as

it rises. Best does not seem to be quire convinced by his own theory, for he writes on the

very next page {Ibid, T p. 108) r “When the Takitimu canoe sailed from Eastern Polynesia

for the shores of New Zealand, their sailing instructions were, ‘Carefully keep the bow
of the vessel on Kopu (Venus) during tic night; in the dav rime follow behind Tama- nui-

tcra/ ”
\ journey from Eastern Polynesia to the shores of New Zealand is indeed foitmisg

the sun and not aiming at the rising sun. And, as shown, lire emigrants from the earliest

Polynesian continental abode followed the same sailing direction. Quite obviously then,

these early emigrants, who are said to have left the mainland with the determination to

follow iheir solar guide Tama-nui-te-ra, must have steered their craft towards f he western

sky. This becomes the more apparent when the Maori, as ilrse stated, explicitly place their

Fatherland in "the opening whence arises 1 he sun-god, Tama-nui-te-ra”,

The information r hat the early discoverers set out to follow the sun is highly interesting,

as ibis is the direction along which primitive' peoples are even urged to send their own
souls. \X v have then a religious background tor the movement of man into this open sea,

and, what is more, we find the original neolithic discoverers, like the later Spaniards,

entering Polynesia with the strong trade wind at their backs.

Traditional migrations and historical drifts go from east to west in Polynesia

We arc thus immediately on firmer ground the moment we let the spirits alone and con-
centrate on what the Polynesians know about their own mortal past. Nearly a hundred
years ago, Lillis {1829. Vol.I, p. iz6} had already collected enough Polynesian traditions
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ru write about their early migrations: ir is a striking fact, that every such, voyage
related ir: i hr account of voyagers, preserved in the traditions of the natives, or oi recent
occurrence, has invariably been from cast to west, directly opposite to (hit in which it

must have been, had the population been altogether derived from the Mala van Archipe-
lago.”

In more recent years Dixon (iW , p r 171) has analysed the prevailing drifts inside Polv-
ricdan territory in an cdort to determine the influence of eompulsor. migrations on The dis
persa! ot car h, roan in this area. He writes

: Involuntary or storm-drift voyages have, how-
ever, often been mentioned as important factors in the spread of the Polynesian people.
These refer to large voyaging canoes blown out of their course., or to smaller fishing craft
carried away unexpectedly by the same agency. Since the tirxr IEuropean contacts a consid-
erable number of such drift voyages have been recorded. . , . The greater number of all

recorded drifts were from easr to west, a few followed a north and south course, and only
hi one instance from west to east,"

Historically controllable statistics thus show that drift voyages in Polynesia have had a

predominant tendency to take a westward course. 1 o tit this piece oj concrete information
to his belief that the Polynesians arrived from Asia, that is with an ettfh*utd course, Dixon
is forced to the following strange conclusion ro his own interesting obscrvahi .ns : "Since
the majority q\ drift voyages were thus from cast to west, they can have played little part
in the eastward spread of the Polynesian people, ...”

Why this desperate desire to bring the Polynesians in from Asia if all evidence proves
to be unfavourable to such a migration? Physical anthropology does not harmonize with
known tacts in the West Pacific; the linguistic evidence is extremely vague and fails to
give an;, answer; archaeology has not discovered a single certain Polynesian artifact in this

region; rhe ethnological conditions are highly incongruent even in ihe broadest culture

pattern; the chronology is so complete];, at variance that a direct migration is out of the

question
;
the geographical separation is vast and the intermediate territory had long be-

longed to other neolithic branches of mankind; the prevailing elements arc contrary; and
mythology, legends, and historical drift voyages all offer similar obstacles to the supposed
migration into Polynesia from the west. Vet this battered old hypothesis has never been
abandoned because Its taxability has been taken tor granted and it has thus never had to
stand a test.

The importance of Fiji in Polynesian material culture

Before wc return once more to the last loop-hole for an eastward Pol vnesian migration,

Micronesia, we shall consider also the last ot the data that have been mustered in support
of a Polynesian origin hvbind thdr present neighbours to the west.

Wc have mentioned the marginal influence of Polynesian voyagers and colonists on tlx

eastermost islands of Micronesia and Melanesia, Nearest of all these foreign lands- co

Polynesia are the Pip Islands of Melanesia. These islands arc not only the nearest, hut also

the larges! and richest of all those directly adjoining the Polynesian habitat. It is only

natural, therefore, that Fiji should be the principal cert re for all Polynesian external trade

and activity, (Buck 19-5 3 a.)

In Fiji, the Polynesians had full access to certain material goods unknown on their own
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oceanic groups, and some of these possessions spread into Polynesia by barter. Since these

elements as such extend from Melanesian Territory right back through the Malay domain

to the coasts of Asia, thev have so often been used as proofs of an Indonesian-Polynesian

migration that it will be necessary here to see how valuable they are as arguments of human

relationship, The objects in question Are the domesticated pig, the dog, the fowl, a certain

number of die cultivated plants, and the outrigger.

Buck ( 1938 a, p. hi) "writes:
J

'Th.c importance of Fiji as a trade center cannot be over-

estimated, The western triangle of Samoa, Tonga and Fiji became an important area tor

exchange and diffusion. Commercial relationships were favored by intermarriage, and

Fijian customs that were of use to the Polynesians were readily adopted. Intermixture

took place between chiefly families, and as a result a higher Fijian culture that absorbed

certain Polynesian elements was developed at the places of contact. , . . The cultural

changes that took place in the western triangle were inicLired primarily by exchange and

barter for food planes and domesticated animals , , , The plants and animals were carried

to central Polynesia, but the Fijian customs remained in the west.
1

Melanesian food plants fetched by Polynesians

Buck, while a noted supporter of the eastward migrations theory, rejects die tenahslity

of early Polynesian voyages by wav of the Melanesian route, showing how modern research

speak?, firmly against such a possibility, (Buck 193.$ a, pp. 41, 41; 194$, p, 12.} In defense

of the second alternative, a migration by way of the Microntsian domain, he argues (1938 a.

p. 45): Strong support in favor of the Micronesian route lies in the positive evidence

against the route through Melanesia,
35

Sot accepting this conclusion as exclusively in favour of Micronesia, we may still admit

that the moment we discard Melanesia as a stepping-stone for Polynesian migrants, we

automatically deprive ourselves of anv further support in rhe aforesaid cultivated plants.

This important fact was first realized and pointed out by Buck himself (1938 a, pp, 307,

3 cy), who showed that The dry and sand], soil on the low atolls, to be encountered on the

route through Micronesia, was not suitable for the cultivation and spreading of rhe food

plants in question. He states :

“1 he Micronesian route, therefore, could not have been taken by the plants. , .though

the Polynesians Travelled into central Polynesia, by the Microntsian route, such important

food plants as the breadfruit, banana, yam, and liner taro were carried from Indonesia to

New Guinea and relayed by Melanesians to their eastern outpost nr I 'iji.”

Melanesian bog and chicken fetched by Polynesians

Having shown that Samoans and Tongans visited Fiji from the cast and thus acquired

these food-plants through secondary contact in she recon: period at the peak of Polynesian

seamanship and inter island navigation. Buck goes on to show how the spread of the do-

mesticated animals was closely associated with the spread of the food plants. The domes-
tjcateil animals of Polynesia, all of which were imported to the islands by man, were the

pig, (he dog, and the fowl.
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ll- inadequate supply nr food on sandy atolls, he pointed again to Micronesia:
“OiiraE atolls, thus formed a barrier to the spread of domesticated animals. The? must have
been relayed along the Melanesian route and passed from Fiji to Samoa.”

\\ hat was stated in regard to the food plants is valid also as affecting the spread of the
sa:d animals, l bus, it is rash to say that we have proof ol Polynesian migration from
Indonesia in the existence, of these common plants and animals. We have no evidence that
either was taken out ofIndonesia by Polynesians. As Buck (1945, p, 1 j) admits ^‘However,
tood plants and animals from the Indo- Malayan area reached Fiji through the. Melanesian
chain, and they could have been relayed rater into central Polynesia through Samoa, even
though the main human movement had nof flowed that way,”

Obviously, nic Melanesian? alone were responsible for relaying their own domesticated
animals Lind plants eastwards through their own islands as far as to ! iji. The Polynesians
cannot have carried the breadfruit, banana, poultry, and pigs from Indonesia to the nearest
:anJ in Papua-Mebmesia, and then have sailed all the way around from atoll to atoll in

Micronesia to discover Samoa, and then gone hack west to pick up this valuable properry,

which in the meantime had been conveniently relayed by Melanesians as fair as to Fiji. The
presence of this material property, even in parts of Papua- Melanesia where Polynesian
colonists can never have been, and the absence of facilities for their spread through the

Micronesia a atolls, w hich have been proposed a.s marking the route of the protracted

Polynesian migration, provide double evidence that the Melanesians and not the Poly-

nesians brought these elements on their original journey into the blast Pacific. So they have
no value as proof ot a Polynesian origin cn Indonesia, as they tell us nothing but what
we know already—that Melanesia itself represents a direct extension of the Indonesian

archipelago, and that Melanesians had marginal contact with Polynesians on the opposite

side.

Weckler (1943, p. 20), trying to bring the Polynesians east by way of rhe Micronesian
ocean, dwells on the same important point. He writes: "Such were the islands the Poly

nesians encountered when they pushed into eastern Micronesia. In this environment none
o', the food plants they had brought with them from Indonesia could grow except the cocn

nut and a coarse variety of taro. Nor was there food to keep their domestic Animals a live.

The twin staffs of life during this period became the coconut and seafood.'*

flic fact that rhe coconut remains as the only important food-plant that willingly grew
on coral atolls is nor very encouraging for the upholders of the Malay-Polynesian theory,

as wc have shown how the coconut happens to be just the one plant that must have been

missing in the migratory period, if the absence in Polynesia of the Indonesian custom of

brewing palmwine is to be explained.

Polynesian dog unidentified

\s to the animals, wc shall see later (Part VII) that the now extinct Polynesian dog. Cams
Matrix is useless as argument even for Mtloaksian contact, since ii has never been identi lied

with any known breed west of Polynesia* and shows as much sirnilarirv to the mummvj'k d
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Peruvian Canislngae peotarim in the cast as to the Australian dingo or Indonesian park-dog

in the west,, it' not more, None of the three domesticated animals of Polynesia were univer-

sally or evenly distributed even on all the volcanic islands. Domesticate ill animals were

generally found here and there as the local mariners had been able to secure the respective

species. For instance, Tongatabu and the Marquesas Islands lacked the dog, Mangaia and

Faster Island lacked both the bog and the dog. New Zealand lacked the hog arid the tow!,

and the Chatham Islands had none of the three animals.

The arrival of the pig

That the Polynesian pig originally came from Melanesia is obvious, as it does not differ

from the Smt pupkgtms which was widespread all over New ( iuinea and Melanesia long

before the Europeans arrived. That it actually entered Polynesia through marginal contact

between Samoa and Fiji is definitely stated in a Samoan tradition (Buck iyj8 a, p. jeo),

informing us that a Samoan v oyager visited the Fiji Islands and brought some young pigs

back with him to Jus own community, . .and so pigs were introduced to Samoa.
5

'

Further out, the Tahitians tell lls that when theLr ancestors settled the islands no man had

ever seen a pig or a chicken. But in Later generations the son of a chief of Raiatea, referred

to as Metua-puaa, or
**
Pig-parent”, went to Bora-Bora, one of the Society Islands nearest

Samoa, and hence he procured the first pigs known to the Society islanders. . . and his

wife and all her family were delighted with the new animals, never suspecting whence

they had sprung. From that litter were propagated all other pigs upon this earth, and they

became good fqod for gods and men .” (Henry 192W, p. 481.)

In ibis way" the pig spread through inter -is land trade. In the Society Islands the pig was

accessible to visiting mariners from the more easterly Polynesian islands. The Easter Is-

landers and the Tuamotu population never acquired the pig, but Porter (18 r
5 ,

Vol. 1

1

, p. 1 2}

wrote from li is early visit to the Marquesas group; “According to die traditions of the

natives, more than twenty generations ago, a god named Halt visited all the islands of

the group, and brought with him hogs and fowls, which he *er'r among them.” This means
I hat, according to the historical traditions of these islanders, the pig and fowl did not

accompany their early ancestors on their primary migrations, but were secured from a

subsequent visitor whose voyage took hern to the Marquesas about 1 he beginning of rhe

iqtb century, that is in the same classic period of Inter-island contact and exchange as

d ready referred to,

Wl. may even be able to gain valuable information from the absence of pigs and fowls

among all the early immigrants of New Zealand. We know from traditional evidence that

the Maori, alter settling New Zealand, only maintained contact with their relatives m
Eastern Polynesia for a comparatively’ short period. Then they severed relations with the

outside world and thus remained in almost complete isolation until Tasman arrived as the

first European in 1642. In r his way we know that the New Zealand Maori remained uii-

U3 leered by many impulses that later were spread through the islands of Central and Eastern

Polynesia by local Polynesian conquerors, refugees and traders. We may presume that if

p]gs and chickens had existed in Eastern and Central Polynesia at the time of the Maori
voyages, either or both of these would have been brought to New Zealand, together with
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me edible Maori dog, in one of the many decked double canoes. By such craft the pig and
me dog were carried to Hawaii. But the strange fact that no Maori craft brought pigs and
fnwb along seem to indicate that these immigrants had not touched at islands where they
b.id l K. , n introduces, Thjj supposition may he strengthened by the fact pointed out bv
Be^t (39^3 a, p. 33), that:

l

'There is a curious absence of mention of the pig in Maori
tradition.”

The same may be said about the fowl, bur not about the dog. As Coienso (1S77, p. i 52)
says; “The dog is mentioned in their oldest traditions and myths.” Indeed it figures in
the myths oi Maui and the earliest discoverers who set out from the Fatherland. (Ibid.

P- M4-)

Melanesian origin of the Polynesian outrigger

I n mis connection we may note another important peculiarity in aboriginal Maori cul-
ture. When Tasman and the earliest European ships reached New Zealand from Polynesia,
the outrigger was still as unknown to the Maori as was the hog and the chicken.

: Mead
192S.) At that rime the outrigger was in common use throughout Polynesia, except in the
Chatham Islands (where there were only raft boats), in the Gambler Islands (where the
firsr European visitor only observed sailing log-rafts), and throughout New Zealand
(where there were only double and single canoes, log-rafts, and reed boats).

If the outrigger, which became so popular among 1 he Maoris' kinsmen abroad, had been
in use among the Maori ancestors or even in central Polynesia when the Maori passed
through, it would not have been overlooked by all the New Zealand tribes, U has, there-

• ore, often been suggested rliar the Maori ancestors had not discarded the outrigger, but
ibat they had all arrived without it, as the Maori traditions emphasize— in large double
canoes. This observation has quite logically sponsored the theory that originally the out
rigger boom was not in use on the craft that brought the Polynesian voyagers into the

Base Pacific,

As \X ec kter (1943, p. n) says: “We cannot know, with certainty, what the ships were
Jike in which the Polynesians first starred out from their Indonesian home.”

'Vet we can fairly well guess that, if the Polynesians had started from. Indonesia in craft

carrying outriggers, these outriggers should be Indonesian in design; bur, if they had no
outriggers until they settled the East Pacific, then their outrigger would be a secondary
acquisition from Fiji, and accordingly Melanesian in design.

The principal diiferen.ee in the distribution of outrigger types in Indonesia and Melanesia
is quite apparent, and it is equally evident which ot the two designs the Polynesians have
followed. All through Indonesia, from Sumatra, Java, Borneo, (be Philippines, and
Celebes, and continuously east as tar as to the nearest ri p of New Guinea, the Malays and
Indonesians have since early times used the double outrigger, a hull with a buoyant boom
on each side, Such were the outriggers seen in the sculptures of Boro Budur in Java from
the eight or ninth century, an<| such were, according to Vroklage (1936, p. 717), the

outriggers used on local proas in Southeast Asia since the second millennium B.C Tin-

single outrigger, with a buoyant boom only on one side, is quire exceptional in Indonesia.

(Had ilon and Horne! I [938, pp. t t, 16,)

The double outrigger is also used by certain Australian aborigines, bet as Home]] (1945,
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p, yy) points out, it is absent from “the whole of Melanesia except in the extreme western

fringe where it marches with Indonesia*”

As the limit of die double outrigger runs between Indonesia and Papua-Melanesia, it is

highly significant to note that the Polynesians do not break the uniformity of this picture,

The double outrigger canoe of Indonesia was not used by am islanders in the whole of

Polynesia and Micronesia. It is very noteworthy that this form ot outrigger, which had

spread from Indonesia sporadically along the coast of Asia even as far as to Madagascar,

had not been carried to any of the oceanic islands. \\ he-ther the canoe was large or Small,

whether used on. the high seas or in the lagoon, the Polynesians, w lienever they used the

outrigger, attached a single boom to one side of the hull in Melanesian fashion.

Nor did the Polynesian ancestors enter the ocean with knowledge of the rudder. Yet

vessels with the. true quarter rudder arc depicted on the Indonesian bronze drums from

the earliest Christian centuries. The geographical limit ot Indonesian ideas in Oceanic boat

design is easily distinguished, as it is seen in the same sourh-\vc stern cornet ot Micronesia,

represented by the Palau Islands, whence some ideas, like the true quarter rudder, have

spread to the Carolines.

Horndl (Haddo n and H- 1936, p. 441) states: “The Palau canoe tvpe, as may he expected

from the proximity fit" the islands to the Philippines and the Moluccas, is the only one

with affinity to any present-day Indonesian type, though tills is revealed only by the shape

and length of the httgad liars, a form of thwart with carved ends projecting outboard on

both sides and by a stringer (gorcal) connecting their ends on the lee side. In Mullehs

opinion the presence of these features links this design with those of the southern Philip-

pines and Sangir Islands, In common with Indonesian canoe design, but alone among
Micronesian sailing canoes, those of Palau have the sides of the hulls bilaterally symmetric*”

We shall return la the deep sea Maori-Polynesian canoe in the next chapter; here its on];,

purpose is to show that die Maori isolated themselves in New Zealand before the out-

rigger had become a generally adopted attachment on Polynesian canoes. The outrigger

which later spread among the Polynesians was not the double outrigger of Indonesia, but

the type which had been observed during voyages to Fiji. We have thus no reason to con-

clude that the outrigger attachment spread directly from Indonesia to Polynesia, but should

instead realise that the easily acquired idea of a balanced canoe spread from the same Mela-

nesian source that gave the Polynesians the pig and the fowl, after the Maori separation.

A useful idea may spread beyond human relationship. We should get strange physical

patterns if we were to assume that all people using outriggers descended from the same
stock, or that alt people keeping dogs, pigs, and chickens, or caring bananas, were ot the

same kin. We do not deduce that the Polynesians are Melanesians because they use the

Melanesian single outrigger ot breed rhe: same pig as these neighbouring tribes
;
why then

should these arguments be valid as a proof of relationship between Polynesians and Indo-

nesians ?

Other reasons for suspecting Polynesian origins in Indonesia

It may perhaps be interesting to enumerate the current arguments for a Polynesian

migration irom Indonesia. This was done by Weckler in support of the Indonesian theory
in u}4h and one may assume that arguments known neither to him not to the present

F jHYvfttiahl

.
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author cannot have been strong enough to leave a lasting impression upon the Polynesian
literature as proof of Polynesian origins in that archipelago,

Week let (1945) enumerates the following points r

The Polynesian reference to an ancestral island which they name Hawadki, wl ich might
be a reference to Java or some nearby island that might have been called |ava then.

The common use of the outrigger.

The growing in both territories of banana, coconut, breadfruit, raro, yam, and Sul:arcane.

The custom in both areas of keeping domesticated dogs, pigs, and chickens.

T he source-relationship in language.

Strong similarity in the bark -doth manufacture of me interior of Celebes and Polynesia,

The existence in many parts of Malaysia of the Polynesian method of mal. jng hre by
rubbing the end of one piece of wood along the grain of another.

W will be seen, Weckler’s list includes two points which have not already been dealt with
on the previous pages. These are the Polynesian-like manufacture of tap;, or barkdoth,
in the interior of Celebes, and rhe common Malay and Polynesian method of kindling tire.

Both of these arguments however, belong to a doubtful class of evidence, which includes,

a number of other cultural elements that have occasionally been mustered to argue blood
relationship between Polynesia and the Malay domain. Then are doubtful as arguments
only because they ate shared as well by Yellow-brown peoples on the opposite side of

Polynesia, in the New World.

Thus the fire-making method of Polynesia is duplicated in detail among widespread

\merican Indians (Jen ness 193,2, p. 29 fig. b); and the bark-cloth industry is found
sporadically on the Pacific slopes of the New World, from British Columbia in the north

(Goddard 1924] to the prehistoric kitchen-middens ofPeru in the south (Bennett and Bird

1949},

The obvious si milant.;, between the bark-cloth and mallet of Mexico and Celebes may be

judged from the illustrations in Plate I, which are enough to show that this art need not

necessarily have entered Polynesia from Celebes. Tike the method ot rubbing lire, it could

have entered the Pacific from either side. In an;, ease, the theory that the particular bark-

cloth industry of the Celebes interior spread east to Polynesia is entire!;, inconsistent with

rhe view that the Polynesians spent a long time m Micronesia on did
r passage eastward.

On the Microncsian atolls, the past and present inhabitants have been unable to secure

the necessary raw materials t< ?r the hearing of bark-cloth (Ball 1929, p. 2nd 1 or r h is

reason Micronesia is recognized as a barrier to the spread of this ancient custom of Yellow-

brown man. Week let (1943, p. 23) realizes ibis difficulty himself, as lie stares

:

“The theory of a long stop in eastern Micronesia with the consequent loss 0: arts such

as the making of bark cloth does not accord with the evidence ci red earlier of the relation-

ship between the fapa industry of the island of Celebes and that of Polynesia, Tor if the

Polynesians had lost the /.rAs-making art and relearned 1: from the Melanesian Fijians, the

second learning would have been new to the generation char reacquired the art and they

would doubtless have taken over Fijian techniques arid terminology. This hi: of evidence

argues, therefore, that the Polynesians passed rather quickly through the area where (he

raw materials of backcloth making would not grow. Her no one piece ot evidence is con-

clusive and ike re is not a preponderance one win or another on ibis matter so far.“
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However, we cannot very well expect to benefit from both alternatives by refusing to

reject either. We must cither abandon the argument of a possible di 3fusion of the bark-

cloth industry from Indonesia to Polynesia, or else abide by the hypothesis that the Poly-

nesians passed quickly through Micronesia, in which latter case the vast chronological

discrepancy is still unaccounted for.

Wcckler himself seems to prefer the lesser of the two difficulties, and to benefit from the

chronological gap, as he writes (Ibid.
t p. 21} about the hypothetical Polynesian sojourn in

Micronesia:

“l Jut the limitations of this environment probably forced the Polynesians to give up

many of their old skills if they stayed long in eastern Micronesia. This probability increases

our difficulties in trying to trace the Polynesian ancestors back to any particular place and

time m Indonesia, for many clues may have been lost through the cultural specialization

involved in eking out a living on coral a rolls.”

Polynesians reached Micronesia from the East

Is there really any reason tor assuming a Polynesian passage through Micronesia at all:

Week ler writes further (Pnd.
,
p. id): “As one of the leading ethnologists of Polynesia,

Peter H. Buck, says in “Vikings of the Sunrise
1

: ‘Strong support in fin or of the Micronesian

route lies in the posith e evidence against the route through Melanesia/ The fact is that,

unfortunately for students, of Polynesian history, the resemblances between Micronesia

and Polynesia are not much greater than those between the latter and Melanesia. Some
scholars account for this by arguing that Mongoloid peoples similar to those who crowded

into Indonesia behind the Polynesians followed them into Micronesia and took their places

when the Polynesians moved into the eastern seas/*

In tins way one purely hypothetical theory is launched with no other motive than to

account for the deficiency in another. In reality we have no reason whatsoever to assume an

early Polynesian migration through Micronesia, There arc no kitchen-middens or archaeo

logical sices, marking a Maori-Polynesian layer or evolutionary centre in Micronesia, and

the great majority of rhe isles encountered en route are barren atolls with no humus to

hide great secrets of the past,

The absence of any indication of a Polynesian passage through Micronesia was openly

admitted and agreed upon at the last Pacihc .Science Congress which was held in New
Zealand in 1949, Murdock (1949, p. 9) opened with a review of the latest data on “Cultural

Sub-areas in Micronesia", showing r hat Micronesia formed a single distinctive culture area,

within which 15 sub-areas could be distinguished. He showed that only one of these—the

coral] atolls of Kapingamarangi and Nukuro, north of Melanesia— “is Polynesian in cul-

ture. The other 14 reveal, by contrast, a fundamental unity in culture and social structure!,”

In the discussion that followed after this lecture (Ibid.) Buck asked Dr. Murdock "if he

considered that the M.alayo-Folynesian people passed through Micronesia, to which Dr.

Murdock replied that details of technique and available physical evidence seem to show
Polynesian culture did not develop out of Microncsian. Polynesian social organisation is

closer to thar of Indonesia than Micronesia or Melanesia/
1

Hit next paper, read by Dr. H. L, Shapiro on the -'Physical Anthropology ol Micro-
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ncsia”, showed that this licld also revealed no evidence of a Polynesian passage through
Micronesia. The discussion that followed, like the conclusion of recent research in Mela-
nesia show that all Pol;, ncsian influence in Micronesia was due to colonists from Samoa
and Tonga, a movement in the opposite direction from what it should have been had the
Polynesians come from the west. Even Buck, who had gained his support for the Micro-
nesian route just from this positive evidence against Melanesia, was now obliged to admit
that Polynesian settlements in Micronesia did not support his view thai the Polynesians,

had passed through that region from Indonesia, lie admitted that he had been under the

impression that the Pol; nesian influence on the two Mic nones lan atolls of Kapi ngamatangi
and Nukuoro 1

,
taken in conjunction with certain similarly affected Melanesian islands

direct! v south of them, represented the trail of the Polynesians into the Pacific; and said

“it now seems that these Polynesian groups maj be a backward movement which started

from Samoa and Tonga and lost impetus after a certain distanced
1
{Ibid.)

Later in the Congress, when Shapiro dealt with the anthropological value of blood
groups, he said in reply to a new question from Buck; “The presence of B in western

Polynesia seems to be the result of contact with Micronesia and Melanesia.” Further:

“He [Shapiro] agreed with Sir Peter Buck that the lack of B in Polynesia would mean
that, if the Polynesians came through Micfnncsia, they came before the Micro ncsians had

settled there, though Dr. Murdock mentioned the possibility of a rapid passage through

Micronesia by the Polynesians even after Micronesian occupation.” (Shapiro 19.19, P- 2b)
There is only this to be Said; if the Polynesians passed rapidly through Micronesia to

avoid acquiring the B factor, where did they come from? Certainly not from Indonesia*

India, or China, where the B was as high as in Micronesia, or higher. If the Polynesians

passed rapidly through Micronesia, how was it done in practice? And how could the

Mlcronesians leave Eastern Asia with R when the Polynesians left afterwards without it?

On the other hand, if the Polynesians passed through before the Micronesians arrived, out

chronology becomes worse than cve-r, for the Mi crone bans themselves had arrived as a

neolithic people.

It is sufficiently apparent that all attempts so tar to bring the Polynesians in by way of

Melanesia or Micronesia have been a matter of mere guesswork. Inconsistent theories have

been advanced, amended, and replaced, nor in an attempt to interpret available evidence,

but with the preconceived intention of figuring out a possible way of letting Polynesian

aborigines in through ethnographic territories which from all angles prove to constitute

not stepping-stones, hut effective barriers. Openings are sought for where no natural

openings are found, and solely in default of other clear alternatives.

The question remains whether we have not been knocking on the hack door oi Polynesia

in trying to beat our way through Melanesia and Micronesia with an aboriginal people who
had themselves perhaps found another and easier front entrance to them island domain.

A glance at a Pacific map will at least tell us that in focusing all attention to Asia, we have

overlooked no less than half of the territories which share frontiers with Polynesia, and

which lias a direct access to the Pacific Ocean. America ton may offer us stepping-stones

from neolithic Asia into recent Polynesia,

1 UyiiiT; weaving W 1*. known ifi Nukuofo arid Kaplnganiai'angi. {I3 uek 19; p. 14?.)
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POLYNESIA AND NORTHWEST AMERICA

When early East Asiatic man met the sea, he behaved like any other mammal. Where
r - *'

land ended, he was led to follow the shoreline, up or down. I p meant America, down

meant the Malay Peninsula,

The same spreading movement up and down this coast was probably followed by several

breeds of mankind throughout the long, dim past of the human race. bending oft along

the coast, even early hunters and collectors were probably led north into the New World

and south into Austronesia in periods when both these territories were accessible to coastal

migrants in a different way from today,

As culture increased and primitive man acquired a buoyant craft, new explorers were

enabled to resume the same coastal trek, even though land or ice were now less continuous

in some areas. Unfamiliar lands with further hunting-grounds tempted them across channels

and straits, and where islands were close enough to form a. chain, the new migrants spread

from one coast to the next chat was visible against the sky. Thus Yellow-brown man Hol-

lowed in his craft the early movement of black-skinned aboriginals into the island-studded

sea of Indonesia; and thus the same Yellow-brown race, in the far north, was successful in

finding the only natural access to the New World from the west,

Like previous observers, we have said that there is only one truly semi-continental island

route that can carry Asiatic man on a natural eastward movement for some distance into the

Pacific; namely the Papua- Melanesian bland bridge, This statement, though true, requires

modification. There is indeed another island- studded route which can carry man much
further east, in fact right to the far side of the ocean, with very little water to cover. This

route is in the extreme north, across the narrow Behring Strait, or along the Aleutian

chain of islands, into America.

\\ hen the sea is calm the narrow Behring Strait can be crossed by the smallest craft, and

in cold winters even on foot oil the ice. This passage is considered by most Americanists to

represent the principal gateway of Asiatic man into the New World. More recently

attention has also been focused on the alternative and possibly subsidiary entrance route a

thousand miles further south- -the Aleutians. In the narrowest corner of the vast Pacific,

and on the northern latitudes of London, Liverpool, and Glasgow, the Aleutian island

ridge spans the gap between the continents that form the ocean’s boundaries. And near

these high latitudes A strong and warm ocean current Hows directly from the Old World
to the New. This current brings tropical water up in a swift stream, flowing directly from
Pic Philippine Sea past the coasts of Japan and into the ocean off the is land- studded North-
west American coast. Thus the Philippine water is still so warm when it reaches these high
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latitudes of Pacific America, that it provides the local Northwest Coast Indian* of the
British Columbian archipelago with a climate that is temperate throughout the year.

The IS or(Invest Coast Archipelago as stepping stone for Asiatic

migrants into the East Pacific

The distance from the Philippines to the nearest point in Northwest America happens
to be the same as from the Philippines to the nearest point m Polynesia A But whereas the
metric distances sire equal, the guiding influence of nature upon the migration of primitive
man is otherwise. The elements encourage a voyage, from the Philippine Sea to Northwest
America in the same degree as they Impede a voyage from the same Indonesian soutee to
Polynesia. Once man has reached the coastline of America, the current rums to afford him
access to invisible islands in the open Pacific beyond. And we may well bear in mind chat

it an overland migration by neolithic man requires generations or centuries of gradual
progress, a corresponding distance may be covered by the same tribe in a matter of weeks
on a drift voyage sponsored by prevailing elements at sea.

As a third alternative, could the Northwest American route be feasible as a road lo Poly-

nesia, instead of the Papua- Melanesian island bridge or the open Micronesian ocean?
Could the neolithic ancestors of the recent Maori-Polynesian seafarers have dwelt, with-

out metal, pottery, loom, or monetary system, somewhere along this northern Asiatic-

American route, to push, down upon Hawaii at the beginning r>f out millenium?
I fiat tEds possibility is at least worthy of examination is apparent for two major reasons.

Firstly, because— until the problem is otherwise solved—we should be very cautious

about rejecting any alternative unexamined. Secondly, because we know that the same
race which sent a Yellow-brown branch into Indonesia sent its relatives across the Behring
Strait or the Aleutians into the New World.

The American branch of the Ydime-brazen race

America too, as much as Indonesia, and far more than New Guinea and Melanesia, has

thus been trodden be migrants of that early Yellow-brown race to which even Polynesians

and Micronesian^ seem to stand in a certain distant relationship';

It is this people Taylor (i 935, p. 255) describes when lie says they "followed the old

corridor across the Behring 'isthmus*, and so populated America . No doubt some of the

earlier Amerinds had reached the new world before, but the later and higher types of \rner-

ind are so closely akin to the Polynesians and Indonesians that we may safely deduce a

common period of migration from their old homelands in the interior of Asia.”

Sullivan (1922, p, 218), in his attempt to put the Polynesian tribes in their proper Mace

among the Yellow-brown peoples, found that there was a fairly well-marked line of cleav-

age between two subdivisions of the now known Yellow-brown peoples. One 3ub-divi-

sion included the Chinese, the Japanese, the Koreans, the numerous Siberian peoples,

1 All comparative measures given in. this worfc. should be checked on ijMr, which,, in contrast to any map. gives

Correct proportions Lo ail Latitudes, Exceedingly few observers seem to realize the essential geographical fact that,

due to the curving of tho earth's surface, the distance in act-J:i] miles from Indo-Oihia to South America is no ghorret

hi a "straight line” across the open equatorial RicUic than by way of the Aleutian islands und the far North lUfaric-.
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and many other Asiatic groups. The other included the American Indians, the Malays,

the Indonesians, and, with somewhat more uncertainty, the unidentified Polynesians.

Sullivan adds p. 16 o) about the latter island tribes:

“ At present [ would not care to do more than to express a belief that the relationship

existing between the Polynesians and the American Indians is considerably closer than

that existing between cither the Polynesians or the American. Indians and the Chinese.
TT

Jn a later publication, however, Sullivan discussed rhe principal physical characters of a

dominant Polynesian type, in an effort to determine whether it approached the Mongoloid

form or whether it was closer to out own Caucasoid, race. He says ('1923, p. 227):

“Os" the 25 characters discussed two are pretty close to the Caucasoid norm and more
are closer to the Caucasoid than to the Mongoloid norm, . , . In brief, the evidence seems

to be fairly evenly balanced and points to a type intermediate between the Caucasians and

the Mongols. If anything, the evidence rather favors a closer Caucasian relationship. Our
decision hinges somewhat upon the classification of certain doubtful Asiatic and American

types. If we are to accept ali of rhe American Indians as Mongoloid, there would be little

difficulty in classifying the Polynesians also as Mongoloid,

“It is certainly true that superficially the bulk of the evidence indicates that the Poly-

nesian is slightly closer to the gene rail \ accepted Caucasoid norms than to the generally

accepted Mongoloid norms. The burden of proof falls upon those who defend a theory

of a Mongoloid origin of the Polynesians. Such a point of view is only possible on the

assumption that the Caucasians and the Mongoloid stocks arc very closely related and

that the primitive Mongoloid stock gave rise to the Caucasian stem. It was upon such a

basis that boas defended the Mongoloid origin of all the American Indians. .. . . Ifthen the

Polynesian is not to be regarded as a true Caucasian, he is to be regarded as at least a decided

step in that direction. The Polynesian, Amo, and certain American Indians may egotistically

be looked upon as unsuccessful attempts of nature to make a Caucasian,”

The essence of this discussion is that among all Yellow-brown peoples, Sullivan found
tire Polynesians to be most closely related to the inhabitants of Indonesia and America.

Furthermore, of the latter two groups, the Polynesian type is nearest the American, as the

American, like the Amo and the Polynesian, all seem to represent an intermediate form
between the Mongoloid and Caucasoid norm.

Sullivan (/W., p, 229), within the same Polynesian island, habitat, found another Poly-
nesian type with less marked divergence from the Indonesian. But even concerning tins

type he added

:

“It does, however, depart radically from rhe ordinary conception of the Indonesian in

two traits: stature and cephalic index, . r P Due no doubt to the absence of better data from
Indonesia some of the closest parallels are in certain divergent American Indian groups
with low faces and broad noses.”

The disputed interpretations of Am erican -Polynesian affinities

Having thus demonstrated how both bis Polynesian types are closely linked up with the

physical characters ofc certain American Indian groups, Sullivan retrains from any further
discussion or conclusion, because, as he said, he judged it to be ^unlikely” that JLmtrka
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could have contributed to the direct settlement of distant Polynesia. Sullivan’s hesitancy

in following up his own discover;? of a dose Amcrican-Polynestan convergence in physical

traits, reminds us of Dixon's hesitancy in drawing any practical conclusion from his own
observation that the bulk of historical drifts in Polynesia are known to have been from cast

to west.

We here come up against a psychological barrier to ail further discussion of American

-

Polynesian relations, a barrier which is so apparent* and so ever-present in Polynesian

literature, tbat it will be necessary to discuss its cause and value before we can proceed to

include America in a study or Polynesian affairs.

The existence in Polynesia of various racial and cultural elements found to be characte-

ristic also of the aborigines of prehistoric America has frequently been pointed out bv

p revi c>u s observers

.

1

Some of the less impressive arguments thus presented may perhaps be based on casual

similarities due simply to independent evolution along parallel lines. Others, as was the

case also with some Mala;- -Polynesian parallels, may be the result only of a common
source inheritance from the early Yellow-brown man of Asia,

Yet there remains a vast array of evidence which cannot be explained except by a mutual

coast to coast contact between America and Polynesia. This has been realized and empha-

sized by the great majority of the authors listed in the footnote belove. Even so, none

have made a serious attempt to take up the question of American-Polynesian relations in

its full width.

That s uch an inquir;, might yield interesting results lias, been realized by many. Friederici

C 1

9

T
5 )

speaks of “the exceedingly great number of ethnological parallels that exists be-

tween America aEid the Pacific Islands which have not yet been adequately dealt with”,

Wissler {1917, p. 3 5 ri
)
refuses to accept the theories of transoceanic migrations from

any part of the Old World to America, but states: “Most of these writings are merely

Speculative and may be ignored, but some or the facts we have cited for correspondences

to Pacific island culture have not been satisfactorily explained.”

Jenness (xy^zj, although objecting to a Polynesian intrusion into America, says:
lAVc

must frankly admit, however* that certain analogies between the two regions are too

1 A brief survey of the litcr;inifc on ihe subject will show that such argument?: have hcen launched by AicheL

(7923, ]». 269), Allen (5 #84 p. 21 1), Andersen -{1954, P- 264), Barbeau (1929), Best ([925J. Bingham 094s, p, 1 j>,

Boas (1925, p. zS), Brown, 1-. Ji. H. (193,1* [1. T38; 1951, p. 19s)* Brown, I, M. (£924: 1927)* Bryan (1933, p. 67':.

Buck (jyjS si, p. 314], Campbell (1897—98)., Caster (1950), Qirisrian (1924, p, 535), Cook, j, (1784. VoL II, p- 2S:
.

324. S7;l), Cook, O. K (1003 1 1903; 1910 n; 191ft), D:u kkoii (1 93 ;)„ Degenci [194% P- I9l)> Eli inn, G. (1789,

p. 20 y*. 244), DlEon, R. (1932; 1933 i 3934, p. 175), ELEss (1829, Vol. I p. 122, VoJ. IV p, 433)* EtaOly (1928, l>-
x 11;

TQ53
; j>, 47: 3 942 b), L’cddc (1909, p. 280), Kriedenci (19^7: 1914; 1929), Gamier (1870), Cudi^r <19^7;-, Handy

(1930 b, p. 104: (931, p. ro.i), i leine-Geldcrn (1938; 195s), Heyerdahl (1941 b; ly-jr>; 1911), Hill -Tout 11398),

Holmes (1919, p. 29), 1 lorncli (195 1 ;
1 94; ; 1

9.46 a), Hutchinson, Silow and Stephens ([947, p. 79), I, iutcfcnriKoii 'i
. j-

(jStj, p. 442). Imbcllosii (1916; 1.9181; 1928 b; 1930), Jacobsen (r 5)gij* Jakeman (lyjo, ]>. ^»), lenness (3932.),

Lewis (1947), Luomala ( 1940}, MacLeod (1929, j>. 425), McrrdJ (19-39, j>. 637; 1946, p. 344.!, Moeller (1937), MoCfCrt

knt (:»}7, V-oi. II. p. a.J4>, Moreno 1190:, p. 5
7 Ij A Ni black (iHSH), Nortkoskirtld (193 1), Olson- (1927 - 29), Perry

<1923, j>. 229), Fosnansky (1914, p. 13), Rivet {19 2d, p. 143; 1928, p. 583; 1931; 1.943)3 Robert's (xgafi, p. 44 C,

SehurtJ! (iftyt), Shapiro (3940 a, [j. 4:6), Skinner (3931, p. 194), Stair (1:895, p. 109), Steward (4^149, p, 74-1, "49),

Sr. Johnston (1921), Stokes (193;. p. $oe)> Sullivan (192a; 1953.0. "
= 9), Tmjlot (1923, p. 254; 1924, p. 480), Vakrircd

(1935 Ei), WcckEet (3944, p- 36), Vi iLson (1862), WissScr (1917, p. Gi, 336), and rrwmy others,
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striking to be dismissed without grave consideration, and loo numerous, in the aggregate,

to seem the result of pure chanced*

Handy (193c h, p. T04) emphasized; “There arc innumerable f rairs in aboriginal Ameri-

can cultures whose parallelism with Oceanic and Asiatic traits .is very difficult to explain

except on the grounds of common origin and transference. At the same time there arc in

Polynesia many era its apparently related to American rather than to western Oceanic or

Asiatic culture. !n consideration of these tacts., as a Pacific ethnologist with an admitted

Polynesian bias, I have no hesitation m saying that forme the balance of evidence lavours

the likelihood of transference of cultural traits from Polynesia to America and vice versa/*

Why then, has a close study of American-Poiynes tan affiliations not been attempted?

Only because so exceedingly few observers have shared Handy’s view that between the

aborigines concerned culture elements may spread downstream, as well as upstream.

The fact that Asia, and Asia only, has been the truly “Old World*', even to aboriginal ma n,

has so strongly influenced rbe views of Polynesian observers that any indication of an over-

sea transfer at the other end of the Pacific, between Polynesia and America, has automati-

cally been treated as a question whether Polynesians could even have reachedAmerica on
their eastward push_/)mr _4j'Yn\ In other words, anv writer attempting to explain American-

Polynesian identities and similarities by diffusion has almost invariably considered it neces-

sary to take Polynesian voyagers even further east against the winds, instead of raking

them out of America.

American - Polynesian chranalogy

Some early writers who were still duly impressed by the trade winds, have, like Zu-
liiga (iScj, pp. 26-50) suggested that Indonesia was peopled from Ammm byway of the

Polynesian islands. But lonely Polynesia cannot very well have served as a step pi ng-stone
lor primeval migrations in any direction that brought early man to unoccupied continents

or continental islands. The Polynesian islands were not known to man in periods when
American and Indonesian aborigines were still in their primary moulding. It is only a logi-

cal consequence, as Gregory (1927, p, zvi) remarks, that; “in view of the difficulties of
Settlement it need occasion no surprise to find that Polynesia was the last part of the Pacific,

and probably the last large area on the earth's surface, to be colonized*”

[1 is a generally admitted fact that the Polynesians, although possibly mere coastal voy-
a tiers in their original homeland, gradually developed an almost unsurpassed maritime
skill in the course o£ generations on their small oceanic islands. At the peak of their navi-
gational skill, when all Maori-Poh nesian traditions show that a vortex of interdsknd trade
and conquest existed, it is fully possible that local exploring parties could have beaten up
wind to America, particularly it they knew of the existence of this vast land ahead of them.
I Tit to is period must have been so recent that the exploring crew would have found no
virgin land outside their own oceanic habitat,

1 irdlifka (1923, p. 490) stated; “The Pacific islands were not peopled until relatively
Kvent times, later than America itself, . . . If any parties of these islanders ever reached the
American continent, which is not impossible, they could have come onlv after the Indians
liad spread over it and were well established, and while such parties could have introduced
pet haps a few cultural peculiarities, they could not material I v have a fleeted the population.”
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In relation to Asia, America is rightly called a New \Y oriel, vet in relation to Pol) nesia,

America is exceedingly old .

1 Most of the New \\ or Ed culture elements that reappear among
the Polynesian islanders existed locally in America in periods antedating the earliest settle-

ment of Polynesia; a few have a wide geographical distribution within America* and, to

some rases, an evolution from primitive local forms may he traced in that continent. That
the Polynesians originated or Inspired the aboriginal cultures of card; America is thus as

impossible as it is unnecessary as an explanation os the local American faers.

It is even unlikely that anv Polynesians can have reached America as settlers after they

had acquired the Melanesian outrigger, as this was entirely unknown among the \merican

aborigines, in spite of the sporadic existence of suitable canoes from the coast of Alaska

right down to Chile.

The consequent attempt, by those who have defended an American-Polyncsian relation-

ship, to represent the young Polynesians as mobile givers and the American aborigines as

static recipients ha? thus been disproved and rejected by critical scholars with no great

difficulty on the ground ofan utterly impossible chronology. In spite ofthe most conclusive,

evidence that ha? from time to time been propounded, in support of some American-Poly-

nesian contact, the theories of local diffusion have tailed to gain general recognition. When
well-established, ancient and locally widespread American culture elements are quite un-

necessarily claimed not to be of local origin but brought from some island in Polynesia,

because the unidentified and rather recent settlers on these tiny islands happen to share

them with ancient America, then diffusion seem to be of rather doubtful value, li is against

this background that independent-evolutionists have opposed and refuted the diffusionist

attitude in Pacific ethnology. The ultimate result is that American-Polynesian analogies

have been left on one side unsettled, while any further attempt to discuss transfer and

relationship between America anti Polynesia has been regarded, in advance with a cen an
amount of scepticism,

However, when we completely reverse the direction of the reasoning all such grounds

for objection automatically disappear. If we suppose the American aborigines to be the

ancient inventors and givers, and their young and unidentified East Pacific island neigh-

bours to be subsequent emigrants who have carried ancient culture dements abroad with

them in rather recent con juries wc imd at once that the American seniority of these
1*

culture elements embodies no problem at all, but offers instead the necessary foundation

for just such a working hypothesis*

When we turn our attention from the west of Polynesia to the east, this is not primatilj

done to argue diffusion or to look for a reason ior all the similarities and parallels between

America and Polynesia that have so far not been adequately explained; it is done to cart],

line search for Polynesian migratory routes into a marginal territory that has not previously

been examined for such possibilities.

3 As is well known, the accepted d.ite of the rirst human arrivals in the New World has been pushed b:ic3= by

several rtiUSetitaiu m recent years, and the antiquity of the whole human prehistory lci Articdea is siul in the melting

pot. (Sec c.e;. Carter 1951.)
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With the New World as Maori-Polynesiaa stepping-stone a new route

but not a new source is proposed

In deserting Indonesia and the Old World we know at least that we are leaving behind

an area that has been examined and reexamined For Polynesian vestiges For many genera-

tions, without an unanimous opinion being reached as to either source or route. It is not nr.

intention to deny that the Polynesians, to a certain degree, have distant relatives among

the Malay people. [ only doubt whether any Polynesian ancestors ever dwelt on the Malay

islands, l fail to see why we, when discussing Malay-Polyncsian relations, should always

regard the Polynesians as migrants to Polynesia and the Malays as stationary in the Malay

archipelago. We know well enough that the Malays are not autochtonous of their present

archipelago, but emigrants from the continent beyond. It is therefore very possible, in fact

highly probable, that tine present Malays, as much as the Polynesians,, have moved in the

long ages that have passed since their parental stocks were in contact, It so, the Indonesian

archipelago can not. any more than can the Polynesian islands, be the geographical area

where the old ancestral lines of these two peoples converge. like the Pol; nesian, the Mala;

line goes back to continental Asia, It is indeed die Malay people and not their archipelago

that possesses rudimentary evidence of early contact with a paIxo- Polynesian stock,

The Polynesian ancestors left the coastal area of Pastern Asia as a neolithic people before

the high local civilisations developed. So did the Malays, and so did ail the American

Indians. Wr

e do not have to diverge from any of the known facts and established principles

of Polynesian anthropology if we suggest that the Polynesian ancestors left East Ask on

their prolonged neolithic migration to Polynesia, not necessarily by sailing slowly or

quickly through the Micronesian ocean, but b\ following the Asiatic coast (or the east-

bound Kuroshiwo Current) from the mainland of Southeast Asia (or even the Philippines)

to a temporary -abode and final embarkation place in the higher latitudes of the Pacific,

Such a journey, like any other that could satisfy Pacific chronology by bringing ancient

emigrants from stone-age Asia ashore in Polynesia in recent time, necessitates a long delay

somewhere cn route. This intermediate stopping-place must have been a maritime centre,

to permit the final thrust down-wind into the open East Pacific.

An American archipelago in the Northeast Pacific

Generally speaking, ibe straight and open coastlines of the two American continents arc

not very inviting for the local development or continuation of a truly maritime culture.

As was to he expected, therefore, the vast majority of American Indians arc noted neither

ku seamanship nor for maritime exploits. Even though some of their ancestors may
originally have entered America by boat across the Behring Straits or from island to island

along rhe Aleutians, their descendants have spread over the vast American continental

plains and forests, or settled in canyons and on mountain plateaus. The great variety of new
cultures that arose within the New World were almost entirely dependent upon the nature

ot the land, und agriculture and hunting thus became the fundamental occupation of the
vasr majority rfi American aborigines.
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There are, however, a few striking exceptions. ‘Viang the east and west coast of both
American continents, certain aboriginals sustained life almost entirely as fishermen,

A glance at tine map will show that nature has provided man with an ideal base for

coastal navigation in the extreme northwest of America, just where the warm Asiatic

current happens to arrive from the Philippine Sea. Here, at the very gateway to aboriginal

America, we find a ragged coastline, dotted with islands, channels and fjords, En fact, the

mild climate and sheltered island coast of Southern Maska and British Columbia is in

every respect a true reproduction of the conditions in Norway which encouraged the sea-

faring evolution of the Vikings.

Few travellers came to know this coastal archipelago and its native occupants as intimate-

ly as Adrian Jacobsen, who made his collections and carried on ethnographic field-work

among the local tribes in the latter part of the East century. In his paper on Northwest
American-Polyncsian analogies, Jacobsen (ifiyi, p. ifij) makes this careful statement:

“It is far from my intention to argue a direct relationship between Alaska, British Columbia,

and the Pacific Islands, either in respect of physical anthropology or ethnologv. Yet I may
well point out how great a similarity exists between the cultural products and the physical

appearances of the peoples in both territories, indicating that it would seem well worth

while to study these relations more closely than hitherto.”

Shortly after, Schum (1895, p. 41), in his study of ornamental art in countries round
the Pacific, came to the conclusion that an ancient ethnographic problem was still out-

standing in this same Pacific corner of America: “That is the question as to in what manner
the Polynesians— and through them again their Malay kinsmen— are related to the inhabit-

ants ol Northwest America. Cook, Forster, and other observers, even in their early days,

pointed out the kinship between these ethnographic areas, and many efforts have subse-

quently been made to gain a. clear understanding of these relations.”

VC-'e may in these hints see a possible clue to a favourable geographical stepping-stone

from Eastern Asia to Polynesia, since nature has provided the Northwest American

Archipelago with a natural seaward tntnmct- from Eastern Asia, and a natural seaward exit

sn the direction of Hawaii , Before we consider any other section of aboriginal America, we
shall see whether the Northwest Coast Indians and their territory can satis! v the many
requirements which, in a critical analysis of Polynesian migration routes and resting places,

have so far made other alternatives impossible.

The Pacific coast of Southern Alaska and British Columbia offered a scarcity of level

land to the early human settlers, since sice]’* clsfis teli straight into the labyrinth of channels,

bays, and winding I lords, or right Into the open ocean. Only at long intervals did a narrow

valley or an inhabitable beach open up in the precipitous landscape to give space for a

seaboard village nr a maritime community that could flourish without access to fields or

pastures. Yet the local archipelago ottered an abundance of food and other riches for

neolithic man. The sea was alive with easily- catchable fish, while giant pine and ccdar^

trees grew right down to the foot of the hills and valleys, offering a straight-grained wood
that was easily split and carved with the tools nt a stone age culture.

Goddard (1914) commented ;
“( ).n the whole, the Northwest-coast of America is exceed-

ingly favourable for the development of a culture which depends almost entirely upon

canoes tor travel and transportation, and upon the sea tor its Supph of food. , , - In this
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very favourable em itonment, with its abundant food supply, grew up, since the retreat of

the last great ice-age, a very rich and special culture, quire unlike, in most respects, any

other sn abor i gi n a I Amer i ea.
5 *

The Asiatic origin and local ch ranalogy of the Northwest American tribes;

We know to-day that the Indians of this Northwest American Archipelago, like die

Malays of Indonesia, are descendants of original migrants: from Eastern Asia, There is

stt 11 some disagreement as to the local antiquity of these tribes; some favour a very early

date for their arrival from Asia, whereas others believe they tame not so very long before

the Christian era. Haddon (1924, p. 127) says: “The North-west Coast population on
the whole belongs to a later and distinct migration from Asia, Evidence is accumulating

in support of the view that die great Athapascan group was the last racial migration

from Asia.”

In any ease, they must have left Eastern Asia before the iron age began in that continent.

Until the arrival of Russian and English tur traders in recent post-Cotumhi.an rime, the

Northwest Coast Indians made all their tools of stone, bone, horn, and wood, and were as

ignorant of the use of iron as all the other \merican aborigines to the east and south of them,

and as the unidentified people thar pushed into Polynesia in the late Christian centuries.

How the Northwest Coast Indians arrived from Asia is not known. There is some
evidence fhai ihe\ came direct by craft, and there is other evidence chat they only reached

their present habitat after a sojourn, in an ancient cultural base further inland in north -

western North America. The most plausible answer seems to be that what to-day are

grouped as Northwest Coast Indians represent the mixed descendants of earl \ immigrants

who arrived partly along the coast and partly from the interior.

From his studies of the local culture patterns together with the distribution of the various

local languages, Koas (1902) earlv inferred that extensive migrations and disturbances

must have taken place in and near the Northwest American Coast Archipelago in pre-

historic times. A growing majority of scholars seem to believe that part of these ethnic

disturbances were due to inland tribes pushing their wav from the eastern hinterland

towards the coast and coastal islands in fairly recent pre-European centuries, when the

seaboard area was already .inhabited by coastal tribes. This hypothesis was first based on
archaeological evidence furnished by II. I. Smith (

i
pc j ; 1907). He discovered various

similarities between the early coastal culture and that of the interior, and although he
partly explained this as due to marginal exchange, he also postulated that ethnic migrations

must have taken place from the inland to the coast. Ktoeber, who like previous observers
uilly realized the significant Asiatic elements in the Northwest Coast culture pattern (192.3),

gave full support to Smith's view, and suggested (1939, p. 18 j rhar the prototype to the

Northwest Coast culture was to be paralleled among the local hinterland and intermountain
tribes of our day.

Collectively known ax the Northwest Indians, the whole distinct group of American
aborigines under consideration has differentiated into several mutually related bui easily

distinguishable sub-groups, of which the principal are the TUngtT Tsimtyan (commonly
s

i

1t: - r Tsimsbian)^ Ilaidu, A wakuith Aidofka^ and Snitsh, (See map.) Little has been known
about trie relative antiquity of these coastal tribes, although it was early realized that both
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the TJingit and the Tshnsyan were comparatively new arrivals in their own domain. But
a considerable step forward was recently made by Drackers "Archaeological Survey on
the Northern Northwest Coast" (1943), The ethnographic area of the Northwest Coast
is frequently divided into a northern, a central, and a southern sub-division. Druekefs,

analysis revealed (Ibid, pp. 125 127) that the northern (i, e. TUngit-Trimsyan-Haida)
and southern (a. c. Coast Saiish) sub- divisions were strongly affected h\ the interior main-
land. He found reason to suspect that, for the southern area at least, these interior elements

seemed to "overlie an older purely coastal component. ” Of the central or Kwakiutl area

he says: "I wo Lltd stress that its outstanding characteristic, that which differentiates it

from adjacent divisions, is the absence (or much smaller quantity) of element? traceable

to interior influences, In this regard the Kwakiutl differed from TIingit and TsimShian
10 the north, and from the Coast Stilish in the South From his excavations of some of
the many deep prehistoric Kwakiutl middens, Druckcr found an apparent absence of any
abrupr cultural change in this central area, and due to this local absence of stratification he
suggested that the Kwakiutl of all the local tribes may represent the purest surviving form
of the original coast- dweller culture. He adds t "Whether not only the purest bur the oldest

coast-dweller culture is tobe found in this region, only further investigations can determine.
17

It has been a longstanding illusion that the archaeology of the Northwest Coast is very

limited and shallow. At the turn of the century .Hill-Tout called attention to rhe existence

of large middens at the mouth of the Fraser River, in present Coast Salish domain, and

Hill-Tout and JI, I. Smith began the first limited archaeological survey in this southern

area, But until, Drucker in 1958 began his archaeological survey in the central section of
the British Columbian coast, this vast territory extending as far north as southwestern

Alaska had been left to the mercies, of casual specimen collectors. Drue ter {Ibid.
, p. 115)

is therefore fully justified when he points out that: “The prehistory of the Northwest

Coast has been sadly neglected.
77 He slates in his introduction {IbifL t p. 23): “The

Northwest Coast, so well studied by ethnographers and linguists, has been grievously

neglected as a fie Ed for archaeological research, . . . The reason for this neglect stem from
the belief that the coastal sires are small and few, that they are poor in artifactual material,

and that much of what material they contain is so poorly preserved owing to climatic

conditions as to be irrecoverable Actually, along the entire coast, sites, consisting of

middens of occupational debris on which the villages stood, are both numerous and large.

Their artifact content is not high, compared, for example, to that of Eskimo sires, and the

lack of pottery is a handicap to survey and stratigraphic testing, but the 'act remains that

they do contain a moderate per-yard quantity of artifacts, . . . Archeological research in

the area is not only desirable but entirely practicable.”

Druckers own aurvev res ul red in rhe location of 61 ancient midden sites in Coast
i*

Tsimsyan and Kwakiutl territories. He states (Ibid., p. in): "The survey located only

a. fraction of the total sites in the region surveyed, To account for so many middens wc
must assume that the dense population of the early historic period, which was functionally

linked with the basic economy of the area, was no new condition hut one of moderately

long standing. The only alternative would be that the region has been occupied by a small

population for an extremely long time., a view for which I can see little justification/* Also

{Ibid
, p< it ?): "There is no key as yet to the temporal span represented by the midden de-
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posits. The tremendous extent of some of the winter village sites suggests a fairly long period

of accumulation, particularly in view of the fact they were occupied only part of the year."

The most recent opinion on the question of inter-tribal chronology on the Northwest

Coast has been voiced by Borden (1951). In his paper “Facts and Problems of Northwest

Coast Prehistory" lie agrees essentially with the conclusions reached by Drucker. He
refers to parallels existing between the northern and the southern aspects oi the coast

culture, and writes: “As Drucker points out, most of these parallel traits can be attributed

to interior influences. It is the absence or paucity of such interior traits which sets off

the Central aspect from those to the north and south, Since Drucker found no evidence of

culture change in the deep deposits he tested in KwakiutL territory, he took tills lack of

interior traits as a hint that in this Central aspect represented by the Kw&khicl, n ay be seen

the coastal culture of purest strain, and perhaps also the oldest. , , He justly pointed out

the probability that the aspect least related to the interior is the oldest.” Reviewing our

present knowledge of the chronology of the Northwest Coast, Borden agrees essential];,

with Drucker ’s conclusions, but asks p. 39): “If the Tling.il, Haida, and Tsimshi.m,

and trie evidently also intrusive Coast Salish arc all comparatively recent arrivals, the

question arises, which qf the remaining Indian groups was Erst to move into the coastal

srea? The possible choice is narrowed down to the two branches of Lite Wakashans, the

Kwakiutl, and the Nootka, Drucker, It will be recalled, was inclined to regard the Kwakiutl

as possessing the coastal culture of oldesr and purest strain. It is curious, however, that

the NootkaarenoL even mentioned in Druckcr’s discussion of Northwest Coast archeology.

Numerous facts lend support to the assumption that the Nootka arc the Indians who have

lived longest on the coast. One should mention brst their isolated location, a position to

which they probably withdrew under the pressure of later intrusive groups. They deve-

loped the most maritime culture of all ihe coast Indians. , . .

”

As Borden also mentions, there is early archaeological evidence suggesting former

Eskimo distribution as far south as in present Coast Salish habitat. But the central North-

west Coast tribes— the Kwakiutl and the Nootka— are not of Eskimo descent, and as they

Stem ro represent I lie purest descendants of the original maritime stock of the coast,

with a local habitation antedating the recent arrival of the inland conquerors* we may
$.ee in them— perhaps more than in their neighbours the survivors of coastal immigrants

from somewhere in. Eastern Asia,

Referring to such Northwest Coast Indian elements as reached their present domain
by sca, Baiheau (1934; 19454 1949} maintains that they did not, like perhaps most other

peoples of the New World* descend from migrants who followed the narrow northern

crossing of the Behring Straits. In the opinion of this Canadian authority they came by

boat from island to island along the Aleutian ridge, from the Kurile chain of islands and

Kamchatka* at else directly oversea on the Karoshiwo Current from the Philippines or

1 be China Sea.- Hdne-Geldem (4950 a, p. 3 j i), in comparing the. an styles of the coastal

1
fl:icbcau (!9.ts, j>. 45?) -*ntl True <1834/ refer to the finding of a pair of babirwstl* or wild bnar, tusks from thu

Ai‘.,rh Uiirta Sea in ihc grave oi a Queen Char loin: Island medicine man, and asks jwmnciulv how ihcsc rusk;.

1iam lritIun«La could have found their way into the sacict] possessions of 4 Northwest American shaman. '%<

cannot. however, do more thin raise the -question, as we Ii.ivc no means of knowing how i -li ; die ivisks have heesi

“ "-he hands of the local [disc.

& Hrvtrdtiklf
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tribes of British Columbia and Southern Alaska, with one dement in the art of the Shang
period of China, and with certain monuments and ritual objects in Borneo, Sumatra, New
Guinea, and northern New Ireland, shows that they ‘'are based on the same stylistic prin-

ciples and, moreover, have a considerable number of very specific motifs in common.
The style in question must have spread from China, eastward to America and southward
to Indonesia and Melanesia. Its transmission to America cannot have taken place later

than the first half of the first millennium B.C., while an earlier date seems not improbable.”
The existence among certain East Asiatic tribes of a type of craft apparent! v related to

the Northwest American seagoing canoe may also indicate that Northwest American
immigrants came from Eastern Asia by boat (Olson, 1917—23). This possibility is strength-

ened by an old Queen Charlotte Island tradition concerning the earliest arrival of the

tribal progenitors, which records (Barbeau 1945, p, 426} that: "Six canoeloads of people,

headed by chief Githawn, Salmon- Eater, once sailed out of ‘the foam’ (the scai. These
seafolk beheld a new land to the north or to the east, set foot ashore, and established their

first camp. They were pleased with their discovery, for existence here was ro their liking.

But they were not the only occupants of this, land; others had preceded them.”

Whether these various seafaring pioneers all arrived in one group or in two or more
successive migrations, and whether they came in a prolonged coastal rrdc, or by drifting

craft from the China Sea. in a matter of weeks, has no direct bearing upon the present

problem. What matters ss that their descendants settled on the Pacific Northwest coast of

America where they gradually mixed in various proportions with people pressing down
to the coast from inland; and that here they dwelt in a mixed state and with a neolithic

and maritime culture right from the time of their arrival from Eastern Asia until their

recent contact with Europeans. Whether some of them also were pushed further out ro

sea in the same period, is the object of present study.

The possibility of relationship to the Maori-Polynesian tribes

Describing how the Northwest Indian habitat is distinctly sealed off from hi land tribes

by lofty and steep mountainranges, while the Pacific Ocean isolates their archipelago from

contact in any other direction, Schurtz (1897, p, 14) adds: “jr is very doubtful if the sea

represented such an effective demarcation line, in former times also. The Asiatic relations

oi the Northwest Indians arc no longer doubted, and a connection with the Polcnesians

has often been assumed, although it has never been clearly proved.”

We shall now consider the possibility of this latter relationship.

When comparing the Polynesians with the Malays and other kindred Yellow-brown

peoples, the Iirsr difference we found between them and the Yellow-brown norm was in

their Caucasian-like aspect and remarkably light skin colour. We saw with Dixon that

similar deviating physical forms are well known in aboriginal America. Also Boas (ijzy,

p. 11
)
said of the aborigines in the New World:

"It is, of course, true that the Indian type is not by any means uniform. The pigmentation

differs from a dark brown ro almost European Lightness; . . .the hair is not always straight

and black, but may be brownish and wavy.”
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The light complexion of the Northwest American Indians

As to the skin colour of the Northwest Indians in particu.br, we must first consult those

early voyagers who saw the local coast Indians before the admixture of European blood.

Captain Cook (1784, VoL II, p. 303) who was the European discoverer of the Nootka
tribes on the ocean side of Vancouver Island, said of those natives who were not covered
with reel paint that, "the whiteness of the skin appeared almost to equal that of Europeans
though rather of that pale effete cast which distinguishes those of our Southern nations.

Their children whose skins had never been stained with paint, also equalled, ours in white-

ness." In another connection Cook (M, p. 367) wrote of the Pacific tribes even up in

Prince William's Sound, Alaska, that: “The complexion of some of the women, and of
the children,, is white, but without any mixture of red,

1
'

A little later, Captain Dixon (1789, p. 23*) came to the same American coast, and wrote
ot the local Northwest Indians in general: “In regard to their complexion, it is no easy

matter to determine what cast that is; but if I may judge from the few people I saw tolerably

clean, these Indians are very little darker than the Europeans in general

After him came Vancouver, in whose honour the principal island has been named. He
wrote of the natives along the Burke Channel, in the heart of the Northwest Coast (1798,
Vol. II, p* 262): “The prominence of their countenances, and the regularity of their

Features, resembled the northern Europeans.” Vancouver found that if it were not for

a ! the oil ami paint “there is great reason to believe that iheir colour would have differed

hut I ii tie from such of the labouring Europeans, as are constantly exposed to the inclemency
and alterations of the weather.”

These claims by the early explorers have since been verified. Scouler (1841, p. 218}
Wrote about the Mai da. tribes ot the Queen Charlotte Islands: “d heir complexion, when
they are washed and free from paint, is as white as that of the people of the S. of Europe.”
Niblaek (iflfiS), in. tits report on “The Coast Indians of Southern Alaska and Northern

British Columbia
, said: “In complexion, both sexes are surprisingly light coloured

. This
]s 5n no way due to intermixture with whites. . . , The I Iddas are markedly fairer skinned
ilxjr, the others, but grill the dark tinge is quite apparent, and exposure always adds to it." 1

Shin colour and physiognomy recall Polynesian peculiarities

iiiis is precisely what we found among the unidentified Yellow-brown people who
reached Polynesia by sea at the opening of present millennium. Polynesians, who are kept
away from constant exposure to the sun, as in the ceremonial bleaching houses found in
many parts of their islands, become as light in complexion as a slightly tanned South Euro-
pean, whereas the constant baking in the tropical sun gives the average islander a. golden-
brown hue which is still considerably lighter than the Malay complexion, without
approaching the yellow colour of the Hast Asiatics. (See Ellis 1829, Vol. I, p. S3,)

- Bancroft (tS7Jj Vol. [, P . ty7) repeat about *hc same aborigines chat: “The few who have seen their faces
Uei. from paint pronounce then cm,,plosion and he quote* Poole, who found their skin "neatly as
whltC M

T
Jr*T B™d{A H 'h° hdd it to he "of a remarkable light colour"; and Hale, who found went; of these

coast:, l Winders “fail Lri wnipleskm, soirretimes with ruddy checks".
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In his life-long Study of Northwest Indian tribes, Hill-Tout (189&) observed: “There is

nothing in the appearance of our Salish tribes here, generally speaking, to make their kin

ship with the Polynesians an improbability as far as colour goes/' Lie further wrote: “I

have seen members of the Squamish tribe whom I could with difficulty distinguish from

some of the Samoans who returned from the Chicago fair this way, and camped at the

Squamish village here. , And the anatomical data given hv Wallace (from Polynesia)

agrees substantially with that of the coast Indians given by Dr. Boas.”

With no less personal knowledge of the people ofwhom he spoke, Jacobsen (tSch, p.

162) described how he was directly struck by the “remarkable similarity” between the

Northwest American Haida and Kwakiutl, and their oceanic neighbours in Hawaii. He
quoted an example: “Thus I met once a Sandwich Islander on a small island near Van-

couver, who was married there and bad a family. I could not discover any noticeable dif-

ference between him, his children and bis neighbours, either in build or in colour of skin.”

Taylor (191-1, p. 4 So, pi. 7), in a plate illustrating the differences between the Malay,

\ us tro- Melanesian, and Polynesian physiognomies, rather unexpectedly introduces a

Saiish Indian from Northwest America, with the following justification: “The high Amer-

ind of Sulis h race is added to show hes Polynesian T'.uropcan* appearance." Similar state-

ments have often been made. 1

To secure a personal first-hand impression of both these two Pacific peoples, I went to

live among the Northwest Indians shortly after spending a year with the natives ot Poly-

nesia. Like so many others before me, when I came in contact with trie various tribes of

this ancient fisher population northwards along the island-dotted const of British Columbia,

l had full opportunity to observe that physically there was as little difference between a

Polynesian and, for instance, a Kwakiutl, as there was locally between a Kwakiutl and a

Tsimsya.fi or Tlingic Indian—and sometimes even less. There were Kwakiutl Indians on

Vancouver Island, and also Bella Coda Indians on the mainland further north, who even

bore personal resemblance to individuals I bad met in the Marquesas Islands, the Tuamo-

tus, and the Society Group of Polynesia.

Very characteristic was the face that putatively full bred Kwakiutl and Salish Indians,

as stressed! by the early discoverers, had a remarkably I htropean-like countenance, yet with

a more or less apparent underlying Asiatic or Mongoloid stamp, precisely as is the case

among so many Maori.- Polynesians,

Local occurence of the aquiline nose

As in Polynesia, so also among these Northwest Indians, the nose is occasionally rather

flat, soft and wide, but quite frequently it rakes a narrow and plainly aquiline shape, such

as is even more characteristic of many other tribes ot aboriginal America.

1 Schurtt p, 42) oWrtid: “Finally, the liglit-cofaixed Northwest American* arc even Eft samtffcal

reypoc.1 estraoidlnarily lil?* (he Polynesians, and particularly the Manumsans." Allen also (^4 . P j ' fetched

with Pickering to the fact which has treated many strange theories, namely: “The impression of Hawaiian islanders,

and white T*aJer:- from rho Sandwich Islands., is that there :s a strong Polynesian dement m Worth-'W ci&tcrn A met tea.

Dcgenet (19.49, p, 195) says: “M. J. Hmvn secs in thtir physical appnRinu: a blood between the Maori

of New Zealand and The Haida Indians of the northwest coast of North America."
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Lot af occurrence of tali stature

In s ua tare most of the continental Northwest Indians are only slightly taller than the

Malays* tint from Vancouver 1-dand and northwards to die Tiingit the average stature in-

creases from 165 cm to well above 170 cm (Boas t a, p„ 576), and thus corresponds

favourably to the average of the New Zealand Maori* wiiich is 170.6, the Marquesas In-

lander, which is 170.44, and die Hawaiian, which is 169,5 1. 1 The somewhat higher averages

of the Society islanders, Samoan, Tonga n, and Taster Islanders, which are respectively

171*04* 171.7, 173,0, and 175.32, arc frequently reached among the outlying Haida of the

Queen Charlotte Islands, and the Kwakiutl of northwestern Vancouver Island. Among
these island tribes, as among tire Maori-Polynesians, men of six feet have not infrequently

been found,

As Bancroft (1875* Voh I, p* 157) sees it; “Favourable natural conditions ha', c produced

a the Haldahs a tall, comely, and wellformed race;. . ,
” Ncwcomhc (1907, p. : 46) points

out how the first explorers wrote from the same Northwest Coast islands that in stature

these natives were not inferior to Europeans, a general statement which Cook (1777)

repeatedly made about the Polynesians,

Local instability in hair colour and texture

We noticed in Polynesia a divergence from the Yellow-brown norm in that the hair,

although commonly coarse, straight and black, was not always so, but could occasionally

be soft and wavy and sometimes even of various shades of brown and auburn.

In Northwest America we find just the same tendency to diverge from the Asiatic norm,

Bancroft (1875, Vol. I, p. 157) says of the tall Haida: “The hair is not uniformly coarse and
black, but often soft in texture, and of varying shades of brown, , . Vnd of the smaller
Nootka Indians: “The hair, worn long, is as a rule black ear dark brown, coarse, and straight

chough instances are not wanting where all these qualities are reversed.” J Je quotes Sproat,

who describes a local Indian woman who had “curly, or rather wavy, brown hair”,

pointing out that: “Now and then* but rarely, a light -hat red native is seen”- also Grant
who found the halt of the Vancouver Islanders “invariably either black or dark brown”,
and Sutil y Mexicatia, who declared that the hair of these aboriginals “varied in colour
between reddish, dark, auburn, and black.”

Pointing out that the Northwest Indians have a lighter skin and hair than other North
American Indians, Haddon (1924, pp* 33, 128) .states that “there are even a few tribes

among whom red hair and an. almost white complexion occur”. He also shows as an
anatomical characteristic among the Northwest Indians as a whole, that the hair “is fre-

quently slightly wavy and brownish”.

Local growth of beard

Another strange peculiarity in Polynesia was the occurrence of beards among islanders
who were supposed to be descended from beardless Malays. It is therefore interesting to
note how Captain Cook (1 784, Vol. II, p. 5c 1) observed that at the time of their discovery

L

Folyncjiafl sutures arc cite I from Shapiro 1940 1>,
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rhe Nootka men of Vancouver Island had a marked growth of heard. He made tire same
observation up at Prince William’s Sound, where “several of the elderly men had even
large and thick* but straight beards .

”

Captain Dixon (1789, p. a 58), arriving only a few years later, also wrote: “.
. .all the men

we saw, who were advanced in years, had beards ail over the chin, and some of them
whiskers on each side the upper lip.”

Scouk-r (1S41, p. 218) writes of the Haida: “This northern fatruh
,
if we select the Queen

Charlotte’s Islanders as specimens, are b], far the best looking, most intelligent and ener-

getic people on the N. W. coast, and in every respect contrast favourablv with the Southern
tribes of Nootka Sound and the Columbia, They a re taller and stronger than the Xootkans,
their limbs arc better lorrned, and their carriage is much bolder. They permit the hair of

the upper lip to grow, and their mustadhios are often as strong as those of Europeans.”
Bancroft (i8ts, Vol- bp, 157) quotes Hale on the same peculiarity among Northwest

Indians: “What is very unusual among the aborigines of America, they have thick beards,

which appear early in life.” He adds: “,
. .indeed there seems to be little author!tv for the

old belief that the Northwestern American Indians were destitute of hair except on rhe

head.”

Craniohmcul agreement with Polynesia

r he average craniological indices from the various Polynesian groups compare favour-

ably with those given by Oetteking (1930) and Hrdlieka (1944) for the respective North-

west Indian tribes. Hrdlieka gives the average cranial index of Northwest Coast Indians as

H 1 .

t

9 lor males and 81.4 for females. This matches the 81.17 which is the average cranial

index of six main Polynesian groups, namely: Hawaii 84.01, Society Islands 83.61: Samoa

81.3*; Tonga 81.10; Marquesas -79.89
;
and New Zealand 77,7. (Shapiro 1940 b, p, 28.)

As an average, flrdlicka gives the Haida 83.9, which concurs with the Society Islander's

83.61.

Hadden (1924} gives the average cepbabc index in Polynesia as K2.6, and the average for

the Haida as K2.5. He gives the Kwakiutl index as 84.1, which is matched by their neigh-

bours in Hawaii with 84.01.

True dnlicocephaly is also known from the Northwest American coast, but onh from

prehistoric middens. (Hill-Tout, s.a.; etc,}

Although the present author does not feel justified in drawing strong conclusions from

the average cephalic indices among Polynesian tribes, the above data have been included

to show that, if anywhere, these averages may be matched among Northwest American

Indians.

Information gained from on analysis of Pacific blood group distribution

We may with much more confidence trust whatever indications may he drawn from a

comparison of the local blood group distribution. Boyd (19 to, p„ 91) says:

“The scud 1.' of blood groups is of value to physical anthropoloji \ because the], are geneti-

cally determined by a known mechanism, absolutely objective in character, completely
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unaffected by environment, not subject to mutation, at an 1.' rapid rate and nonadaptive as

far as extensive investigation indicates. These merits should render blood groups a most

useful criterion in elucidating the classification of mankind and human evolution.
“

There is thus every reason no agree with Hide (1934, p. 274 1 J s
who pointed out that an

analysis of the local blood groups "should prove of great ethnological value to those

interested in the peoples of the Pacific.”

We have already seen how drastically the Polynesians diverge from the norm of Indo-

nesian, Melanesian, and continental Asiatics in an analysis of their blood group factors.

We shall now take up tins important question tor further inquire, and shall bring their

American neighbours into the picture.

It ean immediately he said that simply in the ratio of the four blood groups, ( ), A, B, and

AB, we have radical means of distinguishing most aboriginal American sub-groups from

most ot those in Southeast Asia. It is well known that the B factor (and with it the AB
t actor), which reaches its world maximum among the peoples of southern Asia, happens

to be the one blood group factor which is almost absent or extremely low in aboriginal

America. (Snyder 1926; Boyd 1939 a; 1939 b.)

The reason tor tills great split between Asiatic and \merican peoples lias been much
discussed, as it is too important and far-reaching to be the result of a coincidental reversion

among one or two American mbes, Koppers (1941, p. 14, with Ashlcy-Montagu) discusses

the possibility that the earliest American immigrants may have had some B, since B is

present among a tew South Americans, who have been gradually pushed into the southern

pari of this continent. Later, he says, ah subsequent immigrant? could have been tvpe O,
like the aboriginal tribes of the tar northeastern corner of Asia, at the gateway to the New
World.

This may perhaps he the most plausible explanation; unless all Eastern .Asia was origi-

nally (j at the earl;*, time when the hulk of the .Americans’ ancestors moved awav on their

rrcK into the New VC oidd, the B being a subsequent intrusion into the tropical and temper-
ate areas of Asia.

Which of these alternatives may prove to he correct is again only of secondary impor-
tance in the present context. In either case the fact remains that there has been a major
cleavage in blood tv pes between the American and Asiatic peoples in the long era that has

passed since they settled on opposing rides of the broad Pacific,

As the scattered Polynesian tribes, at a much more recent period, left one or the other

of these continents to settle the interlying atolls and isles, this cleavage between American,
and Soutlieasi Asiatic blood types gives us perhaps the best possible opportunity to test

Irom. which side of the ocean the late Maori- Polynesian* sct out in their craft. If the Polv-
* ^

ncsians. like their older Melanesian neighbours, h^d started from Indonesia, then they
should be high in £1 and .AB like all .Melanesian tribes, and like all the peoples that still

dwex in the Indonesian islands or on the continent behind, liven the M icronesians ate
c.igh in B„ but we cannot know to what extent this mav be due to the strong Melanesian
clement in this people. As soon as we reach Polynesia, however, the B and \B drop to the

remarkably Jow American level.

^

Shapiro (1940 a) has collected blood samples from various islands in Central and Eastern
Polynesia, and the essence of his interesting findings is (pp. 411., 413); “It is at once appa
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rent that groups B and Aft are negligible in. Central and. Eastern Polynesia,™ And: * (Ovcr a

large part of the territory the actual evidence reveals that B is absent. Where it does occur

in Tahiti* Hawaii, New Zealand, and Easter Island* its concentration is negligible and mar
be referred to European, admixture.”

The sampling among New Zealand Maoris was done by Phillips (1931)5 who first as-

certained, through a stud\ of the genealogies, that the 200 natives tested were of pure

blood. Only two individuals, the purity ofwhose blood could not be ascertained, possessed

the B factor, which was otherwise entirely absent among all the known full-blooded Maoris.

Phillips’ own conclusion is that (p r 287).; “The pure Maori race probably does not contain

the
(

B-b' agglutination system.” Also that: “The weight of evidence therefore seems to

point to the fact that the descendants of the Maori immigrants from Hawaii fall into two

blood groups, corresponding to Groups z (i.e.: A) and 4 (he.: G) of Moss when classified

by means of known suraA
In the northern extremity of Polynesia, Nigg (1930) rested over 400 Hawaiians from the

islands or Maui, I lawau, and Oahu. She found only z.z % to possess the B factor and 0.5

the AB. The results of Nigg’s examination of the native Hawaiians attracted attention of

American- Indian blood experts, as her results concurred entirely with certain local North

American data, Matson (1933; 193.6;; 193H, 1946), together with Schrader, had discovered

that American Indians were not only Q hut also A, and that there was a very high percen-

tage of A in spite of the absence of B among full-blooded Black Jest and Blood Indians of

the north western United States and Canada. Matson (1946, p. 22) himself pointed out how
his own North American I Hidings appeared to be matched, even to the detail ofsub-groups,

among the Polynesian aborigines of Hawaii. This convergence of North-American and

Polynesian blood types lias quite recently led to Matson’s specific sampling of the interja-

cent Kwakiutl Indians on the Northwest Coast* but the result of this analysis was nor vet

known when this work went to the press.

The concurrence in Northwest -Indian andMa0ri-Polynerian blood groups

Three hundred Northwest Indians, mainly Kwakiutl* but also some Haida* filmsvan,

Salish, and Nootka, were, however, sampled by Darby as long ago as 1933* al a time when

the current theory was that pure American Indians possessed only rhe Q factor, and

neither A, B, nor AB. Ruggles Gates ( 1934), analysing Darby’s, samples, fount I (as expected)

only 0.6% B, and no AB, but was surprised to find as much as 12.7 % A; and the

unexpectedly high percentage of A among these Indians combined with 1 heir European

like physiognomies to make the author deprecate the value of his results, as he became

suspicious of intermixture with Europeans. Since Matson and subsequent sexologists have

shown that A occurs, occasionally even in dominant percentages, among certain North

American Indians, we need no longer doubt the authenticity or V among Darby and

Ruggles Gates” Northwest Indians.

Bovd (1939 b* p, 228) also takes up for discussion ihe findings of a high \ among

Kwakiutl, Salish, and Tsimsyan. Referring to the fact that 58 putatively full-blooded

Kwakiutl Indians at Kitimaat possessed as much as 39.7 % ofA (with 5
H.6 % C), 1.7 % B,

and -3 % AB), Boyd showed that, .if this was due to European contact, no less than 70 %
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of their ancestors must have been pure Europeans, as not ail Europeans are A, A mathe-

matical analysis of the data available ort the blood groups of the American Indians discloses

that, although some may have been pure O, the majority of North American Indians

probably also possessed A in higher or lower percentages. Obviously, Matson’s very high

figure of up to 83 % A among full-blooded Bkckfeet and Blood Indians of northwestern

U.S. and Canada cannot even be reached through mere intermixture with modern Euro-

peans*

The general result of the various blood samplings on the Northwest American coast*

as listed by Boyd (1939 a* p. 164), is to show that the Northwest Indians possess 3 domi-

nance of O* a strong content of A* but hardly any B and AB. With. O as the principal blood

group factor, the Kwakiutl and related Northwest Indians have up to a maximum of nearly

40 % A; and yet* generally* no B rising to a maximum of 2,4 % B; with no AB in any

samplings, These Northwest Indian data correspond as closely to the sereological facts

concerning Polynesian islanders as to those of their own North American relatives of the

same mainland.

With a definite and unchangeable characteristic in the B and AB factors* which are in-

variably kept at a constant level at or very near zero* North American and Polynesian

tribes both display some variety in the relative dominance of the Oand A. En some tribes*

like the Black feet and Blood Indians of North America, and the Easter Islanders and

Hawaii axis of Polynesia, the A factor out-balances the O, reaching 60 % or more; whereas

in others, like certain Kwakiutl and Tsimsyan Indians of Northwest America* and the

Maori and Tuhuai islanders of Fob riesk, the A is limited to 30— 40 % or less. Thus the

New Zealand Maori Is even closer in blood types to the Northwest Indian Kwakiutl than

to his own known relatives in Tahiti or Hawait. And as a general rule it may be said that,

so far as the blood groups arc concerned* the Polynesian people as a whole fall in entirclv

with the known facts from the particular groups of Yellow-brown people that have settled

the northwestern part of North America* both inside and adjacent to rhe actual North-

west Coast territory.

Returning again to ShapiroA study of the geographical distribution of the blood groups

in Polynesia, we may now try to detect their roads of entry into the Pacific* It is apparent

tliat in Polynesia* the B and AB, through their exceptional occurrence, are the very ele-

ments that would leave definite traces at their places of entry and diffusion, Shapiro (1.5,40 a*

p. 411) writes about these two factors t

“In 1 he Tahitian population they occur to a very slight degree, 4.85 % and 0.81 %
respectively. East and south of Tahiti B and AB are entirely absent in the present sampling.

The percentages ofO and A, however* reveal some variation from island to island. . . . Eiur

despite these variations in O and A the fact remains that among % 6< pure-bred natives of the

Tuamotus* the AustraJs* R apa* Mangareva, and Easter Island none fell into group B or A Ik

The presumption therefore seems warranted that these blond groups are in fact either

completely absent or quite exceptional in Eastern Polynesia. In central Polynesia* hero

represented with Tahiti, the B factor does make an appearance* but in only a small propor-

tion of the sample. Mixture with Europeans and recently with Chinese has permeated most
°f the Tahitian population and might have served as a source of origin of the small amount
of B present in our series.”
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Showing toai Saeima, Fiji s neighbour, is the only Polynesian group where B appears
as a factor of any importance, Shapiro continues ; “Thus only at the western margin of
Polynesia docs any considerable and unequivocal amount of B become evident. We have,

.

' h

* h s closel\ correlated with geography. Along the eastern
fringe of Polynesia, in the Tuamotu^ and continuing southeastward through Manga-reva
and to the Usl outpost at [•.aster Island B is absent, or at the most sporadic to a slight
degree. , , . Along the westera border of Polynesia the B factor shows a sudden increase
.it the precise point where this area meets Melanesia, * . On its face value, tins distribution
lirs a migration history in which the earliest invaders, lacking the B factor, were gradually
forced out into the easternmost margin of Polynesia and were rep "ace d on rhe western side
by newer arrivals, now- possessing B.”

This explanation docs not seem quite convincing, since the Maoris lack the B factor
ftr.b vet represent die very ut$t arrivals. Nor does Shapiro seem to favour this hypothesis,
as admits that other possible explanations cannot be overlooked. One that immediately
suggests itself is the probability that all Polynesians including the Samoans originally had
little or no H, acid that the present high percentage of B in Samoa was not brought in by
rhe late stragglers but represents rhe result of recent admixture with non-Polynesian neigh-
bours rich in toe A I actor. ... As one moves further west B increases steadily reaching
maximum in India as well as in eastern Asia and the contiguous islands. Although the high
proportion oi B in Samoa apparently1 cannot he laid to Fiji alone, ii is not impossible that

miscegenation with Melanesian as well as with Micronesian groups might account for this

phenomenon.'”

Shapiro ends his interesting analysis of "The Distribution of Blood Groups in Polynesia”

with the following summary based on the data now available : . .it would appear that

when 1 he first Polynesians left Lhe Asiatic mainland they, like many American Indian groups
and the \ustralian aborigines, lacked the B factor. In a sense all these populations are

marginal in the larger Pad he area. Moreover, since the Polynesians ate generally agreed to
have originated in southern or southeastern Asia, areas now especially characterized by B

s

their deficiency tor tins factor is all hie more puzzling. We have either to assume that lhe

earliest Polynesians began their migrations before B became characteristic of southern Asia

or else that having once possessed it they nave now completely lost it. The latter is rather

difficult to envisage/*

But we have now offered a third and different possi hi lity—name 1 y ,
that the Polynesians

did not come directly from Southeast Asia at all, but from Northwest America, a view
which accords with all the existing data and removes rbe basic se reological problems of

Polynesia.

A on-Malay peculiarities among Polynesians are shared with Northwest Indians

We have seen from the above comparison that, in as much as it is possible to compare an

apparently composite stock like the Polynesian with any single outside group, thev share

all their dominant and most apparent characteristics with rhe coastal population of British

Columbia and its islands. Ii we are to notice any distinction, it would he that among most,

hut nor all, Northwest Indian tribes die Asiatic or Mongoloid stamp tends to emerge to
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a, slightly stronger extent than among the Maori-Polynesian tribes. The Caucasoid stamp in

physiognomy,, complexion, and stature which tends to distinguish some of tiie Northwest

Coast tribes so markedly from the Malays, seems to he stronger still on some Polynesian

islands, and more generally distributed among the various local tribes. This is an important

Jacr to which we shall return in a subsequent part (IV), when inquiring into the apparent

complexity of the Polynesian origins. Lee it here suffice to note that we have found in

Northwest America an aboriginal insular population which represents to a remarkable

degree the physical norm of the present Maori-PoEvnesian tribes, and which in fact concurs

in all major racial characteristics with the dominant type of man as we know him in the

easternmost. islands of the open Pacific.

In the main wc may therefore conclude that a comparative view of physical features

in the racial triangle represented by the Malay-Northwcst-lndian-Polvnesian peoples, has

led to the following general result: The Malays arc the purest representatives of the Yellow-

brown rare. Wherever the Northwest Indians diverge from the Malay norm, the Poly-

nesians follow the Northwest Indians, This is seen in complexion, hair, physiognomy,

bodily build and blood types.

Neither the Malays, the Northwest Coast Indians, nor the Polynesians, are authoctonous

to their present domains, which they have ail reached by ancestral migration. The Malays

entered Indonesia, directly from continental Southeast Asia and share the major charac-

teristics of certain ancient peoples in that locality. .Like most, if not all aboriginal Ameri-

cans, the Northwest (..oast tribes also descended from immigrants leaking across from the

cast coast of Asia. It even seems to be fairly well established that the stock to which the

Northwest Coast tribes belong represents one of the last migrations into the New World.
A number of non-Malay features among the Northwest Coast tribes mav have been
acquired locally or in the period of migration; at any rate they represent no isolated prob-
lem insofar as they are all found sporadically jn various parts of the New World, (Boas

p. 22
.)
The problem of origins is thus in its full extent limited to the third and young-

est member oi this Pacific triangle, the oceanic tribes that have ended up as discoverers and
settlers of Polynesia. Since this branch in no way resembles its distant relatives in the

Malay cornet, but shares to an extraordinary degree all the main physical peculiarities of
the Northwest Indian tribes,. I see no reason, From, the standpoint of physical anthropology,
why the last continental stepping stone of the Maor [-Polynesian mariners cannot have
been somewhere inside the archipelago off the Northwest American coast.

Mental traits

Too little is known about the development and inheritance of mental traits to use them
as an argument for racial kinship. Yet, the very noticeable temperamental distinction
between the morose and reserved Malays and the laughter-loving and eloquent Poty-
ni. sinns also applies to lhe aborigines oi Northwest America, For, in passing, we ma*. point
out that one who is familiar with the characteristic atmosphere of a Polynesian settlement
can hardly avoid a feeling of familiarity on entering a Kwakiut! or Bella Cook community
on the Northwest Coast.

1 he following description by Niblick (t&& 8) of the mental qualities of Northwest Indians
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might as well have passed for the Polynesian islanders r “Oat sees many striking] v intelli-

gent and attractive faces amongst the older men and women. . . They acquire knowledge
readily , „ . They are quite ingenious. . . They possess a fair knowledge of human nature;

have good oratorical powers; are communicative when diplomatically approached; have
a keen sense and appreciation of the grotesque

;
and have a great sense of wit and humour.”

Northwest American-Poly?iesian agreement in cultural level

If the Maori- Polynesians had their ancestors among the Northwest Coast tribes, they

may wq]] have remained a neolithic people up to the recent time when they spread into

their present habitat. Except that some Northwest Indian tribes had commenced to ham-
mer certain copper shields for ceremonial and ornamental purpose, none of them had pas-

sed the polished stone age even at the lime of European discovery. Like their cousins in

Polynesia, these people were making their dubs of stone and whale-bone, and shaping

their adzes of polished stone, right up to the time when their neolithic cultural level was
disturbed by the arri val of our own race in post-Columbian time .

1

If the Maori -Polynesia ns originated in this same Northwest American habitat, this will

also explain at once why no Maori -Polynesian tribe could manufacture pottery. Pottery

was entirely unknown among all the Northwest Indian tribes until Europeans arrived, It

was indeed known and manufactured among all major branches of mankind Jiving round

the Pacific, except just among the Northwest Indians, their nearest American neigh-

hours along the adjacent Pacific coast, and the Indians along the southern tip of South
America,

The local absence of the loom on. the Northwest Coast also made Kwakiutl and other

Northwest Indian tribes maintain the custom of beating the inner bark from trees, like so

many other American tribes. I f the Polynesians sailed from this area, no furrher explanation

would be needed of their having arrived without knowledge, of the loom.

W e shall see how, one by one, the previous puzzles find their simple and quite natural

explanation, once wc abandon the theory of an eastward spread ly, way of the Malay

Archipelago and transfer our attention instead to the possibility or a Maori-Polynesian

spread by way of rlie Northwest American coast.

Speculative theories concerning the nature of Captain Cook's- influence

upon primitive cultures

If the Polynesians arrived by way of the Northwest Coast Archipelago their chronology

would he on a safe footing, and wc should be in a full agreement on the cultural level before

entering upon a more specific comparative study of ethnological elements and other

controllable data. We shall first, however, have to face an argument that has been produced

in an effort to bd ittk- theval ue of analogies between Northwest Americans and Polynesians

:

that culture elements and artifacts on the Northwest American coast, resembling corre-

sponding objects known throughout Polynesia, may have been brought to the Northwest

1 As Cook {
1 ?$4, VuJ. IT, ]>. 334) and the other Europftm discoverer* of ihc NortEjwesi Coast atehipeibgo noted,

the few pieces of iron found in the hands of the natives were of distinctly European make, and hud been acquired

through UHCf-iriUal Ixmer with aiartpunding Indians 1 1:> li.id alie-.idv been in indirect contact with EtiFopcartS.
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Indians only after the I Europeans arrived, since the early English ships that visited this

archipelago came on directly from nearby Hawaii- When the present author was interrupted

.Q hjs work, among the Northwest Indians by the spread of the Second World War, his

attempt to call attention to the possibility of the suggested migration was publicly denoun-

ced by a prominent sociologist, who held that Captain Cook and subsequent travellers

might well have purchased a number of utensils in Polynesia, and then have left them be-

hind among the Northwest Indians. 1

Captain Cook and subsequent voyagers might very well thus have transferred a few

objects, although they make no mention of it in their journals. The only entry we find is

that in which Cook especially stresses that iron was the only article of trade that bad any

effect at all on the Northwest Indian tribes: first nails, then axes, pots and pans, brass but-

tons, and various scrap metals or moulded objects. These arc just what Cook could not have

brought from Polynesia. Obviously, if Cook's men had brought a curiosity such as a Poly-

nesian club or stone adze, such a primitive object would have bad more value to them

than to the Northwest Indians. Upon contact with white men the Northwest Indians threw

away their own stone adzes and at once began to make tooh of iron. Certainly, ( .ook had a

Polynesian interpreter among his crew, but this interpreter did not walk about equipped

with the culture elements of a stone age man; nor would a group of bis kindred be able ro

remove the loom and pottery and set a lasting stamp on the physical appearance and

material culture of the whole of the Pacific Northwest coast.

The preconceived attitude on which such speculations are based is best seen when we

consider that Cook is never suspected of leaving Polynesian culture elements anywhere

outside the Northwest American coast, say in Indonesia; and that he was himsed surprised

at finding the similarities for which be and subsequent Englishmen have 1 ft ter been deck red

responsible. As Dixon (1933, p. 3 if) states

r

“Several of the earlier English explorers of the northwest coast of America, like Cook

and Vancouver* who had previously been engaged in exploration in the South Seas, were

much struck on coming in contact with the Indians in this region by (he similarities be-

tween some features of their culture and those of the Maori of New Zealand. The solidly

constructed plank-house's with their elaborately carved and painted decorations, the forts,

the finely woven mantles, the short bone and stone clubs, recalled to thdr minds similar

objects among the Maori and led them to speculate a$ to the possibility of some relation-

ship between the two groups of people.”

Tins indeed, is enough to clear Cook and the early Europeans of the responsibility for

these ethnological similarities between two neolithic peoples.

Evolution ofa maritime culture and the deep sea canoe in Northwest America

If we now look for the particular culture element that lias the most direct bearing upon

the problem of Polynesian migrations, our first: thought will naturally concern the vessel in

which the oceanic journey could have been made. Was there, wit bin Northwest Coast

territory, any type of deep-sea craft that could make such voyage? If so, is there si ill today

any similarity between the craft used by the local Indians and those used in Polynesia?

L Mead i rt Canadian Pica&; YoeV, Api'il i<mo-
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The answer be given in the affirmative. We shall later deal with divergent types of
craft inside the historically known Maori-Polyuesian island world, but at present ir will
suffice to point out that a sea-going canoe, oiten of enormous siie, was (he craft used for
fishing and voyaging among the great majority of Polynesian tribes, as well as among
their semi-continental neighbours of the Northwest Coast Archipelago, The similarity
ut these craft has been apparent enough to encourage speculations as to whether prehistoric
Polynesians with these canoes, could have settled among their Northwest Indian neigh-
bours; but such a speculation only leave us with 'three problems instead of *<w, namely:
CO The Northwest Indian culture was based on seafaring and fishing, so what became of
the original and indigenous local craft if the historically known Northwest Coast canoe
were only borrowed from Polynesia? (a) Where outside Polynesia do we find a neolithic-
seagoing canoe similar enough to the Polynesian form to satisfy the requirements of the
prototype form that once enabled the Polynesians to push into the open Pacific? {5) Why
was the Melanesian- Polynesian outrigger not brought to Northwest America by the alleged
ocea nic j ni ru d crs ?

A.- -i matter of necessity , deep sea prototypes of the Polv nesian craft must have originated
outside I oh uesia; how else could their masters have reached that oceanic area? While the
Polynesian canoe must necessarily have been imported into the Polynesian islands as a
tullv developed deep sea craft, we shah see that the Northwest Indian canoe has undergone
considerable evolution within the Northwest Coast Archipelago, and had onh, readied its

tmai highly developed lotm after prolonged local evolution from a more primitive form.
We have already shown with Goddard (1524) that, due to geographical conditions,

.he Northwest-coast of America is exceedingly favourable for the development of a cul-
ture which depends almost entirely upon canoes for travel and transportation, and upon
the sea forks supply of food."

In i archaeological survey of ancient Coast fsimsyan and Kwakiud village middens,
Drucker (1945, pp„ 1

, 0
,

j 10) was the first to demonstrate that the local cultures had been
maritime right back through their prehistoric period. Presenting the rcsulrs of has survey,
it writes: “Hist of all, it i$ apparent that the habitation sites (middens) arc nearly all at

1 Iil waters edge, indicating that substantially the same subsistence and transportation
patterns as those in vogue in the historic period have prevailed throughout the period
represented by. the accumu ations. 1 his Interpretation is substantiated bv the fact that the
prime requisite of an important site was clearly a good beach where one might land at

any stage of the tide; slid let from storms, defence, and the like, were far less important,
although native legends speak of refuge sites occupied in time of war. From the time of
hfst occupancy o: the sites, good landing places were sought, and ipso facto canoe run i-

gation and ail that it signifies in recent native life and economy was an integral part of
me culture. I he great number of sites in the area bears out the same interpretation,

1
’ And:

1 hus it was that the people lived at the water's edge, derived most of their livelihood
ln:mi the water, travelled waterways in preference to trails, and regulated their activities

by the tides quite as much as by daylight and dark."
Martin, Quimby, and (..older (.5947, p. 462) also mention “the shell middens of great

extent and thickness found in the Northwest Indian habitat, and state that:: “Ifixca various
in a few of these remains have indicated that the prehistoric inhabitant?:, like the historic
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Indians* were a maritime people who built their villages of wooden houses close to the

shores, travelled by canoe, and subsisted primarily on the products of the sea.”

In his detailed study of the Northwest I ndian canoe, Olscin (1927— zy) shows how three

major types have been developed to their present form* ah within the Northwest Coast

Archipelago. This local American development is in all probability fund a mentally based

on the early type of craft that brought the ancestors of these coast I ndians to thdr present

habitat, and may
„
Olson suggests, be liistoricaUy related to the dug-out boats of North-

eastern Asia. He goes on co show how the Knot ha, Kwakiutl, and liaida Indians bore the

greater part in the development of the nuclear coast culture, and he attributes co them

the main evolution of the real deep sea craft, Since these tribes for the most part occupy

the islands off the mainland, he finds that “all three of these tribes are so situated that

without ocean-going canoes many features of their cultures would be impossible.”

Outside this nuclear area, features appear showing that the action of the cultural process

is not restricted to the cultural centre. The great variety of canoe forms discoverable from

the Puget Sound to the Alaskan coast dearly indicates an early origin and a considerable

evolutionary and differentiating process. Olson’s entire study goes to show how these

ocean-going craft of the Nootfca, Kwakiutl, and liaida, in time were developed from

primitive forms to their present elaborate shape within the Northwest Coast Archipelago.

The result was a craft which stands as the principal culture element possessed by the

Northwest Indian tribes, or as Niblack (iftSS) expressed it: “The canoe is to the North-

west coast what the camel is to the desert. It is to the Indian of this region what the horse

is to the Arab. It is the apple of his eye and the object of his solicitous attention and affection.

Jr reaches its highest development in the world among rhe Haida of Queen Charlotte

Islands.”

Holmes (iyiy
f p. 1 19) says about the same cultural product of these Northwest Indian

islanders: “The dugout canoes are often of great size, beauty, and seaworthiness, and are

probably the world’s highest achievement in this direction.”

And J. M. Brown (15127, Vol. II, p. 63 ): “Their canoes are large and roomy, capable of

accomodating scores of men; they are made with great skill and artistic talent; they are of

all primitive craft the most fitted ior meeting the conditions of oceanic voyaging, and have

a great resemblance to the Maori war canoe. , .

”
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The special conformity between the Northwest Indians and the Maori

To the Maori and his New Zealand culture, probably more than to any other Polynesian

tribe, have been attributed, since rhe time of discovery, striking similarities to the North-
west American Indians. The absence of the outrigger among the Maori is perhaps one

apparent reason why their craft resemble the Northwest Indian canoes more titan do those

ni nuclear Polynesia. In this respect the Maori form, through early isolation from Mela
ftesiau and Microncsian. influences, would tend to be the closest approximation to the

early prototype of Maori- Polynesian craft. As nobody could visualize Maori canoes sailing

irorn New Zealand up past Hawaii, to settle the Northwest Coast, (a journey almost ail of
which would be against the prevailing north-easterly trade winds) the observation of
Maori-Northwest Indian analogies has led to other theories and comments. Commonly,
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<hey are presented as mere noteworthy faces that require a further investigation, but they
nave also been produced to demonstrate how a similarity of climate and environment can
develop a similarity in race and culture. (N [black 1S88.)

I nquc5tionabh.\ natural conditions in New Zealand and British Columbia art d-nilar,

but &o are they in Tahiti and Cuba, with no corresponding effect. Naturally, settlers in the
cooler climate of New Zealand would be likely to preserve a Northwest Indian type cl

clothing and dwelling to a greater perfection than would descendants ofNorthwest Indian
settlers on the tropical islands of Polynesia. But this would not imply that everybody with a.

smu Jar climate would naturally dress in the same manner and fashion, or build their dwel-
lings in the same style. Certainly it would not encourage, their use of a similar spatular
weapon or a convergence in physical norms. It has been said that the Maoris might have
abandoned the use ofthe outrigger because ,it was not suited to their own rocky coast. Vet
the outrigger is highly suitable all around the Marquesas Islands, which have no reefs, but
precisely the same open mountain coast as New Zealand, And the present author has with
excellent results attached Polynesian outriggers even to local craft in Canadian waters.

The primary object ot lashing an outrigger to a narrow craft is to prevent it from capp-
ing, and, on smaller canoes, even to smooth off chopped wind-waves that would otherwise
enter the vessel. On the huge deep sea canoes the beneficial effect of an outrigger may be
acquired simply by ’ashing two canoes parallel to each other a little distance apart. This
indeed, was the iatt-nm type of craft which, according to all Maori traditions, brought
their forefathers over the sea to New Zealand. Such double canoes were in frequent use in

many parts of Polynesia,

The double came

As has been illustrated by Hornell (1945, pp. 92, 94), the contrast in the Indonesian and
Polynesian ideas of adapting a craft for the sea is very marked. The Javanese believed in
developing the dimensions of the hull to resist the action of the high sea, and so built their

targe two-masted sailing-ships, steered by rudder and with large and massive double
outriggers of complex design. Such a craft had a great capacity for carrying trade in Indo-
nesian waters, but was stiff' and clumsy and little suited for ocean voyaging. The Polyne-

sian islanders, however, developed no spacious form of ship, but constructed their small

craP 011 the principles that they should t oliow— and not resist^ the towering ocean seas.

They resorted as an alternative to the well-balanced double canoe for real ocean voyaging,

making their emit adaptable to ihe motions of the unsheltered water, and securing tough-

ness and flexibility by always using roots and ropes for lashing, instead of nails pr wooden
pegs.

'1 he Polynesians nearest to Melanesia had developed locally a form of craft intermediate

between a Polynesian double canoe and a .Melanesian single canoe wilh outrigger. The
l:wo united hulls in these local double canoes differed markedly in size, the smaller one
actually being nothing more than a large boat-shaped outrigger. While rhis highly special-

ized border-Uue crafr was a permanent construction, .on the other islands the double canoe

was mote often a temporary arrangement, generally improvised when long oversea

expeditions were organized. Thus, from Hawaii in the nor ill to the Marquesas, the .Society
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Islands and New Zealand* the double canoe consisted of two ordinary canoes of equal

size* only temporarily connected and occasionally covered with a plank deck.

It is obvious that the peculiar western Polynesian canoe above referred to 'S cither

developed from an outrigger canoe inspired by the idea of a double canoe* or from a

double canoe inspired by the idea of an outrigger. The latter seems more likely, since the

small side canoe is obviously constructed to serve as a stabilizer and not intended to

carry people. From a practical point of view the intention of an outrigger seems to be a

greater achievement—and one more difficult to conceive— than the idea that two rank

canoes in 3 heavy sea may benefit one from the other by being temp oraril 1

, united side

by side, The step from this simple observation to the deliberate use of double-canoes in

oversea voyaging is not very far. But as Archey (1957J writes: “It is still a matter for

discussion among ethnologists as to whether the double canoe or the single canoe with

outrigger was first thong lit of.'
J

The question may be disputed in Polynesia proper, where both forms were already

known and used at the time of European discovery; but, as we have seen, there is not

much choice when we turn also to New Zealand, where the outrigger only gradually

became known with European voyagers from the tropical islands, whereas double as well

as plain single canoes were in current use. The Maori is an average representative of the

former Central Polynesian, well preserved through effective local isolation.

Best (192 s a) gives the following traditional account, well known among the Maoris, of the

main fleet of canoes that brought their forefathers to New Zealand a few generations before

the time ol Columbus: “Taiaroa’s ileet, which consisted oftwenty-nine canoe s, was mainly

composed of vessels specially adapted for ocean voyaging, formed by lashing two ordinary

war -canoes together, and further strengthening them with a deck.”

The Maori reference to the ancestral use of this known Polynesian type of craft at the

early period of migration, is interesting in view of the following conformity observed bv

Schurtz (1895, p. 43): “Traditions of vessels lashed together have persisted in New Zea

land as well as in Northwest America, in the latter area even among the Tinneh tribes ot

the interior.”

In his work on the Northwest Indian canoe, Olson (4927— 29) speaks of the earlier local

“practice of lashing two canoes together and placing a platform of planks across the two,”
and he shows that the origin of this Northwest Indian custom may be found in similar

practices with the inferior boats of the Yukaghirs and Koryaks of Northeastern Asia.

Among the widespread Northwest American tribes with traditions of a former use of

double canoes for ocean travel, are the Haida and Tsimsyan on the Pacific coast, and even
some of the distantly related Athapascans of the interior plateau. Thus the Tsimsyan
.Salmon-Eater tribe ol the Nass and Skecna Rivers have preserved a tradition describing

in some detail a local sea•voyage in connection with the disastrous wedding of a princess

named Dzckrhons, who was remembered as the first female progenitor of their nation. Of
special interest in the present connection rs ihe following strophe, since it has a bearing on
their early local modes of travelling: “Dzekrhons was seated by the messengers on boards
laid across the top ol twin canoes and brought under sail to the home of the suitors uncle.”

Barbcau (1945* pp. 427,432) presents this interesting piece of traditional information
i:.i hu: attempt to show the original extra-American affiliations of Dzclarhons and her

7 Htywinf,!
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balmon-Eater tribe, as this mo tie ot voyaging was not commonly practised in the New
^ odd. He writes; “The boards laid for Dzelarhons across the tops of the two canoes tied

together remind us of the double dugouts or skin boats lashed together side by side. These
double canoes are unknown on ibis side of Bering Sea except in the traditions of the north-
western tribes originally from Asia and among some Eskimos also from Asia, but they are

t
\
pica: 02 the South Seas and the roast of China, Salmon-Eater and his tribe,, by using u

double canoe at their first wedding ceremony in Alaska, begin to unfold for us a story of
remote cultural affiliations. Who was Salmon-Eater? A Kurile Islander, or a sea hunter
trom still farther afield, down the Asiatic coast

E*

The sail, and the marked distinction between a sail and sailmp-boal

Barbeau, refers jo another interesting passage in this ancient Salmon-Eater tradition

{Ibid., p. 42 pi : “The princess sat entranced near the canoes, gazing out to sea, \ long way
oil,, she beheld an ahL'rQw-sk*ma, a sail made of matting. 2V canoe carrying six hunters came
out ot the sea; . . . Inis party belonged, to a neighbouring sea-coast rrlbe, into which the

princess married to safeguard the name and patrimony of her own ancestors who had come
out of the

L

foanr of che sea, but were killed in a local disaster.

No true sail was known 10 the southward along this coast, so an carle description of a

local sail made of matting is interesting. From the information of a few old chiefs who still

were familiar with the ancient adsorb, Barbeau inferred that the sail in question was made
++
of weeds or sea grass'

7
.

We are here confronted with another remarkable parallel between early Northwest
Indian and Maori navigation. Neither of these outstanding maritime cultures had anything

but the most inadequate knowledge of the use ot sail. It has in some quarters even been
doubted whether any Indians in North America knew the use of sails before the arrival of
whin- men. In view of traditional evidence and die type of sails seen and collected among
Northwest Indians, this claim is not well founded. We mav restrict ourselves to saying
there was in North .America no local sailing craft before Columbus; that is, no craft fitted

and designed lor pure sailing purposes. The invention of a craft that can turn under sail

and go anywhere in any wind is an advanced art that would not naturally come £0 any

primitive mariner. But modern man under-estimates unreasonably the ingenuity of trie so-

called 'savages
1

it he assumes that the constantly seafaring Ha id a and his neighbours

could not discover the direct one-way effect of the wind upon his craft until told about it

bv the white men. \ nation ot whom Bancroft ( 1 $ 7 5 ,
YoL I, p, \ j 8) wrote; “Swollen and

de tomied legs are common from constantly doubling them under the body while sitting

in the canoe, could hardly tail to detect that a standing man, an outspread cloak, or any-

thing catching die wind, would create a drift and speed the boat's progress in the direction

ot the wind. The ahhrow-skatttti or matting sail, of the Salmon- Eater* is nor a mere culture

clement ol local tradition; it has been seen and collected among the aboriginal Northwest

Indian mariners, although it was long ago discarded in favour of European types of son.

The se native saib were constructed on different principals rrom those ot European sailing

ships* could only be used when the voyager was ro travel in the Same direction as the wind,

and were thus, not a permanent erection with fixed masts.

In hjs informative handbook on the Indians in question, Goddard remarks;
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"Canoes were also sometimes sailed, perhaps even before the coast was visited bv Euro-

peans. These sails were made either of wood or of matting. A wooden specimen in the

Museum is about 9 feet square and 5/8 of an. inch duck, made of several pieces joined by

sewing with spruce root. To prevent splitting, the ends of die sail arc reinforced bv strips

with the grain running in the other direction. Such sails were employed particularly when
two canoes were lashed together and covered with house planks. If the wind were from the

stern the sail was leaned up against a pile of boxes, or possibly against a short mast, and

the canoes were driven before the wind. Mats were also employed with a mast and a yard/*

The only effect of the arrival of our own civilization among the Northwest Indians was

[hat the manufacture of such skilfully made but impracticable wind-catchers, like the

perfectly designed seagoing canoes on which the;, were used, were soon abandoned and

entirely displaced bj European rowing-boats and true sailing craft.

Turning now to the Maori of New Zealand, Best (1:95,5 a, p, 186) presents some inter-

esting details in hi? monograph The Maori Came. He quotes Banks, who wrote about the

Maori: “In sailing they are not so expert; we very seldom saw them make use of sails

—

and, indeed, never, unless they were to go right before the wind. They were made of a mat,

and instead nr a mast were hoisted upon two sticks, which were fastened one to each side,

so that they required two ropes, which answered the purpose of sheets, and were fastened

to the tops of these sticks. In this clumsy manner they sailed with a good deal of swiftness,

. . .the masts were not permanent erections ; the sails were attached to the masts and the

two raised together.”

Similarly
,
he shows how Polack observed sails among the Maori which were “formed of

bulrushes dried in the sun and tacked together. . , He stated that they were “the most
clumsy and heavy articles that could have been invented,” The same early eyewitness

(Polack ]8 jS, Vul. II, p. zz) speaks of the size and construction of the wonderful Maori
canoes that could carry one hundred men, yet he adds: "Canoes in sailing are only capable

of going before the wind; the natives do not understand any other method, and the little

bold these vessels have in the water would render all further knowledge useless.”

Has it ever occurred to anyone that this is the sailing tackle with which the Maori are

supposed to have forced their way some 5,000 mites against the strong trade wind, from
Malaysia to the opposite side of New Guinea, Melanesia and Australian Wit hour keel,

h\ed mast, and the highest standards of sail and rigging it is only natural that the Maori
navigators never hoisted sail unless they were to go before the wind. With a heavy bulrush
mat hoisted upon two sticks nobody can achieve miracles in the way of sailing, and no
wonder the Maori themselves give another version of their original sailing directions,

which, contrary to the headwind theory, brought them as discoverers to New Zealand
with the northeasterly trade wind right at their backs, Maori traditions claim that their

ancestors arrived by way of Rarotonga, a tact now generally accepted by ethnologists,
•-iiu.e the Rarotongans quite independently gave the same information, remembering in

inch sacred traditions even some of the same names 'which the Maori gave to the canoes
of their famous ancestral fleet. (Buck 1919, p. 15.) Rarotonga could in turn easily be
reached with the same wind from Hawaii, and the chain of Hawaiian islands is located
just where the northeasterly trade winds, accompanied by a Northwest American current,
bear down from an area just off the Northwest Indian habitat.
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The origin and existence of better types of sail in Polynesia proper will be dealt with
in a later chapter. 1 So far we have only shown that Maori tribes* descended from pure
representatives of the newly arrived Central Polynesian mariners as these were in the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries, hud an excellent sea-going type of craft consisting oftwo
canoes lashed together, without outrigger and without any other sail than a clumsy mat
rhat could only be pur up with a stern wind. Indeed, by removing the sail they, like the

Northwest Indians, could force their way manually by paddling to a fixed destination, But
this is not the manner in which a neolithic people “pushes” on exploratory voyages into

anti across vast distances of unknown ocean. Once an island behind them is known, thev

may certainly force their way back to it even in head wind* with their paddles, but such
is not a voyage of primeval discover y, not even among historic peoples who have had
better sailing tackle than a mat on two sticks.

The deep-sea canoes of Northwest America and Polynesia

So far we have simply spoken of the canoes as "single” or “double”. We shall now
examine the mam craft itself, the acmal canoe, and see if the many diverging types found

within historically known Polynesia share any common basic characteristics which again

may be traceable to Northwest America.

To compare the general process of boat-construction within these two geographical Ly
adjacent ethnographic areas, we shall follow the various phases right from the beginning

of the carpenter’s work.

Working procedure on the hull

When the Northwest Indian decided to fell one of his giant trees to make a capacious

canoe, he first performed a ceremony, making a sincere apology to the tree and explaining

to st his compelling need. A quite similar ceremony of excuse, occasionally with the sacri-

fice of a small pig, was performed in Polynesia also, righr from Hawaii to New Zealand,

(Henriques 19315 ;
Eliott 1959.1

This performance over, the tree was idled, in the same wav in both areas, by using a

hatchet-shaped adze instead of an axe. The chopping was thus done with horizontal blows,

making the cutting edge of the stone blade penetrate the wood parallel with rhe grain of

the wood, instead of crosswise on the grain with an axe as is usual with most peoples.

Commonly, when the chopping had been carried on a little way right round the tree, a bre-

ws s kindled inside the groove to carry on the process, and the fire was generally regulated

by a plastering of Wet clay. (Turner, 1861 ;
Best, 1925 a.) Old stumps ofhuge trees felled in

this manner may still be seen in Bella Goola Valley, British Columbia,

When the tree w as felled, the aborigines of both regions hr^t split their colossal rim her

lengthwise along the middle, by using wooden wedges with tough bark tied round the

upper part. The wedges were driven in by a wooden beetle, or more often by a stone

1 Ad ancient finger-woven Maori sail of interesting: design has found its way to the JSriiisK Museum and is de-

setited by Firth ffyji), but !: is. a e^l Ice tot's, niece of unknown ortgln and its pre-European consrrui-ti’m is not

verified.
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sledge-hammer. About the latter Jacobsen (1891* p„ 162) wrote: “We lined particularly two

types of stone hammers among the utensils, which both show the same form in North-

west America as for instance in Hawaii* Tonga, the Marquesas, and the Ellice Islands in

Polynesia and in Melanesia, The first type resembles the head of the cache lot, the second is

cvfindric and ends on one side in a round knob [e/jie G/sofe?]. Both the forms are characteris-

tic of the aforesaid territories, and we do not find them in any other part of the world. They

arc generally used to drive in the great bone-wedges during wood-splitting. They are also

used to strike at the chisel during the carving of the bouses and canoes.”

When the colossal log was thus split lengthwise, the largest and best half was hollowed

out by means of a chisel or a stone adze, and sometimes again both peoples used fire to

char the inner part to ease the carving. (Dreyer 1 H98; Best it} 2 5
a.)

When the hull was hollowed out* within both areas slaves with bark ropes were used to

pull rhe enormous canoe out of the forest and down to the seaboard vi llage.

Both in Northwest America and in Polynesia the size of the canoe would vat}' greatly

according to its intended use, Drcyer (1898, p. 137) says about those of the Northwest

American coast: “These craft can be as much as 70 feet long by 6

V

3 feet broad and 4J.fi feet

deep, accommodating up to a hundred persons. . .

”

Best {1927 a) quotes Croze t concerning the canoes of early New Zealand: “I measured
om; o f them which was 70 feet long by 6 feet broad and 4 feet deep, made of the body of a

single tree-trunk, die two sides of which were raised ofplanks ski] full v sewn on, .

.

71

The sewing of wood

The fact that the Maori never resorted to any form of overlapping and nailing in their

boat construction, not even with available hardwood pegs* has already been commented
upon. Like all Polynesians, the separate pieces of wood required in the canoe were invari-

ably fastened together by butting them closely together and sewing one piece to its neigh-

bour with roots and vegetable fibres. This indeed was an ancestral art,

Goddard (1924) says of the canoe of the Northwest Indians: “The stem and bow-
pieces and, sometimes even the gunwales, were made of separate pieces, and sewed on.”

bv'pertncss in the art of sewing pieces of wood together had attained a high degree of
development among all Northwest Indians* and was the standard procedure in the con-

struction of all their large canoes .

Additions to the dugout hull

It is occasionally thought among ethnologists that by counting the number of separate
boards added 10 the dugout hull, a certain inter-island classification of Polynesian canoe-
forms may be obtained. We shall sec however, that the adding of loose sidcplanks is merely
a practical question, compelled by necessity, and decided by no other factor titan the size

of the available trees.

In the Northwest Indian, habitat some of the largest known species of giant pine and
cedar grew, which provided the local carpenters with almost any size of tree desired for the
making of dugout craft. The local canoe -builders were thus free to carve the dugout hull
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in one piece, and yet obtain the desired depth, which hardly ever was wanted to exceed

4—4 /i feet. Unacquainted with oars and rowlocks as the Northwest Indians and Polyne-
sians were, none of these tribes wanted a hull so deep that the whirling of the usual paddles
would he impeded. In general, therefore, the Indian on the Northwest Coast had to sew' on.
as extra pieces, only the raised bow and stem section:; and sometimes the gunwales; the
addition of extra side planks was usually superfluous. Helper (1938, p. 1 1 5 }, however,
describing the prehistoric plank canoe further south, on the Californian coast, also mentions
that Pena in 1 774 saw a canoe with side planks among the Haicto of Queen Charlotte
Island, British Columbia.” Father Pena accompanied Juan Perez from Mexico shnrth
before Cook and the first Englishmen reached Northwest America from Polynesia. They
were the first Europeans known to have met the Haitia Indians, who were very friend!)

and came off in canoes singing and scattering feathers 00 the water, as their neighbouring
tribes did for Cook four years later.

The aboriginal Hawaii a as were in the fortunate position, when their own timbers were
not oi the required size, of having better logs shipped to their shores by the current from
Northwestern America. As Hornell (1943, p. 94) shows : “In Hawaii giant logs of Oregon
tune occasionally drifted ashore; these were greatly prized, for the)' were often so large as

to serv e as entire hulls without the need of raising the sides by means of planks sewn on

;

the difficulty was to obtain a pair of approximately equal size; sometimes a log was kept for

years before this aim was achieved,” And (1945, p. 169); “This flotsam from North Ameri-
ca was eagerly sought for, and any exceptionally fine tree -trunk was hoarded by the local

chief for incorporation in a specially large double canoe, Vancouver (1798, Voh H, n. 219)

records that the chief Taio kept one gigantic trunk unworked for a long time in the hope
offinding another to match it Disappointed in this, eventually, and with great reluctance,

he utilized it for die hull ol one of the largest outrigger-canoes ever made in die Islands.”

Apart from this Northwest American drift wood, canoebuilder5 both in Hawaii and New
Zealand still found timber of such dimensions that generally very little, and occasionally

nothing at all, had to be added to the sides of the dug out hull Butin Tahiti two or three

rows of side planks were needed to convert the hull into a good ocean-going canoe; while

in Samoa Turner (1861, p* a66) describes the canoe as consisting of one full length bottom -

piece, “and to that they add board alter board, not by overlapping and nailing, but b

v

ttawigeach close to its fellow, until they have raised some two, or, it mav be, three feet from
the ground.” On barren Easter Island no tree grew that was large enough to permit even,

the bottom to be all of one piece, and the rare local canoe had to be sewed together with

amazing skill trom odd pieces of driftwood.

The making of planks

J’hc making of true planks among people without saws or metal implements !.; an

achievement in itself, and nowhere among neolithic people did this art reach a fuller per-

fection than among the two East Pacific cultures in question. I have seen a perfectly level

hand-sp[ir. board :il an old abandoned Bella Coola Indian house, which was ;i,rcc feet wide,

one inch thick, and eight feet long; and Portlock (1 7S9) wrote from the same coast at the

time of its discovery: “lr is very surprising to see how well they will shape their boards
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with the shocking tools they employ; some of them being full 10 Feet long, z ju feet broad

and not more than an Inch thick/
11

[Jest (1925 a) quotes Captain Wallis, who wrote from Tahiti twenty years earlier: “The

plank of which these vessels are constructed is made by splitting a tree with the grain into

as many thin pieces as they can. They first fell the tree with a kind of hatchet or adze, ... it

is then cut into such length as required fur plank, one end of which is heated until it begins

to crack, and then with wedges of hardwood they split it down: some at' these plank are

z ft. broad, and from 15— 2.0 ft long/ 1
'

Forster (1777, n. hi) wrote from rhe same Polynesian island: “When we consider the

imperfect tools which these people are possessed of, we can never sufficiently admire the

patience and labour with which they have cut down huge trees, dubbed the plank, made

them perfectly smooth, and at last brought the unwietdly vessels to the great degree of

perfection in which wc saw them, A hatchet, or, properly, an adve oh stone, a chisel, and

a piece of coral are their tools, to which they add the rough skin of a ray, when they

smooth and polish their timber/
1

The botv and ike stem

When the hull itself had reached its full size and was completed to the satisfaction of its

owner, separate and elevated bow and stern pieces were added to all larger travel and war
canoes ot the Northwest Indian tribes. The same idea was followed on travel and war

canoes of most islands in Polynesia. But beyond this point all inter- island similarity in

canoe design among the far-flung Maori- Polynesian tribes seems to end, as the bow and

stern pieces vary entirely in shape, dimensions and angle of projection. With such an in-

stability in this particular detail even between the Maori “Polynesians themselves, we can

do no more than show that their basic and common ideas are all entirely within the current

conceptions of Northwest Indian canoe construction.

Northwest Coast observer can easily distinguish a Nootka canoe from one constructed

by the Baida Indians on the very next islands, just as a Polynesiani.st can without difficulty

tdl a Maori canoe from one from Tonga or Tahiti, owing to conspicuous tribal peculiarities

in style and decoration. But behind the tribal variation in the respective geographical

sections of Polynesia no common basic trait in canoe construction can be found which
if nor shared also with the nuclear area of the Northwest Indian cultures. We shall illustrate

this, assertion with a few examples.

Okon (1.917 — 29) in his analysis of the main canoe forms achieved within the continental

archipelago of Northwest America, describes the following local specializations: “The
Nootka or Chinook' type is pointed at both ends, the prow projects upward and forward
and, except on small canoes, is a separate piece. The stern is vertical and raised above the

I'-vei of the gunwales, the upper portion in all larger canoes being a separate piece. The
cross-section is angular, the bottom being almost fiat.

The Northern canoe (also called the Queen Charlotte Island and the Tsimshian canoe)
characterized by raised and projecting bow and stern formed of separate pieces, by the

vertical cut-water, and by the rounded cross-section. ... A type somewhat akin to both
N oatFa and Northern forms may have been used to some extent by Haida, Tsimshian,
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Kwakiutl, jfc

n

l j the (_.oast Saudi oi southern British f^olnnibia and the Strait of luan. tie

huca. This canoe had elevated and flaring, but not projecting, bow and stern, A few from
the southern tribes, however, seem to have had a projecting prow nearly identical with
that feature in Nootka canoes .”

Best (1925 aj presents the Lottowing scries of quotations concerning aboriginal canoe
forms observed in Polynesia. Ofthe early Tahitian war canoe Forster said j “The heads and
stems were raised several feet out of the water.” And Smith states, from the same island:

“The old war-canoe was a very beautiful object: painted red and black, with elegantly

carved head and stern pieces. . Crozet wrote, from New Zealand: “These war-canoes
have carved and very high poops and prows." Angas only mentions that the elaborate Maori
canoes have “elevated stern-posts”, whereas Banks tells us that “The head was formed by a

plank projecting about 5 feet before the canoe, and on the stern stood another, propor-
tioned to the size of the canoe, from 1 0 to 18 feet high.”

Similar features, with elevated bow and stern pieces sewn on to the canoe, are recorded
also from other Polynesian islands. In the Marquesas Islands the bow had a long horizontal

projection, sometimes curved slightly upwards and with a head carved on the extremity,

the Stem being a high upward curving plank. In Hawaii both bow and stern had onh, a

small upturned knob, whereas Tonga and Samoa to the west, as already stated, had deve-
loped quite different canoe models* no longer maintaining the elevated or projecting bow
and stern.

Additional decorations of Canoe

As to the elaborate artistic decoration on some North-west Indian, canoes, Bancroft

(

.

1 ®75 j
wrote: “

[ he prow and the stem is raised, and often gracefully curved like a swan’s

neck with a monster's head at the extremity

Similarly Ellis {1855} wrote from the Society Islands in Polynesia: , , a rude imitation

oi the human head, or some other grotesque figure, was carved on the stern of each canoe.

[ he stem, often elevated and curved like the neck of a swan, terminated in the carved

figure of a bird's bead. .

.”

In a report of the Hawaiian Historical Society (i<yzo, p, 9), the Secretary, after pointing

out correspondences between the Northwest Indian and Polynesian wood -carving, adds:

“I will mention only one thing more. At Alert Bay [a Kwakiutl settlement] there was a

isne long canoe with a builtup prow very much like the New Zealand canoes. A bird

guardian was carved on each side of the front of the boat evidently a transfer of the totem

idea of the home on land to the floating home on the sea. just as the carving on the canoes

of the ancient New Zealanders represented legendary heroes in human or animal forms,”

Also Nib lack (iftSB)* who attributed the Maori-Northwest Indian correspondences to a

similarity in climate, said of the Maoris that “they ornament their canoes, paddles, house-

fronts, etc. in somewhat the same manner as on the Northwest Coast.” He reproduces a

Maori paddle in Ids own series of Northwest Indian paddle types, and says: “Fig, 167 is a

New Zealand paddle, introduced by way of showing the similarity of this in connection

with the many other objects common to these two remote regions,” 1 lis own comment is r

“The resemblance is marked and interesting.”
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A most remarkable analogy is to be seen in the fact that to the abalone or ear-shell was

attributed magic power; particularly in connection with the sen, among both Northwest

Indian and Maori -Polynesian mariners, 1 in both these Pacific areas the artists would oc-

casionally carve this hard shell into squares and circles, and then, in a very artistic manner,

insert the pieces with minute accuracy in their wood-can ing. The magic power of the aba-

lone shell included divine vision, and to enables hook to find its fish abaEone was occasio-

nally used on fish-hooks in both areas, while in Northwest America even inlaid in the form

of an eye. Abalone shell was also often inlaid as eyes of the figure-heads of Maori canoes.

(Banks r Sy6, p, 187; Best tcjzy a.)

Painting

In both areas the larger sea-going canoes were painted when finished. The pattern of the

painted decoration varied with local art designs, and combined with the artistic adornment

in the carving of the sewn on bow and stern pieces to give the respective tribes their own
distinct type of canoe. Tills distinction is as prominent inside Polynesia and Northwest

America respectively, as it is it" we consider all these tribes jointly. As a general rule it may

be said that black and red seem to have been the dominating and conventional colours of

ancient war canoes in both areas. Both Northwest Indian arid Maori Polynesian painters

used a regular paint-brush, made of tow or hair tied to a stick; and for grinding 1 he paint-

powder they even followed each other in detail in the making of an especial stone mortar

and pestle. Tn both areas ted paint was obtained by grinding ochre and miKing the powder

with fish-oil; black was obtained in the same manner by grinding charcoal; white from

pipe-da v; and other colours of less importance, at least for the canoe-builder, were made

from sap and vegetable compounds.

Further comparable data aj local craft

None of the deep-sea canoes of the principal Northwest Indian and Maori-Polyncsian

tribes —often quite enormous vessels— possessed any form of a keel; none of them had any

built-in rudder; and none of them had thole-pins or other arrangements on the gunwales

that would permit of rowing.

Even in a detail like the carving of a wooden bailee with scoop-like form and short

handle, the early Maori followed the canoe- builders of the Northwest Coast.* The perfo-

rated stone-anchor is also common to the two craft.

The manoeuvring oj the cruft

Before launching, any large canoe on the Northwest Coast was given, its own personal

name, and this was also the prevailing custom in Polynesia.

flic handling of the craft is described by Lewis and Clarke from the Northwest Coast,

3 The abalone shell was Found in tire Siigh latitudes of the Northwest Indian Archipelago owing solely to the

wartnth of flic Kuroshiwcj Current.
1 \ superior Maori-Potyncsian form, beautifully ornamented with forward projecting handle,, has apparently

developed later. (!5e-e Best njai a, p, 1-74.)
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uotL'd h? Saactoft (t*7j ): “When they embark, one Indian sits in the stem, and steers

with a paddle, the others Lsieel in pairs in the bottom of the e-anoe, and sitting on their
heels, paddle over the gunwale next to them. In this way they tide with perfect safety the
highest waves, and venture without the least concern in seas where other boats and seamen
could nor live an instant,

7 ’

Compart' Besr s i

v
i

9

Z 5 a
) description, trcun New Zealand: ”'] he crew on board war-canoes

kneci two and two along the bottom, sit on their heels, and wield paddles from four to five
feet long; the steersman, sitting in the stern, has a paddle nine feet long. Over tempestuous
seas war-canoes ride lake seafowl.”

We shall mention only one more detail, pertaining to a superstition connected with the
bndmg of these craft, best (1925 a, p. 173) refers to a rather unpractical custom followed
in earlier times among certain Maoris;

I ora Nihonibo contributes the following note Concerning a custom practised on the
cast coast: In former times canoes of importance were brought to land stern tirst, being
turned round just before reaching the beach, and backed in: the prow must not strike the
beach. This relates to sea-going canoes only. Should the water be too rough, near the beach
to make the necessary turn, then it is effected out at sea, outside the breakers* Ti would be
most unlucky to run the canoe ashore bow first. River-canoes have no such restriction on
them, and if a big sea-canoe be taken into fresh water the rule does not then apply to it. The
custom, originated, we are informed, far hack in the days of Taoc and Tangaroa, of Maori
ttv-, rh the former a land-deity, representing trees (hence a canoe h often styled Taneb,
the latter a sea -god, ... [lie only exception to the above mode of bringing a canoe to land
wan when a Stricken craft arrived with a few survivors on hoard, having met with some
mishap.”

The great antiquity of tins peculiar Maori superstition Is indicated be Its association with
cLu J ane myths. We shall soon see (p„ 148) that the name and characteristics of this same
god reappear in the mythology of the Northwest American coasT Indians a.> a principal
ancestral -hero who in the dim past departed from their archipelago into the open Pacific

Ocean . We may here only note the following facts about a superstition regarding the
method of bringing a canoe to shore on the Northwest American Coast* as preserved in

/ liiidu ) fOcAr amt Alyihi by bwanton (1905): "Canoes were brought to land stern hrst unless
the occupant? were in great haste. Among the many things the supernatural beings were
supposed to do in an opposite manner from mea was to land bow first."

1

The neolithic elbow adze of A
7

orfewest America

With the exisrence of very similar craft in Northwest America and Polynesia, and the

coramon knowledge nt the increasing sea-going possibilities of such giant Jug our canoes
when two arc lashed together anil covered by planks, Northwest Indians, as much as their

oceanic neighbours, had tree access to the open hast Paciilc on compulsory drifts and in-

tended voyaging, for the time being we shall only bear in mind that the distance from
J Iawait to Tahiti or Samoa, so frequently covered by Polynesians in the aboriginal type of
eralt just spoken of, exactly corresponds to the distance between Hawaii anti the Vancou-
ver and Queen Charlotte Islands of the Northwest American waters.
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We shall now leave these canoes for the time, and consider another principal culture

element among these two adjoining maritime societies- namely tine neolithic adze that

made such a remarkable evolution in boat-building a reality.

Olson {1927 19), in his study of cultural evolution and differentiation among the

various tribes of Northwest Indians, selected for his anal; sis the canoe, the adze, and the

houese-form as the most typical culture elements that distinguish the aborigines of this

particular area. The importance of the local adze-form can hardh be over-estimated; if

was the carpenter’s one indispensable tool, and on its. existence were based the boar-

construction and all major features of plastic art.

Olson writes about this local tool: “Adzes in themselves constitute a distinctive trait as

opposed to the axe, which is used over the greater part of the Americas,” He goes on to

show that out of a variety of local adze forms the Haida, Tlingit, Tsimsyan, and Kwakiutl

had developed the ingenious form generally referred to as the elbow adze. Their various

types of perfectly sharpened and high 1 >
polished stone blades were fastened to a handle

chosen from a forked branch cut in the shape of a long handled hook. The stone blade was

solidly lashed to a small depression on the outer side of the short arm of the hook, with the

cutting edge crosswise like a hatchet, in such a manner that if could neither wobble not

wedge back.

Northwards of this nuclear Northwest Indian territory, the simple and ingenious elbow

adze gradually disappeared as it was merged into the inferior and yet far more complicated

forms of the Eskimo-Aleut area. There a small blade was. generally socketed into a head of

bone nr ivory, which again in turn was secured to a straight handle by lashings passing

through a hole near the end of the handle. And southwards as wed as eastwards of the

Northwest Coast territory, adzes of any form were replaced by the axe. We do not meet

with the elhow-adze anywhere down the North American continent until wC cross Panama

and land a similar haftirtg in Ecuador and Peru. (Li rule 1919, Map. ; l
,)
Olson shows how

the particular elbow-adze of the Northwest Indian tribes seems to have developed out of

more primitive local D -handled and inverted U -handled forms specifically inside fbe nttekar

area, hm he still hesitates to claim a local development, solely on the ground of The follow-

ing observation {Ibid,, p. 50)

:

Tts occurrence in Polynesia in a form almost identical with the elbow adze of America

suggests a hoary age and extra American origin.”

The possibility oj an Old World- origin behind the Northwest

IruUan-Polynesian adze form

Skinner (193 ]
,
p, 194), looking for a plausible explanation for certain Northwest Indiart-

Polynesian affinities which had been pointed out by Imhelloni, says: “That (he adzes of

the North-west Coast arc allied to those of Polynesia through a common ancestor in

coastal Eastern Asia is suggested by Olson: ... A similar suggestion for the halibut-hooks

of Polynesia is made by Gadget . .
.” Admitting also that certain unusual club forms of the

Northwest Indians “do resemble in a remarkable way** corresponding weapons in Poly-

nesia, Skinner adds: “It would seem that thiss and numerous other cultural similarities be-

tween Oceania and tlie Northwest Coast, arc due to a common cultural ancestor in coastal
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Eastern .• isia, The Normwest Coast appears to have received these common eu! cure-el e-
ments by the coastal route round the north of the Pacific, and nor across it."

Skinner's view that such Northwest Indian culture elements as have not been developed
locady must have been carried into Northwest America by the coastal route round the
North Pacific rather than across it is hardly to lie disputed. That the extra-American source
of such imported elements would have been the common home of Northwest Indian and
Polynesian ancestors in Pastern Ask h also a natural consequence. The only question
rhar has not been asked or answered is: IIow far did the Northwest Indian and Polynesian
ancestors keep company as one branch of humanity before they divided? It we suppose, as
is done here, that these ancestral stocks kept company right up to the time when the Maori*
Polynesians began their voyage into the Bast Pacific, then we need not worry about hypo-
Av/jW axefsfralforms of these culture elements in any other countries; for the now known
geographical distribution—Northwest America and Polynesian suffices to explain the
common use of the same elbow adze, the same pijtft type of club, and die same form of com-
posite fish-hook in these two areas.

Thus, whether the elbow adze in its final shape, as it appears among Northwest Indians
and 1 oh nesians, are locally developed inside the nuclear area of Northwest America, or
v bether it appears there only as as arriving form of a now lost tool once existing in neoli-

thic Asia, has in itself no bearing on a Northwest American diffusion to Polynesia.

The improbability of direct eastward diffusion of stone blade forms

from Asia to Polynesia

A companion with stone blades found by archaeologists in continental Asia and Indo-
nesia. has shown that approximations to some of the various Polynesian blade types may be
seen along the coast of south China and in the Northern Philippines rather than on the
Valay Peninsula, Sumatra, java and the other 5 Linda Islands. Thus Beyer (194^ n. j6) in

Ids interesting attempt to scrrle the disputed question of Polynesian origins b\ a compa-
rative study of excavated blade forms, came to the conclusion that: "The total Absence in

Polynesia of the 'beaked' adze, so characteristic of Java and the Malay Peninsula* seems to

favor the northern route and to eliminate the 3 Linda Islands from the line of Polynesian
migrancmA

This is again remarkable, since ir leaves out of consideration that principal section of
Malaysia which most theories have regarded either as the Polynesian Fatherland or at least

as the intermediate road between continental Asia and the eastern ocean, Beyer's analysis

considered alone would unquestionably give preference to a Northern Philippine origin

of the Polynesian culture, or to the Northern Philippines as stepping-stones from China to

thu Polynesian islands.

Turning now to the northern Philippine corner of Malaysia to test further whether the

sAune adze could have spread from there to Polynesia, wc must r:rst consider chronology.
Beyer found the tanged Hawaiian and East Polynesian adze blade to resemble sufficiently

a form from the Middle Neolithic period in Luzon, in the North Philippines, to suspect

that the Luzon form was the parent from, which the Polynesian type had developed Vet lie

found ir necessary to stress that h the tanged Luzon form actually had spread into the
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Eastern Pacific, tSien this must have happened “before true rectangular-adze culture

reached Luzon,” p. 81), Mow wc learn {Ibid., p. 8 a) that true rectangular-adze cul-

ture reached Luzon between 1750 and izjo B. C. We should, therefore, he compelled to

deduce that one of the Polynesian stone blade forms spread east to Polynesia roughly two

thousand years before the earliest known Polynesian era.

Again, if we are to assume that the rectangular blade shape, so widespread in Polynesia,

had also spread east from the Philippines, then this must have happened, as Beyer (Ibid)

shows, in a subsequent and separate migration that carried this specific form cast during

the Late Neolithic period of the Philippines, or between 1750 and icc B. C. In the second

century B. C. the true iron culture had reached the Philippines from South India by way oi

the Malay Peninsula and Borneo, (/tb'A, p, 6j+)

Finally, if we are also to assume that the lenticular blade form occasionally met with in

New Zealand had spread with migrants directly from the Philippines, then this would

represent a third separate wave east, since Beyer {Ibui y p. Si) shows that tins form antedates

even the Middle Neolithic stratum in the Philippines, and belongs to the period about

4000 -2250 B.C Yet, as far as the chronology is concerned, this particular form, as

opposed to the others, cvidd have been relayed by Mslamsutm and, thus reached Polynesia

in a feasible Polynesian period, viz, 500—1300 AJX Its importance in Polynesia is, how-

ever, exceedingly limited, and if relayed by Melanesians it has in no case any bearing on

Polynesian origins.

Beyer's important and interesting comparative study of archaeological] y found blade

forms in the Pacific basin will undoubtedly increase ill significance when at a future date

American blade forms also are included in the general Pacific survey. The great variety of

adze blade forms found by archaeologists in the Northwest Coast territory include rectan-

gular as well as ranged forms, but to the knowledge of the present author no specific

survey of comparative typology and stratification has been attempted locally.

Some Northwest Coast blade forms commonly seen ate reproduced in Plates X and XL
Grooved adze heads related to the form shown in Plate X

5
are found on both sides ot

the Pacific, and may indeed have reached America with one of its immigrant Asiatic

stocks— before the Old World abandoned such stone tools— since some related specimens

have also been discovered on the Aleutian islands, in Korea, and in Japan, (I .eroi-Gourhan

*94^ PP’ 45, &13— ai8.) J

Beyer (Ibid., p. 56) is himself the first to emphasize that more complete archaeological

evidence is necessary before it is safe, on the basis of Philippine blade forms, tot race the

“complicated pathways of the Stone Age cultures over the wide gaps and great distances

that separate the inhabited regions of the Pacific". Indeed, the neolithic elbow adze of

historic Polynesia must be handled deftly in an attempt to compare its blade form with

collected archaeological specimens in any area,, it" wc. are not to err completely with regard

to possible chronology, and to other cultural considerations,

1 D nicker (19.1J, p. 44) wrote upon his archaeological survey on the Northwest Coast: '"The splitting iLily.cs are

t-nf-tii difficult to classify, for they present consiiterahk variation in form, an-d Ihe several traits which might have

h.id typologic value type of poll,, type of cross section, number of grooves, fluting, etc. — seem to occur in all

posable combinations with little lwuIhicv to chuRcr.*’ A classification of 31* nt seven extreme types is pfesentcii,

in, addition to a variety of celt types.
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1 here are further important facts that argue against an eastward spread of the Chinese or
Philippine Stone blades into Polynesia,

Heine-Gcldern (195a, p. 584) shows that the main forms of stone blades used in Poly,
nesk cannot very well have entered the East Pad tie by wav of Melanesia because of “the
radical difference of Polynesian and Melanesian blade forms,” Turning next to Micronesia
m search of a passage east, the same writer shows that prehistoric finds are rare and there
ate almost no stone specimens. The very few stone blades found are limited to the rare
volcanic islands and there show no dependable homogeneity in forms. He says: "

. . . in
general the stone blade had in Micronesia been almost completely replaced by the shell blade
which, as long as its forms and dependency of material arc not systematically examined, can
hard!;, be compared with the prehistoric stone-blades of Indonesia,”

VX ccklcr (194.15 p* 2°h in examining the theory of a Polynesian route through Micro-
nesia, lias this to say about the passage through that vast belt of coral islands: “Since
lucre was no stone suitable for toe making of tools* they resorted to implements ground
Iron: the .shell of a giant shell-fish, the tridaena.” Thus, upon arrival in Polynesia, a niu
culture had to he developed: "For, according to this theory, they had at this time onh the
coconut and a coarse variety of taro, no domestic animals, no bark cloth, no breadfruit,
bananas* or fine varieties of taro, no yams, no sweet potatoes. Presumably the\ also had to
re team, the making of stone tools since they had been using the more easily worked but
less durable tridacna shell in Micronesia.”

3 ne same logical point has been seen and commented upon by several observers. Ever
Buck (1:949, p. 1 St), who realized the impossibility of a Polynesian passage through
Melanesia* and regarded Micronesia as tine only possible opening left, said with regards
to tiiis oceanic territory: "It may be assumed thar the Polynesian ancestors spent some
Linw in the eastern atolls before they moved lurcher east. The stone adzes they carried with
rhei"r from the Iasi volcanic island must have worn out, thus forcing them to make adzes
of shell. The shell material made it difficult, if not impossible, to reproduce the various
iorms of the basaltic adzes which they had previously made. Thus the lack of raw material
created a gap in the direct transmission of ancestral forms of balsa! tic adzes from Indo-
nesia. \\ hen the Polynesian ancestors readied Samoa, and the Society Islands, the abundant
supply or basalt enabled them to discard shell in the manufacture of adzes. The abundance
oi suitable material, however, could not revive the memory of forms they had never
seen* let ?,,one made. It would seem that they had to start all over again wirh the making
of basalt adze:- after they reached Polynesia.”

Wc are therefore compelled to draw the following conclusion: Had the .Maori -Pol- ue-

sisns stayed long in Micronesia die tormcr stone blade form would have been lost, w hereas
a quick passage would nave implied a direct arrival from Eastern Asia in a period when
stone blades where obsolete among the coastal civilizations of the Old World*

Captain Cook is not* indeed, responsible lor die analogies between certain Northwest
American and Polynesian stone-adze forms. He wrote upon his own arrival among the

Northwest Coast tribes at Prince William’s Sound (t 7 &4j Vol II, p. 373): “With what
tools they make their wooden utensils, frames of boats, and other things, is uncertain; as

the only one seen amongst them was a kind ol strong adze, made almost after the manner
of those of Gtahcitc [Tahiti] and other islands of the South Sea.”
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In the wake of Captain Cook came the navigator Dixon (17%, p. £44) who similarly

observed that, apart from some modern iron tools left by Russian fur traders, the only

cutting implement to be seen “was a toe made ofjasper, the same as those used by the New
Zealanders’*.

From these early days of discovery* the common form of th is princ ipal tool in Northwest

America and Polynesia has been generally realized. Long before Olson in his special

inquiry had called attention to the fact that the nuclear Northwest Indian adze occurred in

Polynesia in an. almost identical form, Jacobsen (1B91, p. itE), sn his paper on Northwest

Indian- Polynesian analogies* had written: “Also the adze-handle and the method of secur-

ing the blade to the wooden handle are exactly the same among the Polynesian people as

among the Northwest Americans

/

5

And Holmes (19 19, p, 29) had Stressed:

“The stone adzes and pestles of the Northwest Coast resemble the adzes and pestles of

tiie Pacific islands more closely than they do the corresponding tools of the eastern shores

of America, , A’

At regular intervals attempts have been made by ethnologists to demonstrate this appar-

ent and yet never explained fact. The last serious effort was represented bv the Hkholm
exhibit for the International Congress of Americanists at the American Museum of Natural

History in 1949. The question of relationship was property raised, but in view of the current

doctrine on Polynesian migrations direct trom Asia, no attempt wap made to answer it.

The rectangular plank-house

Following Olson also in his choice of the third characteristic culture trait of the occu-

pants of the Northwest Coast territory, we shah now consider the unusual form of the

local native dwelling.

C >lson goes on to show that in the same nuclear area where had been achieved the highest

development of sea-going craft and rbc final form of the elbow adze, the aborigines had

developed also the most advanced house form. Ready access to easily split timber and local

perfection in the dubbing of planks had encouraged a house form well known to our race

but most exceptional among aboriginal races, namely the rectangular plank-house with
sloping roof. Among the Hilda, Kwakiutl, Tsimsyan, and Tlingir, the evolution hade gone
still further by the invention of the gabled roof.

These houses, with their decorated fronts have, ever since lhe Europeans arrived, sur-

prised observers through their similarity to Maori dwellings. Rectangular and gabled
house forms are found on many of the islands of tropical Polynesia, but the walls are natu-
ra.ly made of light bamboo, spaced sticks, or plaited mats, to suit the tropical climate on
iliese Islands, Therefore, excluding for the moment the more airy dwellings of Polynesia

proper, aii of which fall between the limits of the two tropics, the following description

refers to house forms in the cooler climates of the Northwest Coast and in New Zealand.
In both these extremities of the Polynesian ocean were found houses solidly built, with
broad, band-split hoards covering the walls as well as the roof. The ground plan was
rectangular, with long and usually very low side walls, and a gabled (but never steep) roof
rested on strong corner-posts while sloping towards the long side walls. On the Northwest
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Coast these plank-houses were occasionally up to 70 feet long (Dreyer 1898, p. 131) and*
according to Bachmann (1931), a certain Maori plank-bouse was found to he 85 feet long,
30 feet broad, and 20 feet high under the gable.

In both areas even the largest house always consisted of one single room, although the
roof in such larger buildings was supported by interior house-posts in the four comers
and sometimes even in the centre. The floor was generally excavated anti left uncovered,
apart from plaited bast mats which took the place of beds. There were neither beds, chair?!
benches nor any other form of furniture inside these houses. The Northwest Indian and
Maori, like other Polynesians, slept on these bast mats, and when they ate, assembled at

meetings, or otnerwise were seated, they always sej flatted, like so many other primitive
peoples, touching the ground only with the flat soles of their bare feet. There was no
window opening to let the light in, and the door, which was low and narrow, was always
placed in one of the end walls which represented the facade.

The facade

A remarkable concurrence was the practice common to Northwest America and New
Zealand of occasionally carving the doorway of the house in rlic shape of a large ancestral
tigure, and in such a manner that the opening of the door was straddled lr- the legs of the
figure or else coincided with the womb. My attention was called to this remarkable parallel

by Dr. Carl Schuster, whose research in comparative designs among the peoples living

round the Pacific had convinced him of some direct prehistoric contact between the Maori
and the Indians of Northwest America. (See also Place X I 11,)

'flic house-fronts arc often ornamented all over with conventional patterns and ancestral

figures, partly carved, but on the Northwest Coast more often painted. Old illustrations of
Kwakiutl houses show a. little human figure carved in wood and placed bn the gable above
die door, precisely as the Maori placed their gable images in New Zealand.

The hornc-posts

The wooden house-posts were often carved in the round to represent ancestral figures.

Among the carved wooden columns from these peoples exhibited at the Brooklyn Museum
of Art are two well executed specimens, both of which represent a main figure carved with
large head and stunted legs and with the arms bent at a right angle, the hands placed below
the chest, Both carry in rront of them a much smaller figure, with its back againsr the

bearer and arms bent with the hands conventionally placed in front of the body. The resem •

blance between these two native wood-carvings is suificteniK apparent. One is labelled

“Wooden House Post, from. Kwakiutl Indians”, and die other “Wooden House Post,

Maoris, New Zealand”. (Plate .XIV.)

Scburtz (1H93
, p. 66) points to the strong resemblance, in ides as veil as in form, between

the carved centre-posts in rhe Maori and Northwest Indian plank-houses.

Such striking cultural parallels must be due cither to independent evolution among
related minds, or else to cultural diffusion. Both the defenders and rhe opponents of" anv

proposed diffusion in the Pacific occasionally seem to consider movement on this ocean
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restricted to a one-way traffic up against the wind. Thus Jenness (193 a), opposing any

local diffusion, restricted himself to a series of very good arguments against Polynesian

migrations into Northwest America, bur overlooked the reverse possibility
4
for he passed

over the similarity of the Maori house-posts to those of the distant Northwest Coast with

the remark: **,
, , if the house-posts in the latter region [N, W, Coast] were inspired from

abroad, why do they not appear farther south along the coast of i\h America?”

Carved house-posts are not found iarrbqr south along the North American coast because

that is not where they were developed, but they occur sporadically in an almost continuous

Licit from north to south across the Northwest Indian and Polynesian islands, even though

the warm plank-covered walls had been abandoned except in the two cooler extremities.

Burrows (193S, p, 43) states: “House posts were carved with human figures in Rarotonga.”

Linton (1913, p, 485) mentions the wooden house posts in the Marquesas, which were

either ornamented with non-naturalistic designs, or carved in the round as human figures.

And fat Liter north, in Hawaii, they ate referred to in a Report of the Hawaiian Historical

Society (1920) in a comparison of the more elaborate house-posts of the Northwest Indians

and the Maori.

Jacobsen (1891, p. 1G1) wrote: “As is well known, the early Maori of New Zealand

ornamented the entrances to their houses with most artistically carved posts, which have

a certain relationship to the totem-poles of the natives of Northwest America, . . „ Before

the Indians became acquainted with European paint, the colours of their totem poles were

almost like those of the South Sea islands,”

Mortuary and ancestral poles

Related to the idea of carving elaborate house-posts, is the well-known practice among
the Northwest American Indians of carving great wooden columns and erecting them in

the open near their plank-houses, or on the burial grounds. Popularly referred to as "totem-

poles
1

,
these carved posts represent a peculiar custom that has become a marked culture

trait characteristic of the Northwest Coast people.

It is generally accepted that the average totem-pole as we know it from museum spec:

mens and Northwest Indian villages today, with a multitude ofcomplex figures running up
a very lofty column, differs considerably from the simpler carved wooden posts raised by
these Indiana in prehistoric times. (Barbcau 1918,) Of course, the idea was not brought by
the Europeans, who had Christianity and their own modern civilization to spread; but the

size of the carved pole increased rapidly with the European introduction of iron tools.

Whereas the great war- and travel-canoe gradually disappeared as it was replaced l>v Euro-
pean vessels, the carved wooden column became a boastful symbol of the owner’s prospe-
rity and tribal importance. The original carved columns among these Indians were great

wooden images and carved posts, which only rarely seem to have consisted of more than

two superimposed human figures.

This necessary reduction of the she and splendour of the Northwest Indian totem poles

brings them down to the general level of the carved wooden columns correspondingly
erected by the Maori, which arc typical also of their early settlements, '1 he.se carved Maori
posts were at the arrival of the Europeans used cither as door posts or as mortuary columns,

3 Htytrdakl
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precisely as was the custom among the Northwest Indians, (Newcombc 1 907, p, 13S.) As
among the American creators of this peculiar arc, so also in New Zealand, the carved
Column was occasionally a ta„ post with a figure at the top* or else one or two superimposed
ancestral figures, A rough sketch made by Polack (1858, Vol. I, pp. 137, i 3 B) of contem-
porary Maori cemeteries with their variety of posts and carved woodwork will seem
strikingly familiar to anyone who has visited some of the abandoned 19th century Kwakiutl.
cemeteries on Vancouver Island or those still to be seen in other areas of the adjoining
coast,

Even Maori specimens could at times reach impressive dimensions. Polack (Ibid... p. 92),
writing from New Zealand, speaks of “carved monuments, painted red, that told the tale

ot those departed. One oi these sepulchral posts was nearly thirty feet high ; the upper part

carved out into the resemblance of a man, with the ancient Egyptian sameness ot expression
standing on the head of a figure below with a grotesque face; the tongue, as is usual in the
graving* of the native artists, was stretched as far as the material would allow the member
to be extended; the eyes were formed of pieces of the pearl, paua, or mutton fish-shell. . Z s

Lar\ cd ancestral posts, on which one of the two superimposed figures thrusts out its

tongue, as described by Polack, are well known among the Maori, and are a direct repeti-

tion of an old custom very common among the post-carvers of the Northwest American
coast. Such examples were still to be seen tn the Cowichan district of Vancouver Island in

1939, and Barbeau (1929), in a monograph on Northwest Indian totem-poles, reproduces
similar specimens from [he Skc-ena River tribes on the mainland much further norrh. In his

series of illustrations of local Northwest Coast posts, Barbca.ii also spontaneously intro

duces a large Maori specimen, stating :

" The totem poles, as fairly recently carved and
erected on both sides of the Pacific, offer the same compelling resemblance. The technique
for their erection was also identical.” (See Plates XV, XVI.)

In early Tahiti such posts seem to have developed to a great size, almost cqudling the

historic posts of Northwest America. When Wallis discovered Tahiti in Robertson

{ j 7

(

5 6— 63
, p, 1 9 1 ) went ashore -and made the following record of the local Totem-poles

1

:

“Here E saw several Images of Men and Women set up close by their Houses, rudelv

carved out of a large tree, on one of those trees their was five human figure cut out, and
all standing the one on the top of the oythers head, the lowermost was a man on the teip

of his head their stood a Woman fully as large as the man, on the tope of her head their

stood another man bur mutch smaller nor rbe man below., on his head their stood another
Woman about his own size and on the tope of all their was a great stout Fellow with all

his parts proportionable, the oythers had some two, oythers three and some four Images
cut out, but the upermost was always the largest and a man,, they are non of the finest

carvers but they take care to imetat nature so Exact, that no man can mistake the sex

which they mean to represent.

.

Forster (1778, p. 534) wrote from the same island a few years later: “Lastly; near the

murals. are twenty or thirty single pieces of wood fixed in the ground, carved all over on
one side with figures about eighteen inches long, rudely representing a mail and a woman
alternately, so that often more than fifteen or twenty figures may be counted on one piece

of wood, called by them Tcehec |Ti,
J

i].”

f hirry foot specimens 11 ke those seen in Tahiti and New Zealand have not been recorded
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Method, for erecting 'cotcm-pol.cs' among New Zealand Maoris (above) and
Northwest American Indians (below). After Barbeau 1529.

from other Polynesian islands,, although smaller wooden posts, carved as ancestral figures,

arc known both from the Marquesas 1 and Hawaii, 1-iryan (1-938, p, 59) reproduces some
sketches of carved wooden posts of large size and jn human form, drawn by Arago (iH 19)

and Ellis (1 S 13) in early Hawaii. Ellis (t ij.29, VqL 1 V,
.

p. 165), who saw many of the original

posts before their destruction by the missionaries, left us with the following description

of the burial place of a group of pre-European kings in Hawaii: “Several rudely carved

male and female images of wood were placed on the outside of rhe enclosure; some on
low pedestals, under the shade of an adjacent tree; others on high posts., on the jutting

rocks that hong over rhe edge of the water. A number stood on the fence, at unequal

distances aH around; but the principal assemblage of these frightful representatives of

toelr former deities, was at the south-east end of the enclosed space, where, forming a

semi-circle, twelve of them stood in grim array,, . , They stood on small pedestals, three

or tour feet high, though some were placed on pillars, eight or ten feet in height, and
curiously carved.” In another place Ellis (Ibid*, p, 428} speaks of the destruction of all but
three carved wooden posts. One of the remainders “stood sixteen feet above the wall, was
upwards of three feet in bread, rh, and had been carved out of a single tree,

”

1 hi: remains of a small live foot carved wooden Jiguec on a pedestal ’was seen by the author in OuLa, F aiuhiva
as late ;u 19^7,
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Byron (i p. iy.^} also has a sketch of the remains of the prehistoric Hawaiian buna]
place or

"

‘Moral near KarakaJcooa^., showing more than twenty mortuary posts in gro-
tesque human shape, besides a number of “poles with carved heads” and a columnar
image carved with “a child in its arms'*, {Ibid., p. icd,) They were erected inside a wooden
palisade marking the pre-European sanctuary, precisely in the same customary manner of
some of the aboriginal burial grounds on the Northwest Coast, Early voyagers who had
hrst seen these peculiar East Pacific mausoiea, and subsequently visited those erected

by the neighbouring islanders of die Northwest Coast Archipelago, were much struck bv
the resemblance, (E.g. Marc-hand ifioi,} 1

The present dominance of the Maori spiral

Returning to the catved ancestral posts of New Zealand, we find that there is only one
distinction of consequence between the Maori and the Northwest American specimens,

which will strike the observer at the first glance. The surface of the Maori post, like that

of any other Maori wood-carving, is commonly covered by a shallow and conventionalized

spiral motive. But the spiral is absent from Northwest Coast carvings, except in the stylized

reproduction of the nostril of beaver, bear, and dragonfly. (Boas 1927,} Tills literally super-

ficial distinction has been a favourite argument against there being any connection between
the respective ancestral forms. Yet, the most this everpresent Maori spiral motive can tell us

is that chere is no Maori influence on Northwest Indian art. As an argument in the opposite

direction the Maori spiral is without value, It is clearly possible that the Maori may originally

have reached New Zealand with a very limited arid casual use of the spi ral
;
indeed, we have

strong evidence of this in its absence from the art of all the other Polynesian tribes, whose
ancestors, unril the beginning of the present mil Eensum, were shared with those who pushed

south to colonise New Zealand. Irrespective of how and when the Maori began to cover

their carvings with spirals, the habit is absent in their Polynesian homeland and may there-

fore very well he so also in their still earlier fatherland further away. There i.s
3
indeed, no

such curvilinear surface design on the wood-carvings of the Society Islands, and these

include the very tall ancestral posts which were erected in ancient Tahiti.

The eye-ornament

There is, however, one other detail in the ornamental design which .has a less local

character in Polynesia than the spiral. That is the eye-motive as a separately developed

1 A few writers, like Sebum (1893, p. 6+) and Friederid (rp2p, p. 4V7) have noted chat die practice eoinmoi

co the Northwest Indians and Maori of gptednig carved ancestral p>sw is shared also 1?/ the intermediate tribes in

tropical suiiJ subtropical Polynesia. But most Northwest Coast observers seem to have overlooked chis p'sint.

Nihlack {iSUS), seeing only the great distance between the Maori :nnt the Northwest C.oasi iiilmrf, w/rerte; "M,mv

resemblances of the Haida to widely remote stocks have been pointed Out by writers, but £0 illustrate how futile

such c'vies are in muring rh« Origin and relationship if live irilies of the world, a parallel is here briefly drawn between

the Maori of New Zealand and the Haida. . , . 7n Plate LV, Fig. gpj, a Maori tiki if. illustrated along with several

Hakk ratYcd wooden columns , The Carved wooden mortuary columns erected in front of the Maori houses art

also suggestive, but it is safe to say chat while ail this is. mt in one sense accidental, yet die resemblances and simi-

larities are as likely to have arisen from the like tendencies of ihc huronri mirnl under the same e.xiema] ctwidiik ms

or qU1

i roDment to develop along parallel lines as through contact of these tribes Or through a On Origin.’
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ornament, Schurtz (189;?), in his treatise of the eye-ornament and related problems,

demonstrated how this art motive was limited to the American side of the circum-Pacific

area. This typically New World development had reached its greatest importance among
some of the American high-cultures and among the Indians of the Northwest Coast.

Against the background of this markedly New World distribution, the author goes on to

show how the same motive reappears on the islands in the adjoining hall of the Pacific

Ocean, and is even repeated there in a form which he says "completely corresponds to what

wc observed in Northwest American art,*
1.

Suspecting the possibility of Polynesian migrations from Indonesia and /s Northwest

America* Schurtz looks for the source of the same motive westwards in the Pacific, but con-

cludes; “The occurrence of the eye-ornament is here strikingly insignificant, and becomes
the more unimportant the further we proceed to the west, so that from the Melanesian to

rise Malaysian sty listic areas distinct transition may be noted.
17

He also admits that the absence of the outrigger in Northwest A merica is a serious obsta-

cle to his own theory, but in spite of these apparent difficulties he maintains: “The similarity

in ornamental art of such distinct localities cannot but demand attentive consideration, „ A'

Petroglyphic designs

The eye-motive is not restricted to the wood-work of these two people, hut is oc-

casionally transferred to conventionalized markings upon cliffs and rocks. After discover-

ing in T5.37 a series of Polynesian petroglyphs on Fatuhiva Island in the Marquesas Group
(Omoa and flanavave valleys; Heyerdahl 1938; 1941 a), 1 was by chance confronted with a

photographic collection of Bella Coola Indian petroglyphs from the Northwest Coast*

brought together by the former local Indian agent Mr. Fougner. The similarity between
tbew, the Fatuhiva specimens, and other known petroglyphs from Polynesian tribes,

was in mv opinion too unusual to he a coincidence. When later I visited the Bella Cook
'alley ior a further inquiry, the help of local Indians made it possible to uncover additional

groups of petroglyphs, The antiquity of these was apparent from the age of the vegetation
r.har had overgrown them, and in one case by the fact that ancient steps had been carved
leading to the site in the cliff of a river bank, revealing that the level of the watercourse
had been quite different when the incisions had been made.

J he most important element common to the petroglyphs of these two distinct East Pacific

areas— Polynesia and the Northwest Coast- was probably a highly stylized face, consisting
usually of nothing but eyes and mouth. 'The eyes were generally reproduced as concentric
circles, or as a dot and one or more concentric circles; the mouth usually outlined as an
oval, occasionally divided by a straight line. Nose and ears were generally omitted, like-

^ the outline of the head hs-ell, with the hair and the neck, Instead e>f these more con-
spicuous, and to our mind more important details, the creates of these petroglyphs, in both
a teas, frequently added a pair of curved and adjoining eyebrows. The concurrence of these
highly conventionalized petroglyphic faces was marked and suggestive,
A further parallel between these rock-carvings was found in an apparent common

tendency of evolution from a simple incision on the surface of a smooth rock to a point
where they actually approached a three-dimensional carving. The projecting corner of a
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Fetroglyphs Centre! Northwest Coasts Petroglyphs Marquesas Islands:

a from Bella Goal* VtUey. fa from Spfoat 1 .ike, Vancouver Island, e froin Fuamau VaJky,, HE?a©*r

<J Omofl Valley* Fanihiva, t taihiT’. fc after Emory ijjjj.)
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1 and 2 Jiff 1 in Bella Cooln Vidley, (.Vrii r.il Northwest Cuast. ) from Omoa Valley, E-jrulu vn„

and 4 fmiu Ruamau Valiev, Hivaua.

ruck would be used to give some sort of a profile in addition to the usual front view, the

targe eyes being carved on either side, and the mouth being cut in an angle round the edge.

In one case at Fatuhiva, the projecting section of a larger rock was even artificially rounded
into the rough shape os a head, on which only eyes, mouth, and a double pair of eyebrows
were incised.

Another large Stone in the Marquesas Islands (Pudmau Valiev, Hivaoa), probably an

altar-stone, had a moon-shaped mouth across the edge of a projecting comer, and the eyes

p aced one on either side, bur in this case rite right eve was formed as three concentric

circles, whereas the left eye simply consisted of one single ring. In other incisions in the

same group the right eye might be elaborated—up to a dot and four surrounding circles

whereas the left eye was simply omitted. In complete analogy, even in this detail, the Bella

( 00k specimens on rhe Northwest Coast included big-ey ed faces, and some with the right

eye reproduced as a dot surrounded by one or two circles, whereas the left eye was carved
.is a single circle enclosing a horizontal line, or simply squeezed together as art oval enclos-

ing a In irkontal line. The apparent aim of rhe artist was to depict the face of some one-eyed
deity or culture hero, who was blind in the left eve.

Pounders and pestles

The carving of this one-eyed face, incised in the same style and manner as the pecro-
giyphs left on rocks in the open, was in the Marquesas Islands in some cases transferred to
rite beautifully polished surface of some of the ancient local stone pounders.’ These Mar-
quesan stone pounders, like related forms on the other Polynesian islands, represent in

1 A ^men of this. type, acquired by ihe author onFatuhiva Island,js at pre-ten: in the Brooklyn Museum of Art
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line* and workmanship some of the outstanding achievements of practical art in Polynesia.
The forming of these often exceedingly hard and compact stone utensils into thek slim
and elegantly curved shape and polished beauty is an intricate process which cannot even be
repeated to its full extent by the twentieth century islanders with iron tools. liven to-day
old inherited stone pounders are in current use on many Polynesian islands, and in the
early days these conventional artifacts were the regular kitchen equipment of any Polv-
nefdan household. Their main application was to mash a heavy paste, the pd

7 made from
taro or breadfruit.

The archaeological, conformity and wide distribution among the islands of these carved
and polished stone pounders is sufficient to show that we must look for an outside origin

and diffusion with the ancestral immigrants. We do not find anything corresponding to

them in Indonesia or the Uld World, not even among archaeological material. But cthrto-

legists have long attempted to explain why beautifully carved and polished stone pestles,

almost identical in shape and workmanship with those of Polynesia, reappear in the North-
west American territory. The antiquity of these Northwest Coast specimens is not to be
disputed, as various stages of evolution are excavated locally from the ancient shell-

mounds and kitchen-middens; and related forms, although less elaborate in the evolution
of the grip, are found widely in adjoining Northwest America. The present writer has

witnessed the excavation of a nicely developed Salish-Iike specimen in the Slocan Valley

,

a jo miles inland.

The remarkable correspondence between these peculiar and characteristic Northwest
Indian and Polynesian implements has often been pointed our by writers, and more recent-

ly again by the Gordon Ekholm exhibit of the Last International Congress of Americanists

(1949} at the American Museum of Natural History.

tn spite of this compelling resemblance (iig. p. rzi), which promptly may give us an

answer in our search for the extra-limi tal prototypes of the Polynesian forms, the attention

of the sceptics has only been focused on one distinguishing point r the Northwest Indian

specimens had a flattened base and were used as grinders or pestles, whereas the Polyne-

sian specimens had a vaguely convex base and. were used as pounders for the soft p&L
This diverging detail, however, cannot outbalance the apparent fundamental unity in the

general design and ’workmanship of the tool as such, and Stokes' analysis (1932) of early

Hawaiian stone pounders seems to eliminate the validity of the argument entirely. Of the

pounders in the Hawaiian group, which would form the natural geographical link in a

possible connection between Northwest American and Polynesian specimens, Stokes

{IbiiL
, p. 599) wrote:

“In its final stage it was used to mash wet taro into a heavy paste. However the evolu-

tionary examples seemed to record some experimentation in changing a grinder suited

only to dry material, such as grain, to one suited to the later known use. This conclusion

was reached after close attention to the attrition surfaces and evolution in the grips. These

implements were formerly used on liar nr slightly concave stones -not the wooden plat-

terns generally used for poh In addition, the implements referred to blended with another

and rare form of grinder oi a highly developed type, so far without analogy elsewhere as

to shape. The I alter was denfiitely a grinder, and had never been used for pounding— the

standard method of making pai

.

”
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Ta h i 1 i
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Pb Lyflfisktt and Northwest Indian sttitte pOuriders and pestles.

Since there is direct reason to believe that the Hawaiian stone-pounder arrived as a
grinder, and later had the attrition surface modified for the purpose of mashing poiy we find

traces of the slight evolution from the one form to the other just in the group that would
provide the stepping-stone from the cooler Northwest Coast into the tropic Polynesian
island wo rid where such food as taro and breadfruit would change the staple diet.

There is only one detail to add concerning these kitchen utensils. In the museum col-

lections of Vancouver and Victoria B, C, there are Northwest Coast specimens which have
I lie handle shaped into phallic form, a detail repeated in the Marquesas Islands; and there
arc other Northwest Coast specimens which have the handle shaped to resemble a long
neck wi th a human head on the extremity, also a feature repeated on the same type of pou n-

der in the Marquesas Group,

Curved ceremonial objects ofpolished stone

Tlu- same degree of skill in stone- shaping is seen in two beautifully formed objects of
smoothly polished stone exhibited at the American Museum of Natural History. They are
bo 1 13 in the neighbourhood of 15 laches long, very slender, slightly curved lengthwise
when seen in profile, pointed, and polished to shine like ebony tusks. The striking simi-
larity between the two pieces was first pointed out to me in 1941 by the curator of pre-
historic archaeology, Mr, N, C. Nelson, who felt that these artifacts, respectively from
Northwest America and New Zealand, combined with other archaeological analogies in
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suggesting some sort of direct prehistoric transfer between these two Pacific localities.

Recently toe same two artifacts were also compared by the Ekholm exhibit. The purpose
of these nicely executed pieces is not known. They rosemhle more than anything the head
tii a European pick-axe* hot the beautiful polished fiiiishing and fragile slenderness suggest
nothing other than purely ceremonial use.

One-hand dubs of whale-bone ami polished stone

The most outstanding examples of the act of carving polished stone in Northwest Ameri-
ca may be seen in the conventionally executed neolithic war-clubs. These polished and well
formed stone clubs are so typical and yet unusual in idea* form* and achievement, that thei r

recurrence among the Maori ofNew Zealand has aroused more discussion than, probably,
any other culture clement common to these two areas. Although designed for utility,

these clubs are unique products of neolithic arty on account of their elegant form, their

perfect balance, the smoothly polished surface, and the skilful working of the butt grove
and thong hole, all of which characterize the liner specimens of this weapon within both
areas.

Parallel with die distribution of this polished stone club goes the conventionally shaped
physeter- or whale-bone dub, common also to these two particular groups of people.

Even Cook, when first confronted with the Northwest Indians of Vancouver Island in

1778, noticed the peculiar absence of arrows, spears, and other projectile weapon among
these toaft Indians, and wrote (1784, Vol. II, p. 324): “ h'rom the number of stone weapons,
and others, we might almost conclude, that it is their custom ro engage in close fight."

I Iimself the discoverer of the local Nootka people, he informs us quite spontaneously that

the unusual bone club seen among the population was "somewhat like the patoo patm of
New Zealand.”

Captain Cook had no preconceived opinion a* to any extra-American relationship of the

Northwest Indians, and his constant return to comparisons with the Maori is thus of

additional value. He was so struck by the esteem of the Maori and Northwest Indians for

this same unusual form of weapon, that upon his return to HngJand, he had some brass

models cast of a beautiful Maori patu
t
and these metal dubs he later brought for barter

With native Northwest Indian traders, writing: "Beads and such other to vs were in little

estimation. Nothing would go down with out visitors but metal; and brass had by this

time supplanted iron."

A century later Jacobsen (1891, p, 162) detected the same conformity, and wrote: "We
find among Maori weapons a war club which was formerly in common use. It was generally

fashioned from whale-bone, or from nephrite and other stones, Exactly the same weapons
were used by the inhabitants oi rhe Vancouver and Queen Charlotte Islands, The resem-

blance in form and size is so remarkable that even the great discoverer Captain Cook was
struck with it, when lie first saw the weapons among the Maori and then in America,”

The antiquity of these conventional polished stone and whale-hone clubs over a wide

area oi the Northwest American coast is apparent from their former use among distant! 1

,

related local tribes* and from their existence in very early pre-metal* and hence pre-Euro-

pean, layers of the local kitchen-middens.
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We may read on the labels of Northwest Indian clubs of Maori form in the Provincial

Museum in Victoria, B. C. (Italics by T, H ):

' "War-club. Of polished stone, with handle perforated fora lanyard. From a shell mound

F

And :

4

4

War Club. Ol" whalebone, with perforated handle representing an eagle’s head. Of
ancien t type. From a shell mound.

’

'

The perforation of a thong hole in these clubs is in i tself worthy of attention > This hole

was drilled in the same place on the same type of one-hand polished stone dubs from

Northwest America to Hawaii (Brigham 190a, Plate XL) and New Zealand. I am certain

that the reader, with full access to iron tools* will fall short in an attempt to copy this

conventional dub form from a tough block of nephrite or other hard polls liable stone.

The Northwest Indians and their Polynesian neighbours did it before working tools of

metal were known to any of them. The great difficulty of making such a peculiar weapon

is a strong argument against the probability of independent evolution.

Perceiving the practical difficulty involved in the carving and polishing of die North-

west- I ndian-Maoripstn oarn ya ty pc of steme cluh, and the improba b i l i tv of adoub1c evolu ti on

,

Imbelloni (1930, p. 5 $6) says:
s<

. . . and in order to judge whether this is easily done, let us

remember only the way the Maori managed to drill the hole of the handle; a performance

which is a miracle of ingenuity and constancy.”

It can hardly be a coincidence, the same author points out, that Northwest Indian and

Maori warriors followed each others in carving the same generic forms of dub from the

same respective materials, namely the pain wwa from stone anti the pain pararn from

physeter bone. He al so cal ls attention to the fact that the physeter bone clubs of the Maori

*nd the Northwest Indians often followed each other in such a detail as having a stylized

bird’s head carved on the butt-end; and furthermore that these remarkable ethnological

conformities in club forms
1l
were already recorded by some classical founders of the

ethnology. Rated says in various places that The Northwest American Indians have in use

bone clubs identic with those of the Polynesians’.” (1928 h, p. 327.)

Imbelloni (1530, p. 336), in his repeated efforts to call attention to these specific club

conformities, insisted:
4t

. , , we find in North America not only the New Zealandpafu onewa,

but also the pniuparam and the m/F, and all the different degrees of variation and accumu-
lation ol essential and decorative elements whose dissociation and aggregation, from the

simplest specimens to the most complex, constitute the organic law of tlie family of the

spatular weapons gathered around the mere/
3

About the rime when Imbelloni first presented his comparisons of dub forms, MacLeod
l

'

1 9 z 9> P- 4M} followed up the same subject, and found it practicable in the same way to

apply Maori genetic names to the archaeological specimens of Northwest America, He
stated

:

“About Puget Sound the mere type known as the mre Qtmra is abundant; and another
form* usually animal headed which is perhaps related to this type of jsvert* - - About Puget
Sound is also tound, in a restricted area, a middle-ribbed mere type which is apparently
related to the middle ribbed mere oi Polynesia; and a modified mere poimanm type appears
which, however, is also found down in northern California. The west coast of Vancouver
Island offers cases of a curved mere nnewa. Among the Tlingit to the far north we find club
forms which are very plainly related to this cruder Nootka form.

”
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Origin and spread of the patu dubs

1 Hire carl eic no question that, had similar chibs been discovered in any pare of Indonesia
or Eastern Ask, they would have been received, without much controversy, as a genuine
guide to the source of Maotl-Poiynesian migrations. Neither Cook nor the many earlier

Spaniards who crossed from Polynesia into Malaysia would probably have been suggested
as hypothetical spreaders of local culture elements between these regions.. However, when
the highly conventional, lighting weapons of the Maori allow a direct genetic comparison
with corresponding culture elements in America, as here shown bv Imbelloni. then even
otherwise unbiassed observers find the correspondence between these two particular re-

gions to be so unique and unexpected, chat their main reaction is to ponder some hypothe-
tical excuse for the phenomenon.

imbelloni (1930, p* 3 36), when engaged in the first systematic comparison of Northwest
American and Maori club forms, became sufficiently familiar also with available Northwest
Coast mater ial to realize the absurdity of crediting Cook with the introduction of the bone
and stone elub into this area. He says:. “I will not enlarge upon this; it will be enough to

remember the adzes, pestles, fish-hooks, etc., of Polynesia and the northwestern coast of
\merica in order to prove a transplantation of an integral patrimony
Imbelloni based his view on the chronology of this proposed relationship partly on a

previous contribution by Skinner. The latter, a recognized Maori expert, presented in

r 9 1 6 a special paper in which lie advanced the view that the whole local patu group of
spatulate clubs had been evolved by the Maori himself inside New Zealand. On this premise
Imbelloni (1930) judged the suspected cultural diffusion to have carried the patu group
from New Zealand up to Northwest America. However, no sooner had imbelloni launched
his view than Sk toner (1931) opposed him by presenting a new paper in which he aban-

doned his own previous claim that these dubs had been evolved locally in New Zealand,

with the following logical justification:

“A consideration of data not available when the paper of 1916 was written has Jed to a

revision of the views expressed in it.
”

He says further (p. 194}: . .we have as yet no scatigraphic evidence a? to the evolution

of the patu in New Zealand. . . , TeviotdalcN excavations at the Shag River show that the

technique of stone work was as accomplished in moa-hunter times as at anv subsequent

period. For the present we have no stratigraphic evidence, and can judge as to the antiquitv

o£ varieties of Maori patu only by geographical distribution. Varieties which occur also in

the Chathams must be old."

It is vct)r significant, as with the Carved ancestral posts, to note that these patu clubs are

not restricted to the Northwest Indians and the Maori, although it was among these tribes

that the short dubs were of the greatest importance and were held in the highest esteem.

In addition to discovering the Northwest Indian tvpe of patu clulj in Hawaii (Brigham

1901], New Zealand and the Chatham Islands (Haast I&&6, p. 24), quite analogous forms

were found on Samoa at the western extremity of Polynesia, and liastcr Island at its eastern

extremity, with vestiges also in Tahiti (Skinner 1931). As Skinner admits in his fast treat-

ment of the question, this wide Polynesian distribution of clearly related forms shows that

thepafit is not a Maori invention, hut an ancient pan-Polynesian inheritance.
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Skinner does not reverse the direction of the transplantation claimed, by Imbelloni, but

holds (Ibid,, p. 19s) that the Northwest Indian clubs “are related to the Oceanic patu* it at

all, only through hypothetical remote ancestral forms from coastal Asia,”

IF we are to rely on purely hypothetical Asiatic forms where no pafa is found* we shall

soon be lead ing the firm ground of practical research. Skinner, attempting to reduce the

value of Tmbelloni’s comparative study, does still, in an unexpected way, provide the best

practical demonstration of the striking resemblance between these dubs. Having first

shown the doubtful origins of such very few pain specimens as have been found at large in

North America, Skinner goes on, to admit that TmbeJIoniT pieces from the -states of

Washington, Oregon and British Columbia “are undoubtedly authentic native pieces”

which “do resemble in a remarkable way” the pafa club of Polynesia. lie says further: “A
very little research would have enabled Imbellci.nl to strengthen his series considerably. J do

not think,, however, that even such a strengthened series would prove trans-pacific in-

fluences, It would seem that this, and numerous other cultural similarities between Oceania

and ihc north-west coast, are due to a common cultural ancestor in coastal Eastern Asia,”

This specific similarity, which includes genetic details in conventional dub forms, must

he rather convincing if we are to resort to hypothetical forms in Eastern Asia—where none

has been found— to unite existing Forms in two adjoining territories of the I last Pacific.

But the best criterion of the resemblance in some of the local club forms Is seen b;
r
the fact

that even trained observers may get confused as to their actual identity , A whale-bone club

depicted by Imhclloni from Vancouver Island is thought by Skinner possibly to be a Poly-

nesian club brought there by Captain Cook, although at happens to be of a Northwest Coast

type well known from prehistoric Nootka kitchen middens, and a representative of the

Nootka whale-bone clubs which Conic himself {1784, Vok IT. p. 524) was the first Euro-

pean to see, when he declared them to resemble “the patm patoo ofNew Zealand”.

Cook was the 11 rat to draw a comparison between the existing club forms of these two

areas. The last time ethnological attention was called to the matter was through the Gordon
Ekholm exhibit in T949,

Bow and arrow unimportant in warfare

With the beautiful one-hand pate as their favourite and traditional weapon, the Maori*

like the Nootka, Kwakiutl and Haida Indians, preferred to Eight their wars hand to hand.

As among rhe Nootka, Kwakiutl and Haida, so also among the Maori-Polynesian tribe:-;,

the bow and arrow was known and used for hunting rats and game, but ignored as a

fighting weapon among men. Although the bow and arrow is a. principal weapon as soon
as we enter the Melanesian islands westwards of Polynesia, and thence had spread as a

fighting weapon only to neighbouring Tonga, It was not even kttmw at the eastern ex-

tremity of the ocean. Agiiera wrote from Easter Island in 1770 (p. 59): “I made a bow and
arrow, duly strung, by way of experiment* and on handing it ft.) one of those with the scars

he instantly stuck it on his head as an ornament, and then hung it round his neck with
much joy, being totally ignorant of its use and effect.”
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The tongue as symbol of challenge and destruction

There was in New Zealand another peculiar weapon which was occasionally used in war,
although it had principally become a ceremonial weapon, used as a chiefs badge of authori-
n'. This is the conventionally carved taiaha, thus described by Archey (19*7): “The Taiaha
is a long, flat staff or blade, narrowing to a finely-carved, stylished human face, from which
projects a sharp-pointed tongue four inches long, By means of the shelliniaid eyes of the
head, the Taiaha could see and divine the intention of the enemy, thus adding hidden
strength to the experience and fighting skill of its holder/’ He adds that this peculiar

weapon, killing with its protruding tongue, was “bedecked with a Circlet of red Kaka
feathers and a fringe of dog’s hair. .

.

Among certain tribes of the Northwest Coast of America, a similar weapon was in use,

which was also conventionally carved to kill the enemy with its sharp projecting tongue,
while, precisely as in New Zealand, it was more commonly used as a chief’s insignia of
ran^., and as such carried at ceremonial dances, A specimen from the Makah division of the

Nootka Indians is exhibited in the Northwest Indian Hall at the Chicago Museum of
Natural History. A four feet long wooden staff ends in a stylized head fashioned from
whale-hone, with eyes carved cm each side, and with a mouth at the extremity, from which
a pointed and flattened tongue projects several inches I i Ice a sharp spear-point, precisely

as on the conventional t&iaha of New Zealand. The analogy was strengthened by the circlet

of feathers mixed with some short tow of red bast, which was fastened around the shaft at

the neck of the stylized whale-bone head.

An. exceedingly soft, round, and internal member like the tongue would not be verv
readiiv Conceived as an instrument of slaughter, and the idea of stretching ail enormous
pointed tongue out ol a flat stylized, head, in such a wa\ that it extends, at an angle of 180

degrees to the neck, does not come naturally to tire average artist. We arc apparent !v

dealing with an old inherited convention, based on the fact that an extended tongue is the

symbol ot war among both the Maori and the Northwest Coast Indians. Nor was the

Maori idea of slaying with the tongue brought to Northwest America by Cook. He wrote
from his visit of discovery among the Nootka ofVancouver Island (i-84, VoJ.Il,p. 514}:

" fhe tomahawk is a stone, six or eight inches long* pointed at one end, and the other

end fixed into A handle of wood. This handle resembles tile head and neck of the human
figure; and the stone is fixed in the mouth, so as to represent an enormously large tongue.

I o make the resemblance still stronger, human hair is also fixed to it, This weapon they call

Tuaweesh, .

The tact that the Northwest Indian name for the local stone adze was recorded by Cook
as Taanwsh is also noteworthy, since Taawee (7b7)

js the Polynesians
1 name f or their own

adze* as it is pronounced in the Marquesas Group and other local dialects.

Plaited armour

Many Northwest Indian tribes wore in battle a special armour made from heavy mats

of animal hide, or from wood lashed together with cord made of vegetable fibres. Goddard

{1934} says o’ the latter type: “The second kind was composed of sticks, either fiat or
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round, placed vertically and held securely by stout cord twined around horizontally. If was

worn like a waistcoat, tied in place with leather strings on the right side. In addition, there

were wooden pieces tor the neck and race reaching up under the eyes, and above this, a

helmet.”

Their Polynesian island neighbours in Hawaii had an armour made from thick mats,,

as well as basketwork helmets; and the New Zealand Maori occasionally wore armour con-

sisting of “several thicknesses of mats” (Linton 132$, p. 452), From the Society Islands

Ellis (1 829* Vol E* p, 300) wrote: “Some of the fighting men wore a kind of armour of net-

work, formed by small cords, wound round the body and limbs, so tight, as merely to

allow of the unencumbered exercise of the legs and amts, and not to impede the circulation

of the blood: or the Ruuruu, a kind of wooden armour for the breast, back and sides,

covered with successive folds of thick cloth, bound on with ropes.”

Even the Samoans had a one-piece armoured suit, although with them it was very rare,

(Linton 1323, p. 45 *0

The occasional us? of armour on the Polynesian islands has impressed some observers,

as in this respect they resemble the Micronesians of the neighbouring Gilbert Islands, a

fact which has been used to argue that the Polynesians arrived from these atolls. If we are

to be consistent, the parallel occurrence of armour among the Northwest Indians must
h;u e an equal significance*. The fact remains that it is, alter all, the Gilbert Islands which are

otherwise definitely influenced from Polynesia rather than \ ice versa (see p. 5 4 above), and

that these marginal atolls are located directly where the prevailing northeasterly trade

wind bears down from the Hawaiian group and the ocean off Northwest America.

The armour was only of casual use in both areas. More generally the Norrhwest Coast

Kwakiutl and Ik Ida, just like the Polynesian Maori, went into battle nude and barefeet,

covered with oil and war-paint and with birds
3
feathers stuck in the haft.

Fortifications

both the Northwest Indian and the Maori built elaborate palisades and fortifications of
an uncommon design to protect their settlements from enemy assault. Similar pa or forts

with ingeniously constructed and almost impenetrable wooden stockades were also ob -

served in Polynesia proper, c. g, in the early Marquesas group. (Porter tKij, p. 82.) As
Bari eau (1323) states: "The early navigators noticed, about 1780—1730, the striking

resemblance between the fortresses of the Haidas, the Kwakiutl, and other coast natives,
and the hippah of die New Zealand natives.”

1 he construction, of the fortified Maori.pa had made a great impression upon the con-
temporary English voyagers, who referred to [hem as ‘hippah' or 'hep pah’. In the account
ot Captain Dixonk explorations along the Northwest Coast of America (17^9, p, 205) we
1 '"'^L an L

‘nEry kom July 7th, 1787 when he claimed the discovery of a small island off the sea-
ward coast oi the Queen Charlotte Group. It says:

About two o’clock In the afternoon, being close in shore, we saw several canoes putting
off, on which we shortened sail, and lay to fot them, as the wind blew pretty fresh. The
|

Lee these people came from had a very singular appearance, and on examining it narrow-
plainly perceived that they lived in a very large hut, built on a small island, and well
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fortified after the manner of an Hip pah, on which account we distinguished this place with
tot name o£ ITippah Island. The tribe who inhabit this hippah, ...have been at infinite

pain?; in raising additional fences of rails and boards; so that I should think they cannot
fail to repel any tribe that should dare to attack their fortification. . . . Captain Dixon no
sooner saw the tonified hut just mentioned, then his suspicion was strengthened, as it was,
he said, built exactly on the plan of the Tlippah of the savages at New Zealand."
The fortified seaboard settlements of some Northwest Coast Indians and the New Zea-

land Maori were thus so strikingly similar already at the time of discovery, that a North-
wx sl Coast island lias come to bear a name in special honour of the far away Maori villages.

Trophies of war

It cannot be denied that both the Northwest Indians and the Maori Polynesians, although
exceedingly hospitable* friendly, and munificent towards individual foreigners, were never-
theless war-loving, revengeful, and ferocious in inter-tribal dealings,

llie trophies oi war among the Northwest Indians differed from what was custom at'-,

in the rest of North America, as they captured Jive prisoners to employ them and their

descendants as slaves. In addition, we find locally another deviating practice; ‘'Cutting

oil the head as a trophy is practised instead of scalping," (Bancroft iByp) Dixon had al-

ready (17^5, p. 21S) observed from this coast that “the heads are always preserved, as

standing trophies of victory”,

'I urning again to the Maoris, we find here, too, that; “The trophies of war were slaves

and preserved heads,” (McCosh Clark 1836,) Finally* Schurtz (1895, p, 41) wrote of the

Northwest Coast Indians; “In a tradition of a southern tribe heads were cut or! and placed
on the gable of a roof, precisely as in New Zealand,"

Daily life

The peace-time occupations of the aborigines along the Northwest American coast

with its adjoining archipelago included nothing that would set them much apart from the

islanders of Polynesia, including New Zealand. Besides continuous work on the polished

stone dubs, adzes and pestles, woodcarving was the great peace-time passion of ail North-
west Indians and most Polynesians, including the Maori. The carved wooden household
utensils and other artistically decorated artifacts of these two neolithic territories would
be outstanding achievements among am people, and the similarity between the wood-
carver’s products of these two ethnographic areas is repeatedly stressed by observers,

(h. g. Stonier 1 S41, p, iiS; Jacobsen 189T ; Schurtz 1895 ;
Dreycr 1898. p. 574 ;

Holmes

9 1
5?, P- I2 °> St. Johnston 1921, p. 210; etc.} Hut above all, the Northwest Indians and

Maori-Polynesians were engaged in working on their canoes and in fishing at sea.

Hunting was of minor importance until the arrival ofEuropean fur-traders among the

Kwakiuti and Haida islanders of the Northwest Coast Archipelago, and in Polynesia the

only available game was the local ioh\ or native tar, which was probably brought from
.Melanesia, and hunted with small bows and arrows for its edible flesh. The Northwest
Indians, and above all the island Kwakitarl, Nootka and Haida, constitute, like the Poly-

nesian tribes, tile most typical examples of a maritime fishing people.
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Fishing

Both among the Northwest Indian and the Polynesian seamen, an important risking

cackle was a long three-pointed wooden spear. By throwing this without a line, and. often

for a distance of 20- jo yards, the local fishermen caught swimming fish with impressive

skill, either from the shore or from their canoes at sea*

Huge drag-nets of tough inner hark or other vegetable fibres were also constructed in

both areas, and the l\ 1 atari -Polynesian type is a dost replica o! chat which wa :

; in general

use along the Northwest American coast. 1
I have seen Marquesas islanders making their

cord precise! 1
, in tlie manner <>l the Bella f holi Indians, bv twisting strips uf inner bark

between the hand and the thigh, the Marquesails substituting for the Northwest Coast

cedar-bark the equally tough bark of their tropical pamefetrec (Hibiscus), \fter the knot

dng of the huge nets is completed, light wood boats are hastened it regular intervals along

the head of the net, while tooled and perforated stone sinkers are attached a! along its foot,

The grooved egg-formed as well as the perforated disk-shaped stone sinkers aiv among the

most common archaeological rinds in both regions, and (bey art quite indistinguishable

in form.

The halibut and nwettus hooks

Turning now to the third instrument for catching fish rhe hook and hue we find in

Polynesia, besides the simple curved shell hook, certain composite hooks, one of whic;)

is of unique design. l-sed locally for catching the ruvettus, this particular composite

wooden fish-hook is referred to by Wissler (1927, p. 207) as “the most outstanding

example ot specialization in the risking complexA
We are indepted to a zoologist for an interesting paper on this peculiar device. Gudger

(1927), as a well-known idathvologisT, attacked rhe problem “as Specialist m fishes and

fishing, specially concerned with the identification of the Rtteeffm hook, its method and irs

distribution”. The wide distribution in mtmtally isolated parrs of Polynesia of this, very

unusual type of hook suggests an inheritance from a common ancestral source. 3 n his

attempt to trace the geographic origin of the ruvctttis book, Gadget found ir to extend

right ironn the Ka&t Tuamotus through f dntra] Polynesia and as far west as the Solomons

and eastern .Micronesia, islands plainly influenced by Polynesia. There it disappears com-
pletely. No similar form of hook is known in New Guinea, western Micronesia, Indonesia

and ihc remainder of Asia. However, introducing an .illustration of a Mwakiud halibut

hook, Gudger ilhki^ p 3.12) writes:

“The halibut hook of Masks and the North west Goast of North America so markedly

resembles the Rmtettm hook of Oceania, that
1 have thou gill il well to figure and describe

the two types of these hooks for comparison with Riaritta hooks. . .
.

|ust what inferences

ate to be drawn from the remarkable resemblance in the fundamentals and construction

in Rtfvettm and halibut hooks l cannot say, since I am not an ethnologist and hence am un-

trained. in such matters'-. It was Mcxandcr I {umboldt, 1 belivc, who once commented upon
1
^-His v'Kjy, VoE. T, p. 1+0) wrote front Tahiti : "Fishing nets were various; at! went- remarkably well made, artel

carefully preserved, , . , l.tpcs is che common name for net. The aam mu* or salmon ncr, the most Important, and

seldom possessed by any bin the principal vhiefe;it is somed mes forty fathoms long, and twelve or more feet deep.”
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Htl. tact that under -tress of similar needs people in widely separated parts of the earth had
evolved similar apparatuses to meet those needs. The hooks in question possibly may he
considered illustrative examples of this axiom. The two kinds of hocks are very similar in
general makeup; they ate made from forked limbs; have barbs similar in shape and posb
ion; are used at considerable depths and are provided with similar sinkers. Also, it being
necessary to have the hooks float close ro, but dear of the bottom, they are provided with
floats tor that purpose. Whether or not these things indicate a kindship in origin of their
makers, nr whether they are an illustration of Humboldt's axiom, J leave to the ethnolo-
gists to say, i consider chat my function has been fulfilled in bringing these curious and
interesting tacts together.”

It should be added that since there arc no halibut in Polynesia nor any ruvttim prtfmuj oh
the Northwest Coast, the hooks in question arc not very likely to have developed simply
from the stress of similar needs, wherefore their resemblance is the more noteworthy. It
should also be stressed that a few specimens of the ruvettus hook arc known to have been
brought along by the Maori to New Zealand, where Polynesian ruvettus are unknown"
(Burrows 1938, p, 9,)

Nowhere outside the coastal territory of Northwest America, and rhe adjacent but
scattered oceanic island? of rne Polynesian-influenced Hast Pacific, are similar hooks found.
Commenting on that fact \X-issIer (1927, p. 207), after declaring that Gudger’s work ’’descr-
ves the lasting appreciation of all interested in Pacific anthropology”, stressed: "We have,
therefore, what appears as a single diiluson area in which there is a basic train-concept with
a simple t\ pc ol appliance and a more complicated variant, ail suggesting a common center
of dispersal. It is in thb setting that we sec the importance of Doctor Gudger's contribution,
emphasising the value of intensive studies involving not only rhe mere trait as objectively
observed, bur giving due consideration to the factors in. the environment to which the
trait under consideration is adjusted."'

Since available evidence shows a near ethnological correspondence in fishing devices, in
spjte 01 a notable zoological divergence in marine fauna, we may well agree with Wlssfer
that a common centre ot cultural dispersal is a more suggestive interpretation than the
stress of similar practical needs.

As might be expected, the analogies between these fish-hooks had not passed unnoticed
b} antliiopologists until the appearance ot Gudger’s monograph. Two comparative
specimen? of composite wooden hooks with bone points of the same type as here discussed,

one from Northwest America, the other from Polynesia, had a I reach, been exhibited ar rhe

meeting ot the Anthropological Institute in London on Feb. 1.2th, 1884. (Young r ES 5

,

p, 84.) As the Stress of similar needs seems to he an unconvincing argument where diver
gant specie? of fish occur, other explanations have been attempted to account for the

phenomenon. As Dixon (1 9 "An p. 2*9) says in respect of rhe wooden hahbur hooks of the
Northwest Indians: " J'be analog} between these hooks and the Ruvettus and shark hooks
or the Pacific Islands has frequently been pointed out, and the claim lias been made that rhe

American hooks were directly derived from the Oceanic form.”
But Polynesian fishermen would surely not sail up the whole coast of Northwest

America, spreading their ideas of hooks as they wen t, without leaving also the conception
of the outrigger.
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Inland fisheries

An interesting feature oi Northwest Indian fishing, which for natural reasons could not

be followed up in Polynesia, was the .British Columbian salmon- fishing. Jn the Northwest

Indian habitat, at the time of the great salmon migrations, large-scale fishing was pursued

up the rivers inland. The fish were caught in enormous quantities by means of spears and

drag-nets,, in addition to which the local Indians had invented ingenious salmon weirs

with weels.

In New Zealand we find a striking analogy; as the Maori had in use preciselv the same

weirs, hut there they were used to catch the local eel. Like the salmon of tin- Northwest

Coast, the eel of New Zealand enter the rivers in great abundance at the time of their mi-

grations, and it was the object of one of the most important Maori fisheries, especially

among the inland tribes. The salmon weirs of the Northwest Indians reappeared among
the Maori as eel wens, constructed on exactly the same plan, with solid submerged fences

that opened into the wee Is r (Downes 1518.) riven the typical Northwest Indian drying huts

erected on the Northwest Coast for the salmon were repeated among the Maori for their

eels, and thus described by Bachman {193 1): "Peculiar drying huts jo the shape of high and

long wooden sheds were found on the islands, their roofs being supported by poles and

liars. The eels were hung to dry on suspended crosspoles, and there were mure than a

thousand to each eel-hutT

The absence of kite fishing in Polynesia

We will return later (Part IX) to the simple and composite fish hoofs, but we cannot leave

the Polynesian fishing equipment without a reference to the suggestive Pacific distribution

of kite fishing. The kiLe itself, as a culture element, had averv wide prehistoric distribution

both on the Asiatic anti the American side of the Pacific basin, and was also known in the

various sections of the oceanic islands, for example in Hawaii, the Marquesas, the Society

Islands* and New Zealand (Linton 1923,. p. 410) of Polynesia* as well as in Melanesia

proper. New Guinea* and Micronesia, As such, the almost universal distribution of the

kite in the Pacific is obviously without value in the tracing of Polynesian migrations, But

A n ell (
3 9 j o), referr i n g to work s of l laIfon r (1913), PI sschkc (19,22)* and Chadwick (1931),

has called my attention to the added value of this wide prehistoric existence of the kite,

through the fact that the specific employment of kites for fishing purpose has a marked and

restricted geographic distribution in the Pacific. AneJTs view is that the early home of kite

fishing was Indonesia, probably somewhere in the Molucca Islands, whence the custom
spread as Far east into the semi-continental part of the Pacific as to die Solomon Islands

and. Santa C.ruz in Melanesia, but no further. From Indonesia kite fishing spread as well,

like so many other culture traits, to the nearby Palaus and adjoining regions of the western

half of Micronesia, bur no further.

Thus, hr eastern Micronesia and eastern Melanesia kite fishing was unknown, and no-

where in Polynesia did it occur. We have, therefore, a marked geographic diffusion area

stretching eastwards from Indonesia but losing impetus tar short of Polynesia. Kite fishing,

coming m from the west, ends in roughly the same area where the wooden rgyettus hook
disappeared when coming in from the American side.
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Plischke, in his attempt to explain the absence of kite fishing in Polynesia, argues that no
Polynesian would profane a culture clement which so often had a ritual use and existed in
mythology. To me, this would only shmv an added difference in the purpose of using rite

kite among the peoples concerned, and even An- if who behoves in the eastward migration
doctrine, shows how unsatisfactory PI belikeA theory is as an explanation of the geographi-
cal distribution, as the kite is used equally for rituals and fishing in the Pakus of western
Micronesia, We may also note that Handy (193a, p. y8), quoting Corncy imm the early

Society Islands, wrote: "Kites have been used for towing rafts of timber and bamboos
at this part of the coast . . . If kites could be used for towing rafts, kite-fishing could not
be a worse ‘profanation*.

And) f/AWA, who is engaged on research into the fish-hooks of Polynesia, stresses that
scv J.r any or the Polynesian fishing tackles can be traced back to Indonesia, an incongruity
which he can only explain by the theory that the early introduction of metal in Indonesia
can have destroyed earlier theoretical culture elements that might have been .more like

those existing in Polynesia.

The idea of covering up the absence of solid arguments by suggesting an early pre-

historic introduction of iron may ar a pinch be resorted to as a way our, but it has little

value in the tracing of Polynesian migrations.

Women's art limited in both area a

i he limited nature of women’s contribution to art on the Northwest Coast of America
is emphasized by Goddard (1924).

11The men,” he writes, “make the canoes, erect the houses, manufacture the implements
employed in fishing and hunting, and provide tire wooden dishes for household use. ...

His art on the N. W. Coast takes the form of carving in the round and relief, and of pain-

ting’ Since art exists mainly as the embellishment of objects of utility, its development
in an 1,- one region is largely dependant upon the general industries practised there. ( >n the

Northwest Coast, pottery i> entirely lacking ant] day, the material most readih modeled,
is not employed in art. I he household vessels are mostly made of wood ;

wood carving,

therefore, is the most prominent art manifestation. , , , On the Northwest Coast where
there is no pottery and where clothing is scanty, woman’s art contribution is rather

limited.*'

The saint' statement is valid for Polynesia. We have shown that throughout the Poly-

nesian islands including New Zealand, both pottery-making and the use of the loom areas

unknown as among the Indians oi the Northwest American ( oast. Women’s contribution

to art is accordingly affected.

The earth-oven

The absence of pottery’ dad a great effect on the Northwest Indian preparation of food.

As a principal substitute, the local Indians constructed the so-called ‘earth-oven’. Dreyer
(tScj-R, p. 1 2 8 J

says: “Various shell-fish and octopuses were eaten with delight. The Jong

tentacles of rhe latter were eaten when cooked in holes in the ground inside lined with

heated stones.”
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'The roots were cooked by steaming in underground ovens," says Goddard {1924}

from the same coast.

This same Northwest American earth-oven recurs in Polynesia, where it is universally

used for baking the food instead of boiling it in Indonesian fashion in pottery jars. The

Northwest Indian and Polynesian earth-oven may be .1 pile of heated stones abn\ . the

ground, hut generally it is, in both areas, a hole sunk in the ground and lined inside with

stones. A strong tire is lit in the hole, and when the stones arc sufficiently heated, the em-

bers and ashes are removed and the food is put in. The opening is then coveted u ith leaves,

seaweed, or wet mats, until the food is sufficiently baked.

J.
M. Brown (1924, p. 26 j) refers to the earth-oven as follows: , . it is one of the most

distinctive marks ol the culture of the Polynesians and went with them wherever they went,

it was probably bred in the frozen soil of the wintry north, and belonging to the natives at

the northwest coast of America, as it does, it is ( me of the cues that seem to indicate affinity

between them and the Polynesians***

The boiler

The only means of boiling that was known in aboriginal Polynesia was by dropping

red-hot stones into water contained in a wooden tray or basket. This method was occasion

ally used for boiling arrow-root and similar plant products. (Ellis 1U29, Vol 3
, p. 49.) Re-

ferring to this rather unusual custom, Allen (1884} says: “Tylor also mentions, in his work
on 'Primitive Cultured, that the boilers (by heated scones placed in breakable baskets)

inhabit the northern half of North America, extending far down on the western side; but

not further than New England on the Eastern. This singular method of cooking is only

known to exist in the northeast corner of Asia, but is universal throughoui Polynesia,"

IS the boiler has spread to these three areas through human mi g ration, the northern half

of North America may well have received the idea from the northeast corner of Asia, and

the question is thereby reduced to:: From where did the boiler spread io Polynesia?

Bark -cloth manufacture

We have mentioned earlier that neither Northwest Indians nor Maori- Polynesians were

acquainted with the loom, and that hnrk-cloth was manufactured locally Instead of fabrics

woven from, wool, out con, and silk* Bark-cloth manufacture and basket t\ plaiting were
accordingly the most important aspects of women’s contribution to arc in these two regions.

We have stated that the making of bark-cloth probably had a wide circutn- Pacific

distribution in early times, to judge from its sporadic occurrence among certain mutually

isolated tribes in Indonesia* Melanesia, North and South America, and Polynesia! Bark-
clot • fabrics are. known from early archaeological strata on the desert coast of Pacific

•South America. Apart I rorn the interior tribes of Celebes and certain aboriginal Mexican
cultures, none of which had access to (he Polynesian ocean, the only culture peoples of

considerable importance which still made bark-cloth until interrupted by the introduction
°1 European culture were the Northwest Toast Indians and the Polynesians. The custom
vvas abo adhered to by the more primitive Melanesian islanders.

When we enter on a comparison of the. local types of bark-cloth* we have to take environ-
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mcnrA conditions into due consideration. In spite of the high latitude* the climate of the
Northwest Indian habitat is mild due to the warm current from the Philippines and Japan,
and the temperature does therefore not affect profoundly the local demand for warm
clothing. But the species of trees and shrubs that grow on the Queen Charlotte Islands*
Vancouver, and the neighbouring island-dotted Northwest American coast vary markedly
irnm those ot the Polynesian islands, including even New Zealand. In geography and vege-
tation, Melanesia and Polynesia show the closest agreement. Thus, whereas yellow cedar
hark was ever-present and very suitable for bark-doth manufacture in the Northwest
Coast Archipelago, this tree was absent from Polynesia* where the islanders had access
instead to the bark and fibres of a great variety of tropical trees and shrubs unknown in
the high latitudes of the North Pacific.

Settlers of the Hawaiian group would soon after their arrival find suitable raw material
in the mamaki (or ///awake) tree (Pip/urus spp.\ and the aka shrub

(Nmmdta mekrftamaefoiia\
which were indigenous to these islands. Better and far more suitable trees were obtained
in Central Polynesia from marginal contact with Fiji and possibly other Melanesian islands.

The Melanesians grew the paper mulberry tree {Bromsomtia papjrifmi) y and the bread fru it

Tree (Art&carpw insisa or A. atelis), which of all Pacific plants yielded the most favourable
bark for the manufacture of fabrics. Unknown in Micronesia, these trees did not grow in

Polynesia either until imported by sea from the volcanic islands of Melanesia, where they
were in use as principal culture plants. These, with the hau (Hibiscus the mfo
f Tbtsptsia populnea) ,

and perhaps two or three more* were secondarily introduced to Hawaii
trom Central Polynesia, and became the principal bark-yielding trees for the local manu-
facture ofbark cloth. (See also Ball 19^3, p. 5.)

1 he bark of the paper mulberry and breadfruit trees provided the principal raw materials

for fabrics throughout most of Central Polynesia, but nor in New Zealand and the Chatham
Islands, where again these favourable species would not grow, so that other local barks and
flax had to be resorted to.

Differences or similarities in the choice of barks and plant fibres are thus decided by
botanical rather than anthropological distribution. For botanical reasons, Central Polynesia

and Melanesia concur where Central Polynesia and New Zealand differ.

Alt hark and flax available to the Northwest Indians have fibres extending parallel with
the growth of [lie plant, and the same is the cast: with the vegetation available to the Maori
of New Zealand. Both peoples, in order to obtain a coherent fabric* bad to plait the se-

parate fibres together by primitive linger-weavingA since they had no loom. In tropical

Polynesia, this finger-weaving was tendered superfluous by the consistency of the inner

bark of the breadfruit and the paper mulberry tree, which had fibres running as a network
in all directions.

When the women of tropical and semi-tropical Polynesia set about making their fapa,

or bark-cloth* suitable sheets of sorter bark are Taken off the selected tree and soaked m
shallow water for several days, The wet sheets of bark are then placed on a smooth stone

and beaten with a spec sal grooved wooden mallet* generally known a? a “tapa- beater",

The tapa- bearer, Vogel her with the already described polished pot-pounder, constitute the

principal tools of Polynesian women, and are of the same importance to them as are the

canoe and the elbow-adze to their men. As a result of the beating, the bark gradually trans-
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forms itself into a thin, stiff* porous paper, which may be thickened simply by beating

several sheets together. The bark-cloth finally obtained is shaped to form the blankets worn

by the Polynesian people.

In view of the difference ol raw material, Goddard’s (1924) description of cloth-making

procedure on the Northwest Coast is highly suggestive:
11

The Kwakiutl weave blankets

and capes of the bark of the yellow cedar, The inner bark is taken from trees in July and

soaked for ten. days by weighting ir down sn still, shallow, salt water. It is then beaten across

the grain by an implement, in shape and appearance like the tapa beaters of Polynesia,

made from the bone of a whale,” It should be added that the Kwakiutl cedar-bark bearer is

not universally of whale-bone, but just as often of wood, and thar the grooved wooden

bark-beaters from Northwest America and Polynesia are of the same size and cross- section,

with specimens 50 much alike that a proper differentiation of Polynesian and American

forms is hardly possible.

Frequent comparisons have been drawn between the hark heaters from various parts of

die Pacific, Jcnness (1^32) shows how the early voyagers compared the "cedar-bark beaters”

of the Northwest American Coast with the “tapa-cloth beaters” of Central Polynesia, but

he rejects a connection, arguing that similar bark-beaters had a wide distribution inside

aboriginal America, This, however, should not affect the possible spread of the same

implement ml of America.

The difference between Oceanic rapa-blankers and the cedar-bark blankets of Northwest

America is the work of nature and not the work of man. We may easily perceive how kwa
kiutl deep-sea canoes. Sanding with the current in Hawaii, would take the voyaging families

away from their familiar to rests of cedar ami giant pine, and bring them to a habitat where

different shrubs and trees abound. Even before meeting with Melanesian tribes, the new-

comers would replace the cedar-bark by testing the bark of all the newly discovered trees,

and the tapa would come into being as soon as they applied their customary procedure to

the right kind of tropical tree.

Til the same way, nature reversed the process when the same people came out of the

tropical belt to settle New Zealand. With the loss of the practical tapa- yielding trees of the

tropics, the Maori had ro resume the more laborious system of finger-weaving.

The similarity of the final results to those of the original starring point is not to be mis-

taken, Although Sbdetstrbm
(

T 9

3

9 , p- 54} agrees with Ncvermann that no finger-weaving

of a similar nature to that of the Maori is known from Indo-Oceama’, observers since the

days of the early voyagers refer to its existence in Northwest America, As early as cn 177S,

Cook (1784, Vo). .11
,
p, 2 So), on his visit of discovery among the Nootka tribes of Vancou-

ver Island, wrote: “in most of the houses were women at work, making dresses of the

plant or bark before mentioned, which they executed exactly in the same manner that the

New Zealanders manufacture their doth.” Tills strong and significant statement was made
by Cook be tore European influence had had any chance of affecting the local dress and
working procedures.

A connoisseur of Northwest Coast culture, Niblack (ifiSS), wrote about a century later;
fc

1 he cloaks of shredded inner bark in rbe National Museum from New Zealand and the

Queen Charlotte Islands arc so much alike, that it takes a close inspection to distinguish

them,”
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( observers v. ho nave taken it |:or granted that die Maori came straight out of Indonesia
have fount! the similarity of the Maori and Northwest Coast Indian cloaks to be misleading
and quite irrelevant. Buck {1536 b), in. a special publication on The af lImn
Cl&thhg, faded To find any correspondent: in Indonesian doth manufacture and was Jed,
as stated above, ro suggest that the Maori- Polynesians had deliberately rejected the Old
World loom after rheir departure from Indonesia, and that the Maoris invented their own
finger-weaving technique after settling New Zealand, thus freeing -themselves “from the
drudgery of another unnecessary art, whilst their neighbours of lesser mentality remained
slaves to the loom.”

hi .1 attempt : 1 .1 establish the peculiar Maori mantifacture of cloth as a local invention
m New Zealand, Buck {Bid.} devotes seven pages to an effort to show that the Maori
technique might have evolved independent of the technique otherwise typical of the
Indians on the Northwest Coast of America, He admits: “Both areas used unspun fibre
and simple contrivances to suspend the warps. In both, the technique was based on rhe sin-
glepair twine in basketry and the weft rows were spaced. The fabric was worked down-
wards with rhe lingers. The metod of weaving the cloak or mantle was also similarA

In analysing this correspondence, fox which he saw no obvious reason, Buck rejected
i:ic similarity altogether by stating (Jkid., p. 21 1) that the main feature, iri common between
Hie Northwest Indian am! Maori techniques is the use ol the single-pair twine; for singfe-

]sair twining in soft material necessitates suspension and downward finger weaving; and
1 1 jC use ol short lengths of unspun fibre also necessitates the joining ol warps bv overlapping.
Thus the main resemblances are primarily due to the use of the twining technique.

Single-pair tv, ining is so widely spread that there is mo need to account for irs presence in

the two areas by attributing it to remote contact or later diffusion.”

Thus he endeavours ro pull to pieces the whole similarity- both of the technique and ofthe
lwrk-cloth garments produced. Buck’s arguments were later quoted hy bavee 1 it)

^ 5, p_ ayH-),

asid were thus carried into the domain of general ethnologv. £ )ne can only wonder; if this

similarity is due ow\ to a common Maori*.Northwest Indian use of single-pair twining
technique, and that technique again is so widely spread, why then do we nor find a similar

doth also in Indonesia or other parts of Asia? Why not anywhere else in the world but
just in [he same continental archipelago of Nurthwcsi America, where so many other
correspondences to Maori physical types, arts and crafts have a J read 1

, been found?

Dress and ornaments

Jacobsen OH91, p. 161), intimately acquainted with the products of Northwest Indian
material culture, wrote about the local aborigines: "...their articles of clothing look
almost entirely like those of I he New Zealand Maori, in form as well as in fabric and
manufacturing method. 'I he similarity is so great that some of the blankets from the two
regions, when hung up beside each other, can hardly hr distinguished. Furthermore,
;bc Indians wear tippet-like collars, which in their form exactly resemble the feather-capes

of the Hawaiian islandersA
b is in itsed a noteworthy, analogy that the Northwest Indians, like the Maori-Poly-

ncsians, were *• blanket-peopleA When the bark-cloth was manufactured, the products of
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each people not onl\ looked alike, bet were also worn alike. The bark -blanket of the Maori-

Polynesians was simply wrapped around the body as a rectangular mantle, passing under

the right arm and being tied over the left shoulder, or vice versa, hut hanging down to the

hare legs. The same fashion was customary among the Northwest Indians, Cook (1784,

Vol. II, p. 304) was rhe first to describe it from Vancouver Island: "Their common dress

is a flaxen garment, or mantle, , , , It passes under tin left arm, and is lied over die right

shoulder, . . .

”

The ringer-woven blankets worn by 1 he men are not done in showing a direct analogy

between the two areas; the women's apron, too, as worn by K.wakiud tribes, was identical

with the corresponding female apron of rue Maori, In both areas the women made them

from threads ol sitredded bark that were folded over a simple waist-band and then sewed

together beneath this cord, so that the threads fell down loosely to the knees.

Steele (1930, pp. 3 10-314: discusses the origin of rhe Maori bone sewing-needle, with

line eye., which reappears on various Polynesian islands. He disprove? its European origin

by referring to known archaeological specimens. Sewing needles of human bone wirh tiny

eye and of identical size with those of Polynesia are well known in aboriginal America,

and a considerable number of prehistoric specimens have been excavated local]', from
ancient Northwest Coast shell middens. (Vancouver City Museum.)

Rain-cloaks

In rainv weather a rather remarkable rain-cloak was worn hv rhe Maori, constructed
- .

like a thatch. Niblack (lfiRS) wrote From the North-west Indian habitat: "Along the whole
coast a peculiar form of cloak was worn in rainy weather t*» sited water. Dixon (17S7) says

ol them, as seen at bilka: 'I had no opportunity of examining them minutely, but the-

appear to be made of reeds, sewed very closely together, and I was cold hv one nf our gent-

lemen who was with Captain Cook during his lasr voyage that the', were exactly the same
with those worn by the inhabitants of New Zealand.’”

Daily garb

Goddard (1924) calls special attention to die fact that among the Northwest Indians the

men had no feeling ot shame in being uncovered, a characteristic which is rather uncom-
11 >n among related people ? of corresponding intellectual standards. During the summer
tr.u men used to go about in the village < | uire unclothed, Tlie same was also the case in

Polynesia. In both areas rhe bark -blankets were chiefly worn on ceremonial occasions, or
when the weather was cold.

The Polynesians, like so many aboriginal peoples, had naturally hardened soles to their

:eet and were able to walk barefoot and without difficulty over sharp lava rocks and coral
rcets. In this respect they ditier Imm nearly all North A merican Indians, but not from those
on the Northwest Coast. Goddard {Ibid.j stresses that the Northwest Indian tribes bad
not developed any sort of foot-wear. Other aboriginal North Americans all manufactured
various types ot moccasins and sandals for protection against the rough surface, but the
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tribes of r h c Northwest {..-oast always went barefoot* The reason was that they were not
accustomed ro landtravel, but were almost constantly at sea in their canoes.
Thus in daily life the fishermen in both these ethnographic areas were in the habit of

walking about barefoot and nude, except on rhe head, where, again in both areas, they
wore large-brimmed and skilfully plaited hats. In colder weather and on ceremonial
occasions they wrapped themselves up, as slated above, in the same way and in the same
sort of bark-hlankets, white in rain the same tvpc of thatched rain-cloaks were worn.
There is thus no Incongruity in. the main local fashions and manner of dress. We shall

now' consider the means of more direct ornamentation.

Dressing the hair

As to the masculine coiffure, some tribes in both regions cut their hair close to the head,

hut Vancouver {1798} and other early voyagers describe how, among several Northwest
Indian tribes, the men let their hair grow to its full length, kept in neat and well combed
and tied ir in a top-knot at the summit of the head. Others tied it at the forehead. The
Kwakiutl were among the many tribes who maintained top-knots as the ttia$culinc form of

hair-do, and Kwakiutl men. wore beautiful combs to adorn them. The Provincial Museum
in Victoria and the City Museum in Vancouver contain a collection of such kwakiurl hair-

combs, represented by three different types. One type was carved from thin plates of

whale-bone, another from a thin single plate of wood, whereas the third was a composite
comb formed bj plaiting together a row of separate wooden titles.

In his handbook on the Maori, Archer {1957) writes from New Zealand; “For hair-

combs, with their neatly curved edge and dett touch of decoration, whale’s hone provided
the requisite thin plates; combs were also made from a ilat piece of wood, or from slender

wooden tines plaited together, They were worn behind the tightly-bound and clipped

top-knot, which was the usual type of masculine coiffure.”

Here and There, Over a number of widely separated groups as far east as blaster Island

(^°l?geween t? 21
* P’ i l)i the early voyagers describe the same peculiar Polynesian form

of masculine coiffure, with men wearing their hair tied in knots on the tops of their heads.

Predilection for reddening hair and shin

Dixon ( 1 7^9? P" 2 3 3) states that the long black hair of the Northwest Indians would
have been an ornament to them “were it not for the large quail riiies of grease and red oker

constantly rubbed into it, ...” And Cook <178-4, Vol. II, p, 305) says of the tribes at

Vancouver Island that “they rub their bodies Constantly over with a red paint, of a clayey

or coarse ochry substance, mixed with oil, ...
”

Folaclf {1S38, Vul. i
) p. j.r,_4) writes similar]]/ from New Zealand: "The red ochre ous

earth called kokowai, is in great request among the beaux and belles of the land, . . . This

material of embellishment is rubbed over the hodv from the head, including often the hair,

to the feet. This rubrication is fixed by the oil extracted from the l iver of a shark, ,

.

”

The same custom was observed in Hawaii and other islands.
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facobsen (1S9T, p. 4?) points to the custom in both Northwest America and Polynesia

of wearing red rings of bast as ornaments to the head and waist. We ma 1 add the even

mure characteristic wearing of feather plumes in the hair (Conk 1784, Vol. II, p. 23,2),

a custom which extended from Northwest America to Hawaii and New Zealand; or the

practice of inserting down, and feathers in the- bark-cloth cloaks, which lias the same

distribution; and finally the idea of wearing as decoration dashing Fringes of human hair,

as is done especially among the lYfarquesans and the KwakiutJ tribes.

Head-flattening

As adornment of a permanent nature may be mentioned the rather widespread custom
ol artificial head-flattening in babyhood, which occurs sporadically among many peoples,

and appeared also among the Northwest Indians and the Polynesians, The KvV’akkitl seem
to have favoured the so-called “sugar- loaf* shape of the head, hut a long tapering skull,

hke that on the artificially deformed Marquesas head* prevailed among the Xootka on the

same island, and more especially among the Salish of the mainland, commonly referred

to as the ’'Flathead Indians”, In the Society Islands the frontal and the occipital bones of

the skull were frequently pressed together, which again gave an effect more similar to

that favoured among the Kwakiutl. An internal variation in the head-flattening style is

therefore seen within both these geographical areas.

Tattoo

Another permanent mutilation found sporadically among Yellow-brown tribes on both
sides of the Pacific, was the custom of tattooing. This practice reached an unsurpassed

importance among the Polynesian islanders. Thus, in the Marquesas Group and Easter

Island the entire body, with face and limbs, were covered by conventional designs obtained
through a painful operation performed, as in America, by introducing powdered charcoal

under the skin by means of a sharp chisel of bone or hard wood. (Handy 1923; Emory
1946; Goddard 1924.) Although to a less drastic degree, tattooing extended through most
of Polynesia from Hawaii to New Zealand,

Lydekker (1906, VoL II, p, 71 1) says: “Tattooing— a word of Polynesian origin— that

is to say, permanent marking of the skin, in contradistinction to superficial painting was
formerly practised to a very large extent among the natives of North America. The
practice of tattooing is carried, however, to the highest pitch among the Haida Indians
of the Queen ( harlot te Islands, British Columbia, and the Prince of Wales Archipelago,
Alaska.”

On I tie Northwest Coast, tattooing among some tribes covered the entire body, with
I'iCv and limbs, riven women were tattooed among certain tribes jn both areas, and the
1 ulynesians and Northwest Indians alike- tattooed their youth according to well defined
patterns which represented inherited crests, applied in symmetrical and conventional style.
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The patterns varied completely from tribe to trihe, and among certain tribes in both area?
could even consist of naturalistic animal designs.

An additional and very significant correspondence between the Northwest Indian and
rlic Maori is pointed out b v Nihlack {i888j, who noted that the count? warriors jn both
area-; were tattooed with special designs that were "intended to identify them with their

sub tribe or house-hold . In this way the tattooing pattern on the nude warriors would
have the effect of a uniform, making if possible to distinguish friend from foe even among
i he beheaded victims in the held after a battle between these headhunters.

Finger severance

A fairly widespread mutilation of a somewhat: different category, not performed for
1 1 nbel lislimcnt or identification, was the custom of cutting oil a linger as a sign nt mourn-
mg r Rivet (1926, p. 144) shows how this custom is found almost right across the Pacific,,

from America as far west as Australia. Jenness {1932) admits that rhis is one of "several
customs that are common to the South Sea islands and America”, but rejects a possible
diffusion with the follow ing arguments :

W c can hardly believe that the isolated Beaver Indians, tor example, who had little or

nr> conna-i 1 with tribes south or west of the Peace river, severed a finger in imitation oi

immigrants who landed less than a thousand years before somewhere on the coast of

California or farther south, and then lost their identity amid a host of alien tribes. It is far

more probable lhar the custom arose independently in America, where it has a very wide
distribution, or else that the ancestors of our Indian tribes brought it from the Old World
ages before the Polynesians began their wanderings over the Pacific Ocean.”

h must be admitted, however, that the presence of linger severance among tribes east

the Peace river is no valid argument against a possible spreading of the -;amc custom
by the Northwest Indians— who also maintained this sign nt mourning (Rivet

P* T 4 -4 /
— to Polynesia (and Fiji) where the custom was observed by Cook. The fact that

there are missing finger joints on hands painted by Aurignaciao and Magdalenian man in

Western. Europe and by the primitive aboriginals of Australia and the custom existing

among certain women in India of removing a finger joint at the happy birth of each new
grandchild—seem to have far less connection with the origin of the Polynesian mourning
system than has the identical and contemporary significance of finger Severance among toe

seafaring aborigines of the Northwest Coast.

Social system
sir"

When we turn now- to the social organization, we find further general and specific cor-

respondences wfithoui meeting any c>. ident disagreements. It is well known that through
our Polynesia the tribal system was maintained to a great perfection. The stare was com-
posed of tribes divided into families, and each rribe was ruled h\ a paramount chief below
whom were minor chieftains and family heath.

fhe same social system prevailed among the Northwest Indians, where it was first

described by (lap rain Dixon (1789, p. 22-). when he wrote from the Northwest Coast
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Archipelago: ‘‘Though everv tribe we met with at these islands is governed by its respec-

rive Chief, ver they are divided into families* each of wfiich appears to have regulations

arid a kind of subordinate government of its own.'

It was mentioned earlier that the dan system existed in Polynesia and rhat the patriarchal

was found as opposed to 1 he matriarchal system prevalent among Melanesian and Indo-

nesian peoples. On the Northwest Coast the patriarchal and matriarchal systems were each

represented in dish net sections. We have noticed chat among the local tribes, Polynesian

analogies seem to locus to a marked degree around the Kwakiutl, and it is of this people

Goddard {1324) writes; “The KwakiuH of Vancouver Island and the neighboring mainland

reckon descent usually in the fatherN sept, and marry into some other.”

Social stratification

The same writer (/iW.) points to the important social stratification among the inhabi-

tants along the American Northwest Coast. The seaboard aborigines of the whole of Bri-

tish Columbia and Southern Alaska differ from ail other Indians north of Mexico in tire

social habit of dividing the population into three separate social classes,— aristocracy

„

commoners, and slaves. In tins respect also the social organisation of the Northwest

Indians is followed closely fcn the Maori, the Society Islanders, and a number of other
r, r 11

Polynesian tribes, who strictly adhered to the same division into a class system with a

ruling aristocracy, plain commoners, and feudal slaves.

Land and property

•\s to the ownership of land, the -rate was completely communistic among both the

Northwest Indians and the Maori-Polyiiesiiiii tribes. Among the Kwakiutl of Vancouver

Island, as among the Maori of New Zealand, the land belonged to the tribe, and every

free man was part owner of the ground and its products. If a man wanted something out-

side the territory oi his own tribe, he would have to fight for it, whereas the same individ-

uals, within their own tribe, were rather loosely attached to their few personal belonging's.

I he Polynesians, as is well known, were fond of displaying their generosity by distributing

gifts, and among the Northwest Indians this inclination had gone so far that men were

held in specially high regard when, having accumulated material wealth, thej impoverished

themselves by giving it all away,

N ih lack (iHHH) was well justified when he compared the Maori to the Northwest Indians

and said: “Their political organization of the tribe, their ownership of land, and 1 heir laws
of blood revenge ate similar.”

In Northwest Indian and Maori- Polynesian communities all matters of importance were
decided upon at a meeting to which ail the warriors of the tribe were admitted, and Allen

(
lf^4> P- 163) quotes Pickering to the e fleet that “the- Maori rmanga, or council for del-fate,

is the American paw-wow”.

Public orators

f he principal man at these meetings was the public orator, or speaking chief, whose
place in the community ranked next to the executive chic I and the medicine-man. In both
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these ethnographic areas he was commonly distinguished by a wooden staff or some other
ceremonial symbol when appearing before the public,

lfeck ; 3926 a, p, 1S5) writes item New Zealand - “To a race given to public speaking on
every possible occasion, it was natural that the gift of oratory was higly developed. Oratory,
apart from modulation oi the voice and appropriate gesture, was based on a wide know-
ledge of traditional history, mythology, genealogy, and an extensive repertoire of proverbs,
incantations, and -classical songs,

1 '

be ht urmann ( 19.2 p. z6
y

> sa\ s item Samoa: The Samoans are eloquent, they also enjoy
hearing their own speeches, and rheir skill of expression is extraordinarily high for an
aboriginal people. . v real /matate

[
ora t0*

)

literallv revets in parables and allegoric compari-
sons during his speech,”

Jenness (1932) quotes an early Jesuit who said that there is no place in the world where
rhetoric is more powerful than in Canada. He show's that this included the territory of the
Northwest Indians, among whom eloquence was held In equally high esteem, and that
here too “their public orators who functioned on ceremonial occasions were men of rank
in the communities**.

Medicine-men andfirewalking

Besides the executive chiefs and the public orators the mcdicine-mcn were of the greatest

importance among both peoples. I he junctions and qualities of the medicine-man were
precisely the same in both areas. Their extraordinary powers were attributed by the people
to the aid of supernatural beings w ho at particular rimes possessed the medicine-man, and
spoke through him while he was in some sore of a trance. These medicine-men not uiilv

served the community by treating the sick, but some of them were supposed to be able to

foretell events and to see what was happening in distant parts. E very local war party in these
rwo areas included a medicine-man, who by his supernatural knowledge warned bis side

of danger and pointed out favourable times at id places for attack.

"He displays his power in various occasions, particularly h\ walking through lire”, says

Goddard ( 1934; of the medicine-man among the Northwest Indians, a performance which
is one of their most extraordinary achievements. This ancient practice, and the much
debated ski or knowledge that made h re-walking possible, are thought to have entered

the Northwest (.oast Archipelago by way of ancient japan.

I Oe bre -walking ceremonies had also reached Polynesia, where the- same extraordinary

exploits were performed b\ certain local medicine-men until late historic rimes, especially

in Raiatca and Rarotonga, bjre-walking ceremonies were witnessed by European settlers

and missionaries in die jMarqu.es as until these were prohibited bv the k ranch Government
a lew yeans ago. That the' custom was more widely spread among Polynesian medicine-

men in early tiroes may be judged from the fact chat ir existed in a rudimentary form m Ha-
waii i Henry 1928, p, 2 iyj, and, when certain Maoris were told of the lire- walking tn

Rarotonga, “some old chiefs of the t. rewera tribe expressed no surprise and said that their

ancestors could -also perform the ceremony, though, ir had long been out of practice”.

(Ibid, i p. 217.)

St. Johnston (1921, p. 172) writes about fire-walking that “it has been found in several

places in the Pacific, but only in the Polynesian part of it, and has been much written upon.
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h Is true: that it has been found in Fiji, but only in the distinctly "Polynesian' island of

Benga. . .
” (See a iso Fulton 1903.)

Religious sodeties

There existed in the eastern part of Polynesia, at the time of European discovery, a

certain religious society which acted somewhat like a group of medicine-men and held

peculiar ceremonies. Its members were considered to be descendants of the. gods. In the:

Society Group, from where it is best known, the members bore rhe name of arid, and
nobody could become a member of this exclusive society without a very S.ard probation

period, lasting for months or even yeafs. (Henry 1928, p. z$o; Williamson 1939, p, 118.)

The arid were received everywhere with great veneration, were splendicllv treated, and

travelled between the islands in canoes elaborately decorated with il.iwcrgar lands. This

secret society performed the most bestial and cruel ceremonies; it was guilty of infanticide

and cannibalism and its principal object at the time of European discovery seemed to be
unrestrained orgies. There, are references to similar secret organizations also in the Tuamofu
Islands and the Marquesas Group (Williamson. 1939, p, 131)1 and possibly as far west as

the Carolines, but no further (BHis 1829, Vol. I, p. 230), Ellis {Ibid.) wrote:
“1 never met with an account of any institution analogous to this, among the barbarous

nations in any parts nl the world, I have reason to believe it was not confined to the
Society group, and neighbouring islands, . . . How long this association lias existed in the

"’ouch Sea Islands, we have no means of ascertaining with correctness. According to the
traditions of the people, its antiquity is equal to that of the system of pollution and error
with which it was so intimately allied; and, by the same authority, we are informed that

there have been Arno is almost as long as there have been men.”
Let us again turn our attention to the Indians in the archipelago oi the Northwest Ame-

rican coast,

Dreycr (1898,. p, 134) renders the following account by Jacobsen: “Some of the most
peculiar ceremonies were celebrated by the members of a secret societv, the Harnesses,
who are considered i'o be half sacred and act like medicine- men. To become a member,
one must belong to the best regarded families, and, go through a period of learning and
probation which, lasts four years, One day, when the probation dme i s over, rhe
candidate all oi a sudden runs out ot the forest and attacks someone who is previously
appointed and remunerated tor it, bites a hole in his arm or leg, and endeavours to swallow
a mouthful of blood. Sill I, however, he is not fully a hamets, ns he must first take part
in one of the horrid meals of the society. It sounds incredible, but it is still a known fact
Liar on these occasions they eat human flesh, and indeed not from fresh corpses, but from
corpses which are old and dry. , , , I hesc hametstg are treated with great veneration,
they are thus invited to all celebrations, acid set out to them in full decorations with all

dieb tokens ot honour, and in a slow and solemn march.”

Cannibalism

Cannibalism had also spread into certain sections of Polynesia, including New Zealand,
n Hu. most isolated valleys of the Marquesas Group, like Ouia, it was occasionally prac-
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tiscd until quite recent generations, and until a few years ago old natives remembered how
their own ancestors on certain occasions consumed human flesh in the same decayed

condition referred to by Jacobsen on the Northwest Coast. (Heyerdahl. [938.)

It is remarkable to find cannibalism among peoples so highlv developed as the North*

west Indians and the Maori-Polynesian tribes, Cook {*784, Vol. II, p. 272) was surprised

to find in the Northwest Coast Archipelago “that the horrid practice of feeding on rficir

enemies is as prevalent here, as wc had Found it to be at Sew Zealand and other South

Sea Islands”, However, among both peoples cannibalism was a purely religious rite.

According to Jacobsen, the Northwest Indians claimed that it was a god who first instituted

the custom. Dreyer (1898), citing just this information in his chapter on the Northwest

Indians, adds in a chapter on Polynesia that here too the gwls were referred to directly

b\ the title of honour "' The Man- Haters”. Henry (1928, p. 350) shows that in Polynesia

the god Tare is sand to lie the one who first instituted cannibalism among the islanders

forefathers, (See further p. 148.1

The system of tapu

There are still two features ot social organization to be taken into account, the law and

the economic system.

In both Northwest America and Polynesia the written law was replaced by the wide

spread and most effective religious system or tspa (taboo). In both areas, a certain act,

place, object, or even person, could be declared istpu, very often even ibe omission Undo a

certain tiling. Some utpus were not permanent, but merch temporary measures and others,

again, did not concern everybody,. Thus, for instance, in both areas a certain food could be

tapu for women only. Many favourable tapus were connected with marriages, the protec-

tion of ancestral art and mortuaries, etc,, but others, again, were conipieteb nonsensical, I ’o

break a tapu was a serious offence against die gods, and tear of punishment by die ever-

present superminind 5. rather than fear of being detected by other men, rendered the system

of tapu more effective t nan the majority of modern laws, The author has witnessed cases,

In both areas, where wilful as well as unintentional breaking of a tapu nearh ended in the

predicted disaster* me reA through acute nervousness and auto-suggestion by rhe ordinarily

calm and courageous natives involved.

The measurer of wealth

When we turn to ihe economic system, we field that true currency in am. fo-rm was as

unknown in the Northwest Indian communities, as it was in Polynesia- Vi e have already
j

shown that the shell and stone money of earl} prehistoric Indonesia were shared with all

Melanesian and Micronesiati tribes, bur were absent from Polynesia. We may now add

that the wide -spread North American v-awpum, or shell-beads, used alike for personal

adornment and as a medium of exchange, never reached the Indians on the Northwest

Coast. (Lydekker 1906, Vol. li, p. 7 1 ,

)

As a substitute for currency, the bark-blankets described above acted as a son of cir-

dilating medium among the Northwest Indians, Unas Dreyer (1898, pp_ 128, 132) vays

that the carpenters on the Northwest Coast were rewarded with blanket:-, and goes on:
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“'The aforesaid blankets, which at present are partly replaced by ordinary European blan-

kets, were, and still are, of great importance, They represent the standard of wealth, a kind

of money. The wealth of a man, and the price of an article, is calculated to a certain number

of blankets ."

We have already mentioned how blankets in the same way were regarded as a measure

of wealth in certain Polynesian islands, Schenrmann (1927, pp. 12-1E) shows that the

Samoan carpenters also were rewarded -with a certain number of bark- blankets and mats,

and says : “These mats, . .are the Samoan symbol of wealth. The one who has many fine

mats is rich, the one who has few is poor/*

Keischek (1924) shows that in New Zealand the local cloaks and blankets held just the

same importance as a substitute for a true circulating medium among the Maori.

In his work on Pacific Island monetary systems Perri (1956, p* 550) emphasises the

absence ol true currency in Polynesia, and adds: “Many authors designate plated mats as a

sort of money typical for tine Polynesians. According to Meimcke, the mats made 5 ram

p&ndanus form the principal item of wealth in Uvea, and Take almost the place of money
1

.

... j'hnd) is of the opinion Char macs in all essentials replaced currency in many parts of

Polynesia, and belonged to the most precious possessions of the ruling families/’

A'ose-ruhhing

Let us mention finallv that the ancient Northwest Indian form of solution, where two

persons “touched noses" on meeting { Swanton 1905), was, as is well known, the universal

form of salutation throughout the whole nl Polynesia too, including New Zealand.

Burial customs

\s is common among many aboriginal peoples which believe in a life after death, the

Northwest Indians and Polynesians equipped their deceased relatives with their personal

belongings, so that the spirit of the property might follow the spirit of the owner on bis

journey in the track of the sun.

However, in many Polynesian groups the custom of burial in earthen graves was abhor-

red by the natives, and when it was forced upon them by out own race, many Polynesians

tried at least to substitute burial in dry sand for burial in humus. This altitude they shared

with the aborigines of Northwest America, of whom Goddard {1924) writes: “The
Kwakiutl viewed burial in the earth with considerable horror when con tad with the

Europeans first brought the custom to their notice. . .

”

Druckcr (1945, p. 35) states: “The Northwest Coast as an area is one in which there

was great diversity in mortuary customs." The same is particularly true also of Polynesia,

i he principal burial custom along the Northwest Coast, as well as in Polynesia, was to

deposit the dead in caves or in trees. Jacobsen {1B91, p. 1 62) observed how the Maori and

Northwest Indians alike frequently deposited the. bodies on wooden platforms raised high

above the ground on poles. The bodies were generally cither sun dried in a mummy-like
fashion, or otherwise kept until easily reduced to a skeleton. Wrapped in their own bark-

blanket s and sitting with knees below chin, die Kwakiutl and Maori remains were depo-

10 Ht/crdxJil
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HtEcd in the caves or trees. Among some tribes, tike the northern Kwakiutl (Dmcker 194 c
P< >3} and the Hawaiian?: (Byron lSzd, p, 200), gtavehouses were built where bodies
gradually accumulated. In both areas deceased babies were sometimes wrapped in their

blankets and placed in their own dugput cradles, which were exactly the same among both
peoples. Cradle-burials of the same type have been observed by the author in both localities.

(Kwakiurl at Kwatna Bay; Polynesian at Hanavave, Fatuhiva.)

Burial m canoes, or in parts of canoes, was not uncommon on the Northwest Coast. A
Kwakiurl canoe, cut in half and containing three dried Indian corpses well wrapped in

bark-blankets, was found by the author in 1340 under an overhanging diffin Kwatna Bay
on the central Northwest Coast. This custom reappears in parts of Polynesia, Including
New Zealand. Bennett (19*1, p. 2,1) states from the Hawaiian Group that the manner of
cave burials varied in Kauai: “Canoes cut in half were used. , . . The burial, flexed and
wrapped in tapa, was placed in the canoe and cords wire wound tightly around the outside.”

Williamson (1939, p. 36 j), observing that burial in canoes nr canoe-shaped coffins has a
ver\ limited and yet quite sporadic occurrence in both the Old World and the New, says

that its existence in Assam, the Marquesas, and North America mav just as well be due to

independent evolution as to some primordial process of diffusion. He adds: for

example the practice may have diffused from the Northwest Coast of America to Poly
nesia, while its occurrence in Assam may be due to an independent development.”
As we have seen, early voyagers also compared the carved mortuary posts and burial

grounds of Northwest America with Polynesia. When inspecting some of rhe large ilidda

plank-houses, Marchand (1 801), wrote: “At some distance from these palaces were per-

ceived several mausolea or tombs which bear much resemblance to the Morals of the

islands to the Great Ocean/*

Not only were personal belongings buried, but slaves, both on the Northwest Coast

and in New Zealand, were killed that they might accompany and attend on their masters;

and a Maori “wooden dub of rare type*’, which is reproduced in the British Museum
Handbook (1910), is in shape and appearance a true reproduction of the conventional

"slave- killer’
1 among the Northwest Indians.

We have now pretty well covered the main aspects oi material culture and social life of

these two adjoining maritime societies, and we have found evidence which, without

offering fresh complications, offers a satisfactory- explanation of the many difficult prob-

lems which ari&e if Polynesian immigrations is supposed to have been effected directly

Irani Asia or by way oi Indonesia, In addition, we have come across a vast atra'. of mote
01 less identical practices and dose resemblances between the two East Pacific cultures and

culture-bearers here involved.

Religion, mythology and verbal preservation of tribal history

The Polynesians* as stated earlier, were ancestor-worshippers, and believed their own
sacred ancestors to have descended in straight line from the primeval elementary gods oi

the earliest times. A number of 1 lie principal Polynesian ancestor gods were identified with,

or descended I rom, the sun, the Sutl-rayS, the sunrise, the dawn* the bright light, the golden

light, or ocher solar deities. Owing to their ancestor worship and ihcir reverence for the
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persons stud customs of rhc past, we hud a pronounced historical-mindedness among all

Maori-Polvncsian tribes; past events and relationships are verbally memorised for the

purpose of establishing descent from the deified aristocracy of die tribal past. Thus, as

stressed b\ Buck (1926 a), few aboriginal peoples offer as dependable traditional information

as do the Maori and his kin, at least concerning the tribal events of the last few hundred years.

Jacobsen (1691, p. 161) observed in general that there were apparent resemblances

between the religious concepts of the Northwest Indians and the Polynesians, and Dracker

([940, p. 247), in his special survey of Kwakiutl Dancing Societies, writes of these tribes 1

L
" In outstanding characteristic of the civilization of the northerly portion of the North-

west Coast is the histotical-mindedncss, fostered, perhaps, by the claiming ot hereditary

right to privileges- in establishing one's social position. So matter of fact and so consistent

arc these relations, particularly those referring to the upper time levels, that they deserve

careful consideration.”

Later, during his archacologtc survey of local village sites, the same anchor (1943, p. 33)

writes: “Along with the system of graduated status in parr based on ancestry was a marked

interest in historical tradition. Genealogies were systematically remembered, to be recited

on formal occasions. These family legends, which purport to cover the family
S

s historv

From the time of its earliest ancestors, are. Far more than a recital ot personal names and

relationships—they tell also of war and conquest, and of movements of families from one

place to another. The places referred to arc actually long-abandoned village sites. So

matter-of-fact and internally consistent are these relations, and above all, so consistent

are those of one* family line with the traditions of their neighbours, that no ethnographer

who has worked in the area has denied their historic value.”

Barbcan (1941, p. 44-5), too, stresses how the Northwest Indians possessed a verbally

memorized tribal history, with “true stories” or adaorl\ “that the elders were in the habit of

relating on ceremonial occasions”. This is a well known characteristic also of Maori-Poly-

nesian community life.

Appearance of the North American “ Wanderer* ’ on the Northwest Coast

In his paper on the evolution of the mythologies of the North Pacific coast of America,

Boas (1S95 b) shows that the traditions of the Kwakiutl, Salish, and neighbouring tribes

are full of references to some culture-bringing wanderers, strictly human, and yet with

divine powers, who in one sense were regarded as creators and founders of the local, fami-

lies of chiefs, yet in reality were always admitted to be no more than Foreign benefactors,

travelling by land until they s ettled down locally to marry the daughter ofsome early chief.

Boas {Ibid-, p, 507) stresses that these same traditions of beneficent and culture-sponsoring

wanderers are widespread in early American traditions, appearing in “endless repetitions

with countless variants**. On the Northwest Coast he shows that animal myths and raven-

stories predominate to the tar north, but that the traditions of the wanderers have entered

all the tribes to the south, He says (/£/<£, p. 49#):

Another important series oi legends in the territories in question includes the traditions

ol the wanderer, which arc also most strongly developed in the south and terminate with
the Newettec |K.waki.ut) tribe on north point of Vancouver Island], to give way to the
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legends of the raven. It is not possible to find a sharp!y defined home for this tradition, as

it is too generally distributed over the whole continent and presents an endless number of
variants.”

The source of these consistent references to the alien wanderer may for the present be
left a matter of speculation. We may, however, imd in these traditions sufficient reason to

suspect that such continental diffusion, carried out by exploring individuals from some of
the highly active American culture centres to the south, may explain the many secondary
elements in the Northwest Indians' physique which distinguish them from the norm of
Yellow-brown peoples. Certain is it, that there is a marked distinction between the semi-

his tori cal legends of the venerated foreign wanderer, such as are preserved in the traditions

0! the Kwakiutl, and the purely fairy-tale nature of the animal stories among some of the

other tribes.

Boas (Httd.j pp.499, ^06) says: "The remarkably rich development of rhe tradition

among the Rwaldutl, recognised through rhe wanderer’s meeting with the ancestors of the
respective families, might find its origin in the KwakJutl family system. The family crests

and rights were nearly always established through the belief that these had been granted
by the wanderer, who had either compared strength with the ancestors, or else had married

their daughter/" Also: “Among the 1C walnut l we find the animal legends to be replaced by
the series of mink- and wanderer-legends. Moreover, the animal legends do here step even
more into the background than among the Tsimshian. In their place the legends are

entirely dominated by ancestral traditions, which deal with the lineage of the respective

families.”

Kane as human instructor and representative of the sun

Since Boas showed how the locally wide-spread wanderer tradition seemed to terminate

with the Ncwcfrce or Nawitti people on the northern tip of Vancouver Island, we may
turn to them for further information concerning this deified ancestral hem. Dawson (1888,

p. 81; tells us: “The traditions and stories of the Kwak.i.ool people appear to centre chiefly

about Cape Scott, the northwest extremity of Vancouver Island. ... It is the point identi-

fied with rhe appearance of their culture hero and may be assumed to he the site of their

earliest home, in so far as r h Is can. be ascertained through the distorted medium of tradition.

. . . The name of this hero, like other words in the language, is somewhat changed in the

various dialects. After hearing it pronounced by a number of individuals in the northern

part of Vancouver Island and on the west: coast, i adopted 'K.an-e-a-ke-lulT as the most
correct rendering. The 'Nawitti' people use a form more nearly rendered by * Kan-e-a-

kwe-T.”

Dawson dt scribes how this Kvvakiurl culture hern original ly reached the local Northwest

Indians not from across rhe ocean, but Ln travelling by land anti on foot, performing

wonderful and supernatural things as he walked through the country, Kan e a-kwe-a or

Kan-e-a-ke-hih did not settle permanently among the local people. Mis brother however,

remained for ever on Vancouver Island, and from him several of the tribes claim their

descent. But about rhe chief deity himself we learn: “At last Ki-m-e-a-ke-Juh left Cape

Scott finally, going vet\ far away and disappearing altogether from mortal ken, so that
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the people supposed the sun to represent him,” And another place: “These are some of the

chief acts which fCan-e-a-ke-luh performed. After finis hi ns; all his works, he married *a

woman gt the sea
? and went away over the ocean and was no more seen.”

Dawson also quotes the Rev. Mr, Hall, who mentions the same Kwakiut! culture hero

with a slightly d tilerent Suffix to the root of his name: “Nq one knows his origin or wdicncc

he came. He never tra\ elled in a canoe, but always walked. He is regarded as a deity and as

the creator. Those who blasphemed him, he turned into birds, beast.- and fishes; but those

who spoke well ofhim, he turned into men and protected. The heron was once a man who
despised Kam-ke-lacp It was Kani-ke-laq who stole fire and water and gave them to the

Indians.
”

Qancqelajc or Kane-ke-lak, is also shown by Boas (1955, pt, 1, p, i), in his monograph
on Kwakiut! Tafes

,
to be the main god and earliest divine ancestor of Kwakiut] people.

According to Boas' informants, that great ancestor built a big house for his brother on the

Northwest Coast and gave him some of the local tribes as subjects, whereupon he himself

departed, saying that he wanted to go to more southerly latitudes. p, 5,)

Dawson {m. clL) continues: “The close connection of the culture-hero, Kan-e-a-ke-luh,

with the sun, has already appeared in die tales concerning him, together with, the belief

that the chiefs, or some of them, are related to Kan-e-a-ke-luh by descent through his

younger brother. Doubtless, also, in connection with this, we find that the sun, tia-la, under

the name Ki-a-kun-a-c, or ‘our chief’, was formerly worshipped and prayed to for good
health and other blessings.”

From the local references to this solar culture hero we may assume that his original name
was Kuw- t Kane , or AW, with the respective epithets of a-ke-lub, a-Mw*a t and ki-Iaq or

kt.frtk.

We do not have to go further from Cape Scott and Vancouver Island than Hawaii to

find that here, too, Kane has been the great man-god and leading culture hero among the

early local settlers, Fomander (i 8 ? 8 , Vol. t, p. do) says: “This ‘Kane’ creed, such .as it

has been preserved in Hawaiian traditions, obscured by time and defaced by interpolations,

is still a most valuable relic of the mental status, religious motions-, and historical re-

collections of the earlier Polynesians. No other group in Polynesia has preserved rt so

fully, so far as my inquiries have been able to ascertain; yet 1 have met with parts of it on
nearly all the groups, though more or less distorted, and in that case I hold that the uni-

versality of a legend among so widely scattered coves proves its antiquity.”

What is more, the Hawaiian Kane, like his Kwakiut t namesake, was precisely the

human personification of the sun. We find that: “In Hawaii.., the sun is called The
restingplace of Kane’,,,” (Me Cosh Clark 189(1) precisely as wc learn 1 from the Van
cou^-t Island Kwakiut! that these natives considered the sun 10 represent their Kane
after his departure with the woman of the sea. Let us add that the actual sun itself, known
to the Kwukiud as m-la> is known to the wide-spread Polynesians as /a.'*

Best (1924 b, p. 17), in his monograph on Maori Rehgi&n and Mythology, identifies the
1 Hawaiian ancestor-god Kane with the important Maori ancestor-god Tanc (Hawaiian K —
Maori T). After stating that Pomander has dearly shown that the Hawaiians knew Kane
as representing the sun, he claims with regard to the Maori: “There is abundance of

' Uh -is- [lit word few ‘"s.-mi" also in the Kutarsapo (Porno) language of nos-hwcstcrn California,
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evidence [hat Tane represents light, and rhar his name of Tane-te-waiora represents him
as the source of the sunlight, which is the welfare of all things,” (See also Part X.)
As the KwakiutJ person! hed sun— Kane- was the hero who first ga\ e tire to the Indians,

so was his Maori counterpart, 'fane, the hero who first gave the Maori ancestors light.

Best {Ibid.s p. 54-59) ^ong Maori legends to this effect, which end with phrases like:

I ane had illuminated die world, ' or: "This was how fane brought light to the world.”
Best {lbhi.

y p, 59) also quotes Gill to the effect that “at Mangak Tane seems to have been
recognized as the sun”.

I he bask origin nr rhe name of this primeval culture- hero ma> he the closely related

v^-ord tor hmn among all the Dene-languages of wide areas of Northwest America, as well

as in the Polynesian dialects.

We may note in passing that the most striking difference in the (solar) ancestor-god Kane
or fane, as he is remembered in these two ethnographic areas, is that whereas the Van-
couver Island Nawitti reckon descent trom the sun-god’s brother, who remained when
Kan-e-a kwe-a himself disappeared with his wife over the ocean, the Hawaiians and ocher
Polynesians reckon descent from Kane himself. What may be the cause of this peculiar

difference in traditional beliefs it is difficult to say. But in v jew t sf the particular historical-

mindedness of both these peoples, who careful h preserved all important events of the

tribal past, and ot the marked predilection for allegories and symbolism among the local

orators and historians, we shall not overlook the possibility that the stirring and active

personality, Kane, as described to us through the medium of the historical tradition of an

intelligent hut superstitious people, may have an early kernel in some important local event.

At least, I do not Lind it improbable that active disciples of such fanatical sun-worshippers

as flourished in more southern part?, of Norrh \merica may have been responsible for the

many myths and traditions of sun-worshipping wanderers ill this continent, whose main
obiect seems to have been to travel about and impress upon Jess culturally advanced

aborigines their own religious doctrines based on a human hierarchical relationship to

the sun.- [ do not unduly stress this point, but hold it as a personal opinion which has no
direct bearing on the fact that the historical traditions in question, as such, are shared by

the Northwest Indians and Polynesians, with the closest analogies in the geographical

sfeppingstoncs of Gape Scott on Vancouver Island and Hawaii.

\\ c have seen how the Pomo-Kwaldutl-Polynesian name for the sun as such was lab,

nswk, and fa, and we shall in Part X sec how the root Kt

w

as name for the sun-god re-

appears among the foremost sun-worshippers of the early American high cultures. At
present this is outside the scope of our study, and we shall instead concentrate on the vari-

ous epithets with the root Kan-e, Ka ni, and Kane among the Kwakiutl people. Although
ibis same human god or sun-priest, like the other local “wanderers”, invariably travelled

by toot and on land, he may still be of special interest in rhe present connection, as he is

the only one of them suddenly to depart for ever across the open Pacific after he had

married, on the northern tip of Vancouver Island, "a woman of the sea”.

As Dixon showed, ihe Nawitti tribes nearest to Kane’s traditional point of embarkation

J licasons for believing that Middle American high-cult urns have had inducuc* '--m-i rise material culture af the

.N. irthwest Coast have frequently been propounded. for instance Mac Lcod lyjtj; Olson ijay

;

Rggglf. (iatts

>934, *7; etc.)
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ac Cape Scott referred to this solar deity or culture hero 'with a dialectic suffix most cor-

rectly rendered as a-hva-a. Ids full local name being Km-c-u-h^-a^ or also Kwwkti'ta*

Wc recognize in aforeer the symbolic Polynesian name for Kane’s mythical “father'*, which

was Aha, or in some dialects Wakea and Area, a word which in Polynesia simply means

“light”. One of Kane’s full names in Hawaii was Kant Uak.es. (Mala 1898
,
p- 1 8 0

. )
In the

Marquesas Islands some people claim their descent from Area and Tani, here considered

to be brothers. (Pomander 3878, Vol. I, p, 40,)

The other Kwakiutl name for this local hero, KanTke-Jaq* or Katte-ke-iak, would in

Polynesian prnnounciation lose the consonant at the end of any syllable, and become

Kmi-h-fot or Ktme-ke-Li y which in the Polynesian tongue simply means Korn- or Kane-

tbe-sun. This interpretation is the more likely when we know the dose relationship

between the word for sun, in and m ia
,
in the two languages in question.

The mythical parents of Kane

Dawson {1&&8, p. Sz) supplies another important piece of genealogical information

that may help us to a further identification of this important Kwakiutl-Polynesian progen-

itor. He states from the Northwest Coast that “the father of the hero was named Ma-kwans,

the mother Haia-tlela-kuh”.

Remembering again how the Polynesians either add an extra vowel or else omit the

consonant at the end of a wrord, the name of Kane's mythical father on the Northwest

Coast* Ma-ksfratis, or Makma&S) would in Polynesian dialects hecomc . VTiknei . This is pre-

cisely how the Polynesians pronounce their own important word Alahtn, which through-

nut Polynesia is the collective name for the early ancestral gods anti divine spirits. The
word appears in the various Polynesian dialects as Makua, Mama, Akua, and Atua, En

Williams' Dictionary oi the Maori Language ve find Matua to mean both “god” and “the

first”. and furthermore, in direct correspondence with the name of Kane's father in

Kwakiutl mythology, we read : “Matua; Parent, and more especially the father,"

The name of the mythical mother of the Kwakiutl culture hero, Haia-tfcla-kah, or Has a

tk-Ia-kith, would in Polynesian pronunciation become Hai-a-te-fo-ktt. The particular suffix

with a meaning corresponding to “divine”, Ik in Polynesia, very commonly attached

before or after such ancestral names as are very sacrosanct in their mythology
;
b is again

r he sun; fe is the definite article; and a is the possessive pronoun. The full name is thus

directly translatable, in accordance with known Polynesian terms and grammatical rules,

as Hai-ct-ine-divine-mix, This is interesting, because to the Maori the sun represents “the

higher kinds of knowledge*
1

(see Part X), whereas the same Maori refer to their supreme
god of wisdom as I hi, (McCosh Clark 1896.; The Kwakiutl Hai-a-de-ia-kuh, in the sense

Hai-of-thc-divine-sun, accordingly has a name and suffix which completely cover the

name and nature of T-Id, the Maori god of wisdom.
The fact referred to by Dawson that the Kwakiutl reverenced the sun under the name
our chief” ma\ be seen in connection with the Maori saving “proceed, above is our

ancestor, the sun”, and, also with the Maori custom at the death of a great chief to send
through rhe land the message: “The sun has set,” (Best 1 922, p. 15.}
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The sm-maring myth

\\ c may Jmally repeat how the Kwakiutl culture hero i> associated with tin- clever person
who by trickery stole fire from its guardian “at the edge ofr.be div” a myth related to the
wide-spread series of American heroes who obtained lire for humanity b) snaring the
rising sun. both Henry (1928, p. 4 'h 6) and Luomala (1940, p. 49) observe how the Poly-
nesian islanders, ju&i kite the North American Indians, record the sun-binding- legend, in

which the culture hero snares the sun with an all-powerful rope made from ids sister ’s hair.

Luomala (IbuL) presents an interesting study of "Oceanic, American Indian,mi African
Myths oi Soaring rhe Sun”, and says: "The most impressive similarity between any two
a jens is (he I olynesian and North American, use of rope made from a woman’s pubic baity

Ttie clemeni of the hair rope is most elaborately developed in variants from the nucleus of
each area.

”

Tl:e sun-snaring myths have a marked eastern distribution in Oceania, and nothing
similar ;s recorded from Indonesia. A myth simply describing the sharing of the sun by
means of a rope may be invented independently in .Africa and America, bur, when the North
American Indian and Polynesian versions agree on such a specialised and. singular detail
as me statement that the rope for snaring the sun was made of a woman’s pubic hair,

then we may wonder, in view of the various data enumerated above, if a transfer through
parental didusion is not the most plausible of at! explanations. To avoid what; possibly

seemed to her a hasty conclusion of Amen can-Polynesian Contact or diffusion, Luomala
points to “the strong beliefs in the magical properties of human hair both in Polynesia
and in North America". However, by thus adding only one more analogy to the already

existing chain,, we do not lessen us value.

The raven as ancestor

h lias been mentioned already how both Northwest Indian, and Polynesian tribes be-

lieve in the existence of a spiritual part of the body, which, after death travels to the

wesi in the track of the setting sun: also that the raven was a sacred bird both in North-
west America and in Hawaii. In Northwest America the raven was actually considered
a sacred ancestor, and in Hawaii sacred ravens, under the name Atuas or ancestral spirits,

were described by Capt. King during Cook's visit. (Cook 1784, Vol. 5, p. 160.)

Traditional memories of the Pacific North

A certain number of Polynesian myths* or rather traditions, in themselves indicate a

Polynesian arrival from high northern latitudeF., outside the tropic belt of the Pacific,

Brown (1927, pp. 11 j, 153) writes
; "Most of these Polynesian gods and demigods of the

underworld have indications in their careers of having come from a land of bitter winter.
”

Further: “Arid there is still a tradition among the learned men of Rarotonga and Ariu that

their ancestors came from a land whose trees were half the year without leaves and where
I he people walked on the water.”

Correspondingly, Percy Smith (1910 a, p. 177} sratesr ‘The Tongans have also tradition

o£ the ice-covered ocean, which they call Tai-fatu, which means the thick fatlike or

congealed ocean, and to which some of their ancestors had been in ages long ago.”
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'Hie same writer (Ibid.* p. 176) was asked by an old Maori if be had ever seen the part of

the ocean where the maraki-hafi dwelt. He writes: “Now, the Maraki-hau is a well-known

figure depicted an ancient Maori carvings, and the origin of which has much exercised out

ethnologists ;
it has the body and face of a man, but the lower hall" is a tislTs body and rail, -

in fact, it is just like a merman, lMr it has in addition, two long rusks coming out of its

mouth which the Maoris call ngongo, (or tubes), these arc as long as from the mouth to the

waist of tire figure. To my mind it is the Maori representation ofthe walrus, or sea-elephant,

which they could see only in high latitudes. The old man who questioned me on the sub-

ject, clear!v had in his mind that the Maraki-hau dwelt in that mysterious part from whence

their ancestors came to New Zealand,
”

Brown (1917, p. 170) speaks of the same mythical creature, and remarks: “It occurs in

New Zealand and Micronesian art, carved on the handles of utensils, on gourd bottles,

and woven in stud’s, and it reappears in almost identical form in Alaskan patterns.”

As is wd] known, the only marine mammal with tusks is the walrus, which in that

respect differs from the other pinnipcdia r The walrus does not belong to the South Pacific,

bul to the extreme North Pacific far north of Hawaii, and is an old acquaintance of the

Northwest Indians, seen in quantities in the northern section of their own archipelago.

If the Polynesians had come from Indonesia, why did they depict and memorize the

walrus? Why did thev not, instead, retain in their art and traditions some recollection of

the colossal tusked elephant so important to the people of India, Malaya, Sumatra, and

Borneo? As shown by Majumdar (1937, p. aS), the earliest Indonesian stone carvings in

Sumatra abound in figures "either riding on elephants or engaged in fighting with them”.

Schnitger ([942, pp. 141, 144) shows that 16 elephants are dccipted together with the

oldest known Indonesian boat reproductions, on a two thousand year old bronze drum
from Salcicr island south of Celebes, lie also points our how elephant motives, often in

conventionalized forms, accompany the earliest ships
1

figures in various parrs of Indo-

nesia, even on smaller islands where no elephan ts occurred. The absence of the elephant

from early American arr has been much discussed and adequate importance attached to

11, but few, if any* have commented upon the fact that neither the elephant nor the sacred

Indonesian buffalo lias left a trace in the art or recollection of the recently arrived Poly-

nesians, nor among their oceanic neighbours of Micronesia. Instead, they have brought
the tradition of a maretki-hau, a marine mammal having a scabs body from head to tail

but in addition two "ngongo” coming out of the mouth and extending down to the

waist of the figure, a description typical nl no creature but the walrus of the archipelago
m the extreme North Pacific, high above Hawaii,

The languages

When we now turn to the languages spoken by the historical!) known tribes along the

Northwest Coast of America and within the Polynesian island world, we are confronted
with one serious obstacle to our comparative study. The Northwest Indian speech materia!
k known to have been utterly distorted during recent centuries by linguistic taboos, tribal

interchanges, and a carelessness in speech which was noted and commented upon by the
first European visitors. In some cases, as shown by Barbeau (1945, p. 425), the traditional
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history or one single tribe showed that its ancestors were forced to change their languages
four or five times, owing to encounters and alliances with other local inhabitants with
different tongues.

Captain Cook's companion, Anderson, wrote during rheir earl', visit to the natives of
Vancouver Island (Cook 1784* p. 335]: “They seem to take so great a latitude in their

mode ot speaking, that I have sometimes observed four or five different terminations of
the same word. Tills is a circumstance very puzzling at first to a stranger, and marks a great

imperfection in their language.”

The instability of the Vancouver Island languages is so great that Bancroft (1873, Vol, l t

p, 17O writes about the Nootka people alone: “These tribes differ bur little in physical

peculiarities, or manners and customs, hat by their numerous dialects they have been
classed lo nations;” He shows that Sproat, led by linguistic study, divides them into nations

which he claims to be “almost as distinct as the nations of Europe”,

Also Boas (1923, p. 12
) emphasized that, in contrast to the Eskimo and Mexican tongues,

it [5 probable that Northwest Indian languages "have been very unstable”. He exemplifies

his assertion by pointing to the language of the Salish tribes, “which is split up in many
strongly differentiated dialects, each confined to a small area.”

With this inconstancy of speech, which Is thus apparent even within sub-groups of one
single branch among the different Northwest Coast tribes, the multitude of divergent local

tongues have been of rather limited value in the efforts to trace external movements and
relationships. In a later publication, Boas {>925, pp, 112-116) exemplifies this fact by
showing bow we know, from the positive evidence of physical anthropology and ethnolo-

gy, that rhe Northwest Indians are related to neighbouring Northwest American and

Northeast Asiatic tribes., yet on account of what he terms “the fundamental structural

differences” between the local language and those of these related tribes, it is impossible

to trace even known physical relationships with the aid of chc surviving local tongues.

This instability of the great variety of different Northwest Indian languages must have

had a corresponding effect upon their ancestral relationship to the stable tongue of the

completed isolated Polynesians, Little il anything is known of the original language spoken

by the Northwest Indians in the early period when they transferred their habitat from

Eastern Asia to Northwest America. If the transfer has been mote or less a direct sea

vovage with the current from Asia, as assumed by Barheau and a number nt" other compe-

tent authorities, then we must not overlook the possibility that the language spoken then

could he as much related to an early Last Asiatic linguistic stock as the tongue which is still

preserved under isolation in Polynesia. We do not knowhow much Asiatic speech material

was preserved in Northwest America when the Polynesians departed into Oceania, but if

the widely accepted assumption that the Northwest Coast tribes came with one ot the Li«r

migrations to America is correct, then there should be reason to expect them to have re-

tained Asiatic speech material longer Ehan most American tribes.

Local mythology has shown us that wc shall have to he alert for Polynesian vestiges

also in Northwest Coast language. The fact that legendary Polynesian names such as

Kane, Akea, La, Ku, Makua, and Hei, are shared with Kwakiutl mythology only with

slight dialedc modifications, would indicate tire possibility that other mutual speech

material chan mere single words may still h-e existent.
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A casual observer wit I ar first sight be struck by the marked phonetic difference between

the present languages of the Northwest Indians and the Maori- Polynesians,, the former

being distinguished by a remarkably ' throaty
J
quality, with harsh gur rural sounds, the latter

being unusual I v soft and melodious. 'This difference, at least, is modi lied and decreases as

we go back through time* Hill-Tout (1898), Boas {192$, p* 12), and others have shown

that the harsh quality of the Northwest Coast languages, with the slurring of \ owels, has

been a steadily increasing phenomenon, which the former writer tentatively attributes to

the damp and misty winter dimate of the archipelago* We need go no further back than to

the time of Cook’s visit, when Anderson (Cook 1784, p* ^4) wrote about the same

qualities of speech on Vancouver Is land 1
*Their language is, by no means, harsh or

disagreeable, farther than proceeds from their using the k. and h with more force, or

pronouncing them with less softness titan wc do; and, upon the whole, it abounds rather

with what we may call labial and dental, than with guttural sounds.
75

Polynesian speech development has, during the same period of time, gone in the very

opposite direction. It has gone through a systematic softening process, which has been

carried SO far that ill many dialects certain consonants are not even pronounced, bur

simply omitted, so that their former existence can only be known through comparison

with the dialect of some other Polynesian group where they still exist, (Bx: Marquesas,

VW “no 55

; Tuamotu, kakfire = “no”.)

Few observers have made any attempt to take up a comparative study of Northwest

Indian and Polynesian languages. To the knowledge of the present author only two serious

ei lores in this direction have been made, both of which directly resulted in the claim that

the Northwest Indians had arrived from the Pacific Islands, a conclusion founded solely

upon the finding of a proposed linguistic unity,

The first attempt was made by Campbell (1897-98) and published in his essay “The
Origin of the Haidahs of the Queen Charlotte Islands*” He reached the conclusion that rhe

Haida language as much as the Polynesian should be included in the Oceanic family, and

that the language ot rhe Queen Charlotte Islands must have derived from early immi-
grants from the South Sea Islands.

Shortly afterwards, Hill-Tout (1898) presented his paper “Oceanic Origin of the Evwaki-

utJ-Nootka and SaLisb Stocks of British Columbia and Fundamental Unity of Same,* . A
He came to the conclusion that the different languages of these tribes also seemed to be
the distorted remains of an early common language that had been directly related to the

present Polynesian tongue. From this he deduced on linguistic grounds that the Kwakiutl,
Nootka, and Salish speech had originally spread to Northwest America directly from the

adjacent lin.gui.gtic domain of Polynesia, Behind the differentiation and local evolution
of these unwritten aboriginal tongues, Hill-Tout found enough comparative material to

marshal an impressive list ot linguistic correspondences and conformities, upon which
he concluded?

'dt is impossible to explain these marvellous and far-reaching similarities without admit-
tuig an Oceanic origin for these Columbian stocks* The data here offered in support of
this fact constitutes but a fraction of what I have gathered in my investigations, extending
".‘.t years, and my own conviction ot the relationship existing between the Kwakiutl-
Nootka-Salish and the Polynesian arises as much from the cumulative force of the thousand



and one little correspondences which are scarcely susceptible of illustration in a brief paper
like this, as from the more obvious and striking ones given. The morphology of the Salisb,
1 may add, is nowhere radically different irom that of the typical Oceanic groups, and at

times most remarkable correspondences occur. All the Salisb dialects, like those of Poly-
nesia, make use of particles and auxiliary verbs in verbal inflection. Prepositional and
conjunctive terms with common use, significance and form abound. The articles and
demonstratives show close resemblance

,
being frequently absolutely identical. The position

of the adverb and adjective is the same. ..."

Among tiie many unusual grammatical peculiar! ties, I Fill- four points out die practice,

common to the Northwest Indians and Maori-Polyncsians* of associating a person with
his tribe by the use of the prefix 77 or Ati, which they attach to his tribal name to convey
the meaning that he is ‘member of’ or ‘descended from that stock. Hence he adds; "It is

impossible to consider the common use of a prefix of this kind without regarding it as a
strong link in the chain ol evidence of common origin and otic wholly beyond the work
of chanceA
When Hill - lout was in 1940 made acquainted with the present author’s opinion that the

Polynesians, as a rootless oceanic stock, may have had their continental origin among the

ex-Asiatic Northwest Indians, rather than that the latter continental people had an oceanic
origin, he admitted that the transfer might have been in either direction so far as the
languages were concerned. In the press discussion rhat followed, he met the argument
that CapL Cook and other travellers might have obtained utensils in Polynesia and then

brought them to Northwest America with the comment: “In view of the strong linguistic

connection that theory is ruled out.” (Vancouver Daily Province, Apr. 3rd 1940.} In a local

editorial (Ibid.) there appeared on the same occasion the following comment:
"Mr, k A, Haggen, . . .himself a native of New Zealand and well acquainted with the

South Sea Islands, claimed, more than a quartet of a century ago, to have found sufficient

evidence in the languages of the Haida Indians, roe natives of Hawaii and the Maoris to

indicate that these peoples had had some connection with one another in times far gone,”
The seemingly remote back-door location of the Northwest Coast Archipelago has not

encouraged much attention among Polynesianists, and has nor been in the limelight for ail

those whose surveys have been focused from Polynesia upon all nations from Indonesia
and westwards even to India, Arabia and Egypt. But the possibility of finding the vestiges

of a prehistoric link between Malay and Polynesian tongues in the distorted and unstable

languages ot the Northwest American Archipelago looms large, in view of all ocher

comparative evidence in race, culture, and mythology, and in view of the confidence of

success of those who have objectively looked into the matter, encouraged only by chance

observations and not dictated by preconceived theories of Pol vne Stan origins.

The essence of the Northwest Coast surrey

The aim of the present chapter was to test whether the Northwest American Archipelago

would stand up to the requirement ol a territory that could have served as a mile-stone in

the protracted transfer of Polynesian ancestry from somewhere in early Asia to their recent

abode in trie East Pacific. We had previously demonstrated r liar a transfer by way of the
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Anstro-Meknesian continental block, the Microncsian atolls* and behind fill this Indonesia,

had not only completely faded to solve our problem* but had merely presented instead

an additional series of conspicuous problems of various natures, none of which could he

disentangled without other and larger problems taking their place.

From a geographical viewpoint we found that the coastal people oi Eastern Asia had as

easy and natural access to Northwest America as to Indonesia and Melanesia* Seashore fish-

ing tribes may have spread From one side to the other in a Few generations, and coastal drift

voyagers may have been transferred from the Philippine Sea, the China Sea, or the Japan

Sea in a matter merely of weeks. From Northwest America \v e shall soon see how the road

was open to Hawaii* also in a few weeks travel.

We were looking for a natural and practicable route of discovery For the Polynesian

ancestors in the midst of the strongest trade wind belt* and in dugout canoes,, some of which

at least, like the Maori craft, could hoist a bulrush sail only when travelling with the wind.

We also sought an explanation why the Polynesians had reached Micronesia and Mela-

nesia from the east, leaving colonies only on the eastern fringes of the nearest marginal

groups.

All this is only natural for voyages from the Northwest American Archipelago, which

begin in the East Pacific,

We were looking for an area where the Polynesians could get from the western side ot the

dark-skinned AustroMcknesian barrier to the eastern without losing their fair skin but

acquiring instead a much fairer hue, taller stature* and other rather Caucasian-like aspects.

These requirements, were satisfied in the Northwest Coast Archipelago* where we directly

found a mixed American race of Asiatic origin which shared all its principal physical

features with the Maori- Polynesian race. These aborigines had literally the same blood as

their Maori -Polynesian neighbours, as opposed to all tribes further westwards through the

Pacific*

We needed an area with a maritime culture with seaworthy craft ro bridge the ocean gap

isolating Polynesia from the rest of the world. Wc found an archipelagic fishing popular it h’j

possessing an enormous deep sea canoe of the same architectonic design, size, and capacity

as the Maori canoe., with a former habit of lashing two canoes together in Maori style*

covering the resultant seaworthy craft with a plank deck and hoisting up a matting sail in a

fair wind.

Wc were looking for a stepping-stone on the Pacific coast where the Maori-Polynesians

could have remained as a stone age people uni.il recent Christian times. We found It among
the same American aborigines, and we even found the place where recent neolithic people

had developed materialised expressions for their stone age state which coincide with

chose of Polynesia, Tlvis refers to Such purely neolithic elements as the adze type of the

carpenter, the bone and stone club of the warrior, the wooden halibut hook of the fisher*

man, or the polished pestles of the women.
We needed an area where the Maori- Polynesian ancestry could have remained until

Christian times without adopting the world-wide manufacture of pottery. Wc found it

among the same American aborigines* and wc even found, in the place nf pottery in this

area, the same earth-oven which was spread by the Polynesians into all their parts of the

East Pacific.
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Wo looked for a locality where the Polynesian ancestors could in the same way have re-
mained unacquainted with the loom and the use of wool, cotton, and silk in any form of
texrile. We touncl se in trie same Northwest American Archipelago* and what is more, we
found here, as the .substitute for spun wool, cotton* and silk, finger-woven bark fabric
with an intimate resemblance to Maori blankets* and a grooved Polvnesian-hkc mallet for
bark-beating in the place of the simplest loom.

W'e were looking for an area where cereal cultivation, the wheel, the alphabet* the arch*
cement, alcohol, and a true monetary system were unknown. We found all these features
together on the Northwest American ( oast, and we found* as a substitute measure of
wealth and a circulating medium* the aforesaid bark-blankets rather rhan artificial money
of stone and shells.

'A “ found, addition* an all-embracing series ot strange analogies, correspondences*
and IN', on identities with known iacts from Polynesian life and material and social culture,
together with a concurring memory of mythical names and, finally, independent claims
ot a linguistic kinship between the aborigines in question.

Wliat is more, we had our manifold problems satisfied without creating any obvious
new ones.

We had, also* a sound chronology, and we found the evolution area well rooted on the
nerican side, with a loose spread ot homogeneous elements over Maori-Polynesian is-

lands, Although rooted in a large continental area, we yet found the vast bulk of analogies
to bo centred about one marked nuclear and radiating area involving primarily the k\va-
kum, Nootka, Haida, and Salish people* and with a focusing centre somewhere around the
Kwakiud Stocks ol the northern part of Vancouver Island.

Kwakiutl Islanders, bred on the very sea-coast of the roaring Pacific, and raised from
childhood with a canoe designed and used for fishing in the deep sea, lived ns near to
! lawaii as Hawaii was to lahiri and Samoa; and there was no Australian continent to pass
through, nor any contrary elements to impede their progress, on a spread snto the adjoining
! *o]y nesian section of the ocean

,
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The effect of
(

time * and 'direction* upon actual voyaging distance

A general map of the Pacific is a deceptive guide to the ethnologist. This has been stated

before, bur may well be repeated. Any observer who has reached the mid-Padfic islands

m an aboriginal type of craft will fully realize that this marine world itc rally has four di-

mensions : length, breadth, depth, and time. Am local body of surface water has onlv a

momentary longitude and latitude, winch alter rapidly from one day to the next.

The position of a body of water cannot be plotted on a map; only the stationary islands

can be pinned down. A migrant into the vast Pacific docs not travel on the stationary

islands, but in the midst of mobile water. Thus, when the number of miles is given from

one stationary coast to the nest, then this measure refers to the map or to the solid ocean

bottom only, as the actual surface traveller in the fluid span- between the coasts often has

an entirely different mileage to cover. When crossing in one direction be may have to

plough through vast stretches of surface in excess of the given mileage, but while, crossing

by the opposite direction, he may traverse only a fraction ol the surface distance measured
on the map and yet suddenly be at Ids destination. Only continental migrations may be

roughly compared and measured without regard to the time factor. The trmtiiing distance

between two fixed points in the Pacific water-space is not told by a glance at the map, it can

only be fixed when we know the speed of the craft acid the course of the voyage, where bv
the time element can be taken into due account. The slower the speed of the travelling craft,

the more time is permitted to pass, and the greater becomes the incongruity between the

theoretical mileage and the distance to be travelled in reality. As an example we may
mention that the Kon-Tiki raft, after ploughing through less than three thousand miles of

.surface water from the coast of Peru, had readied the Tuamotu islands which are more
than four thousand miles away. An engine driven craft, going ill the contrary direction,

against the trade wind but at the same speed as Kon-Tiki *s average drift, would have to
rover between five and six thousand miles of moving surface water to reach Peru from the

'amo 1 uamotu islands. As no sailing craft carl maintain as high a speed against the wind as

before it, we find that there is for primlte craft, in actual travtPmg mies
t
at least twice as far

to sain from Polynesia to Peru a-s from l
]cru to Polynesia*

1 he failure to illustrate the time element embodies the most compelling and yet the
leasr conspicuous nusrepresentation of any Pacific island map. Of much less importance is

the feet that on our common Pacific maps, which are in Mercator projection, even the direct

distances between purely stationary points are misrepresented. Distances in northern
latitudes ate enlarged in relation to those nearer the equator. It follows that on the average

11 Utytrd^M
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maP the Hawaiian islands are removed further from the Northwest Coast Archipelago
man we find diem to he on a globe with correct curves and consistent relations.

Un a globe, as in reality, rhe mere ’measured distances' around Hawaii are in themselves
ratoer ^-tutting, f he Hawaiian Group is equally close to the Queen Charlotte Islands, Van-
couver Island, Washing Eon State, Southern California, Tahiti, Samoa, and the Gilbert
Islands, all about z zoo- a 500 miles, and even closer to the Aleutian Islands and die States
of Oregon and California, whereas it is double the distance from China. In ‘travelling
mileage’ however, Hawaii is hundreds of miles nearer to Northwest America than to am
other inhabited shore. The moving water to be traversed on a journey from die Kvakiur!
domain to Hawaii shortens the distance by about a hundred mil^ for a modern ocean
steamer, and many hundreds more for a prehistoric double canoe. As is well known, rite

eastward push of the Japan- or Kuroshiwo-Current Is blocked by the Northwest American
coast and forced to turn in a broad sweep bearing directly down upon Hawaii.

And along with this vast ocean current blows the prevailing wind. One can draw a

straight line right from the Northwest American Archipelago to Hawaii, Central Poly nesia,

and New Zealand, and this fine marks the direction of the predominant and prevailing
wind direction in this part of the ocean, namely the northeast trade wind. Gaining full

strength somewhere in the ocean southwest of Vancouver Island and more than a thou-
sand miles northeast of Hawaii, this wind continues right across the equator towards the
vlaori habitat, best (i<|21 a), an expert on Maori craft, poin tsto the existence of this strong
and enduring wind which so frequently blows uninterruptedly from the Hawaiian settle-

ments in northeast Polynesia to those of the distant Maori in southwest Polynesia, and
finds it “a noticeable fact in connection with the migration of the Maori race and the

peopling ofNew Zealand by it.
11

[n judging nt the mere feasibility of a crossing from rhe aboriginal Northwest American
Archipelago to Hawaii in native craft, we shall recall that rhe sea-going canoes of the

Jhuda and Kwakiut! were— in size, capacity and construction— not inferior to the best sea-

going craft in Polynesia. We also know that any floating object approaching Hawaii from
Northwest America will have its travelling mileage reduced by the local current, and will

furthermore, at least for the last two-thirds of the voyage, have as much benefit from the

northeast tradewind as a canoe approaching Hawaii from Samoa or Central Polynesia will

be impeded by it. Yet we know that the Polynesians, once both Hawaii and Central Poly-

nesia were known to them and they knew just where to set their course, undertook fix-

quern voyages "irom Hawaii ro Marquesas, Tahiti, Samoa, or vice '.ersa” (Fomander
i£H8), distances which in purely measured mileage, without regard to wind and current,

equal the transfer from Northwest America co Hawaii.

Northwest American driftwood in Hawaii

The practical implications of these purely geographical data are most apparent. In Ilille-

Ij rand's Flora of the Hawaiian Islands (rSSS, p. 14) we read: "The Hawaiian group lies

entireJv within the domain of the Northeasterly Current of the Pacific , . . which . .

.

deposits driftwood of pine logs from the northwest coast of America on the shores of our

islands [Hawaii] and those of the Marshall and Caroline group much i 'archer on,”
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Not less suggestive is die following comment on aboriginal Hawaiian life in a Bishop

Museum Handbook (1915* pt, l): “Canoes varied greatly in size from that capable of car-

rying one man to the gigantic war-canoes carrying fifty or more; the latter were general h

made of pine drifted from the American coast.”

Pomander (1S7S) points out that: “In older times the Hawaii ans made long \ ovages to

the south and west- Vancouver saw7 here a canoe 61 ft, in length that had been fashioned

from a drift log of American pine.” Byron (i8z6
7 p. 23) also wrote of aboriginal Hawaii:

“If is remarkable That some of their canoes were built of pine-wood, which dots nor grow
in any of the Islands, The trees are drifted thither, apparently from the N.W. coast of

America. The great double canoe of Terampu was of two fine pine sticks chat had been

drifted to the Islands.” The giant pines seen by Vancouver and Byron had been hollowed

out only after their arrival in Hawaii, Bm nothing would have prevented a corresponding

drift had they been made into canoes before leaving the Northwest American coast.

Handy (1930 b, p. 102) said concerning some modern drift voyagers in the extreme

North Pacific: "Recently, in a talk given before the Anthropological Society of Hawaii.,

Mr. J. F. G. Stokes pointed out the significance of the fact that Japanese vessels have in

our own times been known to be cast up on Hawaii with men still alive in them, after

drifting in the Japan current all the way from the coast of Japan, by way of the North
Pacific and the northwest coasts of A merica.” 1

In his own paper on the subject, Stokes (1934) pays much attention to the various cur-

rents around Hawaii, showing how they all reach the group from the American side. Of
the tributary currents he stresses (Ibid.

, pp. 2791, 2792) how only the Latin American
branch reaches Hawaii: “A cultural influence from Central America or Mexico is possible,”

Whereas: “An influence through drifts on the north-equatorial counter current, which
passes to

0
south of Hawaii, does not seem probable,” Stokes admits that impulses from

Indonesia would only be likely provided they bad come with the Japanese drift in the

great northern circle by way of Northwest America, He does not believe there is am 1

Japanese blood in Hawaii worth speaking of, as he finds no references to what may be

Japanese castaways there before about 1 boo A, O. But he feels that some culture frairs

might have spread from Japan to Northwest America and thence to Hawaii. He says in

this respect:

“Most ol the features referred to find analogies on the northwest coast of America— the

region conveniently designated by Wisslcr as the 'Salmon Area', and in Japan, The onh
direct evidence of human drifts, however, has been of Japanese— a matter of surprise in

view ol the shorter drifting distance from the Salmon Area, . . , Drifts from the Salmon
'tea to Hawaii are lacking From historical records, but are suggested in the traditions and
by certain cultural affinities.”

Among the Northwest Indians the construction of aboriginal craft of sea- going size

ceased abruptly shortly after European intervention; hence drift voyages bv these mariners
cannot be expected to enter the Pacific records of historic times.

Saycc (l'94!-» p, *67) also quotes the Wc lltrtgbun press of November 191 j ; “Ten Japanese castaways doten off
he liijHinca: ijonsc in a |ia!c ihicc months ago were rescued by a fisheries patrol boat oft 1 he coast of British Columbia,
In ,1 Sul, 1 It dismasted schooner thee had drifted across the North. Pacific for fifty days, subsist in 12 on a little food an J
rain-Wii.ter

”
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The strong similarity and often identity of Hawaiian and North American petrogiyphs
have impressed many. In describing a collection of petrogiyphs in Kauai I sland in die Ha-
waii in Group, Sharp p, Z04,! cites a letter 1tom Farley, who thought it possible
“that the pictures were done bv a party ofNorthwest Indians, who could, I believe, easily,

in their large canoes, sail or di'i.Jt down to the islands with the currents, in a shorter time
than a Japanese junk could. One can usually sec half a dozen N. W. drift logs on the beach
at Keoneloste On the beaches of Xiihau, some fifry miles away, hundreds of logs of Red
Vfood posts have been picked up a few months after freshets on the Pacific coast of the
L‘. S. and B, C. had washed out die logging clams ot the saw m ills.”

The lonely Hawaiian Group must originally have been discovered by weather-driven
nr rciugee drift voyagers, or else, ay a second and less convincing alternative, have been
tnund on a premeditated voyage of discovery, carried out bv seafaring mariners criss-

crossing the l'ar northeast Pacific in search for land. IF it was discovered by drift voyagers,
these could not have come from the south or south-west, but must have come with the
current hearing down upon Hawaii from the direction of Northwest America. If Et was
discovered by a courageous exploring party, such an organized expedition also would have
an easier and more natural access to Hawaii from Northwest America than from any other
direction, including the Polynesian groups to the south.

horeas the edge of the broad North Pacific current constantly Sweeps along the shore
oi the Kwakiutl territory cn route to the Hawaiian ocean, and thus was daily entered by
kwakiutl fishermen and travelling canoes, the trade wind does not commence until further

mm the Pacific. There is no prevailing wind in the Northwest Coast archipelago, although
meteorological registers indicate that the northeast wind is most dominant on the outer
islands. 1 But rhe warm current round the islands frequently brings a sudden dense fog and a

very strong wind. Kvpcri enecd local navigators have informed me that during the summer
season, when the Indians were apt to go furthest out to sea, the grip of the northeast trade

wind increases considerably towards these islands, trapping any storm-driven craft ?co or

4co miles off the coast, and blowing it straight down upon the row of Hawaiian islands.

Pollen diagrams and prehistoric trade wind activity in Hawaii

With these local weather conditions in the space between the islands which contain rhe

maritime Kwakiutl and Hawaiian cultures, a stretch of ocean is a form of communication
rather than of isolation.

Until a lew years ago, the ethnologist did not anticipate that science would ever be able

to furnish dependable information concerning peculiarities of Pacific weather before

1 Europeans arrived] on the scene, such as variations in Hawaiian wind-strength and wind-
direction during the particular mediaeval years when trie Maori-Polyncsians started their

migrations. Such information, however, was made available when the prominent palyno-

LQg.bi Selling (194S) presented his monograph On the l.Mte Quaternary History ofthe Hawaiian

1 eoefafio/i. In his chapter on “Late Quaternary Vegetation History and Pad lie Kthno
this author calls spec Lai attention to the direct bearing his discoveries have upon

the climatic peculiarities oe the periods when die ,\lao ri- Polvn es Lans set out to discover
1
P-uofc ( s fl 7 z.J published tvtot is probably the l'sisl local wind swmticii.
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their present islands, Stating- that modern ethnologists agree that Polynesia was probably

first, peopled about rhe year qyo A. D, (Buck 193 S a, p. 249}* Selling adds that it is now
known, that there seems to have been a second colonizing period about 1 100-1500 A, D,

It is with reference to this latter period, which represents the arrival and, spread of the

present Maori- Polynesian families, that .Selling says {Ibid., p, 129):

"The more or less Complete isolation of the islands was, however, undoubtedly broken

by a period of activity in the centuries around izoo A, D, t even though ail dates are fluid,

being based on the statements of the genealogies as to how many generations ago this took

place. Buck (1959), to quote a modern authority, puts rhe beginning of I his period at ^some-

where about the beginning of the twelfth century', and its end at ca. 1300 A, D. Emory

(1918* p. 1 20; see also Cartwright 1933) also says that these centuries, nco to 1500 A, D.

(32 to 24 generations respectively before 1900, allowing 2; years to a generation.) ‘witnessed

a sudden beginning and abrupt ending of a. period of remarkable voyaging between the

Hawaiian group and the islands to the south',”

By applying, for the first time in the tropics, LagerheinTs and von Post’s pollen-statisti-

cal method, Selling was able to show that this important ethnological migration period

concurred with striking elimaticai changes which were clearly revealed by the vegetattonal

changes in bis pollen diagrams* His analysis of the frequency changes of pollen grains in

the course of time (pollens preserved in a successive series of peat samples taken from
sections ot Hawaiian mountain bogs) showed a struggle for dominance through the times

between the dry forest vegetation, of the leeward (southwest) sides of the islands and the

rain-forest vegetation typical of the windward northeast sides; tills latter vegetation is

conditioned by the mote or less continuous rainfall of the dominant northeast trade wind.

I he author detected the local existence of two extremely dry periods, each followed by a

period ov typical tain-forest with strong northeast trade wind activity and excessive rain.

He concludes in Ids own resume {Ibid.
,
p. 140):

“The climatic and vcgetational changes deduced from the pollen diagrams have not

tailed to aflect Polynesian life. A general similarity between the climatic waves and the

stages in the history of the Polynesian migrations cs emphasised. A connection between
the last nadir of the climatic fluctuations in Period 111 and the end of the last great Polyncsi-

an migration (estimated at about 1300 A. D.) is in sight even though at the moment it is

impossible to settle the question of exactly how it worked.”
In a later article called "The Rhythm of the Pacific”, Selling (195-0) reassumes the assertion

that the climatic curves revealed by Hawaiian pollen analysis must have influenced the

'ue of local aboriginal fishermen, lie says; “It is obvious that such changes cannot have

passed without affecting the life of the natives, particularly as the Polynesians subsisted

trom fishing and agriculture, and I have associated the mentioning in the traditions of bad
ears and sunerings with the climatic changes of the Middle Ages. In general, a rhythmic
concurrence exists between climate and culture. Jr seems possible that the termination of
tee hv< y Polynesian sea sating at the beginni ng of the fourteenth century may be the

resell uf heavy gales and altered wind conditions in that area where the highpressure once
was powerful ana the mule wind blew steadily* . „ . Perhaps even the commencement of
toe great Polynesian sea taring era (itoo- ca 1300 A. D.) had a climatic background. The
diagrams show during this period an increased trade wind activity, The North Pacific



high pressure area may presumably have been better developed and extended further to
the north."

Selling -states that his Hawaiian pollen diagrams show amplitudes agreeing' with corre
spending curves both from Northwest America and New Zealand, and referring to the
possibility , as pur forward by the present author, of a cultural transfer b; Northwest Coast
craft reaching Hawaii fust in this period, he adds: “During this relatively brief period,
easier than during the adjoining climatic periods, their [the N. W. Indian] canoes might
have been trapped by the high pressure northeast winds and cooperating currents. And a
conipara 1 2 \ trie r 1 1 nst ant tfade w ind ea n have simp] 1 J 1 cd eve n i urthe r lhe connc r r i on be-
tween l he Canadian coast and Hawaii, ...”

Voyaging possibilities to and from Hawaii

We have seen that in the early years proceeding European intervention the Haida,
Kwakiud, Nootka, and other surrounding nations had developed a craft corresponding
lo the largest sea-going canoes in Polynesia. A good-sized single Northwest Coast canoe
( '"'Id carry upwards of too Indians (Bancroft 2875) and a large quantity of provisions.

I he 1 l 1 ji canoe
,

it not directly a misnomer, is therefore at least misleading when applied
the enormous dugour craft or Northwest America and Polynesia, which were as large as

the ships of rhe Vikings*

Captain Voss (19*6) procured a small-sized (;Sft) Northwest Indian canoe at Vancouver
is Sanci and fitted it with deck and sailing tackle. He left the Northwest Coast with one
companion, sailing from Vancouver Island to land directly in Tongarcya of Central Poly-
ne ua two months later. Thence he pushed on to New Zealand, and, still with the full bene-
lit of the trade wind, to South Africa, from where he maneouvred the craft to England. He
dt x lared from experience that: a small vessel is just as sate in a heavy gale as a larger one,
and a good deal safer than many of them.” His Northwest Coast can nc, the Tiiikum^ h
on permanent exhibition near his starting point, in Thunde third Park, Victoria, B> C.

Tor comparison, we may look across the Pacific to the Philippine -Caroline area, where
Captain de Bisschop (1959) spent three years in a Chinese junk making nautical surveys
of the socallcd “Equatorial counter-current” to study its effect upon rhe alleged Indo-
Asiatic migrations into the open Pacific. De Bisschop states that he was here constantly

Opposed by the trade wind and the everpresent Equatorial currents, which overran the
supposed counterstream and made it seem a purely theoretical factor. His n tactical experi-

ence on the usefulness of the counter-current was in the end that {Ibid.y p. j&); . . very
Em le can be said as well about the speed as about rhe direction, of this current, indeed even
concerning its existence!”

from his marine experience in the West Pacific de Blsschop ridicules the loose theories

concerning rlw cihnological value of the Equatorial counter-current, and reproaches the
speculative conclusions oi such Pacific scholars as have overlooked rhe need fur a serious

study oi the nautical conditions bearing upon the Pacific migration problem.
Do Bis?chop (ibid.) next went to the other end of the same ocean and built himself a

Polynesian double canoe in Hawaii, to make a practical study oi what ocean voyaging was
like to (hose aboriginals who had discovered and settled Polynesia in such craft. He em-
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barked in Hawaii anti left himself to the mercy of the winds until he passed Polynesia and

ended up on Futuna Island, west of Fiji, after a total journey of 56 days. Thence lie pushed

on with the trade winds and ended up in Soerabaya, in Java, after less than three weeks.

Later, he went on westward round the world, past Madagascar to Cape Town and Europe,

His own practical experiences caused dc Bisschop to lose all faith in the Maine migration

doctrine, and to hold that, if there had been any maritime transfer in the West Pacific,

Indonesia must have been affected from Polynesia rather than \ ice versa. Speaking, not

as an expert on verbal inflexions or cranial shapes, hut as an authority in It is own held of

experience—aboriginal migration possibilities into and out of the mid Pacific dc Bisschop

(/,W. T p. 57) asserts: . the generally accepted theory ot a peopling of Polynesia from

Malaysia— ot from any other lnuuan centre in the west— is difficult to conceive, I couldmm *

even say, it is inconceivable [ As a seaman, 1 have primarilv strived to study and throw

light on the maritime difficulties of such a migration; they are numerous, very numerous,

too numerous T
This statement is the result of an empiric approach to t&h of the two sides of the migra-

tion problem, and not a theoretical proposal born of speculation and desire. The voyages

of Voss from the Northwest Coast \rchipclago to Polynesia in a converted -Northwest

Indian canoe, and of de Bisschop from Hawaii to Central Polynesia, Melanesia, and Java

in a Hawaiian double canoe, have much to tell us concerning the natural trend of primitive

migrations in this ocean — too much, indeed, to be overlooked by a student of oceanic

relations.

Travelling and storage in Northwest Coast canoes

We should not deceive ourselves by judging the seamanship of past inhabitants of the

\orthwcst Coast .Archipelago b\ that of the surviving aboriginals in the local Indian

reservations of our time. If we were to judge the seafaring anccstrv of the Maoi i -1 Poly-

nesian race by their present mid -Pacific descendants, we should be equally mistaken, for

they have today neither die craft nor the ability to leave out of sight their own familiar

lagoons and beaches. But unless the ancestors of both the present Northwest Indians and
tlx- Maori- Polynesians had once ranked among ihc world’s leading seamen, thev could

never have developed a cra.fr which A admitted to be one of rhe highest achievements in

prehistoric naval architecture. We may also repeat once more what early writers like Lewis
ind Clarke stated about the Northwest Coast fishermen who were brought up as mariners

from childhood, that "they ride with perfect safety the highest waves, and venture without
rhe least concern in seas where other boats and seamen could not live an instant.”

Look (1784, Vo!. II, p. 272), describing his arrival in Nootka Sound on the open Pacific

coast ol Vancouver Island, says: “We counted about a hundred canoes at one time, .

.

A fog and an off-shore gale was obviously all that was needed to starr some of them on a

drill voyage down upon Hawaii, In the course of centuries mam a local craft must have
beers lost in the frequem fogs off these islands. When Captain Dixon (1789, p. 211} came ro

the same archipelago, he describes how about 56 natives came out to Ills ship in canoes
V'xcu he was a couple of miles off land. They did not want to depart from die ship, and
when Dixon, set out to sea they followed him in their canoes, and succeeded in keeping up
V-Ll. liis. vessel. At length., about ten o’clock, a very thick fog coming on, they left up.
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and paddled towards die shore: wc were now at least eight miles distant from the coast,
and it was a matter of doubt with many of us, whether these poor fellows would ever be
aul.: ti i find their way on sliore, it being impossible to distinguish any object twenty
fathoms a-head of the vessel.” We learn from Dixon’* log that this dense fog continued for
the next sis days,

Scouler (1841, p. 129) shows how rhe Haidas. continued, long after the Europeans had
arrived, to set out every autumn for the mainland with “fleets of from forty to fifty canoes”
to “proceed to the different villages of the Chinimesyan nation”, -visits which seldom
ended without lighting. “They also manufacture and export canoes, and are themselves
very venturous on the deep.’

3

Ni black (1m) says of these canoe- builders: “They have the usual Indian stoicism under
s uttering, and heat extremes of cold, licit, hunger, and exposure with fortitude. They are
quite venturesome, going well out to sea in their canoes. The Kaigam go out to Forrester’s
Island tor bird’s eggs every spang* 20 miles off the coast.—They often make trips of
hundreds of miles along the coast. .

.”

ft is a popular belief that coastal navigation develops legs seamanship than voyages in

mid-ocean. The truth is the contrary, except when the water is dirccrh sheltered. On the
' acic^ unsheltered west coasts uf the Queen Charlotte and Vancouver Islands the Pacific
is much more disturbed, and the tidal currents and backwash from cliffs and shallows far
more treacherous, than anything to he experienced in the vast spaces of the open sea, with
its regularly torward- rolling swells and wind-waves, Kwakiutl craft and seamen accus-
tomed to the fury of Cape Scott and the famous seas of Queen Charlotte Sound, dreaded
by modern travellers, could certainly master any sea in the pleasant trade wind belt to the
south.

Ample fresh water supply and provisions were stored in the travelling canoes whenever
tli.e local navigators set our on longer expeditions, — for example, when they went explor-
ing, as they did tor the least speck of a bird island in the open ocean beyond their own sky,
or when whole families moved their permanent habitat as we know them to have done
(Barueati 194 k p- 4-9), or when, like the Maida, they embarked in their big canoes tor the

purpose ot trade and adventure on a thousand mile return trip ro Puget Sound in Washing-
ton State. Fresh water was then carried in roomy waterproof bags precisely of the type
used by Maori voyagers, made, from closely plaited roots or seaweed. As in New Zealand,

wooden water containers were also used, and the fresh water supply was kept up bv col-

lecting rain.

The staple provisions ot a Kwakiutl canoe included large supplies ofsmoked or dried

salmon anil other varieties of fishy dams, seaweed* crab apples, coots and dried berries.

Fermented roe, prepared like pat in Polynesia by burial in rhe ground, was also a favoured
dibli, and whale blubber was of Some importance* at least on the west coast of Vancouver
Island. I hat the Kwakjutl were experrs in preserving food for long-term, stowage may he

judged from the eighty-page list given by Boas (1921, pp, 225-503) to cover their methods,
A people who sustained Jile ashore by ocean fishing would no more Suffer from star-

vation at sea than would a hunter by getting lost in his own forest; and among drift voyagers

oi a nation that does not abhor cannibalism, one may always count on there being .some

survivors at the end of the journey.
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The location of l laicalhi

We ha.ve hitherto taken it for granted that any voyage, accidental or intentional, from

the Northwest Indian territory to Polynesia would first reach the Hawaiian group, since

this 400-milc wide string of islands would he the nearest one to block the passage of voya-

gers entering the ocean from the northeast. As a contrast to irs specific remoteness to an."

immigrants from India or tropical Malaysia, Hawaii would be the first island group found

by a people coming from Northwest America, and, if our previous conclusions are correct,

Hawaii must thus have been the first oceanic habitat and the local centre of diffusion for all

Maori- Polynesian tribes further south. We shall proceed to test the possibility- that Hawaii

may actually be identified as the Maori-Folynesian centre of oceanic dispersion.

In various parts of Central Polynesia and also in New Zealand—but not in Hawaii—
there are definite historical traditions of a Pacific island, or rather an island group, which

was the original home of the tribal ancestors when they had first entered the spacious

ocean from the continental outside world. In New Zealand wc have seen that this host

island Paradise was remembered as Hawaiki, on the other groups the name is tendered

occasionally as Hawaiki, and occasionally as Hawaii, the consonant k being in these

dialects merely omitted

There are three islands in the Pacific which still today have a native name identifiable

with that appearing in all these traditions, allowance being made for known dialectic

variations in the Polynesian speech. These islands are Hawaii in the Hawaiian Group,
SavaPi in the Samoan Group, and Hapai in the Tonga. Islands.

Savaii in the Samoan Group was once suspected of being the island referred to in the

migration-traditions, since its location next to Melanesia would agree well with the current

hypothesis of a Malay origin of the Maori -Polynesian tribes. But as Maori traditions speak
of long oversea voyages undertaken by their forefathers between their own ancestral

Hawaiki and rhe Samoan Group, Samoa itself could hardly be the place in question, When
further Maori traditions give Rarotonga as an Intermediate station for voyages from
Hawaiki to New Zealand, and even distinguish Rarotonga by the descriptive name "The
Road to Hawaiki” (Thomson 1871, p. 23), then both Savaii in Samoa and Hapai in rhe

Tonga Islands ate entirely out of question, and Hawaii ill the Hawaiian Group is die only
one of these islands that still makes sense.

I he present I kwaii is furthermore located precisely where the Maori traditions placed
rhe early Hawaiki. Shortland p. a) narrated ia bis Traditions and Superstitions

°f Zefonders \ “We learn from such authority that the ancestors of the present
J-ice came from a. distant island named Hawaiki, lying in a northerly or northeasterly
direction trorn New Zealand, or from a group of islands, one ofwhich bore that name.”

but once Savaii and I lapai had been found to be useless in the attempt at reconstruction,
f Iawaii in the north simply escaped the notice of the investigators, since an island high up
in

1 le northeast Pacific was incompatible with a theory oi immigration starting in the tropi-
cal west. Thus, Hawaii oi The Hawaiian Group is today srill to be tested for possible
identification with the Hawaiki or Hawaii ia the traditions of the other islands. We may

i, with Best (1925 a), first consider the Maoris' own historical version of their primeval
settling ofNew Zealand:
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When the early Maori ancestors sti.ll lived in the distant islands in the Hawaikkn part
ol

: the ocean, a progenitor named Whatonga and a number of his friends went on a visit

boon an island called Ah.11 to the main island called Hawaiki, to take part in a canoe race
During the race a strong off-shore gale sprang up and carried \\ hatonga, and other leading
canoes away into the open ocean. Some of them were carried to the Samoan group, where
castaways were subsequently found. But in the gale Whatonga’s vessel became separated
from the rest of rhe wind-driven canoes and, when the storm finally subsided, a sea fog
prevented ail observations of sun and stars, and aimless paddling resulted. When the fog
lined, land was seen at some distance, which appeared to be Rangiatea (Raiatea) just west of
Tahiti. After a prolonged sojourn on this island, W hatonga managed at last to return to

Hawallet. In the meantime, when rhe gale had abated in Hawaiki, the friends of the lost
T> oy tigers manned several canoes to go in search of them. 1'oi, W baton ga’s grandfather, set

oil across the sea and finally reached the Samoan Group. Not finding Whatonga there

among the other castaways, he went to Rarotonga, but still in vain. He then resolved to

carry his search straight down into the southern ocean, and thus he discovered the Chatham
Islands, whence he navigated about the southern ocean till he sighted the clouds over New
Zealand. He made his first landfall at Tam aid in New Zealand, and settled with his crew in

\\ hakatane. f hus Whatonga, on his arrival home in Hawaiki found that Toi had gone in

search of him and had never returned. So he in turn produced a deep-sea canoe named
Tc Hawaii and after long voyaging he reached Rarotonga and thence New Zealand, where
the two ancient navigators finally met.

I his Maori tradition was painfully memorized by every generation among the subsequent

occupants of the island. If it be analysed, we learn that the Maori give Whatonga s home
m the Hawaikian group as an island named MAt, whence he went to take part in the canoe

race on the principal island, Hawaiki. Abu is easily identified, since we know that: "The
island Oahu, upon which Honolulu is situated, was originally called Abu, the

l(V being

prefixed subsequently/" (Andersen igiffip, 41,}

Ahu and Hawaiki, in the distant group remembered by Maori history, are the original

and ear.y Hawaiian names for ( >ahu and Hawaii, two of the major islands in their own
Northeast Pacific habitat. And only from Hawaii in the North Pacific could drift voyagers

simultaneously end up in Samoa and Raiatea, while an intelligent search party following

behind, with the main direction of the wind as their only clue, would first search in Samoa,

then in Rarotonga, and then proceed straight down to discover the Chatham Islands and

New Zealand,

\ corresponding indication is given in Tahiti, where a tradition is preserved of the navi-

gator Tangiia who sailed to Hawaiki for a visit, or, as it is pronounced in the Society

islands, Hawai’L On his return voyage to Tahiti he missed bis landfall and thus continued

straight on into the icy waters of the Antarctic, until he returned and came back to Tahiti.

I his does dearly show that Hawaii must he located somewhere north of Tahiti.

Maori traditions also state that, during the generations after the discovery of New
Zealand, Maori navigators undertook several return voyages to visit the distant islands ot

Hawaiki. As stated above, Rarotonga served as intermediate stop on these voyages, and

was poetically named "The Road to Hawaiki'** Now, Rarotonga is of all main central

Polynesian islands file one best suited for a Maori navigator who wants to find his bearing
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to Hawaii since Rarotonga and Hawaii have the same longitude, permitting a mariner

tike the Maori, without compas^ simply to follow the Rarotonga-Hawaiian meridian hy
steering due north, watching the culmination of sun and scars. In fact, the moment a north-

bound voyager from Rarotonga island passes the Equator, the: Pole Star will reveal the

location of the Hawaiian Group throughout the night.

A singular coincidence actually proves that Maori navigators were struggling due north

from Rarotonga just in die period of unrest when Maori traditions declared that their

forefathers made the return journeys co Hawaiki.

Gudgeon (1904, p. 265} presents the following interesting note i n an early volume of the
Journal of the Polynesian Society : "It is a very singular thing that the people of Pennrh-, n
(Tangarewa) and ManEhiki islands* lying north of Rarotonga, insist that their ancestors

came from Hawaiiki-Tautau (which is the Rarotonga n name for New Zealand), . . Before
the time of Rangiia and Karika of Rarotonga (ca, 1250), people came to these Northern
islands from New Zealand/’ (The same information is repeated bv Gill

1
1 9 jl s

^
p. i c

1 [„)

A hat would Maori navigators do 700—800 miles due north of Rarotonga, with the best

part of the way to Hawaii already behind them, if they were not heading for Hawaii?
And why do not Maori traditions tell of voyagers heading for Hawaii, if it is not because
Hawaii to them is the same as Hawaiki?

\ve may quote the following most interesting reference as rendered by Emory (1942 a,

P- 20

T

): “In the Annua! report of the Hawaiian Historical Society for 1920, it is worth
noting the following: 'A number of Maoris from New Zealand were in Honolulu last

spring, U was interesting to watch some of the Hawaiian s trace the race connection be-
tween themselves and the Maoris, and also to note the confidence with which the Maoris
confused the ancient Hawaiki of Asia with the Hawaiian islands,

5 55

I Fail to see just why it should he the M t;m who is confused concerning Hawaiki. After
a.I, nr know nothing of Hawaiki except what he has told us about it. And, have we any
substitute to offer anywhere in Asia? Tf Hawaiki was in Ask and not in Hawaii, wh) did
Toi and W ha tonga, after the storm, look for each other on the wrong side of Australia,
rilit is in Samoa and New Zealand, and not in Malay waters or the Palaus? And how did
Tangik aim for Tahiti and yet get south into the Antarctic? If the thirteenth century Maori
supposedly went on visits to their fathers

5
abode in distant Asia, why did they travel about

with neolithic /^re-dubs and elbow adze* and why did they go by way of Rarotonga?
"I ue Maoris went lrom New Zealand to Hawaiki when the Venetian traveller Marco Polo
’A,cnc * rom taly to Asia, but their respective loyal experiences were certainly not the same.
Hie Maoris visited their own kin and culture, and encountered no foreign Malays, Hindus,
0r ( -! ^nL'"

1 '' nor any *ar|d °f glittering jewels, glamour, and mediaeval Eastern civilization.

The Maori sailing directions to Hawaiki

I ox return to the Maori’s own version, inherited verbally and preserved with rever-
enCl- directly from those who actually undertook the journeys in question.

,n dfr/Ar and Legends She Polynesians^ Andersen (1928, p. 41) shows that the
-Maoris have thoroughly memorized and preserved the early sailing directions from
Hawaiki to New Zeal and* these they attribute to the early voyager Kupe, who had him-
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self arrived from Hawaiki. 1 Without any view on Maori -Polvnesian origins, Andersen
merely analyses the practical information to be gar he red from this traditionally communi-
cated knowledge. He finds at once that in this old description of the route from Hawaiki
to rhcir present abode, the .Maoris "had preserved the sailing direction from the Sandwich
Islands to New ZealandA

This discovery was made by “comparing notes” between Maori and Hawaiian traditional

accounts. Just as the early Maoris had preserved their sailing directions from Hawaiki to

New Zealand, so too had the Hawaiian traditions preserved the sailing directions from
their own group to distant southern, lands. In the Hawaiian chain of islands between Oahu
and Hawaii lies the island of Maui, and to the side of Maui are two small Islets, These
represent, according to Hawaiian, traditions, the conventional starting-point for their early

navigators when they set out for the distant southern lands, and from this point the

steersman was to keep the course with Hoku-paa, the Pole Star, right at Ids back,

Now, the Maoris state that the traditional voyages from Hawaiki to New Zealand fell

into two parts. When leaving Hawaiki “the bows of the canoes must be directed straight

south from Maui taka and Maoi-pae” which according to the Maoris were two twin

islets in the Hawaiki group, Both taba and pa* mean “to the side”, and the name of the two
islets are therefore given as “Maubto-the-side” or “to-the-side-af-Maui”, in full agreement
with the two islets to the side of Maui island in the Hawaiian group, where the Hawaiiang

tell us that all voyages from their group were to Starr. As the Hawaiians set their course

by keeping the Pole Star right at their backs, so do the Maori claim that the tirst part of the

journey from Hawaiki went “straight to the south*
1

from the twin, islets to- the -side- nf-

Matii in Hawaiki, The second part of the journey had a different course, as the voyager

now turned to keep his bow “a little to the left of the setting sun ’

.

The above is an exact sailing direction straight down from the conventional iv selected

starting point near Maui in the Hawaiian Group, due south to Rarotonga (“The Road

to Hawaiki”), and then southwest, to the left of the setting sun, to New Zealand, With
such exact Maori information it is apparent enough that the Maori Hawaiki is identical

with the present Hawaiian Islands, which have the correct geographical location and in

addition contain the islands of Mawai(k)i
n (
0)Ahu, and Maui with its two islets, as recorded

in Maori historical traditions.

Maori genealogy begins in Hawaii

Further supporting evidence is somewhat reluctantly offered hx Fomandet (1878, Vol. k

p, 2.03), who looked to Southern Arabia lor the source ofMaori migrations. Familiar with

Hawaiian genealogy, he says about the Maori: “... among other prominent names

oecuring in their ancestral tales, previous to their departure from Hawaiki, are four that

appear also on the Hawaiian Ufa line between Aikan&k& and PauMakua, In the New

1 According to Maori traditions, Kupc was the firs? local visitor from Hawaiki, hut lie returned without Scaring

any settlers in Zealand. However, tradition preserved the memory of his route tor the benefit oi those who

-would sail from Hawaiki to settle Nevr Zealand man* generations kber. Based on Maori genealogy, Kup-iT visi-

ts dated at about A. D. 9^0- Toi's arrival at about A. D. lsye; and f: .

,

alioui A. D. jo, the ^Hawaiki Flee,

brought to a dose a general period of migKU ion from Polynesia. (Duif ] $4% p. 175 ; etc. )
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Zealand legends they appear as chiefs or -4 riki of 11nwaib, following one another in the

same succession as on the Hawaiian genealogy. Their names are the Hawaiian pro-

nounctation in brackets— Hmu (HcmaJ, Tawhaki (Kahai), Wbahisroa (Whahicina), Rafea

(Laka).”

In his attempt to bring the Maori in from the west, Fornander had expected co find the

Maori ancestors in the genealogy of Siavsiii of Samoa rather than in Hawaii, but since this

expectation failed, he lias to admit “It is hardly historically possible that there

could have been two series oi chiefs in the Samoan and Hawaiian groups, with identical

names and in the same succession; with one transposition alone, the same identity holds

good in the names of three of their wives, , ,

Since a successive line ot chieftains and chudt&i nesses remembered in Maori history as

rulers in I lawaila actually reappears as local rulers in the Hawaiian line, but is unknown in

Samoa,— Hawaii and not Samoa must have been the ancestral Hiwaiki remembered h\ the

Maori,

Fornander also mentions that the Hawaiian^ have a tradition of an earlv local chief

named Paao, who in the end left the Hawaiian Group to seek a new settlement in distant

Lmds. T he author compares this Hawaiian tradition with a Maori tradition of certain an-

cestral incidents in tarty Hawaitd^ and finds the resemblance so marked “that it is easy to

recognize that both legends are but different versions of one and the same event”.

Another well known Polynesian genealogist, Percy Smith (1910 a, p. izj), who no
more than Fornander suspected the northerly located Hawaii to be the gateway of Maori-
Polynesians into the Hast Pacific, wrote: “Amongst the notable Hawaiian chiefs who,
shout the years r 100 to 1200, were constantly passing from the Northern Group to Tahiti

and the neighbouring islands, was one named ‘Oiopana, whose wife was I .u’ukia.’" He shows
I hat according to Hawaiian tradition they finally left Hawaii to seek a new home in the

Southern Islands. Further 1 “Now f
Olopana ?

s and his wife*s names, if converted into Maori
bv known letter changes, would be Koropanga and Rukutia. As a matter of fact we do
Mnd in Maori history the names oi Tu-te-Koropanga, whose wife was Rukutia, and that

they lived in Hawaiki. , .

”

Smith show's that, just as the Hawaiian tradition tells how this great local chief in the
end left Hawaii with bis wife to find a new and permanent abode in southern lands, so also

Maori tradition states that their ancestral chief with the same name left Hawaiki with a
vke oi the same name to settle permanently in the South Island of New Zealand, where
after arriving in the Matin canoe before the great fleet, they became the ancestors of the
local Waitaha tribe.

Further: “With respect to the above table, Olopana and his wife Taihi kla lived cither
twenty-six or twenty-eight generations ago, according ro which of the Hawaiian lines is

taken. That these people are identical with Tu-te-Koropanga and his wife Rukutia of
Taoi i history must he taken for almost certain, tor it is extreme tv improbable that two men
O; .he same name should marry wives of the same name— and their period is the same,”

Lh^ author strengthens Ids argument still further by showing that this same chief-
tamess is in Hawaiian traditions credited with having invented the female dress called pan,
Sti.i used by the Hawaiian women, while in a Maori song appear the words: “Gird thee
with the dress (mat) of Rukutia,”
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Smith {Ibid*, p. $$} adds : "We may possibly see another connection between. Hawaiian
and Maori ancestors about this time in the name Pau-Matua (Paumakua m Hawaiian},”
Paumakua is the chieftain following directly after H.ema, Kahaki, Whahieloa, and Lafca
in the Hawaiian line, all of whom, we have seen, arc remembered in New Zealand as great
chiefs in Ibwaiki, Pointing out that the Maori Pan-Mania and the Hawaiian Paumakua
must have flourished very nearly at the same time, Smith finds it “a strong possibility that

they were the same individual.”

These observations by Pomander and Percy Smith are the more remarkable since

neither of these genealogists suspected the Maoris to have come in from the extreme north-
easi of the Pacific.

The memorized Maori names and geographical location of the islands in the ancestral

Hawaii?
i
group, the exactly preserved sailing directions from these islands, rhe concurrence

of genealogical names for early Hawaiian and Hawaiian chiefs, and the opinion of the

natives themselves, singly and together point to a former Maori arrival directly from the

northern Hawaiian Group, W"e even learn from the time of the Kuropean discovery of
! lawaii that “trie natives of the Sandwich Islands approach nearer to the New Zealanders,

in their manners and customs, then to either of theft less distant neighbours of the Society

or friend! v Islands”, (Cook 1784, Vol, III, p. c $9.)

1 ram the Society Islands we have already mentioned how Tangiia must have followed

a south-bound course from Hawai i to enter the icj Antarctic when missing his landfall in

Tahiti. Best 1523 b, p. is) points out: "'The Tahitians give Hawai'i as rhe name of ibeir

original home-land, their dialect ha\ ing dropped the letter Jh”

On two of the neighbouring Society Islands, Borahora and Raiatca, a chief named Raa
is remembered as the great local progenitor, and again Pomander writes: “The establish-

ment of this line of chiefs on Raiatea coincides in a remarkable manner as to name. time,

and some other circumstances with the well-known Hawaiian chief Laa, surnanted Mai-
Kahiki ...”

In rhe Marquesas Group the natives directly render Hawaii as ihc name of the islands

whence their ancestors had come, just as in the Society Island dialects, and not suspecting

a Polynesian route from the extreme Northeast Pacific at the time when J lived among
these natives rn 1957—38, I was rather puzzled by the confidence with which they asso-

ciated their traditional Hawaii with the now known Hawaiian Group to 1 he north.

Next to Polynesia lie the Micronesian Gilbert Islands, where ire find a strong infusion

of Polynesian blood. The local islanders do not speak of Hawaiki, but name Koimkaki as

their traditional ancestral abode. Kramer (1906) draws attention to Kaiiftahika^ the maul

port in the south coast of Molokai in the Hawaiian group, and adds: “Kainakaki, accord-

ing to Wilkes the Klysium or Hawaiki in die language of the Gilbert islanders, is pres u Ut-

ah tv the same word.”

.Yq Hmi'aiian tradition of Hawaiki

In view of the importance, of HawaikL or occasionally some intermediate island group,

in the traditional history of the Maori and his tropical relatives, it is most suggestive to

note with Pomander and Smith (1910 a, p. 216) that “the Hawaiian! ha 1

, e no tradition of

any Hawaiki in the Pacific. . T According to Hawaiian traditions, their own islands, as
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opposed to all the rest to the south, were the ones first discovered and settled in the open
ocean.

It h equally interesting to note that the known Polynesian migratory period of about
1100— 1300 A,D. was principally centred just in Hawaii. From Hawaii emigrants actually

went to colonise the various islands further south, whereas daring voyagers from the

Marquesas, Tahiti* Rarotonga, Samoa, etc, went back to visit relatives in Hawaii. These
stirring activities coincide in time entirely with the period when, according to all Central

Polynesians* their ancestors came from Hawaiki and subsequently returned to visit that

celebrated spot.

The fact that Hawaiki was a lonely group, assembled outside the myriads of other Poly-

nesian islands and atolls, is judged from the frequent reference to “the islands of the

Hiwai Id an sea". They were remote, and yet solely inhabited by Polynesian relatives, with
the same speech,, dress and culture as on all the other Polynesian islands.

V\ ith the Maori-Po
3
ynesran centre of diffusion and first oceanic settlement traced back

to lonely Hawaii in the extreme northeast Pacific, we have removed die Maori ancestor
Ur from the Malays, and traced them buck two-thirds of the way up towards the Kwakiutl
habitat. We shall now examine Hawaiian traditions for traces that may take us right back
to the mai.nl and*

Pomander (iSyfi* Vol, T* p, as) writes; “The Hawaiian traditions which bear upon the

origin of the islands and the derivation of the inhabitants are many and diversified, both in

substance and colouring. National or dynastic vanity and priestly speculations have ap-

parently at different periods re-cast and re-arranged some old primordial tradition, ...”

Notwithstanding the veil of fancy cast over these primordial memories, Fomander
p. zj) shows that the actual discovery of Hawaii is ascribed to a mythical “wandering

abet
,
who came from a vast island or mainland which was never mentioned by its. real

name, but only alluded to as the lost home of Kane. As Pomander (Ihldi) says,
11
Jhktt-Ihmd

or -Ai" tiima-a-

K

L

thc hidden, concealed land of Kane 1

,
was as much a reality as the

existence of Kane himself. ... In the Hawaiian traditions its situation was vaguely inds-

cated to be in a north-westerly direction from the group or the particular island of the be
holder, and though firmly believed in, yet the belief seldom stimulated to action.”
The vague notion that their forefathers had not come from Central Polynesia, but that

Kanes hidden land lay in still higher latitudes, shows char Hawaii had originally been
reached by drift voyagers or castaways who had not governed their own course and hence
'VL.ii. unable ro find rhe way back. Nor, ro an y voyager arriving in the tropical Paradise of
I law aii, would a return voyage to the wintry north be as tempting as a further easy push
v. in. the trade wind to the warm south, .Hence Hawaii,, alias Hawaiki, would naturally
terrain as the Paradise ot all Polynesians, while details concerning earlier abodes further
north vanished into obscurity.

Hawaii the straits and iki the volcano

I he great "wandering chief” who is said to have discovered the Hawaiian islands is

alluded to as l Li}iaii-ios
f
ot IJaiirih-Uie-iiftai

'

' ,
but his name is also repeatedly given as

kx or 'The Straits of Hawaii”. (Pomander t H 7S* Vol. 1
? p, 23,5*5.) The is-
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land Hawaii was named after tins mythical wanderer, and hence the name must l>c a verv
ande nt one brought to Hawaii by its early settlers.

Fornander himself was sufficiently familiar with the Polynesian predilection for alle-

gories and symbolic names to realize that “the Straits of Hawaii" was merely a poetical

device
j
a descriptive mythical name personified in the local discoverer, and lie proceeded

to trace its possible origin. He and others have shown rhat Hawaiiy alias HasHki, is a

composite name, consisting of a root with the suffix //, alias ikJ. IkJ is the original Lome and
/V the result of a later dropping of the letter L Philologists have suggested two possible

meanings for this suffix; on the one hand “small" or "little"; on the other “furious” or

“raging” as referring to- a volcano in eruption, The improbability of the first of these

meanings is apparent from the old Polynesian use of words like Has Aba and Hawaii*

tm

i

which would produce the senseless suffix
f
‘Little-Great”. And, as shown b\ Pomander

(fbirf.1 p. 6), a Marquesan tradition shows plainly that ii refers to a volcano: “...in a

chant of that people, referring to the wanderings of their forefathers, and giving a des-

cription of that special Hawaii on which they once dwelt, it is mentioned as: Tai mamas,
tita oa fu fe lt\ "a distant sea (or far off region), away inland stands the volcano (the furious,

the raging)A” 1

Thereupon Fornander and others with him removed the epithet ii or /&', and looked

to the west for a place-name equivalent to Hawn (of /Antwii), Sara (of .V^ndi), or Hapa
(of Hapai). Suspicion naturally fell on Java, and the .name of this island was by many
considered the due to the “whence” of the Maori-Poly nesi an ancestors. After jumping a

good beco miles from Hawaii to Java, lie then look a furher leap of 5 000 miles back to

Zaba, the early seat of Cushite empire in Arabia, as the ancestral starting point. However,
finding nowhere any "Strait” with a name equivalent to Hava Of HasA Fornander (p. zy)

simply suggests rhat the allegoric reference to the Hawaiian discoverer as “the Straits of

Hawaii ’ must refer to the Hawaiian memory of a now lost name for the Straits of Stand a

between Java and Sumatra. .Here the question was left.

Taking up Pomander’s original clue, the present author suspected that Hawai (or Savm,

IInput) might have been the old root from which the name1 sprang, rather than HtWa, As
stated earlier, Wbatonga’s legendary canoe in Hawaiki was named Te Hawal, not Te liana

nor Te Hawaiki

\

and in Hawaii ancient place-names like Kaha-hcm-aK Pmuf-kmaiy etc. are

found. Evert more suggestive is the fact that, as stated, die epithet ii or iks refers to a

raging, active volcano, of which there are none in Polynesia outside the Hawaiian anti Sa-

moan groups and New Zealand. There are two in Hawaii in the Hawaiian Group, and

another in Savaii in the Samoan Group, but there is none in Hapai in the Tonga Islands.

Therefore, Hawaii and Savaii, but not Hapai, have been given the suffix ii, denoting a

volcano. Yet, even without the ii, this Tonga Island is known as Hapai and not as Haps,

quite in keeping with the name of WbatongaA canoe 7k /lawns trom. Hawai hi.

The reduction of a consonant, changing Hanwikt to Hawai 7
i and HapaikJ to Hapai 7

L

i> a well known process in Polynesian speech, but no Polynesian dialect would abbreviate

IlnpitPi to Hapai. On the other hand, Hapai may verv well he the mot of Hap.It-iki, and

the canoe Te Han-'ai may be the root of Te Hawm-iki. Recalling at the same time the marked

1 According to 3 Icncy {1938, p, 11 J, also Tahitian folklore often spoke of Hawaii Island, as or “Riming

IlaTaa'i", due eo Lei- volcano which was formerly always brightly burning.
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softening tendency throughout Polynesian speech, the p in IIapa

i

is obviously an older

form than w in Hawaii. On these premises I resumed die search outside Polynesia for

Hapai, or even for the more guttural Hahn,
Jn a general world atlas (Philip 1934, p- 151) I checked up on the principal straits be-

tween the islands in the Northwest American Archipelago, and, between the Hunter and

Calvert Island 5, right in the midst of the Kwakiutl territory, was the Hakai Strait. If 1 latai

had been, for instance, in ft u rope or Argentina, or if it bar! been a mountain-ridge or an

island, instead of a principal strait among the Northwest Indians of the particular Kwakiutl

tribe, then it might well have been attributed to simple coincidence. But if we are actually

looking for a certain strait with a certain name, located between the limited number of

islands in Kwakiutl territory, and we actually find u rhere. that it be coincidence can no

longer be considered.

The Stilish intrusion of Bella Coola Valley

When I bter went to the Kwakiutl Archipelago and the Hakai Strait, T learnt that to

the local Indians Hakai was not just any casual channel; it was, and still is, one of the best

known, and most frequented Kwakiutl Jistdng-grounds. What is more, Hakai is the direct

exit to the open Pacific from the only channel on the Northwest Coast where we have

obvious proof of as yet unexplained tribal expulsions.

The mainland immediately behind the Hakai Strait is today the home of the Bella Coola

Indians, who, ethnological ly, do not belong to this locality at all. The Bella Coola Valley

ss in the centre of Kwakiutl territory, yet the Bella Coola Indians arc not Kwakiutl, but

are members of the large Salish stock which occupies the coast further south. The fact,

that a strong wedge of an alien tribe is in possession of the principal valtej inside the Kwa
kiutl section of the coast is well known to anthropologists, The only question not settled

is whether the SaSish of Bella Coola managed to wedge into their present habitat as the

result of an inland migration or after a journey up the coast. And the only question not

vet asked lsl V/bar happened to the former Kwakiutl inhabitants of this valley when the

Salish intruders conquered it?

With large expan ces of level ground and with a wide river, rich in salmon, the Bella

Coola Valley represents the must tempting settlement for any Indian war-party between
the border of Alaska and the proper Salish territory in. southern British Columbia. There
is so little level ground on the mountainous, island-dotted British Columbian coast, that

the great Kwakiutl people would never have left this principal coastal valley in their own
midst unoccupied in expectation of a Salish intrusion from the south.

1 be Salish at Bella Coola, whether they had arrived by land or by sea, had, when they

conquered the richest settlement on the local coast, succeeded in splitting the great Kwa-
kiut] territory into two equal parts—one north and one south of the open Hakai Strait.

(See map p. 8o.)

"There are only two exits from the deep, mountain-girt Bella Cook valley. A conquered
people, forced into : light, might climb a precipitous mountain-parh at the very top of [he
valley, and thus take refuge among alien Dene tribes on the inland plateau; otherwise they
might embark in their canoes and escape into the Burke Channel. Any Northwest Coast

32 Htyerfafil
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irsbe would unhesitatingly choose the latter alternative if defeated ashore; and craft leaving
rhe beach at Bella Coda can only follow the Burke Channel—hanked by wild precipices
and glaciei t— till they reach the open Hakai Straits, the last gateway to the open Pacific.
_a fleeing tti.be would take . i.eir wives and children on board to prevent their enslavement
I

' ' L

1

k p. j tribes. The onu i ate 1 a ; exits fro 01 rh e precip Itous Burke Chan riel are 1C watna B a\

and the Dean Channel, both inhabited and fortified by other tribes. The refugees from Bella
Ccda Valley could find only temporary shelter in their own familiar fishing grounds of
the 1 lai- a i Strait, or they could continue into the open sea. It they moved on, they could
perhaps have made a last call at Cape Scott at the northern tip of Vancouver Island; other-
wise they would find no more land short of Hawaii,

1 here are still rraces today of some ancient habitation on the coast of the Hakai Strait,

although in historic times it has only served the surrounding tribes as a dependable
fishing-ground and source of food. It may be worth while to note that in the dialect of
the Marquesan islanders hakai means to “feed”, in Easter Island the word reappears as

which means “to feed, to nourish”; and at Mangflteva as tigd, “to give food to”.
In the Marquesas km and Lx-km means to “eat”; add on the Northwest Coast Mark (Tsiin-
syan) and kit-da (Tlingit) means “belly”; and ks-ta (Raida) means to “cat”,

Ve have ample reason to suspect that the particular Hawai or Hapai Strait alluded to
m the symbolic name of the Hawaiian discoverer is the Ha Seal Strait, the direct geographi-
cal link between the tribes driven away from prehistoric Bella Cook and those driven
ashore ii: prehistoric Hawaii. It is well worth noticing that in historic times 5; is amon :

ii;e Surrounding Kwakiutl, and not among the alien Bella Cook intruders, char \vc find
rhe main bulk of Maori-Folyncskn analogies; also Lliat the Kwakiutl, according to

Dmckerk survey, represent the purest—and together with the Nootka perhaps also the

oldest -aboriginal coast-dwdkrs in the present Northwest Indian habitat.

V\ c have seen hpw the Maori and his kin are proud of thei r descent from the ancestral

Paradise ot Bavaiki, and can now well understand why the Hawaiian?, who had no
Hawaiki outside rheir own group, let “national and dynastic vanit>” obscure their humiH-
ating descent from defeated families driven from the northerly Hakai Strait. Percy Smith
(1910 a, p, 125), however, found Maori-Polynesian historical traditions which directly ad-

mitted that it had originally been “great wars which caused the people to spread to ail

parts”, and he even found “statements in most Maori traditions, that it was great wars
that originated the migration, and it oe course follows therefrom as a consequence that

the Polynesian race were the defeated people, and had ro depart”.

Only refugees without choice take women into their canoes and Jet the wind and current

at their w ill carry whole families away from their own homes and into the open spaces of
an unexplored ocean. Dramatic expedidons of this sort, away from ad familiar shores and
mro the endless uncharted water-spaces, represent compuborv drifts or at the best a choice

of the lesser of two evils. Capitulation to a victorious war- oar tv of Salish head-hunters

would probably be the larger of any two evils.
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We have seen that Salish tribes invading and occupying the Bella Cook Valley may have

started the human slide that brought Northwest Indians to Hawaii, and Hawaiians later

to Central Polynesia and New Zealand, all at the beginning of the present millennium.

The question now arises: did they find uninhabited land, or were other people already

in possession of these far-away islands?

We may say without hesitation that the Northwest Indian dement cannot be the only

one to have entered the farflung islands of Polynesia.

We have shown how Polynesian genealogists agree that the first wave of immigrants
nn.isv have settled Polynesia about the middle of the first millennium A r D., and we have

in passing referred to the prehistoric remains on Easter Island and elsewhere, of whose
origin the present Maori -Polynesians can give us very scanty information. We may state

definitely chat these deserted monuments are not: of Northwest Indian character and work-
manship, nor can they be credited with a Malay style and origin.

There are also physical types to be found sporadically on all these islands, including

New Zealand, which do not concur with the predominant Maori -Polynesian tv pc, and
which accordingly do not find ail analogy among the coast Indians of Northwest America,
and still less among the Indo-Malays. Yet their entry into the Ease Pacific is so compara-
tive!', recent that, with the elimination of the characters and elements already discussed,

their identification should be a much simpler matter.

Polynesia reached by different prehistoric settlers

During recent decades the theory of
f

‘eastward sweeping Malay’s'
7 who developed into

Polynesians merely by settling Polynesia has received another serious blow* As Handy
.

I 33 ° h, p. 95; writes :

“ The more recent studies in Polynesian ethnology have complicated
dn' matter even further by revealing the ancient Polynesians as composite in race, in
culture, and in language.”

It is primarily due to Sullivan's somato Logical analysis in Polynesia that the complexity
of the Polynesian people has been, established as a scientifically founded fact, Following
1

j

Li3 rc^an:h into Samoan (1921), Tongan (1922), and Marquesan (1923) somatology,
Sullivan (1915, p. 168) wrote: “The inter-island differences, in addition to other signs of
variability, are indicative oj a non-homogeneous group. The variability is too great and
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the inter-island differences too far reading to be accounted for by mere local peculiarities,
r 1 1 - - s ‘’•'••i ': indication that more than one physical tvpe is under consideration,,”
Tlse fact that the respective physical types appeared unevenly on different Polynesian

idaod? proved to Sullivan (IbkL p. a 15) that the racial mixture had. not taken place before
the dispersal into Polynesia, but that the “widely separated physical types came into Poly-
nesia at different times and that whatever mixture has taken place has occurred within
Polynesia”,

Pater Sullivan 1102.4 a, p, 22; T9 24 b> p, jzij followed up Iris discoveries in his two
papers "Race Types in Polynesia" and “The Racial Diversity of the Polynesian Peoples”,
in which 1 .l. writes: The now rapidly accumulating data on the biology' or the inhabitants
oi Polynesia are beginning to indicate clearly that the- ‘Polynesians’ are in nn sense to be
considered a uniform racial type, The 'Polynesian type' is an abstract concept into the
composition of which have entered the characteristics of several physical types" Also:
", .At is clear that they must have entered the Pacific at different times, and possibly by
d ticrent routes. Certainly they must have had different languages and cultures.”
Xo Polynesian At seems subsequently to have opposed Sullivan’s established view, hut

the evidence indicating more than one wave of immigrants into Polynesia has gradually
gained in strength. Handy (1930 c, p. 4} say? in “The Problem of Polynesian Origins'

A

Sullivan, Dixon, and Shapiro have all indicated the composite nature of the racial tyne
in Polynesia and the varying distribution of its distinctive elements, Dixon, Linton, and
m V proem writer have analysed one or another phase oi the culture and have demon-
strated the presence of several distinct strata or groups of culture element?. And Churchill
nearly twenty years ago segregated Polynesian linguistic dements into two distinct groups,”

\Ye may judge that the migration during the present millennium, which brought the

Maori and his tropical Polynesian cousins down from I-L‘nw'h\ must have been die

latest impulse of any importance to reach the islands before Europeans discovered them,
This may be deduced from die absence from the carefully preserved Polynesian history

or am reference to a subsequent arrival of other people, and secondly, from the more
emphatic statements of the same historical traditions that when their own ancestors dis-

covered the various islands, alien tribes already lived there. As will be seen, the Maori-
Polvnesian traditional memory on widely separated islands describes, not one. but two,
mutualh different peoples as living together on some islands at the time of their own
arrival \? the verbally memorized descriptions of these people are remarkably consistent,

and since they describe just those deviating types of natives Slid to-dai traceable among
the aborigines* they may ar least give us some illustrative suggestion? before we turn to

more concrete evidence. AXe know Polynesian traditions ro represent inherited history and
religious allegories, and that, as Buck (19261, p. 205) says : “From a purely scientific point

ot view, tradition 1? oi the greatest value in ethnological research regarding me Poly-

nesian race.”

Polynesian memories of a local dark- coloured race

Fried erici (191s, p. 203 ) writes:
"

3 i has often been asserted* and again perhaps, just as

often been denied, char the Polynesians upon their arrival in the Pacific found a dark-

coloured race already in possession of the lands* even on the far out-lying atolls, If, the
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suggestion is that this people with the islands upon which it lived, represent the test of

a former sunken continent, i, c, a primeval homogeneous stratum of people, this view must

be rejected co-day, as it has been before. However, the presence of dark-coloured, exrra-

Pohnesian elements is established, not only in anthropological respect, as in New Zealand,

Niue, Manga ia, V'aitupu, Tongarewa, Tahiti, the Tuamotus arid the Hawaiian group, but,

according to the statements in their own traditions and genealogies^ the Polynesians have

also found the islands reached by them as New Zealand, Niue, Rarotonga, Tahiti,

Hawaii — possessed by a dark-coloured population,”

Maori history has preserved a vivid memory of this dark people which, it is maintained,

inhabited part of New Zealand prior to their own arrival. Best (1921 a, p. 175) shows that

the Maori newcomers have memorized them 2s “a spare, slim-danked, and dark-skinned

folk, with bushy or outstanding hair, having flat noser with upturned nostrils
;
an indolent

and chilly people, fond of hugging the ji reside. They had a curious habit of looking side-

ways out of die corners of their ey es, and were noted for treacherous behaviour. The 1

', built

rede huts, and wore bur little clothing, a rough cape in winter, and merely some leaves

in summer,”

These dark-skinned individuals arc- also mentioned as "speaking a strange tongue”, or

“a language unlike the Maori tongue. (Dixon 1921, p. 88.) The Maoris further ob-

served that: "They did nor preserve their traditions as we do.” (\\ hatahoro, quoted by

Skinnier 1925, p, 1 S,)

The Maoris, who themselves had well-developed noses and considered a high and narrow

proboscis their racial ideal of beauty (Shapiro 1930, p. 28 1), described with much contempt
the appearance of their dark predecessors with '‘fiat noses and spreading nostrils”; "the

nostrils seemed to be all the nose they had,” states one account, (Best 1914, Vos. I, p. 5).

Dixon (1921, p, Si) presents a Maori tradition of some early people seen by their own
ancestors when visiting Raiatea Island. These foreign people had "dark skins, and were
very dark in colour, with the hair standing out from the head, the hair was very dark,

the faces flat with rUt noses, the nostrils flattened out below, with overhanging prominent
eyebrows; their legs were thin, with small calves; they were lean. Little flesh but much bone.

They were quite small in stature.”

The Polynesian settlers in Rarotonga "found a black people already there, and an earlier

god, Kongo, a dark god, a god of cruelty and human sac rii ices.” (St. Johnston j.92 1, p. 280.)

This early, dark-skinned people, referred to in Rarotongan tradition under rhe name of
-i 'aKcihtiw, reappears in distant

F

[ uamotu tradition and genealogy, referred to as Matinhurts
in this place also. In this group such individuals ate not merely traditional

; they were seen

ami described even, by early European visitors: "The natives seen by Beechev at Bow
Island in the ’twenties" 0: last century are described by him as being of a repulsive type.

i

' cir noses were broad and flat, their eyes dull and sunken, their lips thick . . „ long bushy
ha.} well saturated with dirt and vermin . . . their limbs bony, their muscles flaccid.’ And
this h said of a people of the Paumotu Group, in Eastern Polynesia,” writes Els don. Best.

(
* 9^3 a, p- 49-)

brum the Marquesas Group we have an interesting concurrence of data. When the group
v‘ ai> discovered by the Mendana expedition in 1591, there happened to be a negro among
'he crew of the Admiral’s ship. Seeing him, the natives at Tahuata Island explained through
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signs that to the south of their island there was land inhabited by such black men; that
rbese used the bow and arrow; and that they were their enemies whom they occasionally
visited for the purpose of war. What makes this incident the more interesting is the fact

that in the direction given by these Polynesians, straight to the south of Tahuata, and
on the nearest land there, the anthropologist is today confronted with what Friededci

(1915, p. 204} terms "the foreign, darkcolotited elements in the remote Tuamotu-atolls
of ReaOj Pnkama, and Napufea”.

The theory that the dark-coloured strain has a Melanesian origin

The identity of these foreign and dark-coloured, fiat- nosed, thick-lipped, short- built,

and bushy-haired aborigines, who occasionally fought with bow and arrow, lias caused
much controversy, and is not yet quite established. A majority of writers have un hesitantly

ascribed to them a Melanesian origin. The great scarcity—and often absence—of the Old
\X orid 11 factor in Polynesia has in recent years greatly weakened, this theory, unless It be
admitted that the Melanesian element in Polynesia is only sporadic, and too limited to be

counted as an impressive component in the local race. If it be correct that the dark-coloured

natives seen on certain of the Polynesian islands by the Maori-Polync sian immigrants
realiy were of Melanesian extraction, then one of the main problems seems to be bow they

could have Lett their own kin on the clustered islands next to Papuasia, to appear spora-

dically on oceanic islands far to the east. The Melanesians are not, and apparently never
were, good seafarers and courageous explorers,. The Maori- Polynesian sea-rovers, at the

peak of their oceanic eta, might well have raided the adjoining Melanesian islands for

easily captured slaves; but it is expressly stated in all MaorbPolyneskn traditions con-
cerning this folk that the Mamlmm were one of the two alien peoples which dwelt on the

islands before they themselves arrived. We shall therefore postpone this disputed diffusion

problem until we have later considered also the second of the two earl v peoples.

Even in lonely Easter Island wc find, as stressed by Routlcdge (1919, p. 221), that there

are certain remarkably dark-coloured natives among the local Maori-Polynesian aborigines,

a fact -which has been commented upon from the earl) days of European discovery and

admitted by the Easter Islanders themselves, who say that some oi their ear!', local fore-

fathers had been “black”. (Routledge 1979, p. 22.1l)

Turning now to another lonely Polynesian outpost, rhe Morion settlements of the

Chatham Elands, we learn from Scoct (1893, p, 23) that: “According to their own tradi-

tions, their ancestors came from Hawailri, some twenty-seven, nr twenty-eight generations

ago. On arrival they found the islands thickly inhabited by natives who differed consider-

ably from them, being darker, and having very black hair. After much lighting, they made
peace with the islanders, and. Intermarrying with them, the two races became fused.

Tiers is another tradition of the arrival of a second body of immigrants at a Ater date.

These axe said to have come from New' Zealand. This traditional history tends to show
that rhe Mori oris, like the Maoris, arc of a mixed Polynesian and Melanesian stock.”

Even in Hawaii anthropologists have occasionally proposed Melanesian vestiges in the

local tribes, while the native Hawaiian? speak of a small people that retreated to the moun-

tains of the interior until at last they died out in early ancestral times. They were known
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in Hawaiian history as Ahnehun^ hut nothing particularly is said about their skin colour,

Degener (1949, p. 193) says about the traditional memory of this mythical race:

“Legends of Hawaii are replete with stories of dwarfs, called mm^hum. These little people

did not have the choice of food plants of the later arrivals, but subsisted on the fruit of

the pandanus, the pith of the tree-fern, the rootstock of tine ti, and the berries of the ohelo

or native huckleberry, and the akala or native raspberry . Most of the mmthum stories centre

about the island of Kauai. The stories are too frequent and detailed to be idle figments of

the imagination. It is very likely that the illusive, dwar£ mmebime were earlier settlers who,
to avoid detection and probable slaughter, were most active at night. Their last important

stronghold was Kauai. Because of unusual ruins on barren Keeker Island to the west, it

is believed they were forced even to leave Kauai to find their last home there.”

Percy Smith (1910 a, p. 140) identities the Hawaiian Mtmhme with the Manabme or the

“little people” found by the newcomers to Rarotonga and New Zealand, and states that

both in Rarotongan acid Maori dialect rmnahum means “a scab, or mark on the body”,
lie adds: “It may be that the origin of the name h due to the people who bore it being

marked with cicatrices (manahune). , . .from Maori and Rarotongan accounts, they appear
rather to have been an alien race The vague notions theP'oh nesians generally have in

regard to the Manahune . . . seems to point to their having been a race living in the remote
past conquered by the Polynesians, and probably often enslaved by them. In fact, the tradi-

tions no doubt point to the Papuan or Melanesian race, who, it Is well known, mark their

flesh in gashes, as an ornament, instead of tattoo, as with the Polynesians."

In Tahiti 1 learnt from Mr, M, Jay of Tahaa that old natives unrii recent years recalled

traditions about the Maaabm&y describing them as “black" men who had once lived in

the interior of the island and who, when caught, were unable to make themselves under-
stood, as they spoke a language which was quire different from the Tahitian. Handy {193.0c,

p. 5) writes from (he same island: “Legendary lore, preserved in the form of chants, dearly
indicates that this class termed manahune was descended from an earlier population that

dwelt in the land prior to the aril conquest.” He also found “numerous indications—
archaeological social religious pointing to two major phases of cultural history in the
bland prior to European contract. The Tahitians themselves divided their history into
two periods. „ +

”

Shortly after Tahiti’s discovery, Bougainville (Montemont 1854, Bk r p. Z37} made
1 it. following observation : The people or I ahiti is composed of two very different
races or mankind. . . The first, and that is the most numerous, shows men of taller stature

;

thee are commonly about six feet and more. Nothing distinguishes their features from
fbose of the 3 uropeans; and if they are dressed, if they live less in the open air and in
strong sunshine, they are as white as we arc. in general their hair is black. The second
race is ol a moderate stature, have tnzzgd hair tough as a mane; its colour and its traits

di lifting but little from those of the mulatto.”
hi the Marquesas, Sullivan (19 Z4 b, p, 5*1) found darker-skinned individuals dominant

on some islands and lighter-skinned ones on others, and said: «. , .Dr. Handy has found
differences in language and culture which correspond roughly to the distribution of the
two physical types.”

Lr, Ralpji Linton has called my attention to a few Melanesian elements traceable in
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Marquesan art; and during my stay there in 1957- 38 I collected traditional accounts, on
both Hivaoa and Fatuhiva, which described a smaller and darker population originally
inhabiting these islands, but who, when the Polynesians arrived from Hawaii bv sea, fled
to the most inaccessible peaks and mountain ridges, where they fortified themselves with
stone works and ditches. 1 lie 1 olynesians have shown me stone walls and tortitications

attributed to this early alien people in the peaks above the Fuamau valley on Hivaoa, and
above rhe Genoa, and Ouja valleys on Fatuhiva.

EMxon (tcji 1 , 8
5 j ,

real] sting like Sutlivan, Ilandy, and other modern Poivnesianists,
tliat more than one variety of mankind must have entered into the forming of the present
Polynesian race, pointed to what he termed the Melanesian form of head, which appears
sporadically among present Polynesians. He said,1 “The geographical distribution of
crania of this type, as shown by the present study, seems to. .

.

lead to the conclusion
that a stealum of relatively pure Austro-Melanesian type must have preceded the ‘Polv-

nesian.A in Polynesia.”

As early as 1911, Churchill segregated Polynesian linguistic elements into two distinct

groups and claimed that tire anguage indicated two separate eras in Polynesian history,

the earliest ot which seemed to contain traits nf Melanesian speech dements.
Although rhe theory has never been generally accepted, it can hardlv be denied char

there is some evidence to support the ever recurrent view that the former occupants of
Polynesia, i.11 Its primeval era, included some stray Melanesian dements unevenly distri-

buted; bur the importance of their occurence has probably been greatly overestimated,

i'he face that there was an evident strain of long-headed dements in Easter Island and
many other parts of Polynesia, whereas the Malays were a distinctly short-headed people,

has probab y encouraged the claims of a strong Melanesian component in the Polynesian

stock more than anything else, For the Melanesians were long-headed, and could have

brought dolicocephaly into the East Pacific island world. However, we know today that

the occurrence of dolicocephaly in Polynesia is not at all associated with other Melanesian

elements (Mctraux 1940; Shapiro 1943). and that, irrespective of our attitude towards the

proposed existence of stray Melanesian elements in Polynesia, the important long-headed
local form must have entered the far eastern islands from other territory than Melanesia.

Since long-headed people with maritime culture occupied major sections of the Pacific

coast of the New World east of Polynesia ar the time of the first Polynesian migrations,

we shall I eave this question open until these eastern neighbours are also brought into the

discussion* (Parc; V.)

The Manahune had a lower position in the community

Men and women would need seamanship and good boats to reach all rhese remote

sections of Polynesia intentionally; and we may confidently state that Melanesian families,

as they arc known to us, could not* upon embarkation tn Melanesian canoes and in Mela-

nesian watcrSj travel alone cm explorations— or drift voyages—against the direction of any

natural flow of winds and currents, to settle, not only New Zcal.md—though this might
have been icasihle— bur Rarotonga, the Marquesas Group, Easter Island, and Hawaii.

Voyaging of this kind would certainly not be attempted by the Melanesians, and if so, it

would far surpass dicir capacity.
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There is only one logical conclusion to be drawn; if there were any Melanesians at all on
these islands before the Maori-Polynesians came, their early Companions— the creators of
the cydopean stone monuments found on some islands— must have been good seamen.
Certainly they must have been in need of manual labour, if not slaves.

Irrespective of their racial origin, Handy (1930 c, p, 5) dearly shows the subordinate
position of the early dark element in rhe Polynesian community: "At the rime ofdiscovery
there existed in Tahiti a distinct class of the population, known as the mamhum^ that was
subject to the land-owning group consisting of the am (chiefs) and the rmtira (landed
proprietors)* The manahum arc said to have been the most numerous element in the native
population, They had no individual land rights but were tenants or serfs of the wii and
raatira» or else they lived in the inner valleys or on the plateaus. Traditions of the am
n-ft r fo them contemptuously as the valley-dwellers {mho vm)t wood cutters, planters,

3 were the serfs, laborers, paddlers of the canoes of the
am”

I land v (1930 b, p. 94) also shows that the Manahune in Tahiti was directly addressed
as "Thou slave of the Aril”. 1

The idea of the earliest Polynesian people raiding the occupants of the adjoining archi-
pelago to satisfy their own requirements m labourers or slaves may at first sound rather
fantastic, but in view o£ the Melanesian pig and breadfruit, which spread to Hawaii and
other Polynesian outposts as as a result of Polynesian visits to marginal Melanesia, we
cannot deny that casual trophies like slaves may have been carried back to Polynesia as
1

'paddlers of the canoes” more conveniently than chickens and hogs.

The Caucasian element in Polynesia

We shall now turn our attention to another of the basic dements that seem to enter
into the local composition of Polynesian race and culture, As Linton (192^ p. 44-) puts
it:

:

'Recent studies of physical type have proved condt^iyely that the Polynesian are
not a pure race but are made up of at least three racial elements.”

J. inton specifies these racial components m a "bradwcephalic race with slight Mongoloid
alh.dties

, a dolichocephalic negroid race”, and a "dolichocephalic or mesocephah'c race
which shows Caucasic affinities”.

Hv also says: 1 he frequency and distribution of rhe two non-negroid races seems to
indicate that they entered the region in nearly pure form, Alt three races arc present in
most of the Polynesian islands but they vary in the proportion which they bear to the
total population, of each grown.’’

Uf these three distinguishable dements we have so far discussed two, the descendants
ot what appeared to be slightly Mongoloid Northwest Indians, and an earlier dement
occasionally proposed to be of Melanesian origin. It seems, therefore, that the third and
Caucasoid element in question may refer to the second of the two earlv local peoples
Whcch *hc: Maoti-Polynesians claim to have found on tludr arrival in the islands.

1 Tk,m author (i9 y. c. p. Q Mate from Havaii that, wording to a local ftwlition "relative to the
' ' " *°UndS mUCt “ IfH*™ w:,& i!i kbpwaid imported it b„g
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This modern division of the present Polynesian people into three separate root- stocks

has remained practically unchanged in subsequent years. Bryan {15335, p. 60) aunts up in

the following words Our present knowledge of the Polynesian people and its three racial

components; “But the Polynesians are not a pure race. Extensive studies in nearly every
part of Polynesia over a number of years show that they must be descended from Cau-
casian-like ancestors who mixed with Mongolian and Melanesian peoples in the course of
their wanderings. Also, their ancestors probably did not all come into Polynesia at one
time, but in three or more groups,” Also (Ibid., p. 65) r "The Polynesian mixture is thought
to be made up of three races: an outstanding element of some white stock, a strong

admixture of mongoloid, and a perceptible strain of negroid, either Melanesian or

Negrito.”

These conclusions of modern physical anthropology fully support the statements of the

early Spanish, British, and Dutch discoverers, that die islands of this ocean were occupied

by a mixed population, containing light brownish, black, and reddish-white people. Eighty

./ears ago, Thomson (1871, p. 50) said with emphasis:
"
71% are a mixed nice

,
and may he

divided into brown, reddish, and black, in different tribes the numbers of each complexion

vary,”

Even before I hom son's- day, the early New Zealand resident Polack {18^8, Vol. I, p. j;
ty)

wrote: “The marked ditFeren.cc in the complexion, stature, and physical formation, of

different tribes among the New Zealanders, would give ample reason to imagine this

people were descended from decidedly different ancestry. Captain Croze t, in the 'Nouveau
Voyage a la Mer du Surf, classifies them as three distinct races: white, or copper colour.;

brown; and black.”

Reischek (153 a a) similarly describes the three distinct physical tvpcs of early Maoris.

The first, which was by far the dominating type, was characterised b\ well-proportioned,

almost European features, straight, black hair, fair skin, and a stature of nearly six feet.

This is the common type of the Maori, the dominant norm throughout the Polynesian

islands, and the one we have followed bad; to certain island aborigines in die Northwest

American archipelago. The second type was remark abb. dark-skinned, with very hat and

broad nose, thief lips, and more frizzy hair. This is ibe type which on some islands corres-

ponds to the traditional Manahune or “little people”, of possibly Melanesian descent.

The third type, however, looked "Arabic-demine”, had an almost reddish hair and an

unusually fair skin.

The two last mentioned diverging types are pointed out by the Maori themselves, who
claim That both are descended from two aboriginal peoples originally found by their

ancestors when they hist came to New Zealand. In this third type with its reddish hair,

very fair skin, and strongly hooked nose, we recognize some of the strange non-Pacific

or non-Yellow •brown racial peculiarities which have already been referred to in Poly-

nesia, and which to some extent bad even, affected the Northwest American Indian and

bad changed him from a typical mongoloid or YeUow-brown type to one approaching the

caucasie race. It looks as if a branch of this people, which had thus slightly affected the

Northwest \merscan Indian, might formerly have been present also in other parts of

aboriginal America, and thence perhaps have entered the early East Pacific as a separate

branch and in a much purer form.
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The fair and red-haired element in Polynesia, and Polynesian

traditions concerning its origin

Percy Smith (1910a, p. 137) says about the Polynesian people; “ Ml through the race,

everywhere we meet with it, we find a strain of light-coloured people who are not Albinos,

but have quite light hair and fair completions. With the Maoris this strain often runs in

families For man)' generations; at other times it appears as a probable reversion to the

original type from which the strain was derived. There arc also traditions amongst the

Maoris of a race of 'gods' called Pakupakcha, who are said always to live on die sea, and
ace white in complexion— hence the name Pakcha they gave to the white man on first

becoming acquitted with us in the eighteenth century,”

He also writes {Ibid., p. 133): “The Mangakn people, according to: Dr, Wyatt Gill, call

thc&#, or light-coloured people, Te Auau Km a Tmgaro^ the light-coloured offspring of
Tangaroa, the latter being their principal god, whilst he is the Neptune of the Maoris,
We thus see that there is evidently a dim recollection of a white, or light coloured, people
retained in Polynesian traditions. When wc come to inquire into the origin of this ston

„

it is most natural to ascribe it to contact with a Eight-coloured race in very ancient times,

1; is difficult to conceive of a brown race inventing such a distinguishing racial charac-

teristic had they not actually seen it.”

1 tvention by the early Maoris of this feature of their traditions would not explain whv
the characteristics, in question actually run in inherited strains through their own blood.

best (1924, Vol. I, p. 7} says: “Among die black-haired natives of New Zealand a fair-

skinned type with reddish hair of a wavy nature is extremely persistent, though it may
teiss a generation in a family* Such folk are not, however, numerous, though the strain
is sMd to have conic from Eastern Polynesia many generations ago. True albinism was
but rarely see [I here.”

In his study of “Maori Somatology’ Buck (T922, p. 38), too, points to the fairer skin
and reddish hair that exist in some full-blooded Maori: “The Maoris themselves recognised
various shades oi skin colour. Several legends are extant concerning a red-haired, fair-

skinned pre-Maori race known as Turehu or Patupaiarehc. One of these Patupaiaiehe
ttiljes known as. the Pakepakeha, and according to one theory this is the origin of the

: word Pakcha which is applied to the fair skinned European as distinguished from the
u:uk;. r skinned Maori. 1 0 this day it is a popular belief that where a fairer skin and
reddish hair exist in full-blooded Maori, they are inherited from a Patupaiarehe ances-
r, m A iair skin is known as Kiritea. There is also a ruddier shade known as Matar&t* With
regard tu th._ dai ker shades of skin, these arc known as Maffaton or Paratiri. Some of rbe
legends concerning tlic pre-Maori state that they were very dark skinned. A fair skin was
admired whilst darker skinned people had, on occasions, to put up with the humorously
disparaging remarks of their lighter tinted friends,"

Buck {ibid., p. 40) also says of Maori hair: “'The general colour is black, but brown and
reddish hair occur. Certain tribes have been stated to have had more than their share of
reti haib and in these tribes it is said to occur in certain families. It was supposed to be
more prevalent among the Tuhoe, Maniapoto and Upper Whang anuj tribes. Red hair is
ui.\ n a / ruktbtij and was popularly supposed to he another Patupaiarehe inheritance. . . *
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In the Auckland Museum there is a hank of beauti ful wavy red hair, obtained from a rock
shelter near Ui'aitakcreL That it belonged to pre-l-’.uropcfUi days is proved bv the root ends
being plaited together and bound round with fine braid prepared from the same hair.

Curiously enough, the only other specimen of hair in the same case is also bound round
with tine: hair braid and is dark brown in colour. , As another example of the Maori
belief in the inheritance of fair hair from certain ancestors, we have the proverb, ‘He aha
te urn <> to tarn ai ti? Kapatau he uru korito, lie koraho, he urn ariki no Pipid

l

Wbat is the
hair of your child? Were ii i 1 ax.cn hair or whitish, it would be the hair of high chieftain-

ship from Pipi.
5

Pi pi was a woman of the highest rank who flourished twenty-four genera-
tions ago and was an ancestress of the Ngati-Ira. tribe/’

1 n his analysis ol "The Blood Groups of the Maori”, Phillips (1931) found a screological

pattern of peculiar nature which he attributed to the particular branch of Uru-hbu ox

red-haired Maori ancestry. He says (p. 286}: “The Maori immigrated to New Zealand From
Hawaii some six hundred years ago to line! an aboriginal Maonri race in possession of the

islands. These Maoriri were characterized by their fair skins and a certain reddish tint of
f

their hair. Many were slain by the Maori immigrants and the remainder driven from the

tcrrile districts to the security of more mountainous country, I later generations a con-

siderable Maori-Maoriri miscegenation occurred until now the Maoriri has disappeared as

a race, leaving behind individuals who in many cases still carry in their red tinted hair and
fairer skins the evidence of their Maoriri forebears. I was fed to the conclusion that ali

the subjects apparently belonging to Group I were in reality the descendants of Maori

-

Maoriri unions, by the fact that four of them had fair skins and red tinted hair and were
acknowledged by other Maori to have been descended from Maoriri stock. This conclusion

was strengthened ly, the fact that all these indi\ iduals were members of Tc Arawa tribe,

which made its home centuries ago in the Rotorua district on. rhe fringes of the LTawcra

Mountains, into which the Maoriri retreated.
11 *

In his monograph on P&iynerim Religi#j?, Handy (1927, p, 105) pointed to the following

interesting fact: 'There was a widespread belief in the blondness of one of the superior

gods, but strangely enough it is by no means always the same character who is so described.

In Hawaii, Kane was believed to be red headed or blond, and was therefore sometimes
referred to as Ted Kane’; and in a prayer he is addressed as

JKane the blond one’, In the

Marquesas, the same deity is said to have been ‘white* and blond haired, and to have been

progenitor of the ‘white
1

foreigners (bar/t), in contrast to Area, the forefather of the

native peoples who was brown and darkhaired Jike them. On Mangala, in was Tangaroa

to whom was attributed blondncss, his hair being said to be of a red, sandy color. Hence
it was that the natives of this island concluded that Captain Cook’s party were the fair-

haired sons of Fangarra. In a song from Niue, which is just south of.Samoa, occurs the

line, Ted and white art thou, Q Tangaroa, precious one from the unseen country! h is

said also that on the same island the god Tu was believed to be an albino. En Tonga,

Tanga 3 oa was god of foreigners, but whether he was believed to be blond h unknown
to me. The fact that Captain Cook was received as Lono (Kongo) in Hawaii may indicate

that this god as well as Kane was here supposed to be light of complexion. Wakea in

Hawaii was sometimes spoken of as The ebit
y
the blond, the bright, the shining one'.

There 2 s much historical significance in this attribution of blond ness to certain of the
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superior gods.. It is entirely unnecessary lo resort to the theory of sun gods with golden

hair to explain it, for the clue to the real significance of these beliefs is to be found in

certain racial and cultural facts now well established* Blondness and reddish hair have

been known in the case of individuals among the people from traditional Limes* manifesting

itself from time to time apparently ill fairly pure blond and light skinned individuals.

Concomitant with this Ph)
'sical evidence of the presence of elements of a blond type in

the racial makeup of the Polynesians there is the fact that lightness of skin was everywhere

in pre-l-iorupcan times regarded as one of the distinguishing marks of chiefly birth.

Bleaching of the skin and sometimes the hair by various artificial means* and avoidance

of exposure to the sun. were customary with people of rank in all parts of Polynesia, In

view of these circumstances* physical and social* it is by no means surprising to discover

the concept of blond ancestral gods among this people in whose veins undoubtedly runs

the blood of some very ancient Caucasoid progenitors. . . . The studies in anfiropometrv

carried on by the Bishop Museum in the past few years have revealed the presence in the

Polynesian stock of a substratum of Caucasoid blood with blonde tendencies,”

J- M, Brown (1914* p. 2 $6) says : “There are also many indications of a blond race having

penetrated into Polynesia. There is the story* in at least all the larger areas in which there

were refuges for a defeated people* of a golden or red-haired race that crossing with some
of the conquering immigrants have left the Urukehu, or light-haired families* and children.

Moorea, the island opposite Papeete, was of old called ‘the island of fairy folk with golden
hair’. In Hawaii they worshipped Cook as their golden-haired god Lono returned to his

original home* and the priest led him with high ceremonial and offerings to the great stone

truncated pyramid that was the temple of the god. In New Zealand the Turehu, a light-

ered aboriginal race away up in the mountains of the Urewera country, crossed with the

immigrants and so left numbers of Urukehu in that region. But it is the Patupaiarche that

are especially referred to as the purest of the blond-haired races; and Mr, James Cowan
nas shown in the June and September numbers of the Polynesian Society for 1 l-ht that

the wise men of the Ngafimaniapoto tribe have traditions of this fair-skinned people having
lived in the fatherland Hawaiki,”

Cowan (1921, p, 97)* after making special inquiries among the Maori concerning their

tradition oi the Patupaiarehe people* whom they declared to have dwelt in early New
Zealand together with the black race-type, writes: “The Patu-pajarehe were for the most
part of much lighter complexion than the Maori; their hair was of the dull golden or
reddish hue*

L

uru-kehuy such as is sometimes seen among the Maoris of today. .. . This
el.i"S oi (olk-tales no doubt originated in part in the actual existence of numerous- tribes
or aborigines who dwelt for safety in the more inaccessible parts of these islands [New
Zealand] and in the Pacific Islands; and also in the prehistoric contact with a more cultured
fair race. 1 his immeasurably ancient light-haired people left a strain of Uru-kehu in most
ancient tribes.”

t.owan goes on to quote the description of this early culture people by an old native
Maori historian;

L!
T hey were anlwi Atua (a god-like race-, a people of supernatural powers).

In appearen.ee some ot them were very much like the Maori people of today; others
resembled Bakeha (or white) race. The complexion of most of them was kin pwvkero
(reddish skin)* and their hair had the red or golden tinge which we call uru-kehu. Some
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l

L cv c*, some blue hkc fair ski 1 j.ncd ULiropc&ns. ibcv were About the same height
as ourselves. Some of their women were very beautiful, very fair in complexion, with
shining fair hair. They wore chiefly the flax garment called pekewg, dyed a red colour;
they also wore the rough mats pora and pun.fee. in disposition they were peaceful; they
were not a war-loving, angry people,

1 '

We should do the serious Maori historian a great un justice- and deprii'c -ourselves of
valuable information— if we assume that these are fairy-tales and nonsensical concoctions.
The Maori tell us calmly that on their own arrival two foreign peoples Jived in New
Zealand; one they describe dearly and concisely as we would ourselves describe certain

known Melanesian types
;
the other they describe simply as tall, like the Maori themselves*

with reddish or white skin, anti red or fair hair, “very much like the Maori people” or
even resembling the Pakeha or White race.-1 There is nothing incredible in it. Inasmuch as
the traditionally remembered race concurs with die known Um-kthu tvpc as found and
described in New Zealand even by modern literate observers.

The early Norse sagas, including Ldv I .Irj'kssosTs voyages of discovery are accepted as

history because they were passed down from father to son through generations of un-

written traditional accounts until set down in writing by mediaeval scholars. The sacred
history of the Maori Is not less trustworthy; to them the skill of memorizing past events
had become an art, while tribal history had become religion.

Dixon (1921* p. 82) states that Maori tradition even preserves information concerning
the early inhabitants encountered by their forefathers when visiting Raiatea in the Society

Croup. Some of them were said to have been very dark in colour, with flat and broad
noses and short statute, whilst another people on the same island were very light-coloured

with fair or reddish hair. There seemed also, according to the old Maori teachings, to

be people of evident intermixture between these two extremities. Dixon believes to iden-

tify the dark people as being of Melanesian descent, and adds that as to who “the light-

haired, light skinned people" were, no solution has yet been reached. He writes further:

“This tradition as to a light coloured people dwelling in some of the islands is supported
by the records of other tribes. . . At present this fair people is a mysten

In his paper on the Moriah of the Chatham Islands, Shajid {1894, p. 77) describes this

Polynesian tribe as resembling tire Maori* but shey were less call and had often “more of a

Jewish cast than even that people, their noses often being strongly hooked, . . . In a few
instances the hair was of a reddish tint (uru kehu), in which also they resemble the Maoris,

who gave the same name to that description of hair.”

Scott (1893, p. 24) quotes one of the earliest Knglish settlers in the Chatham Islands

(F. Hunt) who found the aborigines to include individuals with hooked noses, bearing

“a. most remarkable resemblance to the Jewish race”, others again having quite Melane-

sian features, with soft and flattened nose.

The historical trad itions of the present Chatham Islanders state that their ancestors came

from Hawaiki some twenty-seven or twent . - eight generations before 189; {Ibid.). Accord-

ing to Miiir (1H71) the traditions further record that their own forefathers came in a party

1
It should be noted thiV ibe colour of the European *3rin as referred to in many pans of Polynesia as

£

jtd‘ and

not as "(A-hlre
3

. The natives are probably observing our Father 'pink
1

shades which actually are more red than wlilte:

when Europeans- are *un-burned :rt the tropics.
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oi fiv-e canoes. Upon arrival they totind two people living together on the islands. By
intermarriage they all became one people in die end.

In the same group the Uru-kthu elements seem to be most apparent in rhe northern

districts,, and it is chiefly here we may apply T regear's (181*9, P- 7}) statement that "the

hooked nose sometimes seen on the Maori face, especially in the north, is here very

common, and in some cases, exaggerated to portentous dimensions.,” 1

hi his paper on the Tongarcva aborigines. Smith (1890, p. 92) quotes Mr, hamont who,
being one of the first Europeans ever to reside on the island "had opportunities of ob-

serving the people in their original savage state”. Lamont described the local. Polynesians

as having “handsome bushy beards, generally black, bet sometimes tinged with auburn”,

whereas: “More than one woman is described as having auburn hair and a fair skin,

answering to the urukthu or reddish -col on red hair sometimes seen amongst the Maoris.”

We have seen that Maori tradition even claims that light-skinned, red-haired pcook-

dwclt in Ha walk!; and in the Hawaiian group we actually find, among the present Maori-

Polynesian occupants, vestiges of both the two foreign strains in question, the dark and
d-e; fair. Stokes (193 a, p. 597) has assembled sufficient evidence concerning the light-col-

oured elements in the J Hawaiian population to show that they are certain! 1
.

-

not descendants

of early Spaniards—as was once suggested— but that this physical type, which the native

Hawaiian* term tbit, are members of the same imi-Mxi stock which appears all over
aboriginal Polynesia. The Hawaiian* speak of some of their earliest prehistoric kings as

being ehu, In a tradition concerning one of the early ancestral wars we are told (Malo
[H98, p. 239): "Lihau-ula lost his life, killed by Wakea, the blond one (ka tt.hu), and his

kingdom went to \S-akca,” \n ancient prayer to the old Hawaiian god Kane begins {Ibid.,

p, 1&0): "O Kane, the blond one, here is an offering of prayer to you,. . .

”

In Mangaia of the Hervey islands, Kane, or 'Jane, is associated with a mythical race

oi fair men and women, with white complexion (Gill 1876, pp. 257, afE); and Handy
(1925, p. n) writes from the Marquesas group: “Tano was fair with light hair and is

said to have been the- ancestor of the white race (the Hao’c)
j A tea was dark like the natives,

who are his descendants. This conception of Tane as a fair god I believe to be genuinely
native, since it is in hue with many similar mythological concepts of deities with fair hair
and hur skins in other groups oi Polynesia. Whether or not tills indicates contact with
individuals or groups of the white race prior to the historic discovery of the Marquesas,
one cannot say. ... All that one can say with assurance is that the Marquesas islands, like

K‘ rest of the Polynesians* must, &t some time prior to the first recorded visits ofEuropeans,
have known of the existence of the white race, . . . The presence of Caucasian blood in the
native physical complex, which is indicated by the descriptions oi the early voyagers,
and which was brought out also by the anthropological investigations of our expedition,
must be born in mind in connection with these considerations. . . . Some credence is

certainly due also to the statements of natives of the present day, with many of whom I

' Ifaueke (ipi#, pp. 17, 557), J™*LF born in the Uiathams in iM, Said the! the amm in the southern section
bid

flat, depressed now, extremely wide mouth wllh thick lips, and dose-curly hah. vtaceu in the north
a completely distmei type was visible to the most casual observe, "This northern section of the race differed front
l

;

1

;

Dllsct [niU predominating narrow Aztec nice: the pinched hrgh-ridgai down-curved nose; the k&s pcnreJ
L ‘ l hL™s

' 1 he sttuighter, finer, occasionally lighter hair; .

J3
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have discussed this subject, All insist that in ancient time s, before the arrival of anv
Europeans* there were many of their people with very light skin and reddish hair."

L rukehit and ( aucasi&n-hke elements seen by the early European discoverers

W'c have seen that the first Spaniards and thus the first Europeans ever to see a Poly-
nesian island were the members of the Mendana expedition which discovered the Mar-
quesas Group, On July a 8th, if 9;, these Spaniards sighted Santa Cristina Island (Tahuata),

Mid from their log (Quiros 1609 b,. p. 22) vve learn that, on the da; alter the discover.

.

Mendaila went ashore with his wife and heard mass said by the Vicar; “A very beautiful

native sat near Dona Isabel, with such red hair that Dona Isabel wished to cut off a lev-

locks; but seeing that the native did not like it she desisted, not wishing to make her angry/'

The members of this early expedition, who sec out from Peru ro visit the first islands

case of Australia 350 years ago, or about zoo years after rhe end of the Maori -Polynesian
conquest, certain!; saw the separate elements of the present island race at a time when
each of them was more conspicuous and less interbred than in later years, Thev stressed

the difference in hue among the local Marquesas, and reported that die lightest people

occupied Magdalena Eland (Fatuhiva). They speak of “white” natives with “most beautiful

flowing hair, and many of them very fair". One bo; had a face “like that of an angel. .

.

nor fair but write," { lin'd.

,
p. id.: And \vc learn in the same connection about these is-

.1 riders that; “Many of them were ruddy.”

Even on his previous voyage, which had massed Polynesia and sailed straight on into

the adjoining sections of Melanesia, Mendana (1 j68, p. ryy: came across “white" natives

among the dark Melanesian aborigines, and recorded an evident racial chaos. Of his visit

To Santa Vsabef in the Solomons, where we todav find evidence of ancient Samoan
colonies, we read;

“There are Indians of diderent complexions in this island; some are of the same cu our

as those or Peru, others are black, and a few are quite fair, these being either the;- who
tardy leave their houses, or young boys, They ah curl and d .e their hair, and some dye it

a light colour; some ate naturally fair. The women wear their hair rut short, . . it is verv

ruddy

\Xe shall sec later how some genuine Polynesians, especially in Samoa and Tonga, who
are not natural! v fair or red-haired, imitate those who are by adding red colour or dye to

their hair in veneration for some early red-haired ideal or beauty.

I he narratives of rhe early Mendana expeditions are full oi references to aborigines of

three different types mentioned as black, white, and mulattos. Torquemada (1615;, n. 4 jS)

puts it thus: “

.

. - innumerable* natives of three different colours: . . , Some were yellow,

others quite black, and the others remarkably white. They had beards and red hair."

(Santa Maria, Bankv Group,} Of the light-skhmed elements we are told that (Ib/d., p, qzfi'i

although thev had been brought up under the rigorous heat oi the sun and were exposed

to the air, “yet thev were verv white, more especial!; rhe women, h properly dressed,

would have advantages over our Spanish women. . .

' L

And this is said some 35c years ago

about a now extinct or absorbed element, living among the black aborigines oil the out-

skirts. of Melanesia facing towards Polynesia,
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Wc learn about a local native chief that (Ib;d. y p. 421): “He wore on his head a crown

of small black feathery but so tine and soft that they looked like silk. From the back of

his head tell a mass ot red and rather curly hair, reaching halt down the back. This caused

great astonishment among our people, to find that among a race which is not white there

should be such very red hair, though they believed it to be his wife's, knowing that he

was married/' Gonzales de Leza (1606, p. 340) describes the same crown: “In the turban

which the Chiefgave to the Sergeant, among many feathers, there were tresses of a woman's
hair arranged like a diadem, which they value among themselves, . . The hairs were long

and very golden, like, gold threads, and there could not be any better in our Spain, even

if they were dyed/
1

Gonza.es (Ibid., p. 367) says of the chief of Gaua in the Banks Islands: "His colour was

[Hat of a Zambo [a cross between Indian and negro], with great beard and long hair, not

very curly, and red. There are men in this land of a whiter colour,”

About the discovery of Peregrins Island, 1 600 leagues from Lima and on io'zo' South,

wc arc told (Quiros 1609 a, p. a 10): “Five natives came in a canoe, the middle one vigor-

ously bailing the water out of the vessel. Hu; red hair came down to rhe waist. He was
"lute as regards colour, beautiful!} shaped, the face aquiline and handsome, rather freckled

and rosy, the eyes black and gracious, the forehead and eyebrows good, the nose, mouth,
and lips well proportioned. . . It was pain to the Captain that the youth could not be kept,

to take as a proof of the greatness of God in those parts.”

When the Spaniards went ashore on this island, they found among the very few treas-

ures in the native houses, fine mats and: 4L . .tresses of very golden hair”.

Later the expedition discovered Taumaco Island, live days east of Santa Cruz on the

border of Polynesia. Approaching land they saw natives on the beach, some black and
some brown, and then they tell us (/bid., p. 2 zb): “Presently another native came and looked
at us with astonishment, and we looked at him with no less care; owing to his colour
being so white, and so brown as regards beard and hair, that our people called him, ‘r ho

Fleming’”

rhe observations of the Mentkfia expedition were later recalled by the early explorer
Sufvillc (1769, p, 444), who saw at Simbou Island what he terms a “white lady”, arriving
in a canoe With, black men .. while mourning her husband- He adds himself: ‘This incident

concurs with the report of the historian of the Mindana expedition, who says that in the

Solomon Archipelago one may find black people, mulattos and whites.”
.V sprinkling of naturally brown hair has been noted among the Melanesians in this

V-Tv locality - as in Malaita— until present times.

We shall now proceed to the opposite and windward side of Polynesia, to lonely Faster
Island, located far from a!, land, hall-way between the South American mainland and the
neatest group in Polynesia. On rhb isolated spot aboriginal life was preserved undisturbed
C;. nut own race until the island's existence was detected by the Dutch expedition under
Roggeween in 1722, and rediscovered by the Spanish expedition from Peru in 177c. We
1 earn from Roggeweens visit of discovery (Behrens 1757, p. 13 4) that, as the darkness
receded over the island in the early morning, the natives ashore kindled a quantity of fires
wh,[c prostrating themselves before the rising sun, and then a few of them came on board
^ UL

-'T ween 3 skip; “C )nc amongst these was an entirely white man, who was wearing white
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chocks of wood in his ears as large as one's fist* and bote a very devour appearance, 50
that we took him to he an idol priest.” Further {Ibid., p. 136): “As for their complexion
they are brownish, about the hue of a Spaniard, yet on; finds some among them of a

darker shade and others qua re white, and no less also a few of a reddish tint as if some-
what Severely tanned by the sun.”

The subsequent Spanish expedition observed (AgLlera. 1770, p. 96) :
“

. . .these islanders

being in colour between white, swarthy, and reddish, , „ .the hair chestnut coloured and
t im

p

s
some have it black, and others tending to red or a cinnamon, tint,

1
' Mso (Comcy

T903, p, xiv): '‘The men arc thick h bearded, tall, well ser up, white and ruddv.”
Since these early visits amalgamation and disturbances have entire!' changed and drasti-

cally tedneed the original population of Faster Island, but the occurrence of fair skin, and
sporadic individuals with red and dark brown hair, were still described by Becchey, Loti,

Geisdcr, etc. The last visitors to notice any marked trace of the former complexity of the

Easter Island race were the members of the Rout ledge expedition, from whom we learn

(1919, p- 2.11)1 "‘Roggewe in’s description of the people as being of all shades of colour

is si ill accurate. They themselves are very conscious of the variations, and when, we were
collecting genealogies, they were quite ready to give the colour of even remote relations.

(Described as either 'black* or
4

white’.), . . Tt is obvious that we are dealing with a mixed

race, , .

11

Beyond Easter Island, the dense i uamotu Group represents the Polynesian facade

towards the east. From Reap (( daremont dc Tonne re),, on the eastern margin of this group,

Beechey (1831, p. 347) wrote of the aborigines: .here also there was among them a

great diversity of complexion. In one of the canoes was a man nearly as dark as an African

negro, with woolly hair, tied in a knot like the Radackers; and another with a light com-
pletion, sandy hair, and European features/' The same voyager wrote about the neigh

Louring tribes of Vahiiahi (Lagoon. Island) jn the same group: "In complexion they were

much lighter than the islanders of Claremont 1Ann ere: one man, in particular, and rhe onlv

one who bad whiskers, was so fair, and so like 'an European, that the boatA crew claimed

him as a countryman.”

We have already quoted the Mend-ana expedition concerning the light-skinued and

red-haired individuals sound among the local aborigines in the third of the eastern out-

posts 'd Polynesia, the .Marquesas Group, Forster (1777, YoL 1 . 1
,

p. r O writes oi this

group also: "A,, their hair black, curled, and strong; a few excepted, who had light-

coloured or sandy hair.”

Sullivan (1930 c, p. 3
)
found in the Marquesas Group one particular physical type which

represented “the association of a long head, narrow face, and narrow nose, with ligf r

skin, heard and body hair, and tall stature”. He also states (1923, p, r6r) that "Handy

found a f airly high percentage of reddish-brown hair in the Marquesas *\ and refers to a

letter from Handy to this effect:

“You will note that we have frequent!', mar keel hair colour both black and reddish-

brown, This indicates hair of the type that is almost universal with them, which appears

to be black unless one sees it so- that the light comes through it, when it is seen to have

a strong auburn or reddish brown tinge. I have never round an 1,- evidences of the custom

of bleaching hair in rhe Marquesas neither in modem nor in ancient times (There was
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formerly a bleaching of tlie ikm, but this is not practised now-) I am convinced that this

russet colour in the hair was indigenous to the Marquesans before the coming of the

early explorers 7
1

We have seen from the European discovery of Tahir i in 7767, how the Englishmen

were amazed at finding aborigines on that island whose skins were in certain instances

whiter than their own, and Robertson (1766—68, p. 179) left us also with the following

interesting information; ‘T , - there is three distinct colours of people here, which is a thing

most difficult to account for of anything which we have yet seen., the Red people are ten

limes more numerous nor the Mustees, which is a Medium between the Whitest sort and

the red or Indian Colour [Mustee is a cross between a white and a rhrccquafters white,

i.e. a seven-eights white], and the Mustees are near ten times as numerous as the Whitest

sorrT The same earl} visitor (/M, p. 228} was much impressed with what he terms the
11
whitest sort*', and he says of them: “

„ . .this Race of White people in mv opinion lias a

great resemblance to the Jews, which are scaterd through ah the known pans of the Earth.”

Subsequent visitors to aboriginal Tahiti in the same early decade speak of individuals

among the local natives who had yellowish-brown and sandy hair, and Forster (177s,

P- 119) speaks of a native Tahitian who had “perfectly red hair, a fairer complexion than

flic test, and was sprinkled ail over with freckles
7
’.

Shapiro (1950, p. 285), in his modern study of 77a Physical Chauffers of the Swifty hlait-

writes: “The hair colour is overwhelming!)- black and dark brown. Handy .observed

,l high per cent of reddish brown among the Society Islanders,”

The Polynesian veneration for light skin and red hair

Handy and Bud; have shown ns how the dark element in the aboriginal Polynesian

population was regarded with contempt as slaves of the Aril, or peacefully teased by the

modem Maori. !n contrast, we find that fan- skin and fed hair were reverenced and admired
throughout the same islands. Buck has revealed that the Maoris have on old saying re-

ferring to toe lair hair on their children as hnir &j high chigjhihuMp . Fair-haired children were
held in high esteem throughout Polynesia. We have even seen how they were, in Mangaia,
considered direct descendants of the principal ancestral god Tangaro a. Similarly, white
3 kin was the highest Polynesian ideal of beauty, a sign 0} descent from the best of the an-

cient lineages and the symbol of chieftainship of pure blood.

Thrives who had naturally darker skin and black hair attempted, b\ bleaching or painting

themselves, to approach the ancient ideal ot human beaut)-, as seen on some of the earlv

*-:a ' mL‘ n °f the most sacred ancestral branch. Thus pointing to the native accounts
concerning their "white” ancestors, J. M. Brown (1927, p. 1^4) says : “There can be no
mi staking the significance of these legends. Especially when added to the fact that Poly-
nesian children are often bronzy-haired, and dial in all the groups there are light-haired
tamilies and individuals called kehu we cannot resist the conclusion that there was at
iwo one blonr migration into Polynesia. Even in the smaller islands like Rarotonga
there are traditions o: this. In 1918, when the soldiers were welcomed Hack from the
ftont, an ancient dance was revived, in which the performers whitewashed themselves
n order

, they said, to make themselves like their ancestry,”
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He also says (1914, p. 236): “Even the Gilbert Islands in Micronesia have a legendary

land ot blond people called Mafcang to which the spirits of their dead go ; and for a year or

two before coming out at the great dance (Ruoia) the girls arc blanched. So the aristocracy

of most Polynesian areas blanched their daughters by keeping them out of the sun. And
the Easter Islanders kept a blanching house near some of their dancing places.”

In the Pukapttka community, of the Hervey Islands, a sacred maid, N#yakiten?x y was
always chosen from among the chiefs relatives to testify to the white hue of the chief s

forebears. “She was kept inside her house for two or three months at a stretch, her sksn

careful I v 01 led so that it became exceedingly fair. ... Her special function was to act as a

prestige symbol for the chiefand his lineage.” (Beaglehole 1 9 5 S ,
p. 247.)

Gill (1876, p. 257) stares; “Throughout the eastern Pacific islands ‘Tapairu\ or ‘fairest

of the fair
1

, is a favourite name for girls,”

Young men of the Tahitian aristocracy aimed at keeping their fair skin as fight as possi-

ble. “This is done by remaining a month or two in the house
; during which time they wear

a great quantity of clothes* , , T 1

(Cook 1784, VoL If, [>. 147.)

The Marquesas Islanders claim* like the Easter Islanders, that one branch of their ances-

tors had white skin, and a? Linton (192 3, p. 421) shows :
MWhite skin was greatly admired

by the Marquesans, and it is mentioned as a beauty feature in some of their legends.” They
imitated the hue of the fair branch of their ancestry by an ingenious process based on an

ointment which actually bleached their tanned skin for a very short while until the sun

restored the normal tint. (Jhkf.) Handy (1915, p. iz) says of this Marquesan custom:

“...the custom itself indicates an admiration for light complexion. This admiration is

exhibited in many legends, as in that of Tuapu in which the color of the skin of the hero

is likened to rhat of the meat of a coconut.”

The Samoan chiefs and aristocrac. took great cart to preserve the naturally fair skin

of their daughters by keeping them indoors, and in Samoa (Turner 1861, p. zo6), as in

Tonga (Cook 1784, Vol. I, p. 586), Hawaii VoL II, p. 192), and Has rex Island

(Stephen-Chauvet 1934, p. 18), although the bulk of the population had naturally black

hair, a great number of these imitated those who were naturally am-kcbn [h'ku, kti<\ Y/'.y)

or red-haired, by artificially colouring their own hair red.

Cook (1784, VoL L p. 386) describes how, in the Tonga Croup, most of the men and

some of the women went to much trouble to give their black hair a brown, |Turp]e, and

orange cast, and he observed: “ The first colour is produced bv applying a sort of plaster

of burnt coral, mixed with water; the second, by the raspings of a reddish wood,, which is

made up with water into a poultice, and laid over the hair; and the third is, I believe, the

effect of the funmrii root.”

A modem theory has been produced to show that lime was merely used to coot the hair

in a hot climate, but in view of Cook’s description if seems fairly obvious that the prin-

cipal purpose is to secure the esteemed red colour. Cook and his companions describe

brown and fair hair in New Zealand and other Polynesian islands where rhe dyeing -process

was not used (Cook 1777, Vol. I, p. 308; 1784, Vol. I, p. 154}; and we find on islands

where some natives colour their hair, individuals who have it naturally red. Thus in Samoa,

natural reddish-brown hair occurs among those who strive ro imitate it, whereas Sullivan,

as stated earlier, describes the local hair as “European” both in texture and in form.
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Even in Fiji there are individual natives with naturally defrizzed carrot-coloured hair,

and others who dve it artificially red, while chief's daughters, as in adjoining Polynesia,

“ark
- sometimes confined to the house during the daytime for several years* in order to

lighten their complexion . . , They are called Tamhu-Stn^p (forbidden the sun).” (Amherst

and Thomson 190-1, p. 135.)

The myth of Tangaroas fair children

The principal god in Central and Western Polynesia* and an important dein even in

New Zealand and Hawaii, is Tangaroa (or Tangaloa, Kanaloa, Taaoa, according to dialect).

He appears in Polynesian mythology partly in the shape of a creator, partly as the god of

navigators and the ocean, and partly associated with solar myths, or even as the progenitor

and god of the early l air race.

We may well examine the religious "historical allegories preserved in some of rite Tanga*

roa myths; St. Johnston (1921, p. 69) writes: “A little way hack 1 told how Tanga roa at

Mangaia Island became the father of two fair-haired children by Hina the Beautiful. This

story in diifcrcnt forms is constantly reappearing, and 1 think there is no doubt whatever

That the Sun-god, whether he he 'fane or Tanga roa, lx vaguely associated throughout the

Pacific with a ha If-forgotten race of fair people, who ate recognized as the senior or more

chiefly branch. . ., In Mangaia Island all fair-haired children are said to be ‘children of

Tangaloa 7

,
and in many other islands the same idea prevails.

17

In New- Zealand, where Tangaroa was the god and ruler of the sea, Percy Smith has

diown that our own race was named Pah e ha by [lie Maori in memory of “a race of ‘gods"

culled Pakahakeha, who are said always to live on the sea, and are white in cample xion . .

Naturally* they also would be the children of the ocean grid Tanga roa.

The "white and black fraternity* * of early Tonga

1 bese Mangaian and Maori conceptions concerning their common god Tangaroa are

well worth bearing in mind when we turn to Tonga.
I lie most interesting and remark aide allegory concerning Tangaroa 1

s activities in earh

Polynesia is probabk that collected by Mariner during his famous early residence among
'he aborigines of donga, (Martin 1817.) Well preserved, .as iris, in the shape, of a tv pica]

religious parable, it might have passed the attention of the European reader if it were pre-

served anywhere hut among the native orators and historians of aboriginal Polynesia. As
it we may accept it as a Jongan version, ot an important event in their early times, zealous-
ly guarded for recitation on ceremonial occasions, The opening of the legend is familiar in

all 31 arts of Polynesia, where the local islands are symbolized cither as mighty fishes or as

fragments, of the rocky ocean bottom, their early discoverer being likened to 2 great llsher

man (Ibid., VoL II, p. izi):

“One day Taiigaltia, the god of arcs and inventions, went forth to fish in the great ocean,
and having from the sky let down his hook and line into the sea, on a sudden he felt a grear

resistance: believing that he had cought an immense fish, he exerted his strength, and
presently there appeared above the surface several points of rocks, which increased in

number and extent the more he drew in his line: the rocky bottom of the ocean, in which

-j&te

bibiiote^
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it was now evident his hook had caught, was thus fist advancing to the surface, so as to
have made one vast continent; when unfortunately the line broke, and the islands of Tonga
remain to show the imperfection of Tangaioa's attempt;

”

"Being now willing that Tonga should also be inhabited by intelligent beings, he com-
manded his two sons thus: Go, and take with you your wives, and dwell in the world at

Tonga; divide the land into two portions, and dwell separateh from each other. They
departed accordingly. The name of the eldest was Toobb [In present Polynesian spelling

Tts 1% or 'Divine-Night’], and the name of the youngest was Vaca-aco'w-txjTi [i -tLj-

a£afhtt/i\ or 'V esse [-of logs-to steer
7

]
who was an exceedingly vise voting man; for it was he

that urst formed axes, and invented beads, and doth, and looking-glasses. The young man
called Toobb acred very tjjfferenrly, being very indolent, sauntering about and sleeping,
and envying very much the works of his brother. Tired at length with begging his goods,
be bethought himself to kill him, but concealed his wicked intention; he accordingly met
his brother walking, and struck him till he was dead. At that time their father came from
BoJotoo with exceeding great anger, and asked him. Why have you killed your brother?
Cou -d not you work like him? Oh thou wicked one] begone! go with my commands to

the family of Yaka-acow-odli and tell them to come hither. Being accordingly come,
Tangaloa straightway ordered them thus: Put your canoes to sea, and sail to the east, to

the great land which is there. Be your skin white as your minds, for your minds are pure;
von shad be wise, making axes, and ail riches whatsoever, and shall have large canoes. I

will go mysdi and commend the wind to blow from your land to Tonga; but they shall not
be able to go to you with their bad canoes. TangaJpa rken spoke thus to the others: You shall

be black, because your minds are bad, and shall be destitute; you shall not be wise in useful

tilings, neither shall y on go to the great land of your brothers; hov. can ou go with ’.our

bad canoes? Bur your brothers shall come to Tonga, and trade with you as they please.”

The marked antiquity of this allegoric tradition is pointed out by Pomander {1878), u hr 1

found “references, though more or less distorted, to similar early fratricide in both New
Zealand and Hawaiian traditions”.

Bearing in mind the belief on other islands that Tan gal on himself was the mythical

father specifically of all the fight- haired elements among the islanders, anaIp is reveals some
interesting points. Firstly, the divine fisherman who pulled Tonga up from the depths

was apparently not recalled as one of the despised dark-skinned stock, but as The principal

mythical progenitor of the tair-haired, light-skinned individuals in Polynesia, Secondly,

this early ruler was. the one who brought, not only his own “white" subordinates, but also

their “black” brother to the newly discovered and uninhabited Tonga islands.

1 he allegory necessarily refers to the earliest epoch of local habitat ion, and what is wuc,
as a tradition ir must have been based on allegoric information gained by the historians

of the later arriving Maori- Polynesians, since the present islanders would never consider

themselves direcrly involved in such fratricide, making them reckon their descent from
the despised black brother who remained alone with his family on the islands, unable l >

travel against the wind in his bad canoe.

We need no imagination to recognize in To Po rh,c dark, treacherous, and indolent

individuals described also In Maori history; nor is it difficult to see that the "whin."

skinned, industrious, peaceful, and marine Vaka-akau-uli must belong to the fair-skirt ned
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and much esteemed aboriginal? of early Polynesia, who are otherwise remembered as “the

light-coloured off-spring of Tanga roa”, the Um-kehu, the sea-dwelling Pakehakeha, and

the peaceful, intelligent and industrious Patupaiarehe.

The symbolic name Tu Po given, to the “black
1
* brother needs no further explanation.

We have previously seen how Tu (Maori Kit) is an aife commonly applied to mythical

names, and Pe means “night” in all Polynesian dialects. His name is merely a reference

to the darkness of his skin and Ms mind.

The name of the seafaring fair brother, Vaka-akau-uli, does not refer to his skin colour,

but to his seafaring ability and his special type of cratt. lfabone*s vocabulary of the Tonga
dialect shows chat paka is “the general name for all vessels that, sail”; nknu is the “general

word for all trees” as well as for “timber’*; and dually, uli has the meaning “to steer a

vessel'’. It has been suggested (j. M. Brown) that this symbolic name indicated a steersman

of some sort, and we may safely assume a description of the vessel's construction is em-
bodied in his name as vah&akau, “sailing vessel of trees or timber**, Akah can also simply

mean “wood” in Polynesia, but nothing would be specified by adding the suffix “wood”
to a neolithic craft. Wood was the raw material of any Polynesian boat-building, but true

amber is employed in no eraft but log rafts. We shall see in a later chapter how sail bearing

log raits played an. important part in early Polynesian history and were employed on
some islands right up to rhe time of dicscovery. The name of the fair brother, “Steering

sailing vessel of logs”, may thus perhaps be taken as equivalent to “Steersman of log-raft”.

When translated into plain prose, the essence of Mariner's Tonga tradition seems to be
as follows:

Upon the discovery of Tonga by the leader of the light-coloured branch two distinct

types of people settled the islands: one was bis own kin, the other a foreign race and ven
dark. The biter were perhaps “older” in the ocean chan the others. In disposition, the
dark-skinned elements were ignorant, lazy, treacherous, anil savage; whereas the light

skinned people were ingenious, industrious, peaceful and cultured. The light-skinned

elements were the mariners, the others were not. There was a definite class distinction

between the two races; they were not supposed to mix, and dwelt in separate sections of
i be islands. The dark- coloured population was somehow subject to the fair race, and,
envying the works ol the latter and being tired ar length with begging their goods, the

V

leli upon the fair light-coloured culture-bearers and ended the collaboration with blood-
shed, Eight and disaster.

in this piece of historical allegory, the Polynesians have attempted to preserve some
information pertaming to the racial and cultural relations between the two primary ele-

U'Cnts m rhe composite Polynesian stock, described by modern anthropology as the light-

coloured k.aucasian-like element and the dark-coloured Melanesia n-like element. At this

'-arlv date rite now dominant Maori- Polynesian element could not yet have begun its

immigration via Hawaiki.

The Manahune remembered as labourers

Hidden (15)24, p, 1 2 j) says about the early population of Polynesia that it “had a strong
Melanesian strain . . . 1 his strain may be due not to a migration of pure Papuans, but to
1 nv of Melanesians, or possibly of Melanesians with a light-skinned ruling class.”
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This beings us back to rhe supposition that Melanesian elements were simply carried as

labourers into some pares of Polynesia where they were needed cither, as some traditions

state, to paddle the craft of the light-coloured chiefs, or, as we learn from other legends,

to work on the megalithic constructions attributed to this early era. Let it be repeated

that this theory is essentially supported by tradition, and is strongly disputed by many
physical anthropologists of our day. It seems quite apparent that former Melanesian
elements in prehistoric Polynesia must either have gradually become cxrinci. as indicated

ln sevcral “Virion*, "i else they must have entered into the composition of the present
Maori-Polynesian stock in very limited numbers. 1

Churchill (1912) says: “l tterly beyond our comprehension, since apparently so utterly

beyond the present capacity of the islanders, the enduring memorials of workers in cv elo-

pe an stone are preserved in die South Sea.”

In New Zealand, where no such cydopcan stone-works remain, Maori traditions are

silent on the achievements and work of the Manahune,. and onh tell us that when the Maori
arrived they were carefully instructed in die arts and rites of the venerated Patupaiarehe,

the fair aborigines whom they directly admit to have been “more advanced in culture”

even than their own forefathers. (Cowan igzi, p. 37,)

In Hawaii, however, where most impressive fish-ponds, temple platforms and aqueducts

remain tor posterity from the earliest island era, we learn from tradition that the Menehune
did the actual labour. Thus, in hss Arabfteek^ nf Kaiuii^ Bennett (7931, pp. 2 2, noj
describes the huge and extensive irrigation works by which water was drawn far awa\

Irony its natural course, and says: “The noted Menehune ditch is the acme of stone-faced

ditches. The problem was that of carrying the water, at a high level, around the corner of a

jutting cliff. Asi added difficulty was the necessity of placing the base of the cause.wav in the

1 The possibility lliat Polynesians sent cxpcdiiloms into Mdanesil in the early island era is also indicated I:-,- Mela-

nesian myths. In many parts of eastern Pa pu a-Mchnesia mere, arc legendary memories uf visits by huh 1: -coloured

navigators prior to rhe coming nf Kurupcans. Rcfctiing to the “fatf-harred children ot T.mgiiloa" in PoJynesh-m

race and mythology, taped (i^jS, p. 62) writes: "Whin: rnoi, when first seen in Mangaia, were considered to be

[he offspring of TangrdoiV In southern Malckuk
|
of the New t Itbr id^sf ihcrc if, belief in a white or as least lair race

called the fiambat, Ambai, Kabat, in diflerenr pl(W*5 h and white men were similarly ewuiccied with them hv rhe

people 11J S, W. MnlekuLa. 'I lie correspondence is too strong n.i resist. These Hambat, however., arc cultme her-e-

who visited Malckuki and departed syain, which seems to be exactly what the FolyiKSkuts of lin Tangaru.i-euh

tnusl have done. ‘J hey s raved longer in the islands to the -x.in b cast of Malchui.x, where they left traces both in

Language and in ir- y in.’" Recently a it: ^sc exhaustive study of these same Mehmeshiri myths and associated pr- bkms
has been presented by RicscnfeU f igm li; see also m« The author shows, with numerous references, chat the

Mdallc&ians betievi tba: in the past they were viMied by iruluss iij»us -vxl culnu illy ndv inoed individual* w iih light

s Sun and occasionally fair . nr reddish hair, who were engaged in agriculture and above all in organized i’teai-sKHU

work, Rieaenfeld identifies these early neolithic visitors rhe ( hucasoUl dement which cook par in the foinijna

of the present Polynesian race, .md he postulates the theory they might have come from some pan of Mieronev :

>!! rwtf to Polynesia. \ t the same time h:s own daring ot 1 hese visits, parti i' based on genealogy, show* rli.ii Tie jieru id

under consideration must have betn Hoc \,D. at the very earliest, and usually much more recent. : iojo b, pp. 1 64-

f) 8 $, etc.) Ihi-ft, ns v ill he seen from rhe sequel, <s too recent to indicate that the Gmeasoid visitor* were ..it their

way to peopling Polynesia, and we arc inclined to -support the general opinion that the legends under considetadon

refer to visits by neighbouring Polynesians from Samoa or Tonga, The unfortunate r&ccjnioa given in certain

quarters r. Riesenfdd's snportant survey seems most unjustified. The author’s own hypothesis him 2 some of hw

Conclusions may be open to discussion, but he has accumulated! masses of interesting material which it would be

very unwise to neglect.
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river itself where it was constantly jn danger of being washed a\va\ by a freshet. It is the

Menehunc ditch alone that has any record preserved of its construction— and that is a

myth.”

\l cording to this myth,, an earl;. Polynesian Undowner had himself decided upon the

location of the dam and the course of the causeway round the cliff and down to his own
lands, and the Menehunc did the labour. They were organized and divided for the work,

"some to gather stones and others to cut them”. The Polynesian employer did no manual
labour himself, hut provided food for the Menehuties* consisting of river-shrimp (spat),

which was the only food he had in sufficient quantify for the great numbers of labourers*

We Learn from Thrum (1920, p. 70) that the Menehunc themselves were neither sea

farm nor fishermen, but that they were trained in stone-working, and that their dwelling

place was in the mountains, their houses were of banana leaves* and they subsisted on bana-

nas, silver -sides and shrimps* “,
. . thesr conversation was a kind ol a murmur like the- growl

of a dog ; they were loud-voiced in their laughter, and were in perfect accord in all their nn
dertakings and manner of living.” The same author (1907, p. 11$) points out a member of

specific htitVfj or temple terraces of stone which the present Polynesians in Hawaii claim

to he the work of rhe early Meneb unes,

Correspondingly, Me Al lister (1933* p, 1S6), in his Archatokax i]' Oahu, states that

the immense temple platform of l.’lupo is credited by the present Polynesians ro the labour
•.£ the Menehunc. The huge mass of stone, now rborougShly shattered by treasurc-hunrers,

^till has an open terrace 140 icet in width and 3c feet high. The paved pathway to this pre-

historic temple is referred to hy rhe present occupants of the island as the “Menehunc
pathway”.

Percy Smith (1910 a, p. 140) tells us that in early Hawaii the Menehune were supposed
to have been quite numerous and lived so a state of sub Section to the ancient ruling people
in the islands, and performed for them many tasks that required great numbers of labourers
to complete them at once. Quoting Rice’s collection of Hawaiian Menehunc-traditions,

.1
- -''I Brown (1927, Vol. II, p, 29} states that this early people was not supposed to possess

any supernatural powers, bui accomplished its great casks solely by manual labour and great

numbers. “All the paths and roads up the difficult cliffs of Kauai were built by them. Many
"t the great stone temples of the island were raised by them* bringing the stones from a

distance; they formed, two lines and passed the stones from man to man, „ . , They buih
the Cyclopean walls of fish-ponds and many of ’he great-stone aqueducts. It looks as if

fuL-i, had some connection with the megalithic migration into Polynesia,, perhaps the
nariyes trained by the conquering warriors in the great-stone age to cut and shape and place
the stones. 1 hey always worked under orders, and were organized by their king or leader;
and it was this organization that achieved such marvellous results , . .

”

Hand], (1930 b, p. 94..! thus describes the Manahunc of Tahiti: “They were rhe “fongse-
dwellers

,
the wood-cutters, planters* eaters of fresh-water fish, and the despised menials

gentry.” Yet he states: "It h interesting that h is in the interior of Tabid,
where rhe Manahunc folk lived, that the expeditions of the Bishop Museum have discov-
ered the mnsl solidly built stonework.”

in -.lie Marquesas Group* the present Polynesians are typical wood-carvers anil carpen-
mrs, and marvel as much as foreign visitors ar the huge stone monuments and colossal
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stone platforms left in their midst They make smalt stone and wooden copies of the larger

monoliths and declare that the huge statues had been erected prior to their own arrival, by
the earlier inhabitants, who fled to fort’ib themselves in the lulls upon the invasion of the

islands by the ancestors of the bulk of the present Marqucsan stock.

Corresponding native tradition is met with in most Polynesian islands or groups where
megalith ic ruins are left among the present aborigines, and they are even repeated where
similar constructions occur in Micronesia. Thus Christian (1S99, p, tofi) wrote from his

visit to the Carolines: ‘'The stone buddings ofNanmatal were erected by a race preceding
rhe present inhabitants of Ponape.” Also: ‘'The builders of Nanmatai belonged to the
biack race and the Ponapcans are a mixed race.” Mentioning the local memories of the Cho-
kaki, Kidiin-Aramach or Little Folk, lie writes: ‘These, according to Ponapean tradition,

were the little dwarfish folk who dwelt in the land before the coming of the Kona and
f.i-ot, the giants and the cannibals. . , . The speech of the dwarfs., it is said, was a chattering

and a gibber as that of bats. The} were dark of skin and flat-nosed (Timpak), They are

believed still to haunt the dark recesses of the forest, and to be ven malignant and revenge-

ful/
1

Certain of the present nati ves, Christian states, are claimed to be descendants of these

earlier people, and They arc shorter in stature, and the skins darker than their neighbours;
their noses are liar”.

Linton (1926, p, 108) says: "The Ponapcans had traditions of a race of dwarf, black

aborigines who used the bow in war.” This recalls the Marquesan description of the black

men in the Tuamotus lighting with bow and arrows, rruK a Melanesian custom in the

Pacific,

The double epoch of Easter Island

The most impressive remains of the early stone shaping art in the Pacific are undoubtedly

the giunr monoliths on Easter Island, at the eastern gateway to Polynesia. (See Plates

xxxv [i —XL, xLvrn, il, xc)
Here too the present Polynesian inhabitants are unable 10 account for the vast stone

constructions, which they merely say must have been built and transported to their present

sete* by supernatural power. (Routlcdge 1919, op. 182, 190.} No active megalith lc work of

any description has been witnessed on Easier Island in historic time in spire of the loose
;

theories to this effect, and n me of die island historians have furnished the slightest in-

formation on the origin, technique, and working period of the enormous images, which,

one would imagine, should have left some impression to the tradi lions of a historical-

minded and ancestral-worshipping tribe on a small island where there is little else tha;

is impressive. After ali. these stone giants have been enough to impress the whole outside

world.

The fact that neither die early European voyagers nor the present island population

have been able to leave us with written or oral information about their construction does

not prevent us from deducing at lease some dependable information bom observations in

the field. A survey of the old image-quarry, which is found inside the extinct Rano Raraku

crater (Thomson 89; Rout ledge 1919; Etc,),, shows that considerable works went on

there until to the very moment operations corally ceased. In other words, the activities in

the sculptors* mountain workshop did not continue through the ages until they gradual!}
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petered out; they mutt have teased rather abruptly, because a number ot statues were

abandoned parrk finished and representing all stages of progress.

As shown by Metranx (1940), the bulk of the numerous statues still left in rhe quarries,

more than 150 in number, were not destined to be removed from their present site in the

crater wall, and others had been abandoned unfinished 5imp
3}

because some flaw or

other faults had been discovered in the stone. Yet there is enough evidence left that large

scale activity in the image quarry ceased all at once, never to be resumed. In some cases

the carving from the solid crater wall had just begun with obvious success; in other

instances the giant image was quite finished, but tor a narrow keel that still attached the

back of the figure to ihe rockx floor of the quarry. In one case a statue was even read 1

, to be

launched, and movement was only prevented by blocking the back up with stone wedges,

while Routledge {1919, p. 179) writes: "An one instance the moving has evidently begun,

the image having been shifted out of the straight. In another verv interesting case the work
hits been abandoned when the statue was In the middle of descent; ir has been carved in

a horizontal position in the highest par I of the quarry, where its empty niche is visible,

i: has then been slewed round and was being launched, base forward, across some emptv
niches at a lower level.

'

r

The Routledge expedition even discovered that certain giant statues among the great

(lumber already erected had later been deliberately overthrown It removing small stones

and excavating the earth from beneath the bed-plates, {Ibid., p, 17?.) This profanation

would never have been earned out, at any period, hv the superstitious and ancestor-

worshipping Polynesians had the statues originally been erected by their own tribal an-

cestors. 1 Any images carved by or representing their own sacred forefathers were in Pole-

nesia protected by the highest tapu which would in no case be violated, although the

destruction oEtatmy sanctuaries was indeed approved b) both gods and men,
1 he sudden interruption of the megalith ic work in the image quarrv indicates the pro-

bability of a prehistoric invasion with tribal warfare on the island. Baste r Island tradition is

very specific about such an early local war, which took place between their ov n an-

cestors and a legendary people referred to as the “long-cars’", because they had the same
extended earlobes as rhose seen on the statues. Die adult men among the long-eared

aborigines arc said to have led to fortify themselves cm the extreme eastern headland,

where finally they were a massacred in a ditch. Routledge (Ibid., p. 300) emphasizes that,

according to Easter Island tradition, 'The strife between the Long and Short Bars is always
placci l in very remote ages", whereas 'I homsort (lftSy), who collected the legends at a con-
siderably earlier date, when they were less distorted, could even write: “The dong-ears’
appear to have been in power in the land at an early period in rhe history of the islands,

t viugh they were eventually defeated and exterminated by the others.” Buck (195S a,

. .2$) comments : I. lie Long-ears lived on the eastern end ot tile island and were credited
'^iin making ihe stone images which have long ears and the stone temple structures. The
aho ri- cars lived on the western part of the island and had the more fertile lands.,..

J he pcofaiiatiprl o I ;iiu 3 disrespect: for leeal starts Imvc been, seen until rtlatlttm limes. Several aiatucs must
WHl avcrllirowu by the iuiiv«» afa-r they weft (It* ..beeped by the Roggeween expedition in i-iz;and
R judteige i

1 g-, p. 2,-ti) cHi&ervL'd haw ihe i-.aslcr Eslaiiders, rheuisdves cut fragments fm-m rhe statues near ihuir
1,: Tage l,J sell w> foreign visitors as, curios.
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Conflict arose because the Short-cars refused to carry stones to assist the Long-ears in

erecting a temple. In the war which followed, the Long-ears were said to be almost exter-
minated. This may account for what appears to have been a sudden cessation ofwork in the
mage quarry and the commencement of knocking down the images from their platforms-”

It is only reasonable to suspect, in this remembrance of the earl y “long-ears”, a reference
to the tribe which had carved the statues, and thus to associate their final defeat and exter-

mination with the interruption of the activity in the image quarry. This would explain,

not only win the descendants of the victors in this early Easter Island battle possessed no
memories at the monolith-making to pass on to coming generations, but it would also

explain why all the statues possess long tars.

Easter Island^ traditional history relates that the island was first discovered fifty-seven,

generations ago by Hutu-Matua and his followers, who came to the island from the east by
steering tor the setting sun.

(
I homson i B89, pp. 52b— 5^3,} About twenty generations or

more later the island was rediscovered and conquered by new invaders, tins time from the

wxst; We shall See that this break in the early Easter Island line, with the overthrow of the

long-cars, took place in the beginning of the present millennium as parr of the Maori-
Polynesian expansion and conquest throughout the Polynesian area.

Two islands nearer ro nuclear Polynesia possess traditions indicating that their occu-

pants had sent out a successful expedition resulting in the Maori Polynesian conquest
oi Easter Island. The one js Mangarcva, the other Rapaifj.

It is noteworthy,*
1

says Mrs. Routledge (1919.5 p. 294) in support of Easter Island

tradition, “that a legend exists elsewhere which definitely reports that the later comers did

tind an earlier people in possession, According to the account of Admiral T, de Lapelm,
[here is a tradition at Mangarewa in the Gam bier Islands to the effect that the adherent* oi
a certain chief, being vanquished, sought safety in flight; they departed with a west wind
in twro big canoes, taking with them women, children, and all sorts of provisions. The
parry was never seen again, save for one man who subsequently returned to Mangarewa.
from him ir was learned that the fugitives had found an island in the middle 03 the seas,

and disembarked in a little bay surrounded by mountains; where, finding traces of inhab-

itants, they had made fortifications of stone on one of the heights. ,\ few davs iarcr thev

were attacked by a horde at natives armed with spears, but succeeded in defeating them,

i’he victors then pitilessly massacred their opponents throughout the island, sparing only

the women and chi Id rend'

Although the identity of this traditional island so frequently referred to in Manga rev a

tradition has been disputed, there was no inhabited mountain island east of Manga reva

save Pitcairn and Easter Island.

Couteaud (1910, p. 90) found a similar tradition among the inhabitants of Rapadti,

claiming that an early chief on this island went from Rapa iri (Li trie Rapa) to Rapa-nui

(G rear-Rapa or Easter island* with three canoes, and on arriving there he ,md his followers

subjugated a people with ' large ears”. St. Johnston {1921, p. 103) may have found

the true reason tor this departure of the three canoes from Rapa-iri : he observes that

fangua, an ancestor of the Rarotongans, visited Rapa-iti twenty-two generations ago,

“with no doubt the inevitable lighting that all such ’visits’ resulted in,” and that, also,

“about twenty-two generations ago a King of Rapa-ki was driven out and fled to Rapa-
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mii 'Faster Island) where he and his mm killed off the ‘long-eared’ people, except the wo-

men and children.”

The statements that Tangiia, according to Rarotonga history ‘"visited” Rapa-iti about

twenty-two generano ns ago, and that a local chief on that island, according to Rapa-iti

history, was driven out and conquered Easter Island* also about twenty-two generations

ago., become the more interesting when we note that the Easter Islanders claim their

youngest local line to be twenty-three generations old. With such an approximate time

measurer as a generation, this correspondence :s close enough in be noteworthy.

Percy Smith (1910 a, p. 40) states; “F-iaster Island’s lines go back for twnty-tbm genera

-

i ions by one line, Iwettfy-seiwi h\ another, and appear to be att local, i.e.
3
have lived on rhar

island. Thompson gives the number as fifty-seven from Houi-Matua, who came there 'from

the east’ with his large canoes „ . , This ‘coming trem the east" is another mystery of this

celebrated island.

We will return later to the Easter Island accounts of Hotu Matua and his arrival with

'long-ears” in his party, bur may here observe that the fifty -,<rretf generations counted hack

from Thomson's visit to Easter Island at the end of the last centurv take us back to the

very commencement of the first island era, about 410 A. D. For comparison, h is inter-

esting to note with Pomander (1878, VoL L p. [66) that the most reliable Hawaiian line 1

numbers fifty-six generations from rhe time the ancestor man-god Wake a discovered the

Pacific islands, but that thirteen generations had passed before his descendant, Natiaulu,

had discovered and settled Hawaii. These First thirteen generations, from the fifty-sixth

to me fourty-third represent names of kings which the Hawaiian^ appear to have shared,

‘’partially if not wholly, with the Marqucsan and! Tahitian branches nf the Polynesian
family, r Fourty -three generations before Pomander's time would take lis back to ap-

proximately A. IT Sco as the date when the earliest immigrants settled Hawaii. This ss

remarkable, as it dovetails completely with Emory’s purely archaeological dating based on
modern radio-carbon analysis. (See Part I,)

A s Pomander (1 R 7 H) collected the Hawaiian genealogies in the same decades as Thomson
1 collected the Faster Island genealogies, it is remarkable that the former narrated

fifty-six and the latter fifty-seven generations since Wakea and Hotu Matua established
theii respective hegemonies on the Southeastern Polynesian islands. As we shall See, both
iliese original lines were subsequently interrupted by the newcomers, this time first in

Hawaii, and, a tew generations later, also on Easter Island,

1 here is neither archaeological nor genealogical evidence to indicate that western Polv-
neski, e,g. Samoa and Tonga, was permanently settled until many centuries later than

A- IT, Yccotding to the local genealogies, western Samoa was peopled less than
hM A generations ago, ot about 1000 A.D., when a rovai progenitor named Pill arrived

the iirst ruler of Upolu. \t that time Tl&stern Samoa had already been discovered and
settled by Piles near ancestors. (Buck 1938 a, pp, 2&-r, 188.) The neighbouring Tongans
« l.cm that their islands were first settled when Ahoeitu arrived to establish the first local

*-} nasty» 'A’h sfh must have been about the same time as when Samoa wax first settled, since
thirty-five generations were counted up to LaufUitoga in 1&65. (Thitl, p, 191.) In Ram-
tonga^ which is much further in the cen.rtrtl part of Polynesia* the local genealogies
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begin with a king named Tai-tc-ariki, and count forty-four generations up to Upokotakau,
nr Pa, in the year 1851. This takes us back to the neighbourhood of Sco A,D, Other and
secondary royal lines were established on the same island, a; throughout the rest of Fob -

nesia, at the Maori-Polytiesian arrival and associated migratory vortex in the early" cen-
turies of present millennium, (Tregear and Smith T892, pp. 20, 21.)

'['he natives’ own oral version oe their earliest local history, summarized, is this: The
brsE local dynasties, and thus the lust organized set tiemen rs, were established in Samoa
and Tonga, in western Polynesia, as recently as about 900 1000 A XX About a century

or two before thar time, or around 800 AXT, the first dynastv had been established in

Rarotonga, in Central Polynesia, the island which shares its longitude with Hawaii. Hawaii
was also settled by its first occupants about Bod A.D« Prior to this time the legendary

heroes specified in the most ancient Hawaiian genealogy must be sought elsewhere, as they

are not local to that particular group. The background ol these earliest rulers in Hawaii is

exceedingly vague, except for the fact that about thirteen earlier names in the same genea-

logy arc more or less identifiable with the earliest rulers in the Marquesas and Tahiti. Prob-

ably, then, about fifty-six generations before Pomander's time, the common ancestors of

the Hawaiian.?, Tahitians, and Marquesas entered the Pacific island-world from abroad
Vc that very time for strictly speaking a generation earlier) Paster Island was settled and

began its local genealogy with Horn Matua. 1 In this initial era Has.ter Island had been

discovered by a parly of long-ears, or at least including long-ears, which came from the

easy from the direction of Somh America, about the fifth century \-D.

Only the subsequent invader?, who subjugated the long-ears and founded the lasting

Polynesian lines on Easter Island, arrived to this island from the west, from, the nearest:

edge of nuclear Polynesia. But they did not reach Easter Island until about the middle

of the thirteenth or fourteenth century, according to which of the local lines we follow.

1 l is remarkable that the Easter Islanders* at the lonely eastern extremity of all inhabited

Polynesia* give a date for their original occupation of Easter Island which concurs with

the opening of the first migratory era in Pol;- nesia, and, at the Same time* declare that this

original invasion came from the cast. This would naturally impK that the island was the

entrance lor immigrants into early Polynesia rather than its hack wall. The second jmmi

gmtion, however, which brought Hawaiki-Pofynesians to Easier Island from the other

islands a little more than twenty generations ago,, did aw occur ai (he opening oi chat

secondary migratory era, since we shall soon see how Hawaii and some parts of Central

Polynesia had been swept by this Hawacki migrator v wave a few generations before, or

roughly thirty generation? ago, all counted, as usual, from the end of the Iasi century.

It is very possible that most of Polynesia, and even part of adjoining Melanesia, were

explored shortly after the first establishmem of permanent colonies on Polynesian soil,

bur jo spite of the rapid increase of a Polynesian tribe—where each family occasionally

had ten children and a correspondingly increasing number of grand-children— generations

would still pass before the colonists had spread themselves enough to establish various

kingdoms all over the formerly uninhabited Polynesian archipelagoes;

1 Hotit Mattia ("Hill-Parent”) ar;d the pan-Polyne&ian Akm ("Light”) are hardly to be considered 33 strictly

persona] names, hut probably more as allegoric teems :it and intended to: very sscaeJ aboriginal kings nt out-

sLuicling importance in the opening of the local history -ami genealogy.
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TJie genealogical dating of the break in Polynesian dynasties

If, as Easter Island traditions say, their first local era opened with discoverers coming
from the cast, and the second with conquerors coming from the west, wc see chat Easter
Island represents the nearest accessible Polynesian land to the original eastern discoverers,

readied b\ them with instead of against the wind and current. Hut to the subsequent
conquerors trom Rapa-iti or Mangareva, Easter Island would be an uxtremety out-of-thc-

wav place. However, il the first immigrants can be shown actually to have come from the

east, and to have pushed on from Easter Island ro Manga leva. Rapa-id or other islands to

the west, then the invading Maori-Poly nesians from Hawaiki could upon arrival have
benefited by the local knowledge of the whereabouts of Raster Island.

We have seen that what appears to have been a seafaring Caucasian- like population,
possibly importing some darker, subjugated labourers, had occupied various sections of
the oceanic island world, singly or in combination, until the arrival of a third and Yellow-
brown race by way of Hawaiki. There seem to have been amalgamations, as well as tribal

disturbances and expulsions, already in. the card, island era, more of which followed as a

result of the migratory vortex from Hawaiki at the opening of the present millennium.
Buck (1933) ^ this final change of power inside Polynesia:

lL
1 rad idona! narratives

siate that an early people were found in Hawaii, Cook Islands, and New Zealand by the
later Polynesians,

. . The later immigrants conquered their predecessors, who were not
exterminated but absorbed, ’ Also -(1932 b, p. 63}: “Even the organized expeditions to
Hawaii ana New Zealand found a people already in occupation, with a bistorv that has
come down in an unsatisfactory and mutilated form. The later explorers have always
belittled their predecessors and purposely robbed them of much credit by obscuring the
earlier narratives and even incorporating some elements from these into their own.”
About this era of conquest and exploration, which commenced in Hawaii about thirty

generations ago. Pomander (iSySf) wrote:
,£
... alter a period of comparative quiet and

obscurity, the Polynesian folklore in all the principal groups becomes replete with the le-

gei.ds and songs of remarkable men, of bold expeditions, stirring ad 1 entities, and voyages,
undertaken to tar-oil lands. An eta of national unrest and a tribal commotion seems to
have set in, from causes not known, nor mentioned in the legends,*’ Further;

lp

Be the cause
’vl-'At it may, a migratory wave swept the island world of the Pacific, embracing in its

VOrcex ail thc Principal groups, and probably all the smaller. Chiefs from Southern groups
visited the Hawaiian group, and chiefs from the latter visited the former, accompanied h\
C" t

;

i r& ! drives, priests and retainers.” And: “To the Hawaiian people it was an era of ac-
t Hty ami enterprise, and awakening from a sleep of fifteen generations.” “Ir$ traces were
deep and indelible. It modified the ancient customs, creed and polity, h even affected the
speech of the people.”

,

-vcw replaced old ones for places and landmarks; new tutelar gods succeeded old
civ. i i ic> , and, says Pomander, r he construction of pyramidal stone platforms seems to have
ceased during this period.

lhc estensive genealogies at Tahiti, the same author states that onlv the last thirty
are denote: “Those thirty generations,” he writes .“bring us up to that period of tribal
commotion of which I am now treating, when the aristocracy in almost all the groups took
O Utieniahi
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so CO sa y, a new departure” He shows that there were “twenty-four generations of chiefs

on Raiatea and Bora-bora, from Raa, the progenitor, m r B 6 3
.

” Similarly! “In the Hervey
group, at Rarotonga, the chief, iMal-Lca, reckoned himself as the twenty-ninth descendant

from the time when the two united expeditions from Samoa and Tahiti, under the leader-

ship of Karika and Tangiia, arrived and established themselves by subjugating the previous

inhabitants^ Further; “The Marquesan chiefs of Hivaoa, after counting one hundred

and forty eight generations from the beginning of things, commence a new series from

Matapa, and count twentyone generations to the present rimeA
The early part oi Marquesan history and genealogy is expressly stated to extend into

ancient periods including lists of chiefs ruling before the departure into the Pacitic.

On Pukapuka in the Cook islands (not to be confused with the island of rhe same name
in rhe eastern Tuamotus), as in the Marquesas, twenty-one generations are counted from

the establishment of the local line up to the beginning of the present century. (Beaglehole

1958; p. 577,) The Raroia and Taktime islanders of the Tuamoru group count twentv-

eight generations back from the beginning of present century to the time of the ancestral

immigration from other islands. (Daniclsson i9Ji,p* 106;) The oldest genealogy of Faka-

hina in the same group goes back twenty two generations from 1900. (
Andean Tgz -1

,

p. z\z.) The present Maori tribes in widely scattered parts of New Zealand, as mentioned

earlier, count from twenty-two to twenty-three generations back to the arrival of the

great Maori fleet from Jlavvaiki. (Buck 1926 a, p. 184.) Toi, however, pursuing the drift

-

voyage of his grandson Whatonga, had discovered the Chatham Islands and thence New
Zealand on his vovage from Hawaiki some twenty-eight or thirty generations ago. (Best

192$ a, p, 27 1.) The Chatham Islanders count twenty-seven -or twenty eight generations

back to the time when their ancestors came from Hawaiki and conquered rhe former

occupants. (Scott 1893, p. 23.) The mixed Polynesian; occupants of the Ellice group in

eastern Micronesia state Lhat their island was peopled from Samoa about twenty-seven

generations ago. (St. Johnston 1951, p. 125.)

We have akeadv seen that the Easter Islanders claim their two recent lines rn have

overlapped the former line from the cast, one twenty-seven and the other twenty- three

generations ago; also that the natives on Rapa-iti count twenty-two of dieir generations

back to the time their king fled to Rapa-nui on the arrival of Tangik from Raro-

tonga.

The Manga revans, dwelling, like the Faster Islanders, in the far east of Polynesia, count

22 generations along one of their lines and 23 along the other back to the time when their

two royal families were overthrown by invading Maori-Polynesians from Hawaiki, who

reached this eastern outpost from the west. The native version concerning the tragedy

that befell the original royal lint on their island runs thus: "This was in rhe period of

Takimarama. Who conducted his funeral ceremony? The people who came repeatedly

from the west, from Hawaiki, and thus the rule of the nobles passed to the commoners/’
1

The same traditions say that the defeated nobles, who had ruled rhe island up to he r:me

of invasion from Hawaiki, had discovered Mangarev a through a landfall by their first

progenitors Miru and Moa on the eastern coast, at Ri kites. (See A on Mangareva map

in part VIII.) These people, who had no connection with Hawaiki, were the original

discoverers, since we learn of iheir arrival: “When Miru and M na arrived there, this place
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had no people. Also there were no tall trees from the beach to the foot of the mountain.

Bare stood! the land.” (Buck 1938 b, pp. zo , 23.)

Thus., at the two eastern extremities of Polynesia, Faster Island and Mangareva, we find

indications of a primeval landing from the east,, with the establishment of a senior line of

rulers, followed later by the arrival from the opposite side, from Polynesia proper, of war-

like conquerors. The latter were the savage warriors of Hawalks who massacred rhe adult

long-eared men and interrupted the stone-working on Easter island, and who “conducted

the funeral ceremonies” of Takirnarama, the last of the venerated nobles on Mangaffcva.

With Hawaii as the Maori Polynesian Hawaikl and the gateway to the island world of the

Yellow-brown race, we may well understand that these newcomers spread quickly with the

northeasterly trade wind further down to Central, Southern and Western Polynesia, and

subsequently, with the benefit of local informants and personal experience, east to the Mar
quesas, the T'u&motus, Mangareva, and Easter Island, Ail this is in accord with the res-

pective antiquities of the local genealogies, counted from the establishment of the present

Polynesian lines,

Easter Island first discovered by refugees from the east steering for setting sun

Easter Island and Hawaii have one thing in common. To voyagers arriving from the

New World they would be the very nearest Polynesian lands, and, in addition, accessible

with fair wind and current; whereas to the Malays or continental Asiatics the, would both
be tun her removed and harder to discover than any other speck of land in inhabited

Oceania, In spite of this remarkable geographical position, Easter Island and Hawaii, prove
to have one additional peculiarity in common. Each is inhabited bv aborigines who have
preserved traditions claiming their island to be the first one lighted upon b\ voyagers from
some habitat outside the Pacific, whereas the Maoris and other Polynesians all claim descent
from, or arrival by way of, some stepping-stone among the rest of the Polynesian islands.

It is in view oi these unusual facts that we ought to reconsider Thomson's early report
ou Easter Island's historical traditions, collected by him in the late decades of the last

century, before the true traditions of these islanders had been wholly distorted, confused,
and neglected

:

Thomson (1889, pp. Jifc-j 35) writes;
'

'

'/ radidm in regard to the origin of the islanders* The
was discovered by King Hutu-Mat ua, who came from the land of the rising sun. .

.

I tv. tradition here goes back before the advent of the people on the island, and states that
Motu Matua and his followers came from a group of islands lying towards the rising sun,
and the name of the land was _!/urae-t the lateral .meaning of which is The burial
place

1

. In this land, the climate was so intensely hot that the people sometimes, died from
tne effects oi rhe heat, and at certain seasons plants and growing things were scorched and
shrivelled up bv the burning sun.. ' Further: “Hotu-Matua, driven from his kingdom to
1

• - eastward by the rebellion of his subjects, landed with a chosen band of followers on
1 -a 1.-.' Island* in the month of August (Anthem), in two canoes, each * 5 fathoms long and
1 fathom deep.”

Hie long and detailed tradition includes a drama of jealousy in Hotu-Matua’s original
lorn eland, which caused Hotu Mai.ua and Jus brother Machaa io depart from home, on
L 'c Syrnc course, but independent of each other. About Machaa, the tradition says {Midi)

:
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"The great spirit ‘Mcke-meke’ is supposed to have apjrearcd to him and made it known
that a large uninhabited island could be found by steering towards rhe setting sun. The land
was sighted alter they had been out two months, and the canoe was beached on the south
side of the island-”

Two months Eater, Hotu Matua and his followers arrived, three hundred in number.
Their first landing was made on the islet of Motu \ui, on the north coast, and there they
prepared the first cooked food for one hundred and twenty days; These each travelling

parties are expressly stated to have found rhe island uninhabited. They brought with them
sweet potatoes and other roots and fruits, and the seeds of various plants, and their first

enterprise was to start the planting of w hatever they had brought with them. For the first

three months they subsisted entirely upon fish, turtle, and rhe nuts of a. creeping-plant found
growing along the ground, until their own crops started to yield- The tradition has all the

sensible details or a zealously guarded piece of tribal history rather than an allegorical myth.
I homson {Ibid.) comments : "The discovery of the island by Hutu Matua and his band of

three hundred, together with the landing already referred to, is probably correct and seems
natural enough down to the division of the land and the death of the first king. The wars
and causes that led to the migration of the people from the unknown land, called .Marae-

toc hail, are no doubt based upon a foundation of facts. There is no good reason for

doubting the description of the climate of rheir former home, which would, if accepted,

locate it somewhere about rhe equator, or at all events in the tropics. The heat cou Id not be
the effect oi volcanic action, or their legends would not state that rhe crops were burned
up by the sun at certain seasons;. The improbable, not to sa-. impossible, part of the story

comes in, where Mac ha a steals away and lands upon the same island which his brother’s

parry reached two months later, by simply steering towards the setting sun.”

It would indeed be difficult, hut not impossible, for two travelling parties to discover

the same island if they set out from the same place with the same course and in the samt r,

all oi which would give them the same main and average course of the trade wind and the

current. Alter all, the din ice of Ihe right season was part of the usual procedure when a

Polynesian travelling party wanted to repeat a former voyage from one island to another.

1
1 the tradition is to be taken as a reference to one single anil coherent event, as it is

presented, Hotu Matua’s party took 120 days on rhe journey and discovered Easter Island

60 days after Machoft’s party, which had taken bo days in aIf This would imply that they

started simultaneously or very dose behind each other, Hotu Matuas pan;, perhaps losing

track o£ Machaa anil combing the ocean (like Toi’s search-party when looking for W ‘ha-

tongaj, until they sighted the rising clouds, over the hills of I '.aster Island

-

There is, however, another point which justifies Thomson’s view that two separate-

events might have amalgamated into this early tradition. These immigrants are said to

have brought with them in their cralr not only items like sweet potatoes and tobacco, which

have their prehistoric home in the New World, but also bananas and sugar-canes, which

must have been brought from Rapa-iti or Mangareya. t If'course, it is possible that the com-

posite Easter Island liistoiy docs not remember or spec i 1 1 I he respective sources oJ the early

cultivated plants, and includes all of these in the cargo brought by J lotu Mat ua and Mach a a.

Thomson shows that the present Easter Islanders unquestionably are of the current

Polynesian type, but adds that they need not he pure descendants irom Hotu Matua’-S early
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branch. The Ideal traditions claim that Hom-Matua had “long-eared” men in Lis party

v. hen he came from tho Scorched land to the cast, and Thomson shows that the “long-cars”

appear to have been in general power at an early period in the history of Easter Island but

they were eventually defeated and exterminated by the others.

Without suspecting a fault in the current theories of a general Polynesian descent from
Malays in the west, Thomson {/&->/,) admits: “it is difficult to account for the statement,

so frequently repeated throughout the legends, that Hotu Matua came from the eastward
and discovered the land by steering towards the setting sun, because die chart shows no
islands in that direction which would answer the description of 'Marac toc-hauV’

Easter Island tradition paints to Peru

There .is no inhabitable shore east of Easter Islands except the coast of South America, a>

the nearby Sala v Gomez consists of barren and uninhabitable rocks jutting out of the sea,

A voyage in aboriginal South American craft from Peru to Easter Island, beginning like

the voyage of Hotu Matua and Machaa (and the recent voyage of the K$t;-TikJ) in the
month of April, would reach Easter Island in about two months (as Machaa's did) if

steered consistently for the setting sun on a straight voyage, propelled In the trade wind
and the southbound branches of the inner atne of the Humboldt Current, The four
months supposed to have been taken by Hotu Matua’

s partv is quite within a likelv margin,
provided the voyagers. Med up and bore away to cover as much surface as possible in

ss-atch of MachaTs party, or in search of new land.

hat is more, nowhere in the Pacific, except along ihe coast of Peru, do we find a land
like the one described by the Easter Islanders as Hotu Matua’s abode: where, “at certain
seasons plants and growing things were scorched and shrivelled up by the burning sun.”
]Hin hardly ever falls— except at intervals of years - along the dry and sandy desert coast
'*i I s, ui, and cultivation is on ly made possible by irrigation, where the numerous mountain
streams from the interior highlands cross the coastal lowlands en route to the Pacific.
During the winter season, when the sun moves north of the equator, damp but rainless
clouds and mists covet the dried up coast lands, and a sparse vegetation begins to cover
the ground. But as the summer season returns, the incipient growth of plants and vege-
t:iUon 5Oou arrested and finally shrivelled up and destroyed by the burning sun. This
aunucil sequence is a climatic and phytogcograpfuc peculiarity of Peru and adjoining
I AcTc America. It happens to be the most fitting and typical description of the nearest land
-y.sc oi 1 .aster Island, where the land in question was expressly said to be located, but we
hnd nothing answering the description on any of the sandy atolls or verdant volcanic
ishuui? west of Easter Island, evert ifwe proceed to Indonesia or the adjacent \siatic coasts.-1

J Wbai is more, nowhere in the world do wc lint- coastal stretches better fitted fur the designation ".he bum!
ihan are some of the vast desert HJk and sandy plains, housing thousands upon thousands of caves or saiu3^ naming well preserved skeletons, mummies, and burial goods, that have accumulated m the dry and
bur 'at fields of prehistoric Pc™. W<- need only mention names like Oiieama, ( hi: ..bote. Chancy, An«m,

iliunaiciUa, ParacAS, lea, and Ark-;., to cover the whole stretch of the Peruvian coast down to Chi it with regularly
Sp*“d sircs

> at vhkh * ri tCrm -can bo more descriptive than Abe burial price". In the largest of these burial tic:<ls.

with | :ol|V5 and bartered fronts of burial goods, reposed by treasure hunters who have
t- e accumulated srav<- material of centuries to pillage in these vast desert Kravcnmte left by the orctdstorlc

of Pent,
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Hager defenders of the Malay theory have suggested that the Easter Island traditions

must be wrong, and that Hotu Matua came from the west rather than from the cast, and by

stearin^ for the sunrise rather than the setting Sun, as the traditions say. On this assumption

the;, have suggested that Hotu Mama’s starting-point might be the Marquesas Group in

the other direction, claiming that this, group, as opposed to ail the rest of Oceania,, lias a

climate answering the description of the tradition. The Marquesas Group, like the coasr

of Peru, is two thousand mi les from Easter Island, but in the wrong directi on according to

Easter Island history. Being familiar with the climate in both these areas, and having lived

in the Marquesas Group through the different seasons of the year, I earn verify that such

theories arc based on wrong assumptions. Owing to the constancy of the easterly trades,

the eastern slopes of the Marquesas collect all the humidity of the drifting air and rising

clouds and are covered with verdant rain-forest, whilst the western slopes are gcnerallv

destitute of forest or even wood land, and are often drv and stony. But at no season of the

year does the sun shrivel up and destroy the Marquesan vegetation, nor js rhe climate more

than pleasant for both Polynesians and Europeans.

Certain writers attempt to bring the Easter Islanders in from Asia by arguing that this

lonely outpost is too far south to he dominated by the easterly trades. This is not in ac-

cordance with reality, Easter Island is under the pressure of the trade winds
,
just like

nuclear Polynesia. The prevailing winds turn from east to south-east and north-east, and

the occasional west wind is by percentage too insignificant even to he shown graphically

among the other winds on the Pilot Chart of the South Pacific. (U. S, I I drograpliic Office

and Weather Bureau.) Also, the ocean, currents around Easter Island are branches orf the

main Peru or Humboldt Current coming in from South America. It we keep strictly to

meteorological and hydrographic facts, wc shall have difficulties in bringing stone age

seafarers ro Caster Island trom -\?ia. The distance trom the tip of the Malar Peninsula to

Custer Island, as the crow flies, is the same as by boat from the Mediterranean Sesi to

Piaster Island, by way of Panama (8 000 miles). As the crow Hies, [vaster Island is as close to

South America as to Rapatiti (2000 miles), but to a prehistoric voyaging party propelled

by the trade winds while travelling on the mobile surface of the sea, E iastcr Island is more

readily approached from Chile and Peru than from even the nearest Polynesian island.

Peru suspected of former “Oceanic" invasion

There is no practical problem behind the early discovery of Easter Island, anti much

common sense in the tradition accounting for if, if we allow the aboriginal discoverers to

do what they say thev did, to follow the setting sun. If so, Chile and Peru would be more
t

likely starring-pom rs for the original colonizers of Raster Island than would Java, Borneo,

or the Indus Valley. And, actually, with a focusing centre in ancient Peru, we find a pre-

historic culture area which, like the Northwest Coast Archipelago, abound in parallels and

conspicuous analogies with the eariv culture oi Polynesia. So strong arc the evidences or

local contact and cultural transfer, that we find precisely what vc found in the Northwest

Indian habitat: numerous theories have been launched to prove chat elements found in

South America are due to rhe landing of Oceanic canoes on the shores of Peru affecting the

local cultures from the coast right up to the high plateau of the Andes. As w as the case
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with rhe theories that Northwest Indian culture had a Polynesian origin, so also with the

numerous suggestions that the high cultures of South America have a Polynesian source or

inspiration : they have failed to gain recognition because thev are too inconsistent with

k nown chronolog y

.

Lydekker (1906, VoL IT, p. 678} says, when mentioning the many theories of a peopling

of South America bv voyagers from across the open Pacific, chat “all these theories are,

however, based oil a contusion oi time and space.’’ Quoting Deniker he adds: “We know
positively that the Northmen visited the shores of North. America long before Christopher

(dlumbus; and there is reason to suppose that the Polynesians, who are excellent navi-

gators, may have ventured, urged forward by currents, as far as the South American coast.

Bur all these occurrences would be too recent, and such migrations would be, in fact, both

too insignificant and too isolated tor the peopling oi a vast continent.” 1

Lydekker’s statement might have been put more strongly, seeing that vovagers would
not lie “urged forward by currents’* from Polynesia to South America, but rather vice

versa* (Heyerdahl 1948-50.) In view of this practical observation, and in view of the sen

ior chronology ol Peru when compared to Polynesia, and of the inherited information in

Easter Island traditional history, we may agree with Allen (1884, p. 251), when he wrote

ol the Easter Island stone statues; “If it is merely a coincidence that these wonderful

antiquities, so closely resembling in character those of Peru and Central America, should

exist on the very sext land to the New-World, it is surely a most curious one, . .

”

The Polynesian mcgalithic art, and the unidentified sculptors of the early Polynesian era,

.represent in parr what we failed 10 trace bade as Northwest Indian elements in the Maori
Polynesian culture. We may, as a mere working hypothesis, reverse the voyaging direction

ot the much disputed theories of Polynesian influence in early Peru, and hence avoid the

former objections* Again we do tt, not primarily to explain existing parallels through

transoceanic contact, but to search for a feasible origin of one still unidentified component
in tire complex culture of Polynesia.

knock (19IZ, p. 265) once predicted : 'The question as to what. If any, relation the stone-

shaping art of the unknown people of Easter Island had with that of the early Peruvians
is one which doubtless will come up for consideration in the future.”

We shall gradually turn to this question in subsequent chapters.

1 This chic.nf..logical eibscnNiikm is frequently pointed oat, SflyCe (lyjj, p. 2<5<S) Bays with Joyce: “The greatest

A kc w*S Of ::i:n.pting a Polpittait origin for the Mayan or Peru via.fi civilisation is- a chronological one.
I- i-. t^lrall) Sieved that the Polynesians diJ not reach many of the islands until a period considerably later than

at which the American civilisations had attained a high development."
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TRACES OF CAUCASIAN-LIKE ELEMENTS
IN PRE-INCA PERU

Vo Polynesian border in the east except America

The Polynesian island home has flexible ocean walls. America in the east* and the Micro-

ncsian atolls and Austro-Melanesk in the west* form, its only known frontiers. Inside this

vast water basin a fairly recent amalgamation of at least three distinguishable racial ele-

ments has formed an anthropological unit, basically composite, but at present thoroughly

interbred as one single people distinct from die other families of mankind,

t faster Island is as close to the South mencan mainland in the east as is Samoa to tJh*

nearest atoll of the Carolines in the west, or to the nearest tip ofNtw Guinea or the Austra-

lian continent. But though we have no means of judging how near (in miles) to the South

American aborigine;; the Polynesians would have dwelt had there been anv habitable island

in. the empty stretch of ocean between Peru and Easter Island, vet we do know exactly how
far short of New Guinea and Australia they halted, since this ocean does contain islands, on

which the black- skinned Melanesians have their home. Wherever Polynesian settlers have

penetrated into the eastern margin of this domain* their traces are easily identified in race

and culture. Both in respect of distance and direction of favourable winds, Polynesian

voyages into the adjoining extremities of Melanesia are too obviously feasible to be dis-

puted, so that wherever evidence indicates vestiges of a Polynesian landing in these mar
ginat groups, the theory of diffusion has been accepted without much controversy, arid the

conclusions of transfer drawn from these vestiges have been accepted as facts rather than

Theories, It is therefore significant to note that Polynesian vestiges or settlements on the

far side of Melanesia* or ofNew Guinea or Australia nearer Indonesia — have neither been

observed nor suggested. All Polynesian and Polynesian- like traces cease with the eastern

shores or those exposed to the east— of Papua Melanesia, whilst Polynesia proper ceases

with Samoa* Tonga, and New Zealand.

This means that we can, on one side of Polynesia* draw an anthropological demarcation-
line dose to the shores of Samoa and Tonga, yet we cannot with the same certajntv draw a

corresponding anthropological line in the east right up against the shores of Easter Island.

I he last Polynesian settlement is, indeed, represented by this last island, yet the border be-

tween Polynesia and Peru h not there, but just anywhere in the intervening water. VA-
Rnow that Polynesian craft, at the peak of their navigational experience, about the thir-

teenth century* had a range corresponding at least to the distance Hawaii -Tahiti and vice
versa. The narrow margin between the adjoining sections of Polynesia and Melanesia is

dim no norm for the width of the Polynesian-dominated ocean, The ocean range of 2 $gg
-'L'aey we know Polynesians to have covered between Tahiti and Hawaii would take a
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Samoan voyager on a direct trip to New Ireland in Melanesia, and, at the other end of Poly-
jic.-'iS, h u on Id fake ar

-

i master Islander well inside anv harbour along the coast of Peru and
Chile, and even as far as that ofGuayaquil in Ecuador.

Comparative chronology limits the Polynesian sphere of influence

With this freedom of movement, the Polynesian islanders of the twelfth and thirteenth

cent lines may be tossed about over vast ocean spaces bv the speculative writer who fails to

take other considerations into account. We must admit that the crews of Polynesian sailing

canoes, crossing eastward in the thirteenth century with the same tenacity with which
they returned to Hawaii from Centra! Polynesia, could make a landfall somewhere on rho

long coast oi South America, \\ e must also admit that the same crews, having direct access

to the New Hebrides from Samoa, could earn on along the coast of New Guinea to Indo-
nesia and Aria. In the latter case, by adding step to step, the Polynesian could get almost
anywhere. But of course, like any continental migrant, he set a limit to his own [ourftevs.

It i not only possible, hut quire probable, that individual Poly nesian sailing canoes, in the

biter expansion period, forced their way to South America, and, in the opposite direction,

pushed on with a fair wind to Indonesia, but we must not forger that thev would upon
arrival be completely lost sn a multitude of aboriginals belonging to old and powerful
empires and federations.

A boat-load ol stone age Polynesians arriving in java or Borneo in the twelfth or th r-

feenth century would be annihilated or absorbed bv powerful Javanese and Hindu iron age

civilisations of the type encountered by Marco Polo when he passed through rhe Straits of

Singapore in 1291. The crews of Polynesian canoes beached on the coast of Peru in the

same periods would find themselves just a handful of visitors among the bronze age

subjects oi great local federations, among whom the Inca dynasty was jusr rising to

power. In neither case would the voyaging party jind virgin soil for a homestead, nor

primitive savages to impress and inspire with their own neolithic culture. The period of

Polynesian expansion comes too late in the history of mankind to permit a boat-load of

stone dub warriors to create a lasting impression or effect my changes among organized

civilizations in the outside world. This is a quite obvious and conclusive rw \ to the

constantly recurring claims that there is evidence of Polynesian influence; in Peru, If we
analyze the question whether the complex Polynesian island, culture may not be receiver 1

rather than the giver in its relation to early Peru, we shall find that this alternative tew

implies not merely that the voyage went away from Peru with a favourable wind and

current, but also that we authomaticallv hall have to consider a completely different time

level for the Poh nesian contact with Peru.
t

Polynesia and the chronology of Peru

li the Polynesians had come from the (.lid World, and pushed easr until a small group

reached Peru, they would have reached it at the end of their migratory expansion; but, il

they moved the other way and entered the ocean from Peru, they must have left Peru at the

very beginning of their migratory epoch. We have seen that the fifth century marks the ap-
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proximate era when the first migrants entered Polynesia, and that the eastern outpost, re-

presented by Easter Island* was settled at the very opening of this period by men who
declared that they had tome from a scorched land far to the east, titty-seven generations

before the turn of the last century, according to local genealogy.

This makes a great difference to our chronological approach to the diffusion problem,

as it necessarily involves an entirely different time period in our relations with Peru, reach-

ing hack into periods antedating the Inca rule, when the extinct high- cultures known to us

as Chimu, Kazca, (bavin, and Tiahuanaco flourished in one of their various degrees of

progress along the desert coast and sn the highlands above ihc Pacihc.

We do uot know ] use when the Incas came into power, bur we have a guide in the fact

that the hierarchy of Peru also was founded on ancestral worship, with a dvnasty who
claimed divine origin and thus kept careful track of their own genealogies and family lines.

The late arriving Quzco Incas, just like the late arriving Maori-Pohnesisms, added their

own genealogy on to that of rhdr cultured predecessors merely as a subsequent line. (Means

a cj 20 b.)

Bennett (1949) dates the actual Inca rulers from about 1250 ]>,, and Means (1920 b,

p. xlv) from about nco A. D. Even if we allow a fair .margin and include more doubtful

names in the actual Inca lines, we must admit that a local period corresponding to the iifrb

century expulsion to Polynesia takes us back to a defrnire pre-Incaic period in Peru, when
nut only iron but even bronze and other hard metals were unknown, and when the Peru-

vian stone adzes were still in use as in early neolithic times, because the gold, silver and
copper of the 1 iahuanaco periods were all too soft to compete with the better quality of a

ford polished itone -blade. (Bennett and Bird 1949, p. 19$ ;
Krneher 19503, p. 109.) As

wu: is known, the subsequent Inca had attained a bronze -age culture, bur they never
reached the iron-age until r he arrival of the Spaniards. Iron was never worked in any part

of the aboriginal Americas,

As stated, the moment we turn to Peru to seek local emgranis instead of immigrants^ we
turn our attention from the Incas anti their contemporaries, ro cultures of the earlier Tia
huanaco periods. This means that a mere comparison between hm and Maori-P&lynesiati
irai;^ and elements will have hut little bearing on the question before os.

I he dominant Maori- Polynesians of historic times came by wav of Hawaii and had,
before their arrival, little :r anything to do wirh the former invaders, of Polynesia. Roughh
:L I'1out the same lime, the Incas rose to power in the east and spread their culture all over
i :i-' adjoining regions of South America, overlapping all the former and alien high-cultures

which had flourished in various parts of Peru since manv centuries before the time when
the earliest Polynesian settlers established themsdves in the adjacent ocean. Instead of here
comparing two unrelated invaders, the Inca and the late Polynesian, who came from
different sources and conquered different geographical areas, we must look beneath the
surface for the possibility that they have both covered up local vestiges of the same, stock
°i culture-bearers.

Since we have seen that A. D. too represents the approximate period for the first in-
v,ovi>n of Polynesia, it would be a natural step to consider roughly where A, D. 500 would
place us in Peruvian chronology.

In South America our means of dating the prehistoric cultural sequences have been very
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inadequate (Linne i^
; p, $) ?

and a!] proposed datings should, as in Polynesia, be regarded
as rather approximate, at least cin ti l a further advance in comparative archaeology, or the
study of chronology through the recently developed “Carbon 14 method”, has given
added weight to our present suppositions. Yet we know with certainty that highly deve-
loped

.
but neolithic) cultures riourisbed in Peru from the. earliest Christian centuries, and

probably even long before, according to what has been deduced from the recent exesna-
T;oos by Bird. (Bennett and Bird 1945,} Tbus the cultural antiquity of aboriginal Peru
dates back to periods long before the earliest colonization of the Polynesian islands. We
know with equal certainty that in the middle of the first millennium A. D. leading cultures,
some of which surpassed and inspired the subsequent culture of the Incas in their artistic

taste and architectural achievement, began active trade relations along the E^acihc desert
< oast of South America, as well as back and forth between the coast and the interior high-
lands of the Andes. The essential local cultures of this important pre-Incaic period were the
Eiark Chi.mu on the coast oi northern Peru, the Early Is'anca on the same coast further
south, the Chav In of the northern highlands of interior Peru, and the Early Tiahuanaco of
the same interior plateaux further to the south. There were also a number of minor sub-
culture* and intermediate stages, encouraged by tribal distinctions as well as mter-tribal

trade and d illusion.

Une of the most outstanding, vigorous, and widespread of these pre-Inca cultures was
that 01 Tiahuanaco, whose external influences are traceable over vast continental territories

of Pacific South America.

Both Bennett
y 1 94 3

^
p- ar=d Kroeber (1944, p. in) show than archaeology reveals

the existence, before the eta ot the Incas, of two great expansion periods in Peru, when in

turn each ot the two main highland cultures, the Tiahuanaco and the Cha v in, spread to

attain pan-Peruvian influence. It is furthermore generally agreed that there were also at

least two main phases of 1 iahuanaco culture. This was first deduced by Posnanskv (1 914k
who argued from an observation oi local differences in material and building technique,

wbfie Bennett (1934) later found what was apparently a safer stratigraphy in ceramic styles.

On the basis of detailed archaeological information contributed by L hie, Tdloand Krne-
bc:, the noted Peruvian Scholar .Means (1951, (.hap. IV) has given a good summary of the

complex problem connected with the distribution of the important Tiahuanaco culture

and its influence throughout the Andean area. The same author wrote, with reference to

the two distinct periods ot I iahlianaco (1917. pp. 326, 327)1 "If Tiahuanaco l was prob-

ably contemporary w ith the Proto-( Jiimu and Proto-Isaxea cultures of the coast. Tiabua-

naco II is no Jess probably derived, at least in part, from the latter of chose two coast cul-

tures,
5

' Further: “It may be true that it is dangerous to measure rite actual spread or a

culture by die boundaries of the territory within which remains of distinctive products

are to be found. Political affinities, of course, cannot be determined by an v such evidence,

but nevertheless, the .tact that Tiahuanaco II objects are found from Colombia to Argen-

tina is a proof chat the cultural dominance of Tiahuanaco II was exceeding]', widespread/" 1

Means (1920 b, p, xlv; and 1931, p. it 2) further proceeds to establish an approximate

1 We have, found no- other references to Tiahiunacfi objects found in Colombia, acid doubt that such finds hat'--

actusilly been identified, » 'though, as vJll be fthown, several writers claim a iwn n i n i. i:Khip k-sioith iXe •m.i'inJ

cukurrA of San Augustin fin Colombia,) and "} iahuanseo.
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Peruvian chronology, based on modem archaeological research, and supported as was

the analogous case in Polynesia—by a genealogical list of kings and prehistoric events as

preserved by the Inca historians. He dates the Early Tiahuamco period (Tiahuanaco I)

roughly from the second century A, D. until about 500 A, LX, and he also considers 500 A.

1). to mark the termination of the Early Chimu-Nazca. cultures which in the same early

Christian centuries had flourished on the Pacific coast down below. According to Means.,

the Tiahuanaco I culture was restricted to the interior highlands, while the Early Chimu
and Masses cultures sprang up on the coast. At the end of this- eariy period, roughly about

yso A- D,, the Tiahuanaco 1 1 empire arose acid expanded its power riglu down to the Paci-

fic Ocean, leaving d efinite traces all up and down the lowlands, and opening active trade

relations with the coast that also inspired and affected the highland culture of the subse-

quent epoch,

We thus see that the Tiahuanaco Empire is thought to have expanded its power down
to die Pacific coast of Peru at a period roughly coinciding with the first colonisation of

Haslet Island and Lhe other groups of Polynesia. This is interesting, as the establishment

of a pan-Peruvian empire, and the meeting between great and powerful aboriginal dyna-

sties like those along the coastal plains and that of the highland Tiahuanaco, with the

victory and extension of the latter, would nccessatiU involve serious wars and tribal

disturbances on the nearest shores east of Polynesia,

Means (1920 b, p. xliv), upon analysing the Inca genealogies pertaining to pre-Inca kings

and important events in Peru during their reigns, and allowing 1

)

years to a Peruvian

generation, concluded that the fifth century A. D. was one of the most disturbed periods

h the early era of Peruvian culture. !n his "Table V: Chronological and Historical Events
in the Pre-Inca Period of the Andean Region,” lie gives the following events, the dating

of which, lie stresses, is approximate:

*‘

37

5

’
45 ° [A- IX] . . , Constant Wars with the Chimus on the Coast; The Mountain People

Build Fortresses for Protection against Them. Fortress of Huanco
Built. A Bloody Battle with the People in the South .

”

“4 50-500 [
A, D,|. . . The Power o I the Coast People is Limited/’

We recall that the historical traditions of Easter Island claimed that 57 generations
bdore Thomson’s time— or, allowing years to a generation, about 475 A, D.— flotu
Mitua and his followers fled from a desert land to the east and reached Easter Island after

combing the ocean westward for izo days in search of land. Their reason for departure
was to escape a superior enemy. Writing of this lonely island, Routledge also (1979. p, 294)
emphasises: " I hey tell us that their ancestors were compelled to leave their original home
through being vanquished in war. This was a very usual reason for such migrations, as the
conquered were frequently compelled to choose voluntary exile or death; ...”

1 do not unduly strcas the dal tngs 4S0 500 A, D. for the victor!es of the high 1and peo [3 1 e
oecr the fishing population along the Peruvian desert coast, nor the dating 475 A. D. for the
flight of Horn Matua which resulted in the primary discovery of Easter Island. All these
data based on genealogies and arc therefore very approximate. But I would like to
inm-st that in the early generations when man first fled into the open East Pacific Ocean,
tl

'

lCtc
'vcre outstanding high cultures fighting for possession of the coastal stretch of Pacific
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South America, where refugee families, as will he demonstrated later, had no means of
concealment in rhe open desert country, but had the: advantage that they could embark
in their coastal fishing-craft to seek escape by sen.

We have shown how, in rhe constantly recurring attempts to demonstrate cultural

relationship and racial transfer between Oceania and Peru, it has been taken for granted
that an island-bred culture must have been carried over the ocean to South America front

the west. This theory has consistently stranded on chronological considerations. Peruvian
archaeologists, basing their calculations upon the early results of 1. hle3 Tello, and others,

haw long shown that the ancient local high- cultures, like the Early Chimu and the Tia-
huanaco I, flourished in Peru as early as 200-300 A, D., or about two or three centuries

before culture reached Polynesia, The newly invented method of testing rhe antiquip. of
fabrics and vegetable compounds by the “Carbon-

t

4 method’’ has enabled recent archaeo-

logists to push these Peruvian time limits for local culture back at least another two
thousand years, Thus Dr. Junius Bird of the American Museum of Natural History (sec

also Bennett and Bird 1949), has informed me that remains of cultivated plants, like

CiQssjphm harbad£)js€
y I-ngpnaris siserttria* Citttirbite fupoda and C. mosthata^ as well as re-

mains of bark-cloth, were found by him at the base of a fifty foot refuse mound oil the coast-

line ot Chicama Valley, Peru, and that his own guess as to the antiquity of these remains,

later supported bv radio-carbon rests, places them in a period between ?ooo and iooo
B. O

.Although the antiquity of Peruvian culture has proved to be much greater than what
was suspected until Bird’s excavations were dated, nothing was found which has changed
the time level of the bronze age in Peru, which had not begun in the Early Chimu period

ui the coast (Ibid. \ kroeber 1 930 a, p. 109; Bennett 1949, p. 130), and which was thus intro-

duced locally only in periods after flic first settling of man. in Polynesia. Nor, as shown h\

Bennett (1949, p. 193), has any bronze been found in Tiahuanaco, Potter \y however,

although absent in Bird’s earlier culture level on the coast, was by 500 A. 1 ). found evetv-

v-here. both in the highlands and on the- coast of Peru, as opposed to v hat was the case

among the Northwest Coast Indians and the Maori- Polynesians, a Fact to which we shall

soon return.

The approaches to information oh (he Inca predecessors

it the many so-called “Oceanic” dements in Peru actual!-, should prove to be wind- and

sea-borne “Peruvian” elements in Oceania, then their occurrence in Polynesia should be

investigated w’irh the same objectivity as the wind- and sea-borne Polynesian elements

further down in Melanesia. There will be no valid excuse for ignoring the possibilitv of

Peru- Polynesian diffusion the moment we reverse the process and bring elements of great

continental high-cultures to smalt unoccupied oceanic islands, not up towards the east bur

"dowmluIT with the winds and the current, and not in an impossible- period when the Incas

dominated Peru, hut in considerably earlier and neolithic Tialiuanao >, Chimu, or Nazca
centuries.

It is obvious that a comparative study of surviving modern tribes, like the Kwakiutl

Indians and rhe Maori-Polvnesians, is much easier than an attempt to compare two purely

1

J, B, Bird: Letter a Ei rh March 1^49; fluid rind r«.v.
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prehistoric peoples, like the p re-Incas and rbc very first settlers on the Polynesian islands.

Yet even they have left impressions which make sc possible to study and compare a great

number of their principal characteristics—mainly cultural— bur also a number of impor-

tant racial aspects*

Modern anthropology has shown us that the Polynesian racial type represents first of all

a mixture of two distinct physical types, the Mongoloid and the Caucasoid, both strongly

represented* and then to a very slight degree some sporadic negroid elements which are

only natural because of the proximity of the Austro-Melanesian tribes with whom the Poly-

nesians share frontiers. The modified Mongoloid, which is the dominating physical type

in Polynesia, may be explained through a common parentage with the insular tribes ot

Northwest America, and an arrival of the last immigrant stock from that northern area

may algo explains certain proportion ot the Caucasoid stamp in Polynesia, hut not all, \\ c

arc therefore still left with the problem of the racial and cultural origin of the first tribes

occupying Polynesia prior to the Hawaiki interference, Since the racial complexity of the

present Polynesians indicates that these former island occupants have been absorbed

rather than expelled or exterminated, we cannot refer to them as pre- Polynesians nor

perhaps as proto-Polynesians. They form part of the Polynesians if we accept that their

descendants are traceable as an element in the present island stock. Since we have chosen

the term ‘Maori- Polynesian* to describe the dominant type of modem islander, descended

from the immigrants who came down through Hawaiki in the present millennium, we may

for the sake of convenience use a denomination like ‘pre-Maori- Polynesian’ or also ‘Early

Polynesian* to distinguish the first discoverers and settlers. The pre-Maori -Polynesian or

Early Polynesian racial type yet to be accounted for is the one who gave so many Polynesian

tribes a Caucasoid stamp more marked than even among most Northwest Coast Indians.

In Maori -Polynesian; memory some of these, their predecessors and part ancestors, were

the um-kehu elements, the Pat^pai-arek, described in the island memories as fair and often

light-haired people, as sporadically observed in most parts of Polynesia also by the first

European discoverers. Neither physical anthropology nor native lore have furnished us

with evidence justifying the use of the terms Caucasian, European, or Nordic, occasionally

used to describe this non-Mongoloid type, occurring sporadically and quite unexpectedly

on the lonely islands of the Pacific. As Ferdon and Reed 1 point out, all we are confronted

with arc certain specific characteristics of complexion, hair, etc. which indeed are charac-

teristic of some, but not of all members of our own race* Nor do the;, perhaps cover all

characteristics of any Caucasian race. We shall therefore prefer to use the term ‘Caucasian-

like* to denote non-Mongoloid and non-Negroid elements, like fair 5km, soft, fine, or wavy

hair texture, reddish-brown of blond hair colour, etc., whenever found on unidentified

aborigines outside the territory of Caucasia and Europe, It may also be necessary to em-

phasize that, although such Caucasian- like individuals were seen and described by the early

Europeans, and before them by the Maori -Polynesians themselves and their ill iterate histo-

rians, yet we always hear of them as individuals or small groups in the midst ol natives

who otherwise share their main characteristics with the subsequent Maori Polynesian

norm, \\
r

c may well turn back (to p. 191) and repeat the information Cowan secured from

an old Maori expert about this pre-Maori people:

1 E. N. Ferdon and 12 . K. Rood, personal communication, JctiCr nth May 1515.1.

1| JJi-'iWnW
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“In appearance some of them, were very much like the Maori people of today; others

resembled the Pakcha (or white) race. The complexion of most of them was kiri puwhero

(reddish skin), and their hair had the red or golden tinge which we call uru-kehu. Some
had black eyes, some blue [ike fairskinned I Europeans. They were about the same height

as ourselves. Some of their women were very beautiful, very fair in complexion, with

shining fair hair.”

To look to Peru for aboriginal Paciric explorers or castaways who included red-haired

uru-kehu individuals and types more Caucasian-like than even the Maori himself, seems

a rather discouraging prospect, at the very best. The physical features of the known Indian

tribes of coastal and inland Peru arc less Caucasian-like and more Mongoloid than all

Maori- Polynesian and most Northwest Indian tribes, at least with regard to hair texture

and colour, facuiJ expression, and skirt. We might therefore have been led to ignore and

overlook any further possibilities in this direction, had not a number of factors to he

discussed in later parts urged the impression that, even if there were no apparent racial

evidence, there was certainty sufficient cultural evidence in early Peru to require a second

glance in that direction. Urged bv accumulated archaeological (Part VI) and botanical

(Part VII) data, we reconsidered the possibility of v. hat we had first judged to be a fantas-

tic idea, that red-haired culture-people, sharing their genera! characteristics with the Cau-

casian rather than with the Mongol race, might have been present in pre-Inca Peru although

unknown locally in historic time,

Naturalistic portraiture ol models seen bv KarEy Chimu artists some 1 500 years ago in

aboriginal Peru showed chat Caucasian-like types were represented among them although

unfamiliar among the local pure-bred Indians of today. (See Plates NXV I —XXVII.) This

in itself was a most surprising and stimulating fragment of prehistoric information. Next,

by turning our attention to rhe well preserved Peruvian mummies from the desert tombs

at Patacas and other pre-Inca netropoli from later centuries B. C and the earlier centuries

\. D.
s
we found that one of the problems they offered modern science was the colour and

structure of their hair. (See Plates XXXI V—XXXVI.) Among chose best preserved,

which had been kept away both from light and from contact with the sand, some had rhe

coarse., straight and black hair of the Mongol and the average modern Peruvian Indian,

but there were also a great number with reddish-brown hair (sometimes interspersed with

veilon;), and with a tine, silky and sometimes even dearly wavv texture. (Wilson 1862.

Vol. II, pp. 22 B, 235, 246; Busk 1873, p, 513; Reiss and Stiibel 1880—87, Pk 16, 17;

Dawson 1928, p, 127; Trotter 1543., pp. 6 9 75; etc.)

Thus when we venture to check further rhe possibility of bringing what we have called

'Caucasian ’like’ elements out of prehistoric Peru, our object is first to test whether or not

we have any evidence of such people having ever existed in that Hast Pacific territory. Not

until we have verified this evidence will we be able to judge whether or not there is reason

to believe than this people had sent a branch Into Polynesia, It should thus be made very-

clear that the purpose of this part (V) is not to show the evidence for migration, but to

show that, contrary to general belief, prehistoric Peru has housed racial elements which in

many respects must have approached the characteristics of our own white race, while

differing corresponding I v from the norm of Quechua and Aymara Indians of our time. We
may, in places, draw a few parallels back to the Polynesian territory, but in general nut
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object is to pave the approach to succeeding parts, by showing that the non-Mongoloid
peculiarities of the pre-Maori Polynesians form no obstacles to a primeval settling of these

islands from early Peru, and by p re Inca voyagers who included among them Caucasian-

JiJse individuals with uru-kthn hair. The actual arguments fur migration from Peru will

follow in the later parts.

There arc several distinct avenues of approach to gain information pertaining to the

now extinct culture -bearers of Peru at the time when the first boats were beached on Easter
Island. We may, through archaeology, gain knowledge of their arts and crafts and other

aspects principally oi material culture* YVc may also, through ethnology, extract From the

social customs and religious beliefs of the Inca such elements as are not original to them
but were borrowed from their predecessors. We have also seen that there are different

channels of information regarding the physical appearance of the actual hearer of these

long extinct Peruvian high-cultures* We may look for their somatological remains in the

form of dried-up mummy-bundles or skeletons, and thus judge of individual appearances
directly, as far as these remains will permit, We may also look for realistic prehistoric illus-

trations of racial types depicted in the early period and by the people m question. Oral
information may also have survived. The cultural inclinations of the late Incas were focused
on ancestral history and pedigrees, and may have carried down to historic times live me-
mories of unusual people or outstanding individuals nourishing in older Peru.

Since we shall in the present part follow each of these approaches, the sequence is not ot

determining importance. I he material vestiges ol archaeology will alway s be the firm

backbone of prehistoric reconstructions, yet they may at times remain as backbones only,
unless llesb is built upon them by data from written or oral history. We feel that this would
be toe case with the long known bearded effigy jars and red-haired mummies from the
desert graves of early prehistoric Peru, and we venture accordingly to see if they will not
at nun more vivacity and a better reason for being there when reexamined and judged upon
a background of verbal Inca history;

The modern literate has the great benefit oi being able to help has overfilled memory by
writing note5 and narratives. Bur he sometimes forgets that the minds of early primitives
were fur from overfilled, and that they were thus able to preserve tribal traditions and
ancestral songs often with remarkable accuracy. Inca historical traditions were not fiction

'i fairy-tales, although l ull of superstition. They were sincere and deliberate efforts to
memorize events as they and their ancestors had seen and interpreted them.
About twelve native generations after Pizartok conquest of the Inca Empire, Stevenson

! iSry, p. j wrote oi the disorganized and illiterate descendants of Inca subjects ^ "'Their
veneration ior the memory of their !nca (Atahualpa) is beyond description, particularly in

some of the interior districts, where his decollation by Pizarro is annually rep reserved.”
I his, moreover, among the lower class of natives, after the passage of post-Columbian
centuries disturbing to their way ol life, she people lacking a common bond such as that
formerly afforded by the organized Inca warship and cult. Twelve similar generations of
tradition in [/tea time would carry us from the Spanish conquest back to the verv beginning
oi Inca history, and one should expect then that the Inca historians who were interviewed
by riie arriving Spaniards, should have correspondingly vivid memories of some of the
highlights in pre-Inca time.
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To understand, that Inca memories, like those of the Polynesians, stand in a different

class from those of the average barbarian, we may note what Sarmicnto dc Gamboa (1572,

p. 40}, a famous navigator as well as chronicler, and familiar with the native Peruvian

aristocracy after the Spanish Conquest, wrote in his early Hist&r, itf the Imar,

“Before entering upon the history of the Incas I wish to mate known or, speaking more

accurately, to answer a difficulty which may occur to those who have not been in these

parts. Some may Say that this history cannot be accepted as authentic, being taken from the

narratives of these barbarians, because, having no letters, they could not preserve such

details as they giv e from so remote an antiquity. The answer is rhar, to supple the want of

letters these barbarians had a curious invention which was very good and accurate. This was

that from one to the other, from father to sons, they handed down past events, repeating

the story of them many times, just as lessons arc repeated from a professor's chair, making

the hearers say these historical lessons over and over again until they were fixed in the

memory. Thus each one of the descendants continued to communicate the annals in the

order described with a view to preserving their histories and deeds, their ancient traditions,

the number of their tribes, towns, provinces, their days, months and years, their battles,

deaths, destructions, fortresses and ‘Sinchis
1
. Finally they recorded, and they still record,

the most notable things which consist in their numbers (or statistics), on certain cords called

Quiptty which is the same as to say reason er or accountant. On these cords they make certain

knots by which, and by diflcrences of colour, they distinguish and record each thing as by

letters. It is a thing to be admired to see what details may be recorded on these cords, for

which there are masters like our writing masters. Besides this they had, and still have, special

historians in these nations, an hereditary office descending from father to son. Ihe collec-

tion of these annals is due to the great diligence of Pachacuti Inca Yupanqui, the ninth

Inca, who sent out a general summons to all the old historians in all the provinces he had

subjugated, and even to many others throughout those kingdoms. He had them in Cuzco

for a long time, examining them concerning their antiquities, origin, and the most notable

events in their history. These were painted oil great boards, and deposited in the temple of

the Sun, in a great hall. There such boards, adorned with gold, were kept as in our libraries,

and learned persons were appointed, who were well versed in the art of understanding

and declaring their contents. Mo one was allowed to enter where these boards were kept,

except the Inca and the historians, without a special order of the Inca.”

We sec, at least, that the Inca historians strove 10 preserve and memorize information

inherited from earlier generations, and we may presume that some main characteristics

and outstanding features of the pre-Inca civilisations would survive in Inca Peru just as

tribal history survived sn Polynesia, and just as the memory of Atahualpab decollation by

Pizarro survived until modern times.

The pre-lncak importance of the cult rile at Tiahimmco

There is within the borders of the former Inca Empire no prehistoric site with monu-

ments and other architecture ofmore impressive dimensions, and with evidence of a higher

cultural level, than the ancient megalith ic ruins of Tiahuanaeo in the Bolivian highland

plain? south of Lake Titicaca. To the Inca and hh subjects the ruined sire oi Tkhuanaeo
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was the principal edifice of the foreign race that dwelt in their land long before the time of

the first Inca. To the modern archaeologist, Tlahuanaeo is the focusing centre or at least;

the best preserved sice of the pre-Inca and once pan-Peruvian culture named after its

ruins. Yet the real founders of Tiahumaco and of the culture bearing its name have never

been identified (Monteil 1 919, p. e 3 ;
Karsten 15138, p. 28) in spire of the many and diverse

theories which bear upon the question. Bur, although we do not know the tribes or
individuals who ordered and directed the erection of the present ruined sice, and who
carried related art- conceptions far and wide in pre-Inca Peru* yet we must necessarily

count with their I ormet existence, since, as shown* the Tiahuanaco cultural influence in its

expansion period represents a principal phase in the pre-history of Peru.

As shown above* Means (1931* Chap. IV) has given a good impress ion of the vivid

activity and complex distribution of Andean Tiabuanaco culture and influence in early

pre-Inca periods. Bennett (1943, p. 323), a noted Tiabuanaco archaeologist, writes:
lL
Since the beginning of the century the major outline of Andean chronology has been

based essentially on the extensive excavations by Max Uhle* Much of the work chat has
followed has refined the Uhle classification and added other details, but has not made any
major changes. 1 he Uhle outline was based on the concept of two pan-Peruvian periods:

the Inca period, which had spread throughout a major portion of the Andean region at the
tur.c or the coming 0: the Europeans; and the earlier Tiabuanaco period, which had a

somewhat limited distribution from the home site in Bolivia, thence up and down the coast
and highlands ofPfecu* and into Argentina, Chile, and Ecuador,”

It is clear that the mobile culture -bearers behind such a dynamic high-edture, which in
:rs art and architecture surpassed (but inspired) the culture of the subsequent Incas, must
lia’i c included individuals with outstanding intelligence, abilities and ambitions* which
cannot be judged, by the low standards of the historically known Ayimra- (Colls-) Indians

the district. Nor do these local Indians make the slightest claim of descent from rhe

architects and founders of Tiahuanaco* although the colossal ruins are the central element
• n traditions ar.d religious beliefs, just as they were to rhe aboriginal population in
wide regions during the early Inca Empire.
-wux1 the unidentified founders of Tiabuanaco play a principal part in the archaeology

ot pre-Inca Peru, and since the ruins are venerated by the local Indians both on account
1 r -'eit grandeur and their role in Peruvian traditions; and mythology, we must presume
mat some recollections of the founders of the monuments and walls would survive from
one generation to the fcext, provided the district had not for long periods been entirely
depopulated.

The legendary reference to “white and bearded men”

I . our supposition is founded in fact, the early immigrants into Polynesia should be
linked up with culture-bearers living during the Tiabuanaco periods of Peru. Of the three
physical components of Polynesia* these people would represent the Caucasian element*
I - clement :s on the islands somatologicaHy identified as an early racial component
teaching Polynesia independently, to enter into the subsequent formation of the com-
n l> ”" ;^ ant ^ lr 'bes. it is recalled in Polynesian traditions as the light-coloured children of
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Tangama, who lived among their ancestors; it is described by the early European disco-

verers as strongly bearded “white” men among the aborigines, jokingly referred to as “the

Fleming” or as “a countryman”; and it is occasionally embodied in the fair aru-kshu strain

of widely separated islands.

If these early prehistoric voyagers actually set out from the coast of Tkhuan&coid Peru,

they must inevitably have been seen and memorized by the local aborigines in the midst

of whom they dwelt. On these premises, the contents of the earliest Inca memories may
well be worth a new inspection, even though, nn account oi their seemingly fantastic

nature, they have been neglected in most serious studies of Peru,

Until a hundred years ago, the Colla Indians of the Titicaca plateau had preserved

traditions associated with the erection of the colossal stone constructions on the plains

south of Lake Titicaca. In 1.865, Bollacrt wrote in his paper on “The pre-Incam 1 Ruins of

Fia Huanaco” (p. 255); “There ate vague traditions that Tia Hu.maco was built by white

and bearded men,” Describing the same ancient ruins, Inwards (1884, p. 32) states with

Humboldt that
" l

.

,

. at chc arrival of the Spaniards the natives attributed the construction

of them to a race of white and bearded men who inhabited the ridge ol rhe Cordilleras

long before the foundation of the empire of the Incas,”

In 1908, at The Internationa] Congress of Americanists, Gonzales de la Rosa brought

Lip the same question {p„ t);
11 Another problem which presents irsclf is that of the tacc

which reigned at Tiahuanaco. Were its inhabitants Quechuas, Aymaras, or something else?

On this point, more than on am other, the greatest obscurity remains. ... the tradition,

to indicate this discrimination, savs that there lived on the islands [of Lake Titicaca
j
a race

described as white.and with heard- which is the same as in Tiahuanaco— but which cannot

be Qucchua, although it seems to differ from the present race, and of which one can hardly

believe that it was tv/riu”

When the original Queth.ua and Colla traditions gradually petered out about rhe rum

of rhe last century, European visitors to the ruins obtained local information only from

what they saw, the surrounding natives had nothing else u> add. European interest in

what had now been reduced to former native beliefs decreased accordingly, One ma} well

sa\ that, with the disappearance of the last native accounts oralh inherited from the time

of local eyewitnesses, Tiahuanaco’s last meagre thread of spiritual survival terminated

,

the ruins became archaeology. To us in our day Tiahuanaco is reduced to a convenient

terminology for a wellknown art-styled truly impressive and famous monuments over no

one knows what.

During the first generations after the Conquest, however, the myths and traditions of

the legendary pre-Incas were still alive in Peru, find when the famous historian Prescott be-

gan to analyze rhe earl'.' Spanish documents and manuscripts in the archives oi rhe Royal

Academy oi History at Madrid, he came to the following conclusion concerning ine early

Inca beliefs (1&47,, VoL I, p. 3)

:

"The story of rhe bearded white men hnds its place in most of their legends.” He also

wrote (2bid.}-. “Another legend speaks of certain white and bearded men, who, advancing

from the shores of Lake Titicaca, established an ascendancy over rhe natives, and imparted

to them [be blessings of civilization. It may remind us of the tradition existing among the

Aztecs in respect to Quetzalcoatl, the good deity, who with a similar garb and aspect came
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op the great plateau from the east on a like benevolent mission to the natives. The analogy

is more remarkable, as there ts no trace of any communication with, or even knowledge
of, each other co be found in the two nations,”

Cieza's account of “white and bearded men 7

at Titicaca

Written by a local eye-witness in the years immediately Following the Conquest, the

early records of the noted Spanish chronicler Ocza dc I .con (155 3,-60) arc naturalh more
important than most subsequent narratives. Cieza was one of the earliest Europeans to

visit the ruins of Tiahuanaco on the Titicaca plateau anti to collect prehistoric traditions

among local natives, who had only known Europeans for a few short years. In his chro-

nicle of Peru (First Part, p. 3,27) Qeza includes a chapter “On the Tiahuinaco Village and
Great and Ancient Buildings Seen there”, which represents the first recorded description

of this site. He savs:

] asked the natives, in the presence of Juan Vargas who is the one holding authority

over them, il these buildings had been constructed in the time of the Incas. They laughed
at this question, affirming what has been ahead} stated, that they had been made long
before they ruled, but chat they could not state or affirm who made them, bur that they had
heard from rheir forbears that what is seen now was made in one night. For this reason,

and also because they say they have seen bearded men on the island of Titicaca and that the
building of Vinaque had been constructed by similar men, I say that perhaps it may he that

before the Incas reigned there may have been some people of intelligence in these realms,

come from some parts not known, who had done these things, and they being few in num-
ber and the natives many they might have been killed in wars,”

Cieza's allusion to the “bearded men” of pre-Incaae Titicaca and Vinaque is a direct

reference to his own narrative in a previous chapter, {Ibid, p. 314.) There he stated that

several Col la Indians had informed him how, at the remote time of the great chiefs Zapana
and (

"ari, who ruled before the establishment of the early Inca dynasty, ”white and bearded
men” had been massacred on the largest island in Lake Titicaca. Cieaa returns to the same
p re- Inca people in bis Second Part (Chap. IV), saving: “They also toll wharl have written
in the First Part, that, on the island of Titicaca, in the past centuries, there was a bearded
people white like us, and that a chief by the name of Carl came from the vall ey of Coquim-
bo, mustering where Chucuito is at present, from where, after having made some new
settlements, he passed over to the island with his men, and waged such war on the people
of which I speak that he killed them ail.”

About three hundred and fifty years after Cieza received this traditional information,
tnar is to say about fourteen, native generations later, liandelier (1310, p, 294) went to
carry out excavations among the ancient ruins, on Titicaca Island in the lake near Tiahuana-
00 Figments oJ: the prehistoric tradition were apparently still alive among the aborigines,
fur he was en lighted by an ‘old native wizard' concerning the earliest days on the island:

l.i ven ancient times, said he the Island was inhabited hy gentlemen (cabal leros) similar
to the viraenchas* (name given to whites by the Indians to-day). Whence these ‘gentlemen

1

tame he knew' not.” BandelieGs native informant knew that, according to tradition, the
said Caballeros had intercourse with the local native women, and their children “became
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the Inga-Re (In cag), and they drove out the gentlemen and held the Island thereafter/
1

Whither the expelled caballeros or viracochas retreated, the local islanders could not tell.

Bandolier adds that: “The ‘V.iracochas’ here mentioned recall the "white and bearded men’
of Geza.” 1

Cardlasso and other early historians vail later show US how the distant family of the Inca,

dwelling three hundred miles to the north, pointed out that their progenitors, the first

Incas, emerged from this very island in Titicaca to make their way northwards to Cuzco
and establish their sovereignity over the Peruvian peoples. Various other early chroniclers

will tell us how the natives in wide parts of Peru had the inherited belief that this same
island had been the chosen home of a, group of fair-skinned people with beards, who had
been very active spreaders of culture before die Incas came to power. Generally we learn

that .some such “white” men left Titicaca Island for the neighbouring Tiahuanaco, moving
down subsequently from the highlands to the Pacific coast; but we sometimes learn of the

defeat or murder of similar men who still remained on Titicaca Island. Bandolier (Ibid.,

]>. 527) cites Ramos, who also spoke of “a mysterious white man called Tunupaand Taapac”

whom the each Indians remembered having killed on Titicaca Island. In other local dia-

lects this legendary “white man’" is referred to as Tonapaand Tarapaca, and also: as Tupaea.

The "white and bearded men' near Ayacucko

During mv visit to Peru in 1947, 1 was informed by Dr. Luis Yalcarccl of rhe Museo
National m Lima, that the tribes near Ayacucho, in the cordilleras between Lima and

Cuzco, lead until recent years upheld the same tradition from the ti me of Cieza. that the lo-

cal and pre-Incaic Yinaque ruins had once been built by a race of men "white like Euro-

peans”, who had lived among their ancestors in the dim past of Inca histon . Cieza (1 j $3
—

60, Chap. LXXXVI) gave the same account of these particular ruins sam four htfflibul

years ago
i
when he arrived in Peru in the decades of the Conquest, Speaking of these “'great

and very ancient buildings” on the river Vinaquc, he says:
+L
\X'hcn I questioned the neigh-

bouring Indians as to who had made that monument of antiquity, they answered that it

was another people who had been bearded and white like ourselves, who they say, came ro

these parts a long time before the Incas reigned, and made their residence there/
7

The Viracoch a-people

Karsten (193 8, p. 194) cites the ancient writings ofHuamanPoma Ayala concerning rhe

traditions of the former inhabitants of Peru. Huaman Ponna was a native Peruvian who
was himself instructed by the trained Inca historians, the socalled quipucamayocs, concern-

ing the earliest Inca knowledge, f rom him we learn that “the first race of man that dwelt

in Peru” was called uari vhncaeharuna. The suffix tuna is merdv the Quechua (Inca) word

for “people”, and we recognize thus in this name the word viracoch a, which f;, as cited

from Baudclier, the Quechua. term for all past and present peoples with “white” or very

1 Rajid.dk r \}Mrf.> p, 6&) shows thai the Indians of Tificae^ Island pOSSiUy were forced, by [he pressure of ofdcid

Spanish measures, 10 move over to the mainland for :l few years at the dose of the: sixteenth century, but rhey soon

moved bad? S£iUr» r He adds: , .but, there seem not m have been any white settits on it tsfi-ii die eighteenth

century, or perhaps Later.”
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]3ght skin colour. Viracocha is also used by the Inca as the name of the leading pre-Inca
hierarch anti man-god who was to the earlier people in Peru precisely what the later Inca
actually was in the eyes of his subjects, a divine representative of the sun among its h uman
descendants. Whether these pre-fuca mri virmwktrma gave their name to the Inca god
and progenitor 1 'irac&cba, or whether they are named after him, may be difficult to deter-
mine without a further analysis of Peruvian beliefs and tradition. In all likelihood Virawtba
was originally a descriptive term or hereditary title rather than a personal name of one
distinct individual, just as Ima subsequently became the hereditary title of a whole dynasty.
Similarly among the Aztecs, Quetzalcoatl was a principal god and progenitor, and vet the
same name was the name or title of his successive line of leading priests.

In Inca history, as in our own, we naturally find that the doings of the mass of the people
play a less important role in oral tradition and written, .narrative than do the travels and ac-
tivities of a king or emperor. To learn more about the mrlmrmochuruna or viracocha-people
we may therefore torn our attention to their chief, remembered as Viracocha, or Con Tici
' iraco<rijS*- With bis activities begin alt the earliest Inca memories of events leading up to
toe introduction of cultural ideas among the primitive Indians in Peru. It is our object,
not to dwell on myths and superstitions, but to extract from them the kernel of historic
truth which is to be found wherever tradition survives for centuries among a numerous
and widespread population who take a keen interest in the preservation of their own
tribal histories, VC e need not take any definite attitude to whatever impression the Inca
conceptions may leave behind, until we find them to coincide, as in Polynesia, with better
evidence than tradition.

A beardless nation with a bearded culture-institutor

Hie memory oi the hero-god Viracocha was vivid !v preserved among aborigines in
wide regions of the former Inca Empire, even through the East century, and in many places
' ir

^
coc ba stories still survive to-day among the elder natives. A good synopsis of the Vira-

coc ha-trad it]on 5. is included in Brinton’s monograph American Hero-Myth. <iS Hz np
169-202,)

" J 1

lh - r=t(>n {Ibid., p. 192) quotes Zegarm, a leading contemporaneous Peruvian scholar, in
saying; " The tradition was that Viracoeha’s face was extremely white and bearded.” Brin-
ton adds himself: ‘There is, indeed, a singular uniformity of statement in the myths. Vira-
CO

,

3 under any and all his surnames, is always described as white and bearded, dressed
in flowing robes and of imposing mien."

Lang-Eared ' f

Islanders in Lake Titicaca

eyond his growth of heard and his lighter skin there was nothing strange in Viracochaown bmid, yet he taught his Peruvian followers to change artificially their natural visage,
tsandcher (1910, pp. 304, 305), who collected the Titicaca island legend of the expelled
viracocha -gentlemen”, also pointed out that in several myths Viracocha himself was
remembered as the chief of a - large-cared” people that were the first inhabitants of Titicaca
island. These Islanders called themselves Rlngri^ signifying "ear”, since their ears were
perforated and a heavy nugget inserted to enlarge the aperture. Tradition states that this
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“large-eared” people was instructed by Viracocha in building stone edifices and fortresses,

including the mcgalithic constructions of the “House of the Sun”, The Titicaca islanders,

as Ban deli er told us, preserved the tradition that the children, of the early light-skinned

men, by the native women, grew up to become the Inga-Re or Incas, In relating how

Titicaca Island was associated with the origin oi the Incas* Oliva (11351, p. 37) relates

an Inca tradition to the effect that “they pierced their ears nnd placed in them large rings

of £ kind of reed called totota, and subsequently enlarged these rings enormously
P’

1

Monte!! (1923, p. 217), citing Oliva and other sources, mentions that the Jncas forbade

their subjects to enlarge their cars to the same extent as their own. [He shows that the reason

for Inca ear-enlarging is unknown beyond its traditional and apparently magical nature.

The fact that subsequent Inca generations had to go through the ear-piercing and enlarging

ceremonies at the principal solar festivals (Capac Raymi) “must go to show that the occa-

sion was looked upon as being a. highly important one.”

Markham (1911, p, 67) says: “The custom of boring their ears and enlarging the lobes

until they were a great length, which prevailed with the Incas, their relations, and the ten

ayllus, obtained for them the name of Matunrincriyoe, or great-cared people, which the

Spaniards turned into Orejones.” (See also Cieza, 1
5 53 — (So, Chap, \ II, p. 24,)

Pedro Pissarro { 1 5

7

t h, p. 275)* wht> arrived in Peru with his cousin Francisco during

the conquest, wrote: “There were some ore jones who had cars so large that they came

down to the shoulders, He who had the largest cars was held to be the finest gentleman

among them.”

We recall how Taster Island traditions insist that there were “long-ears” among their

ancestors when they arrived from the scorched land to the east, that is to sat-, from the

direction of the contemporaneous! Tkhuanaro Empire. We may therefore, in the following

extract from Ik ran? os, observe that Con-Tici Viracocha
1

s last lesson to bis successors in

pre-Inca Peru—before he departed into the Pacific was the art of enlarging their ear-

lobes, thus to remain "long-ears” after he had gone.

TiahuamiCo cult centre of the Viracotha-people

Juan de Benin?os (if jr) had an unusually good opportunity of collecting and preserving

the aboriginal Peruvian beliefs and traditions. He came to the Inca Empire when ir was

first discovered and conquered, and he married a local Indian girl, so that he was in int. rustle

contact with the natives, among whom he stayed ior the rest of his file, Like nearly all the

other early chroniclers he pays much attention to the Peruvian accounts of the pre-Inca

cukurc-bearer Viracocha, or Con Tici Huiracocha,

Betanzos ifbul. Chap. 1 )
wrote: “In ancient time, they say, the country and province

of Peru was in darkness, having never light or day. T here were, at the time, certain people

in it, which people had a certain chief who commanded them and to whom they were

subjected . Of the name of the people and the chief who commanded them they have no re-

1 HfnnSclLcr ([954, p- too) also quotes Oviedo, who said t>l Cuzco: "
I 0 this land chert Wtie anc’vni imill., .•

s’ rear lord with a people they oil Inga, and slow they cal! thermetas Big Esrs, :=nd only the Supreme Lord they

tftU Inga. . 7 h

Imbftlloni (igzC b. p. 359) compares the old Qucdi™ word /*ga with the Mwei turn I>&t

“soldier”. ‘Varrio-r” ;
amt silso with rhe Madf: term fara-mt/, limlly “Orwit Inga", which titans “god

,
spirit .

In Fiiiji siti§a is the w->, i M for the 'Sun”,
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collection. And in those times, when all was night in this land, they say, that from a lake
in this country of Peru, in the province, of Colhsuyo, there came a chief called Con Tied
Viracocha who, they say, had with him a certain number of people, which number they
dn not recollect, And after lie had sallied irom this lake he went from there to a site that is

dose to this lake, where to-day is a village called Tiahuanaco, in the aforesaid province of
the Col fan. And as he went thither, he and his own, forthwith there Improvised! v, they say,
rhar he made the sun and day, and ordered the sun to move in the course it now moves
and afterwards, they say, he made the stars and the moon.”
The lake referred to can only be Titicaca, where Viracocha, according to most Inca

accounts, began his religious activities. We recognize how native Peruvian superstition
Jn r h r 5 legend strives to associate some important event in the history of the sacred Inca
wuh the people’s own religious conceptions. It would appear that an historic hierarch
^ iih a solar cult had established himself in Tiahuanaco with his religious followers— iden-
tifying himsdf—like the subsequent Incas- with the earhtly representative of the supreme
god. From archaeological research we know well enough today that Tiahuanaco was no
ordinary village, hut the religious centre of one of the most important pre-Inca hierarchies,
1 he possibility that V iracocha was an hereditary title common to the supreme god and his
principal representative on earth, is apparent when we learn through Bctanzos (Ibid

)

that Viracocha only “returned” to earth when he moved with his followers from the
shores of litkatea to the nearby sire of Tiahuanaco. Long before tills appearance he had,
according to Bctanzos 7

informants, created heaven and earth and the original population
ot the country who dwelt in darkness until he came and established himsdf in human
shape at Hihuanaco.

Betimzos (Chap, 11
)

says: G . .when I asked the Indians what shape this Viracocha
nad when their ancestors had thus seem him, they said that according to the information
rhev possessed, he was a rail man with a white vestment that reached to his feet and that
this vestment had a girdle; and that he carried his hair short with a tonsure aa the headm 1 he manner of a priest; and that he walked solemnly, and that he carried in his hands a
certain thing which to-day seems to remind them of the breviary that the priests' carry in
[ hcir hands. And this is the account 1 received on this subject, according to what the Indians
cold me. And when I asked them what this person called himself, . .they fold me that hi&
name was Con Tied Viracocha Paehayachachic, which in their language means God
Maker of the World.”

5 “

Hie ! iracocha hierarchy and Tiahuanaco Hone statues

Buanzos goes into great detail about Viracocha’s activities when he reigned in Tiahuana-
co betore the hrsi Incas came. We learn from has early narrative that Viracocha began his
religious activity m Tiahuanaco as a sculptor of stone. From stone he made human statues
*s models tor the new people he was to create. He sculptured a certain number of men and
"

,

1C ™ *«". ** well ™ several pregnant women and other women
" al™y had children. When these stone statues were finished he had them moved to

ot wr places; whereupon he created a community in Tiahuanaco also by carving themjrom stone in the same manner.
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It is noteworthy that according to the legend, Viracotha created man in his cult site at

Tiahuanaco a! a timt w!m a mart primitive htai population already existed iff Pern; but, all

according to the same legend, this former people were said to have lived in darkness and

ignorance, ft is apparent that the account of Con Tid Yiracncha and his disciples making

man by carving and moving statues* is either a version evolved by the subsequent Inca

t<> account for the images in rise cult centre at Tiahuanaco—where they are still to he seen

(see Frontispiece* Plates X U, XLV, IL, Lll)— or, what is even more probable, that

the Tiahuanaco statues were actually built by a priest-king or hierarchy for a magical

purpose, to impress the contemporaneous aborigines with their own supernatural powers

and activities. The latter explanation seems the nearest to hand and most logical.

When Con Tied Vlracocha’s sculpturing at Tiahuanaco was finished, he is said, Betanms

tells lis, 10 have ordered hi? own original followers (the viracochas who had originally ac-

companied him to Tiahuanaco and whose number was not remembered) ad to go away

except two, who were to remain with him. He first told Ids departing viracochas that they

were to observe the Tiahuanaco stone statues and the names he gave to each kind. Pointing

to the statues he said :
“These should be called so and so and should appear from such and-

such spring in this or that district and should inhabit it and multiply there; and these

others should appear in such-and-such cave and should be termed so-and-so and settle

there and there; and such as I have pictured them and made them in stone they should

appear alive from the springs and rivers, caves and mountains in the provinces which 1

have told you; and afterwards you should al! go in that direction— whereby he pointed

to the direction where the sun rises—and spread them out separately, showing them the

road each of them is to take/
3

in his next chapter, fietanzos narrates: “As stated the. huiracochas set out and walked

through the districts which Vkacocha had pointed out, and wherever they went they

called, in the district where they were, for the people whom Viracocha in Tiahuanaco

had pointed out on the stone statues that were to appear in that place. This was done by

each and one of the viracochas by standing in the neighbourhood ol the place where he

was told that the people should appear, and there the viracocha called out: —So and so,

come forth and people this earth which is waste, because that is the order of Con Tied

Viracocha, he who created the earth!—And as they called on the people in this manner,

these appeared in the districts and places told by Viracocha, And it is said that they

proceeded in this manner, calling and bringing forth people from caves, rivets, springs

and the high mountains, as said .in the previous chapter, and that they peopled the country

in the direction where the sun rises. And when Con Mcci Viracocha had accomplished

this and in. the manner already stated, even the two who remained in f fahuanaco arc said

to ha\re been sent out by him to call and bring forth people in the sail! manner; whereupon

he separated them as lol low's: He sent the one to the province Condesuyu [—-Cuiitisuy li
,

that is to the left when one is standing in Tiahuanaco with the back towards the sun-rise,

that he in the same manner as the others should call forth the native Indians in rhe prov-

ince of Condesuyu; correspondingly he sent the other to the province Vndesuyu [—An

tisuyu], which lies to the right it one, as said above, turns the back towards the sunrise.

And after these two had been sent out, it is said that he himself also started out along the

road leading to Cuzco, which lies between the two provinces, and lie proceeded along the
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main road, which leads over the mountains to Csuuuralca [-Gijiinwea]
; along this road

he walked and called and brought forth people in the said manner. He arrived at a province
called Cacha which belongs to die Canag- Indians and lies 18 Jeguas from Cusco, and in
this area he called forth the Canas-Indians, When these appeared, they were armed, and
when they saw Viracocha and did not recognize him, it is said tin at they came against
him >n a crowd to kill him. and when he saw them coming and realised why, he caused lire
to tall irom the skies and begin burning a hill near the place where the Indians were. And
when the Indians saw the fire and were afraid to be burnt up, they dropped their weapons
am: ran forth to Viracocha., throwing themselves on the ground before him. When fie

saw rhrs
h
he took a staff in his bands and went forth to the fire and gave it some blows

wii ii the stall until the fire was put out. When this was all over he spoke tn the Indians and
told them he was their creator. On the spot where he had placed himself to let the lire fall
trom the skies and from where it would have spread to destroy the Cana^lndisms, these
ouih later a marvellous Awj, in with they and their descendants offered great quantities
ot gold and silver and where was raised a statue carved from a great stone almost five
varas (about iz ft) tall and 1 V vants broad or a little less.This they did in memory of
Viracocha and what had happened at this place; they say that they have carried it on
from that past time until this dayT
We shall later .see that this statue of Viracocha In the hmea at Cacha was still intact at the

ume ot the Conquest, and that the Spanish discoverers found that the large stone image
represented a man of good stature, with a Jong beard measuring more than a palmo,

(Garc [lasso 1609 b, p. 70.) The temple and statue was later deliberately destroyed by the
pious Spanish clergy.

The Viracoika-peopk unite in the north to start *''walking" into the Pacific

Before lktanzos follows Viracocha on his final march along the ancient mountain road
northwards from Tiahuanaco, he says that he had himself visited the said temple and the
,Lm

'[

13 ock
-
4 wht' re thc account of Viracocha :

’s journey through tins district had been told
him lyc the eldest and most important of the Indians whom he had summoned from the
neighbouring village. Betanzos then follows the principal of the “viracochas” on his
further move;

To return to out narrative, it is said that lie, having accomplished this wonder in

,

a> ct,

f

nEloued hls Ioad carrying nut his activities as before said, and as lie arrived in
* P 1:lCL

‘

y

f
'Jch *5 now tailed Tambo dc Urcos, and which lies six league from Cuzco, he

proceeded up on to a high mountain and sat down on the summit, where lie is said to have
ordered the native Indians who now live there to appear from the mountain side. And bc-
cause Viracocha sat there, a rich and marvellous bass was erected on this spot, in which -
Since Viracocha had seated himself in this place-those who built thiska placed a bench
ot gold, and the statue which represented Viracocha was set on this bench; the gold statue
represented sixteen ot eighteen thousand pesos at the division made between the Spaniards
10 Cuzco when they had captured the city. And from there Viracocha went on and
continued., while making his people as already described, until he arrived in Cuzco. Upon

arrival there he is said to have made a chief whom he called Alarm*, and lie also
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named this place Cuzco. Ami upon leaving orders its to how they should produce the

urtjonts jlon er-cars] when he was gone, he continued further, while doing his works. .And

when he arrived in the province of Puerto Viejo Jon the Pacific coast of die present re-

public of Ecuador]* lie joined up in that place with his own people whom lie had sent out

beforehand in the manner I have described earlier. As they assembled in that place, he placed

himself on the ocean together with them, wherefore it is said that he and his own people

went on the water just as if they were walking on land, I could have written much more

about Viracocha according to what these Indians have informed me of, but to avoid

being tedious, and to avoid serious heathenism and inhumanity, I have not included it.”

Obvious I v there is a kerned of history within these geographically continuous and vivid

memories of Con fid Viracocha and his many "viracocha” subjects or disciples, who

first moved south from Titicaca Island to their hierarchic abode at Tiahuanaco, and finally

northwards through Peru bv way of Vac ha, Tambo de Uncos, Cuzco, and down to the

Pacific coast of Ecuador at Puerto Viejo, all before the beginnings of Inca genealogy. It is

clear that the \ymara and the Queehua Indians, whose early ancestors must have known

Tiahuanaco at the time of its habitation, have m these detailed accounts memorized some

episode connected with the final desertion of the hierarchic site, with the departure nf its

priest-king and his viracocha Family or followers. There is link to be added about their

mysterious man making activities until we later consider rhe Fiahuiinaco monoliths and

human stone busts of pre-Inca origin left in various places in the Titicaca basin and on

the Andean plateau. But we may note that the assembling of the viracodias, who had all

deserted Tiahuanaco to unite on the Pacific Coast in the northern province ot Puerto Viejo,

coincides with the best locality for South American navigation and hoar construction.

The local craft of Puerto Viejo and its vicinity were the balsa rafts described later, and the

sight os' men moving about a balsa raft at sea will, to those oil the shore, most emphati-

cally leave- the impression that the crew actualh wade about unsupported, knee deep or

even further than rlic waist in the waves. In real it}- they may not even wet their feet, but

the view of the low-lying logs is blocked b\ rows of alternating waves even in a slightly

chopped sea.

There arc no later memories of these pre-Spanish viracochas except that they left in

i^ne party from this northern part of the subsequent Inca Empire. This is stated bj Betanzos

in his own captions to the chapter cited, which run as follows

;

"How i3ie people of this land were brought forth on the command of Viracocha, and

as regards those viracochas which he sent out in this errand; and how Con Tied Vira-

cocha set out in the same manner, and about the two who stayed with him to carry out

rhe same work; and how, upon finishing all this, he assembled virh his own people and

went out on the ocean never again to be seen,
'

Thi- identity of the creator-gods Tin of Pent and Tiki of Polynesia

It is permissible momentarily to interrupt the survey ot the Inca accounts of the vira-

cochas and their chief with the prefix, tide or personal name, Con- lici, and sec it" their

disappearance into the Pacific can be Found also in Polynesian myths and traditions on the

islands in the adjacent ocean. In doing so, we may first note the following limitation b\
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IS
Means (1931, p t 422): “The Creator-god most celebrated in the Chronicles of Peru
known under various names which are definitely associated with the Tiahuanaco II period.
I K. has generally been referred to as V iractscha or as Pacha-Camac, the former designation
being used in the highlands, the latter on the coast. Both of them, however, are Quechua
and, consequently, more or less late in date. It seems clear enough that pre-Incaic names
for the Creator-god were Con, (.on- lid, IIla-Tki, and sundry approximations thereto,
sometimes presided to the name Viracocha in later times, * C

T

hmee the Quechua is the modern Peruvian tongue spoken and introduced by the Inca,
it would be fruitless on chronological grounds to try to trace the name Virac&$a in the
PolynesianJsLnd world. We shaJI have to cnnsidL-r instead his original pre-Inca names
Cp/g Cm-i'kt, and lUs-Titi for relationship to some creator-god or royal progenitor in
I

}o I yn-esian m y thology r

It will later be seen that Can was originall; the full name or title of the creator and
sun-god oil the North Peruvian coast, while Titi correspondingly was the name for the
same Culture-hero in the Pcru-BoBvian highlands. The pre/is ///„ has survived in modern
Qucchua as a word for “light”. (Tschudi 18; j b.) Returning to a fuller discussion of the
associated teems Con and Ills later (Part X), we shall here concentrate on the name Tid
since it is most intimately associated with the pre-Inca monarch of Tiahuanaco. With the
pieos li!a meaning ''light”, and Cm, being an alternative name for the creator we know
that the early Peruvian culture-hero Cos-Tid 01 It/^Tid was venerated as Tici-thc-Creator
and Tid-thc-Ligbt.

Tki is a WOfd of ancient origin, adopted in Quechqa mythology from an earlier language
distinct from their own. It is preserved a5 a live word in Quechua dialects either as tesi

mC3ri 'ftg “origin”. (IhM) Thus Markham (1920, p. 10) says, in referring to Bias
v a) eras, die best informed mestizo chronicler of the sixteenth century, whose maj or works
am unfortunately lost: “The names given for God by Valera, as' used by the ancient
eruviaas, arc also given by some others of the best authorities. They ate IIIa Tice

1 TRA CoCHA - Thc first wnrd means light. Tier is the foundation ofthings, ot beginning
In a few cases, the .early Spaniards- who bad no k in their alphabet-have spelt "the

mvtluea, name as Tied, and In a manuscript by BetanZoS the original spelling by him was

]

lfi
' at6r C

°f
reCted Co Tki to mn^m with the general Spanish spelling! If the same

-.-.I rope an orthography bad been used in rendering Peruvian names as is used in Polynesia,
tne name ot the deity would have been rendered as T'tksi, Titi, and Tifhi, and to the Poly-
oesian who never have double consonants, nor the equivalent of the Spanish c, the name
would be Ttkt, TiH, or also 777.

It is interesting* when we now turn to the Polynesian islands in the adjoining part of
n e ocean, to find, as Lett (1904, p, zi) shows, that: “Tiki is the name borne bv a deity oruermyoe well known to all the people throughout the islands of Polynesia. There be those

I

-^that thc dismal cation of man own. Tiki for its authorship, whilst othets-no
less confident, it is proper to state-affirm that Tiki occupies no higher position than that
01 the first man created,”

Stclpe <189., p. 2eS), in an atren.pt to analyze the implications of the Tiki traditions

iltl™G
t^
W <'** h

' ^ ^ 11 *a>S *“ "*»- * the J**o, knew ,hem sigeiScnrc of
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throughout Polynesia, writes; “In Rarotonga, Tahiti, and New Zealand he is considered to

have been tbt first man, He is the prototype of a great group of divine beings, all of whom
have been ordinary men who have after death been promoted to be gods of a lower rank

than the previously mentioned actual gods, and who are collectively called Atm. Tiki,

regarded as a class of gods, are thus the ancestral spirits, to which are attributed divine

worship. Thus they are the protecting spirits of their own descendants and are venerated

with images in which they take up abode on certain occasions. Such images are found

in manv forms, from the colossal stone statues of Raster Island to the small portable images

of polished nephrite which are worn by the Maori.”

Metraux {1940, p, 3 r 5 } tells us from Easter Island, nearest to Peru, that: “ Although

Makemake absorbed his personality, Tiki, Lite first man or the creator of mankind, is

mentioned several times in the creation chant-”

In the Marquesas, Tiki is today a collective name for the local stone statues, and also for

any ancestral image. Yet Tiki is at the same time the specific name of the creator and the

principal man-god who was worshipped by the Marquesans’ progenitors from the earliest

rimes, long before he led them on their voyage into the Pacific.

In the Society Islands 'ill (Ti(k)i) according to Ellis (1819, Vol I, p. 112-114) was the

first king to dwell in “the world of light
” The same early authority states that the local

natives considered Tangaroa (in Tahitian dialect ' fa’aim) and 1 Pi "to be one and the same

being”. We recall from Tonga that this Tangaroa was the culture hero who brought man

into the Pacific, and the guardian of the “white” aborigines. In Mangaia he was even

considered the progenitor of all red-haired elements in the aboriginal population. Again

Ellis {Ibid.) shows that Til (alias Tangaroa) was the son, or grandson, of the sun and the

moon, in which peculiarity be even found that he resembled the first Inca ancestor in Peru.

In one of the Hawaiian legends 7/ V, pronounced, locally as KTt> was the first man-god

who arrived in the aboriginal world contemporary with the creation of the first light,

at the termination of a primeval period of profound darkness. (Buck 1938 a, p. 245,) I he

first king 10 settle and rule in Hawaii claimed KYi { I iki) as his father. Fnrmn.de r :

;

Vol, h p. td^} realizes that this mythical ancestor of the first Hawaiian king coincides

with the one who brought the Tahitian dynasty from the “world of light” to Tahiti. He

writes: “Tahitian legends claim that one Tii was the hr$L ancestor of Tahitian ducts on

Tahitian soil. ... But Hawaiian legends claim this same Tii or Kit—who was the last of the

thirteen from Waken that lived elsewhere than on the Hawaiian group a- the fa met oi

Nettatdtt, with whom Hawaiian aristocracy on Hawaiian soil commences; while his- brother

Ufa remained at the south,, , .

”

On some of the other islands, like Tokciau, the aocestprgod Tiki is spoken of as 1 ihukt,

which again in a great variety of Polynesian myths is used as a venerated epithet to the

name of the first heroic voyager jet to Polynesia— die great island discoverer and mythical

fisherman Maui- Tikitiki.

Tiki (or Tiki tiki) is in Samoa pronounced Ti’i, as in the Society group, but in Tonga

the name is pronounced Kiss, and Maui-Kisikisf appears in the local rm ths of the earliest

island discoveries. (Buck 1935 a, pp„ afiS, 290; etc.)

When we recall that the semi-solar Tici of Peru was remembered over vast territories

of the Inca Empire as an early hierarch who left Peru in pre-Inca time on an organized
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expedition into the East Pacific, it is certainly remarkable to find memories throughout
Polynesia of a semi-solar progenitor Tiki (occasionally pronounced Ti’i* Ks’i, or Kid) who
everywhere began the earliest Polynesian island history, I kick (1349, p, 45 1) came to the
following conclusion concerning this pan- Polynesian culture-hero: “Tiki was regarded as

a definite individual, who was the first man in various parts of Polynesia, including the
Society Islands ; 1 Fi) and Hawaii (KTi), The persistence of the same concept among some
of the Maori tribes shows that it was carried to New Zealand from Central Polynesia/"

i\ further comparative survey of the Peru- Polynesian creation myths concerning the
acciv id.es of the earliest man-god 1 ici, Tiki, or IT i, will be made in a later pari (X); here
we *ha11 only consider a few of the names associated with the Polynesian Tiki cycle, to
establish beyond the range of coincidence that the Peruvian Tici worship and the Poly-
nesian Tiki worship must have a common geographical origin.

Tara?iga—Taranga

J
5ercy Smith (1922, p r 93) shows how the Tokerau islanders have a tradition that rbdr

island was “fished up out of the ocean" by Tikitiki and Tarawa. Turner (r S61, p. 253)
shows that in Samoa TPi-rPl (Tiki-tiki) was a "son" of Taraitga (Talanga), Percy Smith
(Ibid;) shows further that this mythical island fisherman Tikitiki was identical with the
geuetai Polynesian island-fisherman Maui, whose, full Maori name is Maui-iikitiki-a-Taran-
ga.

h or Maui -tikitiki of Taranga, “the latter being his mother," Fornandcr also (i8t8
;
,

VoL I, pi. t^) points to the close connection between the names Tiki and Taranga,
showing that Maul-fikr-tiki was the youngest son of the family of Taratiga, according to a
tradition found upon all those groups in slightly different versions/’’ 1

I his again is interesting, because Tarirnga was the name of one of the earliest aboriginal
n

[
h™ ^habiting the shores of Take Titicaca (PosrlaLn.sky 19.14, p. 42; etc.) in the vicinity

o. Fid s centre of creation at 1 iahuanaco, Together with the Uni-Indians, who inhabit
rlu.- east hanks of the river Dcsaguadero, the Taranga-peaplc happens to he one of the ol
dmt artd most important tribes jugi in the area near Lake Titicaca where Tiahuanaco is

located, and many places in the vicinity are named after Taranga.

Uru -llru

, .

u caQjlot mention the Taranga ol the Titicaca basin without including a word on the
Um, Whose traditions connect their ancestors with the building period of Tiahuanaco, or
rather Chusare^ which was the pre-Inca name of the present ruined site. Posuansky

\

[ 9 T "
T > P- 5>0 shows that, according to l tu traditions, some of their forefathers had been

buried as living sacrifices under the edifices of Tiahuanaco during it. construction an
indication of the antiquity of this people in the neighbourhood.
Monte II {3929, p. S) .ays of the prehistoric inhabitants near (he southern border, of

' h:jc. : UjfjS a,
t*. iSS) Shews that Seiran myiks give Talanga as Maui-tfisiTt “father”, whereas New Zealand

-

,t;

!.

:i:

;

ir3Bil “ M
r

<lu,
-'tlk]ll*f5

'

& “rnotlwr". rhe Lam r Conception sewms to l>t the more gene:: I r.m.e in. Poll
d,tSl, ‘'

’

:,i .'"Kh ' .15 to Taranga’s sat also Indicates that the name is an allegoric*! reference in ftp-.jiy
trtbc father than to individual yjnetitor.
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Peru: “Wkh this primitive culture of the ancient Usher peoples of the Arka region* it is

usual to associate the Urus T
a tribe whose remnants are still living on Rio Desaguaden).

These Indians constitute the meagre residue of a population which was formerly widely

distributed. In them Uhie sees the descendants of the aboriginal dwellers on the Bolivian

highlands. Uhle has made a research of the place-names and thus formed the conclusion

that the Urns once inhabited even rbc coastland as far as Cotaguita and the upper portion

of the R io Loa Valley, and in the north extended up to I ,ake Titicaca, and in the northwest

to Nasca, In the opinion of Roman, they occupied the entire southern part of the Peruvian

coastland, nor does this seem at all improbable."

In Polynesia, we find that the name Urn (also Uhi, according to dialect), is remembered

as that of a principal people cither living in— or else bordering on. the ancestral abode

ol the creator Tiki and the is land-Usherman Maui-tiki-riki with his maternal Faranga

family. We have just seen with Hawaiian legend that Urn (Ulu) was the one of Tiki’s

(KiTs) -sons” who remained behind in Tiki’s original land, when Tiki's other “son”

emigrated to establish the first dynasty in Hawaii,

Best (1913 b, p. 1 a) wrote: “We now come to two highly interesting names connected

with the origin of the Maori, namely, those of Urn and Irihia. The Easi Coast natives of

our North Island have preserved the following tradition of the original nome land. In re-

move times the ancestors of the Maori dwelt in the lands of Uru and of Irihia, two distinct

regions of, apparently, an extensive land,” lie shows {Ibid.
,

p, 14) that the same early

reference to Uru is preserved also in other sections of Polynesia: “The Hawaiian Pol;. -

nesians have preserved a tradition of a land nr region called Uiu-nui that lay adjacent to

the old home of their ancestors. In our New Zealand dialect this name would appear as

Urumui (( ireat Uru).”

Searching westwards of Polynesia for a name corresponding to the Uru of Polynesian

memories., Best, like Pomander, l 'enton, Percy Smith, Perry, and many others, shows die

necessity of going as far as to Asia Minor to find an analogy. He says {Ibid., p. 14): “In the

southern part of Sumeria, near the mouth of the Euphrates river, as then situated, existed

about 2S00 R, C the flourishing state of Urn, known as Ur of the Chaldees to readers of

the Scriptures/’

The fact That the early Uru nation of Pacific South America was contemporaneous with

Tici, ihe legendary founder of Tiahuanaco, and that their habitat is considered to have

formerly extended from that vicinity right down to the coast at Arica and the eastern

margin of the open Polynesian ocean, cannot but be worth serious attention if it number ot

prominent Polyncsianists, including a careful observer like Best, find it worth while to

compare Ur 01 Sumeria with the Uru of Polynesian memories. Sumeria and Polynesia are

just about antipodes, whereas Polynesia is at the doorstep of Peru, and at the time of its

primeval discovery was daily washed by wind and water from a locally important L ru,

one that matches Polynesian memories better than Ur of Sumeria not onh in mythology

asid locality, but also in chronology. 1

1 Resides Uru, Rest f ibid') mentioned another “highly name associated «. nli the oi ioin. of the M.1011I,

namclv Irilua. Like nwnv others he suspects Irihia to be a Polynesian reference to ‘India', theW l>ti iijp; alien 1

Maori [(h'ii'llu ami thus distorted to
L

i i

K'
L: dues not -.ecm convincing to me that str.y, boat-loads of Polynesian

Voyager a should carry stlo-n.E Ur and India as two comparable n-. iiks picked up on a v« ujv a/ound the world. Let
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Chucara- Tatara

Tiahuanaco is a name of late origin applied to the present ruined site {see further

Part X}j and was not the original name cither of the cult-site or of its empire. The eariv

Jesuit, Anello < Hire (163,-1), who came to Peru about 1597, wrote of his visit to Tiahuanacor
“And we passed to the area of Tyyay Vanacu JTia Huanaco] to look at its edifices, which in

ancient times were called Chucara, the antiquity of which no one can determine/
1

Gonzales dc la Rosa also (lyio, p. 411) wrote about the same pre-Inca site: “In

exchange then, we know that the town does not have a Quechua name, inasmuch as it is

called ChutaT'% which means House of the Sun, according to the Urus, as Bertmh gays,

instead of the Quechua Intiphuask We know furthermore that the Urus are the aboriginals

inhabiting the islands of Titicaca, who more than probably were dependent on Tj ahuanaco,
and spoke the same language, which has not much to do with Quechua, since ir resembles
more the languages of the eastern forests.

1”

Now, Chucara would in Polynesian pronunciation become K.ukara or Tutara, and,

Makea-Tutara is a well known mythical name in Polynesian religious parables and allegories,

where the prefix Makea is known as a separate name of ancestral gods originated by
“Light” in prehuman times. 1 bus in his Maori Lore Izetc (1904, p. 43) says about Maui
whose lull name is Maid-tiki-tiki : “. . .he is alleged to have been rhe actual lender of the

Maori people in their original entry into the Pacific . . . The people of New Zealand and
the Hervey Croup are the chief repositories of the legends of Maui, who was the son of
Makcatutara by Taranga, Sits birth being miraculous.”

Having regard to the common Polynesian passion Jut embodying sacred knowledge of
historic events in allegory, we may note that, as stated above, the “mother” of (he legen-

datv Polynesian discoverer was Taranga, the “father” being a particular Makea surnamed
futara. With the two names Taranga and Tutara reappearing in early Tiahuanaco respec-

tively as Taranga (a local aboriginal tribe) and Chucara (the early name of Tici’s home),
ir would be natural to interpret the allusion to Maui-tiki-tiki’s miraculous birth as a re-

ference to an intermixture of the white men from Chucara and women or the surrounding
Faringa tribe*

Hilo Hilo

The distance from Chucara, alias 1 iahuanaco* down to the Pacific seashore is not im-
pressive when we consider that the Spaniards, immediately upon their arrival, repeatedly
covered the distance am both directions; and, as stated, the Tiahuanaco Empire spread its

influence right down to the ocean and along extensive stretches of 3 be coast. There is only

US note instead, is dues Means (192c a, p, 17). that the name Irqya is preserved in the myths of cmird Pini, where
it Appears Uifectly is an old name or title for Viraoocha, alias Tici.

LVi the other hand Irihia is in Polynesian dialect* identical with ElihU (r = 3), and whatever ipav Re the source
connection, 5111(3 the« p'Obably is -one, llihia i$ the natural Polynesian pconuundation of die Qucdua name I/fa

{pronounced I Ilia or Ilhia), which, as we have seen, has survived m Quechua Pern ns an alternative prefix do die
JI i.mil «il J h i. (As is well nrsown, the Spanish il in I 3Ja cannot be rendered lu s s3a much more closely than the
Hi in million .) The meaning of Hto (or lthiaj in Ptcti was 'Light’, Ws have also just seen that the Tahitians state

'-^si 1

. .h.u I ii-.= s Lome land was the workl of Ii$H. ' 1 bar the same mc-uphoric term was once u«i! as a religions
phr;ib.e

H renting not only to Tici but also to Ills own heliacal abode and eari> Andean tetilm, seems more than
pOiaihlie, in view of Pcruvinn and Polynesian modes in the use of personal and geographical names dud illusions.
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one really good seaport on the unsheltered South Peruvian coast immediately below

Tkhuanaco; this is Ilo, or Hilo, connected with ancient Tiahuanaco by good mountain

tracks. The early Spaniards spelt this aboriginal Peruvian name as Ilo, without H, since the

letter h represents a very harshly aspirated consonant in Spanish. Later, however, when
the Englishmen arrived, Frazier {1717, p. 170) spent some time in this early seaport map-
ping the harbour and its vicinity, and he spell. the name of the port, as. well as the tmme-
diatdysurrounding locality

,
with the river, as Hilo. If Polynesia’s most celebrated legendary

discoverer, the mythical “island-fisher” Maui -ti Id -tiki, son of Taranga by Makea-Tutara

and neighbour oi the Urus, had any base in the Tiahuanaco Empire, then Hilo would be the

direct doorway to his former home site.

We may again return to Polynesia, and quote Pomander (1878, Voh I, p. 199); “The
Mam legends, the Alans family of four brothers, and their patent . T-Kahua, Karans, or

T&ranga, . , .are found upon all those groups in slightly different versions, 'the legend of

Muni kiikii or Mattf-Uki-tiki, the youngest of the family, being out fishing, and catching

Lite \ arioiis 1 1 awan-an islands on his hook, attempting to drag them ashore at Hilo and join

them to Hawaii, is found nearh literal lv the same on New Zealand. On Tonga the same

legend obtained, but they ascribe the act to 7 'angaloa instead ofMattie

In I lawaii, Hilo IS a principal port on the east coast of the main island, but the pan- Poly-

nesian discoverer and fisherman would not drag the various Hawaiian islands ashore on

Hawaii, which also formed part of his catch. We must therefore assume that the present

Hilo in Hawaii has merely been renamed, in typical Polynesian fashion, after another anti

primes al Hilo in Maui- tiki-tiki’s aboriginal abode outside Polynesia, just as one of the l Ea-

waiian islands, Maui, has been named after Maui himself We have seen that such a Hilo

ss found as a port on the Pad tic coast of Peru just below fiahuanaco,

Maurf, 7 ambo-Mauri Mant, _1 /auri

Wi now come to the personal name, Maui, of that special Tiki who plays such an im-

portant part in the allegories referring to the discoveries of Pol;, nesia. An island in Hawaii

is named in His honour, the North Island of New Zealand is by the Maori called Tc Ika-a-

Maui (“Maui’s Fish”), and in far-flung Polynesian localities he is remembered as a hero

connected with the pulling up of the first islands out of darkness and the unknown.

Buck (1949, p. 0 writes : ‘"The Maui myth of fishing up islands is wide!;, spread through-

out Polynesia, It is probable that Maui was an early navigator and explorer who lived so

far back that he formed a link between the supernatural and the natural, between the gods

and man. The fishing up of islands is a Polynesian figure of speech, for ths discoverer of an

island did fish it up out of the ocean of the unknown. The story, combined with other Maui

feat', became popular and it was spread by later voyagers to regions Maui never knew.”

Fornander (1878) lias pointed out that the universality of the legend, “and the fact that

each group has endeavoured to localise the god and his exploits on its own domain” prove

rhar “vs. origin and the name of the hero must he looked for in their former habitants in the

West”. So far, however, an analogous name has not been discovered in the west. 1

1 Except by ibosc who proceed west even of Ur of Sumeri.i anti tru'ike iissncjanons directly w”ih t h - Miiiiris of

Ntmii Africa,
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U is noteworthy in this connection that early Polynesian navigators, when setting out on
:i:i ocean voyage, rook with them, in their canoes, a stone or some other sort of talisman
which they referred to as a Mann, (best., 1915 a, p, 148.) A connection between this Maurj
ind the lirst successful ocean voyager Maui cannot be proved, bur is etymologically very'
possible. Stair (1896, p. 40) shows that Mauri is a term used in Samoa tor the spiritual
portion or a man, and Mauti-uri is an ancestral spirit in the modern Marquesas G roup.
(Heyerdahl 1936, p. 150.)

Since the J iahuanaco cuir site has long been abandoned by its occupants, we have ro
stud 1

, local names for places and individuals through their successors in the Andes. Thus
at is not so surprising that an obviously personal name like Maui was less likely to survive
in later Aymara and Quechua traditions than the name of an. ancient cult site and port
(Chucara and Hilo}, or of ancient tribes and people (Taranga and Uru), nr of a mythical
local creator and his hierarchy (Tid), Yet, although the early dwellers of the Tiahuanaco
district left no written records behind, they named villages, rivers, and mountains near
Tiahuanaco with their own favourite names, many of which have survived till the present
day. Recalling how fici "created* ' and named his people by making them emerge from
cave:-, arid rivers in the neighbourhood, it may be of Some significance to note that Mauri,
and Tamho-Ma.11 ri are two village sites on the way from Tiahuanaco to the Pacific Ocean,
wh:ie Maun is also the name of the principal tributary of the Rio Dcsaguadero. fl owing
horn die Pacific sierras through former Uru lands jusr soutii of Tiahuanaco.

Maut-ii i-ti i and / )'a both solar representatives among their subjects

With this striking convergence in one restricted area around Tiahuanaco of the principal
names, intimately connected with the legendary discovery of Polynesia, we mav well suspect
that there is some source connection with that Tid family, the legendary emigrants from
Tiahuanaco, who, according to surviving memories of the adjoining Inca Empire, departed
anto the open Pacific in early pre-Inca time.

„
1 or a turthcr identification of the Polynesian discoverer with the emigrant Tiahuanaco

hm-pnest or solar hierarch Tici-fhe-Lighr, we may note that the Society islanders give
Maui s name as Mwi-tfi-tfi-o-tt-ra or "Maui-tiki-tiki-ofithc^un” and that of Maui's
fad-,i r as Jlihi-ra, or Ray-ni-the-suiv (I.uomak 1940, p. 56.) Wc have already seen with

7
iS that lhc ro

?'al °i Tahiti also claim direct descent from the sun through the
first man-god 777 (Tiki), who was son or grandson of this heavenly luminarv. It seems
obv,°us r}

.

E;U the univcrsal references to Tiki's name and existence throughout Polynesia
are a good criterion of bis former existence as an actual personality, rather than a fictitious
wing, hey prove at least that his name and worship were common to some of the Polv-
nesum ancestry before they spread over their respective islands. Tiki is nor rememberedm " ° Chet paftS Gf fhe faT West ^Eher as name or title, and still less
a, luc creator and descendant of the sun, the first of all recorded kings, and chief migrant
Jiuo t,u, East Pacific adjacent to Polynesian waters, but In early Peru he is rememberedmn jarc- nca days with all of these characteristics, and over a widespread continental

J fmm hls ‘10mc am°ng Taranga, Uru, and Mauri tribes near Lake Titicaca to his final
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departure: from the coast at Puerto Vicjio below tire equator. We are either confronted

wi th East Pacific memories of one individual hierarch named Tiki, or remnants of a whole

ecclesiastical lineage of that name. In any case the concurrence of the names and qualities

associated with the legendary hero who emigrated from Peru with his light-skinned

followers, and those with the same fair complexion who discovered Polynesia, is not to

be explained by mere coincidence, nor as a parallel linguistic evolution due to the like

tendencies of the human mind.

Large-ears left Peru and Long-ears reached Easter Island

No more is it a coincidence that people in wide areas of aboriginal Peru began to enlarge

their ears to an enormous size upon the order of this same ptc-Inca cult-leader, whilst the

first legendary king of Easter Island brought just such long-eared people with him from

the east. We are not restricted to the Easter Island traditions and stone monuments for

verification of the claim that this practice existed locally, for the custom apparently survived

with the women and children who were said to have been spared upon the destruction

of the earlier “long-ears”. Thus Behrens (1737, p. 136), who accompanied Roggeveen

when he discovered ibis island, wrote that there were among the Easter Islanders
M
a few

of a reddish tint as if somewhat severely tanned by the sun. Their ears were so long that

thev hung down as tar as to the shoulders.”

Vnd when Beechev (f^i
t p. j8) made his call, he recorded that: “Both sexes still retain

the hideous practice of perforating the lobes of the ears, though the custom is not so gene-

ral with the men as formerly. The aperture, w hen distended, which is done by a leaf rolled

up and forced through i

r,
is about an inch and a quarter in diameter. The lobe, deprived of

its ear-ring, hangs dangling against the neck, and has a very disagreeable appearance, parti

cularly when wet. It is sometimes so long as to be greatly in the way; to obviate which,

they pass the lobe over the upper part of the ear, or more rarely, fasten one lobe to the

ot her, at the back of the head.”

The custom of lengthening the ears had spread with the Pacific immigrants and survived

on some of the other islands, including the Marquesas Group. In Uapou Island of thi>

group. Tiki war worshipped under the specific name of Tiki Pmikaum^ that is: " 1 iki wvk

large cars.” (Tautam 1 897, p. 674.) Likewise, as Ulen (1884, p. z\o) points our: 1 00-.

found the Hervey Islanders (north of Rarotonga) to have long beards and enlarged cars:

they had a god "Big Ears'.”

The custom of car-stretching is found in many parts of the world, among certain African

tribes, among the Dajaks, and in early Nias, and its occurrence in Polynesia and sections of

adjoining Melanesia is therefore in itself no argument for a necessary origin of the custom

among the long-ears of Peru. However, when the Easter Islanders in the extreme east of

Oceania declare that the custom was not of local origin since ‘long-cars’ were found in Hotu

MatuaA pany from the desert land to the east, ami when the Peruvians on the western

shores of South Werica affirm no less confidently that Tici, the teacher and chief of ah

pre-Inca * long-cars’, emigrated westwards by sea with his followers, we have reason to

suspect some underlying connection.
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Sarmiento** account of Tied Viracocha and his departure

\s we proceed in out review of South American traditions and beliefs, we have allowed
ourselves this little digression back to the islands merely to show that Polynesia is not
completely alien to the subject on hand.

Returning to ancient Peruvian traditions from pre-Inca times* we find the main
features of Betanzos' narrative borne out by other early chroniclers, Sarmiento de Gamboa
C

t

5 7

a

s p. $z) r who tool; great interest in the various accounts given bv the trained Inca
quipucamayocs and historians, and who consulted the foremost of them before publishing
his History of the Fmu, gave much the same account as Betanzos.

Sarmiento tells us how the Incas believed that, after the creation. Tied Viracocha sent
a great Hood to punish the sins of the first men, but the ancestors of the < uzeos and some
other nations were saved and so left some descendants. When the Hood was over, Yiraco-
cha suddenly appeared on the Titicaca plateau with his servants, to help restore mankind
and give them light.

"With this object he went; with his servants, to a great lake in the Collao t in which there
is an island called Titicaca, the meaning being 'the rock of lead’, of which we shall treat
in rhe first part. Viracocha went to this island, and presently ordered that the sun, moon,
and stars should come forth, and be set in the heavens to give light to the world, and it was
so. . , , This done, Viracocha made a sacred idol in that place, as a place for worship and as
a sign of what he had there created. Leaving the island, he passed by the lake to the main-
land,. taking with him the two servants who survived. He went to a place now called
Tiahuanacu in the province of Cobasuyu, and in this place .he sculptured and designed on.
s great piece of stone all the nations that he intended to create. This done, he ordered ids
two 'servants to charge their memories with the names of all tribes that he had depicted,
and of the valleys and provinces where they were to come forth, which were those of the
w rhole land. He ordered that each one should go by a different road, naming the tribes, and
order them all to go forth and people the country. His servants, obeymg the command of

'' hacDcba, wt out on rheir journey and work, ( >ne went by the mountain, range or chain
which they call the heights over the plains of the South Sea. The other went by the heights
which overlook the wonderful mountain ranges which we call the \ndes T situated to the
vast oi the said sea. By these roads they went, saying with a loud voice

lOh you tribes and
nations, hear and obey the order of Tied Viracocha Pachayachachi, which commands
you to go forth, and multiply and settle the land/ Viracocha himself did the same along
die road between those taken by bis two servants, naming all the tribes and places bv which
he passed.”

Sarmiento also shows how tradition placed the erection of Tiahuanaco prior to the final
departure of the vitacochas- . .previous to starting* they built those edifices, the ruinsm which may still he seen, before they set out. This was for the residence of Viracocha'
rheir maker.”

I he quipucamayocs, describing to Sarmiento the appearance of Viracocha when he
preached among their ancestors, gave much the same account as Betanzos’ informants:V - all agree that Viracocha was the creator of these people. They have the tradition that
hQ was a man o£ medium height, white and dressed in a white robe like an alb secured
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round the waist, and that he earned a staff and a hook in his hands.” Regular books* as

known from preM lolumblan Mexico, have never been, discovered in Peru., yet an unidenti-

fiable object, the memory of which the sight of a "book” or a ^breviary” might well recall

to a native mind, appears carved in the hands of the prc-lncaic Tlahuanaco stone statue

reproduced on Plate XLV 1 -

To return to SarinientcCs account, this light-skinned teacher left his former residence at

Tiahuaoaco, walking northwards through the cordilleras between the roads taken respec-

tively by his two disciples: , Viracocha continued his journey, working his miracles

and instructing Ills created beings. In this way he reached the territory on the equinoctial

line, 'where are now Puerto Viejo and Manta. Here he was joined by his servants. Intending

to leave the land of Peru, he made a speech to those he had created, apprising them of the

things than would happen. He cold them that people would come, who would say that they

were Viracocha their creator, and that they were not to believe them; hut that in the time

to come he would send hi:; messengers who would protect and reach them. Having said

this lie went to sea with his two servants, and went travelling over the water as if it was

land, without sinking. Tor they appeared 'ike foam over the water and the people, There-

fore, gave them the name of Viracocha, which is the same- as to say the grease or foam of

the sea.”

The white liracocka-runa >
or Sea-Foam-people

This whole tradition. Including the Queehua significance and origin of the term viramhd

lor the former "white” islanders of Titicaca, was, as finally presented, supported and veri-

fied bv forty-two of the most prominent and best informed historians of the Inca Empire,

a procedure which was protocoled by Spanish authorities under the auspices of the Peru-

vian viceroy* Nevertheless, the composition of the purely Queehua word viracocha has in

after year encouraged some weird speculations, with theories even of Sanskrit (Desjardins

18 5 ») and Egyptian (Campbell 1875) affiliations. The significance of the term viracocha

has otherwise been fully discussed by Brinton {1882) and Villar (1887}. Quoting the histo-

rian Herrera, Brinton (iSS-i* p. 190) says ot Viracocha:

"He passed on towards the West until he reached the shore of the sea. There he spread

out Ills mantle, and seating himself upon it, sailed away and was never seen again. For this

reason, adds the chronicler, ’the name was given to him, P irarotwi* which means Foam

of the Sea, though afterwards it changed in signification. * This leads to the etymology

of the name. It is confessedly obscure. The translation which Herrera gives is that generally

offered by the Spanish writers, but it is not literal. The word mra means tut, and cGvfjay kike,

sea, or other large body oi water; therefore, as the genitive must he prefixed in the Qqui-

ehua tongue, the translation must be 'Take or Sea ot Fat/ I Ins was shown by Garcnasso

dc la Vega,, in His Royal Commentariest and as he could set: no sense or propriety in applying

such a term as ‘Lake of Grease/ to the Supreme Divinity, he rejected this derivation, and

contented himself by saying that the meaning of the name was totally unknown. In tills

Mr. Clements R. Markham, who is an authority on Peruvian matters, coincides, though

acknowledging that no other meaning suggests itself. I shall not say anything about the

derivations of this name from Sanskrit, or the ancient Egyptian; these are etymologica.

amusements with which serious studies have nothing to do/’
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""
I he first and accepted derivation has been ably and to my mind successfully defended

by probably the most accomplished Qqukhua scholar of our age, benor Gavino Pacheco
Aegarra, who, in the introduction to his most excellent edition of the Drama of OHantef
maintains that Viracocha, literally 'Lake of Path was a simile applied to the frothing
teaming sea, and adds that as a personal name in this signification it is in entire conformity
with the genius of the Qquichu .i tongue.

“To quote his words: - The tradition was that Viracocha 's face was extremely white
anu bearded. From this his name was derived, which means, taken literally, ‘Lake of Far;’
by extension, however, the word means ‘Sea Foam, 1

as in the Qqukhua language the foam
is called^/, no doubt on account of its whiteness, 1

Tne tribal. name Sea beam’ is not at ah improbable as applied to .1 seafaring people, ar
least not among aboriginals in Pacific America. We need only return to the very
skinned aborigines of the Northwest Coast tribes, to find, as Barheau (194s pp. 427, 428)
doe?, that the leading local seafaring tribe was called the

l

Toam-peopk”. We even learn of
the rorning Foam tribe that their slogan, was “Our war canoe crosses the ocean

11
, and than

according to Northwest Coast tradition: “The garments of the Foam people were much
finer and more luxurious, their canoes were more complex and seaworthy, and their
customs belonged to a higher culture/*

r

\X e should not therefore he surprised to find that also in South America the name
Vir&cucha-rma

> or “Sea-Foam-pSopIe” is applied to a light-skinned people who chose
an home L-i the huge mountain lake of Titicaca as their first settled abode among
1 ue pre-Incas, and the balsa rair centre of Manta and Puerto Viejo for their final departure
in:" ihe waves or the Pacific. Nothing would be more natural to a “red” Indian, when
sighting low aboriginal craft containing mariners of lighter skin than usual in his own
tnbe, than to give them the tribal name “Foam-people 1

* or “Sea Foam”.

1

1

if- return of uu unfaithful Viracocha servant

_

^rmiexWs ^lormants told him also of a less significant but dramatic episode which
tollowed after the departure into the ocean of the chief-god Viracocha and his disciples.
TiCC1 VHtfcocha, m his farewell speech before be left the coast, warned his hearers that
people would come with a false Viracocha, preaching that he was their Creator, but that
mey were not to be believed; one day, however, he himself w ould send messengers back
to teach and protect the people of his deserted Empire. According to Inca tradition, his
warning did very soon come true, but the fake was detected by the Indians. The back-
ground for this strange episode was as follows:
While the true Viracocha still reigned at Titicaca, he had dismissed one of his own

servants for disobedience, and sent him floating on a raft down the Desaguadcro river
connecting Lake 1 1 neaea with Lake Poopo, The dismissed viracocha had. angrilythreatened
that he would one day return and take vengeance on his master. Only a few wars, aftet the
departure of the true Viracocha and his followers from Puerto Viejo, the same man returned
J-md

’
suPP° rted b? others, began to preach that he was Viracocha, Although at first the

peop.e were doubtful, they finally saw that the claim was false, and ridiculed them.
absurd fable of their creation is held by these barbarians and they affirm and
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believe it as if the', had really seen it to happen and come to pass,*" With these words

Sarmiento concludes Iris account of the prehistoric “white” men, who were alleged to

have preceded himself and the other Spaniards in imposing culture and religion upon the

red-skirmed “barbarians” of early Peru. Markham (1907, p. 37), in Ids translation of

Sarmiento, adds : “The tradition of the exercise of Ids creative powers by Viracoeha at

Lake Titicaca is derived from the more ancient people who were the builders of Tiahuana-

cu. tlcsid.cs Sarmiento, the authors who give this Titicaca myth are (barcilasso de la V ega,

Cicza de Leon, Molina, Betanzos, Yamqui Pachacuti, Polo de Ondegardo, and the anony-

mous Jesuit.”

Pachacuti*s account of the bearded Creator and his Tiahuanaco sons

who left for the sea

Pachacuti-Yam

q

u i Salcamayhua (1620, pp. 70, 75), himself a beardless Quechua Indian

writer, and author of An Account of the Antiquities of Pern, specifically called attention to

the fact that an immigrant creator with a heard had been active among his forefathers before

the advent of the Spaniards. He relates that at a very remote period, shortly alter Peru

had been populated, there came from Titicaca Island to the tribes of the mainland an old

man with a beard, dressed in a long robe. He went about in the .highlands preaching his

religious beliefs to the Indians, I hey called him J onapa or 1 arapaca
(
eagle ), but also

t_ i racoch a- ra-pacha yachi-pachan or Pacha-ccan, and various other names. He was firsr

remembered as he came from Titicaca Island to Tiahuanaco, but later bis activities took

him all the wav north through the Cordilleras until be came to Chacamarca (otherwise

given as Cajamarca, in the highlands above the Pacific coast, in the extreme north of Peru,.

Finally : “Tonapa then followed the course of the river Chacamarca until he came to the

sea.”

Tonapa, alias Liracocha-ra- pacha, is here given the very same itinerary as previous!;, gi-

ven bv Betauzns, who also brought Vlracocha by way oi ( .ajamarcu to I ne coast. Pachac uri

added that Tonapa finally Left by sea, according to the most ancient Inca accounts, and.

suggest of his own accord that he might possibh have headed for [be Straits (Panama)

and rhe other sea.

Pachacuti does not seem to consider the bearded preacher 1 onapa, alia^ Uit&cocha-ra-

pacha, as more than a human culture-hero, distinct from the original divine reator !.un--. 1

although to him also the two seem at times to be somewhat intermingled. He cells us else-

where (p. 7) that the ‘creator
3 had two £sonsy ^ maymana

'

s

. irarnchaand I ocapo ^ itacoc ha,

who resided with him “at Tiahuanaco, where all mankind was created . In rhe end the

creator had ordered the elder son, \ ma mian a \ iracocha, to set out I tom > lahuamu o and

^o by the wav oi the mountains and forests to instruct and reach an the peoples wing

there. The vounger son, Tocapo V iracocha, was also sent non 1 1 wards, but b\ wa\ >ii 1
-

Pacific plains, v isiting the people there and instructing them. I lins they went northwards

until they reached the sea, whence they disappeared from mankind for ever, the Indians

believing they had returned to heaven. The reference to these two viracoeha brothers is

plainly a distorted version of the legend of the two selected \ iracocha servants met with m

the earlier accounts of Betanzos and Sarmiento,
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Aboriginal history; a foreign language and a foreign mind

We learn from various narratives that the “preaching ’% “teaching”, and “instructions”
of Viracocha were of a religious as well as of a practical nature. He was anxious that the
Indians should consider him the representative of the sun, a divine being in spite of his

human appearance, which only differed from theirs in a lighter skin and a heard, and in Ids
attire, consisting of a long robe Secured with a girdle, and the habit of carrying a staff and
a book- like object in his hands*

it interesting to note trorn various accounts how anxious r Kis legendary preacher was
to teach the tubes that he and his followers were god-men, connected with the sun, and
i nat they should be worshipped and obeyed accordingly as creators, lords and protectors,
instead of the idols of the former age of darkness. We are told how they taught the natives
agriculture and showed them which were edible plants; how they introduced irrigation
of waste land; how they built stone statues either in memory of their own ancestry who
surv ived the flood (at Pukara), or thus to “create ancestors” for the already existing tribes
(at Tiahuanaco); how they instructed their subordinates in megalithic work and other
stone sculpturing; and how they made them believe in the magical power of having ears
that reached to the shoulders.

_

Wc tan not look at the colossal monoliths and other cyclopean, constructions left by the
founders of fialiuanaco and not realize that the Fiahtianaco dynasty was bound to survive
Jo sow extent in the memories of subsequent generations. Since there arc no traditions of
the Tiabuaruco cult and the main events of pre-Inca Peru other than those which
include references to the white and bearded teachers, we should pay due attention to these
stories among the local “barbarians” and try to understand them. It should be remembered
that, their religious beliefs were different from ours, and that their interpretation of ob-
wived facts would differ accordingly. 1 he same could be said about rheir modes of expres-
KEi.n and narration. But this docs not lessen the value of what the Inca historians, had to
say. After all, the Inca traditions arc centred round memories of prehistoric creatures
with no more incredible characteristics than, that they had a fair skin and a growth of
beard, like our own Caucasian race. What they claim to have seen among themselves is
no more fantastic in appearance than are the men with red hair, white skin, flowing beards,
and long ear lobes described by the early Kuropean discoverers on the nearest islands in
rhe Pacific, whither the Inca historians agreed that all their sea-faring viracothas had finally
retreated*

Sonic lit tie pre-Inca architectural achievements arc ofsuch proportions that thev have
astounded modern observers, and occasionally stimulated the weirdest theories among
venters of our own day. Indeed, eve can well believe that Tkhuanaco culture-beaters in
act,on, dragging to their site from the nearest quarry miles away immense stone blocks,
sonic of which ate twenty-five feet long, fourteen feet broad; and nearly seven feet thick”

(Mozans t 9 i i, p. i 9o} =
would be a sight likely to make a vast impression, amounting to

worship, and implant itself deeply in the memory of the primitive surrounding tribes.

. Y
ei®ht of sin£le slahs Among the largest of these carved and transported stone

-coloss, is estimated by modern archaeologists at a hundred tons (Bennett 1946, n. i tz)cqua to fhe weight of twenty elephants. Such stupendous achievements cannot but have
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created veneration and superstition among people like the Ayrnara and Quechua Indians,

even though their ancestors had seen how the culture-leaders accomplished the task

simply by the skillfully organized toil of the subjugated masses. To them the hierarch of

such an unusual high culture, who had been able to convert the huge hill ai Tiahuanaco

into a vast stone-dressed pyramid like Akapana* must have been a god, and perhaps even

their own divine creator. This serni-arfifidal pyramid of Tiabuanaco rises above the plain

and is visible to Indians ai great distances on rhe plateau, being more than six hundred

feet square, fifty feet iughs and with a summit platform of roughly three hundred thousand

square feet, No Jess impressive are the artificial and semi-artificial adobe pyramids near the

Pacific coast in north Peru, dating back to the pre-Inca. (Harly Chi mu) times when the

Viracocha was remembered as descending from Cajamarca to the coast just in this neigh-

bourhood.

The fact that the men of this time were able to build semi-artificial pyramids as big as

hills, and construct irrigation^ works which made water flow into desert valleys, was

bound to make a lasting impression on the superstitious tribes of the country.

We may well understand that the mediaeval Spaniards would think that any worship

and religious belief other than their own should be rhe work of the devil and of barbarous

ignorance, Bui modern science tries to mterprete rather than to condemn or ignore wide

spread native beliefs and legends. Trie Spaniards may also be excused for believing that a

beard and a light skin should be post-European rather than prc-Incaic on the far side of rhe

Atlantic, and that American history began when Columbus set foot ashore m the West

Indies; but in our time we know that local evolution or foreign interbreeding bad left men

with light skin, beard, and even occasional reddish hair on rhe Pacific coast of Northwest

\merica before the arrival of European ships.. We know too that other men oi even lighter

skin, with strong beards and fair hair, made occasional visits to rhe opposite side of North

America some twenty Quechua generations before rhe coming of the Spaniards to Penn

These were led by J civ Eiriksson and Ins kin, who landed in Northeast America and then

returned, to survive in Eumpv-.m tradition until his adventures were pur. on written record,

American hiscon began twenty thousand years or more before the advent of the first

Spaniards or the first Vikings. In the latter epoch of this span of time, in the centuries

before Columbus, great civilizations have risen and even the greatest fallen. Prolonged

local isolation, or intermixture with secondary immigrants of different origin, can account

for the fact that pre-Columbian America was not inhabited by “red” nr copper-coloured

men only, hut, as stressed by Boas (1925, p. 2 a)* and, by many others with him, that the

American Indian type is not by any means uniform : "The pigmentation differs from a dark

brown to almost European lightness . . .the halt is not always straight and black, but may

be brownish and wavyA
We need not, therefore, cross the Atlantic or any other ocean to find pre-Columbian men

who would live in Inca memories as rhe “Sea Foam People” or white and bearded gods.

Without suggesting any direct coast to coast contact, we need go no further than to the

Northwest Indians to find another American area where a “Foam people” is remembered,

not, in this area, as making % short visit, but as mariners who came to stay, and where the

European discoverers also found aboriginal men with skins “very lirrle darker than

Europeans in general” and with “large and thick, but straight beards”. (See Part IT.;
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T'ju.- wq have, within pre-Columbian America, all wc need to appreciate the physical
appearance, religious conceptions, and creative abilities of the viracochas in Inca mvviv.
logy and legendary history,

Cieza's account of the white benevolent Tkdmracocha

,

Cl
j
2a

,

* 1 “ W|U be rccal,ed
> corseted the aboriginal traditions that men, white andbearded like the Spaniards themselves, had lived to Vinaque and on Titicaca Island lone

belore the reign of the first Inca. We further rind that he also was impressed by the Incamemories of Viracocba. Cieza says (,„ j-fe, Part II, ( [hap. V) char, “before the rule of the
(near m these realms, and even before the;, were known, these Indians relate other thingsmuch older than all that has been told.”Cieza’s informants told him that in rite earliest dat swhen there were only heathen idolaters in their land, the sen had first appeared among thendians ot 1 1 ncaua Island. On this occasion the sun must have created the god-like culture
hearers who now suddenly appeared as teachers among the barbarians of Peru or else
vtct versat for we learn through Cieza-

J

"And immediately after this event, they tell that from the south [of Cusco] there came
lni Staycd * .'

vll,fC “““ 01 laii ««ure- who. in his appearance and person showed greatauthority and veneration, and that as they saw he had great power, turning hills intopi.m.s and plains into hills, making fountains in the solid rocks, they recognized such powerto mm rha, they called linn Creator of all made things, Beginning thereof, Father of the
' • lJlls> thc>’ »»>• that hc™dt greater tilings, as lie is said to have givenmi., and animals their existence, and finally that wonderful benefits came from his handsAmi i lie Indians who told me this had heard from their forbears, who had also heard it from
r.u songs which these had had since very ancient rimes, that he went offnorthwards alongme b terras while accomplishing these wonders, and that the-v never saw him a-ur Inmain places they tell how be gave rules men how they should live, and that he spokemmgn to them with much kindness, admonishing them they should he good tn each

^ritv
n

in me r 7 h"
“
‘^u’

^ ’ ,,atinslead ^ould love each other and show

thev Lil T
P
„ d

S
™’t

Y
",

51 Tiedvkacocha
- b* «he proa mce of Culiao

'

,

““P*** anci 111 uthtf plwes around there Anm.ua. In many parts temples'ten: built to hun in which they placed stone statues in his likeness, in front of which theymade sacrifices, fhe large stone statues which are at the site of Tiahuan.ro must be Ivor-Miw times. And although they relate of his former fame this whicii I tell of Ticciviraonrha
1 ... cannot tell more ot him, neither that he returned to any part of his kingdom,"

Departure by sea of Tied surnamed Viracocha

‘^cifiermoresaid that some time later another man was seen who
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th“S tbaC Vira“>=b»™ much beloved, becausehumane and benevolent to all, and because he cured siek people, but that when he
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came to the neighbourhood of Cacha the Cana-peoplc assembled to kill him. As they

approached i.bc place where he was, they saw him kneeling with his hands stretched out

towards the mountains, as if praying for divine help. Here Cieza repeats almost verbally

the account of the fire which scared the Cana Indians, as already related by Betanzos* and

concludes: “It is furthermore said that after he left tills territory, he continued to the coast

of the ocean, where lie spread out his mantle and disappeared for ever among the waves.

And according to the manner in which he left, he was given the name Huiracocha, chat is

to sac Sea foam.”

It .is unlikely that Indians spread over a wide area would evolve conceptions of such an

alien humanitarian had the idea not actually obtruded itself upon them in concrete human

form. In addition, the somatological collections from the Tiahuanaco site and early pre-

Inca Peru give us all the proof we need that the men behind the irrigation ditches and die

megaiithk sites were surgeons as well as architects. Nowhere among putatively “primi-

tive
1

' races did medical knowledge with trepanning, setting of fractured hones, dentistry,

and the use of exceedingly fine bandages— reach the level of these early culture-bearers,

Tt > this we shall return in a later part.

Avila x account of the Creator

Viracocha appears more human still in an early version rendered by Francisco de \vi!a

(iGoiS, p. 124). Here a viracocha, under the name Coniraya Uiracotha, is recalled simp];,

as an intelligent old man associated with the construction of the Irrigational terraces, walls,

and channels: “They say that this was the Creator of ail things; and that, by his word of

command, he caused the terraces and fields to be formed on the steep sides of rav ines,

and the sustaining walls to rise up and support them, I It also made the irrigating channels

to flow, by mcrelv hurling a hollow cane, such as we call a cane of Spain; and he vveru in

various directions, arranging many tilings. His great knowledge enabled him to invent

tricks and deceits touching the ha^cai and idols in the villages which he visited.

Avila adds that there was in Peru an idol called Coniraya which was invoked and re-

verenced under the name Comraja iJiracocba almost down to the coming of the Spaniards.

He is much puzzled to observe that “ibis name is that which they ga\ e, and 5 ! ill give, o 1

the Spaniards”, hut affirms: '‘This invocation and custom of calling the idol by the name

of Uitacocha certainly prevailed long before, there were any tidings of Spaniards m the

country,” Avila does not seem to realize that the Spaniards may have been named arici n

viracochas rather than vice versa.

Acosta's version of l hacocka at Tiahucmaco

Joseph de Acosta (1590 b, Vol. 1
, p. 71, English translation 1G04) mcrelv says of the

Peruvians that their earliest memories fade back into a disastrous deluge, and that sonic

time later “they report that out of the great Lake I iiicaca came one Viracocha, which

staled in Tiahuanaco, where at this day there is to be scene the mines of ancienr and very

strange buildings* and from thence came to Cuzco, and so began manLinde to multiply.
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Andagoyas account of the founder of Cuzco, white and bearded

Pascual <k Andagoya (1541 1346, p. 1 5), whose explorations from Panama led to
HizamYs discovery of Peru, and who was in intimate contact with all the Spanish explorers
and voyagers who took part in the subsequent Conquest, wrote: “The first lord, of whom
ii .. re. was any recollection in Cuzco, was the Inga Viracochq, 1 his was a man who came to
dial land alone; but there is no record ot whence he came, except that Viracoche, in the
language ot the people, means Team of the sea/ He was a white and bearded man, like a
Spaniard, The natives of Cuzco, seeing his great valour, rook it for Something divine, and
received him as their chief. He ordained many excellent laws and regulations for the
government of the land; built the edifices of Cuzco and the fortress, which is made in a
wonderful manner,”

The l 'iracochas and the Inca line

Ti.e title of Inga
, prefixed above to the name of Viracocha, mat be the result of the

late: Incas attempt to establish their descent from these celebrated viracocha deities
and thereby strengthen their own position as children of the sun. On the other hand Anda-
goya may not have distinguished between the original bearded culture-hero Viracocha,
v. h.u came alone to Cuzco en route from Tiahuanaco to the sea, and a much taler Inca
Viracocha or L'ira-ceocha Ynca, a ruler in the middle of the Inca dynasiv who was given
this honorary name probably because, like the later Spaniards, he resembled the original
viracochas in having a growth of beard: “The prince is said to have had hair on his face,
while the Indians are usually beardless,” says the Inca historian Card lasso de la Vega
(,[609 b, Part II, Chap, 45) of this late Inca Viracocha to whom he was himself related on
lus mother’s side. He adds that the Spaniards were termed “Uira-ccocha" like this emperor,
because they too wore beards, and because they, like Viracocha, wore clothes right to the

et, \v he reas to*, usual Indian custom was to be dressed only down to the knees.

r

Cieza {ipj - ()D
>
^art Chap,. 38) also at best mistook the references to the late Inca

Viracocha for those pertaining to the original Tiedviracocha, and believed the said Inca
to have come from other parts, until he was informed by the learned men at Cuzco thar the
h™ Q1 lhit^me <<was born in Ctia=0 and grew up there like his parents and ancestors,
mr name Viracocha being applied to him only as a personal name of the kind everybody
has/

Hernando Moncesinos {1641, p, iz), partly using important source material from
das Valera?, says that in imitation of the first and original Viracocha (Huira Cocha, or

,

" ia Huira ( ocha)
} maQv early Peruvian gods and idols were named Viracocha and™ *™w ro >'a] chndreiL But tin e«ly king; Capac Raymi Amarua commanded that hence-

orth me name should be given only to “the great and ancient god whom Jus ancestors had
-wen wool to adore”. Subsequently only one of the most prominent Incas (Bid., p. 97)u as permitted during manhood to adopt the name of the early creator Viracocha.

\ search through the early Spanish literature concerning" the origin of the Inca leaves
no doubt that the latter endeavoured to connect their genealogy directly to that of the
culture-hero Viracocha and the light-skinned bearded islanders, all of whom arc associated

* Pr,mevil focusmS Centrc on Titicaca Island in the lake of the same name. We know
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of the Titicaca Island traditions 1 that the Inga- Re, as 'mestizos
1

sprung of the
l

cabailcros
!

add the native island women, became the ancestors of the royal Inca line. And ah through

Inca accounts we hod a deliberate effort to join the Inca ancestry to that of Viracocha and

the Sun, often ocn to amalgamate the lines to the benefit of the Incas, who would thus

themselves take the credit of being the originators of Andean civilization, and direct and

unpolluted descendants from their father the Sun. That the Incas rose to power by playing

On the primitive conceptions and superstition of the masses, and through sheer imitation of

their forerunners, has been well known at least to the members of the Inca family them-

selves, and the fact seems even to have been suspected to some extent among the broad

masses of the people.

Garcilasso's legend of savages suddenly given culture

Inca Gate i lasso de la Vega, whose purpose it was to establish his mother’s Inca family

as a culture-people not inferior to that of Spam and as the true founder oi civilization

in South America, gives little credit to the earlier pre-Inca civilizations. But he openly

admits that the Incas established their hierarchy through fraud and by exploiting the earlier

Peruvian beliefs that the sun had first appeared among the natives on Titicaca Island. Since

he doe? not mention! he existence of any pre-Inca high-culture, but gives all the honour

to his own rather recent Inca Lin., we may safely deduce fliat his account of the introduction

of civilization into aboriginal Peru can have historic value only if we treat his rel ere nee

to the first Inut culture-spreaders as a reference to the first Ptrnman culture -spreaders.

Garcila&so fiGoi) b, Part 111, p. 62
)
had his information from Incas of royal blood, and he

tells us himself how he acquired his account of the rise of the Incas t “So days, months,

and years passed away
,
until 1 was sixteen or seventeen years old. At that time it happened

that, one day when my relations were engaged in these discourses, talking oi their royal

ancestors, 3 said to the most aged oi them, who usually related the stories of his family

—

fYnca my uncle, you have no writings which preserve the memory of past events; but what

accounts have you of the origin of our kings r.

“The Ynca, as soon as he had heard mv questions, was delighted to have the opportunity-

of replying to them; and f, though I had heard his stories many times before, never listened

with so much attention as on that occasion. lie turned to me and said, "Nephew, 1 will tell

you what you ask with great pleasure, and you should preserve what I have to say in your

heart which is their phrase. Instead of saying in the memory. ‘Know then rhat in ancient

times, all this region which you see was covered with forests and thickets, and the people

lived like wild beasts without religion, or government, or town, or houses, without

cultivating the land, or clothing their bodies, lor they knew nor how to weave cotton nor

wool to make clothes. They lived two or three together in caves or clefts of the: rocks, nr

in caverns underground. They ate the herbs oi the held and roots or fruit like wild animats,

and also human flesh. Thcv covered their bodies with leaves and the bark ol trees, or wito

the skins of animals. In fine they lived like deer or other game, and even in their intercourse

with women 1 hey were like brutes; for they knew nothing of living wiih separate wives.

1 As seated, rlic UnginaJ nccupaitts of Tiucac* Island, both Qntchua and AyntarS,, mewl over to the- nom s >z-e

of J.jlic Titicaca fora fev deciles after the Spanish conquest, bat the oral traditions and nirmcr^ again folWd

the natives back to th.e island.
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Ic seems rather obvious that such a vivid and descriptive memory of primitive life in the
Andes could never have survived had these barbarous individuals themselves been the
founders of Andean civilization through the slow and enduring process of cultural evo-
lution. The mere existence of such a legend among the Inca goes to prove that we are deal-
ing with the memories of cultured people who have seen savage life in the Andes as 3

contrast to their own. Yet we know that the litst Zmw did not find the people of the Andes
without religion, government, agriculture, and architecture. These things were due to
ihelr highly cultured predecessors, the spreaders of Andean civilizations like early Tiahua-
naco, 1 11 cam, and C havim 1 he spreaders of some oE these pre-Inca cultures would most
.likely have found large stretches of the aboriginal Andes in the state described so carefully
by the Incas, and the latter undoubtedly borrowed from them this original history, like

part of their own culture*

The Inca imitators as solav deities

'Inca GatcilassOj. after describing Titicaca Island m the highland lake of the same name,
says

:

“The Ynqas say that k was on this island that the Sun placed his two children, male and
female, v hen he sent them down to instruct the barbarous people who then dwelt on the
earth. 1 o rhis table they add another of more ancient origin. The',

1 say that, after the deluge,
the rays of the Sim were seen on this island, and on the great lake, before they appeared in
air. other part. . , , The first \ nca, Manco Ccapac, taking advantage of the ancient fable,
and assisted by his own genius and sagacity, Seeing that the Indians venerated the lake and
the island as sacred things, composed a second fable; saving, that he and his wife were chil-
dren of the Sun; and their father had placed them on that island, that thev might thence
pass through the country, teaching the people in the manner that has been fully related ar
die beginning ol this history. The Yncas Amautas, who were the philosophers and learned
men of the State, reduced the first fable to the second, teaching it as a prophecy, if one may
u-v such a term. 1 hcv said that the Sun having shed his first rays on that island, whence
K.' illuminate the world, was a sign and promise that on the same spot he would place his
own children

;
whence to go forth instructing the natives, and drawing them away from

die savage condition in which they lived, as those kings actually did in after times. With
these and similar fables, the Yncas made the Indians believe that they were children of
1 lie Sun; and they confirmed this belief bv the numerous benefits thev conferred upon the
people,” 1

Garci lasso received the above account from his Inca relatives, who strove to make
ihcir subjects believe that their own family ancestor, the first Inca Manco Ccapac, was the
direct son and first disciple of the sun. But Gairilasso also has to put in a reference to
riahuanaco. He admits that

1

the most current opinions touching the origin of the Inca
kings” which were held by "most of the people of Peru, that is, the Indians from south of
1 ^eo

s what they call Colbsuyu, and those m the west, called Cuntisuvu,” present a slightly
different version of the same event:

"In order to make it more authoritative through time (antiquity), they sav it happened
tCf thc deluB*» Lkf which they know nothing beyond that it really took place .

, . Thus
"A say that airer the waters ot the deluge had subsided, a certain man appeared in die

17 ffiytrclakl
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country of Tiabuanacu, which is to tile south of Cozco. This man was so powerful that he

divided the world into four parts, and gave them to four men whom he honoured each

with the tide of king, the first of whom was called Manco Capac, the second Col la, the third

Toeay, and the fourth Pinahua. To this the;, add that he gave the northern parr to Manco
Capac, that of the south to Col la (after whom that great province has ever since been

called), to Toeay that in the east, and to Pinahua that of the west. They further assert that,

after having thus favoured them, lie sent each one m the land pertaining to him, to con-

quer and govern all the people there found.” 1

It is clear that the. Incas did not favour this more widespread account, which deprived

them of the claim that they themselves were direct descendants of the sun, and which made
rhe emperor of Tiahuanaco the first and supreme human Lord of Peru, rather rhan rheir

own progenitor Manco Capac.

The Inca, with all their power, had not quite managed to suppress line memory among
the masses that an older and more powerful empire had existed in the Andes, with its

scat at Tiahuanaco, prior to Manco Capac’s march to establish the subsequent Inca capita!

in the old site at Cuzco.

Early chroniclers like Cieza de Leon, Juan de Betanzos, Sarmiento de Gamboa, Pachacu-

ri-Yamqui Salcamayhua, Francisco de Avila, Joseph de Acosta, AneJlo Oliva, Pascual de

\ ndagova, Fernando Montesinos, and Garcilasso de la Vega have shown that there were

memories in aboriginal Peru of important cultural, religious, and political events of pre-

Inca times all centring about Lake Titicaca, and more specifically fiticaca Island and the

ncgalithic site of Tiahuanaco- Both places are near the southern end oi the same lake, and

both have ecclesiastical ruins of superior workmanship of admittedly pre-Inca origin* Here

Viracocha is remembered as having made his first appearance among the Indians, and here

he built his first abode, from which he spread his culture and benefits all over Peru, Here

euu, the wlsite and bearded men, the viracocha-runa or Sea-foam people were active during

Viracochafs reign, until they were sent by their chief, on their final mission northwards,

or killed in die local fighting. From fids same area, with the same inland island, and, pro-

bably in pari from the same blood, came the Inca, hardh as direct successors of the original

Tiahuanacan$, but more probably only after a considerable period of intermediate Andean

kings or provincial chiefs.

Titicaca Island was the “birthplace” of the sun and of Viracocha, and it was the subse-

quent “birthplace
47

rot the Inca, According to tradition, Viracocha proceeded to Tiahtta

naco, which became his principal seat under his various personal names, until he left by

way of Cuzco, Cajamarca, and the Pacific coast at Puerto Viejo. The subsequent solar re-

presentatives, the Incas, proceeded straight northwards to Cuzco, which became their prin-

cipal seat from the legendary period of Manco Capac down to the time ot Atahualpa and

the arri val of the Spamards."

1 Translation by Handdier (igiti, n. joj?}.

* The iijjpoffancc of che Titicaca basin in rhe legends And traditions ot the Ioca been pointed out by many.

La B-arre (1348, p. as) wrote; “The earliest hiscoiy of the T.:iVe Titicaca region is shrouded in legends. A moa:

|>erFiisicoL tradition is that the first In fit, MallCO t iipac, and his sister-wifi; Mama Oc.-.o, came tr.nn the Island n:

Titicaca. . - . Another Legend is that a white, bearded race advanced from the states of Lake I iticae*, established

their ascendency over the native*, and caught them all the dementi pf culture/'
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Zapalla Viracocha and ZapaUa Inga
, the “Only Chief \ Camara ’

j version

Francisco Lopez du Gomam {15 53) who never went to Peru himself, but who had direct
information from the earliest Spaniards to visit the newly discovered Inca Empire, says of
the Inca ibati 1 heir origin was from Tiquicaca, which is a lagune in the CoIIao, forty
leagues from Cuzco, the name of which signifies island of Lead. The principal Inca who
took away from Tkjmcaca the .first ones and Jed them, was called ZapaUa, signifying only
chief Some aged Indians also say that he was called Viracocha, which h to say 'grease of the
sea,' and that he brought his people by sea. The

}
finally affirm that Zapalla peopled and

scri led Cuzco, whence the Incas began to make war upon the surroundings,” 1

Zarate’s version

Ajier Gdmam, Augustin de Zitare (ijjj). who came to Peru a; early as 1545 and had
access to first hand information, presented a remarkable similar version and there was
no general lord of the whole land, until from the region of the Callao, front a great lagoon
thure is [in it], called Titicaca, which has eighty leagues in circumference, there came a very
warlike people which they called ingas. These wore the hair short and had the ears per-
forated, with pieces of gold in the holes which enlarged the apertures. These called them
selves [are called] ringrim, signifying ear. And the principal among them they called
Zapalla inga, [the] only chief, although some mean to say ihat he was called jnga Viracocha,
which is Troth or grease of the sea,' since, not knowing where the land lav whence he came"
[they] believed him to have been formed out of that lagune.”*

Anonymous chronicler

Flandelier (1910, p, 305) also cites a very early incomplete and anonymous document
{^onqmsfay Pabhthn ffi Peru), which is also mentioned by Prescott and apparently dates
back, to the early period of Spanish colonization in Peru. The text runs; “After this was
done, these large-eared people [Orej ones] say that the manner in which they got a chief
among themselves was, that jtrom] a lagune which is thirty leagues from Cuzco, in the
and ol Collar and [which] is called Titicaca, the principal of them, who called himself
|wa--. called] V iracocha, came forth, who was very shrewd and wise and said he was a child
01 the sun. And of this one they say that he gave them polity In dress and in building
houses of stone, and he it was that built the Cuzco and made stone-houses and the fortress
and house of the sun. ,

Gutierrez? version

. .

A 5<>™'pat similar account is presented hy Pedro Gutierrez de Santa Clara ft So,), vtho
in Peru before Cieza and remained even longer. He says (Pt. HI, p.421) that the

0 cst Indians told him that they had heard from their forefathers and their songs that sis
1

ITiLmlrLiiijn by Handcltcf p, 304).
franiliition by BinJelEer (1915, p, ^05).
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hundred years before the Spaniards came the first Incas took over Peru in a period when

only turatas or local chiefs reigned over the land, each in hi$ own province. Gutierrez says

further r

"The first Indian lord who began to enter foreign lands was called Mango Ynga Zapalia

arid this Indian initiated the wars. He went forth with armed pcopli from a large island

called Titicaca, which is in the midst of a lag Line that is very large and quite deep, in me

great province of Atom Cof/aa. This Mango Ynga Zapalk succeeded in becoming a very

renowned and preferred lord, more than all the small chiefs, curacas, that were around

that lagune; on account of which he, by advice of the fiend and of the sorcerers, sought

to occupy their lands In a thousand wavs, modes and manners he could, and to place: them

under his lordship and command, And with this intention he went forth with many people

from the Islam!, in many rates made ot canes and drv wood.”*

Gutierrez states however, that this Mango Ynga Zapalla did not go to Cuzco, but

settled near the lake, where he established "his seat and royal court” in the great Co l la o,

Personal name general title

H ig, of course, a question whether Zapalla ready was the name 01 an early Inca or onh

another name for Viracncha, The personal name of any native culture-hero should be

treated with the utmost care, especially when we are dealing with people like the earn

Peruvians — and the Polynesians—among whom a name could be very loosely attached to

one individual, One person might be named and renamed man 1
, times according to his

appearance, activities, or mode of life, and what appears to us to be a personal name may

very often be an honorary title and sacred allusion or a mere descriptive phrase. The pre-

sent author has on three different occasions been renamed among the Polynesians; on 1 fie

last of these lie was as a specific honour given the full name of the principal former king

on Rarola,

Since the Incas copied the Yiracochas in sallying item Titicaca Island to the mainland as

children ol the sun, it would be natural for them to adopt their name, it or h to assis- -

Inna dynasty in its attempt to he the “only chiefs”. In tact, as just cited ii rut Zarate, Zapa a

means cite "only”, and is in all likelihood an honorary epithet used as much by Manco Gapac

as by Viracocha. Brinton (188-2, p. 174) says: "Yet another epithet of Vimcocb.a was

Zapata. It conveys strongly and positively the monotheistic idea. It means 1 he One, "t,

more strongly,
(The Only Onc\ ”

It is clear that either Mango Ynga Zapalla must he identical with -or there must be every

reason for confusing him with— the first Inca Manco Capac. The former means Mango,

Only Ynga” or "Manco Only Inca,” and the latter means "Manco, Great or Powerful.”

(Tschudi 1853, p- 148.)

The confusion caused by ViracochYs epithet Zapslla, when applied also to the "iim

Inca "Manco”, is apparent: Gomara states that the principal Inca was remembered simply as

Zapalla. signifying Only Chief, and that he came with his men from .Titicaca and settled

Cuzco, whereas some aged Indians said he was called Viracocha and that he brought his

people by sea. And Zarate similarly stated that the first in gas, known as ringrim or long-

3 Translation by BiirutclLer (1910, p. 5-2).
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t-Mrs, came from Titicaca to Cuzco under the leadership of ZapaJla, the only chief although
soone informants told him that this was the inga Viracocha. Finally, Gutierrez says that

Zapalla never went to Cuzco, but settled in the great Collao near the lake and the islands,

whence he brought his army on rafts.

Also Baaddict (e^io, p. 3^3) points out that Zapalla is not a name but a //>$, and that

rh,e native word for “alone” or “the only one” is, in the Quechua and \ymara tongues
respectively Capalk and Supaktha. lie even poults to the analogy in name, place of resi-

dence, and life store, between Zapalla and Zapana, the latter being a celebrated war-chief
who reigned in the Collao long before the time of the first Inca; according to Cioza he
lived in the time of one Cari and of the final massacre of the white and bearded people on
Titicaca Island. (Cieza, Part 1

,
Chap. C; Parr 11

, Chap. IV.)

Further chroniclers : Fizanv

We possess yet further accounts showing the importance of Titicaca in the traditional
history of the Incas, Pedro Pizarro (1571, p. 23 5), an eye-witness from the day of conquest,
merely states; “These Indians say that an Inga was their first lord. Some say he came from
the Island of Titicaca.”

Molina s account oj Tiahuanaco immigrant*

Par her Cristbval de Molina (1570— 1584, p. 4) took again more interest in the local legends,
which he had ample opportunity of collecting as priest in the Indian hospital at Cuzco'
j w was told of a Hood in which most of humanity perished, but a few survivors arrived
miraculously in Tia Huanaco. Further, that: “The Creator of all things commanded them.
to remain there as Mittmas [colonists or settlers]; and there, in Tiahuanaco, the Creator
began to raise up the people and nations chat are in that region, making one ofeach nation
oS day, and painting the dresses that each one was to wear.”
Molina p. 5} also makes a reference to the ancient stone statues: “There are other

i.itions which say that when the deluge came, all people were destroyed except a few who
escaped on bills, in caves, or trees, and that these were very few, but that they began to
multiply, and that, in memory of the first of their race who escaped in such places, they
made idols of stone, giving the name of him who had thus escaped to each huoear
t urtber They say that the Creator was in Tiahuanaco, and that there was his chief abode,
lienee, the supei b edifices, worthy of &dmj ration, in char place;*

7

hua ordained by human sun from Tiahuanaco

According to Molina, the Inca played no part in these early doings. They alleged that
in this early period all was dark, until the Creator made the sun and the heavenly bodies ai
i uhuanaeo, and told them to go to Titicaca Island and thence rise to heaven. And, as soon
a
*

,

thc sun
’
m the form ot~ a man* was ascending to heaven, he called to Manco Capac as the

f
™ Inca

> and llim to proceed from the island to subdue foreign tribes and to make
himseh the great lord of the many nations. He should look upon the sun as his father and
worship the sun.
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Inca imitation hi emergence from cave. Coho' s versions

The Jesuit and historian Bcrnabe Cobo ?
who came to Peru in 1 599, found that the Indians

of Peru disagreed considerably in their accounts of the supernatural origin of die. Incas,

a! rhough they agreed in making Titicaca Island rheir place of origin. Some maintained

(i dbo 1653, VoL Iff) that die Incas, dad in a very different dress from that worn by the

local people* and with their ears perforated with weights of gold, simply proceeded under

the leadership of Maneo Capat from Lake Titicaca to Cuzco by way oi a cave at Pacatictam-

pu (or Pacari-tamho), a few leagues from Cuzco and in the same valley. Others believed

that the Creator had led the Inca party from Titicaca through the caverns of the earth

until they came forth through the sacred cave of Pacarktampu. Others, again, held that

the Creator Ticciv.iracocha or Pachayachachic had created the sun as a resplendent man at

Tiahuanaco (Tiaguanacn), and that lie sent him to Titicaca Island, where lie instructed

Maneo Capac before he rose into heaven, and that Maneo Capac and his Inca brothers then

sank into the earth a Eld came out again at the cave of Pacarktampu „ Yet others related

that the bust, seeing the miserable conditions on earth, sent his son and daughter to Lake

Titicaca, whence they were told to set out as they pleased, instructing the people and teach-

ing them die knowledge of the Sun, and persuading them to recognize his authority and

vie Id him the adoration that was his due,
j

Cobo, like Garni as so, relates at length the wdlknown myth of how the sun presented to

Maneo Capac a golden rod or staff, with which be should strike the soil wherever he

took rest. Where the rod sank into the ground, he should take up his abode. One cannot

but feel that this procedure was just an ingenious way of enshrouding in a veil of sorcery

and magic the very simple procedure of any agriculturist like the Inca, when searching

soft and deep humus for a favourable new abode in the Andes-

Cobo finally savs: “Another fable of the origin of the Incas is much similar to this, except

that it affirms that the first ones were born on the above-mentioned island by a woman

called Titicaca, for which reason they have chosen the name which the island in the lake

has Today,”

Ramos’ account of homicide of white Tonapa at Titicaca

Bandolier (1910, p. 327), in collecting aboriginal myths and traditions concerning liti-

caca Island, mentions the rare publication of Fray Alonzo Ramos Cavilan (Hhtorj of

Cap&cabtina, Lima, i6zi). lids also mentions a belief that Titicaca Island was Maneo

Gapac’s place of origin. Handover adds;

“Ramos also speaks of a mysterious white man called Tunupa and l aipac, murdered

by the Indians on the Island. Mention is also made of the belief that, alter several dai s ot

obscurity, the sun came out of the Sacred Rock. r „ . the Tonapa rale as related by Ramos

is almost identical with the statements on the same topics by Salcamavhua, another con-

temporary of his. It will he recollected [hat Tunapa was already alluded to by Cieza, but

very few are the details he gives, in comparison with what is contained in the writings oi

Ramos and Salcamayhua. Between 1 5 50 and the beginning of the seventeenth century oniv

a few Fragments of stories resembling the Tonapa or Tunapa tradition arc as yet know n.
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1-Iencc ii, is possibly a Co! la or Aymara tale,, heard by Ramos and Salcamayhua from Aymara
Indians or (in case of the latter) from Quiche as confining with the Aymara stock,”

Oliva's account of Manco Capac'$ arrival along the coast from the north

Another early chronicler, the Jesuit Audio Oliva (1S31), came to Peru about 1 *97 and
took up his head quarters down on the coast, in Lima, lie also spent some time in the high-
lands on the shores of Lake Titicaca. In his History of Peru his aim seems to be not to
1.1 anslsitc and present the native traditions verbally, but to interpret their contents in accord-
ance with his own suppositions and geographical outlook. The contents of his narrative
must be judge d accordingly,

Oliva’s informants have left him with the impression that, after a deluge, some people
moved down from the far north of South America (Oliva suggests Venezuela). Having
gradually got as far south as the vicinity of Santa Elena (in the northern part of the former
Jttca Empire and in the southern part of the present Ecuador), the migrants settled for
several generations. "Many made voyages along the coast and some were shipwrecked. At
last one branch took up its abode on an island called Guayau, near the shores of Ecuador.”
OnGuayau Island a certain A tag had died after first becoming the father ofManco Capac.
With this strange prelude to Manco Capac ’s lift- story, Father Oliva proceeds to bring

the culture-hero irom the seashore and up to his reputed birthplace in the cave of Pacati
rampu: "< )r’i that island Manco Capac was born, and after the death of his father \tau he
resolved to leave his native place for a more favoured dime. So he set out, in such craft as
he had, with two hundred of ills people, dividing them into three bands. Two of these
were never heard of again, but he and his followers landed near lea, on the Peruvian coast
and thence struggled up the mountains, reaching at last the shore of Lake Titicaca, There
.d.n-uTj separated from the others* leaving them with orders to divide after a certain time
and to go in search of him, while he took the direction of Cuzco, He told his people,
before leaving, when any of the natives should ask them their purpose and destination
to replv that they were in quest of the son of the Sun. After this he departed, reaching at
last a cave near the Cuzco valley, where he rested.”
When the cmic had elapsed, Manco Capac’s companions started in search of him in

several groups. Some crossed over to Titicaca Island, where they sunk the craft in which
they had crossed the Eke, and hid in a cavern on the island. A few davs later, when they
si»v some local people approaching by water, flier came out of the cave in the rock and
sud

'T
wcce “ S“e*t of the son of the Sun. “This tilled rite others with profound re-

»pect tor the newcomers; they worshipped them and made offerings Lo the rock, sacrificing
children, llamas, and ducks. All together went back to the mainland, and shortly afterward
learned that at Paean Tampu the son of the Sun had come out of a cavern, called Capactoc-
CO, in great splendour, bedecked with gold, as brilliant in appearance as his father, and
1 hat with a sling he had hurled a stone with such force that the noise was heard for more
1 an a league of) and the stone made in the rock a hole as large as a doorway. At tills news
* peoP. 01 thnse went to see the miraculous being. Manco Capac received
I tern as subjects. On this artifice he began to base his authority and the subsequent sway
of the Inca tribe,” 1

1 -

J Transition by Handel icr (3930, p, 5^5).
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in. another passage Father Oliva adds, that, long before this,, an all poweriul lord had had

his seat in Tkhuanaco, tire oldest settlement in the land.

All the above-mentioned accounts of the Inca origins begin wish the sudden appea-

rance of Maneo Capac as he marches forth -with his followers in all his final glory front

the cave of Paean Tampu, or from the lakeside on the Titicaca plateau, Father Oliva's

version differs essential Iv in its prelude, which brings the people up from the coast on a

weU’Organized plan, so that they may approach the local people under cover, suddenly

appearing in their midst as the children of the Sun, Such an ingenious scheme may very

likclv have been conceived by the Inca when first intruding upon the Cuzco Indians and

establishing their dynasty as solar kings. Yet, Oliva’s account of the coastal voyage and

ascent from lea, being unique among the early chronicles, cannot have the weight it

might have had if corroborated by other early writers. But as he is unlikely to have in

vented the tradition himself, we must at least count with the possibility of his having heard

some legend current in the lowlands of the arrival of some early culture-people from the

coastal area to the north. We shall later return to the question of cultural diffusion between

the various great centres of tne pre-Inca high- cultures on the coast and in the highlands,

when we turn from the held of native history to the more concrete testimony of archaeology.

Fair individuals behind the fraud of sun-descent

Wi can nor leave Oliva's account without adding Stevenson’s version, which also brings

Maneo Capac secretly up from the coast before he revealed himse I L to [lie mountain Indians

-

Stevenson, like Oliva long before his time, collected his Maneo Capac tradition near Lima

on the coast about 150 years ago. Since Bandelier (1910) and other late writers have verified

myths collected by Cieza at the time of the Conquest, we may find it not impossible that

Stevenson's informants also have .inherited some fragments of traditions and be I
i els

current on the Peruvian coast at the time of Oliva. Stevenson’s account has been little re-

garded through the curious circumstance that he, or rather his informants, described the

tif>t Inca as an Hnpjishman (Ingasman). This ss a linguistic mistake which has a verj simple

and natural explanation: As will be seen, the syllables in the names ot Inga Maneo Capac

and his sister-wife Mama Ocllo arc distorted into Ingasman Cocapac and Mama Odlc,

Stevenson (i8aj, Vol. I, p, 394) heard this oral tradition at the old Peruvian village of

Huacho on the Pacific coast north ot Lima. “U was", lie writes, “afterwards repeated to me

by Indians in various parts of the country,, and they assured me that if was true, and that

they believed it. A white man [in Quechua text a vkocoeba]* they say, waslound on the

coast, by a certain Cacique, or head ol a tribe, whose name was Cocapac; by signs he asked

die white man who he was, and received for answer* an Englishman [he; Jngasman\. He

took him to his home, where he had a daughter; tne stranger lived with him til! the

daughter of the Cacique bore him a son and a daughter, and then died, I he old man called

the boy Ingasman Cocapac, and the girl Mama Celle; they were of fair complexion and

had light hair, and were dressed in a different manner from the Indians. From accounts

given by tins stranger of the manner in which cither people lived, ar.d how they wen

governed, Cocapac determined on exalting his family; and having instructed the boy and

girl in what he proposed to do, he took them first to the plain of Cuzco, where one oi the
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largest tribes of Indians then resided, and informed them that their God, the sun, had sent
them two of his children to make them happy, and to govern them

;
he requested them

to go to a certain mountain on the following morning at sunrise, and search for them; he
moreover told them that the viracochas, children of the sun, had hair like- the ray* of the sun,
... id that their faces & etc of the colour of the sun, hi the morning the Indians went to the
mountain, fonder itrcQ

t
and found the young man and woman, b u 1

. surprised at their colour
and features, 1 hoy declared that the couple w ere a wizard and a witch. They now sent them
To Rimae Males, the plain on which Lima stands, but the old man followed them, and
nest took them to the neighbourhood of the lake of Titicaca, where another powerful
inhe resided, ( .ocapac told these Indians t lie same tale, but requested them to search for the
viracoehas on the edge of the lake at sunrise; they did so, and found them there, and
immediately derlarcd them to be the children of their God, and their supreme governors,
dilated with his success, Cocapac was determined to be revenged on the Indians, of Cusco;
lor this purpose he privately instructed his grandchildren in what he intended to do, and
men informed The tribe that the viracocha, irigasman Cocapac, had determined to search
ior the place where he was to reside • he requested they would take their arms and follow
him T saying that wherever he struck his golden rod or sceptre into the ground, that was
the spot where he chose to remain. 1 lie young man and women directed their course to the
plain of Cusco, where having arrived, the signal was given and the Indians here, surprised
by the re-appearan.ee of the viracochas, and overawed by the number of Indians that ac-
companied them, acknowledged them as their lord, and the children, of their God. Thus,
say the Indians, was the power of the Incas established, and many of them have said’
that as l was an Englishman T was of their family /

'

1 much original tradition has survived in this Huacho account cannot be judged.
ln k* «sertcc, it supports the statement ofCWs Informants from the same vicinity that
Manco Tapac entered the highlands from the coast on a deliberate plan that he should be
sought tor and discovered among the infant] tribes as die son of the sun, The shores of
l -ake Iiticaca also come into this legend. And, although the version is different, the Inca
progenitor are, as in the Iiticaca myth, accounted ior by a crossing of two distinct human
types, A semi-civilized viracocha from another area, with other dress, and of light com-
plexion, marries locally on the coast, and his light progeny take advantage of their fairer
complexion to obtain an ascendancy over the inland tribes by pretending to be of super-
natural origin and children of the sun.

r
f he essence- of Peruvian traditional memories

\X--e have dwelt at some length on the earliest Inca memories and traditions. This has nor
been done ior the sake of the various details, but only to show how all recollections con-
verge back to a time when Andean culture was focused upon Tiahuanaco and the Titicaca
basin-when there were legendary people travelling about in Peru who were not amtnor-
phie or demoniacal, but Caucasian-like,

All over Peru references are found to such an earlier people whose grandiose creative
powers and capacities, coupled with ingenuities and deceptions, with cultural achievements

,

humamt
7

caa acti™ea
> opened the road for the Incas, who copied their forerunners

wherever and whenever they found opportunity. We are informed about the physical
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appearance of the early Viracocharuna* or Sea-foam-people, principally through the de-

tailed descriptions of their leader, whether he be Viracocha, Tici, Con, Ilia, Ticct Viracocha

Pachayachadu, Ymaymana Viracocha, Tocapo Viracocha, Coniraya Viracocha, Viracocha-

ha- Pacha, Pacha-ccan, ZapalEa Viracocha, Tara-Paca, Tua Paea, Tu-Paca, Caylla, Usapu,

Arunaua, or Tonapa. Through this leader, his sons, disciples, servants and followers, we

are given a description, of the T iahuanaco-peo pie that distinguishes them from the hulk

of the population by a more highly developed culture, a very light skin- col our, the growth

of a beard, and occasionally a tall stature. There are also instances where minor groups

arc described, directlv instead of through their own principal ’god’ and ruler, as. was the

case with the isolated and purely human intruders at Vinaqjue, and those massacred at

Tittcaca Island, Although they here appear as loose tribal units without any powerful

king or hierarchy, yet the}' were memorized by the other Indians as being unlike all their

neighbours, solely in the physical peculiarity ofbeing white and bearded, like the Spaniards.

These two racial characteristics a light complexion and a beard— are certainly the most

readiiv perceived of ah the Caucasian-like features reaching early Polynesia in the Hast

Pacific, Of all such traits they, would be those that would most naturally make a lasting

impression upon the average Indian of Peru, so that the description of them would survive

in tribal and national memory.

The Viracochas and the appearance of the; Spaniards

We have seen that the last South American memory of the Tiahuanaco dynasty was

that the venerated pre-Inca ruler organized a united departure of his KfVd/»fArf-peopk

from the tropic coast of Ecuador, thus abandoning his own former cult-site and all his

Peruvian people. There is no disagreement a> to the route he decided upon. As Rowe

(1946, p. 3 1 6) summarizes the Inca accounts: “He went to Cuzco, and continued north-

ward to the province of Manta in Ecuador, Here he said farewell to his people, and sel

out across the Pacific walking on the water.”

The Peruvian, belief in the extinct and departed viracocha race was firm and deeply

rooted. The Inca dvnasty had so profound a respect for their fair-skinned and bearded

forerunners who had departed into the Pacific that, in 1552 Pizarro and his ‘ tide band n!

Spanish voyagers were able to conquer, without battle, the vast Inca Empire with its

powerful armies and its elaborate megalithic Fortresses. For the Spaniards the battle was

won mcrch by appearing with a skin colour and beard such as had been the distinctive

features of the departed Viracochas.

The historical implications of the legendary white and bearded men behind the early

Inca history have been pointed out by man}' writers, Kirsten (193^, p- 7 z.j' refers to r 1

;

1

Inca assumption that the first Spaniards to land on the coast were messengers sent back

across the Pacific tv the long departed \ iracocba. He further points to the tact that vira-

cocha “wen ro this day is the term for a foreign white man among the Indians, in all the

countries Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador—which belonged to the old Inca Empire,”

The same author, showing how Viracocha under his various titles or names 1 finally left

the highlands while descending to the Pacific coast, says p. 192): “ I hat \ iraeocha

J Ka retell {Ibid., pp. lS& -192) renders the different names connected with this cultu^-hcro as: Con. Tici, Tied,

Tksi, Tici Viracocha, Iliac Tici Virawcka, Con-Ilbe-TitL-Viricachs and Coa-Tici-V LcacCjcha.
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upon the act of creation wanders down towards the coast is perhaps connected with the
historical lact that at a certain period the worshippers, of the god conquered these regions
1 hat he furthermore is represented as a bearded man who disappears in the great ocean is
another feature that possesses historical interest. When the Spaniards during their march of
conquest in 1552 arrived on the coast of Peru, they were, as I have already mentioned,
taken by the adherents of Huascar for no less than the messengers of the supreme god
Viracodha, which came to revenge the injustice committed against the legitimate heir to
the throne. Therefore viracotha became to the Indians of Peru a general term lor the
White manf*

Similarly Urinton (i 83 a, p. 199), In his study of American hcto-mvth*. writes of the
Spaniards arrival : “As at the first meeting between the races ihc name ofthe hero-god was
applied » the conquering strangers, so to this day the custom has continued. A recent
traveller teas us, ‘Among Los Indios del Campo, or Indians of the fields, the llama herds-
men of thtpmtf, and the fishermen of the lakes, the common salutation ,0 strangers of a
fair skin and blue eyes is ‘Tai-tai Viracocha’. (Stpiiei, Travels in Peru.) Even if this is
used now, as M. Wiener seems to think, merely as a servile flattery, there is no doubt
but that at the beginning it was applied because the white strangers were identified with
the white and bearded hero and his followers of their culture myth, whose return hadbeen foretold by their priests.”

There was much speculation among the Spanish conquistadorcs as to why the term

T ™q««ywhcrc applied to their race as they advanced through the vast Inca
umpire, and finding tile meaning of the word to be “sea foam" many concluded that they
had been so called because they had come hy sea. Cicaa dc Leon (1553-60, Bk. II Chap V)
hrmly rejects this opinion, stating that he had sought an explanation among the “long-
ears of f-uaco and had been told that the Spaniards were thus named because they had

st

^7 “ust7en ™ ,hc SCMls the 8 r“t god Tici-Viraeocha, to whom Hmscar'smen had prayed for help against their enemy Atahualpa. Bur when the Spaniards began to
violate the or virgi ns of the sun, and plunder the sacred temples of Viracochs
the natives soon realised that they were mistaken, and that these men were not the sons

remaiWas I

" *** J ’ e ' «MX But the nameMrtniamed at? descriptive of the Spaniards and their white and bearded race

Sn,l
nrJ ^ 7Zif:^ ?

UOtcd in detail another place, similarly shows how thepaimrds, arriving with beards, were taken for returning viraccjehas.
I nra t Farci lasso also (1 £09 b, p. 6,) stresses that the Spaniards were termed viracochm notxtause they came by sea, but because of their appearance: “Hence it was that they calledthe frsr bpamards who entered Peru Uira-ccocha, because they wore beards, and were

to the' Whlrikt
l° h

*T
' ' ^ *he*“”ons ,iK In(Uana 8™ the name of Uira-ccocha

' saying that they were sons of theirgod, Uira-ccocha. .lirs the" toured the strange reception of a handful ofd Spaniards among the vastly Superior forces of Peru. lie mentions as an esample

amonfr
nd° ^ a!1 « out on long inland journey!

were'a, on . ‘7 7
nS With°Ut ever hcinS assaulted

;
on the contrary they

them
eathUSkSm tllC ^ everywhere called
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Nature of I iracocha memories

The viracochamnas and the great man-god Con-Tia V iracocha had alt the aspects of

humans, but humans with a cultural standing. They grew beards and had a lighter skin

than the average Indian, hue no more than the Spaniards and the Inca sovereigns do they

appear among their contemporaries with any incongruous physical traits char suggest

them to be fanciful conceptions. The well-informed and intelligent Inca would never have

lent such weight to the accounts of their predecessors from Tiahuanaco if these had been

merely the creatures of a native fairy-tale. We must not regard the viracochas as on a level

with dragons and unicorns; if the
j
were breathing fire instead of growing beards, and

if they could fly, were luminiferous* or green or blue, instead of walking about with a start

and a long girdled mantle, and a fair skin, then the viracocha tales could have been dis-

missed as bom of the human fancy for Lhe supernatural. But as it ss, we have every reason

ro suppose that in their case the human fanev for the supernatural has been stimulated

by the observation of some actual human beings differing slightly from the local norm

of physique and physiognomy- I f the Spaniards had left Peru before they could overthrow'

the Inca Empire, twentieth century rediscoverers of Pacific South America would have:

heard quite similar Legends of Vitacoeba Piiarro who came and left by sea w ith his vita-

cocha followers, except that the Spaniards with their horses, iron Swords and muskets

would have been raised to a much more supernatural level than the fortncr viracochas of

Vinaque and Titicaca.

It seems to me rather rash to assume that natives all over tncaic Peru, Bolivia, and

Ecuador should have first improvised and later digested and accepted the physical ap-

pearance and geographical routes ot' the viracochas, had they not once been \ j si ted be

some people with a somewhat corresponding description and migratory route. Indeed it

is | ess fantastic to suppose that a light-skinned tribe with beards had developed in—or

migrated to— this area, seeing that we know an analogous human type to have dev duped

in -or migrated to -both sides of the North American continent and the nearest islands

West of Peru, alt in pre-Columbian centuries.

Thai the conception of men with Gmcasian-like characteristics might have been due to

the sight of Lhe first Spaniards is out of the question, since the traditions are supported

by bearded prehistoric portraits carved in Tiahuanaco, Mocachi, and Cacha stone statues,

and model 1 ed I n Chimbote-, Huamachuc n -
,
Moche -,

and Chicama anthrop 1 1motphie pc > -
-

ten7
,

all proper l v ascribed to pie-Spanish— and most of them ever to ore -Inca male.

Hypothesis of tehite and bearded wanderers being personified light-rays

The Polynesians possessed traditions, both metaphorical and direct, ot early Caucasia n-

likc ancestors who had come to settle the Polynesian islands and had thus entered into the

forming of the present istand stock. The value of these traditions is readily verified through

the recent recognition of a Caucasoid element in the original population oi these islands.

The Peruvians possess complementary traditions and memories regarding their own

continental domain, with the only major difference that whereas the Polynesians claim

them to have arrived, the Peruvians claim them Jo have departed.
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'J iifi possibility’ that Caucasian -like immigrants could have reached Polynesia by way
of the Hast Pacific has never struck- observers, and hence the firm Inca conceptions of pre-
Spanish virtuwhos have attracted no attention. They have not been required in am
attempt to reconstruct the local Peruvian past, and whenever a bearded pottery vase, a
bearded statue, or myths of a white and bearded race have turned up locally/ this has
meant to the local Peruvianist only a new enigma rather than an answ er to an existing
problem.

Accordingly, the only hypothesis advanced from competent quarters to account for the
Caucasoid conceptions in prehistoric Peru has been designed and launched solely for the
purpose of neutralizing their surprising existence. Such a theory, defended by' Brinton
( i^Hz) and great many others, suggests chat all white men with beards (provided they occur
' Q p^c-Spanish America) arc immaterial personifications of light-rays from the sun. The
light skin is the bright light, and the bearded chin is its radiation, Brinton and the defenders
o: this theory simply exclude from consideration the alternative possibility, that heard and
light skin were physical traits known even in America before Columbus. Both alternatives
should at least be tested before being either rejected or accepted.

Brinton {Ihid^ p. i88), together with Pachacuti, observes how the departed culture-hero
Tonapa— described in the previous pages respectively as a bearded man and a white man
identical with the creator Viracocha- followed the westward course of a riv er in descend-

V
W*ieflCe Peru ’ Then Jlc 3ays

s
referring in parr to Garcia (1729,

According to another, and also very early account, Viracocha was preceded by a host
ot attendants, who were his messengers and soldiers. When he reached the sea he and
these his followers marched out upon the waves as If it had been dry land, and disappeared
!n

.

fet
;

Thest hrilowers were, like himself, white and bearded. Just as, in Mexico, the
natives, attributed the erection ot buildings, the history of which had been lost, to the

.iii. loltc.cs, the subjects ot Quetzakoatl, so in Peru various ancient ruins, whose
amIdas had been lost to memory, were pointed out to the Spaniards as the work of a
v. :u'e and bearded race who held the country in possession long before the Incas had
founded their dynasty. The explanation in both cases is the same. In both the early works
ot art ot unknown origin were supposed to be the productions of the personified light
nos, ’which are the source ol skill, because they supply the means indispensable to the
acquj sit] 0n of knowledge

.

,s

To me, this explanation is more ingenious than natural. Why did (he light rays carv
sron^momimcnts with beards and ted the people to lengthen their ears, and why did they
march due north from ^ iahuauaco ro Lajam&rcii and hence climb down alone; die river
IO™ thc mouy»;™ tQ the SM> where they all assembled near Puerto Viejo to start walking

vVA
W
“A

S - Why werc they presented in art with a pointed beard (see Plates XXIV,

,
'

,

ratllcr thiln Wlth a radiant aureola, and why remembered as having a fair skin
radn-t chan a lunumferous oner Indeed the tribal name viracocha-rnna or sea-foam people
suggests a maritime rather than a celestial body of migrants, and they also travelled by va

1,. .

tc 17

1

pdng aspect ot the if story identifying white and bearded men with personi-
yd light rays js that, like the sun, they disappeared over the ocean to thc west, and that too
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ar Puerto Viejo
,
smpkiomiy mur the sun's favourite latitude, tin Equator, but— at a rather human

and maritime altitude when compared with their heavenly guide the sun. But even this

strong-point is weakened when Brinton (Ibid., p. 1R8) finds it necessary to argue that the

ocean-bound Viraeocha must actually have turned north and east off the coast., rather

than west, as the Peruvian
1

'personified light rays" would otherwise travel in an opposite

d i rcction to those of h fexico l

In fact, if wc compare the many American myths of the light-skinned and bearded

wanderers, we find their movements entirely independent of the route of the sun; they

come and go in various directions, and only Puerto Viejo, at the very Equator, and Cape

Scott, on the Northwest Coast, are remembered as places where American culture-hemes

or parties of travellers have departed westwards into the Pacific. In the many other trade

cions of the wanderers, these strange and typical New World man-gods move from one

given settlement to the other, following remarkably human itineraries, by land or along the

coasts, and going as often north or south as east or west, or even back and forth. To the

culture-peoples of Mexico and Peru these legendary heroes were apparently no more

supernatural in appearance and behaviour than the Spaniards, since the latter were mistaken

for the former.

The current misconception that the white and bearded wanderers of the Aztecs and the

Incas come and go after a common pattern set by the sun has had a surprising amount of

support in view of its looselv founded premises. Brinton (Ihid.
f p. aco), referring to the

historical accounts of how the Incas mistook the Spaniards for viracochas returning from

the west across rite Pacific, savs: “We need no longer entertain about such statements

that suspicion or incredulity which so many historians have thought it necessary to indulge

in. They are too generally paralleled in other American hero-myths to have the slightest

doubt as to their reality, or as to their significance. They are again the expression of the

expected return of the Light-God, after his departure and disappearance in the western

horizon."

If the viracochas were imaginary light-gods, and as such had disappeared at the western

horizon and were expected back from across the Pacific rather than over the eastern Cordd-

] eras, then the light-ray theory would require the imaginary light-gods of aboriginal

Mexico also to travel in the same direction. Such, however, was not the case. When dealing

with the Mexican wanderers, IJrinton found that these were said to have departed in thi.

opposite direction, towards Yucatan, and that hence the Aztecs expected their bearded

ones” back from the Atlantic side. About these Aztec beliefs also he wrote (hud^ p. 141,1-

“They have excited the suspicion of historians and puzzled antiquaries to explain. But their

interpretation is simple enough. The primitive myth of the sun which had sunk but should

rise again, had in the lapse of time lost its peculiarly religious sense, and had been in part

taken to refer to past historical events. The Light-God bad become merged in the divine

Culture hero. He it was who was. believed to have gone away, not to die, tor he was im-

mortal, but to dwell in the distant east, whence in the fullness of time he would return.
1

If the departure of the Mexican wanderers 111 an easterly direction can lie used as an

argument for the fight-ray hypothesis, then their northerly and westward departure from

Peru cannot with the same strength serve the same theory, or vice versa. 1 here is also

another reason to doubt the consistency of the interpretation under discussion. Brinton
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Jv/a., p, 108) suggests that to the American culture-peoples the conceptions of the sunrisem the east and the sunset in the west, with night following day, had become religious
and tnat gradually "the natural phenomenon had become lost in its personification" On
these premises he teds that the departure of the heroes, and the confidence m their fault
reappearance, could be thus explained (ft*): "Both of them represented in their original
iorms the light of day, which disappears at nightfall but returns at dawn with unfailing
certainty. Or. as he expresses it elsewhere, (IIM, p. ,o): “The sun shall rise again, n un-
dittumshed glory, and he lives, though absent." But is the sun absent? So long as the sun
rfe&tert every morning in undiminished glory, how can the sun be lost in' a departed
personification tor the return of which Mexicans were looking to the east and Peruvians
to che west:*

Since it is safe to say at least that the migrating bearded spreaders of culture behind the

:

U
[

ec arul Inca trataal hlstotY are nm obviously ^personified light ravs
M we have

JtCte

f
a$0fl sct asidc The alternative possibility, that both Artec and Inca hktorv areaau

f-
SpCa

^
ng or

,

be“cded hum*(ls ra^er than fading light-ray,. The corresponding

J

Ult LICri reached Polynesia, according to the island traditions, were obviouslyhumans and not light-rays.
' J

We fol
!

OV'
r Bri“oa furthcr •“ •>» antlyds Of the beliefs and memories unde- dis-tL!“, :

mlds ' thc mu*htude of weird animal stories and beliefs in fantastic super-ba“Ss th” ““““ed everywhere among thc New World Indians, Brinton foundone quite distinct and consistent tradition among the more cultured and historicallyminded peoples, wh.ch he terms “the typical American mvth” To this he devoted thepMt °* hts “mprehensive monograph on Ammcn Hm-Mjit,. We read {Ibid.,

“The native tribes of this Continent had many myths, and among them there was one
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'
5 ndcr
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“
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™ 5uch *« * Personally appeared among the ancestors ofnation, and taught then thc useful arts, gave them the maize or other food plants, uii-

' 1 f"!
mr° th

j
“l>'Steric5 of their religious rites, framed the laws which governed fair

TJ; :;r;
frThus startcd them

udvelX fxne

a

tedth

Ut *5appe“,nK in somc their view. Hence it was nigh

teZI’ZT L
he^ !

'SOna! aprran« of hero-god is described, it is, strangely enough

beard Zh 1 T u
0“ 1™n offair complexron, with long, flowingbeard. With abundant ham, and clothed in ample and loose robes. This extraorjmarv fael
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naturally suggests the gravest suspicion that these stories were made up after the whites

had reached the American shores, and nearly all historians have summarily rejected their

authenticity, in this account. But a most careful scrutiny of their source positively refutes

this opinion. There is irrefrangible evidence that these myths, and this ideal of the hero-god,

were intimately known and widely current in \merica long before any one of its m 'lions

of inhabitants had ever seen a white man."

Without discussing, or even mentioning, the possibility that the tribes in question

could have seen, or included, lighter-coloured Individuals with a true beard before the

arrival of the Columbian caravels from Europe, Briaton goes on to explain bow these

Aztec, Maya, Chibcha, and Inca traditions came about: “By sight and light we see and

learn. Nothing, therefore, 5s more natural than to attribute to the light-god the early

progress in the arts ot domestic and social life. Thus light came to be personified as the

embodiment of culture and knowledge, of wisdom, and ot peace and prosperity- w hitm are

necessary for the growth of learning. The fair complexion oi these heroes is nothing but a

reference to the white light of the dawn. Their ample hair and beard arc the rays oi the sun

that flow from his radiant visage. Their loose and large- robes typify the enfolding of the

firmament by the light and the winds."

yct we need only observe the well groomed and aristocratic beard and moustache in

the early Mexican portraits on Plates XVII— XXII, or on the prc-Incaic pottery on Plates

XX IH—XXV, to realize that we arc dealing with a typical human beard and not with

the rays from a radiant visage. Nor do wc ever learn that the robes ot the v. hile w .mdcrei .>.

were loose like the enfolding of the firmament, but simply that their dress was unlike

that of the common Indian in reaching down below the knees, and in being secured around

the waist by a girdle. There arc even instances where wc learn that Viracocha, or one ot

them, wore his hair cue short. Never do we learn that the bearded men were radiant or

shed light. They were remem.be red in connection with a solar religion mid claimed solar

descent, but in effect they were the ['rasters and insiitutors of these beliefs, rather than

resultant personifications of formerly worshipped light-rays.

Sun-worship originated by wanderers rather than the reverse

Many subsequent authors have followed Brinton’s conclusions without giving the same

serious attention as he did to the mass of material available. It is commonly considered

that the almost continuous recurrence from Mexico to Peru of the analogous beliefs in the

light-coloured bearded men diminishes their historic value; for it is argued, all along this

route the same solar beliefs have created the same myths of w vtc and beaided vandt m.-

and spreaders of culture, Brinton (/£vV/., p. 201) says:

H Are we obliged to explain these [Peruvian] similarities to the Mexican tradition v\

supposing some ancient intercourse between these peoples . .
3 think not. The gvx'i

events of nature, day and night, storm and sunshine, are every where the same, and the

impressions they produced on rhe minds of this race were the same, w nether the scene was

in the forests of the north temperate zone, amid the palms of the tropics, or on the

and barren plateaux of the \ndcs. These impressions found utterance in similar myths, and

were represented in art under similar forms. It is, therefore, to the oneness of cause and of
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racial psychology, not to ancient migrations, that we must look to explain the identities
ci i myth and representation that we find between such widely sundered nations.”

Again, this statement would have been stronger had the author produced a reason why
the conception of the cultural "wanderer” of Mexican, Mayan, Chibchan, and Peruvian
traditions could nor have spread through the whole of this area by actual inter-tribal mi-
gi ation rather than by toe development of an independent philosophy among stagnant
and immobile peoples, It is a curious fact that the more modern man develops his own
means of cummttnication, the less he credits the former mobility of mam People who cross
an ocean jn a luxury liner have difficulty in perceiving that at the mm eost eftimt mid camfart
perhaps the same ocean may be readily crossed on a few logs with a contraption to catch
the wind: and those who cross a continent by express train forget that others have done
j: before them without map or track. The human estimation of time and comfort has not
always been 'what it is today, and on this point an Immense gap has severed most modern
investigators from a full appreciation of the capacity and achievements of former cultures.
The Yellow-brown ancestry of the Quechua and Aymara of Peru, and even their primi-

tive cousins down in the Tierra del Riego, cannot have been horn as light-rays through
similar tendencies of the human mind, but must, in the course of time, have come south
through Mexico cn route from Northwest America and from faraway Asia. A secondary
dilfusion or transfer of culture or spreaders of culture from Mexico to Peru does not neces-
^niy require much time, not even generations, in 1515 Balboa climbed the hills of the
Panama Isthmus anti was the first European to sight the Pacific; in 15 19 the little Spanish
iorec under Cortes landed in the Gulf of Mexico and began their march into the vast Aztec
! ^7 1 53 3 oilier small groups of mediaeval Spaniards had made several expeditions
down South America, and Piarro with 1E0 men had then already taken over the Inca
Empire; in 1 53 5 Almagro travelled on inland from Andean Bolivia to Argentina and way
KVn inm 111 U 4 1 Orellana had climbed the Andean highland from the Pacific side

entered the sources of the Anyone and followed this jungle -river to its mouth on the
Atlantic,

As CatEer ^°> P- 178) puts it; “The Spanish actions in America are probably the best
illustrations that we possess of what could have happened in earlier times. There were
relatively few Spanish. Yet in the period ijao to 1540 they explored virtually the entire

- lid ftom Kanjas Argentina. Nor can all this he kid to force of arms. Cabeza dc
V aca, shipwrecked and hardy clad, was able to walk from somewhere on the Gulf Coast
•c me United States across the continent through ail the Intervening tribes, to the Gulf
0 c .a 1 1 i orni a and thencc dowa to the Spanis h holdingg in Mcx,lco

Tiic^-e Spaniards had neither roads nor maps, nor ammunition enough to survive hy
tigl-itmg strength among the American millions. They knew during their “wanderings”

, .

' thr daiiSers an, t resources of the countries traversed than the culture-heroes who
had founded the empires chat proceeded those of the Aztecs and Reas.
We have also an interesting example of aboriginal human migration through the most

impenetrable territory of the New World, in the earliest decades of written South American

fM

J Wi! Vaw md c3irce Rnipmions lost sU their possessions in the surf on the coast of Florida, and1"> * P-xlol <;iSht VC*r S <i,,t - 56) they walked termed, WfotH, and almost naked from one nr.Wn Indian
' thc*KEneht™* (S« Bmiklkr rtsojj. ZaWsoi^l account ^published in j 54i )

tb ft-tiFtrdulil
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history, Sayce (193

3

9 p. 215), referring to a publication by Metraux on the Tup i -Guarani

tribes, writes: “About 1 540 a "I'upinamba tribe left the Atlantic coast and set out toward

the- west, ten thousand strong. After many vicissitudes and massacres three hundred sur-

vivors reached Peru in 15 49. Between these rapid movements and the slower drifts of

population there are great differences regard to their value as diffusers o\ culture. A tribe

that passes across the greater part nf a continent in a lew years may leave little trace along

its path.” Further (p. 221): “The movement of the Tupi between 1140 and 1549 across

South America which has been mentioned was due to the mysterious attraction of the land

where one does not dic\ A later migration, affecting the Apapocuva, the Tanygua, and the

Oguaiva tribes, was due to the same cause. To find the land of eternal youth these people

left Their homes about the upper Parana near the frontier between Paraguay and Brazil,

and moved toward the shores of the Atlantic, The movement began in rH2o and lasted

until 1912.” If anything needs to be demonstrated and proved, it is certainly not the prac-

tical feasibility and likelihood of actual contact between early Mexico, Central America,

and Peru, hut rather the feasibility and likelihood of the peoples and cultures in these

localities, being able to isolate themselves securely within theft own borders, from the day

mcgaiithk art and white and bearded culture-heroes were first thought ot in the respective

regions, until our own race “discovered” America at the time ofColumbus.

We shall return to this subject later, when we deal with the distribution of cotton, corn,

and other crop plants. We may here only mention in passing that the creator of the world,

and mythical 'father' of the white and bearded culture-hero Quctzalcoaii, was in Mexico

called Tonnmy
with the title ‘tecutli

5 meaning chief or lord (Ibid., p. 73), while Viracodm

was worshipped under rhe name T&ftapd, (Pachacuti 1620, p. yo j.
1 be apparent simi-

larity between rhe names Tonaca and J'onapa does not speak in favour of an independent

evolution of these white and bearded ‘wanderers* in Mexico and Peru.

While it true that the early American memories of white and bearded teachers have a

distribution which concurs to a remarkable extent with the American distribution or sun

worship in the broader sense of the word, the question is whether the sun-worship is

responsible for the distribution of the white and bearded men, or whether the latter are

responsible tor the distribution, of sun-worship. \Ae should not overlook the latter pos-

sibility.

Certain it is that it we take a brief survey of the movements of the white and beard* d

men they prove to be quite independent of the east to west movement of the suo, v he. -a-

thev were very keen to introduce solar beliefs among the ignorant Indians wherever ihey

camc to settle and build, and to make ihem realize that, as earthly servants and children ot

the sun, they were themselves to he obeyed and worshipped and given all the material

goods due to the god him sc Ifand his divine hierarchy.

Qttctzakoatl. the Yuaeocha of the Aztecs

If we turn to Mexico for a brief comparison, we find that the Vne.cs apeak ot Ouet^ai-

cQdti as the Incas spoke of ! 'imcocha. He was remembered in the Artec period from

.Wlmac in Texas to the borders of Yucatan. It may he somewhat misleading to consider a

reference to anv of these religious and sy mbolic names as pertaining to one single r.sy 1 k eal
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deity only. Originally, Quetzakoatl as well as Viratoeha seems to have been the hetcdltaty
name of a hierarchical sequence, worshipping and claiming descent from a supreme god of
the same namc - Only wth time have si! Quetsalcoitls, like all Viiacochas, been amalgama-
ted into one single historic deity-god and creator as well as human culture-hero and mortal
benefactor.

The religious and symbolic term Qmt^ksatl was neither restricted to one individual
in Mexico, nor, probably, was it in its origin a personal name. C M'ten translated freely as the
“Plumed Serpent-God” Quetzakoatl is a composite term, Qmt^al is the resplendent and
highly esteemed, Mexican bird Tragm splendent, whose precious plumes distinguished cere-
mony] feather head-dresses like those worn by royalty and chiefs. Coat! is the serpent and
rhe sacred symbol of light and divinity {c-uhtsatl}. Thus we shall see that, unlike Viracocha.
Quetzakoatl did not “walk on the sea/" but he travelled along the coast on 4

'a magic raft
of serpents.”

5

As Brinton stresses (i 882 pp, 73,82), we have to distinguish between the original Quetzal-
coat!

,
as the invisible and eternal god, and the hierarch Quetzakoatl, his human high

priest and representative on earth - “In the ancient and purely mythical narrative, Quetzal-
c is one of four divine brothers, gods like himself, born in the uttermost or thirteenth
heaven to the infinite and uncreated deity, which, in its male manifestations, was known
as Umta Lord ot <"* Existence, , , T

” Further: “Bur it was not Quetzakoatl the
god, the mysterious creator of the visible world, on w hom the thoughts of the Aztec race
delighted to dwell, but on Quetzakoatl, high priest in the glorious city of 'Pollan (Tula),
toe teacher or the arts, the wise law-giver, the virtuous prince, the master builder and the
merciful judge.”

_

Alter this first immigrant priest-king and his god, the chief or superior of his high
lolrec priests later bore the same name Quetzakoatl Thus the term takes the form of a
hereditary title a$ much as a personal name. As contrary to lbs heavenly namesake, the
ecclesiastical leader Quetzakoatl was distinctly human, arriving upon a voyage from a for-
mer residence referred to as Tula. He was no light ray, but remembered as “a white man
with long dark hair and flowing beard, dressed in a strange dress, who came accompanied

-

J

d^ rs> Pain*ers, astronomers, and handicraftsmen to Anahuac,- - made roads, human-
i"vd the people, and civilized them, and then disappeared.” (Allen 1884.)
Brsnton (1882, p. 89) states: "The origin of the earthly Quetzalcoatl is variously given;

cycle of legends narrates his birth in Tollan in some extraordinary manner; a second
C

-
claims that he was not hoTn 50 ari

>
r country known to the Aztecs, but came to them

as a stranger.

Oi the former cycle probably one of the oldest versions is that he was a son or descend-er of d ezcatiipuca. himself, under his name Camaxifi. . . , Another myth represents him
-- 'he immediate son or the All-Father Tonaca tecntli, under his title GtlftNaton&c, the
-Morning, by an earth-born maiden in Tollan,

rhe second cycle of legends disclaimed any miraculous parentage for the hero of Tollan.
.as Casas narrates his arrival from the East, from some part of Yucatan he thinks, with a
lew followers atradmott which is also repeated with definiti veness bv the native historian

I
,

r

f
h!xoc!iltl

’
ljut ^mg fhe locality uncertain. The historian, Vevtk, on the other

band, describes him as arriving from the North, a full grown man, tall of stature, white
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of skin, and full-bearded, barefooted and bareheaded, clothed in a long white robe strewn

with red crosses, and carrying a staff in his hand,"

Diego Duran, quoted by Brinton {Ibid,* p. GG), describes the beard of Quetzdcoatl as

long acid between grey and red in colour, ('"/.j hurba hfiga eitirteamtyr^a. - «”)

The people of Quetzalcoall were the Toltecs, also claimed by Aztec tradition to be tall

in stature and light of skin, like their leader. [Ibid., p, HS.)

'recording to tradition, the warlike behaviour of the local Indians, and the hostility of

certain chiefs, made Quctzakoatl prepare a return voyage to Tula Tlapallan, his own

ancestral habitat, Brineon [Ibid., p. S 3) says:

•'When Quet^alcoatl left To l Ian. most of die Toltecs had already perished by the strat-

agems of Tezcatlipocij and those that survived were said to have disappeared on his depar-

ture. The dty was left desolate, and what became of its remaining inhabitants no one knew.

But this very uncertainty offered a favourable opportunity for various nations, some

speaking Nahuatl and some other tongues, to claim descent trom this mysterious, ancient

and wondrous race.

4 ‘The question seems, indeed, a difficult one. When the Light-God disappears from the

sky, shorn of his beams and bereft of his glory, where are the bright rays, the darting

gleams of light which crcwliile bathed the earth in refulgence? Gone, gone, we know not

whither," And (p. 104): “To this it may be objected that the legend makes Quer/alcoatl

: onmcy toward ibe hast, and not toward the sunset. 1 nc explanation or this apparent,

contradiction is easv, . * The Light-God most necessarily daily return to the place whence

he started.”

This is the point were the light-ray theories behind the Toltecs and Vtracochas collide

and collapse. Viiacocha and his followers, and Quetznlcoatl and his men, broke up and

left in opposite directions. We learn of Quetzalcoatl’s departure {/£/*/., p. 1 15):

“Thus he passed from place to place, with various adventures. . . At length he arrived

at the sea coast where he constructed a rail of serpents, and seating himself on it as In a

canoe, he moved out to sea, No one knows how or in what manner he teat hed ] lapalJan.

Further

:

The legend which appears ft) have been prevalent in Cholula was somewhat different,

recording to that, Quetzaleoatl was for many years Lord oi To! Ian, ruling over a happy

people. At length, Tezcatlipoca let himself down from heaven. . . which so Lightened oae

populace that the', fled in such contusion and panic that they rushed over The precipice

and into the rjvcr, where nearly all were killed hy the ia]l or drowned in nie w.ittrs.

Qucczaleoiul then forsook Tollan, and journeyed trom city to city tili lie reached I nolula,

where he lived twenty years. He was at that time of light complexion, noble nature, his

eyes large, his hair abundant.. Ills beard ample and cut rounding. In life he was most chaste

and honest. . . The twenty years past, Q&etfcaLcoail resumed his journey, taking with him

four of the principal youths of the city. Vi hen he had reached .1 point in the protiruv ol

Guazacoalco, which is situated to the southeast of Cholula, he called the four youths to

him, and told them they should return ro their city; that he had to go further;. our that

1 “Thstt r:ivihs arc frum ihc third book of bahagun's I listeria tie hi Com dtAW 'pi*y ^' 4 I - r '

l ^'- n

down in the artgiflj Nahuatl, by bim, feo.m the moirth of the ituivct, And he gma them word for word, a* they

Vr-ers recounted, “ (/&>/.)
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thev should go b;ick and say that at some future da) white and bearded men hLe himsdf
would come from the east, who would possess the land. 1

“
1 bus he disappeared, no one knew whither. But another legend said that he died there,

f . i he seashore, and they burned his body. Oi this event some particulars are given, hv
IxdiizGchitl, as follows; —

Quetzakoarl, sumamed fopiltzin, was lord of Tula. At a certain time he warned his
subjects 1 hat lie was obliged to go "to the place whence comes the Sun,’ hut that after a
term he would return to them, in that year of their calendar of the name Ce Ateth Gee
Reei!, which returns every fi tty-two years. He went forth with many followers, some of
whom he left in each city he visited. At length lie reached tin: town of Ma Tkpa%n, Here
Uo announced that he should soon die, and directed his followers to burn his body and all
his treasures with him. They obeyed Ids orders, and for four days burned his corpse,
alter which they gathered its ashes and placed them in a sack made of the skin of a. tker
(ml&il)”

Tnc seashore death and cremation of one of the wandering Quetzalcoalk, surnametl
Topi 3mm, did not end their lineage, and we may well surmise that a new QuetzaJcoati
arose among those oi his kin who attended the funeral ceremony. Whether the succeeding
Quetzaleoatl, with his surviving disciples, continued the journey east by land into \ ucatam
or whether the high priest embarked on a "magic raft" In the Gulf of Mexico, is of minor
Significance as long as traditions agree that the Mexican viracochas left In an easterly
direction towards Yucatan. 1

It is certain that, if not the same, at least a suspiciously similar
stock of culture-bearers, have been busy also in the minds of the nearest civilized neigh-
bours of the Aztecs to the east, rile Mayas of Yucatan. Regardless of their original chro-
nology in these two American areas, the probability of transfer of these culture-beaters
f>i 1 ueir conceptions one way or the odier looms large.

Itzamnd Cam / and the Great Arrival in Maya history

\\ c ma;, again quote brinton (Ibid
,

,
p. 145), whose careful procedure was first to collect

am. compare- and next to try to account for- the conceptions of Caucasian- tike spreaders
ol culture among the early American centres of civilization, lie savs:

; There appear to have been, two distinct cycles of myths in Yucatan, the most ancient
mid general that relating to Itzamnd, the second, of later date and different origin, referring
to Kukulcan. It is barely possibly that these may be different versions of the same; bur cer-
tainly they were regarded as distinct by the natives at and long before the time of the
t-onqueft.

" I Ills is seen in the account they gave of their origin. They did not pretend to he
autochthonous but claimed that their ancestor, came From distant regions, in two bands.A ar^st and most anclcnc immigration was from the East, across, nr rather through,
t,le °°“n lot the S°ds had “Pcned twelve paths through it and this was conducted

\Tr of,tK mjih. Mmdktl. HiMri, Lih. ir, cap,, v and X.” fIbH);W (fu, p. hilmta ; "Q^co.,1 „» *„«. Wrhcr he had ,c,„„vyd „> ,hc palace prepared for himW «* of dcfH, nr whihar hiS Ly had K,n” “*7 “ **** ”d •>!* “»*“ "=ouMnl to ihc morning star, fon™ M TOC „u, aS rccd.bur 0:1 pahlt thcre^ UD^i™ty. QuetteJcoatl ™,SJ?o0cj but he mrid rtii**}'
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b'. the mythical civilizer ItZiimn-A, The second band, less in number and later in time, came

in from the West, and with them was Kuk glean. The former was called the Great Arrival;

the latter, the Lesser Arrival. . ,

“To this ancient leader, hzamna, the nation alluded as their guide, instructor and civi-

lizer. it was he who gave names to ail the rivers and divisions of land; he was their first

priest* and taught them the proper riles wherewith to please the gods and appease their

ill-will; be was the patron of the healers and diviners, and had disclosed to them the

mysterious virtues of plants , , ,

“It was Itzamni who first invented the characters or letters in which the Mayas wrote

their numerous hooks, and which the;, carved in such profusion on the stone and wood

of their edifices. He also devised their calendar, one more perfect even than that of the

Mexicans, though in a general way similar to it. 1 Thus Itzamna, regarded as ruler, priest

and teacher, was, no doubt, spoken of a$ an historical personage, and is so put down by

various historians, even to the most re cent."

-

But as with Vkacocha and Quetzal coat!, we suspect a lineage rather then an historic

person in this cultured migrant, since he, too, has inherited the name of the creator whom

he represents on earth. {Ibid, p. 147.) An important surname of Iczamna is CaniL (See

further Part X.)

As shown by Morley (1946, p. zzz) in his sindent Maya* Iczamna was occasionally

remembered as being bearded,

Kukulcan the liracocha of the Mayas

After this Great Arrival came the Lesser (Ibid, p- t
5 9) :

“The second important hero-myth of the Mayas was that about Kukulcan, 1 his is in no

wa'\ connected with that ol Iczamna,. and is probably later in date, and less national in

character, . ,

.

“The natives affirmed, says Las Casas, that in ancient times there came to that land

twenty men, the chief of whom was called Y.ocolcan,' , . . They wore flowing robes and

sandals on their feet, they had long beards, and their heads were bare. T hey ordered that

the people should confess and last. - .

“Kukulcan seems, therefore, to have stood in the same relation in Yucatan to the other

divinities of the days as did Votail in. Chi&pa and Quetzalcoatl Ce Acatl in Cholula,

We learn from Brinton (Ibid., p. t6z) that Kukulcan was one olr lour brothers, each

ruling his own tribe. One of the others having died or departed* and two been pnt to

death, only Kukulcan remained. He instructed the people in the arts of peace, and caused

various important edifices to be built at Chichen Itza, lie also founded and named 1 ie eii],

of May apart.

1 “The author iiu:s on this phase of Itzacnna's character are Cogi iU-jJu., Hiitvrbt fr Y‘ufaiati, Lit. IV , cap. HI; 1 .;mna,

Cwns A Ywnfixn, pp. iSs, 1 !:<>, ;l[)c] Beltran <lc Santa Rosa Maria, Ark dd hlsc-w .l/sjw, p. it. The latter has a

CularLy valuable extract from rhe now lasr Maya Dictionary of F, Gabriel dc i Buenaventura, \Jbid.)

- “CrCSCtocin Carrillo, hiittm* Amii?ua de Yunnan, p. 144, Mdrids, 1HS1. ij&ht)

:i Kcnaud (quoted: Southwestern J-otc. p. a 5) identifies Knkulkan direct ly with Qucf^alciiatl: “kuV.jlks:!, Oui

Toltcc Quctzalcoad, wem to Yucatan where he became a wist ru!cT ,
an organiser, a builder of citivs and tcnipY-

and a cultural hero. Finally, the M::?a accepted him as figtt&i divinity, -n solar god, parallel to their own got! I&ainna.
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“Under the beneficent rule of Kukulcan, the nation enjoyed its halcyon days of peace
and prosperity. The harvests were abundant and the people turned cheerfully to their
daily duties, to (heir families and their lords. They forgot the use ofarms, even for the chase,
and contended themselves with snares and traps,"

ihc mere idea of Maya tradition inventing such a peace-loving doctrine as the mental
characteristic of this immigrant priest-king is as surprising as is the insistence on the loose
reihc and the flowing heard of tins cultured wanderer and his score of bearded followers
who entered Yucatan from the west. Nevertheless his humanitarian teachings and activities
concur completely with those of Quewakoarl, who led his band of followers out of
[Mexico towards \ ucatan, ot to the east, and promised that at some future day white and
bearded men like himself would come back from that direction, For, of Quemlcoatl Aztec
tradition tells us {Ibid., p. 116) that:

. . .he forbade the sacriiice either of human beings or rhe lower animals, teaching that
L.iteac, and roses, and flowers, incense and perfumes, were all that the gods demanded;
and . . . be forbade, and did bis best to put a stop to, wars, fighting, robbery, and all deeds
ot violence, h or these reasons he was held in high esteem and affectionate veneration, not
i.mlv by those ot Choiula, but by the neighbouring iribcs as well, for many leagues around.
Distant nations maintained temples in his honour in that city, and made pilgrimages to it,
on which journeys they passed in safety through their enemy's countries, w

f
.

bnnton (
-
Ibrd-y P- i64)» following Piq Perez, also shows that one ofthe Maya chronicles

opens with a distinct reference to Tula and Nonoal, names inseparable from the Quetzal
coat! myth. . , . The probability seems to be that Kukulcan was an original Maya divinity.
c.ne ot their hero-gods, whose myth had in it so many similarities to that of Quctzaienar

I

thar r he priests of the two nations came to regard the one as rhe same as the other,”
t is at least interesting to note that Kukulcan is simply a translation of Quetzalcoal]A^/ is the Maya term for the £^/-bird, and hw is a serpent. (Vcnrill rga9 , p. ,oi )bmcL A ucatan juts out as a peninsula into the Mexican Gulf, a terrestrian or coastal

migrant cannot pass further east unless be enters the open ocean. And, whereas Qumai-
coati disappeared on an eastward raft voyage from Mexico proper towards Yucatan, soKukukan tnmlh left on a westward journey from Yucatan, which would necessarily takemi back to Mexico or else down the Central American isthmus (Ibid., p. 165): “At lengthhe time drew near for Kukulcan to depart. He gathered the chiefs together and expounded
°^ ^ ^

WS
V
Frofn amofl3 tht‘m he chose aS his successor a member of the ancient andv .alloy family of the Coco ms. His arrangements completed, he is said, by

journeyed westward, to Mexico, or to some other spot toward the sun-setting.

some, ro have

l-’otmi, bringer of culture to the Tzendats

tea Westward migrant from Yucatan would necessarily enter the habitat of the Tzeo-

t m™ T T
abaSCO £infl k ™y * interesting to see what can be™ in I Mtidal egends. BrmtonQSSz, p.* l2

) shows how Tzendal traditions are centred

ZZt£T :/
f
°T

Sn
,
CUftm'C-hem reWd to ax Votan or in Tzendal

Th
v

'

1L ,e

r
tj fr°m Chc MaFa TOOt-word Amt which means primarily “the breast”,

r
‘°tan myth WSS m the Tzendal tongue by a Tzendai native, and the
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manuscript of five or she folios came into the possession of Nunez de la Vega, Bishop oi

Chiapas, about 1690, Brinton says:

“Few of ourhero-rm ths have given occasion for wilder speculation than that of Y'otan .. . „

“At some indefinitely remote epoch, Votan came from the far I:a$t4 He was sent by God

to divide out and assign to the different races of men the earth on which they dwell, and to

give to each its own language. The land whence he came was vaguely called mlum #pAw,

the land of Votan, Mis message was especially to the Tzendals. Previous to Ids arrival they

were ignorant, barbarous, and without fixed habitations. He collected them into villages,

caught them how to cultivate the maize asid cotton, and invented the hieroglyphic signs,

which they learned to carve on the walls of their temples. It is even said that lie wrote

his own history in them. He instructed civil laws for their government, and imparted to

them the proper ceremonials of religious worship. For this reason he was also called

‘Master of the Sacred Drum*, the instrument with which they summoned the votaries

to the ritual dances. They especially remembered him as the inventor of their calendar.

His name stood third in the week of twenty days, and was the first Dominical sign,

according to which they counted their ycat, corresponding to the Kan of the Mayas* As a

city-builder, lie was spoken of as the founder of Palenquc, Nachan, Huehuctlan— in fact,

of any ancient place the origin of which had been forgotten . .

.

"Votan brought with him, according to one statement, or, according to another, was

followed from his native land by, certain attendants or subordinates, called In the m> th

pctticoated, from the long and flowing robes they wore. These aided him in the

work of civilization. On four occasions he returned to his former home, dividing the coun-

try, when he was about to leave, into four districts, over which he placed these attendants.

“When at last the time came for bis final departure, he did not pass through the valley

of death, as must all mortals, hut be penetrated through a cave into the under- earth, and

found his way to The root of heaven
1

. With this mysterious expression, the native myth

doses its account of him/
7

Further {Ibid., p. 215): “According to an unpublished wort by Fucmas, Votan was one

of four brothers, the common ancestors of the southwestern branches of the Maya family.

All these traits of this popular hero are too exactly similar to those ot the other represen-

tatives ot this myth, for them to leave any doubt as to what wc arc to make ot V ota.11. 1 ike

the rest of them, be and his long-robed attendants are personifications of the eastern

light and its ravs.” (T/r/)

("omkf}\ cultute-bringer to the Zoques

When he left 1 he lofty plateaux and sierras of Chiapas, VAtan went neither east like

Quetzal coatl nor west like the sun, but disappeared mysteriously through a cave into

the “under-earth”. Yet wc do not have to climb further down than to the lowlands and the

coastal area among the Zoques (Rud., p. 218) before he reappears:

"The Zoques, whose mythology we unfortunately know little or nothing about, ad-

joined the Tzendsls, and were in constant intercourse with them. V( e have but faint traces oi

the early mythology of these tribes; but they preserved some legends which show- thal Mil
;.

also parttook of the belief, so general among their neighbors, oi a beneficent culturegnd.
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,
This myth relates that their first Father* who was also their Supreme God, came Forth

imm a cave in a lofty mountain in their country, to govern and direct them . . . They did
not believe that he had died, hut that after a certain ‘length of time, he, with his servants
ami captives, all laden with bright gleaming gold, retired into the cave and closed its
mouth, not to remain there, but to reappear at some other part of the world and confer
similar fa\ ors on other nations. The name, or one of the names, of this benefactor was
Condoy, the meaning of which my facilities do not enable me to ascertains

V estiges of the wanderer through Central America

houth or east along the isthmus- from Tzendal territory live the Kiches of Guatemala
p. 2io)* who were not distant relatives of the Mayas of Yucatan. Their mythology

has been preserved in a rescript of their national bonk, the P&pel Vuhr They were well
acquainted with the “wanderer," who seemed to have passed through their territory more
than once. He was known, in Guatemala under various names, one of-which was Gucumatz.
L ndcr the name of Xbalanque he had been down in the tt

Undcrworld ,>
fighting on behalf

ot the Kiches against the powerful enemies ruling there, beneath their’ bftv mountain
plateaux On his return., heemergedfrom the bowels of the earth and the place nfdarkness
Ut a point far to the east of Ura dan, at some place located by the Kiches near Coban, in
Vera Pa^ and came again to his people, looking to he received with fitting honors. But
j tv iracodia, Que^alcoatJ* and others of these worthies, the story goes that thev treated
him with scant courtesy, and m anger at their ingratitude, he left them forever, in order to
seek a nobler people.”

„
pl0pCr ' YucaUQ

- Oaxaca, Chiapas, and Guatemala, the
wanderer had apparenrlj- little choice be; to transfer his activities further down the

Isthmus. Although legend may here be less informative, the portraits of strangely beardedmL‘n wluch c“p up f“s

f.

SaIvador poueiy (Lehmann 1914, p. ,9), and next on themonuments ot rile megahthlc high culture site at Code in Panama (Veri-ill 1929 n »,
,eavr no doubt as to similar worship haying taken place there. And no sooner do deleavetie deserted site at Code and enter Colombia with the surviving Chibcha culture, thanthe vivid memories of white and bearded Oultute-b ringers spring up to meet anew.-

1 IWwlowc lhnoma, however, we may nula some dtnoned fragments of ,fcc e. L.r c..,.
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Rochka, the Viracocha of the Chihchas

The peaceful and highly organized Muyscas, or Chibe has, lived in the lofty plateau of

the Northern Andes, where they had found a better climate and an altogether more

favourable residence than in rbc swampy jungle-areas along the lowland coasts of Panama

and Colombia whence their ancestors must once have arrived. Their high cultural level

and social standing place them, with the early Mexicans and Peruvians, among the most

outstanding nations of aboriginal America. Their traditional history attributes their

ancestors’ cultural teaching to a foreign immigrant generally referred to as Bochica,

Nemtercquetaba, or Xue,. who is said to have conic from the east and to ha’i e entered the

territory of Bogota at Pasca on its southern border. (Joyce 1912, p. iz-J

“North of Peru, the Muvs-ca Indians of the plain of Cundimmarca in Colombia had a

legend of one called Bochica, a white man with a beard, who appeared suddenly amongst

them, while sir', ages, and taught them, how 10 build acid sow7

,
and formed them into com-

munities, settling their government.” (Alien 1884; see also Stevenson 1825, Vol. 1, p. 598*)

To return to Brinton’s Hero Myths, he writes of the Muyscas (tSSz, p. zi-J), 1 oc

knowledge of these various arts they attributed to the i nstructions of a wise stranger who

dwelt among them many cycles before the arrival of the Spaniards. He came trom the east T

from the llanos of Venezuela or beyond them, ... His hair was abundant, his beard fell

fo his waist, and he dressed in long and flowing robes. He went among the nations of the

plateaux, addressing each in its own dialect, taught them to live in villages and to observe

just laws. Near the village of Com was a high hill held in special veneration, for from its

prominent summit he was wo tit to address the people who gathered round its base. ...

Tor many years . . . did he rule the people with equity, and then he departed, going back

to the Cast whence he came, said some authorities, but others averred that he rose up to

heaven. At any rate, before he left, he appointed a successor in the sovereignty, and

recommended him to pursue the paths of Justice.' . .

.

‘"That tliis culture-hero arrives from the b.asr and returns to the Hast are poinrs that at

once excite the suspicion that he was the personification of the Light. Bui when we come

to his names, no doubt can remain. These were various, but one of the most usual was

Chimhapdpnu^ which, we are told, means "a messenger from Chminh^giia.' In the cosmo

go n tea l mvths of the Muyscas this was the home or source of Light, and was a name

applied to the demiurgic force. Modern grammarians profess themselves unable to

explain the exact meaning of the name CMmmgagm, but it is a compound, in w hich,

evidently, appear the words cbii, light, and gsgtat* Sun.

4'Other names applied to this hero-god were Ncmterequeteba, Bochica, and Znhc, or

Sua, the last mentioned being also the ordinary word for the Sun. He was reported tn

have been of light complexion, and when the Spaniards hrst arrived they were supposed

to be his envoys, and were wiled stm 01 gagm, just as from the memory of a similar myth in

Peru they were addressed as Viracocha?-,
'"

1 "Lucas Fernandes Fkdrahiia, liistoria Central fa tai Commitvf a*> A sksv

AmbcrcS, {ffiifa)

- "“The principal authority toi the rr.ytfaology of ihc M nyscas, tit Oubchas, is

fcfa ia$ Camjithtaf ii? Tima l
:irwt tn V.wtfl fa Granada, I ' . IV, caps.

Mixscau Atttiqtiitinr Vo). Mil, :tnd Piedishitt =«s above quoted-" {IM

Ri y’itB di i 7-,i}\:!:U\ Li b. T
,
cap. UI-,

Padr-c Fctim Simon, N/ftidm th tit-ri-

ll. Ill, IV, printed in Kingsborough
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Zufne, cuhure-bringer east of the Andes

R U 283

I nils Bodliua, Of Zuhe, or Xue, actually entered the territory of Bogota from the east
or from the hangs of Venezuela, there is ever;, reason to associate him, or his Lineage with
rh,e legendary T$uma or Zume, a colleague wanderer and readier whose memory was ven-
erated among the aboriginal Indians of Venezuela when Europeans arrived. In fact
although rarely it ever remembered as settling anywhere for any length of time, as amongme Aztec Maya, Chibcha, and Inca ancestors, yet the same wandering high priest has
occupied the minds oi South American Indians over wide areas:

Wherever the widespread Tupi-Guarani rate extended— from the mouth of the
Rio de k Plata and the boundless plains of the Pampas, north to the northernmost islands
''

,

uVy "d“n Archipelago the early explorers found the natives piously attributing
th«r knowledge of the arts of life to a venerable and benevolent old man whom they

“The legend was that Pay Zume, as he was called in Paraguay (Pay- magician, diviner,
priLS A eame Iron, the East, from the Sun-nsmg, in years long gone by. He instructed the
people in the arts ot hunting and agriculture, especially in the culture and preparation oft.w mamoca plant, then chief source of vegetable food. Neat the city of Assumption is
situated S lofty root, around which, says The myth, he was accustomed to gather the peoplewin e he Slood above them on its summit, and delivered his instructions and his laws, justas did Quetzalcoatl from the top of the mountain Tateitepec, the Hill of Shouting

'

He lived a certain length of time with his people, and then left them, going bach over theocean toward the East, according to some accounts. But according tn others he wasriven away by his stiff-necked and unwilling auditors, who had become tired of his advice

of hinHAT’ !Tt
tH
e
taA * river

* therc> ,1unkinS «h« the quickest riddancem urn was to kill him, they discharged their arrows at him." {Ibid., p. But the fleet n-ailturc-hero apparently caught the arrows in his hand and, by h£ own divine power-walked across the river and so disappeared from their view- in the distance <

P

;.,nce from tta scat m the Bolivian highlands the Tiahuanaco influence is traceable intothe adjoining territories of northern Paraguay and also northern Argentine and Chile onemar well assume that individual ’envoys’ or ’disciples’ from this important cult-site' had

,
.

aC '' e ”1 °* thc,r ow" I!ltive continent. With this in mind it is not so
. urprtsing to hnd that the conception of the wandering teacher has been so well preserved

7'r 1"Cali£'“’ Bdi™ Ashland myths arc full ofS to a litCU ‘“rc wh“ wUked about lmunS iheir villages and settlements without the slightestres fiction of his movements to a line from east to west. We make a mistake if we think

ct>hcrenc group ,jf mci1 - The of thePlains ami Jungles of early America, accustomed to pace the landscape by steps or by

NLcoL’lo del f echo, Histcri* Provim-i^ PtiraquoritS fib VI fur, Iv ‘n n Tk t . .

> «*- ,]

r^ t*, •"
^

COmmmtcd on bv Abide D’Orbierrtv i'ff j ,

P jcs J'SS been ^emonstnitied an<t intcibly
* C u' Urbtgay, L HsHmti AmBfftahi, Vol, II, p. xrj.” {/&&)
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paddif-strokeS, did not consider the distances they had to cover nearly so great as they

would seem to a twentieth century traveller if he was deprived of his train, car or plane

and left to man's natural means of propulsion.

Conclusion

In closing our survey of the traditional references to the wandering teachers and insti-

tutors of culture in aboriginal America, we cannot leave out of sight the possibility that

the great ecclesiastical centres between Mexico and Bolivia may have had individual

messengers and disciples travelling fat afield. There were indeed both religious fanatism

and an expansionist tendency behind the hierarchic empires in question, Bancroft summed

up the position in 1875: "Alt the myths relative to the founders of the different American

civilizations make reference to persons who have the same characters. All are whin,

bearded, generally covered with long vestments; they appear suddenly and mysteriously

, l , and disappear in a super-natural way/
7

The specified traditions of light-skinned and bearded founders of culture were most

prominent and complete among the Aztec, Maya, Chibcha, and Inca nations, that is, among

the natives with the highest cultural standing in the New World, and we have also ample

evidence to verify that these historic nations really did owe their cultural standing to other

people with even more impressive high-cultures, who had been active in just 1 nc5C same

localities in earlier times. These original culture-bearers are known to us only through

their archaeological remains, chiefly consisting of deserted ecclesiastical sites. It is note-

worthy that all the known culture peoples concerned disclaim the honour of having con-

structed these monuments, or of having originated their own cultural sta Hoards, and give

all the credit to foreign intruders remembered as having lighter skins than themselves,

long beards, marked ecclesiastic interests and benevolent characters. These traditional

teachers cannot have been "personified light rays'
T

,
as they and their followers did not— as

so frequently asserted— appear in the east and disappear in the west. True, the viracochas

of Peru disappeared into the west, but from Ecuador, and upon a northward journey

from Tiahuanaco and Titicaca Island. True, the Mexican Quetzalcoatl and his followers

appeared from the east, but they disappeared towards tine east also. And the Mayan kukub

can and his followers came from the west, from the setting sun, and disappeared m tile

same direction. They are in all their nature human migrants, represented in native super-

stition as supernatural wanderers and messengers from the sun, rather than light-rays

independently personified in the high-culture areas of early America as long-robed men

with beards.

The evidence of archaeology

heaving now the oral vestiges of the wanderer, we find supporting evidence n some

the prehistoric morals, pottery portraits, stone sculptures, and pre-Columbian Codices,

all pa in red, moulded, carved, and written before Columbus and lus followers aflected

aboriginal life in America, in certain cases even before the transfer of power trom the

primeval high-cultures to the subsequent Mayas, Aztecs, or Incas.
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J'nc gtossibillty of a spread of culture between Mexico and Peru, and the local appearance
in arl ^presentations of strongly bearded culture heroes. are respectively one of the most
discussed and one of the most puzzling problems of American pie-histotv.
Some able observes of Peruvian antiquities, such as Tschudl (i 3 yi) and Angrand (iU6\

advanced at an early date the theory that aboriginal Peru had received cultured immigrants
and inspirations directly from early Mexico. For many decades any claim of such or similar
uitfusjon possibilities between pre-Columbian Peru and North or Central America were
met with considerable scepticism. The Mexican and Centra! American authority Spindea
i mry), although generally opposed to the importance of diffusion, was nevertheless among
cae hrst of contemporary scholars to accept the importance of a comparative study of the
carl

^

culture-centres ^north and south of Panama. “It is Surely significant” he says f/W.,

f
. 7*’

.

thac a stratification of human remains at Ancon, Peru, as explained by Dr, Max
me, shows plastic art in clay similar if not identical with that of Central American in the

lowermost level.” Yet, until very recent decades it lias been the opinion of most followers
or the contemporary school of anthropology that man. in all his local varieties, came tomeoca as a sat age barbarian, and that no important evolution began until he had spread
as such roughly speaking, to all his final destinations within the Americas. Many have
y .eo inclined to the belief that, trom an archaic culture based on primitive hunting and
collecting, high-culture with all its diversified aspects developed out of savage mentality
ami activities, each tr.be and nation beginning from the bottom, Independent of other
American cultures, and developing analogous features merely through the parallel Indira-
tions or human nature.

This theory is, to a greatly modified extent, still occasionally found today, although
rapidly losing supporters. The danger of this hypothesis is, indeed, not that it is' contrary' to

A ':.
rs* clil” tlfa11 thc bistoncally minded peoples of aboriginal America, but that itads to tad verification or support in archaeological material and excavation. Linnc

P- j) says: In the Valley of Mexico, the archaeologists have penetrated as far down
in to the tuns ol the primitive agriculturists, the so called archaic culture. Here alreadywe are confronted with the peculiar phenomenon characteristic of America, that the-
cuJrures appear suddenly, quite readily formed and without strong relations between each™ Suhs«-qucntlY lhEJ' devd°P within the limits of a narrow margin, then
disappear-to be succeeded by others. A new stock with other artistic intentions but in many

thetod*
a“r,3p0ndm* mUd*S 01 livin& weapons, and tools, have taken possession of

ihis sudden appearance and disappearance of American culture in full bloom, arid withsue , elaborate and intricate standards that we often find in subsequent periods signs of

nchkwT'T
01 CU lUI

^
decav mhc' *han a ^"Mritacc of the original knowledge and

Y™ If

‘ “
fT V

high-CUltUWS otSoMh Ama™ « of'thriK of Mexico and

deved^d LA * American cultures and civilizations had been independently

rt hr r ;
5TEe£ within its own area, one would expect, atkast in some localities,

, !
* ,T

enkMOD to,m '«» primitive forms. But as we do not. we

CeWn d T *c possibility- that high culture may
'

;
A cIoped b5" ubonginalsm one area and spread as an inspiration to others.

- K r ic contemporary Peruvian archaeologists who have realized these apparent
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difficulties arid drawn the natural conclusions is Krpeber (1925 , 1950 b, As long ago

as 19.Z5 (p. iii) he suggested, from evidence found in Moche pottery of north coastal Peru,

that this territory had received impulses from the Isthmus or Mexico. In 1930 lie argues

for further connection between the two areas in his paper "Cultural Relations between

North and South America.” Analyzing the cultural structures and their relations between

these two adjoining sections of the New World, he finds a fundamental unity underlying

the Mexican and Peruvian conceptions and products, saying; "There is too much in com-

mon to believe otherwise/'

As is well known, it is easier to distwgmh and separate cultures by sorting out the patterns

and colours ofpottery thank is to search behind the discriminating detailsfor some measure ojcommon

meins and wider unify. We cannot successfully use the same procedure for uniting the cul-

tures as we use for discriminating between them. Kroeber {Ibid., p. zo) clearly demon-

strates this by stressing that the differentiation in styles and forms is no evidence against

there being a common inspiration behind the Mexican and Peruvian high-cultures. "Many

Mexican peoples, the Maya and Tarasea for instance, differ,” be says, "almost ax much

among themselves/'

In addition to the material culture traits which he found to have spread throughout the

whole region between the. lakes of 1 escoco in Mexico and litic&ca in Peru-Bolivia, Kroe-

ber further points out “the myth of the departing bearded culture insti tutor/’ He regards

the Peruvian cultures probably a little younger than the Mexican, but; “In each case the

culture meets us full blown.” As no subsequent evidence has seriously challenged Kroeber’s

view, we may well bear in mind the possibility that the itaditlons of rhe small groups of

wandering institutors of culture might have spread locally through wanderings rather than

through independent conceptions along their routes. We shall therefore analyse some

archaeological evidence that may serve to throw further light on the hoarded migrants

of the Tici-Viracocha class.

Light hair mid beards painted in Mexican codices before Columbus

Of the numerous band -written codices or books which fell into the hands of the early

Spaniards upon the conquest of Mexico, the vast majority were solemnly burned b;.. the

Spanish priests r>n open bonfires in the village streets. But from the lew that escapee

destruction, we learn that the idea ot light hair and beard did not enter America w ii i

Columbus. Thus, in the Tomihimati of the Aubin collection 1 a pre-Columbian code;-;

preserved m the National Library in Parts the aboriginal Mexican authors have left us

with multicoloured hand-paintings of former heroes and deities. Of some 27 i human

heads with their hair dearly drawn, more than a hundred appear with hair of a light brown

colour, the rest having black or very dark hair.

Beards are drawn in several codices. Thus in Codex I Ltfieanus 3 773* another pro -Co

lumbian book from Mexico and in Anahuac hand-writing, eleven men with realistic,

unmistakcable beards are represented. Humboldt (1810, p. 47> 4 s
)
reproduces about a

dozen other bearded men from the hieroglyphic paintings in the Mexican manuscript

preserved in the Imperial Library of Vienna,

1 See bibliography: Codex Tor-dimad Aubin.
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Raw traits depicted in Yucatan art

z^7

Is is well known that we find pre-

Columbian stone-carvings of bearded and
whiskered men among the human portraits
in early Yucatan, (Holmes 1919, p r 26.) In

the ruins of Chitzcn Itza, the centre of
KukuJcans activities before the founding
ot Miayapaci, bearded figures carved in, relief

are quite frequent, (Seler 1910,) One of
these, carved on a pilaster of the south jamb
c '^

1 he entrance door to the Icmpleofthe
Warriors, is reproduced here as drawn bv
Morris, Chariot, and Morris (193 i

7
P[, 40),

Another is reproduced in Plate XXII.
Vetrifi (19-29, p. 137), referring to the

holy city of Chitzen Itxa dedicated by the
Mayas to Kukulcan -says:

M
. , , its ‘Temple

ot rhe Jaguars’ surpasses am- other known
prehistoric structure in it, beauty of design, its impressive carv-ings, it, magnificent
<.loti,,g and in 'vondetful frescoes Among the innumerable bas-reliefs, which covet

. ,th the exterior and interior (>i tile temple, ate many figures of bearded men, It has been

", Y ,n" P**
rePrcscnl Prl«ts of Kukulcan or the ‘ Plumed-Serpent-god who was

'

,

>L
'

f
1Ct

^ "'f
1 a be“ rd

-
the opposition being that his priests either wore red beardsdonned artificial ones, lint is ,t not equally probable that these bearded figures represent*op mysterious ‘bearded ones’ who, according to Mayan, Aarecan andln^Ss

v Sited America ages betore the coming of the Spaniards? There is a remarkable frequencebearded geds and figures in both Mayan and Aatec sculptures and art and ar Ithmakhe figure ot Hunpictok (commander-in-chiefofeight thousand flints) shows a moustachedman where it is carved on the stones of his palace. In ntanv places, too human beines ate- with remarkable Hat-topped heads, and it is a most interesting and suggesrivt factha most of the monolithic statues or idols discovered at the Code temple dm in Panama
1.1 J precisely the same flat-topped cranium,, and that several had beards.”

Pre-Columbian frescoes of a marine batik with a fait -haired race

In Y " nd
d’

ill

!

15traEed a(ld exhaustive study of The Temple of the Warriors at Chit-res

;i,Y r ’ M
r*

Cha
l

IOt’ and Morri5 <'950 t*fce op for discussion the fact that morerha, e race of men is depicted in the important frescoes on the interior wall, Tkey

and I, i™
the exactness with which the ancient artists have striven to depict

P 44tW‘iNW 'fYT
Ch

f
raCtetlStlC5 3!ld distil,ctil>ns of 1 heir models. Thus (/hid.,

£ the inac offhe r
reCOtded «" the Mafa as they appeared

wivc stri u, ,

”nqi,t:
.

St
’ whjch ’

when compared with the material in the present volume-y ltr 'klns P«x>f <* «* exactness wit], which Maya teprcsen^ional^
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Stone rdid’ icom Co^mviiuara in Guatemala,

[From KjidJtcfacrg lp JO.)

followed the original models*” This testi-

mony increases the interest attaching to

the artist's effort to depict for posterity an

unidentified tribe or race, produced in the

midst of the usual Maya paintings.

Morris, Chariot, and Morris f/W,, \ nh

Il ?
Pi, 147} append the following caption

to a reproduction of one of the principal

rn uta \ paintings in the temple ;

'The section of the wall which was found

in situ portrayed a sea battle wherein black

warriors were victorious over a fair-skinned

folk having Ion- yellow hair studded with green beads,” Also {Ibid., Plate 14-6); “Murals

from Areas 19 to a depict a series of relating episodes concerning a fair-skinned people

with flowing v el low hair, defeated in battle and subsequently sacrificed by conventionally

equipped blacksk.inned warriors. The unusual characteristics of the former group, a member

of whkh is here represented in seeking escape by swimming, gives rise to much interesting

speculation as to thei t identity.” (See Plates XXIX— XXXII.)

Further (M,p, 444)1 “Figure 500 c exemplifies an exceedingly interesting type of

unfortunates who are being overwhelmed by armed men in Areas zo to 21, and who later

arc sacrificed in Area 19* The figures possess neither clothing nor weapons, and, aside

from the rather unusual circumstance, of appearing with unpainted, natural, light-colored

skins, they have extraordinary yellow hair, very long and thick and always twined v n
yween beads. The burlesqued countenance, distorted with anguish, is a usual captive

feature, and the deformed skull again suggests a Maya, it is dMcult however, to re-

concile all of these pro steal qualities with a member of that race. The painter, in depicting

the hair and skin with such care in order to contrast them with their bkek-pamted armed

captors, evidently had some notion of a distinct physical difference in lus two sets ot

tors

,

The artist’s preservation ot a race of light-skinned, fair-haired men is not the only

interesting fact; the whole scene in which these strange people are involved is most

remarkable (AW., p. 598): “Upon the surface of the waves, a lively scene of combat was

taking place between convention all y
garbed black -skinned warriors and a red people vim

long, flowing, yellow hair. The scattered scones from the fallen portions of the section

give additional details of this battle. The aquatic part of tine picture would seem to have

extended . . , from the southeast comer of the front room, two-thirds ol the distance toward

the central doorway. The final third, lying to the left of the marine section, contained one

of the most interesting frescoes in the entire temple char of the tormal consummation

of a human sacrifice. The victim is one of the yellow-haired people, and the? leads to the

rather obvious conclusion that the scene is directly linked with the one adjacent, where

the same folk are manifestly suffering defeat in battle.

”

About the two parts depicting combat we read \Ibht, p. 39®> 4c'-)‘ “However this may

be the fair-haired folk are certain! v suffering reverses in battle. One is being graspeu by

the hair and his face is fittingly distorted by unpleasant emotion. Another has his arms
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Reconstruction of sacrifice shown rn Platt -XXXI.
Trom Morns, Chariot, tad Morris 15331,)

1 s
! l n c showing on e of this Ca pt lvcs

,

(Frooi Morris, Chariot, ;m J Mortis 1931,)

•L cJ*“ -
'n

U 1

,

1 “ hc"W drWd backward over the prow into
* conquering tribe on the other hand, is represented in two different

lemons -sonic ,n canoes and others advancing to the attack through water close ro

Th0t* a
'r

WdC dldrdiscnssi<m tlle Caucasian-like race as follows {Ibid., p. 4crVIt has been stated mat a marine combat between black warriors and a fair-skinned, veiiow-
P
f

C01’lc was ““"S Pk“- The latt" Tpc is altogether significant. Quite obviouslv

““T beW'“"^ OWnW* *«e Another
, ;

]

, f’
jW]n^ yenaw W, Interwoven with green beads so painstaHofriv

delineated in the scene as well as in ihat of the human sacrifice, is undoubtedly raean/toJTV t?***,**
"** °r Cve° of 1 that thus device was stressed

> toe artist because the nudity of the figures precluded the use of details of dress as adistinguishing feature, fnerc is but one exception to this absence of vesture it is ro be

;rVY7mr i,e

I

l0W'1>nmmed hst
' VP™*** "“** of woven straw, which downs

Tm T ***** °f t!£,C «*“ » purely a matter
..

‘lecture, but t can not help but bring to mind legends rife throughout the American“~S tht&ir Ski" S° id-^ of a mythical race

?
Ifthe pi«“a

-,al record, speculation would become even more interesting, ”
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Victims as possible migrants

Vvc know that the light and bearded. Yiracochas and their Inca successors added artificial

ear-extension to the natural human, garb.. We need only look at the Chitzen Itza murals

discussed above (PI. XXIX), to note that the captors us well as captives were most decided-!

lv “long-ears” This is a due of some importance, In Tern, the pecukr custom of car-

stretching was attributed to ViracochtL, and was peculiar to bis subjects, until kter adopted

as the privilege of the Inca of royal blood and his ten ayllus. Since both captors and captives

in the ancient Chitzen Irza mural paintings are "Tong-ears”, if would seem that there the

custom was generally spread, and that both the fair and rhe dark race had been under the

same cultural mflueocCr In other words, only ii the dnlerent sections ot tin: murals are

descriptive of different historical phases in ibe life cycle of the fair men is their arrival by

sea at ail likely to illustrate their first appearance in the locality. It ail scenes are part of one

single event, however, if would seem as if we were here dealing with a civil war between

racially distinct members of the same general culture.

Both alternatives seem to deserve attention. To perceive the possibility of a "civil war’

among people including a tribe with fair elements, we need merely recall with Brinton

('[ a g 2, p, 1 6
r )

rhe trouble at Chitzen Itza between Kukulcan’s own "brothers”:

“To bring Kukulcan into closer relations with other American hero-gods we must

turn to the locality where he was especially worshiped, to the traditions of the ancient and

opulent city of Chicken Itza, whose ruins still rank among the. most imposing in the pen-

insula. The fragments of its chronicles, as preserved to us in the Books of Cfeikn Ik lam

and by Bishop Lauda, tell us that its site was first settled by four bands who came tram the

four cardinal points and were ruled over by four brothers. These brothers chose no wives,

bur lived chastely and ruled nghtously, until at a certain time one died or departed, and

two began ro act unjustly and were put to death. The one remaining was Kukulcan. He

appeased the strife which his brothers
1
acts had aroused, directed tire minds of the people

to the arts of peace, and caused to be built various important structures. After he had

completed his work in Chichen Irza, he founded and named the great city of Mayapan,

destined to be the capital of the confederacy of the Mayas. In it was built a temple in his

honor, and named for him, as there was one in Chichen Itza. These, were unlike others in

Yucatan, having circular walls and lour doors, directed, presumably, inward the U-.n

cardinal points. In gratifying confirmation of the legend, travelers do actually find in .May a-

pan and Chichen Itza, and nowhere else in Yucatan., the ruins of two circular temples with

doors opening toward the cardinal points,”

If we look at the veHow hair of the captive in Plate XX Mk there is little to indicate 1 liar

I |K captor is pulling at "personified light rays”, nor are rhe confute and whiskers of the

mail mated prisoner on the fragment reproduced on page 2B9 a result ot solar symbolism.

(See another almost identical whiskered prisoner in the rear ol the procession in Plate

XXIX.) The bearded roof-supporting god-men carved on the pilasters outside this

temple, and the golden-haired prisoners painted in the multicoloured murals within its

sacred enclosures, disprove the irresponsible suggestions that the conceptions ot such

Caucasian-like men were only encouraged by the advent of the Spaniards; and they
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confirm the importance ot such seemingly un-American features having occurred to the
mind of the eariy sculptors and painters of the temple,

')
r"ay SCI™ ar first bewildering that supporters of a religion whose culture-heroes are

KuJmlcan and his light and bearded followers should depict the golden-haired men of
their sacred history so humbled as to he on their wav to the altar of human sacrifice yetwe need go no further than into our own churches to find that their decorative- and Sym-
bolic art is focussed upon the crucifixion anti death of the founder of this Church. It would
be *“'? 111 keeP,a6 wi,h human nature if religious heroes were first sacrificed, executed
or driven away, and later honoured with worship. Quetzalcoatl, Zume, and Vlr-icochf
were alha trouble with the ancestors of the present natives, and vet were worshipped In’them all after their departure. White and bearded men, upon their local extermination,
utamc the culture heroes ofPeru, yet a group of them massacred to the last man while stillon Titicaca Island. One ol the sacred white Tonapas was murdered bv the ancestors ofme Andean tribes which later reverenged the name Tnnapa as being that of the highest
rnangod and creator. Even in the lowlands of northern Pern, where the last Tonapa or the
last V iracocha descended („ the coast before- the final departure, we find artistic repro-duen.ms of dark-painted (brown) victors with white- prisoners remarkably suggestive of
tl'Ose rendered ill the frescoes at Oilmen Itza. (Compare Plate XXIX andpiatc LXXXI 4 )Worship, persecution, and worship are a natural sequence in aboriginal America as else-where. Racial Inchon and jealousy would overshadow the former feeling ot' respect as al-ong,™! tribes rose prosperity and cultural standing around an immigrant hierarchyAs the years or centuries passed, tire enlightened pupils would soon lose faith in thediv m. v of their alien masters, and uproar and unrest would urge the latter to withdraw

tihieef

S

'T
V *? rC "e

T i

Venefi!tio11 antl I*™ *™"S informed and more credulous’
st, l. iects. < )nce departed, them teachings and benefits, and the blunders of their successorswould gradually restore their former position as the divine and benevolent culture-bearersol H e past, their departure would be deeply regretted by the- people and their church andwould form the basic dement in their religion and historic memories.

A Caucastan-hke people depicted throughout prehistoric Mexico

Vucf

™

“counter further portraits of bearded models whether we take- e road tort,Ugb toe tabasco jungle and Vera Cruz northwest to the Mexican highlands

and the

Amcncan road throueh * t„ L::t

bi^tmfcT
iUnfiIt ’ w!

-

er
?
V°tan re”=^ered to have passed from the east with

shown Pht vVD 7 I T P
m

hiSt<>riC *** left *«* portraits as that

: ;
" ^

XVA (F° C det“ l sce Pbte XXII 3.) This full-bearded fig., re in low relief

Surety'S “
*,

Pre f
;°lumbian std» excavated by the National Geographic

Sfct?” I "S“,Ut,0tt Atchacnlogictd Expedition to SouthernMexicoof

,

a "ttmilbh ban u" t-T ?° ??
dlSCOTery

’ Ascribes the profile as belonging to

To T Wlth,“ aris—tk aquiline nose and a euriotfs long,

Speak?forTsd f.

SUrC 3 re“hSm “d * maStMly d“^ -d execution which
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Further west, in the Mexican Gulf at Vera Cruz, where Quetzalcoatl was first remem-

bered as arriving in a strange winged ship, and last remembered as departing on a super-

natural raft of serpents, we find interesting support for the historical tradition in the

portrait of the aristocratic and beautiful bearded individual reproduced, by the courtesy

of the American Museum of Natural History, in Plate XX 2 . This ancient Totonae portrait,

carved on the hack of a slate mirror from Vera Cruz, is an outstanding piece ofaboriginal

art, and the taste and. composition shown by the artist, as well as the aristocratic and almost

intellectual profile of the bearded model, evince that wc are once again confronted with

vestiges of something more than the average American Indian as known to us in historic

time.

The clay head found in Trcs Zapotes, Vera Cruz, by the National Geographic .Socictv-

Smithsonian Institution expedition, and reproduced with their permission in Plate XX 1 of

present volume, has been described as “one of the best examples of ceramic art yet found

in the New World” (Aldana, s.a.) When compared to the profile carved on the \ era Cruz

slate mirror, its anthropologic implications are enhanced. Such a vividly presented race

type is not product ot the artists fancy.

From Vera Cruz we ascend to the Mexico Valiev. Again we find the legend of historic

time expressed in. the art of prehistoric stone sculptors. The Yischcr Collection of the

Basle Museum includes an early sculpture of a seated deity from the Mexico Valley (sec

[date X XII I), and Dtetchy (1941, p. S6) identifies the statue as an image of Quctzaltoar I

.

Wc ate now approaching the northern limit of this prehistoric art representation and its

concurring myths, and this limit also marks the termination in, this direction of the true

American high-cult urej, ax defined by Krickeberg (1934, p. 314}- (See map p. 294.)

Bearded portraits from Guerrero to Salvador and ( 'ode

Following the trend of the same culture-myth from Yucatan, southwards through the

Isthmus, we remember how a corresponding personality appeared In the vicinity 03 Coban

and Chama, bet later left in anger to search a nobler people than his unappreciative subjects

in Guatemala. The oral tradition does not specify that the wanderer wax bearded, but

local archaeology supplies information on this point. Diesekforif (*8.94, p. 374) describes a

strongly bearded priest on a ( haura vase found exactly where the culture hero (XbaLtntjue

)

was remembered to have entered the region, and Seier (189b P- 3 °^J toes to identic r,!l

figure, with its beard, strongly beaked nose, long stick and fan, with the corresponding

Mexican drawings ot the wandering Quetzal coat I.

Presenting the drawings reproduced on next page, Seler (Ibid, p. 3 1 >; £ay3

;

... .to me

illustrations taken from Codex Mendoza, I add a further example. . , which is borrowed from

the Mixtec Codice Colombino (Codex Dorenberg), and which deals with a being of mote

mythical nature. Persons engaged in wandering are undoubtedly depicted here also, bav iog

a staff in the right hand, perhaps signifying a lance and perhaps a walking stick, wito a

fan in the other. But the first of the persons; is here the most famous of the Mexican gods,

Quetzakouatl, god of the winds and the hero of the myths of Pollan. It does not seem

altogether improbable to me that this group represents the n-imkreri of the Toitecs under

the leadership of their god QuetzalcouatL”



Mexican wanderers. (From Se!ti 1893.}

1 he I act that prehistoric artists working on Charm pottery have striven to represent;
1 lc mcctiaS ot two dimnci physical types of their aboriginal days, has also been pointed
out and stressed by Vaillant (1931, p. 448). In an article entitled "A Bearded Mystery”,
the author tabes up the problem presented by the seemingly non-American bearded
Physiognomies represented m native American art, from the vicinity of Mexico Cm to

P"
apa

!
and Guatemala. Vaillant centres his attention around the remarkable bearded clay

head ot ^Balsas, reproduced by the courtesy of American Museum of Natural History
J.1 i Idle XV HI, 1 bis piece of outstanding realistic portraiture is no more symbolic or
imaginative than are the Caucasian-like profiles and masks from Tabasco and Vera Cruz,
Lhscove red at Rio Balsas, on the Pacific slopes of Guerrero in southwestern Mexico, this
e:ay head cannot hue recall Capt. Cook’s description of the Caucasian-like element whichW found its wa) out to the Marquesas Islands, the nearest inhabitable island stronghold

'V cofs ol tr°P ic America- c«ok (1777, Vbl, 1
, p. 308) wrote : -They observe

different modes in trimming the beard, which is, in general, long. Some part it, and tie it intwo bunches under the chin; others plait it; some wear it loose; and others quite short.
laving shown that the Rio Balsas day head actually is the work of an indigenous artist

CmieSs Vadlant (1931, p, 247} adds; “We are left in the perplexing
P°ftlfl0n ot h

;

mn£ the 5ame physical traits portrayed by artists of several different tribal
groups, who have evidently recognized a people different from themselves.”
Drawing a parallel in Guatemala, Vaillant says (AW,, p. 248): “

. from Chaim in
central Guatemala comes a very remarkable Maya vase, painted in colours to show a
oLrcmonj involving seven characters. . , * There is no doubt that the painter of that Mava
'^ ™ sttlvJng 10 reI>foduce physical types, lbs own and another; and tire foreigners
ate of the same group a, the head from the Rio Balsas, The scene seems to resolve itself

,.L\h'T*
(T

Lir‘™W’?' 410)' t0°’™tC fr°m^ “1“*: "to who wear their beards full length,

ShLa or w \

in Thv to part the bond in two afe,

U in TlaLf vif T C

r> f"1S beatl1 erOT ™ dthcf *&. ttoy Others let it all grow and separate

T V &"'r And Dccc3^ *»*. P-m front ^e 4 iScove rv.-,f:hcM^r,v, nS :
- the

in7l ' “
**

l
'

' ' 'C ^ but The *>ca«b, which are kept from three to four inchesm ™Vh
> 3tt 5umctLrrtts brought to fl point, at others divided jnta two

a tod which huiig down to die pit of the stomach,”
>J One nun, however, was observed with
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Distribution of American high-cult urts.

(After Krickeherg 1934.)

Relict figure on $rel.i from Tres Zapotts,

(From Stirling ,)

into the reception by a Maya chief and his court of a stranger whose attendant kneels

before him while a Maya gentleman-in-waiting makes the sign of peace after the completion;

of the introduction of the two rulers. Thus the vase gives strong indication that a people

existed of whom the. little bearded figure from the Halsas ts likewise a reproduction.

Archaeology thus shows that the tradition of the bearded wanderer, as told to the early

Spaniards, embodied p re-European conceptions, depicted in still earlier descriptive art

right across Mexico from Guerrero to Yucatan, from the Mexico Valiev and northern

Vera Cm? to Chiapas, and thence into the present republic of Guatemala. This vast but

coherent geographical area may be extended even iurther southward on the Pacino suie.

Lehmann (1924, p. 39) shows that bearded figures are frequently found in the pottery-ware

of Salvador, They arc either rare or absent in Nicaragua and Costa b:ca T but seem to

reappear on the Panama Isthmus, where The-.' are mentioned by VcriiLi (1929, p. &i* 1

He says of a stone monument at Cocte: "One human figure is represented w ith one hand

stroking a long chin-beard which is strikingly reminiscent of an Assyrian figure. The

same author pp. 264-266), familiar also with liahuanaco, claimed tl ar certain aspec ts

of the megahth re ruins there are "most strikingly like the similar monuments sound il the

ruined temple site at Code in. Panama.”

As we shah see, there are both bearded portraits and megalith ic cult Sites on the Pacific

slopes which geographically unite Code with distant fiahuanaco. Throughout the extent

of present Peru, from the north coast to the southern inland, pre-Inca artists have in one

art-style or the other sculptures or moulded races oi a bearded model who seems to have

occupied their minds especially along the itinerary assigned by the later Inca to the mi-

grating Viracochas.

y
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Pre-Inca statues of bearded

men at Lake Titicaca

We recall from the legends of the Vita-

caches that their first activity at Tiahuanaco
was to carve human busts of stone, formed
as models for the respective tribes and
peoples which their divine leader was to

create among the preexisting mountain
tribes. When they were hid shed, he had
them moved to other places, whereupon he
created a community’ also in Tiah Liana,co
by carving similar models in stone, It is

interesting therefore that the Tiahuanaco
artists actually left in their own megahthic
site and in its vicinity a number of stone
busts, many of which have been preserved
to our day, among them a few which depict
a bearded race.

The nearest shore to Titicaca Island h
that of the great peninsula of Copacabam,
projecting almost the whole width of the

(E’Toeii Kricifctjerjj ijjjo,)

Jake between the island and the southern
plains where Tiahuanaco is located. Tins
peninsula would be the most natural landing-place for the Titicaca islanders on a push
to the mainland. Moreover, ruins in the Tfchuanaco style, and a considerable numberm stone busts oi I'lahuanaco workmanship, have been identified on the peninsula in the
'docaelu zone, on the south side of the peninsula facing Tiahuanaco, Casanova (104- ptolbes an are* with worked stones from prehistoric constructions, fragments
or great stone sraiucs, and scattered stone tools, covering an area much greater than that
actually inhabited by the natives. In its centre are preserved a number of great stone blocks
up to 8 leer high, marking the outlines of a ‘K»las*»ya\ or House of the Sun, smaller
than -but very similar to- that principal building of Tiahuanaco.

as clearly shown by Casanova, it is obvious that this megalithic cult site corresponds
i.u the culture of fiahuamco, and probably even to its earliest period. Scattered about on
toe. ground, and partly buried, arc fragments of carvings of men and animals, all spread in
utmost disorder and evincing that religious persecution rather than time was the principal
^Liem Of destruction. Among a pile of rough stones and fragments of statues a few yards

1 '.'in tie temple,, a monolith was discovered which was almost totally buried but fur its
anthropomorphic face. The carving was 0,80 metres high, and the head, occupying almost

ltS hC1^ L™<[ a 3CarCel
>

r PcrcePtib,e^ carved around its upper part to indicate the
a hllet or head-we^ Casanova's description p, 341) is of special inter-

!•' « large with eyes and nose scarcely marked, a big mouth with
J ^ a *tronS and P^mincnt little beard [barkWafwrte y promote] which tests
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on the breast, The body is rounded and presents at the level of the waist a relief which

seems to represent a belt or girdle, and from there the statue terminates abruptly, without

signs of lower extremities.”

The arms of the statue are carv ed in relief in such a way that the elbows arc bent and the

hands placed on the breast, Casanova concludes (Ibid,) ; “This monolith presents charac-

teristics which distinguish the stylistic group dominant in Tiahuanaco, .. What is out-

standing about this idol is its realistic aspects
?
the curves replacing the angles, the special

attention which is lent to the head and hands, the amplification of certain traits such as the

cheek-bones and the heard which are very prominent, . .
”

Among the best preserved of the many mutilated and shattered stone statues of the

Motachi site is another monolith which Casanova (Ibid., p. 542) describes as even more

interesting. This ancient sculpture was still so profoundly respected by the present inhab-

itants of pure and indigenous race that they showed both fear and hostility when it was

approached by outside visitors. Like the figure just described, it represents a Viracocha-

likc individual with a beard. (Sec ill, page 298.)

It was carved from one quadrangular block of reddish sand-stone, six Feet eight inches

high, All four sides were carved with figures in relief, one bearded individual on tiie iiront

and another on the back, surrounded by snakes. Casanova (iiW., p. 345) writes:

“The front surface shows the most important representation : a man with a large head

with a head-dress resembling a turban which continues over all the upper part of the mono-

lith, The face of the idol has rounded eyes, large nose, and huge mouth with thick lips.

Tire small but prominent beard rests on the breast.

“The body follows the rigid forms designated in conformation with the stone. The

right arm rests on the chest, and the hand, with five fingers, is placed over the heart. The

] tuft hand h placed over the abdomen touching with the extended fingers a depression which

it has on the right side. The legs ate not represented, perhaps because a long runic covers

them. And on this vestment is encountered the most interesting figure seen on the lower

part of the monolith. Over a sort of a neck or haft terminating in. two lateral spirals, a head

rises resembling the one described, but much rounder in form and displaying the pecu

liar itv of dissolving into tongues.
31

Casanova {Ibid,, p. 547) points to the striking resemblance even in minor details between

this sculpture from the Copacahana peninsula and a monolith excavated by Jicnnett from

the ruins of Tiabuanaco., a resemblance which may well be appreciated by comparing

the illustrations reproduced on page 29$ and page £99- The Tiahuanaco origin of the Copa-

eabana stone statue has beers generally accepted as manifest. (Steward. 1946, p, i
3 5 .} 1 his

naturally suggests that the Copacabana figures belong to the group of stone statues des-

cribed in Inca traditions as once raised, by the Viracochas oi Tiahuanaco in this vicinity.

At any rate the details on these particular statues concur in a remarkable way with die

legendary aspects of Viracocha and his bin* as described orally to the Spaniards by the

early Incas: the fillet- like headwear, the heard, the long vestment reaching to the feet, the

girdle, all trails assigned to them b;. the early Peruvians. And the detached and rounded

bead ornamenting the lower part of the vestment of the major figure no doubt represents

Ids ancestor, the sun, with its flickering flames and its spiral symbols.

Here we have the best possible criterion of the distinction between the celestial sun and
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his earthly representative, the Viracocfaa. The latter has all the aspect and garb of a human
priest-, ceremonially ornamented with the symbol of the divinity he serves and represents
The long-robed bearded man wears the symbol of this celestial divinity in the ornamental
rorci of a dickering ball equipped with two symbolic spirals rather than body- and limbs
and humanized only to the extent that it has been given a human visage to show its rektion-

r
hlp “™n

’ anci outUnc3 151 » moustache to leave no doubt as to which breed of man
it is related.

The horned serpent carved on the side of the bearded statue reappears in an almost
identical lorm on the corresponding bearded monolith of Tiahuaaaco (see ill nacre Moland this gives us another due of no small importance. The bearded Quetzalcostfand
kukuli.an of Mexico and 'i ucatan ate also intimately connected with snake symbols both
1-1 their names and in their symbolic representations. The burned serpent is in' Mexico the
direct symbol ol the day sky. whereas tbeplum,! serpent is the symbol .if the night sky >

;

lS i

c
OWn

1

1’
5
’ Dletsth f ('94 h p. 8k}, dlls same strange Symbol of the heavens was shared

by the early high cultures both of Mexico and Yucatan. From the latter arm he writes:

,

staperu as symbol lot the heavens occurs already in the 'Old Emnire' of the
'lavas and among the early Tzapatecs, today even among the Pueblo Indians to the north

.' head appear, on the head-hand of the sun-god on Lite frescoes and reliefs of the Nmm.
I hi 1 Id mgs Ol- Cl Lichen Im and in the paintings of Palace I of Mitla. In Codex IWia it is

A^S‘°™
me0t W"/J

’ 85 WC“ “ fot
J CiMtZtl and

st

f
U sh

,

ort‘
!
' see Ehat thc homed seipent was the specific ideogram for heaven andappeared as head-ornament on the sun-god and high royalty also'among some of theprincipal pre-Inca culture-spreaders in Peru. When so highly specialized a Symbol for the

*T
lJ,s SS ihared bp Ille earl >' amsK wh<> depicted the bearded men ofMexico and Yucatann reappear on a bearded statue at Mocachi and another at Tighuanaco, we have ample™

?
uspc

f
clle Oi a source connection between the ideograms of theL'.vmg artists. And since the horned serpent ornamented supreme Mexican god, andk,“ her°“ hkc ^™-tecutli (Chief TWu) and Quctzakoatl, its Peruvian' counteryai c may well ornament the corresponding local chief Tmapa, alias Viracocha.At the most ancient level some ic-u feet below the surface, Casanova (ire,-. n ,,,1found bis excavation at the Mocachi site a single anthropomorphic representarion i.mgmeni of a human head in reddish coloured day. He says {Ibid., p. 5<S, ; italics bv T H ih'S piece must torn, part of a vase; ,n spite of its reduced dimeiLon CZlZ£l

rTlT' f°
Uth

’ Pa" *c nose with its nostrils onSS
Z|7 1

lmk
l °

f

“T** *** - fiwten an
'

:

V 8,111 ^ “» latcr
> Benne“ C«95°) »ko mentions that some of the MocachitLramie heads have representations ofscraggy beards on the chin.

locaaicHround Tft T™ *****
^ 7”“ been founJ m several other

more; ,te Z fh*r
4

’ %'t
4 TaraCa

’
C°niml

'
CtC

' (Kidder am! Zm-

»«e badly mutilated it not totally destroyed by religious fanatics of post-

¥ Q“tl- *»- -
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Frai’-. back, and suit view of monolith from MocschL (From Casanova 1944.)

Si ,nne monoliTh. redrawn from pliotogi aph by C**:uw>va. (Ftnm S«w-:ird J 9 J
1 '-

k!
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VlUW_j^3
:,

TrS
dCt

T'i l T'
S 'na L'r aearcM Statue of Ph Vir

l ihhn^ai The front

K- r^?l
C
h
r Cl ljp

* J
he

,

lie
?
min8 ra>' s Qfl *c forehead, both of wh ch tire connectedby a i-»cd band on the side.” Buck of t^ishnOy defaced bv croeitm. (From

“ times, rheie is m apparent resemblance between the statues of Hilavi and
. ocaehl, and in Hnan anti laraco there are two stone statues which, down to the detailot the heard, are so remarkably like the bearded monolith from Mocacbi already described

,

.
prototype at the actual Tiahnanaco sire, that ail four obviously must haveenven famthe same stylistic inspiration, if not from the hands of the same artist. Where

e bearded Mocacbi statue has the head of the sun with flickering dames carved in low
diet at the base ot the mantle, the one at Huari has, similarly placed in low relief, a cross-

„
P
,

P"foratcd ld“S«un- Local tradition tells that while the other ancient monu-uen s at the fluar, site were destroyed, this one was saved from destruction bv the earlyoars because they observed the ‘cross' on its front and hack. (Wegner he. cit.)
C bC*XM Wone dlscovered »»y Kidder

( I543 , p. on Arapa Island in Lake

If

-tiQEm.siie
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Arapa, at the north end of Titicaca, is carved in a different style, It was found in a Farm-

yard where it hud been ' L

as bug as anyone can recall”, and was badly mutilated, but the

flowing beard is clearly visible. Apart from the defaced traces of trophy heads carried

by the figure, the vestiges of its large extended ears with a circular nugget in the lobe are

still visible. (See Plate XXIII f.)

On)', a minority of the many stone statues around Lake Titicaca are carved with long.* _

robe and beard. This lends weight to the theory that they were probably never carved as

idols or images of any supreme or invisible god, nor all in the image of Tlci Viracocba

himself, but as ancestral figures representing tribal progenitors. II this assumption is

correct, only a minority of the tribes brought forth around the lake by the Tiahuanaco

creator and bis disciples, and so only a minority of the stone statues erected in the vicinity

by them, were of Viracocha’s own stock and required a stone progenitor in his image.

A bearded race type among Tiahuanaco stone statues

At the early site of Tiahuanaco or Chucara a considerable number ot anthropomorphic

monoliths were carved by the aboriginal occupants. Some are still left in stfti, but many

v. ere destroyed or removed to other am as in post-Columbian times. \mong the more

recent discoveries was the statue excavated by Dennett in i$>$i within the. wads of a small

semi-subterranean Tiahuanaco enclosure, and representing a bearded man* (See Frontis-

piece.) The enclosure and its statue were found just to the east of rhe great monolithic

stairway leading, also from the cast, into Kalasasaya, the main 3 ruhuanaco temple and

House of the Sun. This location may be a coincidence, and yet in view of the religion

and the lav-out of the various Tiahuanaco buildings, one cannot help noticing that the

small enclosure stands where a solar representative would be most like]', to make his

ceremonial appearance on entering the cult-site of Tiahuanaco or Chucara.

The bearded figure referred to by Bennett (1954, p* 44 ') a!£ cbe “Smaller Bearded Statue

of Pit VIr was excavated beside a larger 25 feet monolith also carved in human form.

The smaller bearded statue, about eight feet tall, was of different workmanship from its

giant neighbour, and cruder. Bennett was emphatic, like Casanova, about the resemblance

between the bearded Mocachi and Tiahuanaco carvings. lie describes the Mocaehi. statue

(Ii'id., p. 43a), as “almost identical to the small bearded Statue of Pit VII, with beard,

spread hands, and serpent figure on the sides,'’ 3 .ike its counterpart at Mocachi, the

Tiahuanaco monolith was carved from a selected reddish sandstone, secured and trans-

ported from a distance*

The head of the long-robed and girdled figure on the statue was described b\ Dennett

(/«, p. 44H as follows: “Two lightning rays meet in triangular points 00 the forehead

of the statue and continue down the sides oi the head, joining the bar ol rhe 3 shaped

nose, and running into die beard which surrounds the mouth. This beard, in high relief,

curls up on each side of the mouth and forms a point on the chin,”

While the corresponding bearded statue ai Mocachi wears a long robe with a solar

emblem decorating its lower half, the Tiahuanaco figure is correspondingly ornamented

in the same place with twoyw®iaJ-,the familiar Tiahuanaco symbol connected with Vimcocha

and divinity* The stylistic whiskers of the pumas are represented by the same hues as on
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the fee of the bearded man, but for his pointed chin beatd (which is even more marked
on. tme statue than on the drawing, Casanova 1942, pj. IV,':

JJcnnett points out that the enclosure in which the bearded statue was found probably
belonged to the Decadent Tiahuanaco period, to judge from the style of ceramic fragments
found there. This dating is admittedly very uncertain if transferred to the monoliths
found within the same enclosure, as there Is nothing to indicate a stylistic or chronological
U,,!

.

?
,

M * e‘n
.

the l*'° ltems - 1 n foct
- » Bennett shows, the larger of the two statues wears

ail inciscc uesign clearly of Classic Tiahaanaeo style, and accordingly antedates the sur-rounding ctranucs anil possibly even the enclosure where it was found. The smaller and
cruder statue of the bearded man is hardly contemporaneous with its Classic Tlahuanaco
neighbour and it iherefore seems Ukelj that it is either a creation til the decadent period
shortly before the i,tea conquest of this region, or else, like much of the remaining
stonework of the nahuanaco sice, has survived ,V situ or been re-used since the earlylahuanaco 1 period In view ot its sinking similarity to the Mocachi, Huari. and Tatacoono nhs, and the horned serpent motive ornamenting its sides, there seems to be much
in mv<|r or an early rathe, than a (ate and decadent Tiahaanaeo period for this statue.

,
.

c ‘B
, "F

' *ShcS the 1,cad 01 *e figure are undoubtedlv merely a symbol of lightnd heaveniy descent.' Posnansky (tji,) has shown the step-sign in Tlahuanaco art to

;
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Wc cannot, of course, generalise from the Tiahuanaco tradition and say that ah stone

statues on the Titicaca plateau were raised by a hierarchy as ancestor figures for tribes in

that locality. We have already seen In Tiahuanaco that stone-carvings* including the

anthropomorphic statues* belong a e least to two different periods. Yet. again* the same or

a similar magic trick might have been repeated more than once.

We know, however, of Peruvian statues intended for other purposes, and carved

subsequent to Tiahuanaco times. Thus the post- Tiahuanaco Indians of Cacha, south of

Cuzco and on the main Inca road from Titicaca, raised a stone statue solely in veneration

of the particular Tici Viracocha who passed through their Sand on his final departure from

Tiahuanaco to the Pacific coast. Similar images of the departing Tiahuanaco ruler were also

dedicated to his worship at Tam bo de Urcos and Cuzco, important stopping-places on his

final route, but whereas the images in the latter places were of gold and were therefore

melted at once and valued solely in pesos by the arriving Spaniards, the one at Cacha was

of stone- and survived long enough to leave us a description of the venerated person it

represented. From Garcilasso de la Vega (ifiop b* p. 70) we learn that this statue of Vira-

cocha was discovered, raised on a great pedestal, inside an Inca temple bulk of cut stone:

11The image represented a man of good stature* with a long beard measuring more than a.

palmf£?p in a wide loose robe like a cassock, reaching to the feet."

The early Spaniards were astonished to find among the "barbarous’ and beardless Indians

an image with such a striking resemblance to their own Old World saints and Apostles.

The apparently Caucasoid aspect of the person depicted made a great impression upon the

newcomers, and even had religious consequences affecting to some extent the otherwise

hostile attitude of the Spanish missionaries towards the local Viracocha beliefs. According

to Cieza (155 3-60* Part 1, Chap. 97) some of the Spaniards came to the conclusion chat the

Viracocha statue represented not a heathen idol
,
but one of the Apostles who must nave

come to Peru before the days of Columbus. Indeed, Gardksso (1609 b* p. 71) says:

‘The Spaniards* after seeing this temple and the statue with the form that has been

described, wanted to make out that St. Bartholomew might have travelled as far as Peru

to preach to the Gentiles, and that the Indians had made this statue in memory of the

event;"

The Spanish-Indian mestizos of Cuzco even went as far as to form a brotherhood

adopting St. Bartholomew, as embodied in this ancient statue, as their guardian, and reli-

gious friction arose: "The temple was then destroyed, first one part being thrown down,

then another until the whole was in ruins. The statue of stone continued to exist for some

years, though disfigured by the stones that had been hurled against it. Kars ten (1338,

p, ioo) points out that the bearded statue ol Viracocha was carried away by the Indians

and hidden for some time near Cuzco, but it was rediscovered by a pious Spanish icono-

clast who caused it to be destroyed.

There is little reason to suppose that the contemporary images of Viracocha in pure

gold on the hill, at Tambo dc Urcos and at Cuzco differed much in aspect from that carved

in stone at Cacha, since all depicted the same pan-Peruvian culture-hero as worshipped

through centuries by the same Andean people. Art treasures of gold all went quickly into

the melting-pot of the early Conquistadotcs, and few would stop to marvel at any outward

1 One paliriQ is about 3 Inches,
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resemblance to saints. But Relation Anonym,, (1615, p. M8), as quoted by Brinton ( l88A
speaks of a now destroyed marble statue of Ilk Tied Viraeocha in the great Cuzco temple
later chosen for the Cathedral This statue h described as being., “both as to the hair
1 omplexion, features, rainment and sandals, just as painters represent rhe Apostle, Saint
Bartholomew.” And we do not have to proceed very much further north alone Vira-
cotha 5 Andean road of departure before we rind more vestiges of him and his followers
in some of rhe most realistic portraiture ever left for posterity by prehistoric artists These
are the anthropomorphic pottery jars ofnorthwestern Peru.

Caucasian-like race-type with flowing beards on Early Chimu effigy jars

Inca tradition maintains that Tier Vitacoch* followed the highland road from the
liticaca plateau to Cajamarca before he descended to the coast. At Huamachuco on this
road, ,«t herore entering Cajamarca, we encounter again prehistoric clay models of a
strongly bearded, and Caucasian-like race-type. (Sdcr rt„, M. 26, fig. «.) And when we
descend, by the shortest passage from the Muamachuco-Cajamarca area to rhe Chicama

am dktribumd
*“* ^ ““ hea“ of thc “»*» which the bearded pottery portraits

.

It
.

1,aS feeen
.

* 8teal: drawback to our understanding of early Peruvian history that none
o: the many important events before the rise of the Inca dynasty and the arrival of the
pr t

wcre described and preserved for posterity in a written language. We are apt
to forget, however that there arc still certain details which no combination ofwords noauthor, can describe with the accuracy of represents art. In a recent paper Kutscher
(l95o) st

*f“
a m°5t emphatically the point, made already by Suuicr in the nineteenth

century that monographic studies, especially of the realistic pictorial representations ,n
the Early Chimu ceramics, provide an excellent means of reconstructing rhe past of the
car. y pn historic civilization on the Pacific coast of North Peru. He says (Ibid., p. »,(!);

iv easiest approach, of course, is found in the effigy vessels, which quire correctly
.1 c considered to be ill die liter row of ancient American art. They mav also be regarded

a "thropologica] specimens which yield a great deal of information. First of all, they rdfU= about the physical type of these people in a most naturalistic and sincere way A com-parison Shows that this early civilization was built up out of a mixture of at least rhrec

m usTT T3 ' J hc

,

ph}
:
SJ"al aPP“ r“« »f the Early Chimu is therefore better known10 U3 t“an that ot most other Indian tribes.

51

AUO (Ibid., p 202): "If at some time it becomes possible to reconstruct partly the highly

rhiaXi-TTr ? r
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t,rtmirs onc extraordinary racial type is-Kbh distinguishable from all the rest, concurring entirely with the Caucasian-like type

in ': T;,^ ' lat£S XXVI and XXVII.) In very many cases it is decipted wcar-
* g floW,“8 bei,rd > realistically moulded and painted. These portraits
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strtfcinglv recall the similarly deviating race type depicted in the bearded reliefs and

moulded clay heads in early Mexico, (Se Plates XX III 2-4, XXIV, and XXV.)

Early effigy jars depicting this bearded model from the Chicama-Trujillo area of North

Pern arc spread through private and museum collections in most parts of the world, and

vary mainly in the ornamental pattern of the cloak, headwear and ear-plugs of the person

depicted. Common to ail is the strange fillet or turban- like headwear, the long vestment with

legs covered or omitted, ears extended by enormous plugs, a prominent well-bridged,

aquiline on sc, and a long and flowing white -painted or dark-striped beard. The inode!

or models seen by the Early Chimu potters agree in every respect with the peculiarities,

remembered throughout the Inca kingdom, ofthe Viracocha of Tiahuanaco who descended

to this area.

It may be argued that perhaps some of the early Indians themselves had a strong.growth

of beard and a Caucasoid aspect as shown in these aboriginal Chimu portraits. But that

is all i actually want to demonstrate. We arc not looking for pre-Columbian Europeans

in Peru. All that EolvnesianisLs ate looking for is a nearby Pacific area whence migrants

assembling the Caucasoid type might formerly have had a ready and natural access to Poly-

nesia. There is strong opposition from many quarters to the suggestion that America can

ever have contained such a race before Columbus, and my object in the present volume .is

merely to meet this view with available evidence. Whether the deviating American racial

type in question can possibly have developed in .VIeso-America from the norm of the

YeJEow-brown race, or whether, like the Yellow brown stock, it represents anindependent

immigrant strain, has no direct bearing on the question on hand; what matters is whether

or not such a Caucasian-like race type can have existed among the aborigines in coastal

Peru, to the windward of Polynesia, in the pre-Inca centuries of early Pol yncsi.au migrations.

W stated, Lehmann (1924, p. 59), points out how the bearded ceramic figures of

Salvador, in Central America, reappear on the coast of North Peru; and Leicht (1944,

p, 289), in his work on Chimu art and culture, finds it remarkable that the beardless

Indians of the Chimu area, at the peak of their early prehistoric culture, modelled and pain-

ted certain figures with such remarkably long beards. The same author points out the

interesting analogy between the arrival and departure of bearded culture-heroes in Mexico

and 1 he discovery in the early capital of the Cimu nation ot corresponding portraits.

It is also worthy of notice that at Lambayeque, on the Peruvian coast north or the area

of the bearded effigy jar*, a closely related form of bearded Pottery head is iound, (see

Plate XXIII 5) somewhat Less realistic, and with the typical puma-teeth symbols characte-

ristic of the anthropomorphic monoliths both In the San. Augustin culiuu of southern

Colombia and the Chavin culture of northern highland Peru. It is interesting that J am-

bayeauc, as will be seen later, is the home of a tradition describing the arrival of coastal

craft from the north.

The modelling of the bearded, cloaked anil turbanned individuals continued to some

extent also in the I.ate Chimu period. (See Plate XXX' 4.)

Cultural instability of the Chimu area

We know that the earliest inhabitants of Peru, at their archaic cultural stage, must No c

arrived by degrees as land or coastal migrants from North America, through Mexico,
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TRACES OF CAUCASIAN -LIKE ELEMENTS IN PRE-INCA PERU
( rntral America, Colombia, and Ecuador. We know, Loo, that the same simple and natural
opansieemovement was followed by the better equipped Spaniards in a single generation
li we therefore assume that some of the nameless American bearers of high-culture of the
vast intervening period might also have reached the Chime area of North Peru by similar
exploration, they would have been too late to discover and settle virgin Peruvian land
bur could have brought along with them Mexican cultural principles and thus cause
impulses which would stimulate great local activity and evolution among the existin'?
archaic and indigenous cultures. Asa race element they would come among the aborigines
as a numerically rare but intellectually significant component, probably forming, much
like the earliest Spaniards, a culture -bearing aristocracy or an outstanding social caste.
Vte snail see how such a hypothesis marches known archaeological facts. Kroeber f in-,o a
p. loS) in Ins important survey of the archaeology of the nuclear culture area of the North
1 eruyian coast, stresses, like many others, the absence of any local sign of gradual culture
development. The earliest evidence of the classic Early Chimu high-culturc arrears
archaeologitally as already developed, “of well specialised type"; and'; “As elsewhere in
Peru, no trace has yet been discovered of beginnings.” He shows that the Early Chimu“ tyP?‘ Pituvlan m character, “and any attempt to connect it with Ecuador
f-enlra. America, or Mexico can be valid only in so far as it also takes account of relations’
between other parts of Peru and those countries ",

Kroeber (t-W) also presents evidence to show that, at (he ancient level where classic

rvr Wt hlRU1 hj
?
h
‘f

ulture suddenly the bearded race-type was alreadyfound to be present on the beautiful effigy jars. Two realistically modelled and painted
representations of a Qracasian-like race-type with sharp, narrow nose, hie eves, and a
well-groomed beard tailing down below the chest (sec Plate XXIII 3 an.l 4i were excavated among other art manifestations in an Early- or Proto-Chimu site right’ at the foot

7 ““ PylMmd
£
** Moo“ “ T,u

i
ill<> (Mod*). Kroehct (/«, p. ,„) writes! •• As to

d.t antiquity of this ware, and its priority to any other yet found at Trujillo, them can be noreasonable doubt. Bennett (,9,9. p. j(j), reproducing the effigy jar seen in Plate XXIIII’demines tt as grave ceramic of the Early Chimu style, and adds: “The face is distinct!’'modelled with deep inset eves and black moustache.”
As stated, a growing number of observers refute the extreme evolutionist hypothesisis. aboriginal Americans ot die inter-tropical stones remained immobile from foe da'.'

tZTc“
anC

T'
15 f t,ldr “SpectiTO aIC1S 10 hcSi« their first steps toward true

- hum. Groups or tugh-culmre peoples are also capable of movement, either throughpressure or when tempted by trade ot explorations, A sudden blossoming and laterabandonment of comparatively homologous cultures, ail on the verge of forinin* fuffidel eloped civilizations, present their geographical pattern as prehistoric stepping-stonesm the un stimulating )ungk area between Mexico and Peru. Such a culture pattern in Hus“eVT ,7 T P°lnt OUC’ WOUld h““>’ been possible had not
p"™

'

n I

|U

?
g t Wdltrs be*° temPonra7 virittd and influenced by a more oricsi common cultured source,.

°ld^ °fhmv W8f«ul»* arose on the early

Pai fiT
1 Pcr“- shoU’

s <** * fundamental cultural standing, based on
hclles and a emam dcSKC of »ga™w, had been acquired by the' aboriginal

M Htwutaht
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settlers long prior to the appearance of the Early Chimu high-culture. This is the con-

clusion to he drawn also from Bird’s local excavations, and the Carbon 14-datings of these.

To this statement Lcicht adds the following interesting reasoning (Ibid.
t p. 15):

“But there is no archaeological testimony to the effect that the subsequent culture ot the

Chimu grew gradually from that of the earliest inhabitants. On the contrary, even the ear-

liest Chimu art is readily distinguishable from the hods which come down from the pri-

meval inhabitants. Already in its most ancient stare [he early Qumu reveals distinct

connections with the Central American culture, , . . There can hardly any longer remain

reasonable doubt that the Chimu ancestors, possessing already a culture chat had bypassed

the archaic state, immigrated from the north roughly about the md. fir 3rd, century A, D,

They mav have passed the narrow Panama isthmus by land, in spite of the presence ot

savage forest- Inchans with poisoned arrows, and, while continually following the river-

hanks, have slowly advanced over the highlands to the south, where the lateral valleys

and the water Led them once more out of the mountains to their subsequent dwelling-

places along the coast.

“However, by far rhe greater number certainly arrived by way ol the much simpler

ocean route along the coast. We shall to-day have to put the timing of early mankind’s

boat-culture back to a much earlier period than lias formerly been done. . .

.

“One does not, have at once to turn fantastically to early Phoenician merchant fleets

or to the South Seas £0 assume an immigration of eutture-bringers by sea. The Chimu at

the time of the discoveries still possessed several efficient sea-going craft, which excited

rhe greatest astonishment among the Spaniards, and which were certainly no new inven-

tion, but had long been in the possession of the Indian population of the coast,

“Ruiz, PizarroT brave and experienced pilot, had not come far down the coast on Ills

voyage to explore Peru, when he was surprised by the sight oi a, peculiar Indian crate

which appeared to him from the distance to be a caravel of considerable size on which a

powerful sail was stretched out bellying in the wind. The old sailor was not a little aston-

ished at the sight, as he was firmly convinced that no European ship had ever been in these

latitudes before him. As he came nearer, he saw that it was a giant rate . *

.

“This simple but effective type ol construction was more chan sufficient for navigation

along the coast, arid such balsas on which there were straw-covered huts anti accom-

modation— have served the natives for transportation along the coast and on the greater

rivers even after the conquest of the land by the Spaniards/’

Lcicht (Ihid-v p. IS) also shows that, until the arrival of the Spaniards, the natives o.l the

Chimu coast had maintained a firm and detailed tradition concerning the immigrant origin

of one of the early local cultu res. He refers to evidence collected by Aligud t abello de

Balboa, an intelligent and learned Jesuit 01 the middle oi the sixteenth century :

L In times

so old that nobody could express it any more, a great fleet of foreign Indian /Wj-jj appeared

with many sails on the coast of the region of Lambayeque. I he salts came from the north

and stopped at ihe mouth of the river Faquisllanga [Rio Chancayr], V powerfu monarch

disembarked, accompanied by his wife, numerous secondary wives, and a host of people

who faith folk and devotedly followed their emperor/’

1 A copy of Balboa's MS wEch origin* I text is preserved in the Nfixv York Public Library and will he quoted In

Fart VIII.
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We ate given the names not only of the emperor and his wife (Naymlap and Cererni)bm also of some of the forty principal and selected men who formed the royal cotin, as

_

^ as the Uf notion of each of them, from the ceremonial conch-blower to the royal
teacher-dress maker and the master chef

'

l'hc party moved a short distance inland to hoi Id their first town, bringing great riches
and strange properties never seen before in those parts, even a ready-made image carvedm green stone representing their lord, which was raised in their first 'ten; pie. A genealo*-.
nr eleven generations with named kings follows after the death, of the immigrant emperor
and then the.: dynasty ended in superstition and riot when the last priest-king was suspected*
of causing a drought through hi 5 unsuccessful attempts to transport the green stone statue
away from its original temple to another sire. After the fall of this dynasty another era
followed and other tribes heldpowur in the land before the Ute Chimu and Inca periods.

-ac.it 1.1944, p. ic) is the first to mention die interesting analogy and possible con-
nection “direct or indirect—between this green stone image and the analogous six-loot

Ca ed
,

Kajtnrjndl monohth” of a culture-hero, carved in greenish diorite, which was
discovered at Chavln de Huantar, a considerable journey inland. A direct cultural con-
rivctino between the early Chavin and Chimu reigns is at least generally recognized and
will he discussed later.

„ A;'™
11" PP‘ H7), wo, maintains that there were reasons to suspect thatMU Naymlap culture originated in Middle-Amcrica”, He writes: "Balboa's account of

Xayrnlap and ins company- and successors shows certain conformities with Toltcc rradi-
itons. this has been pointed our by Krickebcrg ton., . The Chot temple which Navmlap
hml, is probably preserved in the stepped pyramid which lies about 4 kilometres' from
Etsn and to the left of the road leading to Rctjue. It was about this pyramid that Midden
dor, early remarked that ,r most resembled the buildings in Central America and Mexico "

•ucb. hardly intends to argue that Naymiap’s fleet of balsa raft voyagers necessarily re-
presented the arrival specifically of the Early Cltimu dynasty, but rather that the coastal Ad
la: wide open-and was probably repeatedly used- between the territories of the CentralAmerican peoples and the Pacific sea-coast of Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru. An Immigrant
rieei approaching 1 era from Central America would naturally reach first what was to be-come the northern Chime coast. This was in fact to remain the- headquarters of tnca
navigators and seafaring merchants right up ,0 historic times. A principal reason for thiswas the caster access .0 balsa and other light timber in North Peru than, lot instance in

^chloeatnrd'
P™*caJ considerations combine to give the Early Chinn, andJ™ predecessors a key position tor the coming and going of cultural impulses andculture-bearers to and from prehistoric Peru,

thiTitln tlt^V’
1

!-

cmi8”“s “Awards from Tiahuanaco and down ro

e (Z ' heiIt
-

0f Ch,m “ terih»r- This ttadirion would at a first glance make

coehas and tE

^
^ !r

’

01 ^ rriJI” Tlahu“lco
'
as {ar as th<-‘ reception of tiie bearded Vira-

SanTco^theW 7"T ^ « wiil bc '^cd, *c bearded hierarch of

ahead ot hi,i I
^ " 10 bt aCCePtcd s“‘ •» hut his nearest followers

mia if
mCa ‘T*™ Snd a « the northern coast. The .'two!

:

' "g followers were directed to the same destination by way of the coastal amin SOpC5 resPecm'cl7 , independently of the route followed by fid Viracocha. Thus
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the area leading to the place must already have been fairly well known to the Viracoebas,

and it is thus possible that they Selected lor their own exit the same locality which had once

served as an entry for their tribal ancestors: In that case, the Early Chinan area and the nor-

thern coast would in the first place represent a stepping-stone for the original spread of

high-culture to Tiahuanaco, and later an exit lor emigrants leaving their abandoned

highland site en route for the coast of Ecuador.

It is interesting to note that the Chimu, according to Zarate (1555, Chap. X, p. 48),

also preserved a distorted early myth antedating even the arrival of King Naymlap and

liis balsa raft fleet, according to which a supreme divinity, namely Con (Kon), had arrived

from the north, He was their creator, the son of the sun and the moon, and could shorten

or prolong the roads, and raise or flatten hills as he pleased. He gave the population newly

created plants and fruits to eat, but as the Indians of the plain had caused him some trouble,

he revenged himself by causing drought, which shrivelled up their lands and only per-

mitted some drinking-water to descend in the streams from the highlands. In the end

another powerful person, Pachaeama, who also said he was creator and son of the sun

and the moon, had arrived from the south. He was stronger and on his appearance Con

fled the coast and left the people he had created without a leader and protector,

Tschudi p. 179) discusses the Con myths as told by several early chroniclers, and

while showing that they originate in the Chimu area, observes that Pachacama in some

cases was memorized as the son of Con, Further (Ibid.)

:

Again, according to another tradition, Kon had not arrived alone, buL together with

companions. After he had given the people laws and had instructed them, he was supposed

to have become dissatisfied because they did not obey, wherefore he set out along the coast

for the province of Manta, and having spread out his mantle oil the ocean, he had seated

himself on it together with his companions and hence disappeared. This version of the

Kon-m\ ill in no way refers to Kon alone, but, as will be seen, is an amalgamai. ion with the

Viracocha-myth. Kon was originally esteemed independently ofViracocha.”

Thus we sec, as with the Quetzafcoatl of the Aztecs and the neighbouring Kukulcan

of the Mayas, so also with the Viracocha of the Inca and the neighbouring Con of the

Chimu: the itineraries and details pertaining to these culture-heroes 2nd their activities are

so consistent that adjoining nations, when fused together in subsequent cultura. periods,

recognize their own culture-hero in that of their neighbour and hence freely interchange

his name. Thus the Tici of the Tiahuanaco hierarchy and the Con oi the Chimu was

freely referred to in the final Inca period of the pan-Peruvian Empire as Con- I :ci, even

with the descriptive Quechua suffix Viracocha— “Sea-Foam *

7

Conventionalism and symbolic art representations

We have seen that she horned serpent was the specific symbol o| heaven among the early

Xapotees of Mexico as well as among the Mayas ol the Old Empire, being placed as a

symbolic ornament on the costumes of local priests and deities; and that it reappears

carved in relief both on the Moeacbi and ihe Tiahuanaco bearded statue?- on the Titicaca,

plateau, Ir even appears to a marked degree on the Tiahuanaco-inspired statues at 1 hum

cane. (Plate LII 5
,
6 ; Ryden 19.47, p. 9'-) On the coast of North Peru we find the inter-
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The symbol of chc douhk- headed serpen i,

(From Kntschcf J-yJo.)

Headwear nl “tin: well-known begirded old tncn
:

in Chtmu art. (From MemreU 191^.)

mediate link. Homed serpent motives appear here with striking frequency on the headgear
< ' f ’ vl costumes ol deities and heroes depicted in symbolic art.

r

f he iconographic rep resen-
tation reproduced above alter Kutscher (19 jo) leaves, no doubt that the horned serpent
directly represents heaven in the ideographic art of ancient North Peru also, 1

Po the knowledge ol rite present writer, no ideograms beyond step-signs, spirals, and
modjned swastica symbols are iound on the purely realistic effigy jars portraying the
bearded Harly (himu men, although markedly homed serpents arc often painted as an
ornament on the headwear of ceramic portraits of other aristocratic, liarly Chimu indi-
viduals of the same strangely Caucasoid type. (E. g. Plate XXVII.)

In Peru \ iracocha was always remembered with a plain tonsure or hand round his fore-
head; he was also carved thus in the highland monoliths, and the bearded Chimu effigy
vessels were always so ornamented.

Studying prehistoric Chimu types of headgear through an analysis of the effigy jars.

Mooted (1323, p. 5 1) says: “In some vessels the head carries only a ring formed by spirally
twjsted cloth or yarn, , . . TIds arrangement generally occurs uncombined with any other
component of headgear, hut is occasionally provided with two erect wings at the sides

|

sec rig, ]. (. )i the well-known bearded old men this is especially characteristic
, + ,

**

Describing a peculiar type of horned headdress from North Peru, Krocbcr (ijzj, p. 220)
s: I he proto-Chimu winged hi let ol the bearded men may be a prototype, but it is

lower and not a complete head covering .

**

These observations recall corresponding head ornaments which survived till historic
Him.::, on 1 he nearest island groups in Polynesia, Thus Stewart (1852, p. 161) wrote of the
native headwear in the aboriginal Marquesas group: “Their turbans are of various shapes;
the most common, consists of a piece of native doth, of the stee of an ordinary pocket-
lankcrcliiefi bound closely to the head, having the ends twisted into a large knot imme-

1 Koschei <>950, p. 2Dq) suysi “As *So*riagio* indicated, the Chimu, as well as the indent Melirs,™ M 9»
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diately in front, or on one side over the temple. The ends of others are longer, and formed
into large puffs or cockades on the tops or sides.” Also I,inton (1925, p, 419) cites early

visitors to the Marquesas: “When the hair was dressed with two knots the centre and back
oi the head was shaved, the tapa wrapped knots protruding like horns from the bare skull.”

Robertson (1766—68, p. 228) wrote on the discovery of Tahiti: there was one
Venerable old Man in one of this canoes, that all the rest paid a particular respect too, be
was doathd better nor the rest and Wore a White turbent about hjs head, and a pretty

long gray beard,..,” Robertson described this native as belonging to a local “Race of
White people” having “a great resemblance to the Jews**.

Describing the otten strongly bearded race-type among the obviously mixed inhabitants

of aboriginal Mangareva Island, Bcechey (1831, p. 157) says: . * when rheir heads are

covered with a mil of white doth, a very common custom, they might pass for Moors,
It is somewhat remarkable that we perceived none of the fourth class, or those more
allied to negroes, thus habited, but that it seemed to be confined to those of the lightest

complexion.”

Beechey's description of these deviating Mangarcva individuals, with their light

complexion and the white cloth-roll round rheir heads, their growth of beard (which in

one individual reached ihe pit of the stomach) and a nose which “in general is aquiline”,

strangely recalls the human type depicted on the Karlv Chimu effigy jars, anti n is note-

Worthy that the water bearing down upon Mangareva comes constantly in a rapid current

which arches directly down from the coast of what was the Early Chimu kingdom,
h we are to consider the possibility that a guiding inlluencc behind the high-culture

developing at Tiahuanico had its roots further north, among the coastal Chimu amt the

highland Chavin, then it would be reasonable to suspect that 1 hese in turn had developed

locally out of culture inspirations coming south from coastal Ecuador or inland Colombia

(San Augustin), and these perhaps again from somewhere on the Isthmus, or from car
1

;..

Mexican culture centres. In this way an underlying relationship, limited to general and

basic conceptions rather than distinctive details and tribal art-sty les, may bind together 1 he

geographically coherent American area of high-culture and reverence for early men with

light skin and iieards,

Certain observers cannot consider it likely that there were other physical types present

in early Peru than those which inhabit irs villages of to-dav. Since the present Aymara and

Quechua Indians are a beardless people, they reject the idea that bearded men might have

been known to the early Peruvian peoples. This wav of stabilising races to sites—which

would lead to strange results if generally applied in anthropology —makes it necessary to

propose that local traditions relating to beards arc the results of active imagination, arid

that prehistoric portraits dtpkiing beards arc meant to depict something else. Thus Ryder.

(1949), stressing that the present Co 11 a Indians around Tiahuunaco “are just as Tcd‘ as arc

all other Indians and their growth nt heard just as minimal”, deduces (fiat people in chat

locality cannot have been otherwise in times past. He thus finds it necessary to explain

away the bearded pre-Inca portraits. With regard to the bearded statues of Moca chi and

Tiahuanaco, he claims that the term “heard” after all is merely a convenient name, and

“that which represents ihe beard might as well be a nose- ring”.

This hypothesis is difficult to explain, seeing that the carved beards in question do not
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even touch the nose, and Ryden has to go outside Tiahuanaco to support his statement

by a comparison with some of the coastal pottery jars. Instead of consulting the Early

Chimu effigy jars, which represent early Peruvian portraits in a purely realistic Style—

and in which the beard cannot possibly be mistaken for a nose-ring— the author has re-

course to the Nazca. jars, which are known as the antithesis of Early Chimu pottery because

the 1
, are not modelled in human form, but only painted with rnc highly conventionalized

symbols and abstract st;. listic patterns typical of Nazca art. Thus,, while the realistic

Chimu beards bv their shape and colour could settle rite problem without further discus-

sion, the almost surrealistic Nazca beards may at first seem to drag the argument out

indefinitely. Presenting the four figures reproduced above, Ryden {1350) show's that

the first specimen actually is a Nazca face-ornament of gold, the three others being

corresponding lines painted on Nuzca ceramics. It could be added that this type of con-

ventionalized Nazca conception is suspiciously common, not to say dominant, on the sty-

lized faces depicted m their local art, (E.g. tig- 5 .)

It would indeed be natural to go further and ask; why is- it so common? what does

ibis strange outgrowth on the lower face symbolize to the Nazca artist? and why did the

Nazca native select even for his own embellishment that strange golden Face-ornament

the purpose of which was to give himself the same appearance as the heroes symbolically

represented in the potter’s art? We know that to die Nazca artist each stylistic design,

each zooniorphic limb or item, bad more than an ornamental value; they invariably had a

5 t
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7

sped lie ideographic significance as well, the subject matter generally being selected from
mythology.

U is not difficult to identity the facial attachment thiis depicted by the Nazca artist,. and
it nas been done most effectively. Lehmann (1524* p. 32,, with Doering) in. his art history

o early Peru, illustrates the “Golden Mouth- and Nose-ornament” of 1he Nazca as repro-

duced in tig. 6 . Without commenting on the lower piece, he shows the upper ones to

svmbolize whiskers. I his lie deduces from the lact that feline heads in Early Xa:-ca art ate

depicted with such whiskers in rather naturalistic form, developing later inro a mote
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StyUsed and independent design identical

with the fan-shaped side-wise face-projec-

tions under consideration. Now, if the upper

pieces are whiskers, the wide lower band

that goes with it (ftg. 4), or is attached to it

(fig, 1), can hardly symbolize anything hut

a heard.

When Ryden sc \c etcd the c t : nv ention aJ ize

d

Na^ca motive reproduced in fig, 2 above

to illustrate his case for a "nose-ring”, he

possibly did not know that Leicht (1344, p.

ji6)
s

si:-;. '. ears earlier, had already repro-

duced the full design shown in fig. 7
,
and

that he had then identified the supposed

“nose-ring” as the typical and exceedingly

common Nazea symbol for the. "cat-demon
::

or the sacred puma-face, The “nose-ring''

was simply the stylized “whiskers” of the

cat. The puma whiskers, and indeed the

entire feline symbol, arc well known as inti-

mately associated with the creator-god and

rhe ViracocJ'ia worship in all parts of early 8

Peru.

As may be judged from the whiskered cat ideogram in question, when reproduced in

full, Nazca symbolic art h indeed less dependable as a guide to the judging of human
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race-types in prehistoric Pern than is the naturalistic art of the Early Chinan further north
on the same coast.

As already stated, when the whisker design as identified from the pottery paintings is

worn independently by the natives as a human face ornament or golden mask, the whiskers

are completed by the additional chin piece, which thus can only represent the remaining
Viracocha feature missing from the whiskered puma; the beard. The golden beard and
whiskers of fig, 6> worn as a free mask by tire beardless Nazca, are both ornamented
with snake-heads at the extremities, the symbol of light and of the sun-god. The Xazca
sun-god was Pmha-Camtt£\ closely associated with tire Chiron Con, the Tiahuanaco Tki,

and the Inca I Iratocha cycle. The extremely stvlizcd mask of fig. 4 has included even the

eyebrows in the coherent pattern of facial hair. So had also the bearded Tiahuanaco statue

when seen from rhe side, I his was the observation which encouraged Rvden to suggest

that the bearded Tiahuanaco statue was meant to depict a man with a heard like Mazca
‘‘nose-ring’

1

rather than a real Chlmu beard. Since, however, the Xazca “nose-ornament"
actually is to be interpreted as a “beard-ornament", then tire circle is again closed.

In fig, a is reproduced the head of a Mazca effigy jar in Musde de l Titjmme, Paris, where

the sty lished heard of a human head is moulded in free dimensions, leaving no doubt as

to its signification. Again, the two Nazca heads reproduced in fig. 9 and fig, 10, where
moustache and beard are painted in unmhtak cable and simple lines, belong to the type

of Xazca ware winch is somewhat more realistically painted. The eyebrows and moustaches

in the one case (fig, 9
)
arc both represented in exactly the same way,

Soma tologica l evidence

Diversity in local cranial forms

The burial remains of prehistoric Peru provide us with a number of mummified bodies

and a vast quantity of local Indian skulls for our consideration. The skulls will represent

the population at large, whereas the mummies— at least where artificial mummification is

involved— may give us a wrong average of rhe population as a whole* as they may prin

ct pally preserve for us members of the upper social classes important enough to be hon-

oured with this form of burial. But this possible selectivity should not exclude the elements

for which we are searching,

\s is well known from the numerous prehistoric skulls analysed throughout Peru, the

cranial indices do not follow the brachyceplialic norm of the Yellow-brown, race. Peruvian

skulk are heterogeneous in type, and although braohyoephaly is dominant among the

Indians of historic times, dolirpccphalv was common in many parts ot Peru in early pre-

historic times. Provided that cranial indices are at all a dependable means of judging race

or physical types, we find then that the early local inhabitants are either— like rhe Poly-

nesians— oi mixed origin, or else have, locally or inside the Americas, evolved into sub-

groups, some of which diverge widely from the general cranial norm of the Yellow-brown

race. Therefore, we do not necessarily have to suspect a Melanesia n dement in the Poly-

nesian dohcocephalic component Like that which is particularly noticeable in Easier Island,

furthest from Melanesia and nearest the South American shore.
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In his “Metric Study of Undeformed Indian Crania from Peru”, Newman (1943 » P- 4 £)

shows that in general the highland crania are more long-headed, the coastal ones more-

short -headed, with index variations roughly from 75 to 34, He says: “Speculation as to

the origins arid relationships ol the one coastal and two highland phy sicsd tv pcs i* idle until

more data ate available,” Since the short-headed form dominating the coast concurs with

the Yellow-brown or Mongoloid norm, it is interesting to find that long-heads existed

right in their midst during the Early Chimu period, Kroeber (19441 P- 5% ^ I hlc
7

Larcos, and others, points out that the majority’ of undclormed Early Chimu skulls are

long-

If we go straight to Tiahu&naco, wc find within this limited Andean site that prehistoric

people with entirely diverging head-forms have been buried there side by side, Cheryl n

(T90H, n, 139), in the craniological volume of his Bolivian Anthropology, presents a rahle of

cranial indices from Tiahuanaco, showing that they range from 71-97 to 93 '79-
'

f^ LS DIVMS

the whole scale of human head forms between dolichocephaly and ultra-brachycephah-Y

a variation which is too marked to make it reasonable to sup [lose that one homogeneous

tribe has inhabited this site throughout its era of habitation. Two rather extreme crania!

forms within the Tiahuanaco-dominated area are reproduced in Plate LXXXV 5 and 6,

both pertaining to aboriginal natives of the Bolivian highland plains south nt Titicaca.

The series to the right represents a long-headed and narrow-faced cranium of great

antiquity, excavated from an early grave on the actual Tiahuanaco site. Neither artificial

head deformation nor individual index freedom among relatives of one homogeneous tribe

can fully explain such thoroughgoing differences in head -form.

Tr l> true that head Hamming was formerly very common in these regions* and even

circular cranial deformation {defarmatio fronto-smdpifo-perieiaiisi Gossc 1SS1) which is less

easily detected than simple head-flattening. But furrows in the skull caused by fight bandag-

ing, as well as a bulging of the intervening sections* generally betray artificially deformed

skulls and prevent their entry into index tables as undeformed specimens. Since neither

of the rwo most extreme head-forms of Tiahuanaco can be produced merely by artificial

modification of the other, at least not without obvious traces of deformation, we should

have to assume that some intermediate form was natural, and was occasionally lengthened

and occasional! v shortened. But since the purpose was to acquire the tribal ideal of beautiful

or aristocratic head-form, it is hardly conceivable that members of one community strove,

for opposite results unless they wanted to stress some racial distinction between them.

Certain it is char the frequent occurrence of artificially deformed heads cannot explain

away the existence of a marked difference in natural head-forms in early Tiahuanaco. Here,

as among the Early Chimu, a long-headed type has lived among short-headed people

of the Yellow-brown norini

Occurrence of Caucasoid hair on local mummies

Fortunately we ate not restricted to the analysis of cranial form in out determination oi

a racial complexify in early Peru, As well is known there is a considerable number of more

1 70 -75 doHchoeephaly; 75 So fflcsooepkalyj So— S? bmchycepfcaly; 8? -go jiypcr-birchycephitly; 90—95

uLtra-hraichyoepfiify.
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nr less well preserved mummies* Some of these have been deliberately embalmed (Dawson
iejzS; (.aside la 1945; Stewart 194.5; etc.)* while the majority seem to have been preserved
by the favourable conditions of burial in dry dexert sand as in many of the rear necropo-
lises typical of the Peruvian coast,

\1 ready in the latter half of the last century* the Peruvian mummy-heads collected tv.

Blake, Hutchinson and others startled European anthropologists by including physical
elements thought to be alien to the Mongoloid or Yellow-brown aborigines of"early
America. 14 us k (1875* p. 513), while quoting a previous remark by Blake that the colour
and texture of the hair on certain Peruvian mummies indicate essential differences from
that oi known Indians, said himself of a selection of Peruvian mummy heads presented
by Hutchinson to the Anthropological Institute: “The hair which is so abundant upon
manv of the crania on the table is, as will be observed, by no means coarse, but rather

hue and silky - nor is it truly black, but rather ofan auburn tint, ...”

Busk suggests that the hair might possibly have been black originally and had only
changed its colour post woriem through, exposure in the sand. But since the proposed
bleaching effect of the sand cannot account also for the remarkably non-Mongoloid texture

ot the hair, he admits that the fineness maybe an argument in favour of those who suspect a

different type of man from the coats e-h aired Indian otherwise dominating early America.
The hypothesis of the bleaching effect of the sand on the hair of all brown-haired Peruvian
mummies L> reasonable, but not conclusive. Nevertheless it has not been seriously tested,

but has been accepted as plausible to account for the same sort of local discoveries until

recent times, merely because there has not been any other reason to suspect the existence

of non- .Mongoloid elements in this locality, until here, when the search for the origin of
the non Mongoloid element in early Polynesia is focused on pre-Inca Peru,

Apart from the Caucasoid silkiness of the otherwise auburn hair referred to above,
there are two other frequently occurring arguments against the cone lush eness of the

sand -bleaching hypothesis. Firstly, we should expect that all local mummies of corre-

sponding antiquity would acquire the same auburn hair when buried in an identical man
• ]er; secondly, the theory would at least require t b t the hair of the mummies under
discussion should actually have been exposed in. Hand. In the light of available evidence

none oi these conditions are satisfied in Peru, Among ancient Peruvian mummies deposited

under the same conditions, some have the blue-black hair of the Mongol, others the Light

brown and auburn hair otherwise characteristic of the Caucasian race.

When describing the brown, soft, and wavy hair on some of these South American
mummies, Wilson {1864, p, 235) already contrasts them with specimens found by him in

Indian graves elsewhere: “In all these the hair retains its black colour and coarse texture,

unchanged alike by time and inhumation; ... In this respect, therefore, the disclosures of

the ancient Peruvian cemeteries, of Atacama reveal important variations from one of the

most persistent and universal characteristics of the modern American races; nor is their

evidence less conclusive as to the essential diversity in cranial conformation,”

No less important is the fact that countless Peruvian mummies have been discovered,

not buried in the sand, but in stone-walled and roofed burial vaults, ot even in roomy
burial caves like those at the Patacas peninsula. The hair of these has not been exposed to

the sand ai all, not even to the Light. Some of these mummies, which, furthermore, have been
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closely covered bv unladed and brilliantly-coloured blankets and hoods* have still revealed

a soft brownish hair when the hood has been lifted.

These circumstances combine to show that it h at base dangerous to argue from the

mummy-finds that none of the prehistoric peoples in Peru had brownish hair. When the

ideal conditions of a dry cave burial leave wool and cotton tapestry and mummy-covers

in their original and brilliant colours* and \ et die mummies inside occasionally have brown-

ish hair,, then die conclusion is that a post mortem fading must have effected the well-protec-

ted hair but not its covering,— a rather unlikely happening.

Suppose that formerly living people represented by the present mummv -bundles in Peru

actually had included individuals with fine brown hair, the sweeping assumption that all

brown hair among these mummies must have faded from an original hi uish-black would

remove all possibility of identifying them. The only wav of Securing conclusive evidence* in

our day, that some of them had brownish hair* would be ifsome thoughtful aboriginal bad

taken hair-samples of some black-haired and of some brown-haired individuals., tied each

up separately with string and deposited them all together in one basket and in one burial

vault, where ail remained together under exactly the same1 conditions until opened, by the

anthropologist in modern times. There would then be two possibilities:

a) The modern discoverer of the basket would hud only brown hair samples. In that

case lie could not safely deduce anything, since the black samples might possibly have

turned brown in the basket.

b) He would find some black hair-samples together with the brown ones. In that case

he would know that the brown ones were natural and not faded, or else there w ould have

been no black samples in the basket.

Strangely enough, this particular experiment has been carried out in detail: The early

American superstition as to the magical properties ol human hair (J.uomala irj.|0, p, 49),

which is so marked also among the Polynesians (Buck 1922, p. 40), impelled some early

native of Chacota Bay, on the Pacific coast below Tiahuanaco, to place a whole selection

ot hair-clippings from different relatives in the grave of a small but well equipped family.

The grave, described by Wilson (1862* Vol. II, p, 228; italics by T- H„), contains the

mummies of a man, a woman and a child, evidently persons of some distinction. Together

with their still bright-coloured personal belongings and some food and coca-leaves there

are also some hags of finely woven texture* all in a perfect state of preservation, 3n these

are “locks of human hair, each secured by a string tied with a peculiar knot. All the

hair is of fine texture, of various shades,/rawfm fight brown to hidek
,
and to all appearance

has undergone no change. . . . In this family tomb, in which lay the parents with their

in! ant child, we may assume with little hesitation that we have the locks of hair of the

surviving relatives: in all probabilities of elder members of the same family as the infant

interred here in its mother’s grave/*

Here the discovery of black and line light brown hair-locks each secured by a string and
placed sn the same bag is a perfect example of alternative (h), i„e_ that the locks of fine light

brown hair cannot merely be faded, or the black locks w ould not have been present among
them.

About the infant itself we further learn that its scalp
fl
is thick l v covered with very line

;lark brown hair. " And (Ibid., p, 22ft): "The male mummy is that of a man in the maturity
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of life, in the usual sitting position with the knees drawn up to the chin, , , , The hair has
undergone little or no change, and differs essentially from that most characteristic feature

of die Indian of the northern continent. H is brown in colour, and, as fine in texture as the
most delicate Anglo-Saxon’s hair. It is neatly braided and arranged, the front loch being
formed each into a roll on the side of the head, while the hair behind is plaited into a Tri-

angular knot of six braids.. The garments and wrappings of this mummy were of line

texture, woven in woollen materials of diverse colours; and the head-dress was first an
oblong hood with particoloured stripes, and over this a cap formed of woollen threads

of various colours, ingeniously woven, and surmounted bv feathers and an ornament
formed of the quills of the condor. . . . The body of the female from the same tomb
presents in general similar characteristics. The hair is shorter, and somewhat coarser, but

fine when compared with that of the northern Indians, It is of a light brown colour, smooth,
and neatly braided across the upper part of the forehead, then carried backward and se-

cured on each side of the head/
3

This little family seems m be of high cultural and social standing to judge from dress

and ornament, and in all probability of somewhat mixed descent, to judge from the differ'

cut hair-samples Hid ancestors or relatives which were placed in their grave.

Wilson (Ibid-, p, *4<S) strengthens the evidence of the hair-samples from, this Chocota
family grave by describing another discovery amidst the gravedinds in rite same neigh-

bourhood. This second find was an embalmed mummy bead :

“The bead was found detached, and carefully preserved without the bodv, It appears

to have been prepared by desiccation, without the use of resins or other antiseptics, and
was enveloped in a thick cotton bag, ... It is unique, so far as the observations of its

tinder extend, and presents some striking points of dissimilarity to anr of the crank
already described. . . . The forehead is broad and high, the nose prominent, the cheek

bones strongly developed, the alveolar edges of the jaws obtusely arched in front, and the

incisor teeth stand in a vertical position. The hair which is brown, and slightly grey, 3 s

remarkably fine, waved in short undulations, with a tendency to curl , . . The orifices of

the ears are tilled with tufts of cotton, and the same are passed through slits in the lobuli.

Mr. Blake suggests that this might have been the head of some noted curaca or chief of a

hostile country taken in battle, and preserved as a trophy; but Dr. Morton refers to the

practice of the natives at Porr Mulgrave on the Northwest Coast, as well as those of other

iribes, oi decapitating their dead chiefs, and preserving their heads apart. The same
singular custom prevails in the Ladrone and Society Islands, as well as in others of the

South Sea Islands, from which it may be inferred that it was not the head of an enemy, but

of a person of distinction.,”

\ mutual deviation in head shape between these Ghocota. Bay tinds seems to stress

further the existence of local raceblending, although some artificial index modification also

seemed probable to Wilson. Blit the important aspect of these discoveries h that, amidst

an aboriginal population known to us as typically coarse-haired, straight-haired and black-

haired, some prehistoric mummies have been interred including race-elements with a hair-

texture as rine as '"the most delicate Anglo-Saxon’s hair“. We even hear of instances where

such remarkably tine hair is " waved in short undulations, with a tendency to curl”, and

occurs in various shades of brown, even “fine light brown3
’ and “brown, and sJjghth grey”.
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Referring to the above-described mummies and the finding of the mixed hair-samples,

Wilson himself pointed out (Ibid*, p, 232) that: “The colour and texture of the hair are

facts of great importance to the ethnologist, as indicating essential differences from the

modern Indians in one important respect; and therefore confirming the probability of

equally important ethnic differences, suggested by other evidenced
1 The author stressed

in conclusion that discoveries such as mummies and bags with fine and Silky brown hair

on the coast of ancient Peru “go far to disprove the assumed unk\ of physical type through-

out the Western Hemisphere. No feature of the modern Indian is more universal, or

yields more slowb even to the effacing influence of hybridity than the long, coarse black

hair ...”

OnU about ninety miles further south on the same coast, a most carefully preserved

mummy of an adult woman is described by Dawson
[ 1928, p. 127): "... it was carefully

and elaborately embalmed. ... The whole body has been plastered abundantly with some

gumlike resinous material mixed with oil of a strongly aromatic smell, and which is

deliquescent/
5 We further learn that: “The scalp retains abundant light-brown hair,

which is parted in die centre and arranged in two long plaits which bang from above

each ear.”

We shall later see that supporting finds are made in the cave-burials at Patacas, while

at Ancon on the Peruvian coast just north of Callao, Reiss and Stftbel (1 S 80 3 7, PI. ifi, 17)

discovered a colourful bundle of beautiful and aristocratic cloth containing human bones,

and ornamented by beautiful long and wavy human hair, brown in colour and fine in

texture. Through the kind cooperation of Dr. R, Canon Cuehot and Dr. I,, 1
'. Galvez

of Masco National de Antropblogia y Arqueologia in Lima, and of Dr. P. Pawlik

of Institute* dc T studms Htnologicos, 1 have been able to reproduce here for the first time

a photographic selection of mummy heads and hair-samples of non-Mongoloid type from

prehistoric Peru. The specimens (illustrated in their natural colour in Plates XXXIV-
XXXVI) were selected, and photographed by the museum staff from some of the extensive

anti hitherto unpublished material of pre-Inca origin which is preserved in the museum
store-rooms.

It may be surprising to find individuals with these non-Mongoloid hair characteristics

among the graves of aboriginal Peru, yet it should not he more surprising than to find

them among the live inhabitants of adjoining Polynesia, As we have seen in Part IV, the

Mendana expedition and other early European vovagers found sporadic individuals with

brown and reddish-brown hair of fine texture, long and wavy, as they pushed with the

aid of the trade winds from Peru into Polynesia and adjoining sections of Melanesia.

These rudimentary elements on the islands have never been explained, hut merely accepted

on account of their undeniable existence as an 1
7
ru-kebu strain that runs through the

aboriginal population on all the major Polynesian islands.

Intermarriage with frizzy-haired Melanesians has often been suggested to explain the

occurrence among Polynesians of what Wallace (1-885* P- 499) lcrruS "the slightly curly or

wavy hair which distinguishes them from all Mongoloid tribes," However, the line silky

texture and vague undulation occasionally seen in Polynesian hair is so far from being

ihe result ol admixture with coarse-haired, stiff- haired and frizzy-headed Melanesians
that Sullivan (see Part IV) found it to concur closely with Caucasoid norms. Also, the
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rare occurrence of naturally brown or reddish hair is more of an alien intrusion in

Melanesia than among the genuine Mauri-Polynesians to windward.
We recall from Part IV Buck’s statement that the general Maori hair-colour was black,

but that brown and reddish hair occurred among certain tribes and was claimed by them
as an inheritance from the light-skinned Europe an- like branch of pre-Maori ancestry
(thc Piittf-paiarebe). Me added: “In the Auckland Museum there is a 3 iank of beautiful

wavy hair, obtained from a rock shelter near Waitakcrei. That it belonged to pre-European
days is proved by tile toot ends being plaited together and bound round with fine braid

prepared from the same hair. Curiously enough, the only other specimen of hair in the

same case k also hound round with fine hair braid and is datk brown in colour."

Compare the description of the brown-haired detached mummy-head found at Chotota
Bay, of which Wilson (1862) wrote; "It has been neatly braided, and several of the plaited

braids are passed across the forehead, for which purpose they have been lengthened by the

addition of false hair, so ingeniously joined as nearly to escape detection.”

T his custom of fastening additional human hair to a person’s own is in itself worthy
of comment. Jn Captain Cook’s journal (1784, Vol, II, p« zji) from the discovery of the.

Hawaiian Islands, we read about the local native hair; “Instances of wearing it, in a

singular manner, were sometimes met with among the men, who twist it into a number of
separate parcels, like the tails of a wig, each about the thickness of a finger; though the

greatest part of these, which are so long that they reach far down the back, we observed,

were artificially fixed upon the head, over their own hair.”

Among the islanders of the Society Group, we learn (Turbort 1947, p. 15^) that:

“Cords of finely braided human hair were bound round and round the head to form a

turban.
3

The same author, in his paper on “Hair Cordage in Oceania”, shows {Ibid., pp. 15 i T

15 .0 that plaited or rolled cordage of human hair was common throughout Polynesia, was

used in parts of Micronesia, but in Melanesia only in distinctly Polynesian colonies. He
concludes that the distribution of human hair cordage throughout Polynesia and Poly-

nesian colonies “would suggest that its use was a feature of the early culture shared by the

Polynesians before therr dispersal from a common home.” It as therefore interesting to

note the frequent archaeological discoveries of human hair cordage in Peru, several

specimens ot which are preserved among the hair-samples in Museo National of Lima,

\ false red wig (Izikowstz 193 i), as well as a few attempts to cover black hair with red

paint (Wilson iS6a; etc.), have been recorded from Peruvian graves, and the Chibcha-

inspired Colorado® of Hquador made their hair artificially red by plastering it with the

waxy paste ot the nrmu (achiote). This reminds us of the similar attempts, v. idespreadin

Polynesia, to imitate the venerated and natural!'., red um-kihn hair by artificial applications..

(See page 19 & above,) 1

1

I Fa^en {1959, p|>. 19, 255-2,5) shows that the hair of the ( Vi]orinto IndLuis in its natural st:i te :s black and coarse,

buc among this males it is almost always plastered! red with the waxy red paste of ihc achiotc : "To extinct ike color,

1 he Indian places a good quantify of the seeds in his hand, expectorates upon them or wets them with a little water,

and rubs hl& hands together, as otic might male Suds with. Soap. He then throws aside the seeds anJ applies the

Color to his hair, an act constant lv repeated until it and the scalp aic thickly tovtKtl with the red p:utte.
,r He shows

that:
Jl

]Tie female does- itot dye the hair, but is content, cm festive occasions, to rub a bit of achiots paste on the

crown of the head rwilv." Further; "The symbolism of this singular custom is most difficult to determine." lie

wys of the aehioit ; “The French call it xoucou, derived from the word tirucu used by tribes of the Cruiaoas,”
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Tall stature, narrowfate
,
and non-Mongoloid hair on Paracas mummies

Nowhere in Petti has a really large group of pre-Tnca mummies been preserved for
posterity u rules better conditions than those of the Paracas burial caverns and stone-lined
tombs on the Pacific coast. Stewart {1945, p. 49} says : "One of the most important devel-
opments in Peruvian archeology was the discovery In 1925 by Tcllo and Loth top of two
sires on the Paracas Peninsula, iS km r south of Pisco, representing one of the earliest
coastal cultures. Here several hundred carefully wrapped mummies were revealed, a
small seiics or whit h have been systematically examined. Krocber tentatively places these
remains within the Early Nazca period, Tello holds that they even antedate this time and arc
contemporary with Early Chavfri, and the Carbon 14 method suggests that they date from
about xoo B. C.

P
plus or minus acc years. There rs accordingly no doubt about their

great age and pre-Inca origin.

Examining the blood groups in the tissues of some of these mummies, Candela. (1945,
P J (15) failed to get rhe normal reactions of naturally dtietl and untreated mummies. He
suggested that one reason was “the presence in most of the tissues of some gummy,
resinous material, serving perhaps as a preservative,. This Substance was particularly
evident in the extracts produced by means of boiling water, and it rendered the perform-
ance of the tests by this method almost impossible.”

Hxarmning the Paracas skcleta: remains, -Stewart (1945, p. 59) found that these mummi.
iiej individuals were of a noticeably taller stature than formerly known Indians in Peru,
and that they differ from known Indians also in facial form. Both cranial deformation and
trepanning were observed; Stewart's own conclusion was: “It appears hence that the
Paracas group differs from the Peruvian skeletal remains thus lar studied, particularly in
general size and in narrowness of the facial features. As I have pointed out, however,
tins may be a selected group of large males and not typied of the population as a
whole.”

I he author also suggests that the narrowness of tile facia! features may perhaps be
explained as a secondary alteration following an artificial deformation of the skull.

II there was any way of ascertaining that all people in pre-Inca Peru were the same as
those oUnca times, then these explanations would undoubtly be the only logical ones, as a
narrow face could then only occur through artificial pressure in infancy and an exceptional
takness only by a selection of unusual men for mummification. But until an historically
omogencous race behind the Inca and pre-Inca Empires has been proved to have existed,

there is still the possibility that the early people in question were embalmed not because
oi their size, but because of their rank or race.

The hair on some of these Paracas mummies was also thoroughly analysed. Trotter (1945,py fie) based the interesting hair analysis on pieces of scalp from ten Paracas mummies
of wmcii two were females, and of which one male and one female had in advance been
*~ A" JjlLC

' aS
I
oung . She says; . . * there was some evidence that the others were old,

smcc the sample in each case was interspersed with very light yellow hairs which may be
assumed to have been white. In general, the color was a rusty brown and gave the appear-
ance of having faded- These hairs fluoresced, rhe lightish or yellowish ones more brilliantly

an * e dz.rkzr hairs. In all cases the hairs were extremely brittle and had to be handled
3-i HcyttdaM
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with greatest care,” Further (pi. 70): “
I he hair of mummies ^4 ami 3 ic was quite definitely

wavy
;
that of the others appeared 10 be straight.

”

Trotter docs not attempt to give any explanation of this latter interesting statement that

two out of ten scalps examined had plainly wavy hair.

Neither does she imply that the rusty-brown hair-colour showed evidence oi hav ing

faded from the normal blue-black Indian hair, as will be seen from the following. It would

also seem difficult to visualbe that [he rusty hair had brightened from an original black

it The light yellow hair on the same heads have darkened from white. One should expect

that the hair colour of these mummies either has assumed a generally darker or a gene-

rally lighter hue. If p&sf m&rim change of pigment has taken place on these particular

Paracas mummies, as opposed to others in Peru and those in North Africa, then the

combination of both mstv brown and very light yellow hair on the same heads would

seem to argue that the original scalp either had been black interspersed with rusty brown

hairs, or else yellow-blond interspersed with white hairs. The third possibility seems to be

that the scalps in question have retained their original shades comparatively unmodified,

like the mummy cloth. Let it also he borne in mind that we have previously dealt with a

Peruvian mummy head that was described as brown and slightly grey. The mummv
scalps now under discussion were also brown, but interspersed with light yellow.

Apart from colour and degree of waviness of hair, ies oneness and also the shape of its

cross section are
:
,
as is well known, the two additional characteristics used for classifying

hair types. Mongoloid hair, like that of the common American Indian, is wide in cross

section ana and circular in cross section form. The degree of ova l ness in cross section

form seems closely associated with the degree of waviness or curliness ol the hair itself.

Ttotter {Ibid
.

,
p. 7 a) says about the microscopically analysed form of the Paracas mummy-

hair, after classifying it in accordance with Martin’s grading system; "The cross section

form shows so much divergency between the different mummies that they cover all

divisions of hair form. . ,
” And : “It has been assumed that these mummies are all from

one racial stock, therefore this analysis must necessarily be one of individual variation

from an intratacial standpoint.”

As to the jv^y of the cross section she found (Ibid,, p. 75) that : “The size of the hair

was much smaller than has been found for other Indians, but not so small as has been

recorded for at least one white racial group [the Dutch]/
1

The author stressed In her summary that: "The Form and size of the hair often Paracas

mummies showed wide variation.” She showed that although some of the hair samples

were wide, yet the average from all ten mummies was “approximate
I y ^t> % less than the

average mean areas found for the four Indian tribes by Steggcrda and Seibert and for the

adult French Canadians by Trotter and Dawson.

Dnguidcd by an} working hypothesis Trotter presents her important analysis of the

Paracas mummy hair as a series of remarkable somato logical data from early coastal Peru.

On the assumption that the current anthropological view is correct, that no intrusive or

mixed race element was present in Peru before the arrival of the Spaniards, Trotter was

led to speak of the necessity of "individual variation from an intrarackl standpoint”,

while suggesting that the unusual Caucasoid fineness oi the hair might possibly have been

due to changes during the process of mummification. On my asking whether nr not there
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was any actual reason, to believe that the fine* brownish, and occasionally wavy harness
mummy hair had changed greatly post mortem, having been coarse and black like normal
Indian hair on the live natives. Dr. Trotter (195 1)

1 wrote me as follows with reference to

her paper quoted above: “J have gone over alt the evidence we have and have discussed
it with Mr* CX II. Duggiro, who is now working with me on the subject of Karr, Mis
background is an interesting one, since he has worked in the hair and fiber section of the
h- b- I- 1 have come to the conclusion that there are two mistakes in my paper on the mum-
mies’ hair. The first mistake was to introduce the word 1

Indian’, and tine second was the
use of the word laded

7

. Now I shall try to answer your direct question with a direct

answer, The hair ot the Patacas mummies which I examined in 194 j mav have changed
color and texture slightly. However, the amount of change in either color or text tire from
any evidence we have would not deny that the original color was a reddish brown and that
the: original texture was fine.” Although no reason was Found to warrant the hypothesis
that the reddish-brown scalps had ever laded from blue-blacky microscopic examination
showed that the light yellow hairs, interspersed to a very slight extent in eight of the
samples, contained no pigment, and hence presumably had been even lighter, or white.

Trotter further writes that the cross-section area of hair is closely correlated with its

weight, and that hair of Arabs of Central Iraq was tested for change in weight before and
at to dehydration. After 16 hours of dehydration the alteration of weight ended, and no
1 i.n :: icr l hange took place afterwards. The hair had then lost between 4 and

5
per cent of in>

weight. J rotter (Ibid^ writes; "'Since this Arab hair lost its weight during the first 1 6 hours
of dehydration it is unlikely that shrinkage of mummy hair (if it docs occur) could greatly
exceed

j
pc; cent ot ihe volume. J bis is interesting, since she found, as we have earlier

seen, chat although some of the Paracas hair samples were wide, yet the average from
,; ! the mummies examined was approximately 30% less than on normal Indian hair.
Evidently then, Trotter is right in being cautious in the use of the word 'Indian

1

with
reference to the Patacas mummies, provided the term 'Indian

1 may not be used in its

widest sense to denominate any racial type inhabiting the Americas before the arrival of
Columbus.

Before J was kindly furnished with this interesting information by Trotter, the British
Museum had suggested W, R Dawson as a leading British authority to consult on the
question of possible change in mummy hair. Dawson (192ft, p. 1 zy) who is earlier quoted
a? examining on the Pacific coast 01 North Chile an embalmed adult women with “abun-
dam lignr-hrown hair \ was kind enough to send me his opinion as follows

From the examination of a large number of mummies both from Egypt and other
countries including South America, my opinion is that hair does not undergo any marked
change post-moitem.; The hair ot a wavy or curly individual remains curly or wavy, and
ihai of a straight- hai ted person remains straight. In mummies and desiccated bodies the
hair has a tendency to be crisp and brittle, but this is the natural result of the dmng-up
ot tile selacecres glands, which during life, feed fatty matter into the hairfollicles which
-CLp^ the hair supple and flexible. , , , it seems to me very unlikely that any change in
colour would take place in a body which had never been exposed to the light, To

!

*L r™tter
’ ^rofcsaor of Gross Atwitomy, Washington University School of M*dicinc,lwee d««lW 22 ia fI

LectcE dated Mav ±t, tg.j i.
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sum up then, all the evidence I have indicates that the narurc of hair doc?, not a her after

death except in becoming div and brittle.”

There is accordingly every reason to give full attention to the non-Mongoloid charac-

teristics of the somatological remains at Patacas. Obviously the high percentage of reddish

brown hair on these embalmed culture bearers does not represent a cross-section of the po-

pulation in Peru, a? a whale during Lhese early periods. We may well assume that the

common Indian was not mummified, the process at least of true embalming would in all

likelihood be restricted to the upper social classes of such peoples as knew the process

of artificial mummification. It is therefore especially interesting to note the high ratio of

brown hair among the black on the early people who evolved or imported—the high-

cultures- of Peru.

The position may be briefly summarised thus: An analysis is made o-i a group of well-

preserved mummies from the central coast of Peru for die specific purpose of gaining all

possible information about the physical appearance of the unknown bearers of a lost pre-

Inca high-culture. If their stature* cranial and facial indices* and hair had been found to

concur with the physical data already known as characteristic of the region* then the

observed data would probably have been used as an argument for homogeneity of race,

without considering the possibility that the extinct race may have looked entirely different

from what i licit own remains suggested.

As it is, however* neither stature, cranial and facial indices, nor hair, have been found

to concur with the familiar norm of local Indians, and it has therefore been suggested

tliat these mummies in every way misrepresent the physical type of their own unknown

race. Divergency in head form is readily accounted for through more or less distinguishable

modification in early childhood, a practice which admittedly occurred; and a difference

in face type is explained as possibly a secondary result of the former deformation, a

hypothesis of less apparent: strength, as this should gov a narrow face-form to any Peruvian

whose head was correspondingly deformed. When the hair is brown it is suspected as

having been formerly black, and when exceptionally fine it may have shrunk. Yv hen

wavy and including all extremes nt hair-form, :t may be unusual variations irom the

mean tribal norm. The skeleton, which cannot have mfrtassd through deformation in

infancy or mummification, can still give us a wrong impression of the bodily build, it wc

assume that only the largest men of the community were specially selected for mummi-

fication.

Separately considered, each of these excuses tor the unexpected nature or the Patacas

mummies may carry some weight, but as a whole rhew merely work against each other.

It would be too fantastic to assume lhar aii the main physical traits of the mummies analysed

should in one way or another misrepresent the mummified race, both through childhood

deformation, post mortem shrivelling and fading, individual divergency and Intentionally

selective burials. If this be so, nothing has been learnt from the discovery of the Patacas

mummies as such, everything pertaining to their physical appearance may be misleading,

and for those who wanted to know what these early people were be, nothing is gained

by seeing them. On the other hand, while drawing no exaggerated conclusions, it can

safely he said that nothing discovered in the Paracas cave 3 argues against the hypothesis

that 3 foreign Caucasian-like race entered into the culture complex ot pre-Inca Peru,
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and that this race was comparatively tall in stature, with a narrow Face, and hair in varying

shades of brown, tine in texture and occasionally wavy. We can only say that we have
found what we were looking for also among the physical remains of prehistoric Peru.

They confirm what was indicated by the Inca memories and the pre-Inca pottery heads:

that a non-Mongoloid and Caucasian dike element seems to have been present in the earl\

local era. The burden of proof, and of finding a plausible explanation, here rests upon
those who maintain that nothing but Mongoloid traits have been observed in available

human material from pre-Inca Peru.

Historic evidence

In bis popular survey of aboriginal culture in prehistoric America, Verrili (1927; 1929)
brings up for a stimulating discussion some of the elementary questions pertaining to the

rise and spread of the local high-cultures. Pointing out the coherent geographical pattern
of old ervi libations in the New World, he stresses {1929) the improbability of this inter-

tropical distribution-area being the result of numerous sudden and independent flowerings
of cul ture in these often unfavourable desert and jungle areas. He points to the generally
noted absence of any local cu I ru re-growth or cultural experimentation nderkmg the
respective cult sites, such as Code, ban Augustin, Tiahuanaco etc,, and to the fact that
each distinct culture area shows the widest variation from the others in detail and character,
although the basic ideas, were the same and were consistently common to them all. This
IcaJn hi,

1

]] to the logical deduction that migrants Srom some of the local civilizations may
perhaps have been active among the aboriginal population in all these localities, spreading
':v. basic principles o£ their own religious beliefs and cultural doings into foreign and more
primitive culture domains, fhe resultant high-cultures may thus in each ease represent a

blending of 1 he local primitive culture and the intruding civilization, rhe primitive elements
being perhaps largely responsible lor the final destruction of the civilization and the
abandonment of its original cult site.

o. an argument against the much disputed hypothesis of a racial homogeneity in abo-
riginal America, the same author (1927, p. 45) writes :

""Although the majority of North American Indians have brown eyes and coarse,
straight, black bair, there are tribes whose eyes are hazel, grey, or even blue, and whose
haii is brown rather than black, arid is soft and hoc. I ndeed, if we read over all the accounts
ol the old discoverers and explorers we will find that, even in those days, the men who had
actually travelled among the Indians had accurately described these variations. Damping
Inc pirate naturalist Ringrose, Esquemcliug, and many others called particular attention
Lo the light skins and brown hair of many tribes and, in several places in their journals,
they State that the women arc ‘as fair as any woman of Spain’, or that their hair 'is exceed-
ingly long and soft and of pleasing brown shade 5

. This proves that the light skins, brown
Hair, and grey eyes of some Indian tribes arc not due to any admixture of Caucasian
blood.”

Whatever may be the origin of these Caucasian-like features, they had at least found
ri.eir way to early America, or had developed locally, before the Spaniards arrived. Already
bv t

5 oz or 1504, Angelo Trev ban's letter to the King and Queen of Spain was published.
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describing the men of a certain A raw a k tribe as “of light colour, with long hair and

beards*V
As far as the Inca territory h concerned, it may be interesting to notice a reference made

by Pedro Piuari'O (1 571, p, j8o) who himself took part in the conquest of Peru. Me distin-

guishes between the lords and ladies of the land (the Inca long-ears) and the 'common and

lowly' population who were their subjects: “Among the 1 -adics there were some tail ones,

not among the daughters of the Kings, but among (those of) the ore [ones, their kinsmen.

, r . They considered themselves beautiful, and almost all the daughters ol these bonds

and ore]ones were so. The Indian women of the Guancas, Chachapoyas and t iaharcs were

the common women, but most of them beautiful. The rest of the womanhood of this

kingdom were plump, neither beautiful nor ugly, hut of average appearance. The people

of rbis kingdom of Peru were v, hire hut of a tawny hue, and among them the Lords and

Ladies were whiter than Spaniards. I saw in this land an Indian woman and a child who

did not differ from those who arc white and blond. These people say that the latter were

the children of the heathen gods.”

Pizarro saw the aboriginal Peruvian nation before the fair-skinned local society was

absorbed bv the Spanish settlers, and before a casual light and blond Peruvian could be

suspected of post-Columbian impurity- ol blood, Obviously, it was the particular minority

of the Inca nation consisting of the upper aristocracy and the superior physical and intel-

lectual types (judged by European taste and standards) which after the conquest quickly

became absorbed by and lost among the Cash IMan colonists. The local Indian population

of Peru to-day arc only the descendants of the lower classes and of less attractive mental

and physical tvpes among the masses once ruled by the Cuzco Incas. They give a thorough

lv misleading conception of the former Inca aristocracy, their physical and mental bearing

and quality, their culture and knowledge.

As Vetriil p, 21) again expressed it:

4 \ . , rbc Mayas, the Aztecs and the Incans were not homogenous races of one blood. In

ail cases the\ were the result of conquest and confederation of many races and tribes b\ an

: Ratlin ( 1 942, p. 7) writes: “The Trcvisan letter thus contains the earliest description ol the natives ol South

America and merits full <guouuiiMi l 'The men, of light color, with long hair and hoards, arc of fine stature, gentle,

and sltirvw a tLe$;ic for new things, tuid ' Ids uras indicated by signs.. And they indicate with ihe hand that the interior

of ihc country was very populous and hat! various pen-plcsj frit when wc asked thfctH about both hi- cinot arid the

'jiUOsiIn, they in indicac-c by sigil* with die hand that people carsw from inside the country and took shells

of the pearls—or rather, of the containers (i. c. oysters) and pearls— for their garments. 'Those natives) had also

some clothes of cotton/ “ Tothrop (i«j+a, p, ajS) writes concerning the high- culture centre os Cnclc in Panama:

.we should point out that ehe population of Code may well h;tvt hecn of muhipL origin. At thi beg 11 sn.ng tpf

rhe sixteenth century., Spanish accounts make clear, there was great diversity of speech iiru! physical type. I bis *

exemplified by the jrinnr bearded warriors of Escotia, by ihe tnimcnt need of Idtetptcccrs between one 7iJ:ige and

the nest,” He ft!,so writes concerning the tribes in this same neighbourhood (19^7, p. «>): ^ £ have already quoted

(p. to) a passage from AndagOvtt concerning the very tall wstrior? of Hscoria. I he existence of 1 hiiiSo is conlitmed

by EspinoSa who remarks that two brothers of the chief were "so large and strong thtu they scenicJ giants
;
vnl-l one

of them as bearded as the .cost horded Chrlsrian coukl be/ terrain skeletons at the Sitio Come measured over

178 centimeters fj feet, to inches) in the ground although not in a fully extended position and certain individuals

must have stood well over 6 fo^t in life. Less derm in- evidence of physical variation comes from L6pea de Gdtnara

who .states iliai most of the natives varied in color between yeLl-ow ami "lion but tome were as black as the inhabit

of Guinea. The same writer also mentions very tall people.”
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intellectually superior people, Ku doubt these superior people, who formed the ruling

classes,— the priests, tec,- were of a distinct type from rhe bulk of the population, . . . 'JTie

Incas rhemseives were, we know from the records of rhe Spaniards, a much lighter-

colored lot than their subjects, and possessed almost Caucasian features. Portraits made
from life soon after and even during the conquest prove this, and the same is true of the

aristocracy of the Aztecs.”

The noted Inca historian, Markham (191 1, p. 121), has also stressed this physical

distinction: “We sec rhe Incas in the pictures at the church of Santa Ana at Cuzco. The
colour of the skin was many shades lighter than rhat of the down-trodden descendant*
of their subjects; the forehead high, the nose slightly aquiline, the chin and mouth firm,

the whole face majestic, refined, and intellectual.”

We have also seen that one of the ruling Incas received the name Viracocha because
he found himself able to grow a beard. Inca Viracocha^ sister-wife was called Mama-
Runtu, meaning “Mother Egg’ . This was, says Inca Garcilasso, because of her fair com-
plexion, as she was supposed to be “white as an egg”.

Those who doubt that beards grew in aboriginal Peru have overlooked the fact that

when the Spaniards arrived the Inca nation already possessed there own word for a “bearded
man ; Smkhasapa, (Ondegardo 1 940, p L 154.) Although anything but light-skinned, the
primitive and isolated Sirronos of Inca-occupied Bolivia had also great busby beard*,

besides slightly wavy, fine hair.

^ have seen how the Inca dynasty claimed divine and solar descent through ifiheri-

1 iirice from. rhei:' leading culture-hero Viracocha; also how Titicaca T&land tradition de-

scribed the Incas as the offspring of native women and a subsequently expelled race of
white men, These native beliefs should be judged alongside the early European paintings
°t die Imus ar Cuzco, as well as PizartcTs already quoted statement that among the

Inca nobles “there were some who were whiter than the Spaniards”. Phiarro’s statement,
.lIxo, that v hite and blond individuals were locally considered to be “the children of the
heathen gods” lias specific significance when we recall that it was Viracocha who was the
“heathen god” confronted by the Spanish missionaries in Peru.

''Jllu- die blond woman and child met bv Pizarto in early Inca Peru were locally con-1

sidered to be “ihe children, ol rhe gods”, we may recall how the same expression was used
in 1 olynes.i.ii, where blond or unt-hfbw individuals among the native stock were called

1 hhc
golden-haired children of Tangaroa”. We have earlier seen how Tangaroa, in the Society
Group, was stated to be but another name for the first Polynesian monarch Tiki (Tri),
which again take us back to the original name for Viracocha, the “heathen god” of Peru,
We also recall how fair-haired children were held in high esteem in Polynesia, such hair
being regarded m New Zealand as a sign of high chieftainship. On the Titicaca plateau,
even to-day, we learn from La Barrc (1948, p, 217) that among the Aymara Indians:
“Children or babies with white hair (albinos) are called Tatkm?? Mmata, or ‘beloved of
the Lord’.”

" 1S jnr,- : resting to note that the earliest Spanish explorers recorded an exceptional white
ness of the skin, and occasionally light hair, among Peruvians who had never before seen
Europeans. Tor it Is obvious that such natives, it met a generation later, or in our day,
would be overlooked as of mixed European descent, whereas we should look to the com
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man hulk of the mart primitive-looking population far genuine representatives ol pre-

Spanish South America. The evident impossibility of distinguishing pre-European from

post-European dements with regard to Caucasian-like individuals among the Peruvian

Indians of to-day .makes a search for pre-Inca hereditary traits among the present popu-

lation even more futile. Thus a survey of Titicaca Eland physical types to dir mav per-

haps to some extent indicate a complex background, but nothing more. Bandolier (1910,

p. 67) wrote from the island: "Among the men there are some tall and well formed figures,

with pleasant faces* many are. of low stature and have sinister countenances,” There is

still an individual variation in skin colour among aboriginal Peruvian Indians, hut only

when a marked distinction ss found to set aside a tribe rather than an individual, the

possibility of European infiltration is somewhat reduced. Thus, when a whole Peruvian

highland tribe, like the Chachapoya, are noted for what is described as an “unusually Jigbr

skin’
3

(Rowe 19463 p. 187}, the persistence of a hereditary characteristic from early times

is certainly suggested. 1

Although as a general rule brawn hair seems to have vanished from aboriginal Peru

with the era of the culture-yielding predecessors of the present Qucchua and Aymata-

speaking population, brown hair has .sporadically appeared— as in the uru-kshu strains of

Polynesia—among other sporadic South American Lribes until our days. In It is paper on

“The pigmentation and hair of South American Indians”, Sfcggerda (19 jo, p. 85) first

shows the -.'real instability of skin, colour among the aborigines of this territory, varying

from those who have “a very light skin color, almost white” to those whose colour is

“a coppery or even purple-brown”. He then goes on to say {Ibid., p. 89):

“In describing the hair of I ndians in both North and South America,, anthropologists

very frequently use the general adjectives: 'coarse*, 'black/, and 'straight
5

. Many tribes,

however, do differ from this description; and those comments of anthropologists that

deviate significantly are recorded below. According to I-Iarris (1936), who has made a

thorough study of the brown and white Indians of San Bias, the hair is black in brown

Indians, and from flaxen to straw-colored in the white Indians. ... fckortsherg (1913)

describes the hair of the Ahcaiuj as brown, in contrail to rhe uniformly black hah ot the

Fucgians. [Their eyes are dark blue in children]. - - In the Gmyakl, the hair varies from

brown to shiny black (Vdlard 1934). Serrano (1930) lias made an interesting observation

on the Mataco and Charoti; the hair of adults is black, while in the children it is reddish. . .

.

Roque! re- Pimo (193K < comments on the hard, straight hair of the Namhittiara, but mentions

that he has seen a few of these Indians with wavy hair. The Ptihum, an independent group

in ( Colombia, is worthy of special comment; Pericot v Garcia (1936 )
quotes a remark taken

from Tastevin, in which the hair color of these Indians is described as chestnut brown

to almost blood, Pericot y Garda 1(1936), however, states that their hair is black and

straight . . . The Bttemrl hair color,, though apparently black, shows a brown hue in strong

sunlight, and the children always have this shade of hair, ... Wavy and frizzly hair has

also been seen among certain individuals of the A.rmvak tribes; according to Pericot y

Garda (1936), the incidence of wavy and frizzly hair is rather great. Among the Indians

whose hair sometimes diverges from the norm arc also the B&tecudo. There is a frequency

1 We have jiUfii seen that the Chacbupoya were nne ->f the particular tribes specLftcii a.ready by l’izsrro for riie

beauty of their ’ft'Cunen.
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ot reddish-brown hair in tills tribe (Ma.nizer 19 19). Stegclmann (1905) also discovered
a iribe of peculiar appearance living on the upper Bnvira River In Brazil. Their hair was
light red, similar to that found rn certain Jewish types. Their skin was red also. The other
Indian tribes called them *O/0' T which means ‘howling monkey*, because of f he similarity

of their color to that of this particular monkey/*

Psychological reactions to European arrivals

National traditions of a period when people of an other race had lived among them as

rulers, and culture-betters would naturally produce a visible reaction in any country if

alien newcomers arrived with a physical appearance similar to that of the departed heroes.

As is well known, it: was just such reactions that, in different circumstances, led to the
easy conquest of Mexico and Peru, as well as to the tragic death of the famous Pacific

explorer Captain Cook.

When Juan dc Grijalva led his expedition From Cuba to Cozumel Island in 1518, and
thence passed over to the Yucatan peninsula to explore the coast of the Mayas, and like-

wise when Hernando Cortes in the following year landed in the old wake of Quetzal coat 1

1 m 1 he Aztec coast of V era Cruz to begin fits famous conquest of Mexico, ! he Spaniards were
amazed to find that vastly superior native armies remained quiescent instead of attacking
or resisting the small invading party ofEuropeans,

Phts circumstance had the greatest historic consequences for the opening up of the
New World to our own race. The sole reason for the failure of the Aztec emperor Monte-
zuma to make use of his large fortresses and armies was the confusion in the native mind
between the Spaniards and the white hierarchy which was the foundation of their own
religion and history.

Erinton
P* 1 3 8) shows with the early Mexican chronicler Tezozomoc 1 how the

goAtt Aztec monarch was confused: “.
. . when his artists showed him pictures of the

bearded Spaniards, and strings of glittering beads from Cortes, the emperor could doubt
no longer, and exclaimed: ‘ Truly this is the Quetzalcoatl we expected, he who lived with
us of old in Tula, Undoubtedly il h he, Ce Acatl Imcmi, the god of t >ne Reed, who is

journeying.
3 ”

The dramatic history o \ Cortes tells how the belief that he was the returning Quetzal-
coatl made the Aztecs sacrifice to him a human victim, with whose blood the conqueror
anil l: is companions were marked. \X' hen Cortes had his first interview with Montezuma,
the latter addressed him through the interpreter Marina in very remarkable words that
were recorded for posterity by Cortes himself in Ms Ctrta Segxrsfa, (October 30th,
t*uoh ; Having delivered me the presents, he [Montezuma] seated himself next to me
and spoke as follows: £We have known for a long time, by the writings handed down by
oui forefatners, that neither I nor an\ who inhabit this land are natives of it, but for-
eigners who came here from remote parts. We also know that we were led here by a ruler,
whose subjects we all were, who returned to his country, and after a long time came here
y-;.n 1 and wished ro lake his people away. But they had married, wives and built houses,

1 C rmika Mexicans* Chap. icS.
1

English tiansktioti by BfLflton (iSBa, p r j^).
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anti they would neither go with him nor recognize him as their king; therefore he went

back* We have ever believed rhat those who were of his lineage would some time come

and claim this land as his, and us as his vassals. From die direction whence you cornc,

which is where the sun rises, and from what you tell me of this great lord who sent you,

we believe and think it certain that lie is our natural ruler, especially since you say rhat for

a long rime he has known about us. Therefore you may feel certain that we shall obey

you, and shall respect you as holding the place of that great lord, and in all the land I rule

you may give what orders you wish, and the;.- shall be obeyed, and everything we have

shall be put at vour service, And since you are thus in your own heritage and your own

house, take your ease and rest from die fatigue of the jnurnej and the wars you have had

on the way,
1 ” 2

Brin ton {Ibid., p. 140} comments: “Such was the extraordinary address with, which the

Spaniard, with his handful of men, was received by the most powerful war chief of the

American continent. Tt confessed complete submission, without a struggle. But ii was the

expression of a general sentiment. When the Spanish ships for the first rime reached the

Mexican shores the natives kissed their sides acid hailed the white and bearded strangers

from the east as gods, sons and brothers of Quetzakoatl, come back from their celestial

home to claim rheir own on earth and bring again the days of Paradise; a hope, dryly

observes Father Mendieta, which the poor Indians soon gave up when they came to feel

the acts of their visitors.
11 '

The Mava Empire and its civilization had already ceased to exist by the time the first

Spaniards arrived, but the early beliefs and predictions were still alive among the people.

As Brinton ([bid., p„ 167) says, they were obscure, “but the one paint that is dear rn them

is, that they distinctly referred to the arrival of white and bearded strangers from the East,

who should control the land and alter the prevailing religionA Even that portion of the

Itz-as who had separated from the rest of their nation at the time of the destruction oi

Mayapan (about 1440 to) and wandered off to the far south, to establish a powerful

nation around Lake Peten, carried with them a forewarning that at the
l

cight age' they

should be subjected to a white race and have to embrace rheir religion;. . A'
1

What passed in the more savage minds of the many Indians of Central America aL ihe

first sight of the white Spaniards may he difficult to judge, as nothing indeed happened

among these smaller jungle tribes which could leave comparable traces in history . Toe

Spaniards, rarely behaving as friendly “god-men”, frequently stirred up trouble with

primitive peoples on the Isthmus, but there is still ample evidence rhat their physical

appearance could enable rlicm, like any white and bearded men, to pass freely through

the jungles as “supersaturate”. Andagoya (1 541—46, p. ay) gives rhe following instance,

speaking of the original ‘migration
1

of a small group of Spaniards from Nata to Pans,

1 The words erf Montezuma ate also given by Father Sahflgun, Hitteri# /.'! Nttetos Etpdfia, Fi-toL 12, chap. Ifi.

Montezuma referred to the prediction several times, according i<> Hemal Diaz, Hiftom Verdadera A f« Conqaista df

"Wr-.j fitpaiia, chap- fly, 9a.

- llittoria Ethuttutica fadwiw. Hook i„ chap, ia.

1 "‘Xakuk Peril,. Cweixta yttel nwpa, 156a, Mb-; dJ Libre de CWa*> Hatum de Mata. 1 595, AtS. Ine knnier is -i

history of the Conquest written in Maya, by a native nob(e, who was an fl.dult at the time that Mvi-sJa '.v is founded

(ij+a),
1

' {Ihid.)

1 loan tic V thagurierre ^otomayor, H: -torra ds U Pnainttn df eV ff^a, [>a*slm (Madrid. IT01)*
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north of Panama: “The Indiana had never seen Spaniards, and held such people to have
Fallen from the skies, and they would not attack them until they knew whether they
would die-

77

IF we assume that these primitive but warlike tribes retained no national memory of
former ‘white people who had passed and claimed personal sun-descent, this incident
pertaining to Spanish migration la no less informative, since it then at least shows how
readily local primitives at that time confused a foreign race of light colour with super-
natural sky^people and so let them pass without injury. Only when this group of Spaniards,
having received a gift from the savages amounting to "eleven saudlams of good gold”,
entirely lost their heads and wanted to seize the chief, did they involve themselves in
hostilities and have to flee in si&kn native following the coastline to the province
ot Comogre, at the southern extremity of the Panama Isthmus. These: very same simple
water- routes of' migration or escape through Panama were open not only to the Spaniards,
hut also to any I ocaXOmt^aicQttfh or Kukukam of pre- historic times.

jus? south of this narrow Isthmus, the treasure-seeking Spaniards entered the territory
t the peaceful CJubcha or Colombian I he earnest traditions of this northern Andean
people were also of the arrival and local ministrations of a white and Jong-bearded
monarch so that the Spaniards were immediately taken for members of the same race,
i his hero was locally known under various names, among which were Sim and Chimi-
nigagua, “and when the Spaniards first arrived they were supposed to be hi, envoys, and

ere tailed saa or gngua, just as from the memory of a similar myth in Peru they were
addressed as Vtracochas.” (See pi 28a above.)

1 his brings us hack to Peru and the Inca Empire, where also a handful of Spaniards
conquered an empire by the effects of their appearance upon the local hierarchy. As the
subject has already been dealt with we shall only give a brief summary of the Inca reactions
10 the coming of the Spaniards based on the early accounts of Gardlasso, Cieza, Sarmiento,
Polo, and other chroniclers from early Peru. As man’s ph pica! capacity and ids desires
and inclinations can not have changed much between the days of the Old Maya and
barb < -hinni and those of Cortes and Pissarro, and as the size and conformal ion of the land,
its coasts and jungles, mountains and valleys were the same in both periods, one may well
suspect that what happened in the generation of Pissarro could have happened also in the
long centuries and millennia, when America was unknown ro us.

When the Spaniards had established their first small colonies at Darien, on the Atlantic
side of Panama, they soon marched across the narrow Isthmus to find, in 1513, a vast
1 wean on the other side. Exploring the sparsely inhabited coastline further south along
thc !sthmus and northern Colombia, they found a closed, jungle wall reaching to the sea,

I extensive Stretches of mangrove-covered swamp- lands uninviting to treasure- Seekers,
clergymen and settlers alike. This caused them to push on rather quickly in small self-made
sailing craft, closely following the coastline with its fresh-water outlets in search of more
favourable regions. It is generally thought that Andagova reached Colombia in 1523,
doing part of his exploration in a native canoe, and Pizarro went a little further two
ears Leer. Returning from his first trip and setting out again, Pizarro passed on in 15 27.

ccrUlin interruptions, straight to Tumbez. in Peru, and from here the coast of
C1C Formet Chlmu Empire was explored right down to Santa near Chimbote.
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Thus, only fourteen years after Balboa's discovery of the Pacific Ocean, and eight years

after Cortes
7
landing in Mexico, other small groups of Spaniards had worked down the

coast of Peru. Not satisfied with this journey, Pizarro went back to Panama, crossed the

Isthmus and returned to Spain to inform his King about the new land, and to obtain ll

concession to conquer it. He came back, crossed the Isthmus with a little group of followers

and was down in Tumbcz for the second time by 1-531. According to barm lento (1*72,

p, 186), on Pizarro’s first visit to Peru, Inca Huayna Capac was the mighty ruler of the

vast empire, which then comprised several of the present republics of western South

America. 1 The same early authority claims that the emperor and his son Atahualpa then

received the news that none less than Viracocha himself and bis followers had arrived on

the coast near Tumbez and had departed again. If this is correct, this incident bad no

doubt recalled to the emperor’s mind the tradition that the departing Viracocha had

promised to return; the news must therefore have strengthened his belief in this sacred

culture-hero, who had been blindly worshipped as the principal deity or this empire for

the many generations since he left their northern coast.

The concurrence of the Viracocha traditions with Pizarro
1

s brief visit of .1527 seems to

have awakened in the minds ot the Peruvians a leeling tit at century-old warnings were

about to be fulfilled and that rhe end of their empire was approaching, since Vkacocha

had suddenly returned, and was afloat somewhere nearby. Priests foresaw what would

happen when Viracocha came back to take power, as is clearly shown in the following

narration of Pedro Pizarro, who entered Peru with the Spanish conquerors in ijja,

roughly five years after his cousin Francisco Pizarro had paid his hrst visit to the' toast.

Pizarro (1571 b, p, 470) wrote.:

“Hear what 1 heard an orejion [‘long-ear
1

] say, a Lord of this laud,
|

3 Ie said] that five

years, a lit tic more or less, before we Spaniards entered this land an idol at Purima which

these Indians had twelve leagues from Cuzco and 10 whome they spoke, had ordered all

the Lords together, for he wished to speak to them. And when they were assembled, he

said: You must know that bearded men are coming who are destined to overcome you.

I have wished to tell you this that you may cat, drink and spend ah you have so they may

not find aught, nor you have anything to give them. As 1 say, an old orejon who had heard

it told me this,”

Thus, when. Francisco Pizarro and his less than two hundred followers came hack to

Peru for the second time In <532 to begin their march inland, they were oy no means

unexpected, but played an important part in the minds of the people. Pizarro and bis hut

meagre boat-loads of companions did not come just to settle as miitMdS in the midt-t ot a

powerful military empire, but simply to take it over. Inca Huayna Lapse had died in she

meantime, and his legitimate son Htiascar had succeeded him as emperor ol Peru. Bui ho

had left the kingdom of Quito In present Ecuador to his favourite son Atabuidpa, whose

mother was not of Inca blood, being a daughter of rite conquered sovereign of Quito.

Friction gradually arose between the two half-brothers, w hich was to end in a war between

their large armies. Sarmiento (15 72, p. 186) tells us howAtahualpa reacted when he heard

for the second time of Pizarro ’a arrival at the coast:

1 As ftowt {15,44, p. ?7) thorn, Sarmietiir.i (.na) md Cabell* (MS tjBG) degree ns to dw 1" Inn

Huuyarn* Capac died,
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j\ .r oj $hc Spff/;£iir/i.\ roffjss fo j\fiibtudp<t r A tabledpa was ae Huattiflchueo cc]ebrsting
c^re^t fesLiv ah J01 fits ’ Lctorics, and fit wished ro proceed to Ciikco ;md Assume the fringe
in the House of the Sun, where all former Incas had received it. When he was about to set
' 'it d-t-rc came to him two Tallanas Indians, sent by the Caracas of Pa} la and Tumhei:, to
reP0ft to him that there had arrived by sea, which they call meba^ a people with different
clothing* and with beards* and that they brought animals like large sheep. The chief of
them was believed to be Viiacocha, which means die god of these people, and lie brought
wirit him many Viracochsts, which is as much as to sav 'gods’. They said this of the Gover-
iii. ,t Don Francisco I izarro, who had arrived with 1S0 men and some horses which they
called sheep ... Vv hen this became known to Atahualpa he rejoiced greatly* believing it

to he the Viracochs coming, as he bad promised when he departed, and as is recounted
in the beginning of this history > Atahualpa gave thanks that he should have come in his
time, and he sent back the messengers with thanks to the Caracas for sending the news,
and ordering them to keep him informed of what might happen. He resolved not to go to
Cu^.co until he had seen what this arrival was* and what the Yiracochas intended to do. . ,

*

As no further news came, because the Spaniards were forming a station at Tangarara,
Atahualpa became careless and believed that they had gone. For, at another time j’ when
Lie was marching with his lather, in the wars of Quito, news came to Huayna Capae that
the Yiracocha had arrived on the coast near Tumbez* and then they had gone away. This
was when Don Framisco Pizarro came on the first discovery, and returned to Spain for a
concession, as wilt be explained in its place." 1

Just about the time when the Spaniards left Tangarara to march inland, open warfare
between the Inca brothers had resulted in the capture of Huascar and his imprisonment
i u Andamarca, while Inca Atahualpa with a powerful army was at Cajamarca, the favourite
Inca resort. lYzarro with his Jess than two hundred followers marched south ffomT'anga-
rara toMotupe, near Lambayeque, and thence began to ascend the mountains toCajamarca,
our of the plains and valleys of the former Early Chimu Empire and into the Andean
high lands. The geographical layout of the land thus made the arriving Spaniards ascend the
plateau just where the legendary Tid Viracocha, on departing from the Titicaca highlands,
had descended to the coast and gone north to Manta, in Ecuador, whence the Spaniards
had now come.

When Pizarro's little group entered the highland valleys of the lofty Andes they were in
an. unknown world. Atahualpa was well informed about their approach, and could have
isolated and crushed them with ids powerful armies, but the Inca did not permit his war-
nors to take tip arms against the Viracochas. As Brinton (18B2, p. 399) put it:

1 have > ct 10 add moduli point of similarity between the myth of Viracocha and those
ot Quetzalcbatl, lezamna and the others* which I have already narrated. As in Mexico,
Y ucatan and elsewhere, so in the realms of the Incas, the Spaniards found themselves not
unexpected guests. Here, too, texts of ancient prophecies were called to mind, words of

J posMbuity should aot he overlooked that chc fust message to Huayna Q,.pac rcacbc.3 the Inca altc*dv
d
r'

nS
'T™ 10 lh* ri P<>fthc in 1524, In lhattaac Atahualpa was now |eH™

,

t 7) ¥
the great IdJ of his disannul™ crrukl fam been«Wa rctu^-mp

.

U
-

T<Jpt .1^'" l"*W rCTUm m W' ^ sn-a.nf'c that Atahualpa should not be informed of Pi&nrt^MCi-urn at Jangatara.
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warning from solemn and antique songs, lore telHog that other Viracochas, men of fair

complexion and flowing beards, would some day come from the Sun, the Father of

existent nature, and subject the empire to their rule. When the great Inca, Iltiayna Capat,

was on his death-bed, he recalled these prophecies, and impressed them upon the mind of

his successor, so that when Dc Soto, the lieutenant of Pizarro, had his first interview with

the envoy of Atahuallpa, the latter humbly addressed him as Viracocha, the great God,

son of the Sun, and told him that it was Huayna OapacT last command to pay homage

to the white men when they should arrive.”

When Inca Atahualpa arrived in his litter to meet Pmrro and his companions personally,

lie was accompanied by a vast and well-trained army of veterans, who were strictly forbid-

den by the Inca to injure the Viracochas. The Spaniards' answer to this reception was to

seise the stoical Inca in the presence of his perplexed soldiers and to hold him prisoner

against a ransom of a room full of “good gold”. Shortly afterwards, the Inca was simply

executed by the Spaniards, who felt this would serve their own purpose of conquest..

Inca Atahualpa^ half-brother Huasear, who at this time was held as a prisoner at Andamar-

ca, had been making frantic sacrifices to Viracocha for deliverance from Atahualpa’*

vengeance, “When the news arrived almost immediately that strange White men from over

the sea had captured Atanuallpa, I-luascar
:

s party concluded that the White men had come

in answer to their prayers, and so called them \ IraqQta [Viracocha]/’ 1

The historic implications of the fact that Pizarrc/s party was mistaken ior returning

pre-Incas are so apparent that they deserve the attention not only o.l historians, as hitherto,

but also of the mvbiologist and thus the anthropologist- Cieza and Inca GarcEIasso em-

phasize the point, Cieza stresses that he has especially inquired among the Inca long-

cared’ nobles as to why he and his white countrymen were termed Viracocha s from their

lirst appearance in Peru, and he was told it was because they were at first mistaken for the

sons of the departed god Tici -Viracocha, \nd Inca Carol as so, who got first-hand infor-

mation from his relatives, wrote : “Hence it was that they called the fir,* Spaniards who

entered Peru Uiraecocha [Viracocha], because they wore beards, and were clothed from

head, to foot, , , , For these reason the Indians gave the name of LJIra-ecocha to the Span-

iards, saying that they were sons of their god, l/ira-ccncha, . . He stressed that this

outward appearance ensured Pizarro and his companions their reverent reception among

the Inca nation, and. as we have seen, enabled solitary men like de Soto and tk Narco

to criss-cross the country on expeditions without being assaulted, but instead, being

humbly addressed evervwhcre as “sons of the sun”.

We know of many similar instances, as when Pizarro sent three common soldiers to

spy out the country between Cajamarca and Cuzco, or when Hernando bizarre tra\ el led

for four months from Cajamarca to Pachacam&c and lanca and back. Pedro 1 izarru

description (1571 b, p„ jot) of the siege of Cuzco in 1536 well illustrates now read to the

Little group of Spaniards might have been crushed during their Andean ascent of lip:

“So numerous were the Indian troops who came here that they covered the fields, and by

day it looked as if a black cloth had been spread over the ground for hah a league f nearly

2 mile
5 j

around the city of Cuzco. At night there were so many fires that it looked like

nothing other than a very serene sky full of stars, ... When all the troops who that tnga

5 F.yccpc from, Polo ltl Rowe (194C !> kn.)
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had sent to assemble bad arrived, it was understood, and the Indians said, that there were
two hundred thousand of them who had come , . It is obvious that if rhese Inca armies
hiSd gi\ cn them a hostile reception, no little group ol 1 6th century Spanish swordsmen
could have survived even though some of them had horses and a few had arquebuses
with a limited supply of powder.

\%'hcn the Spaniards, in very small groups, had spread from the West Indies to Mexico,
Central America and Peru, they had covered precisely the area formerly covered by rhe
unidentified founders of rhe aboriginal American high cultures. So sooner was Mexico
conquered than the local Spaniards marched across to the Pacific and built smalt saliinc

craft and started to explore the newly discovered coast and ocean. Thanks to the westerh.
trade winds and the strong North Equatorial Current, some of these small craft soon
pushed out hum the coast of Mexico straight across the Pacific ocean. It is most note-
worthy from an anthropologist’s point of view that all rhese first craft set out from ancient
Mexico when venturing the push info the unknown Pacific. Thus they were all involved
in the special w bids and currents prevailing north of the Equator. They all missed Poly-
nc.-ua and passed straight into Micronesia, the Philippines and Indonesia. To return east-
wards they had to go with the current up into the far North Pacific, far above Hawaii.
Ii has been suggested that Gaetano might perhaps have sighted Hawaii in ij on his way
back to Mexico, but this possibility has been eliminated by DahlgrenN (1917) monograph
on the subject. Polynesia and Melanesia remained entirely unknown to the outside world
until Lbe settlers of Pern began to move.
Among the coastal population in aboriginal Peru, gossip and rumours of rich islands

out in the ocean had been current since time immemorial, and began to fire the Spanish
imagination a bo. I lie Spaniards heard such talk among the native merchants who owned
die balsa raft fleet at Tumbez anti other parts of north Pern, and they heard it again among
die aboriginal deep-sea fishermen of lea and Arica further south. (Sec further Part VIII

A

1 hey also learnt that such rumours among early coastal merchants had caused the famous
Inca 1 upac Yupanqui* some three generations before the coining of the Spaniards, to set
out on to the ocean with a large flotilla of well manned balsa rafts in search of islands, two
ol whit.li he presumably had found. This ancient Peruvian dream of riches in mysterious
lands beyond the ocean led to the Spanish discovery of Polynesia and Melanesia. Sarmiento
de Gamboa obtained consent from the Governor of Peru to sail, with the Governor's
nephew Alvaro dc Menttana as the expedition’s commander, in search of the islands
sought for b\ Tupac Yupanqui,

1 he ^Ien^ana Expedition left Peru (Callao harbour) in 1567 and sailed straight through
Polynesia without sighting land until they reached the large Solomon Islands in Melanesia.
C >n the second voyage (from Paita, Peru) in 1

,

9J , Mcndana ran inro the lofty Marquesas
islands, and the first Polynesians, were there seen and described by our own race. Much
n their surprise, the Spaniards Found themselves to have been preceded in their discovery
ot these completely hidden oceanic islands by a population many of whom were express tv
commented on as having a white skin, and they even came across individuals with very
beautiful reddish hair. (See Part IV.) The Mend™ expedition had no interpreter'

,

n,,thm£ >>“ therefo“ bwt1 kft for posterity in regard to (he impression made upon™ natJves b;r the SPamard! beyond the fact of a peaceful reception by light-skinned
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islanders paddling and swimming through the water in multitudes. But when the foreign

expedifbinaries had left, after killing a great number of the natives who game out to greet

them, and shooting for amusement women swimming with children cm their backs
s
none

of these unfortunate natives ought any longer confuse these modern white visitors with

their own god-men of the past. Yet Captain Porter (1815, Vol. II, p, 52) wrote from the

Marquesas group during his early visit: "It may be worthy of remark here that the natives

call a white man Qtkottab [Atua], their gods bear the game apHlation, as do their priests

after their death: a white man Is viewed by them as a being superior to themselves, bur

our weaknesses and passions have served to convince them that we are kke the human.

Handy (1923, pp. 1 1 , 12), too, emphasises that, according to a number of the early

voyagers visiting the Marquesas, "white men” were referred to as t/su* the specific name

of the venerated ancestor-gods in the native genealogies. Handy speculates as to whether

this was due to association of the white men with such local mythical teachings as that

which claims that "Tane was fair with light hair and is said to have been the ancestor oi

the white race”. He concludes: "All that one may say with assurance is that rite Marquesas

islanders, like the rest of the Polynesians, must, at some time prior to the first recorded

visits of Europeans, have known of the existence of a white race,,

It was different when Captain James Cook in T778 discovered Hawaii on his way to the

Northwest American Coast, as he was then able to communicate to some extent with this

newly discovered branch of the Polynesians. The tragic outcome of this discovery re-

sulted in a most detailed report being written on all minor episodes associated with it.

The second volume of Cook's Pacific voyage in the years 1776—80 was written by the

captain himself, and he says of his landing in ihe newly discovered Hawaiian group

(1784, Vol. IT p, 199):

“The very instant I leaped onshore, the collected body oi the natives all fell fiat upon

their faces, and remained in that very humble posture, till, by expressive signs, I prevailed

them to rise.'
1 And about his walk (o (be water-pool: . and every one, whom we met

fell prostrate upon the ground, and remained in that position till we had passed. I his, as

l afterward understood, b the mode of paying their respect to 1 heir own great Chiefs."

There was, as will soon be seen, a hrde more behind this boundless veneration of Cook’s

party. Of the Hawaiian men who came on board his ship. Cook (IBui
, p. 214) also observed

that: "... before they departed, some of them requested our permission to lay down,

on the deck, locks of their hair,” The meaning of this peculiar desire also rev ealed itself as

events took their course1

.

Volume HI of the same narrative, describing the death of Captain Cook, was written

by hj.s second in command, Captain King. VC e learn 1 rom him (p. 3) that, when tec Eng-

lishmen returned to Hawaii in the ’. ear following their visit to the Northwest Coast islands,

an immense crowd of Hawsiitans paddled and swam out to greet them, A local high priest

named Koah was then escorted on board Cook's ship: “Being led into the cabin, he

approached Captain Cook with great veneration, and threw over his shoulders apiece or

red cloth, which lie had brought along with him. Then stepping a few paces back, fie

made an offering of a small pig, which he held ifl his hand, whilst he pronounced a dis-

course that lasted for a considerable: time. This ceremony was frequently repeated during

our stay at Owhyhee [Hawaii}, and appeared to us, from many circumstances, to be a sort
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of religious adoration. Their idols we found always arrayed with red cloth, in the same
manner as was done to Captain Cook; and a small pig was their usual offering to the Eatooas
(gods)-

Later, when they landed, we learn from King that four men “marched before us, pro-
nouncing with a loud voice a short sentence, in which we could only distinguish the word
avow. Captain Cook generally went by this name amongst ihe natives of Owhyhee; but
we could never learn its precise meaning. Sometimes they applied it to an invisible being,
who, they said, lived in the heavens.

1
* As the solemn procession marched up from the

beach, not a single person was to be seen except those who lay prostrate on the ground.
Cook was led to a truncated stone pyramid on the edge of a held of sweet potatoes, the
latter being an ancient Peruvian crop plant, as will he seen. brer. (Part V1L) The pyramid
formed the foundation of a small wooden temple, and was “about forty yards long,
twenty broad, and fourteen in height. The top was flat, and well paved.**

Describing how the high priest Koah led the procession to the top of the pyramid,
King says; We were here met by a tall young man with a long beard, who presented
Captain Cook to the images ... "After chanting a sort of hymn, Koah offered another
hog to Cook, making him a long speech* “At this time we saw, coming in solemn pro-
cession, at the entrance ot the top of the Mitralt ten men carrying a live hog, and a large
f;>i l. of led cloth. Being advanced a few paces, they stopped, and prostrated themselves;
artd Kaircekeea, the young man above-mentioned, went to them, and receiving the cloth,
carried it no Koah, who wrapped it round the Lap tain, and afterward offered him the
hog, which was brought by Kaireekeea with the same ceremony."
While Captain Cook was sitting aloft “in this aukward situation, swathed round with

red doth
,
in the same manner as the two wooden images he had just been introduced to,

coanting and ceremonies went on during a considerable time, the crowd below calling
Grow. By then a second procession had arrived, making great offerings of baked hog and
other food, and in the end Cook was an o in red with kawa by the priests and fed by the high
priest Knar:, who had, moreover, humbly chewed the food for him. Captain King con-
el tides; “The meaning of the various ceremonies, with which we had been received, . .

.

can only he the subject of conjectures, and those uncertain and partial ..."
( hi ii later day Cook was conducted to the sacred houses of ihe pxiestlv society , and was

again offered pigs and wrapped in red doth at the foot of a wooden idol in “a sacred
building called Harre-iw-Orofie, or the house of Or&tio ..."

While Cook was thus being worshipped, the king had been engaged in a war on rite
island of Maui in the same group. On his return, new offerings of feather cloaks and pigs
were made to Cook, and he was again wrapped in red cloth. At last came the day of de-
parture, which much disappointed and grieved the islanders. No sooner had the English-
men kit before they ran into a gale and were forced to return to the same harbour. Their
i ailure ro master the elements made the natives very suspicious. Moreover, the Englishmen
Had also by this time managed to toll them all about their own god and king and country,
and the natives had slowly begun to realize their mistake. When Cook and bis companions
returned i.hev found thai the high priest Koah had changed his attitude completely; he
id discovered that Cook was not the ancestor-god Orooo (or Rono) and he was now

most hostile to the w bite visitor and Ms men.

as WcjffKfaW
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The Englishmen were not so Fortunate as Cortes, in Mexico and Pizarro in Peru. When
the Polynesians found out their own mistake, a small accident was enough to make them

fall upon the visitors and slay Captain Cook, dragging his body inland before Ids men
could prevent them. We know to-day that right from Kauai to Hawaii Island Cook was

mistaken for the fair ancestor-god Rono, and the news of his 're turn
f

spread like ure all

over the group. Thousands of natives had assembled to catch a secret glimpse of the sacred

and much talked of white god-men, while Cook had been solemnly led by the priesthood

to Hone’s own ancient heiau, the stepped pyramid with the little wooden temple on its

summit. 1

Captain King (Jh'rf~, p, 159) says in another connection about this unfortunate iron-

fusion: Mr has been mentioned, that the title of Grom, with ail its honours, was given to

Captain Cook; and it is also certain, that they regarded us„ generally, as a race of people

superior to themselves; and used often to say, that great Eatooa [ancestor-gods] dwelled

in our country.” They also said of the principal image on the pyramid that it represented

a certain favourite god of the island king— that is the same as to say an early tribal hero or

legendary progenitor—and that he too came from the land of Captain Cook and his

followers, or, as King puts ir, “that he also resided amongst US."

We know to-day that it was the firm Hawaiian belief char their own great kings after

death returned to the original Polynesian Fatherland outside the island world, and took

up abode there as Eatooa (Pol,; Atm\ or gods, among the original Polynesian ancestors

of that land. The people of tins most ancient fatherland were remembered as being Hmk,
or white menu (Fornander 1878, VoL II, p. 285.) Orono (or Rono, Kongo, Rogo, Lono),

was also one of the ancestor-gods in Polynesia, and had dwelt, since his departure from

mortal ken, in the sacred Fatherland.

When Cook and his white followers arrived they were thus mistaken for visitors from

the Polynesian Fatherland arriving under Rontfs leadership. Thus the Hawaiian s could

say that great utmu dwelt in Cook’s and bk companions’ country , and also that tlie

favourite ancestor-god of (he island king resided among the white men. This same con-

fusion will also explain why some of the Polynesians who came on board Cook s ship asked

for permission to lay locks of their own hair on the deck. To the Polynesian a part of his

own spirit lives in his hair. Buck (1922* p- 40), in his somatologk study or .Maori soldiers,

was unable to collect hair-samples from his native friends, because, as be says, they would

"suspect us of witchcraft if disaster occurred to anyone from whose sacred head hair had

been collected,” All the more remarkable is it, therefore, that Cook had no such trouble;

the natives gladly took the chance and. even sought to Leave Locks ol their own hah on

board bis ship. The reason was obviously tbai they expected the hair to be taken back to

I be great Fatherland of the Polynesian race, and with it part of their own spirit, which

thus could help to guide the rest of their soul after death to this same sacred and much

desired destination, the home of the great kings and heroes of the past.

\ strange corroboration is tomid more than three thousand miles to the south, on

another Island group also in the extreme east of Polynesia, 1 his was had’ a century later.

1 Ellis (ia*£t Vol. tv, p. 1 J3j, at the beginning of last century, met sums of the natives who had actually been

eyewitnesses to what happened during Cook s vssjt. I hey Sftiti:
1

'K ^ thought he WJ13 ihe fjoil Rono, worshipped

him as. such, and. .liter his death, tevereoeed his hones/"
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when Captain Beechey, as the first European, met the islanders of Mangarcva during fits

call with Hf, M. S, Blossom, Beechey (183 1) describes how a great number ofManga revs ns

came out to welcome him* not in canoes, but on a flolilla of sajl-ranying log-rafts. 1 (Sec

Plate LXXIX.) The natives were plainly of mixed breed, and as we have seen, some of
them are described a* very fair-skinned with beards and hooked noses. These latter dressed
and looked like a distinct class, and among them was one who seemed to be a chief. None
of the visitors knew the native language or what went on in the- native mind. The friendly

welcome in the course of the visit turned to open trouble, and Beechey narrates how has

ship’s dog was stolen. Generations later we learned that Beechey too had at first been
taken for the ancestor-god Rono, or in Gambler dialect Roga (also Kongo).

BeecheyN visit happened Co survive as a Mangarevan tradition, and was passed orally

from father to son until recorded in writing in the Tiriponc manuscript, (Buck 1358 b,

p. 94.) The natives, at first believing Beechey to be Rogo, whose return had been predicted,
had brought their king Tv Ma-teoa out ro greet him. They had later been shoi at, and
apparently soon realised their mistake. Tradition proudly recorded that 'Tkau and kohaga
stole a dog from the ship.”

With the Polynesian ability for preserving traditions* it is noteworthy that Rouge
should be brought to mind both by the Hawaiian* and tire Man garevans when die I English-

men arrived

P

In Central Polynesia Kongo is closely associated with Tangaroa, and the two are some
limes said to be brothers, In Raiatea, Arm and Samoa, Kongo is said to be Tangaro&’s
son. 1 Gill 1876, p, 14.) J he Mangaians regard Tangaroa, Kongo, and Tane to be brothers.
foyal sons of the god Vatea (Atea), Strangely enough, they believed Kongo to have been
darkhaired

3

, whereas his brother Tangaroa was the one who had “sandy hair”, (Their
brother Tane was blond-haired in Marquesan legends, and Atca, the father, was blond
m Hawaiian accounts.) Anyway Tangaroa was considered “altogether the cleverest son
of Vatea”, who instructed his brother Kongo in various skills, like agriculture. But
jealousy arouse between the two in the end, and the blond 1 angaroa Jell Mangaia in the
possession of Kongo, while he himself moved further west to take up abode in Rarotonga
and Aitutaki. [Ihid^ p. 14.) Phis belief was also so firmly rooted in Central Polynesia L'liaL

' 111 u 'x 'k™ legendary Remo inciw*i*sd as hiving left farTahiii or foreign lands in a “singularly shaped”
(Ellis 1819, Vol. IV, p. 134, ;

1 !lt 111 Por " LI '-f- of "he early name Rongo a rtsfkctcd by ire sporadic occurrence in martv parts of Polynesia.
I- fJotF' ,,n]y *PPC“ ** ihe name of a deity who ruled in former times, bui often to the gr>d of agriculture, and
evLrn ?hc god of war* and it also pertains to certain Ltoportant skills «r possessions dial were ascribed to the ejrlicsi
Polynesian forefathers. In the Marquesas group, wnga (alio uom) was tlie term Foe the local ’'gcnCiLlogy" taught by
'Ik kirned. ti.tir. ti expert Both in Esster Island and New:Zc9l$nd. mqtp-roiigt v.-m the term applied n "wtiiingN
aUhoujrli Faster Island WAS the only spot in Polynesia where actual ves-ipps of a Former knowledge of rhis ait has
survived. 3 he pk'tUre-writings on the local wooden tablets were termed nusgo-rmiv, and wc learn that one ctttiiin
Hinehiu, who came uuh the legendary local discoverer ffotu Mato* in separate boat with “long-cars", “was a
mao :>l intelligent, and wrote Tongo-rongo aa paper he brought with him”. (Houtlodge irjtg, p L

J. 471* aXi
.)V hen the Kon-Tiki expedition landed with a replici of a Peruvian tog-rafE in Raroia of the central Tnamotus

J"

f947, mci
;'
c5 VCK tfsdlttl '>^ 'hat ve had come in xp^-jw {raft}. They told us that such bmt had been

irequendy used for navigating the seas ir> the earliest ancestral tunes, and that the okksi name for this type of craft
nitivc ^ngs and legends was rte£Q-r<»i™. (HeyCrdsM 1948 5,,)
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confusion arouse upon the arrival of the first Europeans. Gill {Ibid., p. 13), who made a

careful study of the Mangaia. myths and memories during his early local stay, 1 writes:

. .all fair-haired children (rauro keu) in after ages were considered to be Tangaroa s

s

(tine god himself had sandy hair); whilst the darkhaired, which form the great majority

,

are Kongo's, , , , Now and then a stray child might be claimed for Tangaroa, whose home
is in the shy, L e. far beyond the horizon; the majority of his fair-haired cliildren live with

the fair-haired god in distant lands. . * , Hence, when Cook discovered Mangaia, the men
of that day were grvatlv surprised at the fair hair and skin of their visitors, and at once

concluded that these were some of the long-lost fair children of Tangaroal”

Since we have seen that both Tangaroa and Viracocha, according to specific native

statements respectively in Polynesia and Pern, are but alternative names for an ancestor-

god otherwise known as T]lh, we reach the interesting conclusion that Pizarro and Cook

seem both to have been mistaken for the same migrant culture-hero.

Even as far west as the Polynesian-affected parts of Melanesia, the arriving Europeans

were associated with a formerly known, and similar race-type, Riesenfeld (19JQ a, p. 25)

writes: “In Melanesian mythology, when the immigrants who introduced die custom of

erecting megaliths into Melanesia are described they are repeatedly stated to have had

light or almost white skin. The first Europeans coming to those parts were therefore

frequently identified with them and called by the same name.”

In I :s paper on the isolated Marlows of the Chatham Islands, Sk tuner also (1915, pp. 25,

50) shows that this southern Polynesian stock preserved vestiges of a sun-worship and

sun-descent. When a Morion was dying, another native “held the head of the dying man

in the hollow of Ms arm, and, pointing to the sun, spoke as follows; Ascend direct above,

to the beams of the sun, to the rays of the morning, , . , to the source, to the sun, . . W When
Captain Vancouver discovered the Chatham Islands in 1791 and ’he Mori oris saw the

first Europeans, they immediately suspected that these fair travellers must be solar gods

of the same original line as their own sacred ancestry. Referring to Brough con’s journal

of Vancouver's discovery, Skinner says: “This sun cult seems to have affected their view

of Strangers, for Broughton says: ‘On our first landing their surprise and exclamations

can hardly be imagined; they pointed to the sun and then it? us, a is . . to ask whether v ^

had come from thence.
1 ”

We have also seen that in New Zealand too, a light people, termed among other names

Pakehakdia by the Maori, had been present before the arrival of the Maori licet, and that

the Europeans upon their arrival were immediately called Pakcha, a name they have re-

rained in Maori tongue ever since. (Smith 1910a, p. 131 ;
Buck 1922, p. 58; Layard 1918,

p. 119; etc.)

Comments and deduction

Surveying all these concurring data pertaining ro ihe early existence of a light- coloured

race in America and Polynesia, we find that tribal and national memories, iconographic art,

physical inheritance, and burial remains from early periods, ah unite to indicate, argue

and emphasise the same tiling: a Caucasian-like clement, differing essentially from the

1 "The isolation of the Hervcy Islanders," GUI {Ibid., p. xii) jays, “was in favour of ihe purity of their mu! i lions,

jin.! ihi: eafiifine jealousy with which they were gostsdeJ was tarher an advantage than otherwise.”
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Mongoloid- type, was formerly present in die territories concerned. It flourished spo-
radically in certain centres as an intellectually active and dominant minority, and then
disappeared, lost among the hostile Yellow-brown masses by massacre, expulsion, or
absorption, We shall soon examine the ruins they left behind among their successors.

ft" a 11 American Indian had never seen a flowing beard in its right shape and its fight
place, he would never depict it in art and describe it In tradition. Imagination would make a

benevolent god and solar culture ihstitutor luminous but not fair-skinned. The successful
combination of unusual culture and benevolence with both beard and a light skin h too
much for coincidence. That this coincidence should have occurred several times, among
Yellow-brown peoples of great empires and isolated tribes from Mexico with Yucatan to
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and again on the nearest Islands in the Pacific Ocean, is

a little too difficult to believe, the more so since the European discoverers In Peru and Poly-
nesia saw natives of the land with a whiter skin than themselves, and golden-haired indi-
viduals who were descendants of the gods- -gods whose remains are probably found today
in the Peruvian mummy oaves of Patacas and among the mn-kihkoi the adjoining ocean.
We began the present part of this book to see if there were any good reason to reject

,A- most practical alternative that the Caucasian-like element in the complex Polynesian
stock might have followed the natural ocean road down with the wind from South America.
We knew that America had not been generally recognised as a centre of distribution of
Caucasoid race elements before the arrival of Columbus. Our primary object was to
consider whether the negative attitude towards the existence of Caucasoid or Caucus fan

-

3 nke migrants in pre-Columbian America was due to actual evidence against it, or merely
to the absence of any obvious and urgent evidence for it,

Wc found that what we bad ourselves suspected merely on the basis of indirect mason-
ing from facts observed in Polynesia, was already well known in Peru, where it had emerged
spontaneously and existed in the shape of a yet unsettled problem. Instead of being new,
the hypothesis that Caucasian-like individuals and Caucasoid traits had been present
among the earliest American high-cultures was discussed among early explorers and
chroniclers and subsequent students of art. The theory was not even new with Cortes and
haarro, bur was advocated in the early Aztec and Inca empires. Approaching the various
channels available for information, native tradition, ancient portraits, preserved bodies,
inherited peculiarities, and the psychological reaction on the American aboriginals of
their meeting with Europeans, wc found unified support of our theoretical assumption
casually even very strong arguments in its favour.
Those who defended the uniformity of the American race and the absence of Caucasian-

like characters In pre-Columbian America were repeatedly driven from one hypothesis
iu another to account for existing evidence to the contrary. In view of the ample evidence
at band to support the Aztec and Inca tradition which tell us that European- like peoples
lived in parts of America before the Spaniards, the burden of proof and explanation rests
With those who feel that prehistoric America was strictly the home of Mongol types. In
analysing the material presented in the foregoing pages, we have in every case attempted
to discuss contrary suggestions also, whenever encountered.
Whereas subscribers to the theory of racial uniformity in pre-Columbian America

generally concentrate on defensive measures, their most effective offensive arguments
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seem to be embodied in two questions: How could a small Caucasian-like minority

main rain any distinguishing racial characteristics when making a prolonged migration

from Mexico to Polynesia through Central America and Peru, an area occupied by millions

of Yellow-brown men? And who were they?

The first question may be answered simply by pointing to the Jews of Europe, or better

still to the nomad gipsies. Certain people take pride in their own stock and refrain purposely

from intermarriage with those who may impurify their own breed. We have definite

evidence that the same desire prevailed among the aristocracy of some of the peoples

under discussion. We know how the Inca rulers and their near relations claimed descent

from their “l ather the Sun*' through Viracocha, their earthly creator. The first Cuzco

Inca, Manco Capac, was married to his sister. Mama Udlo, a custum common in the Inca

dynasty, originating obviously in a pious desire to protect and preserve their physical

inheritance that it might not disseminate through the millions of aliens among whom

they had settled as rulers.

Garcilasso (1609 b, p. 509) has provided the following information on this Inca custom;

“They say that as the sun was married to his sister, and had caused the same marriage to be

celebrated between his children, it was right that the same custom should be preserved

by the heirs of the kings, They also did ir. to ensure purity of the blood of the Sun; for

they said that it was unlawful to mis human blood, calling all that was not of the Yncas,

human. They also declared that the princes married their sisters, in order that they might

inherit rhe kingdom as much through the mother as the father: for otherwise they affirmed

that the prince might be bastardised through his mother. Such was die strict rule which

thee established respecting the right succession of the inheritance to the kingdom."

The migration into Polynesia must obviously have been led by a people whose rulers

were at that early time as conscious of the need to preserve their racial inheritance as were

the Inca. In Tahiti, for instance, where the first chief Tiki descended from the sun and

similarly married his sister (Ellis 1819, VoL I, p. 1 t z), as did a series of his early successors,

the same belief prevailed that die common people were human, whereas "only in die

vains of the chiefly families did the blood of the gods flow. .
.

(AV eckler 1943,. p- a 6, )

Eriederici (1929, p. 443) says: “Among the Polynesians brother and sister marriage

was very widespread; it was especially common in Eastern Polynesia, as may be witnessed

in the groups facing America, like Hawaii, the Marquesas and Tahiti. ... The reason

given for this custom was nearly always the effort to maintain purity of blood ..."

In the genealogies of the families of Hawaiian chiefs brother and sister marriages are

known since the group was hrsc settled; the offspring of such marriages were invested

with higher rank and called Aliipio, taking precedence over brothers and sisters of other

unions. (Pomander 187S.) The Marquesan genealogy consists of a long list of gods

married to their sisters and representing the background of the local chiefs down to the

time of the discoveries, The thirty earliest generations of such rulers arc recorded as

brothers and sisters; after this rhe ancient relationship is no longer observed*. (Beckwith

1 91 1 — iz
y p> 309.) Likewise in the Hervcy group (Beaglehole 1938, p. 577.), and in (he highly

sophisticated culture of Rarotonga, brother and sister marriage took place tor the spccint

purpose of perpetuating families of high rank. In short: ith a few exceptions, as in

Tongarcva, dose marriages were favored by Polynesians.’' (Buck 1932 a, p- 24.

j
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It can thus be seen that at least the central aristocratic body of a migrant people, with
such a view of their own divine descent and such an understanding of race preservation,

could reach Polynesia after a long stay in Mexico and Peru without being entirely inter

mixed cn route. In fact, the racial peculiarities of such a migrant minority could survive

with a high degree of purity so long as the ethnic group in question had sole executive

powers and could restrict their marriages to their own closed circle. On their periphery,

racid elements might well leak out to be engulfed in surrounding multitudes of other
breed, but this leakage would not point e the nuclear group and its close followers. If,

therefore, they desired or were forcibly compelled to change their abode, the mere geo-
graphical transfer would not necessarily affect the race, although parties left behind and
women, captured by the victors could well cause strains of their blood to persist amonc
the victorious tribes occupying their former home.

from the evidence analysed above ir would seem that the Caucasian-Ilkc elements
were tar more common among ancient embalmed mummy remains on the desert coast

of 1

J«U than they were found to be, as living persons, in the same locality at the time of
the European Conquest; also that they were much more commonly found among live

individuals in Polynesia than in Mexico and Peru. This is just what we should expect if

the people under discussion had formerly had their centre of activity in early Mexico and
Peru, but only up to eh certain period, when they migrated with the wind and the sun to

remain in Polynesia. .1 he fact that the uru-kthu strain seems to have been much stronger
among thepafa-pm-artbe orother pre-Maori-Polyneskn than among the historic island tribes
is a natural consequence of massacres and expulsions following r he migration wave which
caused new royal lines and hegemonies to be established on the islands in tine beginning
of the present milleni um.

We know- how these newcomers from “Hawaiki” behaved when they invaded the al-

ready peopled islands some twenty to thirty generations ago. Confronting their pre-
decessors, dark or fair, they usually killed the men, sparing only women and children.
In rhe course of the following generations, the fair racial components, provided they were
better equipped intellectually, could perhaps recover some rank and social standing, but
never again rbcsr former degree of racial integrity.

An early American ethnic group, with genealogical pride and ancestor-worship suf-
ficiently demonstrated through social isolation and close marriages, can thus move com-
paratively unmked through foreign habitats- a rather familiar phenomenon among
migrating religious groups in history. They could do so more readily down rhe isthmus
or along the sparsely populated coasts of tropical America than others could do among
rhe civilizations of Asia Minor, Southern Asia, or Europe. The strong point of t he oppos-
ing view seems to he the second question: Who were these migrants ?

In default of an immediate answer it has been tempting to drop the subject as untenable
and vain. This is wrong. We have their portraits, hair-samples and traditions, and should
attack the problem, not put it aside. IF we ask for the origin of the ruins at Tiahuanaco,
San Augustin, or Code, we again fail to get a satisfactory answer. But although we cannot
identify their background, they ate still there. It is certainly true that it is dangerous to
draw extensive conclusions from fragmentary evidence. It is easy to be incautious in the
way we use known facts in an attempted reconstruction of the unknown past. Vet, is it

3S^oi]q:q
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not equally easy to be incautious in the way we leave out of count available evidence?

!t would seem that the cautious attitude tightly advocated by most contemporary scholars

should apply not only to the part of the available information of which we make use* hut

also to that part we put aside simply because we cannot explain it nr make it fit into the

current picture.

When wc find a Caucasian- like profile sculptured on the back of a prehistoric stele in

southern Mexico (Plate XVII), it is widely accepted as a strange and undeniable fact, but

it is put aside and no deductions are drawn from it; The question is whether caution of

this kind does not amount to negligence. Who was depicted on this stele And. in other

American portraits of the same category? Certainly no personified light ray or stylized

supernatural being, but an aristocratic Caucasian-like human, seen by, or represented by,

the early American people who created these works of mature artistry and high cultural

standing. Since we are apparently dealing with a locally extinct or debarred race element,

this may be \ he answer to our question: who were Lbe migrants.

It is not necessary to carry the discussion further. An ethnic group of the same peculiar

Caucasian-like stamp is traced from Polynesia back to pre-Inca Peru and the earliest

culture levels of Mexico. We arc getting back to periods antedating by centuries the earliest

settling of Polynesia. The chronological seniority of the Olmec, Early Chinan or Paxacas

remains over the Polynesian island culture is sufficiently established to exclude a trans-

pacific origin of the American stock under discussion. Such a migration route is also

entirely incredible in view of the practical barriers of distance, winds and currents. It may

therefore be safely assumed that we arc dealing with people whose ancestors had followed

one of the only two wd! established and fully natural entrance routes to prehistoric

America— the continental route from the north, as resorted to by the Yellow-brown

race* or the marine route from the east* as used by the 15 th century Europeans.

The practical feasibility of following the northern continental route is generally recog-

nized and needs no further comment. The discovery of stray Caucasoid traits like heavy

beards, aquiline noses, white skin, and reddish brow n ham on the coast of British Columbia

anti its islands shows that such non-Mongoloid traits can develop oik of the Yellow-

brown race, or else spread through diffusion south or north through purely \ ellow-brown

territory adjoining the Asian gateway.

Yet one cannot help feeling that, natural as ir is to look to the other side of the Pacific

for the origin of the great maj ority of Yellow-brown Americans.* it would seem as natural

to look across the Atlantic for the vague Caucasian-like strain among them. The former

may represent a continuous and therefore powerful human migration clue i

I y by brut, rhe

latter may represent mere stray craft blown across rhe sea by trade winds and ocean cur-

rents. It is not mv intention unduly to stress this point, which has no bearing on the

present problem. It would be wrong, however, to ignore entirely the practical feasibility

of an early drift voyage across the tropical \1bn1ic. i cw anthropologists seem much con-

cerned about the tact that whereas Peru and Indonesia represent the antipodes, wim

exactly half the world between them, Africa and South Amenca are separated by only

1700 miles—not even, half the width of .Micronesia—and with the most favourable

conditions for a westward surface drift.

A voyaging party along the west coast of Africa, either from the south 01 from the
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north, has automatically ventured into either the South or the North Equatorial Current,
both ofwhich flow straight across the Atlantic lo Yucatan and the extremity of the Mexican
Gulf. They are indirect company with the eternally westbound trade winds. Venturesome
early explorers, or lost weatherdriven craft off the: Canary Islands or the West African
coast, would therefore be likely to be drawn away from the Old World and end up where
Maya and Aztec history begin.

There is a popular but erroneous belief that black people, if anything, would be at!

that Ccnir&j America could receive with the African current in prehistoric times. Let us
nut forget chat [here arc vestiges of a former people, like the Kabyle and other tribes in
the Atlas area of northwestern Africa, who still occasionally have naturally red hair, blue

e.i, beard, hooked nose and light skin. But were such people seafarers, did they venture
ofl the coast of W est Africa, out of the sight of land or into the grip of America-bound
wind and current? And did they travel the sea with such a neolithic culture as would
enable them to land in America without knowledge either of iron or bronze, and allowing
the subsequent generations to remain ignorant of iron even till the time of Columbus?

W-'e have evidence to answer all. this in the affirmative. The Canary Islands lie just in tlm
drifting water- masses we speak off A drift from their shores to the West Indies rs 1500
miles shorter than the drill of the Ron-Tiki raft expedition in the same natural conditions.
It furthermore agrees with the natural route of Columbus who, like those in his wake, used
the Canary Islands as a port of call on his voyage to America, When the Norman and Span-
ish- conquerors reached the Canary Islands a few generations before the discovery of Ameri-
ca, They found an aboriginal population part of which was of Caucasian race, light-skinned
and tall, with blond hair, blue eyes, hooked nose and beard. (See Plate XX XIII I.) The
rung 1not this people creates another problem for the student of pre-history and the oceanic
spread of early peoples/ but they muse certainly have come to the islands in seaworthy
ocean-going craft. And when found in the late mediaeval ages they still retained their
neolithic culture.

All! people living on the shores of rhe Atlantic, with vessels and maritime ambition
capable of leaving racial vestiges on the Canary Islands, „My ran the risk of setting similar
migrants or castaways ashore in the Gulf of Mexico.

Hne may look cast or north— or even for a local evolution when searching for
r «e origin of the Caucasian-like element in aboriginal America; it is incautious only to
dose one’s eyes to their existence. In the present work it wifi be safe to refer to all the
Widely diverging ethnic groups which were at home, in the New World before Columbus
as abo±1gin&l Americans, though it is a known fact that no American tribe or nationhas
an ancestry fundamentally autochtonous to its own domain. From a Polynesian point
0 V1CW *nca pre-Inca alike arc strictly natives of America,
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STONE HUMAN STATUES AND
MEGALITHIC CULT-SITES

The stratification of wood-carving and megalithic art in Polynesia

1 he physical aspect of a country has usually some influence on the local culture, On the
arid slopes of the Andean highlands, where forest was scant or a Lise nr and rock formations
acre abundant* stone was likely to become the dominant material in plastic and monu-
mental art. This does not mean that all local tribes, or alien tribes in any rocky desert
area, would he apt to raise monoliths and excel in carving stone* bur it means at least that
an immigrant stone-shaping culture would find ample encouragement from the environ-
mental conditions to continue the former custom.

Entirely different was the geographical lay-out in the verdant forest country of the North-
west American coast. Giant trees and wood of almost anv desired qua It tv surrounded

/
eJow“brcwn man *herevcr he *ctded along this island dotted coast. Wood naturally

became^or remaned- the chosen material for local house-construction, fortification,
and all major aspects of building and monumental art. What stone was to the art and
general culture of early Peru, wood was to the Indians ofNorthwest America

If our assumption is correct, and Peru supplied Polynesia with its earliest inhabitants
while the original island culture was later overrun by the arrival of war canoes from North-
western America, this mingling of cultures on the islands ought to have left behind it a
certain definite stratification. This tallies to an astonishing degree with actual conditions
in Polynesia,

Jhe Maori- Polynesian population which arrived last and has completely dominated
1 blynesia in historic times is known on most of the islands for its conspicuous skill in
wood-carving. We have already mentioned how some Polynesians excelled in deconttimr
thut canoe-parts paddies, house-posts, mortuary columns, household dishes and various
an,tacts by wood-carving of outstanding quality. In this sphere Polynesian art tanks with
that or tire world’s leading civilisations, and it was just here that we found detailed and
comprehensive parallels and resemblances to the culture of the Northwest Indians. The
. laon-Polynesians of historic times were not stone-workers. Generally speaking their
interest and sk,U in stone-shaping was, as among the Northwest Indians, limited to theormmg or neolithic adzes, polished Slone clubs and pestles* an occasional small bouse-
hold image, or minor ornaments or artifacts. With these and a few other exceptions, we may

nL TT ta^
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Yet we find
> inside the Presenl: habitat of these wood-carving Polynesians, some of the
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most outstanding and impressive carved stone monuments ever raised in prehistoric

times. The Polynesians have not been able to explain satisfactorily their origins, but

they assert that the carved stones were not recent products but dated from the earliest

era of their ancestral history (Tonga), or more often, that they were even the products

of other people who preceded their own forefathers on the islands* (I .aster Island, Mar-

quesas, Hawaii.)

if the earliest Polynesian era had .its roots among the stone-shaping cultures of arid

Peru, and the subsequent conquerors were descended from the wood -carvers of the North-

west*American forest lands, then this remarkable change or stratification in Polynesian

material culture is but a logical consequence of geographical conditions in two American

areas.

People and cultures may decay, become extinct, be expelled or absorbed, and yet never

forgotten provided they built monuments in enduring stone. From the point of view of

Polynesian investigations, ii is a fortunate fact that the earliest and least known island

invaders, rather than the existing Maori-Poly nesians, were those who left scone monu-

meats behind as enduring evidence of their cultural condition. For to trace and identify

their ancient routes and relationships we. need road-posts of such out-standing size am:

material that they do hot disappear in the multitude, or decay in the course of centuries

amidst conquering tribes and cultures. It is therefore natural first to take stone statues and

other megaliths into consideration when we now attempt a more concrete and penetrating

analysis of the relationships and migration possibilities of the original Polynesians. C.ulture-

plants, racial traits, creeds and customs and other perishable but inheritable material have

not, like the ancient stone monuments and edifices, been handed to us direct from rhe hands

of their true originators*

Comparative study of Ameriean-Polynesian megaliths impaired by specialization

The tendency among modern anthropologists lias been to regard the New W orld as a

kind of blind alley with only a narrow entrance in the extreme north, through which

primitive hunting .and fishing tribes were able to come in on a one way trek from .Asia,

The result is that every sign of higher culture in the New World has been considered, as

having evolved locally and is regarded as an American phenomenon without outside inspi-

ration, still less to have passed any inspiration on to the outside world. Ir is, there! ore,

as unusual for a student of Peru to obtain information about conditions out m rhe Pacmc

as it is for a student of Polynesia to rake interest in Peruvian archaeology, This attitude is

perhaps most natural and comprehensible in an Americanist, for the following reasons:

ii. is difficult to study the abandoned stone statues and edifices of the Tiahuanaco culture

without seeing the original connection with the Pukara monoliths a little hirtner north

on the same plateau (Kroeber 1 944* p- i°*>» aildi in ^mediate conjunction with these,

the stone sculptures and remains of the Chavin culture still farther north m Peru (Marknam

ltjio). In ( bavin, again, one finds an evident relationship with the remains at San \ugustm

in Colombia, in the extreme north of the Andean chain (Preiiss 39 * s )> trfm: ^cre

nor far, cither in distance or in artistic style, to the ancient monoliths and culture-sites ot

Central America (Stirling 1943, p< 0 > In othcr worcts >
thc megahthic sculptures of hVm
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h;iv^ deep and wide fonts within rheir own continent, roots which lie tn America far
below the oldest cultural epoch of Polynesia -and far outside its practical range. From
the point of view of an Americanist, therefore, Polynesia is superfluous as a link in the
reconstruction of the local cultural growth of the New World, and as a rule it is merely
found interesting to note, in a general way, that the inhabitants of some of the isolated
small islands in the most easterly part of Polynesia have also learnt to carve monoliths
like their neighbours in tropical America. From an Americanist^ point of view it thus
became the problem of Pnlymslan students to find out how human beings and high-culturcs
could have come into existence out in these cut-off island dwcilmg-pkces.

Nevertheless, certain Tiahuanaco experts have found it difficult entirely to ignore the
possibility of some kind of connection between the stone sculptures inside their own
geographical field of studies and a series of analogous remains cm some of the islands in
ibe ocean directly oil Peru. Posnansky (1914, p- [}), who, through life-long local studies
and excavations perhaps knew the 1 iahuaoaco sculptures better chan anyone else was
led to entertain fantastic theories of geological changes in the Tiahuanaco period, because',
inter ofia3 he maintained that the megaliths on Easter island, and certain other islands still

farther west, “could not have developed on their own”. In his monograph on the Tia
huanaco site {Ibid.), he refrains from comparisons with other areas, but says with regard
lu >4

' c ^aci^c b- lands : "Most oi the structures of the aforesaid island-groups stand technical-
ly in intimate relation to those of the Andean highland.

M

Ins local Peruvian archaeologist, Valeted {11)35 b. p. 2.1 ), well acquainted with all
aspects oi Andean megalith ic art, had the same difficulties in ignoring the- strong parallels
between the great-stone shaping an of his own country and that on some of rhe nearest
islands in the Pacific. He suggests that a conscientious analysis of the Faster Island stone
sculptures, when, compared with the Andean monoliths found from Colombia (San
Augustin) to Bolivia (Tiahuanaco), may provide American pre-history with guide-posts
diat could outline the early cultural current?: of pre-Inca Peru.
Beyond these and many similar references to Pacific island monuments no Peruvianist

seems to have gone. They bad neither reason nor need to look for ail extra-American
origin of r heir local mcgalithk art. The awaited comparative study was thus left open
tor the student of Polynesia.

In Polynesia, meanwhile, we have seen a one-sided tendency to turn attention in the
opposite direction, towards Asia. One of the principal reasons for this is clearly the re-
pealed affirmations of Americanists that the cultures of the New World were totally
unable 10 exercise any influence overseas on account of the local Jack of ship, or other
seagoing craft. (See Part VIII.) For instance, a leading Polynesian archaeologist like Emorv

p ’ who had sorted that certain aspects of the stone-shaping technique might
have been brought to eastern Polynesia by early Peruvians who arrived on balsa rafts.™ lic Vvas S»*Mly caused by practical considerations to modify this opinion
H-x-ause, he says, he had later learnt from competent quarters that: "Balsa rafts become
' lJ1 a Iew tla >'s lf not token out of the water to dry/* (Morgan 1946, p. 80.)

,

Vrie

r

thc hcsLi ****** in Pol
>
rn™ and Peru have each concentrated entirely on the

f
dy S>

' ^gailths of chcir own 2rea ^ anthropologists with a more general field of activity
ivy not been able to avoid comparing the resemblance* between these two contiguous
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regions. It may, indeed, be of interest ro give some examples illustrating the commonest

reactions.

Allen (1884, p. 251) expresses a very common opinion when he says, rather carefully,

about the statues at Easter Island: "If it is merely a coincidence that these wonderful

antiquities, so closely resembling in character those of Peru and Central America,, should

exist on the wry mxt land to the New-world, it is surely a most curious one,

]. M. Brown (1924, p. 257) goes further: “Since the great-stone work of Easter Island

and that of Peru have begun 10 be compared there has Iieen a tendency on the part of those

who know both to tind a connection between them.” Looking for a possible route of

oceanic transfer that could satisfy such a prehistoric connection between Peru and the

said island, he writes (Ibid* p. 267}: “We may rule out Easter Island as the medium of

this influence, although there is so strong a resemblance between the work of the two

areas. 1 or it would not be easy or natural for voyagers from so far north to reach 1 he

American coast; to make sure of reaching it they would have to get far ro rhe south into

the latitude of the constant westerlies.” He thus overlooked the alternative, that voyagers

with the constant easterlies could get a fair wind from Peru to Easter Island, or to any

other Polynesian habitat, and he passed at once to speculating on local land submergence.

Kramer (1906) took a different approach and observed what lie termed "the American

Indian type” depicted on some of the ancient statues and statuettes in stone and wood

on Easter Island. He adds: "By this I do not intend to say that the existence of these

lonely stone giaors on Easter Island is directly due to an American, influence. Bar undouht-

edk another race existed here beside rhe Polynesian; the question is merely whether that

race arrived from the east, from America, or from the west, from Melanesia." The author

cautiously drops the subject after these alternative suggestions, and leaves ft to others

to wonder how the American Indian type could possibly have come ro Easter Island from

Melanesia.

Subscribing to the same formerly widespread but now strongly disputed belief that

Easter Island was lirsi settled by Melanesians, 3 Sc, Johnston (1921,0. zS6) wrote ;
I still

think that the ideas were too grand for such a
|

Melanesian] people, and that mere was

possibly a guiding influence from rhe east, from Peru. Had the ideas been Melanesian

solely,, why do we not find similar remains, of similar grandeur, in any single island of

'Melanesia*, and if the idea had been Polynesian solely, why do we not find similar traces

in Central Polynesia? Whereas we do find vestiges not unlike them in Peru.'* -After this

apparently logical reasoning, the author seems to have become confused in his attempt

to adapt It is conclusion to the current doctrine of a west -to-cast migration in the Pacific,

and lie quickly adds that “any American, influence in the Pacific can after all be mere!;,

regarded as a 'backwash" ..."

Among the diversified efforts to find a logical explanation of the suggestive similar; lies

between early Peruvian and Polynesian stone statues and oilier megaliths, those of Rivet

(i 9 z6), and Imbelloni (1926 b) stand out in having apparently acquired some followers.

Observing what Rivet (lot. dt. p. M =.) terms “the remarkable similarity that exists between

the pyramids, the megalithic constructions and the stone statues of Polynesia and America, .

1 Sfrong arguments ayaErist .1 Melanesian Rettliiig .of Faster Island have, more recently been presented by S">:L|>Lfo

and Mfriaux ( 1 yfo).
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this group of diffusion] ats finds the theory of Polynesian landings in Peru, with all the
chronological complications thus involved, to be a sounder explanation than the proposal
of pure coincidence or equability of the human mind.
A suggestion presented by J, T. Thomson as long ago as the last century has apparently

made little or no impression. Without further explanation or any specified support for
his asse rt ion

,
'I'homson ( 1 871 , p. 4 j), in his

'

‘E thn< igraphkal Ccjnsi deration s on the Whence
ot the Maori*', held: “The only place in Polynesia in which American remnants have been
found is Easter Island j these consist of huge images, but the people who constructed
them have passed away, and have been succeeded by a race having a common origin with
the Maori, Sandwich, and Marquesas Islanders, all referable to Hawaikh”

It is worth noting that while some observers have found it necessary to propound the
most diversified theories to explain the striking rtsmbUnce between rhe stone statues of
Eastern Polynesia and South America, others have had the greatest difficulty merelv in
attempting to explain the origin of this strange cultural outcrop on little Easter Island.
If the idea occurred locally, why did it occur sporadically on widely separated islands and
only on those which were closest to America? And if it was brought from Asia, why was
it not found anywhere on the immensely long migration route through Micronesia,
A ustro-Melanes!a, and the whole of Western and Central Polynesia?
The last consideration alone is enough to enable tine, on purely geographical and prac-

tical grounds, to declare that there is no reasonable possibility of tl^' inspiration having
come with a west to cast migration across the Pacific. This obvious facr, indeed, has never
been a subject of doubt or discussion among Polynesian!^ Emory (ici^S, p. ug) has
emphasised that not even small portable stone images have been observed in Central and
Western Polynesia or in Micronesia, and that extremely few occur in Melanesia. Not till

one has gone many thousands of miles against the wind, from Asia to the Tubuai and
Marquesas groups, does one come upon the great monoliths in human likeness, and
these increase in importance on the last island -the nearest one to Pern-Easter Island.
A migration from Indonesia to these eastern islands would require centuries of exploring

voyages with settlements, population pressure, wars and fresh migrations. If the migrants
had taken with (hern the custom of carving in stone and erecting monoliths in human
likeness, a series of these would he found from settlement to settlement eastward across
the Pacific. But they arc not found. They begin and cease at the opposite end, and have
their highest development on Easter Island, a few weeks from the coast of South America.
Prom here they spread down wind and current wherever there is stone as raw- material
in the eastern extremity of Polynesia, to peter out and disappear before the longitude of
the Society Islands is passed. 1

Tiffs geographical distribution demonstrates plainly enough that the monolithic statues
in Eastern Polynesia cannot be inspired from Asia, but only from South America, if they
are not local inventions. Before considering the last-named possibility, we will see what
background the South American megalithic cultures can offer to Polynesian research
50 lon* *** 1S ckarl7 understood that not one single generation, but just weeks, were
necessary lor a migration from this geographical area to Eastern Polynesia.

J Mach c™dc making of a hat as on the ‘Kamhalt^torbes of New Guide* (PJcscnfdd injo) cannot
1

'-i mail buRE? [.if thtR category.
DC CJ35SCQ
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Megalith sites and cultural diffusion down the Andes

The custom of carving and raising large stone statues, anti the ability to do so, present

perhaps one of the most striking and consistent peculiarities common to nearly the whole

series of extinct American civilizations, In a few exceptional cases where stone statues and

stonework are scant or absent, as among the adobe-making Chimu cultures* native tradi-

tions vividly describe important stone busts worshipped by the migrant generation of

their ancestry, (Balboa X576— Jf6, Ilk, ^ Chap. 17.) Among the many Americanists who have

pointed to this noteworthy fact is Stirling (1943* p. 1), who says:

“The practice of carving and erecting large stone monuments was one of the conspicu-

ous achievements of the aborigines of tropical America, from northwestern South America

to and including a considerable area of southern Mexico. In the south this pratice was most

common in Peru and Colombia, From this region northward, the distribution is more or

less continuous . , , Although the art styles employed and the nature of the monuments

differ considerably through this rather large region it seems evident that a certain inter-

relationship exists, an understanding of which should cast considerable light on the chro-

nologies and pre-Columbian cultural exchanges between the two continents, especially

since the monument distribution area involves most of the high-culture centers of the

New World.”

The distribution of stone human statues in South America ends in the south with the

area that was under Tiahuanaco influence south of Lake Titicaca; in the north it has no

marked borders, as it extends along the Andes to San Augustin in Colombia, whence

through Code in the bottle-neck of Panama, it is geographically linked with the rest of the

American distribution area represented by Central America and Southern Mexico.

The prominent Peruvian archaeologist Tello (lpifi, p, aSj) suspected a direct con-

nection behind this coherent trail of megahrhic sculpture down the Andes: “Perhaps it

would not be too venturesome to affirm that the area ot the Archaic Andean culture,

revealed by its architecture and sculpture, extended on the south to Tiahuanaco and on

the north to San Augustin in Colombia, for some of the structures and sculptures ot these

places present certain analogies to the monuments which have served to characterize this

culture, and to define the first stage of the Andean civilization.'
11

San Augustin, at the northern end of this Andes system, represents the facade towards

the old high cut cures of Central America, Like Tiahuanaco, we know this culture only

through the remains which its prehistoric creators have left behind. At San Augustin

these consist In the main of over three hundred different stone sculptures and monoliths

in human likeness spread over a fair-sized cult site in the forests at the sources oi the river

Magdalena, On the arrival of the Spaniards in 13 .San Augustin was just a collection

of abandoned prehistoric monuments A The primeval forest has overgrown this former

centre of cult and culture to a degree which indicates a considerable age.

1 In his paper on “The Archeology of San Augustin and Ticrifl^Dentro, Colombia", Alba £19-46, p, writes:

'‘Neither the Jimtaqftf who dwelt in the San Augustin region nor the living in rSeriacJennrn at the time of the

Conquest were aware of ihc atcbeohigica] remains Ln their tmiioric*. Likewise, ihc culture of these Indians gi ves

no indication that the)' might be the desceudimts -of the peoples who El:i these monuments- iJiLmace identification,

then, of the builders of San Augnsiln and Ticrradcntro mvSt await broad conipmsoo throughout -he Andean region,

and above all tootc excavation.”
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Bennett {1949, p. So) says: “By analogy with the stone sculpture of Peru, and Central

America, San Augustin falls into the Early period in Colombia*” And (IwJ., p. 7 s) ; "The
rolling forest-covered hills- ar the headwaters of the Magdalena River do not appear to be
a favourable region either for the support of a large population or for the development
of an advanced culture. Yet here are found the San Augustin stone carvings and temples
that represent the earliest known remains in Colombia.”

’

In a passage based on an interesting piece of purely geographic logic, the same author
(7M S p. 21) shows that San Augustin is right in the natural track of prehistoric migrants
from Panama to the Andean highlands. Land -hunters and collectors migrating to South
America via Panama could easily enter the Andean highlands by following the valleys
of the Cauca and Magdalena rivets, both of which begin in the Andes and flow from
south to north. Some groups could have turned off eastwards into Venezuela, but further
expansion in that direction would probably he blocked Ivy the Amazon jungle. Land
migrants along the Pacific coast of Colombia and I xuador would also run into mangrove
swramps and jungles, whereas an ascent of the Magdalena river to San Augustin would
irom there on take the southbound wanderers into open highlands which also offered a
reasonable quantity of game and other food. Once up there, there would he no barriers
to a continued southward migration along the high plateau to Chavin, Pukara and Tiahu-
anaco. Ldcht (1944; has shown that other parties may have pushed by sea along the coast,
and that these two branches may have joined in the coast-bound mountain valleys near
the Chayfn and Chimu areas of" North Peru.

Wt maV notc that :t leading authority on San Augustin, Preuss (19*8; 1951), who
has alone discovered and excavated about hundred of rhe local stone statues, stressed
(19^8, p, 254} that the most evident connections with that prehistoric cult site were to be
found in Chavin, m the North Peruvian highlands. Chavin, or Chavin de Huantar, is
another early and abandoned pre- Inca cult site of the Andes, where early megalithic
architects have left behind more carved stone si a bs and a number of anthropomorphous
stone statues. Breuss also shows how a monolith, representing what seems to he a
sun-god holding a vertical rod in each hand, is common to San Augustin and Chavin and
reappears again as the central figure carved in relief on the monolithic Gateway of the Sun
at Tiahuanaco.

Vi- ith the Magdalena river and San Augustin marking a natural entrance route for south-
bound migrants from Central America, and with San Augustin again Jinked up geograph-
ically and archaeologically with rhe early Chavin high-culture of North Peru, we possess
a gateway from the north to the early cultural horizon of the pre-Inca domain. For
although the mtcr-Andean chronology is yet uncertain and open to much discussion'
-navm seems cither to hold the important key position, or eke at least to be basically
involved m a cultural relationship to the various Andean civilizations.
To show in how unsettled a state the developing Peruvian archaeology still is, wc may

briefly revive the current opinions on this subject. Markham (1910, p, yjl) began the

,/

st Bys
*f™

tlc comPati^*n between the extinct Andean cult sites of Chavm in Northcm and Tiahuanaco in the former South Peru (the present Bolivia). He found so much
resemblance between the stone work of these two pre-Inca cultures that he believed

1 it the stone monument at Chita in the valley of the Vilcamavu and that at Cuzco had
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not been deliberately destroyed, It would perhaps have been possible to trace the direct

transition from the Tiahuanaco to the Chavin style. His conclusion was: “The result of a

careful examination of the carving on the stones is that the same general idea prevails on

both, that they represent the genius of the same people and the same civilization though at

different periods, the stone of Chavjin being the latest."'

Tello (1928) took the opposite view. He held that the Chav in culture was more basic

and that it was Tiahuanaco in the south which had received a cultural inheritance from

Chavin. lie extended the comparison as far north as San Augustin,

Means (1931.) did not hnd the artistic style of the Chavin culture to be b^sic, but rather

conventionalized, and he suggested that Chavin represented an amalgamation of impulses,

partly from the early Chimu and Kazca cultures on the coast and partly from highland

Tiahuanaco. He agreed that the stone carving of Chavin and Tiahuanaco must have

derived from the same underlying concept, and stressed that the apparent similarity lay

in the fundamental ideas and style of cutting and treatment rather than in the details of

surface pattern and design.

Bennett (1934, p. 485), in his Tiahuanaco study, confirms that the theory which makes

the Chavin and Tiahuanaco monoliths elaborations of a basic, widespread culture “has

been confirmed many times’
3

,
while he finds that the problem remains “as to whether

Chavin is, historically speaking, influenced by Tiahuanaco culture or whether the reverse

is true.” 3 Later (1942.; 7943 ; 1944}, after thorough studies of Chavin. and adjoining

culture-areas of North Peru, he emphasizes that the recent discoveries by Tello, Hoyle,

Willey, Rowe, and others “show that the Chavin style itsest is not limited to rhe north

highlands, but appears as an isolated style or a design influence throughout most of Peru,

... It is not certain that the site of Chavin represents the centre of development and distri-

bution of the style/
1

’ (1943, p. 32,3.)

He stresses (ibid, p, 325) that the Pacific coast now has "numerous Chavin sites", and

that Chavin as a style and probably as a period must have been widespread, extending

from Pi ura on die far north coast of Peru to Patacas on the south coast, and from Chavin

in rhe northern highlands probably to Pukara north of Lake Titicaca. He compares this

wide distribution with the historically known dominance over all Peru in the Inca period,

and again with that of Tiahuanaco in pre-Tnea time, and concludes (Ibid., p. 326): "The

dominance and distinctiveness of Chavin style, the antiquity, and the known wide distri-

bution definitely suggest that we must add still a third pan-Peruvian period to the Uhlc

sequence in Andean chronology.”

K idder (1943) opposes this view of the wide and unified expansion* in pre-Inca Peru,

but Kroeber (1944, p, 1
1 j) accepts it, saying: “Specifically, there have now been established

three ancient cultures which were almost pan-Peruvian— Inca, Tiahuanscp, Chavin .

Pukara, which Bennett considers to be at the southern end of this Chavin expansion,

is another extinct and unidentified megalkhie cult and culture site of the pre-Inca age.

It is located nortEi of Lake Titicaca, in the department of Puno. Pukara is best known for

it* mega lk luc enclosure and a great number of stelae and stone human Starnes discovered

on and below the surface of the ground. While Tello showed \ he resemblances between

1 lkiinctl (1949, p. 69I.) also says: *'Thcfc ate many indications chat Tlahuarc&w wM built at interval*) and that

much. Of it W-iLS HOW* completed.”
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Pukara and Chavin, Krpcber (1944. p. 101) stresses closer resemblances between Pukara
and Tiahuanacok

Kidder (1943 p, 38} describes stone statues (and statuettes) from a wide area of die nor-
thern Titicaca, basin, and shows that they often display resemblances to Tiahuanaco stone
sculptures, but on the whole even more to those of Pukara.

Rowe (1944) describes for the first time the pre-Inca Chanapata culture in the Cuzco
area, located between Pukara and Chavfn, and we learn that it shares traits with both
these two Andean neighbours as well as with Tiahuanaco.

Vdcarcd (1935 b), who for years has probably contributed more to our knowledge
of the Pukara site than anyone else, reverts to Tello’s opinion that Pukara mast be con-
nected somehow with the whole megalith! c sequence of analogous cult sites from Ski
Augustin and Chavifl in the north to Tiahuanaco rn the south. He adds, as stated,, that

only 'when this whole interrelated complex of Andean megalith ic art is compared also

with the remains on I la 5ter Island can wc achieve a full understanding of the spread and
sequence of culture in this area.

Although many attempts have been made to point out striking correspondences, both
m general appearance and in certain details, between Chavin stone carving and that of
each Mexico, Central America, and Ecuador (Joyce 3912, p. 177; Lehmann 1924, pp T 33,
40; etc,; 1 yet it would seem sate to conclude From existing opinions that Chavin is perhaps
most strongly linked with San Augustin to the north, Pukara and Tiahuanaco to the south,
and the (

'himu area on the coast below.

VP htn ve now come to the last and southernmost of these great Hod long abandoned
cult sites io the Andes, Tiahuanaco, wc find opinions to be just as varied.’ Those who
follow L Lie bdieve that the I .any Chimu and Early Nazca antedate Tiahuanaco, and sug-
gest that influence was originally brought to hear upon Tiahuanaco from the Pacific
coast down below,* ! hose who follow Tello believe instead that (Tuvin antedates
iiahuanaco and represents the centre which sent the cultural impulses down south to
ihe liticaca area. Those who follow Posnansky make Tiahuanaco itself a centre of
suclI antiquity that cultural inheritance trom other sites cannot even be considered.

MonteJl (1929, p. t
y) points to the numerous and often quite absurd theories which

have been presented since the time of the Conquest concerning the origin and background
4 liahuanaco, without the problem yet being definitely solved. Kars ten

{
t g 5 8 S p, 28)

goes further, -and expresses the opinion that in spite of the many existing theories, the
Tiahuanaco problems will probably never be satisfactorily solved.

1
Joyce, and non

}
- with him, have also seen strong resemblance between dements in Chavin and Naaca design;

and Bennett (1945^.114) claims that the Olimu Area and Coastal North Peru irt its E. C 'Cultat Period
3

includes
JMIly local cultures and sites which, in spice of their wide distribution, arc linked by the Chavin style horizon, i hi
brings, Ancon into this relationship with Chavin. (1949, p, p-j.)

S Mcans < 3 9 r T> modifies UuUi't view in proposing that the early era of Tiahuanaco (Posnansky: Thhoainco 1}
was probably contemporary with the Early Chimu And Early Nazca Cultures on the const, but that a subsequent
Tlalmtmaco eta (Tiahuanaco IE) no less probably derived at least in pan from the Early Nazca. He dates the Tiabua-
r.aco I period from the second century B, C all through the first haEomiLlcnnium A. II, while the Early Chtmu and
Naze^ cultures arose from ihe Archaic on the coast below. At the end of this period the expansion occurred, bringing
the highland and coast cultures into contact with each other, and resulting in the rise of the Tiahuanaco il empire.
11 Means' theory is right, it is interesting to note that this expansion and unrest in Peru roughly coincides with the
peopling of Eastern Island and Polynesia about 50a A. D.
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The ruins of Tiahu.ana.qci arc located in the highland plains of the present Bolivia, some

twelve miles south of Lake Titicaca, The site includes the: most imposing pieces of me-

ga] ithic art and architecture in early South America* and represents one of the principal

cultural centres of the New World, Besides the mcgalithic temple enclosures, the semi-

artificial pyramid, and the monolithic gateway, one of the most noticeable aspects of the

Tiahuanaco cult-site 1? the great number of anthropomorphic scone statues which have

been carved and raised by the unidentified local settlers. The number of these statues was

considerably larger at tile time of the European conquest than today, since many have

been deliberately destroyed and others mutilated, while some have been removed for

preservation by the Bolivian authorities, or placed as curios at the entrance to the nearby

village church. Again, through excavations, a couple of anthropomorphous statues have

more recently been recovered from underneath the debris of the ruins. Bennett {1934,

p. 460) lists some thirty Tiahuanaco .statues still known, and shows that Father Diego dc

Alcobasa describes manv others, not identifiable among those known today,

Bennett, in the final conclusions to the same work on the T iahuanaco site, shows that

it seems to have been the centre- perhaps chiefly a ceremonial centre composed of an

aggregation nr" ecclesiastic constructions—of a pre-Inca highland culture the influences

of which reached right down to the Pacific lowlands and arc traceable all along the coast.

He shows p. 490) how the Tiahuanaco style spread throughout much 01 Bolivia,

Peru, Chile, and Argentine, and [hat h reached as far north as to the Pacific coast of

Ecuador, where the Tiahuanaco style can be seen in the carving on the edges of the stone

seats and carved slabs of Manabi. This, we may recall, is the locality where the Viraeochas

from Tiahuanaco were remembered as having assembled before they departed into the

open Pacific,

Bennett finally emphasises that archaeological studies in the early Peruvian strata must

allow for a considerable interplay of cultures, for archaeology shows that llama products,

originating only in ihe highlands, had been available on the coast since the earliest times,

a definite proof of the great antiquity of barter and contact between highlands and coast.

He shows that although the individual styles are often geographically localized in the

Andean region, this ought not to distract the student’s attention from the fact that “the

problems of Peru cannot he solved from one locality.”

If nothing more can be considered proved today, it is at least safe to note that, Underly-

ing the local stvles and surface pattern which readily distinguish the different culture-centres

of aboriginal Peru from one another, there is to be found a continuous thread of basic and

fundamental unity in idea and desire, which runs now here and now there between the

megalith ic cub sites of the \nde?, and sends impulses out to nearly all tribes and culture-

areas in the highlands as well as down on The coastal plains. Chav in remains as a geograph-

ical stepping-stone between San \ugustm and Tiahuanaco; but whereas fiahuanaco

represents a southern limit: of the megalithic expansion, with nothing to tall back upon

further down the continent, so did San Augustin represent the South American gateway

from the Panama Isthmus, with the whole culture area to the north whence it could

naturally draw inspiration.

The abandoned megalithic cult sires, with their stone statues, remind us to-day of

deserted islands wich had once been centres in a sea ot vivid cultural exchange and
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sodden progress. In America aboriginal high-cultures never arose far from abandoned
ecclesiastic-sites containing mega li clue monuments such as these, nor do we ever find a
single cult sice of this or a similar nature in any area outside the .limited inter-tropical area

of American civilizations, It is equally certain that none of these megalfthic etilt-«tes

were served by any known group of historic Indians, and that no tribe was busy sculpt-

uring and erecting the said stone human statues when Europeans first arrived.

The stone men as ancestralfigures

\X-e have seen in Part V how native memories and worship of a migrating hierarchy
with beards and light skin are intimately associated with the same limited geographical
area, a memory which is borne out by the features on a few of the portraits depicted by
the ancient sculptors. \S-e saw that such Caucasian- like people were remembered as the
original occupants of the Tiahuanaco site, and that their supreme priest-king had ordered
i lie stone statues ol fiahuanaco and elsewhere- in the Titicaca lias in to he raised as repre-
senting the ancestors of the various tribes of the Collao. They are thus most likely to rc-
present ancestral figures, and were idols and gods only to the extent that the religion
instilled by the hierarchy of the sculptors was one of ancestor worship, But so far as the hier-
archy itself was concerned, their own ancestors Lake mythical shape in the very morning of
time when the lineage of kings becomes identified with a solar creator.

It is interesting to note that Kidder {i ?43 , p. 38), in his archaeological survey of early
stone human statues around the northern part of Lake Titicaca, found in a wide variety of
torins resemblances both to 1 iaftuanaco and Pukara, for which reason he suggested that;
i£

.

,

. individual sculptors, or groups of sculptors, could have travelled about in t he Callao
as specialists. This is mentioned to make clear the lack of an assumption chat sculpture
was always the product of local cultural inspiration.”

-
At Pu^rR ah° native traditions were able to tell us that the local statues were ancestral

figures. The that mention of these stone figures also dates from the time of the discoveries,
Samuento (ijyz, p, 30} was told by the natives in Peru that according to their legends the
monuments ar Pukara represented the first human beings to come there as immigrants after
Unu Pachscuti (the deluge) in their original country. Viracocha made stone statues of these
migrants as a memorial of that event.

_

Reffing *Q the conspicuously wide dispersal of stone statues in the megftlithie cult
sites along the Andean chain, the Peruvian archaeologist ValcareuI turns his attention to
the Indians

1 own legends, which have survived with these monuments down through the
ages from generation to generation. He remarks (r 93; b,p. 27): ‘"Wherever Wiracotha pro-
ceeded, human stone statues (‘anthropobth^) appeared from caves and hills, founding
families and villages, now on the borders of the great lake, now in the basins of the Collao
or m the smaller valleys of the mountains. Men of stone were first made, from whom the
others descended in stone they also immortalized their religious symbols. Along the whole
extension of the great Andean highlands, from Titicaca to San Augustin in Colombia, the
stone scuiptures are found dispersed, testifying a certain unity of art and conception,”

f *
.

s l^aC un^--' tRc statues on Easter Island arc also examined in connection
Vxit 3 1 w'bole scries of Andean anthropoliths; "The stone men will be found to resume
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their march to mark out the route of the aborigine s, and the intercrossings between the

avenues of contact between the different groups/ 1

Independent evolution, behind Polynesian stone statues unlikely

With a trail of anthropomoiphk stone statues from early Mexico down through Peru,,

we may well agree with Allen in his comment that their reappearance on Easter Island,,

the very next land to ancient Peru, is at least a most curious coincidence. Stone giants in

human form ate not very commonly carved and raised among the aboriginal peoples

of the world, it is a feature not even general to megaJ.ilhic cultures. Thus, as McMillin

(1927, p. 21S) pointed out with regard to those of Tiahuanaco, they represent a class ol

sculpture which seems to be entirely lacking among European ruins or vestiges or" com-

parable culture. 1 Now, when we proceed to a comparative survey of the Andean and

Polynesian, stone statues, it mav first be wise to consider whether the idem and the technical

and artistic ability are likely to have come independently to the aborigines of these two

East Pacific- habitats*

We have already seen that the limitation of the statues to the most easterly j glands of

Polynesia proves that the custom cannot have been carried from island to island by an

Asiatic migration across the Pacific, Micronesia and Western Polynesia leave no gateway

open for inspiration from the west, bur Easter Island has a most provocative location as a

gateway to Ifastern Polynesia from Old Peru.

There i:s a whole Scries of strong and compelling reasons for believing that the statues

in eastern Polynesia are the result of foreign inspiration rather than of local evolution.

Firstly, the archaeology of the islands where the], have been raised, like Easter Island,.

Pitcairn, the Marquesas, etc., show no local signs of experiment and evolution In method

and skill, The monolithic figures have been carved and erected with a clear and mature

idea in the mind of the sculptor, and certainly by experienced hands. These islands are very

small, and oil Easter Island there is no forest, like the jungles of Yucatan, 10 cover ancient

vestiges on the stony and barren grass-land with heavy humus. Sculptured stone does not

readily deteriorate, and would remain for posterity whether it is made by skilled and

experienced sculptors or represent m primitive and experimental period. Yet we find no

traces of such an evolutionary period,

The time allotted for a necessary evolutionary period seems also to be conspicuously

short in Polynesia, and shorter on Piaster Island than on any other island in the whole

Pacific, had the aboriginal immigrants actually come from the west. And yet die statues

were not caught in the midst of their evolution when the island was reached by Euro-

pean discoverers, tor the sacred terraces of these grandiose monuments no longer received

attention. Cook (1777, Vol. 1’, p. 236) wrote of the statues at Easter Island, that they

“sufficiently shew the ingenuity and perseverance of the islanders in the age in which they

were built; for the present inhabitants have most certainly had m> hand in them, as they

do not even repair fhe foundations of those which are going to decay.”

Jr would be difficult enough to find in a tiny neolithic community like that which

1 It 1$ tkoughc-comptLLtng to note that to this comment by .McMillin in the Nat. Gcogr. Mag., the following;

footnote was added: “Ol' interest for comparative purposes, *M Tht Mjsierj of E«sHt Island, by Mrs, Snores by

Routlcdge, in [he National Geographical Magazine for December,,
'
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inhabits Easter Island sufficient manual labour to organise and execute the skilful trans-

portation and erection of giant monoliths; it is certainly not possible for so small and so
isolated a group of islanders to evolve in their midst what has otherwise been achieved
only by some of the greatest powers of the Old and New World.
The styles, too, of the Easter Island and Ralvaevae statues, for instance, arc so markedly

distinct that it is not possible to suggest that the one is a direct copy of the other. Obvi-
ously the stone-sculptors who settled on these islands and the other Polynesian groups
nearest South America had not copied one another, nor had they developed their statuary
independently of each other, but they bad carried into the East Pacific certain basic con-
cepts which each in turn put into use in his own new island home. The style may differ

from island to island, but, as in South America, we can sec a fundamental unitv.

Before we consider divergencies and conformities in style and detail, let us first consider
some of die basic problems confronted by these megalithic artists, A certain number of
writers seem to consider megalithic sculpture a natural pastime for a primitive people
who have nothing much to do but sit down and hack at a rock. They seem to overlook
the tact that to a culture based on stone tools rock is the symbol of solidity and the least

tempting substance for monument carving.

El
:

an observer of native island life attempts to settle the local valleys in the original wav.
without the aids and means of modern man, as was attempted by The present author in
the Marquesas Islands in 1937 3 8 (Heyerdahl 1941 a), he is likely to find boulders and rocks
inviting as building material for walls and foundations; but it would certainly not be very
natural to start shaping and dressing the stones to fit one another rather than to select
angular rocks that rested naturally against each other while filling the gaps with smaller
stones. And one may safely assert that nothing would seem less inviting and less natural
than, with stone took, to approach a mountain side with the intention of carving out
a large block in the likeness of a mam If this urge did not bother an east-bound Polynesian
migrant before he reached the islands closest to America, he was not likely to be beset with
this inclination even there unless met with some local inspiration that had arrived from
the other direction.

before any writer feels jus rifled in brushing aside the existence in Polynesia of anthro-
pomorphous monoliths as a natural and readily conceivable development, he should at
lea -I take an axe and approach a giant boulder or a solid mountain- side with a view £0
showing how easily such a culture clement may be achieved. If be finds that a successful
result; .is not attained as easily as he thought, he should bear in mind that the Polynesians
•i 'd die Peruvians did not even have iron., but created their megalithic monuments with
the aid of stone took which themselves had been shaped only by rubbing against or
hammering with other stones. Such tools were left in the Easter Island quarries, and also
throughout pre-Inca Peru. In the subsequent Inca period the Peruvians had acquired
bronze, but the Incas did not in general sculpture stone statues. And although they main-
tained the former custom of quarrying stones lor walls and fortresses, wc learn even about
the Incas from such an authority as Garcilasso (1609 b); “Their quarry-men used black
pebbles, called bihuams, for working the stones, rubbing instead of cutting them.”'

,fMdiCS °f rhC prchisi°r ’c nw>Jloliljl!» cjf San Augustin, Colombia, -also show traces of the use of Stone
' <“d thvsc t00l*ltllt ffom “desite ant* Mrttiarhard rock, axe found locally jo large numbers, (Alba Jty4(S, p. SH ,)
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Technical achievement of megalithk transportation in Easter Island

The quarrymen of Easter Island have never been seen in action by our own race, and

the vood-carviag natives found on the island by the first Europeans possessed no in-

formation about the origin of the colossal statues found there. This does not mean, how-

ever, that we have no information as to how the big statues were planned and carved,

A sudden interruption of all work in the image quarry has left us with an interesting

cross sect io ti of the daily operations, demonstrating furthermore the whole procedure of

the manufacturing method.

The quarry is in the extinct crater of Rano-Raraku, near the eastern corner of the trian-

gular island. Here are still to be seen the empty niches of the many statues which have been

removed and in many cases transported over the rim of the crater to various destinations

on the island. Beside the empty niches, 157 statues in different stages or completion are

still left in the quarries. (Mettaux 1 740* p. 292,) Strewn about were formerly also the

abandoned tools of the workmen: large, roughly chipped stones of the same nature as the

hard nodules (lapilli) which occur In the volcanic tuff from which the statues themselves

were carved. The stone chisels found in situ represent one rougher and one finer type,

the former apparently used for roughing out the contours of the figures. The final polishing

of the statues was done with abrasive volcanic stones. (Ibid,
,
pp. 278, 29 Ti

The sculptors began their work in the crater wall by chipping awav enough materia!

from above and around the future monoliths to give enough room to work freely. In

certain cases the workmen's niches arc visible in the alley-way around tne statue, and 1 heir

number indicates the very limited number of sculptors who were occupied with each

statue at the same time. The statues were carved face upwards, and unfinished figures

show that the front and sides were completed, even, to every detail of the hands, before

the undercutting began, The rock beneath was then chipped or rubbed away till the huge

statue rested only on a narrow keel running along the spine. In the next stage to be seen

the statue is completely detached from the rock round it and then chocked up by a number

of smaller Stones, quite ready to be launched and transported.

The work accomplished up to this point is the result of skilled labour directed by

artistic talent, mathematical exactness, and long experience. Then begins the toil of the great

numbers, organized and supervised by men well acquainted with the enormous engineering

problems connected with the transportation and handling of Cyclopean monohths. Some

of the statues to be transported were, over 50 feet long and weighed as much as fifty tons

or more, the approximate weight of iao horses, all in one long, unwieldy and brittle stone-

figure. Many of the monoliths were nor removed very far, being erected on the slopes

inside the crater, whereas others were transported up over the steep rim of the crater w all

and thence over the rugged surface of the island to their final destination mnes away bom

Rano-Raraku, As the front and the sides of the giant stone men bad already been finally

carved and polished to perfection, the greatest care and utmost skill were required sn

moving them to prevent injury.

Such inclinations and such working methods do not come naturally to an ordinary crew

of easebound Polynesian deep-sea mariners and fishermen. They result from ideas that

come from a continent. Desire and imagination are not enough: routine and experience
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inherited from a nation of some size are necessary for a small group of pioneers on a barren
isbnd la tackle such immense technical tasks as chose mastered by the earliest inhabitants
of Raster Island.

When a stone colossus arrived at its destination, which in the case ofmost ofthose which
went to remote parts of the island consisted ofan ahu, or ready-built stone platform, the chief
engineering problem was to raise the enormous figure to a standing position, The smaller
ahiis held only one statue, hut five statues was the average for abw of medium size, and
the larger ones supported up to thirteen and fifteen. (/M

t p. 29 3.) Most of the statues
erected on top of the abus were from twelve to fifteen feet tall, with larger figures up to
thirty-three feet (10,27 Skottsberg 1920, p. 9), These ahn images are expanded at the
base to rest upon the stones, whereas the images raised upon the slopes about the quarry,
some of which art even larger, taper into a sort ofpeg for planting in the ground.

It is quite apparent that no combination of men grouped about a thirty-foot .stone giant
could be Strong enough and tall enough to push the giant into the peqiendicular.~Nor
was there any poi nt near the ah# from w hich men with ropes could pull the statue’s head
upwards. Furthermore, as if the problem of raising the monument itself was not great
enough, the architects complicated their own task by settlings huge cylinder-shaped piece
of reddish rock upon the very top of the giant’s head. How could a small community of
native seamen solve the technical problems underlying this feat? A handful of men on the
giant’s head could not hoist a five-ton stone cylinder to their own level, nor mount it on the
point upon which they stood’ nor could a crowd below push this large stone up some
five times their own height, Skottsberg {Ibid.) measured one of these heads tones from a
fallen statue: it was roughly twenty- three feet in circumference, six feet high and over
eight ket in diameter, 1

It is an unfortunate fact that the "mystery” of the Easter Island statues has had more
appeal to the common public than to the Pacific archaeologist. Not counting general
text-books, encyclopedias, and travel descriptions, more papers have probably been
devoted to Polynesian string-figures and marriage customs than to the prehistoric back-
ground of the anthropomorphic monuments on Easter Island. These vestiges, the most
conspicuous and unchangeable in the Pacific island world, have played a decidedly sec-
ondary role in the efforts to reconstruct the Polynesian origins and migrations.
The absence of an authoritative answer to the Easter Island problem, generally replaced

by an unconvincing theory of local evolution,, has encouraged many general writers to
propound the most unreasonable explanations. Recently the daily press devoted serious
attention to a suggestion (VC'olfi *948-) that the extinct volcano underneath the quarries
erupted at convenient intervals and -was used by the sculptors to blow the brittle statues
tee, foremost to r heir destinations. And even to-day serious contributors to Polynesian
literature include those who cling to the belief that Easter Island may be the topmost peak
°l A tlch]y populated sunken land, the statues having been moved by the masses up towards
the peak as the island was gradually being submerged. (Rcche 192C.)

h the Easter Island achievement is impressive enough to encourage such theories in
our own day m attempts to see how the statues were handled, how less likely is it that the
methods would have come naturally to a few canoe-loads of local natives, or to any who

1

also RfjiJtkdgc ijie^ p. 1^9.
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were not already initiated into the art before arrival. Furthermore, wc may certainly

take it for granted that there was hardly a choice of methods available to these early stone

age people* and wc may therefore be justified in assuming that the. unknown architects

who abandoned the colossal Tiahuanaco megaliths and human statues were probably

familiar with the same neolithic methods.

The entire cult site of Tiahuanaco is left as a jumble of carved stones, some of them

being stupendous slabs of great j>izc* far heavier than any of the monuments transported

on Easter Island, The weight of the Easter Island statues is generally estimated, according

to size, at from ten tons to upwards of a hundred tons. The most moderate figures are

given by Mcrraux (1940, p, 304), who doubts whether the weight of any of the erected

statues exceeds 30 tons. This estimate is a little too cautious perhaps, as it would almost

mean that the most bulky of the statues would be able to float on water. The afore-

mentioned statue measured by Skottsbcrg on an ahn far from the quarries and near the

landing place at La Perou.se Bay must have a volume of about 30 cubic metres, and if

weighing no more than 30 tons It would have the density of 1, like pure water. 1 Put

Mccraux, quoting Delacroix and Wentworth, shows that the density of the Rano-Raraku

tuff from which the statues are made is 2.4B, which would give a statue of 50 cubic metres

a weight of roughly 75 ions.

Technical achievement of megalithk transportation

from Tiahuanaco and northwards

Now, in Tiahuanaco carved and erected slabs of forty or fifty tons am found everywhere.

Bennett (1934, p. 440) excavated, besides the bearded image, another and larger stone

human figure which was .25 feet tall, and the same author (1949, p, 1 8 k) says oi the Puma

Purtcu group of megaliths, also at Tiahuanaco: "It Is built of great slabs and stone blocks,

some weighing over one. hundred tons. , , The nearest source of the sandstone used in

this construction is over five kilometers distant.'
1

The Tiahuanaco megaliths quarried and transported for some distance include speci-

mens which are thirty-six feet long and seven feet wide; twenty-five feet long, fourteen

feet wide and nearly seven feet thick; etc. (Morans 1911, p. 190; Posnansky 19141 VerriJI

1929, p. 269; Steward 1946, P* via.)

As Mozans {191 1, p> 192) shows, as far back as the 16th century Cicza de Leon measured

some of the titanic stone blocks of Tiahuanaco and was most impressed on finding that

in the whole district there were no quarries whence the numerous great stones could have

been brought. Mozans adds: “This same fact has equally impressed all subsequent investi-

gators, So far as is known, there is no sandstone similar to that occurring in the ruins to be

found nearer than fifteen miles, while the nearest place at which trachyte and basalt can be

procured is Copacabana, which, in a straight line across the lake, is forty miles distant.

1 Skotts'bCrg (ipio, p. 9} gives the dimensions of fids s;atue as follows (ic bad been wiUfuEiy undermined and

mack to fall ftosli its aba by island tubes without any Rwpuei for those who formerly created thes« jiiOJtunwfi is.'-

Total length. 10.27 mj length of body 6.5 j mi length of head 2.um; length .if neck i.z nu width o: body at

base 2,7 m; thicks of body at banc iim; width across shoulders j.iffl; vcidch MtOW head t .6 m; width across

neck 1 .9 m; circumforuncc round shoulders 7-5 m ;
ciicn mforcnec round neck S

2 mj length oi ear £.4 'C.
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How were the immense monoliths used in these structures transported for such
distances ?”

Spence (1913, p. zjo) wrote: “Other remains of these prehistoric people arc found in
various parts of Peru, At Sacsahuaman, perched on a hill above the city of Cuzco, is ail

immense fortified work six hundred yards long, built in three lines of wall consisting of
enormous stones, some ofwhich are twenty-seven feet in length,”

At Ollantay-Tambo, forty-five miles north of Cuzco, is another giant fortress, “construc-
ted for the most part of red porphyry, and its walls average twenty-five feet in height.—
The stone of which tins fortress was built was quarried at 2 distance of seven miles, in a
spot upwards of three thousand feec above the valley, and was dragged up the steep
declivity oFOIIsmtay bv sheer human strength.*

1

\X uh regard to these two latter megai Ethic constructions it is interesting to note that,
according to Means (1931, p. 137), the northern wall of Sacsahuaman (the fortress of
Cuzco), and some walls of Ollantay tambo also, seem to be pre-Inca and of Tiahuanaco
lyi'xe Bingham (1948, p. 4) has estimated the weight of the stones in this particular
Sacsahuaman wall, and, for the smaller blocks, reckons ten to twenty tons, and fur the larger
ones two hundred tons; a few of rite largest, three hundred tons. Yet these colossal blocks,
which tar exceed anything handled on Paster Island, have been dragged to the site,

superimposed and rilled together perfectly without the use of dement.
Since Means has suggested that this impressive northern wall af the Cuzco fortress is

pre-Inca and of Tiahuanaco type, we may well recall what Andagoya (1541-46, p. 35) says
tile Inca owners of the fortress told the arriving Spaniards. They claimed chat “the edifices
of Cuzco and the fortress, which is made in a wonderful manner” were originally built by
an immigrant Viracoeha lord who was “a white and bearded man, like a Spaniard ”

(See Part V.) Also the anonymous Chronicler cited by Band die r {Ibid,) narrated that
it was a certain Viracocha, a man who was shrewd and wise and said he was a child
..f the sun, and who had come forth from Titicaca and made himself chief over the long-
ears, who raised the Cuzco stone constructions, including the local fortress,

^

^

CaU pre-Inca level of Cuzco shows archaeological affinities
o die Titicaca basin with Tiahuanaco in the south, and to Charm in the north. Hutchinson

P-45 5)
wrote from Chavm even before the site was excavated: “The first of

Jts remarkable antiquities is a bridge over the river Chavin. This is made of three large
stones of granite brought from a great distance, as all the geological formation of the
neighbourhood is of sandstone. . . One is confounded at trying to guess by what mechan-
ical appliances a granite stone, nearly twenty feet long and afoot and a half wide,* could
ne transported oyer these mountain heights.”

1 o carry the comparison of these megalithic achievements back to the jungles of
early Southern Mexico, we may again quote Stirling concerning his “Olmec” finds. He
describes a number of monoliths representing human heads resting on stone platforms,
and measured one of these giant heads at 14 feet high, 7 feet wide, and weighing about
10 tuns - wrote (1940, p. 533); “Most of these stones are large and heavy. We were
assured by petroleum geologists in the region that no igneous rock of the type from which
these monuments were carved exists at any point closer to the site than'jo mites. How

3 he longest of [he thrre jne&urcd G.jo m, or 21 feet 3 inches. (/bid.)
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were these immense blocks of stone moved this long distance down rivers and across

great stretches of swamp to the location where they now rest? Certain it is that the people

who accomplished this feat were engineers as well as artists/
1.

There is no local legend to tell us who erected these gigantic stone heads, but it was

in the area of these same monoliths that Stirling (Ibid
„ p. 327) uncovered 3 stele on the

back of which he found the relief of a face belonging to a “remarkable handsome indi-

vidual with an aristocratic aquiline nose and a curious long, flowing beard/
1.

The appear

an.ee of the latter figure was such that it was nicknamed “Uncle Sam” by the expedition.

{ibid. See Plate XXD 3,)

if the first Easter Islanders came, from the east, as the first local king was actually said

to have done by the mixed aboriginals of the island (sec Part IV), then they came

from the direction where all these prehistoric peoples of Southern Mexico and die .Andes

had lived—experts in carving and transporting stone heads, anthropomorphic stone sta-

tues, and other colossal monoliths. It would not then he surprising if the maritime dis-

coverers of Easter Island climbed the Rano-Raraku quarry near the east coast and began

boldly and confidently in carve anrhropoliths out of the solid rock with the intention of

moving them about the island to planned destinations.

The probable procedure of megaUthk work on Easter himid

We have seen how the Polynesian tribes shared the peculiarity of their great American

neighbours in being wholly ignorant of wheeled transportation, although both had paved

wavs and roads. None of them were familiar with hard metals or machinery. It is obvious

then that their transportation achievements were the result merely of the successful appli-

cation of some ingenious system assisted by ample time and combined muscular power.

It has. frequently been maintained that barren Easter Island could never have supported

the population required to carry out the work which was done in the prehistoric era of

the island. This argument has been based partly on the fact that the local monoliths were

not carved and transported singly, for several were under simultaneous construction when

Lhe work was abruptly abandoned. As we have seen, in spite of the comparatively moderate

number of statues which have been raised on alms in various parts of the island, more than

one hundred and fifty monuments in different stages of development were si; it left in the

Rano-Raraku qua r s i es

.

Eoutlcdge (1319, p, 181) points to this fact in her excellent survey of the island mono-

liths: "It remains to account for the vast number of images to be found in the quarry.

A certain number have, no doubt, been abandoned prior to general cessation of the work:

in some cases a flaw has been found in the rock and the original plan has to be given up

in this case, part of the stone is sometimes used for either a smaller image or one cm at a

different angle. In other instances the sculptors have been unlucky enough to come across

at important points one or more of the hard nodules with which their tools could not deal,

and as the work could nor go down to posterity with a Large wart on its nose or excres-

cence on its chin, it lias had in be stopped. But when all these instances have been sub-

si ratted, the amount of figures remaining in the quarries is still startlingly large when

compared with the number which have been taken out of it. .

.”
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Again, as later stressed by Metraux (1940), we must nor overlook the fact that quite a
large number of the Rano-Raraku statues were actually erected on the inner slopes of the
crater, and that there was no intention of moving them away; This reduces even more
drastically the number of statues that had been abandoned during the actual work. Since
the workmen's niches clearly demonstrate that only a Few sculptors could work simulta-
neously on one monolith, we shall find that the number of sculptors busy in the quarry
at the same time was not extremely large, When wc next look for the statues abandoned
during the actual process of transportation, their number only amounts to two or thrc^:.

(Routledgc 1919.) These indeed, were at the time of their abandonment the only statues
which occupied at all a large bodv of man-power.

Certainly the labour available m Easter Island was very limited when compared with
that of the autocratic powers which organised mass labour for megalith transportation in
Peru and comparable continental empires. The most optimistic calculation of the popu-
lation capacity of Easter Island was Edmund’s, quoted bv Routledge (1 919. p. 215k
according to which about half the total area of the island, or some ijcoo acres, could
formerly have grown sweet potatoes and bananas. Two acres of cultivated ground would
ne sufficient to supply a local family, with extra food supplies from the sea. There are still

traces of prehistoric terrace cultivation on the very hill-tops, and the sweet potato was a
very important crop when the island was discovered by Europeans. (See Part YU.) If this
estimate holds good, then the Easter Island population must have greatly decreased by
the time the Europeans arrived, as Roggeween and the other eariv travellers did not find
any such impressive community, Skottsbcrg (iyzi, p. 101) refers to another calculation
wmcb -shows that Easter Island in a period of high culture could support at least 5 oco
individuals, Metraux (1940, p, 14) is still more careful, but feels convinced that three or
lour thousand natives could have lived on the island without fear of hunger except in
time of war. The megdithic work on Easter Island will have to be judged in connection
with a local population whose margin is roughly marked out by the above calculations.
There is not much choice as to the manner by which tile statues can have been moved.

I here was not enough space round one unwieldy statue for a number of men to be able
to lift it, so the statues must have been dragged along the ground. Since wheeled trans-
portation was unknown, they must either have been pulled over rollers, or else moved
along on some sort of lengthwise skids to prevent the heavy monolith from digging itself
into the stony ground. The fact that the statues were completed and polished down to
the least detail except for the keel on the hack before having the quarry 1s a due ofsome valueA statute could not then be permitted to tip over on its side while passing over the rugged
is and surface, or the polished parts of the fragile cuff would have been scarred and damaged.
U therefore follows as a consequence that during transportation the statue must have
rested I irmly on its back, with its dorsal ‘keel’ in some sort of a frame to prevent capsizing,

,

W0Uld iQd
f
ate thc U5C °£ a sledge-like aHair, and we have therefore also a reasonable

explanation to the practical problem of bow thc stone colossi could be dragged over the
ground with the friction greatly reduced.

It has often been suggested that timber for rollers and transportation would not have

JmlTl
k
r

alm°£tTleSS Ea
' ter Island - AS“n Skottsberg (19.0), as a botanist,

" X' lLVe that a forcsc of Saphra and perhaps other now extinct species once grew
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on Easter Island. Indeed;, a great demand for timber and firewood would soon make an

end of a forest on so small an island. We have in our own historic time seen how the

island of Motane, once covered with dense forest, has been turned into a treeless and

deserted stonewaste by th-e hordes of European sheep and other formerly domesticated

animals that have shown no mercy to the island vegetation. (Heyerdahl T93N.) In bis

approach to the problem of image transportation, Skottsberg (1920, p. to) pointed our

that Thomson (18 89, p. 486) discovered near a group of aims a fine landing-place made by

art and “admirably adapted to the landing of heavy weights”. Admitting that no fragile

canoe could boat with one of the large images as cargo, he says: “One might suggest that

large rafts were built but, on the other band, there are several ahu which are inaccessible

from the shore,” Skottsberg came back to what seems to be the only tenable answer to

the problem: “Some sort of a sledge-like apparatus could have been constructed without

the need of timber of any considerable size, A sledge would slide quite well over tine grass,

provided that the road was cleared from stones. A great number of people could be

simultaneously engaged in pulling, while, if rollers were used, the image must have been

more difficult to handle.”

We shall later see that cleared road sections, which in some cases may have faciliated

the transportation of the images, are found over large stretches of Easter Island, It is

not incredible that rollers of logs or round pebbles were used underneath the sicdge-like

frame, and that seaweed and grass (Thomson 1889) or even taro and sweet potatoes were

used for lubrication (Metraux 1937 b # p. 154). The Polynesians, even in historic times,

have been renowned for their skill in manufacturing all sizes of excellent rope from inner

bark and other vegetable fibres, and when the Spaniards came to Peru they found in

that country suspension bridges made from cables woven to the thickness ot a man's

body and with a length exceeding two hundred feet, (Prescott 1847, Vol. I, p. 86, based

upon the report of several chroniclers.)

With ropes and a supporting frame, a fifty-ton image could be pulled along a cleared

path by some four or five hundred men, more or less according to the gradients and!

surface conditions* The smaller statues could, of course, he transported with a corre-

spond inglv smaller number of labourers. Metraux (194°, p- 305) has shown that other

Polynesians have moved weights as heavy or heavier than the average Easter Island

statues : “Two 60- ton vessels, blown inland by a hurricane, were carried back ro rite sea

by Maoris. It is said that one was transported by 2000 men; the other by only zoo.”

He further emphasises that: “The major difficulty in transporting Easter Island images

was not the great weight but rather the fragility of the soft tuff. The moving of statues

without scarring them is, in my opinion, the greatest achievement of the Haste r Islanders.”

We have however yet to account ior the final achievement of the Easter Island architects:

the raising of the statues on to their feet, whether on sunken pedestals or resting on the

ahu platforms.

The present Easter Islanders have no clear recollection of how this was done. It seems,

however, that a tradition surviving among their Polynesian relatives on Tonga may

furnish the simple answer. We may quote Metraux (1937 b, p. 134):

“The erection of the famous trilithon of Tonga, like that of the Easter Island statues,

has long been a puzzle, and many wild fheorics have been proposed to explain its origin.
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Mac Kern obtained from an old Tonga n a detailed and logical account of the method used.

As it is probably similar to that resorted to by the Easter Islanders for erecting their

statues, it is worth mentioning here,

“The pillars which weighed between 50 and 40 tons were quarried near the shore.

AX' hen they were shaped they were dragged over wooden skids, by means of heavy ropes

and the combined muscular power of many men/ Close to the pits where the columns

were to stand, an earth incline was built with a retaining wall of trees and brush. The stones

were dragged to the edge of this mound and were then nicely balanced arid carefully

guided by ropes to fail endwise into the pits. The same method was employed for the

Hntel. The earthern incline was removed, leaving the trilithon in position. Other than the

wooden skids and the ropes, the only implements used by the Tongans were blocking

wedges and levers,"

This is most interesting, for this procedure is identical with rhat used in early Peru,

concerning which Rowe says (*946, p, 2, £6): '*Stones too bag to be carried were moved
on rollers with the aid of wooden pry bars and large crews of men pulling with ropes.

The blocks were raised into position by budding a ramp of earth and stones up to the

height of the wall and running the blocks up on their rollers. Cobo saw this technique

used by Indian workmen employed on the construction of the Cuzco cathedral, and a

half-finished chullpa at Sillustani in Puno has such a ramp still in place,”

Montesinos (1642, p. 19) also, when describing the legendary procedure of the megalith

work on walls at Cuzco in pre Inca days, says that the quarrying was done "with picks

and axes made of stones from rivers and filed as if they were made of steel. , , , They had
no derricks with which to lift the stones into place, so they used this device: They banked
the earth at a moderate angle up to the top of the newly completed first tier of stones;

then, with human force, they carried up a second tier, rolling the stone over and over,

however large it might be, and they adjusted it to the wail very slowly and accurately,”

I he possibility that the ancient Raster Islanders made use of tills same simple but most
ingenious method is strengthened by the fact that it was also employed by the megaUthic
workers in the early Marquesas. lJoth Linton (ig2i) and the present author were informed
by the aborigines of central and south Marquesas that according to tradition a temporary
ramp of pebbles had been taised against the face of the megalithic masonry to allow the

giant blocks of the upper levels to be hauled into position. A quite analogous working
method would allow the Easter Islanders to pull their stone giant feet foremost lap a

temporarily constructed ramp,, and then tip the colossus over the steep side inro a founda-
tion-hole dug in the ground below, or else down upon the pavement of the aba. The
presence ol, such a temporary embankment might even have encouraged the Easter
Islanders to accomplish their final feat, namely to drag up an extra stone and place it

carefully on top ol" the statue before the ramp against its back was removed.

The significance of the red puhao on the head of Easter Island statues

To-day all the statues which formerly stood on the pavement of the ahns have fallen^

but at the time of the early voyagers some at least were still standing. Cook (1777, VoL 1
,

p. 281} wrote from R.aster Island: “Each statue [on the $hu\ had on its head a large ey-

Hndric stone of a red colour, wrought perfectly round/*

-4
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To-day these red blocks lie on the ground beside the fallen grey giants whose heads

they formerly ornamented. We can safely say that hardly anything but an embankment of

the sort already described could have brought one of these summit-stones to its plage on
the head of a statue. One of these stone cylinders—which are popularly called image “hats"

—was measured by Skottsberg (1920, p. 9} as 2.5 m (8'a") in diameter and *,8j m (6V)
in height, with a volume of 9 cubic metres, and a weight, therefore, of more than twenty
tons, lids "hat” was lying beside a fallen figure, and the author describes the remains

also of a sort of stone wall on the ahu close beside the statue. He asks* "Could it not be

possible that the stone wall spoken of above was part of a construction on which the bat

was rn be rolled up to the Lop of the image?”

There may also be a fragment of memory in a tradition collected by Rout ledge (1919,

p. 197) in respect of a lofty image which formerly stood on tine of the Pointing out

•a hillock near this particular platform, her native informant said that once “a causeway

was made from it to the head of the tall figure which stood upon the ahu, and along this

the hat was rolled.”

A temporary stone ramp or embankme nr high enough to tip the statue into position

was fully v ithin the capacity of u people which had rime and labour sufficient to work
on more than one sea rue at a time. And while the embankment was still in place against

the hack of the statue, it muse have been a temptation to use it, before removal, for the

hauling of an extra stone to the top of the first, Bur (hi> does not explain why the sculptors

wen r to another side of the island to secure a special reddish rock for the upper cylinder.

There was a special quarry for these reddish top-stones at Punapau, about seven miles

from the image quarry at Rano-Raraku. The cylindrical “hats” measured from six ro nine

feet in diameter and from four to eight feet in. height
;
they had an oval depression below

and were cur with a distinct knob on the top. Only statues raised on the sacred ahus were

distinguished in this manner, and Metraux (1940, p, 301) thinks ii was a secondary idea

not practised right from the beginning*

A few half-buried “hats” remain in the “hat quarry” at Punapau, and a great number of

others are strewn along the path leading down from this quarry to the foot of the mountain.

As distinct from the images, these top- stones were transported probably rolled -as mere

cylinders to the sites of the giants on whose head they were to rest. Not until they arrived

were they given their proper shape with the characteristic round boss or knob at the

upper end. (See Plate JL.)

The problem behind the emphatic choice of a reddish stone for the giant “hats” on

the otherwise nude statues may take an interesting form when we recall the venerated

reddish hair of the urn kchn individuals which existed sporadically on Easter 1 slant \ and

throughout most of Polynesia. (See Parr IV.) Balfour (1917, p, 369) was the first to suspect

that the red top-stones on the Easter Island figures were not meant as “hats”. In his

noteworthy paper “Some Ethnological Suggestions in Regard to Easter Island” lie says;

“Lastly, in connection with these statues, T have a suggestion to make in regard to the

so-called 'hats', or *crowns\ These, as I have already mentioned, arc huge cylinders of

red volcanic ash or tufa, which were placed on the tops of the heads of some of the effigies.

Wow, if these merely represented hats or other head-gear, it is difficult to see why the

natives did not carve them out of the rock in one piece with the statues. That would have
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been an easy and obvious method nf arriving at an adequate result where only a hat was

intended. Why, them, did they take the trouble to go nearly across the island to another

crater in the Teraai Hills in order to employ as material for the 'hats' a special kind of
very rough rock, a vesicular red tufa?

"I wish to urge as a tentative and heterodox suggestion, that the reason was that these

red cylinders were not intended to represent hats at all, but hair. . . a red tufa was selected

in order to conform with the practice, common enough in Melanesia, of bleaching the

hair to a reddish colour with lime, or of coarrng it with red ochre,”

hater Metraux (1940, p- 501) took up the same problem. He quotes Janssen, who at an

early date learned that the Easter Island term for the red image ''hats' was pukao, and adds:

"The original meaning ofpu&x) is topknot. The cylinder with a knob may have been an

attempt to represent the long hair tied up on the head in a big knot (puhio\ a Fashion

very common on Easter Island. ... More interesting is Skinner's comparison of the

Easter Island image hats with the cylindrical representation of the topknot on t he heads
of ancient figures in Maori carving, . , , The theory that these crowns v ere merely a crude
attempt to ornament the statues with a structure similar to a topknot {pukao) is the most
logical assumption,?,J

Wc have seen how the black-haired Polynesians in many of the islands imitated the
natural hair colour of the mt-kehtfhy plastering or painting their own hair red, Stcphen-
Chauvet <1934* ? | S

)
gives the following description under the heading "male coiffure”

on Easter Island: "Formerly the Easter Islanders always walked about bare-headed; their

hair, regularly cur above the ears (A. Pinarr), was artificially rouged and united in a top-

knot on the summit of the head, by the aid of plant fibres and a coating of mud,”

The Caucasoid elements and the Easter Island statues

Wc now come to -a vital point. These islanders plastered their bait red to imitate some
ideal of beauty. This ideal of beauty was not merely a product of tire imagination, since
it was locally inherited through strains of naturally red-haired um-kdut. Is it not probable,
then, that the Easter Island statues directly depict this early red-haired ideal? May they
not represent ancestor-portraits of chiefs and heroes of this venerated appearance !-

G. Forster (1777, p. 575) wrote in reference to the Easter Island statues, during his
visit with Captain C.ook; "We put some questions to the most intelligent persons among
them, concerning the nature ot these stones, and From what we could understand, wc
concluded that they were monuments erected to the memory of some of their areekees
[arikisr], cu kings.' J. R. Forster (177?, p. y6y) was also told that the statues represented
former chiefs, or

S

harcckees'. Cook (1777, Vbl. I, p. 296) himself noted that the Easter
isianders had preserved the individual name of some of the statues, and that the word
uriki (chief) was added after each name. We may thus safely assume chat the Easter Island

1 Routlcdtfe (x9.1t>) has shown the direct connection between the statues and the 80-eaUed ‘bird-man" calf un
Easter Island. Now, another name for the puki* or 'topknot' of the Easier statues was ,W. The ceremonial
L

btfd-tuan' for the year, upon Whom the divsne choice fell, was also called baa, yet he HVrc no ‘has’ hut had instead
fiiletof hutrnm hair bound round his .shaven, red-painted head." (St, Johnston 1921, p. 14a.)
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statues represent no demfitttary powers or supernatural beings, but were raised as an-

cestral iigurcjj exactly like the monuments of Tiahuanaco and Pukara,

The Easter Island statues, carved in the image of the arikts or chiefs of the early local

culture- people, have a great deal to tell us, when we recall (Part IV) that the first

Easter island ariki was Hutu. Mama, who came from a sun-dried kind. In the same
direction as Peru, with long-ears among his followers. The statues not onU depict such

long-cars - the most noteworthy distinguishing mark of the royal families in aboriginal

Peru— but they also embody a monolithic art-form most important in aboriginal Peru,

and assigned by the Inca to Tici \ iracocha and his adherents, the same hierarch who
instituted the ear-lengthening custom in the pre-Inca period, Furthermore, in Peru these

departed heroes were remembered as having a physical appearance resembling Euro-
peans; they were I Irawtha^ just as J. M. Brown (1914, p. 236) writes from his visit

to the island: “There is a general consensus of the European-! ike features and colour

of many of the natives of Easter Island. And die faces of the images confirm this Caucasoid

impression; they are oval, straight- nosed, large-eyed, thin-lipped and short in the upper
lip, the features that distinguish or are supposed to distinguish the highest ideal of beauty

of the north-west of Europe."

Many observers have commented on the enormous chins of the Easter Island statues,

drawn out in length and width to terminate in a broad and sharp edge. When we look

carefully at Thomson’s drawing (1889, p, 493) of a back view of [lie general tvpe of

statues at Rimo-Raraku (sec tig. b p, 3-?*), wc cannot help noticing that no ordinary ''chin”

5.0 projects on both sides that it is visible from behind „ We may, therefore, look again at

the profile view (fig. a';, and find that whereas on an ordinary face the distance from mouth
to chin is normally twice the distance from mouth to nose, on the Easter Island statues

it j 5 three times that distance. If we shade or remove the part of the chin which is thus

added to what would be a natural form, then we get the pictures shown below in c and d.

It seems fairly evident that the sculptors of these stone faces intended the extended lower

face to represent a bearded chin. This view is strongly supported by the other ancestral

figures on the inland. The smaller statues (.'W kaiakava)^ carved in wood, i n variably

have readily distinguishable goatees on their chins, together with extended earlobes.

(Plate XXVIII 3
,
4 .) This fact has been pointed out bv Metraux (1940, p. 151); and Rout-

ledge (1919, p, 2 69) found that three or four of the stone statues inside Rano-Raraku show
the same form of goatee beard as carved on these woodenimages, She also speaks of three

stone heads carved in relief on the wall of a local subterranean chamber: “The one which

was best v fought was twenty inches from the surface of the wall; ir had a pronounced
L

impeda lV J
(Ibid,

, p , 273-')

We recall that the Tialiuanaco statue which had the lightning rays running around the

forehead and into the eye-brows and beard, was carved, like its Mocachi counterpart

and many other Andean monuments, from a selected reddish sand-stone. We suggested

that the symbolic interpretation was that the growth of hair on the bearded person depicted

was light or flame- coloured. There was no other way for the sculptor co indicate this

peculiarity since rhe wheje statue is sculptured in red rock. If the Easter Inlanders shared

progenitors with this particular Tiahuanaco stock, which seems borne out to some extent

by the fact that the present natives in both localities begin their genealogies with the kings
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b

d

I iki and Tid, then these fundamentally related sculptors, have only chosen two distinct

means of representing the same reddish or flame-colourcd hair. Ir should not be so surpris-

ing then, that just such hair is found on the ancient mummies of the early
iS
burial grounds"

on the South American coast between Tiahuanaeo and Easter Island,.
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Typological distributions oj Andean-Polynesian stone statues overlap without regard

to present race-pattern

Wc seen earlier how several writers show that the remarkable Easter Island custom
of erecting large stone human effigies bears a strong general resemblance to a characteristic
trait of the Andean high cultures on the nearest continent up wind. Many casual observers
have been compelled to notice that this resemblance is not one of idea only, hut also of
general execution, Enoch (1912, pp. 162— 278) quotes Wallace, who compared the hasten
Island statue in the British Museum with some of the pre-Inca statues from the Andes, and
toLti said I was greatly struck by the resemblance . .A’ Referring furthermore to one of the
principal Marquesan -Stone statues, he held; , . there is an air about this image which
seems reminiscent of the stone figures of Tiahuanaco, on the Andean highlands of Titi-

caca."

The experienced Pacific traveller Christian (1924 a, p. jjj) was struck by the same
resemblance and expressed the opinion that the Easter Island monuments "exactly recall"

those of Tiahuanaco. 1

Another traveller from both these areas,
f. IvL Brown (1924, p, 26$), also pointed out the

resemblance of the work inside the Rano-Raraku crater to that of the stone-carvers of
I i ah u ana Co, and says of the corresponding stone statues at Rlivaevac, in rhe Tubuai
group south of Tahiti; "Their faces arc human, but grotesquely human, quite unlike

the great stone images of has ter Island, * , r They have more likeness to the great stone
busts that have been taken from the ruins of Tiahuanaco and set up on each side of the

gateway that leads to the church/’

Ojeda (1947, p„ 11) after his long local residence, wrote in his monograph on Hagtcr

Island;
c<
The statues and monuments of stone, which have been claimed to be morruarv

sanctuaries intended to perpetuate the memory of the sacred chiefs of the island, present

an obvious analogy to the stone cultures of Central America and Tiahuanaco. This is the

basis lor out belief that their makers are branches of a stock of people common to America
and Easter Island."

St, Johnston (1921, p„ 81) was so emphatic about the same resemblance that be published

illustrations of three comparable statues and wrote:
i£

. .

,

the stone images and platforms

in the Austral Group [Tubuai], Pitcairn Island, and the Marquesas are very like those of

Easter Island, and kiEEI more so like those ot Peru* * * . the tong ears, protruding lips,

short arms, position of the hands, and stunted legs in the three illustrations I give from
the Marquesas, Easter Island, and! Peru ate absurdly alike, except that the island ones arc

naturally more primitive and crude than that of the mainland.”

When ivc compare the Andean and East Polynesian monoliths reproduced on various

pages of: the present work, we cannot deny the assertion char there arc as many resemblances

between certain Andean and Polynesian anthropoliths as there are between individual

statues inside Polynesia or inside Peru, and often more. We are getting back to the same

observation we made when dealing with the various sires of the early Andes: each geo-

graphical locality has often developed its own distinctive style, which will generally be

1 Kiioche (i<;U, p. i) had i\ decade earlier, in a mthti Sweeping statement, denied the slightest rcMimNiirtfc ht-

tween the Stone statues of Ttahuanaco and Faster Island. (See for comparison Plates XL and XL1 1 of present work,}
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special to its own place or period. Yet the same basic conceptions and mutual inspirations

are ever-present, adapted only to local taste and secondary convention. In this respect the

Polynesian stone statues can only he divided from those to be found from Mexico to

north-western South America by reason of the ocean between, whereas the. American spec-

imens are united by land. This is a deceptive observation, for an ocean drift from Peru to

Polynesia is faster than any migration down the Andes (3,00 miles a week according to the

Ron -Tiki expedition), and apart from this the Easter Island statues are slightly nearer

to die coast of Peru than to their next nearest “neighbours” in the Marquesas, We can

distinguish between most of these stone statues to-day only because we arc accustomed

to find them in their specific localities. If the Polynesian statues had originally been found

in some extinct South American centre Instead of some weeks travel out at sea, they

would have created no wonder but have been accepted as just another local manifestation

of the early American megalithic culture- The statues vary- so much in form and type—

whether after different models, by different artists, or in different periods -within the

Titicaca area, or within San Augustin., that an attempt by the islanders to copy the Andean

statues from memory would leave a wide range of possibilities.

Ro exact replica of Easter Island statues exist elsewhere— certainly not among the

statues raised on the nearby Polynesian islands. In style and expression it is a local creation,

but in idea, working method, and basic conception it is a result of cultural inheritance

from an outside and continental evolution area. As already stated, there is no evolutionary

thread behind the Taster Island giants. There lias been, from ibe first attempt, 11 clear

conception in the artist's mind of what he wanted to do and how he was to go about it.

Among the vast number of Easter Island anthropoliths only one single specimen h

recorded (Routledge 1913, p, 184) the head of which seems to have melted into the bod];,

while the large ear and the arm have been fused. But even in this unsuccessftd specimen

the usual conceptions were present, and the bands were placed in the conventional position

on the stomach. From this advanced stage a farther evolution might well have taken place

had the megahf.hic work not been interrupted. Metraux suggests that the idea of orna-

menting statues with red pukaa^ or top-knots, might possibly have been an afterthought,

and certain is it that the spectacular grandeur of the statues might have increased enor-

mously had the work been permitted to go on. One of the unfinished statues in the quarry

measures about fifty-two feet, and another one, the largest of them all, measures sixty-six

feet. (Routlfidge 1913, p- i8z.) If the final undercutting and erection of this Statue had taken

place, it would have reached the height of a seven-storey building all in one piece of

stone, for which reason some archaeologists doubt whether it was really intended for re-

moval from its niche in the quarry* 1 (Plate XXXVIII 2.)

If these almost completed stone giants had been loosened from their bed-rock in the

quarry, the chain of megalithic art would have reached, among the long-ears of lonely

Easter Island, a final stage that would have surpassed in its cyclopcan dimensions anything

achieved during the commencing evolutionary stages abroad. The greater number of the

really finished Easter Island statues, however, averaged only some twelve to fifteen feet,

and so were smaller than the largest stone men of Tiahuanaco*

1 Routledfic {Ibid.) says : “tradition* it IS line, points out this ahu on the smith coast for which this monster w*W

designed, hue it is difficult to believe it was ever intended co move such a -mass.”
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The settlers of Pitcairn, Rajvaevae anti Tubuai to the west, and of the Marquesas Group
tu the north-west, seem to have raised a few statues of the average South American sizl-

and then quickly dropped the custom without any attempt at further evolution. Churchill

Of' 12
)
quotes Mager, who held that some Raivaevac statues resembled those of Easter

.Island in their enormous ears and their unformed lower bodies resting on stone platforms.
Moreover, it is said that on Pitcairn there was formerly a. considerable nmrae, ornamented
at each corner with a nine feet tall, scone man mounted upon a platform of smooth stone.

(Ibid.) Ruutlcdgc (1919, p. 31 3) however, referring to an unspecified Pitcairn tmras,
mentions only one starue which is said to have been on it at one time, whereas she visited

an artificial embankment on the coastal cliffs of the same island, where also vestiges of
images were found: “In general if resembled to some extent one of the semi-pyramid ahu
of Easter, beet dense vegetation and tree growth rendered it impossible to speak definitely,

— It was remembered that three statues had stood on it, and chat one in particular had
been thrown down on to rhe beach beneath. Hip headless trunk of this image is preserved,

it is 3 1 inches in bight, and the form has a certain resemblance to that of Easter Island, but
the workmanship is much cruder.

“

ft is interesting to bear in mind that when rhe mutineers from Bounty settled Pitcairn the

island had no population hut only maraes^ bones and ruins from a former occupation.

As Duff (19 jq b, p. 9) points out, arch aeo logically Pitcairn is important, since its vestiges

show it was only reached by the earlier, not by the later, Polynesian migrations.

The. Puamau megalith site

file principal statues in the Marquesas group are raised In a cult site at Puamau Valley,

right beside the uninhabitable east point of Hivaoa Island. During my visit there in 1937
the local white resident, Henry f.ec, was convinced that the people who had raised these

abandoned monuments must either have chosen this extreme eastern valley because the

v

r t

originally made landfall from the east, or else they must have been sun-worshippers, as

the principal valley, Atuona, and all the other inhabitable areas were further west on the

extensive island. In Puamau the fishermen’s canoes were not even sheltered from the open
ocean, which rolled straight up the beach in a roaring surf, driven by the perpetual eastern

trade. This practical observation by one who had spenr a lifetime among the local natives

may well recall that the Rano-Raraku quarry is at the eastern, corner of Easter Island,

which is (he easternmost land of Polynesia* Rivers (1911, p. 431) comments on the only

form of worship observed by the discoverers to that island:: “Roggeween and his com-
panions observed the inhabitants of Easter Island prostrating themselves towards the

rising sun, but as these prostrations seem to have had some relation to rhe scone statues

of the island, it would be dangerous to conclude that the sun was the object towards

which the prostrations were directed/11

1 Roggeween (1722, p. 1 y) Wrote himself: .wc noticed only that ihcy kin-tile lire in front of certain remarkably

tall situ iv figures they set up;and, thereafter squatting on their heels with heads bowed down, they bring the palms

of their hands together and alternately raise and lower them." And [lehrcn? :A 7 ^ 7 ,
p. 155): "They .kindled many

lires by iTicir idols, either by way of offerings Of for the purpose of prayer. In the early morning we looked nut and!

COuSd see from some distance that they had prostrated themselves towards die rising san and had kindled some

hundreds of fires, which probably betakvncJ a momiug oblation to ihtfir gods-’
1
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TF the megalith sculptors of the Puamau valley worshipped the sunrise, then we are

confronted with a religion corresponding to that of ancient Peru. On the other hand, if

they settled the easternmost valley because they had come from a starting point in the cast,

then we arc confronted with a direction corresponding to that of ancient Pern.

As on Easter Island, so also in the Marquesas, the present native population are above

all wood-carvers, and make no claim that the large stone statues in their valleys were the

work of their own carefully remembered ancestors from legendary Hawaii As on Haste

r

Island, the Puamau natives possessed traditional names for most of die large images, tine

general name for which was Tiki, p.nd they also had a vague remembrance that another

people dwelt in the valley prior to their own coming. These earlier inhabitants lied to the

surrounding lulls, though a number oi their women intermarried with the newcomers

and so were among the ancestors of the present natives,

With a local native and the son of Henry Lee T climbed a crevice that took us through

a narrow artihcially roofed hole on the summit of a precipitous Finger-shaped peak which

rose above the palm-forest behind the image site. A few stone terraces, built either for

defence or For a religious purpose, were found on the sloping base of the peak, and a plat-

form nicelv paved with smooth slabs and still partly surrounded by a megalithic wall was

found on the narrow summit, commanding a perfect view of the bay and the now over-

grown image- site below. The whole construction was very similar to fortifications in

ancient Peru, and a small store of sling-stones were still in situ, an interesting detail, since

Emory (1942 b, p, i$i) has particularly pointed out that the sling is one of the culture

elements which Polynesia shared with Peru,

Subsequent Marqucsan sculptors have adapted the conventional style of some of the

larger monoliths to miniature house images of stone 1 or wood, but apart from this

continuation of style we have ample evidence that the early Puamatt sculptors were also

interrupted in the midst of their megalifhic work. On the terraced temple site some of
the great statues have been deliberately overthrown and demolished, but one of those

found in the undergrowth had never been finished by the sculptors. Unlike those on
Easter Island, these Marqucsan Images seem to have been transported from the quarry

before their completion. Another statue was left behind unfinished in one of the quarries

located in a different part of the valley, and in tile same place several other carved stone

blocks had been abandoned by the early workmen. Yet one of the Puamau quarries seems
still undiscovered, for, as un 1 -aster Island and at Tiahuanaeo, th^ sculptors were not

satisfied with just one sort of workable stone. Some of the Tiahuanaeo figures were
Specially carved from a reddish sandstone, among them the two bearded figures of
Tiahuanaeo and Mocachi. The Puamau sculptors had easy access to a fine-grained and
polish able grey tuff which bad lieen utilized for a few of their best executed figures,

and yet they have given themselves the trouble of carving some of the statues from a very

' these Statuettes average I 6 oe 8 inches in height, arid iitc still occasionally found =n burial -caves and even in

native possess:! <n. Among a lev arehaeij logical Specimens of $ir:is« Secured by tins present author, one unusual type
:iLid a wide profuedng Jowcs Jacc like a beard, and a remarkable straight and. narrow nose (Tlaie LI ?j j

another bad most
contours weathered away but was made from a selected red volcanic rock {Plans l.l B). Putter (jjJij VoC. II,

P 1 1 -4)1 during his early visit to the Marquesas, was the first to suggest that (he large prehistoric stone srames
seen tj-y him to Nukufalva may have served “as the model of perfection for all the sculptures of this island. ,
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unsuitable coarse- grained but reddish tod, imich like that used for the top-knots on

Raster Island.

The tallest of the still standing Puamau stone men has a visible portion of a little over

eight feet (i,j m), in addition to the pedestal sunk between the scones of the platform.

I rs left arm is intentionally broken off, as also the entire upper section of a statue IQ the left

of it. One of the fallen statues measured about eleven feet before its head was broken oft.

In the same valley a considerable number of small and beautiful! v executed images have

been moved away from their original sites by the present native population. Some of

these, about three feet tall, ate carved from white scone and include sepamens with

ear-lobes stretching CO their shoulders. Statues of this latter type concur in size with the

average of those scattered about the Titicaca basin and found sporadically in South

America from Colombia, east and south through Venezuela, Ecuador and Peru, as far as

the Tiahuanaoo area of Bolivia.

Such figures, from two to six feet rail, were found on most of rhe principal islands in

the Marquesas Group, whereas giants, of superhuman size, comparable with those of the

Puamau valley on Hivaoa are otherwise only found on Nukuhiva* Here, too, the image-

site is not in the main valley, but on a terrace on the side of a steeply sloping hiU at

Tat pi (Typee), 1 one of the lesser valleys further east. The statues are described by Jr reeman

{iciat, p. 62); “The images, which bad been set at regular intervals around an open stone-

paved court, were from six to eight feet in height and averaged about three feet in

thickness. We estimated each to contain from tom to six tv cubic feet of hard basaltic
I* T

stone, the weight of which must have been several tons. As raising so great a weight up

the sixty or seventy per cent incline from the valley would have been almost impossible,,

and as no outcroppings of stone of similar nature appeared nearby, we were forced to the

conclusion that rhe material for the images must have been quarried out at some point

higher up the mountain and laboriously lowered to rhe terrace prepared for them. . -

.

some of the roughly squared rocks in the foundation of the shrine are approximately three

by three by ten feet in dimension, and must have taken a small army of men to move

and set in place/'

The author shows that all these statues were thickly coated with moss. Eleven of them

were still in their original position, two had fallen and several unoccupied niches seemed

ro indicate that there should have been more. Again, in spite of the marked historical-

mindedness of the Marquesan tribes, who preserved their genealogical records in a system

of knotted strings, they were highly neglectful of the monoliths on their own hillside.

Freeman says : “Though this discovery lies within 500 yards of the main trail up the l ypee

Valley, no native on the island, either by actual knowledge or through tradition, has been

able to shed light on its origin, purpose or probable age/'

The Necker Island statuettes

A more complete picture of the distribution of stone images in Eastern Polynesia,

requires die inclusion of the archaeological!}-' significant statuettes on N'cckcr Island in

Hawaii. When this barren and treeless island was discovered by La Pe rouse in 1786, it

• Note [Jim this valley has an aborfgisja! native name which reappears- south of TLafcuanaco. (Purt X.)
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was entirely deserted and uninhabited, and the Polynesians on the inhabited Hawaiian

islands were apparently unaware even of its existence, (Emory 1928, p. 3,) Yet the little

island is covered with vestiges of a former occupation, and in his interesting survey of

Keeker archaeology Emory (Ibid., p, 112) concluded that these remains must be ascribed

to an earlier culture distinct from anything known among genuine Hawaiiarts of historic

time. It is possible that when the present Hawaiians arrived, part of an aboriginal people

fled for refuge to this lonely island. Emory's survey convinced him that, in view of the

available evidence, it was reasonable to adopt the view that the Meeker culture represents

a “pure sample” of an earlier culture prevailing in Hawai i before the present Polynesian

occupants arrived, whose ancestors established a new culture and new lines of chiefs all

over Polynesia some thirty-two to twenty-four generations ago.

An important aspect of this early Keeker culture, with special interest to this discussion,

is the local discovery of a number of small stone images, carved so long ago that weathering

has more or less defaced them all. (See also Alexander 1909.) Their sizes range from

eight to eighteen inches high, and they are sculptured from a hard vesicular basalt. Emory

(Ibid>
t pp. in, 118) has shown:

11 For comparison with the Meeker images no examples of

sculpture have been found in Nihoa. Few genuine Hawaiian stone human figures are

known and these are the roughest crudities, lacking in uniformity.” Also: "It should be

noted that no stone human images arc recorded from central Polynesia or Micronesia,

and extremely few from .Melanesia.”’

Emory finds instead that, despite the stamp of local convention, the Meeker statuettes

display a rather noticeable similarity to the images of the Marquesas Group. He writes

(Ibid, p. 112): “In this light the comparatively strong similarities which exist indicate that

the \eckcr images were like the Marquesan images before they took on the familiar con-

vention. It is interesting to note that the inscribed stone idol in the Kalasasaya palace,

Peru [i.e, Tiahuanaco], as illustrated by Posnansky (1914, frontispiece) has as many points

in common with the Keeker images as have the Marquesas. Although the mouth, in being

tongueless and proportionally narrow (the lips arc parallel and in relief), is not so much
like the mouth of the Keeker figures, as is the Marques an,, the square eyes in relief and the

straight nose In the same relief are Identical with the Meeker eyes and nosesA
This apparently casual reference to Tkhuanaco art form in relation to the Necker stone

figures will acquire additional interest when we see shortly char, through intermediate

forms in southeast Polynesia, even the stone-lined temple platforms associated with the

images in these two areas are fundamentally related.

The. general analogy between Andean and East Polynesian stone human statues

Since we now have ample evidence that neither the present Maori-Polynesians in the

East Pacific nor the historically known Chibcha, Quechua, or Aymara of the Andes are

responsible ior the abandoned Stone images and statues left in their own habitats, we
may, so to speak, cut away alt these superimposed tribes, languages, and cultures a? mere

secondary overgrowth, concealing and confusing our view of the possible continuity

1 EUis (1629, Vo!. IV, jv 42^), to describing h<™ die early miss ionax its destroyed such pagan remains ;i$ the

large wooden images and carved mortuary posts of Hawaii, added; “Some of their idols were of scone.”
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behind the makers, of the car] i nr stone carvings. Disregardi ng the ever-present stamp of

local style or convention, we shall immediately discover that all these anthropomorphic

stone figures have one characteristic in common: they were associated with nn roofed
religious sites, and wherever information is available they alt represent ancestor gods and

genealogical heroes.

Furthermore, although human :n shape and details, they arc all wilfully distorted in

their proportions, with their heads always enlarged quite beyond reason. Thus Emory
(JMii'i p, 1 02.) says of the large-headed Ncckcr statuettes: “The head is more than a fourth

the height of the body, and in some mure than a third,” Tjnton (1923, p. 71), in his work
on the archaeology of the Marquesas, says of the local stone figures: ‘‘The head was

evidently considered the most important part of the figure, and upon it the artist expended

his greatest skill, The legs were considered least important; in many figures they are

sin >rr:e ned d i sp report i onally or even omitted .
” Fu rther: “ All the hcad s are d isproport iona 1

1

y
large, some of them forming a third of the total height of the figure.” Metraux (1540, p.

295}, quoting Lavachery, says of the ! -aster Island statues: "The long head is about three

sevenths of the total height of the statue.”

Comparable proportions can be seen on all the Poly nesian monoliths. Turning now to

Bennett's (1934, p. 464) survey of those of Tiahuanaco, we read again that: “The height of

the head is from z8 to 40 per cent of the total figure height.” The same remarkable propor-

tions arc found on all Andean anthropomorphic statues, including those of San Augustin.

The large statues of rbc Tubuai and Marquesas group were carved at full length and

extended downwards In one piece to a large pedestal sunk into a foundation, in lull accord

with the fashion both in Tiahuanaco and San Augustin. Thus they re s. 1: with their feet visible

above the ground, unlike the larger monuments of Easter Island, where the submerged

base of the image is considered wholly unimportant and often leaves a casual observer

with the false impression that the Easier Island statues consist of nothing but heads.

This reverence for the head is even more strongly demonstrated by some of the Mar-

quesas stone images. As Linton (1925, p. 81) expresses it: “The great importance attached

by the Marque 5an sculptor to the heads of figures probably led to the practise ol making

beads Lo which no bodies were attached. Most of these heads were used as architectural dec-

orations, but two very large ones in the temple of Oiporta, Puamao, Hivaoa, seem tu have

had a significance similar to that of the true images.” 1

Posnansky {1914, p. 87) has shown howT a number of loose stone heads have been found

at the site of Tiahuanaco, some of which may have been architectural decorations such

as are seen also on the stone walls at the Chavin site (Pomar 1949, opp. p. 49). Stone

heads without attachement to any body occur occasionally around Lake Titicaca and on

its islands, and also northwards through the Andes {Ibid. ; Bennett 1934, p- 482), more

especially at San Augustin, where a single monolithic head is 8-9 feet high (Barrades 194.L

Plates ?a, 136; Bennett 1949, p. 79),

We have already seen that the custom of carving colossal stone heads can be traced right

back to the unidentified people behind the so-called “Olmec” culture of Southern Mexico. 1

1 The large stone head of Place LVl 2 was found by die pjestnc author in a district at Hivaoa where no other images

were seen,

4 Stirling's opinion (1940) is that the ^Oimccs" scctn to have a central position in the local An*cric;m culture
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The people who left behind these giant Mexican heads had also carved their cars holding

immense circular ear-plugs decorated with a cross, and they had placed than on paved

stone foundations, facing east. (Stirling 1940.) We have seen that a Caucasoid race-type

with aquiline ptoJile arid strong beard occurs locally in strange contrast to the otherwise

primitive-iooking, Hat- and broad-nosed Faces depicted in these, giant Olmec heads. The

most logical inference from this observation would seem to he that the aristocratic and

sophisticated type may depict the creative powers behind die artistically and technically

involved megaJithic scheme, and that the flat-nosed, indolent-looking stone heads perhaps

are carved as ancestor figures for the more primitive labouring people among whom the

bearded men had settled as an aristocracy. As already mentioned* a corresponding di-

vergence of types is marked among the Tiahuauaco monoliths.

A similar reasoning could answer the problem why the Marqucsart and Easter Island

statues, both within Polynesian limits, seem to depict a contrast of race types. Jt has been

said (Lehmann 1935) that the diabolical primitive physiognomy of the Martpiesan

statues, so distinct from their Easter Island counterparts, may he explained by taking

the former to represen 1. mortuary images, the large mouth and the enormous circular e\cs

corresponding to the skull with its open mouth and orbits. This explanation does not

seem convincing, since the eyebrows, the huge fleshy lips with wide superimposed nostrils,

and the big ears of the Marquesan figures are not seen on a skulk Those who claim

[hat rhe early Marqucsan race and culture contain certain Melanesian aspects, and that

the statues depict the Melanesian physiognomy* seem to have better founded arguments.

Stall we must admit that we need better evidence before concluding that these grotesque

and almost diabolic countenances are intended to depict Melanesians, Similar counte-

nances are also depicted at San Augustin in the northern Andes, where nobody has yet

claimed a Melanesian intrusion, (See Plates XJ.tl, LVT.) If the aristocracy behind 1 lie stone-

shaping art had come from South America, local maritime serfs and labourers (see Part

VIII) might have manned their craft down-wind from South America more easily than

Melanesians could have been fetched from the other extremity of Polynesia. The Mela-

nesian element in Polynesia is admittedly so negligible that the bulk of the early Menehune

working class could hardly have had Melanesian affiliations.

In view of tire evidence accumulated in Part IV, l wish tentatively to suggest that in

Easter Island the statues depict the migrating culm re-hearers behind the whole series of

megalidiic sculpture, the same race which is depicted on the bearded monuments and effigy

jars of Mexico and Peru; whereas in most other cases, as with the Olmec stone heads,

the majority of statues from San Augustin to Ttahuanaeo, and the Marquesas giants, the

work has been aeeomp lis hed mainly with the aid of subjugated peoples whose grotesque

ancestor images have been carved to establish a religion intended to allure and impress the

working classes in question.

Tims the same race may have originated the Marquesan and the Easter Island monoliths,

though the former statues are carved in the image of a low-browed, flat-nosed, flat-faced and

thick-lipped people, while the latter represent a people with a long, narrow face, straight

complex : "Present archaeological evidence indicates That their culture, which in many respects reached a high

level, is very early and may well be the basic civilization out of which developed such high art ccim?cs to ihose of
t'he Maya, ZapotaCs, Ibltecs, and Tolomcs.”
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nose with narrow and prominent ridge, deep-set eyes, thin, sharp, protruding lips, and
a long extended chin which is drawn out to a wide, sharp ridge. Though with different
talents and means of expression, the artists behind the Vera Cruz slate-mirror

:
the stelae

in Southern Mexico, the Early Chimu effigy jars, the bearded statues of Mocacbi, Tiahu-
jriaco, .Arapa, and Cacti a, a or! the Easter Island monoliths have all striven to reproduce a
series of individuals which all leave us with the same racial impression, otherwise alien to
these areas, and resembling in many ways our own race.

We have seen earlier how the consistent use of heavy nuggets in the ear and a fillet

round the head has followed this race type from Vera Cruz to Titicaca, Bennett
p. 46?) says of the red sandstone figures at present standing in front of the Tiahuanaco
church: "The headbands are wide and decorated with a scroll groove which gives the
whole band the- appearance of a twisted turban.” Posnansfcy (1914, p. j 7) similarly says
of the loose stone heads of Tiahuanaco: uMany of them show a fillet-like headwear
resembling a turban, and a strongly projecting under-jaw, stretched out in the length,
which it is likely may indicate a bearded chin.” Kidder (1943, p, 29) also mentions how
some of the north Titicaca stone images have "heavy protruding chins”, and stresses that
the head-band is everywhere important on the statues in these parts.

Generally carved as A wide, raised band round the upper head, this ornamentation
is one of the local conventions most consistently adhered to, whereas on some of the
larger Tiahuanaco monoliths [his band takes the shape of a superimposed double cylinder,
remarkably like the pukab or top-knot on the Easter Island statues. On many Marque&an
monoliths, and most emphatically on the many smaller stone statues of the Puamau valley
a wide and raised headband is elaborately carved round the upper head of the figures in" a
fashion identical with that used in the Titicaca area. Even an examination of the weathered
stone giants of the Oipona temple terrace reveals very plain marks of a fillet-like bead-band
around the upper head.

The reason why these megalith ic artists seem to have concentrated their efforts on rhe
carving of the head may well be that the Face, more readily than the limbs and the body,
could express distinction in race-type. Body and limbs on the other hand would only em-
phasize the similarity of the subjugated natives to their own divine hierarchy, and should
not be made the centre of attention. The heads of important persons are often removed for
separate preservation among the aboriginal peoples in both Peru and Polynesia, and to
judge from Nazea and Chimu paintings and other early Peruvian art, tropin heads seem
to have been the victors aim there as in Polynesia and on the Northwest Coast.

Owing to the colossal heads on these images very little room is left for shoulders; the
neck is always omitted, and it often seems that the sole reason for carving a body is to
form a background for the arms. The important point about the arms does not seem to be
their shape, but their particular posture. Some slight freedom in the position of the
hands may be seen on the mainland, but there too the hands arc almost invariably placed
on the chest or the stomach in a ceremonial way, and this frequently stiffens into a highly
conventionalized form met with all the way from Mexico and Central America to San
Augustin and Tiahuanaco. This same conventionalized posture is carried into the Pacific,

where it is universal on the Easter Island statues and more typical still on the hundreds of
statues and statuettes in the Marquesas. The typical features of this pose is that the vertically
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canned upper arms are withdrawn often in a strained way towards the back of the figure

,

with the elbows bent at right angles anti the lower arms placed horizontally round the body

to make the hands meet on each side of the stomach just below the chest. In a few cases

one of the hands is raised above the other to rest nearer the chin. (Tiahuamco, Mocachi,

Huancane; Marquesas, Tubuai.) It looks as if this artificial pose had some religious signifi-

cance, 1

Below the arms these American- [Polynesian statues and statuettes generally terminate

in thick, clumsy and stunted legs, about as long as the head or even shorter, if not Omitted.

On larger statues the monolith often continues below the feet as a peg-shaped submerged

pedestal.

Only one more detail requires attention. Describing the bearded monolith of Tiahu-

anaco, Bennett (1934, p. 44a) wrote: “Below the arms is a narrow undecorated waist-

band,” To which he again referred later (Ibid, p. 46?):
4,1

All the figures have a wide, flat

waistband, decorated in low relief or by incision,” When Routledge (1979, p. rgy) made
her interesting survey of the Easter Island statues, she also examined their lower, sub-

merged sections, which, she says, “when excavated, proved, to our surprise, to possess a

well-carved design in the form of a girdle shown by three raised bands, this was surmounted

by one or sometimes by two rings, and immediately beneath it was another design some-

what in the shape of an M. The whole was new, not only to us, hut to the natives* who
greatly admired it. Later, when we knew' what to look for, traces of the girdle could be

seen also on the figure s on the aim where the arm had protected it from the weather.”-

The prone statues of Puamau and San Augustin

We cannot leave these anthropomorphic monuments without reference to a single and

remarkable specimen from the megabibic Image-site of the Puamau valley, Marquesas.

This remaining monument is quite unique at least in Polynesia and the entire Pacific

island world, It rests on the lower platform of the Oipona temple terrace, hut is made

to lie .horizontally instead of standing erect like the others. Worked in one piece, with its

supporting cylinder-shaped pedestal extending downwards from the abdomen, it stretches

its five-feet length in a prone position, almost as if swimming. During my visit to the

valley 1 examined this beautifully executed monolith with some care, and noticed some-

surface irregularities where the pedestal emerged from the

ground. On the dirt being removed from the base of the

pedestal four figures carved in relief round its base were

exposed. The one at the front and the one back were greatly

stylized human figures each enclosing a dis finer cross. The
other two, sculptured one on each side, were animals with

long body and raised neck, a stubby muzzle, rounded ears,

a raised rail and stunted, deformed legs, (Plate LEU 1, 4.) Each
1

It has IWen suggested ilui this posts is perhaps practical For the carving;. This is not s-.>. When, as in the Marquesas,
the same ruse is transferred to the Tikis carved in wood, the tower arms most He cut against the fibres of the wood,
Images among peoples in other parts of the world ccrtai rdy do not adhere to this peculiar posture.

J Apart from the important girdle, the Wits of the Easter Island atjUucs were undressed SVid tmomsiinented

;

the sinus were fluxed and the long-lingered hands cues over the abdominal region, near the navel.
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of these animals was 19 inches long, but one was almost worn away by erosion. The
discovery was new even to the Pmmau natives, who were most excited when they saw the

exposed figures.

My first impression was that these two animal figures carved in relief on the pedestal

depicted some sort of a dog, but a dog quite distinct from what little is known about
the extinct Polynesian kuri^ for h had a strangely erect and bare tail, rounded cars, and a

long even body. Only when later confronted with illustrations of the two four-legged,

long-bodied, round-eas ed, and slim-tailed animals carved in relief in a corresponding man-
ner on the base of the bearded Tiahuanaco monolith, did 1 begin to wonder whether the

two animals similarly reproduced on the Puamau statue could have been based on a for-

mer symbolism rather than on an unidentifiable type of dog used as actus] model. The ani-

mals on the Tiahuanaco monolith represent the locally important feline symbol, the puma.
Even more remarkable than these animals carved on its base, is the main figure itself.

We find no analogy on any of l lie other islands, and we would have been led £0 assume

that this was an unorthodox and original creation of the otherwise conservative Marquesan
artist, had it not been for the fact that a completely analogous monolith has been discovered

at San Augustin, the gateway to Andean cultures. The close affinities between the general

type of monolithic statues left in these two areas have already been mentioned. With the

added convergence of the two. exceptional prone figures the likelihood of an underlying

relationship seems quite insistent; the similarity is too peculiar to be the work ofindc-r

pendent thought. Both specimens are somewhere near five feet long (that from dan

Augustin Is 176 cm and that from Puamau 150 cm); both are strange!)? stretched, hori-

zontally on their abdomens, in a strained pose. The very short, bulky arms are bent

forwards, one on each side of the face which is so large that the hands do not project in

front of it. In both cases the body is extremely broad, stocky, and short, with very stunted

legs bent at the knees with the feet turned backwards. The round head is huge, bent bad<

without a neck and looking forwards and slightly upwards. The eves in both cases are

large- the nose very broad and very fiat, and the mouth is simply enormous, carved on
both as a long and narrow oval spanning the entire lower portion of the face from one

side to the other, leaving space neither for cheeks nor chin. The figures have no dross or

ornament other than a strange object on top of the heads; it is carved as a flat, wide crest,

slight))? raised, curving across the crown with almost identical size on both figures. The
onl\ difference is that in the Marquesas it is placed sideways over the crown instead of

lengthwise as on the San Augustfu specimen, (Plate LID.)

hat Preuss (1931, Vol. I, p, 8$) says of rhe San \ugustin statue is as true of the

Marquesan replica: the stretched- out posture is unnatural even for an animal. Hie wonders

whether the figure can represent a dog rather than a man, but finds the nose, like nearly

all the rest of the taec, to have a human aspect; and this may be said of at least ail the

front parr of tbe sculpture. Only the unformed rear end, projecting between the stunted

legs of the ban Augustin Spe-cimen, might suggest an, animal father than a inatl, 1

1 Nowhere cisc to-day do vs rind a stronger similarity co tlii-s South American statue than on The syid caste™

extremity of Puamau in the Marquesas 1$Linds, R-.it some: VAgue t-LSL-rnbknec might lie found in certain more zoo-

tnorfihic altar stones and images in Ancient Mexico. A good example of these is the Mouthing feline animal from

Izapa reproduced after .Stirling (1943,, PI. 59 l>) in Plate Oil B.
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The easterly oriented distribution of cut stone technique in Polynesia

The anthropomorphic monolths and statuettes of Eastern Polynesia represent perhaps

the most distinguishable religious structures of the East Pacific. Closely associated with

this culture element are ecclesiastical constructions some of which consist of carved and

dressed stones arranged as enclosures or elevated platforms.

It is not surprising that a stone-shaping neolithic people., capable of working monoliths

into human form, were also experts in forming and dressing slabs for ecclesiastic masonry

and other religious purposes. The people who spread the stone men into eastern Polynesia

must automatically be suspected also of having introduced the generally associated

religious buildings. Nevertheless, we shall look away from what we have found with

respect to the anthropobths, and consider the other stone structures as if they were

independent culture traits. 'Thus we shall first see whether the carved stone masonry

may have entered Polynesia from the west.

Buck (193c, p. 670) lias reviewed the stone structures in the Samoan group, which

would be the geographical gateway to Polynesia for migrants entering this part of the

ocean from the west. He shows that Linton, who had listed the absence of cut stone in

Samoa, formed one exception in some wall posts in an ancient stone house (Fale-o-k-Fce)

near Apia. Buck shows that even this was a false alarm, as lie calls attention to the fact

that “the stone wall posts consist of natural basaltic prisms that the hand of man took no

share in shaping. Connected with the negative condition in Samoa is the absence oi stone

figures ofhuman form, which are a feature of eastern Polynesia.”

In stressing the total absence of cut stones in this western sector of Polynesia, Buck also

searches in Samoa for structures comparable to the characteristic forms of religious

buildings in the image area further east. Under the heading "Stone structures” he says

(Ibid.): “In Samoa, the marked feature in stonework is the absence of stone religious

structures corresponding to the marac of the east central area and the heiau of Hawaii.

The lack of remains of such structures may indicate that the marae t\ pe of religious

structure came east by a more northerly route that missed Samoa, west from America,

or was locally developed in the case central area*” Leaving us with these three remaining

choices. Buck gives precedence to none of them, It may he interesting to examine them

one by one.

If the cut stone technique or the marae type of religious structure came east by a more

northerly route and thus missed Samoa, it must have passed through either the Gilbert

or the Ellice Islands. Since these atolls contain no religious structures corresponding to

the dressed stone marae of east central Polynesia, they may he ruled out, with tire entire

Micronesian route, as a possible stepping-stone to East Polynesia, by rhe same argument

by which Buck himself ruled out Samoa. We are thus led to admit that the Polynesian

stone-cutting technique, as well as the dressed stone marae
,
was either developed locally

in East Polynesia, or else, like the stone men, brought from South America.

Turning our attention now from Samoa and the west to the opposite gateway into

Polynesia, the island nearest Peru, we find a strikingly different picture. Metcaux (1940,

p. z^c) writes : “Cut stones were used extensively on Easier Island. Dressed slabs or

blocks are found on most of ihc big ahus and appear in structures such as wells and under-

35 iityendatii
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-round houses, and in the stone houses of Orong®. . . . The excellence of Easter Island
stone work is due partly to the use of hard vesicular basalt. Though cut stones were not
30 common on Easter Island as in the Marquesas, they show a more elaborate technique,
- - f he hieing? of a leu Easter Island ahu>. are among the most perfect masonry work
in Polynesia. I he slabs or blocks have not only been smoothed to evenness, but they
have been dressed or selected so as to fit exactly. The masterpiece of Easter Island stone
work n> the ahu Vinapu; The seaward wall is made of two rows of marvellously smooth
slabs whose edges join with mathematical accuracy. The corner slabs have been rounded.

hole in the face has been patched with n stone carved to fit perfectly, buck a Facing
resembles the famous walls of the Inca palaces of the Cuzco.”

But having made this interesting admission, rhe author hastens to add briefly: “There
is neither geographical nor chronological link between the two cultures.” Yet a glance ai
i he map makes one wonder what the author means by denying a geog rap hkai link
lx.rwccn Easter Island and the Inca Empire, unless he is thinking of a head-wind journey
up against the elementsfrom Easter Island /* Peru. One may be equally justified in wonder-
ing ^hat he means by denying the chronological agreement between the famous Cuzco
wail and that on Easter Island, tor, as we have seen, some of the oldest and best executed
sections of this great-stone masonry of Cuzco are associated with the Viracocha cycle and
considered by competent archaeologists as dating back to the Tiahuanacoperiod in the Andes.
The skill and technical perfection embodied in just these particular mined walls of Easier

Island and Peru give them both an outstanding position among mt-alithic masonry in
any pari of the world, and yet the one is a close repetition of the other. Their striking
resemblance had aroused comment by several earlier writers, (Sec Plate EVIL) Including
m his book an illustration of the same Ahu Vinapu on Easter island for the sake of its

Peruvian characteristics, Imbelloni b, p, 327) says in bis caption: “The blocks of
lava material are worked with an admirable technique. Pot its dimensions, for the slight Jv

convex surface, for the reciprocal disposition and the characteristic nature of the commis-
sures, this masonry of the Pacific Ocean mav he compared to the best of Pern.”

At art earlier date J. M. Brown (1934, p. 257) had also observed, during h is visit to Easter
Island, [hat: J lie cyclopean work of some of the burial platforms is exactly the same as

1-hat of Cuzco and the adjacent regions of the Andes. The colossal blocks are tooled and
cut so as ro fit each other. In the Ahu Vlnapu and in the fragment of the ahu near Hangaroa
beach -fie stones are as colossal as in the old Temple of the Sun in Cuzco, rhe. ate as care-

fully tooled, and the irregularity of their sides that have to come together are so cur that

rhe two faces exactly tit into each other. These blocks are too huge to have been shifted

frequently to let the mason find out whether they fitted or not. Thev must have been cut

and tooled to exact measurements or plan. There is no evidence of chipping after they

have been laid. Every angle and projection must have been measured with scientific

precision before the stones were nearing their finish. The modern mason knows he can fill

up irregularities until lime or cement. Ill these Cyclopean walls rhe onlv cement is gravi

tation, and [hat can be used only once. With nothing but stone tools and these generally

clumsy and rough, the result is marvellous,”

The same author teels that much labour must have been present tn haul, raise, and place

the blocks. He adds: ' Hut in Cyclopean tooled work there is more; there must be skill in
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planning what i$ to issue from a rough block, there must be breadth of architectural

thought to mark out the place that each stone when shaped and finished has to take, and

there must be also large drafts of that subordinate skill which knows how, with the tools

at hand, the shapes in the architects mind and plans can be cut out of the roughly hewn

blocks- from the quarry, or the fractured rocks that lie about. There are implied in all these

carefully tooled and fitted cyelopean walls limitless power and resources, the capacity for

organising great masses of men, keen architectural capacity and large armies of skilled

labour.”

We have seen above rliat ro explain the erection of the local stone structures we need not

look for more man-power than that which Easter Island could easily support, provided the

people at work were already well trained to cooperate in this kind of work. 1'here is ac-

cordingly no need to follow Brown in his unsupported speculation on land submergen-

ces, and we may benefit more from following his three pieces of actual observation, with

the logical inference that seems to suggest itself from them:

(t): “In the Andes all conditions [for cydopcan masonry] existed. ... Tiahuanaco on

the south of Lake Titicaca Itad plenty of stone and plenty of muscle to haul it; and the rcsu.i

is a gradual improvement of cyelopean stone-cutting and building nil the stage was reached

at which one huge block was cut to fir exactly into another/*

(a): “The tooling and fitting of cyelopean blocks are exactly the same in Cuzco and in

J-'.aster Island."

{5): “On Easter Island there was plenty of stone, but nothing else to make the megali-

th ic art possible. .

The readiest deduction would then stem to be that the great-stone technique v hich had

a logical background in Peru had spread down wind to Has ter Island with no necessity

of a difficult local development in the latter place. 1

Examples of elaborate cut stone masonry are found sporadically over the string of Poly-

nesian mountain islands facing America, and as far west as Tonga, which must have

evolved the idea locally or else received it from Eastern Polynesia, as it is absent in Samoa C

and the geographical neighbourhood to the west. This distribution of the stone-shaping

art is highly suggestive. Handy (1527, p. 3 29), who is personally very familiar with this

cultural achievemen 1 through Ms field studies in eastern Polynesia, w tires : “The art of

stone building may, of course, have been independently developed in Polynesia. . , . But

what probably happened is that during l1iu hundreds of years of very active voyaging some
Polynesians visited America and returned to Polynesia, having seen the Mexican or Peru-

vian stonework, and possibly bringing a few stone craftsmen with them. The fact that

both in quantity and skill there is a diminution in the art of building with stone, beginning

with the Marquesas, running through the Society Islands and ending at Tonga, is strong

evidence in favor of the hypothesis that some eastern Polynesians, probably Marquesas,

1 Gunk (177",
‘ P- iQ4) who h-uii an cadi' opportunity of examining ibe Easter Island atm while several of

them were in a be tier condition than today, wrote: "They are built, or father fatted, with hewn stones of a very

large Sffi; and the workmanship U not interior 10 the best plain, piece masonry we have in England. '! fiCy u-SC mi

sort of cement; yet i!u; joints are exceedingly close, and the stones morticed and tenanted uiK into another, in a very

arts u
I manner. The Side walls are not perpendicular, bur inclining a little inwards, in the same manner that breast-

works, & e, arc bulk in Europe. .

Waeke

bibliotek
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borrow cd rhc ar* ot stone Lons-ffucrion from flic west coast of South America., and chat
within Polynesia the art spread from east to west/'

As fust quoted from Metraux, cut stones are even more common in the Marquesas group
than, on Easter Island. A great number of the Marquesan stone-platforms (p^epae) are con-
structed as a masonry of large skilfully dressed stones some of which weigh several tons.
In various parts of the group, especially in Hanavave and Omoa valleys on Fatuhiva, and
Puamau and Hanaiapa \ alleys on Hivaoa, the present author visited a considerable number
of religious structures lined with beautifully tooled and dressed slabs, preferably sculptured
in a selected reddish ruth Many of these bore notches and squares ofmathematical exactness,
and some, in the Puamau valley, had inserted in the masonry the most beautifully executed
specimens of stone statuary to be seen in Polynesia. On others, human figures with arms
half raised above the head were carved in high relief on the face of the tooled stone slabs,

offering a most striking resemblance to rhe similar figures on the vertical wall of the sculp-ed stream bed at Nan Augustin. (Barrada* 1945. Plates 145, * 41 ;
Steward 1946, Pi. 174^

In his survey of Marquesan archaeology, Linton (1913, p. 18) does not believe the cut

stone technique to have been developed locally in the Marquesas, because there is op evi-

dence of transition from the uncut to the elaborately cut stones.

Facing America in mid-ocean between the Marquesas and Hawaii lies little Fanning
Island, hmory C r 934 b t p. 15) has shown how this isolated speck possesses remains of
religious dressed Stone enclosures showing nicely fitted joints and even L-shaped corner-

stones, a technique reminiscent of that used on some of the elaborate marws on lonely

Tongareva, w est of the Marquesas, as weii as in the Tonga Islands.

V\ e have earlier seen that among the Hawaiian remains of the earliest island era was the

Menehune watercourse ar Kauai with its large megalithic wall, which has been referred to

by Bennett (
x 9 3. 1 , p . 110) as the acme of stonefaced ditches. This dressed stone walk

carrying water round a precipice in a runway 44:0 feet long, is now near I v covered by a

modern road, but was described tong ago by Vancouver, who admired its exceedingly

good construction, rising about twentyfour feet. Its dressed stones are squared off on all

sides but the inside, and are fitted most skilfully together so as to present a smooth, even
surface, Bennett {Ihid^ p. 105) says: “The size of the blocks shows great variation., some
measuring s tcct in length and over 3 feet in depth and width. There was no attempt 10 cut

them all the same size. The masonry shows true coursing in some places, but it is by no
means consistent, and many square joints, with die corners of four stones meeting ar. one
place are found- The jointing found in several places has caused great comment,

T

The facing of the wall includes square joint, joint projecting from stone above into

1

In Polynesia relict carving was- used 00 -a large scale only in. the Marquesas and Easter Island, with .1 casual

occurrence claev here, hut always on the Islands nearest to America. Mdtiaux (194.7 a) points 10 the striking t-esem-

W-'nce which two figures in a Hawaiian relief carvsug display ro some CanlLfce signs of the Baiter Island tablets Nee

fiR- page yaj), yet he interprets the limited and CAS-u.iI distribution of relief carving in the eastern -margin of Poly

nes-Lii as “good evidence that this technique has developed independently in JtrTejrem isk: :ds as id thul there uc no
historical connections between the cultures which practised relief carving." In view of the similarity between the

carnivorous, animals carved in pates in relief wound, the base of the Marquesan and Tblui.m.aei’i stone .uaiucs referred

to above, it may stem a* if such a conclusion should perhaps be reconsidered- Sculptured reliefs, often representing

feline figures, are not infrequent in the Titicaca area (Nordcns kiuld 193- - si: Posnar.sky 1914; Kyilen £^147 ;
etc.)

and occur in ii&n Augustin [Bt'tmdas ! 943, Plate t 4.91 etc.).
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notch in stone below, double joint,, etc, {Ibid,, PL 3), all of which strikingly resemble the

facing of pre-Inca walla in Peru,

The outstanding authority on East Polynesian stone-facing technique and stone religious

structures is Emory (ipzB; 193 3 ;
it>34*; *934 b; 19395 * 9435 * 947), and hisattempt to analyse

the inter-island relationship and common origin of this remarkable archaeological trait is

also highly interesting and suggestive. Referring to the cut stone masonry of the Menehune

irrigation ditch at W'aimca, Kauai, he says (1933, P j 475 Italics by K H.j

:

“All these features are to be seen among the dressed blocks now scattered through the

village of Kailua on the island of Hawaii, incorporated in doorsteps, corners of stone

buildings, nr placed about as benches. They come from the facing of some structure,

which once stood at the shore ot Kailua bay. . , , Wc set now that the Kailua stones had been

fitted into a facing identical with that of the ditch traditionally built by the mcnchunes at

Waimea, Kauai, These facings differ in no important respect except for the occurrence of

diagonal joints from rhe facings of notched-squared blocks to be seen on Meet! a in the

Society Islands, and if the two Hawaiian examples were executed by migrants from Tahiti

one or the other or both of them must have been made before the time of l mi, who lived

between 11 and 15 generations before t 900, . .. That the construction, of facings of rectan-

gular blocks of unequal size, necessitating in some instances the cutting of shoulders or

jogs in order to bring the top of the finishing course at a level, is an old technique in south-

eastern Polynesia is clear from its appearance in prehistoric image platforms of Easter

Island, where it is even more at home than in the Society Islands, the only other place in

Polynesia from which it has been reported besides Hawaii. \XTiile it may have evolved

either in Tahiti or Easter Island, its appearance as the dominant note iff the catstom facings 0}

ancknt Pent makes South America a possible source, with Easter Island where its tmgahthk aspect

brings it more in line with the Inca work, the introductory paint. As it is now generally agreed

that the sweet potato in southeastern Polynesia is an introduction from America, and one

antedating the final dispersals to Hawaii and New Zealand, it is quite within reason to

entertain an American origin for a cultural element so specialized as this stone facing, It is a

conspicuous element Localized in the parr of America nearest to Polynesia, a part where

currents strike out and flow in the direction of Piaster Island and the Tuamotus. This

current in 1919 carried a flock of drums of gasoline from some wreck on the South Ameri-

can coast into the Tuamotus,. bringing timely aid to the nearly exhausted supply of our

party. May not one of the seagoing rafts of the early Incas have been swept into this

current carrying survivors as far as Easter Island 2 000 miles to the westr” 1

We have seen that Emory later abandoned his own theory on the assumption that the

Peruvian balsa raft rapidly became water-logged and was therefore unable to take such a

prolonged down-wind journey. However, since his informants were decidedly wrong

on this point, Emory's original view with regard to a possible American origin ot the cut

stone masonry of Polynesia has proved to be sound and may well be revived.

1 In his p«ip<t of 194I1 on ^ Polynesian stone retrains”, Emory (p, it) maintains that: the; Polyncsiaai masofra

“*»erf not have had any relations with South America to have produced what they did ,
hut that tney tsnid have

Lmmcxl some of the details of the dfcssini? and tiffing ot stones- from ihiii region if they had had contact with that

past of the world," whereas “the acejuai ntancc which theta ancestors rm^ht have had with simitar Work an Asia or

Indonesia would have been a scant prac tical help.”
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Referring to the isolated Firone-facing technique r>f Tonga
5 Emory {_Ibid.

y p„ jo) says:
1 To the adjacent west we look in vain for such cut-stone work, but to the east h work
from which the Tongan could he derived. AH the typical facings of the Society Islands.,

c-ven those of dressed stone, save tlic specialized facings of the coastal type of marae, arc
duplicated in Hawaii, hut to such a feeble extent that it must be admitted that the Hawaiian
equivalents arc most likely derived from the southeast. The Marquesas, Austral, and
Tongan cut-stone work is probably of more recent date than the Tahitian, and therefore
due ro Tahitian influenced

Of Tahiti the same author (1943, p. to) writes! ‘Tor the working of hard basalt the
Tahitians can claim the most distinction, although the haster Islanders mav dispute the
claim. . . The Tahitians took small river boulders, flattened the top, bottom, and sides
bY tbc laborious pecking process, and so fitted them in even courses hr the facing of their
manesA .! bus in 'Tahiti marae constructions display more or less elaborate dressed stone-

facings, bur also facings of natural water-worn stones. The even coursing in the facings
m rhese water-worn stones may be Life outcome of copying the dressed stone facings,
and would seem to make, as Emory (1933, p. 49) points out, “an introduction from Peru
more probable.”

With the dressed stone facing technique of Hawaii, Marquesas, Tonga, and the \ moral
or l nbuai group all indicating a spread from Tahiti, or indicating ar least a common origin

wito the equivalent Tahitian art, and with a probable source of' flit- Tahitian technique
among voyager? from 1 .aster Island who perhaps again had inherited this highly specialized

culture trait from aboriginal Peru, we find—now that the buoyancy of the baba raft has
been established that we have the same probable origin for Polynesian: dressed scone

facing as for the local stone human statues. 1

The marae or raised stone enclosure and related temple forms in eastern Polynesia

and pre-Inca Peru

I-Iaving so far mainly considered the dressed stone facing technique as such, we may
well see whether the same probability of a South American origin also holds good for the

types of stone structures to which the masonry technique was applied.

U is a rather striking fact., worthy of the fullest attention, chat die Polynesians, who
rrad principally on their easternmost islands acqu ired this admirable skill in stone shaping

1 Dmory
1. p- 177k ifi Jus discussion of rhe Sl&tie Reatmfi.t in uk Smkit /jrAfw/x, a bo bruit's up flic interesting

i^cr that petragiyphs x-.c afraost universal Ln Polynesia. Me adds: "'They are rare 10 Tonga and 1-jjj. The practice us

making pcuogfypha, therefore, toi:i a trait belonging nathti 10 distal (with reicftnee to Asia) Polynesia, than to

proximal Polynesia (Same», Niue, Tonga, Wallis, an I Fatima).” Emory feels that the more tJjuneiaf type of petro-

glyphg found in Polynesia are so giirpli.' that no reliance can he put nn them as proof of euliunii eontHCf .
He sav-

‘’liven in ike more elaborate figures ptusslhiliiics. of Coire spondeEice through coincidence are [Treat, For example,

the unique cross and \ mark in ns on the body of the turtle Jrtf.J are eicaetl , paralleled on ihc body ol a human
pctrogJyph in Jlra7.1l f re I..J.

A-Tnsks, ceremonial cossfvmeSi sind bfcnj-dresSe& arts also represented by Brazilian petro-

glyphs [ref. I, and I have seen them somewhere represented in pewnglyphs so die Went Indies. Yet these consider-

ations do not leave the pci roglyphs without value in pointing Out cultural comaer ;
ili<*y only warn against cvaggci‘,ir-

inp. 1he significance of identic;-;] forms.'" Other 0/ riters Lave pointed our that Polynesian prlroglyphs point to 'Viiem-a

father than Asia.
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art with the most intricate; forms of jointings and morticing, still had not acquired the

idea of a keystone to hold an arch in position and thus permit roofed constructions* Igno-

rance of the principles of the arch is a basic feature in the early Polynesians* stone con-

structions, limiting their achievements to uprights, stone statues, walls and unroofed

platforms- We may again quote Bennett (in Steward 1949, p- 53) concerning their former

neighbours to the cast; "Throughout South America in pre-European times some general

principles of great importance were totally unknown, thus limiting engineering skills.

Outstanding is die lack of knowledge of the wheel . Another notable Jack was the true

arch, with its primary keystone, which was a serious handicap in the development of

architecture* ** This in itself places Polynesian arid South American masonry architecture on

die same level

When we now come to consider the principal types of temple and ecclesiastical building In

earl 1.- Polynesia, wc find them to fall into two main categories— stone enclosures and raised

stone platforms- Both are found in a varying degree of elaboration, and elements from both

are very commonly found combined,

Wc shall first consider the marat , which we have already found most likely to be an

introduction from America or a local development in east central Polynesia* There is reason

to believe chat the marat as a religious structure belongs to an early era of Pol y nesia, A e have

already mentioned that it is Found in Pitcairn, and that Pitcairn was only settled by rhe

earlier wave of Polynesians. Emory (191#, p« m) found the marm as a rectangular

platform, lined with slabs and with uprights along the back, to be ihc principal ecclesiastical

construction of the early Meeker Island culture, which again he considered a pure sample

of die culture prevailing in Hawaii before the coming of the present population. If the

Mcnehune, as Indicated above, were die manual masons of an early island era, then the

Keeker marm and statuettes would have been roughly contemporary with the Kauai

aqueduct, like several other stone constructions of prehistoric Hawaii, most of which arc

accredited by the Hawaiians themselves to rhe work of the earlier Mcnehune* 1

At rhe ^amc time Emory points out that the Keeker island maraes are most closely

related to those common in the extreme eastern margin of Polynesia, facing Peru. J Ie

writes (1943, p, 15); “The Keeker mani.es., with their continuous row of uprights along

the back of the platform, are most like the maraes of the more isolated eastern end of the

vast Tuamotuan Archipelago. Although Keeker was unknown to the historic Hawaiians,

its ancient visitors certainly came from the main Hawaiian group, as the squid-lure sinkers

and adzes found on the island are Hawaiian. Crude replicas of the Necker maraes were

discovered by the writer in 1937 at 1 he quarries of Tie adze-makers on the a 500 foot

contour of Manna Hea, the highest mountain on the island of Hawaii. \.i Puu o L mi on

the slopes of neighboring Maima Loa, a low, narrow platform, bearing uprights similar

to the Necker rnarae, has been photographed- [Ret.
J
But the Necker type of marae has

been all but obliterated in Hawaii.”

1
Sec. Pun IV. Thrum (1507, p. 116) fllsu fciys; "The Mencbunes are credited with the construction of mi-

mdtVLES beiaiu (aacifru temples) ivi v.i rious parts of i he islands. The beiau of Mookiru, near Hotvoipu, KohaJa, is

pointed out as an Instance of their marvellous work. * . . Another temple of their erect inn was at Fepwkea, Hi3o,

. . . Tlitt'e stands on 1 he pall of Waikolu, near K ala u papa, Molokai, a hetau that 1-IawaiiaiiS. believe to have been

c onstructed by no one eke than the Menchnn&s. . *
.”
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This early Hawaiian type of marae had its counterpart also in the interior of Tahiti,

Bmory writes (1928, p. 117): “I have seen at one spot in the interior of Punaruu Valley,

Tahiti, eleven marats, and these happened to be in many essential features identical with
the .Seeker Island marae.” Two years later Handy (1930 b, p, 94) wrote; Tli: is interesting
that it is in the interior of Tahiti, where the Manahtme folk lived, that the expeditions of
the Bishop Museum have discovered the most solidly built stonework.”

This concurrence of data seems to indicate that the m&rae already had a wide distribution
in eastern Polynesia in the early local era. In isolated Tongareva, where some of the
most important warms have been found. Smith (1890, p. 91) shows that according to

tradition the first warm was built by the earliest immigrant settler to reach the island.

Jle sayst MThe warms, or sacred enclosures, some of which were as much as a hundred
yards square, and where all the religious ceremonies were conducted, were enclosed by
upright-slabs of stone, standing as much as 6 feet out of the ground. Inside were other stones
standing on end said to be tombs. There were several of these manses in different parts of
the group, some deserted and evidently not in use for ages.”

There is a considerable inter-island variation in rhe Polynesian marac, from the low
coral platform with small uprights along the end, so widespread in the Tuamotus (Emory
1934 a), to the more elaborate stone constructions of the Tubuai group, Riiiatea, and
Tonga re va, with a whole fence of uprights of irregular size (up to 12 feet high in Raivaevac
and 13 lent in Raiatca) marking out three or even ail four sides of the rectangular platform.
Aitken (193a, p. 1 1 8) describes a Tubuai rnarae as “a rectangular space bounded on three

sides by a fence oj stones set upright in rows like pickets,” The uprights were all of irreg-

ular she, up to ten ieei high above the ground. He quotes Scale, who measured one at

ig > 6 < 1 leet, and another at y x 9 x 3 feet. Some of these marms were paved inside

to a greater or 1l?ss degree. “The amount or labor involved in the transportation of the
stone*- to their final resting places in the maraes must have been enormous. Few of the large

stones weigh less than ton and the largest one measured weighs about 4 ton 5, - . , Further-

more, many of the maraes are at a considerable distance from places where such stones

might have been obtained and some are at elevations above any possible .source of supply.”

Buck (1932 b, p- in) says of the Uangarcva type of warm that it general I v has a rectan-

gular ground plan, all four boundaries of which are defined by limestone uprights. The
space between the uprights is filled with a single row of flat coral pieces set on edge. Part

ofc the enclosure was paved, and the carved uprights had peculiar flanges and notches on
rhe upper corners. To show its relationship to the other Polynesian mtstats, the same
author writes (Ibid., p. 179);

“Emory drawn attention to the resemblance between the small Tahitian inland rnarae.

and those or Keeker Island. The large raised platform of the Tapu-tapu-atea rnarae in

Kaiatea shows the same technique of construction as those of Tongareva. Huge limestone

slabs rising over 8 feet above the ground have been set on edge to form a rectangular

enclosure which lias been rilled in to a height of 8 feet with coral boulders and rocks. , . .

In spite of its size and fame, the structural technique and pa tier n is that of the simple, low
platforms of Tongareva.

“It is apparent that an ancient marae. structural pattern consisted of an open court with a

raised platform at the end* formed of limestone slabs set on end, and fitted in with loose
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material At the back, tali uprights that may have had some religious significance, or may

have been purely ornamental, were set up. On Toagareva progress has proceeded in the

direction of" defining the boundaries of Ehe court with curbstones and extending the stone

uprights to all four boundaries/

1

The basic relationship between all these forms of east and central Polynesian mxraes

seems quite apparent. 'Lite question remains, however, whether the primitive open court

with a platform and a single line of uprights only at one end really is the prototype from

which the elaborate Tong&reva platform, ornamented on all four sides, with tall stone

uprights, has subsequently evolved; or -whether the latter is the imported ancestral form

which, on manv small isles and atolls, has been modified to meet the requirements of

communities with 1 inured stone resources or more modest demands.

If we return to the image area about Lake Titicaca, we shall find that Lhe essen-

tials of the Polynesian marae are found in the Kalasasaya construction at Tiahuanaco.

(Stiibcl and UHte 189a; Posnansky 19.14, pp. 107--1 14.) Kalasasaya is the main temple of

this earlv abandoned cult-site, and it consists of large uprights defining a rectangular enclo-

sure, 444 feet long and 56S feet wide. As on Manga reva, the carved uprights of this giant

f'iahuanaco manu also showed curious flanges and notches on the upper corners. Here

too the larger monolithic uprights were set in straight lines, and although carved they had

no uniform size, and the space between them had originally been partly filled in with a

line of smaller louse stones. Furthermore, h is noteworthy that the megalithic upright

enclosure of Kalasasaya also had its base artificially raised as a large rectangular earth

platform. Bennett (1334, p. 57a) shows that this can still be seen, although 3 considerable

amount of soil has been washed away since the pre-Inca tunes, and agricultural work

inside the temple has in historic time assisted in wearing down the artificial terre-plein.

Rejecting the unfounded view that the uprights are the remains of a retaining wall once

entirely filled up with earth, he tends to support Posnansky’s calculation that the raised

canh platform formerly reached a level of roughly seven or eight feet (2.3.0 m) above the

uneven plain, to judge from the height of the monolithic stairway that leads up to the

rectangular stone enclosure from the cast-

Referring to vestiges in early Peru of ecclesiastical architecture similar to that ol Tlfthu-

anaco, Bennett (/fo'rf',, p. 483) quotes Tello regarding sacred corrals in the Huaraj; region

of northern Peru, which “arc formed of grcai stones, planted vertically and arranged in

rows in the same style as the enclosure of Kalasasaya in Tiahuanaco.” (Tello 1928, p. z 7 9.)

Rydcn (1947, p. ij;) shows bow sacred enclosures, built on Kalasasaya principles^

have been found in various pre-Inca sites near the south end of Lake Titicaca, and that

temples of this description include the ruin on the Island of Slmillake rn the Rlo Dcsa-

guadero, referred to b;- Posnansky, and the ruin recorded by Casanova (1942) on the

image site of the bearded Mocachi statues on the Gopacabana peninsula. Ryden shows

further that stone statues, one of which is strikingly similar to the main statue at Mocachi,

art left in the pre-Inca site of Huancane (Wancani), in the plains to the south oJ Tiahuanaco, 3

1
t he archaeological sue pf Huancane was first described by Portugal ( 19*7 ), and the present aitfhor is indebted

to him fqr (he photographs of the 1 luancam; stone statues reproduced In PLire t.II 5, 6 . Pornij^-aL stresses the need

for \ serious attempt to compare :Kt siatWCi of eastern Polynesia with those of [he AndtUn are*, t’roiti Silii

Augustin and aflmthwftrd to Huancane and rhe Lake Titicaca area. {Letter to 1 he aucimi dated July to, tgji,)
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and that here also they are associated with stone enclosures which “bear so close resem-
blance to those of Kaksasaya that . . . they must be dated to the Tiahuanaco period.”

He says {Ibid,* p. 86) of the three rectangular stone enclosures of Huaricane that: 'These
courtyards are bounded by more or less complete rows of upright stones or slabs, ail ol

which appear to have been shaped.” In another place (p. 153) he says that like those of

Kaksasaya and Moeacht ' they are demarcated by upright stones between which there

possibly was a stone- filling; detached, square-cut stone blocks are here and there to be
seen, etc- The main difference would be that ar Wancani the stones are. of a considerably
smaller size i ban those ofKalasasaya. Whether every one of [he. stones at Wancani has been
trimmed into shape is uncertain, Hence the Wancani ruins, when compared with those of

Kaksasava, impress one as being poorer and more degenerate: one notes the absence of
the ample proportions rbai characterize Kalasasaya d*

RvdctTs conclusion is that the religious stone enclosures of Huancane are later decadent
imitations of the large Kaksasaya. structure of the Early or Classic Tkhuanaco period.

This is interesting, as it would illustrate just how much can be expected of those who
similarly imitated the colossal Kalasasaya structure on the small Polynesian islands. Unlike
the original Kalasasaya of Tiahuanaeo, the courts of Huancane arc level with rhe ground
ot even sunk to a lower level than the ground surface (Ibid., p. 86), wherefore the common! y
raised platform foundations of the Polynesian marau have preserved even more of the

original concepts of the large Tkhuanaco enclosure than have some of the neighbouring
decadent stone enclosures of the odes, 1

The stepped platform or truncated pyramid of South America and Polynesia

'flie great Kalasasaya, or mam** shaped, stone-enclosure at the Tiahuanaco cult-site, only

represents one of the two distinct temple forms raised in that deserted centre, tire other

being based on entirely different principles. Next to the south wall of Kalasasaya lies the

enormous semi-arrjfieia.l pyramid of Akapana or Hakapana. (Fosnamdo 1914.) This is a

natural hillock artificially reshaped and stone-faced as an enormous stepped pyramid

690 feet square, and 50 feet high. (Steward 1946.) There is reason to believe that it was

once even higher, Posjianskv measured the top terrace at 32 400 m a or roughly 300 ooo

square feet, Bcauti fully squared and dressed stones, which once had been used to convert the

hill into a stepped stone-faced pyramid, are now scattered about the sides and top terrace,

half buried in earth. There is also evidence that the work of convertion was never quite

completed- Yet its mutilated condition today is partly due to the large quantity of the

beautifully dressed pre-Inca stones which have been removed from the Tiahuanaco

constructions by the. Ay mara Indians and modern settlers, for building their own houses

and a church nearby, even for the local railway.

As in the construction of the nfwm-shaped Kalasasaya, so also with Akapana, two

distinct types of stone were used: a reddish colon red sandstone and a grey lava, As Bennett

1 The has* of rhe
- smatler rcctuigoJai enclosure hnmoJi.LidY m i3u: cass of K,ilasasay:i in TLiiiiianaco ak) seems

to he submerged raibcr than elevated- Bennett (191,4} believes it to be Decadent. This, as Stated, has no reflection

on the two stone-statues- excavated independently within the court, since one of them ss dare-able as of the (lassie

pciicud.
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(1334, p. 477) show?, it is generally agreed that there were (at least) two phases ni Tiahua-

naco culture. Most writers follow Posnansky's designation of two periods, based on the

stone material and the budding technique used, ben nett, however, shows the danger in

judging a difference in time periods from a difference in building material. He says ot

Tiahuanaco: "‘Sandstone and lava rock are the principal materials used. Some buildings

are constructed entirely of sandstone, others entirely of lava, and still others with both

stones, ...In the all-sandstone buildings the megalithic upright technique is employed

and .in the all -lava buildings the notched and jointed blocks are used. In all probability,

the sandstone megalithic style precedes the lava joint block style, although absolute proof

is lacking. Furthermore, there is no evidence of any great chronological or cultural dis-

crepancy between the two sr. Its, On the contrary, the fact that t.alasasaya, Acapana, and

Puma Punei were started with one material and finished, or continued, with another,

without anv radical changes in building plan, indicates a rather dose connection between

the two styles.”

Pen nett also quotes Means (1951, p. 109), who shows that also the pyramid at Yilcaskua-

man was probably of Tiahuanaco type and period. He furthermore quotes Tdta (192!?,

p, 272) us to die existence of re rraced, truncated p\ tamids in the J luaras region 01 northern

Peru, where there arc also rectangular and megalithic stone-enclosures in die same style as

K alasasava at Tiahuanaco. He emphasises (1934, P- 484) char, if building technique were

analyzed into such elements as meg alii hie upright enclosures, stepped pyramids, carved

scones, jointed blocks, association of statues with buildings, etc,, a great many parallels

might he drawn between the Chavin-Huaraz section of northern Peru and Tiahuanaco.

Furthermore, he says, some of the adobe structures on the coast may eventually be associ-

ated with, the Tiahuanaco style. As he points out, stone is more readily available in the

highlands; therefore architecture of the Tiahuanaco style is best known up there, whereas

lowland people, like the Chimp, resorted to buddings >f adobe.

In his study of the “Archaeology of the North Coast of Peru”, Bennett (1939, p. 22)

shows that besides the two larger adobe pyramids near Mochc, several smaller pyramids

remain on the coast of non h Peru, kroeber (7930 b, r>. 21) points out that both real stone

and adobe pyramids were built by the early high-culture people o£ Mexico and .Peru, and

he says (1930 a* p. 10 9) of the Karly Chimu culture that it raised terraced, truncated pyra-

mids higher chan any erected elsewhere in Pern and used, not stone as in the Andes, but

large, fiat, sun-dried adobe bricks. He shows that: ‘'important: pyramids occur throughout

the area.”

Even more magnificent than the Akapaua pyramid of Tiahuanaco is the almost equally

defaced Pyramid of the Sun near the ancient settlement of Mochc on the coastal plains of

North Peru. This edifice, built of adobe, consists of a basic platform measuring about 748

by 446 Icct with a height of 59 feet 1 and bordered by live terraces. This platform seems

to consist of a larger southern and a smaller northern rectangle, and on Lop of the latter was

again set a pyramid about yyB feet square anti 75 feet high, 2 Seven terraces or steps form

the slope of this superimposed pyramid. Some five hundred yards east of this ecclesiastical

structure and on the Other side of the ancient Settlement lies the -so-called Ft ramid of the

228 by iy6 m, and tS m hip.h,. (Kmdu'r 1925.)
1 ioj hi J^uarc, ij m liigH. {Ibid,}
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Moon. This consists of six terraces of adobe brick on the three sides clear of the bill,

forming a main platform zGi by 197 feet and 69 feet above the plain. 1

Identifiable Tiahuanaco remains have been found deposited in an artificial cemetery

constructed on the platform of the Early Chimu Pyramid of the Sun at Moehe. (Kraebcr

1925, pp* t 99, 208,) Although this in itself docs not prove a common origin of the Tiahua-

naco and Early Chimu pyramids, it does at least prove the mobility of, and periodical

contacts between, local high-culrurcs. We have earlier seen that bearded Caucasoid effigy

jars have been excavated at the very foot of the Pyramid of the Moon, left there by the

same early people who erected these two pyramids-.

While the stone- faced pyramid of Tiahuanaeo and the adobe pyramids of the Karly

Chimu area represent colossal constructions equalled in no other area of South America,

although reappearing, like the monoliths, in Mexico and Yucatan* yet the same conception

on a lesser scale seem to have been important in pre-European Perm Bertzoni (15 6 5),

whose primitive drawings give much interesting information about life in aboriginal Peru

before the all-embracing influence of Christianity, has also illustrated how these aborigines

“communicated with the devil" by erecting certain places for religious worship. He shows
Peruvian sun-worshippers 011 what he terms (Ibid*, p. 247) “the top of a flight of stone

steps made on purpose”. The drawing shows natives on the top of a small, stepped and

truncated pyramid uf the type we are now7 discussing, (bee Plate LfX 5 .)

Since the stepped and truncated pyramid represents an importatu form of ecclesiastical

building in early Peru, and since the largest adobe pyramids of Moehe and the large 5 tone -

faced earthen pyramid of Tiahuanaco date back to Early Chlmu and Tiahuamco periods,

it would seem difficult for pre-Inca voyagers into the Pacific to bring with them onlv the

conceptions of the marnc form of religious structure, without also reverting* at least on

some islands, to the building of some sort of terraced pyramids on a scale compatible

with local conditions. It need therefore cause no surprise, to observe that the early voyagers

like Banks (1896, p* 10 a), Cook (1768 71, p, 83) and Wilson (1799, p. 207). on landing

in early Tahiti, were struck by the discovery of one large and mam smaller stepped and

truncated pyramids, which we shall find to have been, constructed on the basic principles

of the pyramids in. Mexico and Peru.

The largest of the Tahitian pyramids rested on a low platibcni nearly three hundred

feet from east to west and 267 feet From north to south. The ahn
t
or stepped pyramid, was

at the west end of this platform, and measured 367 by 87 feet according to ' .00 k. With

an average of more than four feet per step, the total height must have been roughly 4ti to

50 feet above the ground. (Banks says 44 feet, Wilson 5 j feer.) The bottom step, according

to Wilson, was rhe deepest, being sis feet. Today this pyramid, known as Marac Aiahaiatea,

has almost disappeared and rbe Fragments that remain are overgrown by i orest ; only a

section of the original facing of beautifully dressed scones is preserved. (Emory 1933,

p. 72, pi.
5
a.)

In his journal, later published In Hooker's edition, Banks {1S96, p. 102) gave rhe follow-

ing interesting account : "We afterwards took a wall: towards a poult on which we had

from afar observed rrees of tfoa {Casuarim from whence we judged that there

would be some marcti in the neighbourhood; nor were we disappointed, tor we had no
1 So by (no m Liitl 21 m hiijh., {ibid.)
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sooner arrived r lie re than we were struck with the sight of a most enormous pile, certainly

the masterpiece of Indian architecture in this island, and so all the inhabitants allowed*

its size and workmanship almost exceed belief. Its form was similar to that of marsh in

general, resembling the roof of a house, not smooth at the sides, but formed into eleven

steps, each of these four feet in height, making in all 44 feet; its length was 267 feet, its

breadth 71 feet. Every one of these steps was formed of white coral stones, most of them

neatly squared and polished; the rest were round pebbles, but these, from their uniformity

of size and toundneas, seemed to have been worked. [They were.] Some of the. coral atones

were very large, one 1 measured waa
5

1 by 2 *4 feet. The foundation was of rock stone,

likewise squared; the corner stone measured 4 feet 7 inches by 2 feet 4 inches* The building

made part of one side of a spacious area walled in with stone; the size of this, which seemed

to be intended fora square, was 11# by 1 10 paces, and it was entirely paved with Hat paving-

stones. It is almost beyond belief that Indians could raise so large a structure without the

assistance of iron tools to shape their stones or mortar to join them; which last appears

almost essential, as most of them arc round: but it is done, and almost as firmly as an

European workman would have done it, though in some things they seem to have failed.

The steps for instance, which range along its greatest length, are not straight, they bend

downward in the middle, forming a small segment of a circle. Possibly the ground may have

sunk a little under the immense weight of such a great pile; such a sinking, if it took

place regularly, would have this effect. The labour of the work is prodigious, the quarried

stones- arc hut few, but they must have been brought by hand from some distance; ar least

we saw no signs of a quarry near it, though I looked carefully ahout me. The coral must

have been fished up from under the water, where indeed it is most plentiful, but usually

covered with at least three or four feet of water, and generally with much more. The

labour of forming the blocks when obtained must also have been at Icasr as great as that

employed in getting them. The natives have not shown us any way by which they could

square a stone except by means of another, which must be a most tedious process, and

liable to many accidents through tools breaking, The stone' are also polished as well

and as truly as stones of the kind could be by the best workman in Europe; „ . .

”
!

Forster (177a, p„ 543} wrote on his early visit to Tahiti:
i(The inhabitants of Taheitee

shew their reverence to ibeit divinities in various manners, lirst hy the appropriation

of certain places for religious worship, which they call MARAI. 'These places are com-

monly cm points projecting into the sea, or near ir, and consist of a very large pile of stones,

generally in the shape of an Egyptian pyramid, with large steps; sometimes this pyramid

makes one of the sides of an area, walled in with square stones and paved with flat stones/’

Emory {1933, pp. j., 2 3
)
shows in his survey of Stone Remains in the Society Islands

that, in the Windward Islands (Tahiti, Moorea, Meetia), the shaping as well as the fitting

of stone attained a degree of excellence matched in Polynesia only by some of the finest

1
11

5

t js correct, ns Has t-cccmSy been argued, ihut this particular marac was built shortly before Banks' visit, then

one should fit Least bn inclined to wonder if the keoocs weft also shaped in this ftCefll period, of ween part of Rome

former ruin that was reconstructed. None would propose char the stepped pyramid, as a religious structure for

Tahitian gods, was introduced in European times. Even on a tiny isolated volcanic island speck like Mtcrin, 60 miles

east ot Tahiti, the Spaniards in 1772 found ft corresponding mine with a stone platform “raised seepabove step”.

[ELnirjry iyjj, p. m.J
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examples of workmanship in Raivaevae of the Tubuai group, in Tonga, in the Marquesas,
and in Raster Island, A characteristic structure in the coastal areas is the stepped, truncated
pyramid, or stepped platform, raised at one end of a stone enclosure. Thirty-one such
mins were examined in Tahiti, and fifteen in Moorea.

Second ill siite lo the largest pyramid of Tahiti (Mahaiatea), was one in Moorea (Nuutua),
which was 19s feet long, 40 feet wide and in its ruined condition 20 feet high, with probably
sis or seven superimposed platforms or steps. Most pyramids consisted of four outer
steps (three on the pavement side), and measured on the average 60 by 15 feet with a

height of f 0 to iz feet.

Also I. -inton (1923, p. 45 7) had pointed out that the sacred structures of rhe Society
Ishuids were “stone enclosures with pyramid at one end/" Some of the stepped Nor tit Peru-
vian pyramids can still be seen to have been located at one end of a great stone enclosure,
(See Steward 1946, PL 52.) hi their plan of Tiahuanaco Stub-el and LIhle (189a) show the
ruins of tremendous stone walls that once enclosed the great Akapana pyramid. As shown
by Emory (1933, p, 73), in Wilson’s early drawing of the Tahitian pyramid (Plate LIX 1

)

the wooden fence has been put in by the engraver, and the 5rone wall that actually enclosed,

rhe court is omitted.

We have already seen that ( look, a decade after his hirst visit to Tahiti, discovered I lawaii

and was led inland by the high priest, who look him fora returning ancfcSEorgod, and thus

escorted him up to the early temple of this god. This construction also was a truncated

stone pyramid or elevated platform about forty yards long, twenty broad, and fourteen

yards in height. The lop platform was flat and well paved, and formed the foundation for

a small wooden temple. (Cook 17B4, Voi. Ill, p. 3.)

The Hawaiian group contains the ruins of a number of elevated, and often stepped,

stone platforms and semi-pyramids resting against hillsides and mountain ridges in the

form and fashion often seen in North Peru. Most of them date back to the early era in

Hawaii and are associated with Meuchunc beliefs and traditions. (McAllister 1933’ etc.) In

his Anbamkgf aj Qdw McAllister (Ibid., p. 10) says that among the remaining temples

{bsiatts) in this Hawaiian island “rhe terraced hdaus or those in which terracing predomi-

nates are the most common and impressive/’ In the Heiau Ukanipo in Oahu the appearance

of the construction is described by me same author (/AT., p, 1^4) as elaborate and impres-

sive, with four superimposed steps standing out prominently on the three sides clear of

the hill, in the same manner as above described from the Pyramid of the Moon at Mnche,
Many other Hawaiian temples of war, as described and sketched by McAllister, would
hardly have caused surprise if encountered in the Mils of North Peru. 1

Alien (1884, p. 251) describes one of the ancient religious structures of Hawaii as

"a vast enclosure, of which the stone walls arc 20 feet thick, at the base, and 1 1 feet high;

an oblong square, 1 C40 tea one wav, and a fraction under 700 feet the other. Within this

enclosure in early times had been three temples [pyramidal platforms]., each 210 feet long

by too feet wide, and '

3 feet high. . . . The blocks are of all manner of shapes and sizes;

1 Although several ol :!-.c cadfcr 'Mcnehanc' btiem were left for destruction, 01 liets were appar&lilr n&ifH&tacd

l>y rh« ncwwrners «> Hawaii, ami ratinuft types, tjf btimi continued go be built. According to McAllister {Ibid.,

p. 1 1 j, modeEs weft: inside of s:uu5 before the local buium were built. The Peruvians nude similar ittoi-k-ls in etov, and

occasionally in stone, (Rowe 1^46, p. 224-)
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hut ate fixed together vs, Erh the neatest exactness. The gradual narrowing cat the wall from

the base upwards is accurately preserved.” To this he adds in a footnote: " This curious

style of building is frequently met with in Peru.

Faring South America in the open water-span between Hawaii and the Marquesas lies

lonely Malden Island. Byron (1S26, pp. 204, 205 )
wrote about its discovery m iftas : “We

had left the Sandwich Islands with the hopes of visiting Otaheite, or more properly Tahiti;

but after ten days' vain attempts to get to windward* we altered our course and gave up

our design. We were in some measure consoled for this disappointment, however, when,

on the morning of the 29th of fitly, we unexpectedly saw broken water and low land at

a distance,, . . „ We steered for it immediately; and about noon hove-to abreast of it. Mr,

Malden and some others immediately went in a boat to examine it. It appeared to be a low

coral formation, about twelve or fourteen miles in extent ...” Mentioning the local birds,

Byron continues: “ These, with a Small field-rat, a coppCrcolourcd lizard, and a dragon-fly,,

were the only inhabitants we found on the Island, Yet there are traces of human occupa-

tion, if not of habitation. Large square areas raised lo the height of three feet above the

ordinary surface are lie re and there to he seen, supported by blocks o.l wrought coral, and

each having in the centre what we may call an altar or table-tomb. Captain Cook has

mentioned similar edifices, if they may be called so, in some other uninhabited islands;

and they are not very dissimilar in form to places of worship found among the aborigines

of South America. We named this island MaldcrTs Island, in honour of the surveying

officer, , , There is fresh water in it.”

The South American places of worship recalled in these prehistoric Polynesian ruins

were the stepped pyramidal platforms, as may be seen from DampieFs illustration to

By ton’s text, (Sec Plate L1X 7.)

J. M. Brown ([924, p, $) drew attention to these religious structures on Malden and

compared them with the stepped pyramids in other parrs of Polvnesra, and those of Peru

and Mexico to the east, bur reduced the value of his argument by resorting to unfortunate

speculations on geological disturbances, Emory (1934 b), however, shows the complete

lack of support for Brown’s theory that surrounding fertile land has been submerged,

and he claims that the size ol the Malden constructions is less impressive than may appear

trom Dam pier’s drawing, lie is inclined to believe that the prehistoric builders of ihe

Maiden structures had come from Raivaevae island, some 1 300 mites to the south-southeast.

Some of l he best known Polynesian pyramids are found among those built as tombs for

the ancient priest- kings or Tui-Tongas of the Tongan group, McKern (1929, p. a), in his

Ardumfogy Tonga, divides the structural forms of these elevated tombs into “mounds”
and “platforms”, according to the steepness of their sides. About the former he says:
" Although no Tongan mounds are constructed entirely of stone, many mounds of earth

have sides faced with stone retaining walls,”

Some of the best local stone work, however, is found among the rectangular stepped

Tongan platforms or pyramids. About these tine same author writes (Ibid.) : “The rectangu-

lar type includes single platforms and storied platforms, or stepped pyramids. All plat-

forms . . . are earth idled enclosures retained by walls of upright slabs in contact ar ad-

joining edges. In some of the smaller structures, the slabs are natural Mat pieces roughly
broken about the edges and but indifferently fitted together. In most structures, however,
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The stones of the retaining walls Are dressed and sized, producing a smooth, unbroken
wall of continuously even height, and fairly even thickness.”

The most distinguishable type of langi built for the former priest-kings of the Ton^a
islands consist:?, according to McKern (IbU, p. 33), of stepped pyramids composed of
"from one to five rectangular platforms, each retained by perpendicular stone walk.

Where a plurality of platforms occurs, the smaller are mounted upon the larger in regular

succession, according to corresponding differences in lateral dimensions, to form stepped
pyramidal structures- Many of these are of imposing size.”

Ihc si vc-stepped pyramid of Katoa, in Mua, Tongatabu, has a base 140 feet long and
izo feet vide, and the largest of the dressed stones of which the vertical sides of the steps

are fashioned is 14 feet long, t ieet thick, and stands just about 6 feet above ground.
(/Wl, p. 39.) The neighbouring pyramid of Lcka has a base e 66 feet long and r 40 feet

wide, with each of the four steps roughly about a yard deep and a card wide. ME the

stones in the walls are comparatively large, One of the carefully dressed stones in the

top tier wall is 23. B feet long, 4.8 feet high and 1.3 leer thick; one in the bottom licr is 24.7

feet long, 3.7 feet high and 1*7 feet thick. "All stones arc exceptionally well surfaced and
smoothly joined end to end. The corner s rones overlap without regard to order.” {Ibid.

,

p. 40,}

1

As shown by McKern, the art of dressed stone construction and the architecture of rhe

/ilfjg? was not in the process of developing when Europeans first arrived, but showed sign

of retrogression, as nothing of importance had been contributed by the last generations of

fongan monarchy. Although subsequent TuFTongas had kept up the custom of building

laugh for themselves, local tradition assigned some of the bcsE and most highly developed

specimens to Tui 'J'atui, who is one of the earliest progenitors of the Torigan kings,

ruling thirty-four generations before t H.93 ,
and thus before the great Maori- Polynesian

spread from Hawaii.:. McKern {Ibid., p. 121) says; "The abrupt, initial occurrence of stone

masonry, in a highly developed stage, during the reign of Tui Tatui, as indicated bv native

tradition, suggests an introduction at that time of the art into Tonga from some outside

source; . . Failing to find in Samoa anything similar to the langi of the Tonga Islands,

McKern turns his attention to Fiji, saying; "The burial mound, as it occurs in Tonga,

is not a characteristic feature of Samoa. In Fifi it occurs as a common form of burial place.

The mound appears to have been the prototype from which die platform and pyramid

tombs were developed.”

But f ill had no stone-shaping art. If wre instead turn our attention eastwards we find

more striking analogies to the dressed and stepped pyramids of Tonga than the primitive

Fijian burial mound. The more elaborate of these rectangular and stepped Tongan langi

s

1 A single carved stunt in another nearby urn; step langi is r4.fr Feet long, 7.6 fwt high, arid jt feet thick narrowing

to 1 foot along <rs too edge. iW. ( p, 3 j.J Concerning the 1 h ill -? 1 cj 1
;
icd jiyrsniid of Pacpaeocclea in ihc same duster

of pyramids, McKern (/&V„ p. 32) says. "’The t:n]n idual stones, in the luwttr tier ate b to ix leer in leiujiSi, excepting

the L-shapcd cornerstone of ihc southeast comer, which measures at.
3 fete along the eastern side and fr.j feet

along the Southfirtl. Tie northeast cornerstone, 9U0 J. shaped, measure!! 14 feet aloog the northernmost side and

6 feet along the easternmost. ” These i. shaped corner-stones rccail a feacure fnendoned above in ihc loitclv out-

pejis of eastern Polynesia, and of the scone-shaping a« on the ruined she of Tiahu&naco. (For some of the mn>st

elaborate forms of cur stones in Tiahnartacov set Ifivtards cflS^, Pi. 11 13.;
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appear to he built in the same style as the main pyramidal structures in Tahiti, and even

more on the principles of the stone-faced earthen pyramid of Akapanain Tiahuanaco.

Speaking of the elements of the early Tongan culture now irrevocably Ion to the

ethnologist, McKern {Ihid,, p. j zc) shows by archaeological investigation that the early

Tongans were masters in great-stone quarrying and transportation. He even refers to

"the occurrence of quarry sites on islands far removed from any building sites, sup-

porting the tradition of the transportation by boat of large stones, over considerable water
distances; ...” His conclusion is: "The great stone structures of Tonga definitely reflect

the strongly centralized socio-political organization of its primitive inhabitants. The exis-

tence of a king, holding unlimited sway over a united Tonga, was an historical fact at the

time of the discover? of the archipelago- by Europeans, and the long rule of a single dynasty
oi monarchs is clearly pictured in its earlier prime by native tradition.

. . . The building

of the truly colossal stone structures which occur so numerously in the little kingdom
involved a tremendous amount of labor, no small degree of skill, and a considerable

expenditure of time. Long years of training, v. ell organized effort, and absolute control of
labor under a directing head were essential factors necessary to enable the successful

construction of one of the larger langis,”

An important detail of some of the Tongan pyramids is that they were occasionally

ascended by ramps or stairways. McKern (Ibid,, p. 8) says: “The tops of some mounds
and platforms were made accessible by roadways, or approaches, ascending gradually
Tom the surrounding land— the length of the roadway being determined hy the height
of the structure. Most of these approaches were supported on either side by retaining

walls, similar to the walls of the main structure. A few were paved with stone slabs or

rough fragments of stone, or surfaced with gravel. Access to certain platforms was by
means of low stone steps placed at certain points against the retaining wails. Where the
low steps adjoin relatively high walls, they seem merely to have marked the proper place
lor mounting rather than to have afforded lie ip in ascending the structure.”

To the top of the five-stepped pyramid of Katoa two stair-like ramps ascend, evedy
placed exactly opposite each other in the centre of the east and west side of the pyramid
respectively, {ibid., p. 39, Pi, 3 A,) On the almost even-sided langi of Olovchi at Lifuka
Island a ramp is constructed only on one side, leading to the upper platform in the form
0! stone steps, 1 his feature also is strikingly reminiscent of so many of the pyramidal
structures of early Mexico and Peru, Lcicht (19445 p. 204) describes the three-stepped
pyramid near Lten in North Peru, which has a base of roughly 300 bv 100 feet and is

ascended by a continuous stairway lo the top platform. The author claims that r h is feature
eif early architecture on the coast oi North. Peru clearly demonstrates the cultural relation-
" : 1 P Central America, Kroeber also (1930a, p. 109} points out that certain of the
larger stepped pyramids of the Early Chimu period “were sometimes approached 1>y
ramps,”

Ir is noteworthy iha? the North Peruvians of rhe La re Chimu period, while modifying
L ie architecture of ihe larger terraced pyramids of the classic Earlv Chimu period, ai sained
results very similar to those occasionally found in Tonga. Kroeber {Ibid. ) savs : “Pvramids
in this Late era no longer attained The height of the largest Early Chimu ones. Their broad
to PS) Pr°bab1y tncsr interiors also, served as cemeteries. Often the whole structure seems

A' Hfyn-fahl
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lit i.le else than an elevated platform for hu rials. The sides were steep; terraces* if present

narrow; ramp approaches, frequent, and sidling as well as direct. Ousters of pyramids

were more usual than in the Early period.”

The fundamental idea of a step-shaped and elevated stone-platform as a religious struc-

ture has a wider distribution in Polynesia than the maraf or rectangular upright enclosure

described earlier. It is probably to he seen in a modified form m the ahti of J .aster Island

and the pae-pae of the Marquesas group. Buck (1938 Li) and Emory (1939) describe it as

having three or occasionally four steps respectively in Mangareva and Timoe to the lar

cast; and, although both the warm and cut-stone work are absent from Samoa to rhe west,

? tie Samoan tin is a rectangular cairn consisting of up to three step-formed dels of natural

boulders raised over the grave of a high chief. (Buck 1930, pp. 3 2,2, {591.)

From the time when Lang (1834, pp. hot, 103) pointed out that the South Americans

and Polynesians buill no roofed temples, but solid mounds with steps, the- concurrence

of the pyramids and pyramidal platforms of these two geographically adjacent areas have

with brief intervals been pointed out. The opposition among some of The Polync si anises,

however, has regarded this correspondence as a superficial similarity, claiming the size

as well as the purpose of the pyramids to be entirely different in the two areas. Their

objection may be based partly on inadequate information regarding the pyramids of Peru,

for the great dimensions of Akapana and the Pyramids of the Sun and the Moon should be

judged against the background of a numerous mainland population, and even so they do

not represent the average ofstepped pyramidal edifices in Peru. The larger stepped pyramids

of Tahiti, Tonga, and the related form in Hawaii, arc in magnitude, conception, and

working method well within rhe limits of the average comparable structures of earl)

Mexico and Peru.

One can also occasional!} hear the argument that the Polynesian pyramids were erected

to serve for worship, while those of Peru were intended merely as tombs. I have also

heard this argument exactly reversed, hue it is hardly possible to find foundation tor such a

distinction, since the natives in the two areas apparently saw no grounds for separating one

of these purposes from the other. We have seen with IScnzoni how stepped pyramids were

built for the purpose ofworship in aboriginal Peru, a custom familiar also in early Mexico,

where a small temple was commonly raised on the upper tcrtacc. Yet we have seen with

Kroeber how early Peruvian burials were often made in line very same type of ecclesiastic

building, some of the pyramids being expressly raised to serve as cemeteries or burial

platforms. As in early America, so also in Polynesia, the pyramids seem to have served

either purpose, or occasionally both purposes at the same time. This was first pointed out

by Byron (1826, p. 2}) more than a century ago, when he wrote upon his visit to Hawaii:

“'The morals were both temples and repositories for the dead. Garcilasso de k Vega, in

his Conquest of Florida, mentions that the Temples were repositories tor the dead, and

also treasuries for rhe reception of the more costly goods of the Indians."

We saw how in .Hawaii Cook was led straight to the top of a pv ramid where there was

erected a little wooden house for worship. Yet there is evidence to indicate that some

Hawaiian stepped pyramids were used as restingpkees for dead chiefs until the high

priest was “informed by die gods” that he must remove them to their final resting-place

in some designated cave. (McAllister 1933, p, 124.)
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The Society Islands' pyramids were temples ofworship, occasionally, aS Cook observed,

with effigies on the top platform. Yet Forster (1777, Vol, ]\ p. 267) says of at least one
of these pyramids that: “This the native said was a bmrying-piace and place of worship*

In Tonga, as McKern (1929* p. 35) shows, all the stepped and truncated pyramids were
raised as tombs for important members of the Tui-Tonga family, and: ‘‘One or more
stone vaults* entered from the flat top of the structure, arc present in most lane is, but there

arc exceptions to this rule/’ He also shows how Cook speaks of wooden effigies erected

on top of a lattgi he saw at Mil a, Tongatabu. Furthermore, he describes small huts, oc-

casionally of stone, that stood on top of some of the pyramids. According to d’Urville,

who visited these pyramids a hundred years earlier, these huts were places for prayer—or
spirit- houses. (Sec Plate LIX 6.)

From Mangarcva Kmory (1939) speaks of terraced platforms with three steps, the largest

having been used for burials in small vaults on the top. Yet tliev served as temples also.

A large sacred pae-pae inspected by the present author in the Marquesas group (Hana-
vave) and formerly used for religious worship had an entrance from the top of the platform
into a stone-lined burial vault. According to tht: early travellers the abm of Easter Island

seemed at the rime of discovery to serve a combined purpose of worship and burial. Vaults
were found In some of them.

ce t ie **” ^ tJri *1 ±nd chicfI F*miiljc s in Peru and parts of Polynesia were considered
more than human, and since the worship of royal ancestors was so pronounced, we mav
well understand why there is so close a connection between (he temple of ancestor worship
and the tomb of the kings in both areas. The functions of the South American pyramids
are directly repeated in Poly nesiaA

Cyclopean stone gateway as religious structure

There is one more megalithic construction in Polynesia of a type not yet dealt with;
the cyclopean gateway of Tongatabu. Raised as a large rn 3 tr.li.on, it was not part of a temple,
nor the entrance through any wall or other construction, hut stood alone, in all likelihood
a monument at which religious rites were practised. (Plate LX I 2.)

McKern (1929, p. 63) gives the following dimensions ro the three stones of which the
gateway is made: the western upright js 17 feet high, 14 feet wide at the base and 11 feet
ai the top, with an average thickness of 4.5 feet. The eastern upright is 15.5 feet high, 13^
feet wide at the base And it.

3

feet at the top, with an average thickness of 4.3 feet, The
lintel is 19 feet long* 4,5 feet wide, and 2 feet thick. An interval of 12,5 feet separates the

1 Paswfts3:y by;) has analysed the instantly reappearing sssurwRv-sign of step symbol in Tiahuanaco art, as
expressed also in !oc«l ecclesiastic architecture like the cyctopcan stairway and the Akq*da pyramid. He shows the
tvmhnl to be that of the heavens in relation to earth. If 1 his he correct is is interesting m nc.>hi ^ [Jlc Tongnn
:lt '„ for^ pyramids is ^.-bieh k the geneial Polynesian eesm for “heaven”. Lr may be true*

«

some
writaI* *»£&**> tliac «*i»isi of the stepped mega! iU tie terraces sod hill-side platforms which abound in Peru and
Polynesia, when occasionally e, instructed as a religious stEucmrc raiher than for agricultural purposes, may repttS-
se-nt an evolution from the stepped pyramid under hilly md fflOuntfliuoui conditions. Some of these supposed
terraces, SiLc those covering r "junta! n summits of Snpadti island, contain single scones ciplii feet Ion? and siv
feet high. (Churchill 1312.)
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uprights. Lc has been estimated that the visible portions of the two uprights weigh each

between 30 and 4c tons. We have seen (p. 569) how the uprights were raised on end and
the lofty lintel piece brought above the ground by means of temporary earthen tamps.

A large irregular pile of earth nearby may indicate where the material for the ramp was
dumped after its removal from the gateway.

As stated by McKern (19219, p- 63): “The archway faces north and south, the Lintel-

piece extending almost due east-west.” Some writers have therefore suggested that the

gateway might have been constructed as a sore of a sun-measurer. One would, however,

think that a simpler device could have sufficed for that purpose, and it would be more

reasonable to consider the enormous construction as an ecclesiastic structure probably

associated with sun rites. Native tradition, according to the same author, rake ihe origin

of the trilithon back ro the early period of Tui Tattii, the. originator of the pyramids and

great-stone construction on Tonga. As to the purpose of die monument, traditions and

native beliefs ate very vague; some believe the uprights to have been carved to represent

Tui farm's two sons, and the lintel-piece to unite them and to prevent through sympathetic

magic the breaking of thdr brotherly relations. 1 Others consider the construction to have

been the earn ing-yoke of the island discoverer Maui, as the native name for the monument
is Haamongaamaui. Some modem natives have even suggested that the gateway might

have been used for a game. We are left with the impression that we are dealing with a

prehistoric monument from the early island era, the purpose of which is no longer known
to the present islanders, even if their royal famih claim descent from the early island

hierarchy that had the gateway built in the dim past.

As shown b;, St. fohnston (1921, p. 244), the curiously isolated gateway of Tongatabu

has roused much controversy in the Pacific, as nothing quite comparable has been dis-

covered anywhere jn Oceania. Writers with little regard for geography and voyaging

possibilities have gone back westwards right through the Old World as far as Stonehenge

in Bngland ro find a comparable construction. Stonehenge, however, quire apart from its

location on the Atlantic side, is in its essentials a large circular temple enclosure, whereas

the gateway of Tongatabu is a single monument completed in itself as a megakrhic portal.

Since the Tongan gateway was constructed by the same immigrant hierarchy that

introduced the idea of building stepped and stone-faced earthen pyramids in Tongatabu,

we may again fed free to look to the New World for evidence. Perhaps the best known

single piece of stone work hi aboriginal America is the mcgalirbic “Gateway of the Sun” at

Tiahuanaco. Carved from one colossal piece of stone, this tremendous portal is not part

or anv wall or adjoining construction, but is complete in itself as an independent religious

shrine.

W hen occasionally a comparison has been drawn between this stupendous pre-Inca

stone gateway and the one on Polynesian territory, the idea of a basic relationship .has been

rejected because the former is cut as a colossal single piece, while the other is composed of

three separate slabs morticed to give the same general appearance. It this implies that the

morticing used in Polynesia was alien no die stone workers of the Tiahuanaco she, there is

no support for the argument, as morticing was highly developed in the Tiahuanaco

stone-shaping art; and if it implies that there is a basic difference in concept behind a mono

%

1 Compare ilic myth of the early bnotherliiMid and fratricide of tariy Tonga, (Plan JV.}
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Jit hie and trillthic gateway, this too must he rejected, since Stiibel and Uhle {1892, p. 26),

in. their excellent survey of Tiahuanaco, have described no legs than ten monumental

gateways raised within this megalithic site, some cut as large coherent monoliths while

others were composed of two uprights supporting a third megalith in the form of a hori-

zontal lintel, hke. that at Tongatabu. The parallel existence of monolithic and trill chic

gateways at Tiahuanaco shows that the two forms represent alternatives in working-

methods rather than a difference in concept and purpose. Practical considerations would

make it seem almost impossible, or at least extremely difficult, to make a gateway like

that at Tongatabu from one coherent piece of stone. The famous monolithic Gateway

of the Sun at Tiahuanaco is a little over 7 feet high, 13
l4 feet wide, and 1 14 feec chick,

yet the large block from which li was cut would he very much smaller than each separate

upright in the colossal Tongatabu gateway,

The Gateway of the Sun is beautifully ornamented with surface designs in low relief, but

most of the other local gateways have no such surface decoration. The coarse structure

of the limestone slabs used in the Tongan gateway would permit no One surface carving.

But a noticeable feature of this portal is the cavity on the upper lintel section, which is

commonly thought to have served for offerings. This is another interesting analogy to

the Gateway of the Sun, which has several deep niches formed on the posterior side, four of

which are in a row on the upper section, and ate similarly believed to have served forofferings.

The solar figure carved on the central front section has given the large Tiahuanaco

gateway its name, and although the monument itself is no longer in si/ut the stone enclosure

inside which it stands (Kaksasaya) and the Akapana pyramid am both astronomically

oriented, like the Gateway of Tongatabu, and we may well assume that the same hap. been

the case, with the “Gateway of the Sun”. It may be interesting to no ticca remark by Wallace

as quoted by Enoch (1912, p. 262)1 ”... in the drawing of the large gateway in Bolivia

[Tiahuanaco
|

there are figures whose Features resemble ibe very peculiar features of the

Easter Island monuments, and have a very curious Caucasian aspecc.”

Having thus briefly analysed the various characteristics of Polynesian and Peruvian

megalithic art, it 1% tempting to agree with J. M. Brown (1924, p. 269) in the following

pan. oi his conclusions: ”... the likeness of the cyclopean structures of the two areas is

sufficiently apparent. Every feature of Polynesian great-stone work is repeated in the

great-stone work of the Andes.”

Roads and paved ways

There is one element in Polynesia which seems so closely associated with the early

megalith sc structures that it can hardly be considered separately. Wc refer to the paved
ways and roads so surprisingly widespread in these tiny islands. The construction of roads

and pathways is perhaps in itself not suclh a remarkable culture trait as to indicate diffusion

one way or another, and the subject is included here no l by way of argument, but to test

whether or not these toads and paths might have followed the mc.ga.tir hie monuments and
buildings down with the winds from America. Their occurrence in scattered parts of

Polynesia, among fishermen and mariners who knew no form of wheel nor any form of
land 1 ravel other than on foot, is at leags a notable observation.
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On Easter Island Routledge (1919, p. 194) discovered remnants of a prehistoric road

nearly seven miles long and from nine to ten feet wide. It was traceable from the foot

of Kami- Raraku, where the image quarry was, almost to the top-knot quarry at Rant) Kao.

The embankments of the early toad were Found to be still often two feet above die ground,

and the cuttings three feet deep. Several other roads branch :n various directions from the

image mountain, and on this tiny island Rourledgc shows nearly twenty miles of inter-

secting roadways* Rano-Raraku, she says* was formerly “approached by ai least three

magnificent avenues, on each of which the pilgrim was greeted at intervals by a stone

giant guarding the way to the sacred mountain.”

Writers with more imagination than insight into local geology have suggested that the

Has ter Island roads might once have continued below what is 10-day the ocean surjace.

\rrualh „ the few roads that reach as far as to the sea terminate there in a deep ledge-shaped

landing-place. Even Brown (1924. p. 69) observed this fact, which seems rather incom-

patible with his speculations on submergences; “There arc- paved ways or slides down to

the sea close to several of the great platforms, ... it Is so broad and the stones so care-

fully fitted and at the foot of it the tide so deep, that there would be no difficult) in hauling

up even a double canoe. Or if rafts were used, like in Mangarcwa, for transport mg the great

beams to the island, their unloading would be accomplished without difficulty.
"

\gain Routledge (1919, p. 198) savsi “Besides the ceremonial roads and their continu-

ations, there are traces of an altogether different track which is said to run round the whole

seaboard of the island. It is considered to be supernatural work, and is known as Vra

Mahiva, l

ara’ meaning road and ‘Mahiva’ being the name of the spirit or deity who made it.

On the southern side it has been obliterated in making the present track- it was there,

termed the 'path for carrying fish*; but on the northern and western coasts, where for much

of the way it runs to the top of high cliffs, such a use ss out of the question. It can be

frequently seen there as a long persistent furrow, and where its course has been interrupted

by erosion, no fresh track has been, made further inland; it terminates suddenly on the

broken edge, and resumes its course on the other side. . . . This 5 dent witness to a forgotten

past is one of ihe most mysterious and impressive things on the island.”

It is perhaps not unlikely that sections of these roads to som extent facilitated rhe trans-

portation of the statues and great stones over the rugged island surface- h is noteworthy’

that Thomson (i88tj+ p. * ijO» long before Routledge’ s discoveries, heard the following

recital from one of the native Easter Islanders; **\Vh$n die island wjls first created and be-

came known to our forefathers, the land was crossed with roads beautifully paved with flat

stones. The stones were laid close together so artistically that no rough edges were exposed.

Emor, (1959. Or if) shows chat in the Mangareva group west of Easter Island there arc

also remains of prehistoric roads connecting one bay with another. Hiese are paved in

certain areas wirh “flat-topped basalt stones, with an occasional one of coral or limestone,

fitted closely together over a width of from
3
to 6 feet.” The same author (1934K p. 4°

)

shows ihflc on both Raivaevae and the lonely uninhabited Malden, paved roads lead to

the sea from most of the numies. A good example of this strange island engineering is

also seen in the beautifully paved approach to the Marac of Tongaroa on Rarotonga.

McAllister
(
r 9 3 3, , p. , 4) savs regard I ng Hawa i i

:

“The H awaiia 0? had in sore p - aces

payed trails which consisted of large fiat stones placed end ro end. Broader trails were
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apparently made in wdl-popukted districts,” He shows {IbkL y p. 186) that the paved way

leading to the mins of the 140 feet wide and 30 feet high temple platform of lilupo* Oahu,

is called hy the natives the “Menehunc pathway”.

We have seen, with McKern how short paved ways also approach some of the Tonga

n

pyramids, and the same author says (1559, p, 89): “Nor least among the structural peculi-

arities of Tonga are the sunken roads, . , , Two of these peculiar highway* were examined,

[-h*lamate {hak, road; mait y dead), probably a recent appellative, extends lengthwise from

end to end of the island of L aleva, I-Iaapai,. a distance of several miles. It has the appearance

of a square-bottomed ditch with the removed earth banked on either side. Its dimensions

are 2 to 3 feet in depth, 6 feet in width at the bottom and 12 feet across the top from bank

to bank. The course, as marked by a heavy growth of shrubbery along the bottom and sides

of the road, follows a consistently straight direction. The other road ascends the western

slope of the hill Kafoa on the island of Vavau. It rises straight from the Pangaliki shore

to the ridge top just below the hi]]. The fl oor of this square-bottomed excavation is about

3 feet wide and is 6 feet below rhe top* of the lateral embankments. The embankments

stand at an angle of about 45 V”

Buck (1930, p. 323.) describes prehistoric roads on Savaii and I’pnlu, in the Samoan

group, some of which are said to have been made under an early Tongan rule, whereas

other* have a pure! 1." mythical origin.

In the Marquesas group and other Polynesian islands also we find isolated occurrences

of artificial roads and paved ways, some of which might well have served pedestrian

traifie, whereas others can only be explained as religious construction* intended solely

for ceremonial purposes.

It is unlikely rhat seafarers invented payed road engineering independently on all these

scattered islands* and it would clearly be much more natural if rhe islanders had merely

continued a custom brought from a nearby continental empire. It is well known that

road construction was a widespread and important feature oi the American high-cultures

from Mexico in the north arid right down to the Andean regions of north-wes tern South

America. Bennett (in Steward 1949, p, 54) says:

“In the Northern Andes short stone-paved roads are found in the Tairona. village* of

Santa Marta, Colombia, ... in the Central Andes* the Ima were famed for their roads.

It is highly probable that road* were hullr in much earlier periods, but archaeological

confirmation of this is lacking. The ht£a
y
however, maintained a network of roads which

covered the four principal divisions of their Empire.

’"The Chinchaysuyu system extended north through the mountains from Cuzco to

Vikas, I Iu.am.ico Viejo, Cajamarca, Quito, and Huaca. A side branch went to Pachacamac

and from there up the Coast o£ Pent to Tumbes in the north. The Collasuyu system went

south from Cuzco, passing Lake Titicaca and Lake Poopb in Bolivia, then inland to

Chuquisaca, Santiago del Estero, La Rioja, and Mendoza in Northwest Argentina* and
then westward to the coast of Chile. A branch line ran to Arequipa and from there south to

Calama, Copiapd, and ihc Rio Maule in Chile. The Cuntisuyu system connected Cuzco and
the Nazca region uii the South Coast of Peru, and the Antisuyu system extended cast of

Cuzco into the Amazon drai nage. These roads were used by rhe army* by travellers, by llama

transport herds, and by the famous relay messenger runners. Tn the mountains, they were
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narrow, about
$ feet in width, and either stone-paved or lined with walls, On the Coast,

the roads were as much as 12 or is feet in width, and lined with walls, Across desert

stretches, posts were set at intervals to mark the course of the road.” (See also Mostny
1949’ p- i?8.) An Interesting illustration of a Tairnna payed road in the northern Andes is

reproduced by Mason (1951^ PL 17),

We have seen that some at least of these roads are referred to in Inca traditions dealing

with the time when the Viracochas inhabited tire Tiahuanaco site, and we have also seen

lhai prehistoric road-constructi on in Colombia as well as in Mexico was attributed to the

white and bearded Buchka and Quetzalcoatl respectively. (Part V.

)

Thompson (1928, p. 1 8
[

)

s
describing the paved prehistoric roads found among the

wheel- less aborigines of Yucatan, writes: "They are indeed a striking monument to die

immense patience, engineering skill, and industry of the Maya people.
77 They were, he

shows, up to 60 feet: wide, paved and raised a foot or so, although in swampy land they

might he raised as much as eight feet. Some of them were many miles long, linking ruined

sues and cities, and [he author suggests that they were made for ceremonial use.

Stone timers and subterranean chambers

Of less importance are the cylindrical towers of irregular stones, with square entrances,

found on some of the cliffs of 1" .aster Island. ( Routledge 1919,) Man} theories as to their

origin and purpose have been advanced by visitors, the theories ranging from sacred

dwellings to watch-towers for turtle-hunters. Quite similar cylindrical stone towers with

low square entrances are very common in the Titicaca basin, where some of the earJv

explorers found they had been used for burials. (Gutierrez 1935

;

Tschopik 1946.)

In the same connection may he mentioned rhe most peculiar subterranean galleries on
Easter Island, which recur in a striking!', similar form in die hills around Tiahuanaco.

Here, precisely as on lias ter Island, they arc often built as a circular chamber under the

surface, lined with stones and covered by large flat slabs and earth. In borh areas access is

obtained through a narrow, stone-lined opening about eighteen inches square; paintings

are occasionally found on the interior walls. (Routledge 1919; McMiUin rtjay.) 1

We may also note that the stone-lined prehistoric burial vaults found by Routledge

(7919, p. 27 j) on Easter Island, like those of the chiefly mounds, and pyramids in Tonga.

(McKern 1929, p. 32), and those found in stone platforms on the Marquesas (Heyer-

dahl 193s), Hawaii (Linton 1923, p. 45.6), Mangareva (Emory 1939}, and perhaps a few

other islands, all lind their counterparts in the stone-lined burial vaults common enough

in earl} Peru; whereas we have seen (Pan II) that the main bulk of historically known
M aori-Polyncs ian s followed the burial customs adhered to fin the Northwest American

coast. 1

1 I have seen the saint rype uf ciucuLir, subterranean chamber, with, narrow. Squaw entrance in iht roof ami with

n.jt;il ]yaiiui’ig-s yrt ihc .idohc walk, in an aid native Kin-a near Jiernaiclln in New Mtixipp. i us place, tijrc ihe

subterranean Kiams a till in use by Indians in this locality, was built 51S a s.ivtclI fCacc where the men gathered to

sjnjuj and perform jviigiojus ceremonies.

1 McKern (Ibid.) quotes G utccnbeil regarding a prehistoric Tongan burial vault on Nluatuputapu island u-hi.-2i

had a flat 2nd smoothly dressed stone lid 1
5
feet long and in feet wide. It whs so heavy iliat at! attempts re move- It
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The tongan pottery fragments

Wjs have seen (Part II) how the manufacture of pottery was totally absent from all

Polynesian communities when Europeans arrived, in spite of the existence of day in most
ot the principal groups, and in spite of the very recent arrival of the Maori-Polyncsian
immigrants. We have also seen that this most remarkable fact can only be explained by
bringing the present occupants of Polynesia down from the Northwest American territory,

where the entire coastal population remained ignorant of the use of pottery until Er was
introduced by Europeans, whereas it was common to all other important culture centres
of the Pacific rousts with the exception of the southern extremity of South Vmerica. This
migration route alone will explain why food was baked in earth ovens throughout historic

Polynesia, while ceramic art was absent.

Hut the question remains whether the earlier mega! ir hie island culture had been equally
neglectful of this ancient and almost universal culture trait. We know that if the earlier

people had made pots to hoi I their food in water, this would not have appealed to the
taste of the invading Maori- Polynesians, for the occupants of the islands even in our day
continue to bake their food in the Northwest Indian Polynesian can]] ovens, disregarding
European methods. They use calabash or other containers to carry their water. The Poly-
nesians were desperately eager to acquire bits of iron and sharp metal tools when such
articles were first brought to then attention bvT Europeans, hut they preferred their own
ancestral cookery to that which they saw- among rhe white men. Likewise, the many
Polynesian expeditions that visited Hji in pre-European times took no interest in importing
the Fijian custom of manufacturing pottery. Thus, if another culture had occupied the
islands before the MaorLPolynesians arrived, these people might have known how to
make pottery without passing the practice on to the pottery-less newcomers.
Whether the earlier island population came from Asia (with Indonesia) or from Peru, it

would seem equally impossible that they, having otherwise an advanced culture, were
ignorant of pottery in the early Christian centuries, but wc have suspicions^ little evidence
tbar pottery-making was actually known in the early megalithic island era. Disregarding
an unverified native report on potsherds from an ancient Marquesan pde-pm^ and rhe
equally unverified report of actual pottery having been seen on Easter Island when first
discovered (Behrens tj$j

f p. 13 5), no concrete evidence exists, apart perhaps from the
prehistoric fragments of pottery excavated on Tonga (McKern 1929, p, 1 15 ; MacLachian
*95 S, p. 65). The present Tongans, of course, had no pottery. But some three thousand
prehistoric fragments have been recovered archaeologiesby on four separate Tongan
SKes » namely in Tongatabu, Hua, Fangaemotu, and Matutapu. The colour of these frag-
memr- was black and red-brown, much as in Fiji. No equivalent discoveries arc recorded
irom other areas of Polynesia, but prehistoric fragments have also been discovered with the
megalithic remains on the Mariam Islands, a fact to which we shall return shortly.

Knkd, and one tod finally cut off to afford an opening. A skeleton lay prone in the centre, others had fair
Siting Strand i.htf slab-walls, and die floor was covered with * very deep Enver of line dark dutt probably from
snimildcrcd organic materials.
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iSforce monuments of Indonesia

Megalithic monuments of some sort have been left by prehistoric people in various

earIy centres of the world, and one school of d Idunionists has attempted to unite all such

remains in a common iiurasiatic origin. It is not the purpose of the present study to dwell

on these theories, but only to consider the material which in one way or another bears

directly on the question of the prehistoric peopling of Polynesia* The Egyptian sphinx

and obelisks have but little in common with the easily distinguishable Polynesian anthro-

poliths as compared with rhe stone human statues of Tlahuanaco and San Augustin, and

the square-based, pointed pyramids of the Nile are remote from the rectangular, terraced

pyramidal structures of Polynesia in style, concept and geographic location ;
but those oc

Mexico and Peru are indeed very near. It will, however, be necessary to consider the me-

gait chic occurrences in inner Assam and parts of Indonesia, since certain diffusionists

have suggested that these may give tlx due to the megaliths of Eastern Polynesia.

Disregarding for a moment Lhe geographical complications, wc shall travel as the crow

Hies 90-100 degrees round the surface of the globe from the westernmost Polynesian

anthropoliths, found in the Tubuai Group, to their nearest counterparts in Celebes and

South Sumatra, Our best source of information on these megalithic sculptures appears

to be die interesting work by van dcr Hoop (1952!:, Besides giving detailed descriptions.

Hoop reproduces an excel lent scries of photographs. Thu first impression offered by some

of these Indonesian stone sculptures is the same bulky structure with a large head as has

already been described from America and Polynesia; a few even have extended cars, with

a large circular nugget, as in corresponding monuments from Southern Mexico, On the

whole, there is a markedly Stronger similarity to South Mexican anthropomorphic megaliths,

carved stelae, and stone troughs, than to the erect columnar stone human statues of South

America and Polynesia. A number of the Sumatra carvings even display a specific simi-

larity to the ancient Olmec megaliths of Southern Mexico, as may be seen by comparing

the two figures on Plate LX 1 1 1 and 2. On further examination, however, a number of

additional features are found in the Indonesian specimens which give them a marked

Asiatic stamp and distinguish them clearly as later than Olmec work and knowledge.

Hoop (Ibid., p. 67) says with reference to the 53 anthropomorphic images found:

“Frequently these figures arc represented with a buffalo; frequently also tiding on, standing

beside, or in combat with an elephant/
1

Also
jjjjp. 74) : “As regards 1 ne animals represented,

we may remark that the elephant rs sometimes portrayed as an animal for riding on and

sometimes also in combat with Man, but never singly. In one single instance, the buffalo

is represented singly, and also frequently as an animal for riding on. Me is remarkable

that the buffalo is so often represented as riding-animal. This custom occurs in other pares

ofthe world. In Central Asia, the Yak is used not only as beast of burden but also as riding-

snimal.”

We also hear (p. 27) of a damaged monument where "it is still possible to distinguish

three human figures, twisted together as if engaged in wrestling. One oi the heads is quite

discernible while a sword can be seen on the back of another man." Further (p. 74);

-Swords occur with seven different images.” Wc learn (p. 92) that these swords, alien to

early America and Polynesia, resemble in their bilateral symmetry the Roman sword.
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whereas their short and very broad blades make them concur with a form of weapon “met

with in various parts of the earth in the brmfyptrkds” (Italics by Hoop,)

In this and a subsequent publication Hoop (1953* p, 104) also shows that “much stress

is laid on the representation on one of the images at Batoegadja of a bronze drum of well-

known type genera! ly regarded as of southern Chinese origin/’ The author gives much
attention {1952, per. 81-92) to the carving of this identifiable kettle-drum (which occurs

in a sculpture including an armoured elephant) as ll “assists us enormously in estimating

the antiquity of the images/’ Hoop proceeds to show that about twenty similar kettle-drums

were found m the Dong-son graves of Tndo-China, probably dating from the I Ian period

(206 B. C, to 220 A. D.} 1 In the same l)ong-son graves swords strongly resembling those

carved on the Sumatra images also occur, as well as other bronze artifacts corresponding

to actual finds in graves associated with the same Indonesian megaliths.

He concludes (Ibid., p. 94): “When wc now consider, on one side, the images of the

Pasemah [in South Sumatra] and the bronze remains found in South Sumatra and other

parts of the Archipelago, and on die other side, the bronze culture of Indo-Chtna, rhen we
may safely assert that the sculptors of the Pasemali had a bronze culture corresponding

with that of Indo-Chma. It may be explained thus rhar the bronze objects were exported

to South Sumatra from lodo-Cliim. The number and variety of rhe bronze objects, how-
ever, found in the archipelago, but more especial h, the communication made bv Dr. Crucq

[who found archaeo logically a mould for kettle-drums in 13a li} make it more probable that

the art of casting bronze was also exercised in the Archipelago itself/
1

Hoop points out that no stone tools were found during the investigation of rhe sites;

the only stone axes collected had been tound in the neighbourhood bj natives while

tilling the soil. He. says (AW., p, 95); “It would appear, however, from the finding of
L

<A>ntroleur’ Batenburg, that in the Pascmah, as in Indo-Cbina, iron was already known,
it is therefore possible that the sculptors employed iron tools. If stone implements have been
used these must have been rougher, heavier and less finely executed than those we collected.”

It h clear from Hoop’s, accumulation of evidence, as the author himself stresses, that, the

Sumatra sculptors had no neolithic culture, but were familiar with the use of bronze.
The art of casting bronze was probably either brought with them or borrowed from India

Of ludo-China. This in itself presents a marked contrast to the Olmec and other pre-Aztec
and early Maya cultures,- as well as to those of Early Chimu, Patacas, Tiahuanaco, and

other South American high-cultures contemporary with Polynesian migrations. Bronze
in \ men can was a much later feature, and even then of a limited distribution.

Archaeological evidence from the stone-cist graves associated with the great Sumatran
images verifies that, not only was bronze known to this megalithk culture, bur cron roo
had been introduced to a limited extent. (Hoop 1932, p. 47 .V

I loop
: p. S5; says: “

I lie arci river which the kettle-drum is found, includes the whole of South Eastern
As.i i, with Burma and Insidkide, KnJ extends, in the North to Mongolia.

11'

J 1° t*lc * J kl Mays Empire metal was non existent. {hlorlcy 1946,0.449.) Even in rhe New Empire only neolithic

tools wire used, although personal ornaments and ceremonial objects were now also made of gold, copper amt
their alloys, jn:.! eventually broOK shortly before European arrival.

a Heine-Geldcrn {1945, p. 15c) points out: 11
. , .ail the stone cist graves and slab built graves of South Sumatra,

Central and East java containei
!
glass beads and metal, litrorw*, gold, copper or iron. The same was the case sn

scmL.ai graves that have been investigated in the Malay Peninsula .'
1
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It is interesting to note that the almost Negroid physiognomy of the Sumatran, stone

images has caused the belief among some observers that the race which carved these

pre-ids toric monuments might have been Negroid or Melanesian. Hoop (Ibid*, p, 77)

meets this theory by stating: “If there is insufficient anthropological ground for such a

conclusion, from an ethnological standpoint there are positive arguments against it. The

Megalith builders in South Sumatra lived, as will be demonstrated Later, in the bronze

period. They possessed swords and large bronze drums. They wore a rather complicated

dress. They adorned themselves with various ornaments, including glass heads in various

forms and combinations; they were not ignorant of pottery; they could tame buffaloes

and elephants; in the art of sculpture they were well masters; they constructed baths or

other water-works, as is apparent from the gargoyle at Pag-crahm.”

The Melanesians and Papuans on the other hand, the author points out, "have never

reached the bronze period. They passed from the well-known stone implements to modern

import articles. . . . The Melanesians have for weapons wooden clubs and spears, rhe Litter

with points of stone or bone. For the rest, they only know the bow and arrow. Metals

were unknown before the advent of modern import articles, They do not know the buffalo

as domestic animal and the elephant as riding animal. Ii seems clear, them that a

H

eastern

Negroid peoples, or eastern Md anodemid or oceanic negroes, or whatever one likes to

call them, stand on a much lower cultural level than our sculptors of South Sumatra/*

The same argument applies in its essentials not only to the Melanesians, but also to the

Polynesians.

Hoop {Ihld-i jpp, 79, ij.j) carefully refrains from giving an answer to the question as to

which race built the megaliths of South Sumatra. Bur he tends to the opinion that die

physiognomy of die Hat and wide-nosed, thick-lipped images “may just as well represent

a Malayan type.” 1

Hoop {Ibid., p, 95) shows that stone ancestral images, differing somewhat in style from

those of South Sumatra, are known also from the Batak-Lands iPanatt^lan^ .ssfteik, Sr Aboe,

Djambw, Si Aatar): “These ate images of men and women on horses and elephants, and

also without a ridi fig-animal. They were comparatively recently erected tot deceased

rajahs, after rhe last great festival of the dead.” Some very primitive stone images arc known

from Nias and a few other areas. Finally, Hoop (
fbid.

,

p. 96} refers to certain stone statues

discovered in the interior hills of Celebes. He describes them as rough upright stones with

nothing outlined but primitively shaped heads and genitalia. In all they were sculptured

very roughly and in primitive fashion,”

Kauderrj (1921) illustrates some others of these pi liar-shaped and large-headed Celebes

statues, which to the present author would seem to be the only ones west of Pohncsia

similar enough to those of the Hast Pacific and South America to warrant a test of kinship

with that distant area. However,, as both Hoop and Kauri era, with other observers, poim

out, the Celebes figures arc only accessory- to a culture whose characteristic; feature was the

carving of mcgalithic stone kettles with enormous disc-shaped stone lids, known respect-

1 If a parallel m,iy lie been Lu the strongly simitar Olmec sculpture? of Southern Mexico, i is highly cxmceivahle

that the Hat -nosed, thick tipped aspect of genuine YdWHowti tribe hasW the model of the sculptor in hath

areas. In primitive sculpture, which docs not portray t»ir andskw-ooioUr, the physiognomy ofYdlow-btOWJ tribes

will certainly concur much more with the Negroid feature? than with those of toe Caucasoid rypt-
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ively as kftiambtt and fwtoena^ mega lie hie constructions of a type wholly unknown in Poly

nesiannd America, 1

We have finally to consider some of the small statuettes or portable stone human (and

elephant) figures a number of which have been found, principally in Java. Hoop (1931,

p 99) shows that although these usually were known as images of the
l
* Pad; adjaran- type”,

one writer had tentatively referred to them using “the more general name of Polynesian

images”, a term which h geographically and chronologically unjustified. Chronologically

the figures are severed from East Polynesia (West Pol; nesia had no statuettes) through the

following dating by the same author *‘Jt is clear that the sculptors of these artless

products have not escaped the influence of the powerful civilization which had spread over
the plains. This it proved, in the first place, from the awkward attempts frequently made
to make these images resemble prototypes from the Hindu pantheon. Ganeca, especially,

seems to have exercised great influence. The second proof is still more instructive, and is

supplied by the dates on a few of the images., daces in the characters of the Hindu-Javanese
Kawi script. The most remarkable [ hing h that these dates are comparatively late, not earlier

than the E-|th century. From this may be deduced that these clumsy representations were
executed, and the sacred places ornamented with them, during the resplendent period of the

Madjapahit Kingdom and the last days of the Hindu-Javanese civilization, and in any case,

that it would be a great mistake to regard them as the products of the Javanese population,

when they first came into contact with the culture of the Hindus, just arrived from oversea/'

These small Hindu-inspired stone figures are not so carved that they could be mistaken
for carvings from any of the Hast Polynesian groups, but it should be admitted that a number
of them, such as a kneeling figure holding a bowl between its hands, arc remarkably
suggestive of early Mexican and Central American statuettes.

Indeed the existence of a limited number of small and recent stone images in Java and
its vicinity has no ultimate healing on the origin of statuettes of comparable size on the

far fringe of the easternmost Polynesian islands (distant up wind by some 90 to 130 degrees
of longitude) unless they, at least, have an obvious resemblance in style and concept to the
images of this area. As this is not so, their significance in Polynesian archaeology is forced,
and toe more so when wc realize that vast quantities of comparable smal l stone human
images, some strikingly similar to those of Eastern Polynesia, are found all along the Pacific

slopes of Mexico, Guatemala, San Salvador, etc., right down to Colombia, Ecuador, and
pre-Inca Peru, all bordering on the waters of Eastern Polynesia, (See Plate LI.) In the latter

ease neither geography nor chronology form any obstacles to a down-wind diffusion.
Hnnp (Ihid., p. 101) is also careful enough to warn his readers against the danger of

associating the small Indonesian stone figures with those found in the remotest islasids of
Polynesia, as Iong as proof in the shape of other cul rural relics or human remains ate wanting.
He stresses: . , . the fact that one lias discovered two analogous works of sculpture in

different places, is in itself no proof Thai these works belong to the same culture or are the
products of the same race.

. , „ We forget also too easily the factor of distance in these
region* and this is enhanced when data are jotted down on smail survey-maps. The marks
denoting remains found, then naturally lie close together, thus easily suggesting an asso-
ciation which is by no means proved.”

J Eikjjj {Ibid., p>. 1571 points to somewhat comparable stone mortars in Sumatra imd other pans of Indonesia.
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Beyer, who held that the Northern PbUipptnes and not Sumatra or Java, must be sus-

pected of being the Polynesian Fatherland,, to judge by a prototype relationship in archaeo-

logical stone-adze blades (p, 10S above), dismissed the Java route thus (194a, p, 36):

“The total absence in Polynesia of the. ‘beaked
1

adze, so characteristic of java and the

Ma lav Peninsula, seems to favor the northern route and to eliminate the Sunda Islands

from the line of Polynesian migration/
5 But when we come to consider another important

element of the neolithic culture of Polynesia, nameh the stone human statues of the far

eastern groups, then the 'Philippine area in turn fails to make good as a possible centre ol

diffusion to the east. On this issue Beyer (fbid t p. 74) says:

“Huge stone figures and effigies, such as those on Easter Island, and the curious mono-

liths and megaliths of the Marianas and other Pacific Island groups, all seem to constitute

an interesting feature of die Late Neolithic culture rhat is but poorly represented, if not

wholh absent, in the Philippines.”

When we look bach on the mcgalithk and small stone sculptures of Indonesia, we see

not only that a very great portion of the world’s surface separates them from eastern Pol) -

nesia, but that they arc associated with a bronze age culture, or else with the k&ldmha-and-

tmfmm complex, and other cultural characteristics incompatible with Polynesian- South

Vmerican archaeologv. But over and above these discrepancies there is a basic difference

in artistic style. The freedom seen to some extent in the carving ol the early stelae of Mexico

and Yucatan bias stiffened in South America into an increasingly pillar- like or columnar

effect, found from San Augustin and Ecuador down through Cliavfn, Huaraz* Pukara,

Moc&chi, Tiahuanaco and Huancanc, This stiff, pillar-like effect has been preserved on ail

the Polynesian, islands, where the statues and statuettes, as in early South America, all

stand in a stiff and conventional posture, staring straight ahead, their hands generally

placed below the chest, In Indonesian stone carving, apart from the few night stones in

Celebes, ibis effect is generally entirely reserved.

Summarizing HoopA megalithic discoveries., Heine-Geldern (1947, p. 149) describes

these monuments as follows : “A considerable number of large stone images of a strongly

dynamic, agitated srvle; the very images which XV estcneuk and other authors nad previ-

tui&U referred to as remains oi rhe Hindu period- I key represent warriors vim helmets

and daggers, groups of two or three people, men riding on elephants or buffaloes, an

elephant with a warrior on each side, both warriors carrying bronze drums ol nidi backs,

a man fighting an elephant, two men fighting a serpen r, two tigers pairing, the ogress

clutch ing with her fore paws the head of a human figure, etc.

This dynamic, agitated style marks a pronounced contrast to the megalith art oi Eastern

Polynesia.

The atone structures in the Naga Hi Us

Going still further back to the mainland of India, we meet the megaliths in the Naga

Hills In the interior of Vssam, described by Hutton in his various publications (1911 a;

19*1 b; n)zi a; 1922 b; 1926). These caned and raised stones have very bole, it anything,

in common with ihc monoliths of Polynesia. Hutton (1922 a) shows from Mimapur that

lhe\ fall into two different groups; the one form is a \ -shaped of forked monument, and
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the other h a large cylindrical stone post. On one of the oldest specimens elephants were
carved in relief. These raised monoliths are not carved in human, form, and I lutton (1911 b),

in dealing with the theories pertaining to this, shows that there are considerations “which
support the assumption that Maga monoliths are phallic in origin”,1 (See also Fuhrer-
HaitnendoriF 19384 1939.)

We have seen that various shapes of terraced or pyramidal sanctuaries have a much
wider distribution throughout Polynesia than the stone human statues and cut-stone
Miiraes, which were all limited to its eastern side. T hie concept of superimposing rough
stones In cairns* mounds, and platforms as a sanctuary is also too natural and universal to

imply far-reaching prehistoric intercourse and diffusion unless supported by geographical
reasons and architectural evidence of a more extraordinary character. Since such platforms
or terraces exist both east and west of the Pacific Ocean, we shall see, however, if there is

any reason to suppose that the Polynesian specimens came up wind alone rather than
down wind with the stone human statuary and cut-stone masonry.
Heine-Ccldcrn (1928; 1950 b}, perhaps the most vigorous defender of the theory that

the East Polynesian, megaliths originated in Assam and Indonesia, claims support for This

assumption by referring (1950 b, p. 1 S 3
) to a paper by Hutton on “The Use of Stone in

1 lie Xaga Hills
,
where the author had commented on the close parallelism between

certain megalith! c structures of the Magas of Assam and those of eastern Polynesia,”
U may there! ore be reasonable to quote Hutton (1926, p, 73) fully on this point. He says;
"W hai J have called the ceremonial use of stone is almost confined, I think, to tile Anyami
and Kaccha Naga tribes, and is to be associated principally with the erection of stone
platforms as sitting -places merely, as dancing-places, .as forts or as memorials simply, for
these stone platforms generally are intimately associated with the cult of the dead." Hutton
also says. (p. 74): “M r Henry Balfour, when visiting Zhotsonna with me, was struck by the
likeness or some of the dahu there to one type of

i

nht’ to Easter Island, and the description
given by Mr. and Mrs. Routlcdgc in voi. li of xhzj&urnahf i'm Rvyat Antbropek&itai Institute

(December, of rhc.: mafat of the Society and Austral Islands struck me as most
suggestive of the Angami /dak/, while in the Marquesas there seem to be paved dancing
theatres not dissimilar in construction, actually called

i

tabua\ in which, 1 may add, a game
is played on snlr? just as che Angami Magas play it h

- This syllable bu seems to be associated
with stone buildings, both in the Naga Hills and in Polynesia, and one wonders whether
it can have a similar significance in the place-names of South America in which it so fre-
quently occurs, where there are also megsJithic remains. For instance, Tiahuanaco, and
Sacsahuaman where there is a fortress built of large stones on what appears to be, from
the illustration in the Hakluyt Society's edition of Memories- Antique del Pent (p. aii, the
plan of a typical Abu. ”

Before we go further let us point out a determining geographical fact; the isolated and
primitri •. tribes of inner Assam and Easter Island are on completely antipodal points of the
globe and separated by if j degrees of longitude. Let us next observe that the Assam Mjm

' ] f

,

is tQ nm<f wirh Hutcm a
» PP- *3*. sCij that some of the Naga tribes made heavy sledgts

Slid dragged then scenes over the ground. Some tribes also transported their megaliths hy l-.uil.hr.g- them into a
huijt irame ol solflblding which wij carried by men five or six abreast and twelve to twenty deep.

For further remarks on stilt-dancing see Part IX.
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as illustrated by Hutton {Bid; pi. IV) Eire built simply of small cubic stones* utterly

different from the colossal unsvmmetrical and carefully jointed megalithic blocks typical

of Easter Island and early Peru, No stone human statues or similar sculptures are associated

with these antipodal Assam buildings. The illustrations rendered by Hutton show also that

r he ifahit has walls sloping at a plain angle to the ground, as on the Egyptian pyramids*

rather than almost vertical like the masonry on the Easter Island aha and on the other

elevated stone platforms and terraced pyramids of Polynesia and early Peru. The angularly-

raised corners on the upper wall of the kkt also suggest an Old World fortress, 3 and we

are left with the impression that, apart from the attractive similarity of the names, these

antipodal structures share nothing but the idea of erecting compact stone mortuary

buildings with rectangular base and liar top. This is insufficient evidence to argue a dif-

fusion from one end of the world to the other, between two aboriginal tribes whose cul-

tures are otherwise entirely different.

Nor does the mortuary tehuhn of the same Naga Hills seem sufficiently ingenious to

argue antipodal contact. Hutton's illustration of a uhubet [ViE/,, pi. Ill) shows a considerable

number of rough stones piled into a simple terrace, with no effort at dressing and jointing

them, and with only one big slab that could not be carried by a single individual Tie

describes the tehuha [Ibid) as “a raised level space for dancing sometimes surrounded by

separate squared stones on which men can sit with horns of liquor and discuss public

affairs, ... In the wall there are little recesses a foot deep or so in which die sitters can put

their cups of liquor.”

It i > difficult to conceive why we are to go to the end of the earth to find the source at

diffusion of a terrace so common throughout Peru, and there even in a form infinitely more

akin to that of Polynesia, Hutton's comparison between the kbit of the Naga Hills and

the terraces of Easter Island was not presented in support of a round the world journey by

a Naga tribe. Hutton himself, as we have seen, was the first to add that pre-Inca construc-

tions ofTiahuanaco and Sacsahuaman ate also built in “the plan of a typical duha .

In his attempt to bring the kk, or fortified small-stone grave, of the Angami Naga

Hill tribes eastwards round the world to Polynesia, Heine-Gcidern -A928, p. 300) suggests

a geographical link in the rectangular graves with sloping sides of up-cut stones in 1 -ik

and some roughly analogous stone constructions in N ias in the Indian Ocean.

The same year Dixon (192S, p. iso) launched a vigorous attack on the diffusion] sts

who thought that the old brick-built structures of Cambodia in Indo-China might have

been the prototype of structures that crossed the Pacific to inspire the Central American

pyramids. He shows the loose foundation of such speculations by pointing out chat the

Middle American pyramids date back to rhe second and third century A. D., whereas the

oldest of the structures in Cambodia were not built until some Jive or six hundred years

later.” Nevertheless Hltholm (1950, p. 344) returned to the subject quite recently by re-

producing a h ighly specialized roofed temple-pyramid from t.ambodia together with what

appeared to be almost a replica, hut built by the Maya on the opposite side of the Pacific,

lioch these temples were of specialised and extraordinary architecture and yet remarkable

1 Hutrcm {Ibid,
„ p -.j) explains that the Jahtt it a conswaciitin “which the dan cmi. use as a coign of vantage in

a fight villi another clan; the Angami weapon of offence is a Lang throwing-spear, ami 1 can hardly beusca

lively sgaimt an tntmy standing up ibovt, while the latter Can use it mutt effectively uponM enemy tWn below.
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similar, although very unlike any of the plain and truncated terrace-pyramids of Peru and

Polynesia, but for the geographical facts and chronological evidence one might for a

moment have doubted the justification for Dixon’s attitude. Yet Ekholm is personally

the first to admit that both these buildings are dateablc, and he draws no conclusions, since

the Cambodian temple was constructed as recently as the tenth century A. D., white the

Maya temple was built about four centuries earlier, This fact, combined with the practical

geographical consideration that about 16; degrees of the world's circumference separate

the two constructions, with no intermediate architectonic link nor any intermediate land,

make it necessary to deduce that we are confronted with independent evolution, or with

inspiration brought by weather-driven craft down with the winds and currents from east

to west.

The case of the Java pyramids

But the arguments of the pyramid d illusionists are nor yet exhausted. In Java, and to

some extent in Sumatra, there arc stepped pyramidal structures similar to some in Poly-

nesia, Mexico and Peru, They are, however, very near the Cambodian longitude. The few

in Sumatra are very primitive in form, consisting, according 10 Hoop’s photographs and.

sketches (1932, III. 59, 60, 6i, 63), merely of a solid pile of boulders and tinworked stones,

with one exception (ibid., III. 48, 43) where, a ilat-toppcd pile of natural and irregular

boulders are thrown together on top of a hat platform of similar boulders, in the iorm

of a two-s topped pyramidal mound with sloping sides, both, structures are small, involve

no stone-dressing or organization, and could have been carried out by single natives.

The basic resemblance of these primitive graves to some considerably more involved

structures in Western and Central Java have again encouraged 1 henries of a basic connec-

tion also with the stepped pyramids of Polynesia. (Ibid., pp. 142. 1 64
. )
In these Java strut

tores wc find stepped sanctuaries which in general shape -but not in the characteristics

of stone-shaping art— certainly have very much in common with the stepped platforms

of early America and the far Polynesian islands, but again we ought not to forget the

determining factors of chronology and of geographic logic, when called upon to decide

the tjuestion of tirans-Pacific diffusion versus independent evolution. Comparing the java

sanctuaries with those tin the opposite side of the Pacific Ocean, wc seem to find, as with

some of the local statuettes and Sumatra megaliths, more analogies to rhe prehistoric work

in early Mexico than to that of the Polynesian islands. The pyramidal sanctuary of Tjandi

Soekoeh of Central lava in particular hears, a striking resemblance 10 some of the ancient

construction? of Southern Mexico. But, as Heine-Geldern (*94$, p. fij) points out, this

terraced Javanese sanctuary is not prehistoric; it was built in the j 5th century A. D. The

other analogous Javanese pyramids all date from the same recent Hindu period, after the

time of Marco Polo, about the 14th and t 3 r h centuries A. D, (Ibid.) This developed form

can not therefore, have diffused eastwards across the Pacific, and if there is any connection

with the architecture of early Mexico at all, the inspiration must have travelled down the

wind from the New World only a few generation? before Columbus. HeinoGcldern,

however, supports (IhiHi) the view of Krom and Stutterheim, who have shown that these

highly developed Javanese terraced sanctuaries arc simply Hindu!zed versions of the

27 Heyerdahl
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older primitive local type of terrace and terraced mound. It this implies that wc arc getting
Latck to such rough and general structures as those of South Sumatra considered above,

t .i independent stone-gathering rather chan diffusion of developed, architectural style
may seem to be the most tenable explanation*

1 here is, however, one circumstance already mentioned which, seems ro make it danger-
ous to reject altogether the possibility of a direct transpacific diffusion. Although v.e
imve found chronological and geographical logic to eliminate the possibility that the
inspirations can have been carried east, yet it may be difficult to find any evidence that
make" a transfer in the opposite direction equally Impossible, even in the 14th and nth
century A* L~>,

(t may not he out of place to emphasize here again the enormous importance of distin-

guishing between voyaging distance and voyaging time in Pacific migrations, {Heyerdahl
191 ip) A transpacific migration bringing statues or stepped pyramids from Indonesia to
Mexico would have to work its way from island group to island group against the wind;
it would require centuries of intermediate island settling, population pressure and continued
eastward urge, leaving stone statues and stepped pyramids behind on almost even island
group during the process, if the custom was to survive until the ocean had gradual!} been
traversed and the tar continent reached. A native of earl;. Mexico on the other hand," could
get on board bis raft, wirh or without migratory purpose, and find himself dragged along
in the steady sweep of wind and current until he was cast ashore down wind in the Micro-
titisian-Indonesian corner of the Pacific a few momhs later, Polynesian explorers might
also, though not st > readily, arm e in the same down-wind corner, though the bulk of Poly
nesian voyagers and castaways would be swallowed up in the buffer-territory of Papua-

.Melanesia, where also we have seen that all Polynesian vestiges are found exclusively on
the eastern side, as in Micronesia.

I.L we allow ourselves to picture rhe unknown people behind the impressive Olmec
high-cuhurc of Southern Mexico in posses si oil of rafts and sail such as we shall later see

(Part \ III) to have survived along the Pacific coasts of northern South America, then the

same ( ffrnees would -- not in a matter of ccnru ries, but in months and weeks be able to carry

inspiration to the alien down-wind cultures of Micronesia, Malaysia, and South China.
These direct down-wind voyagers would not, like successive migrants in an opposite

direction, leave large monuments on the islands, marking their route. They could even
have brought architectural ideas from a neolithic culture area to lands where bronze and
iron were known, in any ( hristian century up to the arrival of Columbus. Only when we
resist rhe deceptive effect of inches ami large island captions on a map and face the true

dimensions, winds, and mobile waterways of rhe world’s largest ocean, can we Judge
diffusion in the tropical Pacific on a sound basis. Oceanic diffusion must have a geograph-
ieal and not a speculative approach. In the Pacific area, only Northwest America and its

vicinity arc natural recipients from the waters of Eastern Asia; yet Northwest America
is a donor ro Northern Polynesia. Southern Polynesia is a constant marine recipient from
Pertt. Melanesia receives what falls away from Polynesia, and so in part does Micronesia.

Otherwise Micronesia, and to some extent even the Malay domain, are exposed to natures
shipments from Southern Mexico and adjoining parts of Central America.

Where Malay and Cent rat-American parallels occur, we must still bear in mind the
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possibility of common uihcritancc from an ancestral Veil 0w-brown rice which sent an

original primitive branch the northern way along tine Aleutian Islands into the New World.

Only parallels beyond the scope of this original unity may fairly be attributed to vestiges

of a short-cut drift pnst&ards across the ocean, or regarded as independent evolution in

these two areas.

This is not the place to dwell on the geographical existence of a westbound sea-road

stretching from what were once early Olmec and Maya habitats down to Mtcronesian

waters and the adjoining coasts of the Old \\ odd. It is of direct importance to the Poly-

nesian p robJem, however, to note that this ever-present possibility of North Equatorial

transfer would have no effect on Polynesia. The natural course of a drift bv sea from pre-

historic Mexico would—as i a the time of the first Spanish caravels pass westwards th rough

the wide open latitudes separating Hawaii from the rest of Polynesia which is centred

south of the Equator. There are ethnographic peculiarities which may be better understood,

or at least deserve a new test by Iran s- Pacific diffiisionists 9 when it is realised that neither

the Marianas, the Carolines, VapT
the Pa la us, nor perhaps even Malaysia, are protected

by nature from drifts beginning in Central American waters; although all this westward

rotating wind- and water-waste successfully isolates America from Cambodian visitors.

The megaliths of Micronesia offer no stepping-stones to Polynesia

Wc have already stressed that rhe tiny and widely flung isles and atolls oi Micronesia

do not form, as a map may suggest that they do, a practicable island bridge into the (Antral

Pacific. Micronesia is in reality a wide ocean in itself, as large as that which separates North

America from Europe and Africa, and the combined island area is roughly tbai oi ihc

Shetland*, On none of the islands in this vast territory, whether volcanic or coral atolls,

have stone human statues or statuettes been left. There are no carved monuments of am
type in Micronesia* with the exception of such strictly local features as the large stone

money on Yap, and, the rows of mushroom-shaped pillars which abound in the Marianas.

None of these features find any parallels in Polynesia.

We have seen that the Micronesians, in many important features, are racially and cultural-

ly distinct from the Polynesians, Micronesia has often been considered a melting-pot of

neighbouring races with some unidentified local element, A Melanesian, strain has ire-

quendy been suggested, and Polynesian infiltration has certainly taken place on the eastern

-

most groups, while the Palau s are strongly marked by their close proximity to the Malay

domain. We have seen that these islands are in the straight sweep of the main current from

Southern Mexico. Also, as previously mentioned, the current which reaches Hawaii from

Northwest America turns west in lower latitudes and bears down upon Micronesia. It is

therefore noteworthy to find that Boas (192^, p. 28) wrote: "There are also similarities

dial lead us to suspect contact between Micronesia and Northwest America, but all of

these do not allect rhe main current of American cultural life,**

Whatever may be the principal contributor to the main racial element in present-day

Micronesia, no degree- of high-culture was maintained on any of its islands when discovered

by Europeans, Yet, although stone statues and carved masonry as known from Peru and

Polynesia never reached the Micronleskn domain, abandoned ruins from a prehistoric
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culture period have been found, showing that some sort of high-culture must either have
passed through, or at least have flourished locally in former times. Allen (1884, p. jji)
says Wirh respect to these prehistoric mins: “The present inhabitants are mere savages.
\\ c seem dri yen to accept the theory of an ancien r ci v i I ization spreading over r he Pacific

v hose history has yet to he unravelled.”

This statement will seem extravagant to those who consider most cultures as due to
ioca! evolution, but it is difficult to understand why we should imagine- that a primitive
native family must have developed locally all [races we And scattered about of some begone
aboriginal civilization. In Micronesia and Polynesia alike this would imply that tire founders
of the local civilisations first discovered the islands while mere savages, then evolved a
cb il ization op some tiny island under the most unfavourable conditions, and vet had time
to leave their amazing achievements in ruin long before the arrival of the Europeans,
and even earlier than the historic island tribes can remember. Is It not more logical to

assume that the same aborigines discovered the islands at the peak of their own continental

civilization, and then gradually lost their former standards in the course of their oceanic
isolation, or on the subsequent arrival of the present Yellow-brown occupants?

!r is important to note that none of the bronze or other metal objects typical of the

stone cist graves ol Indonesia have been found in Micronesia, nor any other relics indi-

cating that any of the known civilizations of Ask had colonized or even found these

isolated islands before the arrival of Europeans. Pottery was known in historic nines onh
among the tribes in the extreme southwest corner ofMicronesia— on Yap and the Pakus—
but prehistoric fragments have been found in Guam, Saipan, Rota and Tinian of the

Mariana Islands. (Thompson 193 a, p. 24; Mac Lachlan 1938.) It is interesting that Beyer

(*948, p- 75 ) points out that the coUtd pottery occurs in Micronesia. JHe sat s in this connec-

tion : In the Pacific region this type of pottery is found only in Melanesia . . . Elsewhere,

coiled pot ten is found chiefly m northern Asia and the \ meric as- -while it is wbolh absent

from Southeastern Asia and Malaysia,”

We nave seen also ibat the Marianas is the only Microneskn toealitj where carved

up rig lit pillars have Irecn raised, but these are neither statues nor curb-stones of a mame-
like enclosure; they were erected in double rows like short stone avenues. These structures

are all prehistoric remains of unknown origin. 1 Each pillar generally consists or a cut

com] limestone upright, capped with an upturned coral stone of hemispherical shape.

Bom upright and cap may van- considerably In shape and size; there are even instances

of ihdr being cut from sandstone or hard island rock. The cross-section of the upright

k often rectangular, sometimes narrowing upwards, whereas the cap is generally, but not

always, circular or oval in cross-section. The largest specimens in Guam rarely exceed

seven feet, but on Tinian capped uprights are sixteen feet high. (Thompson [932.) But
i or the pccul iar shape of these capped pi liars, the general idea of megalithic “stone avenues”

occurs in C entra! America and in Indonesia. In Central America these uprights arc some-
times. carefully shaped.

1 rhoittpSun (193-, p. L says: “Hidden in ilit: jiuigj# along the shores and in 'vdl-wsEercif interior lowlands of

Guam arc double cows of upright rwnusnents associated with and accompanied by burials, porsfccjtls, and

stone in 11 E shell implements These monument sites ;sre called faftt or aaat ifc hi mtigjwihy the natives who bUien

tH;U they arc haunted by Ta<tfa<t (people of hefuredme). The natives carefully avoid these tires.”
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In any case the Mariana islands are quite oil the road tor any migrants from Indonesia to

Polynesia, especially tor anyone heading for the megalith centres of the latter territory.

It is hard for the modern traveller to grasp that even the Marianas art geographically

located far enough up against the wind from the apparently “nearby" coast of \sia to be*

nautical ly speaking, best approached by prehistoric craft from distant America. History wilt

best illustrate this peculiar fact. It was Magellan who first discovered the Marianas in 1521

after crossing the entire Pacific from the New World side. J'hc second and third visits

came respectively from the southern and northern extremit >es of South America. (1 «oyasa in

[526; Saavedra in 1 5 27.) From then on the Mariana Islands became regular stopping places

for the Spanish galleons cn route from Mexico to the Philippines, and they were even

governed bv the Viceroy at the City of Mexico. (Thompson 193 -.) 1 he North Equaiorial

Current and the. trade wind that sent the Spaniards across from Mexico presented a serious

obstacle to their return voyage, and only their knowledge of the fact that Mexico existed

in the direction whence they had come encouraged them to make a long return voyage

ij] a large semi-circle north of Hawaii. We note with Thompson {Ibid., p. 52.) that even in

the Marianas the Spaniards found the inhabitants without swords, or even bow and arrow,

whereas, as Gobicn said: “They throw stones from their slings with so much force that

they are often found sticking fast in the trunks of trees." They also had primitive spears

with a pointed head of human hone. This war equipment in die 16th century would nor

Indicate close relations with the high-cultures of the Old World,

All the other Micronesian islands and atolls were discovered after the Marianas,— tor

example the Palaus, apparently so close to the Philippines, in 1543 (by Villalobos), and

man; islands even in much later limes; all as a consequence of the European discovery

of the Americas, with their natural eastern entrance to the open Paciiic.

Christian (in Enoch 1912, p, 282) describes lonely Yap, between the Marianas and 1 nc

Palavs, as being “full of relics of a vanished! civilization— embankments and terraces,

rites of ancient cultivation, and solid roads neatly paved with regular stone blocks, ancient

stone platforms and graves, and enormous council lodges of quaint design. Yap is also

well known for the colossal perforated limestone discs exhibited in front of the houses

and used by the present inhabitants as currency. The actual origin of these large stone

wheels, from six to twelve feet in diameter, is not known, beyond the facr that they were

quarried and shaped on Babe[Hump Island in the Palaus* whence the larger ones were

brought to Yap on rafts. (Furness 1910, p. 93.} Although (here is possibly no connection,

col, >ssal perforated stone discs of somewhat similar nature have been reported from various

parts f'-i tropical America; one specimen found a rcliaso logically on the Ecuadorian coast

is in the Municipal Museum of Guayaquil, and two or three are described by Verril!

(1929, p. 271) and Bennett (1934* p. 444) from the ruins ot 1 iahuanacod

1 VcnlM says ; "Perhaps the most pulling obicm $ sunong these nuns arc two immense stone discs or wheels

which ] discoverer! cm my hist visit to Tiahuanaco. One of these is completely buried urnkt the falk-n masses ot

stone and only its edge i& visible, while the other wits concealed odder small fragments and is now completely

exposed. It is about seven feet in diameter, -about sixteen inches in thickness, and has a square hole in its centre.

It is made of the same stone as the ruins their,selves and its surfaces show the same iypc of tool macks and the

same character of workmanship,” Bennett dc-sci ib« also from TLahuanaco what he refers to as a "Ccrcmoftiid

rind-stone" 6$ cm in diameter, 1 C cm thick and with an ornamental wavy band Carved in relief agaifiS-t the outer

edge.
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The Carolin.es is a group of tiny atolls and islets spread over .a distance of i too miles,
with its 'gasanr extremity represented by lonely Kusaie. From the east coast of Kusaie
Hemsnoun (1883) writes: 'Here we also find ruins of huge stone structures, which b\
themselves still certify that Kasaie was previously inhabited bv a stronger and more
intelligent human race, and that it also must have been more densely populated, RKht
behind the village (LeJe) these colossal walls commence, and they cover almost the entire
island. We found some Wills upwards of jo feet high and 15-18 feet thiek. The lower part
consisted 1 rounded basalt -blocks, many of which, according co our estimation must have
weighed 4- j thousand pounds* I lie intermediate space was filled with small stones without
cement, and higher up the construction was carried on with hexagonal columns, a form
m which the basalt frequently occurs. Moss and splendid foliage covers the dark walls
which urn in all directions. I ney generally enclosed irregular squares, into which we
climbed through great openings half tilled with boulders. , . the ground was often paved
with flat slabs of stone. * ,

”

Bcrnsheim a!so points out rhat these large stones “must have been obtained in the most
distant part of Ualan, in as much as these basaltic blocks and columns only exist there.
Whether rafts were constructed to fetch chose giant blocks, or, whether roads led straight
across the island through the jungle, remains an open question, as the frail canoes cannot
come ir.ro question here, . * . Narrow trenches run along the ourside of the walls and lead
mto wide canals which at high tide are navigable by canoes and connect with the harbour.”

*' prehistoric culture has, also left mega] t ride ruins at Nan MutoE on the southeast coast
of Ponape, another volcanic isle in the east end of the Carolines. Both cultural e\ idencc
auel tradition, as Christian (1899, p. 83) emphasizes, indicate that these abandoned con-
structions, too, “were erected by a race preceding the present inhabitants of Ponape”

I he wn(er declares that dark-skinned Melanesian-like individuals arc- still seen on the
island, whom the other natives point out as descendants of a former small black race
that did the work of the ruined constructions. Legend also holds that there were some
mythical twin brethren, Olo-sxpa and Ota-sopa, who were responsible for the building
of Nan Match

J* M, Brown (1927, p, 98) found little encouragement for anv theory of submergence
in this western part of the ocean. “To see Nan Mato! on Ponape/’ he wrote, “with its canal
street?, is more impressive than to sec Hie great stone structures of the lodes, . . . The
h°ly CJE y has not sunk but been built tin artificial islands with water streets. Its founder
was not a coastal sailor but an oceanic conqueror. He brought kava and That could not
have come from the west, but from Polynesia.” Further (1915, p. ip): "Here is a Venice
that with its public buildings made of immense basaltic crystals brought from twenty miles

distance is said to cover eleven square miles, I spent several hours canoeing along the

water-streets and yet left many island blocks with their buildings unvisited. The right-

angled islets have been artificially formed on the Hat surface of the reef. A greae breast-

work irom five to six feet high has been built of huge basalt beams* some of them four
or five feet in diameter. The Space enclosed has then been filled up with coral debris. On
cacri of them lias been erected an edifice with avails from six to fifteen feet thick of the

same columnar basalt. I 'he largest that remains. Nan Taviach, I esamined with some care.

Part of its walls is still r h irry feet high. But the hundreds of great scones that cover the
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Hoorand ate strewn around seem to indicate that they were once at least another ten feet

higher. The entrance is spacious and stepped; and in front of it stand basalt columns on

end whereon the priests are said to have made the kava to offer to the gods and the

chiefs. A bench about ten feeL high and broad runs around the inside of this great wall

and a less broad platform runs around the outside of the inner courtyard. The inner and

outer walls are about thirty feet apart. And in the centre of this eighty -five by seventydive

feet court is a megalithic altar which has evidently had the vault below used as a burial

place, probably of the kings. . , . The founders of the city and the empire that it must have

ruled were manifested! y sailors who came from the southeast. For Metakilim has inside

its long breakwater water squares and water-streets for the manoeuvring of great fleets

of war-canoe Sj and it is on the southeast of Ponape and has its only available deepwater

entrance on the east,”

The same writer points out that some German anthropologists claim to have found ”ihc

American Indian physiognomy in rhe cast of the Carolines/* and Barrel ro (1920) aflirms

chat he found affinities between the speech material of the Caroline islanders and certain

Mexican tongues.

Partly quoting Christian’s description of the ruins of Nan Mato-1 ,
tfnock (1912, pp* 285,

233) M rote; “An ancient native fortress is described, ic traces and a pyramid with a great

lodge on its summit platform Aery much like one of the Mexican teoqalll or truncated

pyramids.' On the textile fabrics depicted of these people appear patterns which seem to

bear some .similarity to some of Mexico and Peru. . ,T Also; \mong the articles found

by digging were circular rose-pink beads, minute and delicate in design, formed of shells

rubbed down and Answering exactly m the wampum or shell bead money of the North

American Indians. Beads exact!’ similar in design have recently been discovered in the

rums of Mid a, in Central America.
7 ”

Such beads are not found in Polynesia, It is also remarkable that it is the Central Ameri-

can form of shell bead rather than the Indonesian type w hick is excavated in the Carolines.

Beads were as significant in Indonesia as in Central America, but we meet them here in

an. essentially different form.. The Indonesian beads are made from glass in .many colours,

from a yellow-brown hard-baked clay, or from a pale red agate; glass and day beads

were found bv Hoop, together with metal, in the stone cist graves associated with the

South Sumatra megaliths, (Hoop 1932, p. 133, pi, 171, etc.)

Hoop (Jbld., p, 135) observes, with Beyer and Dixon, that recent archaeological finds

in the Philippines show prehistoric glass beads to be here directly associated with iron

knives
,
daggers, axes and spear points in that area. He quotes Dixon on these finds: “Now

both the iron and glass objects are similar to and in some cases identical with, the prehistoric

glass and iron finds in the South of India, . . . As finds of similar glass beads anti bangles

have recently been made in the Mala], Peninsula, in dolmen tombs in Java, and in North

1 The sa?n<: authors saysi " V setka of huj?c seeps brings us into a spacious court-yard , , , In rhe inner terraced

enclosure lies the gecat central vault or treasure -chamber identified with vie name cA an ancient monatdl known

as Ohau-te reul or Cli9lu tc-kur. Chau was the ancient Ponape word denoting (a) the sun, (b) a king. The latter

signification tallies with the Rotuma Sau. a id rig, and the Polynesian Hau and Au h
a king, chief.” Ik might have

added ih ill ii alio tallies, with Abnit^ the ancient designation foe “king" in Guatemala, Cow:-.. Amci iea. {See aEso

Part X.)
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]5ui ne-o, the Inference is inescapable that we have dear evidence of a trade contact between
the northern Philippines and southern India, running welt back into the first millennium
B. C.”

Dixon shows with regard to the Philippine glass beads that some of the associated iron
objects "were of local manufacture, since deposits of iron slag and evidences of iron
smelting have been found. It is uncertain as to the glass, but unfinished beads adhering
to each other in series of half a dozen or more are found and clear evidence of the repairin'?

I. broken bangles
| Show ing that southern India “becomes a way station between western

A sia and the Philippines” in the diffusion of glass beads, Dixon says: "That the knowledge
or glass-making reached it from western Ask is extremely probable, either by wav of sea
trade with southern Arabia, Mesopotamia and Hgypt, or possibly overland/

1
’

\\ c * :.u t. pi.e'V iously seen (Parr 1 > that beads found in the highest inhabited area of centra]
Borneo have been identified even with ancient material from B. C. Damascus and Ur of
the Chaldees. There is accordingly evidence to show that glass beads had leaked from ihe
gteat civ ilizations of the west and into the semi-continental culture-area of Malaysia at a

very early period, to be deposited right across the archipelago and even in graves and strata

pertaining to the megalith ic workers: This again goes to demonstrate that Indonesia and
Micronesia are each part of its own distinct cultural drainage area. Indonesia is in its

natund geographical lay-out directly exposed to trade and other influence from the Old
World; oceanic Micronesia, however, like Polynesia, is out of the natural reach of rhesc
impulses. Tbe two latter regions are both located in the midst of the natural drainage area
ol the New World, each at the down-wind end of a powerful oceanic drift beginning
respectively north and south of the Equatorial doldrums, in Mexico and in Peru,

1 For ancient: glass heads in the Philippines see also Pc\<r (1948, p, G4).
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BOTANICAL EVIDENCE OF
POLYNESIAN ROUTES

At the time of the first European arrivals, a number of important crop plants were

cultivated by the aboriginal inhabitants of nearly all the Polynesian groups. Botanical

analysis and native tradition concur to show that most, if not all, of the principal domes-

ticated plants in Polynesia have been carded to these islands by man, partly on his original

migration into the ocean, and partly during subsequent centimes of inter-island trade

and activity.

We have already seen (Part I) that a major part of the Polynesian crop plants are second-

ary acquisitions through barter in the FijbSamoa-Tonga triangle, to the west* and accord-

ingly make no contribution to an effort to trace Polynesian contacts or migrations from

other more distant regions of the. Pacific. It is therefore highly important to analyse the

aboriginal culture plants in the Polynesian section of the ocean for such elements as may
indicate oversea connections with other lands around the Pacific than contiguous Mela-

nesia.

Carter (i^jq 3 p. if>i) Iras strongly emphasised the importance of plant evidence for a

study of oceanic migrations. He says: "Plants arc not constructs of the mind. They ate

less subject than most data to appeals to the psychic unity of mankind, parallelisms*

independent inventions, limitations of technique

S

?
and So forth.”

There are indeed plants that can reach isolated oceanic habitats through long distance

dispersal by currents and winds, or wdth the aid of birds. But very few of the cultivated

plants come into this category, and those which do can easily be- eliminated. Botany*

therefore, as much as any branch of anthropology, has a decisive say in the study of early

human oversea routes* for there is a natural limit to the creative ability of a primitive

migrant with regard to his Inheritance of a growing plant, and the same limit is imposed

upon the subsequent theorizing of the modem observer and cultural interpreter.

When we look at the various species of crop plants brought into Polynesia before the

advent of Europeans* we find very little anthropological dispute over the Old World
specie s like the breadfruit, the banana, and other such food plants which definitely reached

Polynesia from neighbouring Melanesia. Not only is it useless to speculate about a direct

introduction from Indonesia, to Polynesia of such plants as were in any case indigenous

to interjacent Papuasia and Melanesia* but as Buck (193& a, p. 507) has clearly demonstrated,

we may disregard any possibility of a roundabout transfer to Polynesia by way of Micro-
nesia, since the plants in question did not exist in that part of the ocean.
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The sweet-potato

There is, however, an other category of hn porta nr crop plants which has aroused much
speculation and vigorous dispute among Pacific ethnologists, because the species included,

cannot in this case have reached Polynesia merely by the usual marginal diffusion from
Melanesia, but speak for direct relations with early America. Tine principal of these species

is undoubtedly the sweet-potato, '['he sweet-potato, or batata {Ipamoeti to.,), belongs

to die Cmvohmlus, or Morning glory, family. Generic studies of related plant species make
it probable that the relationship between the sweet potato and Ipomma fmtigiaia a wild

species oi tropical America is closer than that of the other species in this genus. (Sauer,

with Tiourine, 1950, p, 509.) The sweet potato was unknown to Europeans (like the re-

gular potato) until the discover;., of America, but before that time was already widely

distributed among the aborigines on the Polynesian islands. (Dixon 1932.) In post-Co-

lumbian times it has become an important food crop in most warm countries. (Fosberg

1 94 5 , p . 2c ; Cooky 1948 ,

)

Horned (1946 a, p« 41) writes: “Botanists are agreed that America is the area within

which the sweet potato was first brought under cultivation. One consequence arising from
this conclusion is that the problem of the means whereby it became diffused throughout

the island world of Oceania has given rise to great controversy.”

A prominent botanist like Merrill, who in a series of publications (1920; 1930.; etc.} has

vigorously opposed the view that there was any diffusion of culture plants between the

Americas and any pari of the outside world prior to the advent of Columbus, still makes

a specific exception with regard to the aboriginal agriculturists of the Polynesian island

world (1946, p, 344): ‘A . .but they did introduce into Polynesia one important food plant

of \ mencan origin, the sweet potato, and spread it from Hawaii to New Zealand . . well

before the advent of the Europeans in the PaciJir Basin.” He adds (AW., p. 388; 1946 b T

p- 14)=
!

"T have found no references that lead me to believe that the sweet potato reached any

part of Papuasia, Malaysia or tropic Asia before the arrival of the Europeans.” 3

Further (1950, p. 7) he says: "Its larcr introduction into the Philippines and the \ ndo-

Malaysian region did not take place until later, when it was consummated bv the early

Portuguese and Spanish explorers or senders. This pre-Magellan occurrence of the sweet

potato in Polynesia 1 would accept as proof that the Polynesians in their remarkable e.\

pansion over the Pacific Islands, actually did reach the western coast or America, and that

some of these early voyagers did succeed in returning to their island homes.”

Sauer (1950, p. 509) suggests, for purely botanical reasons, an original domestication

of the sweet-potato in South America rather than in Central America or the \nrilles
T
and

say s further; “The sweetpotato belongs in a culture complex that operated by vegetal

means of reproduction, thal is, by cuttings of plants or tubers, and not by seed reproduc-

tion. . , . Under ordinary means of reproduction (not counting sd entitle hybridisation} the

sweetpotato is multiplied entirely by plant division. ... It is possible, therefore, chat all

1 Both LauCcx {1929} and CooSey (1-94 If; have shown that me sweet-potato was introduced ta ‘'.him ir- rig.s..

! km and Vang (igyi, p. 55) tuo, Ln ihcir study of Chine*? pEurtcs, shou- -!: n the swett-p- itaco was nnt a local plant

until it had been. imported from Central America.
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sw^tpotatoes have been derived from a few ancestral plants which were multiplied by

dividing and planting their shoots by generation after generation of planters.”

Showing that the Polynesian varieties developed from shoots carried ir prehistoric

times out of America, the author adds: “It may also be noted that these Maori forms seem

to have been starchy and coarse-fibred, like the curnara of the '\ndean y ungas, and suggest

a derivation from an older, and now nearly extinguished \mcrican form.”

Nearly a century ago Seeman n, Markham and, subsequently, also Gray and Trumbull,

pointed out that the sweet-potato was known to the aborigines of the widespread Poly-

nesian islands by the same name as that used for the same plant by certain aborigines of

Ecuador and Peru. (Carter tpyo, p. i('iz,) Thereafter attention to the sweet-potato spread

from botanists to ethnologists. The natural implications that arose gave no support to

existing migration theories, and the immediate reaction among Pacific ethnologists was,

not to draw benefit from this unusually classic ethrio-boianical evidence, but instead to

concentrate on plausible suggestions that might reduce rhe anthropological complications

which seemed to develop.

There has been no limit to Lhc variety of explanations why the American sweet-potato

was under cultivation in Polynesia when Europeans arrived, li lias even been suggested

that a Peruvian sweet-potato might have been caught between the roots of a falling tree

near the Pacific shore, and drifted with the tree in rhe Humboldt Current until washed

ashore in Polynesia, where if was found and cultivated b\ the inhabitants. Apart t torn the

fact that such speculations completely fail to appreciate the succulent nature and render

growth of this tuber, they do not explain how the Polynesians recognized it by its original

South American name.

According to Hillebrand (ifiSS, p. 314) it seems that Seemann whs the first to record

that the sweet-potato was known as Cumar (Kumar) in the Qiicchu a -dialect of Ecuador,

whereas it was known in Polynesia as Kumar#* with sundry dialectical variations, Seemann
j -

(1861-7%, p- 1 7°) wrote himself that he found ‘O®jr
T
in the Ecuadorian highlands, an

observation which he considered '"perhaps pointing to the country whence the South Sea

(slanders original!* obtained tins esculent,” Other writers (Imbelloni 1916 a, p. 47;

Ftiederici 1929, p. 478 ;
Merrill 1946, p, 389; etc.) have later extended this comparison

and shown that the root of this ancient South American -Polynesian name has a wide

geographical distribution within both these adjoining least Pacific territories. In various

Quechua dialects of Peru and Ecuador the sweet-potato is known under the name Kstmara,

( kamars^ Cum^r . Knatal, and in Colombia as
(l

-m&ia and AWtf, the latter name

extending as far north as in Cuna dialect. (Imbelloni 1926 a; 1940; Hornell 1946 a; Mark-

ham 1864; Mfcldendorf 1890.} Cook (1925, p, 106) also mentions the Cuzco variety citsi-

ctmara, said to mean "long cumara”. It is a current but erroneous beliefamong many Poly-

rttsianists. that the sweet-potato has a limited northern distribution In Peru. This is not so.

It is known from archaeological finds on the coast at Patacas south of Calloa, and Bingham

(1948, p. 15.} shows that it was cultivated under the name Cumctru {Kumard) by the Indians

in the IJmbamba Valle;-, in the south central Andes.. Imbelloni (1940, p. zoy) shows from

the same inland valley that each variety of sweet potato, according to shape and colour,

has its own distinctive name, but always with the suffix kumsra. Tello (194:8, p. 260) says

that sweet-potatoes "were cultivated in all the Yunka [hot] lands, trans-Andean, inter-
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Andean
s

iris- \ ndcan, and coastal- Its southern limit ot aboriginal cultivation \yas bevond
the borders of Peru, and down in rhe valleys of the central coast of Chile. (Larebam
1936.)

Cloing next to Polynesia, we find the name Kmfiara is used for the same sweet-potato
in Raster Island, the Tuamorns, Mangarcva, and New Zealand; in the Marquesas dialect

Kti/tta a 1 in. 'lahiti, ( nmra\ Hawaii, L'ala; Manga ia, lara; Rarotonga, Kuara\ Tonga and
Futuna, H/tata/a; Samoa, *Umala. We may therefore safely conclude with Merrill (1946,

P- 3
®9J diat: ithin Polynesia the name for the sweet potato seems consistently to have

been derived from the Quechua kumarn™
I he sweet-potato spread with the advanced Polynesian colonists almost as far west as

they went for example to Pip, the New Hebrides and Banks Islands, whither the tuber
likewise brought its original Peru- Polynesian name, Kitmara. (Scemann iSdj-73, p. 140;
etc.) Further west* the American tuber and its accompanying name never reached.

Obviously, tr was man and not nature alone, that had been active in the transplantation

from America to Polynesia of this important food plant with its traditional native

name.

After much pure speculation, no agreement had been reached on the subject when
Fricderici in 3929 (pp. 4(59-487) published a paper in which he put forward what he claimed
to In.- a final solurion. According to his theory the sweet-potato and its Quechua name
could have accompanied the early Spanish caravels of Mendaha and Qurros on their initial

voyages of discovery from Peru to Melanesia. The first voyages passed right through
the tiny island?; of Polynesia nearer Peru, without sighting land, and FtiedencPs theory was
that, if Mendaha and Quiros had planted sweet-potatoes in Melanesia and left rhe native

name km#ra with the local inhabitants, ih is crop plant and its Peruvian name might have

been spread cast ro Polynesia by native craft by the time the later European expeditions,

a few decades afterwards, began to discover also the first Polynesian groups. The discovery

of extensive Peruvian Aw/T^ra-plantations in far- filing areas of Polynesia would then, inhis

view, merely he misleading to observers-, as the actual Polynesian importation had then

been from Melanesia, in post-European rime.

FfiedericFs theory was soon adopted by Lehmann (1930, p, 340), and was for some years

cited in the literature of the subject as a plausible way out of the dilemma caused by the

cultivation of rhis American plant in Polynesia.

1 hen, in 393a, Dixon presented the first strong and well-founded counter-arguments
in his paper "The Problem of the Sweet Potato in. Polynesia”, which again marked a turn-

ing-point in rhe discussion. He dearly demonstrated by historic evidence that remote a rad

Jong isolated Polynesian habitats— like Hawaii, Easter Island, and New Zealand— which

had had no contact with Melanesia, not even with nuclear Polynesia, during or after the

decades of the Mendaha anti Qtiirds expeditions, yet possessed large and ancient kumara

plantations when first discovered by European voyagers. This was in no way compatible

with FriedericPs hypothesis.

Dixon (Ibid., p. 44) thus says of the most isolated of these islands; "In Easter Island

Roggeween, its discoverer in 17 ii, and every succeeding visitor down to and including

Bcechcy in 1835 speak of the sweet potato as abundant, grown in large plantations, and

a? one of the mainstays of the native food.”
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These facts, and the failure to t’irtH any reference to the caretaking of sweet-potato in

Mendaha’s and Quirds* logs, proved the futility of crediting our own race with spreading

the fatwant from Pern to Polynesia, by way of Melanesia, in historic times. Dixon (Ibid.,

p. 59.) writes: “With a Spanish source of introduction in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries thus eliminated, we are brought face to face with the problem of pre-Columbian

contacts between South America and Polynesia, and must explain the presence of the

sweet potato in the Pacific as due either to Polynesian voyagers who, reaching \me titan

shores,, brought back the plant with them on their return to their homeland, or to Peru-

vian or other American Indians who sailed westward and carried the sweet potato with

them to Polynesia thousands of mites away/ 7

As Carter (1950, p, 162} points out, it is important that this analysis of the true value of

the kuffiartt evidence was first: brought up for serious consideration b\ Dixon, as he was

otherwise certainly no protagonist of tran s-Pacific influences. W'e may note that even a

devoted defender of the Indonesian migration route like Buck {1958 a, p, 313) adds, after

showing that Melanesia and not Indonesia hag yielded some of the West Pacific food

plants to the Polynesians: “Let us now consider the sweet potato {lpm®a brJcites) which

entered Polynesia from the east and not from Asia. Botanists have determined I he original

home of the sweet potato as South America. The theory of a German scientist that it was

introduced into Polynesia by Spaniards is based on inaccurate data and is untenable. From

traditional history we learn that the sweet potato was in Hawaii by 1230 A. D, and in

New Zealand in 1330 A. D. at the latest. As there are no t radii ions of later contact with

the outside world, ir h evident that the Polynesians themselves carried the sweet potato

from central Polynesia to the northern and southern angles of the Polynesian triangle/
1

Msn Horrid] (1946 a, p, 61} points ro this important fact: “.
.

.

had the sweet potato been

introduced [by Mcndahaj even ho early as t this would not have allowed siitiicienf

time for its diffusion to Easter Island, New Zealand and Hawaii, . because long inter-

island voyages, such as those from Hawaii to Tahiti and those from Tahiti to Easter

Island, had been dhctmtinwd after fbv elose oj thefourteenth century."

tr is noteworthy that nowhere in Polynesia was the sweet-potato of such major impor-

tance to the primitive agriculturists as in these marginal territories of Easter Island, New
Zealand, and Hawaii. This in itself is a fact that has aroused much speculation, and the

true answer has possibly been given by Carter (1930, p. 163), who shows that the plant

would be likely to have just such a marginal distribution if it had been brought during

the initial period of voyagi ng during the first millennium A. D. It would then have had its

diffusion “prior to the influences on central Polynesia in medieval times/
1 He shows with

Dixon that this initial period of introduction, “centuries before 1000 A. D.A, is also

indicated by the vagueness in Polynesian history as to when the kumara came into the pos-

session of their ancestors- There is indeed no tradition indicating that it was brought to

Polynesia as recently as in the period of long voyages at the beginning of the present

millennium. We may add that there are a vast quantity of traditions to the contrary. This

fact will shortly he dealt with.

If we first turn our attention to Hawaii, we may recall (p. 337 above) that Cook met
with the sweet-potato as soon as he began to explore these northern islands. The pyramid
where he was worshipped as the returning white Lono was in a field of Peruvian kumaras
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known in the soft Hawaiian dialect as W*. 1 The local importance csf this aboriginal crop
plane is obvious, as Bryan (1935, p. 82} says of its existence in Hawaii: “About 60 varieties

were known, varying in color from light yellow to deep red, as well as in size and texture.
77

Carter (1950, p. 165) writes: “Since die sweet potato is vegetatively reproduced, varia-

tion would expectahlv be quite slow. Yet Hawaii had many varieties and this, also, must
mean either considerable antiquity or importation of a considerable range of varieties. In

Hawaii Dixon noted, that the plant is referred to in most archaic cosmogonic chants and

myths and is associated with the major gods. It has elaborate rituals associated with its

planting* cultivation* and storage. Evidence from traditions* botany, language, and ritual

al I sugge5 cs an. t Equi ty for tHe c r t >p.
77

Locke (1921) records a long mythical account also from Hawaii, describing how the

sweet- potato became Such an important local food. The essentials of the early mvth are

that a certain ancestral hero named Pou went back to the earliest ancestral Lwd ro procure

ihe kttm<rrn
t
and arriving there as a pilgrim in the home of the God of the Sun, he obtained

rhe precious ancestral kmw\i from him.

What we have seen with Dixon was later stressed bv Metfaux (1940* p. 1 j 3), who has

shown that the sweet-potato took the place of bread on Easter Island and was mentioned

by all the early travellers as one of the most important food staples on that loneh island.

From the Dutch discovery we find it described in RoggcweciTs log (1722, p. 17) and in

Behrens
1

narrative (1737, p. 13 y). During the Spanish rediscovery from Peru we again

read about it in Dairy triple’ s letter, (Corney 1903.) During Cook’s subsequent visit also we
hear of “extensive plantations of potatoes

7
' and of “vestiges of former plantations on rhe

hills”. (Forster 177®, p. 236.) Beech ey also (1 S3 7, p. 31) describes the same ancient planta-

tions. and shows how they were painstakingly taken care of. Ho says that such place? a.s

were not immediately exposed to the scorching rays of the sun were laid out in oblong

strips, following the direction of the ravines, and furrows were dug at right angles to them
to intercept the streams of rain-water in their descent. Such a procedure during the culti-

vation of the soil was, indeed* most familiar also ro ihe aborigines of the arid ravines and

valleys of Peru, The fact that local tradition (Thomson 1889) claims that Hotu Mania, the

legendary discoverer of the island, brought the sweet-potato with him on his arrival,

shows that this crop plant is not n recent introduction to Faster Island any more than to

Hawaii.

Beeehey (1S31, p, 135) also records the sweet-potato as in cultivation among the rafts-

men of Mangarcva when he was the first European to visit that group; while Henry

(1928, p. 38) says that the Tahitians have six principal varieties of this plant, and claim

to have had their bvstum from rime im memorial.

F- B H. Brown (793 j) shows that in the Marquesas Group five old varieties of sweet-

potato {kumaax 7uwaa) were described by rhe elder among the natives. They were all of

inferior grade, small,, watery, and stringy and ihe author says: “.
. . it seems clear that*

although the sweet potato was one of the earliest food plants to he cultivated in the Mar-

quesas, it was poorly adapted to the soil., climate, topography, and related conditions,

1 h is, nni-svordiy clue both in Hawaii and in New Zealand Lono (Rnngo) represents. ihe patron of ^giicuiniic.

Bep' (19 h. p. icy) quotes the following Mauri saying; Ttafi wonga Kaxisns b> Rfotgi a iiigptt:

.

- • oj “The tmsrcr

bdnp of Kttmara was named Rcmga”,
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and was therefore gradually replaced by the breadfruit until, at the time of discovery by

Europeans, the sweet potato had become a very subordinate plant in the native agriculture,

being used principally in times of famine-” 1

Travers (1876, p. 19) quotes a Chatham Island legend that some very early immigrants

to their islands had "left because the climate was unfit for the growth of the human

The fact that the Morions had preserved the traditional name of this plant that would

not grow on their islands has in itself aroused comment.

In his comprehensive studies of Maori Agriefdittret Best ( 1925 b; 1 9 3 °) shows how

Cook on his first voyage discovered “very large plantations of sweetpotatoes' ‘ in wide-

spread areas of New Zealand, Best observes (1930, p. 358)2 "The hmmrn nr sweet potato

was the most important of the cultivated food-products or die Maori folk of these isles,

Ic was- because of this fact that most of the ceremonial pertaining to agriculture was con-

nected with this highly-prized tuber. In like manner, and probably for the same reason, a

number of myths and quaint beliefs pertained ro it.”

When we come to consider the old Polynesian traditions, wc find ample evidence to

show that the sweet-potato as a crop plant has a special position in the islands’ pre— history

„

and that it was certainly nor introduced by Europeans. Walsh (1905, p. 12) says in his paper

"On the Cultivation and Treatment of the Kumara'': "With the primitive Maoris, in fact,

the kmwra stood in a class by itself, above and apart from everything else. As the mainstay

of life it was regarded v, ith the greatest respect and veneration. It was celebrated in song,

and story, and proverb* Its cultivation and treatment called forth the utmost care and

ingenuity, and were accompanied by the strictest and most elaborate religious obser-

vances,”

It h thus apparent that not only to the modem botanist and ethnologist, but also to the

primitive Polynesian agriculturist, the bnmnra stood in a class by Itself among the focal

culture plants. From the time Colcnso (1881) published his paper "On the Vegetable Food

of the Ancient New Zealanders before Cook's Visit”, the sac ted nature and great antiquity

of the himsra in Maori culture has repeatedly been pointed out and stressed by local in-

vestigators* Co tenso showed remarkable varieties in the siw:, shape, colour and flavour

of the Maori sweet-potato* arid states that not less than thirty such varieties had come to

his notice, while several of the old softs were already known to be lost.

The fact that the sweet-potato decreased rather than increased in importance ar the

arrival of the Europeans is demonstrated by Walsh (1903
,
p. [3) and by Besr (1925 b, pp. 55,

58). The former says: "As the European food plants— especially the potato—came into

: Compare Hllis {iSsg, Vol. L, 51. 4*} who wrote chat although the swo t potato in the Hawaiian Group was

“one of the principal means of subsistence",, yet Ln Tahiti “il is Oiity pan billy cultivated, and is greatly .interior to

ihi >«l: grow ix in ski: northern islands, probably from the difference of soil and climate,” This may well indicate that

soil, -and climate too, may be an important factor in determining the relative; importance of the &weei potato in

various pans of Polynesia. Malo (iSgS, p. 4a) writes; "Thcswcci potato (twh)t the Maori fratrare, was an important

article of food in Hawaii, - . The W* grows, nhondamly on the htla lands, or tity plains," I lomfill also (1946 a.

p. sS) shows that in Polynesia: “Unlike the breadfruit which flourishes in moist heat, the sweet potato is suitable

for cultivation 00 die upland plains ami slopes.” Such soil conditions are best represented Ln Hawaii, Easter Island,

uni! New' Zealand, while leas common in the tropical Islands of oucStar Polynesia, and this is probably the iic\i

explanation for the sjua-ia-ally rratgifinl iitvpottaocc m ihe sweet-potato in Polynesian agrleultarc.

X s" HtyzrdaSd
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ust.% the relative importance of the kumara somewhat declined, and many of the smaller
varieties became gradually extmer. . .

”

Latter C

r

5> 5 °* P- T ^ 3 ) adds a further consideration evincing independent of other con-
sideration that the k.u?Ha?& was cultivated among the Maoris in pre-European, times:
’

'There is also physical evidence. At the time of discovery Mew Zealand had extensive
areas of land in sweet potatoes. Pits from which gravel was dug for hilling the potatoes
covered many acres and some had been excavated to depths of rive or six feet. In some
Oi these pits trees of great age were growing. Excavation of an acre of ground to a depth
rit five feet involves the removal of approximately twenty million pounds of gravel. The
li ads may have been basket loads of perhaps Jive pounds each. That suggests four million

loads i j t grave! carried tot each acre of ground so excavated. Vi hen it is remembered that

there were many acres, and that the work would have been done intermittently, then an
impression of a considerable elapse of time is gained.,

M

Sauer (1950, p. 51c,1 has also recently presented botanical proof of the pie -European
introduce 1 in oJ: the sweet -potato to New Zealand in the fact that the Maoris had gradually

succeeded in developing an extraordinary variety of forms, including races that m lilingly

grew even farther souili than the Canterbury Plain on the South Island., much farther

removed from its tropical growth conditions anywhere in the New World, actually

representing the highest latitude reached by aboriginal agriculture anywhere in the South-
ern Hemisphere, Such an adaption to high latitude and very cool Summers is nearly in-

credible for a selection to have been made as the result of casual, lare introduction by Euro-
pean sailing vessels.”

\\ hen we now come to consider the Maori traditions which deal so explicitly with the

origin of the humanly we tied the native versions to fall into three categories; a) the tradi-

tional memories which arc of a narrative historical nature and describe in a practical way
how the tribal ancestors brought toe sweet-potato down to New Zealand, h) the legendary

versions' which often have a poetic parabolic origin and explain how the kufthtra was first

brought from the earliest land of their forefathers and out ro ihe Pacific islands, and e) ihe

mythical be fiefs which are of a purely religious nature and describe how the sweet-potato as

such first came into existence.

More than a hundred years ago Polack (1838, Vo!. I. p. 359) noticed that the natives

in the Bay of Plenty on the northeast coast of New Zealand claimed that at a very remote
period, when their sacred ancestors first arrived from oversea, “the only article offood they

brought with them was the kumara, which is yet regarded as food of divine origin.”

Similar traditions occur in most parts ofNew Zealand, They are so common and so wide-

spread that Best (1925 b, p. 5:4) suggests that; “It is highly probable that seed tubers were
brought hither by a number of different vessels, and that each tribe has endeavoured to

claim distinction for its own ancestors and ancestral vessels. No such controversy exists
i*

concerning the introduction of the taro and gourd, possible because they were not such

important food providers as die sweet potato.”

Best abo shows with Maori tradition than on account of the tenderness, of the kmmra
tuber and its liability to injury by strong or cold winds, the first precious seed-tubers

were brought to New Zealand b} early immigrants in a bag or a belt close ro the body.

Women were occasionally said to have had this duty. (See a Ixo Buck 1938 a, p, .274.

j
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In view of the already discussed fundamental complexity of the Maori stock, it is im-

portant to note Tregears statement (1904, p. 145) that, according to tradition* the kumara

was "the ancestral food” of only "one branch” of tine Maori people.

It may be a coincidence, but it is at leasr an interesting one, that in one Maori tradition

the sweet-potato is associated with a type of sea-going craft different from the dugout

canoe of the modern ’Maori (and that of die Northwest American coast). Gudgeon (1909)

in Ins “Maori Traditions as to the Kumara” and Best (192 j
a) in his Maori Came both

relate, how ToFs people had arrived in New Zealand and putted their great canoes up on

the beach, when some foreign god-men appeared in craft “unlike canoes", composed

merely of wood lashed together. These god-men had the kumara and gave Ten some to eat,

but when the;, saw Tods elaborate canoes with raised bow and stern-pieces on the beach,

they ashed in surprise what they were. Since these god-like strangers, who pnssibh

travelled on wooden rafts, visited the newcomers soon after these had established their

first settlement oil New Zealand soil, they were apparently representatives of some of ihe

aboriginal people {patit-pat-artht or paksbiikrim) which was later gradualh absorbed by the

Maoris. This alone will explain the Maori claim that the sw eel-potato was the ancestral

food of “one branch” of their composite race.

White (1889, p, ioK) recorded a Maori tradition which shows cLuriv that the Maori

well knew the direction whence the Sacred kumara had come. Describing a Visit to New
Zealand by a voyager from the sacred ancestral Hawaiki, the tradition goes: “On the

following day, as the sun rose, he called to the people and said 'come outside'. The;, went

to see what he wished them to look at. and asked, AX hat are we to see?’ lie answered,

'Let your eyes feed on the sight. Look at that part of the. heavens w here the red sun comes

up- to the place where JKawakawa-nui and Pi-piko-nui are, They asked ‘Is the kumara

from thence?

1

E-Je said,
cYes 7

. .

.

White {Ibid.
,
VoL III, p. 117) also shows that where the sweet-potato first grew was,

according to the tribal traditions, the original Fatherland. Thence the kumara had been

brought from two cliffs called Pari-nul-h-ra^ or “great cliff of the son," and Pari-nm-l?-

ranvj, or “great cliff of die heaven”.

Percy Smith {1910a, pp. 49, 1 39) also found definite traditions to the effect that die

sacred human grew wild in certain open places of the original Fatherland, He also refers

to a very ancient traditional song in which it is stated that rhe original home of the god-like

Maori ancestry
l% die land w here t he kumara grows spontaneouslyA

7

Puzzled to find such

a statement in a sacred Maori chant, Smith adds: “Central America is i he part where it

grows spontaneously, and therefore must be its native habitat/' He admits that the old

Maori song possibly refers to tropic America, hut hastens to add: “Jr wc could, however,

find a country say in Indonesia or that neighbourhood where the kumara grows wild, it

would with more probability be theHawajki referred to in the chant/
7

We know, however, that die kumara was introduced to the Orient by way of the Philip-

pines and Indonesia in historic times, and by Spanish expeditions from Mexico. (Merrill

ipjo,
P- 7/ Neither did ir grow spontaneous!; in Indonesia in prehistoric times nor did it.

1 Kaw»k*wa-Tiiu and Pipiko-nus urc well known Miidri names referring to pluses in their most ancient ancestral

abode, (See further Part X.)
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when introduced by Europeans, acquire the name kuwrara, for the Spaniards brought it to
the Philippines with its Nahuatl name camoU. (Merrill 1946, p, 3S9; 1946 b, p, ij.)"

When wc go hack to legendary- times in Polynesia we find the sweet-potato as well as
rbc gourd constantly referred to as staple diets and important possessions of the earliest

divine voyagers from the continental Fatherland. We shall later return to the case of the
gourd. Best's work is full of references to kumara traditions associated with the life of gods,
deities, and renowned pan -Polynesian culture-heroes referable to the pre-island era of the

earliest ancestral stock. (Best 1925 b, pp r 47-119,) Remembering the Peruvian culture-hero
Tmi or 7>V/

5 who left his lofty Andean abode for the coast of North Peru and Ecuador and
subsequently set out into the Pacific, we may note with White (1889, Vol, l. p_ 145) and
Best (1925 b, p. jo) that according to Maori memories or beliefs “Tiki was the progenitor
ot Huruka, who rook Pan! to wife, and she produced the kumara. , Another version
JS that Paid, the sister of Maui |Maui-tiki-tiki] who discovered the islands, was the ‘mother

1

of the sweet-potato, (Best 1930, p. 3 Co.) Furthermore, Percy Smith (1:910 a, p, 50) writes:
“Another story is to the effect that Pam and her husband Tiki visited an island where the

people had no Kumara, and finding that food was scarce, he sent back his wife to another
country to fetch some Kumara.”

Since Tiki is a deified ancestor remembered as a principal progenitor throughout most
Poh nesian islands, it is highly significant to note how closely the kumara is associated with
his arrival, his family, and his homeland)

We found that in 1952 Dixon managed to prove that the sweet-potato had either been
fetched from prehistoric South America by visitors from rhe Polynesian islands, or had
simply :ieen brought out to the island by aboriginal American craft. In the same year an
authority on aboriginal navigation off rhe west coast of South America (Lothrop 1932)
published the assertion that aboriginal South A mericans could not have reached Polynesia

because their balsa rafts were not buoyant and seaworthy enough for more than dose
coastal voyaging. In a subsequent publication, therefore, Dixon (1934, p. 173) wrote:
"Ike plant could only have reached Polynesia from \merica by the aid of human hands,

and since wc have no evidence that at any time the Indians of the Pacific coast of South
America, where the sweet potato was grown, had either the craft or the skill for making
hong sea journeys, we are forced to conclude that the transference of rhe plant was carrier!

out by Polynesians.

3

'*

.1 ois view was later adopted by Buck (193K a, p, 314), who also based his reasoning on
the assumption that South Vmerican craft could not have been capable of carrying the

Kumara straight from its homeland to Polynesia. Buck maintains that Polynesian voeager5

sailed east to Peru and subsequently returned to the islands with the kumara, bus he goes

on to snow that this voyage could not have started from Faster Island, though this island

is so near Peru, because the Easter Islanders had not the timber to make a canoe that could

reaco America. He further finds ii improbable that Easter Island even served as a port or

call for the prehistoric Polynesian voyager who went to fetch the sweet-potato, “because

1 Further {ibid.)

:

"Thai die region where the sweet potato was thus secured must Im-c heeti Fern, is mmle perth

able by rhe (jet that the basic Polynesian term fur the phot, ‘kanw is that used bv the Kechua-speaking: people

at" Peru. the word does not occur to the southern or Incan dialect, bm in the supposedly • tkier ChineJmuyo dialect,

spoken along the coast fur 9 hundred "tiles or more norEh and south of Lima.’ 7
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;i[lv voyager who had come over a thousand miles from the nearest land in eastern Polynesia

would have settled there and not gone on. ... lint, even if a canoe had gone on from Easter

Isknd s
tile probability is that it would have touched the American coast south of Peru

where the sweet potato name ofkumar was unknown.”

Other considerations make Buck reject Mangareva and the Tuamotu atolls also as

starting points for Lids theoretical expedition to Peru, and he finally comes to the con-

clusion that the voyagers must have steered cast from the Marquesas Islands: “The dear

open sea between the Marquesas and north Peru offered no interruption, and hence wc

will assume that the expedition set out from the Marquesas. The distance from the Mar-

quesas to the north Peruvian coast is just over 4 000 miles. . . * Had the leader of the expedi-

tion suspected that the distance to the nearest land toward the east was so great, he pro-

bably would have waited until the westerly winds were over and then sailed in a different

direction,”

\ftcr experiencing all seasons in the Marquesas Islands, and a drift voyage across the

sea under discussion, I find it very difficult to understand this comfort in the “westerly

winds”, so frequently met with in the theoretical treatment of primitive voyaging in this

pare of the Pacific, which represents the heart of the trade wind belt. Furthermore, Buck

bases his identification of the prehistoric hmiara cultivation in Polynesia directly no Maori-

Poly nesian traditions, hut he fails to mention that flic same traditions refer the origin of

this specific plant to their own former Fatherland*

in 1945 and 1946 Horncll attacked the problem from a practical angle in his two papers

“Was there a pre-Columbian contact between the peoples of Oceania and S. America?”

and “How did the Sweet Potato reach Oceania?” As an authority on aboriginal craft and

navigation he focuses his attention on the existing currents, winds, and prevailing drifts

in the oceanic basin between South America and Eastern Polynesia, and be gives a warning:

“Regarding the supposed lack of maritime initiative and skill of Peruvian sailors in pre-

Columbian times, we should assume a cautious attitude.”

Presenting an array of practical evidence against the assumption that Pacific islanders

went east to transfer the Peruvian plant, with its Quecbua name, from the mainland to

their own, island base 4 000 miles back to tire west, Homed (j, 945, p. .189) concludes th.su

the transfer in all probability resulted from “an involuntary drift voyagefrom Peru, con-

sequent upon the dismasting and crippling of a ba/sa raft when on a coast-wise voyage.

But even Hornell makes the reservation that such a drift voyage would not be feasible

unless the Peruvians knew a method by which they could waterproof die absorbent balsa

logs, and he does not associate the problem of the transference of the Ipomma batatas

with that of the complex origin of (be Polynesian islanders*

Homell’s view that the aboriginal Peruvians, with all the benefit of the Humboldt
Current, had brought their own crop plant on a direct down-wind journey to the Marquesas

nr the Tuamotu Islands failed to meet with much encouragement among anthropologists*

The opinion was universal among Americanists as well as among Pacific ethnologists tha:

l he South American balsa raft was unsuitable for deep sea voyaging, and a priori Buck’s

theory of a forgotten two-way expedition starting from the Marquesas was considered

most plausible.

A few years earlier the present author {1941 b) had suggested the possibility of a general
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cuhural traasfei froni pre-Inca Peru to uninhabited Polynesia, claiming that the South
American^ as well as the gourd might have spread with balsa rafts 'carrying rhe ear-
liest Polynesian settlers out of Pacific South America. This suggestion, was even more
drastic than Horn ell’s, and therefore met a similar fate. But In t 947 the Kon-Tik I expedition
[Moved its legibility: crop plants could have spread with wear her- driven balsa rafts from
tile kftmtmt fields of coastal Peru to Polynesia. Thereby the old argument that the sweet-
potato, etc. could not have been spread westward by its prehistoric Peruvian planters was
undermined, and the problem was open for revision.

This sudden change in a fundamental detail of the discussion unfortunately created an
atmosphere of tension among some of the extreme evolutionists, and k.arsten (1943),
in an atte n

1
pi to reduce the apparent implications of the balsa raft voyage, hastily sponsored

a new theory on the history of the ktm&ra* According to Kars fen it was dear enough now
that rhe sweet-potato was prehistoric in Polynesia and adjoining Melanesia, but “recent
researches’ had failed to find proof of its prehistoric existence in America! .h'ricderici’s

theory, rejected earlier, was now spontaneously reversed; Kars ten held that the sweet-
potato could not have grown in the New World before the arrival of the Spanish caravels,
lie said [IbidJ) of this much debated crop plant: "... when Columbus and die first Spaniards
arrived in the Mew World it seems that it [the sweet potato] was not yet known there.
,ruas introduced there filler during Spanish times, and indeed from Polynesia. It is shown
votl: great probability that this happened through the expedition- of Alvaro de Mend aria,

v. no discovered the Solomon Islands in 1567 and arrived in Peru a couple of years later.”

It is difficult not to suspect that the inaccurate data and unfounded argument behind ibis

hast) claim were due more to a desire to preserve statin qn<t aifh' than an effort 10 serve the
cause of science, f he hypothesis is only mentioned here because ir has already hern w ide 1

-piead through the daily press, and has been referred to by certain writers as authoritative.
Harsrcn (//*/.}, who says be round the earliest reference to the sweet-potato in mH* % has
overlooked the rather important fact that a plant (see Plate LXIfl 1) is not entirely an
historical subject matter but a vegetable growth, and botanists know the sweet-potato as
an American plant. (Salford 19a*; Merrill 1946; Carter 19*0; Sauer ipjojetc,} lie has also
overlooked the historical fact that the sweet-potato, common I v called the batata^ was t:rst

observed on November 4, 1492 by Columbus, (Salford 19-15, p. rtv.) It was before this

discovery under native cultivation not only in the Antilles, but scattered along the Vmcri-
c.ui culture centres rrom north of Mexico to the south ot Peru, and even as far Into South
America as the Qu.il lota Valley near Valparaiso on the coast of central Chile. (Latcham
1956.} .As Best (.1925 b, p. 5 5) says: “Columbus found it [rhe sweet-potato] In cultivation
in the Men i i idles, rhe natives or Hispaniola planting it. ns the Maori did, in small mounds,” 1

Loven (193 5, p. 368) says of the batata (sweet potato) in the aboriginal. Antilles r “Batatas
played a great role in rhe diet of the Tamos. Oviedo [153 51-48] names ntanv varieties in

bspafloJa. . . . Nothing for certain can be said about the origin of the baiaia among the
I ‘linos, but apparently it was brought over from South America with them. Already at

the time ot the Discovery, batatas were widely disseminated throughout tropical America,
South America, Central .America, Mexico (camotl) and even in the southern States...”

1

l he same method oS Cultivating gwoct-potiirfjcs in mowuiij {y — lo ft, in diameErr and ? it, hi (•hi j$ described by
Ellis (tSitj, Vol. I. p. 46) from 1 3 it Society Islands.
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Yacovlcff and Herrera (1934. PP- *1h *74),
in their study of crap plants among the ab-

original Peruvians, show how the earliest Spanish chroniclers, such as Cieza, Coho, and

Gardlasso, describe the sweet-potato as an important culture growth in early Peru, with

an immense geographical distribution and a variety ol species. The same botanists also

point out that the archaeological museum in Lima contains "numerous pieces of Mocbica

ji uidv Chi mu
j
ceramics which sculpturally reproduce mots of Ipomoui batatas." Lastly,

Safford (igzy, p, 171) mentions sweet-potatoes among the dried foot staples found with

ancient mummies in pre-( lolumbmn desert graves on the coast of Peru, an occurrence which

has also been pointed out by Harms (lfjiz, p- 1&4) ln synopsis of the plant-remains

archsologkaUy discovered in prehistoric Peruvian graves, (Sec also Plate LX III 3 .)

Against all this decisive evidence one wonders to which “recent researches” Karsten

refers when be claims that Alvaro de Mendana brought the sweet-potato into Peru from

the Solomon Islands in 1 369. When asked for further data, he declared 1 that the proof

bad been given by the late l.rland NordensldoSd. 1 have laded to hnd any such statement

in any of KorclcnskibldL publications, but may quote the following statement from

Nordensk fold’s Ortwin of ih Indian Ckiu%aikms in South Amtrka (1951, n- 5 1): “Of extreme

importance would be a thorough botanical examination of the remains of cultivated plants

such as the sweet potato that 'Folio has discovered from the earliest higher civilisation

known on the Peruvian coast, viz, that of Paracas.”

When Nordcnskiold in 1951 referred to Tdln’s discovery of dried sweet-potatoes in the

Necropolis of Paracas, he knew perfectly well that this culture plant was not only pre-

Spanish, bur even early pre-Inca, on the central coast of Peru. To-day the Patacas culture

has been shown through the Carbon- 14 method to belong to the last centuries B, C.

The bottle gourd

The bottle gourd, nr calabash, iMgenoria s&erari# (or Ligetiaria vulgaris), was widely

spread in the Pacific at the time of European arrival. Throughout Polynesia it ranked

among the earliest and most important of the culture plants. It was treasured since legend-

ary times not only for Its edible spongy interior, which was prepared for food in different

ways, but much more so for its solid rind which bad a variety of uses when dried, especially

as a water-container or domestic vessel.

-

The pre-European cultivation of the gourd in Polynesia has not aroused the same

comment and discussion as that of the sweet-potato, since the gourd is probably not origi-

nally an American plant. And seeds of the gourd can be carried wide and far w ith migrants

and voyagers in primitive craft much more result ly ihan the sweet-potato, which has to he

transplanted vegitatively as a tender and succulent tuber. Throughout Polynesia the gourd

nr calabash is referred to in ancient songs, proverbs, and descriptions of the earliest Poly-

nesian deities and culture-heroes. In Hawaiian mythology the legendary Hilo of the

1 In a kite: from Rafael Karstcn published in Stftftika Dafftladtt, Stockholm,. December 1549.

4 When intended $i.>r u$* ns a wafer-container, a manned gourd of suitable sine and shape picked and dried

before a fire or in the sand, and the spongy interior wns oftei) left to decay, A small aperture cat in the rinu was.

then sufficient to remove the contents, and the interior an eface was cleaned by shaking gravel inside it. 1 he rind

was finally suspended In the smoke of a fire to harden like wood.
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aacient Fatherland sent the winds of the ocean out from his calabashes (Emerson 1909,
p. 6j)» and in New Zealand Toi and his tribe are cxpresslv stated to have had the gourd
a, early, or earlier, than any other plant, (Best i 9i j b, p. s 4.)

1 Best stresses that the. gourd
was cultivated to a considerable extent by the Maori .n pre-European days in all suitable
localities, and he says (Ibid., p. 129); “The gourd is honoured in Maori myth with a per-
sonihcd form, or parent, as is the ease with the knnmra." A South Island legend recorded
>y Stack (1S7®, p. <n) specifics “calabashes and kumaras” as the two specific crop plant.
brought by the vessel Ami U uru which was capsized off Mocnki in the earliest mythical
p re- Maori era.

Towards the end of last century, botanists had begun to agree about the formerly
disputed cultivation of the gourd in aboriginal America, Philippi (1890) had demonstrated
that the iMgmarte was domesticated, although apparently not known wild, on the Pacific
coast of South America before the arrival of the Spaniards.

Later, .so his various publications on plant domestication, O. F, Cook (1901 ; 1905 ; 19] 2-
rpiB; 1925) became the leading sponsor of the much disputed theory that ail extensive
senes of culture-plants had had their origin in prehistoric South America, whence they had
been carried down wind into the Pacific by prehistoric voyagers. In 1911 he published
hit paper “Peru as a center of domestication". In which he pointed out the extreme anti-
quity and importance of primitive agriculture among the aboriginal cultures of that part

°f
rhc wolld * churning a New World origin for many debated aspects of prehistoric plane

domestication. He also points out (m, p. 106) what had already been noted bv several
others, including Friederio (1915), that the bottle gourd was one more essentia! crop
plant of ethno-botanical importance to the student of the Pacific, since it too was shared

-
J'

ilu

f
acjent Peruvians and the adjacent Polynesians before the coming of the Europeans.

As Carter (19 so, p. 167) says, si is inevitable that attempts to account fur Lhe occurrence
of the same genus and species of the cultivated gourd in the New and Old Worlds should
include a suggestion, that the plant had floated across the ocean by itself Carter shows the
i-ituny of suck 3 theory, as the ha? not rhc qualities required cither to survive
length} soaking, nor to compete successfully under saline conditions on a foreign diore.
Vic may add that the everpresent activity ok pelagic crabs, boring crustaceans, and other
surface par ruiiing animals in lEvese waters, as encountered and observed from the Kon Tiki
ratt yHeyerdahl 1948 b), would not permit any gourd to drift for thousands of miles vfih-
our being perforated and damaged, ifnot entirely consumed, long before it could take >t

and flourish on a foreign shore.

Add to this Sauers (1950, p. 506) comment on the gourd: Me is in no sense a strand or
ma 1 ji h p lam, J no 1 1 leo ry 0 1 its accidental dissem i na ti t>n i nvo I ves

,
in addiri0 n to the 11ndam-

aged transit of an ocean, a waiting agriculturist who carried it in from the seashore to a
suitable spot of cultivation.*'

.\v .i. /...1L..1.. hac g- -Li. d togcthe r with rhc hitmtara and a wild fern-niot, raniis amori^ rhe most irnpoinn
Vegetable Crops, from the rime of Toi and die earliest Maori settlers until the Eawp^rn period, ihc baked root -t

a wild turn lias. been :i staple element to the Maori diet, especially in years when rhc domesticated crops were poor.
A similar tern-root was a principal food staple among- die non-agriculcural itsher population on the Norrhwcsi
Amci-kan coast. CapT. Cook (fK.j, Vol. II, p. 574) umin with reference ro the Northwest (>*asr Indians nf Prince.
VV ,|W# -WUBt3 and V™uvcr Island: “They also tat ihe Sarger sort of fian-rapi, mentioned at Nooika, either
bakul, or dressed in some other wav:.. A'
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The overwhelming probability of a Pacific transfer by man of this crop plant, too, there-

fore loomed large. Buck (1938 a, p* 315), observing this, turned away from the Tuamotus

and placed his theoretical voyage tor the Peruvian kitmam in the Marquesas, with the

following comment: “The Tuamotu atolls are eliminated, because there is a. possibility

that the seeds of the gourd {J^agmaria vulgaris) were introduced into South America from

Polynesia in pre-Columbian times; and such gourds do not grow on the Tuamotu.”

Emory (1942 h,p. 1 29) writes : “Now, if the hagenurLi was introduced into SouthAmerica,

we should expect the Polynesians to have introduced it; for it is too much to expect

Peruvians or others from South America ro have reached Polynesia and returned, without

possessing ocean-going vessels capable of performing long voy ages. The calabash vine,

then, if botanists are able to prove that it could only have reached America by human
agency, may prove even more decisive than the sweet potato as evidence that the Poly-

nesians reached South America,”

Eam.es and St, John (1943, p. 256), reviewing the botanical side of the problem raised

by the prehistoric existence of the La&emma sktreria both in Peruvian and Polynesian

agriculture, seem to refer to Buck's hypothetical sailing expedition to Peru when thev

wrote: “It is now believed that before rbe 13th century Polynesian voyagers starting from
Mangareva or the Marquesas sailed eastward, reaching Peru, and then returned, Such a

voyage would provide a possible explanation of the introduction of the sweet potato. .

.

to Polynesia, and the gourd ... to South America,”

The timing “before the 13th century” admittedly allows some flexibility as to the date

of this hypothetical Marquesan return voyage, but Puck apparently meant that the expedi-

tion happened in the centuries of daring Polynesian long range voyages at the opening
of the present millennium, A time limit subsequent to too A. D. ip at any rare granted,

since Buck himself brings the earliest settlers eastwards to Polynesia in that period. Merrill

too (1950, p r 9) quite recently says that rbe gourd may owe its presence in pre-Columbian
America to the Polynesian voyagers, adding that these definitely did not reach their

islands until after 500 A. D. and that l he;, made their theoretical visit to South America
only in the twelfth century A. D, The chronological error of sue!' theories will shortly

be demonstrated.

Obviously, a voyage by Polynesian craft between 500 and 1 200 A. D. could have carried

Lagemria seeds to a A^w/ra-growing area of coastal Peru, and thus caused the gourd to be
cultivated in die New World before the arrival of the Spaniards. But there arc other

considerations to take into account : for instance, whether or not the gourd was unknown
!n America prior to 500 A. D., and in what succession the gourd has spread among the

different areas of the primitive agriculturists’ world. The necessity of such considerations

was first pointed out by Nfordenskiold (lyyi, p. 269), who wrote;
“

l n pre-Columbian times there was at all events one cultivable plant which was common
to Oceania and America -the calabash, Lagejinria wffgar/t. ... Every sort of knowledge
concerning the history c.-i i .ngoinrM rtf/fiaris in America is, therefore, of great interest. , , .

It appears from 1 cllo’s .exceedingly interesting excavations at Parana s that objects manu-
J set itred from the rind of the calabash fruit are there found in the earliest .strata, dating
lurcher back than the knowledge of silver and copper 011 the Peruvian coast. lAgfMViet was
even known to the very primitive fisher population of Aries [on the coast below Titicaca

j,
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where ancient graves have been studied by Uhle and the prominent botanist Skottsberg.

These ancient fishermen had no pottery, and were unacquainted with the art of weaving.

Thus it muse have been very tat back in time that l.agtnaria was cultivated in America, . ,

,

Of L&gvftsfm the Indians formerly manufactured, and still manufacture, a great number of

household utensils and other things, among which may he especially noted the containers

formerly used in Colombia and eastern Peru as receptacles for the lime that is chewed with

coca leaves, A corresponding use for calabashes is found in Melanesia, where they are used

as lime containers bv betebchewets. Both in America anti Melanesia, the lime is extracted

from the calabash bottle by means of a rod or spoon which frequently does service also as

a stopper, 1
. , , If it hi: actually proved that Litgmand seeds muss have reached South

America from some ( j-ccicic island, e.g., along with the crew of some weather-driven

shin, it is, of course, not unreasonable to suppose that the Indians may have learnt other

things from the same quarter, Some few Oceanic culture elements might thus, with a

certain degree ol probability, have arrived in America simultaneously with 1tfgtmrui ,

”

N’ordenskinld therefore emphasized the “exceedingly great importance of knowing the

history of the La^narla plains,” and considered this particular crop plant "the principal

proof of pre-Columbian communication between Oceania and America,
”

CognlauK and Harms (1924) give special attention to the history of our knowledge of

hagmana vulgaris in their treatment of its genus. We learn {Ibid,, p, 207) that among the

early botanical pioneers, Linneaus had assumed an American origin of the plant, whereas

De Candolle placed it in. India and did not believe that the plant existed in America at all

before the arrival of the Europeans, But this latter opinion was, however, refuted by Gray

and Trumbull, who produced evidence from the writings of the early Spanish chroniclers

to the effect that rhe bottle gourd was known in America before Columbus, Gourds

and Lagewria seeds were also soon discovered by archset) legists in prehistoric Peruvian

graves. The immense antiquity of the bottle gourd among the culture-people of Africa,

however, was established by both finds and illustrations placing its cultivation in the earliest

cultural era of ancient Egypt. There its cultivation dates back into the third millennium

B, C, and was already then widely spread. Naudin therefore suggested that this crop

plant had reached America from die Old World with some stray craft,

Cogniaux (Ibid.
,
p. 206) himself accepts its prehistoric spread to the New World, and

holds the probable original home of the plant to have been in tropical Africa, possibly in

South Asia,

The dating of its spread from the Old World to the New has more recently bet n con-

siderably pushed back by rhe archaeologists, first by TelLo and later by Bird. The latest

excavations by Bird have shown that the gourd was present in America millennia before

the Polynesians were present on the Pacific islands. (See Whitaker and bird 1949; also

Bird 194W; 1 949,) Thousands of gourd shell pieces were excavated by Bird at Huaca

Pricta in North Peru, and identified by Whitaker as of Lagetmri# meraria (L. vulgaris). They

1 Some degree uf contact between Fero &rut Melanesia would bs inevitable in the early Polynesia via, before 1 1v-

Mattri-FdynwsLari arrival, since the swilvis of the East lhwilk, if earning from P*n«, would have encountered no

human beings till they reached Fiji. 'Dus 2s a fact of paxanttnint impor-mee m hear In mind, fhe evidence shewing

ihai 1 lie gourd was also put tu strikingly analogous. Lises in historic Polynesia fltfld F«U Will he shown when

come to musical instruments. (Fart X.}
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originated from an early pre-pottery culture whose economy was based on agriculture and

fishing* and were tentatively dated by Bird as locally deposited between three and five

thousand years ago, long before the local population even had begun to cultivate maize.

Whitaker (1948, pp, 49-68) has demonstrated the presence of hagmaria in early archaeo-

logical sites both in North and South America. Obviously then, the early Americans had

utilized the gourd as a crop plant id periods greatly antedating any Polynesian era* and a

transfer of Lagemna seeds by hypothetical canoes fetching kjtm&ra from the Marquesas

would obviously have occurred tar too late to account for the presence of the bottle gourd

rn Peru, 1

The fact that the people known to us as Polynesians were non-existent rn the Pacific in

a period between 3 cco and j 000 years ago is clear enough from all the accumulated

knowledge of Polynesian history and archaeology. It would also, to say the feast, be pure

speculation to speak of other (pre-Polynesian) settlements on the islands in such a remote

period . Theories of more or Jess direct -South Pacific crossings up wind in primitive craft

from Asia to South America between 5000 and icoo B.C. are hopelessly impractical, just

as much so as are the gradually disappearing speculations involving travels along sunken
East Pacific “land bridges'

r

,

Recent botanical discoveries to he cited on later pages* make it inevitable that voyages

from antipode m antipode in the teeth of the trades are likely soon to he tentatively

propounded in fact they have already been so by serious observers who have nothing

in mind but to try to explain how certain Old World crop plants* like the Lagmada^
could have fallen into the hands of American Indians before the arrival of the Spaniards,

i such speculations arc ever to bear fruit* it is of compelling necessity for those who
seriously try to solve the problem that they acquire some practical information pertaining

to oceanic voyaging in the craft of the centuries B„ C and, furthermore, consult carefully

the geographical lay out of water and land- masses, with due consideration to tropic

winds and currents.

We know that the gourd was widespread as a crop plant in ancient Egypt and neigh-

bouring countries as early as die third millennium B. C. The earliest known date for the

gourd in Southeast Asia is in China just before the Christian era, according to early

Chinese writings. (Cogaiaux and Harms ,1924, p, 207.) At ibis dene the gourd could very

bkdy have reached China and the coastal areas on the way thither by the growing trade

which sprang up in this period with India and leading civilizations farther west*
\part from geographical and navigational considerations, we cannot bring the gourd

i.o America from China or Indonesia until we know at least that the gourd was cultivated
in the latter region carter thiU> among the ancient Peruvians. We have no evidence to this

effect . but much to the contrary, The Polynesian voyagers of 500-1300 A, D, could not
have carried the gourd from Southeast Asia without bringing with it other cultural

features of the modem iron age epoch that had engulfed Indonesia and China bv l hat time.

Let us therefore return to the American gourd, so important in early Peruvian archaeology.
tin tlie Pacific side winds and water How away from the in ter- tropical belt of America

where the gourd was grown. (. )n the corresponding Atlantic side ihe picture is reversed*

Parallel villi the 1 in uir
;
>,s ol actual calabash utensils and. fragments in r^u earliest culture strata o: Peru, the

iconogtaphie reproduci ion of boede gourds together with reproductions of kttMara in Early Chimu pottery.
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as both approach from the coasts of Africa, For some inexplicable reasons, die South

Atlantic has always been considered a definite barrier for human craft from Africa, whereas

the South Pacific lias been regarded quite differently, \ prominent anthropologist like

Boas (
t 9 i

5

, pp, 2T
S
aft), says in one breath abouE aboriginal America than

<L
l do not deny

that there are indications that may point to the introduction of certain derail & from Poly-

nesia, , . and in the next: “On the Atlantic side the broad expanse of water made immi-

gration impossible.” Also {1929, p. no); “Since the end of the Tertiary the Old World
and the New have been separated by the Atlantic Ocean so that the immigration of living

beings in this direction has been impossible ever since the land connection in the far north

disappeared/
7

I r is difficult to understand this discrimination when one recalls that the distance between

Africa and South America is 1 700 miles, whereas the distance from Easter Island to South

America alone is 2 coo miles, to say nothing of the remaining & coo miles of water between

Easter Island and Asia. Seeing that the gourd was in cultivation in North Africa in the

third millennium B. C, it may well have been in the hands of voyagers southwards from

Madagascar or beyond Gibraltar in periods antedating its introduction info New V\ odd

agriculture. The dre ism-Atlantic distribution of the gourd includes the whole of West

Africa with its principal Atlantic Islands (Cogniaux and Harms 3924, p. 202), as wT
ell as

Brayil, the West Indies, and the rest of tropical America; and with due consideration for

geography, chronology, and navigational feasibilities, we find no apparent reason wh\

Liftenaria could not have been introduced to the early American culture peoples across the

Atlantic,

Merrill (1950) has recently supplemented his interesting series of anti-diffusion pub-

lications by contributing a most vigorous attack against the modern school of plant

geographers who have found reason to argue from available botanical evidence that Amer-

ica was not totally isolated by sea before the coming of Columbus, It is important to note

1 liar he makes what he terms “occasional exceptions” (Jbirf.
, p. 7): “Thus it is now clear

that the Polynesia did transport the sweet potato (Ipunma batatas Hoi r/j from western

South America to the Pacific Islands a few centuries before Magellan circumnavigated rhe

globe in l *52 t,” Also {IhuL p. 9): “( )ne other case that occurs to me is rhe relatively unim-

portant 1 gourd {IMgrjhirh) skeraria Standi.), for it is clear that this, cultivated plant d-d

occur in both hemispheres before Magellan’s time,”

.Merrill's opinion of the sequence in which the gourd was carried from Afro a to America

in pre-Columbian 1 ime is as follows {Ibid.) : “Such evidence as is available points to tropical

Africa as its original home, but when and how it attained its more or less universal pan-

tropic distribution is not clear. It may owe its presence in pre-Columbian America to the

Polynesian voyagers, ...” Is it not irrelevant to argue xgpimt diffusion, and yet suggest

that the gourd may have travelled from Africa to America by mry of k&Iymmk Merrill

(/bid, , p. to, etc.) :s most emphathctic in stressing that no man reached—and srill less

crossed— the Polynesian part of rhe Pacific prior to yoo A- D. How then can this be the

road by which the gourd reached America sometime well before 1000 IT r Is it not

more appropriate to propose that Ehe African gourd may have travelled down-wind the

1

>. Ec i 1
1
(M) adds that i; i* urtly ns a fix . 1 : irc”i I hat Lqgetteriit is- unimportant. Li was indeed. owing to ms rind,

o:ic of the ntosx important etr>p plants both in prehistoric Pc*u and Polynesia,
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short distance between tropical Africa and tropical America, and thence passed to Poly-

nesia, together with the sweet-potato, in a later period?

Km ory (1341 b, p. 1 34} wrote; . .as long as the gourd seems to stand as evidence that

the Polynesians reached South America in early rimes, and the sweet potato as evidence

that they returned,, it will appear possible that some of the parallels between Polynesia

and the coastal regions of the Americas ate due to cultural borrowing.
”

The. importance of such parallels certainly do not decrease when we note that Polynesian

sailings would be Far too late to introduce trie gourd to America, whereas Peruvian

voyagers of soo A, D. or thereabouts could very well carry! both their kumara and their

goutd to any of their settlements in Polynesia. (See Plate LX IV.)

The giant gourd

\Ye cannot discuss the hagenaria without mentioning also the giant gourd, the ipu n«i

of the aboriginal islanders in Hawaii, This plant was met with when Captain Cook and his

men discovered the islands- We learn (Cook r 784^ Voh ill, p. 150):
4
'The gourds, which

grow to so enormous a size, that some ot them are capable of containing from ten to twelve

gallons, are applied to all manner of domestic purposes; and in order to fit them better

to their respective uses, they have the ingenuity to give them different forms, by tying

bandages round them during their growth.”

These colossal catabash containers, we learn, were used among other purposes as

containers for water and “salted provisions”, and must therefore have been of great practical

value in the early era of long-distance voyaging. (Sec further Brigham 190ft, etc,) Today

the ipu n/ii has become extinct, (Eames and St. John ] 943, p„ 25 3.) Hillebrand (1888, p. 1 34)

described the iptt mi as Cucurhifa maxima^ and stated that in Hawaii the fruit often attained

a diameter of several feet. It seemed, he said, to have been unknown on the other Poly-

nesian islands. This is also Brigham's view (1908, p. 137), l Lilia ( 1 829), later quoted by Best

(4925 b, p. 134), said that in Tahiti the drinking water “is contained in calabashes, which

are much larger than any I ever saw used for rhe same purpose in the Sandwich islands,

bur destitute of ornament,” VC hether Kills, who had lived both in Hawaii and Tahiti, was

including in this comparison the Hawaiian ipu or only referring to the common gourd

which also grew- there, is not specified.

On the assumption that die Polynesians had carried the common gourd, Lagwariu

skeratidy to aboriginal Peru, buck (1938 a, p. 313) saw a problem caused by the presence

only in Hawaii of the ipu frni, since i.t had been termed by botanists Citfurbifa maxima. With
t ji s r- botanical name, tine iptt mu was grouped with pumpkins and squashes rather than

with the true gourd, which has only one single species, Lagettaria sheraria.
1 Now, as

Buck pointed out ; “The original home of pumpkins, squashes marrows and melons is in

\rn erica. The question is how did the large gourd get to Hawaii?”

Buck suggested that the large gourd was wrongly placed with the pumpkins, and rhat

in reality it might have been a iMgenaria that had come to Central Polynesia as an ordinary

gourd and thence have been developed into a large variety in Hawaii. His supposition was

1 For Canuteta see also D« CandotSe (1SK-1, Zimmermanr, (u;zz), Bulky (1929; 1943 , 194^, Carter (1945J,
Whitaker unci Bird (1949), Whi Laker and Bohn etc.
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confirmed by Ihe botanists hames and St. John (1943, p. 259), who examined microscopic
cu.o. tiit wall of the Hawaiian ipu nut, Their conclusion, based on anatomical study, was
that this remarkable fruit was an extreme form of gotifd rather than a squash. If so, the
Jpa ntii is covered by the above discussion oi: Lagetiaria smrarta and its migratory routes.
Stncc Cucurbita maxima was cultivated by various aboriginal peoples in Central arid South
AmtriLa, arn.1 since VAittmack n HIS 8

, p. 379) found seeds in pic historic Peruvian graves
at Ancon which he identified as Cuwt'btta maxima in the same years in which HiDebrand
referred the Hawaiian ipu nut to the same species, it would be interesting to know whether
the old Peruvian specimens were also a giant variety of gourd rather than a squash. If this

was so, then the extraordinary giant variety surviving in Hawaii could have had a long
evolution among expert agriculturists and plant domesticators in ancient Peru, instead of
representing a sudden evolution to enormous site in Hawaii, after the 14th century termi-
nation of contact between Hawaii and Central Polynesia. To develop such a giant variety

may fake 3 long time; to lose it can be a quicker process, as has been seen in Hawaii in

historic times.

We may at least note with Sauer (1950, p, 506) that the ancient cultivation of Lapnaria
in Pacific South America had, by means of selection, given rise to highly specialized forms
with a wide range of size and shape; thus, for instance, "ill Colombia a large form exists

that is grown in [he cool Highlands of Anttoquia.” Further, on the coast of North Peru,

hi taker and Bird (1949, p, 3) excavated Lagenaria containers of exceptional size among
gourds otherwise under 22 cm in diameter: “One rim fragment of this latter type, found
in the top level of the preeeramic debris, has an indicated diameter of 40 to 42 cm. Another,
found midway between this and the M layer, apparently measured 34 cm in diameter."

These large and specialized forms concur as well In species as in size and usage with the

ipti nrn of aboriginal Hawaii, and vet they antedate aboriginal agriculture in Hawaii hy

many centuries. (See Plate LXIII 6.)

The 26-chromosomed cotton

When we include cotton in our migration analysis immediately after considering two
m the principal Maori-Polynesian crop-plants, the hmarc and the gourd* wc have exclu-

sively in view the earliest Polynesian island era. 1 urthcrmorc, the recent discoveries of
Hutchinson, Silow and Stephens (1947; 1949) have contributed evidence which un-

doubtedly will have the most far-reaching consequences primarily on American anthropo-
logy, and next on the question of sailings from Peru to Polynesia in the early island period.

In their important study of The Evolution oj the Gostypixm and the Differentiation of the

Cuktvahd < .ottonSj Hutchinson, Silow and Stephens (1947) have demonstrated that the

cultivated cottons of the New World are clearly distinguishable from j hose of the Old,

and r.bai all cottons of the world can be arranged in three different groups according to the

size and number ot their chromosomes.

All Old World cottons have only 13 large chromosomes and constitute one group. The
two Other groups belong to the New World and constitute a) the wild American cotton

which has r 3 small chromosomes, and b) the domesticated cottons produced by the abori-

ginal .American culture-peoples, which have 26 chromosomes (13 large and 13 small).
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Disregarding the parts of their study which h of purely botanical interest, we may consider

here the essence of their findings which have a direct bearing upon the activity and voyag-

ing of early man.

In the remote period antedating human activities in plant domestication, the wild cot-

tons of the world had gradually differentiated into the two distinct wild type? with their

widely distinct genoms, one found in Africa and Asia (with 73 large chromosomes.), and

the other in America (with 1 3 small chromosomes). The Old World cotton with its 13

large chromosomes was first brought under cultivation bj man, perhaps in southern

Arabia, northeast Africa, or bind, and originally maybe for its oily seeds. The next stage

was that at a very early date tinted cottons had been developed under domestication, and

civilized people far back in Old World history began rc> spin and weave cotton cloth.

Then suddenly, in a more recent rime, but before the arrival of the Europeans, the same

domesticated Old World cotton appeared in aboriginal America, where it was used by the

leading New World culture-peoples to produce their own local 26-cbromosomed cotton.

The gene he analysis shows that the cultivatedAmerican cottons of aboriginal Mexico and

Peru contain both the introduced Old World and the wild American set of chromosomes.

This shows that die imported Old World genus and the local wild genus must have been

grown alongside each other and by crossing doubled the chromosome numbers.
' f he study of the special cotton species domesticated by rhe American high -cultures

before the arrival of Columbus proves, as stressed most strong h by the botanists referred

to above, that tropical America was reached by Old World culture-peoples in pre-Colum-

bian time. They were able to draw two more important conclusions. Firstly, those who
introduced Old World cotton into pre-Columbian America were no primitive barbarians;

cotton cultivation implies a high degree of aboriginal civilisation, with permanent settle-

ment, agricultural knowledge, and rhe knowledge of spinning and weavi ng doth and cot-

ton fabric?. Secondly, they must have been seafarers; tor, although most American abori-

ginals are descended from primitive Asiatic migrants who came the northern way, along

1 he route from Siberia to Alaska, the introducers of cotton cannot have come that way,

The successful introduction of Old World Cotton into America necessitates a journey in

1 topical or sub-tropical latitudes and a direct arrival in the warm central section of the

Mew World. Cotton domestication in aboriginal America included, broadly speaking,

the West Indies and the high-culture centres from Mexico to Pern, and somewhere within

this warm area the cotton domes ticators must have come ashore from craft that had

travelled in tropical waters, At no known period did the Behring Strait or the Aleutian

chain of islands possess the climatic conditions requisite for the passage of cotton culti-

vation. (See also Sauer 195a, ]>- 53^0

Thus in a round-about way, through a genetic cotton analysis, botanists have been able

to produce the most weighty evidence to the effect that the old hypothesis of parallel and

independent evolution bellind all New World cultural growth ought to be seriously

reconsidered. The gourd could have come with drift voyagers of a rather prhtfitivt culture

level, tile cotton could not,

The next question to arise would naturally be: had the American cotton domesticators

brought the Old World genus across the Atlantic or across the Pacific? This is where

Polynesian anthropology is directly concerned, it is obvious that no immigrants to America
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would cross half the world's surface from Asia to Peru with a bag of cotton seeds without
planting some on the intermediate stepping-stones and island settlements on their way.
A priori, if the domesticated Old World cotton It ad reached America across the Padho
Then Old World cotton would he found on some of the inhabited islands en route. If,

however, oceanic migrations, as held by the present writer, have Followed the natural

movements of winds and currents, then the Padhe is not likely to have been affected by
this early transfer to America, which more probably would have resulted from a far

shorter and more feasible crossing of the South Atlantic, But in this case it is more likeh

that domesticated cotton reached Polynesia secondarily from aboriginal Amerka+%ince the

fawtara and gourd producers of Peru were quite familiar with cotton domestication many
centuries before Christ. In fact, although British Columbian invaders of Polynesia during
the tit h or iath centuries would bring their own bark- beater and fapa manufacture and
spread this simple method over all the tropical islands, we can hardly conceive Peruvian

voyagers of the 5th century A. D, or thereabouts settling the islands in the adjacent ocean

without attempting to Introduce cotton plants.

So we have now a ven interesting opportunity to test and trace the nigra tore direction

of cotton in the Pacific. We do actually find that cotton was brought by aboriginal man to

Polynesia. But in the subsequent Maori-Polynesian period H was abandoned and left to

grow wild. \s with the blood groups of man, so with the chromosomes of his cultivated

cottons, a strong differentiation has taken place which marks a contrast between Asia and
America, It is accordingly possible for us simph to examine the species of the Polynesian

cotton, and thereby find out whether it wax dropped on the way from .Asia (with t * tar ire

chromosomes), or exported from aboriginal America (with 26 chromosomes). This exam-

ination was carried out by Hutchinson, Silow and Stephens (lbidr)
in rheir effon to trace

the sailing route to America, of the domesticated Old World cotton. They found the Poly-

nesian cottons to have 56 chromosomes, like the American cultivated cottons.

At The rime of European arrival two species of cotton, both growing wild but hearing

true lint, were discovered in Polynesia. Both were found different from Old World cottons

and were considered endemic in their islands; rhev were termed respectively Gmsypitm
!mtense (Central Polynesian cotton) and Gmxypium totnenfosiwi {\\ awaiian cotton). A further

examination of the Central Polynesian cotton has proved that it is not an endemic species

at ah; that it docs not merely possess I he 26 New \\ orld chromosomes, but rhar it ss simply

a form or the New World Gossyphwr hirsHtum var. ptwrtatnm* (Hutchinson etaL,
1 947, p. 74. j

1

As pointed our by the present author (1950a, p. 32},* the (den rib cation of the former

Gossjphmi fartense of Central Polynesia as the carl;, Vmerican G. hlmstem var. pmci.tium'vs a

proof that the prehistoric transfer went jnn.w America fo Polynesia, since the species ac-

cording to the generic analysis arose under cultivation in the New World, The same ethno-

botanica! conclusion was almost simultaneously sponsored also h\ t botanists Carter

1 Si low writes (letter to the author dated ian. 29, igcj.;: "The pttntiiifmu cottons are :iss. ici.nud wiih the rsS-i-.'a.

countrv and other areas to Central America and the- Greater Antilles, ami the teiftn/r forms arc xcrophyric ecotypes

trf 1 his species occurring in the wild,'" Gasnpitm bittuinm '.'nr, pmn-teittqf jk also listed in rfje MsaHflmk ofSuit?b slita-rican

.S’cwaiJ 1946, p. 5) as one u! the rwo cottons cultivated Ln prehist >~ii- Peru, but the authority tor liib

starcmenc Ls m - given,

- MS, with publishers March 1949.
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(i S jo
s p, 169) and Sauer (19JO, p. 536), In his stimulating paper “Plant Evidence for

Early Contacts with America”, Carter shows that after the American variety panctsium

had evolved locally from its strictly American ancestral form (&. hirsutum), it had been

carried by man out of tropical America and into the Pacific island world, where it was

gradually abandoned as a crop plant, but survived, sporadically in a wild state, from the

Marquesas Group in the cast as tar west as Fiji/

Tn his equally interesting report on the latest erh no- botanical data on “Cultivated Plants

of South and Central America," Sauer (1950) reached the same general conclusions as Hut-

chinson and his associates. He shows like them that not only are the New World lint-

bearing cottons all tetruploids (i.e., zti-chromosomed), hut including the Polynesian

species and varieties, they arc the only tetraploids in the cotton genus. He also notes

with Harlaud’s gene diagram and observation of recessive* that the re is no definite ‘wild

type* in any of these species, lie therefore finds that the cotton genes and chromosomes

in their geographic distribution point to the arrival in aboriginal America at a cultivated

Old World cotton which, through being fertilized by a wild New World plant, originated

in turn the cultivated American cotton which subsequently spread into Polynesia and

Fiji.

Sauer writes {Ibid., p. 537): “This Is a remarkable dual task to assign to birds, which do

not eat Gassypium seeds, or to the slight currents of the tropical Pacific, with Gossjpfu///

being most unsuited to dispersal by floating,” Further: “A land bridge across the mid-

Paciiic is one of the unlikeliest dungs of all unlikely things to have happened in the crustal

history of the earth/* Admitting on the other hand that the original wild 1 j-chronmosomed

parent of the genus might have spread over the world in remote geological periods when

American and Atlantic geography was different from today, the author adds will] regard

to the cultivated forms: “Neither the way of Alaska nor continental drift [separating South

America from Africa] could apply to the much later time when the tetraploid group ori-

ginated, Nor does such a hypothesis help to explain the occurrence of cottons with strong

American parentage, ranging from the Galapagos to Fiji. Perforce then we must consider

human agencies in the geographic distribution of the Gossypium genus. The problem

relates entirely to rhe lint-bearing forms useful to man.”

Sauer {Ibid., p. jjG) also refers to the specific cotton of Tahiti and other Polynesian

islands, which were formerly thought to be endemic to Polynesia, but recently discovered

"to be indistinguishable from the serophytic ‘algodon brujo* of Puerto Rico,” a form, oi

1 lie American G. hhsuium pmefatum as referred 10 above* Thus, as Carter (1950, p, i&y)

emphasizes, the genetic study of cotton “has changed our understanding of the cottons

in 1 he Pacific Islands. All but the Hawaiian cotton have now been shown to be but deri-

vatives of American domestic forms.

The case of ihe Hawaiian wild cotton h not less interesting. It has actually proved to be

1 Wien the dittOWired Tahiti in 17C7 ajid made their firs! survey pf the island, they ohsrrvacl “j'l'cat

plenty of cotton and lndcgn y: row ini' tip the Countryf and thought that tome of the finer local cinch had been

made from eon On. (Robertson 1 76 fj fid, p. 221.) Co<»k inter collected COltOrt ou the island, a-tid ILli*. pHat|, Vo I, J!,.

p- 21(0) narrates how [he mjasionarLcs at the beginning of the hist century wanted to develop industry and export

nmonfi the naiivc* In Tiihiti: "Vc theielWc leOJffimended them n. tiireCf [heir :i Mention to the culture of cotton,

one vitT iety of which appeared in he an indigenous plant in mosc of the islands.
11

i'j Heyerdahl
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an isolated species endemic in the Hawaiian Islands. But its local distribution area and its

(rue lint suggest former cultivation, and its chromosome number is 16 like that of the
domesticated New World species. Hutchinson, Silow and Stephens (1947, p. 9fi) write:
“The^ New World cottons ate differentiated into three species between which genetic
isolation exist. G. barba&nse h the South American cotton, and G, hksnfnm has its centre of
variability in Southern. Mexico and Guatemala, The third species, G' tommlotitm, is endemic
in 1he Hawaiian islands. The three intercross freely, giving fully fertile F

1
hybrids which

exh i bi L cc>nsidera bie h yb rid vigo le r

.

7 3

Referring again to the dose relationship between the .isolated Hawaiian cotton and the
two continental American species, the same authors stress (Ibid., p. roj that the chromo-
some hnmehog;, and fertility between them are high, and they form a natural Section
(All I Ilirsura), Furthermore, according to Had and, they show (li'hk p. 99) that the Ha-
wanan cotton seems more closely related to the cultivated cotton of ancient Peru than to
me early- Mexican species. The reference here made is to the second of rhe two cultivated
cottons ot prehistoric \merica_, Ctossyphw/ ^rbadvfts^, and we thus find that a 1 1 known cotton
in aboriginal Polynesia seem to have derived from some ancestral form in early America.
J .i-t 1. ersa, relatives of botli the two prehistoric cottons of ancient America seem to have
foLLrxi their way in prehistoric times out to Polynesia, where they have been subsequently
abandoned and left m survive only in a wild state,

Hutchinson r? (1947, p- 79) writer "if it is accepted that the alhpohpkid cottons
anjuse undei cu.m arion in the New W orid, it must be supposed that the wild G-
oi arid plains in Hawaii U also a secondarily wild species. It bears true lint, and the ch mono-
some pairing and genetic behaviour of hybrids between G, fomnt&snm and C, fr&r&odvrife

and G. birmtem indicate that it is not much more distantly related ro them than they are
r" each other. In this respect it resembles the endemic Hawaiian species of other N'eotru-
pica' genera, of which Skotrslxrg (1939) stated that, ‘The species may be endemic but are

seldom strongly marked, standing close to American species/ The means bv which
Hawaiian plants rearmed the islands have been the cause of much controversy, and it rnav
at least provide an hypothesis worth testing against the species of the other genera of the
Neotropical group to suggest that in view ot its close relationship to the New World
cottons, C, can only have reached Hawaii since the establishment of civilization

in tropical America.” 1

1 he erlmological conclusion thar civilized cotton domestics tors must have carried ihe
< .eni rai Pol ynesian cotton out of aboriginal America, and perhaps even the ancestral form
of the wild Hawaiian cotton too, was bound ro a fleet the current view of early Amcrscan-
Poiyncsian contacts. After the statement in bis joint publication with Hutchinson and
S cep hens* Silow def ended che i n toresting e tlmo-botanical disco x en be fo re the Pad fi c

Science Congress in New Zealand (1949), and the evident inductive value of this impor-
1

I nc hoi ot the wild Hawaiian Hutton, unlike that nf nuclear Polynesia, rcprcsetiES just about the lowest limit

oi spin:u hi I irv Bm due to us ..rideimc nature wi- ciinnuc know with certainn the lint $j*c ofthe parental fonn when
!C ^rst rcaclicd Hawaii .md spread wild over the arid local slopes, line i^rttiic difeeace between the eutmn ..i

J Lawaii and iis zS-chromoscirned Vmerkan relatives can rurithj.;- supply us wlrL air. infarmatioai about the antiquary

,>f Tfo£r RcogT.up}iii.v'l separation. IXStrcdiiatian ot species does nor profiled in pro-iKJfEion to dime, situ (Joes it

fallow arty rule of geographical tin i foimity. It its parettral form be i product of alwigNl American civ ii teatjon,
ilie date of its ijisuliLY isolation cannot he exceedingly remote.
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tacit piece of botanical evidence has begun to work ks way into the field of anthropology.

(Steward 1949* p. 744 ;
Heyerdahl 1949; 19*03; Carter 1950, p. 167; Sauer 1950, p. 533;

Jakeman 195

o

s p, 5 a; etc.)

Carter (1930, p. J69) says of the Polynesian cottons:
<J
1\ven the endemic cotton of Ha-

waii is suspect. Us 2.6 chromosomes and its possession of spinnable lint suggest American

origin and a history as a liber plant. The presence of sweet potatoes shows that plants of

American origin were carried that far. The bigger mystery concerns why it was carried.

Was cotton originally carried as a source of oil seeds, as suggested by Hutchinson, Silow,

and Stephens? Or was weaving later given up m the Pacific area for bark cloth? Is part

of the answer to the latter to be found in Bird's finding that the weaving in his early

Peruvian situ was done without the use of the heddle? Would hath cloth be able ro replace

such primitive weaving, though it would probably not replace true loom weaving? Or,

was cotton weaving little understood and unable to replace an established bark doth

industry in Polynesia?”

Leaving these questions open. Carter merely shows that man alone can have been the

agent of the pre-Columbian spread of these cottons. \ny other attempted explanation

would be unreasonable and improbable. Cotton seeds cannot spread alone by wind or sea

from Peru to Poh nesia„ and 1 here have been no land bridges, i Iu even shows {/IW., p. i 79)

that: "The seeds of cotton. . . rapidly lose their power to germinate when exposed to

moist air.”

Sauer (19*0, p. *36) sacs o* the wild hut limed cotton of Hawaii that it may well be

endemic, bus it still remains a tetraploid species. "It may be an early divergent from the

ancestral hybrid cotton of the South \merican mainland, carried to Hawaii before 1 he

barbffdsHSe and birmtum species formed, No tetraploid cottons exist anywhere else in the

world., and the whole lot has a common origin. How then, may we explain the connection

between Peru, the Marquesas, and Fiji, with no such cottons existing west of Fiji ?”

Beyond answering that man, and neither birds not the elements, must have carried these

Polynesian cottons out of Soli til America, Sauer goes no further, although he points to

the early" area of the Moehica (Hark Chi mu) and Chiiou cultures on rhe coastal plains of

North Peru as a possible source of s^l these cotton forms.

On the assumption that the Asiatic invasion of Polynesia by Yellow-brown man reached

the islands by way of Northwest America al the beginning ol the present millennium,

we have found the absence of the loom and weaving among the present island population

to he a natural coosequence of its absence in Northwest America, just like the absence of

pottery J In the same wav it is only natural that an earlier population sailing west from

Peru would have brought with them 3meed cottons of the early American species. This

sequence of migrations into Polynesia would leave no apparent problem as to the original

introduction and subwqwnt abandonment of the 26-chromosorned American cottons.

Cotton is apparently as ancient as gourd in the archaeological sires of the New World,

k is interesting to note front Bird’s archeological survey (Bennett and Bird 949, pp. 25S.

259) that gourd and cotton are earlier than maize and pottery m rhe refuse dumps analysed

in Cbicama and Vim, in North Peru, All but one of the oldest mummy wrappings from

VncOn and Supe were of cotton. Bird (AW.) ev en states that "it is clear that the Peruvian
s ice j;*.m II.
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tcxtilc craft is based on the use of cotton and not on wool or any other fibred
1 And “To a

people possessing the tradition of cotton spinning and weaving the value of wool would
be obvious once they moved into the habitat of the animals producing it, namely, the Peru-
vian highlands southward from the Ecuadorian border,”
The animals in question are the domesticated Hama and alpaca and their wild cousins,

me ncmla and gmnam, We do not know tine wild forms of the former, hui: (he \ [cun-as were
still caught in Inca times, when their line and soft wool, partially white, were used by the
Inca nobles. Bird {Ibid.) points out that “white wool is much more easily dyed than cotton”,
and the fact that Peruvian textile fabrics of wool were only secondarily adapted to an
original me of domesticated wtton lint seems to indicate dearly enough that weaving
uas not thought of in Peru unjd the local immigration of some cotton-domesticating
culture people. Before they arrived, the widespread American custom of bearing bark-
cloih seems to have been present also in Fete, Bennett (M, p. i zo) says of the North
Peruvian (Chicama Valley) cotton fabrics of this early agricultural period: “The fibres

were twisted inio string without the use of spindle whorls. True weaving is rare, with
twined fabrics, looped and knotted pouches, and fishing nets more common. Twined
baskets and reed mats were made. There are also pieces of pounded bark cloth, a sur-

prising occurrence because this is generally more characteristic of the upper Amazon
than the Andes,”

1 he textile, sequence in Peru accordingly seems to constitute an original use of tapa or
bath-cloth, so important among many early Yellow-brown tribes. Subsequent introducers

oi gourd and plant domestication in early Peru also brought cotton and the manufacture
oi cotton doth. The use of animal wool was only secondary and of more recent occurrence
in the Andes,

Genetic analysis has left no room to doubt the westward spread of the Polynesian

cottons, I he much earlier route of the cultivated Old World cotton info America is still,

however, largely open to conjecture. As the cotton domcsticators can only have followed

I be tropic ocean belt of the Atlantic or the Pacific en route to the New World, it may be

relevant to the present study to examine the feasibility of an early spread through Polynesia.

We have seen that no vestiges of Old World cotton have been found in PoEvuesia.

Tn Melanesia cotton has only been found in l’iji, which was under strong Polynesian

influence, and ihc local Species was that off ic rural Polynesia which hail irs home in ancient

America. Otherwise cotton had not reached Melanesia, Micronesia, New Guinea, or

Australia. There are, in other words, no traces to indicate a spread of Old World cotton
across the Pacific basin.

We must next bear in mind that cotton had reached America probably' as early as die

gourd. 1 he twined fabrics, fishing nets and other artifacts of cotton referred to by Bennett

and Bird (1945, pp, no, 2 5 8) from the pre-ccramic deposits in North Peru were dated by

them, and later verified by radio carbon analysis, as belonging to a period well antedating

icco 11 . ( .1, The cotton which gradually spread from Arabia or the Indus Valley eastwards

through the coastal West Pacific only reached China show ?qo A, D,, and it never spread

further into the Malay archipelago than to Java, Macassar in West Celebes, and the Philip-

pines- This eastward spreading cotton was G, arbor-, am, which belongs to a section entirely

distinct from the (American) cottons that reached Polynesia, (Hutchinson Hoi., 194?,)
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If \VC take the view that cotton reached ancient America bv way of the Pacific, then we

.also find with Hutchinson, Silow and Stephens (Ibid., p* 138) that the Polynesians cannot

have been responsible for the transfer, as the cotton must have been carried direct/row India

and not from Indo-Malay territory. This means quite a sailing tr-pn, more than half the

circumference of the world, against the dements all the way. ( )ur present knowledge of the

original Old World home of domesticated cottons is rather indefinite. As Carter (1950,

p. 170} says. Southern Arabia or Northeast Africa have been suggested. From there cotton

could have been carried into the Sind, where the earliest known cotton fabrics belong to

rhe ancient Mohcnjo-Daro civilization. Silow (1949 b, p, 6y: proposes a transfer in the

Opposite direction., showing that Mohanjo-Daro in the Indus Valley is actually the oldest

dateablc centre of cotton domestication, and that cotton spread thcncc through Persia

into Asia Minor and the Levant countries. AH this is on the Atlantic-American side of the

world, even Mohenjo-Daro being removed from Pacific Peru by thousands of miles further

than a full antipodal voyage. If cotton has spread from Mohenjo-Daro, Arabia, or North-

east Africa to America, it must have spread along the only feasible sailing route—by way

of North or South Africa. (See map opposite page 641.)*

We can lie abundantly certain that neither the Polynesians nor any imaginary voyagers

from India in the early millennia B. C carried cottons strai ght across the Pacific to the west

coast of America. How cotton was brought to the carlj culture areas of Mexico, Peru

and the West Indies is a question outside the scope of Pacific anthropology, Vc are only

concerned here with the fact that when cotton was later carried out Into the East Pacific, it

was carried to Polynesia as the zfi-chromosomed cotton domesticated by the American

highcultures.

Although the direct ethno-botanical value of using the cotton plant in Polynesian

research has been sufficiently apparent to botanists, many anthropologists have been

rather reluctant, arguing that the tapa-making Polynesians would never travel to Peru

to fetch unappreciated cotton seeds for their return voyage. This argument is sound enough.

Therefore, in fact, there is even clearer proof in the case of Polynesian cotton than in 1 bat

of the kumara (with its American name and origin.) or the gourd (with its great American

seniority) that the plant was carried to Polynesia by New World emigrants and not by

Pacific islanders making a trip to Peru and back.

The coconut

We need no more evidence than the combined testimony of the hwfara, Lagemria, and

ypium to prove by means of plant geography that aboriginal agriculturists had bridged

the gap between tropical America and Polynesia before the coming of the Spanish con-

querors. Yet the supply is not exhausted.

A very important food plant throughout the Pacific islands is the coconut palm, CWgj

* Aceotdiilg to Sllow (Jitid.) 1 lie ij-chromoSomcd entron spread among Okl World cultures an follows : westwards

as. CsEiypism ttrluaanar, anti eastwards - , by 'Vfiy of the Delhi Cap and rhe Ganges Valley JS Garifpiftm arbortnm.

The j>U:il VitUev civilisation was founded on wheat,, which is there near its southern limits of < ulpwation; only

when t his civilisation had reached the shores, of the- Bay of Bengal was rice found and domesdcated, so that the

further Spread of cotton, south into lVnLstih India, and south-east into Burma, China, and the Malay Archipelago,

was dependent on die extension of rice-rating civilisations.”
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/wafers^ valued on the islands nor only for the food staple of the nut in its various stages of
ripeness, but for its thirst-quenching milk, the oil to be drawn from the kernel, and numer-
°us u«ful appliances of the shell, the husk, the leaves, the wood, etc.

Although the original home and dispersal centre of the genus Cocos is not yet fully
agreed upon by botanists, still its dependency upon human "transfer for certain 'sections
ot 3ts pre-Columbian spread is sufficiently demonstrated. The ethnographic value of the
genus lies in the fact that ir had acquired a wide transpacific growthWore the arrival of
1 Europeans, and established itself as a domesticated palm of far-reaching importance to the
colonies of aboriginal discoverers who had made their home on the tiny and often barren
islands and atolls in the middle of the Pacific. Its direct hearing on the present study is
limited to disclosing that there were (fade relations or trans-Paeific contact in one direction
or the other between tropical America and aboriginal Polynesia.

I he coconut, also referred to as the ^cocoa-nut’, had been encountered by Europeans
.n the Indian. < Rean and Malaysia before America was discovered. Then it was met with in
rhe tropical heir of the New World, f inally, when our own race pushed on from there
inm me open Pacific, its continuous distribution straight across the interjacent ocean was
revealed, The natural problem for botanists became: Was the Cocos originally a native of
tropieil America, of the Pacific Islands, or of the I ado- Malay domain? \l"l three hypothesis
have been advanced and vigorously defended.

Miller (i 7 ( i) expressed at an early date the opinion rhat die coconut must have had its.

home somewhere in Indonesia, whence it had been transported eastwards across the Pacific
'• r

' ai: warm PU1 rN of America, including rhe \\ cst Indies. But R. Brown (1818) pointed out,
as a “remarkable fact” respecting the geographical distribution of the palms, that the
cultivated coconut with its trans- Pacific spread, and the African Eiaeis, were the only two
species known outside America of "an extensive and very natural, section” that was other-
wise confined only to America.

Martins ( 1823— $0) supposed that rhe coconut must have been indigenous to the Ameri-
can side of the ocean, and spoke of the tropic regions of the Andes as a possible early
centre. He described it as growing along the Pacific seashore of northwestern South
America, especially in the vicinity of Guayaquil, and suggested that nurs had been carried
wirh the currents from the islands near Panama straight across rhe Pacific.

Wallace (18 j 3) described rhe coconut-palm as flourishing along the hanks of the Amazon,
hut observed that the local natives made little use of it, and he thus concluded (p. 124)
that this important palm was “a native of the Old World*'.

Cirischach (1871, p. 11) said; “The coconut palm (Cocos nucifera), .. .like all the species
ol its family, derives originally from America . . A* And {Ibid,, p. 3x3): “To the south of
Guatemala these forests arc rich in palms, from S, Salvador as far as to the isthmus of
Darien the coconut palm occurs as an indigenous product (0-1 too feet), which has -spread
. r._ .-na rh is centre of v cue ration, out across the coral islands of the South Sea, to other tropic
lands. At Viejo in Nicaragua the oaks mingle with the palms, where they pass over into
the savannahsA

11

Seematin (iSyfi; 1873) saw the coconut palm, both wild and cultivated, on the Isthmus
of Panama, but like Wallace lie noted its limited Importance to the local natives, and he
therefore doubted a local origin of the palm. Arguing strongly against an c-arh Malay
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knowledge of the coconut (see Part I), tie sopported the remaining alternative as to its

ongins. Jk considered the many varieties and uses of the nut in Polynesia to be a proof

that these islands must represent its original home,

Drude ( i a S
i )

argues that the Bast Indies cannot be the original home of the coconut

since closely related species do not occur locally, and he concludes (col 405); “Its true

home-land is unknown, but it is probably Central America.”

Dc t iandolle is sometimes referred to as the founder of the school which claimed America

as the original home of the coconut, (Patel TeijR, p. 1.) But actually, in 1883 he reversed

bis own earlier view of ifl and defended an Indonesian origin of this palm, Dc Candolle

(1884, p. 43 2) himself admits that he took the latter view rather hesitantly . Although, as we

ha ve seen, he argued wrongly against the existence of gourd in aboriginal America, he ad-

mitted the prehistoric local growth of the coconut palm, and wrote (AW,, p. 431): "Oviedo,

writing in 1526, in the first years of the conquest of Mexico, says that the cocoa-nut palm

was abundant on the coast of the Pacific in the province of the Cacique Oilman* and he

clearly describes the species. This docs not prove the tree ro be wild. . , . Later the cocoa-

nut palm was found on the western coast from Mexico to Peru, but usually authors do

not say that it was wild, excepting Secman n, however* who saw this palm both wild and

cultivated on the Isthmus of Panama.”

De Candolle says that his original view was that of Martins, that the coconut bad spread

westwards across the Pacific from an indigenous homeland on the isthmus or islands near

Panama, Only hesitantly did he alter this opinion, as be found more varieties and a greater

spread of the coconut further westwards in the ocean, 1: is interesting, however, to note

1 hat the first argument listed by De Candolle in favour of a prehistoric spread of the coconut

from Indonesia fa Central America (Ibidm> p„ 433) was his belief that a natural current driii

in the Pacific would go from the &ett to the east. His second argument was of a kindred

nature : “The inhabitants of the islands of Asia were far bolder navigators than the Ameri

can Indians. It is very possible that canoes from the Asiatic Islands, containing a provision

of cocoa-nuts, were thrown by tempests or false manoeuvres on to the islands or the west

coast of America. The converse is highly improbable,”

Without intruding upon the botanical controversy, we may suggest that both these

arguments are of very doubtful value. Lie Candolle has no purely botanical arguments ro

add ro the above in defence of an Indonesian origin of the coconut palm, but points to the

great variety of names for it among the Malay tribes, and believes he can trace names ior

t he coconut in Sanscrit, He says however (Jbid., p. 43 j) : *Tn spite of the Sanscrit names, the

existence of the cocoa-nut in Ceylon, where it is well established on the coast, dates from

an almost historical epoch, Near Point de Galle, Secmstn.il tells US, may he seen carved upon

a rock the figure of a native prince, Kotah Raya, to whom is attributed the discovery

of the uses of the cocoa-nut, unknown before him, and the earliest chronicle of Ceylon,

(he Mafffii'fmsd, does not mention this tree, although it carefully reports the fruit imported

by different princes. 1 It is also noteworthy that the ancient Greeks and 1 -gyp darns only

1 Hornctl 1 r ^.4 s , p, 173.) sav& thwi according to (he ancient Sinhalese record of the IMuravunsa],

which govs line’* well nigh two iliousand years, king AgKrabodhr established in the sixth century A. 1>. a large

coconut planEatioTL in the south of Coylew. A similar fc^neBoiorj w as made by king Parakr^nia Batui in the twelfth

century A. D. (Set; al&o Seemftnn 1865 — 73, p. 276; Patel 1958, 57. 2.)
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knew the cocoa-nut at a [ate epoch as an Indian curiosity, Apollonius of Tyana saw this
palm In Hindustan, at the beginning of the Christian era."

l com these facts De Candolle assumed that the coconut palm had only reached the con-
tinent ot Asia anti Ceylon in comparatively recent times from somewhere in. the Malay
archipelago. Deccan (1S77, 1887, 1910, 1917), Chiovcnda (i 9zt\ Hill (1929), Werth (1933;,
Dahlgrcn (193 (S), Patel (1939), and others have followed a reasoning similar to that of
De Candodc, believing die coconut to have originated in Indonesia or, more exceptionally,
in Polynesia.

The contrary opinion of Martins and Grisebach Is supported by Cook (1901, 1910-12),
Guppy (1906), Copdahd (1914), Hunger (1920), Brown (193 1), Ridley (1930), and others'

n ‘ J °n 1 :1c’* r s - L -r ^iavc succeeded in marshalling weighty botanical evidence in support
uf an American origin oi the coconut and its relatives. Edmondson (3941) points to the
unsettled nature of this botanical dispute, and says the whole case is made still more
unccrtaiii it it is correct that Be try has discovered a coconut in the Pliocene period of
New Zealand.

The small-fruhed fossil species described by Berry (1926, p. 1S4) from the Mangofiui
1 'cds of northmost New Zealand is, however, not the Cocos nucijera. or true coconut, but
i! distant relative called by Berry Cocos %vyi<mdh4> Berry {Ibid.) himself points out that his

discovery of a distinct fossil species in the late Tertiary of New Zealand has no bearing
on human migrations. 1 he true coconut as a food crop, he adds, may owe its present
distribution to the agency of primitive man, in ,1 much later period,

Merrill (1946, pp. 298, 300) is convinced that rite coconut originated In some part or

the i >ld World tropics, although he admits dial the actual place "is somewhat of a mystery”.
He says: "Ble drill, however, effectively shows that on the basis of its Malay names, which
are all borrowed ones, that it is a lace introduction into the Malay Archipelago.” Merrill

(7iW, } also points out that the tribe or sub-family (( ioceuhae) to which the coconut belongs
is predominantly characteristic of tropical America,” in which specific locality a great
number of genera are merely " narrow segregates from Cocos*' (Namely: Attalta, Maxi-

Dlpktiwwuw, JtibdM, Qrhignya, Arecastrxm, Bulla, and CUtfwa.) Only two genera
occur in Africa {juacis, Jubazopsij)

,

1 and none in Asia, except the. cultivated Cocos under
discussion, which was found across the whole Pacific. Merrill adds: "The reference of
numerous native tropical American species of Arecaslmm, Bulla, and Ghwiova to Cocos has

confused the issue. Assuming that Bentham and Hooker's and Dnadc’s concept of Cocos
as a genus, stnsu hithrc, be correct, then it would be surprising if all the wild species of a

considerable genus should he natives of tropical America, and the one widely cultivated

species dominant in the (. lid \\
r

orld and not an indigenous plant in America.”
\\ c are here touching the nuclear point in which Grisebach and his followers seem to

have their strongest argument. Guppy (1906, VoL II, p. 6 7) said: "Iris not often we shali

come hpon such a striking instance oi the principle that where rhe species are most nume-
rous there is the home of the genus, as in the instance of Cocos. The Cocu-mit palm has

oecn carried around the world through the agencies of man and the currents, whilst the

home of the genus is in America.” Further: (Ibid., p. 413): “The question of the antiquity

1 Cook (1942, pp, 577— j
Sc) claimed a Br:iSi:iign origin for ihc and this view "ie tipeat&d a few days bfeloru

tdii death in April, 1949 (sec Baldwin 193.0).
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of the coco-nut palm in Polynesia was discussed at length by Sccmann, but for various rea-

sons wc cannot be absolutely certain whether or not it is an older denizen of the Pacific

islands than the Polynesians. It is, however, to be inferred that it came originally from the

home of the genus in America, perhaps as a gift brought by the Equatorial Current irom

the New World to Asia,”

Cook (nj ic-ii, p. 539) admits the existence ofmany and diverse varieties of the cultivated

coconut in the Malay region, but maintains that this does not indicate that the species

is native there. On the contrary, he be Sieves, a cultivated species would be more stable

in its own natural habitat than when spread over alien territories, and the proximity of the

wild stock of a species would be likely to hinder rather than encourage the appearance and

preservation of mutations among the cultivated representatives. Cook therefore believes

that the variety of the domesticated forms in the West Pacific means little against the total

absence in the same area of any plants related to the cultivated coconut. He states; ”... to

insist that the coconut had sprung from the unrelated Malayan or Polynesian palms would

be altogether fantastic.”

The following seems to summarize the essence of Cook's conclusion (/&*/,„ p> 304)

-

"If the coconut could be submitted as a new natural object to a specialist familiar with all

other known palms, he would without hesitation recognize it as a product of America,

since all of the score of related genera, including about three hundred species, are American,

With equal confidence the specialist would assign the coconut to South America, because

all other species of the genus Cocos are confined to that continent, and he would further

locate it in the northwestern portion of South America, because the wild species of Cocos

of that region are much more similar to the coconut than are those of the Amazon Valley

and eastern Brazil. Thus, from a purely biological standpoint, it is reasonable to suppose

that the vigorous and productive coconut palms reported by Humboldt in the interior

districts of Venezuela and Colombia may have been growing near the ancestral home of

the species.
11

Cook (19 10-12) declares that the coconut grew even in the West Indies at the coming

of the Spaniards, and bases hr?; statement Ofl a number of early chronicles.. lie shows, what

Kerchove (18178, p. 147) had pointed out long before him, that Columbus had seen coconut

palms in the \evv World on his voyage of discovery, I rom the Journal of Columbus*

first voyage he quotes the following brief entry, with reference to the earliest European

explorations in Cuba: “He (Columbus) went on and found a beach bordering on very

sweet water, which was very cold. There was a beautiful meadow, anil many very tall

palms. They found a large nut of the kind belonging to India, great rats, and enormous

crabs,” He also gives Oviedo’s (t 5 ; 5 -4 ft) more detailed description, of the coconut, written

in 1 5 z6, which adds the Isthmus to its early American distribution; 1 there is both

in the firm land and the Handies a certain tree called Hocus, . . . These trees are big:":. and

tire found in great plenty on rhe coast of the South Sea, in the province of Cacique Qiiinan.”

The coconut itself is described thus; “Being altogether unste as it grows on the tree, it is

of greater circumference than the head of a man. . . they draw a milk [hereof, much better

and Sweeter than is rhe milk of beasts, ...” Oviedo also says there are natural holes in the

"cocus* which make them altogether resemble the gesture of “monkeys when they cry”,

1 Acbej’s Ti&nsl-ntitjn, p. 22 j.
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and this cry the Indians call ‘coca% wherefore Oviedo believed eg have found tine reason
for the name of the nut. 1

I.a-rr in (he same century better descriptions are to be found of the coconut palm in the
West Indies, from which we learn that there are “very many" such palms, that they carry
some forty coconuts each, and that they are thirty or forty feet fall.

: i

li is one of the highest
and straightesf trees that can be seen”. (See Cook 1910-12, pp. zSy-zSW;

(Jeza de Leon, who came to America in 1532 and accompanied the iirst overland ex-
pedition through Colombia shortly after the conquest of Pent, describes a site surrounded
by great pahn trees on a plain in the district of Anzcrma, Colombia. Jle says about the nut
o:l this palm: when it is broken with stones, milk, flows out, and they even make a
kind of cream and butter from it, which they use for lighting lamps. I have seen that which
I now relate, and it all comes within m\ own experience."

< jjuk (Ibid., p. 276) doubts Sloan-e s statement, and that of the early chronicler, Martyr*
concerning the coconut palm that “many were found naturally in Peru, . . In Cook’s
opinion coconuts have never thriven much in Peru, in ancient times or modern. This is

undoubtedly correct as compared with the more northern -sections of South and Central
America, Nevertheless, when the crew of the Non-Tiki expedition provided for the raft

voyage, they had no trouble in obtaining from the Indians near Callao on the central coast
of. Peru, their requirement of zoo coconuts. If SellergroPs analysis (1898, p. 27) of certain

vegetable libers found in prehistoric graves at Ancon, north of Callao, is correct, then these

included material plaited from pre-Columbian coconut husk. Wiener (rSSo, p, (Sot) too,

supported by the botanist Andre and later quoted by Harms (1922, p. i£A), lists the

coconut (Cocos n/mfm) among eleven plants reproduced in ancient Peruvian efiigv jars.

On the other hand Cook cites a sixteenth century Portuguese friar who had resided

lor a lifetime m (he jungles nr Brazil,. and who regarded the coconut as a native cultivated
plain, as distinct from the various- plants brought in by the Portuguese. Early evidence
in support of this was given by one or two other chroniclers from early Brazil.

kfo the basis of mis. known aboriginal distribution ol the domesticated coconut in flic

very same area where its related wild genera and species belonged, Cook proceeded to

explain the spread of the cultivated form across the prehistoric Pacific between \menca
and Indonesia, The tact that the domesticated lorni rather than any of the numerous wild

relatives had been diffused across the Pacific, convinced him that aboriginal sailors had
intentionally brought the nut with them.

We have already seen that Seemann (1865-73, etc.) rejected the theory of voyagers
having brought the coconut from Indo-Malay waters eastwards across the Pacific. He
argued that no colonists from Asia would have carried the coconut palm eastwards without
introducing as well the Asiatic art of bleeding the sap from young flower sialks and making
alcohol and sugar from it. It is therefore interesting to note the following information

presented by Hunger (1920,. pp, 4, 73) in his monograph on the growth of coconuts in

the Dutch East Indies. 2 He came ro the Conclusion that Erie coconut was probably indi-

genous to America, hut that it reached Indonesia at an early date. It was found in Java

1
( jevmparc name of red-haired. Indians mentioned on p. jzg above.

“ Cfr. also Blatter, H. (jgsfig fir iKtians af British India tmi C<rjiw,— OscforJ (Mangalore). {Not
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as early as during the Tang dynasty (61*1-906 V D-), and an aid record from that lime

states: “the juice is collected and made into wine, which is sweet and Intoxicating.*’

Hypothetical Polynesian visitors to Java in this early period would thus have had ample

opportunity of getting acquainted with wine, and spread the use of alcohol with them on

their return to Polynesia, whether the coconut was brought cast with them from Indonesia or

whether the palm had already 'drifted* westwards across the Pacific from aboriginal \rnerica.

Small (1929, j>. 155) has successfully shown that the early Spaniards brought the Philip-

pine method of making wine to the Indians at the port of \capuleo in Mexico. Acapulco

was the Pacific port which the Spaniards used for their sailings to and from the Philippines,

and Small shows that die natives of that port now slice off the tips of flowering branches

of coconuts and let the sap flow into receptacles through tubes of bamboo,
1
'exactly as

is done in the Philippines.” Even the name for this fermented sap tuba, is the same in

Acapulco as in the Philippines. Small concludes that the coconut must have been unknown

in America until the Spaniards thus imported it from the Philippines to Acapulco. We
have* however, cited historic evidence to the contrary, and ma_\ add that the presence of

tuba in this ancient Spanish port of call goes to show how closely this drink is associated

with the coconut in the Hast Indies and anas affected from there. It is therefore the more

important to note that the coconut itself— bur not the Indonesian custom associated with

it—was present in aboriginal Panama. South America, and Polynesia before t he: Spaniards

had bridged the Pacific from the Philippines ro Acapulco.

Referring to the discussions concerning the fact that the Polynesians brought the coco-

nut but not the wine* Cook (1910-12, p. $18) says: "The mystery clears only when wc
are prepared to admit that the original colonists ill the Pacific islands were native of the

same continent as the coconut palm, so that they could take with them the cultivated

plants on which their future existence depended. By keeping close to the practical agri-

cultural facts wc avoid the confusion to which 1 )c Candolla and Secm an n were brought by

conflicting theoretical methods of ascertaining the origins of plants, The uses of the coco-

nut have been most highly developed in the Pacific islands because lack of oilier plants

has compelled the inhabitants to depend on at more and more, Necessity lias given rise to

the multiplicity of uses, but the palm itself had to be brought from the only part of the

world where such palms grew— South America.”

In view of the current beliefs that the Polynesian islanders had come out of the Malay

domain, I led ley* cited by Geoffrey Smith (1909, p. 174), was more inclined to believe that

the coconut was originally brought from the west coast of Mexico by visiting Polynesian

warmers. Copeland (1914, pp, sv, xvi) writes: “The coco-nut was introduced into Poly-

nesia a very long time ago; long in a merely human sense, however, for it is highly pro-

bable that its introduction ivas the act of man* and that it was a deliberate contribution

to the resources ol the Island World. ... Originating in America, if must have been

carried across the Pacific; and there is good linguistic evidence that its spread was in this

direction.” Kid ley (1930), however, and others with him, believed the coconut by itself

could have drifted naturally with the current from Central America to Polynesia, and thence

to Malaya. The tenabilkv of the latter theory would immediately eliminate the coconut from
the list ofcrop p Ian t s w h ich can Ire re I ied upon as evi denee ofearly hurnan voyages i n any area

,

'Phis problem, however, was successfully analysed by Edmondson (1941), who carried
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out tests with coconuts floating in sea-water under control at Oahu, Hawaii. Muir (1537,

p, aj) had at that time shown that he found no evidence of gemiksating sea-born coconuts
on the coasts of South Africa, lidmondson found that most, although not all. of the

coconuts he left m water for periods /ess than 91 to no days germinated, provided they

were planted in ml mixed with sand. However, of 1 1 coconuts planted on beach sand

every second one decayed, although none had been at sea more than from t 6 to 44 days.

< ) the specimens which had had contact with the sea for more than no days nor one
developed, even if planted in sail mixed with sand.

Now, the Kon Tiki raft, travelling from South America to the Tuatnotu Islands, arrived

within read of land just within this maximal margin of 91 to nodavs, (Easternmost land

sighted after 93 days, landing after tot days.) Tile expedition's log sbov ? that about two-
thirds of the raft's progress was pure surface speed, caused by the wind pressure on the

sail and the bamboo hut. Coconuts and other buoyant material which fell overboard were
always quickly outdistanced.1 A coconut among the waves does not catch the wind.

As the hush gradually absorbs water, it settles and makes no more progress than the

surrounding ocean in which it floats. The chance of a drifting American coconut birring an

island exists, as bottle mail and other buoyant objects from Peru are common in tine

Tuamotus. But the chances that a coconut might land, not on a coral barrier or on a wide

sandy beach, but further still, in a suitable locality up on the raised island turf, arc very-

much more doubtful. It is quite certain, that all this cannot take place within a margin

of less than no days. And there arc other considerations even more important. The
Pacific is no mere waste of water. There is life and activity everywhere. The coconut

husk and the eyes of Lhe shell are ml altogether resistant to the absorption of moisture

during prolonged submergence, and the pelagic fauna and flora make this still more so.

Nothing of an organic nature can reach Polynesia unaltered or unaffected idler a surface

drift from South America,

Edmondson pointed to a similar experience in his calm water test at Hawaii, when he

wrote
(
7wV/., p. 301): “After long exposure to the sea some coconuts may become heavily

fouled by barnacles, bryozoans, serpulid worms, and algae. In experimental specimens

the fouling organisms were carefully removed before the coconuts were reweighed. In

Pearl Harbour the bivalve moltusk, Alartesia striate* frequently infested floating coconuts

burrowing deeply into the husks*”

The coconuts floating in the water between the logs of the Kon- Tiki raft deteriorated

through the activity of sea water and micro-organisms, and were always covered with a

cluster of small pelagic crabs. The rest of the supply, carried in open rced-baskets 011 deck,

kept in perfect condition and supplied refreshing drinks and welcome provisions umii

the last day of the journey, A number of the nuts began to sprout \ igorously at the very

beginning of the voyage, and it can certainly be said that to any aboriginal sea- voyager,

however primitive his craft, a supply of coconuts, coupled wirh fishing carried our en

route, might be the ideal provisions.

It is therefore interesting to note that the early Pacific seafarers seem, to have been fully

1 The wind pushed ihc Ken-Tiki out of chc quickest section, of the ocean current* A drifting coconut would

he apt to follow the faster Sweep of lhe current anti could therefore accomplish rite crossing fasirt than those lost

overboard by ns, although never as fast as the wind-driven raft.
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aware of the food and water value of coconuts at sea, not only while travelling into the

remote ocean* hot also on fishing expeditions off the tropical American coast. About five

hundred miles west of Panama lies the lonely Cocos Island (map opp.p. 224}, which was thus

named by the early navigators because of the abundance of coconut palms found growing

there, Since the arrival of Europeans, the palms on this island have almost completely

disappeared, 1 Cook (1910-72, p, 29:)* stressing the importance of their abundant pre-

Eutopean growth, also shows that the explorer Dumpier, who never actually visited Cocos

Island proper, speaks of an other “island of cocos” nearer the mainland o£ Colombia.

Cook says: “Though Wafer (one time DampieTs first officer) was not a botanist, his

account of the coconuts of Cocos Island is too circumstantial to permit us to doubt that

coconuts existed in abundance in his day,"

Cook quotes Wafer himself: “Tt$ but a small Island, yet a very pleasant one: For the

Middle of the Island is a steep Hill, surrounded all about with a Plain, declining to the Sea.

This Plain, and particularly the Valley where you go ashore* is thick set with Coconut

Trees, which flourish here very finely, it being a rich and fruitful Soil. They grow also on

the Skirts of the Hilly Ground in the Middle of the Isle, and scattering it] Spots upon the

Sides of it, very' pleasant!;,. , . , , hi or did we spare the Coco-Nuts
s
eating what we would*

and drinking the Milk, and carrying several Hundreds of them on board. Some or other

of our Men went ashore every Day: And one day among the rest, being minded to make

themselves very merry, they went ashore and cut down a great many Coco-trees; from

which they gather’d the Fruit, and drew about 20 Gallons of the Milk. Then they all sat

down and drank Healths to the King and Queen, etc."

As Cook logically argues, the coconut growth found in various localities, even in the

hillv ground in the middle of the high island, cannot be explained by drifting nuts washed

up on a beach; the coconuts must have been planted all about the island on purpose,

although Wafer mentions no sign of former habitation, Cook (Ibid,, p. 340) says: “The

presence of large numbers, of coconuts on Cocos Island eh the time of Wafer (16$ 5)
and

ilicjr subsequent disappearance should be considered as evidence that <hc island was for-

merly inhabited, or at least regularly visited, by the maritime natives of the adjacent

mainlandT Also {Ibid,* p» 293): “Even without a permanent population the coconuts may

have been planted and cared for bv natives of the mainland for use during fishing expedi-

1 ions, a plan followed in some localities in the .Malay region. The serious disturbances

that followed the arrival of the Spaniards in the Panama region would naturally tend to

interrupt such visits.”®

1 Although the origin.il inland coconut groves bo longer exist on rite island, Cotas nmifere are sci.lt found in small

proves at several places near rite shore. (Stewart 19,12., p„ 378,)

- There 3 $. no record as to when coconuts wuie first seen l>y Knropeans on the Ptaei Islands in the Gulf of Panama

(see rnxpopp. page 461), but available evidence speaks strongly against Introduction by Europeans. Johnston (15349,

p. 8j>, in his botanical survey of uninhabited San Jose Island in this group, observed sevcial old coconut groves

(hut few young trees, and seedlings) in vuttous localities, but especially 00 die beaches facing the ctw&i of Panama

(north and noil hweiit}. Unaware of the prehistoric growth of coconuts on the Partan'isi Isthmus, Johnston suggests

that nuts drifted ashore after die introduction ot the palm in Centetil America in post-Columbian times. The local

coconut groves wuie not associated with former European home sires on rhe island, and ft nawral sea-borne intro-

duction from the nearby mainland is, very Likely— unless ijie native pearl-divers,. sts-larns, and aboriginal turn Sees

which, Ifirrtifcrly possessed and frequented i.lie group, had transplanted the useful nut from its prehistoric groves on

the adjoining mainland.
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Fe ed no J observed during bis researches in coastal Ecuador in 1942, that '"coconuts were
used as main water supply for sailing canoes lea ving Limoneg Esmeralda?, etc. for coastal
Colombia. ^ This local traffic was not less important in prehistoric times (see further
Parr V III), and we may well presume that if the coconuts were thus important to voyagers
along ihc. coast, they would he no less useful to local fishermen or explorers who went
further out to sea.

Hill (192:9, p. 151) however, writes: “Cook also attaches importance to the occurrence
ot coconut palms on Cocos Island, , , . After considering the various suggestions made
by Cools there seems to be nothing against the view, held by De Candolle, that the coconut
paims on this island might have been brought there by early Polynesian voyagers. From
this island., or more possibly by the landing of some of these early voyagers on the Pacific

coast of Central America, they became established on the mainland and were in the course
of rime carried far and wide,”

If we accept the latter view it would mean chat the yet unidentified Polynesians had
brought the domesticated coconut away from an equally unidentified place of origin

somewhere in Asia, and carried it windwards across the Pacific to bring it ashore in the

home of all its related genera and species. This may be correct, but if so, we cannot escape
from the consequences. If the Polynesians had actually taken interest in the planting of
coconuts on Cocos Island, and the other “island of Cocos** nearer the Colombian shore,

they must either have had a local settlement or else considered the territory to he within
their own sphere of maritime .i nterest. They would not plant their own coconut supply on
an island in entirely alien waters to face a return voyage of thousands of miles with a reduced
supply. Obviously* the people who planted coconuts on the islands close to the American
mainland were the people who had the greatest interest in its presence in that particular

locality. If these were the Polynesians, then the borders of Polynesia move right up dose
to the mainland of tropical America,

rhe nearest known Polynesian settlement (o Cocos Island is the Marquesas group,,

nearly four thousand miles to the west. Now it so occurs that it was just the natives of the

Marquesas group who told Captain Porter that their early forefathers had received the coco*

nut Tom some place called Utupu, across the ocean to the east of them. Porter (1815,

Vol. II, p. 13,9) tried to identify rhis easterly coconut island:

I he cocoa-nut tree, as I before remarked, was said to have been brought from Qvtwpw
(jjtitpa) an island which is supposed by rhe natives to be situated somewhere to the

windward of La Magdalena (Fatuhiva), None of our navigators have yet discovered an
island of that name, so situated; but in examining the chart of Tupia, the native of rhe island

of l nten who left there with captain Cook on his first voyage, we find nearly in the place-

assigned by die natives of Ndoabeevab. (Nukuhiva) to Qvfvopofr an island called Ootoo, Pc/,

which signifies night, black, or dark, may be an addition of our islanders or an omission
ot 'l tspias\ this chart, although not drawn with the accuracy which could be expected
I tom our hydrog rap liers, was, nevertheless, constructed by Sir Joseph Banks under the

direction of Tftptrt, and was of great assistance to Cook and other navigators in discovering

the islands he has named. . . . Of the existence of Qcfoo or Oofoopm there can nor be a doubt:
I upia received such information from the accounts of other navigators as enabled him

1 B. Ki. Fcrdofl, tatter tv rhe author dated 27th June ipp.
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to give it a position on his chart neatly fifn years, ago, and the position now ascribed to

it by Gattanewa (of Nukul-iiva), differ* little from that of 1'upiaf
1

O. F. Cook (1910-1912, p. 294} was the iirsr to suspect a connection between the easterly

located Utupu whence the Marquesas islanders claimed to have brought the coconut, and

Cocos Island, the nearest outpost of this palm in South American waters.’ This in I act

clearly indicates a Polynesian importation of [he coconut from the direction of Cocos Island

and America rather than to an exportation in that direction. We shall later return 10 another

Marquesan legend of Lhis land to the far cast, in which its name is directly identifiable with

that of the early Fatherland of the Polynesian gods.

An interesting and relevant incident is also pointed nut by Itowe (195 c), who shows

how an early missionary to the Marquesas in 1797 and 1798 wrote that, according to Mar-

quesan tradition, the coconut was brought to them by an early god-man who voyaged

the ocean in “a stone canoe". Noticing that die Marquesas islanders use the Poh uesian

term for “rat'd
1

,
i. e. pae-pae, also as a general term for the characteristic stem construction on

which all their houses stand, Rowe writes :
“I had wondered for many years what this

could mean, but i see now of course that it was a reference to raft or Pat-pat . i'&t-pcw can

also mean stone platform: hence the confusion.”- If the coconut came to rhe Marquesas

from the east, it would in all probability have come on a raft, or pat-pat which strongly

supports Rowe’s interpretation. The first word uttered by the Tuamotu islanders when

they saw the Kon-Tjki balsa raft was the same word, ptw-ptse. (Heyerdahl 1948.)

In his discussion of palms and other monocotyledon elements in the Marqucsan Fora,

F. B, H. Brown (1931. p. 120) also supports art ancient east- to-west spread of the coconut

palm: “The probable American origin of the coconut is indicated not only in the concen-

tration of species but also in the grouping of related genera.” Further corroborativeevidence

of some significance may be found by obsen Eng that the same author examined in

Hakaui Valley, Nukuhiva, of the Marquesas, “a few specimens fit a remarkable palm

discovered and described without name by Henry.” Describing this very rare palm,

Brown {lbid. t p. 127) found a number of important characters pertaining to Et which

appeared “definitely to separate tills palm from (iffcos and to place it probably in the genus

Diplvlhemuffi . . All other known species of Diplothemium, five in number, belong to

Sourh America and are endemic of Bolivia and Bra2.iL About the palms in Bakaui Valley,

Brown says: “This species is evidently close to Oipfothcmium rands,xens from the moun-

1 He wmit {fbiAt)

;

"The accounts which the Peruvians gave to the Spaniards of kinds in 1 he Pacific led to the

fitting out of the expeditions of MondaiYa, Sarmiento, and QtiirOs, The Polynesian# also had Itaditions of places

farther cast than any existing islands, The natives of [he Marquesas Archipelago, the group char lies nearest to

Cocas Island and the Isthmus oi Panama, told Captain Porter that the coconut was brought frOln another island to

thy eastward, Portec notes the further fact that a native of the Sue id j Edands had given in Captain Cnok, fifty

years before, a similar mime, for an island supposed to be located to the eastward of the Marquesas group." Sr.

Johnston (1411, p. 2H4J also refers to this ancient Marquestfu tradition chat the coconut had originally heen brought

from the east.

* Personal communication from X. A. Rowe. In letters djited itkfa April 1950 and Brh and iSlh March ijji,

Rowe refers to :s manuscript journal by William Pascoe Grout, quoted in I .otter XXVI EJ oi‘ Sjp&art's Visit tv tie

Sorttb Stas, 1831. ^e may also note that Stewart (sRj?, p, 17-7) himself wrote that the legendary hero who brought

the coconut to the Marquesas in a “stone canoe” {put-pas?') was ;uj flitip. The author Stt&S&es. in the same connection

u'h-ii we have already seen, that ati:a was the .VhiTqnes nn term for an ancestral god, bur tc had a double significance,

it was simultaneously rhr denomination for 'white.’ men.
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tainous regions of South America, h k used by the natives for the sains purposes as the
coconut, , , .The native name in Nukuhiva is ski might”
Noting mat the Marqucsans, who face America, remember having received the coconut

not from Polynesia but from the far cast, we may also observe that there is nothing in
Poi;. nesian traditional history to indicate that the coconut was found growing wild I oca 11v

when the aboriginal Polynesian discoverers arrived. Hawaiian history claims that the
coconut was introduced to their id finds from hithihi b v the two seafaring brothers Ipua
and .itukalenuiaiku. (Pomander 1919.) Polynesian settlements west of the Marquesas
Group .ue full 1 ii legends and traditions of an early period when there were no coconut-
palms on the islands, Some, like the Tahitians, resort to fables or allegories to account for
the introduction of the specie..?, hut others, like the natives of Manihiki and Rakahanga,
state plainly that on their own islands “there were no coconuts, nothing but a bare plain”*
until visitors mom Rarotonga came and planted coconuts which thev bad carried along.
(Gill 191 5, p. 146.)

in Melanesia the coconut certainty does not seem to be oi very great antiquity, according
t" native memories and betieis. Riescnfcld (1950 b), throughout his exhaustive study of
Melanesian lore, shows that the coconut is recollected independent!] in different pans as ;l

rood brought to the islands in fairly recent times, often by legendary heroes of “light skin’
1

,

S i j i cc 1 he last v, ar, Salmi
!, 1946.; has raised Lire claim that some of the petrified palm stems

* £presumed in die lertiary floras oi India and Burma, and described as PaffftoxyIon sutidiiTStif^

belong to the same genus as Cocos nmifera. On comparing the form and distribution of the
fibro-vascular bundles compared with what he terms the- “parenchyma pattern” as seen in

cross- sections oi tire stem, he claims that “a dose degree of resemblance can be proved
between the modern coconut palm and an early Tertiary Pahxoxylon from the Deccan
Intertrappean Series. {JhuL y p. 371.) I have not seen any comments on thi$ interesting

clami by Sah.ni, and we may assume that the last word in the discussion of the origin of
coconut domestication still, apparently, remains to be ^aid,

r

I he latest comment on the subject comes, from Sauer (19 jo, p. 524), who lists the coco-
nut among cultivated fruits and nuts of prehistoric America, He sacs: “Probably only two
palms in the New World were truly domesticated in aboriginal culture, rh.e coconut and
pei 3 bay e. The others appear to he unmodified wild species, ...” Stating that we have “ade-
quate and explicit eyewitness evidence that the coconut palm was aheadv established “in
great groves in Panama, Costa Rica, and on Cocos Island” when the first Spaniards arrived,

lie adds: “!c is possible that such groves of coconuts existed as far north as the coast of
Jalisco," (On die latitude of Mexico City.) Further: “The earliest known groves in

the New World were in part along the coast and in part at some distance inland, but
then, as now. apparently always as groves, and not scattered through the native jungk
or brush.”

Sauer carefully retrains from taking any definite standpoint a> to the original source and
prehistoric migratory route of the coconut palm, but lie plainly Lends to the view that the

prehistoric distribution, of coconuts, at least across great ocean stretches, “is the result

of deliberate planting by man”, fie does not list any botanical evidence for a Polynesian,

Indonesian, or other Asiatic origin of the domesticated coconut or its parent genus, pos-

sible because no purely botanic reason has ever been found. Referring instead toO, 1 .Cook's
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studies of the original domestication of the coconut palm, which assign the species to

an American origin, Sauer {Ibid.) says: “1 hese studies are still the most significant contri-

bution to the subject even though the conclusions arc not sustained in toto,” He then

goes on to repeat and summarize in his own words the strong botanical evidence on which

Cook’s original view was founded, and which indicated that this great cultivated plant

had its origin in the interior valleys of the northern Andes rather than among alien species

in the Old World;

“This evidence rests on the following: (1) The New World concentration of almost all

the species of palms related to the coconut. (2) Cook’s hypothesis that the primitive cultigen

originated in interior tropical valleys where salt springs impregnated the soil. This con-

dition is frequently met with in the valleys of Colombia* such as the Catica, where near

relatives of the coconut are native. (3.) The seed is a remarkable mechanism specialized for

germination in climates having a long dry season* rather than foe facility in marine distri-

bution. {4) The varietal simplicity of the coconut in the New World, as contrasted with

great multiplicity of forms across the Pacific, is explained as showing that ‘the greatest and

most definite variations of the cultivated plant arc much more likely to occur and be

preserved outside ks natural range, where intermixture with the wild type is prevented
1 .”

Sauer finally says of the opposition to this botanical evidence; “The complete hypothesis

of Cook has met with resistance, especially because it requires an ancient skill in navigation

and because the coconut has had little significance in American economy, as compared

with rhat of Indonesia*”

These arguments are not botanical, and may he met by practical reasoning. We shall

soon see that the coastal population of ancient South America* including Pacific Colombia*

had a buoyant balsa raft which permitted even an unskilled crew, like that of the Kon-Ti ki

expedition, to plant sprouting coconuts inside Polynesian territory, whence they could

spread westwards, through didmion by subsequent voyagers and castaways, right across

the sea. Nor shall we forget that the economic importance of a plant is not a dependable

clue to its geographic origin. The cultivation and demand for tobacco, tomatoes* or the

cacao-bean never attained the same universal spread and attention in aboriginal America

as it has subsequently acquired in certain parts of the Old World, nor was the west Pacific

bread-fruit as important in Indonesia as in Fiji or Tahiti, into which it was subsequently

imported. 1 Let us hear in mind that the Malays adopted the coconut palm as a source

of an alcoholic beverage, unknown east of their own domain. This would tend strongly to

increase its local popularity in Asia, and argue strongly against an eastward transportation

of the palm. And for water supply it is of much greater importance on barren coral atolls*

as in parts of Polynesia and most of Micronesia, than in the great jungles and river-countries

of tropic America.

Until the true origin of the coconut is determined* we can not say more than that the

available evidence is sufficient proof that man must have given it a lift at any rare across its

largest prehistoric water-space, that between tropic America (with the Cocos Islands) and

the Marquesas Group.

1 Merrill {igjo* p. SJ writes, about the Ftjij'flesiaiis :

w
. . .And of course the breadfruit {A* titsirpns altiiis Fosh.)

was a most important food plane to them although it is little used in die islands to the west from whence it cam*.”

30 HcyxrdaM,,
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The pineapple

Compared with the coconut, the pineapple (Ananas comosus, or Ananas tsthw) pkyed a
very limited part indeed ill the material culture of the Polynesians. Bur as a direction-

finder in an analysts of early Polynesian voyages and contacts, its value is most apparent,

and more dependable than a comparative study of most man-made artifacts.

The original home of rhe pineapple is well-known to he pre-Columbian America, where
a small-fruited, long-leaved form was found growing spontaneously at least from Brazil

t- > the Andean highlands and as far south as Paraguay, while larger, finer forms were found
from Jalisco in Mexico to as far south as perhaps the Pacific lowlands of northern Peru.

Sauer (1950, p. 526) states that Popenoe recorded an extensive production of aboriginal

pineapple up to an altitude of 1 50c m in the Andean valleys of Ecuador. He says: "It mav
have originated in some northern inter-Andean valley, along with other plants of the kinds

cultivated by division*” Most writers believe that the pineapple originated somewhere in

Brazil, whence it was spread by .aboriginal planters to various parts of tropic America.
In hk monograph on the genus Anam.^ Bcrtoni (1919, p. 2H0) seems to be one of the

first to tentatively indicate that this crop plant seems to have spread Westwards from
South America and out across the open Pacific in pre-Columbian time. And in his volume
on Monocotyledons in the Ffora af Swtfetifkm Polynesia, P. B* H, Brown p. 157)
directly challenged the accepted view among anthropologists as to Polynesian navigation

on the American side of (tie ocean, arguing that the aboriginal planting of Ananas sui-mss

in rhe Marquesas Group implied an early crossing of the "East Pacific by native craft. He
says about the local grow ill of this culture plant:

“A native of tropical America, it is evidently of ancient aboriginal introduction in the

Marquesas, where it is to be found in all inhabited valleys. A few plants occur here and
there at low altitudes, but it seems to have been planted more commonly in tine arid

uplands in situations too dry and exposed for other plants belonging to the native agri-

culture. ( >nc of the largest pineapple plantations in rhe Marquesas is in eastern Fatuhiva,

on the dry, rocky, exposed slopes of Mouna Natalie, at an altitude of 900 meters. The
xerophyric trees and shrubs originally covering rhis mountain have been removed. Under
such conditions, the pineapple of the Marquesans grows luxuriantly without cultivation

of any kind, file long, tangled stems cover the rocks and stones, where few other plants can

grow. A few plants occur also along the dry trails, but arc absent from undisturbed areas

of indigenous vegetation,
1

’ Brown also writes: “The pineapple was valued in ancient

rimes for its fruits and leaves, the fruits being used more extensive!1

, for the kis and for

scenting coconut oil than for food. However, the various varieties, thriving as they did

on 1 he dry interior uplands, were planted along ihc trails where no streams or springs

existed and few or no coconuts thrived. Thus they afforded food and .1 refreshing source

of thirst-quenching juice. .. . The native names are Liaboket (northern dialect) and faabohs

(southern dialect) in the Marquesas, hum in the Cook Islands, ...” Further: “The fruit,

which is small In comparison with that of commercial varieties, is extremely fragrant and

superior in flavor* The following 6 names and cultivated varieties, all of which were an

integral pari of the ancient material culture, were evidently originated by the Marquesans

from the single Brazilian species. This I act seems fairly positive evidence that the early
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Polynesians, through contact with America, obtained their original stock long before the

discovery of the Marquesas by Europeans,” (Sec Plate LX HI 9
1

,}

During my own stay in the interior of Omoj Valley, and later in ( )uh on the cast coast,

f was able to get well acquainted with the local native variety of the pineapple, fhe fa a

hka was never found near the modern villages and settlements, but invariable near former

mountain trails or on archaeological sites with traces of stone platforms or earl} native

habitat in the long abandoned inland hills of the island. Our native guides would of their

own accord proud!;, point out 1 he favoured places where the inland fda kka grew; they

assured us that these were remains from their own early forefathers and regarded the

vestiges of the ancient pineapple plantations with exact!} the same pride as when they

pointed out petroglyphs, burial sites, or early masonry in the long deserted parts of the

island. Modem food-plants which bas e been introduced to this and the other Marquesan

Islands since European contact have invariably been planted in or near the historically

occupied settlements, and in this respect the [da ksk

a

presents a marked contrast. The

mountain Mount* Natahu on lhc east side of fatuhiva, where Brown described the richest

pineapple growth of the Marquesas, is one of the most isolated and least accessible spots

on the island, and according to Tei Tetua (the only surviving native on. rhe east coast in

1957), this mountain represented the last fortified stronghold of rhe aboriginal tribes

who were confined to the hills when the immigrants from Hawaii occupied all the coastal

valleys* Exceedingly few Europeans have ever visited Mouna Natahu, and the local jda

bkas were abandoned by native agriculturists long before the better quality of pineapples

was introduced to the vallev of Taiohac in Nukuhiva at the beginning of the 19th century

(Porter iSij, Voh II, p. 134.) Although the present natives favour the juicy but acid taste

of the wild mountain pineapple, they have never bothered to transplant it from the rarely

visited inland sites, and the existence of fa a kka was always a certain sign of earh former

habitation nr activity.

The origin of the pineapple in Hawaii Is also an interesting question. Collins (1949) in

his monograph on the pineapple, calls attention ro its early growth in Hawaii, and shows

that it was known as hala Kahiki among the aborigines of that group. This, indeed, is a

name not of European derivation, but closely related to the ahoriginal term for the pine-

apple in the Marquesas group, fa a or hda, and to that of the Cook Islands, bra. (Brown

1931, p. 137,) The suffix Kahiki is in our day s a term almost equivalent to “abroad”, hut in

all ancient Hawaiian and orher East and Central Polynesian myths arid traditions Kahiki is

the main and general name for the earliest continental Fatherland of the Polynesian people.

(Sec further Part X.) It is remarkable thar jusc a South American plant like the pineapple is

honoured with this suffix, 1

Degene r (1930, p. &&) states with regards to what we know of the introduction of the

pineapple in Hawaii: “According to written records* the first white man to plant the pine-

apple in the Islands was Don Matin. This was done in though rhe Hawaiian 5 had been

1 In Hawaii as- veil as. tl« Marquesas, die .name lot pineapple h also given to certain Pandamts Species, the syn-

carpU of which very much recall chose of the pineapple. 1: is therefore the more noteworthy ihat ic is the actual

pineapple and not the Pau&atout which in Hawaii conies- the suffix "from KahiHA In Fiji the name tmdnt usual ty

retcftej r.-> hoth rhe Panddmts fafQrhfs and the ^-IjMWiir eemonu. {Dcgener an: Smith 154s, p- h.) The term ananas

va* adopted by Europeans from the natives In Bnuil, from where rhe Hrst fruits Were carried to Europe about 1650,
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growing plant in a semi-wild state long before," It was only a generation earlier that
Cook discovered toe group, and his party did nor narrate to have introduced pineapple
cultivation in Hawaii, nor was his itinerary' such that he coaid have been equipped with
this American piano Ir is important to note that the pineapples introduced by Europeans
to I IawaiLj and found in the present plantations, are different from the earlier semi-wild
native fak KatikL Begcncr (Ibid.) writes of the latter: "These plants , >

.
produce rather

small but very fragrant, sweet fruit. They may he found near sea level usually as escapes
fo>m early cults vation by the Hawaiians. They grow in numbers tr. rocky places on the
Island of Hawaii in Puna, ...as well as in Kona, ...they are known from . . . Waiku
Vadey. Island of Molokai; on the Island of Kauai; and probably elsewhere/'

1 he fact that the vegitatively produced pineapple was not at all an Indo-Melanesian
pem!, but could only have come out of America,, has, as in the case of the sweet-potato*
caused directly biassed theories to account for the navigational problems connected with
!.s original introduction in the islands. Even Dcgener (Ibid*, p- 87) was originally led. to
conclude with reference to the original Hawaiian pineapple: “That it was introduced bv
the Haw aiians is inconceivable as that would presuppose considerable Polynesian inter-
course with America, The plant was brought here either directly from rhe tropics of the
New World by the white race or from Tahiti or some other region to which it had been pre-
viously imported from America by the same people. It is even possible rhaL die pineapple,
earned as an antiscorbutic, before Captain Cook's discovery of the Islands, was brought
here on a Spanish vessel.” Degencr refers to Don Pedro Alvarado dc Saavadra who left

Mexico in 1 *27 with 5 ships and lost 2 in a storm at sea, but there h no good reason to
suspect that the two lost ships ended up in Hawaii, and with the small variety of pineapples
on board, v hich in America were only known to the south of Panama where SaavadrTs
> I lips had never been. In a later publication. Degencr (1349, pp. 194, 195) also willingly"

admits that there arc reasons to believe In pre-Columbian contacts between Polynesia and
Nmth America, with the possibility both of Hawaii a ns visaing South America and of
Indians migrating in prehistoric times from South America to Hast Polynesia.

Chris tophersen (1935 p, 47) states that the pineapple is common in a natural state in

Samca, but lac has no information pertaining to the local introduction of this South Ameri-
can plant.

1 he question as to how rhe native varieties of the pineapple reached the aboriginal
settlements in parts of Polynesia has still nor been adequately answered by the ethnologists,

who have given very little attention to this ethnobotanical problem. But Bryan ( 19* f, p. 6v),

commenting on the hypothetical migratory route from the Malay Islands to Polynesia,

writes:
e

T;ie presence of the pineapple and certain other food, plants in Polynesia mav
mean that they even voyaged to the coast of South and Central America.”

The papaya

The papaya (Charim Papaya) belongs to a genus Csriftt, native of tropical America,
where it was first encountered hy the Spaniards in Panama. A larger, finer form of the

papaya seems to have had its main centre of domestication in Central America, whence
it gradually spread north into Mexico and south into Peru. Other forms are indigenous
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to South America, Sauer (1950, p. 5

5

0 writes: “Piotn northern Colombia to northern

Chile there is an interesting and poorly known Lot of Highland cultivated species. These

arc generally reduced in sii-e of trunk, fruit] and leal, and the majority are often eaten alter

cooking. Here belongs the mitts of the Peruvian Andes (Carica Mftdiaw). A number of

specks* all of which bear local Indian names, are very common through Else Highland

settlements of Ecuador and Colombia and well into the tierra iriaA

Again R B. H, Brown, as a leading authority on Marquesan plant life, wrote m his

subsequent volume (1955, p. 190} on Dicotyledons in the flora of Southeastern Poljnma

:

"Carica Papaya . . , At leasL two varieties are present in the Marquesas: vi inana (vs imtta),

recognized by the Marquesas as one of their ancient food pknts, is doubtless of aboriginal

introduction. Its fruit is smaller and less palatable than the vi Oahu which is claimed by the

natives to have been introduced from Hawaii by the early missionaries. Both kinds yield

abundantly. The native name of the species is vi irustm, w imta^ or vi Oahu tn the Marquesas

ifa j.n Tahiti, ninitn in Rarotonga; eita in Ritmtara ;
and bvi in Hawaii. The sap of the papaya,

preferably that from the male tree (mamw), is used as a poultice. A native nr tropical

America; of aboriginal introduction in Polynesia.”

Some other American elements in the Marquesan flora

It may be relevant here to note that Brown himself is not attempting to establish a

transfer of human beings from America to aboriginal Polynesia, As a botanist, lie accepts

the current opinion among Pacific ethnologists of a Polynesian immigration from the Old

World, and he even argues that this theory is supported by the pre.-European presence

of the breadfruit and other Old World (Melanesian) food plants in the Marquesas Group.

Yet he is led, from observed evidence, to infer that [he native flora of Southeast Polynesia

evinces American relations, often involving human agency. The necessity of an early

American-Polynesian transfer applies not only to such cultivated crops as the gourd, sweet-

potato, cotton, coconut, pineapple, papaya, etc., all of which were first domesticated and

subsequently brought across the sea by man, but also to a great number of such species as

must have reached the islands from America by natural drifts from the east long before the

arrival of human migrants or drift voyagers with the more tender crop-plants acid tubers.

This, indeed, is a good criterion of local ocean drifts.

However, among the American dements in tix native Marquesan flora there is a noti-

ceable proportion which Brown was led to attribute to a transfer by an early human agency

rather than to an independent ocean drift. Thus, whereas the Asiatic sugar-cane, unknown

in aboriginal America and on the Micron csi.an atolls, must have entered Polynesia from

Melanesia, like certain other deliberately imported grasses, the similarly imported Marquc-

san pamhina (Artstick mbspnatd) was a South American species. All grasses of earlier pre-

human existence, indigenous to the Marquesas, appear to he of American origin. Brown

(Ibid*, p. 49) therefore writes: “Although it appears that the main stream of Polynesian

immigration came from the west, just the opposite direction from which the indigenous,

flora came, undoubtedly some intercourse may have occurred between the natives of the

American continent and those of the MarquesasA
Showing that the pambina has received its native name from that of the peculiar local
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head-ornament (p&ra&tsa) made from the yellowish-white beard of old natives (see Plate
LXXXII1

1

), Brown [
7bid, y p, 79) says: . . nor infrequently the natives of Nukuhlva wore a

vd lowish-white tuft of this grass in place of the
jtevahtna* . , + The presence of this American

grass as a dominant element in the prairie of Nukuhiva is of interest. It Is not unlikely
1 hat it was unintentionally brought in by the early inhabitants, possibly at the same time
that the wild pineapple was introduced,”

We repeatedly find similar botanical inferences in the same work. Thus Ag&atem
cmiy^pidzs, with ine Marquesan name met roro or mm par&ri

t is a species with its centre
in tropical America, Brown p. 356) says: ’'There seems ro be no record of any use
of the plant In Rapa, but in the Marquesas the fragrant (lowers and foliage; were prized
lor the construction of garlands, for scenting coconut oil, and for medicine. Robert T.
Ait ken also records its use in Tubuaj for scenting coconut oil. Pantropic; of American ori-
gin, probably unintentionally introduced by early man in southeastern Polynesia.”

The South American element in the Hawaiian flora

I u ruing ncxr to another isolated island group in eastern Polynesia Hawaii—we find a

somewhat analogous picture, In his Fkra of the Islands HiJ Jebrand (1888) pointed
out the local growth of a number of plants closely related to South American species, and
n. ferrets ro them as an Andean earnest in the Horn or Hawaii. Most of these elements are too
old to have any bearing on human migration, but they are interesting in showing the trend
of the natural ocean drifts in this part of the ocean. Hillebrand shows that the Hawaiian
group lies entirely within the domain of the northeasterly ocean current, but speculates as
to whether a subsidiary feeder may not also come up from the west coast ofSouth America,
lie w rues {Ib-id^ p. rqj: This accessory stream or may not account for rhe important
American element of the Andine regions which is apparent in die Hawaiian flora/

3

J i our discussion ot the endemic 26-chromosomed cotton, of Hawaii, we have already
quoted Hutchinson, hi low, and Stephens (1947) to the effect that the means hy which
Hav. aiian plants reached the islands have been the cause of much controversy, and, aur-
getting that the linted cotton only reached Hawaii after the establishment of early Peruvian
ub Miration. they refer to endemic species ot other Hawaiian plants, of which Skottsbetg
had stated r

4

1 he species may he endemic but arc seldom strongly marked, standing close
ro American species .

fr

Carter (T9 so. p. 172) points nut that if we admit that one American plant was carried
ro aboriginal Hawaii, why not more.- He quotes Fosberg, who in a recent study (1948)
'4 the derivation of the Hawaiian flora, writes:

11
. . .of the American element [in Hawaii]

a iar greater part of the species are only slightly distinct from their American relatives than
true .or the other elements* This, of course, indicates that the introduction of die Ameri-

can (Andean) elements is muen more recent than char of the other Hawaiian plants, and yet

sufficiently ancient to be definitely p re-Europe an. Extracting a selection of nine Hawaiian
species 1 from Hillebrand^ flora (iSKfl), Carter

(7kA, p, 174) says that the entire list

"deserves to be studied from an ethno botanical point of view.”

1 \':i 1 r-.L-l v ; Pvrtultutt HHn-Krtsyaim&enuK;Erigermt ttihitlas ; Mysa/frjurrtmfaaa r Ipatmea Metetajdia ; Amatau/Afte

frmiaittfm ; Ckmpodiitm satuk'kbuuit; Polvwwtmipumiflartn ; En^ttis mxiottui. It slioul.f lit juhkJ -h;V Ckmp^dUm
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One remarkable species in this series of American-Hawaiian plants is the busk-tomato,

Pbysatis peruviana* Hillebrand (i8SS s p. 310) calls it naturalized and records the native name

as "palm. It was used by the aborigines in early Hawaii for its edible berries. The hu.sk-

toniato is an American crop plants a native of Mexico, f.cnttal America. and I e iu. Two

different types are distinguished (see Sauer 1950, p. $zo), one belonging to Mexico and

the other,
'

Pbysatis permiana? principally cultivated by the aborigines of Peru. Among the

natives of tropical America this plant is commonly grown and widely marketed for its

edible fruits or berries, which keep for several months. The Peruvian species is cultivated

northward through aboriginal Colombia, About the aboriginal growth of this plant in

Hawaii, Carre r {Ihid., p. T75) writes: “Physatis is an edible plant related to the Amen cart

tomato. Jenkins has recently published 7 be Origin oj the Cuithafed lomafo, He considers

Physiftis to be an older plant food than the cultivated tomato and the tomato Lo have been

domesticated because of its general similarity to Pbywatis. Like cotton, sweet potato, and

Hibiscus, Physatis points again toward Peru.”

Reviewing the known native uses of several of the other species of his list from Hille-

brand’s Hawaiian flora. Carter {Ibid.) ends by saving: “Kven these few notes from an old

botanv suggests a clue to the origin of some of the American element in the flora of I lawful.

It would he strange indeed if it should prove that only the ‘cosmopolitan weeds' used by

man in America were transported by nature to Hawaii and that the same uses found in

America travelled with them as in the case for ArgemoneA

The Algernon?

The growth of the strictly American Argemone (A- alba var. guinea) was already noted In

Hawaii by Captain Cook, and has therefore not missed considerable comment in the litera-

ture of the subject. Plain (1 £ 9 5), in "An Account of the Genus Argemone”, shows that the

genus was otherwise restricted to aboriginal America in pre-Columbian times, ArgewoW

Mexicanta having been introduced to Europe in 1 592. (AW., p. 3
ay) 1 Ic admits -hai the pre-

sence of a variety of this American species in prehistoric Polynesia "is difficult to explain \

and shows with Hooker that the white -flowered Hawaiian Argemone seems closest associ-

ated with a certain white-flowered Argemone of the Pacific coast of Chile. He points out

[Ibid, , p. 208} that : “Medical qualities have been attributed to . 1rgemone in America by the

Mexicans, . , , The oil of the Argemone is said by Dymock to be medical ..." Vve may add

here that Argemone mexkana was used also in aboriginal Peru for its narcotic and anesthetic

properties. (Yacovieffand Herrera 1935, p. 41.)

In his work on the Petpavern&at* Fedde (1909) also emphasised the purely American

origins of all the Arguments, and shows that their spread from an original homeland in

Mexico and Central America, down through the Pacific slopes of the Andes as far as Chile,

is in all probability due to the work of man rather than nature. lie suggests (AW., p. 280)

that the variety of Argemw Aba discovered in aboriginal Hawaii may perhaps lie a hybrid

form between A , alba and A. wexkami, but admits In any case that tins Argemone occur-

stuiMeiihmsis,vi CLtohsttmt wit ss now tailed, hat! however existed in Hawaii many millennia before the arrivalofman.

SL-llirig'^ pollen Aii-alvsja {194SI, p, 79-1. ttC-) has determined its Local gfOWi h iti dry local districts snice tne LtUci.il period.

For the antiquity iirtti important: of due cultivated utrtiitanths in aboriginal America, see £hh;e (ipJO, p- 497)-
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fence in Polynesia "is really difficult to -explain” Like Praia, Fedde points ant that the milky
saP r * 1c °% Sctc*s r^e Argemone were used for skin diseases and other medical
purposes among aboriginal Indians oi America, an important piece of ethnological in-
formal]on which may well explain the artificial spread of the plant close to human settle-
ment^ all die way down the Pacific side of the Andes, and right across the ocean to pre-
historic Hawaii.

Stokes (1932, p^ 5 99)* hi his paper on the problematical spread of die sweet-potato from
America to prehistoric Hawaii, said: "Were there an early contact between Hawaii and
Central America* it might not be si) surprising that the Mexican poppy {ArgpmoM mexicetna\
V£l> *ounc^ Hawaii by Look’s people. It might have been ship-borne instead of wind-
borne as generally stated.'”

No botanist would suggest that the Argemone seeds could blow from America to Ha-
waii, nor would petrels or other flsh-eating, long-distance sea-birds help seeds ofArgemone
to bridge this span of ocean. The only simple and logical explanation is the one suggested
by Stokes (also Heyerdahl T949; Carter 1950; jakeman 19 jo), that the plant was carried
I ' mafl aboriginal craft. Carter (icjjo, p, 172) says, in pointing to the fact that the
early Americans used the Argemone medicinally.*

These items suggest that we are dealing with no weed, hut a plant with culturally
determined usages. That the plant and its specific usages travelled together suggests pur-
poseful rather chan accidental transport. The question of

: Argemone alba va£<ghma in Hawaii
t lien assumes a new light. In Hawaii ii accompanies the sweet potato, surely an American
plant, and atf-chiomosomed cotton of probable American origin. It has the same arbitrary
medical uses as in America: not only the use of the seed nil, but also the application of the
milky sap to chronic skin diseases. The plant was present when Cook discovered ;he is-

lands. Fedde long ago noted that this plant grew in open places, a characteristic of the
introduced plain s of the islands as Engter had even earlier noted. Fedtie considered ir not
an ancient introduction. Such evidence certainly suggests that man carried it to Hawaii.”
Vnd {Ibid., p. 179}* “Ar^mam suggests that the exchange of knowledge went beyond
food plants into medicine and its associated magic and ritual.”

The South American element in Easter Islandflora

l he early voyagers, as we have already noted, saw that the principal of all food plants

m aboriginal Easter Island was the American sweet-potato. In the narrative of the earlv

Spanish expedition, from IV ru which rediscovered Easter Island after Roggeween, we read
(flerve 1770, p, 123) toat besides die sweet-potato the gourd was a local culture clement,

' plants like, those whose Heaves are employed at the Callao [Peru] for making mats.”
Skottsberg {1-934, p, 278) points out that the flora oi" Easter Island is "extremely poor

in species”, and moreover that in several cases there is no certainty whether or not a given
species is indigenous. He Jisrs seven species as American elements in the local flora, three

of which are endemic to Easter bland and four of which are not, 1 Fie says : "From a

Respective]} : -/fjec/jtypttt pimfKilts; Datt/hartfe ptisehsiii r Dryipterii iSfuts*SM ; i'ir':<]: Cypvria rty-'fni f-nf.iv caLTircf C.
Br^gran.'i) ; Stirpfti rrpatn.v vir. fiatt&sfa f Polygonum f-vsinm mndwktnst (now called L. eardittldmxi var.

aino'Ktnse), Cjptrtu hrq&itfis (C. vegetas) which in widely spread in Sonth America is also known in Peru, unci is ft mini
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botanical point of view the plants* with the exception of the American species* offer no

::rea.t difficulties, provided that we can rely upon the actuality of the transoceanic migra-

tion. . . .bur the presence of an American element is, in any case, surprising/'

This would imply that* provided we can rdy— not only upon a thirteenth century

influence by the migratory vortex from nuclear Polynesia-Shut also upon a considerably

earlier arrival from pre-Inca Peru* (hen the American dement need not be quite so sur-

prising either*

The American element in the flora of Western Polynesia

Seemann (1865-1875) was the first to take up the question of human agency m the

aboriginal spread of weeds into Polynesia, His specific held of botanical research was Fiji,

the mdst easterly outpost of the semi -continental islands of Melanesia which in a. way

form an extension of Australasia* equally in regard to geography, botany and anthropology.

Excluding such aquatic and strand species as could have spread with ocean drifts, Seemann

presented a most interesting problem regarding early Fijian weeds, having found* among

a total of 64 local species 4% common to Fiji and America, while only 16 were held to be

Old World plants. He says p. xvi): . , it must he conceded that the bulk of weeds

ofViti is of American origin, or, at all events, is now found in America, 'Phis is the more

singular, as the majority of the species of these islands, as far as they are not endemic,

i$ Asiatic.”

Merrill, who has in his various publications (i^io; 1950; 193 1 ; 195 6; 1937; 1959; 1946) so

vi gorouslyopposed the possibi I fry ofany aborigi rial deep-sea voyages either to or from Ameri-

ca in pre-Columbian times, has consistently refuted any opinion to r he contrary*including that

of Seemann* However* we have seen how he made a specific exception to his own rule

regarding the sweet-potato. And suggesting that a portion of the Polynesian weeds might

perhaps have been carried out of America by the earliest Hstropem discoverers* who “in

general came into the Pacific from the American side”, he admits (1939, p. 657; 1946* «’*

339;: .
.

yet even as the Polynesians themselves may possibly have introduced the sweet

potato from America into Polynesia, at the same time they may also have introduced a

0ft far north as C llifoxnia and Wssshirtgmm. (Macbiide ipjti, p. zto; Kukenthal ijjf., p. 1 79.} KtAuntol (/*-«/•) also

lists it as naturalized in Tahiti and New Zealand, Cheescman. ( [w 5 > p. 215) commented on. iis. Now Zealand occur-

rence : '“The true home of rhLs plant, fts has keen pointed uni by Mr. C. It. t'larkc is in temperate South America,

^:i<| there tart be no doubt that i: exists only as an Lnrroduccd species in New Zealand, as also in rtiurty Jocdllt-fes

in Southern Europe, ihe Azores.* North America, Tahiti, See. I retain i' in the Flora l:« ^use ii has been twice de-

scribed as an indigenous species, and on account of the remarkable fact that wherever found it presents all the

apjKaianec of a true native, and would certainly be taken at such by any one unacquainted with its origin.” T he

early naturalization of this plant in Eastm Island., Tahiti, New Zealand, may in the liglit of die already accumulated

evidence very possibly be due to 90 early transfer of aboriginal oceanic ciafc from South America, Huts Easter Island

v iriety of the Sarptsi rifarms is closely ceiJLK^t to the important totera reed of the Lake- Titicaca basin* Stirptu tafara.

.Math: ide Ny.-:-, p- a90) refers both to the same species, J. mlifi&rvati-, (For native use see Plate LXXX.: BkutiS’

berg ([921, p. 7o)also lists this apccica from 1 hiviii, but Selling (avr# race) Informs mu that this seems to be an old record

by Mansi (H&ckcVr in Linnufia, j6, p, 1 ri) referring to Xarptst inctts-irit, the nkaakai of i lie natives. (I-Iillebrand i8HS,

|>. .<7 j.) Lyrist.Bf caroIiRiiintfm var. sanst'hmji is. a variety of an otherwise American species confined to Faster Island

and Hawaii. The slightly salty hfrrk'S ate edible hat not very palatable, (Hillcbraod ifcSS, p. 5.09 ^
SkotCsbcrg ipat,

P- Degener 1952, Tam. jiS; Hitchcock ipja, p. 24 j. 3
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|\a\ American s, uccls. It In tact they had introduced the tender tubers of the sw-cct-potato
and a few American weeds, then the attempt to dam up the Pacific with a fictitious waif
between aboriginal America and Oceania has apparently a flaw — and through this flaw
other weeds and elements may equally wcl] have passed,'

Heliconia hihai

It we suppose that the first aboriginal settlers, just like the first European explorers,

came into Polynesia from the American side, then Jiji would be rhe first area where South
American culture people, coming from rhe east, would encounter man out of Asia. \s

stated earlier, the pre- Maori-Polynesian direct contact between Peru and Melanesia in the
rather early centuries A, D. may explain the problems arising from the fact that main
culture elements are peculiar to these two marginal areas. One of these may be the pre-

Columbian spread of the useful American plant Hsikama bihai. Levi- Strauss (1950, p.475:
shows i bat the leaves of Hdkoma bibm were used for roof and wall thatching as well as for
the manufacture of containers among aboriginal peoples in South America. Baker (1893,
n. 19a; and subsequently Schumann and Lauterbach rcpi etc,) shown that this plant was
originally native to tropical America, and introduced into cultivation in Europe from the
W est Indies in 1786. Referring to Hdiccnm hihai as occurring throughout eastern tropical

America, he says lie cannot clearly separate the Mexican and the Peruvian species, whereas
the Pacific Island Hdumia appears to him to be only a cultivated form also closely related

to this same species.

Here again. O. F, Cook (190$, p. 490) put forward the likelihood of human transplan-

tation. He referred to Schumann, who inferred a prehistoric introduction of /htkonia
htim from America to the Pacific islands, and said: "In the time of Oviedo {1335-48)
the natives of rhe West Indies made hats, mats, baskets, anti (hatch from the leaves of
H eliconia, and the starchy rootstocks were eaten.” And: "Though no longer cultivated by
the Polynesians, it has become established in (he mountains of Samoa and in many ofthe

more western archipelagoes. I11 New Caledonia the tough leaves arc still woven into lats,

but tire Fandanus, native in rhe Malay region, affords a better material for general purposes
and has displaced Heliconk in cultivation among the Polynesians*”

The yam bean

A similar and probably even wider prehistoric spread has been acquired by an edible

ruber, the yam bean, Pacbyrrhis^ts sp-, whose large turnip-like roots are edible. Clausen

{1944, p, 7) states in his monograph on this plant; "Probably all species were originally

indigenous to the mainland of Central America and South America.” He speaks of the

medical properties of the plant, but adds (AW., p. 3): '••Historically, and until now, the

most important use of Padp/rrbi^m has been as food. The waferv tubers arc delicious and

sweet. They were probably used in Mexico for centuries before rhe Spaniards arrived. As
early as 1615, Hernandez, according to Altamirano and his associates (1907), commented
on the desirable qualities of the tubers, and said that they were carried back to Spain as

sugar conserves or fresh and covered with sand.”
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Clausen (Ibid., p. 29) shows that Pachyrrhi^ys tuberositi “'seems to be native in the head-

waters of the Amazon River and its tributaries in Brazil, Peru, Ecuador, and Bolivia”, and

adds (Ibidy, p. 31): "In South American countries and certain of the islands of the West

Indies, P, tuber&stis seems to he the common yarn bean in cultivation. Studies of seeds and

tests of them by Hanshcrrv and Norton indicate that this species possesses the same insec-

ticidal properties as P. erestisP

Pacbjrrhi^w was known among the aboriginal Quechua Indians as aftpa* and although

it is almost unknown in modem Peru, Sauer (1930, p, 315) shows that it was described by

the early chronicler Cobo. Yacovleff and Herrera (1934, p. zBj) demonstrate the presence

of its roots in the ancient Peruvian graves at Patacas, and show that the plant was also used

as a decorative motif in Nairta art. Although it has almost disappeared from Peruvian

agriculture, it is still cultivated in the Rolivlanj/w^.c

O, K Cook (1903, pp. 483,496} again apparently was the first botanist to realize fully

that “in time and labor of (cave I” the Pacific Islands are nearer to the early culture-bearers

of Peru than are many of the inland regions conquered from prehistoric Cuzco. This, he

suggests, will explain how the edible tuber of such a leguminous vine as this “yam bean”

had been carded across the ocean ro aboriginal Tonga and Fiji, He says : "The natives of the

Tonga Islands no longer cultivate Ptubyrrhiyus for food, but they nevertheless encourage

its growth in their fallow clearings in the belief that it renders them the sooner capable

of yielding larger crops of yams, , , tin the absence of better material, the people of Fiji

use the fiber for fish lines, and. , the plant sometimes figures in an unexplained manner

in their religious ceremonies, an indication of greater importance in ancient times.”

Guppy (1906, p. 413) was also struck by the presence ofAmerican Pachyrrhi^tts among
the natives on the mid-Pacilic islands: “Although most of the early food-plants hail from

the Old World, the home of Pasbyrrhiiqis is in America, One may indeed wonder how a

plant with such a history ever reached the Western Pacific, It seems to be generally distri-

buted in this part of the ocean, having been recorded ftom New Caledonia, the New
Hebrides

f
Fiji, Tonga and Samoa. Although its edible roots are only used in rimes of

scarcity, the plant grows wild all over Fiji, being especially frequent in the ‘talasinga*

plains. Though I searched diligently, ir never presented me with its seed. In Tonga, ac-

cording to Gractfc the plant is much employed in preparing the land for yam-cultiva-

tion ...”

With its value as a food staple in early Peruvian agriculture now well established, Cook’s

original observation, that man would be the only natural agent to spread this edible tuber

across the ocean by craft, is recently- brought up again as ethnohotanical evidence of

tram -Pacific voyaging, (Steward 1949, p, 744; Sauer 19 3
o, p. 313.)

( 'rap plants from Melanesia

We have in the present part discussed some of the American elements in the Polynesian

flora. We have seen, in certain instances, that a number of the cultivated plants, important

in aboriginal Polynesian agriculture, must have been carried out of prehistoric America on
ocean craft, while still other more or less useful dements in the local flora might have

reached the islands by the very same agency. .Botany is here able to supply etbmlojiy
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wii,-) i\ aeries of independent pieces or. evidence, ranging in value from actual proof to mere
indication.

ftthnofogy, in turn, may assist botany by pointing out that man must have played a
very important part in she origin and distribution of the present island flora. Polynesian
traditions arc full of references showing that, at the time of the earliest discoveries, and
during the subsequent inter-island dispersal with trade and colonisation, tubers, cuttings,

seeds, nuts, and saplings were carefully carried about in Lite native craft, and thus spread

. ,
-7 i \ l \ tn^_ m some cases, in others not, and often being discarded

in after years for the sake of more convenient and desirable plants. Wc have already seen
(Part I V) how Hotu Matua and his party, when discovering blaster Island from the east,

had to subsist on fish* turtle, and the nuts of a creeping plant found growing along the
ground, until their own crop, imported and planted upon arrival, began "to yield. Similarly,

we recall from the first landings of native discoverers on the east coast of Mangareva:
"'When Mini and Moa arrived there, this place had no people. Also there were no tall trees

from the beach to the foot of the mountain. Bare stood the landA Tills would again
argue that the cocos palm, and perhaps even the hibiscus tree, were imported into

Mangareva by its human occupants.

Undoubtedly, an unnecessary bias could be removed from the botanical study of the
]
Jad lie: island flora if it was made sufficiently clear that the claim that man migrated from
east to west into the open oceanic area is only a theory, and that we neither have at the

present any valid reason to refute the possibility of prehistoric human sailings from the

early agricultural centres of the New World into Polynesia*

We have also seen (Part I) that there is no plant evidence suggesting a Polynesian origin

in Indonesia, nor the direct importation of any Indonesian plant into Polynesia, Many
Polynesian plants may well have had their source and centre of distribution m Indonesia,

and among them such important crop plants as the breadfruit and the sugar-cane. But the

Polynesians did not, and could nor, acquire these plant products directly from Indonesia,

Between Polynesia and Indonesia were four thousand miles of Microncsian ocean, with

dry and barren coral atolls that housed none of these exacting plants. As Buck was rhe

first to show, none of these Old World plants reached Polynesia with the Polynesian

immigrants; they were all secured in die subsequent period of trade and Enter-island

contact with fertile Fiji, as was the case with the pig and the fowl.

The breadfruit

Henry (3928, p, 423) has recorded an ancient myth about the local origin of the breadfruit

tree, which has so many sensible details connected with it that it may well be the distorted

legendary version of how this important Indonesian-Melanesian tree was ofhdalh received

in die Society Islands. To appreciate the value of this peculiar native, account, it is neces-

sary to realize dial a discoverer or creator of a certain fruit or culture element was often

poetically referred to as the “parent” of that object, it must also be borne in mind that the

autocratic rule of the Society Islands
1

king forbade members of any expeditions to obtain

personal benefit from any newly discovered or imported food until the king had had his

share* Any violation of this custom would require some credible excuses from the “parent”.
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The legend begins as follows i '‘Noho-ari’i was the king, Rna-ta’ata was the parent of the

breadfruit. He belonged to Ralatca, . . . This was very long ago when red clay was used

as food,” The accoun: here goes on to narrate that there came a time when there was a

famine in (his land, in the reign of Nfo’o-ahH, and people were forced to use the red day

as food, and to eat the bitter-backed land crab, Rua-takua and his wife were filled with

pity for their starving children, so they took them and carried them tip into the mountains

to a cave, and there they staid to eat ferns. Rua-ta’ata went a.way
T
but bis wife remained

in the cave with their children. Rira-ta’ata, a man of royal blood, in The meantime

became the “parent” of the breadfruit tree. Symbolically the hero of the fruit told his

wife that while he had been away “during the night”, the breadfruit tree had materialised

from, bis own person, his hands had become the leaves, his body the trunk, and bis skull

the round breadfruit. He instructed her how to roast it and prepare it, ”,
, , the wife knew

the meaning of her husband's words ; and weeping, she collected the fruit, which she

roasted; . . . and then she fed her children with breadfruit and ate some herself. But that

food was not inaugurated by the king according to the custom among the people; this

small family themselves ate the first fruits* although they were related to the king.

“At last one day, the king's servants went up into that valley to catch some eels, shrimps,

and o’opu {Ekotrif fnssa) t and seeing the core and skins of the bread!run that the water

had carried down, they picked them up and ate the little pieces of breadfruit that remained

on them, and exclaimed,. ‘What very good food this is! Whence does it come? do they

went m search of (be place of that fruit in the back of the valley , until they reached the little

dale, and there they saw the wonderful rree. The woman was near it, and they said to her,

‘What is ring fruit?

1

She answered, Tt is urn (head, or breadfruit).’1 'VC here does it come

from?* ‘Here, from my husband, Rua-ta’ata, who let himself become breadfruit because

of his sorrow for me and our children without food.’ . . . The king’s servants picked sonic

ripe breadfruit, with which they loaded the canoe that was used for errands of homage;

they blew the trumpet shell to announce the arrival of fsrsrfruirs and paddled off toOpoa,

the great place where the royal family inaugurated the feast of the fxrstfruits of the land,

“The King Noho-ari’i found the food very good and ordered his servants to go and

take up the tree and transplant ir at Opoa and to bring the owners of the tree with them.

So they wenr and brought rhem to Onoa and planted the tree in the presence of r he king. , . .

Ru-maij-ari’i [Rua-ta’ata’s wife] and her children wept for the tree; but it was not long

before shoots sprang up from the roots that were broken inland, and they formed a dump
of trees which soon brought Forth fruit.”

This story, which embodies so many characteristics of Polynesian tradition, goes on to

. :. 11 how7 roots wrcre wrenched off by different visitors who called from Taba’a, korapora,

etc,, and who soon carried the breadfruit home with them as a new food plant, and thus

spread it rapidly from one island to the next throughout the Society Group. So much for

Tahitian tradition.1 It es interesting to note how the breadfruit spread from Tahiti to Hawaii*

1 The same term war is applied co several types ofnuts arid fruits in nurthwe&tcm South America. Cools (19 ia— 1 z,

p. 287) says with Velasco hum the hotdiefo A rides*: “There are snore than fifty different species- of palms, ail wiili

the. [native] generic name ehoata . . . The fr uit, in the languaRC of Peru is called rttrti and in that of Quito Af/ww,

which means egg; accordingly the fruit of any sort of palm is called t/mtmtre."
B Sec also Fiji is (tSag, Vo! 1

, p. 68j foi an abbreviated outline of whac is essentially the same $lory.
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Ifack {1953 a, p. zyj) writes of Hawaiian history between 1100 and 1200 A. D.; "Asigni-
iltzanc voyage was that of Kaha’i, who sailed to Tahiti and returned with breadfruit which
were planted at Kualoa on Oahu/’ 1

As with the breadfruit, so also with a number of other Old World food plants. It was
inevitable that the most important Melanesian food items which had reached Samoa and
[ bngafrom Fiji should spread in a similar manner from one island to the next, if not before,

at any rate in the busy period o fin ter- island activity that followed the Maori- Polynesian
conquest of the inhabited eastern ocean.

The taro

The New Zealand Maori have preserved an historic tradiioon, showing how their

ancestors in Haoviki first became acquainted with the West Pacific taro^ which, unlike

Kumara and the gourd, was not originally a Polynesian ancestral food. We are indebted to
Hammond (1909, p. 10T} for rhh information, which appears in his paper on “The Taro
(Col

A

nilqmmm) ’
J

1

"In Note $7, page 192, Vol. II of theJaurnah information is asked as to the introduction

of-the Taro into New Zealand; in response thereto, I have gleaned from various members
of the Ngarauru and Ngatiruanui tribes the following traditions concerning it: — A great

ancestor of the above tribes named Mam, in one of his voyages from Hawaiki, touched
at an island called Te Wairuangangatia, and there became aware of the Taru as an article

of food. On his return to Hawaiki, Maru took with him some of the broad leaves of (be
'/
arc, which, together with Iris description of the food, so excited tile people that they

fitted out an expedition to find again the island, Te Wsiruangangana, and to secure roots

of tire plant for cultivation.” We are given all the details of [lie expedition which consisted

of two name-given canoes commanded by Rauru and Mai hi. From some women on the

island they got directions "its to the cultivation of the plant, and the requisite behaviour

on their return journey wirh such valuable food on board. Following these directions,

Mai hi was enabled to return Safely to Hawai k j , and accordingly introduced the Tam to

that Land. The credit oj bringing the Taro to New Zealand is claimed for Ruauri, the com-
mander of the Mataatua migration.”

In the arum family the true taro, CohcaTia antiqmrnm^ reached Polynesia from Melanesia,

but the less widely distributed and less important dry land taro, Xantlmoma afrorhsn^

known in Tabid arid the Marquesas as tarus^ must have come from America, where all

species or this genus arc at home. The latter does not need to stand m water, but on moist,

rich soil. In the ecology of the American aboriginals r he place of taro is laken by species

nt this related Xanttoomm genus, according to Sauer (1950, p. 5 1 1). lie says: “As in the

case of taro, the cultivation is usually in moist lowlands, - - - In the Peruvian run gas,

according to Q + F. Cook, the roots arc dried and stored.”
1 Henry 1.

1

giij, p. 4^1) found in Tahiti .1 somewhat similar but less detailed parable indicating a secondary local

mtroducricvn also of the coconut. A mail named Piii-irL th scovttifid fht CuCoflut growing from the beads of his.

children its they were dying of starvation
: . they were the first trees of their kind that ever grew in rhest islands,

t 'rOTti them sprang all die varieties ofcgconutH, and when Tahiti and Moores were iclied with itil-n), the £ca carticd,

away stray ones among ail the islands and threw them upon the sandy banks of the atolls and long capes, where

they have ever since I Uvllrisked." (T he possible survival of the germinating power of eocwiuta drifting by sc 1 from

one island k> iis neat neighbour has never been douhred.)
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The yam

We have stated that the breadfruit, the taro,, the sugar-cane, the yam, and the banana

are Old World food plants that can only have reached Polynesia from their neighbours

in Melanesia. Even this statement may prove to have certain modifications.

As regards the yam, D/wm if, its introduction from Melanesia into Polynesia, rather

than from America to Pah rtesia, may be argued as likely, but not as necessary, J be genus

Dioswui had acquired a trails- Pacific spread in pre-Columbian times, edible forms being

found among the natives from tropic America to Indonesia. Sauer (1950* p. 511) states;

"The New World Tropics hold a number of wild species of Dioscorea, some with edible

tubers. In eastern Brazil, in particular, a number are grown, no information being given

as to whether domesticated forms have been developed out of die wild parents, Une

American Dioscorea, the ‘yampee*, may be a truly domesticated plant. Its smallish, but

reputedly excellent, tubers are rather widely grown in the Ulan tic tropics from the

Antilles to brazil,”

Carter (1950, p, t£?j), with Gray and Trumbull, shows that at least three root crops,— the

sweet-potato, the vam, and the manioc “were described from the time of earliest contact

with the Caribbean. Although there was occasional confusion between all three, the

identity of each is clearly established. Oviedo's account of iyg contains a passage des-

cribing the shape, venation, stem, and the hanging habit of the leaf of the yam, differenti-

ating 1 si es plant from the sweet potato, and giving the native name as ei/cs. s J/tv are described

in Navarette's account of Columbus’ voyage. . . . Here then is another plant which, like

the sweet potato, is propagated vegetative I y and hence most unlikely to cross wide seas

by wind, drift, birds, or other non-human agencies, but which crossed the ocean in pre-

Columbian times. The Caribbean location might suggest an African source for this plant,

though there is little evidence that the yam was known in Africa at this time. The recording

ol the yam in the Caribbean, rather than on the coast of Centra! America, may be but an

accident in history. Ac the moment we have no insight into the time when the yarn was

carried into America. It could have been brought by those who carried the sweet potato

back into the Pacific,”

We thus know that the yam was grown by the American islanders in the Caribbean Sea

when first visited by Columbus and other early Spaniards, but we do not know how long

the plant had then l>een there. It may be of some importance to note that wild species of

The same genus, and with edible roots, were indigenous to tropic America. Unless there

were several landings on the tropical coasts of America before Columbus, it would seem

possible that the yam came to the New W orld together with such Old World crop plants

as the gourd and cotton. But if so this would have been very early, since archaeology proves

that gourd and cotton bad reached the American agriculturists in early centuries B, C,

At this rime Polynesia was uninhabited. Nor does the fact that the yam was a crop plant

among the Atlantic tribes on the Caribbean islands about 1500 A. D. favour the hypothesis

that the mediaeval Polynesians brought i t across the sea when 'calling for’ the sweet-potato

in Pern. If the Polynesians came out of Indonesia, it is very unlikely that they could have

reached America in time to spread the yam to the Caribbean islands before Columbus,

On the other band, if the yam spread into the Pacihc from the American side, it could
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theoretically have crossed the entire ocean with rhe speed of a down-wind drifting craft,
tattle is known of the antiquity of yam in the West Pacific beyond the fact that it seems
definitely to have been pic-European in Java. Lather {1929, p. 245) thinks that the yarn
is die plant which Bretschneider found “for the first time described in a Chinese book
oc. the second or third century of our era,”

K B. H, Brown f 193 1, p. M-B) collected aboriginal yam (native name pirnhi) in the Mar-
quesas, and wrote: <r

L he material is not sutheient for accurate determination, but it appears
to lue near to, it not identical with, Dfostwt# eayenensh Lamarck, a native of Africa, widely
cultivated at an eaily date in tropical America, - ..The subterranean tubers arc highly
esteemed by the natives for food. + . . Very rare in the Marquesas. Only a single specimen
was found in Ruuhiva, the southernmost island of the archipelago. Doubtless of early
aboriginal introduction, and, it D, which it closely resembles, it would further
indicate contact with America.”

Jakeman (1950, p. 52) lists the yam together with the sweet-potato, cotton, hibiscus,
the coconut palm, and the Mexican poppy, as an ethnobotankally related group of plants
cultivated in the Pacific island before contact with Europeans: “These, however, probably
originated in America and were carried from there to the Islands, since the tradition of
agriculture i> apparently much older in the Mew World, and because the main currents
or the Pacific run westward from America to the Islands, That most of these plants were not
merely carried to the Islands accidentally by the currents bur were' transported purposely
by one or more migrating groups of ancient Americans is proved by rhe fact that few of
them, i.e. those which can live in salt water, could have crossed the ocean without man’s
aid

;
...”

Until we know more about the history and chronology of the yam species respectively
in America and the Old World, wc can only draw the following conclusion.: The yam was
widespread in early Melanesia, and might have been diffused to Polynesia together with die

breadfruit directly from that area; again, it might have spread to Polynesia along with
cotton and other crop plants from the New World. At any rate, it cannot have spread to

Polynesia directly from anywhere near China or the Malay islands, as Micronesia lay in

between without soil suitable for the cultivation and spread of the yam.

The plantain and banana

ft should also be admitted that the history of the plantains and bananas {Musaparadisiac#}
is rather inadequately known as far as America is concerned. I do not at all mean to argue
dial the. species has readied Polynesia from America rather than from Melanesia, but wc
arc apparently not yet in a position to say with certainty ihal this crop plant was unknown
in pre-Columbian South \merica.

Sauer (19*0, p. 526) says about the early growth of Mum fidrgdis/aea in South America:

“The species is commonly mh&

h

ided into two subspecies, the plantain proper {wntwlis)

;md the banana {xapientHm}* . . . Some, perhaps all. of the bananas were brought from the

Old V or Id by the Spaniards and Portuguese. The case is not so clear for the introduction

oi rhe plantains,” Sauer gives ample reasons for this latter statement. He shows {Ibid.* p.

5 * 7 )
that the various early chroniclers in the second half of the 16th century considered
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the plantain a native crop in America, where it was described as occurring from Jalisco

m Mexico to the southern coast of Brazil. We may add as far as Peru is concerned, that

Montesmos (ca. 1644, pp. t 8 4 35) claims to have learnt from the early Inca historical that

dried leaves of the plantain were used in the Andes long before the arrival of the lirSL

Europeans. And Sauer (ix.cif.
P p. 557) writes: “Gardlasso de la Vega, Father Acosta,

and Gusman Foma, all three of whom were attempting to distinguish aboriginal from

introduced crops, stated that the platano [plantain] was of pre-Conquest cultivation in

Peru.” At the same time, Sauer says, the plantains are extraordinarily poor volunteers,

they are slow and difficult in multiplication, and, in contrast to the bananas, they are little

used by the Whites but are ^mcierisikaiiy and intimately associated with n&iiv

e

economy.

To the natives in the tropical belt of America, the plantain is a widespread food plane

second in importance probably only to manioc. Sauer also points out that the New World

varieties of plantai n differ in part from those of the Old World.

Wittmack (1890, p. 540), in his paper on the crop plants of the ancient Peruvians,

and later also Cook (1910-12, pp. 295, 318), had earlier defended the view that Musa species

wore grown in the New World in pre-Columbian times, but Merrill (1946, p. 300) rejected

it. He said: “Cook states that the banana was introduced into America in prehistoric times*

but the bulk of the evidence is utrerlv opposed to this assumption, and the probability

is that it was first introduced by the Portuguese via the Cape Verde Islands-
1 *

Supporters of the latter theory have tentatively given Co Tomas de Berknga, Bishop of

Panama, the credit for introducing the banana species to the aborigines of America. De

Berknga is recorded to have planted some bananas on the island os Domingo in 1516.

But, as pointed out by Hagen (1939, p< 33), only twenty-four years later, when Orellana in

tj 40-41 crossed the South American Andes from the Pacific side and was the first white

man to sail down the Amazon to its mouth, he “found plantains all along the reaches

of the upper river, which established the rapidity of its spread as little short of miracu-

lous. .

If the plantain was unknown in aboriginal America until it was planted on the island

Of Domingo in r;i6, and yet was plentiful among jungle tribes all along the upper reaches

of the Amazon when visited by the first white man twenty-four years later, then native

messengers must have carried plantain suckers over enormous stretches of water, mountain,

and jungle in less than no lime, to give them sufficient time to multiply locally before

rhe first while man came across the Andes. If this is the correct interpretation of the

available historic evidence, then it may be listed as a major triumph for the extreme

d illusionists in American ethnology. For, as Sauer (1950, p. 3 27) shows:
11

l lie multi-

plication of the plantains is more difficult than that of a seed-bearing plant. The mature

rootstocks need to be dug up, divided, preferably dried for a while, and then replanted.

This species is an extraordinarily poor volunteer, and its spread must have been almost

entirely by deliberate and rather careful planring,”

The roots planted by Father Tomas on the island of Domingo must have been quickly

dug up again and transplanted throughout the jungles of Brazil to be able to greet Orellana

all along the upper teaches of the Amazon, and his immed iate successors sporadically from

Pacific Mexico to Atlantic South Brazil,

Obviously the theory that the While man brought the plantain to the aborigines of early

J1 Heyerdahl
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America was due Solely to careful attenapts to avoid irresponsible conclusions and reckless
theories, among which a trans-^tf/r voyage in prehistoric time would be classed by many
observers h In the long run this hypothesis, originating in an attempt to avoid oceanic
d i 1 1 u .1 ion, may ptove to embody1, a much wilder theory7 of the aboriginal capacity for trang-
emtinmtai diffusion,

\ gains! this hypothesis wt can also quote Stevenson's (iSaj) and Prescott’s (1S47) early
references to plantain leaves brought from old Peruvian graves. The latter held (IbifL. p.

147); “It is a mistake to suppose that this plant was not indigenous to South America,
The banana-leaf has been frequently found in ancient Peruvian tombs,” Wittmack (1S90,

P- 5 **0 also pi Hors to ir.e discovc 1 its of banana or plantam leav es in early .Peruvian g raves
a. a) adds : Rocnebtune found a fruit, but without seed, and therefore belonging to the
cultivated species of Altm paretftshmT This discovery was made by Rotbebnine (1879,
pp. 346, 348) at Ancon on the Pacific coast of central Peru, and was published in his ethno-
botameal survey of the prehistoric plant remains interred in early local tombs, (The
discovery was later referred to also in Botanischcs Centralist t, 1880, p, 16-35.) Harms
(1922, p, 166) likewise lists the plantain, Mttsa pur&disiata A., in his specific survey of the
various plants hitherto Identified in aboriginal Peruvian graves.

Sapper (E934, P- 119) shows how divided opinion is as to when die banana was intro-

duced into the New \\ orld, and mentions the fact that aborigines from Mexico to South
America had their own names for the plane. Again Steward (1949, p. 744) in Vol. V of the
1 fiUtdhootf: South ^ lmenfan lndta/tsT lists the plantain. A-fnsa paradisiaca

%
as pre-Columbian

ir America, and places It with tire sweet-potato, the PafbyrrH\ the gourd, Peruvian
cotton, “and perhaps peanuts and coconuts/' as crop plants which indicate pre-Columbian
diffusion “from one hemisphere to the other”,

L util a dearer issue is reached as to the prehistoric distribution of the banana and plan-

rain, it is safest only to list this plant in Polynesia as “probably Melanesian”.
There is apparently legs of a problem as regards the Tahitian and Marquesan fe’i banana

{Murafehi
,
or Musa Tr&gtoAyidmm)* Mac Daniels (1947, p. 50) shows that this plant, found

in the Tahitian mountains and the Marquesan valleys, is shared with Fiji and nuclear

Melanesia, and that it possibly7 originated in the Solomon Islands, whence it spread east

to Polynesia and west as far as to the nearest Moluccas. (Sec also Cheesman 1949.} I
7

. B, H.
Brown (193 1, p. 1 1>

1 ) records a native tradition according to which it was brought from
Tabid to the Marquesas,

The leans- Pacific Hibiscus

The case of the hibiscus {Ilibiwm tilhews) is included here merely because the tree, like

the coconut palm, has become almost indispemiblc in Polynesian island culture, and

because it has been vividly commented upon in ihe etlino-botanical literature, with bearing

upon Polynesian oversea voyages, The hibiscus, as opposed to the hitherto mentioned
Polynesian plants, have seeds adapted for natural dissemination by sea, and might therefore

have preceded man in Polynesia. Yet some linguistic and other anthropological consi-

derations have brought if into the limelight of ethno- botany.

in 19 1 8 O. F. and El, C, Cook took up the problem of the hibiscus in a paper called
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“The Maho, or Mahagua, as a Trans-Paci tic Plant". To some extent it was a sequal to O- E

Cook’s earlier hypothesis of the South American origin, and trails- Pacific spread of the co-

conut, The genus Hibisetts is best represented in America, but to-day a great number ot

species grow in most coastal areas of the tropics and subtropics. While admitting that the

seed of this plant can. at least for some distance, survive a natural drift by sea, these two

authors write (191 8, p. 1 5 6) ; "Though many botanists have written of the maho as a

cosmopolitan seashore plant, its wide dissemination may be due largely to human agency,

as with the coconut palm.”

To the Polynesian islanders the Hibiscus tUiamss (several varieties) was of the creates

r

importance, and some of the most important elements in [heir material culture were based

on the availability of this tree. The young bark, with its strong and flexible bast fibres,

was peeled into long narrow strips and used as coarse cordage for tying and binding their

houses, boats, anti various artifacts, and of finer varieties excellent twisted rope was made

for lines, fish-nets, etc, The wood was used for nome to us purposes, and it was a stick

from this tree which, with one of firJia (Dodomea risrosa), was generally used in the Poly-

nesian friction method ofmating lire. Young shoots were eaten in time of famine, and were

also used medically, A medical extract was also obtained from the j lowers. The big leal'

blades served as food plates, for wrapping, and for numerous incidents] purposes. Brown

(
t 9 ^ 5 ,

p. 174) justifiably describes the hibiscus as "One of the most useful of all the trees

cultivated by the early Polynesians,"

In the Marquesas and other parts of Pol', nesia the hibiscus was often definitely cultivated,

being transplanted from one locality to another simply by cuttings, thus facilitating access

to a. tree which was in constant demand among the natives.

O. K and R, f . Cook {1918, p. 155), referring to the hibiscus by its early American name

mtfa, write: “While the coconut and the sweet potato arc not known to exist in a truly

wild state, rhe maho is an abundant or even a dominant species in many localities, ail the

wav from Porto Rico and southern Florida to the banks of the Guayaquil River, on the

Pacific coast of South America. Although used in the same ways as in the Fast l tidies,

for bark cloth and cordage, and for kindling lire, as indicated by Oviedo, Dampier, SJoane,

Barterre, and many later writers, these uses were shared with many other plants, so that

no special prominence was attained by the maho.”

'rhe same authors give much prominence to the observation that both the uses and

the names of this plant were much the same among some of the early American and Poly-

nesian tribes* Thus, in tropical America the tree was known as maho or mahagua r
or some

variant of this name, and in Polynesian dialects it was known as mao, msuy vau^fau^ fotsf, fiu,

and as tmsntm in Easter Island.

Their conclusion was {Ibid*? p. 169) : "The maho, mahagua, or linden hibiscus is one of the

economic plants to be taken into accounts in studying the problem of contacts between

the inhabitants of tropical America and the Pacific islands, in prehistoric times. Though

considered a native of America, the maho appears to have been distributed over the

islands and shores of the Pacific and Indian oceans before the arrival of Europeans.

” Readiness of propagation and of transportation by cuttings renders this plant welt

adapted for cultivation and dissemination by primitive peoples. Although human assistance

in transportation does not appear to be so definitely required with the maho as with the
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swect P°tato and oth^ r Plants tb&x are grown from only cuttings, the names of the mabo
ajrord almost as definite indications of human contacts as in the case of kumara, a name
:or sweet potato already known to have been shared by the Pacific Islanders with the
Indians of Peru.

"The name mzhv or makagw, with numerous local variants, is widely distributed in tropi-
cal America and is closely approximated in many of the Pacific islands in relation either
lo the plant itself or to its principal uses for fiber, bark doth, and tiremaking.

. . . That- the
primitive i olynesian$ wire in possession of the maho before they became acquainted wirh
similar Asiatic plants may be inferred in view of the indications that Polynesian names of
or her important cultivated plants— the paper-mulberry {Pnpyrim or Bmumnniia, the rose
° r

_
{Hibitttts rota sinensis)* and the screwpine (P«nJanus)—were derived from names

ot the maho. The making of fire by friction of wood, and of doth by beating the bade
ol trees with grooved mallets, arc specialized arts which may have been carried with the
maho from America across the tropical regions of the Old World. A plant that enabled
primitive man to kindle fire and tie things together must be held to have contributed
much to the arcs of civilization.”

Two years later. This theory, too, was opposed by Merrill {192:0), He admitted that the
lihisrtis Ulin&ms had attained a trans-Pacific distribution in preliistoric times, but held
tIuu tiie plant had obtained a natural pantropic distribution solely by the agency of ocean
currents. He said p. 1 95}: “ Vs a matter of fact, outside of Polynesia the species is

lie vci cultivated in rhe tropics of the Old \\ orld . . . In tropical Asia and Malaya the plant
is not of sufficiently great economic importance to warrant its cultivation, and in these
vast regions it is certainly not a species that has purposely been disseminated by man,
in etcher prehistoric or historic times The reasons for its cultivation onsome Polynesian
islands were undoubtedly that it was the best, or one of the best, of the few fiber plants

available to the primitive Polynesians, and that the number of plants growing naturally

along the strand was not sufficient to supply the demands for fibers for all purposes.

Hibiscus ttiiareus was never domesticated or even semi-domesticated in tropical America
and In the Indo-Makyan region, for the reason that plants producing better fibers were
available in both regions. I maintain on purely botanical evidence that Hibiscus titiactffl

is a species of natural pan tropic distribution; that it grows in practically all tropical coun-
tries along the seashore, its natural habitat; and that it has been disseminated in ages past

by ocean currents. . . . Even In Polynesia it is exceedingly doubtful if the Polynesians trans-

mitted this species from island to island, it being far more probable that they purposely

propagated it inland from the native seacoast stock on the various islands.”

He further wrote: “That a limited inter-communication between Polynesia and tropical

America did exist in prehistoric times is entirely probable, but to argue that die present

distribution of Hibiscus tUiasem supports this theory certainly does nor strengthen the pro
bability, The generally accepted theory among ethnologists supports an eastward culture

movement across the Pacific rather than a Westward one, if the Cook maho series is related

to fiie Polynesian mm series it would be much more reasonable to view it as coming from
the Pacific to America rather than as evincing a migration from America into the Pacific.”

Merrill admits that Cook presents many data to illustrate the similarity of aboriginal

names for the tree in America and Polynesia, but he complains that Cook does not bring
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Fiji, Guam and the Philippines into the same series, To meet Cook's thirteen pages of lin-

guistic arguments on. the tfictlto-ffldo analogy, Merrill (Jb{(i.3 p. ijfi) musters 4^ names lor

hibiscus in the Malay Archipelago, and selects baiibago and malabago as rbc ones most com-

mnnly and widely used. He writes: "Ir seems to me to be entirely probable that the original

form or root in the Undo- Malayan region was some word like bagn or haru. . . . The probabi-

lities flrc ver\ great that the Polynesians in their migration, having adopted the name

while in the Indo-Malayan region, merely applied it to the wild plant which they found

all over Polynesia. Il would seem, therefore, that this root has nothing to do with the 1 to-

pical American mho series, the resemblances being merely accidental. The bags origin

of the mo series is a great deal more, likely than the waho origin, and infinitely mute

probable in view of the generally accepted theories as to the origin and migrations of the

Polynesians,”

Here the botanical discussion stranded on an unpr.wcn but widely disseminated ethno-

logical doctrine. Only in 1950, by Carter and Jarman, was the hibiscus again brought into

ethno- botanical literature as a possible argument for human mi grations front carl) . Viner ica

into the Pacific, Carter (1950, p. 164) writes about Cook '$ original proposal: “Cook was

wedded to the idea that agriculture began in America and spread thence across the Pacific

to Ask. Quite naturally, therefore, he concluded that man had carried the Hibiscus also.

The identity of names and usages in parallel to the sweet potato were convincing to him,

and, one would think, to anyone. However, the mental climate was then even less recep-

tive to ideas of early trails-Padbe contacts with America than it is now. A challenge to

Cook's ideas was bound to be made. Merrill took up the cudgels almost at once/'

Reviewing brielly flic opinions of the two botanists, Carter continues:
11
These argu-

ments seem To me to be excellent specimens of the result of fixed ideas. Cook was so

intent on proving the American origin of agriculture that he was incautious, il not unwise,

in using a halophytic plant with a seed well adapted to water transportation as proa/of man’s

carrying plants across the ocean, Merrill on the other hand was either so incensed by

Cook's special pleading or so allergic to t ran s- Pacific contacts (or both) that die violence

of his reaction blinded him to the virtues of Gook’s arguments, . , . Merrill pointed to seed

qualities as invalidating the argument for the necessity of man carrying rbc plant, but did

not realize that this did not amount to showing that man did not carry the plant, Winds

and currents suggest that if the plant was carried across rbc Pacific by natural means ir

must have been from America to Polynesia, But natural carriage would leave tile problem

of usages and name to be solved. 1 Q argue, as Merrill did, that the name ill Polynesia was

derivable from a generic term for bast while ignoring evidence suggesting the same thing

in America is weak indeed. To ignore the parallel of hibiscus to the sweet potato is only

understandable from a history of ideas standpoint. The identity of names and uses in Poly-

nesia anti America, when coupled with the positive evidence from the sweet potato,

makes it certain that whether or not the plant crossed the seas by natural means, man

carried the name for the plant and quite possibly the usages across the same seas. It even

seems probable that he carried the plane also.”

Carter's own conclusion is (Ibid., pp, 179, 181): “'That the sweet potato and the hibiscus

were known in Polynesia and America by the same names speaks of intimate contacts.”

Also; “Clearer proof for contact between peoples from the Pacific with the peoples of
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Middle America could hardly he asked than that supplied by the sweet potato and by the
hibiscus known as rnaho; *

How far is American agriculture autochtonous?

The interplay between certain aspects of botany and ethnology has been very interesting.
J.jl;e aboriginal American cultures, aboriginal American culture planes also have been
treated as an entirely seel usive subject matter, as something which, until the advent of
Columbus and written history, could only have developed on local soil, without any
possibility of influence from outside, on account of the great ocean barriers on both coasts,
regarded as obstacles to any human stock bur the mediaeval European. This view is ex-
emplified by Merrill's statement

(mi> p. 282); “As agriculture in America was amoeb-
tnoons, we may assume that so were the cultures based upon it.

11
This argument, however,

lias no less frequently been reversed to prove just why American agriculture must have
been autochtonous.

The recent discoveries of the archeological gourd and cotton have made such conclu-
sions obsolete, and Former opinions concerning a number of highly important culture
plants are at present being reconsidered. The bean, Phauohx sp~ h a rather illustrative
example of the above. As early as last century Kdrnickc (1885, p. 156), in a paper on
die home of the garden beari Phrsea/ifs wispri,r, pointed out chat this crop plant was for-
merly generally accepted as having been cultivated in Europe by the ancient Greeks and
Romaics, under the names of JDolichos, Phaseolos, etc. I' he cultivation of the same bean
among the aborigines oi America was therefore explained as the results of its post-Colum-
bian introduction from the Old World by the early Spaniards. This to the theory until

Wittmack (i&Soa) discovered beans among the archeological excavations of Reiss and
Stubel at the prehistoric cemetery of Ancon, Peru, The common garden bean, Phamlus
vulgaris^ as wel l as varieties of the Lima bean, Phaseolus Iwatti^ were there found interred
as food with mummy burials long antedating the European discover; of America. (Witt-
mack 1880 a, p, 176; 1886;

Here was suddenly ample proof of the pre- European cultivation of Pbaieajm species
in America, At ibis time, however, pre-Columbian specimens of tire fiitropMn bean were
ntJ l(mSCf accessible; the view was taken, therefore, (Wittmaqk t886; j 9SS ; etc,) that the

Old World Plmstuhts must after a.li have originated in aboriginal America, and been
earned buck thence to Europe by the carl) Span birds. Kdrnickc (1885, p, ij6), however,
says that /Venus describes what h probably the same bean at the beginning of the 6th
century .V. P., and j beopbrast as early as *00 U. C. Aristophanes and Hippokrates write
about the bean at about 400 ik C, } the tornici referring to it as Phusulos,

.Since the revolutionary discovery regarding the prehistoric diffusion, of the cultivated
cotton species, there has been a strong and rapidly growing tendency among modern
botanists to re-examine and rev ise the often loosely founded dogmas connected with
certain of the most important early American crop plants. Thus the early Spaniards are
toflay no longer accepted as having brought ihe Phaseofns beans fine wav ot the other
across the ocean. 1 Hutchinson, Silow and Stephens (1347, p„ 1 3 H) pointed out, with the

1 in ako Carter (igji h)„
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rrradualh accumulating botanical evidence, that tlx Pbmtuhis beans represented but one

more indication of contact between the Old and the New World before Columbus, and

quite recently Sauer (1950, p. 502) has strengthened this evidence considerably. With

Mackie, Bukasov, and Dinners u etl be emphasizes that truly wild Lima beans (/^Wht

Imatm) have been reported from Guatemala, I his appears to be its primary centre of

domestical ion, whence if was carried as a crop plant to remote parts, including Carib,

Hop! and Tnca territories. According to archaeology this must have happened in early

pre-Inca times, since this Phaseoim species was extremely important to the culture -bearers

of coastal Peru from the Early Chi mu area to Paracas and Early Nazca. it is found arcbio-

logically nor only as a food, but as an extremely common decorative and symbolic mot.il

in the art of the local high-cultures. Sauer points to certain curious problems attached

ro the evanide content of primitive races of this cultivated Lima bean,, and shows that

this and other peculiarities recur in parts of Indonesia and ItKlo-C-hlm v. here also “a race

of lima beans of primitive characteristics has long been in native cultivation,” He says:

«A. genetic basis of tiie glucoside is probable and possibly rests on a number of genes that

became suppressed outside of the Caribbean and Southeast Asia by deliberate selection.

If, then, southeastern Asia should prove to be a reservoir of rnc more primitive lima

beans, long since extinct in Peru and Mexico, a further problem of ihe time and manner

of trans -Pacific connection is raised by which the American bean was communicated to the

native population across the Pacific.”

The fact that the Lima bean, Phased!MS has ns original wild habitat anti urst

centre of domestication in Guatemala, the absence of the bean in Polynesia, the fact that

the primitive Indonesian forms stand nearest to the Carib or Mexican race, and, finally,

the marine-geographic observation that Indonesia and Indo-Chi.ua is a natural recipient

of Mexican voyagers rather than vice versa, all combine to suggest a westward diffusion

route for this New World culture crop. Wc may again draw an historic parallel with the

recorded voyages, of the earlv Spaniards, and ask:— Could it be that ?nc same prevailing

winds and currents caused the earliest people who established aboriginal high-cultures

from Mexico to Peru to enter the Pacific along the same routes as followed by the subse-

quently arriving Spaniards? Tiffs would mean that their Pacific navigation began by spread-

ing coastwise down from Middle America to Peru, while some craft which were sent out

or lost off Mexico ended up in the islands or continental shores of Southeast Asia, while

others subsequently, upon the establishment of daughter-cultures also in Peru, set out with

the local off-shore winds and currents and thus ended up in Polynesia. From a purely

practical point of view tiffs is certainly no wild idea, but one that is strongly suggested

by the natural geographical layout in the Pacific, coupled with the wn-diffushmst idea that

identical environmental factors are likely to cause history to repeat .itself through the same-

ness of the human mind.

A related problem is raised by a related bean, the jackbean, or swordbean, CnnsmUa sp.

Stonor and Anderson (1943, p. $91} have recently called attention to the following: “The

sword bean {(PanavaUa)^ widely cultivated throughout the Pacific and always, considered

ro he of Old World origin, is now known from prehistoric sites along the coasts of both

South America and Mexico.”

Beans from between 3000 and 1ooo B. C. “of at least three varieties", all possibly
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were, recently found by Bird in his pre-ceramic, pre-maize debris at Huaca Prieta.
Pern, where the desert conditions are so ideally' adapted for the preservation of fragments
from the American past. {Whitaker and Bird '1949, p. ir) Sauer (1950, p. 499) points out
mat the Old and New World Cmnmih beans are so alike that there is disagreement as to
whether they are not alt one and the same species. He says; "The morphologic distinctions
arc minor and have nor been tested genetically . One of the points of difference usually
brought ou, is that the seed color of the New World jackbean is white, and that of the
Old World brown, pinkish, spotted, etc, However, the graves of Coastal Peru yield numer-
ous lots, of colored and spotted jackbeans, . , , tes archaeological distribution and relation
ro wild species indicate the pickocaa as a New World domesticate. Future studies mav
determine whether the Old World forms are derivative from the New World stock.”

The absence of maize in Polynesia

Maize. \Zia mays) ^ the principal and most typical American crop plant common to
nearly all the aboriginal cultures before the arrival of the Europeans, in a vast continuous
belt from north of Mexico to south of Peru. Maize was never found among any of the abo-
riginal tribes m Polynesia. Opinions on these points have been unanimous, and so strongly
emphasized that the complete absence of this American corn crop from the Pacific island
world has been looked upon as a decisive argument against any diffusion from South
America to Polynesia in prehistoric vessels.

More recently some botanists have suggested that, alter all, maize may perhaps not
have originated in America, since they found reason to suspect that it occurred in the Old
v. orld also before the time of Columbus, The question was immediately raised, whether h
v Ay possible that the Polynesians or some local predecessors might have carried the maize
or its forerunner across the Pacific from Asia to the New World-

Ml. are not vety. logical if we think that Asiatic maize could achieve what American
maize could nor- namely, disappear from Polynesia and all the other Pacific islands

without leaving the slightest trace of a former local existence. How can wc possibly defend
our reasoning il we argue that man cannot have voyaged from South America to the
down-wind islands in the Pacific because no maize is found in Polynesia; and vet turn to
do-tam Asia and say that early America got its maize from there through diffusion across
the Pacific with the aid oi the mid-Padfic islanders?

1 he question as to whether America or the Old World had first domesticated Zm jways
is indeed not new. Wi n mack (1880 b| shows that, as early as 1836, Bdnafous claimed that

maize was cultivated in the Orient iron) China to Egypt before the discovery of America.
About the same time Sturtevant (1879), in a paper on "Indian Corn”, made a careful study
ol tne existing literature concerning that specific crop plant, and found that ibe large

number of botanists who liad expressed opinions on the subject was equal! 1
, divided for and

against an Old World origin of maize. However, the prehistoric existence of cultivated

maize in the New World was generally recognized, and an origin of the plant in that

hemisphere dnj also gradually gain almost universal support among modern botanists,

t inly of quite recent years has the old question been revived to create new unrest among
botanists, on the ground of newly examined evidence. In the meantime, maize had estab-
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Hshed itself among ethnologists as the classical argument for the independent evolution

of plant domestication and cultural growth in pre-Columbian America,

Stonor and Anderson, after extensive independent research into the specific problems

connected with the genetic origin and spread of Zm mays (see also Anderson and Cutler

1942), published jointly in 1949 their work among the HiU Peoples of Assam, They

say (AW. f p. 3Jj):

"Maize 13 widely grown in the Orient and is used there for a variety of purposes. Au-

thorities once quite commonly believed that u originated there, but the demonstration

that it was almost universal in the New World in pre-Columbian times made an American

origin seem most likely. From a meticulous investigation of the historical evidence Laufcr

(1907 b) concluded that maize did not reach the Orient until post Columbian times, and

Merrill (1931, 1946) produced convincing evidence that maize and other New World,

crops had been carried to the Philippines at no early date by the Spaniards and had been

widely spread on the- continent of Asia. The subject seemed closed and the lack of any

evidence for pie -Columbian maize in the Orient became one of the most powerful argu-

ments against any effective rrans-Pacil tc communicationin pre-Columbian times*

“Several years ago the two a Lithors of this paper came independently to the conclusion

that the subject needed to be reopened and examined on its own merits.”

Stonor and Anderson’s study reveals several significant facts.. They found it possible

to separate three major races of maize, referred to for convenience as A, B, and C, All three

races appeared to occur in America, but only A and C in Asia,

They found that race C must have been brought to Asia in post-Columbian times,

as held by Merrill. In Asia it was restricted to the coastal areas, and it also proved to be

essentially a Caribbean type of maize, probably carried by the early Spaniards from Mexico

to the Philippines and man; of the countries actively colonized by (lie Europeans, {Ibid*,

pp- 3 5 5:. 3 etc.)

The only factor then left to be accounted for was the common occurrence in Asia and

America of the race A maize. Race A was the smallest, less productive and most primitive

of the three races, 1 Stonor anti Anderson {Ibid
,

, p. 390) say:
11

St seems more likely that there have been at least two major movements of maize in

Asia. The latter [rate C] in early post-Columbian times. . , Back in the hills, however, are

much more primitive types, unaggress ive, not particularly productive, grown by conser-

vative people. If one asks why the; did not soread more the answer is that they did spread

in Asia from Persia to Sumatra and New Guinea, which is virtually as far as the Asiatic

Sorghum (which was their companion crop) has been carried,” Also: “Furthermore., when

we examine the maize of these people it is not the dominant world crop of Centra! and

North America, ft is relatively unproductive and with less vigor than other known types

of maize. To believe that in post-Columbian times maize could have penetrated not only

the Naga but to the hill tribes of Upper Burma, and of Siam, to the Lolo in Centra] Asia,

to the aborigines of Hainan, to the hill peoples of Sikkim, and to the interior of New
Guinea, in each case passing over the more civilized peoples along the coast is beyond

L Stonor and Anderson {Ib/d,^ p. 391) say: "Though these races may intermingle, each has Its own core of corfC>

tendencies: Race A, archeological and Asi.iisc— small cars, large glumes, sufcspherical seeds, short intesnodes,

drooping and included tsis-sef, green plain color;. .
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credulity, 1 o have these conservative people somehow learning to use maize a* a popcorn
and as a green corn and as- a cereal tor brewing, to have them growing types of maize
which are similar to each other yet rare or unknown in the New World puis the burden
of proof on any one who would ascribe all this development to separate post-Columbian
acquisitions/' further {p. 331); “[fwe therefore remove Cfrom consideration, the problem
to be solved es how could race \ get to a number of isolated hill areas In Asia without
anywhere leaving a very definite record along the coast of Asia

P”

Stressing that; “It would be of primary significance to know" where it rs most closely

approached in the New World"', the authors, after a careful analysis, give the following
answer: “This complex of characters is unknown in Mexico and Central America. In South
America it is approached only in mixtures from the eastern rivers and in certain primitive

popcorns. In prehistoric times, varieties with similar cobs and kernels were the onh type

of -maize along the west coast of South America fora very long period.”' pp. 494,

)

Stonor and Anderson further discovered that in western South America the drv, almost

completely rainless desert climate has left extensive archeological evidence, some of it

stratigrapfdc, which gives us a better opportunity of analysing early forms than in most
other parts oi (he New World. Mere ardueology allowed them to establish a sequence of

maize types from A, found in the earliest layers, to B, the large-seeded anil frequently

large-cobbed type appearing in later Inca and European times (p. 391). They say about

the local type A: “This type, uniform in the lower archaeological levels, became gradually

more variable and was supplanted by Urge-kernelled types similar to modern Andean
maize, when the Incas extended their influence down Lo the coast In timer preceding the

Inca domination/*

In other words + it was discovered that the aboriginal maize of the most isolated and con-

servative peoples of Asia appeared to find its nearest American relatives at the bottom
levels of archeological I y preserved specimens in Peru. The crop plant, Zea tf/.-ucr, unidenti-

fiable with wild plant species in any continent, must, if this be correct, have travelled with

aboriginal agriculturists one way or another at a very early period, before the sailings

of Columbus and even before the termination of the pre-Inca era.

1 he ethno- botanical essence of Stonor and Anderson's study, as emphasized by (Eie two
authors {Ibid., pp. 356, 395), is that the most primitive of the three major races of maize

was present among aboriginal peoples both in the Old and the New World before foe Euro-

pean discovery of America. They say: “Presumabh it must cither have originated in Asia

or have been taken there in pre-Columbian times,” They add: “The direction (or direc-

tions) in which it travelled, however, is still uncertain. This new evidence, in orher words,

tells us little or nothing about the origin of maize,"

Stonor and Anderson's work has received a wide but not unanimous support. Merrill

(ip;o), as could be expected, vigorously denounces the validity of their conclusions, and

declares that he maintains his former view on the subject. Mangdsdorf and Oliver (1951 )

follow him in their paper “Whence came maize to Asia?". They argue with \X carherwax

that maize seems to show nearer affinities to the American Maydeae than to its Asiatic

relatives, and maintain that the “unusual" characters of Assam maize, although not com-

mon, are shared with sporadic American varieties. They also insist (p. ay;) that the ab-

sence of the primitive Race A maize “among the very limited collections so far made from
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the coastal regions of Asia” is in itself no conclusive proof that it does not occur in these

coastal regions too, although less frequently than in the inland hills; and that, at any rate,

these "non-vigorous and unproductive varieties of Race A, earlier introduced,'' naturally

would be replaced, first along the coast arid later in the inland bills, by the subsequently

introduced and more productive Race C. In their opinion, however. Race A and C can

both have reached Asia after die Spanish discovery of America. They suggest that both

races can have been introduced successively by post-Columbian voyagers (presumably from

Mexico to the Philippines); but, apparently realising that historic evidence can be mustered

against i his proposal, they choose to add (p. 276): "A second possible answer, probably the

correct one, was given, forty \ ears before the question was raised, by Laufer . . . This does

not mean dial Laufer*s conclusions on the introduction of maize into Asia arc necessarily

completely correct and final. However, until new evidence in coni lict with them is brought

forward, they furnish a satisfactory explanation of the facts now at our command.”

This revival of Laufer’ s 1907 suggestion is interesting. Laufer, in his paper on "The

Introduction of Maize into Eastern Asia”, presented one much quoted theory and several

important facts. His thenry (1907, p. 224) was: “I shall try to demonstrate that maize,

introduced into India probabh by the Portuguese, spread northward to Sikh hr, Bhutan,

and Thibet, final h from there into SseclTuan, the province of western China bordering on

Tibet, and then from die west into the other parts of China, without any interference of

European nations, like Spaniards or Portuguese

The fads he presented were old written records which proved maize to be a widely

cultivated crop plant in China and the interior of Asia at least as early as in the litst half of

the sixteenth century.

Referring first to Mayers* early study of "Maize in China” (1867), Laufer (foe. r/L, p, 231)

states that this author “denied point-blank the possibility of its having been brought to

China by the Portuguese* and he did so justly* since there is no evidence for such a state-

ment,” 1 Laufer then proceeds (p. 2 52) to quote an. early Chinese writer who wrote as early

as in the middle of the sixteenth century:

"Maize ( yi< maf ‘imperial wheat’) is produced in Tibet {Hst fan). Ils former name is

' Tibetan wheat* (Fan mm). Since it was formerly brought as tribute to the court, ii recei-

ved for this reason the name ‘imperial wheat' ( yii map),'' Corroborative evidence is shown
from other early Chinese writings, which made Laufer (p, 1 54) emphasize that: “We have

thus brought together three direct literary evidences for the derivation of Chinese maize

from Tibet.”

He now examines the early European sources ifbid. , p, 2.35):
“

, . . one is the Augustin] an

monk I. (7fni%afe% rife in his ’History of the Great and Mighty Kingdom of China,’

which, written in Spanish, appeared in Rome in He informs us in his book that the

Chinese— besides wheat, barley, millet— cultivate also the same sarnie which constitutes

the principal food, of the Indians of Mexico. As Mendoza’s work is made up from the

reports of some friars of his order, chiefly Martin dc Her tad a, who had visited the port

ot < T uan chou fu, Fuhkien Province, in 1577, for three months,—we arc led to assume

1 Retort: Laufer. Mayers" study of 1SG7 had shown with ancient Chinese sources that make not introduced

ti i that pare of the u-orlii by b'urdpcans, but th;U its seeds “cuhl from die Jands beyond the Western Prouders’", L.c.

from Asiatic inland peOplea.
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that in that year maize was an object of cultivation in Fuhkicn, and that it must have been

brought there before that ri me. This date is very important* since ir , . . allows ns. to conclude

that maize, after having traversed China from west to east, had reached her easternmost

parts by 1560, or at least 1570. ... but there is another still more interesting passage to be

found in his reports. In Chapter 3 ofBook III, in which he treats of the taxes in kind which

the Emperor of China derives from Ills province, he states that ‘of wheat called Maya,

twentie mill tons two hundred and fifty hanegs"' are obtained. This seems to represent an

enormous quantity, especially if we compare with it the other items given by him: of

millet, z4 millions of hanegs: of paiiizo, 14 200 coo; of wheat* 53 120 zco hanegs, etc.''

Showing that these statistical measures must necessarily be very approximate, Laufer adds:

“At alt events, it cannot fail to show chat a most extensive cultivation of maize was then

fin 1 577] carried on in China, a cultivation of such dimensions as to forcibly lead to rhe

presumption that it must have been in progress at feast for rhe period of a generation : that

is, since about 1540.” The essence oi LaufeUs investigation of the early I ireramre are the

following historical facts {Ibid., pp. 135*241): “There is no historical evidence to show
that maize was brought to China by wav of the sea, either by Spanish or Portuguese, or bv

Chinese mariners themselves. It is impossible to presume that maize came to China from

the Philippines
;
l'or when Martino de Hetrada made tils trip from Zuzon to China in 1577,

he found me plane already cultivated there to a large extent, and this was at a time when the

Spaniards bad just commenced to take a footing in the Philippines and to settle at Manila,

It was only in 1171 drat the Spaniards and Chinese met for the first time, at Mindoro,

before Legazpi, the conqueror of the islands,, undertook his expedition to Manila. Ir

cannot, therefore, have been tire Spaniards who brought maize to Cliina, Oil the contrary,

maize must have been in China long before Ir was planted in the Philippines; , . , The intro-

duction of the potato arid of tobacco took place at a period posterior ti) that of maize; and

these are recorded in Chinese literature as having taken their origin from the Philippines,

whereas nothing to this cflect is stared regarding Indian-cornA Vnd: “While, with, regard

to the American potato and tobacco, the Chinese are well aware of their foreign origin,

concerning maize they are still ignorant of this fact, and look upon it as a domesdc cereal.”

The chief results of Laufer
1

s research were (AW.
,
p. 250): “(I) No share is due either to

Portuguese or to Spaniards in connection with the introduction of maize into Cliina, and

probably, also into Further India and other parts of Eastern Asia. . . . (2) Maize did not

reach China from the seacoast, but came overland from Tibet ...”

Laufer admits (/1W,, p. 241): ‘Tam unable to say when and by whom maize was intro-

duced into India”, and be suggests that die possibility of a local introduction by the Arabs

should be investigated, “instead of repeating the hackneyed phrase, unaccompanied by

any documentary evidence, that it is due to the Portuguese”, Further {Ibid., p. 245): “A
great centre of maize-cutdvation is found in Upper Burma, which appears as ibe natural

continuance of diat in northern India and Yunnan, accomplished prior to the advent or

Europeans in these regions.”

If we try to consolidate known historic evidence, keeping facts from theories, wc possess

the fallowing information. In 1577 maize showed no signs of being a curiosity or novelty

in Chinese agriculture, but was like ocher grains a main contribution in the regular

1 “From Spanish fantgd, on an average equal to an English bushel aod ijirw- iifdis.” {Ibid.)
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tuxes to- the Chinese Emperor. About 1330 Chinese writings state that it was "formerly"

brought as tribute to the court, wherefore it had received the name “imperial wheat”.

Before that, again, it was pointed out, maize had been known a> “Tibetan wheat”, because

it was produced in Tibet. No matter how we look at this information, maize must have

been cultivated in China at least as early as in. the first decades of the sixteenth century, and

before that it was established as a product of Tibet.

Now, there seems to be no evidence that American maize was brought as a crop plant to

any agriculturists in Europe before about 15 30-50. It" it were, there is no evidence that

it was shipped straight to India, or, again, that it was thence immediately rushed overland

to Tibet. La Lifer himself fully realized that (Ibid.,, p. 224) : “In die sixteenth century, when

maize was introduced into this region, travelling and transportation factories there were

not easier than in earliest historic and prehistoric ages ...”

There would seem to be just no rime left to allow a post-Columbian introduction of

American maize in Tibet and China.

1

The most recent contribution to the discussion has come from Hart (
r
9-5 1), who brings

agricultural folklore into the picture. He shows the probability of a prehistoric diffusion of

the plant into Indonesia, basing his arguments essentially on a study of the aboriginal myths

and beliefs associated with the plant, while he also stresses (/W. T p. 903) the shortcomings

of Laufer’s theory on the overland post-Columbian diffusion of maize to Tibet and China,

Let us finally cite Mayers (1867, p. 90) to the effect that according to Chinese traditions

prevalent in Kweichow Province, near the western hill-country, maize was introduced there

by General Ma, Yuan, who lived from 14 B. C. to 49 A. D,

All told, it would seem that present botanical evidence favours an American origin of

maize and its nearest (but not very close) relatives, yet historical evidence argues rather

strongly a pre-Columbian cultivation of the same plant in southeast Asia. This would seem

to justify Stonor and Anderson's opinion that maize was a pre-Columbian crop plant in

Asia; the more so since they expressly admit diaf. rhe direction in which the plant had tra-

velled was stiff uncertain. They wrote (1947, p. 395): “This new evidence, in other words,

tells us little or nothing about the origin of maize/
7

Carter (19461 p. 19) once said; “The combined efforts of geography, botany, and anthro-

pology applied to the srudy of American agricultural origins offer a most fruitful field fox

research productive of new insights for all. , , . Neither the anthropologist nor the botanist

nor the geographer can alone wrest the fullest knowledge from the domestic plants of

America. But by working together, the riddles of the origins of American agriculture can

be readily solved to the great profit of all.”

With regards to maize, botany indicates a New World origin of the plant. Anthropology

show's tbit primitive maize was suddenly introduced into coastal Peru about 700 B. C„,

whereas it was known north of Mexico as early as about 2000 B. C. a No archaeological

dating from the Old World Is available, but history argues a pre-Columbian introduction,

1 Mangeliilorf *ml Oliver subscribed to the phanntsrk theory of this hurried trans-contlncntd diffusion because,

as, they &ay (195:1, p- 276). this route, "being more largely a land route, dues not demand the fabulous feats of naviga-

tion on the pafi of pte-Columhian people. .

2 The results of Carbon- T* testings, applied to archeological stfat&ieattrjQ of rrulzc in Huaca Pricta (Peru) and

liat Cave (New Mtsito).
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whik' the early geographical distribution in continental Asia is enormous, and comprises
widely separated and mutually isolated spots from Persia to Tibet, 1

The practical routes to and from America in aboriginal times are few and may readily

he sorted out. The most conspicuous passage is the narrow geographic leap across the
Behring Strait and Aleutian Island?! in the extreme North Pacific. Merrill {1936, p. 6) says:

'If man reached America over a northern route, as he unquestionably did, he came as a

primitive nomad dependent on hunting and fishing. Even if he had any knowledge of
agriculture in Asia he would have entirely lost that knowledge in the many generations
involved in his occupancy of the New World. He brought no crop plants with him from
.Asia because the climatic conditions in the northern part of his route of migration are

inimical to agriculture.”

These arc important observations, only to a minor extent modified bv points brought
up by Linton (1949, p. 174}; “It h becoming increasingly' clear that there have been
considerable fluctuations of climate in the Behring Strait region during and since the

Pleistocene,, Not only did a number of Asiatic temperate climate forms, such as the bison,

enter America from Asia during the Pleistocene, but, in quite recent times, prairies seem
10 have extended right up to the Strait on the American side. The nor infrequent changes

in sea level which rook place during the Pleistocene must also be reckoned with, since the

closing of the Strait must have meant a much warmer climate to the south of it than we
have at present,”

How much these climatic changes may have affected man on his northern spread into the

Americas may be difficult to visualise, but only if at a future date botany or archaeology

should 11nd evidence of a primary centre of maize cultivation in coastal Base Vsk do we
have to consider whether or not this crop plant might have spread with man in drifting

craft to the vicinity of the present Oregon or California by a sout hern branch of the

Kuroshivo or North Pacific Current, In such an eventuality, the introduction of maize

must have been on the coast to Lite south of the present Northwest Indian territory’, or

vise have passed that area before the historically known Northwest Coast tribes arrived,

since these were as ignorant of maize and other cereal cultivation as the Polynesians,

although maize in historic time has been successfully introduced into the heart of the

Northwest Indian territory (Bella Cook),

If, on the other hand, future discoveries should confirm that maize is an aboriginal

Ameritas planr, exported to Asia in. late prehistoric time, then we cannon look to I he Kuro-
shtvn Current or the northern route for its departure. The admitted absence of the plant

from all the islands of Poh nesia, Melanesia proper, and Micronesia, would rh.cn imply

that it had spread in prehistoric time, as other plants did immediately upon the arrival of the

Spaniards, down w’lrh the wind from Mexico to Southeast Asia in the latitudes between

Hawaii and the equator.

It rs not impossible that early Peruvians tried to sow maize in Polynesia, and that seeds

were carried along together with the sweet-potato, gourd, cotton, etc., by the planters

* Stcmvr and Anderson P- 3 8 7; say; *
'Vetter Vavilov the Russians made a oomprciiensivc survey of Oriental

maize which was reported upon by Kuleshov in ]«}2!L , . . It dnmonstratEs chat varieties ssmiliar to (host described

1 rom tht Niigu country arc widespread in Genera! Asia from Persia and Turkestan 10 Tibet and. Siberia.” Also

(p. 393): “Kuicshov describes and illustrates dwiirf, draught-resistant types from Persia."
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from early Peru who, to judge from the Polynesian plane domestication, landed successfully

on the Islands. The voyagers would noL necessarily have been able to safeguard all their

food crop during the final landing through Polynesian reefs and surf. The most exposed

vegetable supply on the Kon-Tiki raft was lost in these last yards of the voyage. Again,

maize might also have seen successfully sown, but tailed to result in a successful crop.

The Mendaha expedition explicitly recorded (Quire3 1609 b, n. 23) that the crew “sowed

maize in presence of the natives” on Tahuata Island in the Marquesas, but for one reason

or another this afterwards had no noticeable result on the local island agriculture. Maize

may therefore apparently disappear at an introductory period before it can become success-

fully established. On the other hand, it cannot have spread from Asia to \rnerira against

the wind, across the broadest span of the Pacific, unless it was firmly established in the

island agriculture on all the necessary stepping-stones en route.

Thus, if the Pacific Ocean represents the geographical area which enabled carl;, man to

carry primitive Zea mays' between the two hemispheres, then the only two feasible

sailing routes will be: either to America iu the open ocean area north of Hawaii, or from

America in the open ocean area south of that island group. At any rare, the tact that Man-

gclsdort (19451), in H. W. Dick’s excavation of Hat Cave in New Mexico, found the most

primitive (and SorglwwAikc.) maize which is known in the New World, and which

antedates the earliest introduction of maize in the Chim u area ut North Peru by

1000—1500 years, shows that maize cannot have entered America on the coast of Peru,

since ii occurred aL a very much earlier date among agriculturi sts to the north of the Panama

Isthmus. 1

Due to the unfavourable conditions for archaeological preservation in the damp jungle

areas of the Isthmus and in Eastern South America, we do not know the absolute antiquity

of maize in these parts, but we do know that the ancient type of race A still survives as an

element in the highly heterozygous maize of the eastern Brazilian river basins. (Stoner and

Anderson 1949, p* 390; with Cutler 1946.) As far as the voyaging feasibility is concerned,

we must therefore not overlook the fact that an early introduction across the Atlantic

north or south of Africa offers a third possibility to be considered parallel with the

possibility of local American origin, or introduction across the Pacific north of Hawaii.

Persia and South America, as previously stressed, are 011 the same half of the earth, whereas

the Pacific coast of Indo-China and the Pacific coast of Peru are separated by 180 degrees.

Without suggesting a prehistoric local spread, even Mangelsdorf and Oliver (195 1, p. zyfj)

emphasize that: “Colombia, for example, where living counterparts of the Assamese maize

ate known to occur, is actually appreciably nearer to Assam via the Caribbean Sea, the

1 MangclsdorF (1945, p, 245) says: “The remains arc totiserratively estimated to represent a Span of approxi-

mately jora years, beginning not later that) ajoo 13 . C. They may actually have begun much earlier." Sec also

Carter (1950, p. 17 j), Stonotflnd Artdcfsoq {1949-, p. 393) say; “For maize itself, two facts suggest how complicated

a story may be involved: (i.J The relationship of Assamese marge, and prehistoric North American maize.

Whatever ihe explanation, it ls clear that the maize of Assam is more like Sorghum Ln a number of different ways

chan is any other modem maize as yet examined in, detail. Whatever the explanation, it is also clear that the c&iliesc

prehistoric maize cob described from Bat Cave, New bidden, by Manjgcl$dotfand Smith (1949.) is even more

like: in the details of its inflotesoen-CC, while cobs from the upper layers of the same cave are 51S radically un^vrgtnm-

like as it is possible, for ir-ai^e- inflotLscenCt^ to be." See also H. V£'. Dick as cited by jakrman {1975, p. jj); and

Mangdsdorf ;md Oliver (195 1, p. 2.7 S),
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Atlantic Ocean and Africa than via the Pacific.” On the other hand we can not ignore the
archaeological evidence winch shows that the people of the north Peruvian coast grew
gourds and cotton many centuries before they had maize. Carter (1950, p. 176) tentatively

pointed out that this may suggest that maize did mt accompany gourd and cotton in its

introduction among the respective American aboriginals, but that it might have entered
America at a later date and perhaps along quite a different route. He {Ibid., p f 177) writes:

'Distances across the At Ian tic are almost hair' those of the Pacific and the winds and currents

are from Africa to America, At the present moment, however, we can conclude nothing as

to the home of maize except that an Asiatic or African home of a prototype cannot be

dismissed,”

Whatever the future may hold In store as to the occurence of maize in pre-Columbian
Asia, it will have no bearing on Polynesian anthropology, and cannot serve as a positive

argument against an American origin of the Polynesian tribes. The most feasible working
hypothesis ai present seems to be that maize as a crop plant originated in America, where it

was known north of Mexico earlier than on the coast of North Peru. From Pacific Mexico
it might have spread directly down-wind and down-stream to the neighbourhood of the

Philippines, before the time of Columbus.

The effect on Polynesia of the absence of rice in Melanesia

It is noteworthy that those who have considered the absence of maize in Polynesia to be

a valid argument against intrusion from America generally abstain from applying she same
argument to the typical Asiatic rice, Pomander (1878) is in tins respect an exception.

He admits that the complete absence of rice from Polynesia does not agree with known
facts about “the Malays or Javanese, who, when they arrived from India, brought with

them their rice-eating proclivities, and spread the use of the article as well as the name,

throughout Lite Archipelago,”

j- M, Brown also (1927, Vull. II, p. 146) says: “If the Polynesians sec out on their

long voyages into the Pacific furnished with the suckers or tubers of these cultivated

plants, ir is difficult to understand why they left behind rice, the staple food of the south-

east of Asia for thousands of years; it is now cultivated with success in most of the Poly-

nesian groups; and if they started from a rice-eating region, the seed would have been

certain to accompany them.” 1

Certainly, the absence of rice sn Polynesia is no proof against a Malay intrusion into

Polynesia, since the Micronesian atolls would prove an impassable barrier to rice just as to

breadfruit or banana. However, the absence of J'ice goes to illustrate the point previously

emphasized, that the Polynesian navigators did not take their Old World crops from

Indonesia, but from adjoining Melanesia* And in Melanesia rice was Ktf/a. locally available

food plant. Such Indonesian food staples as had not been diffused into Melanesia through

Melanesian barter and migrations, were not conveyed by them to the eastern margin of

their enormous semi continental buffer-state, and were therefore not accessible to the is-

landers of Polynesia. There is, accordingly „ no evidence that other Old Work! people

1 Memil (jijjjo, p, &} points Out that the- Polynesians had no Old or New World cereals, “not even rice, that

standard scafF of life of the warmer parts of the Ok I World.”
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than the Melanesians have contributed crop plants to the island world of Polynesia. What

Melanesia did not yield to Polynesian plant domestication was carried out to the islands

from aboriginal America.

As far as America itself is concerned, no recognizable crop plant in the local agriculture

can apparently be recognized as introduced by Polynesian visitors, because either archaeo-

logy or plant genetics, or both combined, generally show that the plant occurred on the

American side in prehistoric periods much earlier than the settlement of man on the Hast

Pacific islands. There are important efh no- botanical problems waiting for a solution,

but the greatest of these arc concerned with the coming and going of crop plants in the

New World before Columbus, and by routes which will not affect the anthropology of

Polynesia.

Diffusion must be limited but cannot be excluded

Irrespective of the- arguments for and against complete trans- Pacific or trans-Atlantic

crossings by crop plants in pre-Columbian rimes, one fact is accepted by the most conser-

vative anti -di illusionists
;
namely, that some plants were carried between South America

and the nearest islands in the adjoining section of the East Pacific, I. e. Polynesia, before

the coining of Mendana and other Europeans.

The last general attempt t< stop any unreasonable overstatement, not to say a d illusionist

landslide, as result of the recent revolutionary discoveries in plant genetics and plant

archaiolog} , has come, as already stated* from Merrill (1950). As before, Merrill strongly

opposes any idea of the occupation or crossing of the Pacific before the arrival of the Poly-

nesians "within the past 1 500 '. ears.''* {Ibid*, p, 10.) Allowing for this very reasonable

reservation* he seems to modify his former extreme attitude concerning America’s isolation,

by saying: ”We may admit that tlierc may have been early accidental contacts across one or

both Oceans., but generally speaking there is no reason to surmise that the pre-Columbian

civilisations in America were derived from those of the Old World.”

This seems to me to be quite a fair concession— its fact all that was needed from a botani-

cal point of view to allow seeds of gourd, cotton, and a few other culture plants to spread

safely from one hemisphere to the other.We all know that organized and broad -scale transfer

of culture was not carried out until Spanish colonization began in the late 15th and early

uSth centuries. What we are suspicious of as regards Awtrifa is only whether or not "ac-

cidental contacts” can have occurred in, prehistoric lime, thus giving us a natural answer

to certain botanical and associated ethnological problems connected w ith that period.

As a counter-offensive to Stonor and AndersonA evidence from maize, and Hutchinson.

Silow and Stephens
1
evidence from cotton, Merrill {Ibid., p. 11) musters a list of nearly

forty American culture plants which he stresses were not known in the C Mil World, and more
than twice as many European and Asiatic culture plants which were sot known in early

America. Everything k included* from artichokes and rhubarb to Brussels sprouts and

cabbage. We do not believe that Merrill, with these two lists, intends to demonstrate the

absence of evidence for contact with earl], America across the sea, since elsewhere in the

Same paper he holds that definitely the sweet-potato, and perhaps also the domesticated

gourd and coconut, were transferred by man across the water between America and Pol y-

3Z iMV’ii.i
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ncsia before Columbus. What Merrill probably intends ro do, and what he certainly

succeeds in doing. Is to demonstrate that possible voyages between die continental Old
arid New World before Columbus .must at any race have been rare, and of ail exceedingly

limited nature as compared to those of the first decades of Spanish colonization. 1

Simultaneously with Merrill’s entirely defensive paper (1950) came Sauer’s contribution

(1950), presenting new and striking evidence on the various domesticated plants shared

by America and the outside world, principally Polynesia, before Columbus. Carter also

(1950), concurred with his contribution on "Plant Evidence for Early Contacts With
America". Speaking for the growing trend in modern ethnobotanVj he says (Ibid* p. i&a):

'.rite cumulative effect of cite [botanical] evidence in combination with the other lines of

evidence indicate that the parallel origin of civilization in the Old World and the New
must be seriously questioned- Surely our picture of the origin and growth of the Middle
American high cultures can no longer rest on the easy assumption of absence of extensive

and ancient; Old World contacts,”

3 Since Merrill (ikt'd., pp, 54, jfi) entertains his readers by battering the Ekhtdm exhibit and Anderson ?- at.

and Hutchinson tf el, with quotations from
|
c-t<: 1 1 : i,ih (X 131 .54 } .iikI Shakespeare (HamJetJ, urc may also allow on r-

setre® a tligTCssjun into allegory, and say; I F :i burglar breaks into a house aod leaves bis nngcr-prirnecJ glove behind,

bis solicitor cannot free him by saying:
<; Wdl, tkt glove is his ailright, but lie cannot have been there because he

did not leave his coat, bat and shoes behind,”
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SOME ETHNOLOGICAL NOTES ON THE FAUNA

The ease of the Pacific culture plants it to some extent paralleled by the local distribution

of domesticated animals. We have already seen that on a number of Polynesian islands the

natives had in aboriginal time domesticated three animals, the dog, pig, and fowl. The

two latter were introduced from Melanesia, and, since both were unknown to the Maori,

they were probably introduced after the Maori had become well established in New Zealand

and severed contact with the remainder of the Polynesian islands, The dog, however*

seems to stand in a separate class. It was known all over Aboriginal New Zealand, and the

Maoris mention it in connection with Maui and the other earliest god-men who “fished” the

unknown islands out of the virgin Pacific waste. (Colenso 1877* \x 1 1 4.) We hear of it in

more concrete terms in the following statement rendered by Best (1925 a, p, 291) from a

Maori historical tradition concerning rhe settling of early New Zealand: “The vessel known

as TIorouta 7 came to New Zealand from 'lawhid at the same time that those named 1 \raway

"TamaL "Matatua/ Takituriiuf and "Aotea
7

came, , . . This vessel came to land at Ahualiu,

and then coasted down to Ohiwa. These immigrants are said to have introduced the fain,

or native dog, as also the hvmira^ or sweet potato.''

Henry (1926, p. 380) recorded from Tahiti a myth of the “Birth of the Turtle, Fowl,

acid Pig” (not ibe dog) which clearly infers that there was a period when the earl;- PahiLiao

ancestors did not know these animals, The turtle was 'born
7
in the T'uamotus to the tar

east, and thence spread to all the islands, but the fowl and the pig were born to the west

of Tahiti, (in Raiatea) and spread eastwards from there. Indeed, if the Tahitian ancestors

came from the east they would have found the first turtles in the eastern, part of the ocean,

and taken the pig and the fowl from the other side- The silence here on the sudden ‘birth’

of the dog in the islands is noteworthy, combined with the fact that it is held by the Maori

as having always been with men, and having thus arrived with their ancestors together

with the sweet-potato.

The dog as a domesticated animal was widespread at an early date among aboriginal

peoples on both sides of the Pacific, possibly even in Melanesia. But if the Maori got the

dog from Melanesia one would wonder why at the same time they did not get the highly

valued Melanesian pig and fowl as well. What is more, as opposed to the Polynesian pig

and fowl, which are clear lv at home in Melanesia, we do not know whether the Melane-

si a ns actually had a dog related to the Maori species. Cants Mauri. This breed, which has

long since become extinct, ia neither identifiable with the wild Australian dingp nor with

the padadog of southeast Asia. Re.ischek (1934), who in the last century brought back
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to the Vienna collection a skin of this now extinct Maori dog , describes the species as

somewhat similar to the wild yellowish dingo, with a nice soft fur* a golden or yellowish
red colour, a very shaggy rail, and erect, pointed ears. The Maori chiefs used the dog's
tur as ornamental clothing. Dog's fur had a similar use among the Northwest Coast
Indians, who possessed a prehistoric type ofdog that deserves comparison with ReischekN
description of Cams Maori. The piece of dog-hair blanket brought by Hill-Tout from an
ancient mound at Haute, British Columbia, has the same golden, reddish-brown colour.
A somewhat collie-like dog of similar description seems to have had a wide distribution

in prehistoric America, and it is nor unlikely that it has followed early man from north-

cast Asia, representing a variety of the smaller partedog to the south. In the northern
sections of America, as well as on the Northwest Coast, the colour of the dog was very
frequently white. Cook (1784, Vol II, p. 23.6) speaks of Hawaiian dogs with long white
ham, and an aboriginal breed with long white hair was also found in the Tuamoius.
A spread of the North American dog to Hawaii and the other Bast Pacific islands with

Northwest Indian cratr would still not explain the involved problem of the domesticated
dog in Polynesia. Dufl (19)0 b, p. 12) shows the dog was present in New Zealand in

the earliest period of habitation, before the arrival of the Maori fleet from Hawaiki, as

he writes of toe early ‘Moa hunters*: “...of domesticated animals they possessed only
the dog whose bones are plentiful in the middens.

11 Thomson (192 z) in his thorough-going
monograph on The A\i itural

i
gation of Niriunah and Plants in Nov Zealand, shows tnar the

Maori claim to have had two distinct breeds of dogs, the one with long fur was said to

have come from Raiatea, IJ we, like Golenso {1877), search the accounts of the aboriginal

Maori- Polynesian dogs, as sparingly presented us by the early European voyagers, we get

the definite impression that no homogeneous breed, but probably a peculiar varietv of

mongrels, was at least the dominant type found hy them in the possession of the aboriginal

Polynesians, Thus G. Forster (1777) describes the Tahitian dog by saving: “.
, .they were

ol a rough long-haired sort with pricked ears, and much resembled the common shepherd’s

cur or Cotint Buflbrfs ririm ik berger. They were of different colours—some spotted, some
quite black, and others perfectly white.” Otherwise he says: “The dogs of all these islands

were short, and thdr sizes vary from that of a lap-dog to the largest spaniel Their head

is broad, the snout pointed, the eyes very small, the ears upright, and their hair rather

long, lank, hard, and ot different colours, but most commonly white and brown." The
elder Forster (177S) also writes: “The dogs of The South Sea isles ate of a singular race;

they mostly resemble the common cur, but have a prodigious large head, remarkably little

eyes, prick-ears, long hair, and a short bushy rail. They are chiefly fed with fruit aL the

Society Isles; bt.it in the low isles ant] New Zealand, where they arc the only domestic

animals, they live upon fist:. They arc exceedingly stupid, aad seldom or never bark, only

howl now and then
; have the sense of smelling in a very low degree, and are lazy beyond

measure; they are kept by the natives chiefly for the sake of their flesh, of which they are

very fond, preferring it to pork.”

The first dogs Conk and his companions saw at Tolago Bay, New Zealand, brought

the following comment: “No lame animals were seen among the natives except dogs,

which were very small and ugly.” 1 Cook was served wirh Polynesian flog during his first

1 Sec aUii White (1891; 1894); Dixon (nsg, [i. 266); FukcJc (iKjS, Ynl H, p r
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voyage, and entered in his journal : “. . .and few were there of us but what allow’d that

a South Sea dog was next to an English l.amb.”

The food value of the Polynesian dog has to many recalled ibe custom of eating dogs

in early China. However* dogs were also eaten in .Mexico and other parts of early America.

Andagoya (1541—46* p, $$}, for instance* mentions that the aborigines of Central America

possessed “certain small dogs which they also cat”. The fact that the dogs were edible,

and. as in the Tuamotus, could live entirely on fish, is enough Lo show that these animals

could be carried across gresu stretches of water and even be usefully present on board

in case food ran short.

The great variety, both in size and colour, and obviously in breed* among the dogs

possessed by the aboriginal Polynesians points to America rather than lo Indonesia and

Melanesia as a source of their introduction. At the Peabody Museum oJ Harvard Univer-

sity are two mummified aboriginal dogs left by the early basket-makers in the so-called

“White Dog Cave”, which are thus described 1
: “The larger resembles a small collie,

having long hair, erect ears, and a long bushy tail* Its colour now is a light golden hue

with spots of dark brown, but the discoverers record that when found [he animal was

nearly white, and this circumstance gave the cave its name.A dog of similar breed was found

in Inca remains at Ancon, Peru, many years ago. The smaller animal is more like a terrier:

black and white, with short shaggy hair, erect cars, long hairy tail, and :l stubbv muzzle.

It too bears a close resemblance to Inca dogs, and its skeletal structure corresponds closely

with dog bones found in a cave in Virginia. Thus we have evidence that two very different

breeds were widespread in America many centuries ago. The larger of the two was buried

with a man, the Smaller with a woman.”

The excavations at the necropolis of Ancon (near Callao in Peru) were carried out by

Reiss and Stubcl fiSfio— Sy, Pi. T07). They found not ontv two but three distinct breeds

of ancient Peruvian dogs, and one may well assume that intercrossings, again existed

between all three. The first. Cams hsgae petuarius {Ac bring) was the most common local

breed, and in the opinion of the above authors represents the actual type from which both

the other breeds might have derived as varieties. This first breed was simply described

as resembling a shepherd-dog {dm Schtiferhutid-abnikbe Rmss)
7
and 1 “The general colour

may be described as uniformly reddish-yellow or ochre-yellow. However, on some

specimens there are also brown and blackish-brown spots and designs of regular shapes

011 the yellow-coloured ground of the fur.” This largest variety was an animal of medium
size with good fur and rather slender head and legs, (See also Joyce 191a, p, izy.) The

second breed. Cams Itigae veriagtis
t
was a short-legged dog, somewhat resembling a dachs-

hund, and the third* Cams Inga <7 nmossouks, was a more pug-like or bulldog-like breed.

With dog-breeding thus iar advanced in aboriginal Peru, and with added evidence of dog

varieties both in early Peruvian and Mexican descriptive art, there is an apparent possibility

that this domestic animal had spread into Polynesia from the home of the sweet-potato.

The Polynesians held their dog, the kun (literally “golden”) in high regard, and the

same must have been the case with the early Peruvians. Some of the Ancon do g mummies
were carefully wrapped in doth., and Eaton (19a j, p, 64) records from Madiu Picliu the

3 Hu:jthw?st Museum Leaflets, No. 11* 1939. See aSso Saylea (ifjjti, [4ate 31) for liiied remains of aboriginal dog

ftOnii diff dwelling.
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“skeleton of a fairly large sized dog in the undisturbed grave of a person of high degree".

In New Zealand also White (183c p. 544) speaks of the discovery of “Ehe skeleton of a

Maori dog which had evidently been buried with some show of respect. The bones were
found in a small cave, and the remains of a mat a few fragments only in which the dog
had evidently been wrapped, were lying around,

1 *

We have stated earlier that a few of Che Polynesian islands had no dogs when first

visited by Europeans, yet they had preserved its memory well That the dog was as

firmly established among the early Maori-Polynesians as the pig was among their neigh-

bours in Melanesia was amusingly illustrated by Cook’s early companion, G, Forster.

During a visit in Tongatabu, which was one of the few places in Polynesia where no dogs
were found by the Europeans. Forster (1777) speaks of a visit on board the ship by the

Inca] chef A taka: “
. .

.
just as be was going out of the cabin be happened to see a Tahitian

dog running about the deck; at this sight he could not conceal his joy, but dapped his

hands on bis breast, and turning to the captain, repeated the word kuri near twenty times.

We were much surprised Co hear that lie knew the name of an animal which did not exist

in his country, and made him a present of one of each sex, with which he went on shore

in an ecstasy of joy. That the name of dogs should be familiar with a people who are not

possessed of them seems to prove either that this knowledge has been propagated by

tradition from their ancestors, who migrated hither from other islands and the continent,

or that the;, have had dogs upon their island of which the race, by some accident, is become
extinct; or, lastly, that they still have an intercourse with other islands where these animals

» *!

exist.

Both Forster the Elder and the Younger specifically mention that the dog was absent

from nuclear parts of Melanesia, such as New Caledonia and the New Hebrides, and wc
learn from rbc latter group (G, Forster 1777): "Hogs and common poultry are their

domestic animals, to which we have added dogs by selling them a pair of puppies brought

from the Society Islands. The], received them with strong signs of extreme satisfaction;

but as they called them hogs (puaha), wc were convinced that they were entirely new
to them,”

There is nothing in the zoology of the Polynesian islands that argues against man
having arrived in these islands from the east. Apart from their varieties of dogs, the early

Peruvians had truly domesticated the llama {Lama the alpaca {Lama patos\ the

guinea pig (Cavia porcdhu\ the Muscovy duck (jCairifift wfjs<rbatd
)7

the turkey {Alefeagrtr

iidthpdvo), and to some extent the parrot {Ama^pnh sp.), but few of these would be very'

likely to accompany early man on a long oversea voyage co Polynesia in primitive craft.

The wild bush-rat or fruit-rat of aboriginal Polynesia, Mut gxui'aas, the only local eerrestrian

mammal apart from the domestic dogs and pigs, was probably deliberately imported from

Melanesia, where these rodents are common. It was also hunted on some islands with a

miniature bow and arrow, otherwise a non-Polynesian but typical Melanesian weapon.

Ms meat was considered a delicacy among the natives, (See Rutland rU(p; White 1895;

Stone 1917; Stead 195^; etc./

As stated, there arc no reproductions of animals in Pol ynesian-MicrOnesian art, nor

1 In lyijs C. Nievilr a-clviinctml the theory thste the typhus of rbc or had been hrrmglu ru America with the craft

of early Pacific migrants.
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THE PUMA OF PERU
Carved on ornamental paddle

ANCON TRUXELLO

HAWAII EAlTfEU INLAND SCRIPT

any of rhe historical memories from the fatherland, reminiscent of the elephant, the sacred

buffalo, or such other large and characteristic animals which have played a principal role

in the ari and religion of the peoples of Indonesia from the dawn of time, The little in

the way of animal reproductions and animal memories that is to be found in Polynesia

seems to refer in a striking degree to those animals which have widely occupied the

aboriginal mind specifically on the American side of the Pacific.

We have mentioned the Maori recollection of the marine hut rasked maraki-bau of their

an ccs rml coasts, identifiable with the walrus which abounds in the northern section of

the Northwest Coast Archipelago. If we turn to .1 '.aster Island, we find another strange

creature repeatedly occurring as an important ideogram in the local script. (See figure

above.) It lias been suggested that this peculiar mammal, so important to the early blaster

Islander's mind, may be a representation of the local native
rf
rat’\ (Bishop Janssen, quoted
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by Moeller 1937, p 19.) lint certainly no artist, however primitive, would reproduce a rat

raised up on such remarkably long legs, with an arched back and withdrawn abdomen, and
with a slim neck connecting the body to a circular head that has ferocious open jaws.

Indued, this can be nothing but the simplified reproduction of a feline animal The reason
why this has nor immediately suggested itself co observers is that neither the cat, nor any
other feline species, can ever have been observed by the aboriginal Easter Islanders on any
of the neighbouring islands in the Pacific

;
they were unknown even in Melanesia, Australia

and New Guinea, but to the cast, on the nearest coast, the feline 1orm was one of the largest

and most conspicuous dements in the former mammalian fauna. Since early centuries R. C
(Bennett and Bird [949, p. 1 24) until Inca times, the puma, at least as a symbol, has been the

object of reverence among the high-cultures throughout Peru and depicted as sty lized

designs and ideograms in paintings and reliefs.

Several observers have not omitted noticing the feline characteristics of this frequently

returning motif in the Easter Island script, and Moeller (1937, p. 14), referring to it as a

“cross between man and puma", quotes Thompson from the same island: “The most
common figure is a mythical animal, half human in form, with bowed back and long

daw-like legs and arms. According to the natives, this symbol was intended to represent

the god \VIcke-Mcke\ the great spirit of the sea. The general outline of this figure rudely

carved upon the rocks, bore a striking resemblance to the decoration in a piece of pottery

which J once dug up in Peru, while malting excavations among the graves of the Incas.”

Stokes (1907, p r 32} first published the arch- backed figure appearing in stone relief from
early Hawaii, which has caused comment because of its resemblance to the Easter Island

figure, ir is reproduced on page 505 together with flic Easter Island ideogram and some
of the most common symbols from the north and central coast of Peru. 1

We have seen by way of analogy, that the two mammals carved in relief at the base of

thq San Augustin-like monolith in the Marquesas may well represent the same two feline

animals that arc carved in the same fashion on the base of the bearded Tiahuanaco mono
Nth. Their slim and erect tail, trunk-likc body, and rounded ears can hardly depict the

Cams Maori, and certainly not the Marquesan pig.

Percy Smith (1910 a, p. 137) also made the following interesting observation regarding

a strange ancestral beast recollected from the early Polynesian Fatherland: "In the story

of the snaring and kilting of M.atuku, a mart-destroying monster, it is staled (hat the urine

of the animal is very hurtful. This is characteristic of feline animals, but applies to none

that the Polynesians could have met in the Pacified’

.Apart from the arch-backed mammal, the only animals depicted in the Easter Island

script and ornamental art arc the fish and, above all, a frequently hook- beaked bird which

is even more important than the feline design. When we note that there are no correspond-

ing hook-beaked birds in that part of the ocean where the Easter Islanders live, even this

seemingly insignificant detail may assume some importance. Balfour (1917) saw the

frequently recurring hooked form of the beak on the Easter Island birds and symbolic

birdmen, and suggested a connection with the hook-beaked frigate birds of ihe remote

Solomon Islands. He demonstrated the existence of a similar bird-motif among the

Melanesian Solomon Islanders, and for years this analogy was accepted as a welcome
1 From Schmid c (1929, j>. 439); Reiss and UJile (1880—87,, PI. iojj; and Ross (194&),
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argument in favour of eastward migration* until Metraux

(1940) and Shapiro (1940 b) launched a vigorous attack

against ail claims that there have been Melanesian elements

in Easter Island, but St, job us ton's argument of 1921

(pp* 103, 109), has apparently passed unnoticed: agreeing

in principle with Balfour's theory that eastward travelling

Melanesians had introduced the hook-beaked frigate birds

of the Solomon Islands into the Easter Island art, he says:

“ — hut what one would like to know is: Did they them-

selves arrive upon an empty land, or was there a previous

people* possibly from America, already there?”

Hi s own answer was: “The confining of a people upon

a small island has, 1 am convinced, a degenerating effect,

and ir seems hardly credible that this wave of Melanesians

from the Solomon Islands, strong and fierce though they

might be in war, and skilful at carving though they might

be in peace, could have evolved for themselves the grand

ideas of the great sloping stone platforms* the vast stone

terraces, the colossal works everywhere, so totally different from their own culture in

the Solomon Islands, Were not these ideas rather brought in by a migration of people

from South America?”

To keep this in concord with the usual Asiatic migration doctrine, the author hastens

ro suggest that the South American clement need only be “a backwash of the earliest

Polynesians—, but advanced in culture and technique by a residence or possibly some

centuries in the more helpful environment of a continent.” A footnote adds : “Since writing

the above a thought has occurred to me. Can ir. he 1 1 1 a L the hook-beaked birds were not

Western Pacific frigate-birds at all* but South American vultures, or even eagles, the Sun-

birds? Tills will completely upset the Melanesian theory, but strengthen the American

theory.”

We may add that in South America the hoo-tc-bcakcd ‘Sun-bird’, actually the condor,

is very often reproduced in symbolic art in a rather remarkable way, having a condor’s

head and wings, but the lower body of a man. This is exactly how the same creature is

depicted in the Easier Island script, and in local reliefs, petroglyphs* and murals. It is,

to say the least, highly remarkable that lonely Easter Island should select as its animal

reproductions an arch-backed mammal and a hook-beaked bird-man, the very two specific

and characteristic symbols of early Peruvian art, from the range of the Andes and down
to the whole pre-Inca Pacific coast. Moeller (1937, p. to) even pointed to some of 1 lie

specific bird-man ideograms in the Easter Island script, where the figure carries a staff

in one or in both hands, and said that on a certain vase from Peru (Truxillo) “is a mythical

bird represented between two staffs, looking as if it were taken out of the Easter Island

script." She carried the comparison further, and pointed to the carvings on the Gateway
of the Sun at Tiahuanaco, where the Sun-god (Tici) holds a ceremonial staff in each hand,

surrounded by hook-beaked bird-men also carrying staffs, and ornamented all over with

hook-beaked bird heads and puma heads. See also Plates LXXX I 2, LXXXII 1 -6 .

Design carved on head of
E.isr-ur Island wooden image.

Fri.i] 1 1 Rutil icd£« 1919,)
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Ptreuss (15128) has again shown how the sun-god with a staff in each hand can be traced

in the art of the megalith ic centres of Tiahuanaco, Chavln and San \ugusEinA

Mettaux ( 1 5140, p. 64) speaks of another animal memorized in Easter Island tradition

and referred to as kekepu* “a rather strange beast which was very like a 'pig or a cow’ *\

What the kvhvpu is, nobody will probably ever know; it might just as easily be a reference

to a llama as to any of the rare hoofed animals of Now Guinea.

1

We have seen that there is an increasing Interest in a coordinated study ofethnology and

botany in regard to the Old and New World culture plants. Very little has so far been

done to encourage a similar coordinated study between ethnology and zoology, with the

emphasis on parasites. Darling (1920, p. 233) pointed out the importance of a further study

of hookworms among American Indian tribes, lie showed that other AWaterAmericafats

or Arnyfostema ilmdm&ky or both, must have been introduced into the American continent
f
-byvoyagers or storm-tossed fishermen*' from Asia, Indonesia, or Poly nesia^and he specifies

the following routes and possibilities:

1. The immigrants came to America by way of the Behring Straits. Tn char ease r he

temperature must have been warmer in that area to permit hookworm infection to persist.

z, The immigrants came along temperate latitudes from Asia or Indonesia. In that case

either or both Amyksfomn dmdenak and Neiutor ameritanus might persist,

3, The immigrants came from Polynesia, In that case only Neaztor. aweri&inm would be

feu nd.

He writes:
LL
If certain tribes in America are tonnd to he infected with Aacjksi^ma

dfiOtfejMA1 as welL as T'Jecafor this will suggest their having come to this continent via the

sea from those countries in Asia where A, dmdtnak and N. amrimnw arc found to be

infecting the natives,. he.
t
japan and China... A careful hookworm survey of existing

Indian tribes may disclose the presence of more than one primitive stock.

Since Darling made this suggestion, Axcyfaitvwa dwdenak has been reported from

aboriginal American tribes by several parasitologists. Thus Soper (1927), in his study of

hookworm distribution among Paraguayan Chaco Indians, found an almost pure mani-

festation of Amykstomu dmthwh^ with an Ancylostoma : Necator ratio of 13 to 1. The

author stresses the great significance of the hookworm study to ethnology, and says {Ibld^

1 The staff ns Mrtmonial ljadgc symbolized high rank in Polynesia, At the time of Roggewecn's discovery of

Easter Island, Behrens (1737, p. 137) wrote: “It WS3 not possible to determine whether these people have 3 kifiji, as

there art no great distinctions between them; save that the cJJesr among them wore white feathers. 1 the it !i-.'uJs,

like ostrich feathers in appearance, end carried a staff in their hands,” i iter Gdscter itKSj, p. 4-8} wrote from the

same island that this thief carried a very long ceremonial sta:: on special occasions, ornamented viih a double head

at the upper end. Cock (1950, p. 65.1) wrote from Samoa on the opposite side of Polynesia; "both high chiefs and

talking chiefs used wooden staffs (teW'tfJ as Walking sticks on ordinary occasions, and sis si Symbol of rank during

ceremonial conducted so the open air.'
1

beautifully Carved ceremonial staffs Were also made in the Marquesas group.,

anil copies of early specimens are still carved today on Fitufciva Island. Ccremonfa.1 staffs, daboreiriy cat«d so a

pattern very reminiscent of wondcarvine.s in aoudacastecn Polynesia, ate well known from pre-Inca desert graves

on the coast of Peru. (Schmidt 1959, p, 459; etc 9
8 There are abo traces to Polynesia of a former serpen: -worship (Fotnander 1879, V o! l, pp. 4^ 77), which in the

Marquesas, in the absence of snakes, is associated with eel-mirths and uel-f.-.hlcs. On Home islands an alligator Like

animal with spined hack living in caves ls also rnerttorifced in Tradition. This miiy point to tropical Asia as well as

to tropical America, but in the former case one may again wonder why ihe elephant lias not equally long survived

in tradition, (bee Gffenso 1878, p. 911 Ski finer 1^49, p. jjfl.)
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p. 182): “The correlation of this finding with the species distribution of hookworms by

races and geographical areas indicates that the Ametind race originated in Asia or Indo-

nesia, north of latitude ao” N, ;
that migrations to America were either through the Pacific

or via Behring Straits; if by the latter route special conditions (either climatic or of rapidity

of migration) must have obtained at the time of migration,” Concluding chat the migrants

cannot have left Asia south of zo° N, {Ibid,
,
p. 18 1), the author shows, as also suggested

by Darling, that the point of departure for the A ncylostoma-i nfested protq-Amencans

must have been on the coast of China or Japan, whence they passed fairly quickly into a

temperate area of the New World* north of Polynesia, but south of the Arctic. The author

obviously realises that other migrants may have followed the Arctic land-route, but lie

judges by the hookworms that can only have followed man:

"Had migration been limited to Behring Straits, it must have occurred when rhe tempe-

rature of that region was. more favourable to hookworm larvae than it now is, or it must

have occurred from a region which was favourable to hookworm in Asia to a favourable

zone in America in less than the maximum life span of the hookworm.”

A drift voyage with the North Pacific or Kuroshiwo Current, as previously suggested,

from the temperate zone of Cast Asia to the temperate zone of Northwest America, would

pass the cold northern latitude in much less than the lifetime nf an A,R£jlQrtQ&m* This may

be important knowledge, if at a future date other evidence should come up giving actuality

to the theory that some drift voyagers were among the various East Asiatic migrants who
followed the northern route into the New World. But Polynesia did not serve as a stepping-

stone for tots transfer, and the local iterator iimerictmus might well have reached the East

Pacific islands directly from America.
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ABORIGINAL PERUVIAN NAVIGATION
IN THE EAST PACIFIC

The essentia! condition for a successful spread of culture plants by human agency across

the sea is the presence of buoyant craft and navigation. The general disbelief in the trans-

oceanic diffusion of crop plants in pre-Columbian times is founded entirely on a wide-

spread scepticism as to the navigational abilities o£ man before Coltsmb us’ voyage in

1432. Columbus* time marks a turning-point in tile world history of navigation.

This turning point, however, concerns political or economical rather than physical

geography. To be able to judge the feasibility of a surface drift or a surface voyage by

craft in any period we have to consult physical geography alone. The ocean did not change

in (4.92, not did the endurance of mail and the buoyancy of his water-craft. History and

archeology can tell us that man's courage, desires and abilities were not at an out-

standing peak in the late mediaeval era when Columbus gathered his crew. Nor were his

caravels more seaworthv than many craft built among nations ot earlier millennia. Col am-

bus and his Spaniards changed America and affected the whole history oi the world

because 1 hey exploited their visits ro the aborigines, on the far side of she Atlantic. Leiv

Eitiksson and his Norsemen visited American Indiana five centuries earlier, but barely

survived in history because they merely came back with a report of their discovery. A
voyaging party that only went one way and never came back would not survive in history

sit alL Yet they might well have planted cotton and gourd tliaL survived on the other

side*

It would be rash, with our present knowledge, to attribute any specific origin to the

aboriginal agriculturists who brought certain Old World crop plants to tropic America,

but it would be even more so to affirm categorically that they could not have proceeded

the historically recorded Spaniards and Vikings in coming from oversea.

The problem of aboriginal navigation in Peru

It is a well-known fact, as pointed out by Sayoe (1933, p. 261), that “The argument for

and against the independent origin of American cultures has up to the present turned

largely upon the geographical position of America.”

\\ ldi the deeply rooted scepticism regarding the capacity of craft and seamen among
European and other Old World civilizations before Columbus, it is only natural that

the formerly unknown New World branches of mankind which were found and sub-

jugated by the expeditions from mediaeval Europe have been assumed to stand still lower

13 HrrFTilufJ
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as navigators. The early European civilizations had at least developed ships; the aboriginal
Vmedeans had only canoes, reed-boats, pontoon floats, and open rafts.

At an early Stage in his various attempts to point out the favourable position and
cultural possibilities ot America as a centre of diffusion into the aboriginal East Pacific
the present writer (1959 MS; 1941; 1946 MS.) found that the stumbling-block, not to say
complete barrier, in the way oi such proposals was the absence in earl) America of any
rype of craft counted as seaworthy by observers familiar only with the European prin-
ciples of boat-construction. The most capacious ocean craft, and the only ones actually
known to have gone under sail in pre-Columbian America, were employed on the Pacific
coasts of the Inca Empire, and these were mere rafts, composed of an odd number of
ujyp-. lashed together by ropes. In ethnology, the log- raft is generally regarded as the
lowest form in the evolutionary stages of primitive boat construction. Even a dugout log
is considered a step higher towards what to the European mind represents a true ‘boat’,

namely a watertight compartment a hull which is given buoyancy, nor by its own specific

gravity, bu, by the displacement of the water by air. Again, a mr-going craft, according
co r- t]e same current conceptions, is evolved only when the keeled boat increases in dimen-
>.i •. .1 n s until outgrows the waves, resists Llieir individual movements, and Jilts the crew
to a sale distance above the water. Naturally, with these accepted standards of boar
construction, ihe balsa rafts of northwestern South America were, without further
investigation, classed with tine rudest marine inventions of palaeolithic man.

I his apparent incongruity between the primitiveness of the Peruvians
1

boat construction
and their hign cultural standards in most other branches seemed Quite dis proportionate,

especially as the Inca Empire had a, coastline of over two thousand miles, along which
lived a confederation of culture peoples comprising hundred thousands of intelligent

i idividuaU, 1 who to a great extent depended upon the ocean tor their food and economy.
Jnu Peruvians at the time ol the ( ,onquest were not unfamiliar with the principles of

a hull, They had on their rivers, and even in certain harbours like Callao, the usual dugour
canoes. (Lot Prop icjjz, p. 231.) But whenever they built a larger ocean craft in the specific

shape of a true European ‘boat’, they built it with the bottom and sides lashed together
of bandies of canes or reeds, in. such a wav that the water could flow tn and out at will.

3 Jtis should give us a guide. They had wooden canoes, and were otherwise acquainted
vidi the form of a regular boat with pointed ends and raised sides, but for coastal traffic

tbev never combined 1 he two ideas to construct a large craft m which 1 hie sea was prevented
from washing in and out. Perhaps they considered their wash-through architecture an
ingenious system suitable to their purpose; and perhaps it was. The same pnneinie of
not resisting, the tree movement and the passing in and out of the water was applied to

then baba-wood log-rafts, and to certain peculiar pontoon-like craft which they made bv
fashing inflated seal-skins together, or even quantities of air-filled calabashes in large nets.

1 lie early Peruvians were people of no mean intelligence; this was disco 1
, ered bv the early

Spaniards andean still be verified arehxo logically. Ashore, they irrigated barren desert areas

and fertilized rheir terraced fields with guano imported from the islands.; the’.' constructed

miles oi good roads with pavements, aqueducts and suspension bridges; the v had an

1 Hlc census fur the Audicnrias id Ljtin nnd Chafcag En jjivi stiuws 1 49:: 3:7 Indians, rapidly tletreasing in

number to 60S S54 iu (796. (KuhlcE p. 3 3.4.

1
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organized social system, with large mobile armies and an ingenious fortification system;

they were excellent architects* and great explorers and inventors; they had acquired

culture plants and culture elements unknown in contemporary Europe; mastered medical

trepanning • and made delicate scales that responded to weights down to 0,05 gd On the

coast they were even masters id ocean fishing, wood-carving, and in dubbing planks.

All things considered, it would he most surprising if their marine architecture was at

the stage of the most primitive barbarians, 1 he unfamiliar reed-ships* pontoon craft,

and balsa-wood rafts of aboriginal Peru should therefore have been suspected of possessing

some qualities that would explain why tlicir owners selected them for local use instead

of developing their fresh-water canoes to a larger size. Though this reasoning* I must

admit, would hardly have occurred to me if I had not ahead;, been wondering by what

means aboriginal Peruvians could have landed across the ocean in Polynesia.

When I decided in [947 to reconstruct an each. Souih American type of balsa raft, I

did it as much to demonstrate its sea-going abilities, of which l felt quite confident, as

to prove that with such a craft Polynesia was within the range of aboriginal Peru.

1 must admit, too, that mv knowledge of balsa rafts as such was rather limited until

tr,v return from the Aon -Tiki raft expedition the same year. It was based principally on

Augustin dc /.a rate's eyewitness account (ijgj and on Fricderici'S excellent report on

aboriginal American water-craft (1907}, together with the ancient drawings of early

balsa rafts in Benzoni (15.72), Spilbergen ([6119)* and Best (1923 af, rite latter redrawn by

Richardson after Juan and Ulloa (1748), where I subsequently found the original after

mv return from the expedition. Apart from some surviving memories in coastal Ecuador

anti Peru I managed to get little fir no information beyond the basic tacts as assembled in

Friederld's report. Owing 10 the increasing tendency towards specialization, some nf the

leading contemporary Americanises with other spheres of research had failed to take any

notice of the balsa rafts found with the teed- boats off the pre-Spanish Andean coast;

while others who had observed the many early Spanish references to these capacious balsa-

rafts were firmly convinced that they would at any rate be useless for navigation at sea.

After my return from the expedition the feasibility of a balsa raft voyage from Peru to

Polynesia was accepted by most observers, yet the experiment seemed only to have

provoked an increased opposition from certain quarters, which maintained that the

experience of the raft expedition had proved nothing. One prominent Pacific anthropolo-

gist told the daily press that the qualities of a baba raft were nt no interest in a Pacific

study, since he believed that the baba tree of which the K.on-Tiki rail was built hail

formerly grown only on the Atlantic side of the Andes* and since there never were any

mariners in Peru.4 An authority on Andean highland archaeology wrote, also in the press,

that the baba raff was indeed a prehistoric vessel on the Pacific side 01 the Andes, but

only in Ecuador, north of Peru. The aboriginal Perm I Lins, according to the same inmniiani,

had only one single type o: coastal craft, namely reed-boats. He. added that centre-boards,

as used on the K.on-Tiki raft, were probably unknown in aboriginal America until intro-

duced by the Spaniards.® A specialist in Ecuadorian anthropology realized, with the

L See Liniii {ijjjg, p>. 10).

Tntuiv ew with Ralph Linton in Aftenpsstut, Oslo, October j, 1349,

J Rydin (1949).
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chronicler as ^urce( that balsa rafts were used on the aboriginal Pacific coast
both of Ecuador and Pern, but he atilE insisted that the}- could never have reached Polv-
ncsia because Peruvian fishermen never went further from land than six leguas (about
24 English miles), and he held that the Indians could not eat fish, meat, and sweet- potatoes
rmv, which would have been necessary on a prehistoric raft without primus-stoves and
matches. The same anthropologist was so convinced that a South: American raft could
not carry men and crop plants safely to Polynesia, that he publicly declared the Kon-Tiki
expediuon to he ‘'humbug” and that the raft must have been specially constructed so it
could sail with either side up, since the journey would otherwise have been <f

a miracle.
1 ’

1

A prominent Polynesianist who had formerly stressed that Polynesia could not be reached
by Peruvian rafts, declared, in spite of the qualities of the balsa raft now demonstrated,
that whether or not it could, drift to Polynesia was of no scientific importance, for the
Peruvians could only have been fishermen, and these could not have peopled formerly
uninhabited islands in the ocean ; he had himself never heard offishermen who had women
aboard their craft, nor enough provisions to survive an oversea drift.4

Such arguments showed that not only were the qualifies of balsa rafts quite wrongly
judged by modern, writers, bur rbe extent of their uses in. early South America was over-
looked or underestimated by many contemporary observers. Nobody had ever to a full

extent col lected and presented such fragmentary information as was 'available, from the
various early chroniclers and from modern archeology, on balsa rafts and navigation
oil the early Andean coast. It proved to be necessary, upon my return from the Kon-Tiki
expedition, to demonstrate through further research nor only The seagoing-qualities of the
Peruvian balsa raft, but also its local prehistoric existence and uses, A summary of such
evidence will here be presented,

Baku rafts met at sea as the Spanish discoverers approached the Inca Empire

We have already seen how Francisco Piatfro and bis followers, in 1524 and 1526, set

out on two successive expeditions southwards along the Pacific shores of Panama and
Colombia, and how they were at first disappointed at finding only steep bills or dense
jungA coasts with mangrove swamps and few Indians, Pizarro and his party finally came
as far south as the Gallo and Gorgona islands off the south parr of the coast of Colombia.
Iiere

>
wc learn from the various chroniclers* they had much trouble with the Indians,

some of whom lived on the islands and others came out on "craft built from Jogs”.
(Pizarro 1171; etc.) Various unfortunate circumstances- made Pizarro decide to remain
with his soldiers in this vicinity, while he sent on his experienced pilot Bartolomeo Ruiz
lo explore the coast, ahead, Ruiz sailed on with die caravel oi about 40 tons and a few
sailors, 3 and finally reached £he level coastal areas of Ecuador, never before seen bv the
Spaniards. He also became the first European to cross the equator on the Pacific side of
South America. Here he found increasing signs of culture and a better populated coast.

1
(1949) who launched this vigorous attack a lew week* befure the film of Kon-Tjki's journey was

ideascJ in his Country, Was later forced To modify his words and say that he remgrtiwd the expedition -but as
.i'i'W.r.' ft miracle. (.\jw Prtsiet1, December 9. 1^49.)

1 Interview wiih l?cter Buck in the Anckfatpl Star, Auckland N. Z. February 7, 1043.
a is Spaniards, according to Murphy {J941, p_ i<)_
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Somewhere off the northern part of the coast of the present Ecuador, Ruiz met a peculiar

vessel northbound from the Inca Empire, heavily laden with cargo from that southern

country with which no European was yet acquainted. What makes this particular incident

of the greatest ethnological value is that the meeting of these two vessels was also the

fust meeting of our own race with natives and culture elements from aboriginal Peru.

The report of this event was immediately written down by Juan do Sdamanos for King

Carlos V (the Emperor Charles V)and the original manuscript was published by Navarette

in Madrid in 1844. (See Saamanos tji6.) Thus the episode was preserved in writing even

before Peru itself had seen a European ship.

Saamanos
(
'Ibid p. 196) says that as Ruiz* party was sailing along somewhere near what

I* aow called the Bay of St. Matthew, just to the north of die equator: "They captured

a vessel which carried twenty persons onboard, of whom they threw eleven overboard.

Of the others who were captured, the pilot [Bartolomeo Ruiz
I
retained three. He set

the others ashore so rhac they could go away. The three who were .*.epi as interpreters

"were well treated and were brought back "with him. 1 his vessel wnieh I sa_i he captured

appeared to have a capacity of up to thirty tomks [36 gross tons]. The. flat underbody

and keel were constructed of poles as thick as posts, lashed together with ropes of what

they call hennequen, which is a kind of hemp. The upper part was of more slender canes,

tied together with the same lashings, and there the crew and cargo went dry while the

bottom was awash. It carried masts and yards of very fine wood, and cotton sails in the

same shape and manner as on our own ships. 1 It had very good tigging ot the said henno

quen, 'which is like hemp, and some mooting stones for anchors formed like grindstones.”

Following this description of the raft itself with its sail and rigging, Siamanns goes on

to describe the cargo, which was the first I nea booty to fall into the hands or the Spaniards*

A great quantity of trading goods is listed and specified, from ornaments in gold and

silver to jars, silver framed stone mirrors, belts, headwear, and colourful costumes in

wool and cotton, all typical treasures of the Inca period in Peru. We learn that all this

cargo was being carried north for the purpose of barter among the foreign tribes. We

even hear for the first time of the delicate Peruvian balance scales, some of which were

carried on. board the raft for the purpose of weighing gold,
41 Ml tins they carried with

them to barter for mussel-shells, from which they make red necklaces like coral, and

also white ones, and with these the vessel was heavily laden,”

This first pre-Conquest meeting between two sailing com, manned by treasure-seeking

crews respectively From aboriginal Peru and medieval Spain, is surprisingly little know [1

considering its direct importance for the further development of Spanish- American

I i is tor v. and in view of the number of writers who have referred to the episode.
j

Prescott { 1 S47, VoL 1 1, Chap, ui) i a his History ofth Conquest of Peru, gives a most compre-

hensive description of the various events connected with Ruiz's voyage of discovery ,
basing

his report on old manuscripts* including the chronicles of Juan de Saamanos (1526) and

Eran ci see j dc Xores { 1 j 3 4)

,

£ We miy qnote the follow!ng exce rpts fnm 1 Prescott {Ibid. ,p. 22 $} :

1 Tbe ci rigit*; (l itjtt runs: “Tnuasu& rrunwks y anetnas dc muv Una made™ y TcJas Je alfiodtm Jd rcuseno t*31c- de

rnancra qnc ios nucsceos oaviofr,
1 *

- w. a-; lYoni the secretary to Tkanu, who wrote his account of the cfldy (la.j'S'Ofthe conquest of Pefu on

the spot, by order ot PlsratiO. (Markham 1 ^72 ,
xi,)
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withour staying long enough on this friendly coast to undeceive the simple people.
Rui*> standing ofl shore, struck our into the deep sea; but he had not sailed far in that
dfrenion, when he was surprised by the sight of a vessel, seeming in the distance like a
caravel of considerable size, traversed by a large sail that carried it sluggishly over the
waEc£s - The o!d navigator was nor a little perplexed by this phenomenon, as he was
confident no European bark could have been before him in these latitudes, and no Indian
nation, yet discovered, nor even the civilized Mexican, was acquainted with the use of
sails in navigation. As he drew near, he found it was a large vessel, or rather raft, called
haiu hy the stives, consisting of a number of huge timbers of a light, porous’ wood,
tightly lashed together, with a frail flooring of reeds raised on them by way of deck. Two
masts or sturdy poles, erected in the middle of the vessel, sustained a large square-sail
ot cotton, while a rude kind of rudder and a moveable keel, made of plank inserted
between the logs, enabled the mariner to give a direction to the .floating fabric, which
held on its course without the aid of oar or paddle. The simple architecture of thiscraft
was sufficient for the purposes of the natives, and indeed has continued to serve them
to the present day; for the baha, surmounted by small thatched huts or cabins, still supplies
the most commodious means for the transportation of passengers and luggage on the
streams and along thu -hoi'es of this parr of the South American continent.

'On coming alongside, Ruiz found several Indians, both men and. women, on board,
some with rich ornaments on their persons, besides several articles wrought with consider-
able skill in gold and silver, which they were carrying for purposes of traffic to the different
places along rhe coast. Bur what most attracted his attention was the woollen doth of
which some of their dresses were made. It was of a hoe texture, delicately embroidered
with figures of birds and flowers, and dyed in brilliant colours. He also observed in the
boat a pair of balances made to weigh the precious metals. Ills astonishment at these proofs
of ingenuity and civilization, so much higher than anything he had ever seen in the
country, was heightened by the intelligence which he collected from some of these India os.
1 wo ot them had. conic from 1 umbez. a Peruvian port, some degrees to the south; and
they gave him to understand, that in their neighbourhood the fields were covered with
large flocks of the animals from which the wool was obtained, and that gold and silver
were almost as common as wood in the palaces of their monarch. The Spaniards listened
greedily co reports which harmonized so well with their fond desires. Though hall dis-
trusting the exaggeration, Ruiz resolved to detain some of the Indians, including the
natives ot lumber, that they might repeat the wondrous tale to his commander, and at

ox. same time, by learning the Castihan, might hereafter serve as interpreters with their
countrymen.” 1

Tn his paper on 4

1 he earliest Spanish advances southward from Panama along the
\\ c- f.u.jsr and South \merica

,
Murphy (1941) has revised and corrected certain geo-

1 Friinc;sco LoPcz Jc *•**-« niem-ions in ids Gtnetai Hhtcrj tf the India (1553, fttru II, p. iA rNir Francisco
Fifcarro, during his expedition in 1517, came across a raft with sail navigating in the open FaCtfic. lie learnt of a
j.inJ <j. .-r. gold and silver imm Ovd Indians hi cook a? prisoners from mis raft. This 13 apparently a reference to
ch" &' aminos' original jiarradve of she rrteedng with the large balsa raft is referred to by many author*.
It 1433 reprinted by Savillc (fjM, Vol. II, p. ayS) and quoted more- or Jess fully by Greiner (1934, p. 6), Brining

P- Lothenp 1195a, p. 15 yj. Means (195a, pp, in, 57: 1942, p. tK). Murphy
J 194:, p. 17). Homdl :194s.

ly +u a, p. V-', Murr.1 (1940, p H 0-4 ; , iloHdin (19^:4 p. 42), t[C .
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graphical and chronological errors which in his opinion have dominated the literature on

'the. subject. He claims that Andagova and the few expeditions before Pisarro hardly pushed

beyond the neck of the Isthmus, and that Ruiz* pioneering discovery of Ecuador took

place early in 1527, rather than in i as generally assumed. 1 Basing his report on various

early chroniclers, including Xeres, Murphy \Tbia., p. 17) writes:

“After Bartolome Ruiz had passed Cape San Francisco, toward the end ol February,

15 a?, he sighted near the equator a tall sail, which astonished his crew. Ihe era it proved

to be a rigged rait of balsa logs, of thirty tons burden. There was, in reality, nothing

extraordinary about the size of the ocean-going craft, for Zarate deesrihes balsas capable

of transporting fifty men and three horses. 1 he one encountered by Ruiz was manned by

about twenty Indians, of whom eleven threw themselves in 10 the sea, presumably to

swim for shore rather than to drown, when the Spanish vessel bore down. The others

were captured and considerately treated, and Ruiz ended by taking five of them into his

ship (Saa man-os alone says only three; Xcres sis), permitting the rest to proceed with

the balsa.

“The Spaniards had no difficulty in recognizing this group as a new.- and superior order

of Indians, totally different from the primitive people they had thus far met. They are

described as ‘rational’ well-clothed and as wearing jewels. Their craft, moreover, carried

a cargo of textiles and other manufactured material. The three women, who were relatively

fair-skinned, proved to be excellent seamstresses. They and the two young men, forced to

accompany Ruiz to the San Juan, accepted rheir lot cheerfully, rapidly learned Spanisn

and were soon made to understand that they would he conveyed at aa early date back

to their own country. 'These live persons constituted the important nucleus, of the iriendlj

Indians’ during the subsequent episode a* (he islands of G alio anil (. rorgona. Before nie

end of the year, they were taken to Tumhcs as accomplished interpreters, permitting

Pizarro to open negotiations and even to carry on a long dialogue, which was searching

on both sides, with an aristocratic organ who was visiting Tumhcs on a mission from

Cuzco.”

But before the Spaniards advanced as far south as to Tumbcz in Peru, Ruiz had first

turned near Cape Passado on the north part of the coast of Ecuador, and returned to

bizarre with the two captured Peruvian sailors and the three women on board his caravel.

These captives, together with the looted cargo, gave the Spaniards the first material proof

of the existence of the rich Inca Empire to the south, of which rumours were circulating

in Panama and northern Colombia. Greatly encouraged by die good news, and equipped

with new supplies from Panama, a small group* under Pizarro gradually pushed south

again to begin what was to end as the strangest conquest ol history. Murphy p. 26)

writes of’ this first European advance down the main coast of Ecuador: “Pizarro arrived

off Santa Clara or El Muerto Island,, in the Gulf of Guayaquil, where he Landed, He was

informed by the Peruvian Indians on board that he had reached the northern limits of

l heir country. On this day and the following be overhauled five saihng balsas and opened

favourable, negotiations through the medium of his new proficient interpreters.”

Prescott {1847, Toi. II, p. 248) thus summarized the reports of the chronicles on the

1 Several earlier authorities have even placed the event in xyay.

s 28 Spaniard? plus the captives, according to Murphy {IbtH., p, *<>}.
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process from this island; “The place was uninhabited, but was recognized bv the Indians
on board as occasionally resorted to by the warlike people of die neighbouring isle of
Pond, for purposes cl sacrifice and worship. The Spaniards found on the spot a few bits
nf gold rudely wrought into various shapes, and probably designed as offerings to the
Indian deity. Their hearts were cheered, as the natives assured them they would see an
abundance of the same precious metal in their own city of Tumbez. The following morning
tnev stood across the bay for tins place. As they drew near, they beheld a town of con-
siderable size, with many of the buildings apparently of stone and plaster, situated in the
bosom ot a fruitful meadow, which seemed 10 have been redeemed from the sterile.' of
roe surrounding country by careful, and minute irrigation. When at some distance from

1 PbeLiTo saw standing towards him several large balsas, which were found to he
illIcl: with warriors going on an expedition against the island of Puna. Running alongside
oi the Indian flotilla, he invited some of the chiefs to come on board his vessel The
Peruvians gazed with wonder on every object which iv.ee their eyes, and especially on
room own countrymen, whom they had little expected to meet there. The latter informed
rr.e-ii in what manner they had fallen into the hands of the strangers, whom they described
as a wonderful race of beings, that had come thither for no harm, \mt solely to be made
acquainted with the country and its inhabitants. This account was confirmed bv the
bpanisn commander, v, ho persuaded tire Indians to return in their balsas and report what
they had learned to their townsmen, requesting them at the same time to provide his
vessel with refreshments, as ii was his desire to enter into a friendly intercourse with the
natives,

I people of Tumbes were gathered along the shore, and were gazing with unuttcr-
ai ie amazement n:i the floating castle, which, now having dropped anchor, rode lazily
1 1

1

*** moormgs in theii bay, 1 bey eagerly Listened to the accounts of their countrymen,
and instantly reported the affair to the curaca or ruler of the district, who, conceiving that
tiit: strangers must be beings o| a superior order, prepared at once co comply with their
request. It was not long before several balsas were seen steering for the vessel laden with
I aranas, plantains, yuca, Indian corn

s sweetpotatoes, pine-apples, cocoa-nuts, and other
r i >J products of the bountiful vale of Futnbez. Game and lush, also, were added, with a
[lumber ot llamas, ot which Bizarre? had seen the rude drawings belonging to Balboa,
but of which rill now he had met with no living specimen. He examined this curious
animal

,, the Peruvian sheep or, as the Spaniards called it, the Title camel’ of the Indians -
wvn much interest, greatly admiring the mixture of wool and Imir which supplied the
natives with rite materials for their fabrics.

that Lime there happened ro l>e ar I umbez an Inca noble, or orfjott '—for so, as 1

have already noticed, men of his rank were called by the Spaniards, from the huge orna-
ments of gold attached to their ears. He expressed great curiosity to see the wonderful
strangers, and had, accordingly, come out with the balsas for the purpose. ...”

I ne nest meeting between Peruvians and Huron cans was accordingly when the Spanish
discoverer? came across a thirty ton sai [-carrying balsa raft northbound apparently en
ioucc to distant Colombia, Panama, or the Pearl Islands; and the firs: greeting the dis-

coverers had when reaching Pern proper was a whole flotilla of balsa rafts standing out
oe cue ba\ on a warlike expedition against die island ot Puna, in the Gulf of Guayaquil,
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some 40 mile? out. tu sea. N one of the baba rafts so far encountered were manned by

fishermen, but by merchants and troops respectively, and women were not wanting

on hoard, The five sailing balsas- which Plzariro overhauled at sea near uninhabited Santa

Giant Island might well have been on -a deep-sea fishing trip, but this is not specified.

After this great discovery Pizarro returned to Panama in tjzft, and then to Spain to

secure royal consent to his occupation of the newly discovered country, in 1 530 he sailed

down the Pacific coast again with just over 150 soldiers, including three of his brothers

and his cousin Pedro. The latter, Pedro Pizarro (lyy 1
)
has left us some interesting details

of these early voyages. He first says of his cousin Prandscob easier journey, in which he

did not himself participate (1571 b, p. ty®);

“...and they went on down the coast in order to discover what there was beyond.

And thereby was our Lord served, for they came up - m good land, for they encountered

the province of Puerto Viejo, and from there they went to the port of Tumbez, and they

passed a little further down the coast where they got news of this land, although not of

all that was later found and discovered. They saw some ewes which the people gave them,

and aboard some balsas which they overtook upon the sea there were girdles of mother-

of-pearl, of gold and of silver, as well as some of the clothes which they wore in that

country, all of which they kept in order to rake it to Spain to show to His Majesty. And

likewise there were three or four boys, Indians of the land, whom they captured aboard

the balsas, as well as some others whom the Indians gave them to eat, thinking that rbe

Spaniards were eaters of human flesh."

Pedro Pizarro also, upon his own arrival, had interesting experiences with balsa rafts,

all during the first days of the conquest, before the capture of Tumbez in 1531. We learn

from him how the highland Cuzco Incas controlled Puna Island from Lite sea, as wdl a?,

rbe coastal area of Puerto Viejo in Ecuador, whence, it will be recalled, Tici Viracocha was

remembered as having departed by sea.

Pizarro {Ibid., p. 154) says of Puna Island: “Also there was in this island an Inga, one

of those of Cuzco, who governed Puerto Viejo and the island and Tumbez for the Inga,

and as soon as the Spaniards arrived he disappeared and went away without informing

himself of anything*” We now' learn from Pizarro that while the newly arrived Spaniards

were at Puna Island, they split company, some going on in their own caravels. We read

{IbiiL p. 1 \ 7) : . . rhe rest of the men embarked on some balsas which were then with

us, and which belonged to the people of Tumbez, who offered to carry some Spaniards

and baggage upon them. Their purpose was treason -as later appeared, for a er we had

left the island the balsas carrying some troops and other tilings, as l have said, put ashore

on some small islands which they (the Indians) knew. They made the Spaniards go ashore

there to sleep, and when they believed them to be asleep, they went away, taking the

bafias with them, and later they returned with more (Indian) troops and killed those

(Spaniards) whom they had left there.”

Pizarro adds 1:1.11 rl c same Eragedy would have betaken himself as well as Francisco

Pizarro’s brother and Alonso <k Mesa “if it had not been for the fact that Alonso de Mesa

was very sick with berru gas and so did not wish to get ob the balsa and (sleep) on the

islet... While we were thus sleeping, at midnight the Indians pulled up the stone tied

with a rope which they throw into the sea to serve as an anchor. Believing that Mesa was
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keeping, they intended to go away, leaving us there and killing Mesa later. And, as I
have said, the* bermgas gave Mesa great pain, and he was awake, and, when he saw what
the Indians were doing, he gave great shouts which awakened hrantisen Martin and me,
and when we understood the evil they (the Indians) planned, we hound the chief and the
two other Indians, and so we were on the watch all night. And the next dav we set ouc
mence and arrived at the coast of Tumbez, and the Indians, now that we were in the surf,
[crew themselves into the water and dragged us into the waves which cast us up upon
die shore very wet and half drowned, and trie Indians, seeing that we were now on shore,
pushed The balsa off into the waves; then they took it and went off with it, carrying with
them everything which we were bringing with us. At last they left us with orflv what
we wore upon our backs, and so they fobbed many who had put their belongings upon
the balsas believing that the Indians would carry them safely; among (those whodid so)
were captain Soto and others.”

Inca GarciJasso and Cieaa de Leon both supply evidence of similar tactics beinv used
by the maritime coast Indians against the Incas even before the discovery of Peru by the
Spaniards.

Tolls, when the pre-Spanish Inca Hnayna Ccapac of Peru subdued the maritime districts
of southern Ecuador, the people on Puna were also engaged in war with those ofTumbez.
1 he Inc ,i sent for the chief of the Puna islanders, Tu tub ala, and demanded his submission.
1 umbala complied, and Inca troops, with leaders of royal blood, were established on
Puna, also officials who were to organize the island district, and then the Inca departed. But
Tumhala devised a cunning plan to murder the foreign intruders. The Inca had Mi: in-

structions that the main portion or rhe island garrison was later to join him on the mainland
ol Ecuador, and should be conveyed by balsa rafts to a certain spot at the mouth of the
Guayaquil river, I he convoy or rai is started according to plan, but when at some distance
into the open sea, the islandcts cut the ropes which held the logs of the rafts together,
and pushed the Peruvian soldiers into the sea. Cieza1 saya: “If any that knew how to
swim tried to save their lives, they were .-ailed by fierce and cruel blows, and if they dived,
and thus tried to fly from their enemies by seeking favour of the fishes that dwell in the

depths of the sea, it was of no avail, for the islanders, who live much in the sea employed
in their fisheries, swim as well as the fishes, and easily overtook the fugitives and strangled
them.”

foe Inca exacted a terrible vengeance on the islanders, and imposed as punishment an
ordinance which was sail observed at the time of the Spanish conquest*

We may give also Inca G a re i lasso's 2 version of the same event:
“ 1'Jic native?, were ordered to convey the Ynca captains by sea in their balsas as fax a?

the mouth of a river, where they were to land, in order to fulfil their instructions. Having
rrnoe these arrangements, the Ynca returned to Tumptz, . . . The captains, as soon as

the King had departed from the island, prepared to go where he had ordered them. They
gave directions tor balsas to be got ready for them, to cross that arm of the sea. The
Caracas, who bad conspired together, seeing that ibis was a good opportunity for prac-

tising their treachery, would not bring all she balsas they could, but resolved to convey
1 English uansLation by Joyce (a-yj z„ p* 5 7).

' English translation by Markham 7], p_ 41 z}.
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the captains in two voyages, so that they might more easily execute their plan, which

was to kill them on the sea, .Halt the captains and their followers embarked, all being

chosen men. They were handsomely dressed as men whose duties were near the royal

person, and ali were Yncas, either by blood or by privilege of the first Ynca. When they

reached a certain point on the sea, where the natives had resolved to perpetrate their

treason, they cut the ropes by which the poles of the balsa were fastened together, and cast

all the captains and people, who were quite oft their guard, into the water. Then the

native sailors, with the oars and with the betrayed people's own arms, which were thus

turned against their owners, killed them all, without leaving one alive, although the Yncas

began to swim in the hope of saving their lives. The Indians generally know how to swim,

but this did not avail them
;
for those of the coast, being so used to the sea, had the same

advantage over the inland Indians as marine animals have over those which live on the

land. Thus the islanders remained with the victory, and they enjoyed the spoils, which

were rich and numerous. They joyfully saluted each other from balsa to balsat and wished

each other joy of their deed, thinking, like a rude and barbarous race as they were, that

not only were they free from the power of the Ynca, but that they were strong enough

to deprive him of his empire, hull of this presumptuous vanity, they returned, with all

possible dissimulation, for the other captains and soldiers who had remained on the

island, took them on hoard, and killed them in the same place and in the same way as

they bad killed their companions,

"

We learn from Xeres (1534, p. 7), who also took part in the final advance into Peru in

Ij 30—

?

r, that the Spaniards were received in a friendly manner by the Indians when they

first arrived. He says of the aboriginal coast of Ecuador: '"In this land there were abundant

supplies, and the people led well-ordered lives, the villages having tlieir streets and

squares, One village had more than three thousand bouses, and others were smaller.”

Inland from the aboriginal coastal town of Atacames po Spaniards in search of loot

suddenly ran into an army of "more than ten thousand Indian warriors. . . but seeing

that the Christians intended no evil, and did not wish to take thdr goods, but rather to

treat them peacefully with much love, the Indians desisted from war.” The mariners of

these parts also assisted the Spaniards to cross from Ecuador over to Puna Island {/bid,,

p. 13): “It is two leagues from the main land, and, being populous, and rich, and yielding

abundant supplies, the Governor [Pizarro] crossed over to it in two ships, and in balsas

of wood which the Indians make, on which l lie horses were carried over.” Xertfs ilbul,

p, [<>) also speaks of certain Spanish messengers with a supply of cloths, who on this

second visit were sen? in advance from Puna to Tumbez as passengers on some native

balsa rafts. The Spanish caravels which followed the rafia took three days for the crossing,

which was made against the locally dominant wind and current. When they arrived in

Tumbez they learnt from some captured local Indians that some of their kinsmen “had

risen and seized the Christians and cloths that came in the balsas. ” Pizamfs men in return

looted the town of all the provisions they could find, which also were conveniently

loaded on board two local balsa rafts, . , ,

The treasure and information which came into the possession of the Spaniards when
they captured the first local merchant craft, and the experiences that befell some of them
when they employed Peruvian balsa rafts and native seamen for local navigation, often
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vii li their horses on hoard* led to many other contemporary Spanish comments on these
vessels* Vs e shall soon sec that Zarate {tjjj} also refers to the native practice of cutting
tlic ropes on the rafts to dispose of undcsired passengers, but for the sake of chronology
wc may tirsr include a few words on Andagova,

Andagoya's reference to balsa rafts from the time of the conquest

Paseual de Andagoya went to the newly discovered Panama Isthmus in 15 [4, whence
he took pare in the earliest explorations dmv;i the Pacific coast. He is referred to as "tire

pioneer ot lie discovery of Bum f tor ne was supposed to have obtained (in 1522. from
the coastal tribes of Biru, near the northern border of the present Colombia, authentic
Information respecting the Inca Empire, and ii was his report that led to the expeditions

of Pizarro and Ruiz, Andagova (1541 tfh p. 41} himself says of this experience: “In
this province I received accounts both from the chiefs and from merchants and inter-

preters, concerning nil the coast, and everything that has since been discovered, as far

as Cuzco; especially with regard to the inhabitants of each province, for in their Lrading

these people extend their wanderings over many lands.”

Andagoya does not specify by what means of transportation the aboriginal BErn mer-

chants carried on their trading and acquired their knowledge of the Inca Empire* but we
can safely assume that it was either by their own coastal craft or by visiting merchants
coming from Peru and Ecuador. The mangrove swamps hampered all other means of

long distance coastal communication. We may also note that Andagova carried out much
of his local exploration not in caravels* but h\ canoe,* and chat the main river or channel

in the Biru. district was named Rio de h Balsa by the arriving Spaniards, either in honour
Ot the local trees or the local craft. Bui we are more interested in the means of navigation

further down the- continent, where the coastal population of Tumbez and Pay ta in Peru
were so accustomed to voyaging along the coast for trade among foreign tribes, that they

assumed the arriving party of piraeocku had come for the same purpose. Andagova
(Itdd.

T p, 45) says: “The Indians, seeing that the Spaniards were so few in number, did not

fear them nor desire to injure them, thinking that they were merchants."

Describing the rainy climate of the northern section of the Inca Empire, from San

Miguel in North Peru (south of Tumhez) to Puerto Viejo in northern Ecuador, Andagoy a

{Ibid „ p. 5
5 ) says of the local aborigines: “They go to sea to fish, and navigate along the

coast in balsas made of light poles, which are so strong that the sea has much ado to break

them. They carry horses and many people, and aru navigated with sails, like ships,"

'[’he same chronicler tells us how the native merchants in places along this coast find

great sail deposits which they cut out in blocks of excellent quality and remove for trade,

and lie also speaks of a certain fountain* forming a little lake of a rosin like tar, where

“the ships which pass by take quantities on board, and with ll they tar the ropes and the

! By Markham ([86?, p. 42). The same authority says; “The personal narrative of such an eye n-itncss of some

ot cite loading events U-Jlich let! in the discovery and eonqucsi of Peru. i- certainty 2 most valuable .utmijou so our

knowledge; of chose sriiTjng times."

- By falling overboard from hi* Rising Andagova acquired 2 disease which, lasted three years, for which, reason

Pinacrci and his partners were given the cask of follow-mg up his disc- verci's-

* Probably -at Santa F-tena Peninsula of Guayaquil,
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ship’s side*,” He says nothing to indicate that the Indians also did this. But in anothet

place, when speaking of the aborigines of Pacific Central America, he refers to the mqum

or hvnm-qwn already described from the rigging ol the balsa ratt captured by Rusz, Anda-

goyst <jUd.
7 p. 36) says of this: “The inhabitants have a manufactory where they make

cordage of a sort of mqmn, wSiich is like carded llax; the cord is beautiful, and stronger

than that of Spai n, and their cotton canvas is excellent.”

Zarate's description of balsa rafts in the decades of the conquest

Augustin de Zarate came to Peru as royal treasurer in 1345 s
earlier titan, for instance,

Cieya, He left Peru again before 1^ 4, and his observations arc limited to the generation

of the Conquest, He did not know the local languages, but is noted for his excellent

descriptions of roads, sites and cultural peculiarities, Zarate (ij 55, Bk. 1. Ch. vi) says of the

aborigines whom he saw in Tumbez, the rirsr Peruvian port to be visited by Pizarro also:

“They own many rafts on which they sailed. These rafts arc made of some long and

kghL logs tied over two other logs, and those on top are an odd number, usually five and

sometimes seven or nine. The one in the middle is longer than the others, like the pole

of a cart, and here the one who steers is seated, in such a way that the balsa has the form

of an outstretched hand with its fingers narrowing to the sides. On the top of this they

make a platform so as not to get wet, 'Phene are balsa rafts which can carry fifty men and

three horses. They navigate with sail and w ith paddles because the Indians are themselves

great mariners [grawks marimro.$\.

“Sometimes when Spaniards have voyaged on the balsa rafts it has happened that the

Indiana have very cunningly detached the logs, b;. unfastening each one from its topes.,

and in this way the Christians perish while the Indians save themselves on top of the logs,

and even without any support, because they are great swimmers,”

The same early chronicler included some fragmentary myths current among the Ecua-

dorian aborigines, at Puerto Viejo* According to the Puerto Viejo Indians, their ancestors

had in very ancient times been visited by a race of giants who had settled in that area,

Zarate (/bid

^

Ch, V) was thus informed about the giants:

“They say that they ate the same meat as the Indians, and especially fish, for they were

great fishermen. They went fishing on fiat rafts, each giant on his own raft as it could

not support more than one, although this craft can carry three horses each: they waded

on foot into the ocean to a depth of two and a half Fathoms, and liked best to catch the

tiburons and other great fish because they then found mote to cat...” According to

Zarate’s informants ihese maritime giants went about nude and were cruel to the Indians,

but they were finally driven away by a semi-human deity who descended among them

from the skv, resplendent as the sun. We, like the early Spaniards, can only speculate as

to the origin of these talcs, current just in the area where the Inca, in a less fabulous

manner, placed the assembling-place and departure of the early viracochas. Zarate and

his Spanish contemporaries were so impressed by the natives* insistence on the truth of

these stories that, when they found in the near vicinity some large teeth and bones of an

extinct local mastodon, they thought they had discovered vestiges of the Puerto Viejo

giants. (Sec also TJhlc 1330.)
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Oviedo's reference to balsa rafts at the time of the conquest

Gonzalo Fernanda dc Oviedo y Valdes was born in Spain about 1478* and died in 1 547.
Hr resided for 34 years in America, and was at Panama when Pizarro fitted out his south-
bound expedition, lie is recognized as one of the most reliable historians on aboriginal
life in America at the time of the Spanish discoveries. In his early history, written in the
first few years of European acquaintance with Peru, Oviedo (j 5 5 f

— 4s, VoL IV. Bk, XLVL
Ch. xviij includes a brief description of the native balsa raft as first tried out bv Europeans
when the Spaniards were lured out to visit the chief of Puna Island:

‘V. .the lord of this island came in peace to the governor, Francisco Pizarro, and he
brought ail his people and horses from the mainland to the island on balsa rafts; it is a

legua in distance | from Ecuador], and so they use these balsa rails, which can carry up
10 two or three horses at sea. They are made of some large and light logs floored like

rafters, with others athwart For tiers. Their cooking places ate m the centre, and they have
Erin sails {veins latimsf and oarsmen at the sides with their paddles.”

Las Casas' reference to sail-carrying baha rafts in prehistoric Peru

Bartolomc de 1 .as Casas was born in Seville in [474 and was educated in law and theology,

En 1498 lie and his father accompanied Columbus on his visit to the West Indies, and in

T502 be came back again to settle in the New World, where he finallv became Bishop of
Chiapas, Mexico. He apparently visited Peru as early as in 1532, fust when Pizarro was
completing the conquest and while Peruvian material culture was still as in its prehistoric

phase. He died in 1566. Through his extensive studies and writings he became one of the

principle chroniclers of the period of the conquest, 1 Some time before rjyq. Las Casas

{££ 1 J Chap, XU, pp. ?8, 79) wrote down some of the interesting information which
Nunes de Balboa had received from the natives on the Panama isthmus.

We learn that in 1512, before the Spaniards had yet seen the Pacific Ocean, some of
1 hem were weighing pieces of gold obtained in the district of the great chief Comogre
on the Panama Isthmus, when they began to quarrel between themselves about the division

of the largest and best worked pieces. W hen the oldest son of chief Lomogrc saw this,

he grasped the scales and threw a handful of the gold on the floor, saving {find, p. 78)

:

“What is this, Christians? Do you quarrel for so Utile? If you desire gold so much that

you disturb and molest the peaceful people of this country and cake all the trouble to

emigrate from your own homes, then 1 shall show you a place where you can fulfill your
desires. But for this it will be necessary for you to he more numerous than you are now,
because you will get in trouble with great kings who defend l heir lands with much courage

and rigour, ... and he pointed then with his finger in the direction of the Pacific Ocean,

which Is towards the south, and said that the.- would sec it [the ocean] when they had
passed certain mountain- ranges; and (be said) dial other peoples navigated there with

ships or craft [narios 4 iuu'ros] a little smaller than ours, using sails and paddles. When this

ocean was traversed (the Spaniards) would find great riches of gold, and there were great

vases of gold from which the people ate and drank, . . . and he gave much news concerning

3 StC Helps’ monograph on Las Casas
(
i Sf;o).
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the peoples and riches of Peru, and the balsa rafts in which they navigated with paddles

and with sails [Yoft nw>ry con vetas).”

Las Casas (IlM, Chap. XLIX, p. 118) further states from Panama that another chief.

Tumaeo, later pointed along the Pacific coast in the direction of Pern, stating that, besides

gold, there were also “great quantities of certain animals on which the people loaded their

cargo, and he made a figure of clay like the sheep of ihat land, with neck like a camel
j

and this was the second information which Vasco Nunes obtained concerning the riches

and the countr of Peru Animals of burden were unknown among the high-cultures of

Mexico and Central America, and as Las Casas logically inferred, the Panama chief knew

the existence of the Hamas in Peru. This, and the reference to the sail-carrying balsa rafts,

seem to constitute fair evidence of at least a casual two-way maritime contact between

Panama and aboriginal Pern.

Bensrmi's balsa raft

Girolamo Ifenz.om was an Italian who travelled in the Spanish possessions of the New
World, including Peru, for some years between 1540 and 15:76. His History oj the Nap

World was originally published in 156J, and is ot value mainly because ot a series of

primitive sketches illustrating the book. Although these drawings arc both primitive and

inaccurate, they arc still ofLen of value, as Means (1921, j>. 87) points out, in showing in

their own wav technological methods and other impressions of the early artist, fhrough

Benaoni (1165) \ve get the first historic illustration of a balsa raft, {Plate LXV.)

BenzoniY drawing, which was captioned "Method of fishing and navigating in the

South Sea”, shows the two types of Peruvian log-rafts adapted respectively to fishing and

navigation. In the. background we see two fishermen in, action, each silting astride three

logs lashed together to form what ihc Spaniards described as a cabalUfa {“little horse' or

“rocking-horse;”)
,
with a fish-net stretched between them. This was the most common

form of fishing-craft along great stretches of the coast. In the treeless areas Further to

the south the logs were generally replaced by bundles of tofora-teeds lashed together in a

similar fashion. Hut even as iar down as in Chile the three-log c-jhaifiio was a favoured

one- man fishing craft. According to Garcilasso ( 1 609 b, Vol I, p* 261} and other chroniclers,

the coastal fishermen could neither adapt their knowledge of sails nor of regular one-side

paddles to these crank cttbtfttiifts, which they propelled by hand or, for longer distances, bv

a piece of split bamboo held cransversedlj, across the raft, or even a donbk-bladed paddle

similar to that used on an Kskimo kayak.
i*

The regular balsa rafts used for trade and navigation, however, were of different Shape

and dimensions, and had to he propelled by different means. Such a craft, intended for

navigation rather than for mere coastwise fishing, is represented in the foreground. This

raft shows seveff parallel logs connected by cross beams, and is thus oi less than average

size, Since Benzoni in his own text shows that larger rafts existed which were composed

o£ nine or even eleven parallel logs and carried sails of properdonate size, this would

increase the mere width of the raft he has drawn by more than 50 per cent, and the total

deck space would then he more than doubled, iienzonfs seven-log rah. has a crew of

eight. Lilcven or possibly thirteen logs would have been needed for the largest of the re-

corded trading-balsas, such as Ruiz met, with a crew of twenty and a carrying capacity
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of thirty tong. Nor would BenzOfli’s seven-log raft have had room for fifty men or three
horses, although ir would support a most substantial weight. Benzoni’s drawing shows
a crew consisting of three paddkxs on each side, a steersman and probably a captain.
Although his drawing of l he masts and sail is very crude, we may still appreciate his

attempt to draw, probably from memory, a square sail suspended in front of two sheers
representing a bipod mast. Minor details like sheets and lashings arc not included, prob-
ably because they would unavoidably have confused the primitive lines of the drawing,
but they must have been present to prevent the masts and sail from being blown down,
or toe rate from breaking up. \\ hether the central box represents cargo or a platform for
food or cooking may be difficult to determine. We note how the central log projects at

both ends, and that the Icnghts of the logs are so arranged as to decrease towards both
s;des at the bow, Benz uni's raft seems to be composed of curved logs selected so as to

bend out of the water at the bow.
In his text, Benzoni (W.ri/., p. 242) merely says of the Indians along the coast of the

northern provinces of Peru and Ecuador:

“All along this coast the Indians are great fishermen. The boats they use arc a kind of
raLr

s
both for fishing and navigating, consisting of three, five, seven, nine, or even eleven

timbers, forming a sort of hand [.•; moth iFma ?mm\
7 with die longest in the middle,

1 key ate made of various lengths, and thus they carry sails according to their size; and a
proportionate number of rowers. When they arc becalmed at sea, they throw bread, fruit,

anti other things overboard as a sacrifice, praying for a fair wind, they being too tired to

row any more,”

The latter remark should give us ample cause for reflection. In view of the local current

we may well appreciate what might happen to drifting South .American balsa rafts, in the

course of generations, if such sacrifices to the weather-gods should happen to be of no
avail.

\Y„ H. Smyth, an English rear-admiral who translated Bcnzoni’s history for the Hakim, 1

Society in 1857, wrote in a footnote to Benz uni's description of these craft: “Every
country seeing to contrive embarcationa adapted to locality. So with the rafts or bahas,

here mentioned, which are admirably contrived for their duty. We used some of them
which we took in 1 807, and found them made as Benzoni states, of logs of trees lashed

together—catamaran fashion—with htjmcas (lianas), or ropes made of ox-hide thongs. The
larger balzas carry sails on masts resembling sheers; and they are steered by raising or
lowering, as ihe occasion may require, some boards which enter vertical!', between the

timbers at either end of this rude, but ingenious, floating vehicle.”

Sannienfo's and Balboa's independent versions of highland Indians

employing balsa raps for Pacific explorations

Pedro Sarmicnto tie Gamboa, who camc ro South America during the first generation

of ihe Conquest, and devoted seven years to the local study of Tie pre-Spanish history of

Peru, differed from the great majority of the chroniclers in being an experienced navigator

who took an interest not only in tire inland conquests of the Incas, but also in their ocean

lore. As we shall sec later, the result of bis enquiries, published in 1572, included highly
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interesting information on rhc: prehistoric usfs of balsa rafts in Peru- Not only do we

learn through Sarm lento that the balsa rafts in Peru before the coming of rhe Spaniards

were navigated with sails, and were used by merchants and coastal warriors, but even

that on a certain occasion one of the highland Incas marched down to rhe coast with

ids army and had a great number of balsa rafts built, on which the Cuzco emperor and

hh highlanders undertook direct voyages of exploration, searching for rumoured islands

far out in the Pacific*

Miguel Cabcllo de Balboa will also be mentioned later, lie came to Peru in 1566, In

his Hhtory of Peru (1 }S6, p. Si) he also shows how the same Cuzco Inca in pre-Spanish

time descended to the coast to explore the ocean with balsa rafts* Balboa describes these

rafts as “of the kind the natives of these coasts make use of/'* They are made "from logs

of a very light wood strong] \ attached and covered with reed-cane. The Spaniards have

given them the name Balsas ,

'

'

3

Garcilassok distinction between coastal reed-boats mid ocean-going

log-rafts of aboriginal Peru

Inca Gardlasso needs no further introduction. Bom and brought up among his Inca

relatives in Cuzco, he left his native land for Spain in 1160. In oh Royal Cwmimtarhs’

(Vo! I, 15 k. Ill, Ch. XVI) Garci lasso concentrates nn the history of die highland Incas,

and he goes into great detail as to the aboriginal Peruvian water-craft only when des-

cribing his own experiences in crossing the great inland rivers. But all the floats and craft

described by him confirm the Peruvian preference for
5un sink able* craft, craft that will

float and keep on tlie surface of the water under ail circumstances tor a desired period.

He thus describes, chiefly for inland water transport, reed-bundle boats, bamboo rafts,

rafts of air- filled calabashes held together in large nets, and similar floats composed of

an assembly of other buoyant objects. In other words, rlu: principle is not that of our

concave hull, which can till anti sink, but rather that tit magnified and elaborated life-

buoy.

About the coastal population of Peru Cjarc i lasso
1 adds: "The Indians along the coast

of Peru embark tin the sea to iish in the Small boats wc have already described [reed- bouts].

They go from four to six leagues off rhc land
j 1 5

to 14 English miles], and more if it is

necessary, for that sea is generally smooth, and admits the use of such frai] barks. \i"ku

fky want In c&nmy lardy cargoes they ass tbs raffs of wood.. . . . They do not put up sails on their

boats of rushes, for they have no supports to hoist then* on, not do 1 believe that they

would go so fast with them as with their oars ; but. Iky bmsi sails -m this woodsn rafts when

they navigate the jv.va These contrivances of the Indians of Peru, for navigating the sea and

crossing large rivers, were in use when I left the country [ijOSo] and probably are so now,

for those people, being so poor, do not asprte to better things than they already possess."

s the origin of the term balsa for rafts is soillcwhst obseoffl, The i{Ctl historian of Pe,ru, MonS (1^42, p. fin.}*

s:iysr “The word htrfisi is 1 .i-- hi:- Quecbua nor Cold;. It probably comes from one of tbc local tongues spoken around

die (.jn.lt Guayaquil. Primarily, si indicates the bait? free anti its wood, incaring raft only by citteOMOi of the

original meaning.” Wc may now that fair* is «hu aboriginal term For
4 boat

1

or 'canoe
1 on the coast of Chile; whereas

ivt/o is 3 geoet:-:il term for 'boat’ or *canoe' in Polynesia.

= Marlthft tin's translation (rHficf -- 7 i, Vol. J, p. :6 s), statics by T, H.

34 Htycrdahl
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Card lasso mentions in the same connection how the Peruvian raftsmen went foiling

in the deep sea with harpoons, catching foil “as Large as men”, and he describes lively

fishing scenes where the great wounded fon tiy through the air like birds.

We could hardly get mote authentic information than that offered us by Garri lasso,

when it comes to distinguishing between the coast-bound reed-boats and the ocean-going
Iog-rattSj both found along the aboriginal coasts of Peru. We Learn from the same early

authority that the reed-boats, without sail, went foiling at a distance further from the

open mainland coast (.ban would have seemed sale to modern. Europeans in their open
boats. The fact that they paddled their reed-craft twenty miles from land, and that die

limn oi six leguas was exceeded when the fishermen found it necessary, takes these vessels

rfobt out to the eddies and edges of the main Humboldt Current, which is temptingly
rieh in foh owing to the density of plankton woich follows the moving water-masses.

And outside the scope of these primitive reed-boats, we learn of sturdy wooden rafts

which hoist sails and lL

navigate the sea”. These, as opposed to the average fishing vessel,

are specifically designed for The purpose of conveying ‘'large cargoes".

In another place (Bk. VII, Ch* XIV) Gartiksso states that log-rafts were also occasional ly

built inland by the early Incas to carry troops and all their provisions on the large rivers.

We learn in thi$ connection that these same rafts “had die capacity of holding thirty,

forty, or fifty Indians each, more or less. The food was carried on a platform in the middle

of each balsa, halt a yard [media vard\ tiigb, that it might not get wet."

Spilbergen*$ drawing of balsa raft /ram Peru

In his early voyage round the world between 1614 and 161^ Juris van Spilbc rgen made
a brief call at Payta harbour, some 120 miles south of Tumbcz in Peru. Although not

ordinarily classed as an authority on early Peru, Spilbergcn happened to have his fleer

supplied with fish from an incoming Peruvian balsa raft, and he was sufficiently impressed

by the nature of this extraordinary vessel to leave us with a drawing of it, \l though as

primitive and casual as BeilzOrtTs sketch, there are still certain highly interesting details

pertaining to Spilbergenf? balsa raft, which is here reproduced in. Plate I .XVII.

A crew of five is included in Spilbergcnb drawing. Two men seem to be in charge

of the sails, and three others are sitting on deck* raising or lowering centre-hoards between

the logs, these seem to be the only means of steering their craft. We shall see later that

these centre-boards were used in Peru before such an invention had been introduced to

Europe, We can also distinguish on deck four large water-jars, and three objects which

look like mil -tones or grindstones, probably representing the stone anchors which were

thus described by baama nos in 1526. The triangular sails drawn by Spilbergcn have

caused comment by several modern writers on the existence of triangular as well as square

sails in aboriginal Perm l.'nriJ we have more corroborative evidence, the triangular sails

on Spilbcrgen's balsa rah seem to stand alone, and may possibly represent a late acquisition,

or .i lapse of memoty tl the artist made his drawing upon return (o Europe, We shall sec

elsewhere that the- original square sail of the balsa rafts survived in both Ecuador and

Peru until ihe craft itself went out of use at the opening of the present century, whereas

the triangular sail is found on the seagoing ra irs of llrav.il.
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Spilbergcn’s test to liis own drawing (see also Speilbeegen 1614— 17; is: "[PL LXVII]

is one of the savages’ vessels, called Bnhem. Here they have fish aboard, and the;, can

sail swiftly with these vessels in the wind.” We further find the following entry on the

same episode in his book {Ibid., p. S3).:' "In the afternoon, a fisherman came in from the

sea, to whom Jan de Wit was immediately sent with his bctle vessel, and, returning in

the evening,, he brought the same fisherman with him, the latter having a boat and sails

very wonderfully made, and in it were Indians, ail young,, strong, anti robus utn, the,

had been out fishing for two months, which was distributed amongst the Hcct.” In the

same connection Spilbergen speaks of the excellence t>l hayta harbour, but ot the strong

and constant currents that flow along the coast outside this bay.

The balsa raft which came in from the sea after a two months
1

fishing trip, and with

a catch sufficient lor distribution among Spilbergen s deet, could not have been art;- w orre

else than out in the strong Kino and Humboldt Currents. Indians who thus left their

harbour to go away by raft for many weeks must be exceedingly good mariners to fight

their way across the currents arid back to their base.

Coho's distinction between reed-boats and log -rafts in aboriginal Fern

With Bernabc- Cobo wc return again to the well-known chroniclers of earl;, Peru. Born

in Spain, in 1582, Cobo was 17 years old when he came to Peru at the turn of the century

of the conquest. Me was therefore not presenr in the earliest decades of contact, hut he

&t]]l arrived in time to give ais interesting description of the native methods of boat-

construction. ! n his chapter on navigation, Cobo {1653, Ch« XIV, p, iifl} distinguishes

between the two basic principles of boat-building, both known and practised by the

aborigines of Peru. He first lists such craft as “those with outer edges and concave shape,

which are hollow inside,” and says "all the others which arc used are types of balsas, of

which there arc many different kinds.” The first category is represented b; dug-out

canoes, “which are as large as the trunk from which they are carved will permit it; some

are so large that they measure up to fifty or sixty feet in length, and so wide that they

have room for a pipe of wine crosswise; others again are so small that they can carry no

more cargo than two persons. They navigate with sail and paddle or are pushed forward

with stakes; they peimiT only the use of a small sad, which generally is ul cotton.

This tvpe of water craft was known in many parts of the Inca Empire (see also Lotbrop

19*2, 0, 23 1 j, principal!v on the large rivers, hut it was never much esteemed for navigating

at sea. 1 Cobo (Ibid., p. zift) then goes on to describe the various types of balsas: “\\ here

good timber for balsas is lacking, the Indians make them of other materials, wliich seem

quite unsuitable for such a purpose. Trie most common ones in the Kingdom arc made

from dry reeds calks or other kinds of rushes,- -
.” He begins by describing these reed-

boats, and we learn of the manufacture of the very same type oi craft as has sun ived on

Lake Titicaca until the present day. Wc shall return Later to this interesting craft. We learn

from Cobo that the smallest specimens are made from a single bundle of buoyant reeds,

about eight feet long and scarcely a fathom in circumference, but that the largest recd-

boats arc composed of several such bundles lashed together until they become from fifteen

1 The sa;rte si-ark cliTOrucfor also describes ill* phnk boai3 {dtikai) used in southern Chi I*.
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to twenty feet long and ten or twelve feet thick. The former can only carry one or two
poisons, but the latter can sometimes carry twelve, and, says Coho, by lashing two large
need-boats side by side the Indians construct a craft capable even of transporting Spanish
noises and cattle. Stating that even small reed-boats are used not only on lakes and rivers
but also on the ocean, Cobo adds that they are propelled by a piece of split bamboo which
j - graspeti in trie middle and serves as a double-blade d paddle: They are too light, and
capsize too easily, to permit of sails. We may indeed appreciate that the coastal population
had no -dread of the ocean in front of them, when we read:

E l Indian j is hermen tit the Peruvian coast proceed from four to six leguas
f

t y to 24
miles] into the ocean on tiny baKas, which are so small that when they leave their houses,
eaeh one carries Jus own raft on his back down to the ocean coast, and placing ir in the
water he mounts it. Sirring in the middle, and with strange lightness, twenty, forty or
more Indians go together, each one on his own raft, and these, when seen from a distance,
resemble great fishes more than vessels, , . . By alternately pressing each end of the
bamboo paddle into the water on each side, they shoot The small raffs forward with such
a speed that ihe\ go over the water like birds; indeed, with the least sea that rises the
fishermen and their equipment get wall drenched, because the surface of the raft does
nor rise more than a palm above the water.”

We next hear of the strange pontoon-like crab : "Not so unlike these =n form, although
of different material, are some other rafts which are used by the Indians in the province
id -Tr&a. J he;, are made ol two seal-hides rilled with air, which are attached one to the
other in the same manner as b done with the two bundles from which the reed-rafts ate
made. Lack carries only one Indian, and he goes as iar out into the ocean to fish as- with
flic reed -boar. Because these rafts grow slack in the water and shrink, to avoid sinking
i-acli Indian brings with him a section of cane, and In the middle of the ocean he manages
from time to time to untie the hags and refill them by blowing, ,1? if they were balls filled

Vhh air. J hey are as light and swift in the water as the material ofwhich they are composed,
wnich is air, One does not hoist sail on them, nor is this done on those of reed, and they arc

only propelled by paddles, like the former,”

hinalk wc Learn about the tuird and most seaworthy cralt of eatlv Peru, the log raft.

Cobo has a special chapter entitled “Of the balsa timber" (Ch. CXXlV, p, , Dei Pah
/;i? batjfl), m which he says : liven if some woods are esteemed for being hard and heavy...

one docs not therefore depreciate those which are soft and light, -incc d i ]1 c ren
;
qualifies

are requited for different purposes; and such is what in these lands is called baha timber,
because one makes ol them good balsas. The tree is- large, and in some places ir grows
greater than the largest walnut tree; , , . Its wood is so soft and spongy that when one
cuis into rbes tree, the whole axe disappears into the trunk. In manv parts of tnb kingdom
rhls timber, when dry. is used lot making balsa rafts to navigate on the ocean and on the

nvers; because the wood is so light, these rafts are very swilT.” 1

kobo {ibid., p„ 22;) adds; “Toe largest rafts used by the Peruvian Indians living near

Although the v. :10k sx-e I disappear Iuto a dry log, ilic -itcm at author found the balsa tree, when gtcwlng.
tc' Sl

'‘L te:'? die axe only as cork would give way to ;s very blunt knife. Itc also found if possible, nor m say

prefer, 1 )3e, c-d builu (he rah ot etecn .ind. fccsnly cue Soys-, with sap intact. I --suit: ij, ;ilao, ;i considerable dJ ffetcyice

jr, the decree of Ivirdntss between individual balsa trees.
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the forests, like those of the harbours of Payta, Manta, and Guayaquil, are composed of

seven, nine, or more logs of balsa timber, in the Mowing manner; The logs are lashed

one to the other lengthwise by means of buncos [lianas] or ropes tied over other logs

which lie as cross-beams; the log in the middle is longer than the others ar the bow, and

one by one they are shorter the closer they are placed to the sides, in suen a way that, ar

the bow, they get the same form and proportions as seen on the fingers of an extended

hand, although the stem is even. On top of this they place a platform, so that the people

and the clothing on board shall not get wet from the water which comes up m the cracks

between the large timbers, These rafts navigate on the ocean by means of sail and paddles,

and some are so large that they are easily able to carry fifty mem”

The safety of these craft seems to be threatened more from the hands of man than from

nature, for Cabo adds: "The danger with these enibarcatioris is that they arc very suitable

for the planning by the Indians of some treason, because (hey could execute it unexpec-

tedly by cunningly untying the lags and dissolving the composition oi me raft: and

being great swimmers, impeded by little or no clothing, they escape by swimming, wniie

those who cannot swim perish by drowning,”

Penmans transported balm logs for building rafts far away from balsa forests

Balsa timber was only accessible to the Peruvians in the northern coastal or eastern

inland sections of their empire. In the coastal area the balsa tree, Ofbromi fagopat for

0
.
piscaterid), grew in the northern part of Peru proper and in Ecuador, and itom there

on northwards to Central America. This distribution of the growing tree docs not set

a limit to the ethnographic distribution and mobility of balsa- log rafts. The principal pre-

Columbian use of the balsa tree was to afford a means of coastal travel and transportation,

and for this reason balsa rafts were found far from die forests where the timber was ori-

ginally cut. Balsa logs were even carried overland for considerable distances tn supply

building material for balsa rafts. As already pointed out by Friederici (1907, p. 23), balsa-

log rafts—which he says; “were the most seaworthy vessels oi the old Peruvians, went

under sail and undertook considerable trading voyages”—did not only navigate the whole

Peruvian desert coasr, but "they were even used in the interior; some Incas had building

material made available in the inland and built themselves balsa rafts for enjoyment and

display on the lakes,” He mentions how log- rafts were also used by the Chibchas on their

highland lakes near Bogota. But more interesting is the fact dial balsa logs were carried

to the barren coasts of Lake Titicaca, This information was originally recorded by \ icente

Va I verde in his manuscript on the unrest which followed the original conquest of Peru,

between 1*55 and 1559; this was published in Madrid in (879. Volvic ide (Ibid., p. 1^9)

describes how die arriving Spaniards found a bridge composed of reed- rafts spanning (he

entire rivet De sagua.de ro where it joins the southern end of halm Titicaca. When the

Spaniards under Diego de Rojas encamped on the west bank of the river they destroyed

the bridge as a safety measure. Therefore, when Hernando Pi garto came with troops to

suppress the natives on the other side, he was at iirst unable to get his horses and men

across the wide river. But this difficulty was overcome:

“After he [Hernando Pizarro] had arrived at the outlet of the lake, he had rafts con-
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strutted, since he found i here a tight kind of timber which is suitable for that purposes
and which Cjuaiana-eaba [Huayna (_apacj

s
the father and predecessor of the Iwo ruling

Incas, had made the Indians carry on their shoulders a distance of 300 leguas
[

T iC,0 mjiesj
to

l^act'» to huiid balsa rafts which he went on board for recreation on this lake
l Titicaca] during his festival. Of this kind of wood they made a big raft on which Her-
nando Pizaaro embarked with as many as fifteen or twenty [armoured! men, and as man 1

,

were divided on other rafts of reeds.’
51

VC nde the rest of the Spaniards remained to guard their own shore, this little flotilla
began to paddle across the river. When it approached the other bank, the Indians who
were assembled there attacked the rowers with a hail of arrows and sling-stones, and the
latter, covering themselves with their shields, could not manage the paddling, The rafts
were now caught by the current and drifted down the river so Quickly that the Spaniards
could not steer them. Some of the horsemen ashore rode into the river to try to rescue
PizarrOj. but the horses could not swim with the heavily armed riders, and eight horses
witn tneir men were drowned. The raftsmen managed to get back to their own bank
again, and 1 to Jv£ 1 ded to send for more of the old balsa logs on the nearby lake- shore.
V alverde continues; Since lie was very anxious to avenge the lost Spaniards, he sene
during the afternoon for more logs of the light sort of wood which, as stated, Huay na
Capac had caused to be brought there. When they came with the logs in the morning, he
I I iaarro] haul large rafts made, and launched them in the lake near its outlet, to
prevent the strong current from carrying them away again; he also ordered the Indians
I I I 1

1

- iL -w 11 he nsdvcs ratrs, Hernando Pharro embarked on one of the green. rafts with
forty Spaniards oi ine foot, and on the other embarked Gonzalo Pizarro and Alonzo de
"loro witu their horses,” By crossing the southern end of Titicaca with this little flotilla

*•1 ratts, hit h cavil
3
armoured Spaniards managed iu get to shallow water on the other

side, in spite of me shower of sling-stones and arrows with which they were met, “He
[PLzarro] now ordered rhat the rafts should return and fetch the cavalry which was left

•-I the other side, i nc jriendiy Indians [on the west shore
|

launched so many ra its

* Dto r,VCI that wtren the enemy on the other side spread out to protect the country,
they could nor prevent the Spaniards from reaching the shore, and the latter drove them
Waiv . I lie log-rat ts continued with greaL speed to fetch new horses, and the lake was very

vide near the mouth of its outlet. In the meantime the Spaniards continued to fight on
loot, and since they were covered with armour the enemy could not hurt them -

.

I. lunds fantastic that a prehistoric ruler of Peru should have made his men carry balsa
Hundreds Oj miles, overland through barren desert mountains to build himself buoyant

j.tiris on. me highland lake, and we might have dismissed (be story it it had been based on
Inca tradition alone, But since the logs were actually there on the arrival of the Spaniards*
and served them to carry armoured footmen and cavalry across the lake, we are justified
in analysing the transportation problems overcome by the Inca. Let us hist bear in mind
1 hat tnc transportation of balsa logs must be judged differently from that of other timber
ol similar size, [ he specific gravity of dry balsa wood is lighter than that of cork, and a
single man can easily carry a log one feet thick and thirty feet' long. An enormous log can
therefore be carried on rue shoulders of three or four strong men. As the early Spaniards
pointed out, a boy can easily carry a section of a trunk three or four yards Long. Whatever
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the source of the Titicaca logs may have been, they must have reached the lake-shore

along some .overland route, and the Indians said that the Cuzco Inca had caused them to

l>c carried oil the shoulders of his men. e also learn that they v ers brought from a

distance given by the Spaniards as 500 kguas, or 1 zoo miles. 1 his is in fact the distance

from the place where they were found by the Spaniards to the [dace where such .ie\_:->

were known by them to grow in forests, namely the Tunibcz area of north Peru and the

large former balsa forests In the vicinity of the Guayaquil Bay. Lniess the overland

transportation was so easy that the logs were carried by preference along the Inca roads

from Tumbez to Cuzco and Lake Titicaca, we may well assume that they were navigated

as rafts down the coast to the Pacific port of Ho in south Fern, and then carried the ven

much shorter distance along the mountain tracks from 11 0 up to the vicinity of 1 iahuanaco

and the southern end of Titicaca. This would seem to lie by far the simplest route, simpler

even than fetching the balsa timber from somewhere in the jungle area cast of the Andes.

Dry balsa logs, sufficient for a few large rafts, could lie carried from Ilo and up to Titicaca

by a hundred Strom? Indians in a couple or weeks. \\ hen the Cuzco Inca still he Id power

in the Andes, he employed, relay runners (cask!) who brought him fresh fish from the

Pacific coast in two days. (Cobo 1635, bk. XII, ell. yi.j W e should neither forget that the

aboriginal ruler of Peru had the power of commanding an unlimited mit'n, or labour

service. As Rowe (1946, p- 271) points out: “Through the nnfuy
the Emperor moved

building stone, balsa wood, tropical products* and luxuries throughout the Empire

as needed.” The same author also writes {find, p. 240): “I-Iuayna Capac had balsa-wood

logs brought to the two largest Highland lakes to build large rafts there. The Spaniards

found them in Lake jumn, and in Lake Titicaca.

The first Spaniards in southern 'Peru found balsa timber that had been successfully

transported hundreds of miles from the nearest balsa forests on the command of the last

pre-Conquest Inca, Yet he wag not the ins, rite tor of raft navigation on the highland lake.

Wc recall from Inca traditions a similar type of craft used by Zapalla, “the Only One”,

who is sometimes assimilated with Viracocha and sometimes appears in other periods,

even as a title of the first Inca: “The first Indian lord who began to enter foreign lands

was called Mango Yoga ZapuLk . . , He went forth with armed people from a large island

called Titicaca, which is in nc midst of a lagoon that is very large anil quite deep, , , . lie

went forth with many people from the Island, in mam. rafts made of canes and dry woodd

(Gutierrez 1605, Vol* III, p. 421.) 1

Summary of information from early chroniclers

Wfc have learnt from 1 he early Spaniards that sea-going balsa rai rs had their main pre-

historic centre in the good harbours and islands near ihe forest country of northern Peru

and southern Ecuador, that is, principally, in Tumbez and Payta in Peru proper, and in

Guayaquil and Tuna Island in prehistoric Peru, now in Ecuador. From here balsa logs,

either lashed together as balsa rafts or shipped as building material for balsa rails, spread

1 Cieza ; ] ) 54 — fio, ilk. Il
p
Oi. XLI, p. 1 Jr) ssyv . .during the rule of tnca Huiracodta power was held by

an empcrdr i.mIIuI Zajiacia like another man who had the aamc name; and. since there were in Lake I'meaCii popu-

lated khiuls with large rafts, he proceeded vj the i-standa, where he attacked their occupants, mid between him

and diem bailing were fought, in which lie ended ns. viceor.'
1
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ot c' eat distances up and down the coast. According to written records the northern
lor directl) transported in prehistoric times is represented, on the Pacific

side of South America, by the large sail-carrying thirty- ton raft met by Ruiz on the northern
boundaries of Ecuador, which was northbound In the pearl-shell trade, and was therefore
beading for Colombia, Panama, or the Pearl Islands, The southern limit was in the southern
P311

- ui Peru, represented b\ the abandoned Jogs found by the Spaniards in the vicinity
2 ahuanico, in vie present Bolivia, which sufficed lor them to construct three or more

huge raits, eadi capable of carrying up to forty armoured Spaniards, or a couple of ar-
moured men with their horses. We have learnt from these earliest Spaniards of both the
great capacity and seaworthiness of these aboriginal balsa rafts, and we have also learnt
tine essentials of their construction. As they varied in size according to purpose, thev abo
evidently varied slightly in construct ion. The larger balsa rafts were composed of seven,
nine, or eleven p;u;dld Jogs secured by cross beams and lashed securely together by strong
and excellent henequen rope, or occasionally the very tough fajuto liana. The' longest
log was in the middle, usually projecting at both ends, while the bow was always shaped
life a plough or in the shape of the tapering hand, A deck, or platform, sometimes made
of reeds, was placed as a flooring over the Jogs to keep crew and cargo dry, and cooking
was done in a galley-place which sometimes was in the middle of the raft. Both masts
and yards were made of "very fine wood", and the cotton sails had the same shape and
worked in the Same manner as on the Spanish caravels,. i. c. they were cut square and
hoisted on yards suspended from a fixed point in their own upper middle part. As to the
quality at cordage and canvas in aboriginal America, we have seen that the former was
neauriUi], and stronger than that of Spain

, a nr: that similarly, "(hen cotton canvas is

excellent." The Utjuco is a product of nature alone, and its quality can still be confirmed
to-day. Befttc^ if applied as lashings wV.de still green and pliable, harden like extremek
tough barrel-hoops and are ideally adapted for lashing the softer balsa-wood logs of a

partly submerged raft.

bin ally, we have learnt from die earliest chroniclers that whereas reed-rafts were used
by the average individual fisherman in his daily life on the ocean in front of his own door,
the larger sail-carrying log-rafts were used for carrying heavy cargo by sea, for trans-

porting merchants and their women on missions to foreign lands, for enabling fishermen
no carry out many weeks of continuous fisheries in the open ocean, for conveying troop-
transports and naval expeditions by sea, and for facilitating imperkl exploring --expeditions
in search of islands suspected to exist further our in the open Pacific. In oilier words,
s 'ie sail-carrytng balsa rafts served each and ail of the various purposes of a regular small-

size shin, i lie tiny reed-boats and three log cab&llitQ$
y which went from ten. to twenty or

nv'ze miles out in the ocean current, sufficed for toe purpose and economy of die Indi-

vidual Peruvian fisherman, as rhe open home-made rowing- boat sufficed for the poor
individual fisherman in mediaeval Europe. In early Peru, as in the Old World, the larger

SAL. -carrying craft, which required a rn-n- <>j sailors anti padrfiers, were owned and operated not
bv the poor fishermen, but by some organized group under a common leadership, In

wealthy merchants, or by an executive ch Ilian or military aristocracy. Therefore the small

individual craft would probably be in a great numerical majority over the Larger sailing

craft in the aboriginal New World also.
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Probably very little provisions and water were carried in the average fisherman’s reed

craft, as we may safe]}' assume that the smaller of these craft generally returned to land

with their day’s catch. The larger reed-boats were probably prepared lo remain out at

sea overnight* tor it can hardly be supposed that they1

,
a 3 in one day* paddleo tv cm tv miles

or more out a l sea, caught their fish, and covered the same distance back again,, a travelling

distance of 40 50 miles in addition to the time required at the lashing-grounds.

Certainly the great wooden rafts were not designed for one-day trips, Iheiv crew, we

have learnt, went off on long voyages. The early Spaniards do not tell us much about

storage and supply on board the aboriginal balsa rails. But we do learn chat there were

cooking places; in drawings we also nee water-jars on the deck* and we hear casually that

the natives threw some of their provisions overboard as sacrifices to the weather-gods ii

they found themselves unable to struggle back to the coast. Obviously, the pearl-shell

merchants who went on their missions hundreds of miles up the coast had storage capacity

and adequate provisions; so bad the balsa raft flotilla from Tumbea which was heading for

Puna Island and shared its food with the arriving Spanish caravel; die Inca deep-sea

expedition which sailed in search of land; and the fishermen who were away from Payta

for two months and came back with enough food to distribute among Spilbergen’s

ships. The Peruvian coastal area was thus fully equipped to send well supplied explorers

or casual drift voyagers away into fhe open sea.

Juan and UHeals technical description of balsa rafts

Qnlv against this background of original information from the earliest time of Euro-

pean contact can we judge the value of the more technical and accurate reports on these

rafts that have come down to us from subsequent writers.

One of the most informative reports on aboriginal South American balsa rails was

published more than two hundred years ago by two Spanish naval officers, Juan and de

U 11 oil. In 1736* when the aboriginal balsa rafts were still a common sight on the Pacific

coast of Ecuador and Peru down to the Trujillo area of the eighth degree south, these

Spanish experts on sailing craft and navigation made them the subject of a thorough-going

analysis. They were specially interested in finding out how it was possible for the Indians

to steer and navigate these completely Mat-bottomed sailing- rafts. They even succeeded in

detecting and interpreting the aboriginal secrets of centre-board navigation, a most

ingenious and original method of steering and actually turning, which, when put on record

by Juan and UHofl, was still unknown to naval experts and boar-builders of contemporary'

Europe, The efforts of these Spanish naval officers to introduce this method of steering to

their own countrymen failed in their own century, and centre-boards as such remained

generally unknown in Europe and North America until about 1 H70. (Lothrop 1932,

p. £j7; Horned 194Gb, p. ft 2.) When lashing on five centre-boards as mere lee-boards

before departure in [947, the members of the Kon-Tiki expedition were unable to obtain

practical advice from any of the great many ex peris consulted as to how to actually sUtr

a raft by means of centre-boards, If we had then been familiar -with Juan and Ulloa’s

report, and had fully understood the ancient native principles of centre-board steering,

we should probably have steered ashore safely on the first Polynesian island we saw,
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instead of being forced to crash-land through, the surf on the windward side of a reef,

after drifting past two earlier islands within sight of land,

TJ-ic main interest in Juan and U.I lea’s early study of the balsa raft lies in their analysis
of the raft’s peculiar sailing principles, never before explained in full, and also in their
drawing ot such a raft sailing in the Gull ol Guayaquil, as reproduced herein Plate LXVI.
I Ail s description of rafts seen at Guayaquil adds very little to what we already know
about then actual construction. Describing first the softness and lightness of the balsa
logs, of which an odd number were lashed together to form the

l

baJza
J

the author says

(
r 74® b, p. 1S9);

The name sufficiently explains their construction, but not the method of navigating
them, which these Indians, strangers to the arcs and sciences, have learned from neces-
sity. . . , Over part of it is a strong tile, formed of reeds. Instead of a mast, the sail is hoisted
on two poles or sheers of mangrove wood, and those which carry a foresail have iwo
other poles erected in the same manner, Babas arc nor only used on rivers, but small

voyages are made at sea in them, and sometimes they go as far as Paha. Their dimensions
being different, they arc also applied to different uses; some of them being fishing Babas;
some carry all kinds of goods from the custom -bouse [of Babahoyo] to Guayaquil, and
from thence to Puna, the Salto de fumbez, and Paita; and others, of a more curious and
elegant constructton, serve for removing fa rot ties to their estates and country houses,
having rbe same convenience as on shore, not being the least agitated on the rivers:

and that they have sufficient room for accommodation may l>e inferred from the length
of the beams, which are 12 or r 3 toises [about 75 or 90 feet] and about two feet or more
in diameter, so that the 9 beams of which they consist form a breadth of between 20 and

-4 Paris feet; and proportionately in chose of seven, ot any other number of beams,

"These beams arc fastened or lashed together by Bejueos, and so securely that, with

the cross-pieces at each end, which are also lashed with ail possible strength, they resist

the rapidity of the currents in their voyages to the coast of Tumbez and Paha. The Indians

are so skilful in securing them, that they never loosen, notwithstanding the continual

agitation; though by their neglect in examing the condition of the lkjucos, whether they

ate not rotten or worn, so as to require others, there are some melancholy instances o
Balzas, which in bad weather have separated, and by that means rhe cargo has been lost,

and the [white] passengers drowned. With regard to the Indians, they never fail to get on to

one or rhe beams, which is sufficient for them to make their way to the next port. One
or two unfortunate accidents of this kind happened even while we were in the jurisdiction

of Quito, pure I v from the savage carelessness of the Indians, . „

,

“The larger sort of Balzas generally carry between 4 and 5 hundred quintals [almost

20 to as tons], without being damaged, by the proximity of the water; for the waves o

rbe sea never tun over the Balza; neither does the water splash up between the beams,

the Balza always following the motion of the water.

"Hitherto we have only mentioned the construction and the Lises they arc applied to;

hut the greatest singularity of this floating vehicle is, that it sails, racks, and works as

well in contrary winds as ships with a keel, and makes very little leewaw This advantage

it derives from another method of steering than by a rudder; namely, by some boards,

three or four yards in length, and halt a yard in breadth, called guara^ which are placed
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vertically, both at the head and stem between the main beams, and by thrusting some of

these deep in the water, and raising others, the} bear away, luif tip., tack, lay to, and perform

all the other motions of a regular ship. An invention hitherto unknown to the most

intelligent nations of Europe, and of which even the Indians know only the mechanism,

their uncultivated minds having never examined into the rationale of it. Had this method

of steering been sooner known .in Europe, it would have alleviated the distress of many

a shipwreck: by saving numbers of lives, as in 1730, the Gcrtovesa, one of his majesty s

frigates, being lost on the V in ora, the ship’s company made a raft; but committing them-

selves to the waves, without any means of directing their Course they only added some

melancholy minutes to the term of their existence. Such electing instances induced me to

explain the reason and foundation, of this method of steering in order to render iL of use

in such calamitous junctures;. . A'

Ulloa then proceeds £0 quote a memoir drawn up by Juan, who discusses, with a

contemporary text-book on navigation, the principles of establishing a counter-pressure

to the leeway movement of a sailing craft. The author ihence returns to explain the action

of the baba rafts
1

guara^ or centre-board:

“Whence it follows that a Cittern being showed down in the fore-part of the vessel must

make her luff up; and by taking it out, she will hear awa\ or fall off. Likewise * m a guard f

being showed down at the stern, she will bear away, and in taking it out of the water,

the balza will luff, or keep nearer to die wind. Such is the method used by the Indians in

steering the Babas, ami sometimes they use five or six guarai^ to prevent the Balza from

making lee-wav, it being evident that the more the 1 are under water, the greater resistance

the side of the vessel meets with; the juntas performing the office of lee-boards used in

small vessels. The method of steering by these gmras is so easy and simple, that when once

the Balza is put m her proper course, one only is made use of, raising, or lowering it

as occasions require, and thus the Balza h ahvavs kept in her intended direction.”

We al so learn, from |uan and Ulloa {Ihid*y p. 193‘j lhat r he Indians (and by id s time also

mulattos) in the proximity of Guayaquil were cut off from their small inland farms during

the rainy season, and spent all this time on board their balsa rafts, moving continuously

along the shore and fishing, They had their whole families along, living on board in

huts r hatched with vijahtta, and they subsisted on fish in addition to all the hung meat

and plant food Nicy carried along to Iasi them throughout the rainy fishing season. 1: is

also interesting to learn that they had canoes on board the baba rafts, and, with hand-

harpoons or spears and also nets they paddled about catching large fish; this was done
with such skill that “they load tneir canoes in three or four hours, when they return to

their balza s to salt and cure them.” 1

Chaniock*s reference to balsa rafts

When (..hamock (r8oi, V'oL 1, p. 1 z, a nundeed and fifty years ago published his great

history ol marine are hectare, ..c nased ,iis information on South American balssi rafts

1 We also Icarsi in -Kl sdme connection liiac These iniLian$ chewed poisonous herbs and scattered them wi the

wa?t" =iij*cd w ii h 5';mt hail.
,4Thc juice 01 this herb is sq strong, that a fish nil eating .1 very link r.H' it becomes

inebriated, so as to float <m cha surface of the warer, anil ihe Indians have no other trouble than to cake it up,”
The poisoning of rish in this manner is an arkicdt custom right acioss the Pitciiii

,
including Polynesia.
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Balsa raft In a hand-CuJaured Italian print from abo-ur xHjj
j ,

apparently redrawn from Juan said UUoa'a original
iWBl i^K, (Courtesy: The Old Print Shop, H. 5. Newman, New Ym A)

mainly on juan ami U I lew's thorough-going report. Charnock holds that the native in-

vent Inn of raising and lowering their guards between the Jogs enabled their rafts to tack

up against the wind like a regular keeled vessel. It is very significant to note that this

leading authority on marine architecture in Ins day stated that the method of steering

by means ofguaras was an art peculiar to these American Indians* and hitherto unknown
in Europe.

Humboldt' s balsa raft

The next illustration we encounter of a balsa raft is the colour drawing published by
Humboldt in iS'o* and reproduced here in its original colours in Plate XXXIII 2;

Humboldt (iSio, p. 29s), after whom the local current has been named, points out that

the draw ing has a double purpose namely to show die variety of local fruits piled on.

deck, 1 11and to make known the form of these great rafts (babas) which die Peruvians

have made use of since the earliest times un the coasts uf the South Sea and in the mouth
of the Guayaquil river."

The same authority informs us that rhe rafts were made of a very light wood* Ifyu/bas:

and Qehrewi (balsa), and that the largest fishing and transportation rafts were from 16 to

1 Among these he spccifks the pineapple, avocado, banana, coconut* 'Helimua, czc.
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zj metres (about $c to So feet) long. He quotes Juan and Ullao on their discovery how

these seemingly clumsy sailing craft actually could be steered at will, even close to the wind.

The large balsa raft from Guayaquil, drawn by Humboldt, shows a type which is

apparently adapted for maximum deck space, needed tor the local transportation of cargo.

On fishing and travelling balsas, the wall of the bamboo hut would probably be withdrawn

further from rhe edge, and the cooking- place, as described by Oviedo, would be amid-

ships rather than aft. Abo, the side logs would have been shortened at the bow to cut

the seas like the fingers of a hand. Obviously, there was nothing to prevent the owner

of a balsa raft from utilizing and arranging the deck space to suit his own taste and require-

ments, and the same mar be said of the sine and capacity o£ the ratt. The thirty-ton balsa

raft captured by Ruiz in, his early days was as large as any described by Humboldt* We

deceive ourselves if wc believe that Ibe length of the timbers and the size of die rafts

increased as a result of European in.lucnce. Unfortunately, we shall find in South America,

as elsewhere, few aboriginal culture elements whose period tit bloom was after the arrival

of the Europeans* 1

Stevenson*s report, on balsa rafts

In his Historical and Descriptive Narrative of Twenty I'earr Residence in South Amnm t

Stevenson (iflzj* p. 12 i) also devotes, special attention to the balsa rafts of the natives*

Judging from the simplicity of its construction, be assumes the balsa rail to be one ot

the earliest manifestations of the art of shin-building. He adds that it certainly was . .the

only large vehicle in possession of the natives when the Spaniards arrived in this part

of the Mew World. Of rhe convenience of this rude vessel, both Asaia and Acosta speak,

when Orellana transferred the city of Guayaquil from the bay of ( .hurapoia, near to where

the town of Monte Christ! now stands, to the western shores of the river* because it

served to transport his soldiers, auxiliaries, and stores, when the Indians burnt that town

in 1.557."

Stevenson’s description of how an odd number of balsa logs ate lashed together to

form the raft, covered by cross beams and a deck of split bamboo or canes, is only a

repetition of what we already know. He is also interested in the peculiar Sailing method,

and says (Ibid., p. zzy): "Instead of a mast, the sail is hoisted on two poles, or sheers, of

mangrove wood, inclining a little forward* being supported by two backstays. The sail

is a large square lugsail, with hatyards and braces. For propelling the balsa along during

a calm, the natives use a long paddle, broad at the lower extremity; they let this fall

perpendicularly at the stern of the balsa, and then drag the end Forwards, by which means

rhe broad end of r he paddle sweeps through the water as it rises and impels the balsa

forward, though very slowly. The rudder is formed of one of these paddles lashed astern,

anti, is. managed, by one or two men; besides which they have several boards, each three

or four yards long and two feet broad, called ?jiaras; these they insert between the main

or central logs, and allow them to dip more, or less into the water: these boards serve for

a keel, and prevent the balsa from upsetting or making much lee-way, Bj raising or

lowering these boards in different parts of the balsa, the natives can perform on their raft

all the manoeuvres of a regular built and well-rigged vessel* an invention which 3 believe

1 Humboldt’:! baka raft is. akn reproduced by I E ill (iBtio, p. 1 hj), MeaOi (1941), ami Lticht (a 344).
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ts not g< nerally known, and: the utility of which might be very grc&l in. cases of shipwreck
where .tic seameti have to betake themselves to rafts,, without beintr acquainted with
so easy a method of steering them, and of preventing them from capsMng.

"All the balsas have a small shed built on them, which serves the purposes of a cabin;
they are formed of canes, and the roof is covered with palm leaves, or those called f-yao,

which are similar in shape to those of r he banana, but not so liable co break or split. Some
of the large balsas have a comfortable house built on them, composed of four, five, or
enure rooms; the sides and roof being lined with chintz, with mats on the doors ; ant! are
most comfortable conveyances for passengers or parties of pleasure,”

hi Stevenson 1

s time these balsa raids still covered ihc whole coast of what was formerly
the Chimu habitat, since he specifics Peruvian harbours like Paha, Sechum, Pacasmayo,
and even Huanthacu, as ports of call for the Indian balsa rafts. Huanchaco is five hundred
miles from Guayaquil, and, .as Stevenson points out, balsa rafts reaching rhis place were,

“beating up against the wind and current a distance of four degrees of latitude, having
on board five or six hundred quintals (aj or 30 tons) of goods as a cargo, besides a crew
of Indians and their provisions.”

Paris' technical draft of Peruvian balsa raft

When Paris more than a century ago collected material for his essay on naval const ruction
among non-European peoples, he was in South America in time to see the aboriginal

Peruvian balsa rafts before they were almost completely displaced by European boats at

the turn of the century. His comprehensive work published in 1841—43 includes, beside
lus verbal description, A moit excellent draft of all details pertaining to the building prim
triples of the balsa raft, as well as a pen drawing of some of the coastal craft moored in

the bay of Guayaquil. They are reproduced here respectively in Plate LX VI 11 and Plate

LXIX.

Paris (1841—43, p. 14S) says:

'In Peru they have preserved the use of rafts as constructed be the ancient inhabitants,

winch are sufficiently well suited to me localities to be still preferred to all other craft;

line still Sees a large number of them at Guayaquil, going down the river and navigating
along tne coast, ...”

Paris states that jus own drawing (Plate EXJX) shows what the balsa rafts were usually

like, hut he adds: "One can well imagine, from ibeir mere nature, that these rafts and
ditit cabins are hound to show some variation.” fine mere dimensions were found by
Pans co vary considerably, the verj largest being aj to 28 metres (about 80 to 90 feet)

in length, by 7 to 9 metres (about 23 to 30 feet) in bread tie He found that they navigated
with twenty or twenty-five tong of cargo Out to Puna Island or down tile coast of Paita,

and said that "they behave well in tots sea and ride the waves with sufficient ease. There
are also some intended lor passenger transport, and men the cabin occupies nearly the

whole length.”

Hie cabin which. Pans says, varied according to e rafts purpose, was raised above
1 lie main bottom logs bj a deck placed on transverse balsa beams. It was built of cane

covered by a roof oi coconut leaves, and sometimes mere was also a railing of stakes
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attached to the side of the raft. If they found it necessary, the local Indiana sometimes

made rafts which consisted of three compact tiers of balsa logs, two lengthwise and the

one in the middle crosswise. Such rafts were able to carry very heavy weights. Sometimes

they even added extra cross beams to support a small upper deck if it was necessary to

keep some of the cargo especially high above the sea, Paris also analysed their method

of propulsion and navigation:

“The Jangadas [balsa rafts] have Only one mast, made of two spars of mangrove wood

lashed together to form a bipod mast with its base resting on the side of the raft. The

mast is held upright by two ropes running fore and aft, it has no fixed tc ngth but is about

% or !

,

ol the length of the raft; and much less on the rivets. A flexible yard, directed

by two arms, sometimes by two slings, and upheld by a halyard which is seldom attached

to the centre of the yard, carries a square sail of cotton, often of a considerable size,

which can be worked by brails, and reduced by ordinary reefs. . .

.

“For steering, there arc boards called guams, which arc sunk vertically in the intervals

between the middle logs. These are driver in ro a greater or lesser degree, fore or aft, in

order to luff or go about. The rafts have no other methods for steering on the ocean, . *
”

Paris refsts to an article bv Lescalier, m which the latter quotes the observations of

Juan and Ljlloa on The native Invention and use of centre-boards. Lesyalicr was fascinated

by this unconventional method of steering, which was still at chat rime a feature peculiar

to the native balsa rafts of South America. Describing the system, which he said was easy

to understand, he ended:
M
I have felt it my duty to write in detail about this kind of vessel;

if it had been known sooner in Hutope, how many shipwrecks would have been rendered

less fatal, and how many crews, who have perished in tire waters, could have saved them-

selves by quickly making rafts of tins kind.”

Paris' comment on this defence of centre-board navigation is that “we do not know

if it is as perfect as M, Lescalicr says”, and:
HWc have not been aide to observe these

ingenious, rafts sufficient Iv t« > be sure that they really do carry out all these manor u vres, ...”

He admits that bv lowering or raising the centre-boards fore and aft the balsa rafts can

be made to luff and go about, but he is very reluctant to accept Lesgalier’s claim (with

Juan and Hilda) that a correct handling of the centre-boards can male the balsa tack up

against the wind.

Recent sources

Among ihe modern authors who have devoted attention to the maritime skill of certain

peoples in aboriginal America, Friederici (1907) holds a prominent place. In Lis mono-

graph cm the subject he goes a long way to remove the popular misconception that all

American aboriginals were .nairic-, desert-, or jungle-dwellers. Among the most obvious

exceptions he mentions the seafaring Northwest Coast Indians, the Island Caribs, the

peoples of the Isthmus, of Santa Marta, Venezuela, Guiana, coastal Brazil, and not least

those of the Pacific waters of the Inca Empire. He shows (//A/., p, zi) that log-ratts were

used ar sea off Lower California, where Cortez describes some with the whole bow arranged

in the sliape nf a plough and with the central log projecting also at the stern, jusr as was

customary in Peru. Smaller spedme n$ of the log-raft (Jaf/gada) so common in Brazil, were
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also in use among the Island Caribs, who at the same time possessed roomy sea-going
canoes like so many Mexican and Central American maritime peoples, la Peru Fiicdevici
describes sail-carrying merchant rafts as occurring throughout the Joed coastal waters
and extending down into Chile, He mentions bow the: highland Inca had building material
earned to Lake Titicaca for the construction of pleasure craft, and how he possessed a
whole deer of balsa rafts down on the sea-coast. “These balsa rafts were very seaworthy
and efficient, and therefore much in favour among the Spaniards.” 0id., p, 24.) L'nhw-
lu Eiatd y FriederkPs monograph does not seem to be as well known as it deserves ro be.

Ill 1912 Joyce included a brief account on balsa rafts in his Smith American Archaeology.
He says (fhuL, p, 60 ,c On the coast, and especially in the islands, rhe inhabitants were
expert Jishers, and the peculiar craft in which they plied the trade merit a word of de-

scription. . w Describing briefly the local log- and reed-raft^, Joyce mentions the spacious
type that could carry Thy men and three horses/ to which he adds: “This type of boat,
which in this neighbourhood seems occasionally to have been used with sails in pre
Spanish days, was found all down the Peruvian coasi, as well as on Lake Titicaca/*
The papers left by the German engineer H. H. Bruiting, who resided in Peru from 1875

to i ?iTh included a report on log-rafts on the coast of Peru, published by Antzc in 1530.
This is probably the last eyewitness account of the existence in Peru of the now extinct
balsa raft. The paper includes the sketch which is reproduced below. Briining (i ?yo,

p. ^ 63 ) states that until the year 1900 the balsa rafts were still used to some extent on the
Pacific coast of Peru down to Pimentel harbour, south of Lambaycque. The building
material was balsa wood (Qchroma piscaiond)

i and the logs for building the rafts were
transported down the coast from Guayaquil, likewise the hard mangle-wood and nr her
building materkl required. Briining measured some of the rafts which were composed
O- logs 17 m ( s 5

icet^i long and 40 30 cm (j y
— 20 inches) thick, They were now chiefly

used by the Indians for conveying cargo in the treacherous current and surf between
Ihe coast and steamers lying oil-shore, and were observed to have a carrying capadt) of
150 sacks of rice, weigiiing 13 tons, well sheltered. The author claims that after use the
raft was broken up into separate logs, which were pulled ashore to dry. Through cracking
ot the logs, wearing and absorption of water, their capacity decreased gradually to 90 sacks,
or 7.3 tons. When launching them, the Indians waited for high tide. As soon as the wind

as ready to till the sail, the crew of 15 Indians launched their balsa with loud shouts.



Pi tm ia t salsa r:.us. J5er.;:ririi\ priming illusir: i if “Method of fishing and navigating in tin South Sea” fl mm
In ihe background ate frluncn two Indian fishermen on their mtoWfar* or ihrce-lug fishing ratts.

In the foreground .1 gT(»g.|> nf eight Peruviati navigator!! on i small k.liJ csm'vjrig 'ravelling rail, ftenaoni himself

si .sited that ihetc were alsp larger rads wiili i ‘,i igs and a pn purtit mall- larger s:-. 1. Vi hen the Spanish dr-

coirt:»ei% advanced upon Peru undui Pizmrm in toftt aci, they met at sea off Ecuador a kirgw nunlil und balsa raft

with exccticnc entnn sails, When captured, this large rati was liiuml tqr urn thirty inns, nj' nam e qim’ and a crew
:il twenty Indian men and women, sPmk; ni whon belonged to the Peruvian p-mri of 1‘umbcz \r I um l>e > a a: ink;

!

I

* *1 illii til Inis i rain-, bound for Plifl# Lalaod., met the arriving Spaniards, The largest Fbnavuvn oitfs were found

capable of carrying “Jifry men and three horses”,
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and pushed it into the waves till the water was up to their necks, when they climbed

aboard and took charge of the steering. Brlining (Ibid,, p. 370) writes: “The balsa is

steered by four men, one in each corner, who direct the balsa with roughly cut boards

which they insert between tire logs, thereby forcing or pressing it into li.s course. These

boards serve both as keels and as rudders. The steersmen endeavour to get up against

the wind as much as possible when the steamer arrives from the south; ff is then an easy

matter for them to drift along with the si earner by the use of the northbound current. 11

the wind was feeble or the current strong, then all their shill was in vain; they had then

to lake to the long thongs.”

Briining mentions that in the Peruvian Harbours of Pimentel, San Jose and Sechura,

the native fishermen made small rafts, bahilfas, of balsa logs broken and discarded from

the larger rafts. With these small rafts they went several miles into the coastal current,

visiting such off-shore islands as the Inner and Outer Lobos. (Jb/ti.)

More recently technical descriptions of the construction principles of balsa rat s. based

on earlier sources, have been published by Homed (1931; 1945 ; 1946 a; 1946 b), Lothrop

(
t

9

3
a)

,
Means (1942) ahd I lal Idin ( 1

95 o) .
T he y a

J

1 agree 01 1 the bui I d 1 n g principles, size
,
and

material of the large balsa-log rafts* with their bipod masts, square cotton sails and centre-

boards,. 1 They also unanimously agree chat this type of sailing raft was prehistoric in

Northern Peru and Ecuador. As we shall show later, it was until the completion of the

K on-Tiki expedition only the buoyancy, strength, and deep-sea going ability of this pre-

historic tvpc of craft that war seriously disputed.

Guano transport and other evidence of maritime activity

Off the coast of Peru are a few islands, uninhabitable for lack of fresh water supply.

All of these were regularly visited by the aboriginal natives from the mainland, and a

few were even effectively utdized by them, thanks to the seaworthiness ol their craft and

the good seamanship of the crews.

Morrell (1832) was among the many early navigators who saw Peruvian balsa rafts far

out in the Humboldt Current, and the narrative of his voyages to the South Sea contains

an interesting entry on those he met during his visit to the hobos Islands, in the un-

sheltered ocean off Lambayeque. The low lulls of Inner Lobos (Lotos de Terra), which

is about 2 3 miles (seven leg lulu) off the coast, can be seen from clue mainland in dear

weather, but Quiet Lobos (Lobos de Afuera) lies about 40 miles out to sea and about the

same distance to the south of Inner Lobos, so it cannot he seen from either.

Morrell {/bid, p. l z d) wrote:

“The Indians from the continent visit these islands every year, for the purpose, ol

1 A brief mention of the baba rafts by Rotfe (1946,. p. 340) differs, merely in his de&cripitnii ul the mast, which

set ms to refer to a type nccasb mail-.- found in Ecru : "The 1tt.1l Limitation t-n Peruvian navigation was not lack of

ingenuity bur r>i convenient Supplies, of suitable lumber. From Payta In northern Peru to Manta in tieuador,

she Indians built Lar^e seagoing lsahii uud rafts, which we iv among the most seaworthy craft in all South America.

! hey laid oui seven to nine baba-wce id kjgs of graded lengths, so as to make a jioLnneel prow and squflrt stern, aii<|

kished them comber with liamss utltS eouls, A platform w;is bui it i>n top to keep ibe cargo dry, and a mast was

stepped in ihe mUSdtii log. These rafts had sails and. oats, and were lame enough to carry 50 itisrn.” (As bis sources

kowe reftvrs to Cobo and MsecIl-.j

S5 Heytrdahi
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sejirtsug and fishing, and gathering eggs, which they sell on the main. They come hither
'ii 1 1,. 31.] of i£ii r, .. This craft is composed of a number of large logs of a light and
buoyant nature, lashed together with cordage made of a certain species of grass. They are
generally 1 tom twenty to twenty -live feet in length, and sometimes even fifty feet. ... I have
seen them fifty miles from land. This is the only way the Indians transport their produce
to market at the different towns along the coastT

I he mast described by Morrell differed also somewhat from the usual bipod system., since
it was Single, and stepped ia the centre bottom log. where it was secured by “a kind of
a box, three or four feet in height” raised in the middle of the raft. Morrell evidently
observed no o: her device for steering than a successful interplay between the square sail and
[he large steering-oar visible astern

;
but the fact that these rafts must also have used under-

wao:r centre-boards—and even to such an extent as that which had provoked fuan and
Ulloa to their study of the gmras- seems more than obvious. For Morrell declares that

the rafts he met at sea were “steered with large wide-loomed oars, which are shipped on
ihe after end of the logs, about two feet high. They will beat to windward like a pilot
boat, ..." Obviously, irrespective of the ske, shape, or handling of the sail and the
steering-da t aft, no flat-bottomed log-raft will beat to windward unless it has also got
centre-boards, and unless the crew furthermore knows how to handle these in a very
specific manner.

The same writer also sLaies that besides these log- rafts the Indian fishermen along the

same coa^r also Lise “an ingeniously constructed machine, somewhat similar to the life-

buoyM and we learn that this highly seaworthy construction was manufactured by skin-;

sewed together and filled with air. “Two of these wind-bags are tasked together, and a

SLr.a.: board placed across them in lire centre, on which they sit to paddle. Embarked on
these airbubbles, they will pass through a \ cry heavy surf with the greatest ease and
safety

Morrell does not mention having met the reed-boats at sea, and states that the inflated

skin-pontoons were principally used in fishing along the coast, whereas the aforesaid Ing-

ram were used for parties navigating the open sea. He also Says of the two Lohos islands r

“The Indians sometimes visit these islands in large parries, on fishing excursions or

frolics; and frequently stay three or four weeks, i have always found them to he ye tv
civil and accommodating; having frequently received kind offices at their hands, such as

presents of fruit, vegetables, & c, from the main. They always bring their fresh water

with them in these catamarans, as there is none to be found on the islands, which are

covered with sand, rocks, and the dung of aquatic birds: the latter sufficient to load

Thousands of ships, having been accumulating for ur fold ages. It is called guamar
|

ettaua]

by the Spaniards, and ls probably ibe richest manure in the world.”

1 r h highly important to note that large parries of Indians left the coast in this manner.,

carrying with them enough food to provide casual European ships with their own surplus

from the mainland, and taking on hoard the rafts a fresh-water supply to last them for weeks,

The existence of guano on the various islands, and its value as a fertilizer was well

known to the Indians of aboriginal Peru. Stevenson (1825, Vo I. I, p. 157) and I hit eh inson

1 who describes and illustrates these wrkhble inflated se.il-skjji vessels feom further .«>urh On
he s uric coast (Ar.ci!, found them suited for entering surfs and seas in which 00 K jroj'jtan Lifeboat would survive.
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(017^ VdL Jl, p. ijiJ demonstrate with the early chroniclers how the Indians sailed out

tu the islands to dig iiua.no ant I take it back to Lite mainland. Hutchinson quotes Gatcilasso

(T(Son, Bk. V, eh. viii) who, speaking of the guano to he round on the Chrncha Islands ofi

the Patacas peninsula, south of Callao, states that each island was set apart by the Incas

for the usi of a particular province on the mainland of Peru, Hutchinson also points to

the ancient idols which have been found on these islands, at great depths beneath the

guano. Schmidt (7929, p. ft 9) saw about the balsa rafts in the same connection : “According

to Oviedo’s description, they were provided with a deck fore and afe ami a big hut tor

storing goods, When we consider the fact that extensive land areas of Peru were, during

the Inca rule, manured with the guano from the coastal islands, then these sea-going

vehicles must be credited with great economic importance at a means of transport.
73

In his recent study of “Pre-Spanish Navigation Off the Andean CoasL” Means also

{7942, p. $) takes ijn this evidence of spacious and sturdy craft capable nt Transporting

burdens by sea. Referring to Geza dc Iron, he moves still further down the coast and

says: “He informs us that the Indians of il ie southern part of the Peruvian coast (in what

is now northern Chile) were wont m go in craft which he calls hj/sux 10 certain oA-shorc

islands in order to fetch the dung of birds which congregate there by the mil lion. This

was the guano for which agriculturists have been grateful r.n Peru from early times down

to our own day. In using guano as a fertiliser for their fields the pre-Spanish Andeans

displayed their great wisdom as farmers. Bnfortunately, Octa docs not describe the

balsas used in carrying i.o land r's_ precious ii not perfumed material.'

But we are nor left with much choice as to the type of craft used for this early trans-

portation. /Vs Means (Ibid., p. 14) himself concludes,
lVe deduce that, in pre-Spanish

times and later, the people of the Andean coast had only three principal kinds of boats,

not counting types used as the result of Spanish influence. These were: 1. Reed-boats;

2, Sealskin boats; 5. Balsa-log rails with sails and paddles. Of these three kinds of early

boats the most elaborate and least inefficient was unquestionably the Wjw-Ic

>

g raft/"

the early Peruvians were too intelligent, and too well organized, to use anything but

their most efficient craft for transporting this dung to their various provinces, i hey would

not sit with guano almost in their laps while paddling up and down the coast kayak-

fashion in reed-boats or sealskin floats, Wc recall that Inca (Sard lasso, who also speaks

of the guano transport along the Peruvian coast, explicitly said of the local mariners

along the same aboriginal stretch: "When they want /.o mnwy large cargoes they me the rafts ei

wand. The absence ol timber on the desert coast where the guano was to be hauled was

n 1
1 obstacle. Jf the inland culture-people had intelligence and ambition enough to obtain

fertiliser from islands ouL in the ocean, their mariners who carried our the transport would

also be able to obtain the necessary balsa logs from their own forest land higher up the

coast. Since it was possible in early Peru to import such cargo by £ca, it should also be

possible to import by sea the moveable craft on which the cargo was to be carried. Until

rafty years ago the Indian fishermen of Sechura and the desert coast south of Paita still

imported their own balsa logs by sailing them down from the forest area higher up north,

and Kuoche (1950 a, p, 309) says: “Ramshackle log-rafis with simple sails, such as were

known along the whole west coast since early ages, do still in our days travel northwards
in the favourable season, that is during the Summer, Thev sail with the South- and Peru-
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Current from Southern Chile and Gliloe Island northwards to the guano coast, and lis far

as to Callao in Peru, where the lumber obtains a good price."

Various prehistoric artifacts have been found many feet beneath the surface since the
modern guano companies began to work on the islands off Peru

,
thus affording archaeolo-

gical support ru the statements of the early chroniclers. Such interesting vestiges arc

known both from the Chincha Islands off Patacas and the (Suwiape Islands some tyo
.i.:cs south t>! toe Lob os. Ratzcl (t&Sj — 1888, V oL 111, p. 666} calls attention to what
he terms the “conspicuous parallels" between the Old*Peruvian wood-carvings excavated
trom the guano of the Macabi islands, and die historic wood-carving from the Hervct
and Marquesas Islands. It remains indeed to be shown that these parallels itpresent more
ihan a casual similarity. If this can be done, it certainly does nor indicate that proto-
Polynesians visited these guano islands from Polynesia, but feather that they, or related

people, came there while living on the neighbouring coast of Petti.

Wc thus rind that, in spite of the absence nf water on the islands off the coast of Peru,
'he Indians utilized these island territories as much as modem man is able to todav. The
only inhabitable island neat Peru is Puna in the Gulf of Guayaquil, and the inhabitants

of this island were certainly not isolated from hostile mariners, who arrived regularly

from the mainland in flotillas of balsa rafts.’ Further out at sea is Santa Clara Island,

uninhabited, hut well known to the Tumbcz merchants captured by Ruiz; and the Spanish
discoverers, as we have seen, also found signs of Indian sacrifices on the island.

Further north, some twenty miles off the Ecuadorian coast near Manta, lies La Plata

Island. Here the Spanish explorers “found textiles, objects of silver, etc.” when they first

advanced towards the Inca Empire in 1527. (Murphy 1941, p. 26.) About the same latitude,

but soq miles out into the open ocean, lie the Galapagos Islands, These islands, with

Lheir dry land vegetation, were entirely unoccupied in prehistoric rimes, not probable

because of their isolation, but because of the lack of fresh water -supply, which made
aboriginal habitation extremely unfavourable. .-Vs Sltogman (1874, Vol. I, p. 164) points

out, the Galapagos Islands arc known to have been visited by baba rafts in historic times,

so we may well assume that they may have been visited in pre-European times also. 3

It Is true that no vestiges of prehistoric stonework arid permanent habitation have been

discovered on the Galapagos Islands, but this is no argument against temporary visits

by balsa rafts with fishermen or exploring merchants. When prehistoric visitors made
a temporary camp, there were no durable materials like emptv cans or bottle-ends to be

disposed of, ami. they did not leave a trail of polished stone blades, potsherds, or other

artifacts behind them. There is only one due which may indicate that the land was used

to a limited extent to prehistoric times, Sauer (1950, p. 136; see also Hutchinson ef aL 1947,

p. 102; and Garter 1950) shows that: “The endemic cotton of the Galapagos lias been

1 Set; also Zaiafe 1-555, Ch. VI. Xcres (1534. p. 14} said of Puna when djaeove

:

"It is fertile a-ld populous, and

izontJiLtvs iv;:u: v ullage*, ruli.'!.l. 1>j- seven chit Is, nnt! of whom i> lord over the • -chers.”

1 Skogman, who observed the; coastal traffic of Paita and Guayaquil a ccnturi- ago, tlcscrshc* the hrdsn rafts seen

by hi :n :ts up to to and let:: long, with the length r>t rhe logs decreasing tow ards the aides. On 1: central platform

there was a little house for the crew. They had ihe bipod mast, but a triangular sail. The navigation was done by

a steering-oaf astern, : :i.i to prevent leeway drift, centre-boards, a foot t>r two wide :sod up o> three Ot four varils

J- 'iig, w« sunk down so openings near each cod of the cesirral I 'gs. "Quite long journeys are undertaken with

these vessels along ihc coast, :uid tven out m the Galapagos Islands/'
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reduced to a vAriel;v of G. barba-dtnst” G. b&rhadmse was never a wild plant, but, accotrdiug

rn the same authorities, a culture product raised and domesticated by the aboriginal

civilisations in northern 1 ’em. 1 IIow this cultivated variety of dry-land Early Chitnucot on,

which is not dispersed by ocean currents or by birds, should have become established out

on the Galapagos Islands, is ai least a fascinating question,

About live hundred miles northeast of the Galapagos and a little less from the Panama.

Isthmus lies lonely Cocos island. We have already dealt with the remains of native planta-

tions on this island. Cook (1910— 1 2. pp. 294, 34°) Said: “The presence of large numbers

of coconuts on Cocos island in flic rime ot Wafer (1 68 5) and theit subsequent d ^appearance

should be considered as evidence that the island was formerly inhabited, or at least regu-

Snrlv visited, by the maritime natives of the adjacent mainland.” Further: “Ethnologists

may find in this hitherto unsuspected primitive occupation of Cocos Island an additional

evidence of the maritime skill of the Indians of the Pacific coast of tropical America, and

Gins he the more willing to consider the possibility of prehistoric communication between

rhe shores of the American Continent and the Pacific islands,”

On the shore of the continent as clast to Cocos Island as to Galapagos, and due cast

of the latter group, lies the Manabi area of Ecuador. This is, according to Inca traditions,

the coastal territory where Tici and his V sracochas left the mainland. Murra (1946, p. 804)

lias this to sav about the local aboriginal tribes and tneir boats and. trade ; All obsei \ er

seem to agree that the maritime peoples of Manabi were great sailors, skilfully handling

dugout canoes and elaborate balsa rafts on fishing, commercial, or ceremonial trips,” He

indicates an early headquarters of rhe coastal traders in this region, and adds p. 805}:

“
r . .but it seems fairly obvious that the florescence of such commerce must have received

its impetus from, the South-"

Going further north we find that nearly all rhe islands off Colombia and Panama were

either inhabited by island Indians or else showed signs of prehistoric habitation. Mt irh

reference 10 the Gulf of Panama and ils island tribes, E June (1919, p* 212) writes: ‘A\c

know the Indians of the Pearl Islands were capable sailors, but on the coast the inhabitants

do not seem to have been very good seamen.” This is probably true, but there were ex-

ceptions, for Lothrop (i|?42
» p. as®) shows how canoes each holding seventy men were

built by the coast Indians on the Aztieto Peninsula of Panama, near Code, and how Batto-

lome Hartado and his troops in 1517 made use of these large native craft on an off-shore

voyage of more than three hundred miles to the northern part of Costa Rica. lie concludes

(Ik'd.):
uBecause of their ability to build and navigate such large vessels, the natives dearly

had a rapid means of access to distant lands.”

The old record that Peruvian sailing-rafts and llamas were known to the pre-Columbian

natives of Panama and described fo Balboa in 1512 before the latter had yet 'discovered
5

the Pacific Ocean, has been pointed out by Friederiei (1907, p, 75), Schmidt (1929,. p. 89),

1 Silow informs me (in ktrer dared January .=5, 1 91 a) tha- the wild Galapagos cotton — i orivtcrly regarded as an

emtcmic sncdia and referred so as (iatypittw ddr*:ittii, brn now identified ns (Zatppiiait tarbade/ue vat, Awu>imr— is

a product of iorcil isolation which has caused a certain differentiation :rom Ganypistm barbadrW proper. :le adds:

"On that basis trie intere,raiding series now observed 1 ih« < >:ih^a$as is probably '.he result of hyhrii.LO.iuion be-

tween: v»r. {ffltvitnh The product of that earlier isolation, and more recently- bit reduced forms o-i typical C. barba-

dvrttt,” The Galapagos cotconi
HJhavc spiruiitble even though not particularly attractive Sint, and we certainly do

regard it as possible that they were transported by man from the American continent, ...” tflW.j
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nnd Lothrnp (1936, p. 74), J be Isattcir has found supporting evidence in his arclucological
studies of ( 'cnti-al Vmetica { 1-936; 1937; 1942). He describes the discovery at Code of what
lie terms "products of direcr trade relationships with Colombia and Ecuador/ 1

and
cultural evidence which even made him speak of “contacts with other areas* including
direcr commercial ties with Yucatan and Pern.,.” (Lothrop 1942, pp r r.inn1
(395 s, p, 169) lias also discussed the many indications of sporadic trade and inter-relations
between Mexico, Central America and South America as far as Peru in pre-Columbian
times. Pointing first lo the existence of several rather early common culture elements in
*- : Sl- ''teas.,, he show*' with Lothrop and others that the Peruvians seem to have been
carrying trade iar up the coast even in periods shorth before the Conquest, 1

Although V, e have reason to believe that the coastal craft ofaboriginal Peru was a culture
element of no mean importance up to the advent of huropean ships and the local disturb-
ances v 1 ico chon ' 1:1:

1wed, and although we have reason to s ‘aspect a casual traffic by
Peruvian sailing rafts as far north as Panama, yet we have little c\ idence to suggest that
Peruvian merchants carried on regular trade relations with the territories non/ of Panama,
hi a recent paper on "Pre-Columbian trade between North and South \nierica”. Chard
C
I 9 ^°) has shown that a considerable number of modern anthropologists (Dixon, Harcourt,
jijon, Joyce, Kidder 1L Kroeber, Lehmann, Linnc, Lothrop, Nordcnskiold, Rivet, Saville,

\ cm can) have found ev idence of trade bet ween the former Inca Kinpire and Mexico
or .Middle America, but the archeological material in support of these claims is not rich
enough to argue anything line regular or important trade relations between North and
South America.

Archeological centre -boards

Gretzcr (1914J, in a short paper on navigation in ancient Peru before r he discovery,
seems to be the first to draw conclusions from the existence of prehistoric centre-boards
m desert graves of South Peru, hundreds of miles away from the northern forest country.
During a residence 01! 53 years in Peru he carried our a series of important excavations,
most of which went to the Volkerkundc Museum in Berlin. Grayer (/bid,, p. 7) calls

attention to the elaborately carved paddles which he found in several of the ancient
Peruvian desert graves, and adds; “ Phese, and gmras or ccntre-boarth intended for steering

ralts, are Frequently found as grave-goods in the valleys of Pisco and lea/'

A photograph of a prehistoric Peruvian centre-board under excavation bv Gretzcr is

reproduced here in Plate LXXV 1 1 . As commentary to another illustration the Fame
author says; “In the background arc seen some Mgarrobo- trees, which leaver a vert solid

Hl; adds; “From chc coastlands of Peru ami Ecuador we have legends of invasion from ihu north, and not of
t hk! cjis racier of myths, but rather of tradirioil, although lKcv :stc vague. , . It mav well be conceived, :u any r.iiu

iJicorL-i k-jilh’, chat offshoots ot (be hiijh civilizations in the north and in the south n.itrhi i-i P,mim .1 have curre
into contact with one another. Ihe large sail-hLted :afr, cartying niiTChintts <m<I trade gui ids, tJisc Barralomc Ruiz
in ijifi sue: off the coast of Ecuador on his ilrst advance rm Peru, was northward bound- “ in an earlier pnlilicatwirt

(r$3$, p. 271,. i-irine, citing Nordfin&kitiEt], is certain that bronze, when flexpired in Central America and Mexico
shortly before the- era oe European discoveries, camt; from western South America. Also Rydcn {1949} holds rhat

dr.: rafts met by the Spaniards probabh bad Central America or Mexico as ihcir de$dm : 1 .i “Aidn.-ologittstl

discoveries *io also speak in favour of :> ooiincccion across the :v. 1 if :

s direction.”
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and hard wood; from this wood the ancient native? manufactured the artistically carved

paddle-oars a nd centre-boa

r

eh .

' ’

The very elaborate ornamentation on some of these raft accessories leads Gxstzzi to

believe that they must have been carried about during festal processions. I n such a case

thev would probabh, be commemorations o£ important maritime events, and the author

suggests that the ancestors of the aboriginal culture people original
ly
came southwards

along the coast. He adds: “The question now arises: were larger craft known to the

oldest inhabitants of South America, that they were able to undertake longer journeys

on the ocean? This question may definitely be answered in the affirmative . . G reiser

next quotes the balsa- raft study of Juan and Ulloa, and goes on to say:

“This description of the vessels or rafts tallies completely with that which wc were

given during Pizamds first voyage of discovery in 15 ay, and, indeed, there is hardly any

doubt that we are here confronted with a craft such as was known perhaps already in the

earlier Tiahuanaco period, for we find already in graves from that period the trading-shell

Sp&sdyhts pictorum Ok, which does not exist on the coast of Peru. 1 The shell depicted here

| see his figure] from the Tiahuanaco period comes from my second collection, found at

Pachacamac {Mttseim jiir Vo!kerkntide
?
Berlin). The shell would be carried on the chest, * , .

The figure, which in any case represents a deity, is placed on the external side of a Spcttqyius

pirf&rm-, and is pieced together in mosaic from mother-of-pearl, malachite, and Thor

coloured stones and shell-pieces. Legs and head are prominent, as we recognize the cc rural

figure on the monolithic gateway at Tiahuanaco; we also see the typical serpent and puma

heads of this period on tine poncho. . . . A twister! snake with two heads, of inlaid work,

is furthermore placed under the deity.”

The number of centre-boards that have continued to come from ancient graves in

southern Peru is inexhaustible, and although little comment has generally been made on

what they actualh represent and what they imply, their often artistically carved handle

section has made the best specimens a familiar sight in most museums and private

collections specializing in Peruvian archeology and ornamental art.

In 1932 Loihrop, in iii$ interesting survey of aboriginal navigation oil the Pacific coast

of Peru, called attention afresh to the centre-boards which at that time were still exhibited

in some museums as aboriginal Peruvian “paddles”, “rudders”, or even “carved wooden

slabs”. He showed p. 240) Lhe correspondence between rhe archaeological specimens

from the desert graves in South Peru and the historically used gmras on the Ecuadorian

balsa rafts of the forest area to the north, and realized that centre-boards were a direct

criterion of the sort of vessel which had been employed. “In the first place*’, be wrote,

T; is obvious dial. a centre hoard is useless unless a vresscl has sails.” Here Lothrop

pointed to a very essential piece of evidence. Cahaf/ifos, small reed ralts, sealskin pontoons,

and the rare Coastal dug-outs were all propelled by paddles only, and would neither need

nor be able to benefit from spttrast which were only workable from sailing craft. Card lasso

and other early chroniclers have pointed out that die only coastal crafL which went under

sail in early Peru were the wooden rafts used for navigating the sea. Such then, were

the craft employed by the people who left behind the gnaws.

1 The historic itistriJmth.in of SpQfldyiM fudQtJint is. from Scxrfimof) I igouri., [.«we California, to mrthffH Ptro,

(Letter t<j the author from Prof, Ur. J I. Broch, filly zs, 1951:)
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In the same survey Lothrop {Ibid.) pointed out: “Paddles on the coast of Peru were of

three main types. One kind was made by splitting in half a. large section of bamboo.
According to G arc! lasso they were used to propel the Cabattifas, and the paddlers gave
strokes alternately on each ssde. ... A second kind of paddle is so short rhac it also must
have been used on a CtTbm'lito. Paddles from southern Peru ate... all over sis feet

long, and cither the crew stood erect or they must have propelled a vessel of fairly large

size. The elaborate carving on some examples has. given ground to the belief that they

were ceremonial rather than utilitarian, and it has been suggested that ih.es' served as

ceremonial spades. Their size, however, would preclude their use as spades, while the

evident signs of weal on the blades indicate that they were utilitarian. Even the most
intricate examples would stand a good deal of knocking about, for the 1

; arc carved in

a very hard wood.”

Since the early Peruvians can hardly have made their hard-wood paddles so long that

they required to stand to paddle on small and cranky floats, we may assume that i: he

sturdy paddles, like the centre-boards together with which they are found, were accessories

to wide, g ornl-sized sailing-craft with a slightly raised deck platform.

During his travels the present author has had the opportunity of examining a great

number of prehistoric Peruvian centre- hoards. None have been carved with such elabo-

rate ornamentation as to be unserviceable for regular use, and exceedingly few are made
unhandv by excessive carving, provided they were used between the spongy logs of

a balsa rafts.. A series of centre-boa rds fr -m southern Peru A reproduced here in Plato

I.XX III—LXXV. The tgtaras of LXXIV and LXXV arc so plainly utilitarian that they

would never be suspected of being ornamental objects to be carried about in a procession;

ihev have been cut and dressed by common unpretentious sailors or merchants for use

in steer ng their Pacific sailing-rafts. The zmr^s in Plate LXXIII show a. variety of orna-

mented specimens, and an analysis or the placing of the decorations tells- us much. The

can mg is concentrated oil the handle and the upper section, whereas the end re blade js

lain and undeco rated. The blade is the only section to go between the logs and into the

water; die handle portion projects above deck and is not merely the oniv visible parr, hut

the only one free from touching the logs of the raft. The handle of the centre-board is not

to be held tightly., nor pressed and twisted like a paddle-handle; it must simply, ar certain

moments, be pulled slightly upwards or lowered down. 1

Let it also be borne in mind that the most elaborately carved puddlei are generally let

r

plain on the one side which scrapes along the side of the raft, and the hard-worn! of which

they are wrought can stand up to considerable humping against the soft balsa wood.

There is also another consideration : a sailing- mfl large enough to use centre boards is nor a

one-man craft, neither is a vessel which requires six-foot single-side paddles. As pre-

viously emphasized, Such a craft was the property of some chief, merchant, or other

wealthy member of the community. On rise death of one of his crew he would hardlx

1 The limits'! Lon of the carving un the centre- board. :o skat par- which would he visible .it all times above (bedeck

ftfOtlld indicate either that The carving* was done St leisure when the board was muse at sea, nr else that the carY-tf

ashore iiucrmonallv limited his work to cbepiLEt which he knew would be visible iithI unSc-ratchcd when thcccntre-

l-oard w. s inserted in i-s proper place <in board. The hcnul if:: i -iri logs on the centre-boards, at Pisco and Tea made

i hern nn treasures worthy fy ncennlpjily their owners in rhe irrave, Urttl t'Ts as!! pft'ilvj explain why theyvrerc

not discarded like the bin, plain, raft itself.
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Aeccssniics, to sailing-iafra. (Photo; V'alkerkunAf.) Thea# plain ran r rivlxsii-sdis front pichisi'irw IVj u mt in

ihcms(:in:& auriu lent Lt.i prove ihc I >nai ut: tif !o>: Tafts with sail, fori a.) they ate oi nu -.jsc on rhe ! »c.il canoes ,inJ

: ll.! booty., .»rt.i bj centre-boards cannot be usciS except in combination with tfiiil.

LXXV
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i ift-s.

lashed rosettat-i -ii- rppes or by streps of st.Js' shirt, :ind averaging about i
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remove one of the uiiiitarian centre-boards ami deposit it in the grave of the employee

to whom it did not belong. At his own death, however, the captain would be likely to

have his own favourite paddle and centre-board placed beside him. Burials such as the

latter would obviously leave us with specimens of finer decoration than those nn the

ordinary sailor’s paddle and centre- board. It is possibly, mo, that the captain took sudi a

minor part in the manual labour on board that his own tools in many cases served chiefly

as ceremonial badges. Ceremonial paddles arc not unfamiliar in certain parts of Polynesia,

and the frequent and familiar ornamental paddle-grip reproduced in Plate L3CXV HI 4 is

not very unlike those under discussion, even in its peculiar motive.

The large bard-wood paddles and, even more so, the peculiar centre-boards which have

been excavated from the early graves in the neighbourhood uL the Paracas Peninsula and

lea, have come down to us as a silent testimony of past maritime activity and skill in this

pant of Peru, even in periods antedating the Inca domination of the coast. We can never

get better archaeological evidence, since the raft i t sc J f is too large and unsuitable to be

buried together with its owner. Nor would the spongy balsa wood be ornamented like

its hard-wood centre-boards and paddles, and it was thus probably decomposed forfflW//Var,

nr left to deteriorate or serve as fire-wood, when the logs were too- old for further use.

Leicht (1944, p- zz) points to a very ancient navigational skill in pre-Inca Peru and

suggests 2.n original coastwise emigration of culture people by sea from somewhere in

Central America down m the Chime area. J !. also points to the archicologicai evidence

of paddles and steering equipment with grips carved with the youthful freshness arid the

naturalistic style characteristic of the early coastal people, “These signs ofan early seafaring

activity were found in the south at Pisco and lea/* he says, “and they throw an important

light on the obscurity which surrounds the origin of the cultures on the southern coast

of Peru, even outside the scope of the later Chimu empire.”

The model rafts of Arica

On the Pacific coast below Tiahuanaco, further south than Pisco and lea and just across

the border of the present-day republic of Chile, lies the famous necropolis of Arica. In the

various phases of Peruvian prehistory there have been migrations or intertribal trade, to a

more or less evident degree, between the culture-people on this coast and their highland

neighbours of the Urn-territory near the southern end of Lake Titicaca. In the latter part

of the last century, during his excavations among the numerous local sand-graves,

Uhle (1889, PI. 25) came across a little vessel which lie thought was a toj raft (8a 'w ats

Klfitterspuling) , Subsequently several of these tiny wooden rafts were discovered in

neighbouring graves, some of them with the tiny logs still securely lashed together.

(Skortsberg 19:24, p, .<%; etc.) As an increasing number of these tiny Jog rafts came to the

surface and spread to museum collections in the New and the Old World, it became dear

that we were confronted with something more important than sn child’s toy, especially

since a number of rafts were definitely found in adult graves and associated with fishing

gear and other property of adult males. The current terminology for these small vessels,

therefore, gradually changed from “toy rafts” to “model rafts”. (Bird 1946, p, 592.)
1

3 Bird Ubid.) says of the burials a? Arica: ith the males, both adults and children, an: inodd rails an<l paddles.”
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From c lie same early pre-Inca burial ground Uhle (lyn b, p. 4? ) d>o describes a model
boar btted with sail and containing the mummy oj a toctugy and this, in addition to the
maru other small vebSets in rite adult graves, strengthened the case tor some sort of “spirit
ship" rather than a utilitarian boar- builder’s guide, The little mummy boar described bv
Lil -C ys not, like the general type, made of wood, nor is it composed of bundles like a

teed raft, but it is shaped like an open boat’s hull made up of a frames irk of parallel reeds
superimposed and lashed on one above the other, to each side of the central cun cavil-.

The peculiar cralt is slightly reminisce nr of the open cane or reed rafts sometimes made
with a frame of canes or branches by the Chatham Island Morioris

;
they too believed firmly

in the building of miniature spirit ships, waka r(J> which they set sailing in the track of the
sun, (Shand 1871, p. 354.) Uhle thus describes this miniature Ariea. vessel, of which he
gives a very indistinct photograph {BhL Pi. IV, fig. 2): "Model of a boat, stitched of two
little mats of totora-recds in the middle and provided with another little mat of tot ora
which served as a sail,

1 ... The sail covered the tnummv in the form of a roof, about
jocm [one foot] long,"

J lie sail — like those which have surviyed inland from Ariea on the prehistoric type of
reed-boats at Lake Titicaca— was composed of a single layet ol iotora reeds superimposed
to form a mat, Ir was square in shape and held together by lour vertical rows or stitches.

Uhle gave it the date of the first centuries A. D., and not later than *00-400 A. D. (IW.,
p. Gt.) In this connection Nordenskicild (1933, p. 265) writes: “The sail was probablv
known on the Peruvian coast earlier than pottery and weaving, and U, therefore, very
ancient, as is evident from Uhle having found a toy vessel fitted with a square sail in a

grave from rise primitive fisher population at Ariea."

No sad is found on the general type ot model wooden rafts buried In adult fishermen’s
graves at \rica, and a further analysis of these small craft will tell us whv. They are all

formed of three miniature logs lashed together, the. longest in the middle, exactly like the
cabiilfltes drawn by Benzoin (sec Plate LXV) from the coast of north Peru. With these
miniature cab&ttitQs from Ariea are also buried miniature paddles, and their shape, with a
blade on each end, confirms our suspicion that the models actually represent narrow three-

beam rafts on which the fisherman gat astride alone, paddling alternately on each side. (See

Plate LXX VI 1
..) As we know,, such crank cdhiltiios could not go under sail; they were

one-naan craft anil the personal property of each individual fisherman. It hence follows

that these were the craft selected to accompany the individual in the grave.

Fhrough a curious burial custom at Ariea, we have learnt what written history has

failed to Cell us, that the three-beam CabaUifas
y as well as the square reed-sail, were known

on the coast below I iabuanaco at the time of the each, Tiahuanaco civilisation; also that

the same ’wooden log-raft hail a wide prehistoric distribution along the Pacific coast of

Peru, ranging from the borders of the present Ecuador in the north to the borders of r he

present Chile in the south, Since the three-beam log- raft in the north was close lv associated

with five-. seven-, and nine-beam rafts, we may suspect that the larger form was also

present in early Ariea, especially as it would obviously have better facilities for diffusion

up and down the coast, \part from this, a minimum of brain was needed to develop

1 rhe original text; “Atodclo dc note, co*idr.i .J- dos esterLeas cfc iotora cn d nicdE j- jvnw Jsh.i tfc etr;i OsttrV-i

dc rofcfjfii que lc servifi Jn vd:i/'
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rhe mere size of an existing log-raft bj adding two more beams. We also know Irtim

Gretzer’s JpAw/f/w pktmm that distant trade was carried to this southern area in the

Tiahuanaco period, ibr which purpose the individual fisherman^ three-beam log-raft would

he insufficient.

We may, however, draw more interesting detailed information, from the pre-Inca

model rafts at Aria. The earlv chmoidcrs have given us the enormous size of some cA the

Peruvian log-rafts, and specified the odd number of logs from which they were lashed

together. But none of them apparently investigated the way in which the slippery wood

and lashings were held in place, and bow the logs were shaped. This we learn from the

Arica model-makers who were familiar with (be principles a thousand years or more

before Pizatrr/s hoc. Measuring the shorter outer logs uf one of these model log -rail's

at 36 cm long and 9 by 6 cm lit cross section, Bird (1543, p. 227) points out: “On the

outer and bottom surfaces at each end deeply cut grooves serve m hold the lashings.” He

says in another passage {Ibid., p. 224): “Made! Balsa Raft. I

rnrfy-one centimeters long, villi

side pieces twenty-seven centimeters long and the width across the deck eleven centi-

meters, ill is model balsa raft was originally bound together with rawhide thongs, fitted

into notches cut in the outer edges of the side logs. The deck surface is cut flat and painted

with red stripes. The under surface of the logs is faired away, fore and aft, to reduce thc

water resistanceA 1

“Spirit Sails'
}

at Ancon

Only through analogy with 1 he reed-sails of Lake Titicaca and she miniature sail de-

scribed b\ Uhlc mav we sec a possible explanation of the peculiar an is nets reproduced

in Plate LXXV 1 L 4-7 . \ great number of such objects have been found in graves at

Ancon (Reiss and Stubcl 1880-87* Vol. I, PL 32, 33) and Orancay (Wiener 1880, pp. 650,

(151) on the coast norlh of ( iallao. Reiss and Stiihel describe them as "some of the most

remarkable grave-gifts" in that area, and explain how they are all made of parallel bits of

reeds lashed to cross-sticks and covered in front by cotton cloth, generally square in form,

and always attached to a longer stick which extends slightly above the mat, while generally

extending farther at the lower end. The base of this mast is usually planted in the ground

near some mummy, or else a bundle of them is merely wrapped up inside- the grave. The

authors question whether these were intended to beautify the tomb, to chase away evil

spirits, or to symbolize the rank and importance of the dead, but conclude that; “So far,,

the purpose and meaning of these tablets remain incomprehensible.”

When 1 venture the purely theoretical and tentative suggestion that these masted recd-

mafs may represent conventionalized "spirit sails”, ir is not only on account of certain

aspects of their shape, materials* and technique of construction, but also in consideration

1 The same a-j :brir ar; ;i i r> saws {ibid., p. zoS) : “In Layer A was found what appears to be a toy balsa made of four

corncobs bound together. A smaller model from near the same level iss- made of one tong and two short sections

of twigs lashed lorciher, like the model balsas frequently found in ll'w: tombs.'" S-nee 3 tOV vessel representing a

li>g. raft could be made from sticks of wot id, and one rep resen title a reed- raft similarly from a bundle of lVetfs or

grass, one may wonder il ibu corn-cobs arc meant to indieate something ebc, for instaiUto some sore of inflated

pontoon rafts, these having been, so important in this area, although general ly known only ns computed of twv

oblon g inflated bags-
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of the prevailing motive found on the front of the cloth. The dciry reproduced with
conventionalized lines in the middle is generally surrounded by all the elementary powers
aiding the primitive navigator, namely the celestial bodies and, round the edges, the waves
at the ocean, all rendered in familiar ideograms and stylized patterns familiar from Peru-

vian symbolic and ornamental art. The spirit guide on the sail mav well be compared
with some other highly stylized and conventionalized symbols reproduced above .

1

Tupac In cels pre-Spanish expeditions by baha raft

Against the background ofaccumulated evidence from our own history and archaeology,

we may better understand the possibility of some maritime adventures attributed bv the

Inca to their own highland ancestors well before America’s discover/ bv Europeans.

1
l-'iRS. a, h and c arc Peruvian spine emblems painted o# embroidered on eke burial pifss formed like sails under

discussion, ( Vfter Reiss and Si.iljd ir-c-x 87> PI. 3-* 55 a d c. arid d ;ue pcmiglyphs of a type common in the

Marquesas jmd Sodti;. r.;.l inds (examples hy authof from Omoa, Facnhiva}. This pec u! Lai type of Polynesian pesro

glvph represencs, like so man;, nf rhe Peruvian spirit emblems, an anthropomorphic figure ! r-: v. n in two parallel

lilies in ich :i wif tM the body is not joined ar the htpa, Fig, f $ a petroglyph from Kauai, Hawaii, reproduced

bp Bennctr {

t

9

;

i
?
PL XV fig. E, afesi; pbor. Stokes), who describes it as "tuangulftf body not joined At the hips.”

He lurrher says (/#££, j>. j)j.i of ihe local anthropomorpbjk figures in Kauai petroglj'pbs: “Tm, three, anti fr>u: toes

are found, with three ns typical. Both me triangular body, gaping hips, crooked arms, and string* number of"

iocs ruid finger? .litre* UMttaf! .ibly with spirit emblem* in early Peru. Fig. g is ;i pcrrog'yph from the Braiil-Colom-

l»« T ' border, and fip. h is one From Rio Cuduiary in C olotnbin fK'-ch-Griinberg 1907. PL it b; a!so Vicrkandl 1939,

p. tt^}, incmiluced merely hy way . if it* strong resetnbEancc rt> the Morinri figure, fig. i, which u-a$ carved on a

trunk of a Chatham Island k**pt tree. (Skinner and Bauds* p. 345.}
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In Inc.! history, sis in our own, only fragmentary highlights of the past arc preserved,

and these are naturally focused about the.activities ot monarchs and outstanding persons

whose doings generally affect the welfare of the nation. Voyages of ordinary Indian

merchants and fishermen, even if lasting for months, might neither he unusual nor ot

outstanding importance, and when wc hear about them at all it is because c&rly foreign

visitors like Ruiz, Pixarro* or Spifbergen found them more remarkable than did the native

[ nca legend-carriers, to whom the local sailing raft was a familiar sight. W hen we du lira:

traditions of balsa raft adventures in the ocean off Peru before i he coming oi the Spaniards,

it is merely through the fortunate circumstance that one ot the Cuzco Incas himself de-

scended to the coast and made use of them in coastal battles as wed as in long expedition

into the open Pacific. This Inca was Tupac Yupanqui, also known as 3 upac Inca, or 1 opa

Inca. (Rowe 1946, pp. 202, 203.) He was the grandfather o£ the two Inca brothers whom

Pigaito and his followers met, and his memory was still fresh among the Indians at that

time.

\s in Poivocsia, so also in Peru, many attempts have been made bv modern scholars

to transfer the Peruvian datings, based on genealogies, to a fixed European time schedule.

This transposition, of course, is equally difficult and approximate sn both areas. As Rowe

(194,1, p. 57} points out, the only two early chroniclers who attempted to work out exact

dates for the Inca rulers came to highly different results, Sarmiento claimed that Manco

Capac, the first of the eleven prehistoric Incas* lived between ^ A, D. and 66;, If,

and Balboa dated him from 945 A. D, to 1006 A. D. There is also a great difference of

opinion as to the dating of Tupac Inca, although he was only the grandfather of 1 he Historic

Incas. If we keep within the margins of rite earliest date suggested for his birth, i. e. 138H

A. D, (Sarmiento 1572) and the latest date suggested for his death, b e, 1495 A. D. (Balboa

1 5 86} we should at least be fairly' safe in judging his approximate period.'

Tupac I nca Yupanqui was one of the most mobile of the great Incas, tlis travels extended

by land and sea far outside the borders of the present republic of Peru, to the north, south,

east, acid west, and is a good example of human enterprise and the possibility of travel in

aboriginal South America. Rowe (1946, p, 207 and Map 4) shows with the early chroniclers

how Tupac Inca, from his headquarters in Cuzco, “marched up the Highlands as far as

Quito” in Ecuador, then “pushed his way down to the Ecuadorian Coast in the neigh-

borhood of Manta”, Next we hear “a very interesting story about a voyage of exploration

which Topa Inca undertook in the Pacific,” He also marched through both the Ghimu

territory on the North Peruvian coast and the Nazca territory on the South Peruvian coast*

and yet visited his Andean capital in the meantime. He was next engaged in his first jungle

expedition in the eastern forest Lands of Madre dc Dios, but returned to suppress a revolt

in the Titicaca basin. He subsequently “conquered the whole of Highland Bolivia, and

invaded Chile through Upes and Atacama. In Chile* he penetrated as far as the Maude

River at the modern town ot Constitucion, where he set up the boundary markets of his

Empire,” This is more than a thousand miles south of the present Peruvian border. “ 1 ucu-

1 Laccham (1928, p. ^4) holds ihat according co the most dependable modem chronologies In/pue Inca must

bnve ruled tetween 144.fr and 1481 A, IX Mean* (1920 r, 19^1} finds opii'ii<K*s so divided tfvu he figures out an

artificial average from all modern I Isis. Rove ([944. p. 57; 19461 p, *Qj) considers Balboa s dating of I up=*C i mb:

ini:n i 4 * i 10 T49;, ilie rtinst plausible. (Si=fr dsu Mnsmy T947J
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man and most of the Highlands ot Northwest Argentina also submitted H) Tnpa Inca.
Topa Inca made one more expedition to the eastern forests, and then devoted the rest
of his reign to organisation.” (/£/V., 20 a.)

c.)n Ills travels to the north and south beyond the borders of present Peru, Tupac Inca
and his men went on foot- but on his travels out of his country to the east and west the-
travelled on large log-rafts. The organization of these prehistoric raft expeditions in parti-
cular has a bearing on the present study*

[nca Card la 550 (1609, Bk. 7, Ch. XIV) has left us the following account of how Tupac
Inca and his armY managed to penetrate the wild jungle areas of Brazil in a large^rak-
vxpedhinn down the tributaries of the Amazon:

“ The l .mm* of fhsJoxrmy to . Mmu until its Conclusion.

Tl was by tins river, althoug 1 it was so large* and until that time so little known, that
the King {Tupac; Inca Yupanqui entered the Province of Musu. For it was impossible
to get there by land, owing to the wild mountains, and the many Jakes, bogs, and swamps
w.]:t n ate found in these pans. Upon this decision he ordered a great quantity of trees
to be cur, of a sort found in these regions. I do not know its Indian name* but the Spaniards
call it Higuera [Fig-tree], Hot because it bears tigs, which u does not, but because it is as
ligh? as the lig-tice, and even lighter. It took them almost two years to cut the trees, dress
them, and to make from them very large rafts. They made so many that they held ten
thousand warriors, and the supplies which they had with them, Everything provided for.

rhe people and the provisions 2b in place, the army commander was nominated, as well as

quartermasters for the camp and the other army officers, ail of whom were Incas of Royal
blood. \!l embarked on the balsas, which were able to carry thirty, forty, or fifty Indians
each* more or less. The food was carried on a platform in the middle of each baba, half
a yard high, that it might not gtt wet. After these preparations, the Incas <Xse.mk.il rhe
river, where they had fierce encounters and battles with the natives, called Chunchus,
who lived on both banks of the river. 1 he', came forth on the water in great numbers,
and also along the shores, to prevent a landing and to fight with them down the river. . .

,

Having reduced to the service of the Inca the natives of the shores of this river, who art-

often called Uhurtchus after the prm ince of Gvunchu, they passed on dov nwards and sub
dued many other nations until they reached the province called Musu, a land inhabited
by many warlike people* and which was fertile ; It was said that it was two hundred leagues
[about Ado miles] from rhe City of Cuzco, 1

. , . It was said that in this place the river is

mx leagues [about 54 miles wide, and chat It takes two da s to cross it in their boats."
Sarmicntn .1 s 7 z ) also describes some of the pre-Columbian expedition* of I mac Inca,

over the great Chilean chief Jan galongo which permitted him n.j

conquer the Pacific coast right down to the rivet Maule. But it was while the Inca was on
the northern coast of his empire tit at he it ail an adventure which, -although it had no
political consequences, was of special interest to an experienced navigator like Sarmicnfo,

Wc may insert here thar whereas Carcilasso strove to show contemporary Spain the

oEgh cultural and humanitarian scam ting of his own royal Inca ancestry
,
Sarmicnto is

equally known for his attempts to glorify the actions of the Spanish conquerors, and lie is

1

i lie IflCa measured distances, with urtr*. tailed cqti: . ik-iu t- : ftpproMriiatek' one and a hali" SpiajiiMi leagthH-

' "set: Rtrjrc 19-4(1, P- 3 i4 J» oc something shakily less : ban s>ix English miles.
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vctv careful nor to give fhe overthrown Inca dynasty more credit than was absolute!;,

necessary. His 1 listen oftk Incas, as earlier stated, was the result of the seven years (from

e
j j9) in which he devoted himself to the study of native Peruvian history'. J lis information

was obtained from the best educated native historians in Peru* who still had personal

memories dating from the days before the Europeans arrived, and 43 of them, specified

by name and representing all the twelve Inca ayllss were assembled at one time to give

the rendering of names and events their final approval* (See Markham 1907, pp. 197-201.)

We learn from Sarmiento (1572, p. ijs) that when Tupac Inca travelled on the Parity

coast of North Peru and Ecuador, "He conquered the Huancavclkas although they were

very warlike, lighting on land and at sea in balsas, from Tumbez to Huauapr, Huamo,

Manta, Turuca and Quisin*

“Marching and conquering on the coast of Manta* and the island of Puna, and Tumbez,

there arrived at Tumbez some merchants who had come by sea from the west, navigating

In ba/sas with sails. They gave information of the land whence they came, which consisted

of some islands called Avachumbi and Nmachumbi, where there were many people and

much gold* Tupac Inca was a man of lofty and ambitious ideas, and was not satisfied

wirh the regions he had already conquered* So he determined to challenge a happy fortune,

and see ft it would favour him by sea. Yet he did not lightly believe the navigating mer-

chants, for such men, being great talkers, ought not to be credited too readily.” Tupac Inca

now called a man named \ntarqui, who accompanied him .in his conquests because the

Inca considered him a great necromancer* Tupac Inca asked him "whether what ilie mer-

chant mariners said was true”, and through much hocm-poeus and his arts of clairvoyance

Antarqui said he saw the islands and "gave certain information of id I to Tupac Inca.”

’'The Inca, ha . mg d is certainty, determined to go there. He caused an immense number

of halms to be constructed, in w hich he embarked more than 20000 chosen men; taking

with him as captains Huaman \chachi, flu mi Yupanqui, Quihuai Tupac (all Hanancmsctis),

Y ancar Mayta, Quisu Mayta, Cachimapaca Macus Yupanqui, I limpita L sea Mayta

(Hurin-cuzcos); his brother Tilca Yupanqui being general of rbe whole fleet. Apu Yupan-

qui was left in command ol the army which remained on land.

“Tupac Inca navigated and sailed on until be discovered the islands of Avachumbi and

Nmachumbi* and returned, bringing back w ith him black people, gold, a chair of brass,

and a skin and jaw-bone of a horse* These trophies were preserved ill 1 be ft stress of Cuzco

until the Spaniards came. An Inca now living had charge of this skin and jaw-bone of a

horse* He gave this account, and the rest, who were present corroborated it. His name is

Urco Iluaranca* I am particular ahour ibis, because to those who know anything of the

Indies it will appear a strange thing and difficult to believe* The duration of tills expedition

undertaken by Tupac Inca was nine months, others $ay a year, and* as he was so long absent,

everyone believed be was dead. . , . After Tupac Inca disembarked from the discovery of

the islands, he proceeded to Tumi pain pa, to visit his wife and son [Huayna CapaeJ and to

hurry preparations for the return to Cuzco m see his. lar her, who was repotted to be ill.

On the way back he sent troops along the coast to Truxilio, then called Chirrup where

: hey found immense wealth, ot gold and silver worked into wands, and into beams ol ibe

house of Chiirm Ccapac, w i 1h all which (hey joined the main army ar Caxamarca. Thence

Tupac Inca took the route to Cuzco, where he arrived after an absence of six years since

rimanske

bibHotel^
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hu set oiii. Oil his campaign. Tupac Erica Yupanqui entered Cuzco with the greatest, ihe
richest, and the most solemn triumph with which any Inca had ever reached the House
of the Sun, bringing with him people of mam different races, strange animals, ant] immeas-
urable quantities of riches.”

When Sarmiento karat of this maritime expedition of the Inca, no inhabitable Pacific
island in the open sea west of South America was yet known to the Spaniards in Peru, nor
1.0 any geographer in contemporary Europe.

Another earl], c nronicler who was equally puzzled by ihe Inca reference to these alleged
islands to the west was Father Miguel Cabdlo de Balboa, who came to Peru in 1566 and
was active among the local aborigines for thirty-sis years. Balboa refers to she ocean
1 1 a age *'J h.i ig Topa Inga in two of his works. I he first, AliscghwKG (mtortieet, was never
published, and the manuscript is now lost. But a copy was made more than two centuries
ago, which is still preserved in the New York Public Library. Here we read of the Inca’s
march towards the coastal forest-area in the north (Balboa 1*76-1 5 £6, p. yen);

* an<f having discussed his ideas and plans with nis officers, he set out wji.li his

Squadrons- n jw almost innumerable- and took lodgings in Manta, and in Chatapoco,
and in Piquant, because it would have been impossible in less space to lodge and mi stain
such a multitude of people as be had brought with him. It was in this place the King Topa
1 saw fbc ocean for the first lime, upon which discovery he caused it to be profoundly
worsl lipped, naming it Mamacocha, which means mother of the lakes. He got ready a

large number of the barges used by the nativ es, which y ere of hundreds of logs of notably
light timber, fastened together one by one abreast, placing on top of the same a hundred
floorings of reed-canes plated together, making very secure and convenient vessels of the
sort we have called Balsas. Then, having got together ihe abundance of these which
would be needed for the number of troops who were to accompany him, and having
chosen the most experienced pilots that could be found among the natives of these coasts,
lie went out on the pecan with the same courage and spirit that had governed his success
si rice he was born. Of this voyage l say no more than can be readily believed, hoc those
who have related the exploits of this valient Inga, assure that on this voyage he remained
a 1 sea for the duration and extent of one year, some say more, and that he discovered
certain islands which were named Magna Chumbi and Nina Chumbi, and that these islands

were situated in the Sout h Seas, on the coast of which the Inga embarked. I do not venmrt
to stare definitively what lands these were that may be presumed to have been discovered
during this navigation.”

In his hhftifj of /
J
<rr*, Balboa (1 * 86, Ch. vii, p. g]) again dwells with, the travels of “To-

pa-luga i upangu; in a cnaplcr including "His voyage by Sea.” W e are given '. cry much
the same information as cited above, We learn of his great admiration for the Pacific

Ocean which he saw fox the tirsc time 00 Ids descent ten the northern lowlands, and how
lie had “a great quantity of oral? assembled of the kind the natives of these coasts use.

I hey are a sort of rail, made of logs or a very light wood SLrough attached and covered
v. ilh reed mane, ’

I he Inca "embarked himself at rhe head of his best troops,” and after a
voyage of more than a year they came back and reported the discovery of two inlands in

the South Sea, Balboa ends: “[ dare not confirm this deed, however, nor determine which
arc the i$lands in question, but the Indians report that ihe Inca brought back from this
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expedition a great number of prisoners whose skin was black, murk go! d and silver.; a

throne of copper and skins ol animals similar to horses. c
- >nc is quite ignorant oJ: where

in Peru or the ocean washing its coasts he could have found such things.
1

In this same early narrative, Balboa gives Four pages or speculations in which he tries to

compare the Inca reference to these islands with rise known geography of his days. He

was evidently much intrigued by the question whether or not there actually were such

islands west of Peru as those "visited by Topa-Inga-Yupangri and his great fleet.” Kctcr-

ring probably to the Uninhabited Galapagos, and to some Other actual or :al.mlous islands

reported by his contemporaries in the near ocean nfj the Andean coast, Balboa says: “I

have mentioned all these facts so that the reader may feel whether it :s possible that I opa-

Tnga-Yupangui discovered any of these islands, the knowledge of which has been lost

later through the negligence of* bis successors.” And: “What remains certain is that he

returned victoriously from his maritime expedition,”

Galapago versus Mungarevs

There has been much speculation, but no agreement has been reached, tv? to the itinerary

of Tupac Inca’s Peruvian armada. Since the whole expedition presumably returned to

Peru it can hardly have contributed To the pre- European settling of any Pacific islands.

In fact, Tupac Inca sailed the East Pacific at a rather recent period when the final Pacific

immigrants, the Maori- Polynesians, had already established a lasting hegemony on all

their islands. Thus, from a Polynesian point of view, the only importance of Tupac Inca's

voyage lies in the fact that it shows how Polynesia— in pre-Columbian time- -had neigh-

bours to windward who possessed capacious sailing craft anti explored the ocean in them

in large Travelling parties.

!r may still be of general interest to speculate as to where The Peruvian fleet can possibly

have navigated for nine months or a year. The Lobos and guano islands can be immediately

ruled out. They were considered by the Peruvians to be in home waters, and were regularly

visited and exploited by them. Naturally then the Galapagos group suggests itself, as

representing the first islands oft (he Andean coast thal could have been visited by l upac’s

merchant informants, and later by himself and his whole armada. This possibility satisfied

Markham { 1907), but was not found entirely satisfactory bj Lothrop (1932}, Means (1942),

and Horne II (1946). Lothrop {1932, p, 2 3 8) points out that Tupac Inca would have found

no inhabitants on the barren Galapagos; be also believes this group would be difficult to

discover without charts and navigational instruments, and be hold? that the pngam .r or

balsa rafts of the Inca could not have remained at sea long enough to complete the voyage

to the Galapagos, si no- the buoyant balsa wood, in his opinion, would have absorbed

water rapidly and lost its buoyancy before 1 he crew could reach these islands. He con-

cludes: “It is therefore improbable that a fleet ofj$npdas accomplished a voyage neces-

sitating weeks ai sea, but there is no reason to doubt that Tupac Yupanqui may have

transported an army by sea and plundered the mainland to the north of Gua\ aquik”

Home'll (194(1 a, np. 5 2, f 3), however, says: “ Lothrop ’s view (hat the expedition could

not have reached the group because of the difficulty of finding its way thither without charts

and navigational instruments may be discounted; we may be sure that the Inca’s captains
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\v u ulti disti ibute (lift fleet in surli maimer that (he balsas would still id line abreast, sepa led
lrom each other by n considerable distance while still keeping in sight of one another;
rhis formation was the one best suited to achieve success when searching for the group of
islands lying to the westward concerning which vague rumours were then current in the
Peruvian ports. These rumours must have originated from stories of an archipelago of
considerable sue seen far to the westward by the crew of some balsa blown seawards, far

off its coastwise course.

“3r the Inca's expedition was inspired by these rumours, it is obvious that the voyage
would begin by following a westward course. When and if the Galapagos were reached,
their lack ot Inhabitants must have proved a grievous disappointment- no loot of any
intrinsic value was to be obtained. Under these circumstances the commander would
^eel. counsel with iris sea-captains, 1 hose os them who had coasted northward to Panama
would tell of the wealth or gold ornaments possessed by the chiefs of that cotin rrv, and this

would Suggest that a raid on some of the important towns would yield booty rich enough
io compensate for the failure to find the Galapagos worth attention. If this proposal were
adopted, a northerly course would take the fleet to the mainland of Panama. Gold was very

plentiful in Mat Land at the period in question, and golden ornaments would certainly have
formed part of any booty brought back when raiding parties went ashore. I some of the

people captured were of darker skin than was then usual among Peruvians, this would be
sufficient to give rise to the story that dark-skinned prisoners formed part of the plunder
obtained. Having visited the Galapagos and much of the coastline of Panama and Colom-
bia, I am satisfied that this suggested sequence of events furnishes the most feasible and
probable explanation of the course taken by the Inca's fleet on tins memorable expe-
dition. . .

.

“Lothrop, besides denying the ability of the Inca's expedition to reach the Galapagos,
is also unable to believe that the voyage was continued to Polynesia. A fatal objection to

any such prolonged voyage, he says, ... is the inherent inability of a log balsa to keep
the sea 'long enough to complete such a voyage

1

owing to the absorbent quality of balsa

wood, which soon loses its buoyancy unless frequently taken ashore and dried.
Lt(

' .cn ,i inly no ordinary, untreated balsa raft could make a prolonged oversea voyage unless

the Inca's seamen knew of an effective method of treating irs absorbent logs with some
kind of waterproofing composition as already suggested. This is likely to have been a

preparation oi gum, resin or wax in some solvent, rubbed over the exterior of the logs in

the same way as the Gayapa Indians of the interior of Ecuador coat the exterior of their

dug-out canoes with beeswax to protect them from the danger of losing buoyancy. If, as we
have been told, the Ecuadorian sailing balsas once plied south to Paha in Peru, and nortb-

ward to Columbian ports,, it seems reasonable to conclude that sonic waterproofing

application was employed to enable these fairly lengthy voyages to be performed and the

return trip to be made without: (he necessity and labour of beaching and dismantling the

whole structure for the purpose of drying out the component logs. The South \merican

Indian o

i

Incan times was certainly not less ingenious than the ancient Irish, who carried

a supply of butter with them on long coracle voyages for the purpose of smearing it over

the hide covering of their frail craft to prevent decay and or daubing i; over the seams to

keep them water-tight ,'
1

\nd {Ibid,
, p. yz): “ \s no timber is available in Peru and Ecuador
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so light and buoyant sis that of the balsa tree, we may safely infer that cute would be taken

to protect the logs from this known danger of absorbing water; ...”

In spite of the above Hornell (M, p. Ji) says: “As tor the possibility that any Poly

nesian islands were found, this is immediately disproved by the mention of gold and

ktwi neither is found either in the Galapagos or in Polynesia. Put both gold and copper

are met with in Panama, and all the people of Central America were familiar with both

metals.”

Means (194a, p. t?) says of the same pre-Spanish voyage; "The whole problem of where

the expedition went should be studied carefully to determine, if possible, whither the

Inca’s fleet of balsas went; Unless we discard the v. hole story altogether as merely fabulous,

an impossibility in view of the two Chronicles which relate it, the fleet must have gone

somewhere. \X as it only to some off-shore islands such as Gorgom or La Plata? If so, how

could it have taken nine months or a year to accomplish, and how can the ‘black’ prisoners,

and the horse-like animals, be explained? Was it, as Sir CTcmcnJi Markham and others

have thought, the Galapagos Islands that the expedition visited? If so, how explain the

'black
1 men and the horse-like creatures and the brass seat, all being elements wholly alien

to those islands? . . , Or, finally, did the expedition penetrate the Pacific a? far west as some

Polynesian group, the Marquesas or others? This seems impossible. Had the Inca got into

Polynesia, where the natives have admirable boats, be would have learned how to build

better craft than balsas

\

but, according to the story, he returned on the same boats that be

went out. nn."

Means leaves the question open, but says {Ibid,)'. “In rhe present connection the chief

point about this store is that it indicates that a voyage with a large ileet of balsa rails was

made in a westerly direction by the Inca Tupac Yupanqui from the Gulf of Guayaquil

region about 1480 [?]. Presumably, the balsas composing the fleet were of the very best

ivpe known to the Incas, that is, craft not unlike those in Figure s and Plate £0,” (I, e,

Plate XXXIII 2 and Plate LXVI above,}

Analysing these opinions we may agree that a visit by (he armada to the Galapagos

islands alone is feasible, but does not satisfy the main details memorised by the Inca

historians. If the Inca on the other hand had gone further and visited some of the easterly

islands of Polynesia, then, and orib then, the essential st ateme nr that the westerly oceanic

islands were richly inhabited, would he explained. The dark elements found by Roggeween

among the mixed population at Easter Island, and by Beechey on Manga reva, would per-

fectly well satisfy the remarkable claim that “black” men were among the spoils of the

Inca armada. But in Polynesia there were no treasures of gold or silver, nor any scats of

brass or copper. Lothrop and Hornell have rightly pointed out that these metal spoils

could only have been looted by the Inca armada if it had visited some ot the < 1 tki century

culture-people further north on their own mainland coast. But a northbound coastal

voyage alone would leave unexplained the essence of the story, the reference to the popu-

lated islands in the open ocean to the far v. esc,

On the whole the idea embodied behind HotnelFs interpretation seems die most rea-

sonable. It is understandable that men steering west on an outbound voyage should reach

the coast at another place when struggling hack in search ol iheir original base, fhc Inca,

after steering west with his Peruvian flotilla only to find in the end some Pacific islands
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1licking titiiiHii i >— !> mid wcitlrh compatible with Inca standards and requi rcments, may on
his return,, intentionally or by an accident due to the northbound current, have made his
landfall higher up in tropic America than where he had first embarked. Here lie found a
booty worthy of his enterprise. Lothrop’s argument that the balsa rafts would sink before
reaching Galapagos was based on wrong information; likewise Horndl’s claim that the
balsa logs would sink unless waterproofed, Homdl’s argument that the Polynesian islands
could not have been found because the expedition brought back treasures like gold and
‘dton h not consistent when he argues that the Galapagos Islands could have been found
instead. If the said treasures, as he points out himself, could have been picked up on the
return to the mainland further north, then the absence of gold and htottm Polynesia does
not rule out these islands any more than it rules out uninhabited Galapagos. 1

H-il Inca historians spoke of two inhabited Pacific islands, Am- (or Hagua-) diumbi
ano Aifef-chumbi. 1 he Galapagos would be spoken ol either as a dozen islands or as one
coherent group, never as two inhabited islands. The easternmost inhabited island in this

;ccaii is lonely I '.aster Island (Great Rapa), and I he next Is the Gambler Group (Alasgareva),
with its neighbouring atoll Timoc. At the first sight it would seem directly impossible that
Faster Island could be touched on a voyage From Tumbez, but on second thoughts we
ma;. be safer if we say improbable. For, as pointed our by HornclL, the large balsa raft

over went to sea expressly to search tor islands with given positions, and the rafts would
certainly not have trailed foolishly one in [he wake of the other. Inca history claims rhar

2o ooo men participated, which would imply that 400 or more well-manned balsa rafts

• uok partin the search. It this is to be taken literally, or at least to indicate that a large

aim\ ser out, the exploring party could have spread out over a front of vast proportions.
There are apparently no memories on Easter Island which indicate that Tupac Inca’s fleet

called there. But we cannot so easily pass over the next inhabited island to the west, Man
gareva.

Christian, who travelled for years in the Pacific island world and published a number
ot works (1899; 1 pro; 1924 a; 1524 b) including a vocabulary of the Mangaia dialect,

wrote from Eastern Polynesia (1924 a, p. 5 25): “And the Mangarevans have a tradition
'•.it a chief Called Pupa, a red man, who came from the east with a fleer of canoes of non-
Polynesian model, more like rafts—surely a memory ofsome Peruvian baktu, ot raftships.”

Christian was probably not familiar with Peruvian traditions, or he would apparent I'

have suspected a connection with Tupac Inca's flotilla. But Rivet, one of the few anthropo-
logists who has made a comparative study of Peru and Oceania, twice quoted Christian

on the J upa tradition (192®, pp. 585, 603 ; 1943, p, 124) and suggested that Mangareva was
the inhabited island (or one of the inhabited islands) which Tupac Inca had v isited from
Peru. 1 he same author (1943, pp. 122, 125-) gi ves a brief description of the balsa raft with
ecs square cotton sail and steering-oar aft, and he compares its capacity of 30 tons v. ith

that of PizarroT two caravels, which were respective I v 40 and 60 tons.

1

] tome)] {lin'd., p. 53) belitvcs that the skijl ;ir;d jawbone, like Ehosff of a 3n'ir%c, cnvkl have been taken erf a

Eca-tion, and this guess is ns good s any. We can hardly believe that the Inca found in Panama a dcci otsontf
1 is her animal with a short- :and stiff-haired liidc, which was unfamiliar to them in South Aifieritei, The utilv surprise

rliL‘- Polynesian fauna could oifer the Peruvians would be (he domestic island swine which, unlike the EuropCur pig,,

in soi“i- cases may have a hide- roughly similar to that of « horse, and a jawbone of considerable size.



For a few more details regarding Tupa, who v isited Mangareva, wc may turn to the

Titipcmc manuscript, as quoted by Buck (1938 b, az), ibis manuscript, written in the

lass century by Mama Taira Putasrq son of a Mangarevan chief, states: 1 “An important

visitor to Manga rev a was Tupa. The native history states that he tame in the period of the

brother kings Taverc and Tarol" There had been twelve generations of kings on Man-

garevst before Taverc and Taros, and Buck, judging the date of these brother kings from

[heir piace in the island genealogy, estimated that they must have lived aL the beginning

of the 14th century. This is somewhat earlier than Tupac Inca's ifth century voyage from

Peru, but none of these dates are fixed; both arc based on flexible generations. The Manga-

revan stories of Tupa are full of superstition, including the description of a wonderful

raft which he caused to cur a lasting channel into their island. Bui there is a more definite

mi-mOf: as to the direction whence he came (Ibid.)

;

"Tupa sailed to Manga rev a through the southeast passage subsequently named Tc-Ava-

ngi-o-Tupa (great -channel- or -Tupa), He went ashore on the islet of Hava-mam and built

a »Airae to his god Tu/ T

Buck (Ibid., p. 453) also refers to another native text according

to which certain Mangarevan stone mar&ts “were said to have been built original I 5 by the

voyager Tupa; ...He sailed tight down to Mangareva and Jay alloat in the G rear-pass- of-

Tupa. He went ashore at the islet of Tc Hava. There he made a marm to the god ! u, which

was named Te Hava-maruf '

The map on next page shows t he location of Tupa's passage, and thus the eastern direc-

tion whence he arrived. The fact that king Tupa’s visiting fleet lay afloat in Te-MfVJ-nui-o-

Tupa (The-grcat-GWtW-of-

1

u pa) while he went ashore at ie Km-n island is remarkable,

since Tupac of Peru came back from l he ocean to speak of his v i sit to an island with flirt iose

the same name: Mjw-chumbi, Both Valcarcel and Danielsson {viva fw) have suggested

the possibility that the Quechua suffix ihumbi, or tkmjn, to the name of Tupac Inca s two

Pacific islands mat indicate an atoll or ring-shaped coral reel', as the word means "girdle
1

,

(GrigoriefF 193 j, p* 520.)

Emory (1939) m his Archawhgf of Mojtgtr&w and Neighboring Atolls shows that the

people of Tirnoe
,

the tiny inhabited atoJI immediately cast of Mangareva, have a

tradition of the same % 0 yager. They say allegorical I y that their own atoll was a head-dress

of ripe pandanus belonging to Tupa when he sailed the seas.” The same author shows

with Laval that the Mangareva ns also state that Tupa first landed in Tim me when be came

by sea, but went on to Mangareva because he found no food on Timoe.

The memory of" this great roving visitor is apparently not found in any other Polynesian

islands hut Timoe and Mangareva, both neighbours, both, more ^girdle -shaped than any

island nearer Peru, and both represen 1 mg the eastern extremity of all inhabited Polynesian

land with the exception of Faster Island. The fact that king Tupa d]d not visit 1 imoe and

Mangareva from &nv other Polynesian group is indicated by the direction whence he came,

bv his absence from any of the ocher island traditions, and by the fact that he (.old the Man-

gareva island people before he returned that his home was “a vast land”; the Mangarcyans

1 M&tWi Tair:i Pntniri collaborated with Father Honofc Lava], a missionary who lived in Mangareva Frutn 1834

to 1&71.

* It S3 iiittf't&ting to riots, with Tschudi [>. 180 Ft. n.;t thac attempts have been made to identify rhe

Peruvian deity Kon with the Polynesian deity Ku slwi Tu,
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[ ]ic Gflnibicr bonus. (Alter biiv.il 1958. I’Iil- fn feign king Tupa arrived fronn
the cust cfarough Teava-o-Tupa.

spoke ot ir both as Hawaiki and Takere-iio-tcheriua, and they said that according to Tupa
this vast land “contained a large population ruled by powerful kings/’ (Buck 195 H b, p. 25,)

Ihcrc ss only one truly important 1 upac (or Topa) in Peruvian history, and similarh
only one Tupa in Polynesia, Without other evidence the similarity of their names would
not have suggested any connection. But none of them are remembered as stationary. The
Peruvian Tupac is memorized as a specific king who sailed west into the Pacific and re-

turned to Peru after visiting two distant inhabited islands, and on two 0! rhe very nearest

inhabited islands in chat ocean Tupa is memorized as a foreign king who came from the

east and stayed only lor a short while, afloat in the soul El-east passage, before he left the

islands to return to a vast land with a large population and powerful king.-;. The probability

that both references are to the same Tupa(c) seems large.

Mangareva, like any neighbouring atoll, would have proved most disappointing to the

treasure-seeking Pupae Inca;, he would have found nothing but neolithic artifacts, fish

rod Iruir anil a limited supply of meat for his raftsmen, and the only real curiosity worth
showing his people at home would have been a few live individuals of the dark Melanesoid
type later seen by rhe Europeans also among the mixed population on Mangarcva, For
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“blade” men were unknown in the part of the world which the much travelled emperor

had visited so tar. To compensate for the meagre booty on the island, rbe returning

armada could have made the continental raid as suggested above when discussing the ab-

sence of treasures in the Galapagos.

Memories at ha and Atica of prehistoric voyages to distant Pacific Islands

Father Joseph de Acosta (1190 a, 3k- l, Ch, xis, p. 68), who resided in Peru from 1569

to i 5 8 5i before Polynesia was known, to Europeans, speculated as to how man and beast

had migrated from Paradise to America. He concluded that the New- \X odd must join the

Old by land either north of the Californian peninsula or else south ot the Si. •aits or Magel-

lan, places not yet visited bv Europeans. Reflecting on the difficulties of ocean crossings

without ships, he mentions the legends from Manta and Puerto Viejo (where the Vira-

cochas assembled and departed), which spoke of giants who had come and departed by

sea. Then he save (English translation of 1604); “In like sort, me Indians of Yea and Ariel

report, that in old time the 1

, were wont to side farre in the Hands of the West, and made

their voiages in Seales skinnes blowrte up. So as there wants no witnesses to prove that

they sailed in the South sea before Spaniards came thither/' 1

Since lea and Arica represent two ancient sites on the aboriginal Peruvian coast where

modern archeology has yielded the richest finds respectively of prehistoric centre-hoards

anti mode! wooden rafts, one may wonder whether the traditions referred to could perhaps

be memories from days when better craft iban coastal seal-skin Jloats were constructed

locally.

Other Peruvian traditions of voyages to distant islands

Both Rivet •; 3928 ;! and Lehmann (1930) refer to a remarkable report whim originated

in Peru during the earl 1
, decades of discovery, and was first published bt Ji menus de la

Espada (1878), An English translation by Amherst and Thomson was printed by the

Hakluyt Society in 1901, based on a very old undated manuscript copied in the Eger con

Collection (No. 1816, Fob 223) of the Brit is! 1 Museum, The manuscript deals with an

account given to Captain Francisco de Cadres by a very aged Indian of I 'em at a time

roughly contemporary with the first Mcndaha expedition, which missed Polynesia but

discovered the Solomon Islands further west. Captain dc Cadres’ attempt was to gain

information from the aged Indian about the distant islands which the aborigines of Peru

claimed to exist out in the open Pacific. The text of the report runs as follows (Cadres

S-LP- 465)'
44An Indian named Clicpo, about 1 1 < or 120 years old, promised to answer truh whatever

questions should be put to him concerning the said .islands, ii being understood that he

would be put to death if he lied. This was in the time of Captain Francisco de Cadres,

who sought the said Indian and found him and elicited from him the following account.

He was asked:

Qttesfiw, Prom whence the said Indians crossed co the said islands.

1 U:usO : vwb, Vut, J, p, pi. Tlic arigtn;*] tcm ram: '"TainbLcn cuctan, Jos hutios tic 'i a», y Jos dc Arka

i]ue sol ion anruju-amcii.De manegar a nna-s IsEas al PbnLcnoe muy Saxe?, - ,

"
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Answtr. From Puerto dt Arica and Puerto dc Ylo.

Q, How many days does it take the said Indians to perform this vo\ age

?

A, After two months’ journey they reach a desert island called Coaim in which there
art three high mountains and many birds,

Q- °n proceeding to the said islands, on which side do they have the said desert island?
A., On the left,

Q.< A bat is the name of the first island after the desert island?

- 4 ‘ ]r- is called Qiien, and is thickly populated
;
the name of its chief is Qftentiquc,

Q. Are there any other chiefs?

A. Yes, two called Uquenique and Camanique.

Q. is there snother island ?

A. Yes, and it is called Aeabana,

O. How many days does it take to go from Qiien to A cabana?
A, Ten days.

(A Is there a chief in the said island?

A. Yes; his name is the same as that of the island; be has a son called Casks, who
governs and commands the whole island instead of his lather, who has delegated to his

soti power to govern the said island without his intervention/'*

The treasure-seeking Spaniard then began to ask about the possessions of the islanders,

and although old Chepo’s knowledge was probably long since exhausted he evidentlv
knew what answers to give to please the greedy Spaniard, for Ire referred to "“gold” whether
the question was concerned with the inhabitants* headwear or their dwellings, offerings,

etc, Finally the ancient report stares. “He was asked whether all that he had said was
truth, tor, ii not, he would be punished. He confirmed all that is stated above, and added
that, they used rams of wood, ' The latter remark is interesting, since it came spontaneously
from the old Indian, without any request \ rotn the Spaniard, Disregarding those derails

nt the account which were given under pressure of the Spaniard’s questions and threats,

we have once more some aboriginal Peruvian references to far islands out in the Pacific,

some of which were inhabited. A$ Amherst and Thomson sav in their footnote to the

translation: “Though Chcpo evidently considered that Vie might as well be hanged for a

sheep as for a lamb, most native traditions have some sli ght substratum of truth, and lie ma-.

have been relating a garbled version of an actual voyage of the Indians.”

Since the aboriginal Peruvian voyagers chose as their starting points the southern
ports of Ho and Arica (below Tiahuamco), the Galapagos cannot in this case be the

islands which they steered tor. 1. aster Island, and beyond it Mangarcva, are again the

nearest inhabited islands in the ocean. Speaking, as he did, in terms of months rather than

days, the old Peruvian informant had his mind sei on islands far beyond the Peruvian
horizon. After two months’ journey into the ocean from Ilo or Arica the tkst land was. to

he sighted, and this was only an uninhabited bird island with three high mountains, and
the voyager had to continue still further before he would reach the first thickly populated

island, Now, a voyage from Ilo or \rica to Easter Island wilt, after just about two months’
sailing with balsa raft speed, pass Sail-} Gomez, about a week before the arrival to Easter

Island. Not only is Sah-y-Gomez just such an uninhabited bird island, but it lies right in

the course trom Ilo or Ariel to Easter Island, and it is the only speck of dry land found
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ai)\ where in a!) the intervening ocean, W liar is mure, iroin a distance Sala-y-Gome 7. lias r I :
_

characteristic appearance of three large barren rucks raising out of the ocean.

Also Amherst and Thomson in rendering the old tradition, pointed out that

inhabited Raster Island lies more directly opposite Arica and Ho than do any other inhabited

or uninhabited island, to which they add: “and the navigator would certain I;. have in pass

near the barren islet of Sah-y-Gomez, of which Beechev wrote: ‘When first seen the island

has the appearance of three rocks/ h is T however, far from being mountainous."

There are a few remarkable points in the account obtained from the aged Indian. Firsth

that Sala-v-Comez and Raster Island so strikingly well satisfy rhe geographical position

given, the first being uninhabitable, the second well populated. The statement that an

uninhabited bird island with three mountains is found two months" voyage out into the

Pacific before the hist populated island can be reached docs not sound like a native fable.

When the present author planned the Kon-Tikt raft voyage from Peru, two careful esti-

mates were made : One was that os' a raft voyage just from Ho below Tiahuanacu, which

would have full benefit of the trade wind but would get into a somewhat slower and south-

erly twisting branch of rhe ocean current. This voyage, it was estimated, wodd take a

raft to the neighbourhood of Easter island, which would he reached after mug I ly 70 cl a vs.

The other alternative was to start further up rhe coast and follow the main sweep of the

Humboldt Current, which would land us in the Marquesas or Tuamotu Islands after a

much longer journey but with a quicker rate of daih progress, There is reason to assume

that rhe estimate fat a raft voyage from !lo to Easter Island was fairly accurate, since the

estimate of 97 days for the corresponding voyage from Callao to the l tinge ot 1 lie I u amotus

proved very nearly correct, the first island being sighted after 93, days, the second after 97,

and the third after toi. If 10 days -are needed from Ho to Easter, then something over 60

days would take the voyagers to the desert island of Sala-y-Gomei, as claimed by the old

Indian in regard to his uni nhabited island Cantu.
1

The old Quechua Indian referred to the occupied island beyond the bird island as Coen,

and claimed that its Supreme chief was known as Cucn-tique. When the first Spaniards in

1 770 visited Easter Island from Peru and made the first sketchy notes 1 m the local language,

Agtiera (1770,. p. 109) recorded that the Easter Island word for "high chief or lord " was

Teqm-uqm [i.e. Tiki-tiki).

Unbelievable as it may appear to many in our day. we cannot overlook rhe possibility

that Coafu and Ciien, as referred to in aboriginal Peru may he Quechua names adopted for

Sala-v-Gomcz and Easier Island, v isited by some of the long-range balsa raft exploring

parties from South Peru. Old Chepo’s knowledge was probably limited to the initial sailing

direction to ihese two nearest islands in rhe ocean, and the fact that there were other

inhabited islands beyond them. Any additional data were probably produced and volun-

teered under the continued threat and questioning of the Spanish interrogator.

Earlier memonet oj voyages off the west coast of South Anterica

The available evidence for seafaring activity in aboriginal Peru includes other memories

of less historic authority, but of importance because thev date hack to periods before ihc

establishment of Inca rule and culture.

5 Wc Hi.ii v note ihiir A’mj/ i-s used aS name for one- of due cv?o principal islands in Lake fiticran.
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VvC recall from Olivas / Ihforj of Peru (p. 263 above) that a trad ireon existed on the
co;ln that the forefathers of the Incas had not descended From the sun, but originally
saiLed down the coast from the north, \ccording ro r his unusual version the migrants had
settled for several generations in the vicinity of Santa Elena, on the Pacific coast of Ecuador
west of Guayaquil Bay; Many made voyages along the coast and some were shipwrecked ,

Gne branch took up its abode on Guayau island off the coast, where a certain Atau had
died, leaving behind his son Manco Capac, who was said to have been born on that Ecua-
dorian island. Mancn Capac later ser out, “in such crali as he had, with two hundred of
his people, dividing them into, three bands. Two of these were never heard of again, but
lie and his followers landed near lea, on the Peruvian coast, and thence struggled, up the

mountains, reaching at last the shores of Lake Titicaca.” As we have seen earlier, part
eit this story was in its essentials told also to Stevenson nearly two centuries later But the

great majority of the chroniclers collected their accounts of Manco Capac’s background
and appearance from the Cuzco Incas and historians of the highlands, and these favoured
the more divine sohr origin of their progenitor, bringing him forth mysteriously from a

cave in rhe highlands, with an itinerary which at the earliest began on the shores or the

island of Lake Titicaca, v, here formerly his progenitor Ytracncha Lad also made his sudden
appearance among men. How such solar hierarchs had originally arrived at Lake Titicaca

is a problem not even touched on in the traditions of the highland natives or chroniclers.

The lowland people of Peru not only possessed traditions of the ancestors of the high-

land Incas having come southwards from Ecuador in craft along the coast, hut the- main-

tain that some of the pre-Inca founders of culture in the Chimu area had the same origin.

Father Miguel Labelio de Balboa obtained this information in the Lambaveque area,

some 15c miles south of the important Peruvian balsa- raft port of Pasta, during the first

century of the conquest. V manuscript copy of Balboa's account, Aiisct-hnea . hiffir&a

(1576-1586), is preserved in tire New York Public Library, and the Lamhayeque story is

frequently reproduced in the literature on the subject, recently b> Means (194a, p. 16),

Leicht (1944- p* 18) and Gladwin (1947. p. 208). According to Balboa: “The people of

Lamhayeque say— and all the folk living in me vicinity of this valid agree with them
3 hat in times so very ancient that they do not know how to express them, there came from
the non herb part of tins Pirn, with a great fleet of ft,?;

:

sjs K a father of Families, a man of

much valour and quality named Naymlap; and with him he brough r many concubines,

hut the chief wife is said to have been Ccterni. He brought in Ids company many people

who followed him as their Gintain and leader.
11

4

A great many names and details arc spedbed in this most elaborate ly memorised his tori*

cal tradition, and Meins (1941, p. 16) states: "The terms in which this marine migration is

described mal;e it vyr clear that the migrants were not mere primitive wanderers. Then

were people of advanced culture and of rather well-developed social organisation. It is not

possible to bx accurately the time of this elaborate migration along the coast southwards

ro Lamhayeque on a Beet of LArcdog rafts; but, to judge ha' what Father Cahello de Balboa

tells us of after events, it must ha\ e taken place long before rhe Incas conquered that pan

of the shore -country early in the fifteenth century." Joyce (1911, p. 50) similarly remarks;

“The company seems to have been a complete tribe or clan rather than a marauding cart;.

,

since it included ntanv women, ..."
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Page from eh*. Vfctcc C’ivA-V A'.vWd/V depicting bearded men nuacking j town ;n a lalte hj means or r.ihs. >Tk'

symbols above thi- rafc&ni-m represent the name and number of chcLr birtheka^- fCo«i(MLrc the Inca legends of

The bearded f
r
irsteehas who mig raced ny sea as if walking among rhe Wjncs t

page zjS above.)

The same author {Ibid., p, jz), as ’.veil as Enoch (1914, p- i 5) and Karsten (1958. p. 59)

show rhat the Andean culture-people who founded Quito in the highlands of Ecuador also

claimed partial descent from Pacific raft voyagers. Some of their ancestors., known as the

Cara people after their leader of that name* had reached the coast of Ecuador north at

Manta by sea-going rafts* and after some star on the tropic coast they had ascended the

river Esmeraldas until i 3-iev arrived at the territory of Quito, then ruled by a chief of that

name. The immigrants from the coast seized a number of villages and succeeded in. estab-

lishing themselves in the country, where, through amalgamation with the former inhab-

itants, they had formed a single nation by the time the Inca armies arrived from the south.

The iconographic arc or" the Early Chimu 5hows that seafaring, dates, hack to their c&dicst

mythology, and their deities voyaging on a raft of symbolic serpents (fig. p. j
ya) recall

the alreadv cited Mexican myths of Quetzaltoatl, who came to that country in a winged

ship and left on a raft of serpents. Friederici (1907, p. ”4), in his monograph on aboriginal

American navigation, points out that sail was already in use in Peru wlien the Spaniards

arrived, and adds: “'The Peruvians later related that they had learnt the art of sailing from

Viracocha, who had come to them by sea on a sail-carrying raft." Instead of suspecting
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l .:.i.Ly c firm i symbolic :ih, i.Fn un. Kur&chcr tcj (o,
j

I. ppcr halt rcprescnrs, culture heroes voyaging on serptn, 1
: cafe

that Yiracocha might have come down, rhe coa&t from the north on his sailing balsa - like

the Nfiymlap’s maritime parly, or Manco Capac
7

s 3 possibly also Cara% and certainly Ihzar-

ro'$— J-'ritderici dwells for a moment on the possibility that ViracoebaN raft had come
across the Pacific irom Easter Island, bur in the end he rejects this idea because he finds

the evidence too legendary;

Sarmtento' a search for the islands described by the aborigines of Peru

In Amherst and Thomson’s "Introduction and Notes to: The Discover,- of the Solomon
Islands by Alvaro de Mcndanair

(tcjoi, p. it ), we find an interesting description of hov
this pioneering expedition came about.

During the first decades after Hernando Magellan in 1521 accomplished the first Euro-

pean crossing of the Pacific from east to west, only the Spaniards in Mexico sent expeditions

into the open Pacific, all of which pushed down -wind north of the equator and ended up
in Micronesia and the Philippines, is Amherst and Thomson (Ibid.) express it: “Peru,

being in the throes of civil war that ensued upon PEamTs assassination in igi, had work
enough without embarking on foreign discovery, But the grear unknown ocean lav

stretched before the Peruvian colonists every day, to fire their imagination." Vv irh the dawn
of settled governme nr, Peru became no place for the Spanish adventurers, Tbev became

more and more interested in the tales of inhabited islands in the ocean, is current among the

aboriginal Peruvian mariners, The rumours of rhe merchants' discoveries which were

iollowed by Pupae \ upanquiN visit to some Pacific islands became a fable in the taverns

as well as a debated question in the palace. 1 Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, who had

devoted years to the study of aboriginal Peru vian history and traditions and. in the opinion

of the viceroy, was the most able connoisseur on this subject, professed to be able to fix

3 Eh such. rumours must appai^s cy aho have rcaeJu:d Coats Meadow sinos he despatched [wn vc.sscEs

under rhe command of Fernando Grijalva and Alvardo to explore the Equatorial ocean fttrTiri South America

anJ the Moluccas tor Mslaods 10 the westward which were imagined to ahtsutul in gold
31

\lb/d.) Thia expedidon

l;I:i imed to have seen Some islands about a" N, bisc experienced mutiny., was shipwrecked near New CluSnea, Lind

ended up in tJic Moluccas.
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rhc bearings of the islands from whai he had learnt from the natives. He and other learned

members of the Spanish colony came to the conclusion that the islands would be found

at about 15 !> and about! 600 leagues {about 2400 miles
j
into the ocean west of Peru.

{fhid.) In ]
jfj? Sarmiento obtained the consent of the government to set out to search for

the said islands, on the condition that tire Governor's nephew Alvaro de Mendafra acted

as commander oJ the expedition* Vlendafki s 1 .iftiers were to steet for tire island:-, inferred

tt> by the Incas, and to form a settlement there. The expedition left < allao on November 19,

1467, and Steered west-south-west -according to the given information— lor 26 days. 3 r

mav here be observed that I -'aster Island is prcciselj west-south-west of ihe port Ot" Callao,

and that the Spaniards who later reached Easter Island in 177° gave the distance as “about

$00 leagues distant from Callao, and about the same From the mainland of Chib." (Gon-

zales 1770-71, p. xliv.)

Jealousy was bound to arise between fire experienced navigator Sarmiento, who had

originated the expedition, to search for rhc Inca islands, and the younger man in supreme

command. Already on November 30, after only eleven days at sea, Sarmiento saw a cloud

formation which he wanted to inspect, as he thought it might indicate an island. But

Men dan a did not want to change the course, and passed on, ro tlic fur\ of Sarmiento.

Failing to rind land after 26 days, Mendana gave up and altered the course to west- norlo-

west, apparently passing through the wide open passage between the 1 uamotus and ihe

Marquesas about December 21. As is well known, this first Mendana expedition ended

with the discovery of the Solomon Islands in Melanesia.

The failure in find the islands sought for west- south -west of Callao was a blow to

SarmicntoN prestige and he tried to put the whole blame on Mendana by suggesting

that the clouds he was not permitted to inspect, some eleven days or 2no leagues out at sea,

might have indicated the presence of the islands they searched for. In his famous History
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&f tbs Incase in which Ssimiento included Tupac Yupanqui’s island discoveries, he added
concerning the latter (1572, p. 116): “These are the islands which I discovered in the

South Sea on the 30th of November, 1 5 67, zoo and more leagues to the westward, being
the great discovery of which 1 gave no Lice to the Licentiate Governor Castro. But Alvaro
de Mcndana, General of the Fleet, did not wish to occupy them.'*

A very interesting paper found in the chy of La Plata concerning this first Mendana
expedition, and which speaks so much in favour of Sarmicnto that he is suspected by
\mherst and Inomson to be the author of it, contains the following important data

(Gamboa, s, a.): “It was intended that they should follow the course west-south-west
up to 23 degrees, which was the latitude that Pedro Sarmiento had feed upon; ...” This
itinerary to the nearest inhabited island, based solely on native Peruvian reports concerning
an ocean yet unexplored by Europeans, takes us to a spot so suspicions! \ close to Faster

island and Sal a y Gomez, that one is led to believe that some Peruvian merchant explorers

may possibly have been far enough out to sea to know roughly where to find the nearest

island. It is certainly rash to argue that the 1 nca belief in a distant island located in the empty
ocean roughly where Easter Island actually IS found, was merely the chance outcome of

Inca speculations. 'Hi ere were men of action in Peru long before the coming of Pizarro

and European culture.

Canoes' versus rafts

We have in earlier parrs of this book propounded the view that the oceanic islands of

Polynesia were first discovered and settled by voyagers from aboriginal Peru, the only

neighbouring coast inhabited by true high-culture people with an casv and natural access

to these islands. We have also shown that the original culture-people of the islands were

subsequently overrun by war-tike conquerors, who arrived in spacious sea-going canoes

in the early pan of the present millennium. Available evidence makes it likely that these

most recent sea-rovers were a whole tribe or refugees driven bv force out of the nuclear

area ol E4 r*itish Columbia. With their spread from island to island all over Polynesia* a

dug-out craft built cm principles entirely different from the "wash- through
1
' raft-boats of

Peru established itself, together with the new wood-carving culture, on nearly all the

islands. The speed and elegance of these streamlined war-canoes would certainly nor

tempt 1 heir owners to abandon their own marine architecture in favour of the capacious

but broad, flat-bottomed and slowly moving cargo rafts they might have seen in use among
their island predecessors. With the probable origin of the historic Maori Polynesian craft

traced back to the Non! Pacific archipelago behind Hawaii, we have now onh to find

wjrhin the same island territory some deviating type of craft differing from the Maori-

Polyncsian-Northwest Indian elevated canoe, and thus possibly representing surviving

vestiges of the wash-through craft used by the earliest island immigrants.

Rafts m Polynesia

( )nc of the leading contemporary authorities on aboriginal Pacific water-craft is the lace

James Home II, who tn the course ol life-long research contributed a considerable literature

on 1 lie subject. (Hornell 39287 1931; 1936; 193 3 , 1943 e 19.15 ; 1946 a; 1946 b.) He writes
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(
i y 3 t a p, 3H) : “Everywhere throughout Oceania we come across evidence of the present

or past use of rafts, in Maugaicva, not far from Pitcairn Island, and virtually the easternmost

island of any importance in Polynesia with the exception of Kastcr Island, sailing rafts

are or were until recently in use approximating closely in form to that of the sailing balsa

of Ecuador, The traditions of Tonga and Samoa make repeated mention of the use of large

sailing rafts in old rimes; indeed, in Tonga they arc even credited with having been the

vessels employed for the conveyance of some of the Cyclopean masses used in the con-

struction of their megalllhU monuments from Wallis Island, 500 miles to the northward.”

The association of sailing rafts with the megaiithic era of Tonga is a hint of some value,

and so is lire reference to the close approximation in form between the balsa raft of South

America and the sailing raft of Mangareva- The earliest report we have on the water craft

of Mangarcva or the Gambier group comes from Captain Beecbcv (iHu, p. toy), the first

European to visit the local natives. lie wroLe aboui his first arrival, when he was about

to explore the group: “As we were putting off from the ship in the boats to make this

interesting inquiry, several small vessels under sail were observed bearing down to us.

When, they approached wc found then were large katamarans or rafts, carrying from

sixteen to s wen tv men each. At first several of them were, fastened together, and constituted

a large platform, capable of holding nearly a hundred persons; but before they came near

enough to communicate they separated., turlcd their sails, and took to their paddles, ol which

ihere were about twelve to each raft. We were much pleased with ri:e manner of lowering

their mat ring sail, diverging on different courses, and working their paddles, in the use

of which they had great power, and were well skilled, plying them together* or, to use a

nautical phrase, keeping stroke.”

1 1 . further (p. 1 y 5 )
wrote :

“The limber of which their rafts are constructed is a red wood, somewhat porous, and

ot softer grain than the mwA Some of these trunks art so Large as at tirsi to excite a

suspicion of their having been drifted from a more extensive shore; bur the quantity which

they possess, several logs of which were newly shaped out, afiords every reason for believ-

ing that it is the produce ol their own valleys.” Also (p. 14}): “Contrary to the general

custom, no canoes arc seen at Gambier Islands, but rafts or katamarans are used instead.

They arc from forty to fii i y feet in length, and will conta i 1 1 upwards of twenty persons. Tint \

consist of the trunks of trees fastened together by rone and cross- beams: upon this a tri-

angular sail is hoisted; supported by two poles from each end; but fi: is only used when the

wind is very favourable; at which time, if two or three kaiamaram happen to be going the

same way, they fasten on and perform their voyage together.. At other limes they use yen

large paddles made of dark hard wood, capable of a good polish, and nearly executed.
"

An illustration of the first Mangareva craft and crew to greet BcecheyA ship is repro-

duced here in Plate LXXIX. hi illustration later published by d’Urville (iS 54) to illustrate

his own voyage is so conspicuously like the one m BeccheyX work that the latter must be a

slightly altered copy of the former, with, a crew of thirteen natives instead of twenty. ( .Sec

fig. next page.)

As Haddoti and Horncll (1936, pp. 93, eifi show, the sea-going M angateva raft as com-

posed of an odd number of logs; the tore ends of the logs ate pointed, or rather wedge-
shaped, and tiie logs in the centre project farther than the more lateral ones. They write
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further: ‘'Both D L rviJIc Vnl l, p, 5
t and Moerenhout (1847, Vol, I, p, 1 q<j)

confirm Bcechey's description of the Mangarevan custom of joining several rafts together
10 form a spacious platform* I.) ’I ‘rville says ?hat five or six wen- usual! v thus arranged,

capable of carrying Bo or 100 men, and rhar each individual raft was manned by n crew of
11 or ly Mcx-renhout mentions that this joining up was customary ‘when going before
rhe wind

1

. lie adds that some rafts, presumably individual ones, could carry as many ns

40 people/*

V. e ma;. add that Moerenhout (183^, Vo], i, p. j ay) claims, like Beechcy before him, nui
there were no canoes on Maogareva, only rafts. Laval (193:8, p. 24 6), however, who later

resided on Manga rev a from 1S34 to 1871, can tell us rhar the Mangarevan s also were
i k miliar with the construction of the regular type of Polynesian canoes (both double and
single), which makes 1 heir preference for raft navigation the more remarkable. Moerenhout
furthermore describes a type of Mangarevan raft made of only three tree trunks lashed to

gether by cross pieces, bug as Buck (193 8 b, pp. 283, 283) shows, this applies ro small fishing

rafts only, since I .aval informs us that for transportation “big rafts, a feet broad and 60
feet long, were resorted to/*

Buck {Ibid., p. 22} algo shows that Caillot collected a Manga reva tradition to the effect

tna! the brother kings Tavere and l 'aroi went from Mangareva to Rarotonga (some 1 200

mdesj to help their uncle in a battle, navigating the ocean with two rafts, each combining a
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thousand men. Buck docs not believe that rafts can have had the quality needed for unders-

tating long sea voyages, even If such a size were possible, but since he apparently accepts

the rest of the story we have to face the possibility that Caillot has perhaps been given a.

somewhat exaggerated reference to an expedition with a flotilla of rafts “joining Lip
,

as actually seen by Beechcy, d'Urville, and Mocrenhoui. Also Dixon (1934, p. ifiS) rejects

the Mangareva traditions ofenormous rafts sailing the ocean with a thousand men.

The failure of most modem observers to realize that rafts are much safer— although

slower at sea than an open canoe of any size has caused much irrational speculation as to

the preference for rafts at Mangareva. Churchill (icjii) wrote : “It h impossible to find a

wholly satisfactory explanation of the absence of navigation [?] from this minor unit of a

race altogether and elsewhere naval in the highest degree, because Mangareva must have

been, populated in the beginning by sailors in possession of the two shipping arts- it is

impossible to imagine that Mangareva was thus ignorant at some early period of its com-

munity lifeA The author suggests that
l£
thc whole guild of canoe-wrights may have left

Mangareva. . . they may have been carried away as involuntary voyagers in the canoes

of some expedition which bad made their home a port of call; it ls equal! ; possible that they

would leave in a hutfbecau.se their work was not rewarded to their taste. The tabu would

remain behind them; none would venture to construct new canoes— in the second ge-

neration all knowledge of the art would be lost.
”

Since l^aval, a few years after Beechey's visit, observed some genuine canoes, locally

constructed, among the Mangarcvan fleet of log- rafts, Churchill's theory stems unsatis-

factory-, The same author quotes Fried erici on a case in which seven natives from Man-

gareva travelled over six hundred miles of open ocean to Rapa-iti on their log-raft, after

which four of them embarked on the same craft and returned safely to Mangareva. 1

Friederici (1915, p. z re) believing like so many others that the raft in spite of everything

represents rbc most unsatisfactory product of marine architecture and was the natural

fore-runner of the double canoe, begins h is reasoning at the opposite end of Polynesia and

writes: “The Morion on the Chatham Islands with its poor vegetation had degenerated

still further: like the Indians with their reed-rafts on the dry west coast of America, and

1 he early Egyptians with their papyrus boats, they built their miserable vessels of the tough

flower-stalks of Phormium tenax (New Zealand flax). Finally, among the people of Man-

gareva the backward evolution \dk ttticku }drt5wMckehmg\ was yet another: from the

double -canoe they got back to where they bad started, namely to the wooden rstr, This

entire evolution with its various stages is of great interest when \vc bear in mind that a

wooden raft of the Mangareva type, with double masts side by side and a sail stretched

be 1 ween them i

n
' [‘uamolu fashion, has been found on the coast: of t he old 1nca Empire

I'liedcrici combines rliis observation with his. reference to “the unusually great number
of ethnological parallels between America and the Pacific Islands which have nowhere

1 Fxiedetici 1 lyOjJ jilsn writes: “The voyage of illigh ; Fi c-i- iLc catastrophe of thfe Bounty has first shown the

Europ^ins whac extensive voyages open boats may undertake in the Pacific Ocean. Wc kriotf today, indeed, that

native craft and ate able to remain lor five months in this ocean, by means of sea-animals, sharks, etc. for food,

together a ii h rain-WE'Ci*; and wc know the history of a Mangareva craft that undertook a voyage towards die west

ftom this remotest Tuataottl ,g*oup. Sftd arrived, after a voyage of j 7M miles, II the Spall Sikayana cast of Malaita

of die Solomon Islands. The distance from Mangareva to Sikayana is about equal to die distance fcuui Wimgarev:-

to - hi- coast of Soudi Articriba.”

jj fh_yad<M
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been adequately dealt will] so far.” The result is that he suspects a trans-Pa id lie migration up-
wind to America, beginning in Malaysia with dug-out or built-up boats, going tlctough a

gradual retrogression as the migrants proceed eastwards, with built-up canoe- tvpcs spo-
radically reverting to wash-through raft types hi Polynesia, the farthest vovagers final lv

rcaching South Vmerica with craft which he considers to represent the moM primitive
stage of marine evolution. The most natural objection ro this hypothesis would seem to

be that one should not expect the poorest type of the “degenerating” vessels In be the one
which reached the farthest upwind. Also, balsa-like craft arc not limited to the last of the

islands nearest Peru, but emerge sporadically in all parts of Polynesia, in spite of the

almost universal presence of the genuine and dominant Maori-Polynesian dug-out canoe,

1 hus Linton (19*6, \\ 102) writes in his Liihmlogy oj Polynesia and Alierewsh'. “Balsa-like

raft:-; made from bundles of bamboo were occasionally used in most of the Polynesian
groups. The Gilbert Islanders had carefully made rafts of squared limber which were
used for fishing,

7 "

l -vc n some oi the New Zealand Maori occasionally turned to the use both of Jog-rafts

and Peruvian- like reed- boats. In The Almn Ctttm Best ([921 a, p. r$ 6) includes a section on
“Rafts and Floats”, where he shows that during his exploration of New Zealand in 1773
“Captain Cook saw 1 some natives at Dusky Sound. The first family seen, on the 7th YpriL

was composed ol one man, three women, and three children, who were provided with

a small double canoe. . . . Cook, however, mentions seeing a few other natives at Dusky
Sound, who were using rude rafts composed of logs.”

Best also quotes Colenso to the effect rhat in some parts, of New Zealand, for example
in the neighbourhood of the East ('ape, where there are no harbours, the natives made
open rafts of light wood, “on which they went our to sea for some distance.” Colcnso

furthermore made the following remarks on some fishmg- craft seen by ! im on the cast

toast of New Zealand in 18381 “I may also mention rhat all along the coast, in manv places

we saw small rafts hauled up above high water mark, each being eight nr ten feel long

and three or tour feet wide, composed of only a few small poles, roughly and dtstanilv

but very strongly lashed together, with open spaces between tbem. On these the east coast

Maoris went out to fish in deep water, one on each; and also, when opportunity ottered,

to a ship with a pig or two fastened to the raft. Thcv said these rafts were quite safe—more
so, indeed, than a small or middle-sized canoe, as there was no danger of upsetting.”

Best quotes Gudgeons report 011 a case, in which a small party of Maori-; crossed rwenrv

miles or sea on rales in order to escape from enemies behind them.

From a Maori informant the same author k-arnt (Ih/d) that a form of mokdhi
y
or raft,

was formerly constructed by the Ngati-Porou tribe of the east coast, who used it for

fishing at sea. The material used was the famams {ivhatK or TLnttlea arbofessetts), “an extremely

buoyant wood. Hacll log was pointed at the bow, and secured m the others by means oi

cross beams and lashed with the "extremely tough, strong, and pliant stems of the J>itvfa,

a climbing-plant
( Rlnp<>gomm samdan)^ Some Maoris transferred the principle of their

double-canoes to their log-rafts, and connected two rafts side bv side with cross poles.

When required, 2 platform was raised on the rafts by means of additional cross poles. No
mention is made of sail, but we learn that these rafts “were provided with a stone anchor . ..

.

Should a foul wind spring up when men were fishing oif shore from a mokibi, then would
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thev cast their anchor and ride out the wind, The water would sometimes break over the

raft, and spray drench its small crew, but the rude craft was particularly buoyant, and rode

like cork, . . . In former times it was not an unusual occurrence for fishermen to he blown

out to sea by - ridden gales, to be lost for ever on the great waters/
1

best's description of the Maori log-rafts ends with a direct comparison with the craft of

aboriginal Peru {Ibid y p. 14 1): “The log-raft (balsa) seems to have been used on the west

coast of South America from Paita northward to Darien/ 1 He includes a brief description

and even illustrates Ills work on Maori water-craft with a sketch made from Juan and VI-

loa’s illustration of an Ecuadorian balsa raft. He furthermore refers to Spilbetgexi’s drawing

of the balsa raft seen by him at Paita, Peru, in rfit j, as well as to Inca Tupac YupanquPs deep

sea expedition into the Pacific. No reason is given for this digression into Peruvian ethno-

logy and history, and no conclusion is drawn.

Best finally turns his attention to the other deviating boat-form in New Zealand, the

reed-boat (ikd,, p, 1 3,7): “The other lype of raft mentioned by Colenso may be described

as a float, though both timber raft and reed or bulrush floats were called by the same

names j?/oklM
i
and mokJ. There were two forms of these floats; one was a small affair,

a bundle of dry bulrushes or iiowe r-s talks of Phormium, which a person bestrode, paddling

with his hands or a piece of wood; the other was a more elaborate and a larger float, com-

posed of several or mam such bundles lashed together so as to resemble a boat in form.

He quotes Brunner, who wrote ot these Maori reed -boats more than a century ago:

" \ raft of this kind is now but seldom seen. I will therefore give r description of its con-

struction : A sufficient quantity of the dry flower-? talk of the flax {Pharmitm) being collected,

which is not done without considerable labour, it is lashed tightly into bundles, each

about ten inches in diameter, and twenty to twenty-four feet tong. Two of these bundles

are then placed side by side, and arc equivalent to the garbcard streaks or planking next to

the keel of a boat. Thev are left with square butts aft, and the natural bend of the stalk

being taken advantage of, the bundle is formed convex in itf length towards the water;

the top ot slender part of the stalk is placed forward, and the pointed end of the bundle

becomes me head or cutwater of the craft. Two other bundles similar to the Arst are now
lashed outside and slight! v above them, and the four form the bottom. Projecting gunwales

arc now formed of two additional bundles, which are placed over and slightly outward

of the last; and the inner, hollow part of the raff heing filled up with the refuse stalk, with

a pole placed lengthwise to give k strength, the vessel is complete. Paddles have then

co be cut, and a mast with a blanket sail may be rigged il the wind be fair,”

It is most remarkable that this singular and intricate type of reed-boat is found among
wood-carvers and canoe- builders, in a part of the world which abounds in buoyant wood.

The amount of flax requited was not collected without considerable labour, and when
Brunners little parry of four men put rhe reed-boat into the water to cross a broad river,

they noticed that the flax- stalk used was “of an absorbent nature” and before they had far

passed the middle of the stream they found “by the decreasing buoyancy of the craft,

that it was necessary to throw overboard the dog/
1

It seems quite clear that the Maori

reed-boat is a reminiscence of some craft belonging to a Land scarce in wood while posses-

sing a buoyant type of reed for which the water-absorbent Maori flax stalks were merely

a poor local substitute.
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Polack (iSjS, Vo I, Il
s p. art), an early trader at the Bay of Islands, wrote: “Among the

early occupants of New Zealand canoes were made entirely of the bulrush. We have seen,
between. Kg’ para and Hokianga, one 05 these vessels of olden time, nearly si si'-, feet in
length, capable of holding as many persons, but they are wholly in disuse. They 'were re-
markably thick, formed entirely of rushes, except the thwarts, and resembled the model
of a canoe in every particular. They were remarkably light. . .though many bundles of
l-udies were consumed in forming them, and were paddled with much velocity, until

saturated, wiien they settled down in tine water. These vessels are no longer formed, and
specimens arc extremely rare/’ Again, the same writer remarks: “On the shore, half burled
in drift sand, l.n, an ancient canoe, made solely of the bulrush. It was about forty
I'eci in length, and had been neatly put together. These vessels of the olden time are nor
to he found in use at the present day, though bundle of these rushes arc often tied together
to enable a person to cross a stream.-1

Best (ipiy a, Fig. 98, 98 a) reproduces a copy of an old sketch of such a Maori reed-boat,
captioned J he Built-up or Boat-like Form of Mokihi,” and beside it he introduces
another sketch depicting a very similar type of craft, captioned "A Balsa, or Reed Boat of
Peru, His own comment is (Ibid^ p. 142): “On, Lake Titicaca ihe natives construct floats

or rude boats of reeds resembling the mekibi described by Brunner,” (bee Plate LXXX 5 , 6.)

The Maori reed-vessel of nearly sixty feet seen by Polack, capable of holding as many
persons, calls to mind the very largest Peruvian reed-vmds depicted in some of the Early
Chimu art, (See Plate LX X X 1 1.) But not only are the log-rafts and the ingeniously built-up
teed-boats of ancient New Zealand directly comparable 10 the boat-types of aboriginal

Peru; so arc even the small one-man Maori reed-floats described by Colenso* (bee Plate

LXX X 3
, 4 .) Oi these Horned (ip$x, p. ^4) writes: “A still more primitive form of the

mkibi^ as these rafts were called, was analogous to the c&baUtto of Peru astride which the

fisherman sits* propelling himself by paddling/’ To this comparison the same author adds,
with reference to the problem of the origin of the South American balsas (Ibid.): “A detail

which may have considerable bearing upon the elucidation of the problem under con-

sideration is the fact char in the binding together of the reed bundles of the Titicaca balsas,

plaited reed braid is used instead of cord laid In the manner of rope. The Polynesians
similarly employed plaited braid for all kinds of lashings* but in their case is: was made of
coconut fibre, the most suitable material available to them. The ‘sennit’, as it is called, is

made by exactly the same technique as the reed braid of Peru/’

Roughly four hundred miles east of New Zealand lie the lofleiv Chatham Islands,

occupied by the Morions, who in many ways seem to be survivors from the early Poly-

nesian era racially because of their often strongly hooked noses and frequently reddish-

brown urn-k^hn hair
:
and historically because they claim that some of their ancestors were

refugees from early New Zealand, fleeing when the warlike Maori senders arrived in their

canoes, Shand (1871, p. 354) in his early paper an “The Canoes of the Morions”, shows
Thai there were tour types of Morion water-craft, all much alike and all wash through
raft-boats, Neither dug-out nor plank canoes* nor the outrigger, was known in this group.

I he w&ka pttharo (or korari) was 30-^5 l'eet long, had two “keels
7 * represented by two poles,

1 Pollack is al&Q i^uurtd by B-est (]pzj a, p. 140), ind SkiniKc (r 313, p, 67).
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whik the bottom and sides were made of the dry flower-stalks (korari) of tlax {Ph&rmlum

fettax) lashed to a slight wooden framework. The water could pass freely through die hull.

The wetka rimu was a similarly built raft-boat, but had its sides and bottom covered only

with pieties of bull- kelp {rimurapa). The ttutAa pahl (or pipe) was the real deep-water vessel

of the Morions, measuring up to fifty feet over Ml, but was built on the very same wash-

through principles. It was ornamented with a carved stern-post of akeakc wood about

Twelve feet high. According to another publication by the same author (Shand 1894, p. &j)

these raft-ships were large enough to carry 60 to 70 people, and undertook oversea voyages

between the various islands of the group, involving crossings of 15 miles or more. We

learn from the same authority that these raft-canoes never had sails. It very often happened

that craft and crew were caught in a storm and were earned off into the ocean, never to

return. Finally, tine waka ra was a reed-boat made of brackenstems {Pferh) and the dry

flowcr-$talks of Phorminrn, and in its construction it “was much the same as a New Zealand

mokihiW This Morion wake ra, or "boar of the sun,” was principally used In a ceremonial

manner on the Chatham Islands, “Rude images of men, from twelve to twenty-four in

number, were placed in it, each with a paddle lied to its hands, and the rude vessel with

its singular freight was set adrift upon the ocean, One authority states that it was so

launched from the place on the eastern side of the main island where a cave is seen, at a

time when a westerly wind was blowing. It was from that cave that spirits of the dead

were believed to depart on their journey to the spirit-world,” (Best 192.4 a, p. 145*)

Many writers have speculated as to the absence of canoes and the presence of balsa-like

rail-boats among the Morion, and the only explanation given is the scarcity of good

quality wood among the limited forest-timber found on the Chatham Islands, This may

help to explain why in this group already existing reed- boats would have a greater chance of

survh ing than the intruding dug-out canoes, but it does not otherwise give a satisfactory

answer to the whole problem of Morion marine architecture, since there are other tribes

in Polynesia, like the Easter Islanders, who had less timber available than the Chatham

islanders, and vet sewed watertight canoes together from irregular pieces of drift wood. A

hull like that of the deep-sea Motion waka-pahi could indeed have been made waterproof

by the Maori-Poly nesian method of sewing wood, or by covering the framework with

seal-skin, of which the Motions otherwise made so much use. Bi.Lt— with a purpose— this

was not done, for as Shand again says with regard to the Morion {1SS9, p. 14&J italics by

T, H.): “As will be perceived, the water washing through the body of the canoe made

progress rather slow; but, being skilful and daring navigators, they took advantage of rhe

tides, which run very strongly round the coast, . . . Further, they say that, owing to their

peculiar construction, these boats mre safer in rough mathor than a Maori canoe or a whale-boat—

not shippm : water, or. when spray came over, it ran off without doing mischief; and re-

quiring a very heavy gale to capsize them,”

In other words, the Motions had acquired the typical Peruvian principles and secret'

of safe architecture for deep-sca-goiog small craft. This wilt suffice to explain why, as

Friederki (1915, p, 210} expresses it: “They built their rude vessels oi the tough dower-

stalk of the Phonffiim tstixx, resembling the reed-balsas of many of the Indians along the

dry west coast of America.

.

Simmer ( lyiy, p. 67). in his paper on “.Morion Sea-going CraftA wrote: ‘tic will be seen
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tbat rhc Motion 4

wash-through canoe’ differed fundamentally from the ordinary dug-out
canoe or rhc .* l.aoris, and I

-

his has been made tine of the grounds for rejecting a close
racmj connection be iween rhc two peoples.” But describing respecti vt-l\ the former Maori
log- rails and rtcd-boals, as recorded by G&lenso and Polack, the same author shows that
the ( Chatham Island raft-boats may very well have been a spcciaJizati- n of the same early
Maori principles of marine architecture. In a later paper, while discussing the origin and
relationship oi these ratt-boats, Skinner {79231 P 1 9') quotes J. M, Brown concerning the
Mori otis: "Their wa&a-patx (waka-paHi) rem i nd me of rhe balsas or buoyant rafts of the
Peruvian coast On Lake Titicaca, 1 saw canoes made of reeds of much ibe same type
(i, c, wash-through) as the Morion, , ,

/ Pointing again to their similarity to the New
Zealand reed- boats, Skinner holds that “we need nor go so far afield as South America
f

o

r compa ra rive forms ,

” Yct, wi th re ga.rd both to New /ca land a nd t h e U latham I slands

,

Sour h America does offer an answer to the question of origins. The reed- boats had there
a distribution area ranging from the central coast of Chile to the Andean lakes of San Pablo
and Yahuar-Codm just to the north of the equator. (Knoche 1930 b, p. so j.) They appear
sporadically even as far north as Mexico. (Brindley 1931, p. j,6.') J

It .15 interesting to note that die Aymara word Mora is used by the Indians of Peru to
denote the water- re si stent teed \Scirpm tatera Xu nth —- A. m&f&incUs (C, A. Mey) Britton]
wfiich they select for making their buoyant water-craft on rhe coast of the barren desert
aacwS, (Parodi

1 93 1
» P- 1 45 j

) Totova^ occasionally intera or tortorn
y
?s therefore widespread in

f Li'., as a term for fnc most important locally growing anti very buoyant building material
for water-craft. (YacovlefF and Herrera 1934, p. 293; Macbride 193X p. 290,) Now. in

Yew Zealand
s the tree most commonly used as building material for canoes is called by

the Maori totters. (Podocarpus totem
;
Hochsrcuer 1H63, p, iyff.) Best (1942, p. 130) shows

that the totem is probably the most important free to the local aborigines, since Its name is

referred to in their earliest songs and legends, and the Maoris have the ancient proverb:
“there is the totem forest to ride the angry billows.” The same word was apparently im-
portant also in ancient Chatham Island ship building, for as Travers (18-6, p. 18) points
our, Shand heard some old Morioris singing a song of rejoicing upon rhc completion
of one of their wash-through reed- rafts, “during which they used lire words "toterd and
'pohutu-fam1/; and, on being questioned as to those words, they mentioned that the, were
;he names of trees in the country from which some of their ancestors had corned'

{ >n Easter Island, also a peculiar reed-craft, strikingly similar to the recd-rabadltei of
Peru, were known and used by the aborigines. Perit-Thouars (1841, Vol, IT, p. 231} was
much surprised when the natives of Taster Island came out to his ship each of them
"riding on a rceil roller.” An illustration of these peculiar water-craft, reproduced from
Pern-Tho liars’ original drawing, appears in Plate LXXX 2, and the dose analogy to the

1 Brindley (Ibid.) vi rises: " he reed- or tMtu- bundle canoes of ihe Seri Iiidiiins of Mexico sic a duttir.ee. atkvuvx-

on ' f '-c I'1* Example sn being const tucfe-cl of three bundles nt-ith r hu middle bundle slioncr and lower th m the twv
ijiIives-, so rhai ic loi'tns a lloor abviit to ft. lony between, rhc main bundles, which have a length of 21 fr. and nfscr

into vltv long npiiiLns ends. . h is conslructian gives gntccful sheer (he whole length, and a remarkable rcseinkkuice

to the papyrua-bmuilc CancHS of Ancient Egypt. 'Hi?; Seri canttes are used for cnas::;! lading In ibe feulf-ufCulifornta,

;md are s:tnl to have excellent sea-going pcopcit ics.” And (Ibid.t p. 15): "This is .1 very ancient etaft, for ihe reliefs

ot Nineveh shew rhc then inhabitants of the Marsh Oiunrry and the Assyrian invaders embarked in need bundle
stiffs which arc caiu»Hikt in having hath ends pointed and slightly turned up.'"
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smallest rccd-rafrs of coastal Peru and Chile is most apparent. (Plate I XXX I.) Metraux

f it) 40, p. 2c 8) writes:

“The Easter Islanders used rafts (poni) made of bulrush mars* rolled into big, conical

bundles. The swimmer reclined on the thicker part of the bundle, which he grasped lit mly

with his hand white he paddled with his feet. According to my Informant some of these

bundles were 7 feet long and could be used simultaneously by two persons* . . 1 he cat ry i ng

of food in pors was often described to me by islanders and said to be the usual method lor

taking food to the manu-taTa egg hunters on Mol u-nub” 3

In our discussion of the South American element in the Easter Island flora (p. 473

ft.nf), we have ahead v mentioned the Peruvian affiliations of rhe Easter Island reeds.

On Haste r Island also the double- blade paddle {mate ksthkw) has survived, as used on

the small cahaiiltos of Peru and Chile, Thomson p. 537) stales that they arc “made of

heavy wood, balanced by wide blades ornamented with outlined laces. Lsed in the ancient

canoes in a similar manner to 1 hat practised by the Indians of America.

B

Rafi from Leeward Islands. (From Handy iyg a.j A ro[> and Q side view; l lathings oi fittna bark;

3 cross -pkfjes; i poles us*d for decking ; 4 binding prdc at stern; 5 huiulL of long

bamboos, oonstiruring body of rate; and ij crotifc-pitecs $uj>j>r>i[ing deck.

Handy (1932, p. 57) quotes Corney in a general reference to the use of “rarrs. of timber

and bamboos” in the Society islands in ancient times, and he describes in detail, a balsa- ike

bamboo raft observed in use for transporting chunks of coral Iti Raiatea, (See figure

above.) Enoch (1912, p, 379) writes : “The pahi, or Taft- boat/ of Tahiti somewhat

resembles the balsa oi Peru, it is said.”

In the Marquesas group rafts were formerly used, and arc referred to in some recorded

oceanic voyages. Huge rafts were here generally constructed from extremely thick bamboo.

The fid natives of Patuhiva still speak of an attack made by neighbouring tribes upon

the inhabitants of Manuoo Valley, with the direct result that, to save their lives, the whole

population of that district— men, women and children embarked upon a number of large

rafts made from thick bamboo securely lashed together. They stored coconuts, pw-poi^

1 L itu-riuL ss an uninhabited bird l&kind uJi the OMSt Huster Island.
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ane l provisions on board the rafts, as well as fishing gear, and a fresh water supplym large bamboo canes with pierced joints. And thus they all deserted the island in a body.
Years btc -r one t>f these refugees returned Lo Uapog Island in the Marquesas group,
bringing the news that his party had landed safely on an ato.ll in the distant Tuamotu group.
Handy (1930 a, p. 157) found a very ancient tradition on raft voyaging in the same

group: A bamboo raft, built with live levels* two below the water and three above, is
said to have been built by the people of the chief Hepea-Taipi, living above the valley of
Ihmatipc, who took flight in it after defeat in war. With this craft a voyage was made to
Hawaii and hack, ft was as a result of this voyage that the people of Hivaoa knew of
Hawaii.”

We have previously mentioned the probability that the coconut reached the early Mar
C]ue$ans on a raft rather than in an ordinary canoe, the focal term for “raft” beingpaf-pm.
We have also shown that the natives in the Tuamotu group immediately distinguished
the Kon-Tiki balsa raft as a pot-pae, telling its crew that such craft were well known to-

'-Hl.

.

1 ancestors and were described in their earliest songs and traditions as pae-pae or some-
times as rongp-rtrngp. The raftsmen of Manga reva also referred to their own rafts as pac-pm.
(Seurat [905, p. ^5), and the Chatham Islanders used the same term to designate the
largest raft-boats by which formerly they crossed wide stretches of ocean, (Shand 1911,
p. 86.) In ‘1'ali iti, too

>
pat-pat h the word for rafts in general. Throughout Polynesiapm-

PiU- aPPears in the various dialects, meaning either “raft,” "flooring,” “platform,” “to
place in a row,” "to lay in order,” or also “to float,” "to drift,” "to' go to leeward ” On
Taster Island the name for (he original raft has apparently outlived the local change of
boat type, since the islanders refer to their own canoes a$pae-pde*

I 1 JIaddon a :id Hot fie 11 s great work Canoes op OfMs (19^6) a review of available e vi-
l^cnct' the authors to reach a conclusion entirely in line with our present working
hypothesis in regard to the vesfrges of early Pacific raft navigation. Referring to Handy's
description of the Society Islands balsa-like raft, Homell {Ibid., p, 144; italics by T. Ii.)

writes: “'This information brings the Society Islands into line with the Marquesas Islands
and with Mangareva, Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, and New Zealand, whose people were all well
acquainted with the navigational use of rafts. It supports the view that raffs mere «//%,/
fmh™ some at least ofthe movementsfrom island to island of the first migrants info Gemma.”

Re terring to rhe Chatham Island boat construction, the same author writes {Ibid., p.
2 T9): “It seems probable that this type represents a specialised development of a form of
raft used by the Moriori when they lived in New Zealand, and lends weight to the hy-
pothesis that much of the earbest movement in the Pjeipt nm effected by men mho employedsome
form c,j sailing raft in their vayapfngfr&m island to island.”

\Ve may end our review of rafts in early Polynesia by quoting a description from Yi hiteN
V ol. 1

, p. 173) Ik . Indent bhsiory of the Aiaori, Ihs Mythology and Traditions. Veare
hurc probably con I routed will] the oldest traditional description of boat construction
ever preserved in Polynesian memory, since it deals with the type of craft built for ocean
voyaging by their very first progenitors at the time of “the deluge,” which supposedly
took place long before the progeny of Tiki set out for their final Polynesian home. We
hear of the earliest ancestors in die Fatherland cutting down various types of “light
timbered trees, which they dragged together to the source of the River Tohmga. The;
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bound the timber together with vines of the Pirita and ropes* and made a very wide rail

{Maks)** They also "built a house on the raft, and put much food into it* fern-root, Kmmra,

and dogs.
77

Rafts and megatithic activities

The combined association of the form of ocean raft just described, sweet-potatoes* and

dogs, with the period antedating the first migration into Polynesia, is at least interesting.

So is the association of rafts with megalith ic transporta lion in Polynesia.

Wo have already seen (Part VI) that paved ways or slides run down to landing-places

well adapted for rafts near some of the stone constructions on Taster Island and certain

other island groups. The view has therefore been put forward by other observers that

rafts were used in some of these cases for the coastal transportation of stone. This sug-

gestion is strengthened by the evidence already cited that rafts were used tor the trans-

portation of “chunks of coral'' in the Society Islands and of "the cyelopcan masses used in

rhe construction of their megalith! c monuments
1

'
in the Tonga Islands. I 'he ocean distances

over which some of these megaliths have been transported are stressed by McKern (1929*

p. 6)* who says in his work on Tonga; “Stone structures were found on islands where no

quarries could be located, and stone quarries on islands where there arc no stone struc-

tures. That large stones were carried over considerable water distances is evidenced by the

fact that no stone structure, aside from one small burial cist, was found on Motutapu or

on any neighbouring island closer than Tongatabu, whereas stones 6 feet wide and 10 feet

long have been removed from the Motutapu quarries.
77

Rafts were associated with the megahthic work not only in Polynesia, but also in Micro-

nesia. McCarthy (19 jo, p. t $H) writes: “The basalt columns were brought on rafts from

quarries on the north coast of Fcmape.” Similarly Christian (1899* p. 83) states: “Kubary

adds that the blocks of basalt were ratted down from the Not district, on the north coagr.

This tallies exactly with what Ninchau of Mutok and the Au of Marau told me. .

.

” In

Kusaie, too, available archeological evidence indicates that rafts were used in transporting

the colossal basaltic blocks down rhe coast from the distant part of Uaian. (I lernshdn ills 3,)

'While 1 lie slim streamlined Northwest Indian and Maori Polynesian vessels are ideal

war-canoes for fast manoeuvres, the sturdy wash- through rafts are far more suited to

slow cargo work. As such they had apparently also served their purpose in early Peru.

In his monograph tin the megalith she of Tialmanaco, Posnansky (1914, p. 30) writes :

“As the present author has proved in his various publications, rhe inhabitants of Tin.hu-

anaco brought part of their Andesitic stone-mate rial to the building site in great reed-

ships, balsas de tot ora, from rhe volcano Kchap 7
hia

5
[also spelt Kapia], which lies fifty km

[about 30 miles] away from the ruins.
7

'

1
'I be I iabkianaco re bn art Incit'd, about twelve mjles to rhe south of the shore of the Ukv, and ehom thirty

yank above its surface. As is will known, the brackish Lake ILtkaea Ins no imt notice, n I a 11 io Disaguailero

which links it up with the. equally why Like E
Joopo to the south hi the same highlands. A constant change in the

waicr level or Lake Titicaca is experienced even in our days, .mol. P'tv.rsms.kv hart. defended d-i- view chat the now
dcertiKSi:‘» hike formerly extended to ihc immediate neighbourhood of rhe present. 'I iiUnonaco ruins. Ifis view is

partly kase.i on the remains of a wide canal system anmo hog the ruins (&<:<-. PosnatlshvT iiri^ina! map of 1914;

l^prodiSCed by Bennett 1934, p. 57^ ;
HytU-.a iy.47., p. 17}, with veeriges of former mcgalirhiq wnarves. (Posnansky
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Tn view of the size of some of the quarried stones thus transported on Lake Titicaca,
Posnans Icy holds that much larger craft than chose still surviving with the primitive
fislitr population of the district must formerly have been built oil the lake. This is not
incredible, for, even today, as Verrill {it>z7 , p. Z04) shows: “These Lake Tiucaca balsas
vai'v in size from tiny one-man canoes 10 immense cargo boats or lighters carrying huge
sails. En ever} case they are constructed of bundles of reeds lashed together in cylindrical
form. Two ot more of these bundles arc then lashed together, sometimes in double or
tnpto layers, in such a way that the bows and sterns are slightly cocked up. Around the
edges of the whole are low gunwales of reeds tied together. On the larger craft, a super-
structure or platform of wood and even a tent, shelter, or cabin may he erected/

1 We have
seen that even cattle and horses ate transported on the targe and stormy mountain lake by
such reed-boats.

Some problems connected with relationships and differentiations of raff -types

The Titicaca reed-rafts went under sail, and were in fact the only vessels in Inca Peru,

other than the log-tafts, definitely known to have employed this means of propulsion. We
have seen with Inca Garcilasso that on the coast: of Inca Peru only the large log-rafts, ami
not the small reed- vessels or cabdddos, were able to use sail to any advantage of die crew

.

Horne 11 (1931, p. 352) points out the analogy between the rig of the southern highland

reed-rafts and that of the northern coastal log-rafts, writing: “It is significant of the pro-

bable community of origin of this log-balsa arid the reed-bundle balsa, that both appear
to have the same general tig’ each has the mast formed of two poles, rigged in inverted

V -fashion, with a rectangular sail slung from the point of junction of the two poles. As in

the Titicaca balsa
^
the head of the sail in the log-balsa is extended upon a vard, the foot

being free. Steering is done as in Titicaca by means of a large paddle operated bv a man
seated at the stern on the end of the middle log. Lee-boards are also employed [i. la : on the

log-ia/fAjj/
1

l .a ter, while stating that there can be no doubt concerning the prehistoric

u¥e of sail on Peruvian Jog-rafts, he wrote of the larger type of reed-rafts on the same
coast (r 946 b, pp. 42, Si): “Whether they carried mast and sail is unknown, though b 1

.

analogy with those of Titicaca it is probable that the larger ones were so equipped.”

Lothrop (1932, p. 240) follows Horne U^s reasoning on this point, after having first said

of pre-Columbian sail on larger craft in Pacific South America, that, "we believe that they

were in general use on the Peruvian coast." To support bis view he points to the archeo-

logical centre-boards of southern Peru which, however, only serve to show that foe-ruffs

used sails in those parts during early prehistoric times. But he adds: “A second important

point is that the sails found to-day on reed balsas of Lake Titicaca arc not set on a single

l$l i, p. -j.) Bennett (1934, P- shows that there is sand under Posnansky's Ttehuanacrt docks. The siioic

author also wiic« (in Sn-.v ird 194^, p. 57); , .canals connecting navigable srreftrns were made tn the MVjjns

region of eastern Bolivia. by cxcavai iog ditches paraJh I to ihe raised caUseway-Like roads, One of these canals is. aver

6 m wide end 2 mo m loog, and Anodise is reported to be about 10 miles long bur niiJy a fi-tv feet in width/ And
{Ibid,, p, jjjp ‘‘Around Lake Titicaca., iit the |u.u aa i<>:! iv, Canals were- cut through the marshy shore to serve as

approaches for ihe balaa canoes, L kewuse. i:i <1 few places., rough scone ramps were built for Lauding ptexs." For

die geology of 1 he hake Titicaca region sec Newell f 194^3.
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mast ill TIuropes n fashion, but on sheets after rhe manner of an Ecuador!anj(tngtdd |balsa

raft] . It seems improbable that this- device was invented independently in each case and that

the highly den eloped peoples in the intervening territory were ignorant oi it,'’

This is all too obviously true when we think of I he highly developed Peruvian communi-

cations* Since Inca nobles from < iuzco were met by the arriving Spaniards aboard sailing

balsas at Tumbcz and on Puna I sland, how could any part of (he ir country remain ignorant

of the sai l which was used at both its extremities?'

\s the mast and sail arc only m exceptional cases depicted on petroglyphs and other

ancient illustrations of Viking ships, so also in early Peru all the artist’s attention is tom

centrated on drawing the main body of the craft and the mythical crew on board. (Halldin

i
(j
jo*) Only one early picture of a Peruvian raft, among those known to the present

author, shows what appears to be a mast and a wind-filled sail. (See Plate l.XWl 3,)

Several* however, show reed-boats of larger size and more elaborate construction than,

any bulk on the coast in historic time. (See tigs* on page 588 and
j 89, and Plate LXXX 1

1.1 Reproducing four such Early Chimu illustrations of reed-boars manned by myLhical

persons* Means (194a, p. ti) writes:

“In every ca^e the hull is clearly composed elaborately of firmly bound together reeds.

Above the hulls we sec a sort of ’tween decks or hold in which supplies in pots and even

persons could be stowed. Above the hold comes a deck upon which we see stationed the

principal personages on board*

“What manner of craft these reed boats can have been and for what purpose beside

fishing they can have been used we are at a loss to imagine. Certainly, they were far more

elaborate than the small and simple reed rafts seen centuries later by the Spaniards and de-

scribed by the Chroniclers;-,. . .These reed boats, with their holds and their decks* must have

been nf considerable size. To judge by the amount of provender which three of them are

shown to contain* they must have been intended for journeys of some length. But this

brings up the question of how long would any reed boat successfully withstand rhe buf-

feting of the waves. Furthermore* how could so top-heavy it ship without any hint at a

keel or oilier bottom-side make- weight stay right side up? These and other questions that

will readily suggest themselves to anyone versed in boat building are unanswerable in

the light of the scanty evidence provided by these four pictures."

Means (/&£), for want of historic evidence* seems inclined to believe that perhaps

these prehistoric designs arc- after all merely “aesthetic and mythological compositions”

of the early Chime artjst. We find it difficult to believe this. Certainly rhe design? do

represent some mythical event, and the swift motion of the craft along the surface of the

sea is figuratively7 shown by giving running legs to the raft, but this, like so many other

1 Thr. :
1 rfy Spaniards sent th*n ihe running Inca, messengers were nblc, by ihdi organized, reky System, to cover

up ro i-jo miles in one d;tv h and, brought the highland Incas fresh fish up the steep hills from the Pacific ocean m
two days, (Gubo 1653, Bk. XIS. On 32.} Moctcsino® was cold that these runners could even bring the fish alive

into the Andes. He writes p. 33} uf ihe pre-Inca Ersnjr Inri CApoc; *'OF this spued also the king iivtulcd him-

Relf when hi. craved some dainty whichW not to be had in the province where he ww. And thus, in later years,

when the kings subjected Quito, -.uid were wont to dwell ihvtt- for long period?, they ate fish from the !a1:C. And

fishes t.iughi in the sea ar the port of Tumhc* were carried alive to the king at Quito* which is more than one

hundred Leagues away, in iwcmv-four hours. This courier service was cftLtcd thatqta, which is to say, “he who
sccdvcs,” liecause one man book and received the message from another.” (See also Bennett l>* 51, fity)
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Mythical Chimu fishing s«tnf. (FfOcn Joyce Jiji s.) An early Peruvian cu.ierc hern, s$$:-ticd by
hook-beaked bird-men, ii shown fishing from a reed-boat with -double stem.

Ancient Cliimu Ijoa« tit s ljgp< (Fmm Ldeht 1944. ) Mythical Jishcnlien nnd. culture heroes are depicted on do uWt-deckcd
I'Ced-boats* Note crew anti cargo under deck* ftrtd iccr underncatb (be eri-ti't which svm-bo izc the fonrartf mociort.

aspects of Early Chimu iconographic art, is only an example of the typical use of ideograms
and symbolic patterns. The 40 and 60 feet reed-ships of early Xeu Zealand, described by
Polack as able to carry scores of men were at least not inferior in size and capacity to those

depicted by r he Early Chimu artists. There is every reason to believe that these reed -ships,

it favoured by the Early Chimu mariners, possessed valuable qualities not known to us
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Ancient Chimu boat design, (Fmni Leicht 1944.) Mythical represent inn of culture hewes i.r ilcitim royagirtg

j. ixh doubledflckcd ru«| -boats. Note the double soerns which itiitv indicate a plough-shaped construction,. the

waiM-hmirtcs under rkc deck, and ihc numLn^ kjrs symbolising the speed through the waves.

because the wash-through boat principles in general art alien to our marine: architecture.

Three problems arc involved: the ability oi‘ such reed ships to resist the buffeting of the

waves
>
their ability to resist the absorption of water, and the means to prevent them from

capsizing under the weight of crew and cargo.

From personal experience I can verity that the Peruvian fotors-neds are tough and flexible

enough to permit bundles securely lashed together with hmntquin ropes or bejoa lianas to

withstand almost anv mechanical action of the seas, provided they do not like their New

Zealand replicas— gradually absorb water and so lose their great buoyancy. The strength

of the reed-cones is sufficiently demonstrated by their use in the open ocean, sort" and swells

all along the Peruvian coast. Few of the early Spaniards found these reed rafts and their

qualities of sufficient interest to warrant more than a casual comment, but the to. lowing

narrative ofAcosta (1 590 b, VoL I, p, i jo; italics by 1 , H.) will suiiice to show the strength

and serviceable ness of the toiora reeds even when used in slender bundles: “They [the

Indians of Peru] make as it were faggots of bul-rushes or title sedges well bound together,

which they cal] Raisas
\
having carried them upon their shoulders to the sea, they cast them

jo, and presently leaps upon them. Being so set, they lanoh out into the deepe, . . .they

goe a league or two into the sea to fish, carrying with them their cordes and nettes upon

these faggots, and beare themselves thereon. They east out their nettes, and do ihere re-

mains; fishing the greatest parte of the day and night, unrill they have filled up their measure,

with the which they returns well satisfied, Trudy it was delightful! to sec them fish at

Callao of Lima, for they were many in number, and every one set on horseback, cutting

t he waves of the sea, which in their place offishing are greatmdfurious%
...”

These fishermeAs reed-bundles were taken apart acid dried in the sun when ashore.

How long would a reed ship of some size remain buoyant at sea? The reed-boats at Lake

Titicaca to-day are dragged up on to the land from time to time lest they become water-

logged and rot, bur occasionally they remain in the water for as long as several months

at a time. We also recall that the Incas, had built a pontoon bridge of reed-bundles across

Rio Desaguadcrq, The Lru tribes on Lake Titicaca used to live on their reed- rafts. (Friede*

rid 1907, p, 19.) Nor shall we forget that the pre-Incas on the coast, who were such

experts in impregnating their mummies with a resinous substance, might also have known
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bf>w to impregnate their water-craft-if necessary. The idea of waterproofing vessels was
not brought to America by Europeans. We have seen how the Northwest Indians covered
lot.r large canoes with oil and paint. Stripes or paint are also found on the Arica raft
models, and some of the Parana s centre-boards are carefully painted. Lothrop (193 2, p. X30)
s.hoWS that beeswax was used by the Cayapa Indians of Ecuador to coat the1/ canoes!
Herrera is quoted by Hornell (1946 a, p. fix) and others as stating that the canoes of the
aborigines of the Lesser Antilles had their “sides raised by canes, daubed over with
bitumen.

::

The same author writes (Ibid., p, 60): “In Ancient Egypt and in Assyria reed-
bundle crafr were made water-resistant when this was necessary by a coating of bitumen ,

HotneJl argues, on the basis of this last information, that the balsa-wood of the timber rafts

rn ancient Peru might have been waterproofed in a similar way. This would have been
vuperl luous (Heyerdahl 1950 a, p. acjJ, but, it necessary, the yeed-vvmh might have been
thus coated with bitumen as among other early culture-peoples on both sides of the At-
lantic, We have earlier shown with Andagoya bow the Peruvian raftsmen on the north
vrn part of their coast had access to a natural spring, forming a little lake, of a rosin like

tar, perfectly s-ujted lor waterproofing ropes and craft. VC'e do not, therefore, believe that
the ingenious high-culture people who built their reed-ships in early coastal Peru needed
to make craft that quickly sank beneath their feet.

We may also bear another tact in mind; the stoical Peruvian seamen, who were capable
ot restoring the decreasing buoyancy of their inflated seal-skin bags by blowing them up
wn:.e sitting on them at sea, would also be capable of repairing their reed-craft while
afloat, by exchanging wet reeds hi the bottom layers with a dry supply from above she water
level. 1 bis would only have to be done at intervals of many weeks, anti would scorn a

simple performance since the bow and stern-pieces, to judge from the prehistoric repro-
ductions, were raised suggestively high above the water. These vertical but very light reed-

bundles would, therefore, be kept perfectly dry by the combined action of wind and sun,
and would give a skilled crew the full opportunity of manipulating the buoyancy of rheir

emit to a considerable degree over a long period of time.

d he same upturned bow and stern- pieces may even give us a clue to testability of these
!"ng lost reed vessels : they are shown by the Early Chimu artists with a dwhk sk>n. This,

combined with the plain reproduction of a superimposed platform or deck, dearly indi-

cates that we are dealing with some sort of forked or plough-shaped craft, if not directly a
double-rail like some New Zealand log- rafts and some of the decked reed -rafts of Lake

I iticaca used in historical limes. Plough-shaped vessels were not quite unfamiliar even in

Polynesian boat -const ruction at the rime of European discoveries. Byron ( p. 207)
describes a canoe “of very singular construction” which he observed in the Hervcv
Group; J hough double, like the warcanocs ol the Sandwich Islands, its Jnrm is verv

different. The prows and waists were two, but the sterns united, so as to form but one,

and this stern, curiously carved, was carried up in a curve to the height of six or seven
feet ahm c the water's edge/" 1

Some interesting information is most probably also concealed in the halls or discs

attached to each end of the craft on page 5S9, as well as to flic pendulum- 1 Tv object

1 Uie vi ’Vic . yifior also speaks «~>i ihc ilelty Hono for whom Captain Cook w:ls dS&taJcurl in I Tawaii, stvinji: iIj. 1

ihi- Iasi which is recaJfcd of b im is that "he embarked in a iri angular boat (jn'anM ttat), and sailed to a foreign tnd.
f
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suspended underneath some of these rafts. Certain, it is that no coastal “fisherman" was

dressed in royal garb like the deities and bird-men on board these reed-boats, nor were

they equipped with water-bottles in such quantity as to fill the whole bull of their vessel.

\ most interesting Earl-. Chi mu vase, ornamented with a quite analogous reed-ship, was

also recently shown to me by Dr. Brawvholtz of the British Museum, who gave much

speculation to the surprising nature of the earls reed-craft depicted, as it too clearly was

fitted with a superimposed deck.

While the coastal merchants* sail, as first seen by Ruiz and verified by the other chron-

iclers, was made of cotton canvas and was cur and used in the same manner as on the

Spanish caravels, the poor fishermen of Lake Titicaca made their clumsy sails of bul-

rushes as did some of the early Maoris (p- 99 above), and the pre -ceramic people of Alien.

Although the chroniclers have left very little information as to ihe shape of the sails in

early Pern, available evidence indicates that it was commonly square, rectangular, or,

as so often seen on Lake Titicaca, trapezoidal. However, SpilbcrgeiFs drawing published

in 1619 shows rriangular sails in use,. such are later also described on balsa rails by Skog-

mart (18 J4, VoL I, p, 164), and triangular sails are indeed characteristic of the baba rafts

used with centre-boards by the aborigines of Brazil* (Horned 1946 b, p. Si.) How ancient

tliis type of sat! is on the Brazilian rafts we have no means of ascertaining, but recent

illustrations otjwgeda (balsa-raft) sails in Brazil show strong similarities to the upturned

triangular sail of parts of Polynesia (and modern Bali).

Best (1925 a, p. 141) seems to believe the original Peruvian sail to have been triangular,

and on this assumption he draws a parallel with Polynesia' Nordenskidld (1953, p. z&f)

lists both triangular and square sails in aboriginal South America, and both Friederici (191 j)

and ImbeUoni (1926 a p. 54) speak of similarities between Polynesian and Peruvian sails.

But, as stressed by Emory (1942 b, p, 13a), we shall need far more data on the shape of

the aboriginal South American sails before we can compare them with the vide variety

of sail tvpcs in Oceania. It would, in Fact, seem most probable that the change of sailing

craft from the sturdy, slow raft of the early era with its centre-boards, bipod mast and

associate rigging, to the slender war canoe of historic Polynesia—combined with access

to the Melanesian tvpe of outrigger and the Melanesian type of arrow-head and triangular

canoe -sails would bring about new ideas and improvements, and change the former raft-

sails completely.

Best (1925 a„ p. 25 5) quotes Stokes, who briefly sums up the prevailing sail forms west

of Polynesia: “Qiine.se and Japanese sails were trapezoidal and square sails; those of For-

mosa and the Liu Kiu Islands resemble Chinese sails, as also did ihose of the Philippines.

The sails of the Malayan Archipelago are rectangular or rhomboidal; these are found as

far eastward as New Guinea, though modified in various places. Eastward of New Guinea

another form appears. "The shape of this,' says Mr. Stokes, 'may be said to have resembled

an attenuated, arrow-head with the haft removed and the tips of the thin barbs contracted.

,. . .The shape of this sail held with little variation among the islands to the eastward almost

as far as Fiji, and then became merged into the triangular sail of the Fijians." ” Best shows

that east of Fiji the triangular form, with often strong inter-island varieties, prevails.

As tiie outrigger reached the Maori -Polynesian canoes from Melanesia* so also the halt-

moon and triangular sails of Polynesia were probably improve merits based on ideas
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burrowed from rhe same island neighbours. The aboriginal Peruvian sail, designed amj
suited for use on large and heavy balsa raft$, could with obvious advantage be replaced

by the Melanesian ideas of sailing gear the moment canoe-bud deis replaced raftsmen in the

Hast Pacific,

Even without foreign inspiration from Northwest Indian and Melanesian canoe-builders.

South American mariners would be forced to modify their former ideas of boa [-building
the moment they settled on the islands In Polynesia, in the first place, neither the exceeding-
ly buoyant balsa tree nor the handy and water resistant fofora reeds were common on the

islands, am: the traditional building materials for rafts would therefore have to be replaced

by inferior substitutes. In Chile, the average Indian could not afford to import baba
timbers from the fat north, and log-rafts were there constructed of willow and other light-

woods, and where suitable trees of any description were lacking, the same rafts were
made from r he cores of giant cacti. (Lnrbtrop

1 95,2, p, 238. < So in Polynesia there were man 1
-

species oh very light wood suitable for making good log-rafts, but none so perfectly suited

m the purpose as the balsa wood. 1 Therefore, with rhe introduction of a new population

1 The baha-tcec (Qo&nrafti iagppus is e native al Sou!:*! arid Central America with rhe West Indies. In Polynesia

the tll occurs in die Marquesas Group, J* is thought to have beer introduced there by European ships, bin when,

und for vhm purpose, i» nut known. (F. B. FI. Brown ipj j, p, 175,;
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with good sea-going canoes* it was buE natural that the ordinary heavy log- rafts formerly

in use should fail to make much impression. A plain log-raft would be even less likeh to

survive the change of culture and culture bearers than would die somew hat more ingenious

reed-bundle tvpe of wash-through craft. Therefore* white the reed-bundle rafts remained

remarkably widespread in Polynesia, the plain log-raft survived /^‘V as main water-craft

only in one of the groups, namely Mangareva. The sad depicted by Beechey on the Man
gaieva raft was made in a style common in Polynesia at the time of European discoveries,

but we are not told that centre-boards were used. Yet it is difficult to see how the SS l.a.»g*re\ a

rafts could sail to Rapa-iti or Rarotonga and back without vertical boards of any sou

between the logs, as they would otherwise give complete leeway and drift exactly as the

wind blew. The climate ol Polynesia docs not permit of the archeological preservation

of centre-boards as does that of the desert coast of Peru; and it unornamenLed, as they were

in most parts of Pacific South America, such removable boards would be very like!;, to

escape notice both ashore and at sea.

No other island in historic Polynesia retained craft so constructed as to allow centre-

hoards to survive in use until the arrival of European observers. In some of the groups

further west, where rafts had been abandoned and centre-boards therefore were of no

avail, paddle- handies were carved with an elaborate traditional design of human figures

standing in a row anti clasping hands with elbows bent* precisely as so frequently found

on archsea logical centre-boards From Peru, (See Place LXXVIIL) The possibility oi the

survival of a navigational ornament in spite of the loss of a superfluous navigational

mechanism does here seem to loom large.

Outside America the centre-board seems to have been historically observed i n aboriginal

navigation only on the three-men bamboo rafts of Formosa, Its antiquity there is apparently

not 1 erifled. It may or may not be a coincidence* but Formosa is located ici the same dead-

lock corner of the Pacific, between the Mariannas, South China and the Philippines, where

the North Equatorial Current turns north after its broad sweep westwards from Central

America. Whether we are dealing with aboriginal or post-European diffusion* or with

independent invention., is a question not yet settled. Horndl (1931, 1946 b) and Lothrop

(193 z) both take up the subject* but seem to reach contrary conclusions. Lothrop holds

the rather reasonable opinion that the South American raft and its navigation system did

not arrive oversea tv. way of Formosa, but are locally developed American culture ele-

ments. His opinion sceras to be that the balsa raft developed from a river vessel in the

highland or jungle areas of interior South America* for he writes {Ibid,, p, Z5 3): “Rafts

with raised platforms, often carrying small shelters, are widely employed across (he Andes,

so that it seems safe to assume that thtjangarfit originated in the interior. In actual practice,

however, the jmivada was much the most seaworthy and capable vessel produced in the

New World, It was able to cart], a large cargo and to house its crew in comfort, and, at the

same time, the invention of sails and centre-boards made if possible to propel and manoeuvre

with ease in the open ocean an otherwise clumsy raft.” At the same time he writes (/Af.,

p- 237): “From fhe foregoing description it will be seen, that the jaftgaela v as steered in a

manner found in no other part of the world, except it be Formosa, from which island come
models of large sailing rafts with centreboard fittings* apparently homologous. Were it not

for this exception the invention of the centreboard might be attributed to the natives of

HeyrrdaFd
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South America. While leeboards have been known for many centuries, die centreboard

has been employed in Europe anti North America only since about 1870.”

Horncll (193 r
, p. 3 5 5 ; 1946 b, p. Si), who first pointed to the analogies between the

South American and Formosan sailing-rafts, also seems to take it for granted that the use

of centre-boards was prehistoric in Formosa. He says (1946 b, p. 8 z) with reference to

Europe: “...the nineteenth century invention of the centreboard <>1 drop keel was
anticipated both in Formosa and South America by centuries and put to greater and more
extensive and varied use.” But in his paper on “South American Balsas; The Problem of

their Origin”, the same author (1931, p. 353) shows that nowhere in the world are there

more similarities in "balsa’ types, and greater possibility of relationship, than in Polynesia

and Peru, This observation leads him 10 believe, contrary to Lothrop, that the South

American raft-forms represent a culture element imported from the islands in the Pacific,

( >verlooking the possibility that the spread might have gone down-w mdfrorn Peru, Horncll

strives to bring the balsa-type rafts from Formosa and Polynesia up-wind to Peru. As a

practical expert on aboriginal Pacific craft and currents, Horncll admits the practical

obstacles to his own migration theory, and is forced to resort to a round-about coastal

route rrora Oceania and or Formosa to the Aleutians and thence down the entire New
A odd coast to Pacific South America. He writes (1931, p. 355): “in view of the distance

between the eastern islands of Polynesia and rhe coast ofAmerica and of the adverse westerly

run and great strength of the current which a canoe would have to meet on The passage

eastwards, the probabilities are apparently in favour of coastwise diffusion from Asia in

very remote times, rather than by the ocean highway."

I.'ilis view was opposed by Means (1942, p. 20), who held: A . .we should note in pas-

sing tin at Mr, James IiorneJJ, in seeking to trace the origin of balsas* . . .concludes that the

balsa was brought into western South America, from eastern Asia by means of coastwise

diffusion by way of the Aleutian Islands, Alaska, and the west coast of America. This

thesis of a coastwise diffusion of the balsa type of craft from eastern Asia and/or Oceania

into western South America is vitiated by the fact that rhe balsa type appears along the

indicated route only at the extremities thereof, absolutely no traces of it appearing in

the immense intervening stretches of rhe American west coast,” Lewi* (1947, p. 13) admits

thar an "indication of contact between the two aides of the South Pacific comes from the

work of J. Horncll, who made an exhaustive study of the sailing craft of Oceania and also

of fhe South American sailing balsas,” but Lewis too supports Means’ argument that the

long coastal route between shows no vestiges of a former use of such wash-through

craft.

The fact that rhe reed-bundle and other balsa-like craft of America have a marked

Middle-American centre of distribution, with a northern limit in Lower California, would

strongly support Lothrop’s view that this peculiar ocean vessel must have begun its

evolution within the tropical belt of the Americas. But there a possible alternative to

Lothrop*a proposal of local origins, which is not eliminated by the reasoning above set

forth. The idea, ir not the craft itself: in one of its manifestations, might have reached

tropical America like the gourd and cotton domestication, with a favourable wind and

current from the African side of the Atlantic. Neither ibis alternative nor the one of local

American evolution should be rejected without good reason. From a maritime point of
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view we seem to have none. Some of the leading civilizations in ancient Egypt and the

Near Hast made use of reed -bundle boats and sea-going sail- rafts. (Ha 11din 1950, p. 68;

etc.)

The balsa raft as a stumbling-block in modern anthropology

A 3 on- than, hundred years ago attention was focused on the. question whether or not the

South American aborigines possessed seaworthy craft by which they could have contri-

buted to the aboriginal peopling of Polynesia down-wind from their own coast. The idea

had been ventilated, as seen earlier
s
by Zufliga in 1803 and by Ellis in 1829, but bang

(i8$4h En his Vie& of the Origin ami Migrations of the Polynesian Nation argued that on the

west coast of South America there were no mariners, and aboriginal Americans could not

therefore have reached Polynesia. A wcatherdriven canoe from blaster Island, he said,
j

would reach South America in a couple of weeks or so, but not one in a thousand would

ever reach Polynesia from South America 1 In a paper called "’The Polynesian Migrations"

Gamier (1870, p. 3 S) strongly opposes this view, holding that Lang’s argument was based

on wrong information and was disproved by the narratives ui the early voyagers, who
had seen along the coast of Peru rafts capable of mastering the open sea.

Wilson (1862, p, 361) also studied the early chroniclers when writing his Pnhittmt Man,

and he too had his own ideas as to how Polynesia could lirst have been discovered. Speak-

ing of Ruiz’ meeting with the first balsa raft, he wrote: "The balsa's crew included both

men and women, who carried with them provisions for their voyage, and had come from

a Peruvian port some degrees to the south. Like older voyagers of the Mediterranean, the

Peruvian pilots were wont to creep timidly along the shore; but the Spaniards encountered

them in the open Pacific, where no European prow had ever sailed. Caught by a sudden

gale rheir bark might have been borne far oft" among the islands that stud the Southern

Ocean, and here was the germ of a race of islanders, to whom, after a few generations, the

memory of their Peruvian ancestry would have survived only as some mythic legend,

like the Manco Capac of their own Incas, or the Mawai [Maui] of the Polynesian archi-

pelago.”

In a paper on the " Anthropology of Prehistoric Peru”, Hutchinson {1875, pp. 426, 454)

ridicules the possibility that a South American balsa raft can carry people in the open

ocean a negative attitude which in after years should penetrate the anthropological

literature. The author contemptibly referred to the balsa-log rail as a “Hosting bundle1 of

corkwood”, basing his view, as he claims, on personal observation of the- vessel, as he was

himself set ashore in Peru from a steamer by means of such a raft. He writes: “Professor

Wilson thinks it was by means of these vessels, driven off the coast of America westward,

that the Polynesian and Malay islands were peopled ...” Scoffing at this mere idea,

as well as the opinion of Fox that “the perfection of raft navigai ion is on the coast ofPeru,”

! I urchinson writes: “Even the old pilot, Bartholomew Ruiz, commended by some of the

Inca believers as the model of truth, describes one of the Balsas lie met out at sea in con-

nection with gold. This is a Peruvian craft, formed of huge timbers of light, porous wood,
and with a flooring of reeds raised above them, Two masts sustained the large, square,

cotton sail, and a moveable keel and rudder enabled the boatman to steer. Exactly the

style of float that I went ashore upon to San Jose, the port of Lambayeque, about eighteen
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nitHrchs ago, from the steamer Quito, and the most unlikely craft to have even a suspicion
ul gold Oij hoard. . . 1 lie idea ol balances to weigh. gold <311 board of a little craft, in such,
a rough sea as is generally in the northern Pacific, borders somewhat on the farcical.”

the timbered balsa rafts disappeared from the twentieth century Peru, even their
former existence was overlooked by great many students of Pacific ethnology. Thus,
already in 1914, in a paper on Easter Island, Knochc (1914, p. z) firmly rejects the pos-
sibility that impulses could have reached Polynesia from aboriginal South America. He
argues: "'Due to the scarcity Of harbours there was no navigation on the west coast of
South America, or her than the sparse coastal traffic in small rccd-balsas, wherefore the
ideas of those phantasm who try to propose Easter Island as an important link of contact
between the two areas dissolve to nothing.”

A quarter ol a century before Hutchinson on face value criticized and minimized the
qualities of the gradually disappearing balsa raft, another event had taken place that was
perhaps to have even more direct consequences on Pacific anthropology in the years to

come. In a book, of his experiences on a journey through western South America, Byam
: 1S50, p, zoo' describes a voyage by sailing ship up the coast of North Peru: “Cape Blanco
was on our starboard bow, about two or three miles off . . . The fresh breezewas a fair as it

cou 1d blow, and was sending us along at the rate of more than ten knots an hour, with
almost a smooth sea,” [ he vessel on board which Byam was a passenger was thus north-

bound when the author suddenly discovered a peculiar sailing vessel, coming against

rhem heading south. ”1 have seen,” he says, "lots of other craft in many parts of rhe world,
I vir I never saw sue It a sail or bull as that,” Asking the captain of his own ship what this

might be, he received the following reply.
“
'Why, that/ the captain replied, Ms nothing

nr re than a ra.Pt of Bolsa-wood, out ol the Guayaquil river, A hen I came down this coast

hr$t, I was as much puzzled as you arc now.'
”

' But/ 1 exclaimed* look at the sail; it is full of holes and rents, and vet seems to stand

like a board

P

" 'Ayf rite skipper replied, fit is a merciful blessing she can’t keep all the wind to herself

;

but i
' :s impossible to see sails sec Hatter than those mgs. See! she has just caught the stiff

breeze off Cape Bianco, and has hauled close to the wind; she is bound to Payta, or sonic

other small port close by.*

Bur what a curious hulk’ 3 said, "for the sea washes clean over it.
s

“ \V. .' went on the captain, *] have certainly seen nicedooking craft turned out of Balt-

more; but that hull that you are looking at is nothing more than a raft and that’s a feet

!

I' is made of Bqtsa-wood, and I make my razor-strops of the same stuff k , , 'Now/ con-

tinued my triend, "the people lash these logs together lengthways, leaving the centre one
°1 the longest* as a stem, and others shorter on each side, for the bows of their vessel. They
then cross and recross the wood, until the middle is high enough above water to keep

tJicir provisions drv and shear water fresh; bus the steersman aft is literally up to his knees

in water, They stick a pole m the centre* as .1 must to hoist that sail upon; and a few planks

arc thrust straight down, to serve as a keel to make the craft hold her wind; and as, when-
ever 1 bey have to go to the south of Guayaquil, the wind is almost always contrary, they

have to work, tack and tack, to windward. After their return to Guayaquil, they unlash

lheir rang, and leave tire wood on the shore to dry, as it is so porous that in a few weeks
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it absorbs so much water as Lo lose much of its bu-oyancy, I saw once one of these rafts

close to a whale-boat under sail on a wind; and although the boat went faster through

the water, it made much more Ice-way than the raft did/’

When Loti rop .in 1932 compiled material for Ins otherwise excellent study on “Abori-

ginal Navigation off the West Coast of South America/
1

he was misled by B yam’s indirect

information. Referring to him as his source, Lothrop (1932, p, 238) claims that the balsa

raft can only be used as a coastal craft, “because balsa wood, while extremely buoyant,

nevertheless absorbs water rapidly and loses its buoyancy completely after a few weeks.

Owing to this characteristic it was necessary to take thejaitgada apart at intervals, haul the

logs ashore, and there allow them to dry out thoroughly,” As we have already seen,

Lothrop finds that a coastal raft, thus dependent on being regularly dried out ashore*

cannot remain at sea long enough to reach any distant Pacific islands, not even rhe Gala-

pagos, a few hundred miles off shore.

Few Americanists after Lothrop have cared to penetrate further into the study of balsa

rafts, and ids judgement of the available evidence cm the subject has been gradually ac-

cepted as conclusive. Some additional material is brought up by Means {1942) in Ids

interesting paper “Pre-Spanish Navigation Off the Andean Coast”, but, referring in part to

Lothrop, Means accents the same negative view in bis theoretical judgement of the quality

of the balsa raft. He says (/bid.) p. 19}: “The ineptitude of the Andean seaboard dwellers

in marine matters is difficult to explain. Their long coastline had a sufficiency oi ports and

it shi iiild have made them expert upon the ocean from which they derived so great a portion

of their food, Moreover, at least in the northern pari of the Andean coast, wood capable

of being used for the building of really good boats was plentiful. Yet the Andeans never

developed vessels worthy to be compared with the best types of craft made by sundry

Oceanic and Oriental folk who, in terms of general culture, were more or less their equals.

Why ? . . . The highest native American cultures, being shut off from the other high cultures

of the world and also from one another and from other and less advanced American

cultures, simply never had a good initial stimulus towards boat building, and so they

never made any noteworthy progress in that held of endeavor. This, unsatisfactory though

ec be, is the only explanation I can think of for the lack of marine expertness which the.

otherwise advanced Andeans displayed in pre-Spanish times,’" 1

Means, as earlier shown, is hilly aware of the extensive use of balsa rains in prehistoric

Peru; he only fails to appreciate its true qualities. Pie believes Tupac Inca’s balsa raft fleet

to have discovered Galapagos, and says of Ruiz’ capture tit the first historic balsa raft

(AW.
,
p. 1 S) : “Thus he learned that the balsa had come out of Tumbez and that it was

proceeding up the coast on a trading journey. The descriptions of this balsa, of its rig,

ol its deck-house, of its passengers, and of its cargo given by various Spanish writers

within a few years of the incident make it dear enough that the balsa was of the most

elaborate type known. Moreover, the fact that it was going northwards from Tumbez
on a trading journey i mplies that such enterprises were usual. , , . Altogether, we are jusrined

in concluding that, in Peruvian native navigation prior to the Spanish conquest, the balsa-

log raft, with sails, deck - house, and cargo-space, was the least contemptible and the least

inefficient type of craft known. This, admittedly, is faint praise; but, in view of the facts,

1 Mentis {Ibid.) refers to the waterproof craft of Alaska and of live Northwest Coast as "admirable boats".
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jr is the best that cars be given to the boat- building art of those singularly unmarine-minded
people, The ancient Andeans” Referring to Humboldt’s raft drawing (here reproduced in

PbtL- XXXII
I 2} Means (Jbid, } p. i s) says; “This sort of raft, which is still in general use on

the 'Guayas River, was undoubtedly die very best Hod of ship known to the pre-Spanish
Andean navigators. Al that, it was obviously a type of boat that would awake nothing but
scorn in the breasts of shipbuilders of almost any other maritime people in the world.”

Since this judgement was made by one of the most prominent and qualified authorities on
early Peruvian history, it ss easy to understand that general anthropologists with far less

knowledge of the history and culture of aboriginal Peru accepted the erroneous dogma
that marine architecture on the west coast of South America was inferior to that of almost
any other ancient culture-people in the world.

This confident attitude among the Americanists was bound to have an effect upon
Polynesian research. Among contemporary Pacific scholars Dixon was the first prominent
authority to he misled into gradua ly introducing the false doctrine into Polynesian litera-

ture- ln l 9 1 % be wrote (p. 204}; "Indeed, on the whole Peruvian coast, . . .only raft-like

balsas of logs, or canes were known and used in considerable coastwise trade.” In 193: lie

succeeded in proving that the sweet-potato had been carried from Peru m Polynesia in pre-

historic dme, and therefore either by Polynesian canoes or by Peruvian rafts. He does not
yet reject rne latter possibility, as he shows (1932, p. 59) as an open alternative that the

presence of the Peruvian culture plant with its Peruvian name in Polynesia may be due to

“Peruvian or other American Indians who sailed westward and carried the sweet potato

with them to Polynesia thousands of miles away.” In the same year Lothrop (1932) pre-

sented his special survey of Peruvian navigation, and arrived ar the negative result that

balsa rafts could not have reached any islands in the open Pacific. After this, 2? we have
earlier seen, Dixon (1934, p. 1-3) came back and wrote a new publication entitled “The
long voyages of the Polynesians”, in which he affirms; “...since we have no evidence
that at any time the Indians of [lie Pacific Coast of South America where the sweet potato

was grown, had either the craft or rhe skill for making long sea journeys, we are forced
to conclude that the transference of the plant was carried out b\ Polynesians.”

A few years later another Polynesian authority, Buck (193® a, p, 313), took up the same
question in his much cited book f 1kings of ibt Sunrise. He quotes Dixon as his source for

the important information that there were neither sea-going craft nor mam ime skill or the

Pacific coast of South America which would enable local aborigines to reach distant

islands, and on this foundation lie builds up his much quoted claim rhar some unidentified

and forgotten travelling party from the Marquesas Group must have paid a visit to the

unmaritime coastal agriculturists of aboriginal Peru, fetching the sweet potato and donating

the gourd.

Publishing later An Introduction fa P^hmshin Anthropology, Buck (194J, p-. 11) no longer

quotes Dixon, but simply stares 1 “Since the South American Indians had neither the vessels

nor the navigating ability to cross the ocean space between their shores and ibe nearest

Polynesian islands^ they may be disregarded as the agents of supply.” 1

* again rhe author -writes ; “If the present theory of botanical authorities is correct, the only Solution left

b that some Polynesian navigator actual!? readied Strath America on a wcsretlv gait, which mok him farther than

he arukipciUid. Not likini; rhe cannery, he returned :o Polynesia r>n rhe trade wind*.
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We have seen in an earlier part how another prominent Polynesian authority, Emory*

the leading archaeologist in Lhe field of Polynesia, was biassed m his local survey by wrong

information about the qualities of the Peruvian balsa rafts, Immediately fafore these false

views had penetrated die technical literature of Polynesia, Emory (193 j, p- 4 s
)
wrote on

some of the. ancient masonry of Easter Island, flic Society Islands, the Marquesas, Haw ah,

the Tubuai and the Tonga groups:
(i

. . .it is quite within reason to entertain an American

origin for a cultural element so specialized as this stone facing. It is a conspicuous element

localized in the part of America nearest to Polynesia, a part where currents strike out

and How in the direction of Easccr Island and the Tuamotus. . . . May not one of the sea-

going rafts of die early Incas have been swept into this current carrying survivors as tar as

Easter Island 2 odd miles to the west?”

Later the same author was led to abandon this trend of thought. He writes (1942 b,

p, 1 zcjj : “It has seemed to me barely possible that some Indian or Indians drifted from

Peru or Colombia into Polynesia with a provision of sweet potato?. Currents and winds

are favourable for this. Against this, as Dixon pointed out co me once in correspondence,

is the fact that the halm craft of the west coast of South America quickly became water-

logged.”

From now on even Emory was led to spread this dogma. Vvhen Morgan (iy+6, p. 80}

wanted to know whether a trans-Pacific voyage starting in Peru was feasible in prehistoric

time, he came to the conclusion; “The ancient Peruvians were not entirely a land-locked

people. They constructed large sea-going rails— balsas- made of seven to eleven or more

water-rcsfetant balsawood logs, which are lighter than cork, ...” He was told b\ Mr. W. M .

Cox and Mr. C. Walker that at least some balsa wood would float for years, but adds: “As

on other points, the writer found great differences of opinion concerning the seagoing

qualify of balsa rafts, Kenneth P. Emory, of the Bishop Museum in Honolulu, wrote

definitely, 'Balsa rafts become waterlogged in a few days it not taken out ot the water to

dry/ Later he wrote that he received this information from the late Roland B. Dixon, and
j

added, ‘Dixon was so emphatic about it being true that he caused me to modify my opinion

that Peruvians may have reached Easter Island bringing the sweet potato and the masonry

technique of cutting jogs in stones to make them fit together,’ ” (Letters to the author, l eb-

ruarv 3, 1941, and February 22, 1944*)

Probably the same sources caused Weelder (1943, p. 31) to state in his Polynesian Cix-

phrers af (be- Pacific that “no American Indians had sea-going ships that were capable of

such passages as the voyage to Polynesia.”

This belief had such a, firm grip on lhe mind of anthropologists that it was used as a

final argument in anv discussion where the hypothesis of Peruvian voyages to aboriginal

Polynesia was brought up. In 1945 and 1946 Hornell tried to modify tills view. As a

leading authority on Pacific water-craft he contributed two rather homologous papers,

“Was chcre a pre-Columbian contact between the peoples of Oceania and S. America?”

and “How did the Sweet Potato reach Oceania?” In these contributions he attempts to

demonstrate and defend the diffusion possibilities caused by the presence of balsa rafts

in aboriginal Peru, whereas he argues strongly against the theory of canoes from the

Marquesas,Islands having been blown by a gale to Peru and returned to their own islands

because the voyagers did not like the country. He says (194G a
s p. $9); “this route may be
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eliminated at cmce because the drift of rhe South Equatorial and Peru Currenis would be
contrary over the entire distance to be traversed; the length of the voyage would also be
c °™*iderab!v greater than that by Easter bland. The winds also, would usually be adverse.”
Opposing die authorities who dismiss the sea-going possibilities of the Peruvian balsa

raFr
> Home]] {[hid., p. }

z) maintains: “In vessels of this kind, provided the logs do not
become sodden and waterlogged, quite lengthy voyages are feasible, even to the islands
of Polynesia. Ample supplies of food and water could be carried comfortable, suffice- i:r

for a prolonged period; the set of the Peruvian current was certainly known and Peruvian
sailors probably had some knowledge of the alteration in its course towards the north-
wcsl as it approaches nearer to the equator. With this factor In thdr favour, it amounts
almost, to a certainly that their vessel, if dismasted m a storm, fould be carried eventually
to the immediate neighbourhood of the Marquesas Islands." Further (2'bid,, p. j 4) ; “Qmh-
ting as improbable the possibility rhaL Lucan sailors ever voyaged 'westwards with the
^ pecihc object oi finding land except on die one Iris tori c occasion already mentioned
f
lupac Inca s expedition], mere remains rhe question of whether unpremedia ted or in-

voluntary voyages may have been made towards the Polynesian Islands by some of their
grva: filing balsas when dismasted and rendered unmanageable by an easterly or south-
easier! v gale. If carried towards the west or north-west by the storm, the forlorn craft
would come under the influence of the South Equatorial Drift; thenceforward it would
progress gradual h towards, the Marquesas Islands; if it missed going ashore there, die craft
would drift on through the Paumofus [Tuamotus] to the Society Islands, provided that the
Paumotus were passed without final disaster,”

Through a very logical presentation of available geographical and anthropological
information, the same author (Ibid, p. 57) strives to show “

. . . bow possible it was during
!,l. centuries o£ Inca domination in the north-west ot South America, tor the Peruvian
sea-going babas, if coated with some form of waterproofing, to be drifted, when dismasted
in a Storm, to one or other of rhe eastern Polynesian islands and with the crew' alive, if
there, were aboard a good supply of fresh water and a sufficiency of food- The ordinary
provisions carried would comprise usually a quantity of edible roots and tubers, such as

. io-i of the sweet-potato; there would often he a supply of various trufts containing seeds
Hom which new plants could be raised. Sometimes part or even the whole of the cargo
might have been made up of such vegetable products. So long as food and water lasted,

a prolonged voyage aboard a balsa, even if crippled by a gale, would be easily bearable
by the stoic Indians of Peru; if they eventually struck an island In the Marquesas or in the
Paumotus, and it they escaped death at rhe hands of the natives, we may be sure that they
would indicate the food value of the tubers and roots and fruits that .remained uneaten. . r ,

I his probability would be greatly increased if any women were taken aboard when
sailing from Peru. . is already noted It is likely that women would he spared, even if all

the rnen were killed.”

Tt wc assume, as at present, that die islands were uninhabited at the time thev were dis-

covered from aboriginal Peru, then even this problem of a hostile reception would be
eliminated.

Horned, * n ^phe oi his defence ot the craft under consideration, also refers to the belief

tba: balsa rafts “remain buoyant Jot a very limited time when immersed in water” {Ibid,

,
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p. 50). and he modifies hh praise with one specific reservation: "Certainly no ordinary,

untreated balsa raft could make a prolonged oversea voyage unless the Inca's seamen knew

of an effective method of treating its absorbent logs with some kind of waterproofing

composition as already suggested,” p. 54.)

The Kon-Tiki Expedition

Observations during a year of held research among rbe aborigines and die prehistoric

stone remains of the Marquesas Islands (1937-38), caused the present author to pm for-

ward the hypothesis that America rather than Asia had contributed to the direct settling

of Polynesia, and that the original island discoverers had come by rafts drifting directly

into the island world with the trade wind and the rapid ocean current from Peru.; (Heyer-

dahl 1541 b, p, 20.) The manuscript oi a monograph in defence of this view failed to

attract anv attention among anthropologists and publishers when presented for publication

in and the same thing happened when the material was rewritten and presented in

extended form in 1546. (M. S. : Polynesia and Amtiea. A Study oj Prehistoric liilailous ') 1

In discussions on the subject with some of the leading contemporary VmetLcanists,. the

author was confronted with the usual argument that a voyage from Peru to Polynesia was

simply not feasible with the inadequate water-craft possessed by the aborigines, of pre-

Columbian Peru.* Thus there was, after seven years' attempt, still no possibility of creating

interest in, or even getting attention paid to, a theory of aboriginal American voyages to

Polynesia.

.1 then realised that unless this dogma could be disproved, and unless something rather

drastic was done to force attention to the subject, any further nursing of the theory of

aboriginal emigration from America would have to he dropped on account of the general

lack of response. Therefore l decided to build a replica of the much disputed balsa raft

for a double purpose: to ascertain its behaviour and qualities at sea by practical observation,

and to show the. correctness of what .1 felt could he indirectly deduced from other facts

—

1 Repeated newspaper cririci&jvis have emanated from certain Scandinavian scientists who are not aware of the

difficulties i mcounccreii in ihmc early attempts,. tun! therefore protest against my publication of the narrative

i ravel book Tfe Kott-Tiki Exptditfon, intended for the general public, before I had published si scientific report on

the Peru- Polynesian migration theory. J lowevtr, having failed to find in itjjp a publisher for my work ISrfjtwsfs

aiwf Awertee, A Study aj Prehistoric Relations^ I succeeded in publishing in H;4t a much abridged paper Did Puly-

ttcimn Culture Originate in. America?”, in which nil the essential claims and conclusions of the present work arc

outlined. Attempting to create interest in my unpublished manuscript, 1 wrote [1941 b, p. iB}t
,H

| believe to possess

Sufficient material to trace two separate migrations from iIk- American mainland into the Polynesian island-world.

j) A prc-Inean tiL . iliKaiioo, villi its centre near Lake Titicaca anJ along ihe Peruvian coast below, seems to have

swept the islands at a comparatively early period, via Faster Island; while (2) a later immigration, die descendants

of which dominate the presine Pulj-raesinn race, readied ihe Islands vL I fafflfiul from the Bella Coala area of British

C.1.1I ujitlsi.i about iooq A. D. I will. . . to an extent compatible with the limited space allotted W this ani.de, trv to

indicate the main, fopundatiuns for this theory, , , etc.

- An outstanding authority on aboriginal American high-culturcs, Dr.. H. |. Spine leu for whose help and valu-

able advice I am most obliged, was tfiiirc emphatic as to the correctness of the current opinon chat the shallow ar i.l

open Peruvian balsa raft would be useless for a. voyage to Polynesia. Another prominent scholar. Dr. R. Linton,
\i ho maintained the same view, Juts Inter gone even furtbur {Aftinpnsien, Oslo, October 3, 1949), proposing that

bdha-Ug rafts were not known in pre- Spanish rimes west of rhe Andes, and defending the view that there were
rio aboriginal navigators on the west coast of South Amerim before the time of Pkarrn,
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that Polynesia was well within the natural range of the aboriginal Peruvian craft. Being
quite unfamiliar with balsa wood, balsa rafts, and any form of sail-sport, my conclusions
were based wholly on the observation that certain culture plants had been brought across
the sea from Peru to Polynesia in prehistoric time together with a conspicuous series of
man-made American culture elements and traditions. (See Parts Vf, VII, IX

,
and X.)

I' n on tills observation, it could be deduced that am Peruvian culture-people capable of
bringing early colonists ashore in Polynesia must have had a water-craft with adequate
sea-going abilities. The traditional water-craft on the ocean alongside Peru was the balsa
ia.tj and 1 therefore deduced that in this apparently primitive invention Pie early Peruvian
high- cultures must have had a vessel capable of ocean travel. This indeed, was also indepen-
dently verified by die statements of the early Spaniards, who declared unlike modern
w i iccjs, liinL lIlc Peruvians were grent Mantafs and that the balsa rate was their favourite
ocean craft. To my mind, an early expert navigator and keen observer like Sarmicuto de
Gamboa would never have gone far into the Pacific in search of islands said to have been
visited by Peruvian balsa rafts, had hrs own eyewitness impression of these rafts concurred
with the opinion prevailing among writers in modern tiroes, who were handicapped b\
judging these lost craft entirely on a theoretical basis. Confident of finding good qualities

to the mam water-craft of the competent high-culm re people of Peru, I was also led by
geographical tacts to assume that any sea-bound Peruvian raft would necessarily be urged
directly towards Polynesia both by wind and current.

Through the generous cooperation of the Government of Peru, a replica of the ancient
balsa raft was built in the naval yard at Callao, with the aid of Herman Watsihger, Knut
Hangland, 1 orstcin Raaby, Trik Hesse lberg and Benge Danielssoa, all of whom were
later to be my companions on the raft voyage across the sea.

The raft was built on the general principles recorded in the early European eyewitnesses
reports (see p. 515 above), and Watzinger, who was in charge of the construction, collected

whatever evidence was still obtainable from old people in various parts of the Guayaquil
region of Ecuador and further down along the desert coast of Peru, especially at Talara,

south of Cape Bianco. 1

The raft K.m-Tiki i named after the emigrant Peruvian culture hero described in Part V,
was constructed of nine main balsa logs from the jungle of Ecuador. As on the pre-Inca

models from Arica, the logs were pointed at the bow, and deep grooves were cut round
them to prevent the lashings from slipping. These nine logs were first laid loose side by
side in the. water, so that they might all fall freely into their natural floating position before

being lashed securely together by ropes. The longest log, 41 ft. long, was laid in the middle

and. projected at both ends between the ocher logs, all of which were gradually shorter

and shorter on both sides, until the outer logs forming the sides of the raft were 30 ft. long.

3 Recently Watzingcr also visited Sedmia, south o:i Paie.i, Peru, in which purr he learnt that European fishing

hoses had bsea in gniwal use locally only since ijot. About the same year a considerable number of k>uJ fiuniLics

,s.;!i went oat ocean fishing oil board large Uj.Ua jafts, each :n.;:i!i: .1 hv a i-.cuv of-6 tu ]: . ftiese tafta were a hour

4° *':CL forio. and ;g feet wide. Composed of up to l< balsa logs, across and above which were lashed up to S other

balsa logs. J'hc deck carried two small huts, one is by tj feet for provisions, in<l ilie i ithex it by t
5
feet f. u- -he

ccew, J lie bipod mjst was tip to 50 fiset high, with a I: yj toer long carrying is square cotton sail of about
Ooa square Feet f6o crAJj. Twelve gSentre-boanis were used, between 6 and & fccE in length. (Letter to the author.

August a 2, 1950.)
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The bow stuck out like si blunt plough, but astern the raft was cut oil straight across, except

that the three middle logs; projected somewhat and supported a short, very thick block ot

balsa wood which lay athwart ship and held mangrove-wood thole-pins for the 19 ft. long

large-bladcd mangrove steering-oar. When the nine balsa logs were lashed together, the

rail was 18 ft. wide. Nine thinner (1 ft,) balsa logs were lashed on crosswise over them at

intervals ofabout three feet. The raft itself was now complete, fastened together with only

short lengths of inch and a quarter-inch hemp rope, each firmly knotted. 1 here were no

spikes, nails or wire topes used in the whole construction, nor were any materials carried

on board for repair other than rope, c-lianas, and bamboo. Vdeck ot split bamboo

covered bv reed-mats formed a level platform over most of fhe partly submerged and ex-

ceedingly slippery balsa logs; and in the middle, but nearer to the stern, v as erected ail

8 by 1 4 ft. open bamboo hut, formed of heavy bamboo cartes cm ered by plaited reed walls

and a roof of bamboo, thatched with banana leaves. The heavy 29 tr. bipod mast of man-

grove wood was raised forward of the cabin, and the 15 by 18 ft, square-sail of cotton

canvas was hauled upon a yard made of two bamboo stems hound together to secure

double strength. We inserted five 6 ft. centre-boards, scattered about at irregular places

and without system, into some of the large chinks between the undressed logs. On own

accord we lashed on with rope some quite low splash-boards at the bow, above the surface

of the water, hut experience proved these to he not merely superfluous but useless, as the

swells and seas always outdistanced the raft and splashed over the logs astern, where they

quickly fell through and back into the sea. No rail or other protection was placed round

the raft, except a long slender balsa log which afforded foothold along each side. The 45 ft.

raft was well within the average of the aboriginal balsa rafts described above, and con-

siderably smaller than the largest 7c to 80 ft. specimens from ancient Paita, Tumbez and

Guayaquil,

On April 28 1947, the raft was towed out of Callao naval harbour and setadrift clear of

the coastal traffic in the early Indian fishing-grounds on the inner edge of the Humboldt

Current. On August 7 the raft was washed ashore on the reef of Raroia atoll in the

Tuamotu Archipelago, with the crew and all the main cargo safe. (Heyerdahl 1948 b.) The

discoveries of the expedition with a hearing on the problem under discussion may be

summarized as follows

:

t, Polynesia was well within the range of coastal craft in aboriginal Peru.

2. Weather-driven balsa rafts trapped in the Peru Current will automatically convey

crew and cargo from South America co Polynesia, and food and water may be replenished

in the course of the transfer,

5, The South American balsa raft was capacious, commodious, exceedingly seaworthy,

and safe for down-wind sailings and drifts in the high seas even when carrying a numerical-

ly inadequate crew or a crew wholly inexperienced in maritime activities or rare navigation.

The first and principle conclusion ta borne out by the itinerary of the expedition and the

safe landing of the raft's crew well within Polynesian territory. The other discoveries arc

based on direct observations made by the ralt’s crew in the course of 101 days in the open

sea. Before our departure, qualified mariners and experts in marine architecture had sup-

ported the general view of the anthropologists in denying die feasibility of a balsa raft

voyage from Peru to Polynesia on the following grounds:
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1. Balsa logs were water-absorbent and would become waterloggedand sink under the
pressure of a heavy cargo after a short drift into the ocean,

a. Balia to in itself a fragile wood which would crack under the burden of a cargo
in addition to its own weight, as soon as bow and stern were simultaneously lifted up by
two separate waves.

' 1 "

j. 1 be rope lashings holding the raft together would be exposed to chafing between
the large logs, and would be worn through after a couple of weeks* when the different
sections of the raft started to twist and work with the movements of 1 he sea.

4 ‘ A foot and a half was not enough freeboard for an ocean craft
; die smallest wind-

waves would constantly keep the deck and hut awash, and in a gale -which hardly could
be avoided on such a long journey in a slowly moving raft both crew and cargo would
be swept overboard,

5. Without a regular bull and a keel the narrow centre-boards would not suffice to resist
ilii. wind pressure on a Hat-bottomed rail, and changing winds and currents would keep
the ratt driftmg about at random until destroyed or sunk far short of die 4,000 miles
distant island-groups of Polynesia,

uil >.il these theoretical weaknesses of the balsa ratt proved correct under actual
testing, .vs to absorption of water, wc found that the sea-water quickly penetrated the
outer surface of the logs to the depth of an inch or more, after which the absorption of
water proceeded very slowly until a certain limit was reached, after which hardly any
change could be noticed. Al ter less than a fortnight at sea chips and splinters of the soggy
1 >uret section of the balsa logs sank when dropped beside the raft, and vet the genera] condi-
tion of the timber wag such that the raft could still carry tons of burden upon its arrival in

Polynesia. In fact, the balsa raft had still retained the greater parr of its buoyancy when
linn Ik dragged ashore for preservation in its museum at Oslo, alter remaining a year afloat
in the Oslo fjord. Jr looked to us as ii the sun-dried, sapless outer part of the balsa logs

absorbed water quickly, whereas the water penetration was hampered farther in through
the presence or the sap from the green tree, or through some ocher water-repellent attribute

of the nodded cells in the interior of the log. Certain it is that perfectly dried balsa timber
is ligntet than cork and can carry enormous burdens, but ii seems to absorb water quickly
and must therefore be dragged ashore when not in use to maintain its buoyancy. On the
other hand balsa logs submerged in water before they are properly dried for sap, as was
done by us, are very much heavier and rest deeper in the water, but Ease their buoyancy
at an extremely slow rate. Experts also maintain that there are three types of balsa wood,
a t , of which may be found i.n a single stand of the timber, but no such selection was made
j:i choosing the trees cut for the Kqu-‘1

iki, other than by picking trees of large dimensions, 1

It is true that dry balsa in smaller sections is exceedingly brittle, but large and fresh

balsa togs are enormously strong and tough, and the Ken- Tiki not only withstood the buf-

feting of towering seas acid breakers in two gales at sea, but the nine big bottom logs at

least proved to be unbroken after the exceedingly rough landing on the Tuamoiu reef.

The soft and almost spongy surface ot the balsa logs proved to have no chafing effect

1 Tn spilt of the practical demonstration of die Kuci-Ti.ki expedition, some anthropologist* still prefer Lothrap’s
theoretical conclusions regarding die Peruvian Kd$*-wood rafts: "These rafts had one great handicap because they

tos: ihci? buoyancy after &cm*t Weeks in the water and had to be beached and dried out," (Chard i^jo, p- ia.j
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either on lashings of rope or of the btjuct liana.. Such topes as were not placed in advance

inside artificial grooves In the timber, dug themselves slowly into the surface of the wood,

where they remained protected against chafing as if wearing against cork. Only in a few

cases where lashings were exposed to friction against the cargo, or when two ropes were

pressing against each other, did they happen to wear oil in the constant independant

morion of all the separate parts of the raft.

Most surprising to us on board was, indeed, the amazing seaworthiness of the balsa raft,

and the way the most threatening seas capped with foaming breakers were etcgan.rl; ana

easily ridden by our shallow open, craft, with no other efforl from us buL d of keeping

tEie stern to the wind and sea. Irrespective of the shape and size of the attacking seas, ihe

balsa raft always managed to stay on top like a sea-bird. i. July when two high ?>eas follow

very close lv behind each other did the last break on board astern, while the Si. St still lay

under the bows and prevented a quick pitch to meet the coming wall < >f water. The taking

of water on board was limited to the edge of the raft that faced the coming seas, which

on out westbound journey constantly meant the stern. ( July in exceptional moments, as

when we lost control of the raft and turned sideways on to the seas, did the highest breakers

break upon parts of the deck platform, or into the open bamboo hue. But even then the

water immediately sank through the wicker-work of the plaited focora reed deck, without

flooding the whole raft. The effect of the attacking water upon the wash-1 hrough raf t may

perhaps be best illustrated by the experience of two of the crew when an. unexpected

cascade of water once hurst over them while resting outstretched on deck. I he men were

for a moment lifted ri^ht oli the bamboo deck, and on any ordinary decked craft they

would have been carried into the sea along with the sweeping water-masses. But the mo-

ment the big sea fell upon the men it disappeared down through the rate as through a wide

open sieve, and the suction of the vertically disappearing water made the men just sink

back to their places on deck.

The water that regularly broke in at the stcersmaiTs place astern varied greatly in quantity

with me size and shape of the seas. But as long as the raft was freely at I oat In the ocean,

even the largest and most threatening cascades that fell upon us disappeared immediately

between the gaping logs astern, as through the prongs ot a fork, throughout the voyage

,

even during two gales the most severe of which lasted four day s, the balsa raft gave a most

comforting feeling of perfect security to tnc crew. Only when viewed from our hide

inflated dinghy did the raft appear to be a most bizarre and primitive construction, seem-

ingly as often below water as above. Rolling and pitching were very moderate, since

the raft never gained a momentum like the rolling hull ot a ship. I here was no apparent

regularity either in pitching or rolling, but much of the motion seemed to be up and down.

Whereas the swells and big seas were ascended and thus prevented Horn coming on board,

the round logs had a strangely smoothe iliilg eflecr upon the chopped wind-waves that

covered the surface of swells. Although trie crest of the seas ai times rose very high above

the cabin roof on both shies, the water seen between the gaping logs in the cabin floor

rose and sank only a few inches in relation to the moving rail, and never rose in cascades

through the wash-through floor as might have been expected. All told, the nature ot the

was h-through balsa raft was such that its crew was freed from the. paramount danger of

.alt oilier deep-sea navigation—namely the lhrcat that the vessel might fill up and sink
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through leakage r>r through the entry of big seas over the gunwales. A balsa raft on a trans-
oceanic voyage h unable to sink, because it cannot hold any water rhai comes on board

.

Not h tbere “7 danger that a weather driven raft in the Humboldt Current will float
auout at random until it sinks or tails to pieces off the Peruvian coast. By the aid oi a life-
boat compass and a sextant Hesse] berg managed to trace the approximate position of the
k ™-T*& every day, and the entire drift was plotted on a map. Not one day of the 101
were we driven back by head wind or counter current. The average daily drift was 4 iK,
miles, die record being 71 miles while oh the coast of Pet u„ and the minimum advance
9 miles on a calm day when we were drifting southward in a secondary side-current in
front of the l uamotus, The total drift west was 4 300 nautical miles, or almost j non
stature miles. From 20 to 30 per cent of the drift was caused by the westward sweep of
the ocean current, the rest by the permanent easterly trade winds which pushed us across
the surface, and frequently even out of the most swiftly moving water-masses.

During the drift, tests was carried out with the five centre-boards, and some information
a a- : secured. But certain evidence quoted above, which wc obtained subsequent to the
return of the expedition, has caused me to doubt whether we fully understood the use of
these boards as a skilled aboriginal balsa- rafr crew might have done. We discovered at an
early stage thai the five centre-boards successfully operated as lee-boards or drop-keek
and made the raft move in a torward direction instead of tossing about like a drifting board.
About 600 miles southwestward of the Galapagos Islands we also carried out some
navigational manoeuvres among the upweliings of an underwater current which ar that
spor caused such a choppy sea that a local reef had been falsely reported. While searching
1 1 'C the reported reel we discovered that the raft could be manttuvred steadily ar a sur
pri singly wide angle into the wind, jn fact we could take the wind in almost straight at the
side as long as tr was still on out quarter. We failed completely in our attempt to rum about
.md tack into the wind, and as none of us were sailing experts we quickly concluded that a

balsa raft could only sail at various points before the wind. T have been told since iliat our
bamboo sail-yard was probably secured too low from the cross of the bipod mast to give
the sail sufficient freedom, and that a craft capable of sailing 50 close-hauled before the wind
should a - sc> be ame to tack into it. I do not, therefore, consider it impossible that the ab-
original crews knew how to effect a successful interplay between their rafts

1

sail and
centre-boards whereby they under normal circumstances could carry our ail the naviga-
r i‘. jual manoeuvres reported by Juan and UUoa, and later observed and narrated by .Morrell,
Byam, Skogman, and others.

hike many anthropologists, I have been of the opinion that the use of bipod mast or
sheers, instead of the European single mast, was a sign of the inadequate sailing skill of
rhe aboriginal Peruvians. This, too, may be misconceiving, Lothrop (19^2, p, 237} ssiys,

in dealing with the prehistoric use of centre-boards on the balsa rafts (pnpadiu) ofPad fie

Sou.; : America: I lie use of sheers in place of. a single mast has been advocated for sailing

vessels In recent years, Tt h claimed that the slip stream of the wind is not interrupted as

m the case with single mast, while ai the same time it is possible to eliminate the shrouds
and spreaders. This rig, traditional on jtmgptbi, is still regarded as experimental among
vacht designers. 1 he balsa raft may therefore very possible be able to offer still more
navigational surprises to the marine experts.
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The claim that the lowering and raising of centre-boards could be used tor genuine

steering instead of a rudder or steering- oar was certainly found to be no exaggeration.

Treating the centre-boards from the very beginning as mere Ice-boards, we bad secured

'hem in a fixed position with wooden wedges and ropes, and were satisfied weal wc

noticed that they helped the rail to keep a constant forward course. At sea, however,

one of the centre-boards worked loose and did out oi its crack, so chat it lay horizontally

underneath the raft for several days. YV hen it was tmally recovered at u inseircd inm its

crack, we noticed Kan-Tikl changing course, although a calm sea and steady wind had

then kept us on one course for a couple of days without the use of the tight-bound steeri ng

oar. We noticed dial if we pulled the same centre-board out again, the raft swung back

on to bet original course, but it we pulled it only haltway up, the swung onh halfway

back on to her old course. By merely raising and lowering the loose centre-board we could

effect changes of course, and also keep steadily to tncni without touching ^

s

1 '-*- 1 mg-oat

.

Only then did we understand the dtuhie effect and purpose of the mw. The forefathers

of the early marine architects from Guayaquil acid Puna Island, ai least down to 1 aracag

and Tea, had worked out a simple but most ingenious system ot balances by which the

pressure of the wind made the sail and mast the fixed point and the bow and stern the mo-

bile arms, which moved sideways its far as the combined centre-board counter- pressure

would permit it. If the aggregate centre-board surface aft was largest during a sideways

wind pressure, nhcri the stern met with most resistance by the water, vine rut b< nv

yielded to the wind pressure and swung freely some degrees over until balance was estab-

lished. But if, on the other hand, the centre-board surface forward was largest, then the

stern swung over with the wind. The centre-boards which were nearest to the mast had of

course least effect on account of the relation between arm and power. It the wind was due

astern all the centre-boards were left out of action and merely cut the water sharply, and it

was therefore impossible to keep the raft steady in this one position without continually

working the steering-oar.

Owing to our inexperience we neglected the centre-boards during the storms t the ropes

that held them perpendicular beneath the raft broke, and 1 hence forward the hoards hung

loose and swung back. and. forth under us. On account of the presence ol shares ft c ticket

attempted to repair this damage, and when we finally drifted straight on to the dangerous

reef in front of the Karosa atoll, wc found ourselves unable to steer more than slightly

over tliiru- degrees to each side of the wind. We were forced to crash-land on the Long

windward side of the reef, and this dramatic episode taught us one mote practical lesson

about the qualities of the balsa raft. The shallowness of the underwater section on the raft,

the spongy and tough nature of the huge and massive bottom Logs, and last but not least

the complete flexibility given, by the rope lashings and wicker-work of plaited reeds and

bamboos, permitted the craft to carry its crew and main cargo ash; ore through a veritable

inferno of towering surf and sharp corals that would have meant complete disaster to

most other seafaring craft.

The danger of falling overboard through an incautious: step in rough weather is tnc

only threat to a balsa raft crew as long as the raft is afloat in the open ocean, and this of

course, can he avoided with sufficient care. The same danger is Immensely increased in

case of wreck through the vertical surf on a windward reef, bur even this threat can be
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avoided ii the crew take temporary refuge inside the plaited and flexible hut. This was
demonstrated by the fact that one or die Kon-'lW crew who did so came through the
experience on the reef without strain, being held in safety as In a basket-work cage that
collapsed over him but held him firmly j n its protection, A well manned raft, however,
with its centre-boards still in action could avoid such a fierce crash-landing by steering
round the reef and dropping a stone anchor in die sheltered water on the other side of the
island.

It is quite obvious that no canoe— single, double, or with outrigger— can offer its crew
die comfortable space, carrying capacity, and safety of a balsa raft. This alone will suffice
to explain why the aboriginal high-cultures of Peru and Ecuador never developed their
marine architecture further in the direction of their inland dug-out canoes or the Chilean
plan fed boat. The balsa raft had by far most of the qualities merchant mariners strive for.
Its drawback is a comparatively slow progress through the water. A balsa raft is easily out-
s' upped to a race with a slender canoe. But speed was purposely sacrificed for the gain of
security, capacity, and convenience by the merchant explorer^ and shipbuilders of early
Peru. Their water-craft would lose in a race for time, but they had greater qualities which
made them win in most respects in the Jong run,

No fceling is more depressing than that of fighting leakage and breaking seas with a bailer
m an open canoe, with sharks waiting for the few inches of extra submersion that separate
them from the hailing crew. The present author twice had that experience in the open
water between the Marquesas islands, before able to draw a comparison with the complete
security of a balsa raft .

1

Food and water supply

Parallel with the testing of the behaviour of a sea-bound balsa- raft, the Kon-Tfkl ex-
pedition haa rhe opportunity of studying the marine fife round a drifting raft In the
Humboldt Current, a detail of interest in the question of how far accidental drift voyagers
l n m Peru could be expected to survive. Access to a continuous supply of fish was verified,
and can be judged from the photographs taken vn route. (E.g. PL LXXL) The very first

• EUis (1829, Vn,]. I, p. Tfi4.; records how a few Tahitians sot rived a tempest at sea by convening the woodwork
of Water-filled double canoe into what unfortunately was a very undersized rail, Ht introduced (bis episode
by stating: "The double canoes of the Society Islands wen- iarger, find mofff imposing in appearance, than most
o! ihose tied in New Zealand <>r the Sandwich Islands, but not bttoug as the fortr-vr, dor so near j:hI light as.

Lil “ 1 however, made sever.;! voyages in them. Jr fine weather, and with a fair w -i,l, they arc tolerably
i..ik and cnmfcjmbfoj but when the weather is rough, and. she -rind contrary, they .-.re miserable aca-bnuss, and are
*’ ,<tS4' ! - :iilut completely at the mercy of the winds. Many of ihc natives that have set out on voyages J': m mu:
Eland io another, have been carried Irom ihc group altogether, and have either perished at sea, or drifted m some
distant island," He telle us to# these great Society Island canoes are JV^uemJy Jillcd hy breaking waves; when
:hi* happens -r e natives- have to Swim alongside the hull, trying unitedly to prea* one end down so ;ist to elevate
>ht: rcst £->f cJlt ca™c fhc sau'w. By their suddenly losing their hold of the canoe it falls back on the surface
partly empty. Bailing -out die- rL-it.juninjr water while swimming beside the canoe, they an finally climb on hoard

*™t durinL' ait r his outboard struggle with rhe sulntiergcd canoe, the shirks have full oppormoily to atari,
effectively, lr1 l!ie Instance rccottUd :t was useless fox the crew to endeavour to place rheir imocjcs uptight or emptv
out ihe water,

jj
J'ot they could not prevent their incessant overturning. As their only resource, they collected thi-

v .uccrcJ spurs suit I boards, and constructed a frit, bur the majority of the natives were caught by stacking
sharks hcl- u\’ r hc undersized raft could, raise ihc survivors above the surface and cant thetn r<_> lafetr.
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day we were, left alone on the sea off Callao we noticed fish round the Kott-TiH, but were

too preoccupied with the unfamiliar handling of the raft to devote time to further investi-

gation or fishing. The second day we went right into a thick shoal of sardines, and were

visited by an 3 ft. blue shark l hat kept right up to the aft end of the logs. The third day

we were visited by tunnies* dolphins, honitos, and a number of other unidentified fish, and

when the first flying fish thudded on board we used it as bait and ai once pulled in two

laf gC dolphins (dorados) weighing from 20 to
3 j

lbs, each. This was food for several days,

from now on we were either accompanied by fish, or had regular visits Irom them, every

day throughout the voyage. Much of the time we had to ration the fishing, for we would

otherwise have caught much more than we could possibly consume, We tried with success

to dry fish for storage on flic roof uf the hut or on the. mast, but found 1 ids procedure to he

of no interest except as a safety precaution, as fresh fish was always obtainable.

It caused little surprise to find easy access to fish in t he coastal liumlx >Jdl Current, where

local fishing-craft had been busy supplying Peru with part of its food stock for centuries,

not to say millennia. But contrary to the general prediction, it was possible to fish contin-

uously right along tile South Equatorial Current, It is not safe to conclude that the ocean

there abounds in fish, since much of the fish-life seen by us from the top of the: mast

appeared to be concentrated round the raft, Bor. it is certain that it) spite o: all the fish we

caught, the supplv around us was always renewed, and many of our marine visitors came

and went. It is natural that the silent, slow drift of the log-raft had quite another effect on

the surrounding ocean life than that of noisy steamers or quickly passing sailing-vessels.

Seaweed and barnacles immediately attached themselves tn the wet balsa and, growing

quickly to edible size all over the bottom logs, they provided a welcome addition to the

menu. Various plankton* small pelagic crabs and tiny fish found refuge in the seaweed, and

this, perhaps, combined with the reflections beneath tlx calmly drifting flat-bottomed

raft, attracted numbers of dolphins that swam continually beneath and around she raft,

and occasionally large tunnies that would circle around us for days on end. This unrestricted

aquarium always included pilot fish and at intervals many other more casual visitors and

passers-by, and was during most of the voyage followed by sharks, 'I he latter were edible

and fairly good when sliced and soaked In sea-water overnight, whereas the dolphins were

extremely delicious especially when eaten fresh the first or second day after catch. The

sharks would slide right up alongside the logs and could easily be caught by hand-harpoon,

hook, or even by a quick grip of the rough-skinned tail fin, The pilot fish and remora fish,

deserting the captured shark, would in most cascr. xtav with the raft, the former always

swimming in plough-formation under the bow or between the centre-boards, and ihc latter

occasionally attaching themselves through suction to the side logs. Almost every morning

we collected flying fish that had landed on the low and exposed deck in rhe course of the

night. There were usually half a dozen or more, with a record of twenty -six in one night,

all of which had only to be nicked up and used for food. Commonly we also found one or

two small edible squids among (he living fish on deck in ( he morning. They did not climb

on board, but accumulated a terrific speed underwater and by spreading out their side-

flaps made a glider flight over the waves as far as their impetus could carry ilium, just like

the flying fish. On specific occasions both dolphin and bonito came aboard with a breaking

sea and were trapped as the water disappeared between the logs; and a large tunny wasal-

3 Ci fbytrdtM
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1

1

1 > s t delivered to us in. ;ne same manner, but managed to jump off the logs. With flying
Ssli and small squids found on deck we had every day an excellent supply of fresh bait for
catching dolphin and tunny. The latter were rarer and more difiicul: to catch, but the dol-
phin would go straight for the hook; moreover, they kept so close to the ’logs that we
could jerk large specimens up on deck simply by letting them swim over a hooked tod
without fine.

1 his experience cm a balsa raft drift from Peru to Polynesia shows that it is inconceivable
that aboriginal voyagers by similar craft and in the same waters should perish for want of
food before reaching land in Polynesia, The Humboldt Current, as opposed to continental
mountain ridges, jungles, glaciers, and empty stretches of desert, forms no barrier to
pn mi rive migration, but acts in itself directly us both Transporter and provider for any
^ (- r '

i 1 15 Ia buoyant crai t. It was principally to satis!y their hunger and sustain Hfe ashore
rhai countless aboriginal Peruvians daily went out to sea in their various types of raft;
it would, therefore. Ire confinement to the shore rather than confinement to the sea that
\v:.Jd threaten fne food supply of these people. Inca Gardlasso (160$ b, p* 49) wrote from
aboriginal Peru : 1 he inhabitants of the sea-coast, besides an infinity of orher trods,
worshipped he sea, which they called Ala

m

# cc^eba , or
1

Mother Sea/ meaning that ii filled
the office of a mother, by supplying them with fish/

5

LS

I h< l rest; watci supply is ih-e next problem of importance for deep-sea voyagers. In Peru
more than elsewhere even coastal merchant and fishing rafts were generally equipped from
I heir borne base with an adequate water supply, since there was a notable scarcity of
m reams to depend upon for renewed supplies on a voyage along the desert coast. Nor you
there any rainfall dose inshore from which the voyagers could obtain relief.

We see from the drawings of 1 : 13 . >a (PlateLXV 1
:

I
)
and Sprlbergen (Plate 1 .XV 11} that the

e,£i k raftsmen carried a supply ofdrinking water in pars on deck, and rhe Earl}'
(
‘himu an is?*

i tig. p. 5H9) verity mat tins water supply could lake impressive proportions. Some icono
graphic reproductions show that even a small two-man reed-boat, that hardly was away
more ihan a day or ecg carried a large water- continuer, The balsa raft seen bv Spilbergcn
had carried water enough to keep its crew at sea for two months, and the large Indian
paiMes who went by similar rafts to the hobos Islands carried water enough to last them
all tu. r I . r cc 01 four weeks, on the barren islands. I upac Inca’s f leet must have carried water
sufficient to fast an arwy for even much longer time.

Accordingly, the organized parties of merchants, explorers, troops, or guano island
vision's, would all be well equipped with drinking-water, and some initial water-supply
woujil also be carried on board other coastal craft, and thus great I v benefit even the ac-

cidental dntr voyager unexpectedly forced away from the coast by a sudden wind or rapid
current. The experience of the k_00-Tiki expedition was that when the coastal water of Peru
was le; r well beniud, anti lee ratt came out into the open Pacific Ocean, diwAc and knee
also strong rain occurred at intervals, which made ii possible to collect sufficient rain-water
iiom tlie hut roof and from a sail spread out on deck, to maintain, a ration sufficient at

least for survival,

lur-As were also carried out with the old native method of chewing thirst-quenching
moisture our of raw Jish, Alternatively, the juices could be pressed out of pieces of fish

twisted in Polynesian fashion inside a doth, or, if the fish was large, it was sufficient to
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cut depressions in its side, which gradually became filled with orvze from the fish’s lymphatic

glands. Although such a beverage would only be resorted to if one had nothing better to

drink, the percentage of salt is so low that: thirst is quenched. '1 he fish that swim along

with a drifting raft in the Humboldt Current are therefore a reinsurance against catastrophe

if the water supply should run out between rain showers. Equally important k the fact

r hat the water rations can be considerably extended by the addition of plain sea water. Ok

Lot days, when perspiration drained the body of salt, we found that it was possible— as

recommended by Royal Air Force medical advicers— to add from 20 to 40 per cent of

ocean water to our fresh water ration; the somewhat hitter mixture still quenched the

thirst without noticeabb evil aftereffects. Our water requirements were also diminished

bv keeping the bode frequently under water, for instance by lying down on the after end

of the logs where the seas constantly rolled over. In the same connection we may note a

remarkable piece of information acquired by Stair, an observant missionary active among

the Samoans during the latter part of the last century. He wrote
(

l S95 b, p. 109; also

1 59 5 c) from Samoa:

“And on my query whether they did not often run short of water, they have astonished

me by telling me that the early voyagers always took a supply of leaves of a certain kind ol

herb nr pi a nr, as a means of lessening thirst, and. thus forming a valuable stand-by on a

voyage. Bv chewing the leaves of this plant they declared that, to a certain extent, they

could drink sea water with some kind of impunity, and thus assuage thirst. I made many

unsuccessful efforts to obtain the name of this shrub and ascertain its character. The

natives l asked said that they themselves did not know what it was, as the custom had

grown into disuse; but they were confident such a custom had prevailed in the past, when

voyages were more frequently made by their ancestors. I questioned many men of intelli-

gence about the matter, without effect. The constant reply uras,
lWc do not know what it

was ourselves, but we arc certain our forefathers were accustomed to use the plant.' Ot

iate years i have ascertained lost cocaine has the power of so completely deadening the

sense of feeling in the palate and throat that sea water may be swallowed without incon-

venience, so far as taste is concerned, bul that the consequence of drinking it for any length

of time would be disastrous, ... 1 have thought it possible that some plant ot the coca

species tnsv possibly exist in. Samoa, or some of the Tonga Group, In. Peru, the leaves of

the coca tree are chewed with wood ashes or lime, and used by Indian travellers and sports-

men to remove the sense of thirst and hunger, and enable climbing to be performed com-

fortably, Some such custom and habit would appear to have been known to early Samoan

voyagers.”

A c may add that bags of coca leaves have very frequently been found with the ancient

mummies buried on the desert coast of Peru. (Safford 1917, p, 409; etc.) Stair’s information

is highly significant, for not only was highland Peru and Bolivia the earl;*, home land of the

coca plant (Jzrj'fbroxyfott tota) t
whence the leaves were acquired on rite coast, but the culture

of this and other American masticatories, the leaves of which were similarly chewed,

“seems eo have held a great exclusive terrain in the west and northwest of South America’

\

(Sauer 1950, p. 541.)

We have no means of proving to-day whether or not ihe leaves referred to in Poly nesian

voyaging legends were die same as those chewed for the very same purpose in ancient Peru,
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Liucit is enough that we know for certain that the ancient Peruvians had full opportunity,
at a phicb, or making use of this their customary means of lessening thirst, while tra veiling
by sea towards Polynesia.

As we have seen, the prehistoric coconut-palms planted on lonely Cocos Island also show
that aboriginal, seafarers in these wafers have appreciated the refreshing drink that could
Oe earned in rl :s natural container, whereas plain water was best carried in tough bump-
proof gou rd-con ta i ac rs or in giant bamboos with perforated joints, when these are acces-
sible* as in the north in and clear Ecuador.

The storage room and carrying capacity of a balsa raft is many times that of the largest
known canoe. A medium size raft like the K&n-Tiki could with great ease carry

5 tons of
cargo, and there was ample dry space inside or forward of rhe hut to protect it all from the
breaking sens astern. We have seen that the larger balsa rafts met ac sen by the early Spani-
anJ-’ were estimated to carry up to ^0 tons or more. In great baskets, ; rourd-cont aiActs
and boxes lashed to the deck, the early Peruvians could without the least difficulty carry
enough fresh and dried tubers, fruits, nuts, and other customary food staples of their diet
to provide for the entire journey, quite apart from the fishing and food collecting that

could be carried ous eft route* The water containers were placed astern or below the reed-

deck* where they took up no space needed for the other cargo, and where hie water of the
Humboldt Current kept them constantly awash and cool in spite of the sun that burnt on
the dry deck. 1

Kars te si (1549) has seriously argued that the Kon-Tiki expedition failed 1:0 prove the

feasibility of a prehistoric voyage from South America to Polynesia, because the expedition
crew cooked ns food in European style by means rn matches and a wooden case with a

primus stove. He argues that stone-age people would have had no means of making Ere
and cooking on a corresponding raft voyage, which in his opinion is a fatal objection to

the east-west migration theory, as he never heard of Indians who would eat tish, meat,
or sweet- potato uncooked.

T doubt chat Indians of any tribe would succumb through a sit-down strike on a balsa

rait because their food was not prepared entirely to rheir liking. In any case, raw fish

soaked in fruit- juice is an aboriginal dish both in Peru and Polynesia, and has been served
10 the present author in both places. Peruvians who have visited Polynesia have pointed

out as a curiosity the analogy between this favourite Polynesian dish and the traditional

Quedma which* still eaten by the natives in Peru. \X e may in r his connection also note, an
interesting statement by Metraux {1940, p. 1 54), who wrote from Easter Island: “Several

travellers have stated that the natives at: raw sweet potatoes to quench 1 heir thirst.

Thomson expressly declares that They ate them both raw and cooked.’
” a

Still, there is no reason why the early balsa raft voyagers should not also have cooked
their food ii 1 hey wanted to. Any amount of wood could be earned along, even lashed to

the outside of the raft, self-supported in the water. Wet pieces would dry up in a day or
1 Acosta (1 j$e> b, p. 91) wrote from early Pern: l

*
. .

. they pm the water nr wine which hey drinks, into the r<: i hi

rjy^ons 10 be refreshed, whesehy may undoubtedly isode, rhnt the ocean hath this proper tie, to temper and
moderate rhe CKoesaive hear.”

1 Knrsten {fbid.} even goes sr. fat as m claim chat sweet-jin raps >ks Ortly tchi.iir'i edible For two or three days, : r-.i]

thus are wubn.ji value to early oversea voyages. This is incorrect. Sweet-potatoes remain edible even when they

an: completely d:icd, and were the staple food on most lout woyaqcs in ihe aboriginal Hi a P.ieiri:-. (See Pan Vll.)
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two if cut Up and left in the baking tropic sun on the hut roof. Two of the me mbers of the

expedition had stacked balsa wood and hardwood in fiont of rl.e hut, to entertain tlicrn-

stlves with wood-carving in time of leisure. Tills wood, like other deck cargo, always

kept dry. If soaked by rain or spray it immediately dried up when the sun reappeared

Any means resorted to for making fire ashore can he resorted to for the same purpose on

board a balsa raft. We have seen with Oviedo {iJ35 -4®) and other early chroniclers

that the first balsa rafts observed by the Spaniards had their “cooking places’* in rhe centre,

i IIoa (Plate LXVI) and Humboldt (Plate XXXT 3 I 2}
have shown on their drawings that

cooking places were also occasionally built astern on the balsa rafts. The balsa rafts still used

along the wide rivets of Ecuador down to Guayaquil Bay have a cooking- [’lace on board

:n which the fire is kept off the logs by means of stones covered with wet earth or day.

(Heyerdahl 1948 b,Ch. lib) Cooking on board wash-through rafts, is also known from Poly-

nesia. Shand (191 i,p r 70) wrote of the Chatham Island rafts: “They were large enough to

cany sixty to seventv people, , „ . They carried lire with them for warmth, which was placed

on stones and earth on the floor of the raft-canoe/" Further (1889, p. 14s) : " in going to a

disiaucc they plaited large baskets {kmm), which they filled with earth, on which to tight

a fire and cook food, taking also a large supply of firewood with them, as well as drinking-

water.” 1 Stair (1&95 l\ p. 618) states that he often asked the Samoans bow they formerly

had managed about cooking on long distance navigation, and while noting that even raw

fitjh was considered a delicacy, he also learnt that “provision was made for a fire by building

up stones and earth in some part of the hold or shed, wl iUt water was stored in bamboos,

or water bottles made from gourds or coconuts.

Women among balsa raft voyagers

A few words arc also necessary to refute the strange idea that voyagers from Peru would

die out after one generation, if they landed in uninhabited Polynesia, because only men

would travel on the balsa rafts. This theory, after the Kon- ftki expedition, was substituted

by some Pnlyneskmsts for the earlier belief that the rafts of aboriginal Peru had no prac-

tical access to Polynesia."

1 [it acids: “fcveryching being tied rscceswiaiscil tficJr taking lashing materjab \oi-i them wherewith tn snake

nuCCSSaf y repairs.”

1
'ffle. may note that In certain cases 3 taboo existed in Polynesia AgAInSt Lighting a Ere while at sea, or even against

storing cooked food among the voyagers* provisions. Bsctcnsivc voyages are on record cm. which no cooked loud

was eaten by me ctcvr until after landing.

* The argument that there w crc no women to “mother” the fir:;i Polynesians if they had come by Jafia from Peru

v:s» first Sponsored in an inrreview w T, Buck (origin illy ^An(&tuad Star, N. Z, February 7, 1949} who also argued

that hungry Peruviana would consume tht-ir whole supply of kxmsra before reaching Polynesia. On learning that

Polyiiesia had been proved 10 he accessible for a Perm'km rod. Buck maintained his earlier view chic the famara

had been fetched from Pern bv Old World voyagers who had first beaten many thousand miles, to windward irnm

Asia by canoe before seeing out on their ¥ Mo miles return voyage to Peru. Nothing was said as to why Asiatics

should not have eaten up the Peruvian A^W-artf cn route, nor why they were considered belter equipped for "irmihef-

iii;:" oceanic island tribes. Thomson (iByt, p. $6) once wrote: “The traditional and invariably policy of C.istern

.Asiatics has been prevent the emigration of women. Thus, Oven in modern times, though ihousands of Chinese:

anituallv migrate to the- Indian Archipelago, no women accompany them.” Jo be fair, vc ought to l>ear Lo mind

that In the emergency of wilt any people would take their women along. The question is only where they would

he able to go.
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Wc havc however* in this part that the earliest traditional memories from pre-Inca
Pern describe the migration of whole tribes by balsa rafts down the extensive coasts of
Ecuador and Peru. In the Chimu territory of North Peru even the name of Chief Naymlap's
wire, Ceterni, is remembered and we learn that she was not the onlv woman in the maritime
party. Many centuries later, when written history begins in South America* wc learn that
women were captured together with rbc men on the very first welbtquipped balsa raft
taken by the Spanish explorers in their advance upon Ecuador and Peru. The custom of
raking women on distant voyages by balsa raft survived in Peru and Ecuador as long as
thu vessel itself. Until the end of the Iasi century, native fishermen from Pavla and other
parts in North Peru carried not only their women, but children, dogs and chickens on
their balsa rafts, when bringing their heavy cargoes of dried fish by 'sea to the port of
Guayaquil,

\\ e have not I lag to guide us but legend alone when it h asked why human families first

happened to take up their abode on the utterly isolated, originally uninhabited .islandsm the vast ocean space between America and Austro-Melanesia. It is possible that men
and women sailing in home waters may have been overcome by fog or storm or some
oi lier unexpected change in the weather that left them a prey to the prevailing elements at
sea; or they might have fled trom the coast as fugitives from victorious enemies. The.
may even for some reason have left their former abode peacefully, on an organised expedi-
nnr, in search oi ne w land. We have already seen that Polynesian legends state allegorically
thii, lie earliest god-men, like Maui-tiki-tiki from Hi Jo

|

Jto]* discovered Polynesia primarily
when our in the ocean on a “fishing trip*. More historically worded traditions, as we have
seen, claim [fiat the first island settlers were “compelled to leave their original home”
because of unrest and enemy pressure. We have even seen {page 19) that Hie itinerary
taken on the organized departure into the open ocean off the continental Fatherland was
set by the leader with the words : “Let us follow the sun.”

I t 1lo1|l' tribe or licet was actually observed departing would the event be
likely to survive also in the memory of people remaining in the home country* as was ibe
case in Peru with Tupac Inca's voyage of discovery, or with the Vrracoehas’ emigration
under toe leadership oJ Tici, before Inca rimes, f he Inca party returned, Ehe Viraeocha parry
did not. I nca history tells us plainly that Tupac organized his expedition in search of wealth
and to conquer remote islands said to have been visited by coastal merchants sailing on
o.ils.i tabs. But it as very vague in stating the cause of the departure of Tici, who also, like

the Inca, originally departed from the highlands. It h not plainly stated whether TieiT
endgram PyrCv k-li because or hostilities and trouble, or whether their motive was a reli-

gious desire to follow the sun. But it is quite apparent that in Peru, as in other parts of the
world, no weather changes have caused as far-reaching disturbances in human settlements
and movements as hostilities between jealous neighbours and religious fanaticism. The
aboriginal history oi Peru is full oi local conquests, massacres and expulsions, and hostili-
ties went or? in settlements next to the Humboldt Current as well as at sea in balsa rafts, as
we have seen from Inca history/

J Af- an temple oi ihc type of warfare thru might bate occurred many time?! J:i the course of Peruvian jm l—

[.^.ori. . we may note with Acosta b, \ of 1
,
p. 150) that Inca troops fsxuii the highlands <>rnx occupied the

Coastal Talley of Cinecc while their numerous local enemies were far out on the Pacific fishing from th«f reed-
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The sea-road of the Humboldt Current

The gigantic circulation of surface water ihar takes place in ihe South-ease Pacific is,

in its major movements, well known. Down in rbc Roaring forties a cold, ocean current

drifts east towards Ticrra del FuegO and southern Chile, where part of the water passes

south of the Americas and into the extreme South Atlant ic Ocean. The other part is blocked

Lit the projecting tip of the South American mainland, and is forced in a big circular

movement up along the Chilean coast While still easthound towards Southern Chile,

this current is generally accompanied by a west wind drift and is occasionally suggested

by anthropologists as being an inviting highway for eastbound migrations across the Pacific.

However, the severe climate caused by the proximity of the Antarctic and the wide belt

0f drift ice, as well as the almost constant gales and ferocious seas, make this part of the

ocean most unsuitable for long expeditions by aborigines in open craft. The cold water from

this current, which sweeps at a considerable speed up along the whole Chilean coast,

continues along the shoreline of Peru as the Peru- or Humboldt Current, while gradually

raining temperature. Approaching the equator ihc whole flow- oi water rapidly turns in a

great sweep due west, is now called the South Equatorial Current, and bears directly

down upon all the island groups of nuclear Polynesia. Finally, branches of the same

drifting mass of water bear through Melanesia down upon Australia, New Guinea, and

I ndonesia. Gaining temperature as it comes up the South American coast towards tropical

latitudes, this current abounds in itsh to tempt the shore -dwellers of Peru, and f is accom-

panied all the way to Polynesia, Melanesia, and the remote Vv'cst Pacific Ip a strong west-

ward beating trade wrind. Nowhere in the world has nature formed a ^sea-bridge” better

suited for transoceanic voyaging or displacement of man than this one-way ocean escalator

from Peru westwards across the Pacific island territory,

It is quite obvious that the rapid drift of the local water-masses was known to the Inca

and pre-Inca fishermen and voyagers who struggled with aboriginal craft in these waters

for untold generations. The Spaniards noticed it as soon as they arrived with their caravels.

Andagoya (1541-46, p. 76), the first European to try to advance along the Pacific coast

of South America, wrote: “There are many currents in this South Sea s tor which reason

it can only be navigated dose in shore, except with long delay. They go up the coast every

afternoon, and with the tide; for there arc many points where the wind alone docs not

suffice to stay die current." A decade after the discovery of Peru this chronicler could state

{lbid-y p. 77) that the best time for navigation from Panama to North Peru was :rom

January to May, when northerly winds interrupted those from the south in the intervening

coastal region. Observations of the strong local currents were also immediately narrated

by Cieza (1 5 jy), Zarate (1 j 5 5), and subsequent chroniclers.

As the main Humboldt Current sweeps up the Peruvian coast, small eddies and sub-

sidiary counter-currents are formed close to the shore in several places. This is especially

marked in the north. Thus we learned from old local people that rails south-bound from

Guayaquil to Paita and Piura kept very dose inshore, where a current usually went south

along rhe land, but in returning north they went further out into the ocean to get the Ijenefit

floats. They laid eIisikscIvcs in ambush waiting fur the returning mariners, and thus succeeded in mastering the

“manic iiHnv.md Indians, which went to sea in ihctf vessels of reeds . .

.
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of a northbound branch of the Humboldt Current. Similar manoeuvres are still carried out

by small modern era Ft all down the Peruvian coast.

Although rhe bulk of the water only turns west in one main mass offthe coast ofwhat was

once the C himu habitat in. North Peru, the outer edges of the current send off branches to

the west all the way from the latitudes of Northern Chile and southern Peru. ( )n the Inner

aide of the current, close to land, secondary submarine currents come to the surface and

feed water into the main body of the moving water that forms the Humboldt Current,

Gunther (193

6

, p. 59) describes this outbound flood oi the water near the short: as:
1Up.

welling of lower layers which may be looked upon as vertical currents of compensation

for surface water drawn off towards the west.” Showing that the rapidity oi the Humboldt

Current itself is greatest on rhe side nearest land, Gunther adds {(hid, p. 49} :

:: h is there-

fore probable that this decrease of northerly drift with distance from land is attended by an

increasing set towards rhe west. The universality of upwelling off both Chile and Peru is

indeed evidence that westerly set of the surface layers is in progress,” And (7/vV/., p. j$):

“Westerly set has usually attracted most attention off northern Peru, .. . off the Hobos

Islands vessels have been set as much as 36 miles to westward of their course. Westerly

set has also been mentioned particularly off the Pisco region, *

,

These are interesting data, I or we have seen that whole parties of Indians on board balsa

rafts, with food and water to last them for weeks, regularly sailed out to these Lobos

Islands, and thus each rime ran the risk of being trapped by the strong westerly set of water,

which encounters no land short of Polynesia. The strength of the westerly set of the current

in the Pisco region, especially off the Paracas peninsula, is also important. The strong cur-

rent and high seas in the Patacas fishing-grounds ate famous among the local fishermen

even in our day, and It is ashore this peninsula that the urn-kzbu haired Patacas mummies

are buried, while an abundance of locally excavated centre-boards bears witness to the pre-

Inca raft activity :n tiffs very area. The westerly offset of the current from the Pisco area,

Ilo, and Arica, does not, like the main westward sweep from Central and North Peru,

span the entire ocean in full strength as far as to nuclear Polynesia with the Tuamotus and

the Marquesas, it tends to send branches southwest long before these islands, bearing in

narrow curves down upon Easter Island, Sak-y-Gocnez, and surrounding waters,'

1 )ff the coasts of Puna Island, Guayaquil and the extreme north of Peru, other strong

movements take place at sea. This is just above the turning-point of the main water-masses,

and strong eddies and accessory currents dominate the region, A slight northbound

leakage of cold Antarctic water from the Humboldt Current mingles with hot and poorly

saline water corning south in the form of the peculiar Nino (Infant) Current, and strange

and unpredictable currents are formed where the two press each other westwards into the

ocean in rhe direct ion of the Galapagos Islands. The strength of this southbound Nim
Current is very variable, and in certain yea is it flows in strength as far south as to Callao

1 ITic elLmmi..- conditions of coastal Peru are thus summarized in Dish's C/ZwaAs/sfy (1942, p. 293): “Along the

ca*?.\ of Puru die ocean currents and the winds etc deflected to the left. The winds become south or southeast trade

winds, almost parallel to the co:-St Or sorocwbAt offshore, result -ng in ari up welling of'told vatci doac inshore.

1 lies* wiri.H.b, which sue both cold, and offshore, produce no lain ; hence, from the northern border of Peru to latitude

30 S. the coastal region is practically rainless. The upwelling cold w.iie? nc:ir t.bt short is the cause of some coft-

ikiisiilivm, however. Along the southern half of the Peruvian coast, especially jn the vicinity of Lima, the humidity

Is high, there is much cloudiness, and there ate frequent dense fogs, attended by light drilling nisi*
1'
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or even Tea., bringing a sudden rise in temperature so catastrophal that fish and plankton
die in enormous quantities, clisct>lou

i ing the wafer a ll along the coast as the v decompose.
The dreaded Alim Current is therefore often popularly referred to as "The Painter"*
(Gunther 1936; Murphy 1937; etc.) 'Hi etc is also a seasonal a matron in the meeting-place
of the two deflected currents. From May rill November the northern branch of rhe II urn

-

boldt Current forces its way far up the central coast of Ecuador before it is forced west by
thc Nino Current, but from December till April of each year the warm rain-accompanied
Nino Current dominates the entire coast of Ecuador, (Ferdon 1950 b, pp. 3-n 43; Blair
r 94N p-2?j; etc.) Normally the southbound. Nino Current and the northbound Hum-
boldt Current intermingle and turn west together In the fishing-grounds off the coast
between Puna Island and Paha in North Peru. It was just in this treacherous area that
Skogman (1654, Voh I* p. 163) about a century ago found the lesser coastal traffic to con-
sist of balsa rafts navigating with sad, centre-boards and steering-oar, while describing
from own experience in that pre-mechanical time, how he took six days to go by sailing

ship from Callao to Puna, whereas the opposite journey required 15 to zo days and often

70 to So days. He adds with reference to the local currents: “One can easily perceive the
necessity of having good sailing craft for navigation Along this coast, , . A The same
voyager, we have seen, states {IbieL. p. 164) rhar the local balsa rafts even went as far out
as to 1 he Galapagos, These islands, right on the equator, sire surrounded by very si tong
eddies, hut the main ocean around them is on a steady westward move. Stew-art (1911^

p- -4°) writes from the Galapagos: “OcetwU Currents. The northern islands of the group,
viz. Abingdon, Bindloc, Culpepper, Tower, and Wemmn, lie in the direct path of the

Panama Current, and the water surrounding them is several degrees warmer than that

around the southern islands, which are bathed by the Humboldt Current.” Gamier (1870,

p, iQ) again says of these waters: “Even in our days, the whalers crossing off the American
c^ast, to rhe Galapagos, can only with difficulty remain in these regions, because the cur-

rents carry them forcibly towards the west, and it is said about one chat twice during the

s.atnc year it was forced to run to the south right dowo into the variable winds, in order
!0 be able to voyage towards the east." He quotes Moerenhout who, sailing in the Pacific,

found the current so strong that at times lie could not force his ship east, but drifted back
towards the west from zo to 60 miles a dav.'

*

1 also Hooker <x8 j l, p. 252), who describes die currents th;it tench the Galapagos from Peru m J Pannma
sod influence the local inland flow siCCOrdklgly- Hurud.l {19462, p. 55), records how drifts, oft lOdtfrn wrecks and

drift-bottles from Peruvian waters all go 10 Polynesia and Melanesia. A classic example not included by I;: .1 :s

tl-.iit of the Brazilian artist family Berrtarddlt, which, iusc a ccflitlMty ago. set owl fruffl Central America down the

Peruv ian coast, bound foj} Chile. Tlw sailing vessel which was to rake them there lost its bearings entirely, am’ tv in n

Land finafly was sighted the ship was wrecked on what proved to be a Polynesian island near Tahiti, More recently

JacquicE {19481 records hflw the Kon-Tiki i-rih voyage was followed up a few months later by a 3c ft, currcr buSli

1 in Faster Island, .Manned by a e-row of nine Polynesians without: map nr compass, the vessel was driven to sea

from Easter Island in bad weather on December a.;, 1947. On January 30 ii Landed on Ratio asoil in the Tiaamotu

itnidpelago, 1 ion miles to the west. The crew, ranging in age from jh to it, carried no food supply other than

that which was consumed in the first days, and subsisted thereafter On the very little fish they caught cn route as

well n$ raisn water. To reduce their thlrsi they kept their bodies under water for hours on end. Macintosh £1948,

p. 123 etc.) also accumulates weighty and purely practical evidence to show thai, among the early European

discoverers, in recorded modern drifts, and in n»m rat oversea migrations iby aboriginal craft, ‘'wind and current
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We saw in Part IL how Selling's pollen statistics in Hawaii are able to show the main

aspects of r he climatic conditions in that northern area at the prehistoric period when a

fleet of Northwest Indian canoes was believed to have reached the Hawaiian group.

Analogous information with regard to the climatic amplitudes and associated variations

in wind and ocean current strength— has been made available in the Southeast Pacific by

the Swedish Deep Sea Expedition (Petferson Ttjyo), through an analysis of marine plankton

sedimentation on the actual ocean bottom, Arrhenius, who took part in the expedition

and is in charge of the geological material and its treatment, informs me {viva voce ; see also

Arrhenius 1950) that an increase in the strength of the ocean current means also an increase

in upwedings and water circulation, which again results m increased plankton activity

and a more rapid sedimentation of fallen dead plankton during the specific periods and in

the particular areas where such increases in the current strength have taken place, \n

analysis of the stratification of the bottom sediment can, therefore, reveal possible chrono-

logical changes in the route and strength of the principal ocean currents. Such an analysis

was made possible by the systematic deep-sea borings of the Athafrosx Expedition, which

brought hack for laboratory analysis a large number of sediment cores from the Pacific

ocean bottom, each core varying in depth from eight to fifty feet. After A symposium in

which international specialists dealt with meteorological views on the climatic changes

in the Quarterary period, Arrhenius wrote to me as follows

“The trade wind and equatorial current systems arc very sensible even, to small climatic

changes. An aggravation of climate in higher latitudes seems, in the equatorial areas of the

Pacific, to manifest itself through an increasing intensity of the trade winds and the equatorial

currents. The course followed by the latter however, seems to have been very stable through-

out the Pleistocene. As far as the South Equatorial Currents are concerned, such climatic

aggravations as those which have repeatedly occurred in historic times cause an increase

in the strength of both the westerly and the southerly moving currents. On this the upwel-

ling::; of deep sea water increase along the edges of rhe moving water, and thereby increases

also the production of plankton and fish in the currents, whereas the surface temperature

sinks. Changes in the climate which have an unfavourable effect on l lie human culture in

higher latitudes and probably also on the west coast of South America, have accordingly

improved, or at no rate worsened, the possibilities for migrations from Peru to Southern

Polynesia.”

in other words, a systematic analysis of deposited marine plankton on the Pacific Ocean

floor show's that the westbound Humboldt Current throughout human times has followed

very much the same track, bur that Its speed and intensity in out modern time do not re-

present a maximum. The westbound urge of the Humboldt Current and the trade winds

was stronger in the earh centuries of our own era than it is to-day.

arc allnos ' iin-ftrsiibly the major factors, " lEe opposes the often sweeping and speculative foundations for many
vt:v-.\s fig. to transoceanic migration routes, #nu states pup, 3 z j, [45): “In the past many antJuu-poloyical theories

have ignored the eitoctR of wind an*! current and have postulated purposeful waves of irdgfatton to live teeth nfborhr
1 *

.Also; "Many migration theories ignore the opposition of prevailing ocean currents and winds. Examples are

quoted tr> show that in i 3ie vast majority of recorded cases these an; the major factors. The inability of native Cfttft

tn heat to windwa.fi! applies also to Polynesians and Malays and, until die 17th century, to Europeans also."

- Letter to the author dated May 3, Syio.
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Conclusion

It we add up the evidence accumulated in the present part, we find that coastal Peru
m prehistoric limes was not inhabited, by a land-locked, nation of agriculturists, but by
successive generations of people whose cultures were based in part also on a strongly
maritime economy, with fishing and coastal trade, The marine architecture of Peru had
followed ideas alien ro our own conceptions of the ideal water-craft, but resulting in

vessels that were cheap and easy to manufacture, and highly suitable for their various local

purposes. The simplest of these craft, used individually by the multitudes of poor but ven-
turesome and maritime fishermen, consisted of a t'ah&liifo of reeds or buoyanf wood, or
of inflated sealskin floats; the more complicated vessels were regular reed-ships of com-
plex design, or navigable Log-rafts. The aboriginal Peruvian navigation in the extreme
East Pacific went on for untold centuries in such wash-through raft-boats of various
designs, the chief of which was the slow-moving but perfectly safe, commodious and
capacious balsa ralr, liile possessing since time immemorial these ingenious types of
craft which they freely utilized often on daring enterprises— the early Peruvians lived

virtually on the edge of one of the worUTs largest currents, which throughout human
times lias rolled uninterruptedly from their home waters straight to Polynesia.

Leading experts on Polynesian craft have found reasons for suggesting that much of the

early movement into Polynesia was carried out by people who used some sort of sailing

rafts rather than canoes* these, we can safely state, would have had great practical dif-

ficulties in forcing their way up cast from Indonesia, whereas die sailing of rafts down to
i.he vest from Peru would be absolutely natural, it not unavoidable, in the long periods of
high culture and ^ ivid activity on the western side of South America.
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POLYNESIA AND SOUTH AMERICA;
SOME INHERITED ANALOGIES

Great cultures rise and fall, but they rarely disappear without leaving at least some in-

heritable impression among the surrounding peoples, or direct!}' on their own local succes-

sors. There must have been many peoples surrounding the great culture-founders o£ the

aboriginal Andes, and wc know that some of these intimate neighbour including the

ancestors of chc local highland Incas* had drawn much inspiration from the knowledge

and activity emanating from the various early centres that flourished along the Andes in

the early centuries A, D, Turning to the adjoining ocean, we lind that die Melanesians

from Fiji and farther west are the only near neighbours to the early cult tire-bearers who
first setded Polvncria; but inside Polynesia itself the intermingling between the primary and

secondary settlers would give greater opportunity for direct local inheritance in that area

that! existed in Peru, Thus, both in the Andean aiva and i Oceania the historic tribes have in-

herited or borrowed a certain number of traits which were not originally their own, but

came down to them from an earlier local era.

We have so tar seen that certain unexpected Caucasian-like traits were shared by some

of rhe peoples who brought high-culture into Andean South America and Polynesia,

(Part V.) We have further found that there are striking analogies between the enduring

works left behind by prehistoric stone sculptors anti masons in the two areas, (Part VI.)

I u ithermo nr, wc have evidence that aboriginal agriculturists brought to Polynesia a

number of such important prehistoric Peruvian crop plants as would be able to grow
under Polynesian soil and weather conditions. (Fart VI L) Finally, we have seen that the

aboriginal Peruvians possessed such craft as would be required to carry the culture-

bearers and their crop plants westwards across the water, and chat notice-able vestiges of

i e strange Peruvian types of era it had survived in various parrs of Polynesia. (Part Y III.)

Wc shall now turn our attention to rhe known fact that remarkable cultural analogies

exi*'- between the otherwise unrelated historic occupants of the South American continent

and the Hast Pacific islands. Although the peoples who to-day share these analogies are

not directly related or connected, it is the writer's belief chat both have benefited from the

cultures of earlier peoples in these two regions who were related,

One of the best known efforts to collect and list cultural parallels between Oceania and

South America (with Panama) has come from Nordenskiold (1931) in his important study

Origin of tin Indian in South A mtrica. After enumerating 49 material culture

elements common to these two geographic areas* the author concludes [Ibid.
, p. zc): “As

to the majority, they must either have arrived in America from across the sea, or else be
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independent inventions made by the Indians of tropical or sub-tropical AmericaA The
third possibility, that these elements were exported from America, is strangely enough
overlooked by Nordenskiold. as by so many others who have found it natural to consider

Pacific analogies up-stream only. Under the heading “
‘Oceanian* culture elements in South

America”, he writes (Ibid
, p. i<S): “As is well known, we find in South America quite a

number of culture elements for which parallels are found in Oceania. 1 7'kse m- may tail

*Qttaman\ aitimsh this certainly docs not imply nay proof that they hare beatimported into Amtr&a
from Oeeama. These 'Oceanian’ culture elements may derive their origin from the crew

of some weather-driven vessel, because the possibility of such having landed upon the

coasts of America is not entirely to be disregarded, as Friederici has fairly convincing]',

shown. Some of them may also originate directly from actual immigrations of exceed ingly

remote date into South America from across the ocean. Or, with '.'tie or two exceptions,

these culture elements may simply have been independently invented both in America and

in the Old World, ” To this lie later adds (/hid. , p. 75): “Cultural influence from Oceania—
so tarns we are able to speak of such a thing— must in the main date from some exceedingly

remote past, before the banana, sugarcane, fowls, and domesticated pigs were known in

Oceania,*
7

A criticism of Norden skibid’s work was published by Emory (1942 b), but the latter

did not note that Nordcnskiold, in testing up-stream diffusion versus independent evolu-

tion, had overlooked or omitted to consider also the third possibility: a down-stream

leakage. Emory thus restricted Ids criticism essentially to showing that a striking number
of the elements listed by Wordens Id old were absent from Polynesia or Peru, while oc-

curring in many eases in such widely separated areas as Melanesia and interior South

America. Tins indeed, would weaken die diffusion theory. But if we assume that a homo-
genous Il'ich-culture had once spread from the Andean region down across the formerly

unexplored and unoccupied sea, then many inland South American tribes must have had

early contacts with a people that later intermingled with Melanesians, In rids case there

may still be some arguments for diffusion among Nordcn ski bid’s many parallels, although

they would then have to be listed under a different caption, not as “Oceanian” culture

elements in South America, but as “South American** culture elements in Oceania

.

A mere numerical presentation of ethnological parallels cannot do much more than

indicate perhaps, a former exchange or ideas. Even so, the strength of a list of material

cultural parallels lies almost entirely in its cumulative force, which reduces the likelihood

of coincidence or independent invention. Its weakness h that the list may be broken up 2iy

critical reviewers into separate parallels which independently offer no conclusive evidence

and may be discarded one by one as affording no satisfactory proof or transfer. Unless

adequate attention has been paid to the question of reciprocal chronologies and feasible

routes of exchange, a list of material cultural parallels is highly vulnerable and merely calls

for differences of opinion chat are maintained until discussions gradually peter out, (E. g.

Emory n.142 L ; Heine-Geldern lyyo b; etc.)

Since the present Andean peoples admittedly have had very little or no .contact with the

present peoples of Oceania, we shall gain little actual information by a mere random

listing of the many noteworthy parallels that happen to exist between the two geographic

1 He ,uli!s Lo ;i £1XU rie<t ;

L‘$ee especially the works of Ruri, Fr.wir.vj, Grdebner, Pdier SehmHt, rand imb/Uon},
1 '
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sircar. Botany has shown that we are not confronted with impress ions left upon the Andean

peoples by intruders from the Pacific islands. But some early South Americans have brought

various local plants, like the Peru vian cotton, kumara
y
gourd, etc., out to the Pacific islands.

It would, therefore, seem more helpful to approach the series of concurring American-

Oceanian elements with the object of rinding which of 1 hem might have accompanied

the human transmitters of these crop plants our of South America, than to strive so show

how far it seems possible to propose independent evolution behind the concurring items

on the list. We carmen; in any case succeed to reduce the list to zero. (Emory
1 942 h, p. 1^4;

Heine-Geldcrn 1950 b, p + 190; etc.)

The picture-writing oj Easter Island

Instead of reviving the various existing lists of South American Oceanian parallels, we
shall approach the problems that still confront us inside Polynesia, and see to wliat extent

they may be better understood if we assume that other culture elements besides living

crop plants and enduring stone monuments have survived now extinct or absorbed South.

American settlers in Polynesia.

One of the most conspicuous secondary problems with which we are still confronted is

the occurrence of a prehistoric script on Easter Island. .Before they came under European

influence the isolated tribes, on Easter Island were already in possession of a number of

wooden tablets covered by rows of inscriptions or pantographs (termed rmiep-wijip by the

aborigines), which are si ill undeciphered to-day. it has been a much debated question

whether or not the present Polynesians have fully mastered this script, although die tablets

were preserved by them in their own houses, and were regularly “recited’
1

or chanted from
on ceremonial occasions. Learned Easter Islanders* termed tangata supposed

to be initiated in the reading of the text, would recite at Length with their eyes

on the tablets, but when interrupted they had to go back to where they starred, as they

could not pick up the text at any given spot on the board. Not could any of them satis-

factorily interpret or explain the various signs, or read a group of signs, or transfer the

writing-system of the tablets to other texts or topics. There is, therefore, fairly good reason

for believing that no historic Easter Islander actually understood the individual signs or the

actual system of the pktographs, but that they were able to associate the different texts

they bad learnt by heart with the respective tablets with which they had become familiar

acid preserved (or copied) through generations, One of the Easter Island tablets is definitely

not prehistoric, since it is carved from the blade of an eighteenth century ash oar. (La-

vachcry T934.) This however, does not necessarily mean that a new text was composed in

historic time; more probably it means that the text of an old tablet bad been transferred

to a new one,

I hornson (1SS9, p, 3 1 4) was the first to secure valuable information about the tablets,

although he found no native who could actually read and write the pictographic lines.

Through him, the principal early authority on the Easter Island lore, we learn that Hotu
Matua, Inc first L.aster island king, “brought with him to the island 67 tablets containing

allegories, traditions, genealogical tables and proverbs relating to the land from which
he had migrated . A knowledge of the written characters was con lined to the royal family*

45 Heycrdaf^i
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the cl liefs of the six districts Lorn which the island was. divided, sons of those chiefs, and
certain priests or teachers, bur the people were assembled at Anekena Bay once each year

to hear all of the tablets read.”

The basic problem of the Easter Island tablets is not that they are as vet undue iphe red*

nor that written characters or symbols like those on the Easter Island tablets are unknown
anywhere else in the world. There may well be very little information to be gained from
the Master Island tablets beyond what we already know from chants and traditions of the

present population. Nor is it so strange chat 1 he outward appearance of die various ideo-

grams is unique, for they may well he stylistically adapted to suit local preferences m shape

and artistic design. The most remarkable thing about the written tablets is that thev de-

monstrate that picture-writing was known on Easter Island, although completely absent

among all die hundreds of island tribes westwards across the whole Pacific. The invention

of the principles of script is elsewhere considered one of the highest cultural adiievements

of any prehistoric civilization. It w ould seem most unjustifiable to suggest that [his inven-

tion was independently evolved on liny, isolated Master Island, when most other world

centres of script have a common background or result from a prolonged evolution w ithin

outsranding cultural centres. All the natural qualifications for the development of writing

are absent from Easter Island—more so, probably, than anywhere else where man has

settled. A great nation, with an elaborate social organization and the need to convey mes-
sages over wide areas, would be likely to acquire script, especially when exposed to trade

and impulses from neighbouring civilizations. Ml these conditions were drastically re-

versed among the aborigines on this isolated speck of land in the far Eastern Pacific. I:

peopled from Asia, Master Island would be the remotest and last discovered foothold in

the entire Pacific, with less time for the local evolution of script than any of the thousands

of islands nearer Asia. All told, the little colony on barren Master Island may he ^aid to

represent the antithesis of what should be expected from one of the world’s exceedingly

few centres for the development of script.

It we agree that the idea of picture-writing was imported into Easter Island, it would
perhaps be natural first to turn our attention across the sea towards Asia, since ihc early

civilisations of Peru are generally considered to have been wholly ignorant of the art of

writing, as opposed to the other New World high-cultures north of Colombia, Mur ob-

servers have also looked westwards across the Pacific in vain for ideas that could have

inspired the Easter Island picture-writing. Apart from the wholly different writing system

Ot China there is nothing to suggest a connection anywhere in East Asia. Most writers,

therefore, have been forced to conclude that rhe Polynesians, when settling the loneliest

and furthest from A -da of their islands, suddenly duplicated the ancient invention of script.

But in 19.32 do Hevesy tried to establish that a connection existed between the script? of

some Indus Valley seals and the Master Island tablets, a theon which aroused much heated

discussion pro and con. (I-Ievesy 1938.) Lmigdon, Heinc-GelderO, Ross, River, Stephen-

Chiuvcc and others defended de Hevesy’s view, but Mctraux (1938, p. 219) wrote will

reference to the general culture of the carl* Indus Valley centres (Mohcnjo-Daro and

LI.ara.ppa): “Nor a single feature of their civilization points to a possible connection with

Polynesia.” Vnalysing 1 he alleged similarity between the local script and some of the signs

on the Easter Island cablets, he concluded {Ibid,, p. 235): “No unbiased man who studies
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the tablets and the Indus script can fail Vo notice the enormous difference, not only in the

systetTVj. but in the form and type ol the signs.

The view, due to certain superficial similarities in form, that a few of the ideograms on the

Indus Vallet seals had spread to the Easter Island tablets was not well enough founded

morphologically to stand the test of geography and chronology. W riters still quote each

other on the fantastic spaces of land, water, and time that separate the Easter Island tablets

from anv contact with Indus Valley seals. Thus, reviving the rofifie-nwgp problem, Mc-

Carthy (ig-jo, p. 544) recently wrote: “Buck
1
195,8 a| disposes ol i he stimlanry of some

of these symbols to those of the ancient city of Molte n
j

o- 1 >aro. in the Indus valley of India,

by pointing out that the boustrophedon arrangement of the lines, with each alternate one

upside down, is unknown, at Mohcnjo-Dan
>,

that the latter city is dated 1000 B. and

rival the symbols could not have survived unchanged a journey of some thirteen thousand

miles' of ocean and islands, leaving no trace en route, during a time span ot some three

thousand years."

Those who ignore the fact that emigrants from the Indus Valiev to Easter Island must

cover exactly half me earth's circumference to find their destination, should at least 0. insult

geography and note that a westerly route is greatly favoured by the elements, with Africa

and America as stopping-places rather than the Far East, Australia and Oceania- \s men-

tioned 3>y Metraux {1-9-38, p. £19), the Indus \ alley seals -are found as tar oil as Mesopo-

tamia, establishing the interesting tact that relations existed at least thus tar west as early as

the third millennium B. C. Ti e same author says, opposing the method of de Hevesy V
direct comparison between the Indus Valley script and the piaographs of Easter Island

p. 23ft): “I could compare the Indus script with the pictography ot the American

Indians and find as much resemblance. . .If scientists insist upon connecting Easter Island

with the Indus Valley, I claim the same privilege for the neglected Const Indians of the

modern Republic of Panama. I might also include the O
\
Ibwa,

TT

We have now circumnavigated the world and are back in America. Although Metraux

perhaps did not intend to call attention to the analogies between the picture-writing systems

of Panama and of Easter Island, the present writer finds it worth while to go a little further

into the question, For the Ciina Indians on the southern neck of the Panama Isthmus arc

900 miles closer to Easter Island than arc the Polynesians who live in the Tonga Group,
and we arc now ac least getting wim in the limits of feasible voyaging distances for primhive

craitd Even the ancient centres of writing in Mexico, Yucatan, and Nicaragua are nearer

to Piaster Island than arc all the West and North Polynesian islands. 51 Purely geographical

reasoning will, therefore, imply two feasible alternatives for the origin of the Easter

Island script, ft fir her originated locally or was inspired from the New World. The absence

of comparable picture- writing on the half globe between Easter Island and the Indus

V alley by way of Indonesia should make even the most extreme circum global diffusionists

1 MtCan'iky says thousand it ides, -mi by a uusprinr jn ion.

if ns- 3 c-oa miJus from Southern Panama m Lasicr la! anti. The Kan-Tiki raft covered 4 30a miles from Peru to

the Tuamotus,

1i;;- distance from Mexico Csrv to Easier Is Iami i-;
j son miles [Ksnd McSiallj- Indexed Terrestrial Globe),

whereas the disunite from tlie coaii ol Sm:;h Mexico natural!', is -sii!!; shorter-
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realise, on practical grounds, that no externa] inspiration of the Easter Island tablets is pos-

sible unless it came from, or by way of, one of the old American centres of picture-writing.

Picture-writing in aboriginal America

Hie Cuna Indians of Southern Panama live on the narrow neck ofland which migrants

from Mexico and Central America would have to pass to reach the Andean area of South
America. Their habitat is more than half-way from Mata to Inca territory. Linne (193ft,

P-
Il^9) says; “From the toastlands of Peru and Ecuador we have legends of invasions

troiii the north, and not in the character of myths, but rather of traditions, although they

are vague. While certain dements among the Cuna Indians of Panama arid northwestern

Colombia, above all picture-writing, bear witness of connection northwards, the. notc-

wo rthy a rc h seologlcal finds in th e prt>v i it ce o f Coele are ra t be r pointi ng tc> $ nu t h \ merica.”

It is accordingly most reasonable to suppose that the Cuna tribes or their ancestors were
among the marginal tribes geographically exposed to impulses from active early high-

cultures that visited or passed through their isthmus territory,

NordensBold (1928, p. 1 3), who observed the picture-writing still in use among the mod-
ern Tunas, analysed the system and found ample indications lhai "the Cuna picture- writing

originates from tlic picture-writing that existed in this part of the world at the lime of the

discovery of America." He show's, with the early chroniclers Martyr and Enciso, bow
certain aboriginal tribes on the Panama Isthmus, at the time of European discovery, proved

to be in contact with tribes which possessed picture-writing and books. Some of these,

he shows, were probably the Nicarao Indians inhabiting die Pacific side of Nicaragua a few
hundred miles up the coast, and half-way to the main American centres of script in Mexico
and Yucatan, He states (/Av/,, p. 14) with Oviedo (1 53 5-48, Voh I V, p, 36) that these

Nicarao Indians, when Europeans arrived, had parchment books about as broad as a hand
and ten to twelve feet long, folding up to the sj^e or a man’s hand. The parchment was

painted with figures in black and red. In the same earl 1

, century both Simon and Castellanos

relate the South American Catia Indians (near Vndoquia, Colombia) possessed

picture-writing which was either painted on doth or engraved on other materials. Both
these tribes to the south and the Nicarao in rjie north were pcohabit in contact with the

Cuna and other Indians of the Panama region. (ImL)

As to die Cunas, Nordens id bid shows trial earlier writers have only mentioned their

manners and customs in passing. But be states, referring to two modern writers who
visited them early enough to observe some- of their aboriginal customs: “in his excellent

work P, Gasso writes that these Indians practised a kind of picture-writing on wooden
tablets. But he gives no further particulars, of this writing. The distinguished American

biologist Dr. Harris visited the Cunas for the purpose of siuch ing, from the point ot view

of heredity, the albinos, or so-called white Indians, of which there is frequent occurrence

among them. He noticed that the Cunas possessed a sort ot picturewriting which they

made use of lor recording songs of various kinds. This writing, Harris says, is read from

the bottom, from right to left, and then from left to right, and SO on.”

Norden.sk ibid (Jhiit , p. 1 6) adds from his own experience; “Wc succeeded in collecting

a fairly extensive material of the picture-writing from ihe Tuna Indians. These specimens
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Art- drawn on paper obtained by the Indians from the whites, . . . More exceptionally the

picture' writing k painted on wooden tablets. This r -nateda], according to what f have been

r old by the C Limit;, would be rhc original one, which is also corroborated by P, Gass 6.

One of these wooden tablets with drawings of exceedingly fine workmanship of demons’

habitations is among rhc most valuable things of our cod lection, , . . Thefact of wood having

been the original material on which the writing was drawn speaks i n favour of its being

primitive, and not having come into use owing to influence from the whites.” Further

(p. iff); “The mode of reading picture-writing from right to left, and then from left to

right, as well as beginning the reading in the right-hand corner at the bottom, goes to

prove that the idea of Curia picture-writing has not originated under tile iniluence of a

knowledge of white men's writing,” His general conclusion \silbitL„ p. 21): "From the

above will be seen that there is nothing indicative of the Guns picture-writing having come

into being from any white influence. Il bears no resemblance to the much more developed

writing of the Mayas. What it most resembles is possibly the picture-writing of ancient

Mexico, and I incline to 1 he opinion that it constitutes a degenerated form of it. In support

of this view there is Martyr’s account* above referred 1.0 *
from which il appears that the

Darien Indians in the beginning of Lite 16th century carried on intercourse with Indians

who possessed a kind of picture-writing probably resembling that of .Mexico,”

Instead of accepting Nordcnskiold s fairly reasonable proposal that the Cuna script was

simply a degenerate form of the ancient Mexican picture-writing* Hornbostel (1930}

observed a number of specific analogies with the written tablets of Easter Island, and was

led to assume a Polynesian origin for the ( boa script. Since writing was unlikely to have

originated on Easter island, he was bound to search a primary or source origin some-

where else, and had recourse to ancient China as the Old World centre from which the idea

of writing crossed, the whole Pacific against the wind by way of Easter Island to the Cuna

Indians oi Panama. He then proposed that Easter Island and Cuna picture-writings were

the primitive forerunners oi the highly developed Mexican writing. The loose basis for

HornbosteFs inclusion of China ns a necessary background was rather forced and has no

bearing on the rest of the material. Metraux p. x 3 gj) says: “\lr. Hopkins, leading

Chinese epigrapher, as Mr, Alan $. C. Ross kindly informed me, examined the Easter

island characters and failed to find any resemblance at all to old Chinese signs.” Still less

did am resemblance exist between the systems employed. The suggested root in ( hina

thus being purely speculative, it is very unlikely that Easter Island was the place where

picture-writing was first invented and then exported to Panama and Mexico as a primary

stimulus to alt New World script*

fieine-Gcidcrn (1938), in Ids paper on Easter Island script, summarises HornbosleFs

arguments and supports Ids theory, but he also fails 'Q find any convincing resemblance

outside the. same limited sphere of Easter Island and Panama. He writes (Ibid.* [V8S4)?
“

1 he Cunas to-day generally write on paper. But beside this, written wooden cablets also

exist, and the Cunas say that these were the original writing material. The tablets seen by

Nordenskidld were intended to be hung up in the houses during celebrations. The ideo-

grams are painted on with Colours. However* according to information by D. L. Gasso
cited by Nordenskiold, the ideograms were formerly carved on wooden tablets. This

recalls die written tablets of Easier Island. The writing in boustrophedon* too, and with
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the succession o£ lines running upwards from the bottom, recalls the Easter Island script.

With the < .Lina, however, the signs are always arranged the same wav, not directed with the

heads downwards in every second line as on Easter Island.” Further (p. SB 5);
“ \ [though

ac first glance the written characters of the Cana stem to differ completely in form from
rh.ou- of Easter Eland, yet it appears to me that some quite important conformities may be
established,”

\\ nilr: arguing that a dose examination shows remarkable analogies which tend to
support I lorn hostel's claim of relationship between the written tablets of the Cuna and
Easier Islanders, Heine-Geldcm is left with the impression “that the outer form of the
Easter Island script has reached a considerably higher evolution than the Cuna script,

or else —and this h probably the correct answer—that the Cun a script has to a greater
extent become barbarized and sunk to a lower level than that of the Easter Islanders,

although it may have maintained the original form of many written signs to a better degree.

It appears from a sratement by Nrirdcnskicjld that the Cuna themselves are aware of the

decline of their script: ' Fhe picture- writing the Indians now have is not so good as the
one they formerly had, was what AV/r stated/

” A (/jW., pp. 8&;, R92.)

J Iombostd (1930, p. 9.5 3 a who also countered the magic aim of the text that was cut in

rising boustrophedon on the wooden tablets of Panama and Easter Island, states of the
( .uni I ndians that :

"
1 hey cannot 'read

1

the script in the proper sense of the word, but mere-
ly sing rbc iradMonal text after It, which they know to be represented.”

Heine-G cidern (1958, p. 884) also points to this peculiarity: “Precisely as war the case

wh" 5 - ie Easter Island script, so also among the Cuna it is necessary to know die text to be
ardi to read' it, that is to recite ii. Also (p. 88s)

:

“Just as among the Cuna, on Easter

Island also written texts were recked at burials. Among the Cuna, the texts in question

contained the description of the road to be taken by the departed spirit after death. A priest

recites 1 he text from a picture-writing, while the corpse Is taken to the grave in a boar, thus

showing the spirit ihe way, and instructing it in all that is to be encountered on she road. . . .

Wc are unfortunately not informed as to the contents of the corresponding Easter Island

u-xts, but it is of course very possible that they belonged to ihe same categor\ as those

die Cuna. The accounts given, to Mrs, Routledge h\ the natives of the burial of the

Ariki Ngaara, who died in x&6o, might perhaps indicate that the texts chiefh contained
information h >r the spirits as to the journey alter deal]]; according to these accounts his

corpse was carried to the grave on three written tablets, and these were buried with him.”

1 be author continues in a footnote: “I take the opportunity to call attention to a remark-

able and perhaps not quite insignificant conformity in the burial rireg ot both domains,

namely the use of feather sticks. 'For six days after his (Ngaara’s) death,
1

says Mrs, Rout-

ledge in the passage mentioned, ‘everyone worked at making the sticks with feathers on
the top (A .’*-/! vri and they were put all renin cl the place/ Regarding 1 hese feather-sticks, it is

said of the feather-god Ere Nttkit in Thomson’s Apai text, that he "keeps off the evil

spirit when feathers are planted over the burial-places/ Among the Cuna, four fcather-

! According to Ni:Lc, Clcma rotdiann attribute? eIvl- mvcnl'imi of their pktiire wtUmg to a (.uJmre-hcfO named

fbtdrguu u :i. 1 flourished Some 800 years ago. The present writing was different from the original type: "The Last

mhi. knew how to Jr.iv, ihir pietu re-writing proper was ALmehina."' jMck in Nardcnslduld 1528, p- 17-)
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slicks were placed together with the corpse in the grave, representing the symbol or the

abode of four protective spirits that lead the souls on their pathway of death.”

The author also points out the frequent representation of feathers and feather- strings

in both the J taster Island and the Cuna script. He shows how in these scripts one ideogram

is often placed t\\ ice in direct succession, and he even demonstrates a few curious but note

worthy correspondences in the ideograms of the two regions. But, otherwise, samples

of the present-day signs in Cuna and [vaster Island picture-writing show utterly different

artistic ability, morphology and style. Heine-Geidern
7

s own conclusion (1938, p. S90) to

his comparative study of these Amcrican-Oeeanian scripts is: “All the correspondences

here presented, when put together, may well justify the presumption that a relationship

of some kind actually exists between the Easter Island writing and the writing ol 1 he < Lina/'

At the same time (Jbhf.
t p. Sip) he emphasizes that: “All the information which Thomson

and Mrs. Kentledge obtained from the natives agrees in that me script arrived with 1 Iolu

Matua, and thus it did not come Into existence on Easter island,’
1

These native statements were cited by Heine-Gcldctfi to support his view that the art of

writing was imported into Ifaster Island—and in his opinion from tlie antipodal Indus

Valiev }>• wav of China, He overlooks the equally important par; of the tradition,

that H.01U Matua brought the written boards from the east when lie ended :iis 1 20- day

voyage sn the trail of the setting sun (p. m above). Mot only are we informed by tradition

that Hot n Matua carried with him 67 written tablets from the barren semi-desert homed
his ancestors, located to eastward, but we are even told that a certain Hind Liu, who came

together with Hofu Matua in a separate boat with a “long-eared” crew, “was a man of

intelligence, and wrote roim-rongo on paper he brought with him.” (Routk-dgc iyty,

pp. 179, 181.)

All told, we know that westward of Easter Island we must travel 9 000 miles before wc

find what is a completely different writing system in Old China, or also exactly half way

round the earth before boding at ancient Mohenjo-lAaro a script that is bareh com-

parable, not at all in writing method, or in place and time, but in the mere shapes ol some

selected figures. By far Lhe nearest centres of script to Easter Island are the various pre-

historic homes of picture-writing among the early American high-cultures. Only 3 coo

miles awav from the island, and on its windward side, aborigines in Southern Panama
practised picture-writing on wooden tablets like those used on Easter Island; the ideo-

grams were formerly cut in the wood as on that island, and rhe horizontal lines of incisions

were in both cases arranged in boustrophedon that alternated from one side to the other

while read from the bottom to the top of the tablets/ l he ceremonial use of the written

tablets, lhe texts of which were recited or chanted on special occasions, is a further cor-

respondence, Beside all these basic conformities in idea, system, material and use, the dif-

ferences co-day in style and symbol can have only secondary significance. The evolution

of the art of picture-writing within the high culture area of tropical America lias re-

1
i

' :it (titt undcuphcivd Banter Island cablets- also arc m lie read from she Iwitoni line S-n d up may be judged

from Coe quirt* inadequate space frequently left to she ' writer ' when he came to his topmost 3inc, where SC?mei im-fS

fro hiu! litt'Tdly squeezed his last kivogia;™ in by reducing tlu:3r Such ihworicfc as stride to nveitcontc the dilemma.

nehinJ tl\c origin of the t- aster Island script l>y suggesting- that it might be mere ornamental scribling, may certainly

lit dismissed -as founded oti other thvin fiers.
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Bulled in a tar greater differentiation between tlic various local scripts than is found between
the signs

j
systems and working materia] of Panama and Easter Island.

Since we have no reason to go to lonely Easter Island in search of the origin of picture -

writing in America, we roust either shut our eyes to these correspondences., or else go to
America lor ilie origin of picture-writing on Easter Island, 'There is no good reason for
overlooking the latter alternative.

h u on Id be rather speculative to assume that the ancestors of the Cun a voyaged to J 'aster

Island with some of their written tabled, or that the Easter Islanders had got the idea on a
return visit to Panama. Certainly, there is no direct connection one way or the other be-
tween n :e Lima Indians and the I .aster Islanders, although a number of other analogies
nre also found between these two areas. If we assume a connection between their writing
systems, we must look for a third people, that is, an instructor common to the ancestor*
oh" both peoples Toe Curia Inmans arid toe Easier Islanders represent to a conspicuous
degree the nearest marginal tribes north and west of the “empty space” formed by the
pres llmal >1y sc riptlcss Andean high- culture*

,

The question now na rurally emerges; is it possible that the Easter Islanders may have
acquired their pictographic system, from some of the pre-Inca migrants in South America,
\vr:o*e ancestors originally passed through the Luna territory on their southward trek to
l erur .Jr can we safely rule out this possibilitv because no form of writing is known to

have existed in Inca Peru?

bather Lbstoval de Molina, who was a master of the Qucehua language and wh. >,

through nis posrrinn in the hospital for natives at Cuzco, was intimately acquainted with
Inca chiefs and learned men of the pre-Conquest generation, made brief mention of an

Inca method of memorizing events (1570-84, p, 4); 'And first with regard to their

idolatries, it is so 1 3 1 a 1. those, people had no knowledge of writing. But in a house of rite

bun called Poquen- Lanena, which is near Cuzco, they had the life of each one of the Yficas,

with 1 lie Sand they conquered, painted with figures on certain boards, and also their

origin,” There can be no doubt that the figures painted on the boards were some rather

nri mi live or elementary form of pictographs, since the same authority gives some of rhe

texts in question, anti these included long and intricate myths which could hardly have been
told on boards unless by means of some primitive form of picture-writing.

l
" \mong these

paintings rhe following table was represented,” says Molina, whereupon he enters upon a

long account ol how all people and created things had once perished in a deluge, while the

survivors who saved their life in a drifting “box 3” were commanded 1r. the Creator to settle

as mttimas {colonists) in liahuanaco, where the Creator had his own chief abode, and
where he had tirst raised up people and nations in darkness, enrii he finally put an end to

the permanent night by making the sun 2nd celestial bodies ascend to the sk], from Titicaca

Island. We even learn that rhe painted boards narrated such details of conversation as the

commandments given by the sun to the brst Inca iVfanco Capac while it rose into the sky.

Several writers who have subsequently quoted Molina’s early Inca creation stories, lor

example Bandolier (1910, p. 315), have also commented that: “In the first place h is

interesting to note that Molina refers to * figures on certain boards
1

as his principal source

tor the above tales.” As is well known, a similar reference is made be Sarmienio (1572,

p. 100), who otherwise, in his famous focal history, had Little praise for the intellect and
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cultural standing of the Inca. He wrote with reference to the 42 learned Inca historians

he had assembled at Cuzco : ''They heard rhdr fathers and ancestors say that Pachacati

Inca Yupanqui, rhe ninth Inca, had verified the history of the former Eneas who were before

him, and painted their deeds on boards, whence also they had been able to learn the sayings

of their fathers, and had passed them, on to their children/
1 Sarmiento further wrote/

“There connects with this the great investigation of Pachacuti Inga Yupanqui, ninth Inga,

who issued a general call to ai! the old historians of all the provinces he subjected, and even

of many others more from all those kingdoms, aEld he kept them in the city of Cuzco tor

a long time, examining them concerning the antiquities, origin and notable facts of their

ancestors of those kingdoms. And after he had well ascertained the most notable of their

anciem histories he had it all painted al ter its order on large boards, and he placed them

in a big hall in the house of the sun, where the said boards, which were garnished with

gold* would be like our libraries, and he appointed learned men who could understand

and explain them. And nobody could enter where those boards were, except the Inga,

or the historians, without express licence from r lie Inga/*

The references by both Molina and Sarmiento to Inca texts preserved in the House of the

Sun by means of figures painted on large boards strengthen the case for the existence of at

least a vaguely developed local system of picture-writing. These references are not likely

to be concoctions made to suit the purpose of either of these two independent chroniclers.

There is evidence, therefore, of ideographic recording on wooden tablets or boards in

Peru also— a system either invented by the Inca, or heard of from an older local source.

Montesinos
11

reference to the practice of writing in pre-Inca Peru

The genealogy and history of kings and customs in Peru in the long culture- period that

preceded the rule of the twelve Inca generations were recorded only by two of the early

chroniclers, namely Bias Valera and Fernando Monte si nos." As Father Montesinos made
some remarkable statements regarding the existence of writing in pre-Inca Peru, we shall

first have to analyse the authenticity of his information. Montesinos was a Jesuit who came
to America in t&i 3

,
and went [he same year or the next to Peru, where he was first Secretary

to the Bishop of Trujillo and Rector of the Seminary. (Sec Markham 1920; Means 1 cjzo a.)

He was later a “Visitador" twice, and explored all parts of Peru, travelling some
1
yoo

Spanish leagues (dose on 6 000 miles) in the discharge of his office, and devoting himself

especially to mining and historical researches. As Means libido p. xiv) stales: “He doubt-
less learned some of rite native languages, and his work was of a nature to keep him in

Hose touch with the natives. It is quite certain that Montesinos either saw and copied the

original manuscript of Valera’s 1
•' ocabMiario (then at La Paz) ora copy of it, and it is equally

plain from evidence recently adduced (hat he had access to various works by Jesuits and
other writers,”

1 1572 I.:, British translation 1>y BamSelEcr (ipie, p. 51 j).

3 shown !>y Markham {1910-, p. 5) and Means (19*0 a, p. xviii), a mete reference to the existence ami names
of certain kings in the pte-Inea genealogy is found also In some other chronicles. Thus. Means {Ibid.) writes: "Tc is.

worthy of note, also, that Bartoiomc de .las Casas, who was. in Peru in tjjs., just after the Conquest and Icing before
die birth ct M 15. \ alera, makes ibt: definite statement chat ocher dynasties of chiefs ruled in the Andes before ever
die Incas rose to power.”
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In his work on early historic memories of Peru Father Montesiuos (1642) took at least

two false steps which have caused him to receive more abuse from later critics than he

probably deserves, lie attempted at the opening of his work briefly to link the early

Peruvian account of ViracodiaT flood with the Biblical description of Noah, thus purposely

mixing his own belief and theory with the quoted Inca text. Later lie copied freely, without

acknowledgement,, the information contained in the various |esok archives to which he

had access. I ike Ibe two leading authorities on Inca hi stony Markham fiyze) and Means

(1920 a), who have analysed the value of Father Monte si nos
1 work in their respective

introductions to its I Ingjish translation, we ma\ well b irgive Monte si nos this act of pitar „

seeing that it has at least preserved for us priceless information that would otherwise

have been lost with Bias Valeras’ original manuscript, I or both Markham and Means
consider Montcsinos a mouthpiece of the principal mestizo historian Bias Valera, and they

devote much space to the latter in l heir evaluation of Montes bias’ statements.

I -hi her Bias Valera was born in Chachapoyas, Peru, in
1 539 or 1 540, Ills native mother

had been connected with the Inca court before the arrival of the Spaniards, and she brought

him up in t !aj amarca, the favoured Inca residence, when this place was still lull of memo-
ries of the original history of the country. One manuscript of Bias Valera was partly

destroyed in ihc sack of < hdi* in 1596, and what was- saved was given to Inca Garriksso,

who used Valera as a principal source. Probably his most important manuscript was the

Vwabrtlario bisionco del Peru
7
which contained not only the genealogical list of the Incas,

but even a long genealogical line of a pre-Inca dynasty in Peru, This was taken from Cadiz

to La Pa* by a Procuxador ot the Jesuits in 1(104, and it was studied and copied by ,Mnn-

tesinos, at least in part, before it was completely lost.. Against this background Markham
(]t)2o, pp, 7-9) concludes, in his analysis of Montesinos’ authenticity

:

"Bias Valera had qualifications and advantages possessed by no other writer, tkircilasso

knew Quichua, hut he was a child and only 20 when he went to Spain, and it was after an

interval of forty years that he 1 bought of writing about his native country. Bias \ alera,

like Garri lasso, was a half Peruvian, and Quichua was jus native language, 13 u L, unlike

Caret lasso, instead of going to Spain when lie was 10, he worked for Peru and its people

for ihirtv years, devoting h incise 1 1 to a study of the history, literature, and ancient customs

of his countrymen, receiving their records and legends from 1 lie older A mantas and Qui-

pucamayncs who could remember the Inca rule, and their lists of Kings, and possessing a

perfect mastery of the language, ... A preliminary discussion of 1 he author was necessary,

before proceeding m examine this important list . >t ancient Peruvian Kings compiled ly.

Bias Valera, a most competent expert, from ihe records of the A mauias and Quipucamayocs

who were living before the Spanish Conquest. . . . The list of
J.
Montcsinos

|

Peruvian Kcngs

is thus found to be authentic to the extent of having been made by Bias Valera, the best of

all the author! tics, from the ancient quiptt records expounded by A mantas anti Quipu-

camavocs, u ho had charge of those recon is previous to die Spanish Conquest. I us origin

certainly gives importance to the list, and entitles it to serious consideration.”

A nd Means (1920 a, p. XV) concludes [“Therefore, in spite of the face thai the Alewrh,

Hhforiiiks are blemished by a vulgar credulity on the part of their author thar is truly

astonishing, and in spite of the fact that much of what they now contain is obviously

.apocryphal, ii is impossible to regard the Mcmurias in any other light than as the mutilated
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form of the perfectly sound V'wahulario hhiomo of Valera, Monte si nos, therefore, is one

of the most important of the earlier writers on Peru. His excellence, however, such as ir is,

comes not from anything which he has contributed himself to our knowledge, but to what

he: has preserved to us of Valera. On this account* Montesinns (representing Valera) is the

chief, and indeed the only, historian yet published who touches upon the pre-Inca history

of ['em,” further (Ibid, p. xxvii): , it is interesting to observe what Monies!nos has

to say, in Chapter XIV, about the former existence of some sort of writing in ancient

Peru. It is cor icdval.de chat [here was such a thing, but it is by no mean' conclusively

proved as yet/
7

Mon (c si nos (copying Valera) gives the individual names of 90 generations of kings who
were supposed to have ruled in the Andes before the 12 generations of the Incas, With an

average of zy years !o it generation, this would lake us back to about 1000 H. C, a ldd

i

onions period to the mind or most Peruvian historians until a few years ago, but quite

conceivable m the light of recent Carbon 14 testings. 1
( Ji the hie of a certain king named

Sinchi Coique Paehacuti I* number four from the beginning of the genealogy of pre-Inca

kings, Moniesinos (164a, p. tS) writes:

“The am a Litas, who know the events of those times by very ancient traditions passed

from hand to hand, say that when this prince was reigning there were letters, and also men
very wise in them whom they call awa&ias, and that these men taught reading and writing.

The principal science was astrology; as far as 3 am aide to learn They wrote on rhe leaves

of the plantain rice which they dried and then wrote upon, - , . And in Chile, when
paper for his Aretucam was lacking to Ek Alonso dc Arcila. an Indian filled the need

with leaves of the plantain-tree, and on them he wrote great portions of his poem, as

the padre Acosta says. Also they wrote on stones, A Spaniard found among the build-

ings of Quiuoa, three brumes; from Buamanga, a stone with some character which no

one could understand. And thinking that the memory of the ;zmw \hmca or w&ka sacred

s brine] was written there, be kept the stone for rhe sake of understanding it better. These
letters were lost to the Peruvians through an event which befell in the time of Paehacuti

Sixth* as we shall sec in the proper place,

From the life story ofM Capac, an outstanding king appearing as number five in the

genealogy of the earliest pre-Inca dynasty* we read in Mon fed. .nos (Ibid, p. 32):
u

\ nr the

sake of good intercommunication, be commanded that there should be: post-runners along
the roads, whom wc call chasquis. The arrangement was that, at each league, which is

equal to two Spanish leagues* there should be two or three huts in which there were to

be as many men, continually on a sharp lookout. These bouses were placed dose to the

highway* and the men were relieved each month, because one of them kept watch and rhe

other two ran with the messages* one in one direction and one in the oilier, and without
stopping an instant they returned to their posts; . . - When they had letters and figures or
hieroglyphs they wrote on the leaves of the plan tain- tree* as we have said, and one chasqui
would give the folded leaf to the next until it arrived in the hands of the king or of the

governor. After ihey lost the use of letters, the chasquk passed the verbal message from

1 In fad both the radiocarbon (lacings ami Montcsinns-V .1 kc*** li&t uf Peruvian kings rake us quire a fe«r tommies
bi:y< 11 kI lcoc B. C., Myntc&mos claims ch.u a law centuries of ch.uv, Interveiled between s<nnc of tnc memo-
rized Peruvian dynasties.
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one to another, and they learned them very well, so that in this way i he message came to

him for whom it was intended.
71

In the reign of Tim Yupanqui Pachaentt V, the sixty-second king in Montesinos’ list

of pie Inca monarch?, we arc informed that fierce invading armies attacked the earlv

Peruvian monarchy, overthrew the local government and inflicted catastrophe upon the

existing dynasty. Montes inos {IbiiL, p, jS) writes: “And because in this time great armies

of very fierce people came, as well by way of the Andes as by way of Uiaiil and Tieini

Hrmc, 1 hey had great wars in which they lost tire letters which had lasted up to that time."

And (p. 62):
1

‘Tli us was the government of the Peruvian monarchy lost and destroyed.

It did not come to its own for four hundred years, and the knowledge of letters was lost,
15

We can do no more titan render these statements as they were written bv Father Monte-
r J

sin os. If the source of bis statements on writing in ancient Peru is the same as J:is source

for the pre-Inca genealogical fine— Bias Valera— then the value of this information is

quite apparent. Iris not easy to believe that Father Monied nos simply invented the whole

story, in view of the abundant information 10 which he had otherwise free access in the

early Jesuit archives and among the native Peruvians. Means {Ibid., p. 35) comments in a

loot note to his translation of Monte si nos: '"The question of whether or not there was any-

thing resembling hieroglyphics in pre-Incaie Peru is an important one, but one which has

never been settled. Without at; all accepting In a literal sense the theories of Posnansky

and others, one may say that there are certain details in the artifacts of pre-Idcuic Pena

which seem to suggest chat some system of mnemonics, if not of actual hieroglyphics,

formerly prevailed. On the great gateway at Tiahuanaco, on the vases from various coast

sites, in various ruck-carvings here and there, and especially on the famous golden breast-

plate and fop* described by Markham. . . one sees mane conventional and stylistic figures

and marks, which may have had ihe function of writing. More than this* the cautious

student hesitates to say at present.”

Many of the purely ideographic symbols in p re -Inca art, in the highland as well as on

the coast, are as highly developed as any hierogh phie sign, yet they have apparent ly come

down to us only as ornamental patterns on stone statues or vases, or they are woven into

ancient fabrics. It is therefore interesting to draw a parallel between the past and present

in Peru, Nordenskidld (133.0, p. toy) writes: “The Aymara occasionally use European

alphabetical letters as ornaments on their fabrics. So far as I have seen they are not arranged

into words.
7

’ The great step in the evolution of script is to conceive the idea that writing

and reading an be done. The selection of s], mbcls is an easier matter. I ike art and design

can vary markedly between closely related tribes, so can also the signs selected for pier li re-

writing be recast and designed for strictly tribal use. Also here historic Peru otters an in-

teresting example. Thus Nordenskibld (Ibid.) continues; “These Indians have abo in post-

Columbian times invented a picture script, it is said to have been composed bi an Indian

of .Sampava, on Lake Titicaca, This piciure writing depicts the Commandments, the

Sacraments, etc. This Indian was unable to read or write ordinary script. He did not

employ our letters or figures, hut pure picture-writing which he must entirely have

composed himself, l cannot but be supposed that he received the idea of the whole thing

from seeing die white men’s script and Its use. This genial Iiwemian appears to have lived

on in that locality for the space of a generation or two and then been forgotten.” W bother
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this Titicaca Indian was inspired by some vague traditional memories of real picture-

writing or whether lie got the idea from the entirely unrelated phonetic characters used

by the Spaniards, it should in any ease afford material for reflection.

Of recent years Ibarra Grasso (1948) has published a monograph on the indigenous

Andean script. He presents a rich material on picture-writing found among post- Co-

lumbian Ayrmra and Quechua tribes (pp. 9—124), and in defence of a pre-Columbian

origin of the idea, he gives an example of bous crophedun and draws a parallel with the

Cuna writing system. (Itdd^ p. 117.) A written stone tablet from the V tides with ideo-

grams placed in two lines shows the second line to continue ill boustxophedon and si-

multaneously upside-down as on the Easter Island tablets.

The early Chimu Beans

We know to-day with certainty that at least one of the early pre-Inca cultures on the north

coast must have had a peculiar ideographic system of its own, subsequently lost among

later local cultures., As Hoyle {1946, p. 17;) first pointed out; "The Modiicas had an

ideographic system. Beans were indented with straight, curved, broken, and parallel lines,

points, circles, crosses, etc. in kidney-shaped spaces. Many beans repeat the same design as

if conventional meaning were intended. These beans were carried in hags by messengers,

l the the Inca runners, travelling over roads. ... This ideographic system spread throughout

ancient Peru, rertiform ideograms (inspired by the lima bean) being found on textiles and

ceramics of the Paracas, Naze a, Tiahuanaco, and Lambayeque cultures," The same author

shows how .Early Chimu pictorial representations of certain: anthropomorphic animals

symbolize the running messengers, whereas others, generally anthropomorphic foxes and

felines, symbolize the interpreters and scribes. He maintains on his own a corn'd rn have

found “numerous analogies between die Peruvian and Mayan ideographic systems.
1”

The Motlhn$ picture-tenting

Recently a new discovery of a rudimentary picture-writing in South America was an-

nounced a- the Iasi International Congress ot Am ericanuts in .New York, Reporting on

this meeting in his paper “Cultural Connections between Asia and pre-Columbian Ameri-

ca”, Heine-Gelderti (19-30 a, p, 35 a) writes: “Although not directly concerned with Old

and New World relations, the lecture delivered by Professor lose hi, Cruxent, Director

of the Museum in Caracas, Venezuela, should be mentioned in this context because of its

iar reaching implications. Dr. Cruxent announced the discovery, among the Motiloties

Indians of western Venezuela, of a system of picture-writing which in general character,

as well as in details, so closely resembles the picture-'writing of die Cuna Indians of eastern

Panama and the script of Easter Island that the existence of some kind of connection can

hardly be doubted,
13

In anticipation of the appearance of Cruxent’s own paper in the forthcoming official

report on tilt Congress, the author has generously informed me on the subject by personal

communication
:

L The Motilone Indians of Venezuela, he says, possess a sv stem of pictorial

1 l’riifviinr J, M. Ceuxctu, Director Mttiso di ttttuias AUtore’Aj, Cincjn, Setter to the author dated May 13 ,
in 5 2,
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communication equivalent to actual wiring. These Indians inhabit the vicinity of the Sierra

die Petijdj a few hundred miles from the Cuna territory of Southern Panama, and nest to
the border of Colombia* The picture-writing is locally referred to cither as fiof-fh ml- as

ajewatfopo. In the “normal form”, the sender of a message draws his signs upon a piece of
doth or paper; then he chants the text to the messenger while pointing with his finger to
the signs* The messenger docs the same before he departs, and when he later reaches the
destin.ee, he again begins to chant in the same manner and thus communicates the content
of the pk-to graphs, In the “ceremonial form” the written message is painted on certain

Sticks. A group of natives visiting a neighbouring village proceeds very slowly in cere

modal order
:

carrying sticks with painted signs. When they come within hearing distance,

the carriers of the written stick?, begin to point to the signs and chant their message. In the

opinion of Cruxenc and Ins colleagues, some of the sagns in the nmemotechnicai writing
oi the Mod lone Indians occasionally resemble petroglvphs current in that area, f ruxetu

writes [Imi.) : “It is evident that the HobiU lias already entered a stage oi transcukuration,

but there is no doubt as to its being entirely of native origin* It seems curious that the

manner of reading the iwf-tio, and some of the signs thereof, remind us of the Rapanui
Tablets of 1caster islandA 1

The qtdpu or knotted string record

The Fact that it was possible, at the advent of the Europeans, for the Inca to organize

and govern a whole empire without the general use of a writing system, may be pari due
to the local ability, maintained by constant practice, to memorize oral instruction? and les-

sons verbatim. As slated by many writers, the exceedingly high development of l he use of

qwpus in Luca Peru may also have lessened the need fora regular writing system such as

was in use among the Mayas and other early Mexican high-culture peoples.

The elaborate Peruvian quipn seems to be a locally developed improvement of the more
primitive system prevailing in many parts of the world, where days are counted h\ means
ot an equivalent number of knots tied along a simple string. This primitive system had a

wide distribution in the Americas (see Nordenskibld 1930, p, 214, map 3), and occurs as

well in China and adjoining Sections of the Old World, But in ancient Peru, already before

the Inca period, this basic idea had developed into a specialized culture element: the true

quipu. (Hispanized spelling of the Qucchua fcifio, “knot”.) Joyce (1912, p* 102; writes of

1 his local mnemonic device t “These quipus were cords on which were made knots of

almost infinite multiplicity. For the purposes of reckoning, each form of knot represented

a different number, and each string a different subject; to some of the strings, subordinate

strings were attached, serving as footnotes, and ihc strings forming one set of accounts

were arranged as a fringe along a master-string. Am indication of the nature of the < >hfccts

enumerated was furnished by the colour of each string, and the combinations or colours

1 Pachaeui! (5620 li, p, 291) recall* how Inca Tupac Yupanqui dispatched a principal supervisor i- his lands and

fields, g-i v Lrag Kim his conunision rn the form of lines on pfiirvtd sticks (pj? reftts dt *xJ-> pivi&fa). Both Rw (j 91415,

p. >26) and Bcnntti (1949 L>, p. 615) mcminn “painted sticks" in esc among die inert as 3. mnemonic device* Bennett

{ibid.) writes: “The foe# used pointed stick* as *1 memory-supplement, in whiiTi 1 he :is*oe:.--.ioi"* with a pardculoi

color bnn4 ^-as imparcan t.'

'
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and types of knots gave an almost Endless variety to the uses to which this method of re-

cording could he put. It is even said that events were recorded by means of the quipus,

and the statement is not incredible, since the system was in the hands of professional

accountants, 0/dptmmajoc, who gave their whole lives to its study and elaboration,”

In historic Polynesia writing was as unknown as in Inca Peru, although also here a few

ideograms of both symbolic and ornamental nature were used in the arr of some of the

islands* On the Other hand. Best (1911 lx p. 67) writes 1 “II is not generally known that

knotted cords were employed by the Poivnedans in pre-h.uropcan days for the purpose of

recording tallies, as in the Hawaiian Isles, and also, according to Maori tradition, for send-

ing messages. . . . At the Hawaiian Blands these knotted cords seem to have been employed

much as they were in Peru, Thus in Tyerman and Bennet’s journal wc read that 'The tax-

gatherers, although they can neither read nor write, keep very exact accounts of all the

articles of all Linds collected from the inhabitants throughout the island. This is done

principally by one man, and the register is nothing more than a line of cordage, from four

to five hundred fathoms in length. Distinct portions of this are allotted to the various

districts, which arc known one from another by knots, loops, and tufts os d life rent shapes,

sizes, and colours. Each taxpayer in the district has his part in The string, and the. number

of dollars, hogs, dogs, pieces of sandalwood, quantity of Aw, &c,, at which he is rated is

well defined b\ means of marks of the above kinds most ingeniously diversified,
1 ”

Many writers have briefly dwelt with the same subject, and commented, like Brown

{192.4,. p, 2 (.14): “There is one more feature of Peruvian culture that is widespread in Poly-

nesia and Micronesia; it is the Inca quipu, or system ol knotted cords for remembering

facts and especially numbers.” Also {Ibid.* p. 83): “Thai [he quipu was used in the Society

group centuries before Pom are moulded it into an empire points back to the Polynesian

fatherland as its source.”

Turner (1861) writes in his work on Samoa: “'Tying a number of knots on a piece of

cord was a common way of noting and remembering things, in the absence of a written

language, among these South- Sea-Islanders,” Fricdcrici (1929, p, 469) says rhat a “strong

conformity” has been established between the knotted cords or quipu s of rhcTnca-Peruvian?

and those of the Polynesian aborigines of the Marquesas Group, Hawaii, and Rarotonga,

And Degenet (1949, p. 195) writes: “The Maori with their laup&naptma and I he Peruvians

with their qmpu both used the knotted string as a method of keeping records,. It is very pro-

bable that restless Indians migrated in prehistoric limes from South America to the Easier

and Tuamotu Islands.” 1 The antiquity of the system among the Polynesian ancestry is

1 Dementi docs not ?• 1 further into this migration theory, tml mwely vnites, {Ibid., p. 194): “What about the

frequent cropping one of a Htmd strain in Polynesia,. members, of which are called thu in RivrniS? Were some of

the ancestors of the Polvacs ians blond Nordics? Granting ihai mam intriguing detail regarding the peopling of

the. Pacific remain to be solved, we have oriented, as the map. . . shows, the Microncsiang. to the notfb-Wtsr, the

Melanesians to ilic south wcs, and the Polynesians to the- east. The- Mongoloids early drifted Into the New World,

iisin.!- ilie Aleutian Islands as stepping atones. Once tlaere, Lht1
,
fanned out ovei ihc continent 10 develop into

mimebbus nations and iribes A Amerindians, some highly cultured. E believe the Pacific Islanders and the Amer-

indians hit] some intercourse with one another across the Pacific/’' Alan (JbiW., |>. 195): “Various authtnitw , pro*

sume to recognize, rchiii.nis.hip 1

1"

Pacific Islanders .;! Amerindians. , . Even though some of this evidence, may

fie disproved by future research, the sum total supports the reiic:" ihai Padlie Islanders ami American. Indians had

intercourse with one another."
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indicated by its wide local spread, and by Maori tradition. Best (t 921 h, p, 68) writes:

“The Maori of New Zealand has preserved in tradition the knowledge of a former use of

the qmpu among his ancestors. .. . The most interesting feature of the tradition is that

distinct statements are made to the effect that messages were transmitted by means of knot-

ted cords that needed no explanation. This could only have been accomplished by assigning

an arbitrary meaning to certain arrangements of knots, and, necessarily, the scope of such

a system would be by no means a wide one. Certain sentences, queries, remarks, &c.,

would be represented by different combinations of knots, and such a usage would endow
them with a symbolical meaning. " To illustrate the early linage of rhe system among the

Maori ancestry. Best (Ibid) renders a tradition of Turahui, unde of Whatonga, who landed

in the isle of Rangiatea when the gale broke up the famous canoe race at Hawai.i about

seven hundred years ago. (See Part 10 .) Turahui ’s mother went to the tobnnga (priestly

experts) of JIavvaiki and asked them to send Tc K awa in search o; her son. This was a

tame bird, a wharauroa or “far-travelled’
1

one, which belonged to her scut, and It was

requested that the bird should bear a message Lo its master. This was done by a tanponaponr^

or “many- knot ted cord” which was so manipulated as to represent the words “Is it well

with you? Where are you abiding?” The knotted cord was then attached to i he neck of

Te Kawa, and the bird was taken to the fu-ahit, a sacred place where ritual ceremonies were

performed, and there released for its long-questing flight, We are told that the legendary

bird succeeded in locating its master, and “the knotted cord was taken from sis neck and

the message read off. All the castaways assembled to great Tc kawa, and it was resolved to

st ud the bird back with a return message as follows:
(We are all well; we are. at Rangiateaf

11

Soon after this occurence die castaways set forth to rerum ro Hawaiki, but on the way they

encountered the bird which came to them with a new knotted cord arranged to ask “wheth-

er or not the party was returning home." Again a confirmative tau ptinap&mt was knotted

and sens with Te Kawa, and soon after the voyagers were sate home. Best stresses that this

tradition “is firmly believed by the Maori, and that it at least proves bis knowledge of a

former use in Polynesia of the qttiptu**

The same author [Ibid,) also points out thar the Maori has “a curious and inte restir g
word embedded in his language. Thar word is the ordinary meaning of which is a

knot, but it is also employed as; denoting a message or behest. The Maori lias e wo expres-

sions to define the qu?pu- vis., abo pwtipona and toft potsapoto— both of which mean Lmany-

knotted cord.’

As usual, opinions on the analogical use of knotted string records in Peru and Polynesia

arc divided. Emory (1941 b, p. 15,1) writes of this custom in his criticism of Mordcn-

skiold’s list of “Oceanian” culture elements in South America: “What they have in com-

mon is simply tying knots ro record numbers.” Feeling that with this simplification be has

reduced the analogies to a fairly general level, the author points out that such a natural

and simple system is also found among the Bontok of the Philippines, who “tied knots in

a si ring t o keep track of days passed.
”

Carter (1950, p. 180) is of quite the opposite opinion. He considers the “Quipus com-

mon to Polynesia and Peru” as of “highly specific and very complex traits.” fi we 100 knt

the string records of plate I-XXX VfTl and LX XX IX, we may probably agree with Carter

hat we are dealing with a rather peculiar and rare culture element which reached itet
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climax in Inca Peru, but which even in parts of Polynesia appears in a very specific and

complex form.

Linton (192$, p. 444) states: "String records were used to keep record of taxes in Hawaii,

of songs in the Cook group, anil of genealogies in New Zealand, Vlso {Ibid*, p. 443):

"The use of string records seems to have been more highly developed in the Marquesas

than in any other part of Polynesia. Such records served principally to aid the memory in

the recitation of chants and genealogies, but Stewart (1 S3 1) mentions a time record

consisting of a string of taps* on which a knot was tied at the return of every full moon,"'

That astronomical observations are knotted into some of the Peruvian string records

also is shown by Nordenskibld in his papers "Calculations with years and months in the

Peruvian Quipus” (192* b) and "The Secret of the Peruvian Quipus” O925 a). Otherwise

we know from early qnipumffhiyafj or quipu experts in lustode Peru that the local string

records, as in the respective islands of Polynesia, were used to record genealogies, ancient

chants and memories, and to keep track of the taxes due to (he ruling hierarch, just as in

Hawaii.

Linton (1923, p, 444) further shows from the preserved Marquesas Island specimens

that the knotted strings, some of which arc branched and of various lengths, are fastened

to some sort of a body which mav vary greatly in shape, from cylinder or almond-form

to the shape of a small bag with the knotted strings attached to its edge. During my visit to

Hiv Aoa Island in the Marquesas Group in 1937 an old woman still possessed her own an-

cestors
5

genealogical record, consisting of a variety of knotted strings of coconut fibre

attached to a fish-shaped base. The other natives greatly admired The intricate heirloom,

but they did not know how to interpret or extract information from the system, nor was

the old woman willing to dispose of her treasure or her secrets. Linton (Ibid, p. 443) also

savs : “These string records, according to Von den Steinen, were purely mnemonic and

could only be interpreted by the maker or by one whom he had instructed., They were

used to record genealogies, and also as an aid in chants of a religious nature. Records of

both sorts were somet imes attached to a single body/’ And, again quoting Von den -Srdncn,

he writes {Ibid., p. 444)“ “Another record is very elaborate. It has a short bodv> covered

with white tapa and decorated with plaited coconut leaves and bunches of midribs ol

coconut leaflets. J o this arc attached seven cords for songs and twelve for mat#, All of

these were recited in regular order. Still ocher small records, . . . were used to instruct

chiefs’ children in chants/*

It is interesting to note that the Marquesas Island word for “genealogy" is orongo (or

/fr.tfo), when we again recall that the Easter island word for script ss rmigo-ronw , and that

Kongo was the early Polynesian deity for whom Cook was mistaken in Hawaii and Becchey

in Mangareva. 1

The mere fact that some of the Marquesas Island string-systems represent genealogies

which are kept up to date by growing gc nefarious, and yet go back as far as the whole local

history* h good enough evidence 1 hat the system was imported and not recently contrived.

Indeed, we need not suspect relationship between all peoples who mcrch tie knots to

* Anoi her M&i-qifesan term for *hu genealogies is wuhx. EnOtk <iyn, p. za?) compares the Peruvian term quipft

(Qucdluii r kipt> knot} with *hc Tahitian word tjpma tor ihc game mnemonic device- Com pH re Maori pam arid

Um pGttspsm.

a Heycrttaht



strings. It is different in a cast when peculiar culture dements, such as those illustrated in
pktes LXXXY II

I and LXXXIX are not separated by land or sea — but miterf by a direct
current that can carry people along in. one direction in a matter of weeks. 1

Schools

Rowe shows (1946* p* 282) with Garrilassa, who quotes Bias Valera, and Monk, that
lessons in the use of quipus, and instruction in warfare, history, religion and the Quechua
language, were given in Cusco to the sons of the nobility and of provincial officials. Joyce

P- 1 16
)
compares these pre-European schools in Peru with the aboriginal &hare-

hira, or sacred House of Learning, among the Maori. About the latter White (15889, P- 3
)

writes: ^ hare-Kura, the sacred school in which the sons ol high priests were taught our
mythology and history, stood facing the East, in the precincts of the sacred place of Mils,”
According to Buck (1926 a, pp, 185 , 185 ), a Sacred House of Learning {Whare Wananga)
wag built by learned men in the very first party that landed on the island,, and the tradition
was carefully maintained. The later schools,” he writes, "were not so much a separate
house specially built as they were courses of instruction taught in a house rendered tnpu,

or sacred, for the occasion. I he sons of chiefs and priests were selected for instruction.”
In Polynesia vestiges of a school system seem to have survived only in the Marquesas

Group, and more especially in Easter Island, where we again meet the idea of an organised
school. Mctraux (1940, p. 590) writes from this island: “As already mentioned the chants
associated with the tablets were recited by learned men or bards called iang$ita r&ngorongQ r

Reading of the tablets or chanting from them was taught in special huts, comparable to
The schools ol learning (w/wre wa/tangt) of the Maori. AtHaia-titaha in Anahe mi I was shown
stone curbs which were supposed to he remains of the most famous school for ronpprmgp
men. There were similar houses in other districts,”

^t was probably due to these organized schools that the Maori of New Zealand and the

1 '-aster Islanders, had preserved such an extraordinary rich and detailed supply of traditions

concerning the earliest arrival of local voyagers and lan dir: ^-parties.

Astronomy and the calendar system

I he astronomical knowledge of some of the aboriginal Polynesian tribes was so pro-

nounced as ro approach the nature of true science, and thus represent an outstanding
1 Wiilicui. implying any Connection whatsoever with 1 he knotted string records discussed abov;;, we may merely

cull attention also »> the well-know 1 '.tring figures which have an almost world-wide distribution among aboriginal

peoples. H :i ddon, in an introduction to Jayne s monograph on string lipurea (quoted by Afuk-r.M-u p. Sj),

came to the conclusion that “it kllois rJhat they tall into two rriajtts groups.” He found the chic group ro belong
in Europe and Asia, and proposed to designee rhi- type as "Asiatic

1

to distinguish it from the other group which
belonged (o Afcefica Itnd Oceania, and which he proposed lo rctm to the ‘Oceanic

5

type. Andersen
(
Fbid p, ipg,

ug. av> describes and tllusb-atcs ;l very complicated Maim siring- figure, the mmiohota, which requires I two per
formers and twn Hirings. Precisely the same figure was recorded and illustrated from Mk rina:sL zS- the Caru-
lines) and America {fig. 2- : New Mexico). Bcngi Danicfoaoh writes me as follows on the subject of suing figures

letter Sept. 6, 19(0): . .the tuhmqut- employed in making them is ibc same in America and Polynesia, whereas
in Asia, Europe and Attica it ia.different, Hjctremely few Iittutv:-- have proven ( to hu corzmiuil to Polynesia .1 nd A me
rsCil

i
but on die ciitiur hand there are still fewer that arc COPntnon to Polynesia on one side and Asia-iiurope-

A fries on die. other.'
5
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feature in the local cultures, fn his Asfwwmos! Kwwfedg of tk Maori, lkst {752 2} lists

approximately two hundred different names applied by the Maori to various scars, and be

says with Banks ( 1896, p. 162)’ “In their longer voyages they steer in the day by the sun,

and in the night by the stats: of these they know a very large number by name, and the

cleverest among them will tell In whac part of the heavens they are to be seen in any month

when they are above the horizon. They know also their time of annual appearance and dis-

appearance to a great nicety, far greater than would be easily believed by an European

astronomer.”

The ancient Hawaiian^ possessed a corresponding astronomical knowledge. King (192s

p. iyt
states: “They distinguished between the navigational stars, na hoku bwkrit and the

planets, jjcf hokn brie or moving stars, of which they knew live.'" Fomandtr Vol. I,

p. 127) shows from another Hawaiian dialect that the planets Mercury* Venus, Mars,

Jupiter and Saturn each had their [list met names but were unitedly known as na bo.ku ata^

"the wandering stars/
7
in contradistinction to all the others which were na boknpaa^ “hxed

scars.” He quotes Dibble regarding one of the early Hawaiian astronomers (Ibid.) : “Hoapia

was so much in. the habit of observing these [the
5
planets] that he could at any moment

tell the position of each; . - ,he had heard from others that there was one more travelling

star, but he had never recognized it, and was acquainted with only these live. The more

distinguished fixed stars and dusters had their distinct names, and the people were in the

habit of observing them so much, dial they Judged of the hour of the night about as ac-

curately as of the hour of the day/’

Fnma ruler (lhid. )
also shows how the solstices were observed and named in certain

parts of Polynesia, and. he shows that in ancient Hawaii both the limits of the ecliptic and

the situation of the equator were familiar sub jeers to the local sages. The equator was

k n 0w it unde r t he poe deal name keA ia i ka Ptko n Wakea,

1
‘the Road to 1 1 ieN ave I of Wakea,

' '

that is to say: the road to the navel (or birth-place) of Light. The northern tropic was fa

Ain ntti pofobiwa a Kant
,
“The black shining Road of Kane/’ whereas the southern tropic

was kf A in-mi pririffl'm a Kanaloa, “the black shi ning Road of Kanaloa.” Fornander adds :

“Whatever the origin of these names, and the knowledge which underlies them, they cer

tain
3 y owe nothing to MaJav instruction,

71'

Direct] 1
, connected with the astronomical knowledge were the fully developed calendar

systems in use on several of (he Polynesian islands. “The principal Polynesian groups,”

writes Pomander {Ibid.
? p. 124), ’"had not ortK names for vear, month, and seasons, but

had also distinct names for even month and every day in a month. Nor are these names, or

Malay origin/’ 1 Also (Ibid., p. n8): “The Polynesians divided the year into seasons,

months, and days. The seasons— Tati or Kdif—of rbe year were generally two, . . . The

commencement of 1 be seasons, however, were regulated by the rising of the Makarii stars,

the Pleiades, it the time of the setting of the sun. Thus, in The Society group, the year was
3 Fornandcr, u will he recalled, disregards Malaysia and the Philippines, as a possible Polynfisinn FshIict

L

and

„

r-.d triisj To locate it in Arabia. 1 ie be]Lews Thar the ancient ecmipukatioit of tiirie am y the ViHVtigira! Polynesians
L£
will go far in confirm the western Origin of rhe- Polynesians, and their intimate connection in pit*- historic Unit:*

with the Arian and Cushite peoples/
1

[Ibid., n. jij.j We recall again the map opposke page 640, :>nd the geo-

graphical Layout ignored by s*> many diff1. 1s to ni sts».— Ir is interesting to note that Pomander obta ined most of his

information on the aboriginal Hawaiian conceptions of time reckoning from Ka.rnakfn.1 \ffcd., p. 1 = 3),, "an intelligent

and educated I laws Man, born and brought up while the heathen regime still prevailed,”
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divided into Makam-l-ma, Pleiades above the horizon, and .1 takarii-i-mro, Pleiades below
the first from November to May, tire latter from May to November, ...in regard ro the
division of the year by months, the Polynesians counted by twelve and by thirteen months,
the former obtaining in the Tonga, Samoan, and. Hawaiian groups, the latter in the Mar-
quesas and Society groups. Kach month consisted of thirty days. It is known that the
Hawaiian^, who counted twelve months of thirty7 days each, intercalated five days at the
end of the month WtM#, about the zoth December, which were tabu-days, dedicated to the
festival of the god I..atto ( Aflflgcrf, after which the Xew A! ear began with the Jjrst day of the
month Makalii fPlciadcsj, which day, being the first of the year, was called Mtika-hiki
(equivalent to

L

commencement day"), and afterwards became the conventional term, for
a year in the Hawaiian, Marquesas, and Society groups.”

Pomander continues by quoting Dibble concerning early Hawaii: -Those who took the
most cars in measuring time measured if by means both of the moon and the fixed stars.

They divided die year into twelve months, and each month into thirty days. They had a

distinct name tor each of the days of the month, as has been shown on a former page, and
commenced their numbering on the first day that the new moon appeared in the west.
Thi* course made it necessary to drop a day about once in two months, and thus reduce
their year into twelve lunations instead of three hundred, and sixty days. This being about
eleven days less than the sidereal year, they discovered the discrepancy, and corrected
their reckoning by the stars. In practice, therefore, the year varied, being sometimes twelve,
sometimes thirteen lunar months, oo also rhe sometimes numbered twentv-ninc, and
sometimes thirty days in a month."" Pomander adds; "It thus appears that the Hawaii a ns

employed two modes of reckoning— by lunar cycles, whereby the monthly feasts, or
Kapu-days, were regulated, and the sidereal cycle, by which the close of the year, and the
annual feast of Lono, was regulated.""

It is frequently suggested by the evolutionists that the Polynesians acquired then- re-

markable astronomical knowledge as a result of the observations oi the sun and constel-

lations during their long-distance voyages in the East Pacific. However, if it should prove
possible to reverse this sequence, and assume that the reason why the open Pacific was
originally explored, and its respective islands thus detected, was because they were hit

upon not by restless savages with a peculiar instinct, but by a culture people qualified for

path-finding at sea through an ample understanding of astronomy, then the whole original

discovery of ail Polynesia would be much easier to conceive. And there is, in fact, reason
to believe that the long period of astronomical observations and education that formed the

necessary background, for the Polynesian calendar system, had precccdcd the Polynesian

migrations into the open ocean, For all the principal groups of Polynesia happened to

make use oi the movements of the same, constellation as their chosen sign for commencing
ihe sidereal cycle on which, they based their calendar year, namely the Pki^fes, when these

appear on the horizon in May or June according to the local latitude. (Ellis 1&29, Vol. I,

p> 87; Sbortland iSjfi, p. arS; Pomander 1H7K, Vol, I. p. 118; etc.)

1 he astronomical foundation to the calendar year must have been laid, then, before the

various Polynesian travelling parties dispersed all over the far-Hung islands in the open sea.

And if we turn our attention to Easter island in the fat ease, where a corresponding time

division was in use. we find another indication that the calendar system was known already
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in the country from which the island discoverers came, 1 hornson (1&89, p. ? 3 3) ^corded

the local tradition that; "Hotu-Matua, driven from his kingdom to the eastward by the

rebellion of his subjects, landed with a chosen hand of followers on blaster Island, in the

month of August (Anekena), . . . The place where he made his landing, on the north-east

coast, was named Amketut or ‘August’ by him in memory of that event/' This indicates

that a calendar system was known to him or his companions before he led his party on its

120-day expedition westwards to Easter Island,

1

If Hotu Mama and the other earliest Polynesian pioneers came from the east, it is quite

conceivable that they had their roots among culture peoples with a considerable knowledge

of calendar systems and astronomy ,
Ruins of prehistoric astronomical observatories are

found from Mexico and Central America (Morlev 194^ P- w) down to Peru (Vaicarccl

mh p . n;). in the former area especially we are able fully to appreciate the amazing

knowledge of the ancient astronomers, as their early scientific measurements and calcula-

tions are preserved to us in their own contemporary inscriptions-

Linne ft 939, p, ift) writes about the carved stone monuments of the ancient Mayas:

“Of even greater importance than the datings arc the astronomical results which are found

incised, and through which the professional astronomers of our day have made almost

sensational observations with regard to the exact knowledge of their Maya colleagues.

Thus an inscription in the town of Palcnque [Chiapas] states that %i months are z 392 days.

This gives an average to the synodic month of 29,53086 days, A similar calculation made

by the priest-astronomers in Copan [Guatemala] states that 149 months are 4 400 days,

which gives a time of rotation of 29.53020 days, i he di I Terence between these values and

those of our astronomers is respectively 24 and 33 seconds. But the Mayas had even disco-

vered that after 235 moon-rotations, i. e. 6 940 days the sun and moon were again in the

same place in relation to each other. With the aid of the formula; of the moon calculations,

it was thus possible to determine the length of the solar year. This was fixed as 365.2420

days, which is only about 17 seconds shorter than its actual length. For comparison the

Julian calendar mav serve, which was satisfied with the less exact value of 365.25 days.

Nor even our present calendar, the Gregorian, which was introduced by Pope Gregory XII \

in year 1582, is more exact than that of the Mayas .” 1

I n his work on The Maya Year (1894), Thomas came to observe a number of analogies

between the Maya and the Polynesian calendar systems, and he devotes several pages (pp,

57—64) 1.0 a review of these correspondences. His own conclusion is {Ibid., p, 64}: "Thus

it will be seen that the Polynesian calendar, or at least that of Hawaii, possesses almost

every essential feature of that in use among the Mexicans and Central Americans.” Also;

“Be 1 lie true explanation what it may, the evidence we have presented ot res relation to the

Polynesian calendar is too strong to be set aside as merely accidental”

Upon these conclusions, it might have seemed natural for Thomas to suggest that it was

the small island tribes which had In some wav benefited from observations and calculations

1 Mciraiia { j jijt,
5
o —

5 2; who scccndy irave the :o names for ihc Easeec Island days and the 12 names for

their months, translates Attak&sa .is ‘July/

3 The Maya year was i.-so coo of a day, or B.64 seconds, more correct than our own modern calendar, 1 he Maya

year was 365.2420 days ; the iictoal as. tr-ofiu 1T1 1csJ length of a year is 3-135.242- days
!
our prestev t rreg-onan ye-.it is

3(15.2425 days; nut former Julian year was 365,2500 days.
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that began in the old continental Maya observatories. But, in agreement with the usual
v"' av rt'ason ^ n^ be says instead (Ibid.) : "It may be observed merely that I expect to show
m a paper relating to the origin and signification of the symbols and names of the Centra!
American calendar that some of the names were probably derived from Polynesian sour-
cesC Also (p. 60): .the points in which this Hawaiian calendar agrees with that of
Mexico and Central America may be specially noted, since the former mav have furnished
the basis of some of the peculiarities of the biter.” 1

Since we have found reason to believe that Peru rather titan Central America would be
iht: likely starting point fora migrateon of American high-cultures into Polynesia* we must
assume that any relationship between Maya and Polynesian calendar systems is due at most
10 a mutual relationship with some of the pre-Inca high-cultures in northwestern South
America. We will therefore turn nuj 1 attention to that area.

As Nordcnskiold (19a? lx p. 9) so emphatically points out, among the Incas, just as
among the Central Americans, the more intimate details of the pre-Conquest calendar were
only known among the ecclesiastical group of the local priesthood, who were those least
accessible to the Christian chroniclers. Much of their wisdom, therefore, was never noted
down by tire 3 paniards when describing the customs and conceptions of the aborigines.
I'his is the more regrettable in the case of Peru chan in those of Mexico and Central
America where, as we have seen, the early priest-astronomers had incised much of their
original calendar systems and astronomical knowledge on the surface of enduring stones.
The three Maya codices that survived the destruction wrought by the Spaniards on their
arrival have no representation of astronomers at work, but the Mexican codices of Nuttall,
Scldcn, and the Bodleian all include ideograms of astronomical observatories with the eve
nU priest-astronomer peering in the direction of a star through a sight formed of crossed
,-itirk-. (Morlcy 1946. p. jcS.j In spite, however, ot the scarcity' of historical data concerning
the knowledge of Inca astronomers, and the absence of preserved astronomical inscriptions
or codices in Peru, wc have sufficient evidence in the ruins of prehistoric observatories, as
in Pisac or at Haumcolla, to judge that the early Peruvian priest-astronomers were shni-
kn !y engaged. (Va Scarce! 1935 a, with ilk; etc.)

More interesting still are the vast astronomical markings in the desert areas of Peru
which have been discovered in quite recent years, primarily through the development of
aviation. Some fifty miles from the Pacihc coast, near Nazca in the great desert of Pampa
Jl. langa, some pi c-lnca astronomers removed the topmost layer of black stones in order
to expose the almost white desert underneath. The cleared areas were hi the pattern of
enormous triangles, trapezoids, and narrow lines that run for manv mdes over the desert,
all laid out with geometrical accuracy. The whole gigantic pattern has been recognized as
representing astronomical marks, such as pointers in the direction where the sun, and the
Pleiades, rise at the solstices. Although probably or Karly Nazca and certainly of pre-Inca
origin, rhese shallow depressions are still plainly visible because rain never falls to wash
thcr.i away, (kosok 1947, pp- 60, 92; Ross 1950, pp. 423, 448; etc,)

f fV-cn in later Inca time die Peruvian culture-hearers shared at least to some extent their

5
In a hirer paper, "Map Anti Malay" (1898, p. 89), Thomas merely scutes: “The strong rotcmEihiu'c in several

rihspecfS between rhi$ Polynesian calendar system ami ilic ‘Native Calendar ' of Central America is shown, in pari,

in iny ‘Maya Year'."
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earlv predecessors* interest in astronomy. In J be Incus of Peru,
.Markham

C
1 9 T

1

? P - ir0
writes' ‘'‘The solstices and equinoxes were carefully observed. Stone pillars were erected,

eight on the cast and eight on the west side of Cuzco, to observe the solstices. Many were

in double rows, four and font, two low between two high ones, twenty fee: apart. At the

heads of the pillars there were discs for the sun’s rays to enter. Marks were made on the

ground, which had been levelled and paved. Lines were drawn to mark the movements

of the sun, as shown when its. rays entered the holes in the pillars,” And (M, p- in):

“The Peruvian year was divided into twelve efiiillay
or moons, of thirty dajs., Five (.lavs

were added at the end, called AUcaomquis. The rule for adding a day every fourth year

kepi the calendar correct, fhc monthly moon revolutions were finished in 3 S 4 days,

g, hours, 4& minutes. This was made to correspond with the solar year by adding eleven

days, which were divided among the months. They regulated the intercalation by marks

placed on the horizon, to denote where the sun rose and set on the days of the solstices

and equinoxes. Observations of the sun were taken each month.”

[n this Peruvian custom of adding five extra days at the end of the year, we recall tin.

very calendar system recorded from ancient Hawaii, where Pomander stated that the

natives “who counted twelve months of thirty days each, intercalated five days at the end

of the month Wclcbu. . which in our own time reckoning would be about December 20,

As shown by Nordenskiold, there is some contradiction between the statements of the

early Spanish chroniclers as to when the Inca year actually began. First of all, both a solar

and lunar calendar seem to have been observed, just as in Polynesia. (Velasco 1840, V ol. It,

Pt, II.) But Otherwise most early writers seem to agree with Garcilasxo, who said that the

Inca reckoned their New Year near the end of December, that is from the observation ot

the solstice. (Garci lasso 1609 a, Part I, Bk„ II, Ch. 21.) This would make the five extra days

at the end of the Peruvian calendar concur in Hme with the five extra Hawaiian days (i. e.

at the end of December), in spite of the fact that the Hawaiians began their actual New

Year at a later date, namely when the Pleiades rose, in our month of May. Now, the claim

that the actual New Year of the Inca was net calculated from the December solstice came

from Father Molina (1370— 3-4, VoL V, p, 131)1 who definitely states that the Inca year

began in May, As we have seen, Molina was intimately acquainted with native chiefs and

learned men who could remenber the Inca empire in the days of its prosperity, and whom
he interrogated in their own language* His placing of the Inca New Year in our month

of May is therefore the more remarkable*' Nor, as we shall presently see, is Molina’s state-

ment the only evidence wc have to this effect in aboriginal Peru.

In his paper on the “Inca Culture at the time of the Spanish Conquest” Rowe (1946*

p. $27) savs, in mentioning the rich Inca star 1-ore: “.
, .the hcavenl} bodies were also

observed in order to regulate the Inca calendar, an aspect of their study which is more

properly classed as astronomical. The Inca took the movements of both the sun and the

moon into account in making their calendar, but it h not entirely dear how the two were

reconciled.” Further (1bid
, p. 3

2

3 ) : ‘’The calendar in use in the Cblmu Kingdom seems to

1 Th« 4am« old autiuoricy also tells us (/Aitf., p. T2j) That the Incas kept an account of their escalations in years

lltili ; liCsm lis on thuiT quipUS, This has been verified in modern times by Noitdcnskiold t>) and others, who

have analysed the calculations of nmuhers on snnic of (be quipu.5,
and found multiples like iz (months) x 29.5

( <favs), j&i (days) X to, etc,

j
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havc hL'

L

;

n based 011 entirely different principles from that of the Tnca, for Cakncha says
1 luu ! he Chimu counted a year from the time the Pleiades appeared until they appeared again
The Pleiades were believed to be the patrons of agriculture” The same author says also of
the Inca {Ihid., p. *9s)r "A number of stars or constellations were believed to be the special
patrons of certain human activities. The Pleiades. . . marked certain agricultural seasons/*

Bennert (1949 a, p. 6io), in his discussion, of aboriginal. Andean calendars, also writes;
"Scattered references to the Cbinnu peoples mention an annual cycle based on the time of
appearance of the Pleiades, which constellation was also the patron of agriculture.” With
reference to the contradictory opinions on the calendar arrangement nr" the lnca L he adds
'/W,, p. 609): “The calendar was both agricultural and ceremonial. , . . The ceremonial
calendar began in December, * ,

,* 7

\\ e may now sec the difference in GarcikssoA and Molina’s information as to the com-
mencement of lhe year in the Inca calendar, G arc!lasso referred to the ceremonial calendar,
winch began with the December solstice and after the hve extra days which, as in Hawaii,
ended the ceremonial calendar at that time;, whereas Molina very probably referred to an
agricultural calendar, which began in May with the annual appearance of the Pleiades.

[ Ills is the more probable since the Inca also regarded the Pleiades as the special patrons
nt agriculture and marked certain agricultural seasons by them, while at the same time the
pre-Inca t.himu down on the Pacific coast simply considered the rising of the Pleiades as
die beginning nr their calendar vear.

Gardlasso (1609, Blc II, Gh. 2 t ; also says about the Incas rhat, of tine constellations,
only the Pleiades were the object of worship. Some of [lie early Peruvians had a legend
that the Pleiades represented the eyes of some departed hem, (Means 1931. p. 402.) In ,!W/
Tates and Legends McCosh Clark (1896) says with Tregear: “The Maoris believe the seven
slflrs of 1:llc Pleiades cn be the left eyes of great chiefs, who after death were translated to
the heavens.”

The attention paid by the Inca, by the pre-Inca Chimu, and by all lhe Maori-Polynesian
tribes, to me spedhr constellation of the Pleiades is remarkable in view of the myriads of
other and equally impressive stars and constellations that cross the tropical sky, and yet it

15 3
-ff

no moans unique. Lewis (1947, p. M> writes: “Mrs. M. W. Makemson tells us that
several tribe? of American Indians had adopted a stellar constellation as one of their an
cestors, namely, rhe Pleiades; also thar in Oceania a constellation was frequently wor-
shipped as an ancestor, and always the same constellation, the Pleiades. A fact such as this

leiids us to suspect that there may have been actual movement of a people across the

South Pad be.”

in Jus study of Primitive 7um- Kerkonitiy^ Nilsson. (1920, pp, 274 — 276’! writes of the
calendar year based on the movements of the Pleiades: “This Pleiad year L* especially

common in South America, where there are no series of months, and in Oceania.” Also:
Hx1 Lcngua Indians of Paraguay connect the rising of the Pleiades with the beginning

ot spring, and hold feasts during this time. The Guarani of the same country determine
the lime of sowing by the observation of the Pleiades; it is said that they used to worship
this constellation, and they begin their new year at its appearance in May, In the Amazon
valley tr-e rising nt the Pleiades coincides with the revival of Nature, and hence the people
say that everything is renewed by these stats. The Indians of the Orinoco determined the
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new year by the evening rising of the Pleiades, But still further, the year is called by the

name of the Pleiades. Certain tribes of Venezuela reckoned the year by stars, and in fact

by the Pleiades, ' Year" is tshirks ‘scar"; a year = a star. The word occurs in various forms

among most of the Carib tribes ; among the neighbouring Caribs fthirika is found many

times as a translation of hhe Pleiades a The connection becomes dear in the wide-spread

Carib idiom of the Guaianas: in a Gslihi dictionary ‘star' and ‘year
7
arc given as j

shifts the Pleiades as sheriff and wc read in brackets? ‘The return of the Pleiades above

the horizon together with the sun forms the solar year of the natives/ Among the island

Caribs the Pleiades arc called chirk; these people reckon the years in ‘Pleiades". Among the

Arawak wihtn means ‘Pleiades', 'star' in general, and ‘year', since they reckon the year from

1 he point at which they see the Pleiades rise after eock-erov Further: " Among the Poly-

nesians the Pleiades vear was extremely widespread/’ \s v.
re have seen, in Polynesia the

Pleiad year seems to have been quite universal, and although commonly known as. Mata-riki

or Maka-iii) the Pleiades were also referred to as Whtu^U-tait or ‘Star of the Year’.

(Smith 1330 a, p, yo.)

However, in Andrew's paper (1833.) on the Pleiades in mythology and their connection

with the New Year and agriculture, we Sind that, east of the \mericas also, certain leading

Old World civilizations, for instance the ancient Hellenes, arranged their agriculture

according to else position oi the Pleiades. Westwards of Polynesia, too, the same custom

was sporadically observed, as in the Solomons, in Bali, and in Borneo, lhe Dajaks of

Borneo considered the Pleiades to be the home of their patron of agriculture, St Kirn,

who .first taught them to cultivate their rice, and rhe old men watched the movements of

ibis constellation at night to adjust their planting accordingly. (It/hi .

„ p. 366.)

When wc analyse this distribution of the Pleiad year in its more or less developed form,

the centre of gravity of which seems to be historic South America and Polynesia, one is

led to suspect that ihis constellation happens to stand on the horizon
1
lisc at the favourable

time for planting, and thus was naturally selected as time market for all these agriculturists.

This explanation is not satisfactory. The custom of the Chimu in Peru, and ah rhe islanders

in Polynesia, of reckoning the New Year from the first yearly appearance of the Pleiades

on the horizon, was not shared by the Mediterranean civilizations or the Dajaks. Fornander

(1876, Veil. I, p. 1 1 6) says of the Pleiad year in the former area that “ir began on the 13th

day of Aityr^ or November, when the Pleiades, or their containing constellation, the

Bull, was on the meridian at midnight.” The Dajaks on the other hand employ the

Pleiades in a third and quite different manner; they begin their planting and their New
Year celebration when the Pleiades stand at about three or four o’clock in the morning in

the position which the sun assumes at about eight oYlock, and they have apparently some
trouble in judging the exael spot, (Andrec 1833, p, 366.) The fact that the Polynesians

fol!ow the Chimu custom on ail their islands, irrespective of latitude ( which ranges from

zn N to 40 S), gives them different times for the first raising of the Pleiades, and thus

a dtjferm/ tmmmnmrnnt of the calendar year ill the different islands. The consistency in

the observance of the Pleiad year throughout Polynesia thus proves that we are here

dealing with an old traditional calendar arrangement imported into the islands from one
common source. As there is no other indication that Balinese or Dajaks voyaged east to

Polynesia, we have every reason to suspect that it was the Pleiad year on the Chimu coass
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and in widespread areas of aboriginal South America that found its way down wind to
Polynesia,

v

Heine-Geldern, searching for casual and sporadic analogies to Polynesian culture any-
where from Pakistan to Hast Asia, claims (1950 b, p. 189), with regard to the calendar
conceptions,, that "'some traits of Polynesian time reckoning systems (ten day weeks on
Niue and Hawaii, ten year cycles on Easter Island) have their closest parallels in China,”
This is correct only if Peru and South America are excluded from consideration in Poly-
nesian affairs. The Easter Island custom of reckoning with ten-vear cycles has long since

been recorded from Pacific South America. Montesinos (r642, p. 34) thus writes of the
early Peruvian time reckoning system: **.

. , ordinary years were counted as having three

hundred and sixty-five days and hours, and then there were decades, giving each decade
ten y ears, , . T Neither need we resort to China for the ten-day weeks recorded from parts

of Polynesia. Montesinos says of a meeting of amautas in the life of Ayay \fanco, the

thirty-fifth of the pre-Inca kings in his list (Ibid., p. j 1) : “After the meeting had lasted many
days, U was decided that they would not count the year by moons, as up to that time, but
that each month should have thirty fixed days, and that the weeks should have ten days,

And he ordained likewise that there should be weeks of ten days, so there should be
groups ot ten common years, , . ,

”
J

Wc may add that there is some evidence that even so unnatural a period as a ten-month
year was attempted in parts of ancient Peru, As Bennett (1949 a, p„ 610) writes; “Qeaa
de Le6n fiy 3) states that the Aym&ra had a year of ten months, but this is not confirmed
hy any other writer,” Again, Fornander (187S, Vok 1, p. iaoj writes: “There is evidence
that the Marquesas at one time counted the year by ten lunar months, and called it a

Pum

^

a circle, a round, a revolution— but how they managed either this or the year of
thirteen months to correspond with the sidereal year, ! am not informed.”

Apart from the scarce references to Inca calendar systems, we do nor know much about
rheir conceptions of the universe. But we know that, like their predecessors on the Tanga
desert plains of the coast, the y followed the movements of the major stars. Markham (1 91 1,

p. 117) states ;

ppThe stars were observed and many were named. Valera gives the names
of five planets; ...”

The location of the equator known to the Polynesians as “The Road to the Navel

{Pika) of Light (Udfi&feetf)"— was also known to the Peruvians, about whom Montesinos

(164.2, p. 35) wrote: “Also they had some knowledge of leap-year on account of the fact

rhai their astrologers had observed the time at which the sun crossed the Line, which
they marked out near Quito, where we ourselves say it goes, by means of some large walls

t hat are to be seen to-day,

Peruvian astronomers and seafarers who ganed with profound curiositv upon ihe

’ Foma, too
, speaks of a week of 10 days used jn aboriginal Peru. {Rowe ip4f>, p. $28 j

; In Polynesian mythology Wakes means not only but, ft n't kiveswn.:' is also another of th* symbolic

rides or sacred illusions to the mythical divine progenitor who cxxrasionally begins die earliest royal lines. From
Polynesia the road to "Vfrakea's Navel " and the source of Light rakes, us directly to Quito, ot miher in the Ecua-

doran costs i neftr Puerto Viejo, where the legendary Peruvian sun-king Tici from Tin.hu a naco selected his point

oL departure from which, lie migrated with liis Virdcothas into the Pacific. The name of the Peruvian capital,

means “.Navel" nceotdtflg to Gnrdhssci, :icd it is not improbable ihat the vet* ancient Ki lisulnriisn capital Qrtiifi, like

the Polynesian term PtJio, also originally meant "Navel”.
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myriadfe t?f stars and constellations that passed from east to west over their open deserr

and ocean sky night after night without cessation, saw also their venerated sun setting

out in the same westward direction every day, while out at sea the trade-wind clouds and

chasing seas- joined the company of all these westward travelling heavenly bodies. A nature

people who worships the sun as a guide and ancestor must be gradually beset with a

desire to follow in the path of such an uninterrupted mass migration, to discover u hatever

be the attraction at sea beyond the western horizon. No people could be better fitted for

purposeful explorations in the trail of their Father the sun than those who dwelt for untold

generations in Peru, equipped with a safe and seaworthy craft and a full ability of astro-

nomical path-finding, and located just where currents and wind set out with the desired

westward course. The Gilbert Island navigators calf the night-sky uma m horatii
‘Tool

of voyaging”, (Grimble 15131* p, 197.) But wc should bear in mind that the heavenly bodies

might have been more than a perfectly dependable map for the early island discoverers

they might possibly even have served as a religious guide tempting aboriginal man into

hie vast empty spaces that concealed the oceanic islands from any other foothold of

humanity. An early Maori poet* whose tradition is quoted by Buck (1938 a, p, 19), alludes

thus to the earliest deified migrants from the primordial Fatherland into die Pacific: “They

have passed along the path that beckons the thousands, the padi that calls the myriads,

the path that sends no messenger to the rear.” There is no such path but the westbound

path of the stellar heavens.

Kmva t the ceremonial drinking of a salivary ferment

One of the most remarkable Polynesian culture elements still to be considered is (he

almost pan Polynesian -drinking cetemonv. With very few sporadic exceptions, like

New Zealand, Niue and Easter Island, ka&a or tm-'a has been made and used in all tlie

principal pans of Polynesia right into modern times. The kuwn-making is thus most certain-

ly some old traditional custom brought along by one of the component parental stocks

that went to the forming of the composite Polynesian tribes. \\ hat is more, it is another

of the culture elements that rather conspicuously mark oft Polynesia from Indonesia and

the Asiatic mainland behind.

For more than a century, however, writers have occasionally commented that, if we
look at the aborigines on the cast side of the Pacific, the kdim-drinking custom may not

appear unique. Moerenhout (1837, Vol. II, p. 244) was perhaps (he first to point out rhar:

“The American Indians make exactly the same thing, hut with other plants.” In modern

studies of South American narcotics (e.g, Taylor 1950. p. 91), we find direct comparisons

between the chick# of the Andean tribes and kawa of Polynesia. Rowe ( 1 946, p. 292)

writer from Peru: “The Inca made a number of fermented drinks or chicha (AQJHA)
from different cultivated plants— maize, quinna, ocas, and moHe berries hut had no

distilled liquor. Chicha was made by women, who chewed the pulp of the fruit used,

and spar the mash out into jars of warm water. The liquid was then allowed to ferment

to the desired strength. The strongest chicha was made from the molle berries. Chicha

was the everyday Indian beverage, and was also an important element in all ceremonies,

being served in enormous quantities during ritual dances, when all the participants were

j
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supposed co drin 3 ; until they dropped- To the Inca, intoxication was a religious act, not
an individual vice. Indians did not drink to excess except at the prescribed point in their

regular ceremonies.”

The ceremonial drinking of rhis salivary ferment has a great antiquity and wide dis-

tribution on rhe American side of i he ocean. Although best known as chicba in the modern
Andes, the old native name in Peru was aqha or acca (Markham 1911, p. 127), and its

name among the natives of Chile was recorded by Brouwer more than three hundred
years ago as cawatu (Brown 1924, p. 263 ; Fricderici 1929, p. 461,) Both acta and cawau are

remarkably like the Polynesian terms for their corresponding drink, mm or j and so
is the native term for the same traditional beverage in Brazil, kasava or cassava (Gamier
1S70, p. 27), and in Colombia* aha (Bollaert tS6o, p. 61).

Friederici (1929, p, 461) shows that attempts have been made: linguistically and ethnologi-

cal ly to associate the Tupi -Indian word ccudn denoting a similarly chewed intoxicating

beverage— with the word and the custom of the Polynesian ktova. But doubting whether
there is any actual linguistic connection, he is more inclined to compare the Polynesian

£,w with the term copah, from the equivalent drink chkhah to-pah in southern Panama,
since aspects to the traditional drinking rites were also common to these two areas. But
while he admits 1 hat these are analogies of doubtful value, he finds that the peculiar

rnanufactoring principles and the associated ceremonial rites in rhe Andean area, and

Polynesia are so very similar chat it "makes a connection between the two highly pro-

bable,”

In tacp as in Peru, so also in Polynesia: the traditional tops or kenra was always made
by women, who chewed rhe pulp of a certain native root, general 3

],
Piper ntethystkum^ and

spa l the vegetable mash into wooden howls, where it was mixed with warm water and
then set aside to ferment. The solid material of rhe chewed roots was removed and the

water strained out of the particles by passing through a sieve made of rhe shredded fibrous

tissues of certain plants. 1

As in Peru, so also i.n Polynesia: the peculiar salivary ferment thus prepared was an

everyday beverage, but at rhe same time it played a major part in the rituals and ceremonies

of both areas. On the islands too we find that the intoxication resulting from the con-

sumption of this fermented beverage was not an individual vice, bur was attained in the

course of a solemn and religious act. (F, B. H. Brown 1935, p. 19.) The ferment was

consumed in a calm and serious manner, without the joyful Or boastful demeanor caused

by distilled liquor, although the natives occasionally drank till thev rolled over asleep.

As Turner (1S61, p. 394) wrote from one of rhe many islands: "The people worship the

spirits of their ancestors. They pra\ to them, over the kava-bowf for health and pros-

perity; ...”

As we have seen, the almost universal spread of the kawa- drinking ceremonies on the

far-llung islands of Polynesia proves that the custom is ancient and imported. It had

spread with the early Polynesian colonists who ended up in Fiji and other Papua-Melanesi-

an islands exposed to influences from the east, but disappeared completely further west.

In Micronesia the custom seems to have been limited to Ponapc and Kusaie in the eastern

Carolines. (Linton 1916, p. 4$,) From these two East Mi crones [an islands- the very two
1 Kam lk still today occasional I v made in some pam of Polynesia, for instiliW* ir» lr»c Mui-qucs** .nmtip-
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Natives of Pit.j making tqb*. (From :m ok| d taking by Bcrffiuni t J65.) The woman in from t* chewing and

espectotiUing the mash, the two at ihe left are straining the liquid out of the mash by sifting it Through a cloth,

and the obi; at right is warming i. up before it is set aside to foment.

that contained the megalitbic ruins facing eastward and right back across Polynesia to

Peru, Chile, Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Colombia, Central America and Mexico, we find the

distribution area of the awn, kmra
t
aha, acca^ aqha

y
atwau, cassava series, all being ceremonial

beverages of a salivary ferment that vary only with the local access to plant species from

which to chew the required mash.

We have seen earlier that there are Polynesian memories to the effect that their fore-

fathers chewed certain leav es to reduce their need for fresh water on early ocean voyages,

and that this custom corresponded in manner and purpose to the coca-chewing habit in

Peru. With she drinking of the salivary ferment pointing in the same direction, we have

found hi Polynesia traditional and historic analogies to the two specific narcotics which

were almost universal among the natives of Peru. Although the tobacco-plant grew in the

aboriginal Andean area (and perhaps also in Ocean]

a

)
1 there is neither historic nor archseo-

1 For Eteratiue or the robaccO-pkm 1 (
h-'iff/liava} in the Pacific act;; Hooker (rH

j

jJj Lc.raairc (tHjj); Fr&issccket

(35110, pp, ^0— ^5;); Wheeler f 19*15, pp. 45—68}; and noi least a forthcoming publication by T, H. Ggotbpad

(Chronica Botanies).

J
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logical evidence of i.it smoking; of tobacco among the aboriginal population in either of
these two area?, (Sauer 3950, p. 523.) The absence of alcoholic beverages in ancient Peru™ equaHy conspicuous in Polynesia, as we have seen, and Brown (1927, VoI, IT. p. 146},
Vlkc o-Ehers before him, points to the singularity of this fact in view of the importance of
palm-toddy in the Malay Archipelago and the east coast of India. He says of hypothetical
G 3 d World migrants into the East Pacific {Ibid.)- ‘Mr is another mystery 'that the coconut
should have been taken with them by the emigrants and its chief use abandoned for the
tar less intoxicating and seductive kava of the central Pacific, which has to go through
the process or mastication and expectoration before it is ready to drink. ... This latter
rather affiliates with chicha of the Pacific coast of South America, and goes no further
west than to the southeast ofNew Guinea, where it meets the bciel-ehewing habit coming
eastwards.”

To summarize: we rind in the kawa-drinking custom a peculiar traditional culture
element so andenr and widespread in Polynesia that wc may deduce an origin outside the
islands— and we find actually an equivalent in production, usage, effect, and name on the
nearest mainland coast on the windward ride. But if we turn instead to Indonesia, not
only do we fail to find anvrhing which explains the origin of this pan-Polynesian dement,
but we meet on the contrary first the use of alcohol, and secondly the old Asiatic betel

-

chewing habit, both of which merely form new obstacles to anv attempt to bring either
savages nr culture peoples from that area out across the Pacific.

The absence of |etel-chewing in Polynesia

Taylor (7950, p. 9 r; writes: “Over two hundred million people scattered all around the

shores of the Indian Ocean, on ad the islands ot it, and stretching far to the eastward
through the Dutch East Indies, chew the betel nut. .

,

Its source is cultivated in ever-,

garden, and in some places there are extensive plantations of the palm that \ ields the nut, ...

fn Ceylon seventy-five thousand acres are devoted to the growing of over one hundred
million trees* so great is tine demand tor the betel nut; ...”

ts brledcric: 11919, p. 462) points our, the custom of chewing betel wjrh burnt lime
vas of hoare age in the West Pacific, extending right eastwards from India through ?he

islands o; Malaysia and Melanesia, In other words, this specific Asiatic culture dement was
carried out of Indonesia with the early Melanesia:] migrants and went with these primitive

peoples as tar as they were able to go across island-bridges and channels eastward of
Papua si a. The limit of Indonesian influence in Micronesia is again shown b) the fact that

rl'ie chewing or" herd occurred only in the Paiaus and ar Yap in the Carolines (Linton 3926,

p. 48) rhac is* in the same south-western corner of Micronesia that marks (lie border-
territory between the Old World and true ( .'ccanta. The Polynesians* however, brought
the &w-4-dr inking habit with them, instead of betel-chewing; none of them carried the

betel-nut of the areca-palm on their migrations, and they were unfamiliar wjrli the burning
of lime.

I nc division between kawa-drinking and betd-chewing is perhaps one of the clearest

ethnological markers left bv, the two opposed migration streams into the Pacific; betcl-

chewing coming from Asia and extending as far as the Old World migrants were able to
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proceed by hnd through Malaysia and Papua-Melanesia; while kawa-drinking came by

sea down-wind across the oceanic island area from the open coast of tropic America, The

demarcation line is dearly marked,, and only in the extreme southwest corner of Micronesia

have the Indonesians succeeded in introducing their own traditional habit, whereas the

Polynesians have been entirely free of it, bringing their favourite beverage instead to those

specific parts of Melanesia which they penetrated from the east.*

Trepanning

A custom which seems to have been in vogue among some of the early Polynesians,

but which was so little practised among the historic tribes that the possibility of a wider

local use in former times might have been overlooked unless it had survived so fully in

adjoining Melanesia, is the art of trepanning. The surgical operation known as trepanning,

that is the perforation or removal of part of the cranial roof on a living person, was re-

garded by modern surgeons as extremely dangerous and difiicuit right up to the second

half of last century. Its practice among an isolated island people should, therefore, be given

serious attention, even though its local occurrence is of a sporadic and rudimentary nature.

In his review of "Primitive Surgery”, Ackerkneeht (1947.) shows that the art of treating

injuries or diseases by manual operations has a rather limited world distribution among

primitive peoples. With the specific exception of prehistoric Peru, where surgical know-

ledge was highly developed [Ihid., pp. 29 -
37), he says of primitive tribes that “only in

the more southern parts of hast Africa and in certain Polynesian localities do we encounter

a relatively well-developed surgery.” In fact, we find in the early literature of Polynesia

frequent references to the native skill and readiness Jn treating wounds, fractures and

serious dislocations, from which wc have ample evidence that they must of old have been

physiologists as well as astronomers and seafarers.

Ellis (1819, VoL III, p. 42) wrote from the early Society Islands: “A fractured limb

1 hey set without much trouble; applying splinters of bamboo-cane to I he side?, and keeping

it hound up till healed.” Also (fbief., p. 43): “The operation of irepanning they sometimes

attempted, and say they have practised it with success. It is reported that there are persons

Living in the island of Borahora on whom it has been performed, or at least an operation

very much resembling it: the bones of the skull having been fractured in battle, they have

cleared away the skin and coverings, and, having removed the fractured piece of bone,

1 Several writers (e. g. NardcnskioUl &93U P- VO have com pared the Asiatic custom of chewing betel and. lime

with the North and South American custom of chewing local narcotic leaves and lime, such as tobacco, ooca, etc.

'The antiquity of die custom and its wide spread among both Asiatic and New World tribes indicate either inde-

pendent invention on both sides of live Pacific, Or a Common primeval source antedating the period when ihc

Americans crossed the I Wring Strait. The only possibility of recent inspiration across the sea may perhaps be seen

in the calabash containers for lime found among certain Melanesian betel-chewcis, where the lime is extracted

from the calabash Ijottle by means of a rod or spoon which often surges as a stopper also. This seems falhct like

a fairly retent (and yet prehistoric) imitation of die correspondingly lined calabash receptacle? foe Lime formerly

used among coca leaf chcwers on the Pacific coast of Peru, and still used in Colombia and eastern Peru ;7Wirf.
.
p. 29

;

etc.) h b not impossible chat this type of Itme-cCultslineia spread with the calabash itself, from the Pacific coast of

Peru and westward across the ocean, in the first island period prior ro ihc Mao r i-Polynesian conquest of ihu East

Pacific.
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have carefully lifted in a piece of cocoa-nut shell, and replaced the covering and skin; on
the healing of which, the man has recovered. I never saw any individual who had under-
gone this operation, bug from the concurrent testimony of the people, I have no doubt
the 1 have performed if,,'"

in a monograph on Anatnl Tahiti, Henry (igzB, p. 14?) states; “It is well authenticated

that the natives mended broken skulls with the shell of a half-mature coconut; . . . and
that they mended broken shinbones by taking out the splinters and replacing them with
nicely urced pieces of the sacred ti. In confirmation of this stateme nr (here arc found in

caves skulls and shinbones that; have been thus mended* some with a ridge to the hone
that has grown around the patch, holding it firm. Until 1904, there lived at Faut&ua an
old chieftain named Peue* who was one of a few surviving doctors of this class, and who
Testified to the fact that he and his father, also named Peue* performed such cures among
their people during the Frcnch-Tahitian war.”

Trepanned skulls have also been found in ancient burial caves on the islands of Hlvaoa
and Nukuhiva in the Marquesas Group, A specimen from Nukuhiva, collected by Du-
moutier, is on exhibit in the trepanation case of Mu see dc J' Homme, in Paris, and the

rebuilding of osseous substance around the edges of die trepanation opening shows the

patient to have survived the operation. The post mortem embellishment of the lower pari

ot the skuh with boar tusks attached by means of ropes plaited from coconut fibres, goes
to show that the cranium has derived from an aboriginal Marquesan burial. This trepanned

Polynesian skull is placed next to one from Peru, under the caption: ‘’Trepanation is prac-

tised in the Mediterranean area (Berbers of (he Atlas), in Polynesiaand in die Andean region,

where it existed already in pre-Columbian times,”

Stewart (183.2), one of the early travellers to visit (he lonely Marquesas group when
the local inhabitants were still “in every respect unchanged” (/£//„ p. 1:2,8), wrote con

cernlng the duties of the fabutkn, or priests {Ibid., p. 175); “These are various, and consist

principally in offering sacrifices, and in performing the ceremonies of (heir idolatry
;

. . .

and performing surgical operations; such as the dressing of wounds received in bathe,

the extraction of fractured bones and, it is said, even that of trepanning with a shark's

tooth, in case of Injury of the skull/
1

In the Marquesas group memories of trepanation still survive among the inhabitants

both of Hivaoa and l’atuhrva, and possibly even on some of the other islands in (be same
group, lei Peru a, an old chief in Ouia on the east coast of Fatuhiva, gave me of his own
accord an eyewitness account of a trepanation which was performed during his own youth,

(Heyerdahl. 1941 a, p. 136.) A native of Ouia had fallen down from a palm and had fractured

bis skull, whereupon he was bn mediately taken to a noted tana or modi cine-man by the

name of taw Tekc,
(
\ small stone statuette named after fam Teke was still standing near

the beach at the mouth of the Hanahepu valley.) After appropriate dancing and incanta-

tions, in which a coconut bowl of steaming water seemed to play a principal part, Tekc

washed (he wound and cut a deep cross-shaped incision in the skin over the fractured

part of the skull, whereupon he exposed the osseous parts. Splinters ofbone were carefully

removed, and the broken edges were cut and polished evenly all round, whereupon a thin

anti finely polished piece of coconut-shell made to fir was used ro cover the opening, and

the withdrawn .scraps of skin finally brought back into their original place. All hair on
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the injured parr of the head was removed. According to Tci’s information, [he trepanning

was visible in after years only as a very distinct scar in the shape ot a cross. The person

on which this operation was performed became slightly defective mentally ,
but he survived

the operation several years. According to Tci, such operations were not so unusual in

former times, but no further attempts were made by the (dm it, upon the removal of skin

and splinters, rbe brain itself proved ro be injured. In my attempts; to obtain further in-

formation on the same subject on Hivaoa Island, I was told that two -hulls repaired by

a smalt circular piece of coconut- shell had been found among a great number of crania in

a burial cave, but were taken away with other ancient relics by the crew of a cruising yacht,

A broken section of an artificial opening which appeared to be a partly healed trepanation

was also found hv the author on a skull fragment in a local burial cave, but a row of small

perforations along the edge had possibly been made post mortem.

The exceedingly sparse ethnological literature on the Marquesas Islands furnish unimpor-

tant data on the former practice of trepanation, but i\ B. H. Brown (1951, p. 12?), who

during his local botanical research became intimately acquainted with the natives, also

says, in describing their various uses of the coconut palm in Former times: “According

to native informants, the coconut shell was used in repairing the fractured skull.”

In The Nairn Culture in the Marquesas the only monograph on the local ethnology,

Handy (1925, p. 269) enters a brief reference to trepanation under the caption “Surgery”,

He writes: “Surgeons (
t.uhms tatihi) were professionals who devoted themselves to setting

fractured limbs, replacing dislocated joints, trepanning, and so on. The profession of

surgery seems to have been combined with rhar of healing by means oi medicines (iaitiu

or fninti). At Atu Ona, the grandson of a famous surgeon told me t hat 3fis grand! at her

used to repair injured skulk by inserting (whether in the scalp or in the. skuS: itself was

not definitely understood) a piece of coconut shell, the edges of which were perforated.

Handy says he was unable to verify the detail pertaining to the inserting of the coconut

shell, but adds “Mr. Linton saw and photographed a trepanned skull at liana

IVaoa.”

i>ue south of the Marquesas and east of Tahiti, at Fangatau in the Tuamotus, Emory

(1942 k p, 1J2) records the finding of a skull which “may have been trepanned.” bince

the trepanation openings are quite extensive, and there is no definite sign of healing on

I he osseous edges, we are nut able to judge definitely whether this operation was unsuc-

cessful, or made post mortem. It is, however, difficult to see any reason why the natives

should have opened the skull post mortem.

Wolfcl (1925, p. 15), in his thorough study of trepanation, states that there are a number

of casual references to the former practice of trepanation in the Fiji islands and Tahiti, and

he adds that: “Another quite unconfirmed report has unexpectedly been verified, namely

the occurrence of trepanation in New Zealand, In the crania! collection of the Natural

History Museum in Vienna, 1 discovered a distinct trepanation on the skull of a Maori

from Waipu (Reischek collection, No. 3097),” An analysis of this trepanation opening

proved tli at the native had survived the operation several years, since a considerable

healing process had taken place around the osseous edges, (lb d.)

The best account? on the practice of trepanation in Oceania arc preserved from Mela-

nesia. This may 'he due to the fact that, in Polynesia trepanning was resorted to only in

42
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the rare event of necessity, and in many parts gradually fell our of use during the recent
island era; whereas m Melanesia trepanning assumed more of a magical importance and
mis established itself through practice on individuals who in no way needed to undergo
r.^U ^poriLt ion. Thus A ckerknccht (1947, p. 34) gives the following examples respectively
from Polynesia and Melanesia: "In Tahiti me indication seems purely surgical; in Uvea
purdy magi co-medical (‘headache*). Almost all men are trephined there.”

\X o!tt:i (1925, p. 2) writes: "We find a wide distribution of trepanning in the extensive
areas of Melanesia and New Guinea inclusive of those marginal territories where the
Melanesians mix with the Polynesians in the east." Further west, as we shall later see, the
operation of trepanning was unknown. Wolfe! {Ibid., p. 3) quotes Parkinson on the practice
ot Slir£lcal trepaamtion in the Bismatck Islands. We read of the medicine man who per-
forms the Operation: “Iih instruments are the simplest one can imagine, a chip of obsidian,
a sharp shark s tooth, ora sharpened shell. Before the operation, lie washed his never ye rv
clean hands with the water of a Kubika [an immature coconut full of juice but without
kernel], and with the same water the wound is also carefully cleaned. . . . With one of the
aforesaid cutring instruments the surgeon now makes a long incision right across the bruise
tn 11 IIIL' Stvulhbi me. Lv, means of a chin rattan thread taste tied to a lock of hair, two assis-

tants slowly and carelully pull back the piece of scalp that is detached from the skull-bone,
until the surgeon has the entire injured part of the cranium laid open. The next task is to
remove the bone splinters. The single splinters are carefully lifted away by means of a
sharpened piece of a coconut shell, until the brain becomes visible. This is now carefully
examined by the surgeon. If he finds that the brain shows a gentle pulsating movement,
1 hen he is very relieved and promises a rapid recovery, but if he observes no motion, then
this is an indication that the bone splinters have penetrated, into the brain, and he assumes
a serious air, but he does not give everything up, as he begins to search for the lost bone
splinters. For that purpose he lifts the brain-folds carefully apart, until he finds between
iheii- the hidden splinters which he removes, the instrument employed being the earlier

used pieces ol coconut shell.

h evei v thing so far has been crowned wirh success, then the next stage of the operation
commences. This consists in true surgeon scraping oft the edges of the opening in the
uaninl root, which is done by means of a sharp object, an obsidian chip or a sharpened
shell, so inat all sharp corners are removed and trie hole becomes round or elliptic. Great
< afC is Lakcn than the parts scraped oil do not fall into the cranium. When this task also
is ended ihc actual operation is finished, and the surgeon lakes the necessary steps to
Junker the healing of the wound. He covets the hole in the skull with a piece of w-.if

f
bark-dot h from a certain tree] or with a little piece of the central leaf ol" a certain banana,
which has first been held a few moments over the charcoal of a fire. Then the pieces ol

the scalp are slowly and care tally pulled over the skull and hack into their original position.
J lie hair around the wound is now cut oil, and finally everything is carefulh washed with
the water ot a Kubika. A narrowu-iriEiyg and widely masked net plaited from si rips of
rattan, known under the name A../.-, is pulled over the upper head to hold ihe pieces of the
scrop in position, and thereby to further the healing," After the surgical work follows the

magical pei lofmancc and incantations which most impress ibe natives, and the author
•continues; A hether u lie the result of the surgical skill of the operator or of his magic,
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5(> much is certain, that in moat cases the operation succeeds. Not only do I know a great

number of individuals thus operated orq who are still alive today,
j
ears atr.ci toe operation,

but my collection contains many skulls of natives who lived long after the operation and

of whom many were personally known to me. . . . An old native ennumerated lor me 51

cases in which he had, performed the operation; of these 25 survived, and many 01 them

were introduced to me. One of them has been twice operated on, each time successfully,

and he is now an old man about 60 years of age, having received the first wound as a

youth and the second about ay years ago* It sometimes happens that a mental disturbance

occurs after the operation, which is either permanent or periodic, but S know of no case

from my own experience, ,

Wolfel {Ibid., n. 5) also quotes Crump from Melanesia: “1 have recently discovered that

on New Ireland the operation is performed not only in the case of fracture but where there

ate epilepsy and certain forms of insanity as the result of pressure on the brain. 1 have ir

my possession a skull which has been successfully trephined in no less than five places,

the man meeting his death some years after the last operation by a blow from an axe. I ins

man suffered from severe headache with local throbbing. The operation v- AS performed

each time in the region of the pain, and though no cure seem to have been effected.* the

operation was at any rate perfectly successful. . , , After trephining has been performed

there is frequent partial temporary paralysis v. I rich almost invariable passes away, though

>n a few cases it is permanent. Idiocy is an occasional result also, But the natives affirm

that while the cures of insanity and epilepsy arc many, the instances where either malady

supervenes after the operation are exceedingly few,"

Also {Ibid., p. 7): "The man who performs the operation is the wizard, *ferta papaif ot

the tribe or district, using a piece of shell or a flake of obsidian tor a trephine. \n incision

is made over the scat of the fracture generally in the shape of a V or V and then perhaps

some loose fragment is picked out with the finger nail, and while assistants hold back the

scalp, ihe fractured bone is scraped, cut and picked away, leaving the brain exposed to

the size of half-a-crown. Then, all loose pieces having been removed, the scalp is carefully

laid down and the wound bandaged with strips of the banana stalk about four inches wide.

These strips are when dry of a spongy nature, the water which formerly tilled the cells

being replaced by air. Moreover the inner surface is silky to (he much and forms an

admirable dressing for tender surfaces. It is astringent in its action and non-absorbent,

all discharge escaping below the bandage. Sometimes a few bruised leaves, are applied

before bandaging.,.. In five or six days the bandages are renewed and in two or three

weeks a complete recovery is the result:. The number of deaths is about zo per-cent, most of

them resulting from the first injury and not from any complication alter the operation, * * -

Tt has become fashionable, and a handsome boy or girl is generally persuaded to submit

to the operation as an aid to longevity, there being no absolute need for irs performances

Wolfel {Ibid, p, a 1) also quotes the Rev, Ella from one of the islands next to Samoa:
£LA very surprising operation is performed on the island of Uvea in the Loyalty Group.

A notion prevails that headache, neuralgia, vertigo, and other cerebral affections proceed

from a crack in the head or press Lire of the skull on the brain. The remedy is to lay open

the scalp with a -(- or T incision, then scrape the cranium carefully and gently with a piece

of glass until a hole is made in the skull, down to the dura mater, about die size of a crown
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piece, . In the best of hands about half of those who undergo rite operation die from it.

^et this barbarous custom, from superstition and fashion, has been so prevalent that very
few of che m ‘llt2 adults without this hole in the omnium. I am informed that sometimes
an attempt is made to coyer the membranes of the cranium so exposed by placing a piece
ot cocoa-nut shell under the scalp. They select a very hard and durable piece of shell from
which the} scrape the softer parts and grind smooth. Formerly the trephine was a shark’s
tooth,” lo this Wolfe 3 adds: ‘ The information from Uvea is verified by Turner and
J . Saras in. Ray writes from Lifu island in the same group; VThe natives of Ltfu had con-
siderable skill in surgical operations* They have trepanned wonderfully, removing a
portion of the skull and replacing it with a piece of coconut shell.’

”

Wbout- a dozen different sources are quoted by Wolfe! for eyewitness reports on the
performance of trepanation in Melanesia in historic time. J he wide range of this, peculiar
and very difficult practice among the mutually separated island tribes, from the aborigines
ol the Bismarck, at'cnipclago and eastern New Guinea and eastwards at least to Tahiti,
Bora bora and. the Marquesas group, is another sign ol an inspiration or influence from a
common source. J lie .Melanesian trepanation area is separated from Indonesia in the- west
iiy more than a thousand miles of hostile and occupied New Guinea coastline, and from
Polynesia and South -America in tile cast bt nothing but perpetually approaching water.
In addition, we have the decisive point that in Indonesia and the whole continent of
Asia trepanning was formerly an unknown art, whereas in Sourh America -and especially
in Peru—trepanning had been one of the most characteristic local culture elements for
mOiL. than a thousand years prior to the Inca era. Wolfe! (192,3, p. 1; shows rhai trepanation
^ as known in prehistoric Europe, especial l\ in the Mediterranean area, in Worth Africa,
where it survived among the Berbers of the Atlas countries, and even among the abo-
rigines out on the lonely Canary Islands. It appeared sporadically in die Americas, from
British Columbia in the north to Chile in the south. But from the Mediterranean basin rhe
distribution shows, as Yv blfcl points out, a “yawning gap” throughout all of Asia, until

trepanation recurs in Melanesia and eastern New Guinea* on the opposite side of the
Old World.

The bulk ot evidence ol New World trepanation comes from Peru, where the custom
was eai k ,:tv Incaie but survived two millennia and was observed lv Europeans in historic
l imes. (Freeman 3924; \ckerknecht 19-p.) Posnansky (1914. p. 76) has several Limes exca-
vated trepanned skulls irom Hahuanaco* while Tello [1929, p. 144) .states that no less than
40 of the ancient mummies from the Patacas peninsula on the coast had trepanned skulls,

(We have earlier described the peculiarities of their hair.) North of Panama trepanation
was also pracitsed, but evidence is nowhere rich. The northernmost find was made in an
ancient shell midden on the southern coast of British Columbia (Kill-Tout s. a, ; Kidd 194T:

associated with a stone statuette arid other artifacts suggested bv certain writers to be

reminiscent of Central American culture, ibis trephine opening, like those on a few
sporadic archaeological skulls from the source of Mississippi to Tarahumara and a few
other casual sices in Alcxico, was or the Circular Larin, common in South America and
Oceania* although not universal in any of these areas, (Rctzius 1901, p, 26; Wolf’d 192.5,

pp, 19—21; Tflnne 1938, p, 58; etc.)

1 he early chroniclers* who left such fragmentary information on the knowledge of the
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Inca astronomers, seem to have taken even less interest in the practice ui trepanation

among the aboriginal Peruvian surgeons, as they seem to have made no comments what-

ever on this unique surgical art. Yet the operation was fairly common all through Inca

time, as can be judged from the growing somatological collections in modern museums.

Squicr (1047} was the first to bring a trepanned Peruvian skull to the attention ol competent

scholars and thereby establish that the operation was successfully performed by the abori-

gines of Pacific South America. Later Motto (1S86) and Lovena (1890) published special

papers on the subject of prehistoric Peruvian trepanation in the Medical Chronicles of

Lima, while Bandelier (1904 b) brought the area of aboriginal trepanning also into the

Bolivian section of the Titicaca plateau, a distribution later supported by his own archaeo-

logical discoveries (1,910, PP . 173-175* ^ 1$^ havc sc^n ’
b>

r Jansky’s

excavations at Tiahuanaco,

Bandelier (1910, p. 174) writes: “I may be permitted here to state what we succeeded

in learning about trephining among the Indians of the Sierra in Peru and Bolivia, Mv

researches among printed or manuscript sources of early rimes have been fruitless up to

date. But we have been assured, by parties not unworthy of credit, that the practice ot

trephining, and afterward closing the orifices with a pita ofgourd, is still in vigor among

the Indians of high Peru. We were told that the operation is and was performed by persons

without any instruction in surgery, and in order to remove splinters from broken skulls.

In regard to the instruments used, our informants knew nothing, but they declared to have

seen individuals who survived the operation tor many years, with a piece of mite (gourd

or squash) in rheir skulls, over which the skin had been stitched together. A friend of mine,

Don Antonio de Ocampo, told me that in one of Ins rambles at Ancon, on the Peruvian

coast, lie stumbled over something that proved to be a skull which protruded from the soil.

Picking it up, he saw that a foreign substance was inserted into the bone. Jr turned oui robe

a thin disk of mate dosing an orifice. The skulls we found at Kca-Kollu Chico differ from

many other trephined ones in that the opening is circular and surrounded by a mprentitL

This depression seems t- 1 indicate the insertion of a thin plate, as mentioned in the account

given us of the operation, as well as in Senor Ocampo’s description 01 rix specimen imm

Ancon. . . . Trephining Is a very ancient practice, and the artifacts that accompany skulls

are, nearly all, of ihc type which the Indians declared to be pte-Iuciae." In a onre Bandelier

p. 241) also quotes a passage written by Hill in 1&60, describing a knobbed Peruvian

war-dub at Cuzco; Bandolier adds: “The Doctor [Bennett] had examined many skulls of

embalmed bodies which seemed to have been broken by this instrument, and were atmany

repaired with calabash." (Italics by Bandelier.) Skulls with rhe trepanation opening covered

by rhin plates of hammered gold are also found in Peruvian desert graves, and such a

specimen from Patacas is illustrated by Stewart (1950, Pi. ia)>

In his paper on "The Healing of Trephine Wounds in Skulls from Pre-Columbian Peru",

Rogers (r93.fi, p* 33?) shows upon examination of sixty trepanned skulls rhat: "...the

thirty-seven skulls showing advanced healing embody in many eases not only healing oi

the scar, but definite formation more or less of new bone tissue within the trephine aper-

ture .” 1 He says, too {Ibid.* p, 325)5 “There seems little doubt that the Peruvian surgeon’s

s Ackerknecht (S947, p, $4) writes; “Fot Oceinia, survival ii3& been catisTiHtcil by observers, as high as jo or

So ta percent. Foe Ptm, Me Gee concludes from his serifs 01 skulls a giureival raw of JO pci cent, which is cqicii
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kit was equipped for rhe most part with scone instruments. Furthermore it is highly
itkeli that these were of unspecified character, being in the form of crude flakes and chips
nf flint, obsidian, and quartz. Copper knives may have been used in some of the later
operations, bur doubtless not often enough to influence the character of the customary
bone wound,”

Freeman (1924)1 in his paper on "Surgery of the ancient inhabitants of the Americas”,
deScLihcs 1 iit: actual operation r>t trepanning as judged partly from historic observation in
[lie 1 iticaca area, and partly from the excavation of the prehistoric surgeons* instruments,
We learn that the patient’s head was held tightly between the surgeon's knees, the former
reclining, the latter sitting. With a sharp blade, commonly of flint sec in a short wooden
handle, the surgeon made a cross-shaped incision in the scalp and exposed the skull bone.
1 Iil- cranial roof was penetrated by the surgeon bracing the handle against iris own chest
and rubbing the edge backwards and forwards along the skull-hone, A sudden penetration
,.] the brain was prevented by the increasing th$ ckn.es s of the instrument awav from its

cutting edge. When the grooves around the intended opening were sufficiently deep, the
resulting “button” was pried out of its bed, and the brain left open. Freeman (Mi, p. 22.
then writes: Sometimes the holes were closed with plates made from sheik and various
other substances.”

Further (p, 23.): In the .Museum oi Anthropology, Balboa Park, San Diego. arc a
number of trephined Peruvian skulls which illustrate the method of operating and indicate
Liar 1 hi procedure was nor confined to fractures, but also was employed for various other
conditions, such as 1 urn or of the brain and disease of the frontal sinuses. One of these
specimens has in place a perfectly preserved device which may have been used to control
hemorrhage imm, the scalp, Ir consists of a tong cord wound several times around the
haw oi rhe skull, just above the eats, and also across the top of the head, from one ear

the otner,
f
See Plate I .NXX\ 1 .] J'hss k so arranged that by pulling upon a loop in the

occipital region the whole contrivance can he cinched up to any desired tightness. The
strands of cord passing over the vertex oi die skull are inclosed in a roll ofcotton covered
wi;h gauze, which may represent a surgical dressing, espceiallv as it is discolored wish what
look., like old blood. An extremely interesting feature of this dressing is the materials of
u D 1- - 1 composed, which in texture, compare favorably with those found in our hospitals
today. File cotton is soft and white, while the gauze is even finer than our own. The re-

markable fact that both cotton and gauze were in use then, much as they are now, indicates
that tCiese prehistoric surgeons were not tyros in their profession.

Operation hr brain tumor. Another specimen shows rhar trephining was sometimes done
tor tumor of rhe brain. : he rumor was as large as a small orange and was situated in the
lett cerebellar region, as indicated by a marked bulging of the skull at that point.” [See

Plate LXXXIV 3
.J

ft: closing his survey oi surgery in, aboriginal America, Freeman concludes that the
centre of trepanning in the New World was early Peru and adjoining territories on the

western coasi of South America, only a few trepanned skulk having been Found archaxn-

logically in the territories north of rhe Isihmus. Looking for the origin of this remarkable

E uri'pc-ari results :n ihv vccoiid hall of itit i<ji!S Century. !'Jk. result of TcLSm ami Me Curdy re m-in siinrt

r.i vOurabte/

'
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surgical operation, the author (Ibid., p, 25) is therefore led to suggest that the local culture-

people “came to Peru directly across the Pacific, by the help of islands, which formerly

vvere more numerous in the eastern part ot the ocean than they are now. 1 his is rendered

aU the more probable when we remember that trephining is common, even today, among

the insular inhabitants of the Pacified’

To the present writer the occurrence of surgical trepanning on the islands in Melanesia

and Polynesia would seem to present more of a problem titan the presence and origin or

such an art among rhe outstanding high-cultures ol continental Peru, anti on d e v bole

little seems to be gained by pushing the hypothetical origin of trepanation out to the small

Pacific islands, where the custom comes to an end thousands upon thousands of miles

short of the next trepanation centre in Lite early Mediterranean world. Vet several writers

follow Freeman in suggesting that the more primitive island tribes brought their craft

wirh surgical experts up against the wind to introduce the custom into American high-

cultures, Nordenskiold (iy 5.1
, p, 50) writes: “Trepanning is another very important

culture element which is considered 'Oceaman in America, h is known from ven ancie.nl

Peruvian graves, e.g. from Paracas, where Tdlo has discovered trepanned skulls in great

abundance. It is quite evident that in America trepanning mainly occurred in western

Sou til America. As to the age of this custom in Melanesia, whence it is supposed to have

most directly reached America, we have no knowledge, From Melanesia we only know

it in modern times. Ir would have to he of an exceedingly greaL age there, natural k, il

imported into \mcrica long prior to the time ol the Incas. However that may be, from

what we do know, the Indians appear to have surpassed their ‘teachers' ill operative skill.'

One cannot help feeling that if the scattered down-wind islanders were “pupils” rather

than “’teachers”, rhe whole problem would be solved so much more naturally.

Wolfel's trepanation, culture complex

The most thorough study on the subject under discussion is the publication by Wolfcl

iT 9 2 5 ) already quoted, on the origin, relations and cultural associations of trepanning.

After showing that the practice of trepanation has two main world centres, namely Europe-

North Africa and Amcrica-Qceania, Wdlfel devotes most of his attention to an analysis

and demonstration of “The Cultural Relations and Mutual Origin of Trepanation in

Melanesia, and America." In a detailed and careful comparison of the operation itself, its

purpose and whole execution. Willful {Ibid., pp, 1 40) presents convincing evidence in

support of a direct source relationship, and says himself of aboriginal American trepanation

:

“As far as the parallels to the Pacific islands are concerned, these are present in such quam i-

bes as l had hardly ventured to expect. In consideration ol the trepanation alone, and

without regard to the other accompanying elements, the cultural unity behind these phe-

nomena in America and the Pacific may be considered as proven. We shall see further on 7

however, that the elements which organ ica! It run parallel with trepanation are also iden-

tical even in small details in America and in the Pacific,”

Wolfcl d-.cn pursues the problem still further, and demonstrates that rhe American-

Qceanian distribution of the trepanning custom coincides essentially with the Amcrican-

Occanianarea in which the sling and certain skull-breaking clubs and stone-headed maces
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were important fighting weapons. While the spears, lances, swords, daggers and other
sharp-pointed missiles or cutting blades prevailed in Indonesia and continental Asia, the
truly Oceanic peoples and also several tribes in Melanesia made use instead of such early

Peruvian lighting-weapons as the sling, wooden paddle-clubs, and even the peculiar star-

shaped (and in Mexico pineapple-shaped) stone maces. These were weapons not intended
‘

'

,J* mternal injuries, but primarily for causing cranial damages that would require surgical
treatment of the skull.

Woilel {Ibid., p. i j) shows that the sling in reality is a very specific culture element, and
one to which ethnologists have generally paid very little attention. He shows that three
types of slings present in the trepanation area on the Pacific islands all concur with the

sling-types known from early Peruvian graves. He writes (Ik'd., p. 42):. “Friederid em-
phasises the resemblance between the Baining and Tumuip slings [of the Bismarck Islands]
with slit cradles, and the corresponding type of Peruvian slings. The Peruvian type with
pocket cradle also he declares to be quite similar to the corresponding South Sea type,

The Peruvian band sling with a widened section as cradle has always the hole at one end
typical of rhe South Seas through which tire little or middle linger is nut. Also the other
Souih Sea type with guard for the end held in the band is present in Pent, nanielv with the

attached mother-of-pearl disc. As for sling stones, their shape is identical in rhe South
Seas and Peru as regards the long roller-shaped form with pointed ends; at the same time
other shapes occur, which also are designated as sling stones. I belivc that, despite rhe

scantiness of the material relating to slings,, the extensive and definite agreement which
nevertheless exists is a sure proof of cultural connection.”

1 he author also points our (//W,, p, 17) that the custom of wearing the sling as a head-

hand was common to the trepanation area of Peru and Oceania. (See c. g. fig; 9, page y ivi
Finally, in text and illustrations, be calls attention to the well-known resemblance and
' -f Li_-n ide nr: ry between the highly specialized star-shaped stone-maces excavated from
Mticaca Island in the Andes to the Pacific coast of Peru and Kcuador, and re occurring

so strangely in the hands of several Papua Melanesian aborigines ,
1 as does rhe pineapple-

shaped macc-head of Mexico also. He includes these skull-breaking maces in his trepan,1-

Non study, as he says, "because they demonstrate particularly clearly -and incontrovert ibly
" he connection bet ween the American and the Melanesian distribution area of trepanation/*

(Ibid.
} p, 17.)

L nlike most American--Oceanian diffusi orrises, Wfilfel does not jump to the hasty con-

clusion that the suggested diffusion most have gone up-wind from the Oceanic island

ii'ihe> to the continental realm ot Peru. He omits any theory of migration method or

migration direction, and simply states in his own conclusion (Ibid., pp. 46, 47)1 "We have
fi-i-on able to ascertain, not only a complete unit;., in method and indication of trepanation

in the Pacific and America, hut we have even found that phenomena which had remained

unexplained it considered in the Pacific alone, received their explanation from America,
and, the other way round, the much richer testimony of the Pacific Islanders afforded an

explanation of phenomena which were observed in America on dumb skulls. In srseff

1

]-Or Titicaca Island $<x Ruiddicr {191c, PL- Jo); foi the onaM iji‘ Peru ®w Nordcn vkidld (1931, p. ai). Sci: .also

Steward {i94h. Pi. I44) for ics occurrence among ike i>iiiguin of iJit- southern Andes; and f Ecjishaw (1IIS7) for us

American- Oceanian analogy.
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trepanation suffices to furnish the indisputable prooi of the cultural unity of this pncnome-

noil . , , . The wooden paddle-club and stone-knobbed mace as well as die sling, belong

organically to trepanation* and confronted with the Fact that the whole cycle of vaiiation

of"the clubs covered the area of certain definite sling-types and most probably concured

with the distribution area of trepanation in the Pacific and in Anaet ica, . , ot can hardly be

denied any longer that this cHftnrai complex it of a single origin and Migrated as a compkxT

Wolfchs work Iras frequently been quoted* hut there has never been am direct challenge

to his conclusions, LinneCitjjS, p. 59) agrees with Wolfe ! that trepanning seems associated

with the use of the sling and the scone- headed mace, since the same methods, together

with such weapons, concur in the trepanation areas of America and rhe Pacific islands,

hut be feels that Wdifel is Wash” to deduce a cultural unity between America and the

Pacific islands solely on the basis of the evidence presented by the trepanation complex.

LinmTs reason for this judgement .is (M): “The third area of distribution, viz. Hurope,

is still awaiting explanation, and it is not proved that trepanning is oi greater age in the

South Sea islands than in America. Its sporadic occurrence in America speaks in favour

of this custom belonging to the earlier culture elements, which, if imported from the Pacific

islands into the Peruvian coast region, must have reached North America via the Behring

Strait.”

Inasmuch as Woltd carefully abstained from concluding that the trepanation complex

was imported from the Pacific islands to rhe coast of Peru, the great antiquity in Peru of

trepanation and its cultural associates is not a valid counterargument to Vi'olhTs dil Fusion

claim, but merely a positive argilmen 1 indicating that the diffusion might have gone down

wind into the island realm/raw Peru, Nor does the sporadic occurrence of trepanning in

North America prevent: Peruvians from having exported if from their own coast. *1 he

existence of a second trepanation centre on the other side of the Atlantic is not a prooi

or even an indication that (he Peruvians did not introduce the custom into the Pacific.

Trepanation in the Atlas countries and the Canary Islands may well he wholly unrelated

to the sporadic occurrence of 1 he custom in the New World, and yet again I here is nothing

that could prevent it from crossing the Atlantic together with the Old World gourd,

which was used in early Peru for making cover to some of the trepanation openings.

Irrespective of what may or may not have happened in. rhe .Atlantic basin, we have ample

evidence to suggest that the Peruvians brought trepanning and its associates down-u ind

into rhe Pacific at an early period when Polynesia was still s kgin land. The strongest

evidence has survived on both sides of Polynesia, but although, this latter intervening area

has later been overrun by another immigrant stream, some islands, like 1 -atuhi va, Hivaoa,

and Nukuhiva of the Marquesas group, Tahiti and Borabora of the Society group. New
Zealand, anil Fiji of the border territory, present sufficient evidence: to show that the

r repanation bridge formerly spanned the whole water from the coast of Peru to rhe islands

in Melanesia,

The venesection bow

Unimportant, unless as a pendant to the distribution pattern of the trepanation custom,

is the American-Oceanian use of the venesection how.

Ackerknecht (1947, n. 23) says in his paper on primitive surgery: “Venesection is not
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tcit frequent and is mostly found in America; though in some places the technique may
be adopted from the whites -ar least for Peru it is certain that the custom was pre-Colum
bian. Venesection is found occasionally in Africa and Oceania,”

Die first illustration of natives using a venesection bow for medical purposes tomes
from the Panama isthmus, where Wafer (1905, p* 28), a seventeenth century surgeon, took
sufficient interest in the strange operation to describe and illustrate the performance as

“The Indians matter of Bloodletting,”

The venesection bow is a miniature bow of the sort used in Polynesia for hunting rats,

and from it a rmy arrow with a shaip and delicate point is shot at close range against the

vein of the patient to let out supposedly bad blood. Nordenskiold (393 t.. p, 31) writes:
LLA culture clement already pointed out by Huger as being ‘Oceanian’ in America is the

venesection howv Its peculiar distribution in America points to a great age. The vene-
section how occurred and occurs among the Curias in the isthmus of Panama and among
some few CJes tribes in eastern Brazil. It is possibly also found elsewhere, although it may
have escaped the. attention of explorers/

7

As M idler 0936, p, 243) shows, the complete concurrence between the South American
and Oceanian form was demonstrated at the Medico- Historical Exhibition in Vienna,

where two of these instruments (respectively from Brazil and Bast New Guinea) were
described as "pieces corresponding down to the details,”

Steward ( 1 949* f>* 744) also, in his Handb&ck of Snath Amsrktm Indians, Is of the opinion

that the venesection bow, as well as the art of trepanning and the star-headed dubs, arc

among the special Americao-Oceanian culture dements which "might be argued with

some plausibility to have been invented only once, hue ir would still be necessary to prove
that they were earlier in the Old World than in Lhe New World and m show how they

could have reached America.” They could not, indeed, have reached America up wind
across the vast Pacific. Nor do we here suggest that the venesection bow, trepanation,

and star-headed maces were earlier in the Pacific 1 bail in America, which they were pro-

bably not. But we fed there 1$ :he more reason to suspect a d illusion down-stream.

Mummification

Many strange theories have been launched about the existence of artificial mummification

in Peru and Oceania, and much unjustified scepticism has been the natural consequence.

Dixon (1928, p. 21 1) has duly shown the absurdity of such extreme diffusion ist ideas as the

suggested spread of mummification from Polynesia to Peru following an original introduc-

tion into Polynesia by migrants from Egypt. One of his arguments against rhis fantastic

idea will here suffice, namely, that true mummification is known nowhere in the whole of

Indonesia.
(
7/W.) On the other hand, he admits that mu nullification does occur in the East

Pacific, as in Easter Island and the Marquesas group, nearest Peru* (/bid., p. x% i,) We may
add, as Henry does (1928, p. 29/1 that the art of embalming selected persons of important

rank was also extant in Tahiti when discovered by Europeans. Three tapn-.i miri, or profes-

sional einbslmers, were still living on that island when the missionaries arrived* The

bodies to he mum milled were opened and filled with oiled capa; even the brain was

removed, and the skin was rubbed with oil and rindh sun-dried, Captain Cook {1784,
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Yo], U, pp. 32, jj) also states that the local mummification oil was mixed with sea-water

and ''the juice of a plant which grows amongst the mountains/” When the hair chanted to

fall oft' if was carefully placed back with gum. (Henry, he. at)

Linton (1 p. 456) states that the mummification in the Society Islands, and also in

the Marquesas, included “evisceration by anus and tabbing with coconut oil,” He shows

(Jbid) thru this Society Island custom was practised also in Samoa, but by one family only,

Pomander (1878, Vol. I
f p. 106) writes from Hawaii: “There the older and more

general manner of disposing of the dead was to embalm the body, or rarher cover it with a

glutinous wash made from the Ti-root {Drawn* kminath)* which effectually sealed up

the pores of the skin and excluded the air. The body was then deposited in a sitting posture

in a cave on the mountain-side, or on some natural shell: or niche on the side of a pre-

cipice,”

Rcischek (1914) similarly writes from New Zealand: “In carl) days lire dead bodies of

the important chiets were mummified. . According to Linton (19231 p. 456)1 this was

again done by evisceration bv anus and ribbing with oil, as in the Marquesas arid the

Society Islands, but with the added effect of smoking. We may suspect that royal persons

in ancient Tonga also were properly mummified, for, as Sr. Johnston (192 t t p, 243) shows,

during his early stay there Mariner saw a mega Li (hit; vault “capable of holding thirty

bodies, and he remarks that when it was opened there were one or two corpses there that

looked as well preserved as the day they had first been put in.”

West of Polynesia, purposeful embalming is reported from parts of Australia, but

(besc primitive tribes were certainly not the instructors of the Polynesians. \ lurcher

complex of concurring traits would be necessary tn suggest contact wiih these peoples.

As we have shown in Part II, mummification is not the normal iorm of burial in Poly-

nesia. and where it occurs it seems to be almost entirely reserved tor royalty or persons

of high rank. Tile wide spread of the custom, and its absence from the v. hole of I ndnncsia,

make us again suspicious of a possible introduction from South America, V e should mite

that the damp tropical climate of an island like, for example, Tahiti is exceedingly unfa-

vourable for the preservation of bodies against the very rapid decay that begins almost

instantly after death. This is an essential environmental factor to be taken into cc moderation

for those who speak ol the inferiority of the local mummies when compared with those

of such perfectly dry desert countries as, for instance, Peru and ligypt. We ought to bear

in mind that when Captain Cook (17H4, Vok 11
, p, 1 a), in spite of the moist and warm

local climate, saw a mummified Tahitian king who had passed away four months earlier,

the mummification process must have been quite elaborate, probably as much so as the

one employed in ancient Peru, where very little artificial care was needed to make it

possible for the mummies of the pre-Inca desert burials to remain intact until modern times,

Dawson (19.18, p. 122), whose authority on the general unchangeable ness of the soft,

wavy auburn hair on some Peruvian mummies has already been quoted, shows that it is

a common belief that the preservation of mummies in Peru is due to the unaided forces

of nature. This may be so, he says, in many cases of burial in sand or nitrous soil, but n is

still abundantly clear in many other cases that artificial methods of embalming have been

resorted to. lie states that (/M/., p, 124);
“

rr . mummies have been found in which the

pelvic viscera had been removed per imum by incising the perineum, and that in some cases

1
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also resinous ami oiU preservations had been employed/* He similarly writes of a local

mummy width he had personally examined (I&H> p. Xi6) that “the body had been partially

evisceratedperanum and the whole surface treated with preservation material.” Themummy
of an adult woman with light brown hair brought to the Anatomical Museum of Hdin-
burg/j University from near Iquique, Chile (a hundred miles south of the Peruvian border)
proved to be “carefully and elaborately embalmed” {Ibid.)

T he Patacas mummies were artificially embalmed }which has been revealed even by their

blood tests (Candela 1945, p. fij), and the custom survived,, but only among the royalties

of Peru, riglit through the Inca dynasty, (Dawson 192S, p, 123.)

To summarise: Artificial mummification was widespread among royal families in Poly-
nesia, where it is recorded from Easter Island, the Marquesas, the Socle tv Islands, Hawaii,
New Zealand, Samoa and probably Tonga* The unfavourable climatic conditions for

lasting preservation of organic matter, combined with the widespread local attempts, do
nest indicate thai this ancient art wag invented independently in these various parts nf Poly-

nesia, Nor does the absence of the custom in Indonesia indicate chat it spread From the

Old World. But if we turn to the Pacific coast of South America we find, in the same area

where the numerous other parallels have accumulated, that this was also an early distri-

bution area for systematic mummification* We even find that the ancient Polynesian royalty

followed the pre-Inca Peruvians in their method of embalming eviscerating the mum-
mies by the anus and treating their surface with an oily composition. As far as che islands

in the Hast Pacific are concerned, we need, therefore, not resort to fantastic theories to

bring mummification in from antipodal areas life Egypt, and although the same custom
and method were practised iti the Canary Islands, we are not, in the Pacific area, involved

in any question of whether or not mummification may have reached America from across

the Atlantic,

Music

Stringed imtrumcnis

The world distribution of the basic forms of musical instruments has been the subject

of considerable attention. In his review of “America and the Old World”, boas (1921}

defends the hypothesis that the cultures in the New World arose independently of anv

inspiration from the rest of the world, and to support his argument he points to the basic

peculiarities in the field of music. His conclusion i
5 {////>/,, p. 26): **A fundamental difference

occurs also in the form of musical instruments. In the Old World, excepting the farthest

outposts in Australia and on rhe Pacific Islands, stringed instruments are found every-

where, , . . On the other hand the;, are entirely absent in America.” The same author

{Ibid,, p, 28) also refers to “the analogous foundation or American and Polynesian music/’

which I lornhostel (1911) had already pointed our in Ids paper on an acoustic ev idenee for

a local cultural relations hip. But no attempt is made by Boas to follow the case of the

stringed instruments to its logical consequence. It would he natural to argue that, if the

absence of Old World stringed instruments in America is a valid argument against diffusion

from the Old World to the New, then their absence also in Polynesia must necessarily lead

to an identic conclusion.
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Roberts. (1926, p. 329) stales that: . .the region lying between the Malay Peninsula,

the islands of Borneo, Sumatra, anti java, on the one hand, and Burma, and India on the

other, is preeminently the home of stringed instruments which show practically all stapes

from very simple bow types to the most ornate many-stringed members of the guitar and

violin families. “ She shows {Ibid,, p. 343) that, from a principal world centre in Indonesia,

stringed instruments with resonators were widespread westwards through the continent

of Asia as tar as Africa, while eastward they were found as far as to Melanesia, bur no

further, They were probably introduced to the eastern parts of America by negroes in post

Columbian times, bur she says {/M, p. 342) : "They do not occur on the west coast nor

in the Pacific east of Melanesia.”

Although stringed instruments with, resonators are definitely absent from both abori-

ginal Polynesia and South America, the case of the more primitive “musical bow '

is not

quire so clear. !n Ins work on Musical and 0ihtr Sound Instruments of the South Amrh&i

Indians, Izikowitz (1935, p. 202) shows that the question whether or not the simple form

of musical bow existed in p re-Columbian America “has been tine subject oi quite liveb

discussion.” lie stares (Ibid): "If this instrument is pre-Columbian it would in that case

be tine only stringed instrument known m America be! ore the arrival of * .,0111mb os. i nc

author reproduces an ill utslration from len Kate which shows a Patagonian it western

South America playing the kohdo, a single-stringed musical bow, during the pUying of

which the end of the short bow is held against the Indian's mouth.

This simple musical bow7 without resonator is also recorded in Polynesia. Although

Linton (1923, p. 410) claims that its local occurrence is restricted to Hawaii and the .Mar

quesas, Roberts (1926, pp. 322— 346) in her review of its distribution states that it was also

used in & primitive form in Ramievac, and that the Maori formerly had a single stringed

musical bow called A./g that has almost become legendary H She considers the Hawaiian

musical bow- with sometimes one, sometimes two or three strings as a type specialised

locally after its introduction to Hawaii, and thus on] remotely resembling die more pri-

mitive musical bows of (he Marquesas, Raivaevac and New Zealand. She states that ike

Hawaiian musical bow was played with one end placed between the lips. I Rind;. (1923,

p r 313) similarly writes of the one -string musical bow of the Marquesas group: “One end

of the instrument was held in the mouth, the other end, extending out to the side, being

held by the left hand. The string was plucked with the right hand."

Tbl$ method of playing the musical bow in the Marquesas group and Hawaii was, as

we have seen, the very manner in which the South American koh-h was played. Roberts

(1926, p„ 335), partly quoting Ten Kate, compares this American one- stringed musical

how without resonator (with its Tehudche name koh-fo) to that of the Solomon Islanders,

who have the same instrument and call \t kohve. She also mentions that its Maya name

was hoot and the Maori name kn, (Ufeek

e

in Hawaii, L tete in the Marquesas.) She finds ir

mote likelv that the simple South American hows have a connection with those of the

Pacific islands than with those of North America, although she finds striking similarities

between the musical bows of Hawaii and those used by the Porno and Maitu Indians of

North America.

All told, ihe elementary facts found in a survey of stringed instruments in the Pacific

area not only serve to separate Hie continental Americans from the cultures ot aboriginal
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Asia, but the Polynesians directly follow the Americans. Indeed, the available evidence is

again closely analogous to what was found for rite first time to such a marked degree in
the Pacific distribution of the B blood factor. The Malay Archipelago and the adjoining
continent, wnich show. ed the world maximum of the 15 factor, now represent the1, aboriginal
world centre ten- all the many varieties of elaborate stringed instruments with, resonators,
whereas America and Polynesia form the very opposite extremity. Whereas stringed
instruments with resonators are totally absent from the aboriginal culture areas of South
America and Polynesia, instances of a simple musical bow are on record from both these
areas., and tn both regions rhis simple instrument is played with one end of the how held
to the mouth.

H ind instruments. The ?me-flute

A number of flutes, whistles and other wind instruments, including a single-note
trumpet, made up for the remarkable scarcity of stringed instruments throughout Puh
nossa. These were at proper occasions accompanied by singing, and by tine rhythmic
bearing oil drums.

In his work on Alaori Mane, width its Polynesian Background
t
Andersen (1934, p. 260) deals

at length with. Ine wood and bone flutes of New Zealand, anti tor direct comparison he
introduces a description of similar flutes in Peru. But we shall here firsr turn our attention
to a peculiar custom in the use of some of the Polynesian flutes — that of playing the flute

with, one of tlie nostrils instead of with the mouth. This strange custom was widespread
on some of the islands in Polynesia, and it was also used by some of the peoples in Indo-
nesia. As Roberts (1926, p. 34 5 ) .shows, it has been claimed (by Tv 3 or, Engel and Day)
1.0 have originated with the Brahmans who, because oilier oflower caste played flutes wirr

the mouth, could not allow themselves to be defiled by doing tile same. But, at rhe custom
originated with die Brahmans, we cannot suppose them to have sent the nose-playing to

Polynesia, without the Brahmanistic teachings and cultural level.

Nor is it necessary to cross Austro-Mclanesia and thus resorr to the Brahmans and their

pupils for the origin of the Polynesian type of nose-flute. Both Linton (1925, p. 4?3 ) and
Buck (1930, p. 6 7

S) point out that inside Polynesia the nose-flute has its distribution spe-

cifically in the eastern area of the islands, That is on the groups next to Peru. Now Ldkdwitz

(
t 95 5 j PP- 3 z7 » 3 2 &) shows that the nose-flute also existed in aboriginal Peru, although
mo-re rarely than elsewhere in South America, He also mentions certain archeological
flutes .from the coasr of Peru, the handling of which we naturally know nothing., hut

which through analogy with certain historically used flutes among the Jivaros may he

suspected to have served as nose-flutes.. 1 He says of South America in general (i>. izyh
We have tin various occasions noted 1 hat many different kinds of flutes are blown with

the nose. Nose-blown flutes occur among: the jivaro, Kaingang and Botucudo, Paressl

and Xambicuara, Apinaye, and in Guiana and California. Furthermore, Perez informed me
that the Cucm blow with the nose, although not on a flute but in the hands. How this

is done I do not know. Has nose-blowing been invented in several places in America, or

1 Carles Vega, 1 n lasicoluyj&t uf Museo Nacionai lSc Hjstoria Natural, Buenos Aires, aJs<o states that the nost-lluEe

w;ts known Frt the Andean region. {Ande*$eii p- a-G * .
?• For ilEustrait-nn ofrmsi- pHvinu; nmtmg tf-,e liuro-

eudow ni Brasil, see Kenoe = K X 3 S_|j; nnd from the Marquesas Islands, See Heyerdahl <1541 a, p. 1:5).
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is there any connection?' " His own answer is (p. 5. z. S :

4

- , . we have an Indubitable

connection between the South American nose- flutes. They are evidently very old llut.es

which all derive from the same pristine instrument— the resonator whistle with two stops/

Further {Ibid,, p. 530): "Sachs (1928, p, 117) and others among them Pater W. Schmidt

—are of the opinion that the nose-flute has been introduced from Oceania, and 1 must

admit that the Polynesian and South American nose- flutes have much, in common, 1 he

former are alternately transverse and end flutes, occasionally the blow-hole is placed in

the proximal septum as among the Botutudo and Kaingang, and several {on Tahiti) have

a bilateral position of the stops as in Guiana and among the Kaingang and other tribes.’

He states that boy "considers it a verv late instrument in Polynesia" on the ground mar

it does not exist in Melanesia, and that Sachs also is of the same opinion.

Combining these statements with the fact that he himself found the nose-flute in South

America to be of very great antiquity, Tfcikowita (Ibid.) assumes a sceptical attitude towards

the possibility of contact, in spite of the observed similarity between the Polynesian and

South American form, and he merely stresses: “On the whole, the chronology must agree

if we are to presume a pre-Columbian 'transpacific trade" ol culture elements/ We need

only point out that the chronology does agree if the Bast Polynesian nose-flute came to the

islands from the old prototype forms of South America.

The gourd whistle

Isdkowitz (Ibid., p. 286) also shows that gourd Hates or whistlers are known in various

parts of South America, some of which were also blown with Lite nose. Outside South

America, gourd whistles arc only known in Polynesia, Melanesia and Indonesia. (Roberts

1926, p. 34& t) Of course the local antiquity of this whistle must follow the local antiquity

of the gourd. iMgettaria ifttrana, from the rind of which it is made. We have already seen

in Part VII ihal the gourd first was cultivated in Peru two or maybe three thousand years

before the beginning of Polynesian history and the firsr human voyages between 1 he

oceanic islands of Lite Pacific, Did the idea of the -nose- flare follow the gourd sod the gourd

flute down-wind across the Pacific? Through Bird’s fortunate discovery we Loiow that

on the Pacific coast of South America the gourd whistle must be almost as old as the gourd

itself. Whitaker and bird (1949, Fig. 2, p. 7) illustrate a “spherical fruit of Lagpkiria sictruria

made into a whistle," which was excavated among “Cupisnique
77
debris in the: very ancient

Huaea Prieta midden ol North l ‘eru. This means that ihc gourd whistle was used in Peru

long before the rise of the Early Chimu empire. This early prehistoric specimen was made

of a gourd not quite two inches (47 mm) in diameter.

Roberts (192(1, p. .548) states that small gpurds were made into whistles in Hawaii, Tahiti,

and New Zealand, and she draws attention to their parallel appearance in Peruvian graves

and among some historic tribes is! other parts of South America.

The nguru or up-turned flute

A rather unique Form of wind instrument, ihc so-called figum or up-turned flute, is found

among the Maori in New Zealand. In his monograph on Maori Muste, \r deisen (1934,

p, 264) gives this instrument considerable attention. He states:
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“The ngum has been recorded from no other part of Polynesia than New Zealand; J

was therefore much interested when 1 saw if mentioned as an ancient Peruvian instrument

in a paper published by the American Museum of Natural History, The author of the paper

(Mead 1914, p. 337) writes; Tt is a new style of flute to me, in as much as the lower end

is turned up at a right angle to tire body of the instrument. It is of rhe end blown type,

£s ?4 inches long, and has five vents on the upper side, also one for the thumb on the under

side, between die fourth and fifth vents above, . , , The flute is of black ware, and, as the

photograph shows, is decorated with incised designs cm the upper side, and has a puma
figure near the upper end. This puma was moulded and attached to the instrument before

firing. It is a powerful instrument, and its tones, although so loud, are not disagreeable

in quality.' The instrument is about three inches longer than the Maori ngum, but excepting

this and the ornamental head, the shape and qualities of the instruments are identical,, ,

.

The -acr that wl .ar looks like the prototype of the nguru is found in Peru—and the terra-

cotta specimen described by Mead above was found in a prehistoric grave at leu, in Peru
— raises again the interesting question— Is there any evidence that the Polynesian reached

the continent of America? . . . i enquired of the British Museum, but was informed that

they have no record of the nguru elsewhere than from New Zealand, Seeing that there

was a similar instrument in Peru, and that the Maori instrument follows the Peruvian in

being often made from stone, it would seem likely, supposing contact to have taken place,

that the Polynesian Maori brought the nguru From Peru in a back-splash as it were rather

than he cook it there.”

Kmory (1942 b, p, 152), in criticising the value of certain of NordcnskihUTs Oceanian-

South American parallels, points out that lx might instead have adsk'A to his list, as a more

solid and striking parallel, this up-turned flute peculiar ro New Zealand and Peru.

The parallel between the Maori /#yr;Mlnte and the pre-Inca specimen from lea becomes

even more apparent when we note M sheris description ( 1 93 7, pp* 1 1 1-1 15) ofsome archeo-

logical .Maori specimens which, like their earlier Peruvian prototype, were made of terra

coirs. He writes 1 “Materials used included line and coarse grained sandstone, rhyolite and

what appears to be baked clay. It is generally understood that rhe Maori did not bake ckr,

tor domestic vessels, but, clay was apparently treated in some manner, either dried in the

sun or wind, nr possibb baked with heat from a fire.” An added correspondence to rhi

ica specimen is found in the face that a stylized Face stood out in high relief on several of

these Maori v^w-v-IIuxp, just as on 1 he early Peruvian counterpart,

The pan-pipe

In Polynesia the nose-flutes fire recorded essentially irnm those areas, where the pan-

pipes were not in Lise, and vice versa. Thus, whereas we found the nose-flute to dominate

the eastern groups, the pan-pipe seems to have survived only among the Samoans arid

Tonga ns (Sodetstrom 1:9^9, PI. 16) in the west. Yet ibis instrument, made of a series of

parallel reeds graded in length to form a scale, was common not only in Melanesia, biri

also in the whole Andean area of Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador,

Now, various forms of pan-pipes or serins are known in many parts of the world*

amongst Other localities also in Java. But Hordbostel (19. i, p, 612) writes; “in surveying
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the multiple forms of pan-pipes and their world distribution, one cannot overlook one

strange fact, namely that the types with double rows— that is such as have an open pipe

together which each dosed one (of about the same length) to give the octave only exist

in two limited but widely separated territories: in the Solomon Islands and western

Polynesia (Fiji, Samoa) on one side, and in Peru (even pre-Columbian) and Bolivia on the

or her. Even the characteristic ligature of the Solomon Island pan-pipes— that is flat sticks

with threads strung crosswise reappears, in South America (Peru, Brazil;, ' At ter testing

and analysing the acoustic qualities and vibration number in the tones of a senes of Solo-

mon Island and Brazilian pan-pipes, Hombostd (Ibid,, p,. Gij) wrote in conclusion: **The

correspondence is even so complete and so exact as in none of the formerly observed

analogous cases, and it is to be hoped that the cultural connection here ascertained may he

verified through the discovery of further occurrences ol cultural parallelism.
1

HornbosteTs opinion of this American Oceanian connection, based upon his own study

of the pan-pipes, was strongly attacked by Mead (1924, p. 3 5 3). But the basis for the attack

was that Humbos id 's comparative tables of Brazil-Solomon Island vibration numbers

were too much -alike— so much alike, in fact, as to look unnatural after centuries of mutual

isolation. The correspondence thus appeared to Mead as merely "a very remarkable coin-

cidence,
1
* Mead found personally no such complete agreement when he compared the

vibration number of two pan-pipes both of which were from Brazil, and his claim ot coin-

cidence, therefore, seems well supported.. But this refers merely to the astounding degree of

correspondence pointed, out by HombostcL It is at no rare a very successful argument

against a source relationship between the musical instruments under discussion. Nor Es

Mead justified in assuming that the pan-pipe analogy constitutes some sort of a foundation

stone in the dalms of American-Occanian contacts. He remarks (Ibid.): "'Of late years

several anthropologists have turned their attention to the South Sea Islands, believing

that they have discovered convincing evidence of cultural connection between their

peoples and those in parts of South America, . . the most striking argument in support

of tiiis theory deals with the old Inca musical instrument, the pan-pipe, , .

. " it there were

no better and more striking argument, we could have admitted that the argument of the

double-row pan-pipes was a somewhat vague foundation for r heones of ira ns- Pacific

voyaging. But the pan -pipes do not stand alone;

Jift&r Mead’s attempt to nullify the value of Horn hostel's view, die attention given to

the subject lias certainly not diminished. Thus Andersen (1934, p, 270), in his monograph

on Polynesian musical instruments, points to the West-Polynesian pan-pipes and the marked

conformities to lie seen in Peru, while Izikowifz (19.35, p. 404), in his monograph on

SattJ.b American musical instruments, points out that the local form of pan-pipes reappears

on rbe Pacific islands. He maintains.: “Strangely enough we also find not only similar tone

systems, but also the same pitches,”

Nordenskiold (19.31. p. 30), who believed that the Lagettaria could have been carried to

ancient South America with some weather-driven Oceanic crew, also suggests that some

few other *K Oceanian” culture elements may have arrived in the same company,. He writes

:

“ A culm re element of this category may be the pan-pipe, which bj many writers is con-

sidered to have been imported from Oceania. The pan-pipe occurs with the earlier ceramics

in Nazea, and then in a highly developed form. Its variation as to form among different

+1 Heyerdahl
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South American tribes lias since become very considerable. The pan-pipe did not, however,
ar the time of the Discovery occur in Central or North America, 1 or in the Antilles.

|

italics by NordtnsHold
:

|

U'^ther thepan-pipepossesses^natanfi^dt} hi Oceania we do not know;
hut Upon this naturally spends tk$ possibility If its having hem introduced from there into America.
Rightly or tvrongh it is always assumed that tlte 'Oceanian* culture elements are ofgreater antiquity

in Oceania than in A tnerica. 7 cannot see w>hy this should he taken for granted.
”

\\
r

e agree, but find it difficult to see why the possibility of a diffusion the other way is

not then taken into consideration.

The single-note trumpet

bur use on ceremonial occasions, and especially during warfare, a single-note trumpet
made of a large conch-shell was used in many parts of the Pacific hemisphere, and it is

oniy included here for the sake of its importance in early Polynesia where it had been
introduced as the customary war-trumpet even on a lonely speck like Master Island.

(Beecher i&ji., p. 55.) Roberts (ijit>, p. 552J apparently considers this instrument of
sufficient originality to be a possible indicator of migration. She writes: “Far from being
universal, the conch shell trumpet has a most peculiar, if wide-flung, distribution which
it is important to consider in connection with that of the other instruments forming rfiis

significant complex.” Shu claims that the conch was not made into a trumpet in Africa,

Assyria or Persia, but in ancient Crete and among some other early Mediterranean cultures

on die one side, and in India on the other, But in India the couch trumpet was supposedly
introduced by the god Krishna, a great deity of later Hinduism. She shows (Ibid., p. 355)
diat according to old Spanish accounts the conch was part of the ceremonial equipment
of the Aztecs of Mexico, and states (p. 337):

JTn most South American countries and
Mexico these trumpets were used, as they were in Polynesia and India, in connection
with religious ceremonies.” Further (p. y j6): “It is quite commonly known that the conch
was an undent Peruvian instrument. It had two names, the putatu, undoubtedly the original

native name, with which should he compared the Polynesian terms for various kinds of
trumpets and wind instruments, and hosim which is probably of Spanish derivation,

77 *

Rowe (1946, p. 290) writes: “A single-note trumpet made of a large sea shell (potof0)
was used as a war trumpet by the Inca, and is used as a ritual instrument, blown at certain

points in the Mass, by the modern Quethua.”

In parts of modern South America the cow-horn is stated to have replaced the former

conch shell as trumpet {Ibid, p. ^37; Ban defier tjjto, p, 149), and Bandelier (M, p, 93)
writes from ! tticaca Island: "How often were we, at night, startled by the lugubrious

sound of the ‘Fu-tu-tuy a cow-horn, which the Indians blew on rhe approach ol clouds

threatening hail, in order to oblige Stipay [the devil] and his associates to take another

course, , r Now, In New Zealand ihe term pu was a generic prefix to blown instruments

like trumpets and flutes (Andersen 1954, p. 270), and I he conch was known as pu woana,

1 The pan-pipe ..|i;i oidttoi among the fiboeiginfll Northwest Coo.-sr todons. Cf. specimetis in tbe Provideid Mueeam,
\'i0.lL'iri:i, B. C,

s
If ihis es so, tSic Spaniards may perhaps h iv« introduced to Peru the oEd Roman name for ?bc same intcrurrciiu

biuattn.
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or “trumpet of the sea,” In Hawaii and also in the Marquesas group, the conch trumpet

was simply termed px, and it was known in Samoa as o-k-pu. (Roberts 1936, p, V] v) 1

Both Nordenskiiild (
1 9 3 j h p. n) and Emory (1943 b, p. 132) list the conch trumpet

among their Americart-Ocean ian culture-parallels.

It is interesting to note with Izikovvitz (193s p. 228) that a conch die 1

1

ir limpet ex-

cavated by Hutchinson (1873, Vol. t, p. 134) at Caficte, on the coast of Peru some fifty

miles north of Paracas, was examined by Dr. Nils Od liner, well-known Swedish conchtv

legist who found that “this sea-shell was a Triton trffunis, which, is never found on the

South American west coast.”

The ncaresL points where a sea-shell of Triton tritoms could be secured are the islands of

the Polynesian ocean.'3 It is therefore especially interesting to note that this particular

conch trumpet was perforated tor the blow-hole at the side of the apex, as customary in

most Polynesian islands rather than at the end of the apex, as ot herwise customary in Peru.

Izikowiti (Ibid.) also mentions from Peru that “on a specimen from Ijca the edges oi the

blow-hole arc covered with wax,” This concurs entirely with a custom in the .Marquesas

Islands, where I secured in 1937 a large conch-trumpet ornamented with fringes ot human

hair, the edges of rhe blow- hole being covered with a waxey organic substance believed

by the natives to have been made from some hardened sap.
:i Buck (1949, p. 257) writes

from New Zealand: “The Maori trumpet was. also made of Triton shells but the apex was

cur off and a carved wooden mouthpiece was lashed to the opening ittrough holes drilled

through the shell and the corresponding parts of the mouthpiece. Some form of gum was

evidently used to seal the join.
'

We have just seen that in India the conch trumpet was supposedly introduced by the

god Krishna, and would be unlikely to spread thousands of miles up wind to Polynesia

without associated Hindu religious and culture traits. In Peruvian traditions we learn

that the great coastal navigator. King Naymlap, was accompanied by a ceremonial conch -

blower when he and his balsa raft flotilla sailed down the open ! 'ad fie coast Lo J .ambaycque

in North Peru, long before the Bariy Chimu era, (Balboa, MS 1 5
76- r 3 H 6 ,

( hap, 17.)

When considered alone, the ceremonial conch trumpet is without value as a path-

tinder in out study of early Polynesian origins. Bor as we Have seen, the conch trumpet

does not stand alone.

Wc may finally quote from Roberts (1926, p, 349) that: “Gourds were used as trumpets

in some parts of the South American continent, and also in New Zealand.” Peru was one

ot these South American localities where the gourd trumpet was in use, (Coho 165^,

Bk. 14, Ch. 17.)

Carved wooden flageolets

Without parallel in Peru is a very interesting Maori flageolet reproduced by Hamilton

(TS96), Arche y (1937k and others. The upper side of the instrument is artistically carved

1 In Peru the pan-pipes acre known as t)myra-ptti>tfru, anotbci name compared by AncEcisen Uyyj, p- 270) with

those for wind instruments in Polynesia,

; See G. W . Tryon, .Manual of Gonchokjgy, Set:, I, Vol. Ill, Philadelphia lBfli,

5 This specimen, which fur many general iui is had been preserved its SaCrcd, iahefitafice Say a native family m
.AwoniL VnlUy, Hivafoa, is at present: in Brooklyn Museum, New York.
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inttj the shape of a grotesque human head with a huge open mouth in the middle. As
Archer {Ibid.) states r "The cal' of carved wooden flageolets is issued through the wide-
open mouth of a human face."

-Sucli instruments ate also exhibited at the Provincial Museum in Victoria, British
Columbia. The latter specimens arc also carved wooden flageolets, with the call issued in

the same manner through the wide-open mouth of a human face carved on the upper
side of the flute. These specimens, which arc of Kwakiurl origin, differ from their close
Maori counterparts only in the artistic pattern applied to the carving, which in New
Zealand hears a marked stamp of the locally predominant style in wood-carving art.

Otherwise these peculiar wind instruments are identic in idea and execution, (Cfr, Part II.)

Drums

Two basically different forms of drums occurred in Polynesia, the skin-covered drum
and the sii: drum. In the Marquesas group a vertical cylindrical drum was made from a

short section of a tree, usually a coconut palm that had been hollowed out a net covered
with a shark-skin head. An analogous form ofdrum was also in use in the Hawaiian group,
d c Society Islands (Linton 1923, p, 453), Peru (Mead 1924, p. 320), and in many other
parts of the world. In aboriginal Peru, like in Polynesia, the drums together with the

various kinds of flutes and pipes were the most important instruments, (Ibid, p. 346.)

The slit drum made from a piece of a log with solid ends, but with a narrow slot on
one side that leads into a hollow inte rior - had a wide (hut not universal) distribution ill

Polynesia, from Samoa and Tonga in the west (Linton 1923, p. 453), and the Cook,
Society, and Tubuai Islands in the nuclear area (Buck 1949, p. *75), to such easterly out-

posts as Mangareva, and Raroia in the Tuarnotu group where the local villagers enter-

tained the Km-fikt crew on their arrival with bearing on a slit drum, This was also used

as a signal gong to call the natives together,

Izikowitz (1951, p. 17)* citing Nordenskibld and Tesstnann respectively, shows that the

real slit drum reappears in early America, where it is restricted chiefly to the northwestern

parts of South America, including Peru. According to an illustration reproduced by the

author* the Kapanahua type of slit drum found in northwest Peru is very similar to the

type still in use in the Tuamotu archipelago; and siiU more so, although of larger dimen-
sions* are the split drums or signal gongs described and illustrated by Nordenskibld

(
I 95 » 1 P' 45) from Colombia. These resemble a clumsily made model of a dugcut canoe.

Since parallel forms to the South American slit drum are found in Oceania* Izikowitz

{
T 935 > P- 3 7) s^tes that “many investigators have believed it to be imported from Me-

lanesia.” Both Izikowitz and KordcngkioJd show the unfeasibility of such a claim* since

all evolutionary stages of the slit drum—from primitive forms to more complicated, types—
were found within aboriginal South America, On the other band we may here, as usual,

note that lit is does not prevent the element under discussion from having spread down-

wind to Oceania. 1

1 Roberts {192*) also tlescrjJics a very unusual idem of foot .’rum pFaeud in s hole- in ehu ground and stamped

upon by the drummer. She states that it is known from Easter Island .am: Hawaii, and is recorded from some North

American Indians.
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The gourd-rattle

Emory {1942 b, p, 131) writes: “NorderaMoid omits the gourd-rattle of Hawaii from

•comparison with the gourd-ratde of coastal Pern and Colombia, because a German musi-

cologist, Curt Sachs, regarded the Hawaiian rattle as post-European, which it is not.

Captain Cook, the discoverer of Hawaii, collected and described them.” Emory (/hid, p,

i\z) therefore, of Iris own accord, adds the gourd- rattle to his revised list of Norden-

5kid Id’s South-Ameri can*Oceanian culture elements. And indeed, Cook (1784, Vol. II,

p. 256) speaks only of drums and gourd-rattles in recording the musical or sound instru-

ments he saw in early Hawaii*

As to the homeland of the gourd-rattle, we hud in Izikowitz’s monograph (1935, p. izi):

“Most likely we must look to Central America for the land of the origin of the gourd-

rank , , A He finds that the idea probably began with the Crestmiia rattle, as this specific

Central American fruit rattles when ripe. Later, when transferred to the gourd, the custom

spread to South America, where gourd rattles are excavated from graves in prehistoric

Peru,

Clothing

Feather cloaks and feather headdresses

Buck (1926 b, p. 145} points out that featherwork has a universal distribution throughout

Polynesia. He quotes Stokes, who stated that it existed “on every island where there were

Polynesians and birds/
1

This is very remarkable, since leatherwork of any form is con-

spicuous by its absence throughout Indonesia and nearly all the Old World, It is, on the

other hand, another most typical element among the majority of the American high-

cu I Cures, and it is in fact one of the specific elements that contrast tire New World civi-

lizations from those of the Old. Nordcnskibld {193*, pp. 8, 19) lists feather ornaments

among the principal cultural elements possessed by the American Indians which were

unknown among the Old World cultures prior to Columbus. This, as we have just seen,

is not correct unless we specifically include, as part of the “New World”, the subsequently

discovered island territory of Polynesia.

Wisskr (1917, p- 61) also shows that featherwork is “one of the most characteristic

developments ofNew World technique ...” He points to a probable centre of this unusual

art in Mexico, and shows from there a distribution northwards to California and south-

wards to ancient Peru, He states (/AW.) : “Cloaks and mantles for distinguished persons,

headdresses for war leaders, and other badges of distinction were in feather mosaics . . ,

We may also be reminded of the very striking parallel in Hawaii and the possibility of an

historical connection between the two.”

In his three publications on the “Hawaiian Feather Work”, Brigham (1899; 1903 a; 191 H)

shows the elaborate form of this ancient local art, and states (1899, p. 4}: “When Cook

anchored off Waimea, Kauai, in 1778, on bis first discover) of the Hawaiian Group, he

and his officers at once noticed the feather robes and helmets, , . A
From the very early years of European settling in Polynesia, observers began to see the

analogies between the elaborate feather cloaks and feather head-dresses of the high chiefs
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h\ Polynesia and America, Ellis (182^ Vol. IV, p. 43-.
Ji^ls the characteristic feature of the feather head-dresses
of the chiefs as one of the series of correspondences that

“have been shewn between the aborigines ofAmerica and
the natives of the eastern islands of the Pacific, . . and
Roberts (1926, p„ 34c) states in modern times that the
feather headdresses as worn by certain American tribes

and by the natives of Polynesia, e. g. Paster Island, “arc

so alike that they might almost be mistaken, one for the

other.” A critical observer as well as defender of the

independent culture evolution in America such as Boas

{1925, p, 2$), writes: “I do not deny that there are in-

dications that may point to the introduction [to America]
of certain details from Polynesia, such as the use of the pandcan pjpe and certain types of
feather ornaments; some of the details described by Dr, Koppers and M. Gusinde remind
us strongly of Polynesia. 77 Handy (1950 c, p, 14) also emphasises that certain Polynesian
rraits, such as the “ceremonial and ornamental use of feathers, . , . tind their parallels in

Amet ica rather t han v, e st <>f Polyties i a .

”

In America, indeed, they are found on the coast that lies nearest to Polynesia, separated
Uo:n the Raster Island and Marquesas specimens only hr a direct and natural voyage* U
Joyce D912, p, ia8) says of Peru: “Feathers were applied to cloth to form mosaic designs,
and head-dresses of this work, crowned with plumes, form some of the handsomest objects
yielded by the graves in the coast valleys,” A truly gorgeous and colourful feather cloak
from the coast near Lima is reproduced by Schmidt (1919, PL 17).

Ihc most outstanding Poly ncsian feather capes or cloaks come from 1 lawaiS, and speci-

mens from this group, treasured by the early voyagers for their beautiful finishing and
brilliant colours, have found their way to leading museums in many parts of the world.

1 hey arc real art treasures even by modern standards, and display a delicate and minute
workmanship that represents an enormous amount of labour. The mere collecting of the
vast quantity of feathers which entered into the making of the royal cloak was a ttuh
colossal undertaking, as ihc small birds required often had only very lew feathers of that

pi-articular ted or yellow colour needed for the pattern.

Beside the Hawaiian specimens, Brigham (1899, plate II) illustrates a beautiful feather

cape from Tahiti, where feathers and fearher garments were also greatly esteemed, although
rhe local feather-work never assumed the dimensions of the long Hawaiian cloaks, Henrv

P’ 285

!

writes about Tahitian kings and other men of high rank; “Their tipitta

|

pomfx] wore of red, black, and yellow feathers, or of white tapa, plain or fringed, bordered
with (mt feathers. . .

’ In New Zealand too we find elaborate featherdoaks among the

chiefs. Banks [JB96, p. 434), tor instance, describes a Maori "who had an entire dress of
the red feathers of parrots; but these were not common.” Beethey (1831, p, 33] also wrrotc

from Easter Island: “About this time, one of the natives, probably a chief, with a cloak

and head-dress of feathers, was observed from the ship hastening from the huts to 1 lie

landing-place, attended by several persons with short clubs.”

.Since the base to which the feathers were attached varied in the respective parts of

».- -fid-; ’ll

,4’M Ah Vi

Peai her hcad-tiras from
Hdiuj.r J-i! jijlJ

.

:'l :i ' MctlLLLLY 1 (540.)
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Polynesia (e. g. coherent Lapa in Hawaii and huger-woven flax in New Zealand), the

technique of attaching the leathers varied also. Thus Buck (1930, 66#) writes: “Samoan

feather-work though not extensive was important as the valuable fine mats were not

complete without it. The feathers were not woven into the edges of the fine mats as Linton

siates. They were caught in Lite knots o£ a lint thread as already shown and the thread

hearing the feathers was sewn along the edge of the mac by another l h reach 1 he feather

kites and one Form of addition to wc tm'tiga headdress consisted ol strings ot feathers

knotted iii the same way. The technique of knowing feathers to a thread was described

hv Ling Roth in some warps of an oid Maori cloak but it seems to have been an abnormal

instance. The technique of feather work in eastern Polynesia consists of no less than three

methods, all of which ate listed by Linton. In Hawaii and the Society Islands, the leathers

were tied by a separate thread to the meshes of the network which formed the basis of

the cloak or girdle. In the Marquesas, the feathers were pasted to the material they had

LO decorate. In New Zealand, the leathers were fixed to the warps by the weft elements

as the weav ing of the garment proceeded. There is nothing common in the technique of

the four methods of the Polynesian area enumerated but each method of leather fixation

Las been influenced by the form of the base they had to decorate.”'

W'e cannot, of course, deduce that the idea of feat her-work as chiefly and royal garment

was independently and spontaneously Invented on all the major Polynesian islands just

because the natives in some of the islands preferred to attach 1 he feathers to a thread before

they knotted this thread to the cloth (Samoa and occasionally New Zealand), w Pereas others

introduced the feathers while actually Unger- weaving the cloth (New Zealand), others

again knotted the feathers individually to a ready foundation (Hawaii, Society Islands),

and some even pasted the feathers on LO Lite ready prepared base (the Marquesas Islands),

Indeed, we can distinguish, say, Marque san feat herwork from that ot neighbouring Tahiti

by such a discriminating study of the technique involved, hut we must not so blind our-

selves by specialization that we can no longer grasp (he broad uniting links. We therefore

do not agree with Kmory (1941 h, p, r p) on this particular point when he comments on

Nordcnskidld's list of Oceaniao-American parallels : “He also does not, as has often been

done, compare Peruvian feather cloaks with the Hawaiian and New Zealand. We do not

consider that the Hawaiian and New Zealand cloaks have a common origin, so different

are they in shape and technique. For the same reason, the Peruvian cloak is likely to be

an entirely independent creation..”

This argument is not very strong, for fear her-cloaks may certainly he related even where

different methods arc employed for the purpose of acquiring them. Thus Motley {1946,

p r 43 8) writes from ancient America: “Father Sahagun, our greatest authority on the Aztec,

tells us that they had two kinds of teatherwork: *.
. . the first kind of work consists of

fastening the feathers to the background with paste in order thus to finish the work; the

second way consists in doing the work and finishing it with the help ot thread and cord.’
”

The caption to a large Hawaiian feather cape exhibited in the American Museum of

Natural History, New York, reads as follows; “The Hawaiians, unlike the Porno Indians

of ( California, did not introduce the leathers during the process of weaving the foundation,

bur like the Peruvians knotted them to a foundation. They diflered, however, from the

See also Buck (1924, p. 304) for method of manufacture of feather cloaks hi New Zealand.1
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Peruvians in attaching the feathers separated];, to the netted base, while the South American
craftsme n fastened the leathers to a cord and then knotted the cord to the cloth.”

\\- ith other words, on the specific detail where the Peruvian working method differed
iron i that of Hawaii, it happened to concur with that of Samoa (and occasional!) New
Zealand), and although the Peruvian working method was more like that of the Hawaiian*
than that of the American Pome Indians, yet also the latter was duplicated in New Zealand.
And rhe easiest way out, simply to paste the feathers directly to the base, as done in the
Marquesas group, was one of the two methods resorted to in aboriginal Mexico, while
ihe other Mexican method was the aforesaid Polynesian technique of attaching the feathers
to a ready base by means of a thread. It is therefore impossible to spea k of any of these
methods as exclusively Polynesian, they are all mere repetitions of the basic techniques of
feather-work found among the natives of aboriginal America.

i" discriminate between tribes and sub-groups we must focus ail attention on the
detads, but to see the basic interrelationship we must step back and take a fuller view,
perceiving also in this case the close Amerrea n-Pol vncs ?an concurrence and the contrast
to all of Asia.

The poncho

Wt- have seen (Part 11) that the present Maori -Polynesian tribes follow the Northwest
Coast Indian custom of wearing little or no clothing, wrapping themselves in bark-blankets
particularly in cold weather and oh ceremonial occasions. The Unger-woven blankets worn
by the New Zealand Maori and the Northwest American Kwakiud concurred, to a very
remat kable degree, i ct in Tahiti a completely different type of garment was in use, which,
from its strangely isolated occurrence in the midst of the blanket-wearing Polynesians of
surrounding groups, has caused much comment and discussion. We do not have to go
ven lar to find the nearest territory outside Polynesia where a similar garment was both
characteristic and widely used. In ois handbook on Polynesian clothing. Ball (1929, p. 39)
writes from Tahiti: "The characteristic outer garment of the men was ihe tiputa^ which
resembled 1 he poncho worn by the natives of Peru and (,hilc. This was prepared by cutting
a hole in the center of an oblong piece of taps, through which the head was mist, the ends
extending downward to the knees in front and behind. Over this another wide band
was wound about the body. Streamers of tapa were sometimes added as ornaments.”

In Kills
3

early day observers were already aware of this analogy. He wrote (1829, Vo I,

lA'A p. 435)*
tl
Various points of resemblance have been shewn between the aborigines of

America and the natives of the eastern islands of the Pacific, in their modes of war, in-

struments, gymnastic games, rafts or canoes, treatment of their children, dressing their

liair, feather head-dresses of the chiefs, girdles, and particularly the tipufa of the latter,

which, in shape and use, exactly resembles thzponcka of the Peruvians.” 1

In the journal of Banks’ early visit to Tabid in 1769 we also read (1896, p. 1 49) of “the
fzbutd

,
a garment used equally by both sexes instead or a coat or gown, which exactly

1 And in another passage Jbht. f
\ ol. 1

K p. 17S);
Hl
'l'hc lipuia t>f' die Talntiflili corresponds exactly in the poncho of

Thc South
,Americans. It is r:.-Kfcr longor, but Ls worn in ttrc Same manner, liavimt a hole cut in the centre, through

which, when wnm, the head ss passed; while ihe gjirmcnt har.p;s down ovtr ihw shoulders, breast and back, ns-u .1 l-'y

reaching, both before and behind, as 3ow ks the knees.
1

'
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resembles that worn by the inhabitants of Peru and ( luff, and is called by die Spaniards

pottebo.'*
1

Bvron {i 826, p. 107) writes of one of the natives who came aboard his ship m the

Hervey Group, that, . . besides his rnafo or waist-cloth, lie wore a cloak of tapa, of the

same form with the South American poncho/’

The similarity of these Polynesian and Peruvian garments was apparently too conspicuous

to be ignored, and as no one could claim with success that a major part of the Andean

culture people had learnt their traditional manner of dressing from the islanders at ] ahiti,

other explanations have been attempted, As Ihle (1939) show's, many theories have been

advanced to make die Polynesian type of poncho a European introduction from Peru into

Tahiti, In his paper on this problem Ihle goes to a great length rn disprove these meanings

less suggestions, which have merely been launched to account for the surprising occurrence

of an analogy where no relationship was expected to exist. However, having dearly and

emphatically proved that the poncho existed in Tahiti in pre-European times, Ihle con-

cludes that it must at priori be a true Polynesian culture dement, and that its origin must

accordingly be sought in Asia and not in Peru. He thus proceeds to argue that the pre-

European poncho fa Tahiti must have come from Farther India, where be proposes that

i he origin could possibly be seen in the local “'sleeveless coats, and he suggests as stepping"

stones some pooch o-l ike costumes worn by certain bill-tribes of the Indonesian interior

and at Truk in the Carolines, His arguments for bringing the poncho to Tahiti from the

west arc certainly not very convincing, especially since no reason is given as to why we

should ignore nearby Peru, the principal and most characteristic habitat of all real poncho-

wearing peoples. I hicks obvious success; in proving that the Tahitians dressed in poncho

before any ktuvpatat could have brought them the idea from the natives of Peru, does

not infer that the natives of Peru could not have brought the poncho themselves, in the

earlier period when they planted the Peruvian cotton in Tahiti, a plant used in Peru

principally for making ponchos, (See part VII.)

As the case stands, we are inclined to agree with Emory (1941 b, p. 132), who considers

the Tahitian fipwfa a culture parallel to the New World poncho. He says : “Norrienskiold

omits comparing the Peruvian poncho with the Tahitian, which differs mainly in the

material and the unscwvd sides.” To correct this omission on Nordenskidld's part, Emory

(Ibid.) adds the poncho to the series of Peruvian elements shared with Polynesia.

We have also seen in Part II how the newly arrived Maori-Polynesian blanker people

spread their loomless culture and bark mallet through all their conquered Territories. The

loom, while absent from Polynesia, appears sporadically in Melanesia and Micronesia,

Many observers, like Nordenskiold (1931, p. 19), have suggested that Melanesians brought

1. tie so-called “Arawak loom” to parts of South America and Mexico. On the other hand,

Brown (1927, p. 94) writes from Micronesia:

“The native loom, differentiated from the Malay by greater simplicity* and separated

from its influence by a gap in the Pelews [Palaus] and Yap, which are loomless, passes all

through 1 he Carolines, anti finds its way sporadically into Melanesia and the north coast of

New Guinea. Is there an American element ? It is true it has a strong resemblance to the loom

E And. :a anqihcT passage [pbid, t j». iRdS);
nTke richer had garments. ., most beautifully made, and exactly like

that rjf the South Amcucan Indians at this day, ...”
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H Mexico, Central America, and Peru on which the scrape -and poncho arc woven* And
one of the striking things about Carolinian culture is that in the Rule archipelago the people
have worn a poncho from time immemorial

; it is sometimes a mere shoulder-cape or tippet;
but as frequently it is a square blanket hanging at the corners to the knees; but both
have the oblong hole to thrust the head through. There is a wide gap between fS.uk and
ranhi

, w here the tipms took also the poncho torm
s and a stil) greater gap between Rub

-
!
n -

1

America
, central and Peruvian, where the poncho or scrape, a square blanket with an

oblong hole in it for tlie head, is still the sine qua mn of native dress. It is difficult to
see how these gaps could have been bridged without leaving traces of the poncho on the
stepping-stones between. Yet drift canoes may have carried it one way or r be otherA 1

Before we leave this additional discussion of the last basic element in Pobmesian clothine,
let us add that the knowledge of hark cloth manufacture as such may not have been en-
tirely alien to the Polynesians even in the early island era. It has been suggested that This

custom reached northwestern America by the northern route with the original migration
ot \ ellow-brown man. We have seen that bark doth manufacture was known in Peru also

until cotton cultivation made this earlier local custom out of date. Bird (Whitaker and
bird 1 945b P- 3) writes of the presence of vegetable remains ill r he earlier levels of his shell

midden on the North Peruvian coast: “Two other plants, as yet midencified, were of
considerable economic importance; one provided bark for bark cloth, and the second,

possibly Agave
t
yielded a bast fiber used to some extent in combination with cotton 111 the

production of many fabrics. In this period there was no evidence for the presence of maize.”
Although the manufacture of bark cloth gradually went out of use among die main civili-

zations of Inca Peru, bark doth and bark doth mallets survived sporadically as culture

elements from Mexico and Central America to Colombia, the Amazon region and Bolivia

right into historic times. (Nordenskiold 1931, pp, 19, 21.

)

!

1 The fact tbits Polynesia, would be ihe natural oversea reception area from IVm whereas Micronesia and m
part even Indonesia would ljc. that from Southern Mexico- l :i$ been pointed rut in Fart V], \ South American
inspiration be hind the lipids ol Tabid would be the only logical exptoiution, apart from independent invention,

'I he case for independent invention in Peru anti Polynesia would have been much Stronger had the (sputa stood

Nilotic as an argument tor a local diffusion, which it does not. The pu:ieho-]jke costumes of Huk fi, e, Truk] and a

couple of 1 hi- Indonesian htUtrihcs did nm inspire Polynesia and can hardly have been inspired flora there, and if

die future should ever bring reasons for connecting them with early American ponchos, we should took to Mexico
rather than m Peru. This was stated in Part Vi with regard to the Mgs! nan -like stone carvings in South Sumatra,

of which f loop (19 ja, irp, 70, 71) wrote with reference to (be human figures depicted: "The upper n::ri of' ihe hudv
:s sometimes covered with the article of clothing which Jfi South America is called a ‘poncho* and which cons isis

simply of a long rectangular piece of doth with a hole in it, through which the head is pushed. This clothing we
f=od only in the case ofhuman figures which sit in a squatting attitude with Imccs drawn up. The image Pagcr-aLim

is so clothed and carries a child on its back. Further, rhe poncho is never combined with a sword,. am: is thus perhaps
sin article of dress tor women, ... Tn old pictorial reprcHcntatjons, of AltCC origin, we find women wearing an

article of clothing which resembles the poneho. In Smith America, the poncho of rhe Chaco Indians {Tseldrsgiiaoo,

'scbAne)t iswdl known. P. Schmidt considers the poncho in South A met Lea as one of the Polynesian culture c emeries.”
J Levi-Siriuss (lytu, p. 475) writes of South American hark eitub; "Bark doth may he obtained from several

specks of trees, in eastern Bolivia and on isit: upper Amazon the Indians use bark if trees of 1 lie genus F«.v, which

ore known in Bob via ns blbosi. From the Guapor£ to the Orinoco River cloth is made from the bark of species of

BtrlhslUtio and Cariniaaa\ in the northern parts ol' 'he continent and in rhe West Indies, from cabuya {Faction

majagua {Hibiftnt liihcettf\ nlcmisd' [Mmninsja eatabnrn)
t and nuin-haiakrak [L/etythfo oifatia) ; and in eastern

Brazil, the bark of embiriii {Bambax mimgitbu).
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If tapa in some form was known in Polynesia already in the first local era, which is

highly probable, then it is even possible to suspect a South \mcncim inspiration behind

rhe custom found in some Polynesian islands of ornamenting the bark cloth with regularly

pet cited designs, applied by means of carved wooden stamps dipped in dye. For, in bis

paper on bark cloth manufacture among The South American Indians, Me frame (in Steward

1949, p. 68) writes: “In many tribes (Yutaeare, Aim, and More) bark-cloth fabrics are

decorated with painted ornaments applied by means of wooden stamps, Linne 1,1929,

p. 49) shows- that the American distribution of cylindrical stamps for printed motives are

limited rn the intertropical high- culture area. Colour stamps are: also found aitfiaoJugically

in the Tiabuanaco area, Some of the stamps from Puna Island preserved in the Museum

of Guayaquil are carved to apply as ornament a bird-man motive which resembles most

strikingly some of the sy mbols in the Easter Island script. 1

Povahina

\Vc have seen that the Maori bad a high regard for their golden-haired dog, the karL and

that fringes of dog's hair were occasionally worn for ornamental purpose, lit his paper on

“The Evolution of Maori Clothing”, Buck (1926 b, p. 249) illustrates the peculiar Maori

badge of dogs hair which is reproduced

here, lie writes: “The tassels of dog’s Mit

much resemble the ornament called pavahina

by thu Marquesans. . , . This is another of

the many affinities between Maori and

Marques$n material culture,”

The pavabitiA is a highly treasured ornament among royalty and chiefs in rhe Marquesas

group. We have seen (Part VII) that, instead of from dog’s hair, it was occasionally made

from a tufr of Ar/stida ntbspka$at a specific South American grass growing in the prairie

ofNukuhiva Island, which brown thought might have been imported by the aboriginal

inhabitants Ait the same time that the wild pineapple was introduced.” But generally the

pavahina was made of the highly treasured yellowish-white beard of old men. This much

valued beard was separated into tufts bound ar their bases and fastened there to individual

braids of coconut-husk. A number of these braids were again united in flirt- form
>
gradu-

ally converging to a narrow base terminating in a cord by which rhe strange badge was

fastened to the head-dress above lllC eyes.

This peculiar ornament seems somewhat analogous to a similar badge formerly worn

in Samoa, of which T tuner (1861, p. 529) writes*. “A tuft of human hair dyed light brown
is added to the top of their fancy head-dress, or helmets, on gala days, and when reviewing

the troops the day" before battle/’'

1 The konographfc art of the prehistoric 3 -lo rly Chirnu culture shows among the headwear os chiefs, wsrrjots,

suhI deities a variety of peculiar crested helmets which differ titorn those known to have Ikcii worn anywhere in

South America in Inca time. This; headgear often appears- in a shape strongly reminiscent of the peCtiUai plaited

a"4 crested helmets 01 Hawaii, which Gladwin (1947, jt, 17^') compared with "Greek helmets of the days ofAlexan-

der." Indirectly he admitted that it was utiEietvasnry to go xhat far aiield for comparisons, since he mentioned

ilm such or similarly crested helmets were drawn on the ancient Peruvian heroes depicted in 'he Kadi Chijitu an.

i&cc e.g. 6g. p.ige 5:71.)

Ad
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Blie we have to go to South America to find the closest analogy to the Marqucsan
papahim* an analogy which is even more striking than the Maori one pointed out by Buck,
Montell (1929), in his monograph on Dress and Ornamnts In Ament Peru , illustrates a
1

‘Feather ornament probably worn in the head-dress”, which was discovered archicobgi-
caliv in a prehistoric desert grave at lea on the Pacific coast of Peru, i l$ strong conformity
with the pmmhma of the Marquesas islands is apparent from a comparison between Plate

1.XXX 111 1 and 1 .

The lea specimen is prehistoric, but in view of the above comparison we may well sec

a further analogy in the important tuft which formed the royal badge even of the historic

Inca. Markham (1911* p. izi) writes of these Andean monarchy : . .and round the head
was the sign of sovereignty. The Panto appears to have been a short piece of red fringe

nn die forehead, fastened round Lite head by two bands.” Caeca de Leon f 1 553— 6c, Bk. 2,

Chap. 7) wrote of the Inca coronation: “When this was done and he had procured the

invocation in the Curicancha temple [Temple of the Sun], he received the tuft which was
great and hang down from the Uatttii with which his head was covered, fading down to

above the eyes; he was then considered as sovereign, and was g reared as such.”

Whatever the symbolism behind this peculiar badge, the specimen from prehistoric

lea, and the conventional form down-wind in the Marquesas group, are too specialised

(in construction and purpose) and too close (geographically and morphologically) to seem
the result of parallel evolution or pure chance.

Ornatttental paitems

Many attempts have been made to list casual similarities in ornamental patterns in

and around the Pacific basin, and many ill-founded theories of cultural contact have been
based solely on the observation of analogies of an unspccialized nature that have no
value without concurring with more conclusive evidence. The only sound attitude in

the study of art motives and designs seem to be that represented by Schuster (1911 and
MS), who has accumulated a vast material on ornamental patterns from the Pacific and
circum-Padhc regions in the course of his unbiassed research into artistic traditions. De-
monstrating the wide use of “joint- marks” on the Pacific islands as well as in Nor ill and
South America, Indonesia, China and the shores of the Bering Straits, he simply comments
(t 95 1, p, 3): "Because of the rapid progress being made toward the determination or histor-

ical factors in human culture by means of new techniques developed in the natural sciences

(such as the use of radioactive carbon to determine the ages of certain materials, and blood-

analysis to determine the consanguinity of racial groups), iL is by no means unthinkable

that similarities between cultures of widely separated peoples which we now observe, hut

cannot yet explain, may eventually field their proper place in an historical framework.

Against the day when it may become possible to coordinate our observations of cultural

phenomena with the findings os physical science for the reconstruction ofunwritten history,

it seems to us important that whatever evidence can be found for cultural and especially

artistic correspondences between the ( 3ld and New Worlds should be gathered and sifted.”

We have already seen that the eye-motive in ornamental art, various petroglyphic mo
rives, certain Lasier Island signs, and a number of other artistic traditions in Polynesia find
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their counterpart, often to a conspicuous degree, in Pacific South America, or on the

Northwest Coast. Ocher Polynesian design motives which arc shared also with fciast Asia

and Indonesia, such as the jointmarks or the V-shaped chest-markings pointed out by

Schuster, are shared to the very same extent by the North and South American Indians

too, and combined with other evidence they may serve as a guide to circum-Pacific migra-

tions and relationships, but not as a special pointer as to the final sailing-route, to Polynesia,

The most conspicuous and probably most discussed design motive in Polynesia is the

single and double or interlocked Maori spiral, which is of such outstanding local impor-

tance in spite of the fact that the dominant decorative art in Polynesia proper is rectilinear. 1

The Maori spiral was therefore suggested by some to he an inspiration from Melanesia, but

Archcy (1937) states: “Recently it has been shown, * . that the curvilinear habit in Maori

carving is a local development fundamentally different from the Melanesian art." It is

obviously possible- that the Maori developed die spiral and its whole traditional impor-

tance of their own accord after settling New Zealand. Yet the almost religious significance

of the pattern may indicate veneration for a symbol inherited from the earlier island

colonists. Skinner {1924;;, in his paper on “ The ( Origin and Relationships of Maori Material

Culture and Decorative Arts”, docs at least consider the Maori spiral of sufficient, i mpor-

tance to serve ns a guide to Polynesian migrations, lie says (Ibid.
, p, 242} of the Maori

spirals that they may be “traced back through the Malay archipelago, India, Persia, and

the eastern Mediterranean to EgyptA
The danger of thus tracing extensive prehistoric sailing-routes on the basis of the world

distribution of a rather simple design motive is obvious, at least ii the attention, as 50

common in Polynesian research, is biassed in one direction only. For Nordcngkidld (£530,

p. 157) writes from South America: “That ornamentation may have been very conserva-

tively preserved is apparent from the study of Chiriguano and Chane ceramics. , r , They

also possess the double spiral that in South America was characteristic of the pre-Colum-

bian culture throughout northern Argentina, northern Chile and southern Peru. These

ornaments must have been copied from generation to generation for more than 400 years

[of Inca rule
|

without any change. Besides, the spiral is of general occurrence in large

tracts of South America,,/
1

Posnansky (19131 Figs, j, 36, 37) shows that the double-,

single-, and even the. rectilinear spiral were all used in ancient Tiahuanaco. Phillipps writes

in a letter to the author/ “For a long time I have been of the opinion that in the past

there was a considerable trade between South America and the islands of the Pacific.

Latterly, I have been studying Maori designs, in particular the Maori spiral types, and

have just completed a. paper classifying these types. In many cases they are surprisingly

like types found in old South American work; in fact, a number of other designs from

as far south as Santiago appear in Maori carving workmanship; ,

.

More recently Fussier has pointed out to me" that the designs on some of the Hawaiian

1 Knock (i$iz, p. 244) reproduces some Marqucsan designs together with some from Peru and Mexico, and it

is not easy to dLStiriguiikh the Polynesian element from the American. He writes; "Upon the ornamentation of the

work of these people of the Marquesas, as shown nn ihcb carved coconut and rosewood dishes, is the ‘Greek’

pattern, which is reproduced here, sueli as i* so marked a feature of the ruins of Mills in Mexico, and of ornament-

ation anti sculpture in prehistoric stone and textile fabric in both Mexico and Peru , ,

*’

3 W. J. Phillipps, Dominion Mwsenm, Wellington >3 . Z., letter to the author dated July 31,
3 K, H, Fussier, The University of North Carolina, Setter to the author dated July 28, r^jr.
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mpa doth and old Peruvian textiles were so much alike char he was inclined to suspect
a prehistoric diffusion from the South American continent to the East Pacific islands.

Knotless netting

In a paper on “Knot! ess Netting in America and Oceania”, Davidson (1955, p, 1

1

-j)

remarks that previous investigators have “pointed out many resemblances and several

striking similarities between, certain culture traits of the New World and Oceania.” i .ike

so very many others he refers to the logical objections to any hasty conclusion that island

tribes inspired the peoples of the \meriean continent, and then he adds: “In spite of these

objections, many of which are formidable, it is to be admitted that many of the resem-
blances are indeed puzzling, and the chance that some traits imi have been carried across

the Pacific purposely or inadvertently must be recognized,” Then he writes: “There is

one trait which generally has not appeared in the lists of resemblances between the New
World and Oceania and thar is knotless netting,” The local antiquity of this art in South
America appears from the following statement by the author: “It seems to be prominent
al ong the west coast of South America as well as east of the cordiikre and is f. >und archeo-
logical ly in pre- Incan graves at Arlca; In addition, it is important to note that nor only
is knotless netting applied primarily to the construction of soft pliable carrying bags in

Oceania ami the Americas, but also that in the two regions (he techniques employed are

identical in some cases and very similar in others. On the basis of all factors, ethnological,

archaeological, geographical and technological, it would seem that bootless netting lends

itself much better to a discussion on the possibility of trans- Pacific influence in American
cultures than do mam of the traits usually given as examples of such a movement.”

lr is interesting to note that even this special subject seems to argue a trans- Pacific

relationship between America and Oceania, with pre-Inca graves as a possible Pacific

South American link, There is nothing in Davidson’s material that loses in importance
when we consider the two remaining factors not mentioned b\ him, namely chronology
and aboriginal navigation. It would only appear then that the inspiration mav have gone
the natural way down from Peru rather than vice versa.

Rounded house-ends

We found in Part ll thar the Maori of New Zealand followed The architectonic and
ornamented pattern of the Northwest Coast Indians in all essential features of their house

construction. On several ot the intertropical islands the climatic conditions necessitated

a change in the traditional form of dwelling, and only the rectangular ground plan with

gabled roof and occasionally carved ’wooden house posts survived in lhese interring geo-

graphical territories. However, as Burrows (1938) shows in his study of cultural, differentia-

tions in Polynesia, there arc certain cxccprions to the local distribution of the rectangular

house-form. This is exemplified p, 31} in a peculiar oval house-form which was l,

a

special type formerly built on Easter Island.” Amasa Delano (quoted by Churchill 19 1 z)

wrote of this house type: “We saw a large kind of house near the shore that must have

been two hundred feet long; and also many more of different forms. The most common
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frn-m we saw was like a haycock. Some appeared ro be built with stone, and others r hatched

over.'

1

This haycock-shaped Taster Island house is in contrast: to the carved Maori plank-

house, and suggests inspiration from an area where the building material for dwellings

had been stone, turf, or grass, rather than wood. An oval house-form has survived in the

architecture of Samoa and neighbouring islands. Burrows (1958, p. 3 1) writes thus of the

Polynesian house: “Rounded ends are recorded from all the westernmost islands. In the
j

Tokclaus they are not found now; but a ‘god-house* with rounded ends is described and

illustrated in the report of the U.S- expedition of 1838—41, This record h supported b\ a

statement of one ofMaCgrcgorT informants that the ancient god-houses had rounded ends.”

Oval houses of the hat cock shape were built in several parts of tropical. America, and

also occur occasionally among the rectangular Inca houses in the Andes. (Rowe 1946,

n. ltz ,) Some of the old ceremonial buildings of Pern appear to have bad rounded ends*

(Ibid.) The Uru who inhabit the region of Lake Titicaca, and who claim to be the oldest

race in the world, antedating even the local appearance of the sun. build most of their

thatched houses with an oval ground plan. (L;l Barre 194!'), p. 578.) Bennett (1949, p. 131)

found both round and square house foundations in the archaeological sites from rhe early

cubist period on the north coast of Peru. And Kramer (1906), who after previous travels

in Polynesia inspected the houses of the Araucanians of the Chilian Andes to the south

of the Uru tribes, wrote : “The houses were built in oval form like those of the Samoans,

and as a whole the entire construction was ven similar to the ‘great house’ orfslehk in

Samoa, The only difference was the complete covering of the sides of the house except

for the beam framed entrance on one of the rounded ends, and the tent-like arching of

these rounded ends by means of perpendicular bars instead of horizontal purlins. But die

round arching roof resting upon posts in the middle, together with the mutual termination

of the house by rounded ends and the concurring use of side-posts, somewhal surprised

me at first."
7
*

it may not be impossible that the oval house of Samoa, reappearing in a somewhat

similar shape also in Easter Island, comes from a prototype similar to the Araucanian

bouse, and that ibis house type was more prevalent in the two respective geographical

areas at the time of the lirst peopling of Polynesia, Certainly, none of the peculiar and

characteristic house-forms of Indonesia, as met with in Sumatra, Java, etc,, have found

their way to Polynesia. In historic times the two Polynesian forms, as best represented in

the Maori and the Samoan house-types, find their closest counterparts respectively among
the Northwest Coast Indians and the Araucanians of the Southern Andes.*

1 Fur further description of the Araucanian house, termed t'ftkn or iabsl, -see Cooper (194(1, t>. 70C).

3
1 lie houses, were wjthwtany real form of furniture either in historic Peru and Polynesia Rove (194^. P-

1 Z4 )

writes from Inca Peru: “The only Itirttl of edirif {uyam, ''scat
1

) was restricted in high officials to whom the privilege

had been granted by the BrnpCtoi1
- Cnfao describes ii as a low seat, about two palpus long and one palsil higl?, with

a slightl
y
couchve top. It was carved rmt of a single piece of woud, in the shape ol" sin animal with shot! legs, lowered

head, and raised taiL"’ Linton ((926, p. So) whics frr.nn Polynesia; “1 be natives commonly sat on the floor . but (he

Society IsLandors atid Tongan s had four-legged stools hewn from single Mocks Ot wood. These were used only

by chiefs and heads ol far:,dies." E imory (1947, p. 3,9) shows that the ceremonial wooden stool with legs also wilt;

in use in the Tuimutus, and Buck (ryja si, p. 8z} men.[ions four-legged wooden seats (ton? Rakfioga in north-central

Polynesia. NoidensJdnLd: (1951, p- 17) lists the wooden scat from wide areas of Mexico and South America as welt
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Mirrors

We have seen (p. 20a) that there is a peculiar legend in the Tonga Group to the effect

that the industrious fair element in the earliest island era, alluded to as the “steersman-of-

the-log-crait, was skilled in the making of looking-glasses^ an art which was lost when this

white race was slain and driven away by Tangaroa’s black son. As we know, glass

was not known to the carl;- Polynesians, and (he strange remark in the old Tcmgan legend
could easily have been passed by if archaeology, at. least on some of the other Polynesian
islands, had not actually proved that ingenious mirrors were actually manufactured in

pre his toric Polynesia f

Brigham (1908, p. 1B7) describes smoothly polished and circular stone mirrors, kilo

pobakify from ancient Hawaii, referring to them as “one of the most ingenious of savage
contrivances*” He writes in an earlier publication (1902, pp. 66, 67): “Stone Mirrors.—
The kilo pvhsku of the Hawaiians were moat ingenious. . , . Whoever may have been rlu

lucky inventor, the results as we have them today are certain well-ground circular disks,

-css than halt an inch thick, and of diameter varying as shown in Fig. 66. [From 1 to _j

inches] ... i know of no other sub- civilized people who have adopted tills ingenious

conception, Specimens are no longer common. The stone is a sort of basanite, quite as

compact as the phonoiite used for adzes, and it is of a uniformly dark color in all the

examples noted.” We learn tliar the best reduction was obtained when the stone mirror

was held in shallow water and the face in the sun. Aboriginal stone mirrors used by

Hawaiian medicine men “usually had a small hole drilled near the outer edge for a sus-

pending cord.” Bennett (1931, p. 77}, in his monograph on the “Archaeology of Kauai”,

similarly states that all the pollshed -stone mirrors from that island arc circular, generalh

from 2 to 3 inches In diameter, and made of fine-grained black or dark brown basanitc.

Fie states; “'I wo mirrors have a hole drilled through near one edge, probably for suspen-

sion when not used.”

One or two quite similar stone discs of polished serpentine, also perforated near one

edge, are illustrated 3>y Duff (1950 b, PL 14). They arc excavated from the earliest (the

‘"Mt ml- hunter”) culture level in New Zealand, and the author suggest they are “pectoral

amulets.”

Now, circular mtfal mirrors were introduced to China from south Russia in the 7th or

6 tli century B. C., but these are not the mirrors which found their way to neolithic Poly-

nesia. Bennett ( 1949, p. 130), however, shows die importance of Ktor.c mirrors on the

north coast of early pre-Inca Peru. He writes of the first developed cultures to be traced

through the shell middens in. this area: “Pyrites or jet mirrors arc found in all sites,”

as from Polynesia and Melanesia, and he considers k an ‘Oceanian’ culture dement Lr> South America. Anart from

the ceremonial onc-piccc four legged rttiOtten Stool, these was no turnmifc in the Polynesian house. The aforesaid

1 nuts and blankets served as beds, and in Ft|::, Tonga, bamna, The Society Group*, and Hawaii pillows were trade

from pieces ni wood or bamboo raided on legs from ihrec to five inches high. (Linton p. St.) Describing such

raised wood til pillows among the Choefr Indians (neighbours of the Cuna in Panama), Nordenskic-ld (1930, p. i J?)

writes: "Pillows of tills type are even mentioned by Oviedo, among the Chorotegs, These head-tests f»rC3?ly rcaiJi

similar contrivances in Oceania.” He therefore lists the wooden pillow as an "Oceanic” cuStuse element in South

and Central America. Similar forms for pillows arc, however, known also from China. (Cook 17.34, Vol. UI>p. 159.)
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Ancient mirrors of tmtcasite mosaic, pyrites, and polished dark stone (generally obsidian)

are well known in museum collections from aboriginal Peru, The latter type may either

be rectangular or shaped like a circular disc, (See also Mason 1927, p, £03.)

Saville (1910, PL 6j) illustrates a circular stone mirror dug up on the Pacific coast of

Ecuador (Manabi), which is of the very same type as those illustrated by Brigham (1902,

lug, 66) from Hawaii, only slightly larger. He writes of this important archaeological

specimen: “in fact, we know of no other examples from the coast of Ecuador, with the

exception of 3 very small specimens from LaTolita, and one of larger size from La Piedra,

near the city of Esmeralda®.” The excavated specimen is a highly polished circular disc

of jet-black obsidian, about 7 inches in diameter, and being slightly convened it has an

extreme thickness of 1 inch. (Jbid. 7 p, 1 68,) Ar one point near the edge there is a hi conical

perforation, for suspension, which is A inch (1.3 cm) from the edge, and only 1 1 2 of

an inch (z mm) in diameter at the centre.” {Ihid., p. 169.) Saville comments on this find

(Ibid:y. “According to Ulioa, who was in Quito about the middle of the 18th century,

obsidian mirrors were extensively used by the Caras in that region, lie describes and

iigurcx a mirror from a Guaca near Quito, which is of the same type sis our specimen,

lie distinguishes between z kinds of material of which mirrors were made in this region;

namely, Pkdra gallifia^o and Piedra ruga* Pitdragtttina%p, or vultures tone, is undoubtedly

obsidian. He says that it lias a black color, tike that of the vulture (hence its name), and

is very hard and glassy, like tlinL, Piedra mga* or inca-stone, is soft, not transparent and

of a lead-color. Among mirrors which he stated be saw, many were dat, some concave,

while others were convex. They have One side even and smooth, like a minor of crystal,

the other side ovalshaped or a httle spherical, and not so well polished. In size they were

generally from 3 to 4 inches in diameter, although he states he saw one nearly 1 L> feet

(43*7 cm) in diameter.”

In his paper on “Convex and Concave Mirrors in America”, Noidenskiold (1926, p. 109}

states that the obsidian mirrors found on rite coast of Ecuador might have come from the

Andes plateau, as there is no obsidian on the coast. He also points to the already cited

fact that Ruiz found highly developed forms of mirrors among the merchandise on board

the balsa raft lie encountered off this coast, and adds: "It is therefore possible that the

mirrors were an article of barter esteemed over a vast area,” Further (Ibid.) : '"The disco

very of completely identical mirrors in Peru, In Ecuador, and in Mexico seems to me to

be of great interest. As Rivet and Verneau have remarked, we have here one of the nume-

rous culture elements which establish a connection between the two leading civilizations

of America.
”

It this be so, it is highly interesting to note that the same type of prehistoric mirror

had found its way out to the nearest islands in the adjoining ocean also. J

1 T:i ! lit Inca time copper arid bronze mirrors were also invented In Peru, but apparently not in Mexico- Lewis

(1947, p. B) observed, however: “Both in Mexico and Peru concave mirrors were found, articles i hat hod not been

seem in Hu-upt; :i- the time of the Conquest. In Peril concave mirrors were employed in a solemn ivligLous

rite. Periodically all old iirc was. dcim^uishetl and a new fire- was started by priests who, with these mirrors, focused

t 3-ie rays of the setting 5;m on si wisp of COti-on , ,

4^1 Heyerdahl
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The importance ofjade {nephrite) and the Hei Tiki in New Zealand

Writers from early New Zealand all concur in stressing the Maori esteem for -rrecn-

stone or jade (nephrite), which was worked to a great degree of perfection. The green-
stone is a material not Found on the other islands in Polynesia proper. Yet, in her mono-
graph Jack of the Maori, Ruif (1950) shows that the working of this stone is intimately

associated with early Maori-Polynesian traditions and customs from the earliest arrival.

She quotes Rutland, who wrote at the end o-f the last century (Ibid., p. 56): “A knowledge
of the greenstone, the superstitions connected with ir, the mode of working, and an idea

of its value that made them to seek it as we now seek gold, were Imported from their

former home. 7 '

Run does not mention any analogies or similar occurrences in Indonesia, but she does
point out the importance of jade among the historic tribes of Northwest America and the

early New World high-culture peoples, especially in Mexico. She shows (Ibid., p. jc) that

the natives of Northwest America followed the same process in the working of their

own nephrite as that used by the New Zealand Maori, She adds: “Even the formation
M grooves proceeded in the like manner, unfinished specimens from the North American
continent being practically identical with Maori material.’

5 The difficulty of finding and
working the rare nephrite is quite apparent from her descri prions. A single jade adze-blade

seems almost to he “the life-work of one man,” since the mere rough cutting of the desired

piece from which the blade should be later formed required the labour of ‘Three moons,' 7

and only then did rhe actual work towards the finished article begin.

One is tempted to suspect that the esteem for jade and the method of working ii reached

the Maori with migrants who knew tine customs of the Northwest American coast, How-
eeL-r, since i)ufl {1930 b, p. ay 9), in his discussion on the use of nephrite in early New
Zealand, shows that it belonged also to the “Mua-h enter” period, it may not be surprising

that Hufl (1950, pp. yz, 60, 61, fiy) Ends most of her parallels to Maori jade-work located

in Mexico, Central and South America. The principal and most characteristic Maori jade

ornament, the IIei-Tih\ or ncck-pcndant in the form of a grotesque squatting anthropo-

morphic figure, seems to be paralleled only among the American high-cuJ Cures. Ruff (Ibid.,

p. 61) states that one Polynesian observer “has found similarity between the tiki and

certain Mayan representations, not unlike a squaffing figure Epstein might have dreamed

over; a symbol of male and female. 1: has also been likened to a Maya frog. Here we
might recall a magnificent jade neckpiece in the form of a carved plaque that has come to

ns from a mysterious Mexican race— the Olmecs. This plaque, pierced at the top with rwo

holes tor suspension, also resembles a grotesque human face. Recent excavations in Mexico

under a joint expedition of rhe National Geographic Society and bmiibsonian Institution

revealed small jade figures remarkable like the Maori tiki, but with head erect.” 1

1 Id connection with ihc ^recn-sionc figure the author *Jso merit ioixs the iMipors.nu* uf the; Mirer image: tjf

$re?tt siane which King Naymiaps rail voyagers bronchi ao their coastal migration. To North Peru. fStc Part VI.)

Referring To chre thecures that the worshippers of ch is Hmt gM caa* from Polynesia, she mentions the #w ljl

potato -as a “further support of interchange.*’ We think it is more iffiftOrfiifit here te> note that the Maori H«i Tiki

is m I ways reproduced with >1 styfistd hand showing three even ringer*. Posoansky (1914. PI. j*, t j) shows xr ii

hands with three finders and thumb arc typical in early Tiah aanaco, Jade is apparently nor known at Ti-ihuanacO,

but Iknncu (1934,. (1. 4 j j) shows that imnvy figments of “green stone” arc found among the TtahuanaDO ruins.
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Ruff also describes two main forms of jade ear pendants among the Maori, The one

was a long, almost needle-shaped drop, more or less rounded in contour and perforated

for suspension near the upper end, the other was similar but, in addition, the lower end

was sharply hooked. She writes of the latter {Ibid., p. 65): "We ate told rhar this form

was not uncommon in other parts of the world, particularly Central America*”

Of the elegant and precious Maori jade adzes she writes {Ibid., p. 6o) :

“ Adbes of nephrite

weighing five and seven pounds are among the heaviest recorded in New Zealand, hut a

curious parallel exists with a jadd te adze front Mexico weighing sixteen pounds- believed

to be one of the finest pieces of Mexican carved jade in existence -and a nephrite adze

of Maori manufacture which also tipped the scale at sixteen pounds.”

'I 'he reel ornament

Quoting Humboldt, who speaks of perforated cylindrical amulets ol jane worn b\

Sou Lli American tribes in the Rio Negro region, the same author (Ibid., p. 52) recalls the

peculiar type of reel ornament so important in early New Zealand and reappearing no-

where else but on a feu Polynesian islands and in aboriginal America. Site writes from

New Zealand: "A type of spool or reel, fashioned in bone or stone, was not uncommon,

though its raison cV is as mysterious in New Zealand as it is on die American continent.

Fisher (ly p„ aj) calls attention also to the American equivalents ot these traditional

Maori ornaments: “It is interesting to note that similar articles arc found in the United-

States of America, particularly in the Ohio region. They are thus described in a work

edited by Hodge (T910, p, 623), ‘Small prehistoric objects somewhat resembling spools,

the object of which is unknown- They are nearly cylindrical, with incurved sides, perfo-

rated lengthwise at the centre, and ate made in most cases of sandstone, a few specimens

being of baked clay, . , Fisher (AW., p. 26), concerning M. no re head's illustration of

American specimens, comments; "In size, shape and perforation they resemble very

closely 1 he ‘spools’ found in New Zealand, and like the New Zealand specimens, nothing

definite is known of their purpose.”

I n Polynesia these reels arc made of stone, bone, ivory, or shell. Archaeological speci-

mens both in human bone and shell were found by the present writer in the Marquesas

Group. Duff (1:950 b, p. 84} shows that in a variety of forms these peculiar artifacts are

reported from Hawaii, Tonga, Fiji, Rotuma, and Atiu in the Cook Islands, but more

especially in New Zealand, where they are the typical relics of the earliest local settlers,

and where some of the archeological specimens were even made of moa bone, A chain

of such early New Zealand moa-bone reek was discovered by Dull {Ibid, p. 34) worn as

a. necklace bv an early “Moa-hunter” skeleton excavated at Wairua of the east coast. This

seems to demonstrate the purpose of the reel ornament, although the significance of their

shape is yet an unsolved problem. According to Duff (Ibid
.

,
p. 5 a), Graham, a noted Maori

traditionalist, had. learnt from old Maoris that the reel ornaments were conventionalized

human vertebrae, bui Graham stated: “To check tip on that, one must seek the significance

of these objects In Tawhiti-ou.fi whence they originated.” Tawhiti-nui is, as we shall see

in the following pari, the Maori name for the extensive continental fatherland from which

the Pacific islands were first discovered and settledA

1 Ear further tfcsGrifrtfart uf the reel ornament in Nw Zealand see Andeiscn (1940).
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Stilts

Old Marquesas islanders still refer with pride to the use of ceremonial stilts in some nf
the dances formerly performed by their ancestors. Beautifully and conventionally carved
footpjcces from such ceremonial stilts are among the best known ait treasures in ancient
Marquesas! wood-carving. The origin and importance of stilt- walking among the abori-

gines of tots group greatly puzzled the eaily European visitors, and has caused much-
comment, Porter (1815, Vol. II, p. 127} ridicules FluericnN idea that the Marquesan stilts

were invented to cross streams, and shows that these natives spend half their time in v, ater

and are in the habit nr bathing at almost every stream they cross. He believes instead that

the stilts were im ented for amusement. Marehand (1801) also suggested that the Marque san

stilts were invented to cross flooded ground in the rainv season, but he is again opposed
by Lindblom ([927, p. 9), who agrees with Oldman and Langsdorff that the Marquesas
stills were, at any rate primarily, used during certain ceremonies. This is also what die

old natives on Fatuhiva told the present writer; and in his study of the Marquesan culture

Handy (1923, p. 297) stresses the same point. He adds: "The use of stilk was strictly

forbidden to women. And: “ Langsdorf: gives the following descriptions:

“The best runners on suits, who perform at the public dancing festivals, are tabooed
three days before; * . . We were the more astonished at the dexterity shown by them as

they run on the dancing-place, which, being paved with smooth stones, must greatly

increase the difficulty.”

I .inton {1923, p. 3 St) also refers to the tact shat the Marquesas islanders were “unusually

expert st tic-walkers „ and he adds: “in view of the mountainous nature of the country, and
Lhe lack of soft or even level ground, it seems impossible that stilts could have been

developed locally. They were used in Hawaii, tire Society Islands and New Zealand, but

do not appear to have been used in Samoa or Tonga. It seems safe, therefore, to consider

them as a feature of the marginal, as opposed to the western Polynesian culture.” Linton’s

statement (see also 1926, p, 133.) is supplemented by Lindblom (1927, p. 9; 1928, p. 6), who
shows with Friederid and GUI respectively rhftt stilts were also used in Mangarcva, in

Southeast- and the Harvey Islands in Central Polynesia, stating: “.
. Ml appears to me that

the use fit stilts must have been quire widely distributed through Polynesia.” Buck

p- i©6; 1938 b, p, e S 5) also mentions stilts and stilt-dancing from Artutaki in the Hervey
group and from Mangarcva, and he writes from New Zealand (1926a, p. 20 j } : “Of ail

ancestral figures carved in the picture galleries of tribal meeting-house:;, that of Taim-te-

kapua can easily be recognized by reason of his being depicted as standing on stilts.”

Best \i$zz b T p. 255) also speaks of the “carved representation of Tama on suits'’, and

states: ‘'Sti/i-wafki/ig was a favoured diversion of Maori youths in pre-European days. ...

Stilts are occasionally referred to in Maori tradition, „ > +

”

The use of stilts is another American- (Oceanian culture parallel, and Nordenskiold (1931,

P- 19.) lists it as one of the suggested “Oceanian” elements in the New World. However,
the Polynesians can hardly be responsible tor the ceremonial use ot stilts depicted and

described in early Yucatan and Guatemala, Of the three preserved Mayan codices, both

Codex Dresden and Codex Troano (PI. at) show a Maya deity walking on stilts. Lindblom

({927, p, 29) quotes Lancia who shows that the Maya used stilts in ritual dances during
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the davs Immediately preceding the pifduc year, ihese Mayan stilt-dances w J- 1 c hi tacc

performed to the honour of their earliest immigrant god Itzamna, the wanderer *honn

wc have earlier described. Lindblom (Ibid) adds that ceremonial stilt dancing was known

to the Quiche of Guatemala too. Here the wanderer and his twin brother (Hunahpu and

XbaUnque) had descended into the underworld in order to avenge their parents who had

perished there. According to the description of tills event in Papal I ~tth (see Fart \ above},

when they appeared disguised before the rulers of rhe underworld, the heroes performed

certain dances before them, one of which was 4

toe stilt dance.

In historic times stilts have been reported among a few North American tribes by Hu in

(1907), and they have also been lound in various sections ot the Amazon area and the

Andes .
1

Emory (1942 b. 0. 1 3
z) writes : “Stilts are widespread in Polynesia and Nordenskiold re-

ports. them from Centra America and Mexico, the \ mazon region, north of Mexico, a ...

the Gran Chaco. A stilt figured from Cavina, Bolivia [by Nordenskiold], is a one-piece

stilt
s
w hercas the Polynesian are two-piece stilts/

1 As this is admitted!) a very insignificant

detail, Emory (Ihhl) allows the stilt to be a ttneable culture parallel between aboriginal

Oceania and America. Wc may add that stilts are not always in one piece in the Andes,

the simple Araucanian stilts from Chile have the foot-pieces lashed On separately* (Cooper

1946, p. 740.) Nor are the stilts always of two pieces in Polynesia; in early J ah its one-

piece stilts were used. (Lindblom 1927* P* 9? quoting L 1 J i s
.

,i And. in New Zealand both

forms occurred, as specifically described by Best (1922 b, p. 21 Q.

Agriculture

The digging stick

Buck (1944, p, 246) writes from New Zealand: “ft is curious that the Maori carved the

foot-rests of their digging implements (Ao) and attached them to the skates in much the

same technique as the Marquesas used with their stilts.”

ft is not improbable that stilts were just invented among agriculturists, who made use

of the primitive digging stick. Anyone who ha?, attempted to stand on the loot-piece of a

digging stick will realize that as soon as one is placed under each foot the stilt is invented.

The digging stick with foot-piece was widely spread among the early American agricul-

turists* Kulin (1907, Fig* 960} actually illustrates digging stick? used as stilts among the

Z.uhi Indians, observing {Ibid,, p. 731): “The Zum boys frequently employ a pair of

digging sticks, Ttrsabritrai, to walk on in the manner of stilts.”

Henstraw (r&&7 comments on the digging stick as an agricultural tool among tins same

tribe; “The /.uni have hit upon a device similar to that invented by the Chinook. "The

spade is a natural branch about three feet Song, pointed and flattened, and ha 1

, tng a pro-

jection stump at a convenient distance down, so that the foot can be employed to press

it into the earth. A similar improved digging stick has been inv ented by the New Zealanders

sod is described as follows: Their only instrument for ullage was £

a long narrow' stake

1 Suits arc in modi'trt times used among young hoys in the Philippines and as the mission stations in Celebes. hut

ibis spread seems to have been caused through the agency of modern school if:Lchcra (Lindblom iy=?, 51, 7 ? U' 2 '1

,

p. bj, probably from Churn or japan. In the Old World stilts were also used by the hill-tribes of Assam. (Sec Part \ I).
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sharpened lg an edge at one end, with a short piece fastened transversal at a li tele distance
above ir, for the convenience of pressing it down with the foot.

5 The digging stick was
used among the Fijians as an agricultural implement, as described by Williams, It was
also employed by the Tahitians, and is described by Wilson . . . as

'

‘instrument of hard
wood, about five feet long, narrow, with sharp edges and pointed. These they used as
spades or hocsV’

The digging stick with foot-piece is described by Cook (17S4, Vol. I, p. 532;, ac Tonga,
and specimens like those in use among the Maori are recorded also from Hawaii where,
as in the former area, they were associated with the cultivation of sweet potatoes. (Bryan
1938, p r 11.)

The same form of “foot-plough” was in use among the high-cultures in the Andes,
l.-.ven in [ate Inca time rhe draft animal and true plough was unknown, and the men, as in

New Zealand, worked with digging sticks in the fields. Rowe (1946, p. 211) writes of
modern Inca agriculture: The foot-plow consisted of a pole about 6 feet (i.S m) long
wjth a point or hard wood or bronze, a footrest near the point, and a handle on the upper
end, hut it probably varied locally in the shape and dimensions^ 1

Irrigation

Tregear (1904, p. 146) writes; “That the Polynesians were well acquainted with irriga-

tion is proven by the works they executed, and remains of which are- still in evidence.
The water-races in Hawaii, the extensive ditches at Pelorus and rhe Thames in Xw Zealand,
and Lhe irrigated cultivations of Tahiti, Rarotonga, Samoa, etc., show that they perfect!

understood the methods of leading water for growing crops/
1 And Linton (i£ij

p p. ion
writes from the Marquesas: “Where a better supply of water was available trie, natives
built some extensive terrace systems. A large system of this sort was seen by Handy on
I. apou, and smaller systems were examined by me in Hivaoa and Uahuka. The Uahuka
terraces are still in use. T heir age was not ascertained. A large terrace system in Puamao,
Hivaoa, said ro be ancient by the natives, is also still in use. It is fen-shaped; the uppermost
terrace built across rhe bed of a small stream, damming its waters, and below this the other
terraces spreading out on both sides, filling the bottom of the small vallev and extending
along its sides. Vestiges of prehistoric terrace cultivation ate also visible up m rhe very
summit of some of the barren hills on Easter Island.'*

It is very unlikely that terrace cultivation and irrigation were independently devised on
the Polynesian groups, particularly as some of them are by no means in anv desperate need

I such arrangements. If we want to suggest that the custom was brought by Polynesian
migrants up-wind from those parts of Indonesia where terrace cultivation was in use, wc
shall have to explain how the custom could pass through the fiat atoll barriers of Micro
oesta, anti why no memories of draught animals used in agriculture had survived in Po.lv-

ncsian art and traditions. If we turn to Peru wc find irrigation and terrace cultivation an

1 1n hk thesis on early Maori scidemcfils Eliitfh matin (19 ji) mentions shi: Maori 1H1 scorn of placing the agricultural

heIds away from the settlements and considering planting ami cultivation a mascu I ine «cu pa t ion, and he points to

tiem-nil America for a comparison.
" See aka CtogJey 1/931, pp. 4(3).
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ancient art which, since: early pre-Inca times, was practised in barren lulls and valleys

From the Andes plateau right down to the Pacific lowlands.

With some hesitation NordcnskioJd (iJJS 1 * PP< * 7t 3 1
)
bsts irrigation as an Oceanian

culture element in America, although at the same time he admits that; “Irrigation is a

natural adjustment to the surroundings in which the immigrating agriculturists found

Themselves on the Peruvian coast and in south-western North Amcnca. J ennes

s

on the other hand, emphasises the Improbability of this ancient American culture trait

having been introduced I tom (.Oceania, pointing to the great importance of terrace cul-

tivation over vast areas from Arizona to Peru. It seems quite evident, for geographical

and navigational reasons that irrigation in America arid Indonesia was cither independent]’,

developed or else was inspired down- wind. The sporadic vestiges of aqueducts, irrigation,

and terrace cultivation which are found in Polynesia can at least quite naturally be attri-

buted to voyagers from early Peru.

In die atolls, such as in Raroia Island, on which the Kan -

1

ikl expedition landed, there

is nothing ED irrigate, but the islanders did still art thriftily reshape some ot their planting

grounds, and here also they follow the methods resorted to in ancient Perm 1 rieejerict

(1929, p. 467) writes; “In the coastal areas of Peru, such as the Child Valley and near

Yillaeuri, garden-plots of great extent had been established, being dug into the ground

in tiie midst of the desert-like sand-plains, so that they strongly remind one of similar

constructions on Polynesian islands, where l personal!} have seen them on the atolls of

Nukumanu and Tau u. These are the 'Hoyas de Villacuri and Hoy as de {...idea, whicn

utilise rhe ground water and shelter The sunken plantations from the immediate action o£ the

wind and desert sand. On the Polynesian islands, pits about, a m (6 feet) deep and too to

500 nr in extent, are worked into the coral rock, and after a layer of humus has been i 1 llcel

in they are turned into gardens in which taro is cultivated.” Skottsbcrg (1910, p- 1 3 >

jig, z b; reproduces a sketch of a si milar sunken plantation at Easter Island, and from these

first plantations off South America, the custom might have spread westwards.

Warfare and weapons

A few additional remarks may he in place regarding the Polynesian methods of making

war, Vie have in Part tl seen how the Maori- Polynesia ns in general follow' rhe Northwest

Coast Indians in their means and modes of fighting, which was particularly noticeable

among the Maoris of \ew Zealand. The bow and arrow, the short swords., and related

ti glaring weapons among the various Old W orld peoples westwards of Polynesia vcic

not used among the Polynesian, islanders, who, as wc have seen, follow the Northwest

Coast Indians and the ancient Peruvians in their preference for varieties of conventional

blunt dubs. We have seen, however, that there is one notable exception; the sling was

an important projectile weapon in Polynesia., i. inton writes in his Ethnology of Polynesia

and Micronesia (1926, p. 108); "The sling was known everywhere, and was an Important

weapon in the Carolines, Marshalls, Hawaii, 1 he Marquesas, the Society and Cook groups,

and to a lesser extent in Samoa. It was little used in rhe Gilberts, Tonga, and Fiji, while

the Maori employed it mainly for hurling red hot stones into die besieged towns to lire

the thatch.”
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li.Jck (1933, P- T 34 ; 19-45* p- I 3 )t ant'j partly quoting him Wecklcr (1943, p. u) dsn
consider the concurrent use of the sling in Micronesia and Polynesia as a reason for
believing that the Polynesians arrived by way of Micronesia, The origin of the Micronesian
sLog is not specified, and since the sling 15 not a usual weapon in Indonesia it has never
been pointed out as an dement that could have spread all over the true Oceanic islands
from that direction.

if. however, we turn to South America we find with M&raux (1949, p, a48) that the
sling is distributed m a wide belt ail along the Pacific coast from the Panama isthmus to the
Np of 1 en.ii del 1 uego. He writes {Ibid., p. 2 ja) :

(Tt was the favourite weapon of mountain
Indians from Colombia to Chile, .

A

variety of specimens are known from the ancient
desert graves along the Peruvian coast (Reiss and Stubcl 1880-87, PI. 7<S; etc.), and vve
hate seen witli Wultd how the island types concur in detail with ancient Peruvian forms.
Wolfe l, who tsas confident chat there was a source relationship between these slings.,

thoroughly disagreed with the following conclusion in a quotation (1925, p.qa) from
1 tiederici: When we evaluate the wide distribution of the sling through Melanesia,
M s crones ta and Polynesia, the question arises whether this weapon also does not perhaps
buh ing to the -elements which seem to bring the Pacific Islands ethnological lv nearer to
1 .e American con t

:

- icilt. Bur inquiry shows that this is not so.” L riedeticPs argument for
1 h.A negative eone.usion is, as usual, that the Pacific islanders cannot have brought this

Weapon to America, since the sling has a very wide distribution in the New World, and
cannot have a Polynesian background among the Pueblo Indians of New Mexico as welt
as among the mountain tribes around Lake Titicaca. To this we agree, but again, it docs
n 1 " prevent the < )ceanic sling from having an origin among migrants from early America.
Although Nordenskibld (1931, p, zi\ mentions the sling as an .American-Oceanian cul-

ture clement, he is afraid of directly referring to it as an "Oceanian” dement in America,
since he finds that ec must have been introduced into America "in an exceedingly remote
past.” Therefore, although referring to it in the text, he does not include it in his list.

B n Emory (1942 b, pp. 131, 132), seeing thar the Peru- Polynesian sting is absent from
Nordenskiold s series tit local parallels, stresses its great importance in Polynesia, and*
without committing himself as to relationship or direction of migration, adds it to Nordcn-
skiold's list.

lo Ns ahead) ected work on the trepanation- sling- and club-complex. W olfed (irizO
aJsu demonstrates how the various conventional wooden clubs of several of the islands
find their striking counterparts in some of the traditionally carved wooden dubs of South
America. During my visit to the Vienna Museum he further emphasized, partly by de-
mon stras ions, the very’ striking analogies in the wooden club forms of these two specific

areas, 1 he same observation has been made bv several others. Moreno (1901, p. 576)
writes: . . .carved wood clubs, entirely similar to those of the Marquesas Islands, have
a!so been brought from the ruins of Truxillo in Peru, and from Quill ota in Chile, these
being preserved in the La Plata Museum, while others have been discovered in Colombia,
Ecuador, and other places In Peru.”

Kramer (1904, p, 1 27) describes a wooden club excavated from a desert grave in North
Peru: "It is completely covered \\ irh carvings, lias the cross-bands of the Sampan fal&vafa

club-form, and in one of the quadrangular panels on the head of the dub is a little human
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figure [ill by Kifimer], which makes it possible easily and with certainty to determine the

dub as being Tongan. in 1897, I saw the dub, when I inspected the collection of the

Minister Zembsch in Lima, and Mr. Zembsch, who is known as a capable and careful

collector, informed me that the dub was found in an Indian burial hill near Trujillo in

Peru. As to the age of the tomb nothing definite could be ascertained.” 1 Nordenskiold

p. it) illustrates another type of conventional and rather sword-shaped wooden

dub from Amahuaca, Peru, and considers it again an “Oceanian” element in South

America. Emory (1942 b, p, 131) admits its resemblance in shape to some western Poly-

nesian truncated dubs, and we may add that there is a great similarity to the lighting clubs

of Samoa, Rivet {1943, p. 120) writes: “Wooden clubs, identic with the dubs of the

Pacific Islands, have been found in Peru and among the Tlinkits [of the Northwest Coast].”

Since conventional wooden duhs curved and ornamented in the manner seen from the

Marquesas Group to Samoa are not only excavated from desert graves on the coast of

Peru, but are depicted in the Early Chimu iconop r-aphic art as the standard fighting weapon

of the earlv local era, we cannot, for chronological reasons, consider the archaeological

specimens under consideration to be stray and displaced Polynesian artifacts. If there is a

connection, the probability of which seems to loom large in view of all concurring data,

Then the conventional dub forms must have spread from the mainland to the islands. 3

Fishing

Simple and composite jhh-haoks

We have earlier pointed out that the Polynesian types of fishing-gear found no back-

ground or analogies in Indonesia or the continental West Pacific. The composite wooden

ruvettus hook found its only parallel in the halibut hook of the Northwest Coast tribes

and Their nearest neighbours, and the relationship was strong enough to suggest an evolu-

tion from the one to the other, with adaptations to suit local requirements for fishing in

the tropic waters. At the time, we promised to make a further reference to the two remain-

ing forms of Polynesian fish-hook, the “simple”, “incurved” or “circular” hook made ot

a single piece of shell or stone, and the "composite” hook consisting of a straight bone,

stone, or shell shank with a bone point attached at the base. Both of these forms are found

on Easter Island, the Marquesas, the Tuamotus, Hawaii, and Tahiti in the cast, and straight

across the ocean to New Zealand, par ts of Melanesia, and Micronesia, but not further west.

1 This dub is now in the StuttgaeE Museum.
* Hamm Sacrifice, In his monograph 00 P&fymiim Rslsghm^ ITandy (1927, p. jzp) writes: “As regards human

sacrifice, ... it may have developed within the area as y, result of expansion and elaboration of the cult. On she

otT'icf hand, it may have been introduced, If so, it probably did not conic from or through Indonesia, for ibis practice

in connection with var txrcmooial is not typical of Malaysia or Southeast Asia. Nor is it typical of Melanesia or

j\[ ki : i-Titsi a , Turning eastward, however, it is distinctly cTwtaCMrintii: of the Mexican mid Peruvian religion*; cram

the manner of killing the victim in the Marquesas where the heart was torn nut and eaten by the priest resembles

the Maya practice. It is possible that the custom was carried from Polynesia to America \ but it more likely wilS

borrowed by Polynesia, where on import -mr political occasions and in time of war human victims came to be substi-

tuted for iht? simpler offerings nf llsh. The fact that iht Maori sacrificed war captives to Tu, as did the Society

Islanders, MarquesiriK, and liawsriisUlS, indicates that the practice must have heen fairly ancient in Polynesia, amc-

dating the fourteenth century wh.cn most of the Maori went to New Zealand.”
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The composite fish-hook is absent from the Cook Islands and the simple one from Tonga,
Samoa, Manihiki and Mangareva, but otherwise both forms generally occur together.

The Ekholm exhibit (entitled "Across the Pacific”) at the American Museum of Natural

History in New York in 1949 called attention to the fact that both these forms of fish-hook

are found archsologically in ancient America. So far, the simple or circular fish-hook

>

in a form almost identical with the one of Polynesia, has been discovered at different points

on the Pacific coast, including Southern California (Robinson 1942), Southern Ecuador

Mirthodd for manufacture of circular shell fish-hook, Carolina,. Ecuador, {Alter Fei-doil 1950 :i.)

(Ferdon 1950a}, 1 and Northern Chile (Uhle 1922 h;ctc). Plate LXXX\ I and I.XXXVTF
illustrate some of the material compared in the Ekholm exhibit, with a few additional

data included here from early New Zealand.

.It is important to note from Duff's excavations among the earliest human deposits jn

New Zealand, that is among the "Moa-huntcr” remains from the latter part of the limit

millennium A. D., that both these South American types of fish-hook were present, and

were the only ones found in this early period. As can be judged from the illustrations

(Plate LX XXVII 4
,
5 , 6) borrowed from Duff’s work (1950, Fig jt, PL 5-6-38), these

earliest known Pacific island specimens concur with those from Arica, on the Pacific coast

1 PerJon'S excavations at Carolina, on die erase of Southern Ecuador,. uncnvcicJ more than 200 crescent r>r

circular fragments of shell objects, of which 7-7 were identifiable as whole Of broken fish books. Sevenu -three

were of 1 he circular form under discussion., and, 4 It,id a slraightcr shank, all made from a cream coloured sheEE, V- i-nh

regard to the chronology of this stratigraphic matcri-d, Ferdon u.'tires in Ins preliminary report : " it is tjuirc

possible that the lower and middle levels of the Carolina trench may belong to what is nijtv tetmeil in Peru ihr

'formative' period. This, L believe, is the some period to v hick bird assigns his prc-ceramic shell fishhook culture

of northern coastal Chile.”
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below Tiahttamco, to a much mote striking degree than do any of the more modern

specimens collected among the historically known Polynesian tribes.

We may also note that Best (1911 a, p, 296, fig, 1) illustrates one of these ancient stone-

shanked Maori fish-hooks which has the bone point still attached, and on this specimen

feathers project from the lashing where the bone point joins the stone shank, showing

that the ancient tishcrrr.cn of \'cw Zealand, like those of Tahiti and Easter Island, followed

the much earlier South American prototype also in this specific detail. Remains of quills

from feathers were namely found in the same manner underneath the lashings of an

equivalent fish-hook excavated from the early Arica culture (Plate LX X AVi I 7).
1

Kkholm (1950, p. *50) seems well justified to claim with reference to his comparative

illustration (see Plate IA XXVII 8 below) oi iwo East Pacific stone hooks of the incurved

circular type: “These beautifully made stone fishhooks from Easter Island and California

could hardly be more alike,” Yet he also states (M] i “Even more significant than the

identical stone hooks are iwo other types found in combination on many islands of the

Pacific and aichseologlcally in coastal Chile. In both regions, the larger composite honk

is made of shell, bone, or stone, and the smaller one of shell A* In the caption to the actual

display of these American-Oceanian parallels in fishing gear we read (Italics by T. II.):

“The use of these two hook types at widely separated locations in the Pacific and the Amer-

icas suggests a common ancestral source. The recurrence of identical and similar forms in -

plies rather direct diffusion, which may have been the case in some instances, but; cannot

apply to all. The oldesthumn ocmrrtna nf the twoforms is in Northern Chile where they were usedby

the first inhabitants of the roast, probably before 1000 15 . C, All the others are either historic or

proto-historic. An important technical difference suggesting that the Chilean forms are

also the more primitive is the fact that they were made by sawing and tiling whereas drills

were widely used in the Pacific and an making the Californian hooks. The archaeological

record shows that these two hook types did not evolve in Chile hut were brought there

by a people with a fully developed fishing culture. From whence did they come?*'

It would be a very hasty conclusion indeed to deduce I hat they came from Polynesia.

The Arica fish-hooks were used by an ancient culture people who lived on the coast south

of Peru i too years or more before we have any evidence of man in any part of Polynesia

Including New Zealand. If their evolution of fish-hooks were not local, ir should he sought

elsewhere on the large American coastline, where an infinity of prehistoric sites are yet

untouched by archeologists.

It is evident that the earliest voyagers into the open Pacific island- world brought the

specialised form, of “circular” and “composite” fish-hooks along, since these forms

1
Ueft.| (/fryj

1

,, p„ jgj) writes of the Arif-i type of Mew Zealand stone-shanks: “These curiously formed stone

shanks for fish-hooks formerly employed by the Maori in his sea-fishing operations were often carcfolly lashinncd

and finished, the surfaces bcui g ground smooth. Many of them were made from a kind of abate, I me other Forms of

stone were employed. The use of these implements must have been fairly universal throughout both Islands, ions

much as- thev have been found at many places from the \uiiii Gape southward to Foyfeiujc fit fait. Occasionally

Ot>c formed <>f greens rnnf: (itrphi ire) has been found, but dicsc ate rare, as also arc greenstone points or harts. It

is of some Interest to note that many natives of the present day UK quit* Ignorant of their use; some assert that

they were employed in certain ritual performances,, and one, aged, seventy or thereabouts, had the hardihood to

assure me chat they aie ear-pendants!” For further tL-scr ijviii ins of these prehistoric Stone-Shanked New Zealand

fish-hooks set also Best (1929, p. jo)
;
Fishd (1955, PI, 67); etc.
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Spread to a!] the island settlements, and, since both arc found in a ready developedform with

the earliest anhmhgical deposits in New Zealand. We shall therefore look to some older

centre outside the Pacific island world for rbe origin of these imported forms of fishing

gear. Indonesia and continental Asia fail to show similar remains in any period or area. Bat a

millennium and a half- or more— before man began his migrations into the open Pacific,

\ve know at least that some fishing-culture people settled the coastal ate a on the desert

plains down below Tiahuanaco and began to fish the ocean with the very two types of

gear for which we 3 re searching mainland prototypes. From this early period onward,
shanks and points, and incurved circular hooks, were deposited in the numerous graves

of the extensive Ariea burial-grounds where the models of prehistoric fishing rafts were
found which were described earlier, And then, in the late centuries of the first millennium.

A. 1")., these same two types began to be deposited with the remains of the earliest settlers

tin New Zealand.

So far w v km™ of no other SmlbAmerican distribut ion area for the specialized composite

hooks, but Ferdon's excavations have recently discovered what was formerly unknown,
that file circular form of shell fish-book was extensively used at an early period, also on
the coast of Carolina, Ecuador, whereas I khohn found two apparent specimens in rhe

Panuco region of northeast Mexico. It is therefore not impossible r.hat future excavations

may add further data to our knowledge of the distribution of both these early local fish-

hooks in America. At present we arc satisfied to know that, in the long period of Andean
cultural bloom that preceded the arrival of the first man on the Pacific Islands, Tiahuanaco's

inhabitants had full opportunity of becoming acquainted with the two forms of hooks
used for Pacific fishing by their nearest neighbours down on the ocean coast. It is, there-

in re, not incredible that these or other early Peruvian voyagers should have carried the

ideas to oceanic islands down-wind off their coast. 1

The possibility of return visits to America by individual craft

The indications that single craft from early Peru managed lo visit Polynesia and then

return- or that vovagers from Fob nesia sailed east as farms the American continent are

very few indeed. Yet they should, not he ignored. Ii is dear that if the ancient Peruvians,

as shown in Part VIII, were capable of handling thetr sail and centre-boards in such a way

that they could also cross into the wind, then nothing could prevent these spacious and

seaworthy vessels from calling al islands in Polynesia and returning thence to Peru.

It should however, be borne in mind that t he first voyagers or refugees from pre-Inca Peru,

being early enough to find the lonely i slat ids uninhabited, would have been iikeh to make

them their home and therefore never return m Peru, where hostile neighbours could at

1 Fish^nm were .34 common in early Peru as on all the islands, See PI. LXIV 2 and Pi. LXXXI 5. It is wmng
to suppose", as Jus. been dune, that the Polynesian custom of catching ilsh by poisoning them must be an Asiatic

clement ill lilt: island culm re. As I ikdeiii.i 11907
, p. writes: “Newly ah Soulll viietfcw *-=« u gigantic distri-

bution area for the different modes of etching Jish by poisoning the water or by means of poisoned meat. But a iso

in Genital America, in Morion., with the Island Gidbs, in lSjc present southern United Stancs.,, among the Pknas

and in California Listpoisoning Occnrmh” For the Specincarfon of nih poisouirsg pliirns, see T-.-rjist (iSfi:) and

Radikofer (iSSfi). For fish-poisoning in Polynesia, see Stokes (iyaij. The balsa taft fishermen of ancient Ecuador

used fish poisoning. (See page 5 jjj it.vj
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anv Lime make life uncertain whether in the mountains at on the coast. In later periods,

as In I nca times, Polynesia had little to offer the Peruvian merchants, who in view of the

tremendous distance there and hack, could benefit, more from barter trade northwards or

southwards along their own coasts. Thus, there is Little reason to suspect that many two-

way voyages from South America, took place in pre-Columbian time. On the other hand,

as was pointed out earlier, a boat-load of neolithic Polynesian warriors who had managed

to struggle to America would have been lost in the multitude of local cultures and would

have been quite unable to affect the early American way of life. Such stray Polynesian

voyages east mi&ht, however, have been made at the peak of the Maori Polynesian naviga-

tion period in recent centuries, especially if the Maori-Polynesian newcomers could learn

from their island predecessors that land was to be found beyond the horizon up-wind. But

such a journey would indeed not he a natural drift voyage, nor would it of chronological

reasons create the culture parallels between Oceania and the New World already referred to.

The only evidence of Peruvians having returned to their own coast from voyages to

distant oceanic islands are the references to the trading expeditions by merchants from

North Peru and Ecuador in the life of Tupac Inca, which led to the large-scale expedition

of the latter emperor, corroborated by memories in Mangarcva; and also the memories of

.similar vovages among the coastal people oi lea in South Peru, and Aricz in northern

Chile. We shall see in the next part that the Polynesians also have preserved a few memories

of heroes who sailed back on visits to the distant Fatherland of the earliest gods, and that

the descriptions given concur in details with a voyage to South America. T o my knowledge,

concrete archaeological indications of visits by the Polynesian islanders to any parr of the

circum-PacilLC continents are extremely few, none refer to Hie .Asiatic mainland with

Indonesia, and whatever evidence we have seems limited to a couple of casual finds in

Pacific South America and on the Californian coast.

One of these possible evidences was the aforesaid conch trumpet oi Triton tritoms exca-

vated at Canute on the coast of Peru. Another was published by Aichel (1915 )
in his paper

on Easter Island palaeoliths in prehistoric tombs of Chile, He writes that an ancient Indian

burial place was discovered when a railway cutting was being made at Llolleo, about two

miles from the coast south of Valparaiso, While examining the graves together with Dr.

Oyarzun, later director of the anthropological museum in Valparaiso, Aichel discovered

two obsidian palaenluhs. He writes
(7W/,, p, 267): “As a burial gift in the interment of

adults were found two obsidian instruments of palaeolithic type and of the same size,

same method of manufacture, same material, and same form.” He shows (AW., pp, 2,68,

269) that Posnanuky was of the Opinion that obsidian pa&jeoliths found by Kim in the

Andes resembled specimens from Easter Island, but that he had considered his finds

to be unique in America. Now Aichel says of his own discovery t “Both of the two palaco-

Liths found in Llolleo, . . are completely identical with those of 1fas ter Island, in material

and form!” Further: “The finds from Llolleo cannot be placed in connection with the

exportation of aborigines from Easter Island in historic times. People were indeed exported

From Easter Island as labourers in historic times, bur only to the guano territories, not to

Central Chile, Apart from this, the cemetery of Llolleo is certainly prehistoric, that is at

least pre-Columbian. Prehistoric relations between Polynesia and South America are also

otherwise made probable. . . , This discovery, which can place us in a position to support
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Ehc very probable connection between South America and Polynesia, is under af( circum-
stances of the greatest importance.”

Metraux (1940, p. 416), generally opposed to any suggestion of Polynesian-American
contacts before the arrival of European ships, also rejects the value of this discovery
^ith the following comment: “The two specimens are no doubt from Easter Island, but
the circumstances of their discovery arc so obscure that they cannot be taken as evidence
of early intercourse between Chile and Plaster Island. Tor sixty years Chile has been Hooded
with artifacts brought from Piaster Island by the crew of the Baquetlano.”

This comment seems to he rather hasty. It is difficult to see any obscurity in the cir-

cumstances connected with this discovery, as the local railway workers would hardly have
dropped Easter island palaeoliths into the prehistoric Indian tombs before the arrival
of Aichel and his companions. It may also be presumed that Aichel and Ovariim could
distinguish between a modern 19th century I ndian grave and one of purely pre-Columbian
origin. It is also a little far-fetched to suppose that palaeolithic spear-heads from Easier
Island would be of much value to a 19th century Indian anywhere. His grave would be
more likely, in a rime of European trade, to include among other artifacts a bit of scrap
iron, an empty bottle, or some traces of European doth. As the case stands ir seems safe

to consider the Chilean palaeoliths as never having crossed the sea. with the Baqtwdam or any
oilier ship of modern European type. On the cither hand the identity in material and form
wrrh Easter Island specimens is in itself no proof that the said Chilean obsidian palaeoliths

ever crossed the sea at all, although the type is best known at present from Easter Island,

Brigham (7902, p. 10) points to the existence and extensive use of obsidian both in Easter
Island and Mexico, and Bennett (1934, p. 426) states that flakes of obsidian arc found A
mosr liahuanac-o pus r Most of the obsidian flakes found hy him locafH are unworked,
but: one piece, roughly triangular in shape, bad one edge retouchedd* We have seen that

Posnansky, before Aichel, found ’worked obsidian in the Andes that directly reminded him
of die l

_
.aster Island specimens, and Kramer (1906) wrote from Easter Island nearly twenty

years before AleheIT claim:
Li

\ lie arrow or spear- heads of obsidian also recall very much
in form the finds in the tombs from Caldera [North Chile] and northwards.”
Although AichcPs obsidian p&keoliths are obviously an important indication of pre-

historic contact between Easter Island and the South American mainland, it does not
seem safe to conclude irom what we now know that the two specimens under consideration

are articles of barter carried eastfmm Easter Island, Only if it could be shown that the

Easter T stand type of obsidian palaeoliths are unknown elsewhere in the Andes could we
accept the view that aboriginal man had carried flic Uolleo specimens from Easter Island

ro Chile. If this cannot be shown, it seems dangerous to Overlook the possibility that both

the Uolleo and the Easter Island palaeoliths are copied after some protorvpe form from
early continental South America. (Sec Plate I.,XXXII ft.)

File only other discoveries of a similar category are certain mere or patu clubs of definite

Maori -Polynesian manufacture which have been found on the \merican mainland. A
century ago Rivero and Tschudi (1&5 1, PL ^3, fig. c) illustrated a genuine Maori pittu

GttetPa of greenish amphibolic stone found by Tscbudi in a prehistoric tomb near Callao

(Huacho) Peru, Shortly alter wards, Klemm (1854, fig. 46} reproduced a quite similar

Maori pain of brown jasper, stating that rr had been discovered in Peru, without further
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specification. In recent years Imbelloni (1350) took up the problem underlying these finds,

in a comprehensive study of Mat )ri- Polynesian stone dubs of the mere family found in the

New World, 1 Imbdloni’s rich material in relation to a common origin between North

American and Maori-Polynesian dub forms was reviewed in Part If, The bulk of his most

dependable American material came from the North American Northwest Coast tribes,

where such specialized forms of short clubs were found to be not only very common, but

typical and essentially locally evolved weapons of war, These Northwest Coast clubs

were not entirely identical with, but strikingly similar to, the historic .Maori- Polynesian

and do most probably represent their continental prototypes. In South America the

situation h strikingly different Imbelloni points to the discovery of only three directly

comparable specimens, which all seem to he of comparatively recent occurrence, widely

scattered, and quite indhtingukhabk From genuine and historic Maori-Polynesian forms.

It can be stated at once that these few South American specimens are imported from the

islands; the question is only whether this took place before or after the arrival of European

ships. The three specimens include the one already mentioned as reproduced by Rivero and

Tschudi and the other illustrated by Klemm. The third specimen, according to Imbelloni

(Ibid*, p* was found on the side of the famous “Inca Road" neat Villavioencio, in

Mendoza Province in Argentine. In itself the specimen illustrated by Kkmm carries no

weight, as nothing is recorded connected with its discovery except that it comes from Peru.

The Andean specimen from Argentina might have been brought there in post-Columbian

time, although the chances of its having been lost in native warfare beside the Inca road

seem not very much smaller than those of its having been lost or thrown there by European

voyagers in historic times. We may note that this Argentine specimen was found where the

Tnca road goes fairly dose to the site where Aichei found his obsidian instruments. 'Ibis

mqy be a coincidence. The remaining specimen, extracted by competent archeologists

from an J oca grave at Huacho, seems on the other hand to resist any reasonable criticism.

'Two other and asymmetrical pain dubs recorded by Imbellool from the Andean region

of Argentine and Chile are of a less definitely imported type. The fact that they ate not

directly identical with Maori specimens makes it less easy to suspect, in their case, a post-

European interchange. About these specimens Skinner (1931, p. 195) writes in his review

of Imbelloni *5 material: “In the opinion of lire writer these two pieces do carry weight

in the discussion of the problem of Polynesian contacts with America. It does not seem

rash to suppose that they may he closely related to the assymetrical Maori and Moriori

variety of ptitu through a not very remote common ancestor in eastern Marginal Polynesia,

Hut such a important generalization requires a much greater number of observations in

support than these t wo. Though it seems likely that future research may provide sufficient

observations. Professor ImbeJlonPs conclusions arc at present insecure."

Also Dixon (1935, p. 341) was concerned by the occurrence of Polynesian club-types in

the comments to the east. I Ie writes: *'To attribute the American forms to Maori influence

would involve serious difficulties, for we would have to postulate tw o separate contacts,

one near Vancouver Island, the other in Southern Chile, since no yet conceivable pre-Eu-

ropean trade or migration could account for the transfer of specimens from one end of the

Imbclkuu a) shows that ihc Polynesian, ic-m for their adze, viz. /ofe", reappear* ns the Ajtawcanian

denomination fur the same implement in Chile. The Same observation is aTiade. by Rivet p. 119).
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Americas to the other,” i t is dear, however, that these difficulties ate simplified if the
Northwest Coast tribes on arid around Vancouver island, who have evolved their whole
series of club-forms locally, brought them later with migrants into the island-world, The
very few and sporadic specimens from the Andean area, especially the three of obvious
Maori manufacture, may then have been deposited in Peru by more recent craft, some
possibly in European, times, but one almost certainly by the crew of an Inca trading raft

ora late Maori-Polynesian canoe.

The fact that the important and conventional Maori-Polynesian stone dubs were
brought to the islands by the last wave of immigrants to arrive, and were absent in the
earliest local era, is shown also by Duff’s earlier cited excavations in the “Moa-hunter”
sires from the earliest New Zealand era. He writes (1950, p. tz): “There is a complete
absence ofany weapons, notably stone clubs of thepatu type, ...”

Whereas Skinner assumed a sceptical attitude towards a pre-European transfer of the

aforesaid three genuine Maori dubs .found in South America, Dixon (1953, pp. 341, 353,)
gave these finds more attention, and wrote, after pointing to the parallel dub forms irs

Northwest America: " lot South American situation is more puzzling still. Here we have
three certain specimens, certain, that is, in that they are thoroughly typical Maori *ntere%

which it would he impossible to distinguish from known New Zealand examples. One: of
rhese is labelled as ’From Peru’, one was found by an Indian near a trad in western Argen-
tina, and one was excavated by von Tschudi In 1841 from a .grave on the Peruvian cd&st

near Huaefto. The first two are to be explained again, I believe, as stray curios brought
by late eighteenth- or early nineteenth— century explorers or others to Peru or Chile;

the third, however, refuses to he fitted into any such picture. For although we have no
adequate details of the character or age of the grave from which it was dug, the closely

adjacent sites or Supe and Chanc&y yielded to Uhle prevailingly pre Inca materials,

ranging from Jate-Chimu back to Tiahuanacoid styles. It is, of course, possible that von
rschudi’s grave was of Inca age, bur it would seem rather more probable that it dated
at least ro late-( ,bimu times, and so would be assignable to somewhere about the thirteenth

01 fourteenth centuries.” This is, as Dixon states, in “a period roughly coincident with
tnn coming of the Maori to New Zealand, - Puzzled by this fact, the author claims rhar

’The problem of these
lmrc onemt’ in America seems insoluble.” And: “

. . .in this one case

at least, contact must have taken place. What seemed to have been demonstrated to he

impossible, did actually occur.” (See Plate I.XXX II 7.)

IX e next archaeological indication of a possible Polynesian expedition to the New
World comes from the Santa Barbara region of Southern California, where the American
mainland is closer to Hawaii than is Tahiti. In his paper on “Shell Fishhooks of the Cali-

fornia ( oast”, Robinson (194s, p. 57) writes: “Familiar m every student of Pacific ethno-

graphy are the characteristic incurved fishhooks used by the natives throughout a large

j>art of Polynesia and Micronesia. , . , The object of the present paper is ro give a description

<>i and the results of experiments with the incurved shell fishhooks from the Sam a Barbara

Channel Islands and the mainland coast of southern California the only known area

outside of Oceania [and South America] where this rype of hook lias been found,” Part

of rhe author’s conclusion is (n. 62): "“The Polyoesian-Micronesian fishhooks of incurved

f
> pe arc similar in pattern to the < Tumash hooks [of Santa Barbara] and obviously work
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on the same principle.” And (p. 64): “That the shell hook is not a very ancient element in

Chumash culture is clearly shown by the recent archaeological investigations of Rogers

and Olson in the Santa Barbara region., where this type of implement occurs only in

relatively late period sites, Stratigraphic work by Walker at a large site near Redondo

Beach, California, indicated the shell honks to he of relatively recent introduction, for

they were found only in the upper levels of the midden.”

T11 his publication on “The Plank Canoe of the Santa Barbara Region, California
1

', Hcizer

(193&, p. a 1 6) refers to the possibility of Polynesian relationship, and says with regard to

the archeological evidence treated by Olson: “His "cautious acceptance ol the possibility

of such Oceanic affiliation
11

is presumably, in the light of evidence, the only sound ap-

proach.” And [footnote]: '"It is with Full appreciation of the various 'possibilities’ such

as a Polynesian boat containing, if not live Polynesians, at least curved shell fishhooks,

etc. drifting ashore on the channel. In the absence of definite proof of this and in view

of the data presented, f have cast my ballot in favour of local invention and against extra-

limital proven i a nec, l do not press my point which is only an opinion. II some other

writer furnishes stronger evidence indicating an introduction from outside, I shall be the

very first to accept it. Kroeber outlines the elaborate cosmogony of the T.uiseno, (present

perhaps also among the (j ah tie lens) the pattern of which is 'thoroughly Polynesian in

character, and without parallel in America/ ' J he curved shell fishhooks are pointed out

as
f
strictly Micronesian in form/ Here, however, specific Southern Californian-Oceanian

cultural resemblances seem to end/"'

In Northwest America nothing is published which seems to indicate a visit from the

islands rather than vice versa* It is thus apparent that, whereas the evidence of early

human migrations from the Northwest Coast Archipelago and \ndcan South America

to the islands is ample and deeply rooted, the signs of inspiration from the islands io America

are exceedingly few, and apparently limited to the territory of the late Inca Empire and

possibly the Santa Barbara region of Southern California. Yet we cannot know with

certainty whether or not the Santa Barbara incurved fishhooks represent an inspiration

from the East Pacific islands rather than from one of the aboriginal American manufactur-

ing centres of incurved fish hooks further to the south.

Polynesian cultures antedate Polynesian migrations

We have seen that, upon a comparison with America, we find very little fundamental

originality in the Polynesian island culture. Styles and details may vary considerably from

one island to the other, and important elements which arc present in one island may be ab

sent from the next, but in general all the basic inventions, conceptions and customs arc

shared either with the older Andean cultures or with the historically- observed occupants

of the Northwest American Coast Archipelago. A number ofPolynesian elements are shared

also with Indonesia, like the beating of bark cloth, terrace cultivation, the nose flute, or

the custom of tattoo. But in every case such Indonesian-Polynesian elements have been

presenr also since pre-Columbian times in the Andean area nr on the Northwest Coast, and

therefore arc worthless as indicators of migration unless in conjuction with corroborative

evidence that can stand on its own merits.

4S Heyerdahl
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Exceptions are the outrigger, the pig, the fowl, and a number of crop plant? all of
which, however, have been diffused from island to island

,
not Ijv migrants from Indonesia,

but through pure barter and trade with the adjoining groups of Melanesia,

It may seem rather surprising that very little beat evolution appears to have taken place

inside the 1 nesrsm island ^ orld, m spite of the marked intellect and capacity of the

Maori-Polynesian island people. Yet this phenomenon - -which is in itself born out bv
what sporadic evidence we possess in Polynesian archaeology— has its very natural ex-

planation. Not only have the Polynesians lived for comparatively few centuries on their

oceanic islands, but apart from the various settlers that reached these groups in different

waves, they were completely isolated from any outside inspirations and impulses worthy
or mention but those from their more primitive Melanesian neighbours west of Tonga
and Samoa, In addition^ few cultures have been based on more conservative principles

than those of these ancestor-worshippers. Nowhere do the Polynesian philosophy and

way of life differ more from our own than in their attitude towards the past. While we
consider our earliest ancestors as barbarians, and strive for progress towards an undefined

ideal hoped to be found in the future, the Polynesians considered their earliest ancestors as

gods and divine beings, and strived to copy them and their way of living as best they

could. There is yet another point which it would be unwise to ignore. When offshoots

of continental cultures spread over small oceanic islands to become tiny and widely sepa-

rated village settlements, the natural consequence would be stagnation, and probably even
retrogression, rather than a sudden acquirement of new culture traits. Easter Island, for

instance, may be an ideal landing place for an enterprising group of migrants from a. main-

land high-culture, bui it is certainly not an ideal evolutionary centre fora primitive fishing

tribe. All told wc should not expect the mixed Polynesian culture to show much local

evolution and basic originality. At rbe best we should be able to separate its various

component elements and trace them back to some prototype form among the people still

inhabiting the areas where the Polynesian ancestors formerly dwelt and laid the foundation

for i heir culture. The dogma that the Polynesians evolved the many peculiarities of their

culture as they pushed on from one island to the next up against the wind, w born and

nourished by the consequent failure of finding proper counterparts— in Indonesia or the

far West Pacific— to the many remarkable features of the Polynesian island culture. What
we have found to exist on the mainland coast to the east of the islands, is only what
rightly should be expected to exist in the former homeland of the people who settled

Polynesia.

T he tact that Polynesian culture had its roots abroad and was carried to the islands in a

Fairly mature state, relieves us of another essential problem connected with the original

island discoveries. Yve see now that the Polynesians' ancestors found their way to the

islands in the open East and Central Pacific not while they were still rude barbarians with

an undeveloped and primitive archaic culture, and not up- wind, but at the very peak of

their own mainland evolution, and in a natural spread down-wind. We can therefore

better understand what has actually happened to the open Pacific it we admit that Pol;. -

nesia is a melting-pot for already developed peoples ami cultures whose homes were the

two maritime centres of the \merican west coast; nameh the raftsmen of the Andean

high-cultures and the canoe-builders of the Northwest American coast. The latter were
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simply lucky enough* for purely natural reasons* to hit upon the Hawaiian chain* where

information was already available about other islands to be found in the south. The people

who w^ere there in advance ro yield this information, were the first and actual discoverers

of the islands. Their early arrival represented only one of the many outstanding results

which had crowned the spectacular mainland carter of one of the world's leading neolithic

high-cultures* which had first flourished and then been displaced at the very source of the

principal water-road into the East Pacific.



PART X

MYTHS AND MEMORIES



MYTHS AND MEMORIES

It is only natural rliat myth; and memories have played a major part in many attempts

to trace the origins of the island tubes of Polynesia. Firstly, because the Polynesian mi-

grations have taken place in a comparatively recent period of human history, and should

therefore be expected to survive to some extent in local memories, and secondly because

the Polynesians were genuine ancestor-worshippers lor which reason most oi their tore

and learning was focused on past historic events.

But the Polynesian custom of clothing direct speech in metaphor, especially when
alluding tn sacred persons, places, or events, has in most cases obscured the information

contained in the lute dealing with the original island discoveries, The f atherland wa£ rhe

sacred abode of the gods and earliest chiefs, and like it was hipa on some islands even to

look ar the living king, so the Fatherland of the sacred progenitors was also a topic that

could not generally be straightforwardly discussed in common speech, Mthough the

Polynesian myths and memories, I cons die earliest time of cultural contact, have fascinated

Kuropean visitors and fired their imagination, the many attempts to combine them with

anthropological theories of Fatherland in Indonesia have not quite succeeded. None of

the Indonesian islands, nor the itineraries from them to Polynesia, agree with the geo-

graphical descriptions and voyaging directions preserved in Polynesian legends and tra-

il ii. ions, even if we ignore for a moment the even more important obstacles raised by
archeology

T
ethnology, oceanography anti history. Beyond the above-mentioned religi-

ous belief that the spirits of deceased Polynesians, entered a hole into the underworld in

company with the setting sun, students of Polynesian lore have not agreed upon anything

else that would locate the legendary Polynesian Fatherland in a specific locality in the

direction of Asia. 1 Karly Polynesian genealogists, like Pomander (x a 78), and others with

him, did not hesitate to go as far as Arabia to pick the nearest locality which was thought
to match rhe legendary description of the Polynesian Fatherland. But modern interpreters

of Polynesian Legends, like Buck (19.58 it, map), distrust such extreme migration routes

and simply plot the hypothetical Polynesian trek as an arrow drawn at random from
some unspecified point at sea in the West Pacific, and in a casual arc through the Micro-

1 Diet** 311.- exceptions cvuri in this solar itinerary in Polynesian religious beliefs. In Famhsva of the Marquesas
^roup the spirits ace believed to travel back east to ihe Fatherland, starting from a certaJ.ll spring called Ve-vai-tasttie

in a *' n: ill valley on the east coast of the i&lundi. (Handy 192$, p. 2ji.) The Morton of the Chatham Islands believed

that the spirits vnsrw to a certain cave on the cast -const of rheir main island, and tbcisec Started in an easterly direction

towards the PtitadiKe. i' IStrst 1915 a. p. t .43 .)
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ncKian ocean bearing down upon Samoa, Samoa is given as the only fixed point on this

entirely imaginary line, and even then it is chosen for no other reason but because of its

geographical location as the Polynesian facade towards the west. Compared with the

theorists who draw Polynesian migration routes eastwards from Arabia, those who begin
at an unspecified point at sea off Indonesia are indeed more careful- but also more vague,
less specific, and equally hypothetical in their approach.

The failure to find any agreement between Polynesian memories and any modem, theory
of a Polynesian voyage from the Old World has in many quarters created a very sceptical

attitude, towards the correctness and value of Polynesian tradition, Yet inside Polynesia

Wi have interesting examples which time and again verify that Polynesian tradition for

many generations can be very carefully preserved through mere oral inheritance. \s we
have seen, this has been particularly emphasized by Buck in his various publications. In

his paper on “The value of Tradition in Polynesian Research” (1326 a, pp, r S 1, i 8 2)
he writes: “Many people consider tradition to be so full of error that it is of little or no
value in ethnological, research, h seems natural that the less a person is capable of trusting

his own memory, the more be distrusts tradition. This attitude of condemning without
investigation is, to say the least of it, unscientific. In seeming contrast to the distrust of

tradition is the ready acceptance of unverified printed matter, Er. is, however, just as

unscientific, to accept the one without confirmation as to discard the other without in-

vestigation.” VI so: “There is no comparison between the inaccurate writings of a globe-

trotting European and the ancient traditions of a cultured barbarian.” His conclusion is,

as we have seen, {Ibid., p. 205) that: “From a purely scientific point of view, tradition is

of the greatest value in ethnological research regarding the Polynesian raced
11

An example illustrating Buck’s point is presented by St. (ohnston (1921., p. 90). He
writes of die Polynesians: “In making their long voyages of colonization, the voyages

of their great Trek\ they were especially careful to keep accurate details and to hand the

data down to their descendants, !r was the proud history of their race. The names of the

vessels were recorded, the names or the chiefs and their wives, and even die names of the

steersmen. Many separate families would go in these large vessels, and each man with his

wife and children would have a portion of rhe lb warts allotted to hirrL A Tahitian.

‘history
1

records that certain canoes started On a voyage from Tahiti well provisioned

tor a long- expedition, a journey of exploration, Imr with eve re intention of returning.

I ie names of the canoes and the people were preserved in the traditional song, taught

by rhe priests and elders from one generation to another. Bui they never returned* Many
generations afterwards, investigation of the Cook Islands histories brought to the tight

record of then Sdff/t tames and same people having safely arrived at Rarotonga (Cook island),

with full details in a manner that only the Polynesian delights inf
1 Fomander (1S7S)

similarly noted that “in collecting Hawaiian chants of the kmlii dating from about the

seventeenth century and containing 6] S lines, one copy collected on Hawaii and another

on Oahu did notvary in a single line; of the Hawhafern, written just before k ame hame ha ’a

time an^l containing *27 lines, a copy from Hawaii and one from Maui differed only in

the omission of a single word."'

Although we have therefore good reason to consult Polynesian: memories in a discussion

of their own tribal past, we should also be alive to some few misleading factors, firstly, as
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wc have earlier seen with Fornander, priestly speculations and vanity ,
at the (irw ^ the

Maori -Polynesian migration vortex some twenty to thirty generations ago, strove to

amalgamate traditions of the earlier stock with those of the new, earlier gods and heroes

being replaced or supplemented by new ones, and, on most of the islands, royal Hines

made to start from, a new progenitor. It is even possible to see a marked distinction if i
-

character of most island traditions that precede this revolutionary period. As Short!and

('1856, p. t) has pointed out, the Maori traditions fall into three different categories. One

class oi memories begin with ihe time of rhe last great pan-Polynesian migrations which

brought the present Maori to New Zealand. Ihese are purely historical traditions, tte-

qucntly rendered with practical details and often with very little metaphoric phrasing.

The second class of traditions are inherited from the earlier era and consist of legends

of the human demi-gods and heroes who were the hist Let voyage into the ocean from the

sacred home of the gods, I hese ate often vague and allegoric allusions oi a more sacre d

nature, and in their references to the most mmole and mythical ages they gradually merge

into the third class the purely religious conceptions in which the earliest hierarchic

progenitors arc supposed To have descended from the true gods in the age ot darkness

and primeval creation.

We have earlier dealt with a number of Polynesian tradition < oi all three categories.

We have found (Part III) that the more historic traditions in wide areas of Polynesia

converge back to a focusing centre in Hewdki, which was identified with the previously

unsuspected Hawaiian group in the far northeast Pacific. We have also seen (Part SI:

that certain mythical heroes and religious conceptions imported by these, newcomers

via Hawaii were found to be preserved also among the ancestor*worshipping kwakiutl

of Vancouver Island, still higher up in the North Pacific, where America is close to Ask,

There are many indications to the eflcct that in much of Polynesia the highest cultural

standing prevailed already before the last warlike invaders came by way of Hawaiki. This

is. only natural when we compare the culture of pre-Inca Peru with thaL of the Northwest

Indian habitat of the eleventh or twelfth century A, D. s
and consider the possibility that

both areas in turn contributed to the peopling of Polynesia, Handy (15^0 e, p. 5) also

came to ihc conclusion, in his study of Polynesian origins, that, the last a r rivers had an

“inferior mythology* vague concepts.” This indeed was not so among the earliest and

culturally more advanced migrants who brought the South American crop plants and

great stone masonry into the same islands. It seems apparent that most of the Polynesian

legends and myths of the second and third class have derived from these earliest colonisers

of the islands., and that later generations of mixed descent found it easier to memorize sacred

legends and beliefs, and use the same weapons and fish-hooks, than to carry on the more

exacting monolithic and megalithic work, the manufacture of cotton cloth, or rhe art oi

(inscribing signs on tablets. At any rate the complex Polynesian kite, in spire of the vague

concepts of the newcomers, is still rich in inherited allusions to ancestral god-men who

dwelt in the distant Fatherland before they led their people out to the islands in the open

Pacific..
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The creation myths

Mother earth

fUtzd (i&3$'38, \ ol 111, p. G66)
t one of the pioneers of ethnologv, said regarding a

comparison between aboriginal America and Polynesia: “One observes striking parallels
111 cllc hl&hcsC de£rLC wiLh regard to the religious conceptions,,/' Several later

observers, among them Mahling (130a, p. 87) and Schmidt (1915, p. iojj). have claimed
that die fundamentals of South American religious views are repeated in Polynesia, In his
monograph on Oceanian and American Indian ideas concerning the earth, Mahling (7902,
p. 87) L^m eludes: The Oceanian and American Indian conceptions of the Earth reveal
surprising similarities in their fundamental forms. The apparent differences concern the
inner structures much less than the outward embellishment. F. Ratzel has, during Ms
extensive ethnological research more than two decades ago, fostered the bold idea that the
cultures of the Oceanians and the American Indians had perhaps grown from one com-
moil root. Boas, Jacobsen and Schurfz have taken up the idea; from other quarters he
has been strongly opposed.” In the course of his discussion Mahling (Ibid., p, 2C) writes:
’Vic have seen that the Oceanian myths place the Earth-mother in near relation to the
Heaven or to the bun. We shall further sec that the conception of Mother Earth also
reappears among the American Indians. . , , The Aztecs painted the Earth a woman, with
numerous breasts and venerate,;! her as their beloved mother. t , , The Peruvians named the
I .arch Mama nips

. .. Mother Earth, from whose womb all life came, . Later (Ibid., p, 54):
'It has been shown that the creation myths of the Oceanians are closely related to those
H the American Indians. Conceptions of the origin of the Earth with which we are already
familiar in the one area reappear when we consider the other.

7 ’

We shall here examine in further detail some parallels, especially between the religious
Imi lets of Bern and Polynesia, most of which have not entered into the broader American-
Polyneskn surveys of Mahliu

. and hi S sources.

The period of night after the first creation

Vs could be expected, the primordial Polynesian conceptions, said to have been taught
by me legendary god-mctl who arrived from the original Fatherland, dealt with the subject
o: bow roc Polynesia ns were first created by the true and supernatural gods. Kills, Fortran-
uei, and other early visitors fo the islands were struck by the similarities between the
earliest Hebrew teachings as preserved in the opening part of the Old Testament, and the
1 olyneMan acco-uins nr the c rear ion, deluge, etc. It has therefore often been suggested
ih.n these beliefs were Imported by more or less direct migrations from the East Mediter-
raneaTl an^ Fabian world, \\

r

c find, however, that there ss no need to go back to the Old
Hebrew beliefs to find a prototype for these Polynesian conceptions; they were present
•.dsu : 1 aboriginal Peru, and in a form much more comparable to the Polynesian versions
bum is found anywhere among the Mediterranean cultures.

W c know no details of the cosmogony and mythology of the culture people who
abandoned the megalii bsc cult site of Tiahuanaco beyond what tbqir own artistic repro-
ductions may ecu us, and nothing is known ol their language apart from the fact that
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it was hardly Aymsara and certainly not Quechua, which was introduced as a principal

language in Peru only through the Tnca domination. 'Vet we have seen that geographical

and mythical names of pre-Inca origin have survived even through Luca generations,

and since the Inca strove to associate their royal descent with the divine 17racoPm of

Titicaca Island and Tiahuanaco, we may well assume [hat some of the Tkhuanaco religious

beliefs were incorporated also in Inca lore.

Both in Inca Peru and in Polynesia the first created thing* to materialize were respectively

the sky and the earth. Then certain unfortunate humans were created, while the whole

world was still left in oppressive darkness. (Rowe 1946, p, jij-jlzett 1907, p. 27.) This

period, when some unfortunate human beings dwelt in the ancestral land without sun or

light, was throughout Polynesia referred to as the period of P& [po—
'

"flight"’). I t is thus de-

scribed by Izett in hi* Maori Lore (Ibid,) : “It was night, denser black, oppressive night!

Throughout the Void Darkness reigned, as Darkness had reigned from the beginning,

in countless ages of centuries far beyond the knowledge of cither gods or men. in an

obscure corner the children of Rang! (Heaven) and nl Papa (1 firth), cramped, cribbed,

cabined, and confined, lay huddled." A long myth follows, showing how the children of

Rangi and Papa consulted together and prayed and finally obtained light and sunshine.

We recall in this account the Tnca assertion that the aboriginal people in their land lived

in a period of darkness until Yiracocha and Ms followers arrived and brought them light

and sunshine. Retanzos wrote (see Part V above): “In ancient time, they say, the country

and province of Peru was in darkness, having never light nor day. There were, at the time,

certain people in it, which people had a certain chief who commanded them and to whom
they were subjected. Of the name of the people and the chief who commanded them they

have no recollection. And in those rimes, when all was night in this land, they say, that

from a lake in this country of Peru, in the province of Coilasuyo, there came a chief called

Con 'fieri Wiracocha who, they say, had willi him a certain number of people, which

number they do nor recollect. And after he had sallied forth from this lake,he went from

there to a site that is close to this lake, where to-day is a village called Tiahuanaco, in

the aforesaid province of the Collao. And as he went thither, he and his own, forthwith

there impro vised ly, they say, that he made the sun and the day,.." t Jeza (1355-60,

Part II. Chap. V) referred to the same Peruvian belief: “
. , , before the rule of the Incas

in these realm*, and even before they were known, these Indians relate other things much

older than all that has been told. The;, affirm that for a long time they were without seeing

the sun, and that suffering a great deal no (hat account, they prayed and made vows to those

of whom the;- looked as their gods, and begged them for the light which they needed.

And while this was. going on the sun rose in great splendour from the island ot Titicaca,

which is within the great lagoon of the Collao, so that all were delighted. And immediately

after this event there came and stayed a white man of tall stature, who, in his appearance

and person showed great author tty and veneration, ...”

Before wc proceed to consider the gods and events that follow toe primeval period ot

PQy we may first consider the three mythical names already quoted, Ranjti (Heaven), Papa

(Earth), and Pa (Night), which are daily terms in the Polynesian language and yet seem

so closely associated with these myths of the earliest period.

'[ he Maori term ratiid reappears as ani in several other Polynesian dialects where the
* F

r
"
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h silent or dropped and where the Maori nasal “ng” always is a pure "a” Thus in the
Marquesas Group am means “heaven", "sky”, and also “Paradise". We cannot' expect
.hai ous term should be retained in the unrelated Quccbua speech of the Inca, hut when
we ln, !^

[

fJT vesdges that might survive among the marginal tribes of the Tiahuanaco

;

lu 'a
*
we rnai exactl y T ^e samE term am reappears with the same meaning “heaven”

in aboriginal East Bolivia, in the Paikoneka and Batire languages of the Arawak east of
Tiahuanaco. Ct^qui-Montfort and Rivet (19*6, p. 113 ), who list the word there, do not
point to its reappearance in Polynesia, but to iis relationship to the word htmgo and h^ni^
lor ”heaven” m the Pukina or t'ru language of the primitive tribes in the- Titicaca basin.
1 his takes us right back to Titicaca Island and the nearest vicinitj of Tiahuanaco,
The next of these Polynesian terms, fiipa, meaning “earth” or rather “surface of the

earth", also appeals ia one of the Polynesian names for the Fatherland, Pcpa-fou
1 1,1 b: - ’ ^tensive • Pzpa is the only way any Polynesian dialect could render the well

known term p. iwpa^ used in South America for the large local plains. Markham’s dictionary
sho^ ^at the European languages have adopted this termpu'xpa from the original

Qucchua language in Peru. Two of the great plains along the Pacific coast of Pern ate
known respectively as Paftrpn Tamba and Tampa Tanga. We mav also note that the general
Quechua term for the “earth” ispaw or patha, and that Rowe (1946, p. 595} gives the term
Prna-mams or PanEi-Mother” as the Peruvian highland denomination for this mythical
female progenitor so well known also from Polynesian mythology. The aboriginal Peruvian

pampd and pasa tor earth concur remarkably with the Polynesian Term pupa with
the same significance.

,\s .11 die Pob ncsian. term he?, "night I have tailed to find any direct vestiges in the souths-
ern Andes, but among the Cayapa Indians further north on the Pacific slopes of Ecuador
we rind that the “moon” is known as popad.r, whereas the “sun” hpaWa. (Barret, Yd. 11 .

p. 5 5 1') The “moon” is. in other words, referred to by the name of the "sun ” onl} with the
distinctive preriit pi, which we may then suspect to have some connection with “night”. Pt>

is also the term for “night” in the Sekumne language of California. (Bancroft iS 7^ VoL Hi.)

Gods of the Tiki cveins
•m

W hen we continue the story of creation, we recall that out of the period of darkness in
1 eru there l merged one man-god, referred to in I oca times by the Quechua term \ iracocha.
or Sea-Foam -

,
but known in earlier times among Iris own highland sub lee is as Tiri or

1 icci. 1 1c and his followers, won in some beliefs seemed to have been descendants of the
Min but in most others creators of this heavenly body, settled amonc the 1. ru tribes of the
Iktcaca basin, intermarried with the Ltu women on Titicaca Island, and vet were con'
sjrk.red id a peculiar way to represent rreiifors of a new and happier torm of mankind that

.^rose upon their arrival, after the period of darkness. We have also found (Part V) the
same name or title reappearing as Tiki or 777'over wide areas of Polynesia, associated with
the creation myths from Raster Island to New Zealand. On nearly all" these islands Tiki had
ine same confusing double significance as the creator of living thinly; which appeared
at the break of the period ot darkness, and yet as no more than the first man— himself
created in a supernatural way either h\ the “Harch” and “Heaven” nr hr the “bun”, \rnong
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the Morion of the Chatham islands Tiki was the offspring of Rangi and Papa (Heaven

and Earth) and although he was the maker of all things” he was still him.se It the lirst

man, (Skinner 1923,
p.‘

S7 .) On Eastet Island Tiki was similarly the first man as well as

the creator of all mankind. (Metraus 194c, p. 315.) In the Marquesas Tiki was the supreme

creatoroM living things, but on Rarotonga he was apparently only the first man. (Stolpe

^91
,
p. 206,) In Tahiti Ti’i (Tiki) was the first father of mankind, whereas he was himself

hnrn in a supernatural way as descendant of the sun and the moon, fVeil l

s

t a 29, ' "k U

p. 1 ] z.) We have seen thaL he was also known there under the full name.

I

lautePi-t ri-o-te-ra,

ot "Maui- tiki- r i ki -of-the-s an’ ’
,
hk father being HiH-ra or "Ray-nf-surt'

.

(Euomala 1940,

p. 36.) Ellis (1829, VoL I, p, c 19) even writes: . .the legend of the origin of the Incas,

hear no small resemblance to that of Fii, who vas also descended trom the sun. fk.ck

(195H 3,p.z43) shows that a similar confusion between the supernatural creator and the

first man also occurs in one of the Hawaiian myths: “In the Kumulipo. Ki’i (Ti'i, Tiki:

was boro a man, and J.a’ilah a woman in the eighth era. wt dch us no red in .. Oa) encEng

the long period o' profound blight. Thus man was horn before the gods, . . •. Eater,

when also citing creation myths from the Marquesas, Mangareva, and Easter Island,

Buck (1949, p, 45 z) derived to the final conclusion that in Polynesian mythology there

seemed to exist confusion between the true pre-human creator-gods and what he termed

"an interloper named Tiki,” From Klew Zealand PSiilhppS (494E p -

4

says with Best:

"'We have seen that Tiki is closely associated with the origin of man in the anthropogenic

myths of the Maori. He is said by some authorities to have been the child of Rangi [Heaven
j,

and is sometimes given as the parent os' LTu, Either he possessed several names or there

were several he togs named iiki, as nki-timhLit, Piki-ahu^, ilki-apoa, E niatua, 1 iki-

nui, Tiki-roa, etc.”

That Tiki in Polynesia is given as the “parent” of the mythical progenitor Vrtt recalls

that in early Peru Tin was venerated as the “creator” of the local f 'ru around Thhusmaco,

Thar Urn in Polynesian tradition was more than one mythical god k apparent from me

fact already shown (Part V) that in other Polynesian traditions From widely separated

groups Urn was memorized as a leading nation either living in or bordering on the an-

cestral seat of the creator Tiki. We may also briefly repeat that Taratiga (also Ca&nga)

was the name of another local Titicaca and Rio Dcsaguadero trihe and that Tarttqge (also:

Katanga) is recalled in widespread Polynesian groups as another of the mythical progen-

itors in the Fatherland, generally the mother of Maui, whose full name k Maui- tiki-tiki.

We have even found that the Polynesian mythical names and terms Maui and Mauri must

have been known also on the Titicaca plateau in former times, since the principal tributary

of the Rio Dcsaguadero near Tsahuanaco was of old known as Mauri, while Mann and Tam-

bo- Mauri are also the names of two native villages between Tiahuanaco and the Pacific

coast. 1

China—Hina, Sma

Weckler (1943, p. afi) gives another Tahitian version of Tiki, referring ro his mythical

marriage with cite “mother” of all living beings. He writes: “In this version Tik was appar-

1 Scbmidi (191-1, p. s 106) quotes Ehrenreich fsom Strath America regarding a Karava sws-it-yih: "'Mrisi Striking

is tr-r; c^nfip-rmlty to the Polyne.si&rt M^ui -myths."
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cntly formed from earth. He married the goddess Hina, daughteroftwo supernatural beings.
The children of Tri and Hina intermarried in the primeval darkness with the god s' of
that time, I he children pi oduced by these matings became the ancestors of the high chiefs
who were therefore entitled to wear the red feather girdles reserved for the use of the
people of highest rank* hut the children that were simply conjured up by these early
supernatural became the ancestors of the common people.” 1

Jn Samoa Hma is pronounced Sina* and she is there remembered as the wife of Taiigaroa
and mother of Longo. (Gil) 1876, p. 14.) Hina, or Sma* the “female”, is remembered as
the first woman In wide areas of Polynesia, and the wellknown Polynesian term mhine

y

“woman”, is. well derived from the same root. In the Qucchua speech of historic Peru
cbhni is the general term for “female" in reference to all quadrupeds, as well as being
the general Inca term for all maids and servant girls, (Garcilasso 1603, p, 197; Midden-
dorf 1&90, p. 351.)

The creation of man

I be inconsistent claim in both beru and Polynesia as to the existence of other unfortu-
nate beings living rn the period of darkness before the actual creation, makes it difficult

c.. 1 undt tm and just at w har stage the creation of the first real human ancestry was thought
to have taken place. In Peru, the immigrant hierarch Tici. was obviously a trifle late to
create the first man,, arriving among the local aborigines when the period of darkness
broke, to carve the different local tribes in stone at Tishuanaco. Ir was therefore often
assumed in Peru that the creator had made man twice, before and after a man-destroying
flood. "\\ he teas the last creation was performed by Tici when he caned the human statues
in stone, there seem to be references to an earlier and original creation at which the supreme
god, in making the first men, had "modelled them in clay,” (Joyce 1912, p, 150,] in
Yucatan the Maya believed that the creator made the bone and flesh of the first man from
earth, whereas lfls hair and beard were made from fine straw. (Maiding 1902, p. 23.) Similar
behds to the effect that the lirst humans were made from earth or clay were found all over
Polynesia, Ellis (182,9. V oh I* p. 114J wrote from early Tahiti : “One account states that

the visible creation has two foundations or origins, that Taaroa
j

Tanga- roa 1 made the

earth, the sun* moon, and stars, heaven and hell: and that Tii
[
riki| made man ot the earth.

Hi and 1 aaroa the people imagined to he one and the same being* but that Taaroa
dwelt in the region of chaw, and Tii. in the world of light." T11 the Chatham Islands Tiki,

son l!
' (Heaven) and Kopapa (Earth), maker of aU things and himself the first

god-man* made the first true human of earth, (Travers 1676, p. 26; Skinner 1923* p. 57.)
In Huahine the first man was thought to have been formed from Sand. (Schlrren. 1856,

p. 65.) In the Marquesas he was thought to have been moulded by Tiki jei day. Buck
f. T 949> P- 45 0 renders a Maori version according to which “the lir.S3 man was made bv
Tiki from a mixture of his own blood and clay, and a variant. . . version says that the first

man wax made bv 1 ikiahua out of red day.” The same authority p. 430) also renders

a Maori version where rhe gods form the first woman “out of the red earth at Kurawaka
on tlie puke (mows I merit) of the Earth-mother.” Again., in Hawaii* the two creators Kane

1 See H!ti$ {] Slg, Yak J
t p. i ] 5}.
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and Kanaloa made rhc first man of earth. (Bastian p. nj-) kVc n '

llVL‘ former I \ noted

(Furt 11
)
that the worship of one of these two Hawaiian creators, Kane, seems to have

reached Polynesia with the secondary immigrants and is met with also among the North-

west Coast Indians. The name of the other, AWm, is only the Hawaiian way of pro-

nouncing the name of the Central Polynesian creator-god Tnnsa-roa y
whom we have just

found to be identical with -or another name for Tiki m the two-phase creation myth

of Tahiti, Pomander {1878, Vol. I, p. 98; also mentions a Hawaiian creation myth where

“the body of the first man was made of red earth and the head of white day.” He says in

another passage {Ibid., p. ytjfb

.

-the Polynesian reference to the head of man being

made of ‘white ckv\ although a myth* may yet have a historical substratum, and indicate

a lingering reminiscence of a niked origin, in which the white element occupied a superior

position,”

According to Izetc (1904, p. 21), the Polynesians remembered that the place where the

man-god Tiki first created his I'd low men was located at a place known to their ancestors

as Tapw-tm-roa, or the “Great Sacred (or tabooed) Sea,” We have seen that the early

Peruvians also placed the creative activities of their Tici on the shore of the salty inland

sea where he first appeared— Lake Titicaca. Spence { 1913, p. zr^j wrote:
MAi Lake

Titicaca the Peruvians believed the inhabitants of the earth, animals as well as men, to

have been fashioned by the creator, and toe district was thus sacrosanct in their eyes,

Tliis sacred lake of rhc Andes yielded an abundance of fish to the surrounding Indians,

and Posnatisky (1914) has identified one of the typical local species in the carvings of

Tiahuanaco. As is well known, the water of Lake Titicaca is slightly brackish and was

possibly more so formerly, since its fauna also include certain typical marine species, like

the characteristic Hippocampns
,
or sea-horse, various Alionbestes^ and a few other repre-

sentatives of oceanic rather than fresh water fauna. Now, as we shall later see, Polynesian

mythology has several references to a body of water, lake, or pond, lying inside their

earliest Fatherland. According to a claim in one Hawaiian myth, quoted by Beckwith

( 1-912, p. 305), it is said to be “lying within the land stocked with all kinds of fish of the

sea except the whale and the shark.” It is not very unlikely that this ancient myth is based

on the memory of a sacred inland sal? lake where rhc water contained quantities of big fish

and even some small marine species otherwise absent from rivers or fresh water Lakes,

Apart from Titicaca there are indeed not many inland lakes in the territories around

Polynesia, And none 1 hat contain marine species and are sacred and associated with human

creation and with Tici myths. In the above tradition, the great homeland which is said to

contain this lake is alluded to as PalittlL This is translated by Fornandcr (1878, VoL 1
,

p. 77) as “Blue Mountain,” and is again stated by him to be regarded as “a sacred, tabued

kind,” An actual name for this sacred land and lake seems nearly always to he carefully

omitted, hut m the Haste r Island dialect we meet the peculiar word Tdihiga, which is used

by the local natives simply as a superlative, meaning something truly “supreme' and

“primary”,

1

1 Titlkaga is translated by Churchill {1912, p. 260) as: “Power, authority, primacy, preeminence, supremacy,

reasail." Tilt means alsu
'

" Lahti ing-pLacc
3

Or “shore”.
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Tia—Alia

W c 1 :

9

\ e “teen (Part
)
that TFahuanato is a modern Quechua denomination for the ruins*

and that Chutnm was the original name for this pre-Inca cult-site In ancient times. We
havc al

^ *eert m Polynesian mythology that a god with the closely related name Tatar*
(i. e. Kxkxird) married the woman Taranga and produced the progenitor Slatii-iiks-tiki,

led mankind into the ocean. Nit) exp I anacion lias been given oi tlie orjgin of the pre-
J m:s name Clstram for the Tiahuamco site, beyond the already cited fact that, according
to the I'm tribes in the vicinity, Ckutara meant "House of the Sun”, It may, however,
be interesting to see that there has been much speculation as to Lite origin "of the later

Quechua designation* 7 iuhmnato. The best known and most widely quoted origin of the
name is based on a rather imaginative explanation first attempted by Garcilasso (1609),
Vccording to this theory, an Inca was once sitting among the ruins of I lahusnaco. when
a fleet-footed courier brought him a message from Cusco. The Inca, in a complimentary
comparison of die messenger's speed with that of the wild species of llama, the uamm,
r bus addressed the Conner: Ti&y CjaaflacoX 1 lie seated, Ouaoaco!)” Thus the ruins acquired
the name Tiahmww. As Merrill (1949, p. iC 1) has dearly shown: "This explanation of
the origin of the name h far-fetched and unreasonable. In the ixrsc place, the guanaeo is noi
iound tn Bolivia, but is a native of Southern Chile, and the Inca would have been far more
likely to have compared his messenger to the vicuna, with which he was familiar, than to
the guanaeo. Moreover, the word guanaeo is of Mapuche and not Quichua derivation,

while finally, guanaeo nas Inc accent on the penultimate svt table, whereas hmanaeo has
d.(. tost syllable accented, '.parr irom all this

f
it is difficult to see wtu these gigantic,

venerated old ruins should have been named merely because some visiting runner was
asked to be seated* and it is quite apparent that die peculiar name gave rise to the explana-
tion rather than rbat the reverse was the case.

\ errs 31 (IbitL) stems to have a far better explanation, at least of the l atter part of the name.
He agrees that Tiahuanaco, or as it is as frequently written, Tiabuanacu, is a composite
name, but snows mat iht latter part, budnacu^ is a Hualla (ancient Quechua) word meaning
ucad . To rhe I new the mined she of Tiahuanaco was a place of the dead, or a dead city

.

He say?.: "The name was undoubtedly bestowed by the fncans, just as the ruins of Chavin
were so called owing to the laet that they were the work of past or dead persons, (han't

meaning literally a body that has lost its life (density)* and which,, in its broader sense,

>s used for remains of any kind. The use of die word htianatu or its roots or derivations,

as applied to any thing devoid of btc or pertaining to dead persons, was common among
the Ineans. . . . the burial-ground was called Huinacu-Patnpa, etc.” 1 We are thus left with

the first <0 liable Da
,
which Ve trill docs not make any dear attempt to explain. The present

Indians, it would seem, had adopted the ierm the “Dead Tia” or the “Ruins of 77./,” for

the site which, according to their own statements, had been abandoned long before 1 he

Incas were known. It would therefore seem as if Tia was another name of this early site

oi creation before it was left in mins on Tiers departure into the Pacific,

When we now return to the creation myths of Polynesia, we find in a Tahitian version

J
J In; roue f hetnaco appear* as : separate pl-.icc-nami; in Putu, at 1 c S. One of the most sacred anccstr;i.l gods of

the Incas was spoken rif.-is Hiumaeauri, (Mwkhafli 1 3 , p, ^i.)
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that Tiki (T Yi), the descendant of the sun and maker of man, “formed the woman of earth

at Ifiattr/t.” (Wecklcr T94 p, t 2; also Kills 1829, Vol. p. 114.) That this is a composite

name, or
Ll
.\ihi of the rV/j'T is clear, since both AHa and Urn are names con-

nected with the primary abode of ancestor gods in the legends of widespread parts of

Polynesia. Since the “Ruins of Tia,
7’ or Tiahusanacn, are in the midst of f 'm lands, it may be

taken as a working hypothesis rhar Tki and Aim refer to one and the same site, particularly

ssnee both are memorized as the place where Tiki, respective];. T'i ci, created the Lirst men.

Smith (1910 a, p, 1 25) renders the following old legend of this abode as preserved among
the Maori: "Over this land of Atia-tt- ! 'aringa-mi

j

\ria-of-the-great-Varinga] there ruled

in very ancient days [about 450 B, Q according to the genealogies!] a king or ruling chief

named Tu-tc Rangi Marama who is accredited with building a temple twelve fathoms

high, which he enclosed with a stone 'wall, and named it a
L

koto ! uniini, ’ or place of mam
enclosures. It was built as a meeting place for gods and men; and here the spirits of the

ancient after death foregathered with the gods. I t was a Xgai Ttfptt Ktiku *

4

a sacred glorious

place,
5

of great space within, and filled with many beautiful and wonderful things.”

Smith adds: "What the great temple built by Tu^te-Rangi-Marama was, 1 am quste unable

to indicate, but that it was something quite out of the common is obvious .

.

When we consider this legend and the mythical names h includes, Aiia
>
Vanned, Tu ,

Rang, and Mamma, we may make a few interesting observe inns. Firstly, as ro . \iia-te-

! arwga-h'ui, or "Ada of the great Vannga/ 5 we find Alia to be the- place and great i urf/ny/

probably its possessor, whether it be a king or a people. We have suggested that the

memories of this abandoned .4/m, or Afia-l 'rn (where the Polynesian Tiki-of-the-Sun

first made mankind) and the name of the actual Vndcan ruins of Th fin the midst of Uru
land, where the Andean sun-god Tici performed the verv same deed) may refer to one

and the same ancient and abandoned creation centre. The group of colossal enclosures

and rums south of Lake Titicaca must have been just such a cult-site as is described in the

Polynesian legend, where "the spirits of the ancient after death foregaihcred with the

gods.” As Posninsky (1914, p. 54) wrote in his monograph on the ruins: “Tiahuanac-

•

was not only a centre of cult and culture, but also a burial-place and site for worship of

the dead. When Polynesians speak of an ancestral temple twelve fathoms (about 70 feet)

high and enclosed by a stone wall, they speak of a compact or pyramidal structure, as

they knew of no other lofty form of temple, owing to their ignorance of cement and the

principles of the arch. All things considered, there arc not many Polynesian-type temples

corresponding to this description in the territory bordering on the Pacific; the pyramids

nf the Sun and the Moon on the North Peruvian coast, and the abandoned creation- centre

ot I ia (huanaeo) near Lake Titicaca* arc about the only ones that could be suggested.

Remains of an extensive stone wall that formerly enclosed the colossal Akapana pyramid
are shown by Stubel and L hie (rSyz) in their plan of the Tiahuanaco ruins, and in Part VI

wc have discussed the large and the smaller «ww-like stone enclosures left at the base of

this lofty, formerly stone-faced pyramid*

Considering next the legendary names associated with the memories of this Atia-of-the-

great-Varinga
?
we recognize (from Part V) in M&rfaga the earlier discussed root that

reappears in speech straight across Polynesia from Easter Island to New Zealand and
Fiji, {hiring tarings fanmga-iapu ,

invp, mga-nm^ sings) associated with the sun, long-cars,

4& Heyerdahl
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priests, departed spirits, and bleached persons. The same coot was widespread in Peru,

where it originated with the long-eared children of the Sun from Lake Titicaca {Inga-rt, Inga,

ltk~a, rinprim).

Arama—Mamma
The name of the ruler who built the lofty temple and enclosures at AHa was Tti-te-Rwigi-

Mamma, We have already considered the term rang; (heaven), and may interprete the

name of the early hero as “Mamma, the Sacred of the Heaven.” Marama^ however, was
not only a mythical name of this sacred ruler at Aria, bur was in itself a common Poly-

nesian term appearing in the dialects of the various groups with the meaning "light”,

"daylight”, "brightness”, “brilliance”, and occasionally even as the term for “moon”. This

is interesting, for in the same part of Bolivia east of Tiahuanaco where the Raure and Pai-

Itoncka. tribes used ihc Polynesian term ani as thei r word for "heaven”, the Mojo aborigines

worship the mythical Aroma as their "God of Light”, who parched the soil with ids

glaring eye. (Brinton tSKi, p. i so,) It rs not impossible that there once was a common
Andean origin lor the mythical Aroma— the Mojo Indian "God of Light”— and rhe

mythical Mamma— the Polynesian ancestor-god whose complete name was "The Sacred

Light of the Heaven.
11

, and who built the great temple at Tiki’s place of creation— A tut.

The Mojo territory is so close to Tiahuanaco that even the Incas* from their capital much
further north in the Andes, followed the river from near Tiahuanaco into Mojo territory.

(See PartVITL)

Ku -Ku

We have now found Atio y Varmgo^ Rangi, and Mamma— that is, nearly all the names

I tom the legend under discussion surviving with related forms and meanings among
living Bolivian tribes in the Tiahuanaco latitude of the Andes. Remaining from the same

legend is the term Tu in Polynesia, as we have seen, a prefix or suffix commonly attached

to legendary names of a very sacred nature, but at the same time a personal name for one

of the principal gods of Polynesia, This god, referred to as Ku in i he Hawaiian dialect, is,

as we shall see later, claimed in this northern group to he but another name for the supreme

god Kane, alius Kongo. This seems to be the case also on Rarotonga. (Best 1924 b, p. 109.)

On M angareva the same deity appears as the supreme god, identified with Atea-Tangaroa

{Ibid., p. i to), but at Niue he was only considered a secondary ancestor-god who was

''said to be an albino.” {Ibid.) In New Zealand and Samoa, Tn was above all rite god of

war, in some. Maori myths even identified with the supreme god who created Tiki. {Ibid,

,

P- 230-)

If we turn to the Circum-Pacilic area in search of this pan-Polynesian ancestor-god Tu

or AX wc find that observers pass rig hr through Indonesia and South Asia to point to

what they consider a unique analogy in the myths of antipodal Egypt and Assyria. Best

{Ibid,, pp. *8, 109, no) and many with him compare this Polynesian Tu or Tn with it^c

Assyrian “god of death” fui
or the Egyptian "setting gun” Turn. We need not go so far as

thai. Duc cast of Polynesia, we may first of all note ihat Tn is die name, title, or suffix

of the principal Maya god. In fact Thomas (1898, p. 104) pointed out, as already briefly
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mentioned, that the Polynesian term Ku reappears with an identical meaning in the

Maya word "A>, a deity; holy, divine,” In Motley’s Th Am-lent Mnya (1946, p. ztj)

we read of the local cosmogeny: “The creator of the world, according to ancient Maya

belief, was a god named Hunab, or Hunah Ku, who was the father of Itzamna, . . ."We

have earlier seen that Itzamna was the earliest immigrant Maya “wanderer” and hierarch.

Motley (M) also shows that an early chronicler claimed that the name of this god means

"one only God.” He adds: "Indeed Hnnah Ku means precisely that in Maya; hm i ‘one,’

aba The state of being' and ku, 'god/ This creator-god, however, was so far above ordinary

mortals, so remote from everyday affairs, that lie seems to have figured but very little

in the everyday life of the common people,” Brinton (1882, p. i 6 t
)
too mentions Ku as

the word for “god” and "divinity” among the Maya.

We may venture to trace possible vestiges of the same \ lava-Polynesian deity further

down in South America, and we recall from Parr V that Turn, Zumf, and Kite was a

name associated with the supreme wandering god who had brought religion and culture

to widely separated peoples in South America. We even found that in the Titicaca basin

Tupsca or Tu-pata was one of the names for the early local white wanderer, pata meaning,

as we have recently seen, "earth” or "world”, a root also used elsewhere in the composite

names of the Peruvian creator. In Polynesia Kopapa, or Ko-papa, was, 35 we also have seen,

the Moriori name for the sacred earth in its personified form as supreme progenitor of

all created things* Brinton (i 83 z, p. 174) writes of the pre-Inca Yiracocha: "Another of

his Frequent appellations for which no explanation has been offered
:
was Tokay or Tempo*

properly Takapay. .Melchior Hernandez, one of the earliest writers, whose works

arc now lost, but who is quoted in. the Relation An6mmcti gives this name Totepu\

Some other names For Viracocha, like Tmupa and Tonafwt, arc also composed of Tu or To

with a varying suffix. Tocuptt or Tuhipu would in Polynesian dialects directly mean " Fu

die tabooed", or “Sacred TV'.

Tambo—Tambu

The possibility that former Peruvians actually once used a term equivalent to the presen

L

Polynesian kapu (Hawaii), tapu (Central Polynesian and New Zealand), tabu (Tonga), or

tdmhti (Fiji) at the time when To-eapu was thought of as a name for their wandering creator,

is not improbable. In fact this has been suggested by several earlier writers. Lately Degene r

(1949* p- 195) wrote; "As Seemann suggested, there may be a philological connection

between the word tambu used by the Andean Indians for the houses Act apart
11

for strangers,

and the Fijian word tambu meaning ‘set apart' or taboo. The Fijians, similarly to the

Indiana of the Andes, had guest houses, or mbure-n.i-stt in Fijian, where strangers had the

right ro pass the night ant! obtain food and drink.” We mentioned earlier that Tambo-
Mamri is a village, while Tambo is botli a river and a large plain between Titicaca and the

Pacific coast. The old Peruvian word tambo meets us again in connection with the earliesr

legendary appearance of the Incas. Bandolier (1 9 1 0, p, 5 16) quotes Acosta, who first related

that the Incas were supposed to have descended from Viracocha after he had original ly

come from Titicaca to make his abode in Tiahuanaco, and afterwards passed on to Cuaco.

Then Acosta adds: “Others say that out of a certain cave, through the window, there came
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six or 1 do col know how many men, and that these made the beginning of the propaga-
tion of mankind, and this was ar what (the place which), for thar reason, they call Paean
'I amha So they are of the opinion that the Tambos are the oldest lineage of mankind.
From there, they say, proceeded Mangocapa, whom they recognize as the founder and
head of the Ingas. « . . he came out of a cave or window of Tambo, which is five or six

leagues from Cuzco.”

E<owe (1946, p. 316, brackets by Rowe) corresponding!y writes: “7hi origpn gJ thr Inca,

About miles (30 km) southeast of Cuzco- in the modern province of Paruro is a place

{Paqari tempo, Origin tambo’) where there is a hill (Tampa-fop, ‘tambo hole’}, in which
are three small caves. , , , From the side caves emerged the ancestors of several of the

Lite ay 11 us, and the founders of the Inca royal family came out of the middle one.” Tambo
or tembu was accordingly a living word in the Cuzco area at the time when the first Incas

made their mystical appearance among the pre-Inca highland tribes, and we may judge
that the significance of the word must have been similar to that of the Pacific islands,

since it was used in such connections as “origin tambo” and “tambo hole” with reference

to the sacred or tabooed places where the divine Incas had first emerged.

Culture-hero striking with a path-finding rod

The first appearance of Manco Gapac and the true Incas at “origin tambo” took place

only a few centuries before the arrival or the Spaniards, and accordingly after 1 he supposed
spread of Andean peoples into the Pacific. Therefore, we do not find this Popart tambo

legend and subsequent Inca events preserved in Polynesian memories, which seem to be

focusc-u instead around the p re- Inc a Tiri or TiahuadSaco myths. There seems, of some
strange reason, to be one exception. We recall with Card lasso the well-known Inca myth
of how Manco Gapac, the first Inca, had learnt from his father, the sun, 1 hat when be

proceeded to search for a favourable site to choose as his future abode, he should strike

golden rod against rhe ground before him wherever he went, and when tfie rod sank

into the ground he should end his wandering? and settle down. We have mentioned that

this procedure might either have been copied after the earlier Viracocha who introduced

agriculture and created irrigation in live rock, or else Viracocha*s original behaviour

might have heen accredited Manco Gapac in the purposeful Inca attempts of making

their own brief lineage begin the cultural history of the Andes- an attempt which has

been made futile through the. findings of modern arebadogv anti even through the

stubbornly persistant Tki Viracorha myths. We have seen earlier (Part V) that even the

name of the earliest Inca was borrowed from one of the countless names for the earlier

Mango-Vn.ga-Zapa 3 !a alias Tli Paea alias Tiri. The Peruvian idea of a migrating culture

institutor who is guided in his search for a Favourable new settlement by striking the soil

with a rod to see how deep ii sank, has very likely originated among primitive local tribes

who first saw immigrant agriculturists selecting their abode according 10 ibe depth anti

quality of the soil, and whether or not the myth began with the one or the other of the Peru-

vian high-cultures it is interesting to note that a somewhat similar myth has survived in

Polynesia.

According to Beckwith’s Kcpelino tradirions (1932, p. 70), a Hawaiian legend tells
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how, before foe Polynesian ancestors left the homeland, there was a younger brother of

Kandbij named kane-apua, who was a great priest of the god Kane (alias Kit, aims Lono,

according to the same authority; ibid., p. 68). Kanaloa and Kanc-apiui where actually oi'-n>

but they "“"were called gods, because the people regarded them as gods because ot foe num-

ber of miracles they performed.” Kane-apua, who wandered about the original land with

a rod, was apparently more than a high priest, he was also king or chief; and on command

from his god he led the people on long wanderings through lands inhabited by foreign

tribes. We learn from the legend that when Kane-apua’s god “wanted his race of people

to> go to foe land that Kane [the Sum-godj gave to the race, lie ordered the high pries-,

kane-apua to lead the people on the migration in company with his older brother Kanaloa.

The wanderings took the two brothers and Kane's own race to a district named Ketta {well-

known place-name both in I Lawan and in the 1 iricac.i basin), where they were oppressed

by the local chief who was very evil. Kane-Apua consulted with his god, and the latter

told him to lead Ids people away. The great priest-king now assembled his race and told

them font it was a command from God that they were ro go away to another land. But

tire evil local chief onlv abused him and wanted Slim to prove lliai rhe order had really

come from his god. The god now became angry.
“
1-Ie withdrew the rain, find famine

came upon the land. After that the chief ter the people go and they went. The common

people went as far as rhe beach, there they met with trouble because the evil chief sought

them with wicked intent.” While the common people were thus assembled in suffering

on the foreign coast, they wept and were angry with Kane-apua and Kanaloa wna had

got them into this trouble. In the meantime Kane-apua, who wandered about the Land

with his rod, prayed to his god for guidance. The god answered: "Smite a pathway,”

The wandering Kane-apua then began his magic song;

“Strike away, strike geuth
,

Strike where? strike gently.

Strike seaward, strike gently.”

When he came to the sc ac oast, his god similar!} ordered; “Smite your rod on the sur-

face of the water.” kane-apua obeyed, and he and his followers were enabled ro "walk”

on the water as if it were on drv land, and thus he and his race escaped across the sea.

Kane-apua now chanted 1

1

1

S t ri ke away
,
sfr i ke gc n 1

1 y

,

Strike where? strike gently.

Strike landward, strike gently.
1

Thus, to judge from the legend, did the great priest by means of his path-finding rod lead

his people to their new abode on the islands in the Pacific Ocean.

The original land where Kane-apua began (he migrations that finally brought the Poly-

nesian ancestry down to foe ocean coast must apparently have been a desert country

where water was scarce. For the legend tells us that, when the ancestral migrants were

suffering g really iron', thirst, then “Kane-apua thrust at the stone twice with his stafr and

water bowed.” This ability of making warer flow from live rock was another ability he

shared with the migrant Tici-Viracocha of the Peruvian myths. (Sec p. 254.) Abo the
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Iu.t that the vi aiidering priest-king1 had his god witkdr&tt' the raw to h-t fti/mne (Offii upon
tk land before he himself departed from the coast by walking on the water, are elements
ttasdy following the Con-myths on rhe Pacific coast of Peru. (Or, legend on p. 308 above.)
Con, ainis Tici, did exactly the same thing to punish the local people before he and his

followers in a corresponding maimer left for good on their migration into the Pacific.

Kane, Kam
,
Kan— Kane

,
Kan, Kin

,
Kan

In Parr II we found in the Northwest Endian mythology that the Kwakiud culture-hero,
progenitor, and sun-god hane-Akwea, had originally settled locally as an alien immigrant,
but later, upon marrying a woman of the sea, tic departed into die open Pacific, lie reap-

pears as l .me, Kane, or Kane-Akea, a principal progenitor and god among widely separat-

ed Maori-Polyncsian tribes. The Hawaiian* consider Kane their principal and original
god, and the local sun-god. He looses somewhat in importance on the other islands,

where Janga-roa, aiiai Kana-loa, was usually considered the more important god — com-
monly the ocean god— but on Mangaia also the sun-god and father of die fair island race*

It was this same god who brought Vaka-akau-uli, or “Steersman-ofeiog-craft” and his

fain.]]
y
of v,

rhitft-slciBiied seafarers to nmnhabited longa, Recording to the legend j-ust

cited, Kanaloa is in a Hawaiian legend described as a real human and an elder brother of

Kane-apua, the priest-king who led man from die continental homeland out across the

ocean. Whoever he is, rbe etymology of his name is interesting. The ending A • in other
local diaiecrs rod) is a very familiar Polynesian augmentative suffix to personal or geo-
graphical names, c. g. El ah&e-faa., ILnvki-ha, etc. Thus Kanaioa means simply Kana-the-
"L t rear, nr Or^at-Kana. haw, hath? false A:

,=hu r -K >
'j) is a Polynesian term for ” bright” and

"light,” and Kuttj-ha can he translated as the. “Great Light” or “Great Brightness,” a poetic

name or title that makes us recall whar Christian (1524a, p. (37) once pointed out. He
wrote] " Maori ksnakmm, to be bright, l‘his word is found practically ail over Polynesia. „ .

.

En Peruvian \vc n nd Aymara kmuikan^, shining, brillianr. Inca ccana, kana, to set on fire;

kancha, t lie light; ken, hre, the sun. In Micronesia we find the root k&t:g y b la .ting, and kcm,
ro light a lire."'

I hus inside aboriginal Peru we rind die local words kuna and kou to he mutual b related,

j.Qij we recall that Kon (L e. Con, kuu Tici) was the principal lowland appellation for the

Peruvian solar representative and culture insti tutor who withheld the rain before he

himself departed by sea with his. followers, \X ith the identity both in form and meaning
of the Polynesian and Peruvian words kuna and hms-jkatu f— and with a probable relation

ship between kana and Kml<i-fod
r both it Polynesia, and k.nia and d. v, both of Peru—

there seems to be more than .1 casual resemblance between the great creator Con who
lead his white and bearded race away from the Pacific coast of ..South America and the

great creator Kama who brought the same type of people to Polynesia, where he became the

legendary progenitor of the light-coloured uru-kthu strain, rhe fair offspring of Kana-Jna.

Just as the Peruvians identified Con with Tici, so did the Tahitians identify Kanaloa with

fiki 3 and state that the;- were ’’one and the same being.”

In rahhhn dialect; TYaroa and !Ti.
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In Polynesian dialects the word for “mao”, fomka+ hmgaUt^ or AjWu, has probably the

same root as. the name for this great god Kana-loa, Tanga- roa, or Ta'a-ioa. And Hllis

(1839, YoL I t p r 334) pointed out more than a century ago: *L. .though but little light

is thus thrown on the, origin of the people, it is interesting to trace the correspondence

between the taaia or t&ngahr, first man, in Polynesia, and langaiewg^ a principal deity

among the South Americans; , . We have also mentioned that Pampa Tanga, or Tanga's

plains, is the name of a large seer ion of the coastal lowlands in Peru.. Tangalongo was the

name of a great Chilean chief at the time of Tupac Incas conquest of the southern Andes.

(Garid Iasso 1609+ BY 7, Ch. XrV,)

Kane and Kanaloa (i, e. Tune and Tangaroa) are generally considered to he two comper-

ing creator-gods, the worship of which have entered Polynesia at different times and

possibly along different routes. Through comparison with New World mythology we

have here found that rhe worship of the Great Kan a or the Great Tanga seems to have

followed the worship of Con or Tangatanga from early South Ymerica—just as the rest

of the memories of the gods and god men of the Tiki cycle— while the worship oi Kane

later reached Poh, nesia from the Northwest Coast by way of Hawaii.

Now the roots of these mythical god-names in Polynesia, Kane acid Kana, are in them-

selves so much alike as to warrant suspicion of a further source relationship. As we have

seen, several earlier writers have suggested that die art anti speech of the Northwest

Coast Indians indicate some slight influence from the early high-culture centres ol Mexico

or Central America. We have touched on the possibility that the Kwakiuil culture-hero

and sun-god Kane may embody the memory of some earl;, religious teacher from the

high-culture centres of the American continent further south* 1 Hn tine same time we

have given special attention to the much more evident possibility shat ancient Peru was

reached by a daughter-culture with primary roots among the Central \mcrican high-

cultures. If this hypothesis is correct, then the two Polynesian deities Kane and Kana(-loa)

may be the results of inspirations that emanated, along different routes and at different

periods, from one original Middle American centre, And in fact, in his study of American

Hero-M\thSj Brin con (1882, pp. i$2, 153) shows that the first day of the Maya week was

named Kmt
t
after the first Maya culture-hero Iteamna {son of Hunab Ku) who was also

known by the “surname” Kami. Kan^ which is otherwise also the Maya term for "serpent,”

their symbol For the sun or (lie sun-rays, is part also of the name of the second Maya

culture-hero, Ktthd-km
y
the “Plumed Serpent,” the bearded culture- hero who finally left

Vucatan on his Central American wanderings. To the Maya, this term Kan is also associated

with the direction “east” and the colour “yellow” (Motley 1946, cover map), and evidently

also with the Maya term “Kin, the sun, the day” (Bouton, loc. cit. p. isB). We learn from

Brim011 {Ibid., pp. nj, 15S) that Itzamna was not only known as Kami, which was the

determinative form of Afirfl, but: “Iks next most frequent title was Kin-ich-. Vwut
which

may be translated either, ‘Lord of the Sun’s Face
1

,
or ‘The Lord, the Eye of the Day 7,”

The important Maya term Kan, the name of their first culture- hero Kani/y and their word
for sun and day Kin, may well form, the missing links between the Kwakiuri sun-god

1

It is interesting to note that this in mi [grant Kwakiutl god had “hilled the double-headed serpent tu have ii im

hb belt” (Boas 193?, Ft. I. pp. t, 7), and that he used the sling (/Wtf., p„ a), typicsil piemen:* of the hijsh-culraecs to

the south.
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Kam and Katti and the Peruvian sun-god Kon with the local term for “shin -no” kana-
kamS ' 6

I'hc difficulty the mixed Polynesians tribes had in distinguishing between their various
gods, titles of gods, and deified ancestors is quite apparent, and is one of the reasons whv.
foreigners find it so hard to realize that ar bottom the Polynesians in most groups were
more monotheistic than their language might seem to indicate. An old Marquesas chief.
Tq\. Tetua, the only survivor of the formerly rich population on the isolated east coast
of Fatuhiva, strove very hard to make this clear to me. He had willingly adopted Christi-
anity, but still firmly believed in the .mythology which had come down to him from his
own stock through oral traditions and sacred songs for untold generations. When I asked
iitj how hi' could, believe in both religions he answered very wisely r “Your people and
mine speak different languages, but the meaning is the same. You say Jehovah, we sa\

1 ski. He is ilie same. You say Adam and live, \ve say Atea and Atanoa; thc\ are the same.”
The Hawaiian KepcLiuo traditions, published by Beckwith (195 a, p. 68), says of the three

supreme gods oi Hawaii, Rtwe, Aa, and Low ; “Kane was original fi the only god of
Hawaii, there was no other god, o-nly Kane. I his is l"io\v the one god came to be called
Ku and Lonu, here is the true account of these names. Ku is Kane, Lono is Kane. Ku
is not a different god, neither is Lono a different god. They were Kane, and they were
KaneT own names. They were what Kane, the god, was called in rhe chants. . . . Bur
KanaJoa was nor a god, he was a servant oj Kane. . . . He was a high priest ror Kane, and
Kanc-apua was Ids younger brother, it may be difficult ro judge to what extent 1 his

monotheistic conception is inspired from modern Christianity, as suggested b\ Buck

(
T 9-I9» P- 1 bur it is quite clear that the Polynesians themselves, in their respective

groups, had obvious difficulties in being consequent in specifying between the ranks of
r'-ie supreme gods Tanc (Kane), Tu (Ku), Tanga roa (Karmloa), Kongo (Lono), and Tiki
''ku), Through comparison with the names and titles for the supreme god (and his earthly

representative) among rhe early American high-cultures, we may he led tn suspect that

wnai was originally an essentially monotheistic idea with variety of names alluding to the

same supreme creator-god, did later stagnate in mere words to take the form v, iili which
wc meet it in Polynesia.

Ac have not, as in the other cases, found Kongo to reappear as an alternative name
lor the pre-Inca creator-god, nor have we met with the memory of this deity anywhere
else outside Fob ncsia. Yet the name may very well have been known in Peru in pre-Inca
days, since its structure is preserved as a personal name in Inca Peru. One of the legendary
Inca generals was named Otorongo (Pachacuti 1620, p, 2yib and we have just mentioned
that a great Chilean chief was named Tanga]ongo. Curongo is a place-name in Peru south

of Cajamarca.

Ahau- Han, Aufmn

J’o return to the early Maya names or Lilies for the primary cutra re-hero Itqamthj. Caw 4
or Kin-Uh-Ab$u^ wc may next turn our attention to the suffix ahau, translated above by

Hrlnton as “lord/* and representing the common title of the supreme ruler governing

1 Jn Guatemala the word ior "Heaven" is f-fw&ktm. (.IM4., p. 211.) In the Cunm speech of L'.miim.i hina means
"skill..\i", (Nord.irtskit.'ilt.l 1pi8, p, y.J
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each Maya state. As Morlcy (1946, p. l6i) writes , .ahaii, a word the sixteen rh-ccnt ary

Maya manuscript dictionaries define as ''king, emperor, monarch, prince, or great Lord /
”

In turning to Polynesia again, ir is noteworthy that the word hm was the old Hawaiian

uric for “king” or "supreme chief”, sluhau means to “rule” and “hahau" to "whip,"

“chastise”, In i.he Tuamotus the same term ban means both “to govern” and “kingdom,”

while on Ha*ter Island aho means to reign. On Mangarevaand Rarotonga m means “rule”

or “government”, and in Tahiti, hm reappears with the same meaning a^ in the Tuanustus,

In Tonga hau was the title of the ruling hierarch, and the same word reappears in Samoa

as salt, and also in Futuna and Fiji as sail, a “ling” or “chief”. The fact that the Polynesians

on all their widespread islands copied the people of the early American Maya empire by

using almost the identic title for “bug” or “supreme chief,” ha s been pointed out by

Stucker* (1937) in his comparative list of ancient American and Polynesian words. Further-

more, while describing the inegalithic ruins of Ponape in the east of the Carolines (see

Part VI), Christian, cued by Enoch (1911, p. 285), wrote: “In the inner terraced enclosure

lies the great central vault or treasure-chamber identified with the name of an ancient

monarch known as Chm-te-rexi or Cbaa-ln-lenr . Chau was the ancient Ponape word denoting

(a) the sun, (h) a king. The latter signification rallies with rhe Roturm San, a king, and the

Polynesian Hau and Anf
a king, chief. ... It is perhaps worthy of mention that the word

chaffy Ponape for sun, might seem to have some analogy with Ptm-ckm, meaning si in—in

the Qucchua language of Peru. . The identification of the ling with the sun is also an

interesting comparative element. 1

Camax, Zamal , Kama Tama

Returning once more to itzaiutta, the first and principal Maya culture- hero and son of

die supreme god Hunab Ku, we may note with Brin ton p, 157) that the name

itself is considered by some to he composite and built over the main root

“morning,” “morrow,” or %amal%am% “dawn,” “aurora.” We seem to recognize this root

varnal in the name of the Aztec god Cawax(tli), the mythical father of the tirst Aztec cul-

ture-hero and wanderer Quetzalcoatld {Ibid., p. 90.) The roots Zamti and C awax turn

up again in Peru in a related form; we have already shown that one ot the principal alter-

native names for T'ici- Viracocha, used over large stretches of the coast, was Pasba-C '(Wat

and Pacha-Cbwff. Pacha, as we have seen, meant “earth” and “world,” and was used also

in the composite name "fa- Pacha for rhe same mythical earth-father and progenitor.

M.iddendorTs Quechua dictionary (1890) translates Pacba-Cama thus: “The creator and

master of the world, name of the principal god among the ancient Peruvians.”

Thus we are left with the following series: Zamal, or “Morning/ 7 was among the Maya

1 Fornandct {rtf 7 8) sin:

-

4 , s- that in 1 lawa.it the title hast, tor riiu local high chiefs survived from the earliest island car.

Speaking of the pan-Polynesian migratory period and tli-stuTljanccs at (be opening of the present millennium, In-

writes: “Ac this |x-.rsi>d cmiirotiitcs c lie development of (he idea of a sovereign I ml or king, ku-atoi, over each of the

principal Mm ids of the uroun. . . . -after this period die word mi sippears in the legends and Melts [sorgsj. . , I mil

inclined to rhink that lEic oldest Hawaiian designation of the highesr rank of chiefs was tan, which ward meets us

with nearly rhe sitrre meaning in rhe Samoan and L iJ j
ism nifi, th* Tongan and Tahitian km, the Rarotojlgan and

M&ngaicwa hm, the Mew Zealand tphtshd-hm . .

*'

- As is. 'll-
1

: known, in .\21ec pronunciation the sounds it 'a(k\ ilium added as a favourite ending no names and words.
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the probable root in the name of their earliest wandering man-god Itzamna
; Kamiwe, or

Csmsx (tli), was among the Aztecs thefather of their earliest wandering man-god Quetzal-
coat!

;
and, again

j
Kamak or Kama (Carnot, Cama) was among the Inca the name of the

earliest wandering man-god to arrive in Peru. Zamal, Kama*, and Kama ail seem to em-
body either some linguistic or some mythical relationship to the heavenly li;rht The
Peruvian Kama was, as we have seen earlier, like its synonym Viracocha, directly as-

sociated with the sun. 1 urthermore Gusindc (1928, p. C90) show? from South America
that one ot the Arawa k tribes has a legend of two brothers who were apparently creators

ot general culture-heroes, one of them, representing the sun, was named ICatxtt. Also
LreLjuL-Monttoi't and Rivet (1926* p. 114) mention that Kawe is the sun in certain Arawak
tongues.

Taking a starting-point into the Pacific From the great solar earth-father PachiCanm
of lowland Peru, we know that Camu in some Polynesian dialects would be pronounced
unchanged as Kama (e, g. Hawaii); in others, where the ‘k

f was pronounced V, as Tama
(e- g. New Zealand). Tregear (1909, p. 13 1) quotes a myth from New Zealand. describing
how Maui had once noosed the sun and begun tobcat that deitv with an enchanted weapon.
The text goes on: “The sun screamed out, ‘Why am i smitten by you? oh man! do you
know what you are doing? Why should you wish to kill Tama mi A hlZT Thus was learnt

his
j

the sun’s] second name. So, before this, the sun was evidently known as Ra, after-

wards as The great Tama, the Fur r' Since fa is the Maori term for sun, die name of thu

smitten solar god Tama mi te Ra may be directly translated as “the great Tama, the Sun/'

Best (1922, p. 1 1) states : “The personal name for the sun, Tama-Nut ft' Ra, was in common
usage in former days...” Further (Find., p, 13): “Another name for the sun is Tama-
LTawhitL . According 10 Maori tradition, Tama as a personal name for the sun or the

sun-god must be very old anti imported into the islands from the original homeland. For
we have seen (Part 1

)
from an earlier Maori tradition that when the earliest ancestors

left the continental homeland to seek a new home across die ocean, their leader said:

'"'Me ushai tatmi i a Tama mu t& raZ Literally; "Lee us follow the great Tama, the sun.”

Best (quoted by Gatty 1943) also renders the following strophe from an old Maori song:

“The sun sags down on Tama’s path across rite changing sky. .

In his Polynesian RnUgh^ Kandy (19*7, p. 36) shows that Tama was regarded by the na-

tives of the Chatham Islands as a god with fife-giving powers. He also writes (IITT): ,

I shall quote a spell which the .Morion of Chatham Islands employed for the purpose of

reviving a fainting person

:

“*Tis the life (mauri)

’Tis the sensation (amm)

'Tis the lfjht breath (or quivering)

Of Tama, the Gteat-child-of-the-sun,

Of Tama, the only child.

Of Tama, the offspring of heaven.”

The fact that the same mythical name had a wider distribution on the islands in former

times appears from rhe following observation by St, Johnston (1921) in the Fiji group.

He mentions a “custom of respect that is used in 1 iji to high chiefs, and has sometimes
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1

in similar fashion been— quite improperly- applied by the natives to senior white officials.

That is the low long-drawn cry of

'

Tama\ literally 'Father* that is respectfully emitted by

any little knot of people when the chief passes by, He is the real descendant of their Sky-

father— for it is obviously a Polynesian-originated custom—and is therefore thus saluted;

hue the curious thing is that it is considered quite wrong to give the 'Tama after sunset.

This has not been hitherto explained, but my reading of it is that after sunset the sungod

or his representative— is nor supposed to be present at all, is hypothetical !y
absent and

invisible, so that it would be obviously wrong to recognize his presence."''

Ra—Ra

We have noted rhat Tama has survived In New Zealand as a rudimentary term, or

rather a personal name
t
for the sun, whereas ra (also raa. hi) is the general Maori -Polynesian

denomination for that same heavenly body. Handy (1937, p. tg6) writes: “it is said that

the sun was venerated in New Zealand as a god named Ra., but evidently this deity was

accorded little if any actual worship. In. jMiangaia, Ra was the sun god in mythology as in

New Zealand, and the same is true of La, called usually Tangaloa I .a, in Samoa. Onh in

the Society islands does Ra orRaa, seem to have had an actual cult. There he was appealed

ro in prayer and temples were built in his honor, and he had a considerable amount oi

prestige as a war god/ 7 The fact that the same word is connected with the sun and sun -god

also in ancient Egypt and Babylonia (Best 1523 b, p. j 5 }, has been rendered the strong

point in all the theories of Polynesian origins in the Hastern Mediterranean; It has been

regularly repeated in the arguments ot the group ot extreme dilfusionists, without much

regard for geography, 1 doubt whether the concurrence of a similar name in any other

two antipodal hemispheres would be regarded as affording conclusive proof of direct

circum-global ctmlact

,

We have seen in Parr TT that while Kase-Afe&tta was the sun-god ot the Northwest

American Hwakiuti, na~/a was their name for
1f
the sun,/

7
while Uh was also the word for

“sun” In the Kutanapo (Pomo) language of northwestern California. ?\nd with hr meaning

“sun” on the nearest islands down-stream - Hawaii — we find a direct importation of the

term into Polynesia from Kgvpt less convincing, and quite unnecessary. If figypt is in-

volved, America as at least there to form a practicable stepping-stone.

Surviving languages give no direct reason for suspecting that the term ra or la for the

“sun” was used in former Mexico. But the case seems to he somewhat different regarding

aboriginal Peru. We have seen (Parr V), with the native Peruvian chronicler Pachacuti

(ffizo), tli at tine of the many names for Viracoeha was ( Imcoelm-ra-pacha. We have re-

peatedly dealt with the names Ukam-ha (sea-foam) and Pacha (earth) which in themselves,

or in composite forms [TlCl-Viracocha, Tu-pacha, etc.), arc names for the supreme god
behind tin Tiahuanaco cult. We arc Loft, then, with Ra as one more name for the same

go il —distinct from the others in the composite name of JJiracQcba-ra-pacha^ irrespective

of whether wc divide it up as Ra-Pacha or Viramba-Ra.

We may also note that Raym or Raimi was among the Tnca the name of the principal

solar festival of the year. (Middcndorf 1^90.) Chipat Raymi was the name of the month

when the December solstice was celebrated, and Inti Raymi the month when the June sol-
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slice was celebrated with a great festival in honour of the sun. (Rowe 1946, p. uo,j /£*>/
means twilight *, “'dawn" in Quechua, and ranray “to burn

11

. (Compare “red sun”
or “cast” in New Zealand; Middendorf 1890- Rest 1924 b, p. 59.) Furthermore Markham
(
uJ IT i P* 2 ?o) writes, ot the natives in the Huatochiri province of central Peru: “These
people who spoke a dialect of Qucchua, preserved a tradition, handed down to them
Irom the megalirhic age, of the supreme god of Pirua, the 'Uira eocha

1

. To his name they
attached the words Cconi Rayac’, meaning ‘appertaining to heath The, addressed him
as ‘Cconi-rayac I ‘iracocha

1

. . As we have already seen (Part V), the' early chronicler
Avila also recorded that the Peruvians worshipped a god Cam-raya, sufficed Uiracmha.
1 .k fac : thai rh<. sun-god Cloft also carried the names Ha and Raya

i with Hjjys/i as the solar
fk s L i

v

a ! ,
ro.y. perhaps make a plausible ease lor the former usage of a root R.a with solar

significance in Peru also.

Tula 1 Kolia—Kura, Tula

We do not find die term ra or la in Aztec or Maya religious concepts* but we do find in

ancient Mexico that the term Tain is of the greatest importance in the local mythology,
as a reference either to the abode of the sun, or to the original land from which the cul-
ture-]-,crocs came. (Brinron r&Sz, pp. S2-B6, 139, 164.) As we know that fu meant “god”,
sacred

,
-in l 1 divine to the Maya, as also in Polynesia^, it is nor perhaps inconceivable

riiai the solar significance of the term is founded in a composite origin, such as T/i'-/.-,

“divine sun”.

frt/n, from which came the names TelLm and Toilet, used by the Aztecs to describe

respectively the legendary home and the race of their fair predecessors, was intimately

associated with the Quetzal coal I myths. 1 Under the heading “QMfypk&afi, the Hero of
htla

,
Bnnton {Ibid,, p. 8 2; writes; "Jiur it was not Quetzalcoatl the god, ihe mysterious

creator of the visible world, on whom the thoughts of the Aztec race delighted to dwell,

but on Quetzal coat I, high priest in rhe glorious city of Tolkn (Tula), the teacher of the
arts* the wise lawgiver, the virtuous prince, the master builder and the merciful judge. . .

.

this Tollan
,
where Quetzalcoatl reigned, is not by any means, as some have supposed,

rhe little town of Tula, still alive, a dozen leagues or so northwest from the city of Mexico;
* 11(>h indeed, anywhere upon this weary world; but it was, as the name denotes, and

as the native historian Tezozomoe long since translated it, where die bright sun lives,

and where the god of light forever rules so long as that orb is in the- sky Further {ItiiL,

p. 84): “Er is worth while re* examine the whereabouts and character of this marvellous
city of Eollan somewhat closely, ror it is a place that we hear of in the- oldest myths and
legends of man;, and different races. Not only the Aztecs, but the Mayas of Yucatan and
1 he Riches and ( .akchiqucds ol Guatemala bew ailed, m wnful songs, the loss to them of

that beam i:ul lane, and counted its destruction as a common starting point in their annals.

- , , The Books oj Chibn B-iIam, >f the Mav as, the Retardfront Tetpau . \Hthn
i
of the Cakchi-

quel:-;, and rhe Bnpol ruh.
s
National Book, ol the Riches, have much to say about TulanA

Further si ill {lhU. t p, 164): “Again, one of the Maya chroniclers— ih&L translated by Pin

1
llri.iii >si {Ibid,

y p, s6} wrircs: "‘The natives of the

sjallply means, ‘those who ckvL-l] ir: Toil m\”
city ot Tuk were from if 5 nanus, the Te/fesa, u'hieh
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Perez and published by Stephens in his Travels Iff Yacafat—opens with a distinct reference

to TVd and Afow*/, names inseparable from the [Aztec] Quetzal coatl myth/' Abo {Ibid.,

p r ^); “The most venerable traditions of the Maya race claimed for them .1 migration

from ‘ToMan in Zuyva/ ‘Thence came we forth together/ says the Kiche myth, ‘them

was the common parent of our race, . . .
' Finally {Ibid., p. 86): “Montezuma, when he

heard of the arrival of the Spaniards, exclaimed, ‘it is Quetxalcnat!, returned from Tula.
5 ”

Throughout Ms description and discussion ot this important Mayan and Aztec place

of divine origin, hr inton {Ibid., pp. ft 2- 86, 159, 164) strives to identity the term with the

mythical place of light, the home of the sun. In Peru the Inca do nor seem to have pre-

served this word as a correspondingly sacred place-name in their own myths. The reason

for this may perhaps be that some of the Incas’ principal enemies had already monopolized

the name, oral least a doseh related form, to describe their own old abode in the Titicaca

basin. Wc recall that earl 1

. Spanish chroniclers refer to Lake I nieaca as
:

’a lake in The

C&ttafF , Wc may add that the territory to the north of the lake is called Kotkn. Here arc the

pre-Inca ruins of Pukara, where the only immigrant survivors from the deluge presumably

had first camped, being later perpetuated in stone statues by Viracocha in memory of this

event, (Sec Part V.) VakfUccl (193 j.p, 2j) shows that the real name for this territory of

K&llatf is actual! v
- l

KoiLi-wa\ the “land of the Kolia”. Toe Territory of the proper Kolia-

people is today joined on the south by the Urit land around the shores of Lake Titicaca,

and on the north by the Karin territory south of Cuzco. T '['he Kana people, we recall (from

Part VI), intended to stone Tici-Viracocha when he passed through en route from Tialiu-

anaco to Cuzco and the Pacific coast, but they recognized Ids divine power and built him

a bearded statue later found by the Spaniards to resemble St. Bartholomew.

The importance of the Col la in the former Titicaca basin .is quite apparent. Referring

to the secondary Inca introduction of the Qutchua language in the Andes, Means (tcjzq a,

p, jcxv) claims that “the language of the earlier period in the mountains was Kolia/’

In its wider sense Oolla is used to describe the Ayrnira people occupying the whole Titi-

caca area, including most of the Bolivian plateau and the southern highlands of Peru,

The prehistoric demarcation lines between the Colb (or Aymara) language and the l ru

(or Puquina) tongue is nor. quite dear, as both seem to have varied in extent and impor-

tance over large areas in the Peru-Bolivian highlands around Tiahuanaco. Many archreo-

loeists. who consider Tiahuanaco to have been built by local mountain Indians without

influence or inspiration from outside, credit this cult-site anti the entire pm- Inca Ilowering

of culture at Titicaca entirely to the work of the Coda. (JL g, Ryden 1949.) The fact that

ihc term Coll a was already in widespread use as an important pre-Inca name, applied partic-

ularly to the earl) occupied Andean territory around Pucara, would not encourage the

later Inca to reverence the term to the same extent as the Aztec, Maya and their neighbours

reverenced t'uhi and To//a??, the home of their early ancestor-gods.

But when we now turn across the Pacific, wc find this same old American term spread

all over Polynesia, from Tula in Samoa to Kura in Easter Island, from i '/a in Hawaii to

l Td iit Tahiti and Kura in New Zealand. Everywhere the word appears with the primary

significance “red”, “golden” ,
“light”, or “light-beam”. In the Marquesas the fair branch

of the local ancestors were specially referred to as Knra
i
a term often applied to die ruddy

1 See “Tribal and Linguistic Distributions of Snuib Aiiiiwicft”, in Steward tyjo. Map, iK,
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colour of sun-burned Europeans, ill Polynesia,. Kara or Tula is often associated also with
the east; thus an trireme eastern cape in Samoa is termed Maia-Tuk, “Eyes of '7W\ or
f acing Tula But in parr? of Polynesia there is much more significance in this particular

word, Hammond (1924, p. 21 1) shows that to the Maori tins term has an “intensely
sacred character”. He writes; “Whenever the term 'Kura occurs in the structure of a

word, or in the name of a place, it usually indicates a sacred derivation,
, , , One reason

for the absence of the word— in its sacred sense — from any Maori lexicon, is the fact that it

]s one of the basic words in the fabric of Maori superstitions, and could not he discussed
ot even named except under sacred conditions,” 1

The extent and limitalkm of the sun-worship

When we review the Andean Con-Tid-Viracocha myths we find that the ancient

Peruvian solar religion cannot justly be referred to as pure sun-worship. In fact, the*

claim has been raised in some quarters (.Means iyzo a, p, >7; etc,} that only the Incas were
toe actual spreaders of tOc genuine sun-cult in Peru, the pre-Inca religion having been
essentially an ancestor-cult focused above all around a creator-god. We It aye seen, how-
ever, that this creator-god under bis various names h inti-match associated with the

appearance ot the light and the sun, and that some of his pre Inca names are related to

the terms tor these conceptions. The relationship between the creator-god and the sun
is also apparent from numerous Tiahuanaeo works of art, nor tease the central figure on
the monolithic Gateway of the Sun. Evidently in later Inca time the sun itself was raised

to a much greater importance, but even then not as the sole supreme deity. Rowe (1946,

pp. 293, 234) gives us the following basic structure of the Inca religion:

Creator. The greatest god was the Creator, a being without beginning or end,

who created all die other supernarional beings, animals, and men, anil ruled them verv

much as the Itun Emperor ruled his Empire, . , . Yiracocha, the Creator, was the theoretical

Source of all divine power, bur the Indians believed that He had turned over die administra-

tion u! his creation to a multitude of assistant supernatural beings, whose influence on
human affairs was consequently more immediate. He lived in rhe heavens, and appeared
to men a; crises. He was also a culture hero, as it was believed that after the creation He
had journeyed through the country teaching people how to live and performing mi rades.
He finally reached Manta {in Ecuador), and set off across the Pacific Ocean walking on
the water. 7he Sm.— The most important: servants of the Creator were the sky gods,

headed by the Sun, who was believed to he the divine ancestor of the Inca dynasty, . . .

Although a verv important power in hua religion, the Sun was merely one of many great

powers recognized in official worship, and his importance was more theoretical than real/'

The seemingly paradoxical fact that the Inca religion also was basically monotheistic

1 VVc may repeat that in Ncsv Zealand ra-mwor "red-" or "go!dcn-$un" « tme <vl the il-ihs for and ihai in

TVtii (Qucchua) tatoray means "to burn";, and add kerfi that #rw is- rhe Tahitian word for a "flame” or a "glow’",

It is :'i Isn interesting rh.it thu term irttw, \ehh the significance “golden" and
££
5hinirm‘\ was applied by some Pok-

:"icsi,i" rribes to “i-'jccal
''

•.vln.-ii clrst conFroated with this s-uhsr.isioe among Hus- mcarts, The Inca term for "fibJd”

was kart. (MidiJcodorf 1 H90.I
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in spite of a vivid belief in secondary astral and other elementary gods, ancestor-gods,

and a number of super-naturals, recall what we found inside Polynesia- 1

The argument is occasionally raised by Pacific anthropologists that the Polynesians

were not actual sun-worshippers in the way the Incas were. This is true, but the very same

statement is equally often made by Americanists when thtprt-tew religion is compared to

that of Inca time.' Although the continental pre-Inca and the early settlers of Polynesia

were less genuine sun-worshippers than the subsequent Peruvians in Inca time, the reli-

gions importance attributed to the sun, and especially to the sun's human personification,,

and man’s descent from light, cannot quite be overlooked.

To look first at the Inca mode of worship, we may note that Beozoni (1565 » A J47X

who has a better reputation tor his technical drawings (Plate LlX 5)
than for his ability

t(, penetrate the Inca mind, wrote in early historic times: “Although these people hold

communication with the devil, they reverence the sun as their principal deity. When either

the chiefs or the priests wish 10 ask some favour of him, they go in the morning at sunrise

to the top of a Eight of stone steps made on purpose* holding their heads down, clapping

their bands, then rubbing them, then raising them as il they wished ro touch bun, re-

peating some of their prayers and ashing for what they want of hi in.

On the nearest island down the current analogous hand-motions accompanied the

same type of prayers when the European discoverers arrived, V, e have seen that Behrens

and Roggeween wrote about the early Plaster Islanders: “In the early morning we looked

out and could see from some distance that they had prostrated themselves towards the

rising sm and had kindled some hundreds of fires, which probably betokened a morning

oblation to their gods.
77 And A . .we noticed only chat they kindk lire in front of certain

remarkably tall figures they set up; and, thereafter squatting on their heels with beads

hewed dwn, they bring the palms of their bands together ami aitemcMy raise and fewer them,”

(Italics by T, H-)

When Routledge (1919, p. 223) later collected the dan names on Easter Island, she

found most to U- solar, like: “Sun,” “Sun-rise
” “Red of Sun-down,” “Rainbow,” and

Rudiments of former beliefs in a solar descent have already been cited from many of

the Polynesian islands. Wc have in this respect seen how Ellis (1829, Voh I, p. 1 la) com-

pared the Tahitian solar origin of Tiki (Ti’i) with that of Manco Capac in Inca Peru, not

being aware that the pre-Inca progenitor ol Manco Oipac himself was called Jici. Henry

also (1928, p. 409}, in rendering the Tahitian myth on the “Birth of the Demigods,”

shows that the great divine progenitor of Tahitian royal lines spoke of himself as “Maui-

tpi-ti’i, son of the Sun”. In another old Tahitian myth the sun itself is also referred to as

the father of Msmi-ti’i-tiT {/bid., p. 431.) We recall that the latter was the ancestor, and

mvthical fisherman, generally famed for Ills original 'catch' of Polynesia,

1 Means (1531, pn, 457— 439) bys- translated $1 number of tin;, original Inca prayers and songs collected by d*e caib

chrnfuclcja, including the following oru- rceomed by Molina:. "O conquering Vlraeochs" Ever-present Viraeocha.-

Thfj j vrhi.i ait without equal upon the earth. I Them who art from Ihc beginnings 0} the: world until 11s end. 3 horn

[311vest life mil valour to men, saying, ‘Let ibis he :j m.m. Anti to the woman, iaying* Let this hfc a u oman. 1 hou

matfcst them tod gavost them being. Watch over them, that they may Uve in health and in peace. Thou who ait in

rhe highest heavens. And among the clouds of the temptic. Cl rant them Long Utc. And accept iSiis our sacrifice,

O Creator.”
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MythieaJ rishil)S Eccne iCOnd^nijsbiC :>tt from the Chimu territory, Nerrh Peru. (From U-ichc 1944.1

I-ornander (JSjSj \ol. I, p. 44) quotes a Tahitian legend which says that Hiro, the
hm kinS of thc Society island Raiatci, was the great grandson of Raa/rhe sun. He adds
i hac on ihe island n: I upai in the same group ’’the sun was worshipped under (lie nanx-
of La or Ran,” and aw# was dedicated to him. On Borahora the god Kaa was a secondary
deity, (Ibid.) We have just seen that in Mangaia and New Zealand too, Ra was a sun-god
in mythology, and so also in Samoa, where the name appears as Tangaloa La. (Handy
i?' p- 1CM bomander has also shown us rhat in rhe Hawaiian group the major god 'fane
(Kane) was identifiable with the sun, As Best (1324 h, p. 57) stares: “This writer also
clearly shows that the Hawaiians knew’ Tane as represc crime the sun, and adds that of-

ferings were made to ••dm. Fornander believed, however, that this sun-worship had
faded away prior to the entry of the Polynesians into the Pacific area, or nearly so.” To
rhls Best (Ibid) Supplies the following argument concerning New Zealand. “There is

abundance oi evidence that 'lane represents light, and that his name of Tane-le-waiora
represents him as the source of rhe sunlight, which is the welfare of all things.” In his

monograph on Ytaon Religion and Best (//Vrf,, p. 5 9) ends his discussion on
T.mc ly. saving: ^ L‘ no^ see why ii ts that the Maori lias been said by many writers
us have had no concepsion of a sun deity, fha? he practised no form of sun-worship, chat
he showed no reverence for rF^t important luminary. Ir is because he personified the sun
iri lane, because he discarded, in rhis connection, the ordinary word denoting the sun, r,v,

and elevated it to a high place in the Maori pantheon under a different name/*
{ u nrran to Buck (1343, p, 50®)* who claims that ^stronger proof is necessary” to war

rant rhe claim that J anc in New Zealand had any connection with the sun such as Kane in
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Hawaii, Best argues {1925 b, p. 15): “Such writers enlarge on the absence of evidence

of a sun cult in Polynesia arid New Zealand, whereas both regions teem with such evi-

dence," The native Maori Hare Herngi (1920, p. 26) writes in his paper on “The Cods of

Maori Worship”: “To ns on this sublunary sphere. Tine is a most important member of

these Sons of Light; for the symbol of Tilne is the Sun, our Sun. Time is essentially our

Lord of the Yean”

The correct interpretation is probably that rendered by Handy (1927, p. icy) in his

Pohmsititi Religion* under the caption “Time, God of Light and Male Yivifier.” He writes:

“Tanc may have been The personified form of the sun' as Best puts it, or it may be said

that the sun was a symbol of the god, as Hongi lias it, but Polynesian religion was not a

Tun cult’.”

Best (1921, p. i j) also says of New Zealand: “In one old myth the name of Hiringa is

applied to the sun in connection with the singular belief that the sun represents know

ledge the higher kinds of knowledge,” Further (1924 c, p, 1 iS): “An old Hast Coast

Maori once remarked to the writer that the West Coast natives could not possibly possess

so much knowledge as those of the eastern side of the island because they were further

from the sun.” 1

The Tahitian reference to Maui-TPi-TiTs far her as fjihi-ra
y
“Rav-oh the-sun” (Luomala

1940, p. 36)., reminds us of the following statement by Hongi (1918-, p. 162): “'..the

Maori taught that solar rays piercing the warm [mother-jearrT brought forth the

man—Tane-Tiki
,

,
. This belief in a solar origin of the first man is also born our

by the old Maori saying, collected by White and quoted by Best (1922, p. 13): “Proceed;

here indeed h nur ancestor, the Manu-i-tc-ra (a personal name of the sun), standing

abov e.

It is interesting to note that Schirren (1B56, pp. 156-168) nearly a century ago analysed

the earliest New Zealand traditions dealing with the migrations that preceded the arrival

of the Maori fleet from Flawaiki. lie came to tlic strange conclusion that the\ were all

allegories, because they referred to westward migrations with the sun, and accordingly bad

no historic value in tracing Polynesian migrations, as they were apparently based on an

earlier sun cult!

Among the Morin r is of the Chatham Islands also there were distinct vestiges of a for-

mer sun-worship and belief in solar descent. Their principal gods are given by Skinner

(1923, p. 5c) as “Wai-o-rangi, father of the Universe, and Tami-te-ra, the sun-god,” and

we have seen earlier how the itrst Europeans to arrive were confused with messengers

from the sun; also how the attendant of a dying Morion “held the head of the dying

man in the hollow of bis arm, and, pointing to the sun, spoke as follows; Ascend direct

above to the beams of ihc sun, to the rays of the morning, , . „to the source, to the

sum. . ...”

Rivers (1915, p, 451) and Best (1924 b, p. 59) quote Gill on the traces of an ancient

Tolar cull/ in Mangaia in the Cook Islands. Here again both Tane and Tanga roa, the

father of the local fair-heads, seem to have been identified with rtvc sun, In tact Gill (1876,

1 W<: recall ilistt the Maon schools were called. IHW-AVit “House of Light” and they Vrcie builr tv Aoc ihc sun.

"
I heir studies cvmnvt-inxd jtt the- lining <>f the sun, and ended when the sun ivAched its (Sc. Johnston

If)2T
; p. Sj.)

47 tityerdahl
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Pctrotflyphs from the Society Islands, probably represenring ihe personified Sun voyaging in a moon-shaped
vessel. (From Emory L y 3 3 .

j

Compare figures on page jHy and page ^ jS.

p. 13} quotes the following strophe from a sacred Mangaian chant, referring to the Light-

haired natives on the island ;

"‘The fair-haired children of Tangaroa

Doubtless sprung from dazzling Light.”

From Fukapuka in the same group Beaglehole (1938, p, 311) speaks of a god, Kanitaka,

who controlled the sun and was supposed to live there,

Grimble (193 c p. 20C) speaks of traces of sun-worship in the Gilbert Islands, as seen,

for instance in the kmii ritual which was performed on great-stone platforms at dawn
while facing the sunrise. Scasr (1855 a) writes, rendering a Tokelau (Union Group) tradi-

tion, that these islands “would seem to have been peopled from some source where the

inhabitants bad been accustomed to offer human sacrifices to the sun, or else that they

themselves did so at that rime,” Means (7931, p, 432) stares of Peru that according to

local traditions it had been common, prior to the rise of the Incas to power, to offer

human sacrifices to the sun, (Or, also page 697, ft, a.)

In conclusion we may state that a moderate former sun-worship consisting essentially

in a belief in an original human de-scent from a solar progenitor—can be traced f ere and

there throughout Polynesia, although the modern Maori-Polynesians have generally

transferred the veneration for the sun to the creator-god or to the ancestral men-gods
who were the sunT earthly representatives. This was precise! 1,' the nature and extent of

the sun-worship in ancient Peru, also, although in the recent Inca, period the actual worship

of the sun itself assumed an importance greatly exceeding that of the former period oi the

Con and Tici worship.

The deluge story

Early myths and religious conceptions in widespread areas of Polynesia include references

ro a man -destroying flood, in which, for some reason or other, the world was submerged

by the sea, (Handy 1927, p. 15.) This event is attributed to the earliest period of

human existence, before the commencement of local genealogies and actual Polynesian

history, and in its construction and enrire content it is readily distinguishable from

the traditional accounts of locally experienced tidal waves, such as are well known, e. g.

trom the Tuamotu Islands. (Damelsson 1931, p. 1 e z \ etc,)
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El Els (1829, Vol. I, p. 386) wrote: “Traditions of the deluge, the most important event

in reference to the external structure and appearance of our globe that has occurred since,

its creation, have been found to exist among the natives of the South Sea Islands, from

the earliest period of their history, , - , In one group the accounts stare, that in ancient times

Taatroa, the principal god, (according to their mythology, the creator of the world),

being angry with men on account of their disobedience to his will, overturned the world

into the sea, when the earth sunk in r he waters, . . The same author compares the

aboriginal version of the Raiatean, Tahitian, and Hawaiian deluge stories, and although

embodied in different allegories, he finds in all that “the inundation is ascribed to the

rising of the waters of the sea, In each account, the anger of the god is considered as the

cause of the inundation of the world, and the destruction of its in habitants.'

”

Turner (i®6i, p. 249) found a few traces of the deluge story also in Samoa, Lust none as

elaborate as those of the Society Islands. Also the Maoris hdd belief in a great flood

which occurred in the early mythical period, and was referred to as Parawbmmww . Ac-

cording to the Maori myth already cited from White (1889, Vol. I, p. 173), this great

flood was sent by Tanc to punish men because they had forgotten to worship him. Nearly

all mankind perished, but the world was repeopled by a few who escaped on a raft {moki).

Wc have already quoted the description of how the survivors, at the source of the River

Tohinga in the homeland, had built themselves a wide log-raft of light-timbered wood
lashed together with lianas and ropes,, and covered with a. house lull of food, tern-root,

htfmra
7
and dogs. (See Part VIII.) As Beckwith (1932, pp. 34-36) shows, the Hawaiian 5

have a similar version, according to which the god Kane got jealous because his people

led a wicked site, and so he punished mankind through a world-destroying flood. Some
survivors who boarded a large craft which was ‘Tike a chief's house”, escaped to the

human creation-centre of Kahtn’n Kahiki in the ancestral Fatherland, " where man lived

again.” Fornander (1878, Vol, I, p. 88) also deals with the Hawaiian flood myths, and

adds: “In many of the Polynesian groups, there still exist legends of a flood in which

the majority of mankind perished, while only a few escaped,” He shows that in the Ha-

waiian group there are several versions of the flood— Kar-a-K&htnalit — one approaching

nearly to the Marquesas Island “Chant of the Deluge” tc-fat-toko^ others indicating

corruption of the original legend in a similar manner to the Fiji and Raiatea versions

ot The same myth. Whereas the Hawaiian^ speak of “a large vessel with a house on top

of it”, which after the deluge carried the new progenitor of mankind to safety in “a large

and extensive country”, the Marquesan account lets a few people survive to repopulate

the earth by building a “big, deep bouse of wood”, that stood above the waters as the

ocean overflowed and destroyed the dry earth.

The basic similarity of the Polynesian deluge stories to the Hebrew and Chaldean

versions was naturally taken by Fornander as farther support of his theory of Polynesian

origins in Southern .Arabia. Yet he admits that the Polynesian versions arc not derived

either from the Hebrew or Chaldean accounts, nor from the Arlan legends, but lie sug-

gests a missing link in some now lost traditions on the subject among “the Cushite-prc-

}ok lanite Arabs”, Several early missionaries on the islands, including Ellis (1829, Vol I,

p. 393) was struck by the same conformity between their own Mosaic account of the

deluge and the man-destroying water in Polynesian mythology, and in consequence they

ApnoTjqrq
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turned to the Old World in the hope of finding a migration route that could have con-
vened the deluge story our of the antipodal Asia Minor. Bur Ellis was at the same time
sufficiently lamiliar with the New World mythology to realize that corresponding accounts
were widespread there too. He therefore adds {Ibid,, p, 394): “the safety which the proge*
ri toxs of the Peruvian race ate said to have found in caves, or the summits of the moun-
tains, when the waters overflowed the land, bears a resemblance to the Tahitian; and that
4.it the Mexican, in which Cuxcox, or Tczpi, and his wife were preserved in a bark, cor
responds w L 1. h the J la wai i a 11 t radition.

W|

Joyce (19 t 2, n, 167} writes ; "A tradition of a great deluge seems to have existed through-
out the highlands of Peru, as in ( lolombia. Most of the legends place it prior to rite coming
of Uiracocha. , Wc may add that the deluge story seems to have been even more im-
portant in the Andean area than in Polynesia. Molina (ij 70-84) wrote of the Incas: M . ,

they had a full account of the deluge. The) say that all people and all created things

perished in it, inasmuch as the water rose above the highest mountains in the world 3 ’

We have seen with the same chronicler (Part V) that the only survives saved their lives

in a wooden “box”, and that on the order of the Creator-god they settled as tmfimas
(colonists) in "Tia I IuanacoT

Gamboa (1572, p. *9) was told by the early Incas that, as punishment by Vlxacocha
for their sins, the first men on earth were destroyed: A . , some were swallowed up by the

earth, others by the sea, and over all there came a general flood which thev call unu paebst-

ciitl
7
-which means 'water that overturns the land

3

. They say chat it rained 60 days and nights,

chat it drowned all created tilings, and that there al one remained some vestiges of those

who were turned into stones, as a memorial of the event, and as an example to posterity,

in the edifices of Pucara, which, is 60 leagues from Cuzco. Some of the nations, besides

the Cuzcos, also say that a few were saved from this flood to leave descendants for a

future age. Each nation lias its special fable which is told by its people, of how their first

ancestors were saved from the waters of the deluge/*

Andagoya (1541-46, p, 67), Zarate (ijjj, Co. X) T Avila (1608, pp. 152-134), Pachacuti

'A 6 zo, pp, j, S), and several other early chroniclers dwell upon the various Peruvian

versions of the deluge. The latter narrated—as in the aforesaid version from Tahiti

—

that some Peruvian ancestors sought refuge in caves and lulls. At the time of local dis-

covery, Andagoya (kc, fit, p, 14) also narrated a flood myth from rkc Panama Isthmus,

according to which some few people escaped in a canoe to re-people the world. To the

north of Panama the deluge story is equally widespread among the aboriginal nations,

particularly among the early Mexicans, who associated ir with their ancient mvths of the

lost home of the gods in the distant easterly ocean. Prescott (1847, p. 106) draws a parallel

between this Mexican deluge 5ton and that of Inca Peru, and again, Mi a filing (1902, p. 75)

compares both of them unitedly with those preserved in Polynesian mvihologv- His

conclusion is: " The deluge myths of the Indians agree fundamentally with those of the

Oceanians. They diverge only in insignificant points.”

1 The tc.M gjvti ‘

I i.!w:i";ui” in the plate of “
i ahhian” and «Vf wn*,- hut this « an obvious mj&pribt

,
may be

judgtd from his previous pages.
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The sacred water of the Sun-god

The belief in a beneficent effect of the sprinkling or use of certain sacred water was

intimately associated with Polynesian religion, Pomander (187S, Vol. I, p. nt>) writes:

* (Thc use of these holy waters was of the highest antiquity, and universal throughout

Polynesia. . . . A custom so universal, so deep-rooted, must have existed previous to the

arrival of rhv Polynesians in the Pacific.” The latter supposition is also supported by

Polynesian traditions, which insist that a sacred fountain, made by or belonging io the

Sun god, existed in the land whence their ancestors arrived. Thus Lhc same author {Ibid.

,

p, 7 5) writes: “The Aina wai A h(n a Kern, or, as it is more generally called in the legends.

Ami nwi-ola a Kane, ‘die Living water of Kane/ is frequently referred to cn the Hawaiian

folk-lore. According to traditions this spring of life, or living water, was -a running stream

or overflowing spring, attached to or enclosed in a pond.
4

It was beautifully transparent

and clear* Its hanks were splendid. It had three oudets; one for Kit, one for Kane, and

one for Lono, and through these outlets the fish entered into the pond. If the fish of the

pond were thrown on die ground or into the ore, they did not die; and if a man had. been

lolled and was afterwards sprinkled over with this water, he did soon come to life again,”

Further, with reference to the Samoan memory of the Fatherland: “In this ancestral

home of Pith-fu the Samoans also located that famous spring, or 'life- giving water
1

,

W'iiPofa, which was such a prominent element in the ancient creed of all the Polynesians/*

Fomander found no Malay counterpart to this venerated Polynesian fountain of the

Sun-god— with its spring and pond of crystal-dear, beneficent water—and the myth

again leads him to the distant Chaldeans and their belief in a post mortem; “water of

life”. But he adds as a marked distinction {ImtL y p. -79) : “The Chaldeans placed iheir

waters of life in the realm of the dead; the Polynesians placed theirs in paradise.”

It our identification of the Polynesian paradise is correct, ir concurs with TicAs venerated

centre of creation in the Titicaca basin, and the fountain should be a local pre-Inca concep-

tion or religious shrine.

\X'e know from early Spanish accounts that the Inca Peruvians, at the rime when the

Europeans arrived, believed in rhe magical power of certain sacred water which was kept

in special bowls and fonts for religious ceremonies. Among the shattered ruins 01 Tiahu-

anam are some megaliths distinctly carved as ceremonial fonts, presumably intended for

a similar religious purpose. Illustrating one stone- container about twelve feet square,

carved in masterly fashion. Inwards (1884, p, 29} writes: “In favour of its being a font

is the following passage from Salcomayhua [Pachacuti], tn which he even gives the name
of the stone used for the purpose of a kind of baptism.

L

Il is said that the Ynca sent men
to search for the place called Titicaca where the great Tonapa [the bearded pre-Inca

creator] bad arrived, and that they brought water thence to pour over the infant Ynca
Ituca, while they celebrated the praises of Tonapa.. In the spring on the top of the rocks

1 he water was in a basin called eeapaeromd qmspmnw mu (words signifying rich-joy-crystal

drops-water).; future \ncas caused this water to be brought in a bowl called cun-cau^a

(Golden Rock), and placed before them in the middle of the Square of Cuzco called

/ htiuay. Pata Cusi-puta, where they did honour to the water that had been touched by
Tonapa,”
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Spence (7913, p. 270} writes from the same legendary birth-place of the sun: "The most
sacred of the Peruvian shrines, however, was Titicaca, an island on the lake of that name,
. . , On Titicaca there arc the. ruins of an extensive palace which commands a splendid
view of the surrounding barren country, A great bath or tank is situated half-way down
a long range of terraces supported by cut stone masonry, and the pool, 40 feet long by 10,

and 5 fecr deep, has similar walls on three sides. Below this tank the water is made to

irrigate terrace after terrace until it falls into the lake.”

There were hardly two such springs enclosed in baths or basins on the dry and rocky
Titicaca Island, and we may assume that the above-described pre-Inca ruins represent

the vestiges of the bearded Tonapa’s sacred spring, with the basin referred to by the

Inca as “rich- joy-crystal drops- water''. \nd since die Incas sent messengers who had to

cover 3co miles each way to bring sacred water to Cuzco from Tonapa’s spring on Titicaca

Island— a pilgrimage that continued through Inca times, centuries after the Titicaca and
Tiahuanaco culture had died out—one may well assume that the Tiahuanaeans in their

days made a similar pilgrimage for the short distance from their settlement to the island.

Tiie more so since the island culture and that of Tiahuanaco were closely associated, and
since the island palace and rank were constructed and in actual use la Tiahuanaco times.

Thus, as far as we can judge from archeology and Inca history, there was on Titicaca

Island a venerated shrine in the form of a spring, enclosed in a pond and touched by the

bearded creator-god himself, in the very place where he had first created the sun and the

moon and let them ascend into the sky, l. nril historic times the Peruvians reverenced this

particular spring, and bad sacred water from its basin transported all the way to Cuzco,

The Inca referred to it as Ccapawbama Onhpisnfut l ;w, *Tidvjoy-crystal drops-water”,

where the last term, l Aw, means “water”. This is interesting, since the Easter Island

word tor water is also unu.

Best (4925 c, p. 106} wrrites: “In W. 1 . 3 . WestervelTs ‘Legends of Old Honolulu' h one

entitled ‘The Water of Life of Kane/ in which it is shown (hat the bulk of the Hawaiian
folk believed Ka Wai ola a Kane ro be real waters that existed in the form of a lake situated

in some tar off land, ' As Best {Ibid.) like lornandcr, shows, they even had a distinct legend

to the ctleet that this land was to the cast ol Polynesia. One of the early forefathers wanted

to sail in search of this ancestral water. “In order to obtain it, he was instructed to proceed

straight to the rising sun.” Thrum (1929, p, 93} records the same location towards the rising

sun; and Emerson (1909, p. zjB) recorded the following sacred mk from Hawaii:

“A query, a question,

1 put to you:

\X here is the water of Kane ?

At the eastern gate

where 1 hie sun comes in at Ilazhae

There is the water of Kane.”

As Emerson, shows, Hathai: is a portal through which the sun was supposed to enter

in 1 he morning.

To the Andean people, Titicacawas nor only the original birth-place of the sun, hut when

Tici Viracodia founded Tiahuanaco, he let both the sun and the moon ascend to heaven
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from the sacred island in. this great lake. The twin islands of Titicaca and Koati were there-

fore also known to the early Spaniards as the Island of the Son and of the Moon. To the

Polynesians the great lake in the Fatherland {Tapti-tai-rw), as well as the life-giving spring

and its pond (Wai-oia), were generally referred to as shrines or possessions of the sun-god.

Best (1923 c, p, 10;) shows that in Maori mythology the moon also has its birth-place

in the water of Wai-nl& a Kane, pronounced by the Maori as Wahra a Tam. White (1S&9,

VoJ. I, p. 14a) emphasises this aspect of Maori tradition, and writes: “When the moon

dies she goes to the living water of T-ane— to the great lake of A-ewa [Wander] to the

water which can restore all* even the moon to its path into the sky
T

'

Kahlki-Kuy whence man reached Polynesia

According to Maori Polynesian tradition, the spring with, the sacred life-giving water

was reachable even by contemporary mortals provided they eould manage the voyage eastwards

across ihe sea, to the foreign land towards the sunrise, where it was still located, k was in a

land foreign to the present island tribes, but it was “in that ancient, well- remembered,

and often-quoted home of the Polynesians ... situated in KahfkJ-kxy .
(Pomander

iSvSj Yoi. 1, p, tot.)

Kahiki, or Kahiki-ku (Sacred Kahiki), is, of all Polynesian allusions to the earliest

Fatherland, the name most widely and commonly employed. Kahiki was the mainland

home of the first godlike men who became the island discoverers, the home of the Tiki

and Taranga family, and the place where true man was created. In Polynesia (as in Peru)

the Flood must, however, have antedated the actual ancestral “creationA tor a Polynesian

legend states that it was not until after that primary man-destroying catastrophe that the

survivors in. their vessel first “landed and dwelt in Kahiki-hmua- kek, a large and extensive

country.
M

(Ibid., p. cjt.) 1 From that initial arrival after the food — that is through tine

scene of human creation and ah successive events until Maui-Tiki-Tiki and his contem-

poraries settled flte islands in the Polynesian Ocean-- did the forefathers of the islanders

reside on the great mainland of Kahiki
y which was said to border directly on the ocean,

(Ibid., p. to i, etc.)

We have seen in Part III that in New Zealand and several islands of Polynesia proper

—

but not in Hawaii— the natives possess distinct traditions to the effect that the secondary

invasion of the islands came at the beginni ng of the present millennium by way of a group

of islands termed Hmeaiki, and located in the north. Thus began the actual Maori-Poly-

ncsian period. But before this event, and associated with the gods and god-like men of the

earliest legendary island era, wc hear the numerous references to the glorious kingdom of

Kahiki.

Percy Smith (1910 a, p, zi6) writes: “I judge from Pomander that the Hawaiian? have

no tradition of any Hawaiki in the. Pacific, but in their word Ka-hiki wc may probably

trace the name Fiji as well as Ttt-hUi” In spite of this, relationship in name, none of these

three places arc geographical! y identifiable one with the or her. From the numerous

1

TjfcY recall kh» a peculiar aspect of both Peruvian anil Pol ynesiiin mythology that some people ivcic said to have

lived in obscurity and darkness even before ihe creation of sunlight and. the proper ancestral tribes.
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references to Kantki ku it is clear that it is no circutimavigabie island, but n subdivision
of a vast continent, with ocean only on one side, It is referred to in other Polynesian
dialects also as Tawhiti and Tebri, We may therefore well assume that Fiji (properly: Viti),

as well as Tahiti in the Society Group, have both taken ihcir names from this same mythical
source, the sacred Kahiki-ku of songs and traditions. In analysing the etymology of this

early mythical name, Percy Smith {Ibid*, p, m) came to the following interesting con-
clusion: “Ta is a prefix of a causative nature, Whiti, or Hiti, is to rise up, as the sun, and
also means the cast.” In fact, all through Polynesia, from Easter Island to Fiji, from
Hawaii to New Zealand, we meet the word hid, viti, bite, whiti, ftft, and Hi, always meaning
“sunrise ’, 'east , or “towards the east”. Gill (1676, p. 17), and with him also Stctnen (1955,
p. 19), reached the very same conclusion as Smith on the etymology of this ancient place-

name, giving it as a composite of a causative and the Polynesian word for “east”. 1

Although apparently no-one has denied this significance of the name for the place of
Polynesian origins, yet none have said what remains to be said: that through all the nu-
merous allusions to their forefathers living in and coming from Ka-htki, the Polynesians

have told us in theit own plain words that they have Hud in and cam fr®m the east, “The
East” was their former Fatherland,

Ir may here be inferred that the Polynesian reference to an origin in the east might pos-

sibly be just as misleading as the westward Itineraries of the departing souls (see Part I), as

t could be a purely religious conception based on the rudimentary belief in a solar origin

ot toe duels. I o this we may answer that there is a graphic distinction between Polynesian
Information pertaining to immaterial spirits and that relating to seafaring ancestors. Those
ol the Polynesians who let their departed spirits follow in the trail of the setting sun were
cO undent that they would enter toe gateway at Huehae in the east next morning, and thus

lind the way to paradise with the sun as guide. But Kahiki itself was only secondarily a
tempting home for returning Spirits; it was above all a real land, the designation of a distant

mountainous mainland bordering on the Polynesian ocean, whence mankind migrated ro

the present occupied groups. There are even some few legends which claim that certain

earlv heroes made a return visit lo Kahiki, As we have just seen (with Best and Thrum)
their steering orders were then to direct their bows “to the rising sun”, V distinct tradition

to this effect is also recorded from the Marquesas, in an account of a visit to TefitL {Fits

is the Marquesas pronounciabon of hihi, “east” and te is their definite article.) In his

MarqmsaH Legends, Handy (1930, a p. 13 1) narrates that a party of “men. women and
children embarked in a double canoe of extraordinary size, which was named kaahua.

Setting out on their long expedition from I he Marquesas group “they sailed east, and finally

reached a land called Tetili. Some of the explorers remained at this, land, while others

returned to Puamau on 1 KaahuaV* As there is no land short of Pacific South America,

ro the eastwards of the Marquesas group. Handy was much puzzled by this itinerary

for a voyage to Teiiti, but, be stresses, “my informant insisted that this land was toward
the rising sun |7 te tibe.ua onwaff)

, ’

’

1
C.rFI (or, r.'V.j, who receive*! Jirst hand information among the aborigines of the Hcrvcy Islands concerning cho

etymology of the name Tahir i. wrote: “It is. said that the 'spirit’ fumt of Tahiti is. '!(!', i. e. *itJ riga' = sun-tisih. \

ijihLii simply rtseiuts ‘east,’ or
L

sun-jis:ng,' from i.-iit (our ili) to Tisc'; to being causative, l'hat island was tnowi in

the Hcrvcy Group by the liiinu; Iti or ‘east': it is onty oe late years the full name Tahiti has become familiar”
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Eigo

Hululu THE MARQUESAS GROUP

Steincn (1953, p. 19) heard the Marquesans referring to the same eastern land as Fkimd,

"Great Fib”, or the “Great Fast”, They stressed that this Great Fid was not in the direct ion

of the other Pacific islands hut across rhe ocean to the e&st of their own group, “beyond

the eastern cape of Matafenua.” (See inserted map.) Steinen (Ibid.) also points to the curious

fact that die term /wv„ which on the other islands means "sunrise”, in the Marquesas has a

double significance, namely "to go towards the east,” and also "to go inland from the

coast” or “uphill from seashore”. He tries to explain this as having originated from the

time of navigation, when “to go towards the east” would be to ascend against the trade

wind, a regular uphill movement. This is a very plausible explanation, yet it is not impos-

sible that the double significance of the word has survived from a rime when the Marque-
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sans
7

ancestors lived in that great land to "the Fast” i, c, Pacific South America, where
to go cast and to go inland would actually be one and the same thing, 1

The name Fici-nui, or “Great Fili”, which to the Marquesas distinguished the specific
Fiti in the east from the smaller islands oFViri (Fiji) and Ta-hiti (Society Island) in the west
and southwest, is easily identifiable with the legendary Maori place Iti-mi. Percy Smith
(1910a, p. nz) identifies Lins locality from an old Maori legend: “Iti-nui is the original
land from whence we sprang,”

As conception “Cast” must naturally be relative to the location of the speaker, it is

unlikely that /&, Mill, 1 ifr
,
etc. was a real name for the Polynesian Fatherland in its original

days. It was probably a descriptive term that could be properly used only after the move-
1-nem of the Polynesian stock to another locality where the Fatherland actually became
’hast”, ta-hiti le-pti, ka-kikp etc, may therefore possibly have been used by the ab-

original immigrant Polynesians as part of their vocabukly rather than as a geographical
name. It h in either case most noteworthy that the basic word under discussion, ///, or
"sunrise”) is the direct Polynesian way of pronouncing inti, which in Peru is the specific

Inca (Quechua) word for “shh'\-

.Sinee the Polynesian term iii means "sunrise” and "east”, and the Peruvian term inti

refers to the “sun” irrespective of its position, we may add that the Mayas refer to "cast”
anti “west* as iikin and chikin, (Motley 1946, map.) We have seen that the present Maori

-

Polynesian term for the sun itself is ra or U
1,
and as such it is also used as a poetical name

for the former ancestral abode. Mala te Ha, literally “Bye of the Sun”, is given by Percy
Smith (1910 a, p. 76) as a place where the Maori ancestors dwelt in their remote antiquity.

I bis is only a dialect version of the expression Mata he Ln,
,
which Martin (1817, Vol. II)

renders as a Tongan term for the “east”. Emory (1934, p, 39) also Speaks of a Tahitian

tradition, “first written down in 1843, of the arrival of migrants forty generations ago

1 k is irue 1 1 Lite the Polynesians considered in eastward voyage by waocr-ciift is an upltilJ voyage, and 1 wett-

W;*td voyage as one poing downhill over the ocean surface. Henry p. 4*6) states char in regular bowing
cnmpcc.il ions ihc Fbu/iitearts would try to the best of thd r ability to bdtccle Tahiti, "To ihi$, morl the Tahitians would
rtply: 1 tow can 1 atari lie underrated by Raktea.J I he setting place of Our sun and moon is ltaLicca. The recipient

of our rubbish L$ Jlauitea. The sun rises over Taliiij, and sets over Kasatea; the moon ascends over Tahiti and sets-

over chert. ... Ynu art indeed below in the west, and vvi: are above in the cast here. When Kai.ii easts cooje to

J ahm, they nay they are sailing up, and ir is really up. But when they return to Rsiiatea, they say ihev axis sailing down,
and Kaiacca es teaSly down from Tahiti,

1 And an the dispute ended." Fomander yiS-'S, VoJ, J, p. is) iccurelwl:

"In many of the Polynesian groups the expression* 'up
1

and ‘down* (Haw., i/mr ur rnmat and Hah) are used with

reference to the prevailing trfldt-winds. One La Raid to 'go up’ when travelling against ihc wind, and «n ‘go down'
when sailing before it.' Ihc feeling chut the Pacific Ocean “slopes down" from east to west was most vmdlv
csps-rienced by the numbers of the Kon-l’iki rati expedition.

i I dn nor wane to stress the point, bur do not think it should Iw entirely overlooked rh.it Tiahuinaco. formerh

known is Chuknra , w-iS according to Inwards (16^4, p. Mj) also referred to in ancient times as Chitfiti j [ Vr.-jr. Joyce

(1912, p. mentions that in southern Peru a god named Cbitmi [Tici?] was honoured u iih l:l:i
- nri:ii.il dances,

C.huquj.maocu was the ritlc ot the powerful and venerated monarch® ruling the valleys between Paracss and Lkno

right until Inca times,. (Card lasso ifiog, lik. VI, Cb, XXIX.) IF Chtamt and Cisiqaf were variable spellings of the

s,m-.c naoic, ihm and Viti would he 15 closely interchangeable. T3ii$ is not beyond helwf, tor the old Peruvians

h id no letters, and the spelling of the early Spaniards was very approximate when it came to native name* As

Bajidclici (ijioj pj». fia) shows. iht? Gariy Spanish renderings of ‘Titicaca
1
include ihc forma Tisa.^a, Thirbitate,

and, as we have seen (in Part \ > Tiqmaca. (La Pa; was formerly known as Chwqui apu; Mfcos ipzo, p.
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in a ship named Tc-aotea’ from a land called
+Tc-ra

7
[The-sun] 1 he Rarotongans cal!

this same mythical land
l

Tc-ra-uaV’

Kakikt, the Polynesian fatherland

Besides the mere etymology of the name E’Caluki, we are left with some interesting

information on its general geographical disposition. According to Fornander i,. t S 7 £?
s
V ol.

j p- t
3 5), we learn from numerous references in Hawaiian tradition that the former

abode of the Polynesians was “a subdivision of the large continent generally called Kehiki-

fett 01 Eastern Kahiki, and from other references we infer that it was situated in the western

part of that continent, ..." From this western side of KaMki-fa voyages by sea were

possible directly to the present island settlements, without passing any other island

territory en route. (M,p. 155.) Since the Polynesian home was in the western part of

Kahiki-hu, there was naturally Foreign land stretching towards the east, but we do

learn that other people lived also to the north on the same mainland, and “to the south

of it was a large land or continent called Ku-i-lah or M-otuta-fei die southern land >

renowned for its warlike and savage people* *

. " From, numerous references in traditions

from all oyer Polynesia, we learn that the Fatherland was a large elevated mountain land.

Pomander {Ibid,? p. 77) writes: “Among the many other names for this primary home-

stead or paradise, retained in the chants and traditions, are Paii-uli, the Hue mountain 7

';
. ,

.

The tradition says of Tali-uli' that it was ‘a sacred, tabued land; From die bight

of Palt-nlt the Polynesian ancestors descended to the ocean.

All through Polynesia there arc peculiar references to the occupants of Kahiki having

originally dwelt aloft somewhere “up above 77
. Some of these legends claim that the former

abode was in the aai, lam, mngl, or rag (“sky
7
' or “heaven”) before the ancestors took up

their abode down on the islands. Especially noted for this belief are the tribes of the

Tokelau Group, who have inherited the belief that the Polynesians
7
ancestors, or at least

dwir own forefathers, had “descended from the skies.
77

(Stair 18-91 a.) In Futuna too the

sacred Fatherland was up in the sky, yet it was expressly stated it could be reached by sea,

(Burrows 1938, p. 76.} Turner (1861, pp. 244-246) shows that the Samoans- also considered

the earliest ancestral centre of activity to have been somewhere up in the skies, until the

islands were discovered down below by the offspring of the earliest god-men. Even after

the islands had first: been settled, some ancient hero had managed to reestablish inter-

course with the people who still lived in the skies* Thus one named Lost "went up on a

visit to the heavens. He found land and sea there, people, houses, and plantations*

d

7

This sporadic belief in a descent to the islands by god-men who had dwelt in the skies

would not be unnatural to any people provided they bad had ancestors who, like the Incas

or the Tiahuanicans, had lived nn a plain 12000 ft, above the level of the ocean. Such

people were literally high above and among the clouds— living in the. sky. Parallel to the

belief in a descent to the ocean from a homeland in the skies run the numerous legends

and traditions which describe the Fatherland as a cliff or elevated region rising above the

sea with lofty peaks and mountain ranges. We have seen that, the Hawaiian^ reter to

Kahiki-ku as the “Blue Mountain 7

’, and Maori myths arc full of similar references. The

Tahitians held ibe belief that far to the east of them, across the ocean, lay the great did
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O-te-papa, the important Polynesian Earth-Mother. Schirren (1836, p. 58) quotes a Tahi-
tian allegory stating O-te-papa to be the mythical wife of O-Mlui, and the ori'un of aii
the islands. After creating the sun, and before the birth of mankind, Maui was supposed
to have dragged the great cliff of Mother Karth through the empty ocean 10 place it -n the
cast, m the course of which the Pacific islands broke off. O-tc-papa has remained ever
since "as a great mainland in the cast, where it is still supposed to be today.” (Ibid.) Wc
teeall that it was irotn the same O-tc-papa (otherwise Ko-I’apa or Papa) that mankind
subsequent] 7 spread to the islands.

This Tahitian myth, which shows that the Polynesian Earth-Mother was considered
to be located across the ocean no the cast

-

where it had been in all human times— has nor
received much attention. Only Mailing (1902, p, 27) comments: “The great land, which
according to a Tahitian myth should he located towards the far east, and from which the
Islands broke off when it was pulled across the ocean, is in no case a reference co America,
hut only liedon. intended to explain the presence of the islands in a simple way.” It is
fiction indeed, but it is evidently intended to explain more than the mere existence of the
islands; it is meant to explain the general layout of the continental Fatherland in relation
of the islands.

The idea of an original home on the lofty ancestral chff in the far east, whether alluded
1.0 as Pali-uU or as Q-ie-papa, may explain much of the belief in a descent from higher
regions down to the islands. But we must nevertheless not forget the implications of
trie widespread habit all through Polynesia of referring to “east” as “above” and “’west”
as below . It is clear that the peculiar custom of using one and the same phrase for both
::

lo go westwards” and “to descend”, and another for both “to go eastwards” and “to
ascend”, must have afforded some ground for confusion among the heirs to the original
verbal migration-stories

> and some of the references to ancestral “descents” may possibly
in the first place only have meant that the voyagers travelled towards the west (“descended”)
front a Fatherland in the cast (“above”). (See ftn, 1 page 746,)

T. he westbound trade wind and ocean current that gave [lie Polynesians this peculiar
sense of living on islands In a downward-sloping ocean were also used in some of their
poems and allegories to point out the direction of the Fatherland, Emerson (u)o% p. 37)
records a sacred Hawaiian chant that mentions “the swell that rolls from Kahiki from
\\ akea § age enrolling,” Such a permanent swell does only reach Polynesia from America.1

-A phrase in another local chant even specifies the locality in Hawaii which presumably
is honoured by receiving these eternal swells most directly from Kahiki (Ibid., p. lyijn

like waves from Kahiki that beat on the front of Kilauea.” Kilauea Is the great volcano
on rhi_ cast coast of Hawaii, with its wide front to the sea facing Sooth America, while
sheltered from the west.

The famous man-god and island discoverer Mam-TiM-Tiki was one of the principal
heroes * ho dwelt in the Fatherland. As Schirren (18 f 6, pp, St* 89) shows, this Maui was
also master of the winds, except the west u hids^ which were Jet out by hi? immhs* He was
explicitly honoured as “the Cod of the East Wind, and the winds, between Southeast and

1 Wales (also Atfa) is, as wc hare $ca\ another symbolic reference 10 the first ..tiyine Originator of all my* f lines
in Havraii and many other parts uF Polynesia, and the me .mini; of rlic name is (Fornambr iSyB, Vol, i.

p. nStS etc.)
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Mythical fsshing scene in icufiOgrAphie art from rhs Chimw territory, North Pern. (Frotr Wchc 19144,)

Northeast” (Ibid) Stimsoo (i 93. 3, p. as) records from Anaa in the Tuamotus that the

creator was there referred to as Kiho, who was still believed to live in the ancient Father-

land. "It was said that the (personal) wind of fCtho’s was called the Growth-impelling-

gen tie-east-wind,” The all-dominating winds and swells came from the Fatherland. There

are no references in Polynesian legends and traditions to ancestors struggling up against

the elements to make their discoveries. But there are plain statements to the contrary.

The Society Islanders claim that the early god-men left the Fatherland to take possession

of the islands in the following way- “There came a time when the grids mounted upon

the wind and were wafted over the ocean , . .
” And: “Upon the winds did the gods fly

to TahitiT (Henry 1928, pp. 443, 444 -)

1

Voyages to Kahiki-Ku, the Eastern Land

Pomander (1878, Vol. Il } pp. 278-2B&) gives considerable attention to an ancient chant

or mete of a Hawaiian voyager named Kiialii, who was said to have managed the visit

1 In the western corner of Polynesia* including Tonga, Samoa, ami Polyncsian-affcctcd Fiji as well ts Futuna,

liaWiSuki-kii is referred to as fiutu-tti, Puk-tu, add (in Fiji) Mhtlo-tn. Tu (L, c. ktf) is- the ui^S ^'J-Lli :< in the

(lames of sacred places, tunS it is possible ehac the earlier discussed Urn or Utu reappears again in the root of this- name.

Also this Bulu seems to be the home of the SttOrgod, and thus located in 1 lie east, This may he deduced from the

etymology of .m ancient h.htic of x Fijian god. St r Johnston (1911, ]». 270} writes; “Rsiumaibulu, the Fijian god of

plentiful ha 1 vest and fenifiry, takes his name ‘Mai RuLu' as ‘from BuluV' This Fijian god of harvest and fertility,

Rain Mai Buix is none other than Ra-tn, the divine sun, and since: he too came trom (itdu, then Eulu must be- in the

easi like Mata-ic-Ka and Kabiks kts. It is well known from pre-lnes symbolic art that “the serpents OTC symbolic

of the aim's rays" (Yerril] 1929, p. jz^), arid on this basis we may understand the following iftformaucm also pre-

sented by St. Johnston (JJ>mU p. <34): "In Fiji the Snake was 'the living shrine «>l RaiuniaiivuUik but to show how

traces of the ancient Sun-cult still remained, the rainbow W3S said "re spring from olf the Snake of Racurpaibulub”

That is, the rainbow sprang from the rays of the Sun from Buhl. Thus in Fiji the rainbow was considered as springing

from die "Snake" of the Sun-god, while we have seen from Manyfa (hat 1 lie rainbow was considered. CO he tile

“girdle.” of the Sun-god. In thu Early Chirou art of coastal Peru some of the supreme deities are symbolically orna-

mented with snakes wurni mmul the waist in the shape of a girdle. Even thu RwimomJE monolith of Chapin wear* a

he:: round the waist that terminates on either side in a snake's licacl, and a very similar belt is worn by die main

..entral figure on the "Gateway of the Su.11 "at Tinhuan-acu.lt is perhaps not unlikely that this important belt, whether

Conceived m worn by a god, or actually worn by his royal representatives on earth, may symbolize (be snake-beaded

rainbow- -belt of tht. original bun-god. This Could even explain why the royal persons in Tahiti were referred to as

Til “wearers -of the red belt of Kura."
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bai-k to the Microd Fatherland, KahikTKu, The chant was said to be “widely known amone
the elite and the priesthood it the time of Captain Cook’s arrival,” and Pomander niye's
the following translation:

“O Kahiki ; for whom is Kahiki >

For Ku.

0 kahiki* land of the far-reaching ocean,

Land where Olopana dwelt.

Within is the land, outside is the sun;

Indistinct h the sun, and the land, when approaching.
Perhaps you have seen it?

1 have seen it.

1 have surely seen Kahiki.

A land with a strange language is Kahiki.

J he men of Kahiki have ascended up
The backbone of heaven;

And up there they trample indeed,

And look down below.

Kanaka* (men of our race) are not in Kahiki.

One kind of men is in Kahiki—
the Hack {white man)

;

He is like a god,

I am like a man.,

A man indeed. .

.”

Ibis ftnh has caused considerable comment. Pomander came to the conclusion that the
voyage of Kualii must have taken place a century or so before Captain Cook discovered
Hawaii, that is in a time so recent that the Spaniards would already have arrived among
J. :C Astee and Inca nations. Irrespective of the period when the traditional event mir.
have taken place, the description may give us certain important hints in as much as it

ocals with a voyage to the Fatherland, the land of the important pan-Polynesian god Ku
and the legendary Hawaiian ancestor-king Olopana. In analysing the mek^ Pomander
explains what lies behind the expression “Within is the land, outside h the sun; Indistinct
is the sun, and the land, when approaching." He shows that “within” and “outside,”
or m Pol], nesiaig link# and iwabo^ "is a peculiarly Hawaiian expression, and, though nor
mu:. :i used at p resent j may have been more prevalent in older times, indicating that the
laud was to the eastward (resp. westward) of the voyager. One may hear to this dav among
the native population such geographical terms as ‘Kohala-iioko,’ Tlamakua-iloko/ ex-
pressing Kastern Kohala on Hawaii and Eastern Hamakua on .Maui, in distinction from
Kohala-iwako,

1,

Western. Kohala, etc.” By this sped lie information. Pomander empha-
si^es, the sacred chant means to tell us that the land of Kahiki is so located that fr extends
jfom the ocean and hiland towards iht (ast. Although he looks for Kahili i-ku ill Arabia,
and thus would expect Kualii to have visited some lands in die Old World, Pomander
admits that the chant must refer to

lL
a casual visit” to the American coast. He writes;

1 am inclined to prefer the voyage to Acapulco (Mexico) or the American coast, in place
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of Manilla, from the fact that the chant describes the country as 'having the land within

and the sun outside’ . . . Moreover,, the word kiloalo/ which ! have rendered a$ ‘indistinct
1

,

from its identity with the Tahitian ‘aroaro,* ‘Indistinct, dark, mysterious," would seem

10 apply with greater force to the high mountain laud hack of the American coast, shrouded

in clouds and fogs, than it would to the neighbourhood of Manilla,”

If it be correct that the land m question is America, then America is the Polynesian

Fatherland. For, as we have said, this was the Kahiki of Ku, and the land where the

famous early Hawaiian ancestor-king Olopana had dwelt. The “white man.A “like a god,
1

'

and with a “strange language,” observed by the Maori -Polynesian voyager in Ku’s and

Olopana’s former abode, cannot be guessed at unless we know the period of the voyage.

Since they had “ascended up the backbone of heaven,” to trample there and “look down

below,” they could have been uViracoch«,” but rather those of post-Colombian fame,

provided the legend is as recent as Pomander assumes.

Like the voyager KuaiiL claimed to have seen white men in the Fatherland, so do also

a number of other old Hawaiian traditions speak of certain white men {Hmk) who had

come by sea to Hawaii in small craft before the arrival ol' Captain Cook. This has in some

quarters been taken as an indication that Hawaii might have been visited by early Spaniards

before Captain Cook's recorded discovery. Pomander {Ibid.') even went as far as to touch

die possibility that some Spanish galleon might have passed bv Hawaii and found Kualii

and his company risking off the coast, carried them off to America, “and brought them

back on the return trip.” But all these theories were disproven by Dahlgren (1917) in his

thorough-going monograph on the question whether the Hawaiian islands had been

visited or seen by Europeans before the arrival of Captain Cook, a question which he

firmly answered in die negative. 1 Showing that the white men referred to in Hawaiian

traditions before the historic arrival of Cook could rnt have been Europeans, Dahlgren

{Ibid.} p, tqf) also characterizes Pomander's hypothesis— of Kualii ’s visit to America

through Spanish ‘pick and delivery’— as baseless. But the fact that Europeans had not seen

Hawaii at the time of Kualii does not, of course, prevent Kualii from having seen Euro-

peans on his voyage to Kahiki, provided the voyage really took place in post-Columbian

time. We should in any case not overlook the following evidence pointed out by Dahlgren

(Ibid*, p, 1 49) in his essay:

“Cook’s men saw in a house some bits of wood that were worm-eaten; and the natives

indicated that rhev had been cast on land by the waves,— ‘and we bad their own express

testimony he adds, ‘that they had got the inconsiderable specimens of iron found amongst

them from some place to the eastward*,”

Stokes also (193 z, p, Goo) discusses a Polynesian legend of a visit to a distant land,

supposed to have been accomplished by another early Hawaiian voyager named Kama-
pijkai. He comments: “The Kamapiikai legend, to me, implies contacts by Hawaiian? with

a new people enjoying a wealth of unfamiliar objects and material, living in a productive

land of previously unknown fruits and baying an unfamiliar type of and term for beaches

1 Summarizing all available evidence, Dahlgren (Ibid., p. 113) concluded: “For all these reasons 1 hold char die

question which hii-i been, pue as the tidy t<> this L-^say must he answered in the negative :
— hssiwkaffart provest ,w

a there mj sort edppatsubilsly^ that the Hawaiian Islands wm rutr visited, vr craw j by (It Spoitierds tejort tfoir dimt'fty ky

Captain Cmh tel
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or mud flats well stocked with shell-fish And, in addition, wide sand beaches. The last two
are mi- Polynesian, except for New Zealand, and the locality for such, nearest to Hawaii
is the American coast.” To this the author adds: “The subject must necessarily be spe-
culative, especially since the mysterious land is the Hawaiian Paradise -or one of them—
jind home of the god Kane/ "

( )n the basis of this and some of his earlier quoted evidence,
Stokes (J'mL) concludes: “As represented above, from the material presented a good case
could he made for early Hawaiian- American contacts, and Polynesian theories have been
ha&ed on less. Equally so, such theories, through weak premises, have handicapped later
studies. It will be sufficient therefore to submit the above presentation for examination in
subsequent studies or theories of early contacts between Polynesia and America, 5

5

I oyages to Kahiki-moe, the Western Land

To the Hawaii arts of mote recent times, the ancient term Kahiklhas in its widest sense
gradually assumed a significance equivalent to “abroad” and applicable to all distant
land outside the actual Hawaiian group. Kahiki-ku, however, has always been the Fiamc
reserved for that specific land whence the ancestors came, while Kahki-moe was said
to be another large land or continent west of both Kahikbku and the present island
habitat. (Pomander 1878, Vok I, p. 133.) 1 KahikTjwwe is translated bv Pomander (Ibid)
as “Western ICahiki,” and literally it would seem to mean the place where the rising sun
goes to sleep (/,//*w=to sleep). The Hawaiian* presumably acquired their knowledge of
rlfo other continent from a westward voyage attributed to the famous legendary explorer
Hawaii loa. According to Pomander (Ibid, p, 155) this early hem, after discovering
Hawaii from the fatherland, set out on a new expedition towards the west. He discovered
there some distant land '"where dwelt a 'people with turned up eyes,

1

Lahti maka-lUla,
and travelling over this land to the northward and westward, lie came jo the country
called Km-hewa-bwax a very large country or continent.” 3 Degener (1943, p, 194) writes
about the same legendary Hawaiian voyager: “An old epic, or mek, belonging to rite

scholar, the native Hawaiian Prcd Heckley, describes how the great navigator Hawaiiloa
voyaged to rite shores of booth America and, after a short stay, returned to Hawaii.
Incidentally, he also sailed wesr where he met a people living in ‘stinking hovels and
ealing white pebbles/ presumably rice.” Whatever he the bads for this old legend, i.r is

important to note that this poorly esteemed western land was not the Fatherland, for
the sacred Kahiki-ku was in the opposite direction. As Roberts. (1926, p. 244) shows,
some of the Hawaiian s positively insist that Kahlki-Ku h “the foreign land to the east as

distinguished from KqUB-Mm, that to the west,”

3 Pomander states that rhe Polynesians migrated to the islands from the »rsr coast of 4:!.: corstinenr Kaliiki-fo
and that die continent of Kahiki-moe w.-;i,y s:i[] further west,

- Pomander [Ibid., p. 1 3 y) w;is so puzzled ai fusing the fatherland Hawaikl-lm and <i:c foreign continent HawaM-
moe placer 1 1 r-^pedJ vely cast sm-rJ wc$r oJ Hawaii, that lie icsorrvd, Co the theory that these particular legends mugi. hive
survived from the time* hen tbelhwaiians had lr.td some remporaty strikcritnC in rhe Sunda Inlands. '.'Tiis, however,
only made the nor: fusion much worse; he had to account for the theoretical existence of H slant-eyed people on the

easr coast ofA then, for bis people, he suggested, might have been seen 00 a westward voyaj^c hy the Hawaiian^*
ancestors while living in the Sunda Js 5atst|s. Hywewr, the legends si-itc ejpress!y that the west ward vuytig* went
from Hawaii and not from anywhere else.
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To sum up, the early Hawaiian voyagers seem to have realized from experience that

there was an end to die Pacific Ocean both east and west of them; In the distant east was

the large and much described continent of hu and Kane., containing the centre of creation,

the water of the Sun-god, and the cradk of tine island race. In the distant west was some
other vast land of which little was memorized except that its people had turner! -up eyes,

lived in sticking hovels, and ate a food like “white pebbles”.

Haivaiki-nui

While Kahikiy without any epithet, gradual ly came to mean “abroad” in Hawaii, so

Hawaiki eventually came, among the Maori, to mean si mply “Fatherland”. The last Maori

fleet came, as we have seen, from J-hwaiki island in the far north-east, but some Maori

traditions also preserve the memories of a much larger Fatherland to the cast whence

some of their ancestors had migrated into the Pacific long before die actual Hawaiki

period and the arrival of the fleet, This large land was distinguished from Hawaiki proper

by an epithet, such as Hawaiki-nui or Hawaiki-foa^ the “Great” or “Long Hawaii- i ”, oc

also te-papariHM-Hetwmki^ “the greatly extending Hawaiki.” On this point Percy Smith

(1910a. p. )
S) writes in bis Hawaiki The Original Home of /be Maori: “In some of these .0

epithets of the ancient Father-land, it is clear to roe that a continent rather than an island 3
is referred to, and this is the description given to me of Kawaiki-nuE, by Tare Wktere Te
Kahn, a very learned member of the Kgai-Talui tribe, a people that have retained up to

fifty years ago probably more of the ancient knowledge of the Maori than any other:

Tiawaiki nui was a mainland (Tua-Wlmm) with vast plains on the side towards the sea

anil a high range of snowy mountains on the inland side; through this country ran the

river Tobingad ”

Peru has just such vast open plains on the side facing r he Pacific and the high ranges

of the snowy Andes stretch all along its inland side. Through the former Uru plains from
Lake Titicaca southwards to Lake Poopo flows the wide Rio Desaguadero. The name To-
hinga is based on the same root inga, discussed earlier as associated with former sun-

worship and long-ears both in the Titicaca region and in Polynesia (with New Zealand).

We shall also see that HawaiU-nui, like Kahiki-ku, is plainly stated to be located to the

east. Buck (193H a, p. fii) renders the ancient “Chant of Kahu-Koka”, in which we hear

of an ambitious Maori navigator of that name who wanted to steer his gallant canoe
"Back to the bays of Hawaikbnui, And so to Home.” He thus prayed to Tawhbd-Mfttea,
father of all Wind-gods

1

: “Arouse thy westerly wind to waft us direct by the sea road
10 the Homeland, to Hawaiki.” J-Iis own steering order for Hawaiki-nui is: “Now do 1

dirccn the bow or my canoe to the opening whence arises the sun god, '/ 'awa-mu- ra,

G reat-son-of-l he-surn Let me not deviate from the course but sail direct to the land, the

Homeland." 3

1 "
I ft'whiri-TTH.tea is ihe personified form of winds an general, yet every wind h:i$ also its personified form,. .

**

{Best K/24 l\ 51. uj.)
E t>atry p. til) ruridcrs a similar version as an ancient Maori h.-raiua : “Now do 1 lay the lx>wj of my

eaivit to the rising of the Sun, not deviate from there, straight to the land, to the Fatherland.
1 '

4S Jhy?fi}-(hi
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The groups in the east people# the groups in the zvest

We have seen in the early part of the present work that .\ustix^‘Melanesia and Micro

nesia he as gigantic buffer areas between Polynesia and the Asiatic Old World. Polynesian

expeditions have penetrated to some depth into their eastern margins,, but further west

all Polynesian traces disappear. We shall now see that, inside Polynesia also, the i uter-

is land colonization went in the same way from east to west.

If the Pol v nes iam had come through Papua- Melanesia, they would have reached western

Samoa from Fiji, but we have seen already that the Polynesian elements in Fiji came the

opposite way fr&m Samoa. If, again, the Polynesians had reached their islands from the

northwest, from Micronesia, thev would have reached Samoa from the Ellis Islands,

But t iiL Ellis Islands traditions state that their own ancestors came the opposite way—

from Samoa. (Sr. Johnston 152c, p. 1 2.5 ..)
South-southwest of Samoa is the Tonga Group,

Both Tongan and Samoan traditions agree in naming Samoa as the ancestral home of the

Tongans, (McKern 1 919, p. tii,) The Tongans even specify Manu’a island m Samoa as

the particular point of departure from which the mythical island usher Maui-Tikitiks

(in Tong an dialect M.aiii-K.isikisi) and his family set out to discover the Tonga group,

(Buck 1938 a, p, 290.) Thus in the western margin of Polynesia Samoa takes the shape

of a westerly directed spreading centre, from which Polynesian elements came west to

Fiji, northwest to the Ellis Islands, and southwest to the Tonga Group, But local era

dirinns in Samoa itself state that their own long string of islands were originally discovered

from the mj/ivo-w. They are most sped lie in maintaining that Savai’i, their main and wester-

most island, was first peopled from L'polu, which is further cast, that Upolu in turn was

peopled from Tutu La, which is still further east, and that Tutuila before that had been

peopled from the Manuka Islands, which is furthest east of all. (Fraser 1897, p. 20,} On

Tau, of .M anu'a to the far east, tradition slates, the first chiefly house was built and named

Fak-tih {'House of red dawn"). Buck (193 ft p. 2S7) states: “Owing to the first settlement

of the Tagaloa. (Tangiuoa) family in Manu'a, those small islands have enjoyed honor out

of all proportion to their si^e and population. . . , Nothing annoys the people of the larger

island of Tutuila more than to be reminded of the Manu'a myth that Tagaloa made Tutuila

as an afterthought to provide a stepping stone between Mail u a and western Samoa.

The migration memories in western Polynesia thus plainly point to an immigration

from the east, what was early pointed out by S chart* (1895, p, 44) with regards to

Vaitupu, Tongatabu, and Samoa. The Samoan account of their long string of islands

having been discovered from east to west is repeared also by the Hawaiian* wiib regards

to theif own northerly group. The Hawailans ate very conscious ut l he geographical

pattern of their own long group, of which they sing: “The scattered islands are in a

row, placed evenly from east to west, ... '"(Pomander 1878, Vo!. I, p. 232.) let thev

specifically state that, in the earliest period ol the local history when the ancestral gods

gayc birth to, or fished up, these local islands, they began in the cast with Hawaii, then

followed Maui, nexl— after some delay die. turn came to Molokai. After more delay

Oahu followed, and subsequently also Kauai and Niihau, all in a consistent succession

from die east- (Buck 1938 a, p. 141 ;
Beckwith 1971-12, p. 634-)

Turning next from die extreme north to the extreme south of Polynesia, we have
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Mythical tishinp scene :n iconegraphic art from the Ctaimu renin n •
,
Nntili E’ci'u, (Ffurtl Hoyte 1946.)

already shown that Maori traditions specifically record that the earliest New Zealand

discoverers came to this southwestern corner of Polynesia from the east, and used, the

simple steer ini; principle of steering downwind far the setting swu (Best 1925 a, p. a,74;

etc.) Traditions arc even more specific concerning ihe subsequent Maori immigrants, of

whom we learn that they arrived by way of Rarotonga, which also is much farther to the

east. (Buck 1929, p. 1 3 ;
etc,) Now, n we inquire in Rarotonga as to whence this island

was originally peopled, we find with Ellis (1829, Vol. 1„ p. i z6): “The traditions of the

inhabitants of Rarotonga, one of the Jfcrvey Islands, preserve the most satisfactory

accounts, not only of single parties, a! different periods for many generations back, having

arrived there from the Society Islands, bur also derive the origin of The population from
the [Society] island of Raiatea, Their traditions according with those of the Raiarcans

on the leading points, afford the strongest evidence of these islands having been peopled

from those to the eastward,”

The Raiateans claim that man first came to their island from Opoil, which again is

Farther east: than Raiiitca. I lh s (Ibid.
,
p, 711) tells us that a human being named Til (Tiki),

who was the first man made by tire gods, and the same person as Taaroa (Tangaroa),
had produced the original islanders. “They first resided in Opoa, whence they peopled
the island of Raiatea, and subsequently spread themselves over the whole cluster.” When
the gods first arrived to discover the Society Islands, they were “mounted upon the wind”
and thus they took possession of “the lands of the upper border” (Henry 3928, p, 443)
which is the Society Islands" expression for the easternmost section of their group. More
than a century ago, when Ellis (1829, Vol, I, p, 126) resided as an early missionary in the

Society Group and became intimately acquainted with traditional accounts of local mi-
grations and discoveries, he found that they had all “invariably been from cast to west,”

directly opposite to that to be expected of a migration from the Old World,
Wc have now gradually come from western, northern, soul hern and central Pol tries in

towards the islands of the eastern margin. If also the Societ\ Islanders came from the east

they must have come from— or through the cluster of small atolls and reefs in the

Tuamocu Group, which represent the Polynesian facade towards America. Further east,

te-ere is only the isolated outposr of Easter Island, where we have seen rhar the people
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insist that the island history began with the arrival of colonists from a desert land in the

far cast, who came by steering for the setting sun, just like the Maori on the other side

of Polynesia, (Thomson 1889, pp. 526, 527, 331- 553-) Hast of Raster island there, is no
land from which voyagers could set out, except the open desert coast of South America,

The names of Easter Island

Easter Island has three Polynesian names by which it is recognized by the other islanders.

Ml three names have caused much discussion. The one Is Te Pito h IJmua
7 which Thom-

son (1889) in Ids monograph on the island considered to be its principal name, and the

meaning of which is “The Navel of the Islands” (Pita— “Navel”). To the poetic Poly-

nesians this would imply only one thing: Easter Island in tire extreme cast was symboli-

cally considered die navel of Polynesia, connecting die other islands with .1 lothtr-luwtb

in the cast. It is the "birth-mark” of the whole island-world further west. 1

The second name for Easter Island is Rapn-nui, or “Great Rapa”, as distinct from

R/ipa-i!i, or “1 itde Rapa”, which is an island of simitar size in the J'uhuai Group south

of Tahiti, Sr. Johnston’s reasoning on these two names seems logical. lie writes of Easter

Island (1921, p, 79): "The question of hie native name of the island may have some

significance— Rapa-iti or Little Rapa lies a considerable distance to the west of it; and

a common-sense way ot looking at tilings would be that a people would be very likely

to call their first home ‘Great so-and-so*, and their subsequent home ‘New or Little so-

and-so”, irrespective of the actual size of the islands, even if they were capable of measuring

them. This would imply a direction of journey from the East.” In Rapa-iti there is in fact

a tradition that this island was first discovered by voyagers (women) from Easter Island.

(Couteaud 1910, p. 90.) They may have renamed Rapa-iti after their former home, and

given their original Rapa the suffix nui.

The third and less commonly used name for Easter Island is Mata-kj-ts-rangi ot Mata-

ktUragi (Couteaud tyio, p, 8-9), meaning "Eycs-Looking at Heaven” or "Eyes Facing

Paradise” (JLjft/J, rani, rap = “sky”, "heaven”, "Paradise”), U is again very suggestive

that this the easternmost of all the hundreds of Polynesian islands should be particularly

considered as the one facing heaven or Paradise.

Qjcda (1947, pp. 1 ^3, 147), who lias made a detailed survey of place-names inside Raster

Island, says like broke 1
, that IfJfi-ai-Sasp was another native name for Easter Island.

Hr. was said to mean "Border of the Heavens” (Jlords ds los (didos)
,
and was used in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by the Easter Islanders who were carried away as

slave labourers to the Chincba guano Islands olf Peru. But Ojeda believes that the correct

term is Mata-ki-tc-Rangk first recorded by De LapeLin. “In the Polynesian traditions,

1 The Incas similarly CftllcU the ancient capkil of their Own empire "Navel" (jKwcp, or and Bina-n {1924,

p, 3 ('ll} asks: '*Wh.« was the relationship of Tc Pirn te 1 Ienua,
l

chc Havel of the trim

V

T
to Cuzco, ‘the navel of chc

world'?” As the island itself was considered Ur- nave] of (be rnber groups, so did it also possess ft smaller navel nr

jts. r 1 j.-I, near the original landing-place on the east side. {Ibid., p, 44; Mitraux P- $ J-) Brown {let, fit,} writer:

"There is a sphere of stone near die gnat Ahu in La Pcrnuae Bay char ep called 7> Pif» A«™ [The Navel of Karaf;

3i i? about thirty .inches in diameter and carefully tooled, and is considered the navel ofihe island. Acid much ingenuity

has been expended in getting a meaning for the name of ihe island front ?htS word;
, 1

1

or Kura, see p, ?31 above.]
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especially in the Tuamotu islands and Mangareva, Easter Island is mentioned with this

name.”

In view of the unique location of Easter Island as tine halfway mark or stepping-stone

between Polynesia and the continent in the east, it is truly remarkable that it should be

distinguished among the natives themselves by such names as “The Navel of the Lands”,

“Eyes Facing Heaven”, and “Border of the Heavens”, or that an island further wrest should

be renamed after this lonely outpost. The Dutch discoverers of the island, who were

unable to understand the native language, did not obtain any local name for it, acid thus

called it “Easter” after the rime of their own visit. Me trailx (1940, pp. 35-55), who is

strongly opposed to all attempts at tracing American elements in Polynesia, 1 argues that it

cannot be proved that the Easter Islanders had any name for their own island at all until the

European discoverers named it “Easter Island”, His theory is that Te Pita te Phnrn and

Rapa-tun are names given later to Easter Island by the natives from other groups, and

subsequently approved by the Easter Islanders themselves because they had no other name

of their own. Metmix’ supposition docs not reduce the value of the names, tr matters little

»'/w gave tli esc names to Easter Island, as it was certainly not done by the Europeans, The

same author also tries to dispose of the name Mata-ki -te-rangi by suggesting (1940, p. 54)

:

"Mal;i-ki-te-rangi probably refers to Pitcairn or some ocher island and has been identified

with Faster Island only in recent times." Pitcairn was uninhabited at the time of European

arrival, so tills cannot he verified or contradicted. The Man garcvans however, have

traditions of Mata-ki-te-raogi ; they describe it as a high island w ith poor harbour facilities

in the ocean to the eastwards of rheir own, and they give the name Rapa- urn as that of a

place located on the same island. (Laval 1948, p. 14.) There: can only be two mountain

islands in question east of Manga rev a, namely Pitcairn and Easter Island, Pitcairn, as stated,

was deserted at the time of European arrival, and its aboriginal name is accordingly

unknown. If, therefore, there is any uncertainty as to (be identity of this easterly Mata-ki-

te-rangi of Mangarevan tradition, then we have only the more reason to be on the alert.

For we may note that whether the Maug&revans regarded Easter Island or Pitcairn as the

original Mata-&-/fl-rangi— "Eyes locking $i heaven”— another early abode still further

east bore the name Mata-rum, or “£-jes of ixaveti,” “Fafade of heaven” y
by the same

etymology. Macaroni, is an aboriginal settlement of the coast of southern Pent, directly

below the highland settlements of Titicaca, The Peruvian “Eves of Heaven" and the

Polynesian “Eyes looking at I leaven” thus literally face each other across the sea. 1

Memories ofplace-names in the Fatherland

We have seen how names of pre-Inca deities, cult-sites, and aboriginal tribes were
earned along in the myths and memories of the earliest Polynesian migrants. We have

1 In a comment on the Kon-Tild expedition he wrote (1951, p. 1*9): ",
. , 1 c h no u£6 to search imortg the Poly-

nesian culture? Lor dements arrived from America, with the exception of the sweet potato,"
" To the historic QiKcWspcaking tribes of Peru. Matmani - like Mauri, Ho, Taran£a, Uri, Tici, etc. -is j-jsi an

undent inherited, name, untranslatednk tike so many others, But wc have already seen fp. 716.) that the present

Polynesian WGfd for "heaven” still survives with the same significance, and partly in an identic, partly icl a related

form, among continental tribes further inland.
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Peruvian 1 ciij ridiitg his- heavenly reed -balsa through Ihe atev. Below is ihc symbol of A Chimu house.
(From Kueschef

also seen that Maui-tiki-tiki’s home port in the Fatherland, Hih t still survives as the

aboriginal name of the best port on the Pacific coast below Tiahuanaco. At the same

time names like Maui" and Tiquirani are preserved as place-names in the highlands, on the

way directly from Iio to Tiahuanaco, A name like Tiquirani; (pronounced Tiki rani) is

like Mararani down below—so conspicuously Polynesian in its entire construction that

a further study of ancient native place-names in Lire Titicaca region would seem worth

while.

A tew plain place-names are preserved in the Polynesian memories describing the

continental Fatherland, Percy Smith (19 to a, p. %*) records a very ancient New Zealand

tradition concerning the extensive paparoa^ where men had their origin and growth,

until they spread from there spread.ing directly to the islands of the great ocean and dwel-

ling there, as the legend states. T he tradition enumerates the following names which were

said to be mountains in that most ancient habitat
t [ 1

1

Tawhiti-nui* [ a] Apaapa-tv-Rsn^i

l)| Tipua-G-ts-Rmgii [4! IItkuramij and [5] Tawhitn -<3- Rmgi*

1 1] We have already seen that TawhHi-ma (also Kahiki-md, Hfi-md, Ifi-mtr) is not. only a

mountain but a general allusion to the whole mountainous E 'atherland in widespread

areas of Polynesia, and that ii means "The-ti real -Sun rise
1
'. The other four names all

share the common suffix rattyj> "heaven”* but otherwise they appear to be proper names

of places rather than sacred descriptive forms*

[2] Apdapd-te-Rangt is undoubtedly a reference to die same place in Kabiki-Ku referred

to by the Hawaiian^, as Kapa-kaptz,, which Pomander (1878, Vol. I, p. 133) thought might

have been “an old intensive, duplicated form ol the Cushite ZithaA But since it was a

mountain in 1 lie Fatherland, Kapa-kapa or Apaapa is perhaps more suggestive of Cixa&n,

the ancient name of the mighty 20 000 ft. mountain rising above i lie Titicaca plateau to

the north of Tiahuanaco. Between this mountain and the ruins we find a similarly con-
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sttucceel p]acc-nimc in Paiapatani, Here again we have the ending am which, like ram\ so

frequently applies to place-names in this area. We have repeatedly seen that in Polynesia

,w and ram arc local dialect forms of rang/, “heaven”, and that the same word eni also

reappears with the same meaning “heaven” among the Paikoneka and Baure jungle-tribes,

inland from Tiahuanaco; It is therefore reasonable to assume that the four place-names

with the Maori ending rang/- which in the Marquesas Group would be pronounced as

am— should be looked for with the ending am in present-day South America also, [3]

On this assumption we may identify the legendary Maori name, Tipu:

with Tipmttii another great mountain arid, village easi of I iricaca. [q| We now -come, to the

next name, Hikurangiy frequently found in the legends of the Polynesian Fatherland, the

island immigrants applying it to various parts of their new domain, such, as Hikwangi

village on the northern peninsula of New Zealand and Iht Rang} mountain t>n Rarotonga;

The island discoverer Maui is supposed to be buried on the Ik&r&figi mountain near the

Hast Cape of New Zealand. (Polaek VoL II, p. 227.) Knowing the letters H and 5

to he interchangeable in hie various Polynesian dialects (e. g, Hawaii, Savaii) we find

the root Hiku reappearing as Sikst in SikiMiu, which again takes us straight to the Titicaca

plateau, Sikuani (Sicuani) is namely a major mountain, settlement on the ancient road bet-

ween Titicaca and Cuzco. In 1 he mnun mi ns nest rn Sikuani ties MaktiSani (Macusani), and

noting Itere too 1 he same suffix, the present author suspected that also this name might

have spread, like Sikuani, to New Zealand. By looking up the index to geographical

names in Handy Gtmral Atlas* 1 found immediately . \lahtrtmgi, which proved to be a

place on the same New Zealand peninsula w here Hikurangi was located.

til The last of the legendary names, Toafhiio^o-^-rangi, seems to be without a direct

counterpart in Andean Peru. But it is perhaps possible that rhe root in Ta whita- o-te-iangi

can he identified wirh Pi/u-\ liti, “Pito of the Sunrise,” which in other Polynesian legends

is remembered as a very high mountain in the Fatherland, and occasionally referred to as

Piko-Piko-i-Whifi* an$ aha as PipikthtwL The latter place is even expressly stated to be

in the far east, ant] in the homeland of the sweet potato. (See p, 435; above.) The root ot

1 Ins legendary place reappears in Pi&ttat

u

(Picoani), which again is in the Andean range

east of Titicaca.

The Hawaiians also speak of Hala-hala and P&h-pala as places in Kahiki-hu (Fornandcr

1878; Emerson 1909, p. t 88), and through known Polynesian letter-changes they reappear

as Sarasara and C&raeora in the Peruvian highlands between Sicuani and the coast. For-

nandcr also lists Ohio as a principal place inside Kahiki-ku. Again, Oruro is one of the

principal early provinces and settlements on rhe plateau to the South, of Tiahuanaco.

In naming their homes, the Marquesan islanders in particular have shown a pronounced

predilection for the prefix hiana

^

which in some parts of the group appears in the names

of almost every settlement. Pomander (1878, Vol. I, p. 11) noted the significance of these

Hawa-x]ames in Polynesia, and wrote: “Plana
;
name of numerous districts and lands in

the Hawaiian, Marquesas, and Tahitian groups, . . . refer themselves ultimately, doubtless,

to Sana, one of the ancient Cushite emporiums in Southern Arabia.
:: To this wc may add

that Sana is also a place-name in the heart of the Qkmu territory of coastal Peru, which,

as usual, makes a direct diffusion from an antipodal region like Arabia a rather unreasonable

alternative. But what seems to be of more significance is the fact that, in aboriginal Peru
t
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or Hanak was the prefix for "Heaven” as opposed to “HdP\ In the Qnechua
language, where Pacha means “world”, we End Hamj Pasha (or Hatiac Pachac) to mean
l£

the heaven, the Paradise” while Uht Pacha means “the underworld, the Hell." (Midden-
do rf 1S90.) It would be very natural for native voyagers from early Peru to honour
favourite island settlements with such a prefix.

The migration ofplace-names

A custom common to emigrants of many races and nations is that of renaming places in

a newly discovered habitat after those in the former homeland. A diffusion of geographical
names, therefore, often presents a due of some value to the tracing of ethnic movements.
(June apart from all mythical and traditional material discussed above, we End that a

considerable number or Polynesian place-names are identical with, or closely related to,

native place-names surviving in the Tiahuanaco territory and adjoining parts of aboriginal

Peru. Fhe following sample of forty-four place-names from within the borders of the

old Inca Empire, most oi them from the heart of the Tiahuanaco area, reappear a> abori-
ginal place-names also within Polynesian territory (Polynesian versions in brackets) t

ACART (AKARI)
ACHIRI and TAQUIRI (TAHIR J)

APLAO (ALAO)
'

APL1RIMAC (APGLIMA)
ARAPA (RAPA)
ARICA (KARIKA)
ATICO (AT1TU)
CA l.AMA (KALAMA)
GALANA (KALANA)
CAMANA (TAMANA)
CAPIA (APIA)

COROCORO (KORO)
CORACOKA (PORAPORA)
ILO formerly HILO

Jr
(HILO)

HU AKA (HEAR A- RAT)

1 1 LIATA (TAHUATA)
KBA (KEA)
KEA-KEA (TEA-TEA)
KILT (KILI)

KONA (KONA) 1

LAMPA (RAMA)
J .ARC) (RARO)
LOA (LOA)

1 Kill, jis hete referred co, is die smcicnc scedemen-t of thai name on the short' of Latv 7'i.dcaca. Korm Is the souih-

vvc:it portion of Titicaca Is Lid arid also The southwest ponson of Hawaii. Korns means “Sourhwtist" in PoJjntia,

and Ttiftga is. the veiy same vrord.
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LOCUMBA (RQTUMA)
MACA (MAKA)
MACUSANI (MAKUKANGI)
MALA (MALA.)

MATACANE (MATA KANA)
MATAR AMI (MATA-KITE-RANG I)

MAURI (MAUI)

MOCOMOCO (MOKO)
OROYA (GROUA)
PAKAYA (WAKAIA)
PAMGO (PANGOPANGO)
PISCO (FIKO)

POTOPOTO (POTO)
PUNA (PUNA)
ROMA (ROMAROMA)
SICUANI (HIKERANG I)

TAIPI (TAIPI)

TANGA (TANGA)
TARACA (TARAKA)
TARAPOTO (TAKA POTO)
TARAPACA (TARAPAKU)

This list could be considerably extended. We find in the immediate vicinity of Tiabuanaco

a striking number of other place-names so Polynesian in structure that they might have

been taken from a Pacific Island map; e. g.: Akapuna, Parity Koa, Kernfa, Kurupata^

Kafiapa
>
Talpunu

>
Kupamy ctc. ]

Borrowed wards

We know that the languages spoken hy the bearers of the extinct Tiahuanaco culture

and their contemporaries were not the same as those recorded in Peru at the- coming of the

uSth century Spaniards. It is dangerous even to guess at the linguistic relationships or

differences between such unidentified prehistoric groups as the early fiahuanaco, Pticara,

Chavm, Early Chimu, Paracas, or Early Naicca, Even if their speech had been inspired

by a more or less common source* as their cultures have probably been, we have no means

to-day of identifying the tongue of a migrant who was active in South America only in

antiquity or at the opening of the mediaeval ages. To |udge from the physical aspect of the

bodily remains, we may well suspect that the language at tease of the Caucasian-like ele-

ments, differed from that (or those) of the general type of Indians among whomc they

'The tributary of rhe AiMsson which ifcycs imar TOWuiaeo leads a downstream traveler to settlements Ute

•Makakatm and Mdteki&a on the fas cast coast, whereas Atafakannand Mdfi/'nr#«e Maori place-names. in New Zealand.

Mniatehi is also a principal cast cape in Samoa. (We trniy add with Horndl (T93N p. 549), ‘Mn passing it is interesting1

to note chat Monsieur Le Reurmec, a Breton, settled in the Marquesas Islands, and who, having- married a .Marqucssn

lady, is eat-Ctd Ltigly well versed in the language of the islands, is convinced that numerous place names in South

America are related ne> words Lit ihc Marquesan dialect of Polynesia."]
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were active. These Caucasian -1 iltc elements did nor. survive until historic or even Inca

time in Peru, but we have seen that some of them may have survived as racial components
in rhe Pacific island population. In the subsequent millennium before the 16th centurv

arrival of the Spaniards, even most of the aboriginal pre-Inca Peruvians of the permanent
local population changed—or completely lost— their speech material from the early

Middle Ages. Vic know that the Incas, in their recent period, had introduced rheir own
Quechua language into vast areas of northwestern South America where other languages

had formerly been spoken. A number of important tongues jn the highlands arid along

the Pacific coast were extinct, partly for this reason, well before the coming of the Spaniards.

Some others have been lost in subsequent centuries, before very much, if anything at all,

had been preserved in writing. (Cfr. Mason 19 jo,)

The many theories which attempt to link together some of the entirely distinct languages

of tribes now living in northwestern! South America are so uncertain and hypothetical,

that comparative linguistic studies involving also unidentified peoples of the earjiesi

centuries A. D. cannot be but purely speculative, and based on other material than lan-

guage. Through archeology and Inca mythology we can gain some know ledge of the

people and cultures of outstanding importance that flourished in Peru in early pre-Inca

centuries. In many cases Inca culture has borrowed ideas and elements from the earlier

local civilizations
t
and in Such cases we are often supplied with further 1 lints of what went

on in pre-Inca Peru, But the Inca did not borrow their language from rhe same predeces-

sors, on the contrary, it is known they brought their own tongue, and enforced it wi de-

an..! far in rhe Andes, We have seen that the Inca did not migrate into rhe Pacific. As [he moss

they sene casual merchant or exploring expeditions to pay visits to the already populated

islands. We shall therefore gain very little by comparing the living tongues of the historic

populations in Peru and Polynesia, Yet this baa frequently been done, and those who
have attempted it have derived to very contradictory conclusions. Most have admitted

that there is a frequent cropping up of what may seem to be “borrowed words" within

both areas, but without any obvious relationship in the structures of the known languages.

\s Terrill (1929, p. 12) states: . . there is the undeniable fact that among nearly all the

tribes of western South America wc find words — not one or two but scores which are

strikingly like and in many cases identical with words of the same meaning in Oceanian

dialects.."' We have already run into examples of this in the present work, c. g,: kitmnra :

kimtmt (swee t- potato) , am ;ani (heaven), ttm:urtu{water), Tid ; Tiki (creator-god), etc. There

has been a tendency among most anthropologists to criticize such unorthodox observers as

have kept on comparing Peruvian arid Oceanian speech material and Insisted rhai rhcrc

must have been a former connection between the two areas. [Such as Hi vet (1926; 1928;

r 9-4% ;
etc,), Imbelloni (1926 a.; 1926 b; 1926 c; 1928 a; 1930 b; 1940), Stricken (1927),

with various works by Gallatin, Barrel ro, Haliier, Thomas, Wilson, Palavecino, esc-
f
The

critics have felt that such conclusions were hasty and based nn too vague linguistic pre-

mises, And from the point of view of philology alone they were probably justified in their

scepticism. But neither is philology the science which will solve the problems behind

the dumb monuments of Tiahuanaco or San Augustin, The critics leave themse.ves open

to an equally justified attack when they go to the opposite extreme and plead thai thfc

abscncc of a convincing linguistic unity in our day proves that the sod of Peru and Poly-
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ricsift can have been th redden. by men of the same race or nibc, 1 his indeed b -'j

conclude coo much from negative evidence, and when transferred to other geographical

territories in the world with known racial displacements (c. g- historic Norrh America),

we find such reasoning worthless. There is ample evidence of "borrowed words” in rbc

Pacific basin -words which in space have travelled from one tribe to an alien neighbour

and ill time- from one tribe to an alien successor. It is certainly dangerous to depend on

borrowed words alone for the reconstruction of race-mixtures and migrations up- and

down-wind in the Pacific, But the mere fact that they do exist when Polynesian speech

is compared with present-day tongues in Peru, would make language seem to provide

a better argument for the diftusiomsts than tor the isolationists, ah hough* w hen considered

alone it is not conclusive for either.

Rivet writes (1928, p. 58*), and also repeats (1945, p- nj):
'

1 < is a known fact that a

close resemblance exists between certain words oi the languages ol the v. esterrj slopes !

South America and the languages of Oceania, notably that of Polynesia, From this

geographical layout he, and nearly all those who have made similar observations, have

concluded that the explanation could be found only in an up-wind diffusion from Poly-

nesia to Peru. One of the very few exceptions have been Stuckcn (ljiiy). He held, on

purely linguistic grounds, that a connection must have existed "at some time” and "in

some way” between ancient Peru and Polynesia, ;>-ex he added ‘ "The assumption that

certain South American people may have immigrated from across the Pacific is met with

the equally justified assumption that the Polynesians may have originated in America.

The linguistic kinship lends support to the one view no more than to the other,”

Stocker: thus admitted an alternative possibility consistsml \ overlooked by others,

hut he could have gone even further. For “Tiki** was worshipped as a creator-god and the

beginning of things in Peru long before the Polynesian stock carried his worship into the

ocean— and “kttmam” was known as a crop plant in Peru ages before the Polynesian

god-men brought it along from the plantations in the Fatherland to their new settlements

on the Evast Pacific islands. In general: man spoke in Peru in the hills and valleys and

all along the open beaches — when no word had yet been uttered inside the roaring breakers

of Polynesia-
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14*, diy, in, rHo. *02, (So*, 609, 6 et, 6 a

8

CnivciT Islands 177

fJatna (see Km -1:1)

Cairtaoiquc 7*8

Camaxili 275, 72 9- 731

t N n 1 bodia 7,43, 4 ( 6, 4 [ 7, 4
1

9

Caoiote {see sweet-pot ato)

Cana {s^e Kano)

Canada 0£, 88, gy, 96, 142, 1 |,(j r 332

Caftarts 326

Canary Islands* 343, 6oy, 6G5, (1*8

Caflas 237

Cjinnyalia 447, 448

Cafieie f, £4, 675, 731

Gmil *77, a 78, 727. 72:5

Can is lng:e 63, 503,

Csinis Maori *2, 501, jof, 5-76

Cannibalism 343, s.4.4, t*8, 204

Canoe 1 8, j*, 3
c>, 1 1, j*, ?«, (-.4, t j, ?*, 7K, a*, 115 1-77,

H?, 127-129, £ 3 " 138, 14*, 149, 137, ijft, 1*2

t*8 t 170, I7J, 17*— 178, 184, 186, ] 9 2, 193, 200,

*49 , 53 (A 349)1 3<*8, hl<\ 42 3 , 451 437 -, 443 - 4*2, 4*3,

477, <14, 1
*
5 , 1

=' J. jag. JJi, 549, 544 , 549 .
;fH .

S 7 4 *oi, tioS
,
£j£2

h 6 J
3 , * ig, 620. 640, *7(1, £i ft 0, 682,

7°3 , 70*

Capalla 2/1

1

Cape Blanco jg*, *02

Cape Scent 148 151, i6a, 178, 270

Cape Vcrttc Islands 4H
1

Cdm
J 7 x ,

yjz, 689

Caranga (see Turing. 1)

C.ja.rbon-14 method (see Rjufj 1j-Carbod method)

Gari 2 41 „ 2* (

Caribbean 44S, 479, 4^7, 489, 493, 543. -544, *49, 70c

Carica (see papaya)

Carnegie Insctcutioo, Wiisbington 20

Caroline Islands 34, 5*, 65, 143, 162, 294, 219. 419,432,,

4 a 3 » 642, (S3 4, (5Si, *02
, *9J, &9* h 7.9

Casira tfitt

Cassava {st* salivary ferment)

Oisuartna equisctifolia 39*

Cat (tee felloe animal}

Caucasian, Caucasoid, Gukasian Iike t — 7 ,
3L zj,

30-32, ji, 73, 82, 93, T37, 187, ias, u>Tl 193 (97,

209, 2

t

9, aa S 227, 229, 25s, z 6 j, afifi, a*K, 369,

- 77, 2*9—

*

9 J
, *?%• 3 DZ ,

joj, JOSH* 315 5 £ 9 , 3 ^,
3 -J, 3

Z7 , 3-af*. 3<|v. 5+1, 345 - tp, j->t, 381, 396, 405.

413, 623, *39, yftr
, 7*2

Caution in reconstruction of prehistory 343, 344
Cavsa potcdlus 5*4

C ,a\y;j 1

1
{sec salivary ferment)

Cayapa 3*2, 59a, 71*

Cedai 7S, nj]
r 329, 334, 155

Celebes *, 6, 42, t*. £14, *6, 1 33, 4 to, 412, 414, .452,

693

Ce ment 40, 4^. tjX. 761;, 422

Centre -hoard 2*3, i 1 7,350, 357, rW> j 4 J, 5 iC J4*. 14$,

' 5 r 5 5 C I f' 7 , J 7:1, 5 afl, y}o, 5 9 t
, 1 9 3 , 1 94 , 603 , *94,

*oG *09, 6 r t, * t ft, 700

Ccph:dic index 24, zj, 73, ft*

Ceram 4, 3*

Ceremonial drinking fsee salivary ferment)

CetcroL 507, 5 70, *14

Ceylon 4 Sr, 41*. 4 jS, *34

ChaehapyyaK 226, 3 20, *34

Chaco
5
c.0, 68?,

Chacohta Bav
3 1

7

t -harsia 292, 293

Chrt'iriiOrros 3 5

Chancay 2.3, 3 c*, 7O4

Chane fil-l

;

Clvjirapnta 541, 3*0

Chjtos
5 44

Charcoal to;

£’ Jhanioek
,
j. 339, 340

Chasquis *33

Chatham Islands 24, 34, *3, 64, 127, 134, 170, (84. 192,

'93, 210, 34c, 433, 534, 377, 5
So — 3 fl 2, 3,34, *13, 711,

7 > 7 , 7 tft> 73 f\ 7 S 7

Chtm-te-rcu], diau-te-lcur 423, 729

Chav in an. 2:2, 4:37,507, ii-i. 3:1, 37:, 313 3 70. 3*3,

jflo, 795, 4 s 4, Soft, 720., 749, 7*1

t-heoi jfK>iiium oahuense 970

Chepo 5*7 5*9

C!ii,ip;i 278 sHi, 293, 294, ja6t 64 j

Chibcha 272, 273, 20T-2ft4, >20, 351, 379
, 53 5

ChiC;igO Muse'iirti of Natund History 12*
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Chicama 213, 224, 3°5, 41 C 41 i

Chscha 61 i

Chicken ft 1 — 65. 1 r;-4

Chile 76, a I j, ii.*» aso, aay
h a7i-i JJ 8 i 4°7<

43°, 43» r 469, 471, 5i7, Jzy h JJl* J 44 , 14X J4 *» 15 V

534, 357,. J5- f ^73, 5 Hi, 585, 592, 6dB, 6lJ, 6
J 7, 6 t 9 ,

(i
3 5 , 652, 653, 660, 6&S, 680, fitti, 6S 5, 61* 7

, 69 J, 696,

(wjH T 699, 705-704, 7ia, 727, 7»*

Chilcui Island 54B

(.hitsiEiriic IT 4, 2 OS, 335

Chiminigagua 282, 3 5
t

ChimiiapagUSi 2M
Chirii'j, liarly Chimu 221 2?6 , ejs, 323 — 31 1, 334,515,

:m, 3 S 3 - J44 , 454 3 J?> 3 e *. 395 . 59*. 4*", 41 1, 459,

443 , 41 ', 4 « 7 , 49 F> J 42 > 549 > 5 5 4 , 757 , 5 59 . 570 . J T ^

,

5 5J o, jH--1 - jyi, 6so, hi 4, 617, 657, 647-649. *7*. ft7J-

64*3,697, 704, 736, 749, 755, 758,. 759,761

Cbim/Chines 7, zB, 3 ^, 41 — 54 , 74, 73 ,
51

,
Si,

89, 98, 10a, J c ;:, t
5 7„ t6a, 166, 171, 411,411*, p8, 445,

45^, 480, 4S4,. 488, 491-492,, 503, 308, 509, 591, 595,

635, 626, 629, 633, 63*, 649, 6;o, 684, 6H8, 693, 737,

7 ifl

(>.irti:ha Island 547, 34s, 573, 756

Cbtnchaysuyu 407, 436

Chinook 303, 1^4, 693

C Lb I r
!

gUift 1 1 6 8 1

Chisel toe, luj, e jg

f • 1 1 i ta 315

Chitzcn li jml 287, 290, 29 s, 297

Chooata 318

Cbokiilai 204

Chohila 276, 278, 279

ChorOti 528

Chrsstrtval tie Molina, (see Molina)

Chrysc 42

Chuciura 241, 245, 243, jos, 720, 746

ChucuicD 2 5

1

Qiurtchu 3 ;
S

Chuquisaea 407, 746

Ch'ijin chou fu .tyc

< sic E-t-cii, Pcd.ro lie 231, 2 j2, 234, 233, 35.4

dry Museum, Vancouver 1 j

S

CJaen 16a

dan system 14 3

Cloak {see blanket)

Cloth 1 n jj„ coni arac, cl less 45,46, 332, [34 — 358,173,383.

92, 20:
!. 247, 249, *31, sjj, 256, 264, 167, 273, 27:,

276, 378, 279, ifti, 2S4, 288, 290, 297, 299, 300, jt2,

5 09, 510, 5 1*, 339. 3 go, 447, 4i9* 4S*. 1 <«. jeH, 521,

5*5. 5 5 5, 556, 677-686, 6*3, 71 j

Club-types 38, 92, iq-, 108, : ? 1— 1*5, 128, T46, 157,

373, 120, 349. 432, 116 e, 66 j— 666, 678, 695 69 t,

7« - 704

Ceram 568

CobaEi 281, 292

Cabo, JSemabc 262, 351 -533

Gocapac 264, 265

Coca plant 441, .358, 61 3, 653, 63.5

Gotha 3 3.9

Code 281, 287, 292, 294, J 10, 525, ;i6, 545, 5J4, 549.

j
je, 628

Coconut 15, 49,. 62, 66, 110, 398, 455 466, 470, 477,

478, 480, 4«2. 4& j, 123, 540, 342, 549. ifio, i*3, 63 1,

61 j, 641, 654, 656 618, 667, 676, 684

Cocos Island 461 466, 149, 6 t£

Codex 286, 292, zip. 371, 692

Colta 229 23 1 , 26 J , J l 1 29, 7 4 5

CotlaO 135. 247, 255, ijfl -263, 3 59. 715

Collasuyo 235, 147, iy 7i «o7 , 7*5

Golocssia. (set Taro)

Colombia 222, 3 0 3, 282, 404, 505. 307, jro, 328, 351.

34:, 350, 351, 354, 5J5, } 19 , 3 &C J7* . -v'-8 . 415, 429,

441, 446, 45 7i 41 S, 461, 462, 465, 469, 47 i, -Kil, I'*.

5 IS, J», 124, 543 ? fJOi 5 55 . I 62 . 39 fc^
6 28, 637, 632, 6 j?, 6jj h 676, 67-, 6Sa, 696, 740

Colorado 319, 3 ;0

Ctutib 3 38

CoiuoplTt 5
je, 526

Con, fCnn 239, 266, *63
, 514, 365, 726, 727, 1 52, 74R

Conch 337, 67,3, 673, 701

Condor, 318, 507

Condi iy iB-fs, 281

Conitna 297

Coriiraya Vimccrflra 254, 215, 266

< Lon-Ttni, Con-'J

'

lcl-\ i racocba, Knn-1 iki 163, 215,

233—136, 238, 239, 242, 241, 266, 308, 375, 676* 7 !
J?

726, 727. 729, 7J4

Convolvulus 428

Cook Islands 209, 210, 467, 641, 691, Ggj, 698, 7t£, 737

f^.>paciib;in;i 295, 296, 364, 393

Copan 641

Copper 44, 22s, 43 f H 44!, 561, 563,662, 68y

f-Loquimbo 231

CmaJ 14, 16, 33, 54, 62, 67. 303, no, 137, i (A iD z
i i 97 >

4.06, 4 9, 42c, 4 22, 4J4, 461, 476, 517, 565, 3
8

.3 , 585,

607, 69 j

Cordage, rope 96,97. JOO, tot, tot, ez7, 146, 152, 22 B,

5- fJ
. j6S, 569,483, 534, 317, J2i --525, 52&,

111 , 157 , 54 *. S45 n 546, 535 , 5 SI> 5^8, 5H0, 5S3,

5Uj, 186, i'Blj, iyo, 602— 605, 607, 630, <> 13 , 613, 63IC

6

3

9, 693, 699,75?

GiroEinuttdd 43

Corpngo 7 28

Costa Rica 294, 464, 349

Costume (see clodiing}

Goto sHs
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Cotton 4^ i 3ir ijB, 224, ajfi, *Be. jit, 518, 446 4 f in

47°^ -S"1- -?79 h
4&o» 1&*. 486, 494, 49<6 49?. JIJ, si 7.

1lS
' 5-1' SS'» 5*8. J«, 549, HI, ^4, J94, 59 ?,

602, 605, (Sis, 662, 68 tj 6B2, 689, 715
Coatimcl Island

5 23

Crab 440, 466, 477, 639

Crania 9, 24t 33. 35, 36, 186, aS 7i 314, 315, jiS
f ? 2

324, 65 j
- 6GG

Cresccnth 677

Crescent ] aland 22

Crete; 674

Crop pA-int^ Cue cultivated p?s.ints.i

Cuba 96, 329, 457, 526

CuCumatz 2^;

Cucurbits 224, 445, 446

Cud

u

3ary
j
jG

Cultivated plants 61, 62, 134, a 8s, 2x2, 224, 27 1, 274,

>*0,557, 3JO, 437 498, 501 50 j, ^o!?, jij, jj j, j [6,

549j
lizj, 6aj, (Sji, 634,694, 695,706,713, 763

Cuna 2S1, 429, 627- 632, 637, 666, 676, Ga6
t jzH

Cundinaraarca 2^2

Cuntisuyu zj6, 257, 407

Cuptsnttjue 67 a

Curscancha 684

Currency (ace monetary svsterr :

Currents, (sc* dsn Nine, Humboldt, Kurushito Cur-

rents) 29, 4t, 78, 99, ioz,
1 j4„ 1 Si, 165, 164, [66, t 7K,

D 5 , 344 -. 4

9

-1 1 ?93, Goo, Goj, 609, Gxo, 615, 6x9

Cushite ?J 176, 643, 739, 73 If, 7 39

Cuzco a 2fl, 232, 236—358, 247, 255 355, 257—267,

30|. i*6 , 3*7. 3JS 334 , 342 , 553 , 35 -,. 563 , 369 ,

? 86 , 587 . 40 7? 4*9» 47J» 519, J«, ?>4, J*9> 555 , 557
jGo, 5 70, ji-7, 632, 635, 642, S47, G^O, 66r, 7:>3„ 720,

7*3- 724, 73J, 740.— 74^ 7?

6

C xn-tatjur 569

D
DaSB*r 5 8 , 414, 42 3,. 664

Dajak 246, 649

Haka 529, jyt

D:a:5i;i*CUS 44, 424

Danec 126, 197, 198, 2S0, 411, 43 6, Cja, G92, 693, 746
Darien 331 , 414, 379', ^0
Dears Channel s 7 fi

Dehydration 323

Delhi 453

Deluge-story (are ld<x>d uivths)

Dene 150, Tji; 177

Lteaguadero 141, 242, 545, 249, 39$, jjj, 5*3, 589,717,

753

Diaguira 6G4

Digging stick G93, 694

Dingo 501, 102

Diorite 507

Dioscorca 479, 4B0

Dog 14, 46, Sl, Gj— 6G, 126, zo3 r 339, 434, 501- 304,

j3 ?p 659, 6SS3, 739

DolLcnccplialy 24. 254 86, tEl 7 , 3 14, 313

Dolphin G09, 6 JO

Domesticaxcd ;tn irnal 6 3 -65,66, no, jjj. 265,267, jfi'ii,

^4, 4:0-415, 4ti» 101.-508, J2Q, 536,561, 563, 364,

624, 639

Dong-son 4 3

1

Dun Marin 4G7

Dorado (see dolphin)

Dracaena tercninalis (sec Ti}

Dress C&ee clothing)

Driftwood 162—164, 383

Drum 63. =Bo, 3% 411, 4 t —
, 4Mi 676, 677

Duch 504

Dzebrhons 971- 98

E

Early Chirmi (see Chirm-)

Earl y Nazca : see Nazea)

I Inrly Polynesian, definition of term 225

Ew-Onxnmeiit 196,254, 246, 2 ; 9, 269, 299, 304, 38], 410,

691, 699

Earthenware (see pottery)

Earth-raven 40, E32, 137

5
;
:-;rer Island ry, 14, tS— aa, 22— 26, 32, 3 5

, jy, 40,48,

63, 85, 88 90, 102, 125, 158, t jp, i 7S, rfi i, 1S4, t$6.

19? “ 19^. *04 i2i, 223, 227, 254, 240, 246, 3 t4, 539,

451-390, 598, ,402 4 1 6j. 4 30, 433, 436, 437, 444- 4^2,

47 }, 47^ 433, 505—508, 564-585, S9J Got, 6 it,

617, 6 1 8, 625-652, 657—642, 644, 643, 6.49-651,

666,668, 672, 676,678, 685, 6? 4, 687, 694— 706, 7x6—

721,72^735,741, 744.75 5 737

Easter Island image quarry 20

1

Ecuador 229, 23S, 263, 266, 268, 284, 305, 307, 308,

3 so, 320, 552, 333, 34E, jjj, 337, 433, 414. 411.. 4=9.

436, 4j i, 462,466, 469, 47), 31 j-s n, 519, 521-326,

33°, J33, T5S— ?37» 54?i 34^—3?^ ^4. 357.

5 59 j ?&?, 570, 5t\ ns, 379, 3S7, s«?o, 6c?. 6 ?8, 6sa

6 [4. G18, 62 R, 65c, 655, 664, 67 2* 689, 696. 6-,-S, 700,

701,734

Eel 131, 508

Egypt 6. 45, 1 14, 1 36, 24S, 323, 597,416, 424. *43. 44?:

41 3, 43*4 377, sSi, 590, 666, 668, 683, 7 ii, 731

Hi no 743

ELatis 454, 456

Elbow-adic (see adze)

Elephant 153, *51, 410-4TJ, jej, joS

H.liice Islands sox, 212, 3S3. 75 j



INDEX

Htnhlriti {see Bombas)

Equatorial GountC r-currcnt 166

Hs k i ms 3 oi 8

1

1
5 54 . 5 2 ^

EsmerakliiS 462, 57T *8?

Etuo jQ7> 401

Euphrates ztz

Europe 5. j, ij, 14. 18 ?$, J(, &8, $4, JJ, * 7
- 39 , 4*.

44 46, 49, 52, -55,,. 62 64, 79, S^ — $6, 88, 89, 92,

97— 5 os, 101, in, t!?, [1% lift, lii, 125, Ii8,

HF t
?. 5 , 13?, T40, 1 4 -. 143 , 14J» 1 JB 3 54 , 1*?, i64i

[66 168, 174 ,
i 77 r 18= l 88-T 3 Jb i<>i, 204,

414, 2*5, 226 , 2.29 131, -4 -. -
3

3
i
2 5 *. 272, =73 ,

*®3 .

i*;4 , 104, 506, 316, J19, 320, 326-329, 536, ?j<> — J44 ,

*5& 360, 362, 367, >68, 372, 387, 39 1
, 396, 397, 400,

401, 409— 4 1 [ , 41 n 421, 427-430, 441-434, 436,

439,440,442, 447 449, 4 J 4. 45 7 . 4* 1 — 4* 3 ? 4*7 - 4^ 8)

473, 474, 480, 481, 486, 489-493, 497, 303, 504, 5
t

3-.

JiJ 5
i:>, 326, 3 ;o, 537, ? 5 S, 34a 343,346,54^530,

336—558, T<o, 5
<'i, 5*4 . 5 *6 , 5 *7 . 574, 574 , 575 , I"-?.

387, 590, 591 JijJ, Got, £106, 6 ij, 616, 618, tut), 615,

656, 638, 639, 66a, 66 1, 663, 663, 666, 677. 66 1, 6&9,

704 7 [ l
,
on, 716, 733, 735, 737. 757

Eye 26, 1 05, 116, 117, 119. sKj, rgj, 126, 267, 2^6, 503,

3 5 4 r i~ 5 . 345 , 57 ^, 51 % J
1* 1

- ?*-, 3
ft4

F

Fskfthiita no
Fangaiyu, Artgamu 657

Fanning Island i.H-8

RsquisLlatiga 306

Eatuhiya 1 S, iT5, T!7, ite, 146, ['H6, [94, j'ii8, 46-:, 466,

467, 480, 308, 356, 383, 636, 66 5 „ 691, 71 T, 728

Fautaua 636

Fearher work 46, 102, 126, [27, t j6, 139, 195, 273, J07,

357, 508, 6 y.i, 63 1 , 667 — 686, 694

Feline animal 287, 5=0, ^4, 3 [3, 534, 584, 388, 305

^08, 33 l
p 637, 672, 690, 7:6

Fernanda Monreslnos {see Montesinos)

Fern-root 75,9

Fiji tj, jq, 39, 32, 53, 36, 61—66, go, [34, [40, 145,

5 *7 ,

* 99 , 4°% 4-% 'D*. 4=7 , 43* r 44=, 44% 45 r
-

45 2, 463, 467, 473— 47*. 4S2, 4^5, 5^4. 39 [
v
*-4 ,

* 5 =,

* 57 , 663, 67^ 6SE, 691, 694. 695. 72 1, 72 j, 729, 75*.

739, 743, 744. 74*. 749. 754

FiHtl (see head-band)

Finger scv-cnarsM 140

Lnjijger-we.ivinjr 46, ion, 154.-157, nS, 679, 6S0

Fire-making 66
,
ion, 48 j, 4R4

Fire-walking 1.42, 237, 612, 6i>, 734—757
Fia-Kcry 94- 1 29 -t?=, 567, 505,442,445, 476, 515, jz?-

5?=, 53*i *57, 539. f-n. 545, 54*. M*. 37*. 3-9, jM,

So
5

5S7-J89, 391, 60 i, 609, 617, *ia, 697-700, 706,

73*. 749 , 754 ? 755

Fish-hook 37, 39, 105, toH, [34, 129-15*. JJ 7 ,
*io,

697 700 , 7^4 ? 7°3 s 7 i 3

Fisb-m;i. [29, 331, 452, 3 27 ,
mo

Fish-ponds 252, 273

Fid (see I tik i)

Ftalhead-IndiiiniS T39

Flax 46, 154, 192, 523, 377 s 5 79“ 5
1,1

Float 129, 13a, 460-, 463, 314—516, JiU, 5 1% 5 =9 . 3 3
2

.

5 38- 5 5 5, 5*o 364, 567, its, J7Z. 5 7 j
,
577-582,

584-586, 3fifi— 59.1, 592. - C n,r *i 5 .
616, 6 1 S, 620,

* 37 , *73

Flood myths 24-, 23c, -38 Mj
l-'lores 45 . 5 3

Flute 670 676, ee.^

Foam people, Sea Foam people 83, a.-*, ft, a.>y, aia, 254,

233 , 2 y ft, 266, 2 67, 269, 308, 7 r 6, 751

Food preparation 40, 1 3 3-, 153, 212, +00, 439, 440

Foot-plow (see digging stick)

FootVWSftr T37, ijR, 2 78, 303, 693

Formosa 5 91, 593, 59+

Forrester's Island i68

Fortification 127. ! - tS*, 206, 213, 234, 135, 259, 266,

3 sty. 349 . 3
* 1

' 365.377.415,41*. 5 15.539

Fovcaiis Strait 694

Fowl (see chicken)

Francisco tie A v (see Avila}

Francisco tic Xcrcs (see Xeres)

FrAnrisco L.ipez dt Gomslra (iOC Gdin-if j)

Francisco Fi&ttro (sec Pizairoj

Fraser lUvei 80

Fraternity T99

Friendly Islands (sCC Tonga Islands)

Frog 69O

Fuhkien 491, 492

Futuna Island £67, 590, 43°. 729, 747 , 749

G
CaHpagos 449, 54^, 54?, 5*i- 5 *«r 373 . 597, *06, £>[?.

618

C i aSSo 516, 319

Gambier Isiands (set Mangarsva)

Gamboa, Pedro Sarmienso dc 247, 248, 3 zS, 519,

533 , 572 -374

Ganges 433

GarciLa&sn dc la Vega, Inca 236, 257, 529, jyo, 53ft

Garment (see ciottiiiig)

Gateway (see megalithie gateway)

Gaoa 195

Gayilan, Alonzo Ramos 262, 263

Gis 666
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Ghost {see s] hi r i i beliefs;}

GLtheir Islands if., aj, 46, -54,. 127, 16a, j 74, itjfc, 4 S

t

57 a
, T k <9J S 738

Gifdk 235, * T 1, zSft, 27;, 296, jap, 3^3, {zl, 565, £757,

68o

Girolamo ftcns^>ni (see fienzoni)

Githawn liz

Gt.isf, 43, 44, 48, Io<? r 10], 4 1 ]
, 412, 423. 424, 63

cj,
ij-SH

Gold 44, 2

2

t

_

» 3ij, 15:9, 2 fi 2, 203, 302, 31 < j 1 7. 4,1 1 r

M7, 5
]ib ' ?C|

. M 1

. 5 39, 361— 564, 596, ~34

Gfimm, I'rainci^co L6pez tie 259

Gonzales I-'l-i ii.miJo dc Ov iedo y Valdes (see Uvkdo y

Valdes)

C Tij-r^ona 516, 1 19, 76;

Go&aypium {see coi.toll)

Gourd 39. 153, 214, iUi 4& 44*, 44«. 43 r “415,

45 J. 4^9, 472, 4 -*t, 479. 4H2. 4«6 r 494. 497, 5^, 3 94,

6iz, 613, 625, 655, 663,665, *71, 673, 675, &7-1

Gourd-rattle 677

Gourd-rrumpL-x 675 , 677

Gourd-whistle 671

Grass 469, 47c. 546, 5 5 5, GK-g

t iie.ii Maya Arrival 277, 27S

Grijatvii, Juan de 529

Guaiana 321. 554, 543, 649, 670, 6-1

Guam 420, ,i| I-; 1

Guamar 346

t rusinaco 45 2, 720

Gmafnipu: 54:*!

Giiimo 54^ — 550, 561, 6 L O, 7 5 6

Guaport 68 z

Guara (set centre-board)

Guarani 274, 64K

Guatemala afli, 291 294, 413, 425, 450, 454. 4«7, 64;:.

&>=> 693, 721, 73a

Guayaquil 220, 434, 4S3,
5 [9, 520, 522. 524. 529, 533,

TM. 55S-- ?-sa. 544, 54S, 561, 5:63, S7-3, 573, 596.602,

603, 607, 613 —615, fuy, 6H3

Guayaquil Municipal Museum 421

Guerrero 292, 294

fJutiirrcz tie $itnta CEura, Pedro j 5
11, 3 60

H
F iiiarrkongaamaui 404

I laapal 407

I Itiehme 742, 744

[ biia-iEda kuFi 73, x 5

1

Ilaida 79— St, 83— 66, 8 ft, 95, 97, 9ft, 102— 104, tofi,

107. tit. lift, 125, 127, ( z.8. 139, 146, 153, 3 ? 6 . ij8,

162, Hj6, t68, 17S

Huinan 489

Hair {s*e aka light hair) 9, i Sj [ 7 19, ?] 24, 26, ft 2,

85, 3<vyi. 105, in, 126, 1 jg, 3 49. 5 5 2, ift if 1S4, jftft

200, i«, 225- 227, 235, 2,1, 252, 259, 164, 265, 273,

*7*. 276, 282,28ft Zyt, 305,314 329,356,338,,

54*. M>, J4?, 370- 375. 412, sSo, 66«. p-j

[ lair-hiaid ]yo
h 5 [ H

;.
32,,

[[air colouring in South America 322

flair- do xyfi,, g^g

I iair-Jying [94, 195, 19K, 685

Hakai 177, [7S

Halibut-hook: I07, 129, 130, 15 .
fiij:

Hiimbat, Am bin., kabat 202

Hametse 145

Manahepu h 5 ii

Hanavave i c 7t 146, jus., 403, 475

J Ian period 43, 411

f Lwl t 33ft, 750, 75 l

flajiitj 165?, r 7 fi, 177

Ilarjippji I'ji 6

Harpoon {s«t fishery)

Hat {sec head-wear)

Hatuncotln 646

Hatunrinenyoc 234

H iu {see Hibiscus)

HauikalanE 7x 2

iiAWldl 4, 15, It), 20, 22, 53— 35, 40, Ml. 7U, ft2 + 84 102.

re-4, 1 1>6, 10S, 113, 115, ] [6, 120- T25, 127, t ; i, 134,

MS* s
3 ^. I59,

1 4 M^
r 149 -[5S, i 62—178, lift)

ts7, ItJO I 4
)J, ji)S rot, 2 J2. 20}, 207— 209, 219 —

ZI. 259, 242, 24 k 5 i-ii 355 MS. 34^ JJ°= M.J- 379 -

57y, Mt. 388-392, 39S - 402, 4*6, .108.413, 421,428,

449 135. 439, 445, 446, 44S-4JX, 460, 464, 467

47\ 47», 494, 495, joi, joj, 506, 556, 574, 584, 590,

59v, 6dx, 6aK, 619, 6?y, 641 648, 650, 667 671,

6^5 -680, 6K3, 685, 688-695, 697. 704, 707. 712.

7IJ. 7 i 7 719, 722— 725. 72H—731. 733, 736, 739—
"44. 746 • 714, 7JS 7&o

Hawaiian J lismttcal J?i .cit:i -. 1 1 ;

Hawaii-ioa, J lawaii-nui 175, X7C1, 752

llawaihi 54, 43 . 4ft r 46, 58, 59. 63, 66, 161, 169

176, 17s, iSj, 1 44, 1S5, t(>l, 193, soj, aoS ill, 425,

343. 3 53, 400, 43J. 478. 101.640, 713. 737, 74}, 7 S |.

753

Head-band (see also turhan) itfi.. 1 12, 194, xgt, 297, 309,

37T, 382, 664

f lead-flattening 1 3.9, 3 1 5

Head form 17, z+ 26, 5}, [17, i 86, i 96. 314 *, l -!
,
384,

412

Heud-hunrer 14a, 1 7 3

Head-wear 138, 273, 289, 495 397, iOj, 509, 3 x8, jby -

371. 3 8z, 517, 568, 677-679, 683, 684, 749

I J ebit: ‘X 71 4
, 739

Hei iji, 154



I N n LE X 807

Hciau (set; stone-work)

I lei Tiki 690, 69 s

I klicunH hikti 474 , 54°

Hdmet 127, 4E4, 677, 6 :4
^

Hctna i 7 j, 174

I [enncqii<-:i (see cordage)

Hervey Islands. so*, 19?, 213, 24 k 246- > -t 5 14®i 599*

68t, 692, 744, 7^
I libiscus ivy, 134, 47V 47 '-'. 4 *'>i 1Sa—4^f»8z. 72^, 7=9

HU-felglyph (see script;

l-Hhi-ra :4s. 717

I lild, 1 liti, Fiti s;, 7 55— 7^7

Hi^ijT=irij:i 7^, i-jg

Hi karri 299

I lilt) 245, a.j>* S^. 459, 5 4 5 , I *8, 5
'
5 »

<=‘ 4 ,
6 * 7 ,

757 , 75 *

Hina, 3 5 , 199, 7 i 7
, 71*

Iiindu .52, 4j, 44, H. 17 V 22?, 4 i?- 4 M- JE 7 , 45*- f'T4 ,

Hinctitu 559, 651

1 iippah. Island c 27., 1 2*

H ippuCSEiipUS 7 1 9

Hiringa 757

[ Eilo 736

f-Siii :lL Rangi 7 f<b

Hi vatu. ] [9, rSG, 210, 3-6, 378, 380, 3
"jJ-K

,
itl-j,, 641, 656,

657 , 665, &7J. C94. 745

Hug (see pig)

I Ione, i pu 2.'fi

Honolulu 33,. 17U, 17 l k 599, 742

Honor e I .rival {ace Laval)

H-Oofc-bttaked bird 5.07, 388

Hnnkwa'jTni
5 e>H> 309

Horn 44, 79

F St , r
r

'i l: 1 S setptTK 397. jol, jqS, 309

Huron tii rai

Hntn-M;uru:i 206 • 108, 211—214. ** 3 , *4&. 3 J9 » 37*.

43 2, 476, 62 f, 63 t, 645

Household utensils 12 Si, 132, 442

House-type 93, 94, toi, toj, m sij, 1 259, 377,

402, 403, 686, 687

Hwflca Prist ;t 442, -tft.8, 493, 67 T

Einadio 264, 26-;, 702, 704

H li -i h i ne 20, 7 1

S

Huamacbuco afiS, 305, 353

F L uinn.jji Achaehi 5 59

E lu Arrian Poma Ayal:t 232

riuamo 559

Huitfiapi J39

Huancani, Waocani 30D, 385, 393, 394, 414

H.u;meh:io<:. 342

Huai 197, 299, 3m
Huaraz 393, 397, 414

Huascar 267, 33= -334

Huayan:i Gapac 332—^4, 522. 514, 53 J. 559

1 lu ivra puhuri (set- pan-pipe)

Hnehuctlan 2S0

Himacocha (sgc V'iracoeba)

1 Inman bone 15“, 5:9

Human MCmicP 263, 279, z.S 4
. a-Sy, 29C 697. 738

Humboldt, A. de 540, 54:

Humboldt Current als, 114, 419, 437,, 53 r>
, S 3

1
- 54 '->

545, 169, 600, fit1 !, fldSl— 612, 6 1 y 619

Hurtsb Ku 723, la?, 720

Hunpictok ifl 7

Hunter islands 1 7 7

Hunting 7".
1 3 a, 183, 28^408, 666

1 lusk-tottlilto ,171

Huiuiu 745

l

llvcorgun 63:

lea 113, 263, li>4, 33J, J
jo, 552, 573, 567, 573,607, -61ft,

671, 685, 701

Icdstfu 1 , 30

Iknrangi 759

Ilia, Ilia, Ilhi*, TlihU 243, 266, 614

lUa-Tiei 239, 3^3

1 li i (see E ILEo)

llocano 23

lion got 15

I quarry ( sec quarry)

Imperial Library of Vienna 3 46

Inca 2] 9 n 3 6. 238— 260, 262— 274, 28}, 284, 2 Si 7, 390,

*94 *97. 301 -5.04, jo7, 316, 319, 3 *i.. 3
*4
-

3 *®.

35 3
- 515 , 34C 34*- 144 - 345 . 55 C 35 5 5 5

s
- 3til - 365,

569. 37a. 574 , 3 Sji ;S6. 588-390, 593, 394 , 196, 404,

407- 4oS, 4 T
5 >

4t6, 4J fJ, 43 S, 439 , 45 *. 471 , 4* 1 , 4S7 .

490, 5-5. 506-508, 514, ji6, 5E7. 519-522, 524,

5 * 3 - 511 . 5 13- 535 , 537 , 543 - 544 , 547 - 5 to, 5 53

564, 569—571, 571 , 574 , 5^6, 5S7, 5 ^ 9 , 395, 599 692,

6E4, 615, 617, 623, 638,63,2. 641,646 -64ft. 6j ], 652,

660, 66 i
, 66y, 668, 673. 682- 689* 694, 697, 700, 701

.

7°3- 7° 5 ,715,7^6,718, 7 20, 722—7

*

4 , 7*3, 730, 7 3 T „

731 - 715 . 740 743 . 74^> 74 ?, 75 ^

Fnea, idll of Hnipitc 532 — 35s

Inca chronology 221 — **3 , 239, 240, 54s, 255, 256, ajii,

33 *. 157 65^-658

Inca Carcilas-so de la Vega (see GarcdassO)

Inca Tupac Yupiimiui (sec Tupao YiijMiujui)

India 5-7, 25, 28, at- 44 . 47 , 49 . 5 =. 51 . 9^ ” 9 .

140, 1 jj, 156, 242, 2js, 41 ', 414, 4* 5 . 4 *4 . 44 - , 443 ,

45 7, 457- 459 , 464 . 49 i - 493 . 496,62". & 5

4

, 655, 669,

674, 675, 6S 1
, 6*5
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Indo-China 7h 4 a, 4Sj 241 , 41 i. 4U 7; 495
Indonesia 6, 7, ti i 7 ,

zo, 21,21, 35 31,42-43,47-
J 6 >

6l^s- fl
7. &s

, 7= — 75p 7% 77, 7P, ai, tty 87, 91,

95, 96, ioB
p no, in, 120, 124, 129, 141 — 135, ] 3 6„

HC [ 44 ,
M'i, iji T 153, mA, 1 j-f, ldj, 167, 219, azo,

it45 » 33 j. M4 . 35 ?, 389, 409-41$, 41 B, 420, 421, 434,

4
'
7 , 4 ?

]
, 43 J, -44

3

, 454— 4 5
fA 45 ^. 459 , 4*4 i 4 fi

J , 4 76,

479 , 487, 433 . 496, 503, J

0

1 1 J0S T 509,615, 610, 637,

^ 5 J
,
^ 54i 664, 666— 6611,, 6?e, 6-71, 677, 6 hi, 6 Si,

6Hj
r
6S-5, 690, 694—697,, roi, 705, 706, yu, 712,

72 =

Indus. 47, 214, 4S^, 6s6. 62-.. 651

InfAmioidfi [4?

Ingii-Rt 251, 254, 256, 722

Insutinde 41 1

Inri Gipac 587, 655

Iolc (see rue)

Ipomchfii batatas {sec sweet -potato, kumarn.)

Ipomoea faatigiata

Ipuriiii 44 $, 446

H c|u i L^Ltc; 66 If

1 raq 5 23

1 rih i-a 59, 242, 243, 614

[n.m 37— 59„ 41 45, 48, 49, 79, 93, tog, tit, nj, 120,

122, 125, 132, ;iO, 22:, a6S, 345, 4*9, 4^,4^, 413,

434, 44 ?, 7Qi

Irrigation 202., 252, 254, ^ 7:.-:, 694, 695

Itzacnnd 277, 27B, 333, 693, 723, 727-729
Ivory 44 ,

jo.17, 691

J

Jackhean 4X7, 488

Jade 69c-, 691

Jalisco 464, 466.. 4S1

jangada {see log-raff)

Japan, Japanese 7, 15. 43, jj, 71, 72. 109, 134, 342, in,
162 - 164, 5c.fi, 509, 69

j

Jasper e 11, 702

Java 27 h 29, 41, 43 45, 47, jC, 64, 66, 96, 1 elf, 167, 1 76,

2 [4, 22c, 411,413, 41.t, . - 7 41^423,452, 4 jX, 459,

4 to, 4516, 66p, 672, 667

Jew p, 39 Z. 197. 3
ltJ

,

jivaro 67c

Joris van SpiLbe-rgen (-see Sp’Jlie rgen;

Joseph lJl Acosta (see \ cosca)

Juan dt Be 13112.03 {See 1 ilL-r :i r.:-r.is)

Juan de Grijalva 3251

Tuan ile Santa Cmv. rCdiacwl i-Yamqui Salcamayihua

(sec Pachacuii)

Junin
5 j f

K

KabjU (see bamliar)

Kabyle 345

Kacdia Niiga 4 e
5

Kahski e 73, 174, 463, 464, 467, 4&l*> 691. 739, *’+5-7U.
75S — 760

Kaigani [68

Kainakaki 174

Kaiogang 670, 67 e

Kslamba 455 , 414

Ka.Laaasa.ya *95, jOo, 579, 595-596, 405

KalLI 65 8

Kama, Tama 58, sy, 692, 729- 73 [

Ka;u;ikau 64 h

Kamchatka Hi

Kan :ih Cana z
5 9, z p, 733 -58

Kanaloa (see Tangafoa)

Kane, Tntx 55,57, 5*. 1 44 -
1 j t, 1 54, 175, too, 193, 1 99,

259> JSo, j??, 437, 645, -UK, -3 V , 7 z2, 725-728, 751,

7}^. 737% 739, 7+.I “74 J, 75-

Kangaroo 42

b-:^ni 148, 149

Kanitaka 7 3
8

Kapa-kapa, 435, -<T, 779

Kapanalmsi 676

Kapinganurangi 16, 67, 68

Kstrakakova ti-fi

Katana {see Taranga)

Katanga (see Turaoga)

Kara\ a 717

Karika iyr. 2E0

KftSava (see salivary fcmlent)

Kauai
j 46, 164, iBj, 202, 203, 358, 3H9, 391, 41 j r 468,

156, 667, 688, 754

Kawa, aiva, kflWHu, uba 537, 65 e- 655

Kawakawa-nui (see

Kawi 4
1

3

Kl’! Islands 41;

Kv Kowa-o-Hatvaii 175

KcLabtts 44

Kermaticc T-l.-nn.is 5^

KEchc 281, 732, 733

KLchro Anuiiach 204

Ki
:

i, Kisi (see Tiki)

Ki Liueii 74 S

Kin-lch-Abau 72K

Kitchen -midden (sl-c midden)

KlEC 131 ,
Ijj:

K fimaat SB

Knot Less sieving 686

Knitted string (see quipu)

K..2 I1 336 . 337



] N DEX

Koari j6y, 743

Kohala 391, 750

kc ^-lo fifty

Kokuwai ijS

Kul]a 7^2- 734

Kon (see Con)

Kuna u>4 . 468, ft]?’ 72 }, 7*a

Kon -Tiki {see Can-Tici)

Ken- ] i

k

l expedition 339, 345,1 40 + 44c", 4 ? B + 4*^, 463,

4* 5 , 4??, ?” T 1 *, 5 37 , S 4S, 5
rt
P> 57 j* S«-1,&>l-Gife

ftiS, 627, 695, 74^p 7?

7

Korea 7, 72, joy

Kofi (sc* goid)

Kurnpanga 574

Kjoftt-Tuatini 7a!

Koryaks >.1

7

Krishna 674, 675

Ku. Tu 55 , 15 k I?0t »I, jftj, 6fty, *97 , T?
2- ?2 ?, 72&>

741743 75 5

Kuatii 717 , 7+P- 73 *

Kubika 65 8

Ku'kaia, MkikM-tutara, Tucara 245, 244

kukuican 2.77—279, 184, 287, iyo, 191, 297, 308, 531,

7 27

Ki:I:lii.!|X> 1 49, 7 j
1

Kutinunu 53

Kumsra (see sweet-potato)

K I
i po 7

1 7

Kupc 171

Kura (see I'uLii)

Kurile Si, 98

KurOihlwo Current 17, 77, Sir, IQJ, 162, 4?3

Kuwait; 16. 54, 56,422, J-H-f ,
.6}*

Kwakiutl ^7, Si, 84— &ft, BS, B 9, 91, 92, 94, 9}, 105, 124,

t*7 i I” 13
5 + '-? + '-7 1Z?. T 3 ?, T

J 7 -iS H
;, i 4»t

14 5 — 15 ^, 574, 155 ,
15ft, ]ft£, ]ft4 ,

5 *ft, 175, 177,

1 78 ,
i 24. *7*i 713 , 7 1*, 747 t 70

Kwatna Bay 14ft, x 7 H-

Kwcichuu' 493

L

La (see JAa)

Laikoncs 31$

Lagensiia (see gourd)

Laka 175, 174

L:lc:i;1 504

Lambflyoqiw je-K 306, 333. 544, J 7 ®, 573 * 395 . *57+

ft??

I.-and shell 14

Language 7, 15, aft. 3S , 41, 4?1 j s . 5 5, 66, 149 13],

809

153, I 56, 174, 17*, I S3 f*}, |K ?> “I, 204, ±jij

359, 240, 242, 244, ±51, 254, 275 4*6 , 467, 477 , 4a 3 >

491,. 569, 584,632-654, ft4o, 714-716,719, 722, 7?*,

733

La FazCjj, 634, 746

La Plat* E-iLand 548, 563 y 5.74

J.as Casas, BaEtolome de ji6, 527, 633

Lashing (see Cordage)

Laval, Hornore 565

LAW ' 44 , 27], 271, zfl-i?, a«3

I^nihlitnga 207

Leeward Islands J-kJ

Langua Indians 64k

Lesser M.iy:. Arrival 277, 27k

Ixucodermi (see lighi skin)

Lifuka Inland 40 t,
660

Light hair (see also Uru-kehu) iy, si, 85, 189, 191 —zoa,

202, 42 j
— 227, 25 L 25^+264,46}, 27 f, 272, 2 R 6, 2 By,

493, jot, 516-324, iff- 329, 35 j, S3*. 3W- 34L

344, 345, 57i, 373+ 4jS, 5 Bo, 6ft&, 73S

Light-ray theory 268— 271, 273, 27ft, ?*•;. 284, *90, *(i 7 >

300

Light skin 16, 18 10, 23., 32, 82—84, 1 5

7

= 185, 188

202
,
22 s, 2 2 ft, 2j 3 . 234 ,

2
? ?, *4*, ^48. 149, 251 ,. 2 J

2
,

z66 , 267 ,
.269- 273 , 276 , 284, 288

,
a 89 , 5 -Oj 325 — 529 ,

3. 3 J, 339
- 54L J44, 343, 464. Jl*

Lima [95, 262-265, 486, 487, HJ, 589, 617, 66i, 678,

697, 74*

Lima Archaeological Museum 439

l ime 49 — ft, a yS
r 371, 3B6, 442, 61 1, *54, 65 J

Li-ot 204

Lips 23, aft, 86, 3H.4, tffS, 193, 195, 295, 296, 372, 3.74,

579, 3S1, 3B2, 412

Liquor (see alcohol)

LpTxi Lie Islands 391

Llama 4 5 2, 504, 320, 527, 54?

Llautu 684

Lloll.eo 70't
h 702

Lotos 545 , 54 *, 54S, J6i, 374 , 610+637

Log-raft I+y, 5 ft, 64, 102, 162, 164, 200, 20 i, 23 a, 139,

249. 260, joft— jejB, 535, 339, 35 i, 368, 389* 3?':h 436—

438,463,465, 514 54?p S 3 1?-
5 ? 7* T??-? 6 ?. ?*7

57 L 573 • ftlOs 6x2—614, 616— ftiS, ftzo, 673^ ftko,

6B9, 700

Long-eats 205 ^>8, 2,13, 233, 234, 23B, 246, 251, ^Jy,

260, 267, 290, jaft, 334, 339, 5*S» 57 *, 374 + ? 7 ?, J19,

520, 65 1, 721

ljrvno
1
Are liongo)

Loom 40, 42, 4

j

r 46, 49, } 2, 68, 72, 92, ija, 133, 15ft,

156+ J? fi + 4 ?', 6Si, 697

Loyalty Islands 639

Lu'ukia 173

Luzon 43, 10S, ioy



AMERICAN INDIANS IN THE PACIFIC8 TO

M
Maealsi Islands 148

Macassar 4j z

MaCCS {163 fl-lnth

Machaa n 1, 112, irj

Mac I'll. Fichu 503

Madagascar 5, aS, jy, 63, 167, 444
Mahayaila 45

Mahn 4H3 4 H fi

Maitu G69

Maszc 27 [, =#Oi 44 J, 45 U 4SH 497, 6j 1, 6*3

M'ajagua Hibiscus)

Makali r 2

6

Makariki, Vbkalii. Matarikt 643, 644, 649
Makes 24 3

Makcaturain (see Kukara)

Makua, M.n u.i
1

5 1 . 154

Makurangi 759

Makusani 759

VN-kwans [5]

M a Iaba: 43

Mahim 577

Malaii i 1 J

.\[day, Mflkiyiia 4-7, 14-53, 43 -45*47- jj s j&, 6a-
* 2

. 64, 66, 71, 72, 77—79, Ej, 90—92, 99, ictt,

109, 1 17 , (24, 155, 156, 167, (6tj, i 7 i, 175, 1 S
1 b 1&6,

zi], 2[ j, 2)4, 4 j 1, 412, 454, 41K 420, 42*„ 4M. 42*.

47 3 4 T
7i 4 J 9. 4

6

1 n 4&5 , 4^8,474, 4**. 4^4, 4& 5 , 4^6

.

57*, J5H, 5 99, riry. 543., *4*, 6j4* &5J- 670. 63 1,

6S J. r>U7 r 74 i

Maiden Island 399

Malekula 202

Mama a
3
pa 714

Mama COcha 5 ihD, 6 1 a

Mamaki, manlike (see Pifwnrus)

Mama Oqllti 2jH, 164, 341

Mama-Runtu 5,27

Mama T: ira PuCalri 565

htanahi 558, 5.4 y, 689

Manahunc (set: Mcnchufie)

Ma imurl i Hy

Manco Capac 137, 25a. 260-265, 342, 557, 570, 571,

595, 652, 724, 72;

Mangaia [9, 65, 15c, s H-j, iflci, iy;i, 193, 197, 199, sqz,

24ft, 359, 540, 430, 564.. 726, 751, -36 73K

Mangalore 458

MatigaiCTa 19, 20, 22, 23, j2, 64. *9, 90, 178, zofj, iotS,

an, il 2, 395, 3 id, 539, 592, 303, 402, 405, 4c9, 40S,

450, 432,437,441,476, jfor 368,373, 575 — 57T^ 5^4.

JPJ« &4 1 . M. 7° [ 7 * 7 , 7i£ i 729, 7 j6, 757

Mango-Ynga-Zapalls ifo, 555. 724

6jj#nlapoto tilt)

M a n i taiki 171, 464, 6 i>s

Manila 492, 751

Manioc sH 5, 479
Mama 248, 249, 26G, 508, 333, j 3? , 545, 54H, 5 y 7 , 559,

jfio,
j 67 , 371, 734

Manu h

n Island 754

Maori fin all parts, especially parts f[ III)

Maori, early isolation of 63, 64, 36, 1 ifj

Maori-Polynesian, use of term defined 36

Mapuche "so

M;imc, Mar4I 211, 212, 376, 335, 490 395., 596, Jv7 ,

402, 403, 4o6, 413, 42Cl, J64, TZ5

-Miiraki-hati 153, 505

-Mhrama 722

M arknas 53,409,419 411,393
Marino architecture 64, 96, 101— ioj, iot, i6b, 201, 514,

J f J> 5 lS > I^E-547, 331 554, 374, 377=784, 3B4-
_T^3 >97^ 59s * 6a a

t 693, Go-^, 620

Marquesas 18, 20-23, *S, J5, 4®, 63, 84 -SG, 96, 97,
[oi, rp.

F ,
1 13, [17, 119, lze, izG, 129, 151, 159, 14 a—

J 44 . 146. iji> IJ 5 , l6a, 174— 176, 178. 1 Si, iBj,

1 S3, ifl6, r 90, 193, 194, 196, 1 98, 204, - o 7. 208, a io,

an, 214, zjo, 343, 246, ?35 j 3J9. 54»> Jio,

353, 360, 569, J 74 584, 387, 3 &8, J95, 598, 599, 40Z,

437* 4 1 3 -
43 o, 43 z > 4?7. 44 U 443. 449 . 41 1,

46- 467. 4^9, 47'-', 47*. 4^o, 4S2, 4K3, 49 5 , 506, jog,

U*, .136, 363, 569, 373, 5 S3, 584, 392, 59K Got, CoS,

617. fijy, 641, 641, 644, 6jo, 631, G5G, 657, G6ci, G63

670, 675-676, 67S-6S0, 6«iS 683, 691, 692., 694,

696, 697, 711, 71G-71S, 72S, 755, 744—746, 759
Marriage 144, 147, 175, 343, 543, 565, 717, 718

Marrow 445

Marshall Islands 54, 56, 162, G95

M^rtesia serials 4G0

i\]:iTi;n'i graetlng system izz

A faa( >ri ry (see a rdiiteci n re)

Mataco
5
2 X

Matafenua 745

MatH-ki-tc-rangi 756, 75-

Maiang 1 liS

Matapa 2ie

Mala te Ra 746, 749

Mara-Tula -54

Mure (see gourd)

IS E .li rsiirdui 1 sysrcm 51 , 14

1

Matua (wsc M:i 3c?j:j)

M/itukii
3
nG

Maui [see :lI$<i MiLuL-TikE-'I'ikl} 35, 64, ftS, 172, 243 -

*•45, 537. 4*4, 4?<\ 457, JOi, 395, 71 z, 717. 7 3d,
- jK,

750, 7,5 4. 719

Maui-pae, Maui-taha E72

Maui-TEki Ti ki 340-245, 436,437, 614, 717, i±o, 7k.

7? 7, 74'Ji 748, 7H, 75^



IND f'.X Bit

Manic 4=7? Tib 5l K

Mauna K£a 391

Maun-a J-Oa 3 9 1

Maya 215, 272, ,=7>, 277 iSJi l8 3» a®4> 286— *118,, 290,

293, 294. 397, joi, 326, ?3 J
i 34fp $ sb 4°*? 4" 1

.

416, 4 7, 41^ 44S, fed, Si% 637, 658, 646, 669, 690.

4193, 697, -|S, 72Z„ -23. 727, 72Q, 73 733 k 74&

Mayakitanga Lyd

Mayapan 276, 2H7, 2 90, 3
jo

Ma Vtiiir) 493

Medicine man 5r, 141 — 341, .2 Hi, £j#, 6y&, 6# 8

Medico-Hlstoocai I xhibidoo, Vienna 666

Mc^liteTrancan 214, 5 9J, 649, 660, <J t-1 3 ^74i 7M. 73'

Megalith 6, 44, 202-203, 21 y. 2i8, m, 238, 266, *74*

2»3, 294,. 293, 341, 349 365, 5&T> 3^5, 375-377.

>K 1 -5S5, 386- jgfl-, J9J, 403- 4^1, 4«9-43 7. 419-

424, yoS, 375. 4 H
5 ,

586, 667, 7 x 3 i 7
' 4. 7^= 73 2? 74 x

Megalitbie gatesm 335, $58, 360* 374, 3 S4» 4^1, 4 ::5“

4<>7 41q p J 5
t

p 734. 744

Mcgalilrbic rranfipomsion 46, 2.03 20J h
aji» 300, 307,

j6s j7..:v 376, 377, 3
9 ip 4CI ? 4 r~:'6. 4 T

J. 4 2=, +22? 5 >Hi

yH.ti

Mcke-Meke 306

Melanesia and .Wimncsia 4-8, 13
- i &, 18, 24--1H,

30, j4, 38-4;, 42, 46— 48, 30 — 54, 3 fJ, 39 65, 67,

-3, 7 2, 76, 8-\ 87, yy, 94— 96, 99, IOJ-, 109. Tio, 117,

1=5- lid, Tji, 153- T yU 141, 144 p 1 57 .
i6 7 p

ti% iB4“
tSS, 3 92, 394, 195, aoi, 202, 3*4, 208, 209, z.19, 224,

24^p JI4, 319 p S*°. 3 J5, 340, 352, 379, J»J. 4**.4 1*-

420, 422, 42;, 4±ft, 430, 441, 4jg f 442, 452, 464, 4 'jH,

469, 473—476, 478—480, 482, 4 94, 49^p 497, 5 = t. W3,

104. 306, 307, 5613, j7j r 591, 592, tiiS, 6*3. &2+,

6ji, (>34, 65 5 ,
-fi

5
ft-— 660,663 665,. 669, 671 ? 672,

676, 6Sl, 6H. 5, 688, 696, <3y 7, 70ft, 754

Mclcagfi? ^r.illi>p;i i-y 3E.J4

Melon 443

Meirtckina -6JO

Memisa (see MuniingLa)

\t«n()ana is, to 22, 15, 38, ixj, 194-196, 319, 335,

4 jo, 4? 45 s
. 459, -1*3. 49 5 p 497, J&7. 3 7- ~J 74

Mendel’s law jj.

Menehusic 16-5— 388, icjc, tej, q8i, J89 392, 398, 407

MttttaS traits 84

Merc (see club-iVpc)

MeMcephaly 14, 25, 187, at 5

Mesopotamia 424, 627

Metal 37 46, 48-50, 55, 6j. 7?, 79, 93, 1 = 2, 120, [22,

; 23, til, 22 1 , 224, 237, 259, 26a, 163, *63, jai
h 311,

*45p 3^. 409. 43 ip 4 1 z
p
4iS, 420, 4^3 p 4;4p 44 x

p 5
3 7p

5tH, 530. yi3, 550, yj9 h
56E — 5C14, 683, 689, 694, 702,

734

Mexico, 2S, 6G, 102,. 533, 341, 154, ifij, 24K,

.269 275, ^77, 279, 28

1

F 782, 284-28-6, 293-294,

i?7p ?=•!. 303-305, 507 3 "x 3
2U- 333 p 535 p

341 34 5 p 3T4 p
3^o, 365, 366, 37J. 380-382, 384, 387,

395, 596, 599, 40 e, 402, 407, 408, 410, 41 z 4E4, 4l
«i,

419, 421, 423, 414, 455,438, 447 . 449 , 450, 45 3 , 451 .

459, 464, 466, 4^8, 473,472, 474. 480 -482, 487 -49 ]
:

494, 496, 5OJ , 5 1 S, 526, 527, 544, 550, j7 1, 572, 582,

677 629, 638, 645, 646, 655, <36o
s 664, G77, 680,. 682,

ftS 5 ,
6fty, 6S9 69 3,695, 696, 697, 7 co, 7 3 * r 7 *7 - 73

1

,

732, 740, 7 jo

Micronesia j, 6 8, 13., r 5, 16, 23, 25, jo, jc, 42, 44 — 48.

yo
f 13- 16, 59, 63, Gz, 65 66, 72, 77, 87, 90, 95, i to+

J2T, 129, 141, [52, 134, 3 .>4, 153, I 74 p
» 95 ± Sfos, ^04-

23 C, 2E9, 23:9, 320, 53 j, J44 p
.3JJ, 375Jp 5

H
5 . 4 >« -

424, 427, 45s, 465, 469, 47<f
}
4iUo

r 494, 49 6> 504, 172,

378, 5 Hi, 659, 642, 652, 654, 655, 681* 682, 694-697,

704, 70}, 71 J, 72^ 754

Mi.di.jfjn 33, 34, 66, 67. H . HCi, 94, no, 121. 325, iv-

502, 66c?, 671, 6d.i, 6fiH-i 705

Miyuel Cabcllo de Balboa I'see Kullxiaj

Mirrtjt 292, 582, 517, !48. 68t-

Mis u 2 to, 476

jMbcelant'a antart iCil 3.61., ',7-2

Mississippi 660

\1 its T S 5

Miiintaa 26 s, 74^

Mitla 297, 42 ;, 685

Mioa 2.1 476

Moadionc 691

Moa-hnnters 34, 1 14, 5::?, 688, 69c, 69 l, 698, 704

iVTnai ItflvaltiiviL 572

Mix'tichi 268, 295— 2<r- 299 3 1, Jf^p 3 ICJ
i S"** l~n-

582, 383, 393, 394, 414

Moche 266, 286, 593, 596, JyH

Mochica (set- Chiiim, E/.iitly-)

MtiCfakt 440

Mohenjo-IJaru 453, 626, 627, 651

Mojrj 386, 663, 722

Moktht (see reiaJ-boat)

Molina, ChriSfov:;.] <le 261, 632

Mi ilokai 174, 590, 46B, 754

Moluccas 6
, 7, 5 3 . ^Ip x 5 b -l*a . 3 = 2

Mdiicliir;.- SySEtiU 4O, 47—51, "2, 1 44, 343, 1J$, 4 x y, 42 3
,

42 3

Mongol ,
Mongoloid j 7, «, 22, 67, 73, H s, 90, 387,

iSti, 225, 226, 315, 316, 339 322, jjj4p 325, 340, 341,

344p 4 L

1

1
C39

Moo- Kitt net 7

Monolith (see also scone Statue, stone work) I'-'h, ioti,

238, i
5
t, 254, 2 87, 295 — 297, 299 3 01, 304, 3 {>7, 309,

349 -3 Sip 35 3 5 T 6, 55 ^p >60-562, 365- 367, J7*,

374 . 37^. 378 , 580-585, 393, 396, 404, 405, 414, 4 1

5

p

506, 551, 7 s 5 , 734, 749

Ivi onsLinn 54
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MonesLnos, Fernando 633—

6

3
7

Montezuma 3,29, 330, 733

Moo k ini h 1 .! 1

Moon 135, 644, 643, 647,. 650, 67

1

Moot 3

1

0

Moorea ryi, $97, 39th 41ft

Mori CV85

Mo:io r i (•util also Chatham Inlands.) : Ss,4:. 132, J40p

4j$» J

f

4j 55'G,
'

5 J
7

i 5
So *82, 5*4. “' •r, 717, ^23, 75s,

757

Mortafyf; so, Ido

Motanc 368, 741

Mottlonoi tvT , 6 3,
K

Motu-ntd m, 5 It 3

Monj.pL: 333

Morutspu 1S5,

Moustache (set' beard)

Moutchorn 6.(2

M li 1 400

Mummification iii, 314. 316-324, 343, 343, 43^ 4 ji,

5 °N 154 , JJJ, Git, 660, 664 663

Muntingia 682

Mural painting 28.;, 288, z 9o, 40^ 5: 7

M LLSii (see banana)

Musie dc 1
:

J IommE, Paris 3:4, 636

Mu-sco tie Cicncias Natu rates, Caracas 637
Musco National, Lima 31^

Muson Nationwide Hist* .-i 1 Natural, Buenos Aires 673
Muse uni of Anthropology, San Piego 66a

6 '
usical 1 nsi mj ; iur 1 ; s 66 i — 677

M ui Maori {see rat)

Must.ee t 9-

Musu
1 3 ;

5
61

Muysca 2ft

2

Mythology (sue especially pari 11 a net X.i

N
Naga 414, 41 j, 4*9, 494

Naliuad 2 '6, 436

Nambreuara 670

Najt&ulu 237, 240

Nanmatal, Nan M-iful 204. 412, 425

Nart I’auach 422

NapukiL i B4

National Library, Paris 386

Niuis zn~

Navigation 13. ij, 16, 29, 36, 41. 4*, 14, 5 J, Gi* 64, 7 r,

73, 79-94, 9^~ 9% 10 5 > t y 7 , 161, 364—368, 770

5 7- >
ici-t, 206, lit, 2 1 2, 233, =i9

t
3iS. 23S, 326.

}°'r
. M 5 - 7

>

9 , 0
-45 , 3 ^t, liS, 419, 423, 423, 43

j

43^
443 44

5

j 447 , 41 N Part VI] l, 604 6io. d 1 — 6 1 5,

<5 t 8
, 620. 627, 643.. 644, 6jt. 675, 686, 688. 700 - 705

Naymlap 307, 3c B, po. 572, 614, 67 s, 690
Nazes, Early Nazes 221 224, 307, 310-314. 32,, 3 ;6 p

3 J 7 ,
jS2

a 407, 475 a 481. ;j7, 63“ 646, 673, 761
Netator amcdcaniaa je>8

Nether Island 183, 378, 380, 391, 392
NemtercgiticTitba ill

2

Neubthic (see also stone age) c 3j 37- j ?1 41, 4^ *a, yo,

b -54— 56, 59 l
SB, 72, 77 , 78, 9^-94, ioo, iea r 106-

T0& iaz
i 1*8, 157, I?T, JO I, 2ZO, i*z, 224, 345 . 349,

360, 364, yS;, 41 e, 434, 4t H, 566, 61* 8
, 7oj a 737,

Nephrite 38, iiij:;, 690, 69 J. 699
Nctinj dia mdasto-maefolia 134

New Caledonia 58, 474, 47J, jo 4

New England [33

Newertee 14 i, t48. a 50

N™ *

'

wtfiC3 7 ,
J 5 , 4s. 4 *5

, 47 ,
50 j4i 6j p

fi4 , 75, g2p r/9
,

12:1, 13 J. - 19 , *», 555 - 4«, 4%, 5 -C 5 ^, Jlz, 591,
61 j„ 654, 65S, 66a, 666, 6Se

New Hebrides :ei, 240, 435, 473, jo 4

New Ireland 82, 220, fijg

New Mexico .toil, 4 ei 4
.. 49

1

New Zealand (in all pans, esj^ciaEijr par;-. II, III)

Ngum-flute 671, 6~z

Nicaragua 294, 4 ".4, 627, 62

S

Nicatao 6 i 3

Nrcoricirta (see tobacco)

Nihna 367

Niihao t 64, 3,(6

Ninachumhi sjy, 360, 564

Njjtiveh t^2

N Lfl< > Cn rren t 5 3 1 „ 61 7, 6 1 i

Niuatopuiap-j 4C-B

Niue 183, 19;:, 39c, -Oyi, T22

Nunoal 279, 735

NiXifka tz, 83, Hy, S6, ®8, 95, 303, :j-, 133,, t:;
3 126,

T2S, TS.J, I39, 1 34, 15 j, 1JS, 166, 36-, r-?8, 440
Nortltwcst Indian ditonology 79 82

Northwest Indians 71, --S- 3 !, £3 36, 88— 99, toi,

t-o+-H7
> 120, 1 2.2, J43, 1^5, i?8 130, 132-

iI4 , 136-138, 340— 142, |.|4 348. 352 — 156, 165,

l66T [.67, 177, tSt, tS 7r 214, aij
t

aya,. rA
JJ 9, S 49 , 443, 494 . 502, 543, 574, s gj p 590, 392, 619.

674, 676. 68*. 686, 687, 69a, 695, t;
3i 7 1 o, 726, 727

Nose- flute 670, 677

Nose form 17. 18, 24, 26, 32, 5^ 74, 34p 317, igJf !.«4p

i*3
,

I 9 ’i c 9 li 195 ,
lA 2 “4 ,

-9-- 2 95 -
joo* 305.

1 lS
v 3 i9, 344, 5-4

.
1 , 566 , vti, 377, jht, 5S4.

4 ‘z, 1 He.

Nooc-ring 3 io t 311, 313, 314

Nose-rubbing 70, (45

Nukuhiva J77, 378, 462-464, 467, 4-o, 656. 665, 683,

“45

Nusuj 3iajnu 6yi

Nufcyto [6, 6 t. 63



(HD

o

Oahu S5, 170, H*' 4^7* 46^469. 47a , 7»j

754

Ow (see paddle)

Oassca id I

Oca ft y
1

Ochroma (stt balsa wood)

Oipona 3 80— jS J

Oliva, F, Ancllo 243, 265, 164

Ollantay-tambo ;(ij

Olmec 344, ydj, 380,, 3.81, 410-412, -|
i B, 4 [ 9 ,

^9®

Olopana 175, 75 G > 75 1

Ottwa 1x7, iB6* j 8*f 4*7 - SS'x, 745

Orators 1 41

Ore-joiies (see long-ears)

Or; 1

1

fiita +3 s

Orinoco 648, fid'2

Ornaments 39* 4^ 9J»
10

>
_ C 5 S> ! l -_ T] 4 ,

»x 6
.

] 17,

i*j
t 136, 1 5 8, 1 5 y> 14 J,

=97 ) 5^°, 5° [
i 3«4 . 5

dB
>

309, 4ii. Jt± n
3x4, 3'tS, 3 1.9, 543 - $ 7°> 77 !, 375 , J7 fi »

3 So, 3*2-3S4, 39j. 405, 4”

-

4 i 5 > 445 ,
?<“> 5 07, j oS,

5x7, 51!?, 320, jjl — jjj t 536, 5^2* S&H 591. 59 J,

(ijG, 639, 072. (375, 677 -680, ftSj— ftBft, G90, 691 * *97

Ordogo (see Iftjongo)

Outa 113, [43, t8€
( 467, Gjd, 745

Outrigger ftt, ft
4—dft, 76, 94 97, >00, 102. 1 1 7 ,

T 5*,

455, 5
1 4 : 53 1

, 549 , 55 *, 5^', 574 , 5 7®, 5 * T
> 5a2 » J9 1 ,

60B, 4j7<2 > 706

Oviedo y YaldfcB, Gonzalo Fernando xie
5
ifr

P

Paao 173

Paca, pacha 7 id

Pacari-tambo 262 — 264, 724

Paca&TnflyO 342

Pacha-Cama, Pacha-Lamac 293, jefl, 314, 334. 407 ,

729—73

1

Facbacmi Lnca Yup.inq.ui 22S, 653

Pachacuti-Yiimi^ui Salcamtiyhua, fuande banca Cruz 230

PflChyrrhilaiR 474, 4=5, 4s =

Pacific Sience Congress ft 7, ds, 450

Paddle 1 3d. xoa. x £4, xo6, iftB, [73, 202, 356, 349, 47 ?,

303, 31B, 323, 325 — 329, 331 -
5 ?4,

5

36 , 557,

5

59 - 34L

54^, 54“, 5 JO -5 54 , 575 , 579 5
aH 5 &?t 5^, 393,

day, ftcT
p

ft 18, diy

Fae-pae 339, gSK, 4^0—403, 409, 4&5, 5&4

Pies; 5J4

Pageridam 4 1 2
h
ft ft 1

Paikoxieka 7 1 ft, 722. 739

P^icMiug (sec alscj bleaching) 83, 93. S04, 105, 112 1

J

4 ,

117, [ Ji, 158 14=, 197, ==&. 2L&I. 273 .,
2 & 4 ,

iflG, 2SI1.—

EX S' 1 3

295, 297, 503-505,309, 314, 327, 571, 5 °&, 590^ 1 *)

632, 633, ftgS, dSj, 714

Paiia, Pttj'ia 533, 330, JJX, 533, 333, 538, 541, 545 , 547 ,

548, ffii, 570, 575. 579, 59<b 6oa, 603, 614, dsg, ftsH

Fakeha 1S9, 191. 192, 195k 226-, 34*

Pakchakcha 189, 199, 201, 340, 435

Pakistan ft j£>

FabiColith J14, 701, 702

Pftlau i&„ 50. 34, & 3 - 151. ] 71,4x9-4=', 654, 6St

Ldilcmbang 43

Palenqiui 280, 643

Panama 2x4, 230, 23 y, 273, iBl
,

sli b 2 94 , ?
off

, ? a& ,

jax, 332, 3 34, 3.3.5, 35 B, 434, 454, 459 , ^ l > 4^5 , 4 ^ 4 ,

4GB, 481,493 , 3 x (1 — 521, 3 24. 3 iti, 517, 1 *6 , 549 . 5 5 -',

362 364, ftxf, diB, ftaj, ftiy-dii, G37, 65W. d^a.dda,

ftdd, ftBS, ft 96, 728, 740

Pananggaian 432

Pandanus 1B3, J
rd7 , 474, 484, jft5

Pani 3j, 43ft

Pan-pipe 672— 67*0 67 ft

Papa 7x5-717, 748, 73B

Papivciaeae 47 i

Papaya ^ft8, 4^9

Papeete rgi

Paper 134, 484, ftac), djx

Papua 3, 30 33, 5 5-, y>, b;
p 7 ]

, 7 =, [S 4 ^
|!^5, a01

-.

239, 4 1 2
.
4x3, 427- 45*, *J2, (> 54 ,

e 5 5 , 7^4

Fapyrius 334, 4S4. 577, 5 Si

Caracas 213, jxd k 519, 32 1
—

5 =4 , 34 x, J 44 r •! 5
1

, 4 1 [
,

429, 439, 44 x, 473 , 487. J47, 54®, 5 55 , 575 - 59c ,
^7 ,

6-17, 637, ftftD, 6ft- 1, ftdj, dfrB, -G— 5 .
74ft

Paraguay 274, =85, 466, 5 ^ 3 , 64^

FarakniETia Halm 45 5

Parana 274

Parauri 1S9

PareSSl 670

Paris, h- E. 54 3
1 545

Farroc 304, 678

P;irorO 7 24

Pasca 2B2

Pascua! tie Aiiclagoya ('iee ArtdagoyaJ

Pasemah 41

1

ParhUnditig rod* afiy, 403 407, figi, Cj"1

-, 7 24
—

72 ^

Paitriarchal system 3 i t r-H

Pa til (see dub-tjpe)

l\i1-,ipsii»rdic. i fig, 191. sot, 202, 223, 3=:j, 545 , 4 JJ

Paumakua 172, 174

PauTnoiu (see Tnaxxvotu)

PavahLna 4159, 470, dSj, 6S4

Payta {see Palca)

Peabody Muieuru, Harvard Lnivcishy 305

Peace Rivet [40

Peanut 482
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Pearl Harbour 460

E
3
f:jrl Island ,p6 3

, 520, j 3 6 r 3:49

Pcdri' Guiietce* do Santa CLara (see Guru rrei)

P'CljTO PlZ;1 :th:. (see Pk'.tfro)

Pdlrhyn 23, 1 - l

Pcpeekea 391

Peregrins Iskmd 195

E-Wsja 6, 47, 489, 4 fi4, Hy IS, '''74, 6S3

I 'on: {see especially pans V -X.)

Peru Current (see Humboldt Current)

Pr.-fM Vl:fin cbrQOoktgV 210 2 2.£, 2 2^ 307, 5

-

PesiJ(! :inJ fender 34 , toj, ill, l [9-121, 124, [28,

149

Petrofiljpfcs 117 ] 19, i*,!,
j 90> 4.137, $07, < sG $» 7 , 61$,

6S4. 738

Pcuc 6; 6

Phaaeolus (see beans.)

Philippines 6, 29, 44, 4s, 14. j6 s 64, 64, 7 j, 72, tj, r«
i
pn,

icH he, 134, i 57, *¥i P 4)4#4ar T 4S3, 4 z4 1 4*S p 4 53 ,

4 --.V, 412, 4 ^J, 4H1 49 ®. 49*1 4<A y>2, jjh, 495,

Nj, 693

E’hoertician 6, 306

Phormi u rr-i lenax
5 79., $ 15 j

Physalra peruviana (sec husk-tomato':.

Physeecr-boue (See whale-bone)

PcctOgraphs (see also peGflOgiyph*) fi Z j, 6zj, 63;, 637,

638

Picture writing {st# script)

Psk 1 4., 61 -66, Hi, loc, 187, 336, 337, 476, yci, 504,

5°^> 50 H
r 564, ^7^, 624, C13 y-, 706

Piko, Piko-piko 64 S, (no. -7^9

Pip 207

Pilot chare ,2 3 4

Pilot Hsh (109

Pimentel
j44t J4J

Piiiiih.ua 2 j
H

Pme 7g, iqi, 13 j, 162-3 (.4, 4S4

Pineapple 466-46!!. 470., 520, 340, 683
Pinnipedia 153

PijK’-r methysiicum 652

Pipi 189

Pipiko-nui 435

Pipturus i $4

Pn ii:! (see Rhipogonom scantJens)

Pijujl
3 $6, 6 jj, 732

Pianc 646

Pisco 32J, 550, 552, 353, 637

Pitcairn Island ?.ot, 360, 374, 576, 191, 573, 575, 737
Pui-iri 478

I’izartn, Francisco $16— 513

PraiUra, Pedro $21

Place-names, migration of 760, jfa

Planers 79, 72, 643 6 ji

Plankton 530, 6og, EiiH, 639

Plantain, plateiio 4S0 482, yu
PlcJiitlcs 57, 643, 644, 646 -649

PJ<-i\(octr.e 49.4, 619

Pliocene 33, 436
Plumed serpent 275, i8y„ 29-

Poyij, 716

PodiJCaipus ttwara (nee rorora)

PfJ[ 12f.l, 321, 3 jfiM, 583

Polished stoncTag« (see neolithic)

Pollen .mnlysLs 164 166, 619

Polynesia (in all parts)

Polynesian chronology 33-J7. 7J, ?<\ *07 211. 215
220

lV>[Ti' * 1 4 9, ljo, 669, 671,1, 6So, 73

1

Foaiape 1(1,, 34, 56, 404 s 422, 423, 585, 652, 729
Poncho (iAq 681,

Pontoon-iiont .see float)

IViOpo 249, 407 , 5
ft t

, 7 5 >

Papal Vuh. 28 i, 693, 75:

Poppy 4“c

Por-,L-p:>ra (see lijjo-bctni).

Portuguese 42#, 4?#, 480, 483, 491, 492
Pottery l7 r 40, 42, 44, 45, 4R', 50, 3-, 72, He, 92, 132.

1 M7 -,
J '4< 2''^j *^9, :8i. 284, 286, 292 -294, jor,

303, 304, 309, f M, pz. 479, 412, 44(5, 44:, 44?, 451

506. 554. 637

Poultry chicken)

Pounder (see pcstEc)

Pre-Inca (see especially Part V, \ Ei

Preserved bead c^S, 5^2

Prince -t Wales Archipelago.
1 39

Prince Wil]iajn
l

's S:>und S3, 86, 1 c
, ,j.|.

Profanation ct ILister Island images 2..:^

Provincial Museum, Vicrori.. 123, 138,6-4, £i-'

Provision 63 -65, 94, b68, 203, 427, 428, 431— 435, 444,

441s 453, 455 1

.[*r>, 474—479, 4A 3A 157, $37, $42,

5^3, 596, 653, 60S— 613, 6 [7, 61M

Puftman sitp is6, 376-378, 380,

3 SB. 694, 744. 745

Puerto Rico 449, 454, 4X3

Puerto \ iejo 338, 239, 246, S4H, 249. 25S, 269, 270, 27;,

J 2 t, $24, 523, 367, 6 JO

IbiKet Snuiid 95, 12 3, t6k

Pukapuka 19s, no, 73

S

i'nkara, aji, 237, 297, 330, 555-357, 559, 372, 414, -35,

740

Puktirua 184

Puhau (scl: cop-knot)

Puhinfi. 716

Pulu-eu 74]
, 749

Putiisi (sec feline artimaS)

Puma Huneo 364, 39$
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Pumkin 445

Puna 267, 4&S, 320^5*5. Jify 135 , ) 37 « l? 8 i 54b 54**,

159 i 573 . 1 ^ 7 ,
607, h 1 ?, 6*®.

PniiatwH 391

Fum 650

Pu.no 5 5 6* 369

Pucjuiftsi 7*3

Pyc:ifnid 4.B, 191*209, sjs, 30 j. 557, ^8, 3 ?b *5*. J 7^

3.94—40$, 407, 40ft, 410, 4l-i
— 4 J 9 > 4 s Ji +5 l

>

0

Quarry 204 2: 6, ajfi, 257, 24^ ' ' S°b 5*7 . -D 7 n H®.

5 49 ? 5 J
3 « 3 61 3-6.J., 366 ? fift, 3

7

°; 37b * 74 ' 3 ^->

3B7, 401,406,410-4^4,507. S*b

6H2, 69G

{^uacteturj1 period 6 I y

Quechua, Quicbua 216., 25", 2ji, 2jh, 2551, 243. 24 f.

248 — 230, :ji, 256, ?'n
,
i<Sj, 264* 47 J,

3°S, 330, 32R,

579, 429, 430, 457 . 47 J, 1 * 9 , 3*% &' - 631, f,
5 +.

637., M, 641, 642, 7D, ?1<J. 71 s
’ 7 J°’ T^i 732 734 ,

7+6 , 757 . 7&>

QuCCn Chaiiotiu Island k i—

&

4 ,
K6, 95 ,

ioa— Cf- 1-1 ,

122, 5 27
, 134, 135, 133, 1 > 5 .

T 6i, 16*

Quera-ik1

' i: -
1 23,0, 233, 3 fit;-, 274 J&). iRj, 284* ayi, 202,

297, igB, ^29 331, $33. 47U. $ 7 b 719, 75 f:l
. 7 * 2 , 755

Quilla 647

QuLllota 438, 69G

Quinoa 633, £51

Quipu 63,4, 6 j
5 64 *? 647

Quifrficamayoca 73.2, 2+7, £34, &4 1

Quito 532, 333, 407, 427, 53K, 557, T7l, 5 & 7 ,
65c,. £jt,

6S9

Qiaen j-fty

Qijcmique 568

R

Ka 149 35 a, 3ji, 374, ito, 730, 752, 7J6

R:i2ilii:i 1 K 7

Race preservation 342, 343

Radio-Carbon method, Qirbon-14 method 3?, 207, aas,

3^4, 306, 321, 43^, 45 a, 493. 63$, 68+

Raft (see log-raft, reed-boat, float)

Raiarca ii K t>j, 14a, 370, 374, iWj, ips
r

* sa
>
4 J9i S92 j

477 . $0 i T 301, 3’iJj, 73&, 7 >9 . 746 , 75 5

Raimi, Raymi 741, 747

Raimondi stout 307, 747

Rain-cloak 137, 1 3.3

Raivacvac 361, 474, 376, 39B, 399, 40Q 669

Rakft

T

7 >

R sik ah aoga 464

Rang! t 15 , 757, 71 », 7*b 7*b ??6, 75 $), 759

Riingiai-ra £40

Rung ita 171, 64*

Rano-Raraku 204, 36?. 364, 566, jfi 7 > 57°, 57 -. * 74 . 57^.

436

Rapsi, Rapa-nui
'

5 9, 206, 107, 23 7, 470, 6jS, 75 <\ 75 7

Rapaiti ao€, =»9, 210* 2 t 2, 234, 40 j, ?-?T- 59 >i 75 6.

757

Rarota 2 to, 266, 13$, 623, 607, 676, 693

Ritoionga 99, i i 3, 14b *J*i l 7 b I 7 b 1 ’’'j. l ^ 5 ,

iSIi, 197 ,
ir./i, 207. :ia 24°. Z4C1, 539> 54 ’. I"- 5

, 43 :J
,

4*4, 469., 576, 795 . 639, 694, 7T2, 717, 7^2, 7^9, 747 .

755.759

Ritt T.R I 2 Si, 504, Cl*6

Rn- tu 749

Rauru 47 K

Raven *32

Reao t S4, 1 lj6, h 1 3

Rod ochre 1
J
, iR 371

Reed- boat 64, 514, jrj
a
51S, 529-135, rA 5 * 7 . W^,

5,37. 5 ?t, 514 ,
i 7?- 5^> 5^6 - 59b

file-, 614, 6ll, 75 8

llcfuse-i 1 -.idden (see midden)

Relief carving 132, 21*7. zyo, 296, 299 - jot, 3
<,s|

. 5
7i

*

JK4, jsa, 4iJ, 420,

Religious SiX.icty 143, 144

RemOtfl fiflh 609

RtaLLu; 407

RhinocerO 44

RhipOgonum scaiidcais

Rice 453,: 496. 497

Riding animal 133,, m, 333, 4^7 , 4 1# "
4 r

5 , 45 =,

JtJ5. JoS. 5 ?+. Sj6, 561, 363

Eli Id tea a so

Ringrim 233, 219, 260, 7 22

Rio Raisas 293;, 524

Rtvcr-shrlmp 203

Roaring Foetics 6
1

1

Rungo 31, 3^3, 190, icji, 53.7— 34°. 3
*
5 » +? 1

1

431 . 5 ®4 ,

6 2 ; ,
6-2 7 ,

fi 3 1 , 64 l , b| 2 ,
r-i44

. 7 z ^ . 7 2
5 .

7

J 8

Rope (see cordage)

Rota 420

Rotorna 190,695

Rotuma Sau 433, 69 3

RuwLuck 4S, 49, 102

Rudder 4^ &j p 96, 105, D ft
. 51 s , 54?= 55 b ^7

Rub, H-artolomfiO 316— 519

Ruk 1Sita

Rukutia 173

RuTettuS honk 39 ,
t 2R 33b 697

Ru vettus prcTLOsiif, 1 30
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Sacred water 741 -743
SbctjHw* ij, 1 ji, 198, apj

5 241, 153, ztfj. i-y, $29, j ?4 ,

5 ? > 5 5 *>i J 5-. 59 ?. 39 &* 4”b -!OCj,. 408, 41 j, 4^j, 520,
Tj!

'. ^ 4 S - * 3 T. M*. *42 . M*. *7 J> G$rJ, 720, 7 Jz —
^24, 7J2-73J, Ba

. 741 -744

Sacssbuilman 365, 415,41$
baJ?? 100,517 5-194 J3+-BJ, J 3 d, 338- 341,543 -

'*S -
'" c'’ f,Tr 5i4 — 5j6j TJ9, 5^7, 571, 37 J> 576. JSe,

^i, jSfi, 591 S9?1 596, 397, ^03i boy, 606, 607
Saint liarthofomcft 402, 303, 737
Saipan .(.jo

Sak-y-Gomez jf>x, jd9> 573, 574, 6n , 61 3, 63,1, 644
Muih 79 St, n 4i Sy, re 5, 104, 120, ijt>

t i 4? , i 3 «T i ?7l
178, 1 ft

1

Salivary ferment L
:

, 5 1 6 3 *

S*lrtlon 6a, 97, 98, 3 ay, 165, 1S8, 177
Salvador 281, ipi, 292, 294, 304, 413, 454
Saimjjl 4 ,

rii, 20-23, 36
, S=-? 5 . 61—63, <5B, S4 b6,

9S, 102, 104, rod, 127, 142, 143, ijS, [62, 169-371,
] 7 g , 3 5, I

“6
r [ 8 3

, 1 90, 394, T96, za 2
k 477, 2 [ o, 4 l y,

22-:;, 3140, i 4 i, 247, 559. 5*5. 39<?. 4°&. 4O2, 407, 427,
42,0, 46S, 474, 475. 4“*. 3°«, 37J> 584, &II, 61 j. 639,
' :'44i 639. 667, 60S, 674, 6-ji, (ivy, 676, 679, 6tto, 687,
15983 692,694-6^8, 706, 711, 722, - z% 731, 733, 734,
7}&, 739s 747, 749, 754, 763

San August En 237, jio, JB. 343, m 331, ij4 3T?j
j" 1

3 7 3 » >80-384. 3 ^, 393, 4S0, .. : 4r 506, jog, ~ ij

2

San Jiliit 281,326

Sandwich Islands (see Hawaii)

Santfir Islands 6j

Say Jose Island 461, 5413 393
San MEgucJ 524

SanskHt 27, ±K. 43s 248, 435
Santa Hsirbsra 704, 725

Syma Clara 359, izi, 548
San* a CrLssir* Mind (see Tahwata)
5an in Cruz ijt, 353

Santa KSfcna 263, 314., 370

Sants Maria 196

Sififa Marta 407, 34;

Santa Ysabel 394

Santiago del Esteru 4;:-

Sajxafctha 26 a

Sarmiento dc Gamboa, Pedro (see Gamboa)
Siivan i(ilj, 173., 3 7ft, 4.37, 754. 759
Sczlv

5 3 7, j 16, 3 5 8, 672, 6yi, 7ot

Scalping szS, 637 -660, 662

Sciirnmon Lagoon j;t

Sceptre 265

School system 43, 642

Scirpus tan. n.
1 (see toioij.i

Stlipt *+*• z *°> 2SJ5
- 3 *9 . 3 7 *. 3 *% 4 3 3 , 4B* 5°J* Je6.

587—369, 623 63^ 641, 68j
Sea-bridge dry

Sea Foam people (see Fuam people)

S^al-sJiiji float (see float)

Sichufa 342, J4 j ,
34-, (foi

Semitic 6, t>i&

Sfri Iruti.nrt 582

Serpent- worship 479, 491, 400, 3 ah, 309, 460, je,X, jjj,

$ 7 i> 573,
—
27, 749

Sewing 301
,

1
J 7

Si 1.1110 period &2

£h.,rh 3yft
h 377, 639, 719

Shclf
3 *» 39. 44. 47, 4». )1, 94, I0j s tie, t 20, 122,

i±'.\ 119, rji, 147. 344
, 4^5. -i f*, 4Tn , 337, J56,

5?^, 5ji, 6j6— 6yfl:
h 66>, 664, 674, 673. 681,686, [193,

697, 698— 700, 70.5, 603, 731
Shell money (see moncuirv system)

S i A boi; 4 1

1

Siam 7, 489
Sj Antar 4 e 1

Siberia 1 h, 71, 447, 4 cj4
Sierra tie Periji 63 X

Sifc;tj-iuia 3^7

Si Kira 649

Sskkirti 489, 491

Sikuani 739

Silk !
4 3. , (58, 59;

Scllustani 369

Silver 44, aoj, 221, ±k 7 , 442,m 518,341, 563, y
f,
5

Sitrilx?u Island j 95

Sincf- Cuzque Pachaeuti ] 655, ti^fi

Sind 45 j

Sinker
3 yo

Siriunors 3,17

Skeen:* River 97 ,
1 14

Skin (see also light skin, black skin, and yellow-brown
Skin)

j v 6, 9, 3j, 16- 20, j2, Bj, &4r 93, 159, 3*2 _ T s 4>
Tf(7, rSH. 391 102, 12*

, 2Jl3, HJ. 3T ,<

Slave 46, IOI, T28, 336, E 4 5, 146, 3 *4,
E H 7 .

1 St, 3 ?7, ICC?

Slinf- 377, 42T, 314, J43 , 663- 66 y, 695, 6y6
SloCin Valley no
Sock,

I system 4*, 7,, 67. 140 -i 4y ,
2 t £

, ,
, y> T

-
c, dib

Socjety Inlands 23, 22, 59, (it, 84-86. 96, 97. 1-4, 1 :6,

1 1 j 1
.'

C J Z . 139. E 4 [
, '45. 170, 174. 1112. 197. 240,

a**> $'*• iiC'

3 3S9, 397. 59^. 405- 4' 5, -D«.

4*3. 47*. 478, 502, JC14, 356, jBj-jSj, 599, Gao, 60S,

fi 59* *4S. *44. «Jj, 665, 667, 661
, 6-6, 679, 687, 6m,

692, 69 j, 697, 731, :jtl. 738. 7J9, 744, 746, 749, 7JJ
SoCjti biiyi jf,7

Sobr beliefs (see especially part l! ami X)
Solomon Islands 3*, 329, tyt, 194, 195, 335, 43S. 439,

4S2, jo6, 507, 367, 571, 1-73, 577, 649, 669, 675



1 \ l)LX 8
1

7

SqnJthasapa J ±7

Sophorii h 'i 7

Sorghum 489, 495

Spaniards ifc, so, 3*. 4 :

’
J
i 19 f

lz-U ] 95
— *9^' ail

''

2*", 2iS> iio-zy.-, 23+, 237-^9, 241, *44» *5 & .
1

I
2.

21.1-256, 158-7*60, 366-^70, 275, 2«l^ aS^
267, 270, it?4, 296, j,o?, jay jci, yl, j-2, 325, 537,

J2H, 550— JJ5, 541, 345, 3 54, 3*5. s
f,f:

. S97i 4 l 9- 4*',

4i*j 4JO-4J2, 435, 43^.5 43®, 459. 44* -443, 4J5»

417. 419., 461 1. 4^Ji 4 rH, 46®, IT 2
, 4 74= 479- 4®°, 4^^,

487, 4% 491, 494, 497 f 49®, 5^3 5*9. ?3 2 -5J7,

541. J44> J4'5 -54®, ?Jo, Jj6 560. 563, 167-569,

571-574, 5®7, 1%, 59 1 ,

J

95 , 597 =
jgB.fioiiioa, Gia—

£14,633.-633,646,647, 674 ,
tiR], 7 a4i 7 3

3

1
7 4 J. 74*,

7S®s 761, 762

Spear 122, 1 23, iji, 2jo6, 412, 416, 42 1, 4 2 5, 519, 6(5 4,.

703

Spilbefgcn, Jorrs van j jo. 531

Spiral 116, 296, 597, 309, 665

Spirit-beliefs 57—39, 345, 15 k r <>S
,
±45 , 33 3

, 4^3 , 4-6.

fofi, 554—556, 560, J'SU CiJ:':, 65 I
„ 652, 7I . 7 ± T , ”14

SpondyEus pklururn 55 t, 555

Squash 44V, 446

S: i Vi java 45

Ssecb/uari 49

1

St, ill 1 :;6, 1
.[ 1 , 237, 2+3, 25 I, z6b, i6j, 268, 276, 29Z. 507,

jo?

Stars {see also astronomy) 57, ! 7"- n** 2 55i 645 — 651

Srcp’Sjgn 509

Stevenson, W. D. 543, 54s

Stilts 69s

S tone adze (ace adze)

Stone age (sse also neolithic) 3, 13, 34. 37 “59, 68, yt ,

77, 78, 92—94, 100, 103, 106- toy, isa, tiS. 157, i7«,

201, 203, 214, zao- 3 24, 38 j> 403—40*, 548, 566, 6tz

Stone building face architecture)

Stone head jii, IE4, 3-63, 365, 369- 372, 360—382,410,

412. G63 — 66 j

Stonehenge 404

Stone mirror 'see mirror)

Stone money (see mnnsmaty system)

Stone sculptore 37, 3.

3

,
119- ij-*, 153, 204, 206, 215,

2 S3. 236, 247. 251, 2%, 284, 287, 29 1, ay?, 294, 296,

3°2 ,
3 "7, 508, 349—351, 3*3 357, 359-361, 3S5-

367, 370-574, 377, 379. 3 a°. ?® 5 ‘ 3S7. 594 .

J'A 39a, 4<Jo* 4=1, 410-416, 4t9-4- T
- 625, (S3 15, 645,

662, 6-8

1

Stone itiitue 204 206, 2:5, 135—237, 240, 24R, 251,

153, 261, 26 8, i%. idy
, 2512, 295 -297, 299 jo 3,

307, joS, yio. 349, 357, 352 361. 364-3*8, 369—

374, 374 3®5, 3&S— 193, 394, 4=4 410. 41:

416. itS — 42a, 636

Stone work 5.; yy. 43, 92, tai — tie, 124 L*S
P 157,

1 116, 187, 202, M>3, 23 1, 223, 229, 2 3=> 29j, y.-i.

35®. 5 jo- 372 i 5®4-42 3, 5°7, 1 E 7. 54®, Tit, 575, fB$,

599, 625, 691, 713

Stringed instruments CCS 670

Sua (ace Zue)

Sugar, sugar-awe 49, 66, 1R7. 212, 458. 463, 474, 476,

479, 624

Sumatra 6, 42 44, 47, 56, 64. 81, 108, 153, r.o. 410—

434, 417, 418, 423. 489. 66'J, *8 2, 6«7

Sumha j i

Sum bawi 29

Sumeria 28, 242, 244

Sun (sec also solar beliefs) 57, $8, 146, t?±
f
171 612,

6
3 3, 643-647

Sunda Islands 47, roy, 176. 434

Sun-god (see solar beliefs)

Sun-woE&hip {see solar beliefs)

Supe 451, 704

Sun papuensia {see pig)

Swedish Drap Sea Expedition 34, 619

Sweet- put a to. Kmnara 46, 110, ziz, 357, 367, 36ft, 3A9;

458—441, 443 446. 44®i 415, -f6S, 469, 471— 471 =

478 -480, 482—486, 492, -194, 497, 501, 503, 516, 520,

5*5, 598 -6<?P, 6x2, 6
1 ;j, 625, 690, 69+, 739, -5"'. 7J9,

765

-Sword 38, 4-), 2.6W, 419—41?, I? I, 6*4, 6Sz, 695

Svordbean 487, .,33

T

Tsana (see Tanga roa)

Ta’a-toa (sci? Titngwoa)

Tabasco 28

1

Tahiti to, 39, 20, 21,33,57, 59 . 65, 88, 89, 96, ia.*— 104,

1 <1, 1 1 0 , 1(4, IT(i, 1 29, 153, 3 hi, t7 5, 1S3, t35, 3 8“,

104, 207— ICO, 219, 140, 143, 2*3, 3:0, 339, 342, 574,

4 » 9, 5 90, 392, 396 399. 4-3 1 J 4=-=, 4 3 0 " 4 5 >1 44 J , 449,

4*T 465, 4*8 . 469. 47 >, 47®, 482, l-n, J02, (04, 583,

5 S4, (>a B
,
6 1

8

, 641 ,656— 658, u 60^ 66 5 , 666, 6"1
e , 67S

68 1. 683, 693. 694, 6y? t
6L19, 704. 7t:= 7- J, 7^—72=,

726, 729, 733
—
737a 759 ,

74a* 745— 745 . 747 “ 749 .

75 ', 7?£i, 759

T.Lhuau, S.icita t'riwina Island 183, 184, 194, 495,
"

1 4 ;

I ahuba 415, 436

Taiaha 126

'J’aiaroa 89, 4C.S

Tainua .3 3
s

Taiohac 467, 741

T2ipi 378, 745

Tairona 407

Tflitiniararna alii, 2 i 1

Takumc 23 -0

52 jJVjvvdoM
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Talari Cnji

Tallafia
j j 3

Tama (see Kama)

Tama k 1 1 70

Tama-mii-tc-ra 735, 75 3

Tamhu 723, 724

I'ambij Singa c 9

y

Tamt-tc-m 737

Tama 283

Tanc {see Kane)

Tanga desert 646, 633

Tangalongo 558

Tanganara 533

Tangar 011, Kamila 37. 1 r:6
r
1S9, iyo, 157, 1^ 201,

2
-:0 "

2
5 y' * 4°> 3 5 E>* M°. 64*, 6fcH, 719, 72? — 73#, 737

Tj-Pr 7 J4 . TJ 5

Tang dynasty 439

Tilngiia 171. 174, ao6, 207, ilo

T:.|rjtaa M;i|-|- L 413
T:spa (.Site also hark cloth) 46, 66, 134, EjJ, 1416, 448, 452,

3 5 3 , 642, 666, 678, 6S0, 68

1

'I'apa-bcatL-i (see hark heater)

J k[>u j 44, 20J, 392, 7 1

1

Tapu-td-roa 759, 743

E '3 raea 297, 399, xox

Tatahumara 660

larangii 241— »4j^ 717, -z-3
, 743, 757

rampaca, XaapK 266

Jarn 4 •:>, 6i, 6s, 66, na, : 20, 121, 3 61, 434, 478, 479.

6jp, 695

Tasmania 1 t. j6, fit. 64

Tattoo 1 8, 39, 139, 140, iBj, u>
3

TaLia Tcke 656

I aunuuo Island
] 92

T'avem
j 6 3 , 376

Tav,'haki 173

Trnwhiti-nui {See Kuhikij

T'e Atawa 1-90

Te: Tctua 467, 636, 72S

I c Pi to K '..ira 756

Ty Pi to re Henna 736, 757

Teque-teq ue
5 65

Terracotta 672

Terra iJc.:] Fucgo£i 3l 696

Textiles {see also hark doth and Up*) 43,4;, , 7
_

5
r

.

41 X 5 ] 9 , £137, 68d

I ezcai I ipoca 271, 276

TeZcaco 2H6

TcKOSsotnoc 329, 733

Ti 185,401, 585,667, 739

Tiahuanaeo 313 224, 22K 232, 234—23.9, 24]— +45,

24 X 148, 25s- a jj, 2 j 7i ij», 260-262, 464-266,
203

, 269, 384, 294-297, 299—322, 304, J27, 308, 310,

JTI, 314,3IV 317. 325, 343. 3 50, JJ], 154-560, 364.

3
^ 3 . 37^—334, 38b', 193 — 396, agfl, 400, 401, 403 —

4=V. 408, 410, pi, 434-416, 42 t, 736- fC*. 535,
53^ J.U, 5 53 -J JJ. 5 57 , *68, 369, jtj, 585, 586, 632,
f,
3 ^i ^37 >

6?o, 6*0, <56 1, (183, 685, 6cjo, 699, 700, 702,

704, 73 4 7 -24 - 73

1

* 733, 73 j, ?37 , 73 «i 74 1“743 . 7
.

A

7J7i 7* 1 .

Tibet 491, 492,493,494
J ici. Tied [see Tiki)

3 ierra del Fuego 275

Tierra-Dcnrra
5, 54

Tiki, Ti ki n ski, l id, Ki’i, Kisi, Tid, Tied (see also

Con-Tiki rind Maui Tiki-Tiki) jj, 238-244. ^46,
-At., ;oB, 314, 327, 333. 334, 3 j9, 54^ i4 z, jT2h 375i

S'7 "- J
S

3 . D 6
. 437 , 5*7 . jai, -549, $9, jB+ 634, 650,

%o, 71*- 721, 724- 7i&* 73 1, 733 , 735 , 737 , 15 *,

741-743. 74*, 757 . 7<A 7*3

i'ilikum 566

llmrje 564, 565, 37i

Timur 51, 402

Timpak 3o4

Tinian 430

TLnneh 97

Tiquira-ni tjK

r Irtpone rrtantiSCripr 565

Titlcsura, Tiqdcaca zz$>, 230— 355, 241— 243, j43 ,

24

t

sy <3, 2J3 a66, zCa, 284, 286, 191, 29 t— 297,

3M > 302
, 303, 308

,
jej, 327, jaR. 53J, 354, 456 — 559,

3 * 5 . 374 , 5

-
5 , 37S. 3 So, 3S2, 3R.7, 588. 193,407, 408,

447, 173, sjT, 5:33- 13 j, s 44 , 353 jjj, 557, 569,

570, 5A 5 b2 3
5S5, jB6, 589-591, 601,632,6)6,637,

661, .^62, 664, 6S7, *96, 715, 719— 723, 72^, -153,

743 - 743 , 74*, 77 5 , 757—7*0
T ii u Yupanqui lAiehncnti V 636

Tlapalkni 276, 277

Tlingit 79- -St, S4. 85, tct, m. ];j, 697
Tobacco 212, 465;, 492, 65 1 — 6j 5

Toeapo Viracocha 23 o, 266.. 723

T oca\‘ 358, 723

Toddy (sec also alcohol)
5

Toebtshna 413, 41,1

Tohirlga 584, 64c, 739, 7J5

To'i 126, 170 172, no, 2t2, 4 ti, 440
Tokelau, Tokerau 1143, 241, 687, 738, 747

Totago Bay 502

Toltcc 269, 275. 376, zga, 307, 38 1, 75a

Tomato 465, 47

x

Tnnaca, TcniAcatecutli 274, sty, =137

Tonalamatl 286

Tonapa 333, 250, 262, 266, 269, 174, 291, 725, 741. 742

["onatinh 297

T..n^ irt, [9 = 24, jq, j3, j2, 53, 55. 61,63, * H
.

s 5- fi *-

]

o

3
,

[o4% 1 2.5 , ijj, 174, 176, rfir, 190, 194,



INDEX ft 19

19ft— 2Qz, 207, 219. Z43, 550, 3 1* W
,
369, 3B7,

JSH. 3 yo, 5.96— 405

,

4*7 “ 4«>S»
''8 i7

. 4?o. 475 * 47®. 575 .

5 if",, J99, 6n, 627
, 644, -667, M>8, 67?, 676, 6H7, 6h«,

692, 694, 6yJ, 697, 69*. 7°6, 7 2 3" 7-^>
T - 9 . 745l> 754 *

760

Tu-rtgftfcva 23, t 64
,
iSj, iy> 3 4*. 39 *. 59 ?

TnngaJabu 48, 63, 4™. *.<>5 “ 4'a '

5 > 4
'J9 * 5 s 4* 5 ® 5 > 754

Tonsure 43 j, 309

TopLlty-in 277

Top-knot itT ; 1 7, JiSp stop 371, 375 * 37®* 382, 446

I'nrtotse (sec turtle)

Totem-pole. 104, [35 — 11&

TotonaC *92, 381

TotOia < 73 , 527, T 54 * 5 Si, 1 &4» 5 ® 9 . 59 *p 6*5

Tr.nli- winds 3, 4„ ij, 20, jo, 42, 5:. 54, 5 6, 57 . 556 7 J.

95. 99, t27, 1J7* t6i, i6z ( 164— I&B, 1 7

5

>
211-2143

31^ 33 J. 344 , 34 !. 4* 1 . 437 . 5%. TA 6y b 606,617,

Gtq, 65 e, 74G, 7 -1
ft

Trepanation 254 , Jst, ! t j, 655 6A 696

Ties Zapntcs 292

Tridacna 1 10

TciSithi-irs 4 ft, 405

T r iron l rstonis 67 5 , 70 j

'['rogem aplendens 275;

Trophy iiS, 187, jocj, jiS t 5 St, jjg

Trujillo 304, 305, 505, J07 , 537 , 55 ?, 6 3 3 , %6p 697

I'cok 54, 613
1 , GS 2

Trumpet 477, (170, 674. 675. 7*i

'fs]JHE,yan 79— 81, 84, 8H, fcy, 94,97, 103, so.-, i-< 7 ,
T[ T

C 4*. 87®

Tsuma, Tuane, Zumc 23 ;;., 2S4, 291, 728

'J'u (see Ku)

Tuamotu, Paumreu. 6, ty, 22, 26, 52, SS4, 89, <p, 329, 143,

1ST. 161, fBj, 1B+, hjGj 199* 2*4 . 210, 11 l, 3 39, 34 =
,

5 *9 * jy. 3A 4 T'. 457 . 44E 4^' ;
joi JO}, 5^ 57?,

577. 5 8 4. J9P, 60s, 603, 604, 6o6. *17. GiS, 6*7 , 639,

657, 676, 687, %7, 7zy, 75*. 749 . 755 , 757

Tuapaca 253

Tuapu 198

Tua-'K'hcnua 341V, 733

Tubuai -;, 3 53 . 374, 576, 3 Bo, 483, 39& . 5
'7Z . 3A 4 l°.

470, jjj, J 93 p 599, 756

I ucunian $57, -55ft

Tui nga 679

Tui Tarsi 400, 4O4

Tui -Tonga 420, 403

Tula, ToUan *73, 376, 277, 279, 292. 329, 7 J 2-734

TumSwla 553

I'mnbez 331-533, 3 3. 1 , 4*7 > U& 5
2 5. !3

:
-. J5J* JS 7 .

5 ?
b

. 54 B. 5 5^. 364* 373 ,
3S7. ?!)?. 603

Tdinipaitipa 559
"

3 'utui 6 si,j, G 10

TvitUpa 33T 261, 723

T.jjsi
5 55, 5G4 5G6

Tu-Paca 266, 723, 724. 729. 75 '

lupac Inca, Topa lr.ca (sec Tupac Ytipanqnip Inca)

Tupac Yupanqui, Inca 355 , JJ7— 5*7» 5 7-, 574. 57'T

6j 8

Tupai 462, 465, 736

J u pi 274, 283, 652

rupinacnlya 274

TU To 2.00, 20 E

Turban 19, 195, =y6p j;4„ 309, 310, =20, 5B2

Turdru e Ky ,
l<?i

Tufkcstan 494

Turkey 504

Turmeric LyS

Turtle ;t=p 403 , 471), 53 1

Turtica J5 9

Turara (see Kubota)

I'u-cc-Kotopaogji (sec also Olopanaj 173

Tu-te-R iingi-Maratn it 72 1 ,
722

Tutuila 754

Tzapnbec 297

Tzatzltepec

Tzendjl 279- 2 Bi

Tzcquil £Uo, i<}\

u

Dill an 42 2 p 385

Dapou 24&p 384, G94, 741

Ukeke 669

Ulilea 4G2

1 J I Li (see Utu)

L'lupo 203, 407

Umi 389

Upoiu 407, 754

Uqueniquc 5 63

I. t 6
, 44, 47., 24 t 245* 4 Z 4

Urewersi
1
yo, tji

Die j 8 y 3
G&7 . 716 , 7 T 7, ? iT . 733. 749. 7 5 3. 75 7

LJrUbamba 429

Urti-kebu, U ru-keo iDy-tyS, 20], 225-217, 2jOp 319.

317. 5 2S, 340, 341. 3?Op
J 7 T 5 «* 5

f' T 7 .

Utatl-an z'S t

Utetc G69

LTClips 462

Uvea 845,65 (!— (160

V

Vabitahi 196

Vahuka 745

Vaitupu 183, 754

Vakaakau-uli 2U0, aet, 239, 335
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1

- I L

Vulura, Bias tij+j.

ValpapjifiQ 4 ,
yt-

1

Vancouver Inhiui * 3 -16, g;, I ot>, m 4j , Z t
;

izh, 154,

1

3 ^ - 1 ^7 ’ ] ^ M*. ifil, if!?, n», i^n, 388, 705
, 715

Vavftu 407

Venesection bow 665, 666

Venezuela zC.$. aKs, *8 j, 355, $ 7 *. 4 J 7 , 54b *' 37 , &49
Vrra Cruz ztjT.. :ys, 294, 2,2^ jsa

Vera PaZ 2S1

Vienna 452

Vi i i! :111a, vi inara (see papaya)

VilcnUxiayu 115

Vileashuamln 595

VLtJacviri 695

' iosque 231, 25 3, 2G6, 26s

Vifaccxhtt *51-25.9-, 345, 147— =16, 25S -262, 264

2 7^ =?b 174

-

27$. 481 . 282, 2 !*4 , ZJO, 291 ,
3 h4l ic.lfi,

2 p7 ,
}0CV 502-404, sc??- 505, jij, 5J.(, 527. 35

J

* 3 * 539 . 54 *, 342 , 5 f y, jfiij, 57b 40*. T 2i, jz+,

5 *5 , 53 b ^ 54=
6jo. 7H = 716.723

725, 729, 730-735, 7*0. 71

1

Vimcocharunsi 25 z, 233, a**, s+y, 25S, 266, 2,68, ;6y
Viru 451

Viiayn &

V iii fra Fiji and Hid)

Votsm, Uoran 278— atfo

V' lyaying feasibility 162, 220, 273, 174, 33 i
r 544, 545,

>5 5 * 4 l *» 4 i] 4*4 . 443 . 444 = 4 *7 . 494 4 lA ^ 4 ,

J
T 4 * J 5 7 -5 6a, 577. 5

*9 , 5 S», 634—620, 644 ,
70 ,:

Y'cilkcrbijode Museum, Jierl.it] 510, 551

w
W ;lLE:ii.j 468

Waimea 5^9, 677

YY ai.-o-r.angi 7 j 7

Waipu 6 1 7

Wnirsu 54, 691

Waist-hand 157, *96, TS7

Wsitaha ] 7 5

Wakashans ft]

Wakca (sL i' Akca)

WaEiis Island 39::, 571

W :t!tua 152, 1 5 j, joy

Wampum 144

\V*cm cant (see 1-IuaticAilvJ

Wanderer 147, 14s, ryes, ns, *68-279, iSt, j«
3 . 2S4,

iSC, aya, 394, jjy, 573, 693, 723 725, 729, 743
W;,er supply i$S, 4<&S- 462, 4*5, 545, 546, 548, 5*4-

59a, Jy*. foo, 608—613, 6 1 7, 6.94

Weapon 34, 34, 96, 1 7. 1 22-126, 237, aSy. 288,410—

4 ti. f ' r>= J 34 - 664, (ili?, 69 j -697, 70 724, 7'b 7}.:

Weaving (sL-ualsn If 40, 4T ,
.,6, 68, 151, rti'., i 53i

3^7, 31.8. 442, 447, 4 ) 1 = 45b 5H, *79, 6Sz

Weir 1 5 1

West Indies 43*, 447 , 4Bi 454, 41 7. -1
1% 474= 47b <"b

682

Whakatane J 70

Whale blubber 169

Whale-hone 92. 5 22, 11
$, rjj, L26, 13c, i

3 $, ?K.

\\ bangamd ] H i.,

Whare-Kura (see school system)

Where Wanariga (sec school Sy&tern)

Whatonga 170, n6
,
2 to, its, 640

^ hed 4::, 42, 4j, 46, 47, 1 j8, j6<S
P 367, 421

Vf hctu-D-re-jati (see pleiadc9)

Vvhjj.de 670, 67 1

White skin (sec light skin :

Wind instruments 670— 677

Windward Islands 397

Wine (see alcohol)

VV oiad-Curif ing 57, TOT, 104, 101, 112-117, ( - x
.

1 ? ’=

lc‘h 549 , 3JO, 362, 5 $3, 572, 377, 379, 3B3, j!*.;, 308,

J
T J. 548 , 551, J 5 *, 174 . S il l . 61 3, 629, 631, 675,

(>7 *, 6? i, 686, 6S7, 692, 6(>6

W ood-scvA- i Mg 101 — 103, 379

Woo] 1 33. xiK, 517, 51B, 4ji, 4i.a, J17

X
Xnmhosoma 47 ft

Jtbahnqmt 3*], 192, 693

XochipillL 297

Xliv isi.-L- Zuc)

Y

Y;diuar-Cocb3 jSa

V.Lli 4 1 r>

Yam 61, 6a, 1 to, 474, 475, 479, 480

Yilncan Mayla 1 y:f

Yap tf. 14, 413, 4«, 614. 6E1

Ydlow-hrowo race 6, (7. - 1, z6. 29, it, 32,4s, 1;, 66 T

7 b 7b S2
, 9b *29, iT b 524, 314 316, 3 4 b 3-4 4 - ? fV.

-Mb 4ty* 4W, 433,45b 45b 6i2

Yl-Uotv- brown skin =.=, «
3 , 89. >3.9, SX,

3 . tji

YEi 1 (see I lilo)

Yiica J1 ui'.iL 74 a

Yuca 520

Yncatiut 274, 275,5-7. :?«, 2S0, 5Xi. zSy, 1S7, zpe, apt,

=94 ,
=97, 5

=9 , 5 55 , 54 b 545 , 5 6s, 396, 4c H, 4T4, >t

6z- t 6-X, 69 i, 71 H, 7 ?j, 752, 733

Yukaghiis 97



INDEX 821
v " ‘

Yunka 4,’.^

Vnrac-iiLi-

Yrtnnn.n 4'-;‘2

Z
Z-aba ! 7 L

:

', 7 li
^

mal 7 ^1 75 a

Zapiirt^ J 3

/airotc, AuKusiin }•,
-"S'Jt 5*5

/.«a mays {stc ituu>-C)

ZhutsniBa 415

Zoqut 2H0

/.L 3 L-, Sua, Xuc iir, 3^1 . 7 - :
.

f

Zume (sec Tsmm)
Zufti fiyj

Zliaon .fyt
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